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PREFACE. 
The reader should be aware that the present study departs in 
certain major ways from the customary practices of writing dissertations 
in the field of English and American literature. The study departs from 
expected academic form in keeping with its particular nature as a 
speculative activity in symbol construction. 
The ways in which the study diverges from customary form are 
three. First, the study does not provide a preliminary discussion of a 
relevant history of criticism; however, it does distribute a virtually 
encyclopedic body of relevant traditional and contemporary critical 
information among its chapter end notes, final evaluative chapter, and 
-bibliography. This method allows the study both to establish and to 
maintain its prime focus on symbol construction as a direct response to 
literary texts. Second, the study does not develop its content by means 
of highly discursive expository discourse; instead, it relies on highly 
non-discursive, condensed and formulary verbal statement. This style of 
thinking and saying permits the study to organize and to treat in detail 
a large and even comprehensive sampling of literary and related texts--
as in themselves a repetitive yet expansive discourse, upon the study's 
hypothetical complex of ritual ideas. Third, the study does not provide 
an easily read typographical surface; on the contrary, it usually offers 
to its reader an extensively difficult technical surface. The excep-
tiona! reliance on features of print and layout works to handicap the 
ordinary codes of reading, in the study's strategic effort to remark and 
iii 
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to insist upon certain primitive facts of human communication, facts 
from which the literary language of Hawthorne and literary language in 
general may draw its deeper powers of resonance and appeal. 
Being aware of the special features or complexities, the reader 
may wish to read selectively--from what is effectively a resource study 
for the development of a future philosophy of literary art. 
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CHAPTER I. 
THE THESIS: HAWTHORNE'S LITERATURE AS ORAL GESTURE. 
The light from the hearth quivered upon the flowers and 
foliage, that were wrought into its oaken back; and the 
lion's head at the summit, seemed almost to move its jaws 
and shake its mane. 
--Grandfather's Chair, p. 74. 1 
A. Introduction: The Thesis and Its Development. 
Might the oral gesture theory of speech and speech origins serve 
as an approach to literature? In what ways could the theory be sue-
cessfully applied? Would the application contribute significant new 
insights to the scholarship and criticism of literature? 
Oral gesture theory as developed for the enlightened general 
reader by Richard Paget in Human Speech (1930; 1963) serves, in the 
present study, as a successful approach to the works of Nathaniel 
Hawthorne (1804-1864). But the success of the approach depends largely 
upon the study's taking, at the outset, a philosophically extreme, 
topically narrow, analytically self-challenging, subjective position 
with regard to the nature of Hawthorne's works. Thus, by first taking 
the position (i.e., here, ~n the introduction prime, and on grounds of 
long reading familiarity) that Hawthorne's works are the arcane arts-
verbal relics of an idiosyncratic creative mind-set (i.e., a character-
istic, restricted set of private ideas, used heuristically by the author 
to stimulate composition and to control style), the study must first 
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move to reconstruct that idiosyncratic creative mind-set. In a pre-
liminary, compatibility-suggesting application of general aspects of 
Paget's motor-analogue theory of meaning in language, chiefly to 
auxiliary and prefatorial texts by Hawthorne (Chapter I, Parts B-C), 
three constructs are brought forward as hypothetically fundamental or 
essential to Hawthorne's idiosyncratic creative mind-set--the chanting 
mouth, his personal name as public enigma, and f9rmal literary conso-
nance; the constructs are inferentially integrated, in the idea of 
Hawthorne's name as orally self-translating vital serpent--of Haw-
thorne's signature as self-botanizing master-form-with-consonant-chant, 
the dynamic, all-binding poetic principle of Hawthorne's works, 
auxiliary through literary. Next, taking a restricted rhetorical 
position, that Hawthorne's works, as a unified discourse on name, are 
a private, Christ-confessional chant-petition for immortal life, the 
study moves to reconstruct the oral-ideal form of that private chant-
petition. In a mediatory application of Paget's theory of consonant 
gestures (or contactive motor values cued by consonant sounds/signs), 
chiefly to Hawthorne's text of actual literary signatures (Chapter II), 
a signature-voicing scale is generated, a tool-construct of five 
consonant-figures with oral-vegetal extensor-tags, and the construct 
is tested, for its power to orient or attune the reader to Hawthorne's 
ever-orally self-fulfilling immortal name, in a preliminary application 
to his storyteller writings for children and to a related pseudonymous 
nature essay not as yet attributed to Hawthorne ("Vegetation about 
Salem, Mass.," by "An English Resident," in Aesthetic Papers, ed. 
3 
Elizabeth P. Peabody [1849]); the scale is integrally assessed as 
Hawthorne's life-wisdom-alive book-stave-~the writer's, the reader's, 
and the book's own key to literary maturation, to literary rights as 
rites of trans-textual passage. ·Then, taking a fully anthropological 
position, that Hawthorne's works of literature are the fully burgeoned 
form of his signature-poetic, with its serpentine heart-demand for 
public and evident, for Providential, real life-and-death blessings, 
the study moves into the manifold to sample systematically, of the 
idiosyncratic oral-consummate (wishful) fruits of that privi-public 
literary petition. In a classifying and apportioning application of 
the scale to Hawthorne's literary works (the ninety-two tales, five 
novels, and six unfinished works, as collected in !Qe Centenary Edition, 
ed. William Charvat and others [1962- ] ; Chapter III), one hundred 
and thirty-three passages are concordantly, systematically sampled, or 
unfolded or read (with interpolated remarks) as a set of five five-fold 
signature-petitions, for a recurrent, draconic yet undersating all-round 
haw-in-mouth, or as five hawthornesques, or as name-anecdote-consonant 
American yarns, on--"Nathaniel Hawthorne" as Hebraic-Anglic identity, 
in eternally self-enforcing, mouth-based literary courtship, of American 
continent, capital, population, culture, and language--or of America's 
historic gifts-memorial, as trans-historic matrices of contact, for 
name-immortalizing succor; the set of unfolded signature petitions is 
appraised, as evidence constituting the higher literary qualification 
of Hawthorne's signature-poetic, a proliferation of self-re-signing, 
self-redesigning, with formal reinforcing echoes ~n Godhead-romancing 
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Miltonic heritage (Nativity Ode, Lycidas, Samson Agonistes, Paradise 
~). Finally, taking the implicit critical position, that a success-
ful approach to the arcane prose art of Nathaniel Hawthorne has been 
achieved (i.e., by means of the preliminary and mediatory application 
of Richard Paget's oral-gestural linguistic), the study moves to 
evaluate the wider, ever more universal significance of its special 
insights into the art of Hawthorne. In a selective review of twentieth-
century Hawthorne studies, nineteenth-century contexts and sources, 
English literary and critical heritage 1500-1950, and linguistic science 
past and present as poetic study (Chapter IV): the study suggests that 
the especial value of its special insights into the oral master-craft 
of Hawthorne (into the serpentine signature-poetic as oro-genic art of 
self-ambush and trans-textual aesthetic of semantic-hunger gesturing) 
may lie in their power to place Hawthorne in an individualistic, sensi-
tive, and possibly underestimated relationship with the philological 
concerns of the New England of his day; it demonstrates the trans-
contextual power of the consonantal-vegetal scale-Hawthornesque to 
integrate written texts supportive of such placement; and (recognizing 
both the power of that construct as perceptual stratagem for examining 
oral continuities in literary texts and the fact of unextricated values 
~n its present re-reading of Hawthorne) the study resolves to investi-
gate scale-correlative linguistic devices for the future reading of 
texts, devices not out of harmony with its continuing interest in the 
work of literature as articulatory symbol--anthropological design 
consonant with contact structures fundamental to living human speech 
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and community life, and with the revolution or maintenance of spe-
cialized meanings from that base. 
B. Development: The Foundations of the Thesis. 
The study has indicated (in the introduction of the thesis and 
its development) that a preliminary application of general aspects of 
Paget's theory of speech, chiefly to auxiliary a~d prefatorial texts by 
2 Hawthorne, will serve to bring forward three constructs posited as 
fundamental to Hawthorne's creative mind-set: (1) the chanting mouth; 
(2) his personal name as public enigma; and (3) formal literary canso-
nance. To be applied are three aspects of theory, which may be identi-
fied as follows: (1) Paget's explanation of the rise of language, as 
given in his summary statement in Human Speech; (2) Paget's opinion of 
null-success on the scientific recovery of the original sounds of 
language, as given in the same summary statement; and (3) one of Paget's 
illustrative formulations of theory, perhaps coming to center itself in 
the consonant element of speech, and posited as a reasonable strategy 
for the further study of botanical lexicons. 3 As arguments for the 
elegance of mouth-gesture in the universal signification of mean~ng, 
Paget's statements of theory will serve to focus analogous, if not 
identical, sets of attitudes to mouth demonstrated by Hawthorne ~n 
select passages from auxiliary and prefatorial texts. Passages ~n 
which Hawthorne contemplates visual images of speakers will come to 
show his enchantment with speech as a motor-process (a contemporaneous 
observer of Hawthorne will serve to reinforce that focus). Passages in 
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which Hawthorne darkly posits his name as linguistic origin of his 
literary universe will come to show his emphasis on the motor-values of 
words and word-elements (a contemporaneous observer of Hawthorne will 
serve to reinforce that focus). And passages in which Hawthorne admits 
to use of consonanc-strategies for signing his thoughts of crees will 
show his most integral motor-attitude to mouth and to speech-process--
maintained as a private poetic image of himself, as a "singular" image 
of himself as singer, in which he and his name work as one, master-
keying orally the deep-rhythms of his literary style (a contemporaneous 
observer of Hawthorne will serve to reinforce that focus 4). As argu-
ments which successfully serve to focus Hawthorne's oral-motor mind-set, 
Paget's statements of theory will be used to introduce the three 
sections of preliminary development which follow; as arguments which 
successfully serve to focus only the very basic construct of Hawthorne's 
creative mind-set, Paget's statements of theory will be referred to and 
will help guide, in the conclusion of the chapter, a recapitulative 
discussion, by means of which an assessment will be made of the need 
for a supplementary application of oral gesture theory. 
1. Foundations: The Chanting Mouth. 
Paget's explanation of the origin of language, as given ~n 
"Summary of the Gesture Theory" in Human Speech, follows a report of 
research, in which phonetic experiment on artificial resonators has 
been combined with the comparative study of lexical universals. Giving 
central importance to the articulatory movements of the organs of 
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speech (and their relation, through positional analogues, or pantomime, 
to general motor-systems of the body), Paget developes his explanation 
as follows: 
Observations as to the actual resonance changes which occur 
in the production of the vowels and consonants show that we accept 
as identical sounds which are widely different, provided they are 
made by similar postures or gestures of the organs of articulation. 
From this it is argued that the significant elements in human 
speech ar~ the postures and gestures, rather than the sounds. The 
sounds only serve to indicate the postures and gestures which pro-
duced them. We lip-read by ear. [Miss Helen Keller, whom I had 
the pleasure to meet in New York, is able, though deaf and blind, 
to understand speech quite fluently. She lip-reads by touch, 
placing two fingers across the speaker's lips and her thumb under 
his chin.] 
Not only in the case of the Aryan roots--but in the Semitic, 
Sumerian, archaic Chinese, Oceanic (Polynesian), etc., North Ameri-
can (Hoka) and South American (Arawak), in modern English, and in 
the invented words used by children, we fiad the same principle at 
work. The sound of the word is frequently found to be due to · 
postures and gestures of the organs of articulation which bear a 
pantomimic relation to the idea or action to which the word refers. 
From this we infer that human speech arose out of a general-
ized unconscious pantomimic gesture language--made by the limbs and 
features as a whole (including the tongue and lips)--which became 
specialized in gestures of the organs of articulation, owing to the 
human hands (and eyes) becoming continuously occupied with the use 
of tools. The gestures of the organs of articulation were recog-
nized by the hearer because the hearer unconsciously reproduced tn 
his mind the actual gesture which had produced the sound. 
(Paget, p. 174) 
Not unlike Paget's statement, tn its (suggestive) summation of 
motor events spread over time, Hawthorne's note on a drawing by Raphael 
serves to unlock a vision of speech-making, in which the mouth has 
"become specialized" in the aesthetic reordering of body movement. 
Giving concrete emphasis to small gestures of face and abstract emphasis 
to large gestures of hand, Hawthorne recapitulates, in his note on a 
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visit to an English museum (1856) a chain of primitive, motor facts of 
connection and convergence, which (for him) underlie an inferred, poetic 
state of enchantment by voice. Hawthorne's note reads as follows: 
From the Bodleian we went to [the Taylor Institute,] which was 
likewise closed; but the woman who had it in charge had formerly 
been a servant of Mr. Spiers, and he so over-persuaded her that she 
finally smiled and admitted us. It would truly have been a pity to 
miss it; for here, on the basement floor, are the original models 
of Chantrey's busts and statues, great and small; and in the rooms 
above are a far richer treasure,--a large collection of original 
drawings by Raphael and Michael Angelo. These are far better for 
my purpose than their finished pictures,--that is to say, they 
bring me much closer to the hands that drew them and the minds that 
imagined them. It is like looking into their brains, and seeing 
the first conception before it took shape outwardly (I have some-
where else said about the same thing of such sketches). I noticed 
one of Raphael's drawings, representing the effect of eloquence; 
it was a man speaking in the center of a group, between whose ears 
and the orator's mouth connecting lines were drawn Raphael's idea 
must have been to compose his picture in such a way that their 
auricular organs should not fail to be in proper relation with the 
eloquent voice; and though this relation would not have been 
individually traceable in the finished pictures, yet the general 
effect--that of deep and entranced attention--would have been 
produced. 
(Hawthorne, English Note-Books [Oxford], RE, VIII, 360) 5 
Earlier and more direct evidence may be brought forward of 
Hawthorne's subjective need to reaffirm speech-meanings in terms of the 
motor-values of the body (oral-specific as well as general). Expressing 
a basic dislike for giving intellectual advice on literary composition, 
Hawthorne (in a letter to a contemporary metric poet seeking such 
advice, 1850) describes the context of bodily confrontation he would 
require to effect an exchange of thought properly supportive of literary 
creativity. The relevant passage reads as follows: 
9 
•••• I am dissatisfied with myself for having undertaken this 
office, both because I do not perform it well, and because I adhere 
to my original idea that it is not an office for anybody to under-
take. If we were sitting together by an evening fireside, and you 
had imparted the poem to me in your own voice and cadences, and 
with your own explanatory talk; then--aided, too, by a perception 
of the poet's character--I might get light enough upon the matter 
to throw some of it back from another point of view. Only in such 
circumstances, I think, can a man be justifiea in interfering with 
the process of creation. The requisite of such preliminary criti-
cism is, to have the deepest and warmest sympathy than can co-exist 
between two perfectly independent perceptions. . 6 (Hawthorne, Letter to Lewis Mansfield, Feb. 20, 1850) 
Finally, we may infer from a report by a contemporaneous observer 
of Hawthorne that "enchantment" for Hawthorne does mean the oral-
binding, the oral-enslaving of both himself and his audience as 
immediate partner--i.e., so that the literary vision could "be born." 
• 
In Julian Haw.thorne '-s recollections of his father's reading aloud 
within the family setting, what chiefly seems to underlie the various 
effects of worlds formed anew, is Hawthorne's having made "slight and 
unobtrusive" movements with his head--behavior suggestive of articu-
latory stresses occurring concurrently within that head. Julian 
Hawthorne's recollections (1885) read as follows: 
Both Mr. and Mrs. Hawthorne seem to have been born good readers; 
there were music, variety, and expression in every tone, and the 
charm of feeling that the reader was in sympathy with the reading. 
While we were in England, Mr. Hawthorne read to us Spenser's 
"Faerie Queene;" and his children were knights-errant and prin-
cesses for years afterwards. Again, two or three years before his 
death, he read aloud the whole of Walter Scott's novels, taking up 
the volumes night after night, until all were completed. That too 
was something to remember. All the characters seemed to live and 
·move visibly before us. The expression of his face changed as he 
read, in harmony with the speech or the passage. It was very 
pleasant to see him sitting with a book;. he would settle himself 
comfortably in his chair, and hold the book open in his left hand, 
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his fingers clasping it over the top; and as he read (whether aloud 
or to himself), there was a constantly recurrent forward movement 
of his head, which seemed somehow to give distinctness and signif-
icance to the sentences and paragraphs, and indicated the constant 
living rapport between him and the author. These movements were 
slight and unobtrusive, but they were among the things which 
conveyed to.the beholder that impression of unfailing spiritual 
vitality and intellectual comprehensiveness which always char-
acterized Hawthorne. 
(J. Hawthorne, N. Hawthorne and His Wife, II, 8-9) 7 
For Hawthorne's son as contemporaneous observer, 1n other words, 
the meaningful stylizations of the vo1ce that enchants belong to the 
various realities of Hawthorne's head, as it draws upon the motor-
values of the body while v1ew1ng the printed text. Thus, we may say 
that for Hawthorne the development of literature as magical processing 
of new worlds, and ghostly renewal of old ones, ''becomes specialized" 
1n the gestures of the mouth, which re-call the spectral body of us 
all, to dance publicly a secret pantomime, which he directs. 
2. Foundations: The Enigmatic Name. 
Paget's opinion of null-success on the scientific recovery of the 
original sounds of language (or of the.first meaningful elements of 
speech) occurs in the closing paragraph of his "Summary of the Gesture 
Theory." There, it serves to counter his own intellectual nostalgia 
for the recovery of those sounds. Paget closes his summary as follows: 
The origins of human speech are so remote that, as has been 
already pointed out, it would be unreasonable to find, now, any 
traces of the original sounds. The illustrations which have been 
given above [reconstructed words] (and which, from an anthropolo-
logical point of view are all quite modern) are therefore not put 
11 
forward as necessarily "genuine antiques". 
word formation by the voicing of unconscious 
and soft palate gestures has any real existe 
have operated at many stages in the long his 
velopment, though always without the consciot 
exEonents. 
(Paget, }: 
Original linguistic operations concern Hawthorne in "The Custom-
House," as they concern Paget in Human Speech. But, perhaps unlike 
Paget, Hawthorne in "The Custom-House" actively challeng~s his reader 
to reconstruct the original sounds of his literature. In that prefa-
torial essay, Hawthorne executes an elaborate set of obscure and 
dangerous motor operations, ~/g-cued, and suggestively near to the 
deeper than tongue-and-soft-palate gestures which would occur centrally 
in the oral articulation of his name ("!!aw"). For when the obscure 
motor operations move to climax, in an implied act of "!!aw~ing up" 
over a rotten egg, Hawthorne loses his own head--with the self-amazed 
recovery of an "A," which will serve as the "groundwork" of a novel 
(The Scarlet Letter, 1850). Hawthorne's enigmatic riddle on his own, 
orally housed literary origins resolves itself in the idea of his name 
as the remote goad-and-articulator of his literature--perhaps the 
predictor, even, of the events of his life (i.e., of his loss of a 
political appointment as chief customs inspector, which did serve to 
spur the writing of his first successful novel). The enigmatic "traces" 
of Hawthorne's riddle on his own remote original sounds may be sampled 
as follows (the italics are mine): 
12 
It is a little remarkable, that--though disinclined to talk 
overmuch of myself and my affairs at the fireside, and to my 
personal friends--an autobiographical impulse~should have ••• taken 
possession of me •••• • •• I again seize the public by the button 
•••• • •• to find out the divided segment of the writer's own 
nature •••• [pp. 3-~ 
••. myself, whose name is seldom heard and my face 
hardly known. [p. 9] 
Neither the front nor the back entrance of the Custom-
House opens on the road to Paradise • 
••• after the exterminating angel had come up the 
C~stom-House steps. • :. to bring ••• the axe of the guillotine • 
. [pp. 13-14] 
A gift, a faculty ••• was suspended and inanimate 
within me. • •• without transforming me into any shape which it 
would be worth my while to take. But •••• There was always a 
prophetic instinct, a low whisper in my ear, that, within no long 
period, and whenever a new change of custom should be essential to 
my good, a change would come. [p. 26] 
No longer seeking nor caring that my name should be blazoned 
abroad on title pages, I smiled to think that it had now another 
kind of vogue. The Custom-House marker imprinted it, with a stencil 
and black paint, on pepper-bags, and baskets of anatto, and cigar-
boxes, and bales of all kinds of dutiable merchandise, in testimony 
that these commodities had paid the impost, and gone regularly 
through the office. Borne on such queer vehicles of fame, a 
knowledge of my existence, so far as a name conveys it, was carried 
where it had never been before, and •.• will never go again. 
[ p. 27] 
..... 
• •• I chanced to lay my hand on a small package, 
carefully oone up ~n a p~ece ot ancient yellow parchment. 
There was something about it that quickened an instinctive curi-
osity, and made me undo the faded red tape, .•• w~th the sense that 
a treasure would here be brought to light. But, ••• I found 
more traces of Mr. Pue's mental part, and the internal operations 
of his head, ••• of the venerable skull itself. 
Mr. Pue's death ••• happened suddenly •••• 
••• to take the unprofitable labor off my hands • 
••• traces about it of gold embroidery •••• This rag 
of scarlet cloth ••• assumed the shape of a letter. It was the 
capital letter A •••• each limb precisely three inches and a 
quarter in length. • •• a riddle ••• so evanescent •••• 
••• of ••• red-hot iron. 
13 
the groundwork of a tale. [pp. 29-33] 
But who can see an inch ••• beyond his own nose? ~ 
own head was the first that fell! [p. 41] 
So much for my figurative self • 
••• the whole may be considered as the POSTHUMOUS 
PAPERS OF A DECAPITATED SURVEYOR •••• 
I am a citizen of somewhere else. 
9 (Hawthorne, "The Custom-House," pp. 3-45) 
Earlier and more direct evidence may be brought forward of 
Hawthorne's literary use of his name as a motor-body (oral specific as 
well as general). After expressing a basic dislike for having to give 
up an active boy's life to get his schooling, Hawthorne {in a letter to 
h~s mother, 1820) demands a context of motor-confrontation, to effect 
an ingenious apart-coming farewell--as a filial stepping down to kneel 
within his given name, while raising the family "Hat" over his "torn" 
private "heart." Not unnoteworthy ~n the play on signature (as cited 
and possibly appreciated by George P. Lathrop, 1876) is Hawthorne's 
sounding of throat-deep and initial consonant h as his central heart-
sound, which serves to shoot off or decapitate his name, and to echo 
throughout the tiers of his mechanical riddle, as a spoken original 
which magnetically charms many parts. Also not unnoteworthy, in a 
fragment from another boyhood letter (as cited by Lathrop at the close 
of his commentary), is Hawthorne's implicit association of a shelfful 
of fantasized books with his name as their proud, self-proclaimed hewer. 
Hawthorne's signature-letter to his mother may be sampled (in the con-
text of vocational biographical commentary by Lathrop) as follows (the 
italics are mine): 
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As we have seen [Hawthorne] returned to Salem in 1819, to 
school; and on March 7, 1820, he wrote thus to his mother:--
"I have left school, and have begun to fit for College under 
Benjm. L. Oliver Lawyer. So you are in great danger of having one 
learned man in your family. Mr. Oliver thought I could enter Col-
lege next commencement, but Uncle Robert is afraid I should have to 
study too hard. I get my lessons at home, and recite them to him 
[Mr. Oliver] at 7 o'clock in the morning. • • • • Shall you want 
me to be a Minister, Doctor, or Lawyer? A minister I will not be." 
This is the first dawn of the question of a career, apparently. 
Yet he still has a yearning to escape the solution. "I am extremely 
homesick," he says, in one part of the letter; and at the close he 
gives way to the sentiment entirely: "O how I wish I was again 
with you, with nothing to do but to go a gunning. But the happiest 
days of my life are gone. . • After I have got through college, 
I will come down to learn E-- Latin and Greek." (Is it too fanciful 
to note that at this stage of the epistle "college" is no longer 
spelt with a large C?) The signature to this letter shows the boy 
so amiably that I append it. "I remain," he says, 
"Your 
Affectionate 
and 
Dutiful 
son, 
and 
Most 
Obedient 
and 
Most 
Humble 
Servant, 
and 
Most 
Hearty 
-Well-wisher, 
NATHANIEL HATHORNE." 
A jesting device this, which the writer, were he now living, 
would perhaps think too trivial to make known; yet why should we 
not recall with pleasure the fact that in his boyish days he could 
make this harmless little play, to throw an unexpected ray of humor 
and gladness into the lonely heart of his mother, far away in the 
Maine woods? And with this pleasure, let there be something of 
honor and reverence for his pure young heart. 
In another letter of this period[] he had made a long stride 
towards the final cho~ce, as witness th~s extract: -
"I do 110t want to be a doctor and live by men's diseases, 
nor a minister to live by their sins, nor a lawyer and live by 
their quarrels. So, I don't see that there is anything left for 
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me but to be an author. How would you like some day to see a whole 
shelf full of books, written by your son, with 'Hawthorne's Works' 
printed on their backs?" --
(G. P. Lathrop, A Study of Hawthorne, pp. 81-83) 10 
Finally, we may infer from a report by a contemporaneous reviewer 
of Hawthorne's works that public recognition for Hawthorne as author 
does mean the oral reception, the oral recapitulation by his reader of 
both the "real" sounds of his name and the rich values of his literary 
discourse--i.e., so that both he and his name could be grandly borne 
into life, and on grounds of intrinsic merit. In Park Benjamin's 
landmark assessment of Hawthorne's identity, the ~eview of early tales 
(1836) which served effectively to terminate Hawthorne's anonymous 
period of publication, what chiefly underlies the.critic's power of 
total apprehension is his capacity to "taste." Benjamin's utterance of 
recognition reads as follows: 
We shall not observe the order of the volume [1837 Token] in 
commenting upon the literary pretensions of the work. The stories 
are, for the most part, written in a chaste and agreeable style; 
and are superior, as a whole, to those of any previous American 
Souvenir. They are as interesting as many others are stupid, which 
is very exalted praise. . • • The author of 'Sights from a Stee-
ple,' of 'The Gentle Boy,' and of 'The Wedding Knell,' we believe 
to be one and the same individual. The assertion may seem very 
bold, yet we hesitate not to call this author second to no man 1n 
the country, except Washington Irving. We refer simply to romance 
writing; and trust that no wise man of Gothan will talk of Dewey, 
and Channing, and Everett, and Verplanck. Yes, to us the style of 
NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE is more pleasing, more fascinating, than any 
one's, except their dear Geoffrey Crayon! This mention of the real 
name of our author may be reprobated by him. His modesty is the 
best proof of his true excellence. How different does such a man 
appear to us from one who ~nxiously writes his name on every public 
post! We have read a sufficient number of his pieces to make the 
reputation of a dozen of our Yankee scribblers; and yet, how few 
have heard the name above written! He does not even cover himself 
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with the same anonymous shield at all times; but liberally gives 
the praise which, concentrated on one, would be great, to several 
unknowns. If Mr. Hawthorne would but collect his various tales and 
essays, into one volume, we can assure him that their success would 
be brilliant--certainly in England, perhaps in this country. 
•••• 'The Great Carbuncle' is emminently good; and, like all 
th~ rest of our author's tales, both here and elsewhere, conveys an 
important moral. • • • We commend the Editor for his good taste in 
the seiection of his prose papers, and we can think of only one 
method by which he can do better than he has done;--this is, next 
year to employ Hawthorne to write the whole volume, and not to look 
at it himself till it be for sale by all booksellers in town and 
country. 
(Benjamin, from a rev. of The Token for 1837) 11 
For Park Benjamin as a contemporaneous reviewer, 1n other words, 
the meaningful stylizations of the voice that enchants belong to the 
stereognostic realities of Hawthorne's mouth, as a system of self-
apprehending, tasteful contacts, communicated across every "anonymous 
shield," through all levels of veiling text. Thus, we may say that for 
Hawthorne the development of his capacity to originate literature has 
been magically fore-cast in the cradle of his name, spoken forth by his 
name, as spectral body with an oracular set of mouth-parts, to which 
all the world must come dancing, with praises that mimic, that encour-
age, that nurture. 
3. Foundations: Formal Literary Consonance. 
One of Paget's illustrative formulations of mouth-gesture theory 
1s posited as-a reasonable strategy for the further study of botanical 
lexicons. Sufficiently suggestive of consonantal tree-signing gestures 
as it proceeds, Paget's commentary on his strategy of word-building may 
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be cited (for our preliminary purposes) without the set of tongue-track 
diagrams to which it makes reference. The commentary reads as follows: 
[A] series of tongue and lip gestures which may offer an 
interesting field of study are those suitable for symbolizing the 
shape of various kinds of plants and trees. 
In Fig. 96 [tongue-track diagrams]- the attempt has been made 
to collect together some examples of these gestures which appear 
reasonably descriptive of the outline of various types of shoot, 
plant, tree, etc., and to give in each case the type of word which 
the gesture of articulation produces. The list of gestures might, 
no doubt, be greatly extended, while the resultant words of the 
present list must be multiplied many fold so as to include the 
other gestural equivalents of the consonants named in each case. 
Thus 1 might in general be replaced by t, n, e, ~and often by r, 
though the tongue gesture which produces l-is-more truly a pointing 
up gesture--e.g. for the tip of a branch--may be replaced by ~ or 
ub; ~--indicating the root of the plant or tree-may equally be g or 
~· 
The tongue-track diagrams are divided for convenience into 
three classes--up, down, and lateral--the lateral movements--
suggestive of spreading branches--being ••• actually represented 
by fore and aft movements of tongue and lips. 
In connection with these spreading branch gestures, it may be 
pointed out that eril is (substantially) the same gesture as erin, 
the Sumerian word for cedar, and that sire actually becomes s~ 
(cf. cedar) if the tongue momentarily closes against the palate on 
its journey from s to r. 
12 (Paget, pp. 146-48) 
The gestures of a sub-facial speech assert themselves (perhaps 
more delicately than in Paget's commentary) in Hawthorne's preface to 
Twice-told Tales (1851). There, they are associated with abstruse 
thoughts of an aggressively self-unfolding, throat-rooted botany, which 
(the author implies) is not out of "consonance" with his "name" (Haw!-
King). The enigmatic contours of Hawthorne's private mouth riddle may 
be sampled as a cumulative array of passages in which Hawthorne re-
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capitulates his emergence from anonymity--i.e., as his own signature 
speaking and growing stronger. The evanescent, botanical riddle, ~n 
which signature comes forward to open its mouth, reads as follows (the 
italics are mine): 
••• the obscurest man of letters in America • 
••• had no incitement to literary effort in a rea-
sonable prospect of reputation or profit; nothing but the pleasure 
itself of composition •••• [p. 3] 
••• if the Author had ever been greatly tormented by 
literary ambition ••• it must have perished, beyond resuscitation, 
in the dearth of nutriment. [p. 4] 
••• there can be no harm in the Author's remarking ••• the 
TWICE-TOLD TALES .•••••• have the pale tint of flowers that 
blossomed in too retired a shade •••• • •• to be read in the 
clear, brown, twilight atmosphere [p. 5] 
They have none of the abstruseness of idea, or ob-
scurity of expression, which mark the written communications of a 
solitary mind with itself. They never need translation. It is, in 
fact, the style of a man of society. Every sentence, so far as it 
embodies thought or sensibility, may be understood and felt by any-
body, who will give himself the trouble to read it, and will take 
up the book in a proper mood. 
This statement of apparently opposite peculiarities leads us 
to a perception of what the sketches truly are. They are not the 
talk of a secluded man with his own mind and heart .•• but his 
attempts •.• to open an intercourse with the world. 
The Author would regret to be understood as speaking sourly 
or querulously of the slight mark, made by his earlier literary 
efforts, on the Public at large. Occasionally, ••• a para-
graph or an article, from a native or foreign critic, would gratify 
.•• with unexpected praise; too generous praise, indeed, and too 
little alloyed with censure, which, therefore, he learned the · 
better to inflict upon himself. [pp. 6-7] 
••. the author .•. on the internal evidence of his sketches, 
came to be regarded as a mild, shy, gentle, melancholic, exceeding-
ly sensitive, and not very forcible man, hiding his blushes under 
an assumed name, the quaintness of which was supposed, somehow or 
other, to symbolize his personal literary traits •••• a natural 
desire to fill up so amiable an outline, and to act in consonance 
with the character assigned to him ••••••. these volumes have 
opened the way to most agreeable associations, and to the formation 
of imperishable friendships; and there are many golden threads, 
interwoven with his present happiness, which he can follow up more 
or less directly, until he finds their commencement here; ••. his 
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pleasant pathway among realities seems to proceed out of the Dream-
Land of his youth, and to be bordered with just enough of its 
shadowy foliage to shelter him from the heat of the day. 
better than fame. IP· 7] 13 (Hawthorne, "Preface," Twice-told Tales, pp. 3-7) 
Evidence at once more conc1se and illustrative may be brought 
forward of Hawthorne's special subjective claim upon the consonant 
elements--i.e., as the sub-facial speech of his self-unfolding, soul-
transporting name. In the series of five excerpts which follow, 
Hawthorne: (i) acknowledges the importance of the articulatory aspects 
of language for the translator of literary style; (ii) construes the 
title of his first novel as a show of "[ j] awi sJ" (!!) over under folded 
"ta[i)l[-)," with cue to come fishing; (iii) shapes a message of court-
ship, from "heart" to lips (!!/e), with press to "nest" a small kiss 
Ce/~) within a French 'White-thorn'; (iv) leaps from heart to lips 
(!!/e) 1n spontaneous anagrams voiced in family setting; and (v) writes 
1n meter an early expression of the atonement of all discord, 1n Christ 
as "Word," dancing His way across the sea to meet the speaker at face, 
even at lip (~/y/E), level. The series of five passages reads as 
follows: 
( i) 
Sentiments in a foreign language, which merely convey the 
sentiment, without retaining to the reader any graces of style or 
harmony of sound, have somewhat of the charm of thoughts in one's 
own mind chat have not yet been put into words. No possible words 
that we might adapt to them could realize the unshaped beauty that 
they appear to possess. This is the reason that translations are 
never satisfactory,--and less so, I should think, to one who cannot 
than to one who can pronounce the language. 
(Hawthorne, The American Notebooks !1835], p.l6) 
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FANSHAWE, 
A TALE. 
"Wilt thou go on with me?"--SOUTHEY. 
(Hawthorne, title page, first ed. Fanshawe [1828]) 
< iii--!!le/~) 
54 Pinckney St., 12 o'clock A.M. Monday [1841] 
Truest Heart; 
I cannot come to thee this evening, because my friend Bridge 
is 1n town, whom I hardly have seen for years past. Alas! 
..• Dove. Thou art my only reality--all other people are but 
shadows to me; all events and actions, in which thou dost not 
mingle, are but dreams. 
God bless thee. 
Thine ownest husband, 
• 
THEODORE DE L'AUBEPINE. 
A Madame, 
Madame Sophie Amelie de L'Aubepine, 
Rue d 'Ouest, 
a Boston. 
Miss Sophia A. Peabody, 
West-street, 
Boston. 
(Hawthorne, Love Letters, Pt. 1, pp. 239-40) 
( iv--!!/e) 
[From my mother's diary.] 
--My husband has made an anagram of 
in a storm, aha!" --My husband has 
general's name: "Princelie Frank." 
January 1, 1862. 
my name: "A hope while 
made an anagram of the 
(Rose Hawthorne Lathrop, Memories of H. [1897], p. 429) 
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The storm could not bury that word in the wave, 
For 'twas taught through the tempest to fly; 
It shall reach his disciples in every clime, 
And his voice shall be near in each troublous time, 
Saying, "Be not afraid, it is I." 
(Hawthorne, "Walking on the Seal4[ca. 1825], st. 2; Poems, p. 23) 
Finally, we may infer from an appraisal of Hawthorne's style by 
a contemporaneous poet that "consonance" may indeed be the elaborate 
oral constraint by means of which Hawthorne enchants his reader--and 
to impose revelations of ever more private purpose. In Henry Wadsworth 
Longfellow's highly receptive review of Hawthorne's collected tales 
(1837), what chiefly underlies the assessed qualities of stylistic 
clairvoyance is Hawthorne's successful binding, into active-transgres-
sive relation, of seemingly ordinary, inconsequential diction--so that 
Longfellow must seek meaning ever-elsewhere except in the "stream of 
thought." The fearlessness with which Longfellow apprehends Hawthorne's 
powers of linguistic super-ordination arises from his own habits of 
mind as metric poet; and his long mention of heuristic chanting in the 
context of commenting on Hawthorne's style (intimating both Hawthorne's 
use and Hawthorne's mastery of ecstatic rhymes) serves as a verse-poet's 
salute to Hawthorne, though the latter's poetic mode is prose. The 
relevant passage from the revLew by Longfellow reads as follows: 
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Another characteristic of this writer [Mr. Hawthorne] is the 
exceeding beauty of his style. It is as clear as running waters 
are. Indeed he uses words as mere stepping-stones, upon which, 
with a free and youthful bound, his spirit crosses and recrosses 
the bright and rushing stream of thought. Some writers of the 
present day have introduced a kind of Gothic architecture into 
their style. All is fantastic, vast, and wondrous in the outward 
form, and within is mysterious twilight, and the swelling sound of 
an organ, and a voice chanting hymns in Latin, which need a trans-
lation for many of the crowd. To this we do not object. Let the 
priest chant in what language he will, so long as he understands 
his own mass-book. But if he wishes the world to listen and be 
edified, he will do well to choose a language that is generally 
understood. 
(Longfellow, from a rev. of Twice-told Tales Il837J) 15 
Perhaps even for Longfellow as poet and friend, in other words, 
the significant locus-of-voice for the stylizations that enchant may 
lie somewhere beyond the essential clarity of Hawthorne's style; but, 
though Hawthorne may have a private purpose, along with a private code 
of formal transcendence, his fundamental use of acceptable standard 
speech allows even the general reader to find meaning within his text, 
allows even the general reader to respect himself, allows (that is to 
say) for the essential conditions of a felt comeraderie, which, con-
ducive to a general attitude of receptivity, prepare the way for any 
special instruction the author may have. Thus, we may say that for 
Hawthorne the elaborate oral constraint under which he creates 
(consonance) celebrates his deep private bondage to his given contexts 
of Providence, contexts certainly not exclusive of his native American 
language. Those given contexts are consummated ~n the symbol of his 
name--the infra-identity by means of which he subordinates himself to 
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his own mouth, to extend tree-masked addresses to Super-Nature, in 
private petition for his and our American welfare, for his and our 
(undeserved) transfiguration finally, in Christ the Glorious Word. 
Such is the implicit oral complex, when in the final,.Liberty Tree 
sequel of The Whole History of Grandfather's Chair, the self-involved 
lion's head at last breaks its wood-silence; the lion's head then 
speaks for a "Heaven"-directed identity which both transcends and 
underlies a children's story-teller and his completed stories; it also 
joins into an all-binding !_/y song--for eye and for ear, from "my lips" 
(the italics in the section-closing excerpt are mine): 
"And no!, yen~rable chair,[" said Grandfath~r, "]I 
haye a fay~r to solicit. ~ring an existence o£ m~re than t!o 
centuries, you have had ~ familiar intercourse with men who were 
esteemed the ;ise;t of their day~ Doubtle;s, with your ~apa~Tous 
und~rstanding~ yo~ ha~e treas~red up ;any an inyal~able lesson o£ 
wisdom. You certainly have had time enough to guess the riddle of 
life. Tell-us-poor mortals, then, how we may be happy!" -
The lion's head-fixed its eyes th~ughtfully upon the fire, 
and the whole chair assumed an aspect of-deep-meditation. Finally, 
it beckoned to Grandfather with its elb~w, and made a step sideways 
towards him, ;s if it had a-very important secret to communicate. 
- "As long as I have sto~d in the midst of human affairs," 
said the ch;ir, with a-very oracula.r enunciation~ "I have constantly 
observed that JUSTICE, TRUTH~ and LOVE, are the chief ingredients 
of every happy life." - -
- -"Justice, Truth, and Love!" exclaimed Grandfather. "We need 
not exist two cent~ries to find out that these qualities are essen-
tial to our-happiness. This is no secret. Every human being LS 
born with-an instinctive knowledge of it." - -
- -"Ah!" cried the ~hair,-drawing-back in surprise. "From what 
I have observed of the dealings of man with man, and nation with 
nation, I ne;er should have suspe~ted that they knew this all-
imp~rtant secret. And, ~1th this et~rnal lesson !'!ritten i~ your 
so~l, d~ yo~ ask me to sift new wisdom for you, out of my petty 
existence of two or three cent~ries?" - - -
"But,-my-dear chair--" said Grandfather. 
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"Not a ~~rd m2re," int~rrupted the chair; "here I cl2se .!!!Y 
lips f2r the next hundred years. At the end o! that period, if I 
shall ha~e disco~~red any ne~ precepts o! happiness, bett~r than 
what Hea~en has ~!ready ta~ght yo~, they shall ass~redly be gi~en 
to the world." 
(Ha!th~rne, True Stories from History and Biography 
[1851], pp. 208-9)16 
c. Conclusion: The Literary Possibilities of the Thesis 
and the Needed Tool. 
In the foregoing, developmental section of this, the first chapter 
of the thesis, general aspects of Richard Paget's theory of speech, as 
presented in his Human Speech, have been applied to selected passages 
from auxiliary and prefatorial texts by Nathaniel Hawthorne, to bring 
forward and to integrate three constructs posited as fundamental to 
Hawthorne's creative mind-set: the chanting mouth, his personal name 
as public enigma, and formal literary consonance. Paget's explanation 
of the rise of spoken language, applied to passages in which Hawthorne 
contemplates visual images of speakers, has served to bring forward 
Hawthorne's enchantment with speech as a bondage to motor-process. 
Paget's opinion of null-reconstruction of phonetic chronology, applied 
to passages in which Hawthorne posits his name as significant origin of 
his literary world, has served to bring forward Hawthorne's empowering 
of words and word-elements with enigmatic motor-functions. And Paget's 
strategy of botanical word-building, applied to passages ~n which 
Hawthorne admits to the consonant-signing of trees, has served to bring 
forward Hawthorne's most integral attitude to speech as motor-process--· 
maintained as a private poetic image of himself, in which he and his 
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name jaw as one, to master-key from mouth-covert the enchanted manifold 
which constitutes his literary works. That private poetic image, 
essentially a symbol of rhetorical power, may be more concisely appre-
hended as man-serpent with self-articulating mouth, or as serpent with 
rhy~hmically branching mouth, or as signature with consonant-chant. 17 
As signature with consonant-chant, Hawthorne's rhetorical master-
symbol promises its consistent, constraining presence throughout the 
works of Hawthorne, to remind the reader orally attuned: (1) not only 
of the immortal presence of Hawthorne's name (as the author's remark of 
victory over literary form); (2) not only of the necessity of the 
reader's wakeful linguistic presence within his texts (as a living 
American speaker.of possibly many tongues); but of the potential, • 
radical power of his textual consonants to resolve harmoniously for 
the reader all literary aspects of his texts which may imperil meaning--
i.e., (3) of the possibility of the reader's triumph over his deep 
motor-riddles (but with full appreciation of the richness of those 
riddles), \4) of the possibility of the reader's concurrence with him 
as America's literary master (but in mutual reinforcement of a high 
sense of self-esteem), (5) of the possibility, finally, of the reader's 
trust Ln his own salvation Ln time (but within the infinite context of 
Divine Love, which lies beyond all literary and earthly contexts). But 
perhaps only as a dynamic system of chants and counter-chants, finely 
attuned to his name, will Hawthorne's textual consonants give to the 
reader such powers of formal mobility, or of high textual apprehension 
of what is essentially a private petition by Hawthorne for immortal 
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life. As formal possessor of the signature which gLves life, Haw-
thorne's master-symbol implicates Hawthorne's set of actual literary 
signatures as a system of chants, or as a master-text by means of which 
the structure of Hawthorne's consonant-chant may be more finely 
assessed. Suggestive of a motor-precess of speech (with a hierarchy 
of emergence, capped by a guarantee of significance broadly cast) 
Hawthorne's text of literary signatures may be gathered and cited at 
this time as follows: "Nathaniel Hawthorne," "Rev. Ashley Allen Royce," 
"M. Theodore de l'Aubepine," and "Oberon."18 
In short, if the preliminary application of Paget's oral gesture 
theory has helped to posit a rhetorical master-symbol for "'Nathaniel 
Hawthorne' creating," on the basis of which the works of Hawthorne may 
be construed as a unified discourse on his immortal name, the prelim-
inary application has also served to suggest a necessary further 
application of that oral linguistic: the application of specific 
aspects of Paget's theory of consonant sounds, in a mediatory study 
of Hawthorne's auxiliary text of literary signatures, to facilitate 
the construction of an ideal consonant tool, by means of which the 
power of that discourse might be systematically assessed. 
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and a literary note of acknowledgment, by Ivan Fonagy, occurs in "The 
Functions of Vocal Style," Literary Style: A Symposium, ed. (and tr.) 
Seymour Chatman (London: Oxford U. Press, 1971), p. 172, n. 4. A 
neuropsychologic~l perspective not unrelated to Paget's theory of origin 
has been advanced by Earl W. Count, in "Comments" (responses to "The 
Human Evolution," by Charles F. Hockett and Robert Ascher, Current 
Anthropology, Vol. 5, No. 3 [June 1964], 135-47), in Current Anthropology, 
Vol. 5, No. 3 (June 1964, pp. 156-57). And theoretical and empirical 
bases for the continuing interest in speech production and perception 
have been brought forward by David S. Palermo and Lyle E.' Bourne, in a 
review of psycholiguistic research, in Psychology of Language (Glenview, 
Ill.: Scott, Foresman, 1978), pp. 99-105. Also, two studies which take 
into account historical antecedents of Paget's position are cited in my 
notes 8 and 12 (Hawthorne's relation to those antecedents is explored in 
later chapters of my thesis); a concordant philosophical position (on 
the integrative role of motor perception in human perception) is cited 
in my note 6(a); and a remark by Paget--on the nature of poetry--is 
cited in my note 13(end). 
4 Contemporaneous observers of Hawthorne, their observations: 
Julian Hawthorne, "Mr. and Mrs. Hawthorne [as] good readers," in Vol. 2 
of Nathaniel Hawthorne and His Wife: A Biography, 2 vols., 4th ed. 
(Boston: Osgood, 1885), 8-9; Park Benjamin, "the real name of our 
author," from a rev. of The Token for 1837, in American Monthly Magazine, 
n.s., No. 2 (Oct. 1836), 405-7, as rpt. in Hawthorne: The Critical 
Heritage, ed. J. Donald Crowley (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1970), pp. 
50-51; Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, "the exceeding beauty of his style," 
from a rev. of Twice-told Tales, in the North American Review, Vol. 45 
(July 1837), 59-73, as rpt. in Hawthorne: The Critical Heritage (1970), 
ed. Crowley, p. 58. Subsequent bibliogr. references to the observations 
occur parenthetically within my text; other reports, by contemporaneous 
and later observers of Hawthorne, are quoted and identified within my 
notes (i.e., in notes 7[a,b], ll[b], 15[b,i], 17[c,iii,end] and in notes 
9[end], ll[a,c], 14[a], 18). Also cited within my notes are general, but 
applicable, discussions of the anthropology of speech and of the formal 
aspects of literature (i.e., in notes 13[a-c], 15[a], 16[a], 17[c], 18 
and in notes 9, 13[d-e], 17[b], 17[c,i-ii], 18). 
5Three other instances (a-c) of Hawthorne's motor-fascination with 
mouth may be found in The French and Italian Notebooks, Vol. 14 of The 
Centenary Edition (1980), 92, 334-35, 426-27: (a) "One [picture] that 
attracted our attention was a picture of Christ disputing with the 
Doctors, by Albert Durer, in which was represented the ugliest, most 
evil-minded, stubborn, pragmatical, and contentious old Jew that ever 
lived under the law of Moses; and he and the child Jesus were arguing, 
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not only w:ith their tongues, but making hieroglyphics, as it were, by 
the motion of their hands and fingers. It is a very queer, as well as a 
remarkable picture. But we passed hastily by this •••• " (Rome, Feb. 20, 
1858); (b) "I looked again at Michael Angelo's Fates to-day, but cannot 
satisfactorily make out what he meant by them. One of them--she who 
holds the distaff--has her mouth open, as if uttering a cry, and might 
be fancied to look somewhat irate. The second, who holds the thread, 
has a pensive air, but is still, I think, pitiless at heart. The third 
sister looks closely and coldly into the eyes of the last-mentioned, 
meanwhile cutting the thread with a pair of shears. Michael Angelo, if 
I may presume to say so, wished to vary the expression of these three 
sisters, and give each a different one, but did not see precisely how; 
inasmuch as all the fatal Three are united, heart and soul, in one 
purpose. It is a very impressive group. · But, as regards the interpre-
tation of this, or any other profound picture ••••••• possibly he put 
forth a riddle without himself knowing the solution ••••• "(Florence, 
June 21, 1858); (c) "Italy beats us, I think, in musquitoes; they are 
horribly pungent little particles of Satan. They possess strange 
intelligence, and exquisite acuteness of sight and smell--prodigious 
audacity, and caution to match it, insomuch that they venture on the 
most hazardous attacks and get safe off. One of them flew into 
my mouth, the other night, and stung me far down in my throat; but 
luckily I coughed him up in halves •.••• " (Florence, Sept. 23, 1858). 
6 . Not unrelated to Hawthorne's motor-sense of the self creating are 
(a) the insights of Hans Jonas, in "The Nobility of Sight: A Study in 
the Phenomenology of the Sensesu (1954), from The Phenomenon of Life: 
Toward a Philosophical Biology (New York: Harper, 1966), as rpt. in The 
Philosophy of the Body: Rejections of Cartesian Dualism, ed. Stuart F. 
Spieker (Chicago: Quadrangle Bks., 1970, pp. 328-32): "The 'Nobility of 
Sight' has dwelt on the non-dynamic quality of the visual world and the 
'quietive' transmutation by which this distillate of reality is obtained; 
and reference was made to its need for cognitive complementation from 
other senses and from the sphere of action. We must add that the latter, 
or the motility of our body generally, is not called in post hoc only 
but is already a factor in the very constitution of seeing and the seen 
world themselves, much as this genesis is forgotten in the conscious 
result. Lest our preoccupation with the finished product in its 
contemplative 'nobility' be taken as a similar forgetting on our part, 
some remarks on the role of movement in the production of it are in 
order. I I We may therefore say that the possession 
of a body in space, itself part of the space to be apprehended, and that 
body capable of self-motion in counterplay with other bodies, is the 
precondition for a vision of the world. We have thus the paradox that 
it is something dynamic, a process, by which the framework of static 
experience is constituted, viz., a system of spatial coordinates 
(directions) with my own body at the 'origin.' And the example of the 
sense seemingly remotest from such involvement shows that motility, 
which itself requires sentience for its operation, in turn enters into 
the very constitution of sense where this is to be more than the mere 
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registering of irritations from without: in other words, where sensa-
tion is to rise to perception. []" But, (b) Hawthorne's sketch of a 
talker in an English retirement home intimates that for Hawthorne himself 
speech movements may predominate in the rise of poetic perception within 
contexts of bodily counterplay: "The old soldier and his wife both 
seemed glad of somebody to talk with; but the good woman availed herself 
of the privilege far more copiously than the veteran himself, insomuch 
that he felt it expedient to give her an occasional nudge with his elbow 
in her well-padded ribs. 'Don't you be so tal¥-..ative!' quoth he; and 
indeed he could hardly find space for a word, and quite as little after 
his admonition as before. Her nimble tongue ran over the whole system 
of life in the Hospital. " ("About Warwick," Our Old Home [1863], 
Vol. 5 of The Centenary Edition [1970], 77). 
7Four additional characterizations (a-d) of Hawthorne as speaker-
articulator may be cited (in c-d, self-critical remarks by Hawthorne 
himself [as cited by Randall Stewart] and a compositional note to himself 
suggest that Hawthorne's most focused practice of oral eloquence may 
have belonged to the non-public moments of his life--i.e., when he 
actually created literature): (a) "His hands were large and muscular, 
the palm broad, with a full curve at the outer margin; the fingers 
smooth, but neither square nor pointed; the thumb long and powerful. 
His feet were slender and sinewy, and he had a long, elastic gait, 
accompanied by a certain sidewise swinging of the shoulders. He was a 
tireless walker, and of great bodily activity; up to the time he was 
forty years old, he could clear a height of five feet at a standing jump. 
His voice, which was low and deep in ordinary conversation, had astounding 
volume when he chose to give full vent to it; with such a voice, and such 
eyes and presence, he might have quelled a crew of mutinous privateersmen 
at least as effectively as Bold Daniel, his grandfather: it was not a 
bellow, but had the searching and electrifying quality of the blast of a 
trumpet." (Julian Hawthorne, Vol. 1 of Nathaniel Hawthorne and His Wife 
[1885], 121-22); (b) "I am sitting to-day opposite the likeness of the 
rarest genius America has given to literature,--a man who lately 
sojourned in this busy world of ours •••• I The portrait I am looking 
at was made by Rowse (an exquisite drawing), and is a very truthful 
representation of the head of Nathaniel Hawthorne. He was several times 
painted and photographed, but it was impossible for art to give the 
light and beauty of his wonderful eyes. I happened to be in 
London with Hawthorne during his consular residence in England, and was 
always greatly delighted at the rustle of admiration his personal 
appearance excited when he entered a room. His bearing was modestly 
grand, and his voice touched the ear like a melody.'~ (James T. Fields, 
Hawthorne [Boston: Osgood, 1876], pp. 5-6); (c) "'Upon my word,' he 
reflects in the.journal [ca. April 19, 1857], 'I think my speech was 
about the best of the occasion; and certainly it was better cheered than 
any other, especially one passage, where I made a colossus of poor 
little Mr. Brown, at which the audience grew so tumultuous in their 
applause, that they drowned my figure of speech before it was half out 
of my mouth.' But the press, he complains, was guilty of inaccuracy. 
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'The next morning came out the newspapers with vile reports of my speech, 
attributing to me a variety of farms of ragged nonsense, which (poor 
speaker as I am) I was quite incapable of uttering •. '[] And yet, in 
spite of his grievance against the reporters, Hawthorne evidently felt 
a considerable satisfaction in this, his most ambitiocs oratorical 
effort. He comments judiciously in a letter to Ticknor (April 24): 'I 
don't in the least admire my own oratory; but I do admire my pluck in 
speaking at all. I rather wonder at my coming off so well. • • • '" 
(Hawthorne, as cited by Randall Stewart, in "Hawthorne's Speeches at 
Civic Banquets," American Literature, Vol. 7 [March 1935-Jan. 1936], 
422); (d) "telling a story with the voice, you can run off into any 
wildness that comes into the head; whereas the pen petrifies all such 
flights" (Hawthorne, bracketed note, in Septimius Norton [1861-64], The 
Elixir of Life Manuscripts, Vol. 12 of The Centenary Edition [1977], 
351). (See my note 14[c,iii] for an admission by Hawthorne of private 
self-"enchantment"; see my note 13[esp. d,iii] on language-rhythms and 
perceptual control--also notes 15[a], 17[b,vii].) 
8R. H. Robins acknowledges the linguistic tradition of longing for 
origins, in A Short History of Linguistics, Indiana U. Studies in the 
History and Theory of Linguistics, ed. Thomas A. Sebeok et al. (Bloom-
ington: Indiana U. Press, 1968), pp. 149-50: " The origin of 
language, while for ever beyond the reach of any conceivable linguistic 
science, has always fascinated linguistically minded people and in 
different forms bas been a focus of attention throughout recorded 
history. Psammetichus of Egypt's attempt to discover the 'oldest', i.e. 
the original, language allegedly by recording an utterance (Phrygian 
bekos, bread) from a child carefully brought up in a speechless environ-
ment is a forerunner of other similar tales, told of other personages 
and other languages [Herodotus 2.2]. But several linguistic thinkers of 
the eighteenth century in different European countries asked and tried 
to answer the question, what lay between the beginnings of human language 
and its obviously elaborate present form, and how the seeds of language 
as it was known in historical times could have been sown in man's 
prehistory. I Attempts at seriously thought-out explanations of 
the origin and development of language in mankind, considered as a single 
species, united philosophers of the eighteenth century and earlier with 
those working well within the counter-rationalist Romantic movement of 
its later years and the turn of the century. This is not surprising, 
since it is in language that men both communicate the collectively 
accumulated knowledge, argument, and principles of reasoning, such as 
were held in so high esteem by men of the rationalist Enlightenment, and, 
equally, give expression to the emotions and individual sentiments on 
which the Romantics laid such stress. Vernunftmensch, the man of reason, 
and GefUhlsmensch, the man of feeling, realize themselves through the 
resources of their language. I Half-way through the eighteenth century 
[for instance] two French philosophers discussed the origin and early 
development of human speech. I [E. B. de] Condillac wrote within 
the rationalist-empiricist tradition, relying a good deal on Locke's 
theory of knowledge, whereas [J. J.] Rousseau looked forward to the 
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Romantic movement that was to follow; indeed, in many respects he can be 
said to have been one of its heralds. Their conceptions of the genesis 
of language were very similar. Language originated in deictic and 
imitative gestures and natural cries, but since gestures were less 
efficient as communicative signals the phonic element in human language 
became dominant, as specific sound sequences were semantically associated 
with existents and phenomena and as the power of human thought increased. 
Condillac envisaged a mixed stage in which spoken verb forms were 
accompanied by gestures indicating time reference, these latter subse-
quently replaced by vocal symbols uttered after the verb itself and 
finally, in the stage reached by Latin, agglutinated to it. [Essai sur 
l'origine des connoissances humaines, 1746, 1798]. Rousseau suggested 
an almost deliberate agreement to make this substitution from gesture to 
speech on the lines of the social contract [Le discourse sur l'inegalite, 
1755]. I " (Hawthorne's relationship to the linguistic-Romantic 
contexts is explored in Chapters II and III of my study [notes] and in 
Chapter IV; (but see deictic-purposive elements and aspects, as past-
future extensions of Hawthorne, in my note 16, also notes 15[d], 17[b, 
vii, end].) 
9The private riddle of "The Custom-House" shows, even admits to, 
traditional process-qualities of (a) RIDDLE, (b) ALPHABET drama, (c) 
ACROSTIC(H), (d) ANAGRAMMATIC POEM, American Puritan; the actions of the 
"figurative self" demonstrate awareness of temporal expansion, narrative 
form, as (e) FABLE, (f) FAIRY TALE, (g)_ PARABLE,_ (h) ALLEGORY: (a) 
"[RIDDLE] comprises a variety of literary forms that have never been 
clearly separated. The true riddle compares one object-to another and 
entirely different one; its essence is the surprise that the disclosure 
of the answer occasions. E.g., the Humpty-Dumpty riddle describes a 
fall with a shattering that cannot be put together again, then resolves 
the contradiction in the answer 'Egg." I In the tradition of unsophis-
ticated peoples, riddles of this sort are abundant; in more sophisticated 
literatures the knack of coining such riddles is almost lost. They are 
usually presented through an introductory element (a scene, a summons to 
guess), a descriptive core (which may include a descriptive name like 
'Dick Redcap'), a contradictory core, suggesting the act or aspect to be 
reconciled, and a concluding element (a summons to guess, a promise of 
reward or punishment). Literary riddles often develop the contradictory 
at the expense of the descriptive details; they may represent the object 
as speaking in the first person. Such literary riddles were very popular 
in Byzantine, early medieval and R[enaissance] L[atin] literature; they 
have been written by Dean Swift, Goethe, Schiller, Winthrop M. Praed, 
and continue to be a minor genre. I Many varieties of puzzling 
questions are called riddles~ There are arithmetical questions, which 
may be seriously or whimsically intended. Questions about Biblical 
figures may also appear in serious and whimsical forms, ~, 'Who was 
born and did not die?' (Enoch). Many of these are ultimately of 
catechetical origin and may be traced far back in medieval and patristic 
tradition, as may many of the punning questions and wisecracks that 
abound today. I There are several specific types of riddle. The Gr. 
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aini~ (enigma) presents in obscure wording what must be solved through 
grasping associations and similarities; the griphos seems obvious but 
hinges upon a verbal play or other trick. Decapitation: ~ Take away 
one letter, I destroy; take two and I die, unless my whole saves me 
(Ans: Skill). Addition, as with the story compressed in he, her, hero. 
A rebus is a riddle in pictures, representing phonetically the answer 
or the syllables of the answer, through the meanings of the separate 
sounds. The charade is an enigmatic description (written or acted) of 
a word and its saparata syllables. The popular traditional riddle is 
ordinarily in prose, although simple rhymes and other stylistic embel-
lishments are readily introduced. The literary riddles usually employ 
highly sophisticated devices. Riddling is a form of popular entertain-
ment; it amuses the natives of Africa or Asia as it once amused the 
Gr[eeks] and Rom[ansJ and Anglo-Saxons at their banquets ,(Athenaeus, 
Deipnosophistoe; Petronius, Cena Trimalchionis). Efforts to use riddles 
in mythological studies, however, have been largely fruitless. The 
description of a snowflake as a bird without wings devoured by a maiden 
without hands (the sun) is probably no more than a riddle; but the 
picture of the year as a tree with twelve branches probably has mythol-
ogical and cosmological antecedents. I .... " (Archer Taylor, in 
Dictionary of World Literature: Criticism, Forms, Technique [1953], rev. 
ed. [1968], ed. Joseph T. Shipley [Totowa, N. J.: Littlefield, Adams, 
1972]}; (b) "[ALPHABET]. In the beginning was the word. The letter is 
a. corruption of a pictogram or other word-form. In many tongues, each 
letter is a name (~, Runic h, hail; i, ice). Alphabet poems ( ••. 
abecedarius) were written in many tongues (Norse, Hebrew). Kallias 
(ancient Athens) wrote an alphabet drama, a grammatical play: the comic 
chorus of 24 represented the 24 letters of the Ionic alphabet. Southey 
wrote a lament for the passing of the juvenile alphabet (hornbook) 
through which children learnt to read ••••. " (Joseph T. Shipley, ed., 
Diet. of World Lit. [1972]); (c) "[ACROSTIC(H)J. I. Poem in which 
certain letters of successive lines (chapters in rare prose acrostics) 
form a definite pattern or word. If the letters of the alphabet appear 
in order thus, the poem is an abecedarius, or alphabetical acrostic. If 
the initial letters make a word, it is a true acrostic. If medial 
letters, a mesostich; if final letters, a telestich. 1st letter of line 
1, 2nd letter of line 2, 3rd letter of line 3, etc., a cross acrostic, 
~. Poe, "A Valentine." The oldest is apparently the abecedarian: 
Lamentations 1-4, Proverbs 31, 10-31, and 12 of the Psalms (~ 34, 37, 
111, 119). Mystical significance was ascribed to these lyrics; Cicero 
says they appear in Sybilline verse, though the original intent of the 
device may have been merely mnemonic. Acrostics were popular among the 
ancient Gr. and Rom. (~ the arguments to Plautus' comedies), the 
early Christians, the Ren. (~ Sir John Davies, 26 Hymns to Astraea; 
every one an initial acrostic of Elizabeth Regina). II. A symbolic 
word made from first letters,~ Ichtys· (Gr., fish) represents 
initials of the Gr. words for Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour. 
Modern advertising and martial terms often are formed in this fashion. 
Addison lists the acrostic as a variety of false wit .••.. " (William R. 
Jones, in Diet. of World Lit., ed. Shipley [1972]); (d) "[ANAGRAMMATIC 
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poEM, Am. Puritan.] Yet inevitably, no matter how much he might 
seek to put his composing under the aegis of God as ordered, the Puritan 
poet found himself in the position of composing on hi.s own--in effect, 
of composing his sense of what it might mean and be like to compose. I 
In puritan elegiac poetry, this sense is most e~ident in poems written 
to anagrams (and sometimes acrostics) on names of men and women, usually 
those d~ceased. There is, for example, this brief poem sent to Thomas 
Dudley in 1645: 
Thomas Dudley 
ah! old, must dye 
A deaths head on your hand you neede not weare 
a dying hand you on you shoulders beare 
you need not one to minde you, you must dye 
you in your name may spell mortalitye 
younge men may dye, but old men these dye must 
t'will not be long before you turne to dust. 
before you turne to dust! ah! must; old! dye! 
what shall younge doe, when old in dust doe lye? 
when old in dust lye, what N. England doe? 
when old in dust doe lye, it's best dye too. 
The irony is one which Dudley must have found quite appropriate--an 
elegy to one still living, in a manner to assure him that his death was 
in his life and his life was in death. More important, evidence of 
death~in-life is discovered, with all seriousness, in the very name of 
the recipient. Examples, but in most cases poems on those already dead, 
are abundant enough to indicate that in the anagrammatic-acrostic method 
the Puritan elegist found his most satisfactory form. [Acrostic 
poem on "WILLIAM BRADFORD" cited.] There are many more--all of them, 
like the poem on Dudley, attempts by the poet to discover the meaning 
of a man's life in his name, properly anagrammatized; all of them 
exhibiting a poet's delight in exercizing his ability not only to 
discover meaning but to express it: in effect, to discover himself as 
poet. I By the seventeenth century the anagrammatic and acrostic poem 
(they were considered as a single class) had come to be taken by English 
and Continental poets as mere exercises in rhetorical dexterity. 
I Puritan elegiac poets did not hesitate [to take ..• anagrams 
seriously]. With no need to put on a show of sophistication, they took 
quite seriousl~ the fact that (composition], without any darkness or 
difficulty, could bode well. They felt such results appropriate to 
their own wishes, simply because they were sure that the results were 
appropriate to God's wishes. The whole Puritan enterprise depended 
upon man's discovery of God's wishes, his achieving certitude in them, 
and his rejoicing in that certitude. The Puritan elegist might well 
believe that in a man's name God had inserted evidence of his nature and 
his fate [his providence]. When, at his death, that nature and fate 
were most at issue, what could be more needful than to search out the 
meaning of that evidence? The search for meaning, indeed, would be per 
~ the form and movement of the poem in which the search was carried out. 
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A little recreation of poetry, then, would be what the Puritan most 
wanted: a re-creation of God's way with His New England people. I 
Fallen man, so the Puritan believed, could do nothing on his own to 
alter his fate, but he could seek to understand that fate and so come to 
see the sublime pattern of necessity whereby God had decided upon it • 
•••• " (Roy Harvey Pearce, from "The Elegy and the Structure of Puritan 
Life and Art," in The Continuity of American Poetry [Princeton, N.J.: 
Princeton Univ. Press, 1961], pp. 28-32; Pearce is also cited in my note 
14[a]; see also 15[a]); (e) "[FABLE], Aesopic. Certai.."'l traditions, 
combined with the discovery in recent times of typical fables in early 
cuneiform texts, make it probable that Greece was indebted in some 
measure to the Babylonians and Assyrians for the type of fable associated 
with Aesop, himself a native of Asia Minor in the 6th c. B.C. Before 
Aesop, beast fables are found in Hesiod (8th c. B.C.) and Archilochus; 
some 15 in all occur in Greek literature before 300 B.C. 'About that 
time the first written collection was made, intended for the practical 
use of writers and speakers. Thereafter similar prose collections, 
partly extant, of greatly expanded content, and ascribed to Aesop by 
their unknown compilers, were made throughout antiquity and later. Not 
until the verse compositions of Phaedrus and Babrius in the 1st c. A.D. 
did fable-writing attain rank as belles lettres. The L. tradition of 
western Europe stems largely from Phaedrus and his paraphrasers. Aesop 
himself wrote nothing; he was famed for using fables, partly in lieu of 
free speech., in the intercourse of real life. I With some exceptions, 
wherein wit or amusement is uppermost, Aesopic fables are paraenetic in 
aim and spirit. They convey a principle of behaviour through the 
transparent analogy of frankly fictitious, though plausible actions of 
animals, men, gods or inanimate things. Animals act according to their 
nature, save that they have speech. The motifs are numerous and derive 
partly from folklore, partly from sophistic invention. The outlook is 
realistic and ironical. (Cp. Fairy-Tale.) Typical themes are: the 
folly of sacrificing a small gain already achieved in the hope of winning 
a larger one, of never being satisfied, of trying to appease the ruthless, 
of showing mercy to the merciless, of the weak expecting to deal on equal 
terms with the strong, of unjustified presumption, of yielding to flat-
tery, of deserting one's own nature or calling; the irony of setting a 
snare for others and falling into it one's self, or the small and clever 
triumphing over the physically strong. I In structure, the fable is 
always epigrammatic; it frequently ends with a significant utterance by 
one of the characters. The application of fables used in a context is 
usually, and in the early period always, specific or persona; whereas 
the generalized 'moral,' or epimythium, introduced at the end by such 
phrases as 'this fable teaches,' originated in collections of fables 
without context, and therein mainly through confusion with the promythium, 
the purpose of which, as a prefatory statement of the fable's meaning and 
potential use, was not to explain but only to classify. The fable 
collection was originally a work of reference ••.•. " (B. E. Perry, in 
Diet. of World Lit., ed. Shipley [1972]); (f) "[FAIRY TALE]. Rising from 
folk tales and gathered legends from the orient (The 1,001 Nights) or the 
native land, the fairy tale was given its modern form in three centuries. 
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In Fr[ance] the conte bleu of Chas. Perrault (1628-1703), pub. 1696-97; 
in G[ermany] the Kinder and Haus-Mirchen of the b~others Grimm (philolo-
g_ists: Wilhelm, 1786-1859; Jacob, 1785-1863, Deutsche Grammatik~ 'Grimm's 
law' of consonantal shift); in Denm[ark] Hans Christian Andersen (1805-
75), Event)T!, 1835, and .successive Christmas seasons. The fairy tale's 
miracles occur on the material plane; on the spiritual plane (affections; 
characters; justice, love) law abides: Prince Charming, changed to a 
bird, flies to his love and sings to her. In the fable, a shrewd or 
practical realism reigns: the cheese drops, the fox cannot reach the 
grapes, persuasion is better than force: the best policy reaps its 
reward. In the fairy tale, the youngest son, the ugly duckling, the 
Cinderella, submits patiently until Heaven (in the shape of the fairy 
godmother) stoops to virtue's aid. Fairyland is the happy hunttng 
ground of children; the fable warns them they must grow in the real 
world." (Shipley, ed., Diet. of World Lit. [1972]; see my note 12 for a 
reference to J. Grimm); (g) "[PARABLE]. The three most connnon of the 
short moralistic literary types, allegory, parable, and fable, are often 
distinguished but vaguely if at all. A parable is a short narrative, 
whereof the characters are usually human beings; the incident has little 
point without the moral, which is always closely attached. In the fable 
the characters are animals or plants or even inanimate objects, but the 
incident is self-sufficient without the mor~l; in the allegory the names 
of the participants are ab~ract qualities, and the application is 
always evident. The best examples of parables are those of Jesus in the 
New Testament ••••• " (William R. Jones, in Diet. of World Lit., ed. 
Shipley [1972]); (h) "[ALLEGORY] (Gr., to speak other). Rh. A trope in 
which a second meaning is to be read beneath and concurrently with the 
surface story. Distinguished from metaphor and parable as an extended 
story that may hold interest for the surface tale (The Faerie Queene; 
Pilgrim's Progress; Idylls of the King) as well as for the (usually 
ethical) meaning borne along. A mixed allegory is one that explains the 
buried thought." (Shipley, ed., Diet. of World Lit. [1972]). (With 
regard to Hawthorne's political ouster on June 8, 1849, and his inner 
"compulsion" to begin The Scarlet Letter not later than "early September" 
--see James R. Mellow's Nathaniel Hawthorne in His Times [Boston: 
Houghton, 1980], pp. 294 and 303, w. notes, p. 631; on a variant dropped 
head w. gape--see my note 15[d,i]--cf. J. Hawthorne's recollections of 
head-emphasis in oral reading, sect. 1 of my text; on names, magic, 
divination--see my notes 16[a], 17[c]; on compositional self-discovery--
see 17[b,vii]. But especially note Hawthorne's own memos on composition, 
dated Oct. 25, 1835; e.g.: "To have one event operate in several places, 
--as for example, if a man's head were to be cut off in one town, men's 
heads to drop off in several towns."; "A person to be writing a tale, and 
to find that it shapes itself against his intentions; that the characters 
act otherwise than he thought; that unforeseen events occur; and a 
catastrophe comes which he strives in vain to avert. It might shadow 
forth his own fate,--he having made himself one of the personages."--in: 
The American Notebooks, Vol. 8 of The Centenary Edition [1972], 16.) · 
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lOBiographical commentary by Jean Normand suggests (a) the familial-
historical factors conducive to an extra-ordinary preoccupation with 
name, action, and speaking, and (b) early medical factors conducive to a 
compensatory motor-projection of self onto name; a series of passages 
from auxiliary and prefatorial texts by Hawthorne suggests (c, i-v) the 
dynamic resurrection of inscribed, hostile linguistic characters and 
(d, i-ii) a counterstand by Hawthorne, with mouth-subsumption of .hostile 
implements, for purposes of effecting concrete and ethereal literary 
transformations that roam and satiate his private residual need for 
power (a moral claim): (a) "Nathaniel Hawthorne belonged to that 
aristocracy of American New Englanders who had ancestors •••• 
William Hathorne,[] ••• disembarked in the Massachusetts Bay Colony in 
1630, the same year as John Winthrop.[] A soldier, a magistrate, and a 
great clearer of forests, he made war against the Algonquin tribes, 
conquered the wilderness, and laid the foundations of the colony's 
theocratic society. He was one of that race of intolerant Puritans 
who meant to remain masters, after God, of the land they had chosen. 
Born on July 4, under the sign of Independence, Nathaniel was 
almost bound to dedicate a cult to the memory of such an ancestor. 
William Hathorne's name, however, can also be construed as a synonym 
for persecution. For the great early Puritans ••. , the ideal of 'purity' 
went hand in hand with political and religious 'purging,' even if the 
purging had to be carried out by fire and sword.[] William Hathorne's 
'pitiless severity' toward the Quakers is still famous.[] His son, 
Judge John Hathorne, flourished at the period when New England was 
'purging' itself in Salem by hanging and burning its witches. Later, 
the Hathornes slipped from positions of high office into oblivion. Was 
this the result of a curse hurled upon them by a witch from the scaffold, 
as ancestral tradition had it? Hawthorne himself claimed to believe 
this legend, and·, perhaps, obscurely, he really did. In 1808, 
Captain [Nathaniel] Hathorne died of yellow fever in Dutch Guiana. His 
brother Daniel having been wrecked in 1805, the Hathornes disappeared 
from the seafaring world and ceased to belong to the Salem aristocracy. 
They were left with no heritage but the family curse and a future with 
little promise of glory. I For Nathaniel, the curse manifested itself 
in the first place as the void left within him by the memory of a 
mysterious friend once glimpsed by chance during a ship's call, and 
whose insufficiently defined image would never enable him to represent 
to himself in any satisfactory fashion the father, the protector he was 
always to lack. He piously preserved a logbook kept by this vanished 
figure during a voyage to the Far East, a sort of testament bequeathing 
to the boy a nostalgia for the sea, for travels, and for those exotic 
paradises with their strange blooms that Puritanism had laid beneath its 
ban. This small black book, whose nautical expressions became so many 
incantatory formulas which the boy repeated to himself aloud and copied 
out in the margins,[] with which he intoxicated himself so deeply that 
he even spoke of sailing away and never coming home,[] thus betraying 
his obscure desire to identify himself with the dead man, this little 
handwritten volume is a symbol, doubtless unrecognized by the future 
writer but nevertheless real, of his profound vocation. By seeking a 
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talisman in those rhythmically repeated and copied words he was already, 
even at that age, unwittingly enclosing the actually experienced 
adventure within the magic circle of the library."; (b) "It was during 
the year 1813 that the accident happened. One day, in the school 
playground, while playing a sort of baseball called at that time 'bat 
and ball,' he hurt his foot. The causes of the accident still remain 
unexplained. 'There was no visible wound,' Elizabeth [Manning] writes, 
[] 'but after a while his foot stopped growing like the other.' All 
sorts of empirical remedies were tried ..•. .... Polio pcrr~ps? Yet 
he was to display uncommon agility as an adolescent. Whatever it was, 
however, this illness was to have a profound and lasting effect on him. 
The original accident occurred at an age when children undergo a 
physiological revolution. But in Nathaniel it was the psychological 
revolution that was to prove infinitely more important. This dramatic 
halt forced upon a life still scarcely begun, this total ,idleness 
imposed upon an individuality still in formation, was heavy with 
consequences, with threats and promises. Those three years spent living 
an abnormal life were to lead to the abnormal development of a single 
dominant faculty [i.e., the literary imagination]. I For months, the 
limits of Nathaniel's life were those of the Manning house. His walks 
consisted of no more than a few steps on crutches in the garden next to 
that of the old house now standing empty on Union Street. Most of his 
time was spent lying down, reading, and immersed in endless daydreams • 
•••• " (Jean Normand, Nathaniel Hawthorne: An Approach to an Analysis of 
Artistic ereation [1964], tr. Derek Coltman [Cleveland and London: Press 
of Case Western Reserve U., 1970], pp. 406 and pp. 8-9); (c,i) "In the 
old burial-ground, Charter Street, a slate gravestone, carved round the 
borders, to the memory of 'Colonel John Hathorne, Esq.,' who died in 
1717. This was the witch-judge. There, too, is the grave of 
Nathaniel Mather, the younger brother of Cotton, and mentioned in the 
Magnalia as a hard student, and of great promise. It affected me 
deeply, when I had cleared away the grass from the half-buried stone, 
and read the name. An apple-tree or two hang over these old graves, and 
throw down the blighted fruit on Nathaniel Mather's grave,--he blighted 
too ••••. "; (c,ii) "To represent the influence which Dead Men have 
among living affairs;--for instance, a Dead Man controls the disposition 
of wealth; a Dead Man sits on the judgment-seat, and the living judges 
do but repeat his decisions; Dead Men's opinions in all things control 
the living truth; we believe in Dead Men's religion; we laugh at Dead 
Men's jokes; we cry at Dead Men's pathos; everywhere and in all matters, 
Dead Men tyrannize inexorably over us."; (c,iii) "To personify If--But--
And--Though--&c."; (c,iv) "Letters in the shape of figures of men, &c. 
At a distance, the words composed by the letters are alone distinguish-
able. Close at hand, the figures alone are seen, and not distinguished 
as letters. Thus things may have a positive, a relative, and a composite 
meaning, according to the point of view."; (c,v) " •..• A little, black, 
dirty vessel. The coal stowed in the hold, so as to fill the schooner 
full, and make her a solid mass of black mineral. The master, Best, a 
likely young man; his mate a fellow jabbering in some strange gibberish, 
English I believe--or nearer that than anything else--but gushing out 
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11 together--whole sentences confounded into one long~ unintelligible 
:Ord. Irishmen shoveling the coal into the two Custom House tubs, to be 
craned out of the hold, and others wheeling it away in barrows, to be 
laden into wagons. • ••• "; (d,i) "[That first ancestor] was a soldier, 
legislator, judge; he was a ruler in the Church; he had all the Puritan 
traits, both good and evil. He was likewise a bitter persecutor •••• 
His son, too, inherited the persecuting spirit, and made himself so 
conspicuous in the martyrdom of the witches, that their blood may fairly 
be said to have left a stain upon him. I know not whether these 
ancestors of mine bethought themselves to repent, and ask pardon of 
Heaven for their cruelties; or whether they are now groaning under the 
heavy consequences of them, in another state of bein~. At all events, I, 
the present writer, as their representative, hereby take shame upon 
myself for their sakes, and pray that any curse incurred by tvem--as I 
have heard, and as the dreary and unprosperous condition of the race, 
for many a long year back, would argue to exist--may be now and henceforth 
removed. 11 ; (d, ii) "When a writer calls his work a Romance, it need hardly 
be observed that he wishes to claim a certain latitude, both as to its 
fashion and material, which he would not have felt himself to assume, 
had he professed to be writing a Novel. The latter form of composition 
is presumed to aim at a very minute fidelity, not merely to the possible, 
but to the probable and ordinary course of man's experience. The former 
..• has fairly a right to present that truth under circumstances, to a 
great ex~ent, of. the writer's own choosing or creation. He will 
be wise, no doubt, to make a very moderate use of the privileges here 
stated, and, especially, to mingle the Marvellous rather as a slight, 
delicate, and evanescent flavor, than as any portion of the actual 
substance of the dish offered to the Public. He can hardly be said, 
however, to commit a literary crime, even if he disregard this caution. 
I I Many writers lay very great stress upon some definite moral 
purpose, at which they profess to aim their works. Not to be deficient, 
in this particular, the Author has provided himself with a moral;--
namely, that the wrong-doing of one generation lives into the successive 
ones, and, divesting itself of every temporary advantage, becomes a pure 
and uncontrollable mischief •••• When romances do really teach anything, 
or produce any effective operation, it is usually through a far more 
subtile process than the ostensible one. The Author has considered it 
hardly worth his while, therefore, relentlessly to impale the story with 
its moral, as with an iron rod, or, rather, as by sticking a pin through 
a butterfly--thus at once depriving it of life, and causing it to stiffen 
in an ungainly and unnatural attitude. I He trusts not 
to be considered as unpardonably offending, by laying out a street that 
infringes upon nobody's private rights, and appropriating a lot of land 
which had no visible owner, and building a house, of materials long in 
use for constructing castles in the air. The personages of the Tale--
though they give themselves out to be of ancient stability and consider-
able prominence--are really of the Author's own making, or, at all 
events, of his own mixing ••••••. the book may be read strictly as a 
Romance, having a great deal more to do with the clouds overhead, than 
With any portion of the actual soil of the County of Essex." (Hawthorne: 
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The American Notebooks [1838, 1844-45, 1842-44, 1839, 1839], Vol. 8 of 
The centenary Edition [19721, 172-3, 252, 242, 183, 187; and: "The 
custom-House" [1850}, VoL 1 of The Centenary Edition [1962:], 9-10; 
"Preface, 11 The House of the Seven Gables [1851], Vol. 2 of The Centenary 
Edition {1965], 1-3). (See als~ my notes 16[b,ii-iii]; and 5[c], 14, 
15[a], 17[c,iv].) 
11J. Donald Crowley offers (a) a present-day historical commentary 
on Hawthorneis use of pseudonyms and the actualities of his emergence as 
publishing author; Horatio Bridge provides (b) personal recollections of 
Hawthorne, in contexts of conversation about fortune and fortune-courting 
changes of name; and Claude M. Simpson, ed., gives (c) a present-day 
resume of Hawthorne's use of a pseudonym--a French aspect of name, 
addressed to the receptive ear-lobe, or "open pinna," and, suggestive of 
mouth-and-mind-undoing air-leaps from the lips: (a) "In 'THE SPECTATOR,' 
a weekly newspaper Nathaniel Hawthorne edited for his family in 1820 
when he was sixteen years old, he hand-lettered an advertisement saying 
that he proposed 'to publish by Subscription a NEW EDITION of the 
MISERIES OF AUTHORS, to which will be added a SEQUEL, containing FACTS 
and REMARKS drawn from his own experience.'[] The playful statement 
looks forward almost prophetically to Hawthorne's arduous initiation as 
a writer of short fiction. The miseries of authorship he came to know 
first-hand, and the acquaintance began long before and persisted £ar 
after he had, in the 1837 Twice-told Tales, modestly succeeded in his 
efforts 'to open an intercourse with the world.'~] In the ten or twelve 
years prior to 1837 Hawthorne, determined from the start to publish in 
book form, planned three collections of short fiction--'Seven Tales of 
My Native Land,' 'Provincial Tales,' and 'The Story Teller'--none of 
which came to realization.[] By the end of this period he had instead 
separately published, anonymously or under a variety of signatures, over 
forty tales and sketches in newspapers, magazines, and gift-book annuals. 
I Little is known about just when Hawthorne began to write tales and 
sketches and what the conception and makeup of his first projected 
collections were. I I Given the opportunity at last to 
publish a volume under his own name, Hawthorne not only took great care 
in selecting 'such articles as seemed best worth offering to the public 
a second time,'[] out also made many thoughtful revisions in preparing 
printer's copy. I I Twice-told Tales was published on 
March 6, 1837.[] I The reviews •.• were almost without criticism 
and full of enthusiastic praise. I I Shortly after 
publication of the volume Hawthorne apparently expressed [to Horatio 
Bridge] fears that the notices were not sufficiently receptive .•.• The 
brief pair of sentences in the Boston Courier for March 9 may have upset 
as well as amused Hawthorne:_' "Twice-Tolsf Talesn is the title of a. 
beautiful duodecimo just published by the American Stationers' Company. 
It is the production of ''Nathaniel Hawthorne"--whether true or fictitious 
name, we know not--probably the latter:'[] Seen in the context of an · 
aesthetic that defined 'higher fiction' as personal spiritual autobio-
graphy addressed intimately to a large audience, the notice dramatizes 
the crucial meaning that the long years of anonymous magazine publication 
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had for Hawthorne. ~ The effe~ts of Hawthorne's art of his 
having published a collect~on of fict~on seem at best mixed. He was 
beginning to shed anonymity--many of his new pieces were identified as 
his either as author of his collection or by his signature. Yet writing 
for periodicals continued to be unremunerative and unsatisfying. If, 
despite disappointing sales of the volume, he was stimulated enough 
within the next two years to publish twenty-two tales and sketches, many 
of them seem to suffer a diminution of imaginative power. [] I 
'~e ~-ee £~ 1 ~ Dest~n- ' ~~e ,a~~ ~-le n--~ ~a-~~~~- =-- ~o 
• • • • _.u .l.lU - u..a..u. ..&..l. :J, &O..U. .&.. ..:>t... I...CS. J.: a..&.. .1:\oo U L.&.J Q.U.&..L1.1 wd.o::J l,.. 
publish for Hawthorne [i.e., in the time since 1836], appeared in the 
American Monthly, March, 1838, under the pseudonym of 'Ashley Allen 
Royce.' I Other than [the] children's books [Grandfather's 
Chair, Famous Old People, Liberty Tree, and Biographical Stories for 
Children], Hawthorne published only one new tale between January, 1839 
and May, 1842--'John Inglefield's Thanksgiving,' in the Democratic Review 
for March, 1840, under the pseudonym 'Rev. A. A. Royce •. ' [] These were 
the years of his courtship [of Sophia A. Peabody], when his literary 
productivity was at its ebb. If the books for children bespeak a 
general winding down of his most serious artistic energies, they are 
also among the projects whose purpose was to make his marriage economi-
cally feasible. I I Sales of the new edition [two-volume 
second edition of Twice-told Tales, 1842] were even less satisfactory 
than the 1837 volume's had been. By the spring of 1844, Hawthorne 
was considering. the suggestion of O'Sullivan that the remaining copies 
be bought up for reissue in a false edition. Hawthorne concluded 
[in a letter to Hillard] by venting his frustration: 'I wish Heaven 
would make me rich enough to buy the copies for the purpose of burning 
them. This humbug of a new edition is not pleasant to my feelings. 
I Poe introduced Hawthorne's name to the large 
subscription list of Graham's Magazine with two reviews in quick 
succession [1842]. I But Hawthorne's problem lay in those 'discerning 
minds' that Longfellow spoke of. There were so few of them. 
[A]llusions to the enormous popularity of Dickens [by Duyckinck and 
Orestes Brownson] failed to arouse a wider audience, and gradually the 
stage was set for Poe, in a reversal of his earlier opinion, to pro-
nounce that 'if Mr. Hawthorne were really original, he could not fail of 
Making himself felt by the public. But the fact is, he is not original 
in any sense.'[] As Hawthorne recorded in his 1851 preface-rto the 
Twice-told Tales], he could not regard himself at this period 'as 
addressing the American Public, or, indeed, any Public at all. He was 
merely writing to his known or unknown friends.' I Most of the reviews 
--Poe's are the exception--were still devoted to defining the quality of 
Hawthorne's mind and measuring him in terms of a literature of sensibil-
ity. His humor and his pathos were invariably mentioned. But beneath 
all the praise was a steady undercurrent of references to what eventually 
was regretted as Hawthorne's lack of range. I [T]he question of 
monotony [or monotone] grew into a major point of contention and finally 
received its classical expression in Poe's November 1847 review. Seeing 
an abominahle 'strain of allegory' as its cause, Poe felt he had solved 
the riddle of Hawthorne's lack of popularity: 'The "peculiarity," and 
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ithout reference to what is the peculiarity, suffice to deprive him of ~1 chance of popular appreciat·ion.' Poe's reviews had added a signifi-
cant dimension to Hawthorne criticism in that they were based on 
formalistic·concerns rather than moralistic or rhetorical considerations. 
" (J. Donald Crowley, "Ristorical Connnentary," Vol. 9 of The 
c~~~enaEr Edition [1974], 485-6, 503-6, 512-17 [incl. n. 57], 524-26, 
528-31); (h) "Another of our favorite strolls was in a sparsely settled 
street by the riverside [the Androscoggin River]. There, after tea, 
Hawt:horne and I often walked, silent or conversing, according to the 
humor of the hour. These rambles sometimes ended at the unpainted 
cottage of an old fortune teller who, from the tea-leaves in a cracked 
cup or from a soiledpack of cards, evoked our respective destinies. 
She always gave us brilliant futures, in which the most attractive of 
the promised gifts were abundance of gold and great wealth of wives [for 
a small silver coin. • ••• ] I always foretold his success if he should 
choose literature as a profession. He listened without assenting, but, 
as he told me long afterwards, he was cheered and strengthened in his 
subsequent career by my enthusiastic faith in his literary powers. 
[ ..•• ] The professors and students all acknowledged his superiority 
in Latin and English composition, yet to me he insisted that he could 
never bring himself into accord with the general reading public, nor 
make himself sufficiently understood by it to gain anything more than 
a beggarly-support as an author. It was this distrust of being right-
fully appreciated that, for so many years, prevented him from taking 
that rank among the foremost writers of America which scholars and 
critics now concede to him. [ •.•• Also:] In a letter of Miss Peabody 
••. it is stated that 'his classmates called Hawthorne "Oberon the 
Fairy" on account of his beauty, and because he improvised tales.' It 
seems a pity to spoil so poetic a fancy; but if truthful narrative is 
required, the cold facts are these: In reality the pseudonym of 
'Oberon' was not given to him by his classmates or by any one else while 
in college, but was assumed by him at a late date and in this wise. 
Soon after graduation we agreed to correspond regularly at stated 
periods, and we selected new signatures for our letters. Hawthorne 
chose that of 'Oberon' (which he afterwards used for some of his magazine 
articles), while I took the more prosaic one of 'Edward.' [ •.•. ] While 
in college and for some years afterwards he spelled his name without the 
~· On first seeing the improved signature, I wrote him that it was 
suggestive of a fat legacy, to which he replied that he had been blessed 
with no such luck, though he would gladly take every letter in the 
alphabet for a thousand dollars each. He added that, in tracing the 
genealogy of his family, he had found that some of his ancestors used 
thew, and he had merely assumed it. [ ••.• ] Later, he sometimes took 
the signature of 'L'Aubepine' •... " (Horatio Bridge, Personal Recollec-
tions of Nathaniel Hawthorne [New York: Harper, 1893], pp. 14-15 and pp. 
49.-SQ}; (c) "[M. de L'Aubepine] In at least a half-dozen letters to 
Sophia Peabody (Love Letters, I, 190, 214, 240; II, 61, 68, 100) NH 
signed the 'frenchified' form of his name given him by Schaeffer [teacher 
of French, in July 1837], and thrice expanded it to Theodore de L'Aubepine. 
A j eu d' esprit preceding 'Rappaccini' s Daughter' is headed 'Writings of 
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Aubepine. B.y Nathaniel Hawthorne' in the Democratic Review, XV (Dec. 
1844), 545; in the 1854 edition of [Mosses from an Old Manse] (but not 
in 1846) the tale is subtitled "From the writings of Aubepine. '" (Claude 
M. Simpson, ed. "Explanatory Notes: 46.18," The American Notebooks, Vol. 
a of The Centenary Edition [1972]. (See ID.y note 18 for a further 
discussion of Hawthorne's pseudonyms; see note 14[c,iii,end] for more on 
Hawthorne and B:ridge; see 9[c], 15, 16[b,iv], 17[a,iii], 17[c,i) for the 
magic of letters and "monotones," incl. Poe's use. 
12 For Paget, in other words; the strategy which serves to accommo-
date with comfort his apperceptions of botanical form--its line, 
amplitude, and differentiation--serves to produce what is perhaps 
essentially a consonantal set of defining values. Even as he proceeds 
to offer comparative proof for the universality of two of his synthetic 
lexical particles, Paget continues to remark on what may be essentially 
the base power of the strategy: the consonant gesture as deep-motor 
value, strongly demarking because "produced by the total or partial 
closure and release of the mouth" (Paget, p. 100). Cf. a historically 
earlier discussion of the powers of the consonant, esp. in lexical 
process (by Charles Kraitsir, in Glossology: Being a Treatise on the 
Nature of Language and on the Language of Nature [New York: Putnam, 
1852], pp. 67-7l_and pp. 151-55; Kraitsir's relationship to Hawthorne 
-himself is ass.essed in Chapters II [notes] and IV of my study--to J. 
Grimm as well [see my note 9(f)]; Kraitsir' s consonant-specific use of 
the notion "germ" has echoes in Hawthorne [see 14]): "All speech sounds 
are divided into two classes, viz. Vowels and Consonants. This division 
is made by a mental analysis (unloosening) of the natural tie, which 
connects the sounds into a really undivided unity. I When the 
parts of the mouth do not touch one another, but are only more or less 
contracted, thus modifying the tube through which the voice issues from 
the larynx into the atmosphere, either by the lower passage of the mouth, 
or by the upper of the nose;--we produce Vowels ([phoneenta, i.e., 
stoicheia], elements [Gr.]). I When the parts of the mouth do touch 
one another, more or less, so that the current of the expired air is 
either entirely interrupted or allowed to escape through a small aperture; 
--we utter articulated sounds, which are commonly called Consonants 
([symphona]). The parts of the mouth, which thus modify the voice into 
decidedly organic sounds, are the organs of speech, in a strict sense. 
I I All speech sounds are called articulate by some writers. 
But it is preferable to restrict this appellation to the so-called 
consonants, and to distinguish the vowels by the epithet musical. For, 
the latter can be produced by musical instruments .••.••• articulate 
may go with organic, and both may be more strictly applied to the 
consonants; in whose production the limbs of the machine, by which 
speech is wrought, are more active than they are in the modification of 
the voice into specific vowels. I I ... the Vowels are not 
significant of clear conceptions .•.• They are, nevertheless, a 
necessary part of language. Without their concurrence no consonant 
could be audibly uttered, still less conveyed to a distance required by 
the ends of speech. They are, so to say, the cellular tissue of 
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language, the potential element of the genesis of the consonants them-
selves. • • • • I . . . . . I Vowels have the greatest affinity., with the 
guttural consonants [e.g., El, _a, k]. f:··· .Also:] Now; what are 
[words] in reality? •••• Let us scrut~nize (apply a screw=search) 
them. I .... I Straight is a super-compound of the germs [or 
elements] ~' .£, _a, !.· It is,. at tEte same time, a sort of contradictor 
to itself, an emfilem of stability·and mobility, of connexion and 
separation. How? Thus. St denotes want of movement, constancy, here 
not an absolute stop, but a canstant reach-ing. R bet:okens movement: 
from the starting point _a, i.e., extension to the tip of the tongue, 
which rattles it, from the root of the tongue ••.• We have thus an 
image of a real line, or leng-th or reach, range, rack, L. reg-o, 
di-rig-o. This righ-t is r~ndered st~able or con-stant, by the prefix 
st. But what is the final -t? Nothing but the formativ~ or grammatic 
funetion of supin-ifying (allow the word to pass!) or tripping up of the 
running streak or streach, into the grammatic turtle (tortoise, L. 
testudo} yclept supinum, and participium, gerundium. In other words the 
living, running verb (through modes, tenses, numbers, persons) is, so to 
say, thrown on its back, and ceases to run as a verb; since it becomes 
what is called a noun. Hence straight is a participle past of the two 
verbs sto and reg~o. soldered together (just as L. volupt-as=volo+opto; 
fatigo=facio and ago, and great many others). It would be too prolix to 
give all specialties of this so-called adjective.. I I 
Spin and spend=ecs-pan-do. ~ out; pan, o-pen, related to L. par-eo,. 
a-per-io; and formative -d. The lip-germ .£., E_, f, ~. m, in general is 
the token of move-ment, life; as such co-significative with the tongue-
germ! • .!. (see Field); modified, like all other germs, by vowels [,] it 
furnish.es the roots ~. ~ • .E!_, ~' ~. and~ fa, fe, etc.; expanded by 
the anusvara [continuant nasal sound occurring after vowels, Skr.], it 
gives the roots pan, pen, pin, etc.; allied with other germs, the roots 
pel, ~. ~. ~. etc. Unleaded brains, undeafened ears, unstiffened 
mouths! please to spin out further developments: be spiders of the 
psychic pound given you by God, and keep it not laid up in a napkin (St. 
Luke xix. 20). S-pi-d-er=ec~-pan-s-or. I " Cf. a very recent --
discussion of the powers of the consonant (by Roman Jakobsen and Linda 
Waugh, in "Quest for the Ultimate Constituents," The Sound Shape of 
Language [Bloomington and London: Indiana Univ. Press, 1979], pp. 85-86); 
the discussion indicates preference for auditory neurological explanation 
of consonant-demarkativity (i.e., over motor neurological)--a position 
challenged by other recent researchers (e.g., P. Ladefoged [1967]--see 
my Chapter IV, End Notes.l6): "The traditional etymology of the Sanskrit 
name for consonant, vyanjana, as 'revelative' seems to carry the 'sugges-
tion that the consonants rather than the vowels are responsible for the 
differentiation of meanings' ([W. S. Allen, Phonetics in Ancient India 
(London, 1953), p. 81]). And in fact the higher informativeness of 
consonants is a widespread phenomenon which finds expression in those 
alphabetic systems limited to signs for consonants only. In children's' 
language the sense-discriminative role of consonants as a rule antedates 
that of vowels (i.e., oppositions within the consonantal system appear 
before those in the vocalic system). The primarily consonantal encoding 
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of meanings~ far from being confined to such extreme cases as the 
caucasian Ubykh language with- its two.:.. or three-vowel phonemes and 
nearly eighty consonantal ones (see [H. Vogt, Dictionnaire •••. (Oslo, 
1963), pp. 13 ff.]), shows up also in English. It is noteworthy that 
the authorities of acousti~ laboratories in the United States were ready 
to disclose the images of vowels in the 'visible speech equipment,' 
whereas those of consonants were concealed until the end of World War II 
in order to hinder the deciphering of secret messages. Yet it is 
precisely the rich and semantically revealing class of consonants which 
still provokes complaints from acousticians because of the difficulty 
of determining the common essence of the consonantal feature. The 
attempt by Hugo Pipping (1864-1944) to define the common denominator of 
the consonantal phonemes still remains the most realistic. According to 
him~ 1 all consonants carry a. noise element. In fricative,s it is inherent 
in the continuant noise, in nasal stops and laterals it is contained in 
the temporal contrast between sound segments with different excitation 
patterns along the basilar membrane. The sudden transition has the 
effect of a step excitation of the peripheral receptors which in turn is 
associated with a specific auditory quality.' (See [H. Pipping, 
Inledning till studiet av de nordiska sprakens ljudlara (Helsinki, 1922)]; 
cf. [G. Fant, "Auditory Patterns of Speech," Proceedings of the Symposium 
on Models for the Perception of Speech and Visual Form (Cambridge, Mass., 
1967}, pp. 111-251.) I " 
13
stylistic-formal, or structural, notions (see 17[b,v-vi]) which 
may not be out of harmony with Hawthorne's declared "consonance" are (a) 
HAW as illusory seed-fruit, (b) ALPHABET of consonants as SONG-scale of 
woodsman, (c) Twice-told Tales as collection of TONGUE TWISTERS, or of 
articulatively correct tallies of growth, (d,i-iv) RHYME, RHYTHM, METER, 
ACCENT as consonant-constrained principles of phrase-extension; (e) 
REPETITION. as universal, deep-structural principle of a poetic of name 
re-building: (a) "HAWS. This name for the fruit of the haw-thorn arose 
from the supposition that haw-thorn was the plant that be~ haws, 
whereas its name really implies the thorn which grows in the haw, hay, 
or hedge, A. Sax. haga, hege, Ger. Rage •.•• They are provincially 
known as hagues or haigs." (Rev. A. Smythe Palmer, Folk-Etymology: A 
Dictionary of Verbal Corruptions or Words Perverted in Form or Meaning, 
by False Derivation or Mistaken Analogy [London: Bell, 1882]); (b) 
"[ALPHABET SONG] An occupational song of sailors, giving the names of 
the parts of a ship in abecedarian order, and forming a sort of catechism 
for the greenhorn. This is an example of an ancient type of song 
outlining facts or principles to be memorized, a similar one being sung 
by woodsmen of the northeastern United States to the same air, cataloging 
the tools and tricks of the logger's trade." (Maria Leach, ed., Standard 
Dictionary·of Folklore, Mythology, and Legend, in two vols. [New York: 
Funk and Wagnalls, 1949-50]); (c) "[TONGUE TWISTERS] Tongue tanglers 
would be a better term for accurate description of these tricky sentences 
which are so popular a part of folklore, particularly in America. The 
tongue twister proper is not merely an amusing sentence in which all 
words begin with the same letter, as many seem to think. It may be a 
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sentence or stanza, a whole poem or only a word, but it must be difficult 
to repeat aloud rapidly several times because the succession of initial 
consonants or consonantal combinations is suddenly slightly varied to 
trip and tangle unwary tongues. In the southeril states they are aptly 
called 'cramp words.' I .... I An anonymous New Yorker said that 
frequently those who are given auditions for the stage must repeat: I 
Three gray geese in the green grass grazing; I Gray were the geese and 
green was the grazing, I and a Metropolitan Opera star told me rather 
acidly that tongue twisters might be a plaything and a joke to me but 
they were literally a pain in the neck to her, as they were a monotonous 
requisite of her daily practice grind. I I These 'cures' of big 
mouths, stuttering, and lisping habits by repetition of tongue twisters 
may be good medical practice, or perhaps psychotherapeutic, but they 
should be at least studied by folklorists. Purely as or~l tradition 
rimes they are folklore, of course, but when they are said to work cures, 
they verge on the mantric as well and are doubly interesting. I Certain 
twisters are even dangerous, they say. A California woman claims that 
when she repeats: I Ninety-nine nuns ran ninety-nine miles in Nineveh, 
I lingering on the nasal N sounds, her dog always promptly bites her. 
She says that she doesn't know whether it is his sensitive ears that are 
offended, or his sense of propriety. So it is best to be careful, at 
least in canine company, about intoning: I Nine nimble noblemen 
nibbling nuts, I or that other one, related ~o Peter Piper: I Needy 
Noddle nipped his neighbor's nutmegs. [See 17(a,iii).] I I 
Candidates for broadcasting positions at one of our American studios are 
examined on their ability to say: I The seething sea ceaseth and thus 
"the seething sea sufficeth us. I I Song-writers and limerick-
makers have scratched the surface of this material •..• Before they 
change and exploit them beyond recognition, we should diligently collect 
and preserve the best of these old twisters and tongue-tangling rimes." 
(Charles F. Potter, in Stand. Diet. of Folkl., Mythol., and Leg., ed. 
Leach [1949-50], pp. 1117a, 1118a-8b, 1119b); (d,i) "[RHYME; RIME. 
Technique.] Rhyme may signify any or all of the specific types of 
sound correspondences in the language, though many have special designa-
tions of their own. I Head, beginning, or initial rhyme ..• or 
alliteration occurs when one or more syllables of different words begin 
either with consonant sounds or with vowel sounds felt to be identical, 
~. Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers. I Assonance occurs 
when the vowel sounds of one or more syllables of different words are 
felt to be identical, but the adjacent consonants are different, ~. 
road, home, cold. I Consonance occurs when the consonant sounds 
following the vowels of one or more syllables of different words are 
felt to be identical, but the vowels are different. The consonant 
sounds preceding the vowels may be but are not different. The consonant 
sounds preceding the vowels may be but are not necessarily the same, 
~. road, bed, bid, rood; wild, weld, bald, cold. I Pararhyme is ' 
that in which the consonants coincide before and after different vowels, 
as (Wilfred Owen) falling-feeling, escaped-scooped. I Rime riche (Fr • 
..• ), rich rhyme, perfect or identical or echo rhyme occurs when the 
sounds of one or more syllables of different words are felt to be the 
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e both in vowels and in adjacent consonants, but the meanings are ~~ferent, ~' rain, rein, reign; raid, arrayed; mistaken, taken. f. 
1 Deliberate sound correspondence has appeared occasionally in 
·;~~e, in the Gr. decline; in marinism, euphuism; polyphonic prose. 
~umerous frozen pr~ases are characterized by alliteration (purse-proud, 
sinker swim), by rhyme (might is right, helter-skelter), or by comparable 
organizations of sounds (ods bodkins, pitter-patter, punch drunk). " 
(Thomas w. Herbert, in Diet. of World Lit., ed. Shipley [1972]~ pp. 345b-
6b); (d,ii) "[R..lfYTHM] in language is the natural 'swing,' or irregular 
alternation of some quantitative difference (stress, duration, pitch) 
that accompanies all flow of meaningful sound. As emotion is manifested, 
the rhythm tends to grow more pronounced; the contrasts become more 
noticeably accentuated or more regular in their recurrence, tending 
toward meter •••• " (Shipley, ed., Diet. o.f World Lit. [1972]); (d,iii) 
"METER (Gr. metron, measure). The recurrence of a rhythmic pattern 
within the line, and in corresponding lines, of a poem. Impassioned 
speech tends to be metrical. All continuous activity tends to assume a 
regular rhythm, an alternation of effort and relaxing--the intent or 
effect of which is to render the action more mechanical, thus to postpone 
fatigue. Similarly, meter may (Coleridge; Yeats) lull the mind into 'a 
waking trance. ' It may also serve as a frame, to provide psychic 
distance: (J. M. Murry) "There is a background of metrical sameness 
separating us like a curtain from the practical world; there is a 
richness of rhythmical variation to make the world in which we are, 
worthy of attention.' Thus lulled into the poem's mood, our sensitivity 
to the poet's ideas and images is increased. I Meter may either flow 
with the meaning, or by its movement challenge the sense. I 
Meter and metrical form have been used to refer both to the foot-pattern 
and to the line of so many feet; usually, to the simple unit of the 
foot, composed of a certain number of syllables in a given order. The 
line is then described as a given number of feet of a specific pattern, 
the stanza as a given number of lines of uniform or varying length. I 
•... " (A. R. Morris, in Diet. of World Lit., ed. Shipley [1972], pp. 
270a-71a): (d,iv) "[ACCENT]. Pros. The stress placed upon certain 
syllables of a line as opposed to its lack on other, unaccented syllables; 
the metrical basis of accentual verse as opposed to that based on quantity 
... , syllable-counting, or other device. In Gr. verse 'arsis' meant the 
raising of the foot in marking time, at the first syllable of a metrical 
foot; 'thesis' meant the lowering at a sequent (and presumably stressed) 
syllable. In L. usage, the raising and lowering of the voice; hence 
'arsis' came to indicate the stressed, 'thesis' the unstressed, part of 
the metrical foot; this sense is preserved in modern usage. The stress 
itself is called 'ictus'; often this metrical ictus does not correspond 
with the normal word-accent. This lack of accord was a bugbear with the 
Eliz[abethan] poets •.•• In addition to (1) word accent and (2) metrical 
accent, (3) rhetorical accent may be a factor in pronunciation, as 
determined by intention. Thus 'We have~ our work done' means we secure 
some one to do it; 'We have our work done~' means it is completed. W. S. 
Gilbert (Patience) accents 4 different words in as many uses of the line 
'He was a little boy.' Within a word, the syllable most heavily stressed 
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receives the 'tonic accent' (Fr. accent tonique); 'atonic' syllables are 
unstressed ••••. "(Shipley~ ed., Diet. of World Lit. [1972]); (e) 
"REPETITION. (1} In the sense of an aroused expectancy that must be 
echoed in its satisfaction, repetition has been deemed a basic principle 
of art. Linked with variation, it exemplifies in the material of the 
work what is connuonly sought as unity with variety in the spirit. (2) 
In poetry, esp., as a recurrence of rhythmic flow or pattern of sound, 
it is a mGst frequent aspect of verse. Meter, rhyme, alliteration, 
assonance, consonance, the stanza or- strophe itself, are all based upon 
repetition; refrains, repetends, are common, esp. in popular verse: I 
Hot cross buns, HOt cross buns, I One a penny, two a penny, I Hot 
eross 'Duns. I I Repetitionas a device in prose is endlessly 
fertile, and of course still employed. Pearl Buck (The Good Earth, ch. 
19) begins 4 clauses in 1 sentence: 'He had suffered; begins and ends a 
paragraph: 'I£ one had told him, he would not have believed it.' It 
was in despair at the ubiquity of repetition that the cry burst out: 
'There's nothing newtinder the sun!"' (Shipley, ed., Diet. of World Lit. 
[1972], pp. 338b, 339b-40a). (On the idea of the transcending tree, see 
also my notes 9[al,. 14 [b,c]; on "the mantric" and "the repetitive" see 
note 15; on invention see note 17 [b,vii]; on the musical implications of 
"signature" see note 17[c,i]. C£. Paget on rhyme-rhytlnn: " Every 
time we speak or sing a rhyme, our tongue and lips necessarily repeat 
the postures which produced the sound on which the rhyme is formed. 
Poetry, from this point of view, is the art of pantomimic dancing, 
performed with our tongue and lips •••• " [Paget, p. 202] • 
14 Roy Harvey Pearce's commentary on the reception of Fanshawe in 
1828 is (a) an instance of a present-day assessment which virtually 
mirrors the magic mechanics of Hawthorne's name--breaking itself up, 
rebuilding itself as an experimental anagrammatic novel (c£. Pearce in 
my note 9[d]); seven passages from auxiliary and prefatorial texts by 
Hawthorne constitute (b,c) an assessment which actually mirrors (b,i-iv) 
a chain of perfecting causes, regressing to a secret locus within and 
(c,i-iii) a set of derivative speeches--on stru_s"tural con_sord by means 
of nominal annihilation--grown from a reptilian-pronoun~ing within: (a) 
"--- .-- -Fanshawe thus was on the whole cordially received--but by gift-book 
ladies like Mrs. [Sarah J.] Hale [editor of Ladies' Magazine]. Indeed, 
the cordial reviewers together 'placed' the book with some exactitude--
as did the bored }f..r. [Joseph] Buckingham [editor of New England Galaxy]. 
It was a conventionally compounded narrative, with appropriate echoes of 
Scott and the Gothic romancers, 'comical' interludes, convention&l 
hyperbolic passages on 'nature,' and the sort of plot in which everything 
and everyone at the end assumed a proper place in the American scheme of 
things. Harley College represem:s Bowdoin [Hawthorne's school], and the 
rusticity of the scene is of a piece with the rusticity of the minor 
characters. Against the scene and minor characters are placed the benign 
college president, Dr. Melmoth; his beautiful ward, Ellen Langton; and 
her two suitors--Edward Walcott, quintessentially the extrovert, and 
Fanshawe, quintessentially the introvert. (Is there an echo of Haw-
thorne's ownname in "Fanshawe"?) The problem is to bring Ellen and 
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Fanshawe together and yet keep them apart, for it will not do to let a 
youth like Fanshawe, so anomalous in American society, win Ellen. The 
conventions of popular American fiction in the 1820's demanded that the 
man of deep thought and imagination be given his due but not his woman. 
The pLoblem is solved by bringing in a villain (all the more deliciously 
villainous by virtue of the sentimental scene at his dying mother's 
bedside) who kidnaps Ellen, hoping thereby to secure her fortune, 
removes her to a mysterious cave, and seems to be threatening to rape 
her. Walcott is off iu not pursuit of the pair; but it is Fanshawe who 
saves her and witnesses the villain's accidental death. She offers her 
hand to him; but he knows he must decline it. Having done so, he 
returns to the life of s·tudy which is to hasten his death, while at the 
end Walcott marries Ellen, and life goes on as unterribly as so many of 
his contemporaries insisted it had to in America. I One can argue that 
Fanshawe, crude as it is, does contain the germ of much of Hawthorne's 
later works.[] ·But, in view of Hawthorne's unhappiness over the book, 
it is important to observe how insistently Fanshawe is of a piece with 
the sort of fiction written by that 'd--d mob of scribbling women' (Mrs. 
Hale was one of them) whase work later so infuriated him. For all its 
forced, wild inventiveness, it exhibits an incapacity to take the 
imaginative seriously, a. defect which characterizes much popular fiction 
of the time.[] •••• "(Pearce, "Introduction," Fanshawe, in Vol. 3 of 
The Centenary Edition [1964], 305-6); (b,i) Man's finest workmanship, 
the closer you obserVe it, the more imperfections it shows; as in a 
piece of polished-steel a microscope will discover a rough surface. 
Whereas, what may look coarse and rough in Nature's workmanship will 
show an infinitely minute perfection, the closer you look into it. The 
reason of the minute superiority of Nature's work over man's is, that 
the former works from the innermost germ, while the latter works merely 
superficially."' (5,ii) "The cawing of the crow resounds among the woods, 
at this season. A centinel is aware of your approach a great way off, 
and gives the alarm to his comrades loud and eagerly--Caw--caw--caw--. 
Immediately, the whole conclave replies in the same word; and you behold 
them rising above the trees, flapping darkly, and winging their way to 
deeper solitudes. Sometimes, however, they remain on a tree till you 
come near enough to discern their sable gravity of aspect, each occupying 
a separate bough, or perhaps the blasted tip-top of a pine tree. As you 
approach, one after another, with loud cawing, flaps his wings and throws 
himself upon the air."; (b,iii) "Language--human language--after all, is 
but little better than the croak and cackle of fowls, and other utterances 
of brute nature; sometimes not so adequate."; (b,iv) "A fairy tale about 
chasing Echo to her hiding-place. Echo is the voice of a reflection in 
a mirror." (Hawthorne, The American Notebooks [1837, 1841, 1850, 1837], 
Vol. 8 of The Centenary Edition [1972], 157-58, 214, 294, 166); (c,i) 
"THERE is no remoteness of life and thought, no hermetically sealed 
seclusion, except, possibly, that of the grave, into which the disturbing 
influences of this war do not penetrate. Of course, the general heart-
quake of the country long ago knocked at my cottage door, and compelled 
me, reluctantly, to suspend the contemplation of certain fantasies, to 
which, according to my harmless custom, I was endeavoring to give a 
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sufficiently lifelike aspect to admit of their figuring in a romance. 
As I make no pretensions to statecraft or soldiership,. and could promote 
the common~weal neither by valor nor counsel, it seemed, at first, a 
pity that I should be debarred from such unsubstantial business as I had 
contrived for myself, since nothing· more genuine was to be substituted 
for it. But I magnanimously considered that there is a kind of treason 
in' insulating one's self from the universal fear and sorrow, and 
thinking one's idle thoughts in the dread time of civil war; and could 
a man 5e so cold. and hard-hearted, he W'ould better deser.re to be sent to 
Fort Warren than many who have found their way thither on the score of 
violent but misdirected sympathies. So I gave myself up to reading 
newspapers and listening to the click of the telegraph, like other 
people; until, after a great many months of such pastime, it grew so 
abominably irksome that I determined to look a little more closely at 
matters with my own eyes. I .... "; (c,ii) " ••• the Author has ventured 
to make free with his old and affectionately remembered home at BROOK 
FARM, as lieing certainly the mest romantic episode of his own life,--
essentially a day-dream, and yet a fact,--and thus offering an available 
foothold between the fiction and reality. Furthermore, the scene was in 
good keeping with the personages whom he desired to introduce. I These 
characters, he feels it right to say, are entirely fictitious. 
(considering how few amiable qualities he distributes among his imaginary 
progeny,) • • . • • •••• The self-concentrated Philanthropist; the high-
spirited Woman., bruising herself ~gainst. the nar.row limitations of her 
sex; the weakly Maiden, whose tremulous nerves endow her with Sibylline 
attritiutes; the Minor Poet, beginning life with strenuous aspirations, 
which die out with his youthful fervor--all these might have been looked 
for, at BROOK FARM, out, by some accident, never made their appearance 
there. I Ripley, with whom rests the honorable paternity of the 
Institution, [and others]--among these is the ability to convey both the 
outward narrative and the inner truth and spirit of the whole affair .•.. 
Even the brilliant Howadji might find as rich a theme in his youthful 
reminiscences of BROOK FARM, and a more novel one--cloase at hand as it 
lies--than those which he has since made so distant a pilgrimage to seek, 
in Syria, and along the current of the Nile. I CONCORD (Mass.), May, 
1852. "' (c, iii) ". . • I TO HORATIO BRIDGE, ESQ. , U. S. N. I MY DEAR 
BRIDGE: I I And a fiction-monger, in due season, he [i.e., I] 
became. But, was there ever such a weary delay in obtaining the 
slightest recognition from the public, as in my case? I sat down by 
the wayside of life, like a man under enchantment, and a shrubbery sprung 
up around me, and the bushes grew to be saplings, and the saplings became 
trees, until no exit appeared possible, through the entangling depths of 
my obscurity. And there, perhaps, I should be sitting at this moment, 
with the moss on th.e imprisoning tree-trunks, and the yellow leaves of 
more than a score of autumns piled above me, if it had not been for you. 
For it was through your·interposition,--and that, moreover, unknown to 
himself,--that your early friend was brought before the public, somewhat 
more prominently than theretofore, in the first volume of Twice-told 
Tales. Not a publisher in America, I presume, would have thought well 
enough of my forgotten or never noticed stories, to risk the expense of 
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print and paper; nor do I say this with any purpose of casting odium on 
the respectable fraternity of booksellers, for their blindness to my 
/wonderful merit. I So, now, when I turn back upon my path, 
lighted by a transitory glema of public favor, to pick up a few articles 
which were left out of my former collections, I take pleasure in making 
them the memorial of our very long and unbroken connection. I 
••• these masty and mouse-nibbled leaves of old periodicals, transformed, 
by the magic arts of my friendly publishers, into a new book. These are 
, -~ · 1 ... _r· in -1 r- 1 ,.T H ' T"t:"!'.TQv N('\•=un'C''D, .... the .l.a.::a~.. •••• t vo::: y s cere y you:::., .1. . 1 .... .uu·.n., .~-vv.;;;........, ........ ~ ... s .. , 
1851. [The Snow-Image.]" (Hawthorne, "Chiefly About War Matters: By a 
Peaceable Man" [1862], in Vol. 12 [1883; 1886] of the Riverside Edition, 
ed. G. P. Lathrop, 2~9-300; "Preface," The Blithedale Romance [1852], 
Vol. 3 of The Centenary Edition [1964], 2-3; "Preface," The Snow-Image 
[ 1851] , Vol. 11 of The Centenary Edition [ 197 4] , 3, 5, 6, t. pg) • (For 
more on the nunderfolded reptilian presence with mouth" see my note 17; 
for more of implicit "nominal aggression" see note 5[c]; for more on H.. 
Bridge as publication Benefactor see esp. J. Donald Crowley's "Historical 
Commentary," Vol. 9 af The Centenary Edition [1972], 501-502; for more on 
"(book) white" over "black'' magic see my notes 16 and 18 [b, ii] . For the 
New Testament powers of Christ as Word see: John 1.1-5; Rev. 2.16-28; 
Rev. 21.5-8; Mat. 14.25-36.) 
15Pr~est-like chanting as (a) MANTRA may be present in texts by 
Hawthorne as (b, i-ii) .a very. private· counter-murmur of name, engaged in 
by Hawthorne to distance himself from external actualities, to which 
Christ-like he outwardly submits; as (c) a life-long daily habit of mind, 
by means of which he maintains a decorously transcendent sense of self, 
as a life-shielding or -shading tree; as (d, i-vii) repetitive remarks on 
cosmic purpose, -nld, beyond the literary: (a) "[MANTRA] The Sanskrit 
word mantra has had as many and as various meanings as its Teutonic-
English parallel, lore or learning. The Sanskrit term veda meant a 
collection of such lore, especially sacred knowledge, and the four great 
Vedas of the Brahmans were composed, the Rig-Veda of lore of hymns, the 
Sama-Veda of lore of chants, the Yajur-Veda of lore of prayers and 
formulas recited at sacrifices, and the cruder Atharva-Veda of the multi-
varied lore of the Atharvans or fire-priests. The holy verses, sacred 
texts, stereotyped petitions and formulas from all four vedas were called 
mantra. I The second and more limited meaning of the word is in the 
sense of password or formula of initiation. No ~ (teacher) admits a 
chela (novice) into a Hindu sect without whispering into his ear the 
mantra or countersign of the order. The Ramanuja mantra was 'Om Ramaya 
nama!}. (So be it! Reverence to Rama.) Comparison is obvious with the 
Christian triune formula of initiation repeated by the priest or minister 
at baptism: In nomine Patris, et Filii, et Spiritus Sancti (In the name 
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost), and with the 
corresponding ~slem bismillah: bismillahi-r-raOmani-r-ra~Imi (!n the 
name of Allah, the Compassionate, the Merciful), which Mohammed carefully 
modeled along Christian and Jewish mantric lines. I The use of mantra 
as a prayer gives it a third or supplicatory meaning apart from its 
initiatory function. In India, for many centuries, no public religious 
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ceremony nor any private devoti.on in the home has been complete Without 
the recitation af familiar mantras, which somewhat resemhle Christian 
prayers. They are not of the extempore original sort, nowever,.fostered 
in Protestant prayer-meeting circles, but are standardized, verbatim, 
and repetitious. In fact, any form-prayer of any religian is a true 
mantra. I The fourth and commonest meaning of mantra, and passibly its 
oldest, is in the sense of spaken or written charm, spell, incantation, 
or magic word. ([cf.} ABRACADABRA.) In Hinduism and in theistic 
Buddhism. (where dharani is t·n.e 'WO±"d often used for mantra} this idea of 
the magic potency of certain words themselves, even if not understood by 
him who says them, has long obtained. It is believed that ~ or ~. 
for instance, represents onomatopoeically the very hum of th~ universe, 
and if caugh.t into a written er preferably vocalized syllable, its power 
is absorbed into the worshipper or he into it. I I The 
phrases used in blessing, cursing, and exorcising are in this sense 
mantras, and so indeed is prefanity. The Bible is full of mantras, from 
the imprecatory psalms to the apastolic benedictions. I Rismallah, 
along with the Hebrew tetragrammaton JHVH and the Christian ICHTHUS, IHS, 
and XR, passed into folklore with any legends of the-magic power and 
prophylact·ic efficacy of the words alone. For one example, in north 
African Islam it is believed that Allah himself wrote 'bismallah' on 
Adam's breast, Gabriel's wing, Solomon's seal, and Jesus' tongue. I 
When the name of God is used purely as a mantric incantation or charmed 
spell, it ~s obvipus that Christianity, Judaism, and Islam have thereby 
in that practice reverted to the primitive idea that to know the correct 
esoteric name of the deity and pronounce it properly is to have him 
under your control as a sert of genie who must therefore perform your 
will." (Charles F. Potter, in Stand. Diet. of Folkl., Mythol. , and Leg., 
ed. Leach [1949-50]); (h,i) "[Julian Hawthorne writes:] We may now take 
up the regular series of Mrs. Hawthorne's letters to her mother, up 
to the close of the Old Manse period [0. M.::: home of Hawthorne]. 
They begin in October, 1842. I ' ... Mr. Hawthorne's abomination of 
visiting still holds strong, be it to see no matter what angel. But he 
is very hospitable, receives strangers with great loveliness and 
graciousness. Mr. Emerson [:Ralph Waldo E.] says his way is regal, like 
a prince or general, even when at table he hands the bread. Elizabeth 
Hoar remarked that though his shyness was very evident, yet she liked 
his manner, because he always faced· the occasion like a man, when it 
came to the point. Of what moment will it be, a thousand years hence, 
whether he saw this or·that person? If he had the gift of speech like 
some others--Mr. Emerson, for instance--it would be different, but he 
was not born to mix in general society. His vocation is to observe and 
not to be observed. Mr. Emerson delights in him; he talks to him all 
the time, and Mr. Hawthorne looks· answers. He seems to fascinate Mr. 
Emerson. Whenever he comes to see him, he takes him away, so that no 
one may interrupt him in his close and dead-set attack upon his ear. 
Miss Hoar says that persons about Mr. Emerson so generally echo him, 
that it is refreshing to him to find this. perfect individual, all 
himself and nobody else. 'He loves power as little as any mortal I ever 
knew; and it is never a question of private will between us, but of 
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absolute right. His conscience is too fine and high to permit him to be 
arbitrary. His will is strong. but not to govern others. He is so 
simple. so transparent. sa just, so tender, so magnanimous, that my 
highes~ instinct could anly correspond w~th his will. I never knew such 
delicacy of nature. His panoplyof reser-Ve is a providential shield and 
breastplate~ I can testify to it now as I could not before. He is 
completely pure from earthliness. He is under the dominion of his · 
intellect and sentiments. Was ever such a union of power and gentleness, 
softness and spirit, passion and reason? I think it must be partly 
smiles of angels that make the air and light so pleasant here. My 
dearest Love waits upon God like a child •••• '" (J. Hawthorne, citing 
Sophia Hawthorne, in Vol. 1 of N. Hawthorne and His Wife [1885], 270-72); 
(b,ii) "[Hawthorne writes:] •••• People that had.lighted on a new 
thought, or a thought that they fancied new, came to Emerson, as the 
finder of a glittering gem hastens to a lapidary, to ascertain its· 
quality and value. I For myself, there had been epochs of my 
life, when I, too, might have asked of this prophet the master-word, 
that should solve me the riddle of the universe; but now, being happy, 
I felt as if there were no question to be put, and therefore admired 
Emerson as a poet of deep beauty and austere tenderness, but sought 
nothing from him as a philosopher. It was good, nevertheless, to meet 
him in the wood-paths, or sometimes in our avenue, with that pure, 
intellectual gleam diffused about his presence, like the garment of a 
shining-one; ~nd he so quiet, so simple, so without pretension, encoun-
tering each man alive as if expecting to receive more than he could 
impart. And, in truth, the heart of many an ordinary man had, perchance, 
inscriptions which he could not read. But it was impossible to dwell in 
his vicinity, without inhaling, more or less, the mountain-atmosphere of 
his lofty thought, which, in the brains of some people, wrought a 
singular giddiness--new truth being as heady as new wine ••.•• " (Haw-
thorne, "The Old Manse: The Author Makes the Reader Acquinted with His 
Abode," Mosses from an Old Manse [1846], Vol. 10 of The Centenary Edition 
[1974], 30-31); (c) "Hotel d'Europe (Avignon) June 1st, Wednesday [1859]. 
I I remember nothing very special to put down about Marseilles; though 
it was really like passing from death to life, to find ourselves in 
busy, cheerful, effervescing France, after living so long between asleep 
and awake in sluggish Italy. I I At four o'clock, we 
started on the railroad; Mamma and Una in the first class; the rest of 
us in the second. Our carriage was comfortable; and we found in it 
besides two other Frenchwomen, two nuns. They were very devout, and 
sedulously read their little books of devotion, repeated prayers under 
their breath, kissed the crucifixes which hung at their girdles, and 
told a string· of beads, which they passed from one to the other. So 
much were they occupied with these duties, that they scarcely looked at 
the scenery along the road, though probably it is very rare for them to 
see anything outside of their.convent-walls. They never failed to mutter 
a prayer and kiss the crucifix, whenever we plunged into a tunnel. If 
they glanced at their fellow-passengers, it was shyly and askance, with 
their lips in motion all the while, like children afraid to let their 
eyes wander from their lesson-books. One of them, however, took occasion 
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to pull down Rosebud's dress, which, in her frisky movements about the 
carriage, had got a little too high for the nun's sense of decorum. 
Neither of them was at all pretty, nor was the black stuff dress and 
white muslin cap in the least becoming; neither were their features of 
an intelligent or high-bred stamp. Their manners, however, or such 
little glimpsesas I could get of them, were unexceptionable; and when I 
drew a curtain to proteet one of them from the sun, she made me a very 
courteous gesture of thanks. I We had some very good views both of sea 
and hills, along the road; and part of our way, I think, lay along the 
banks of the Rhone •••. By the by, at the station in Marseilles, just 
before we started, I bought the two volumes of the Livre des Merveilles, 
by a certain author of my aequaintanc~, translated into French, and 
printed and illustrated in very pretty style. Miss Shepard also bought 
them, and, in answer to her inquiry for other works by the same author, 
the book-woman observed that she did not think Monsieur Nataniel had 
published anything else. The Christian name seems to be the most 
important one in France, and especially in Italy. I We were four hours, 
and more, on our journey, and arrived at Avignon in the dusk of the 
evening. An omnibus took us to the H8tel d'Europe ••••••• the lassi-
tude of Rome still clings to us, and I, at least, feel no spring of life 
or activity, whether morn or eve. • ••. " (Hawthorne, The French and 
Italian Notebooks, Vol. 14 of The Centenary Edition [1980], 530-33); 
(d,i) "A ground-sparrow's nest in the slope of a bank, brought to view 
by mowing the grass, but still sheltered and comfortably hidden by a 
blackberry-vine trailing over it. At first, four brown-speckled eggs,--
then two little bare young ones, which, on the slightest noise, lift 
their heads, and open wide mouths for food,--immediately dropping their 
heads, after a oroad gape. The action looks as if they were making a 
most earnest, agonized petition. In another egg, as in a coffin, I 
could discern the quiet, death-like form of the little bird. The whole 
thing had something awful and mysterious in it."' (d,ii) "Though we 
speak nonsense, God will pick out the meaning of it."' (d,iii) "A man, 
unknown, conscious of temptation to secret crimes, puts up a note in 
church, desiring the prayers of the congregation for one so tempted."; 
(d,iv) "Dialogues of the unborn, like dialogues of the dead,--or between 
two young children."; (d,v) "An association of Literary Men in the other 
world--or the Dialogues of the dead, or something of that kind."; (d,vi) 
"Solomon dies during the building of the Temple, but his body remains 
leaning on a staff and overlooking the workmen, as if it were alive." 
(Hawthorne, The American Notebooks [1840, 1836, 1840, 1840, 1842, 1842], 
Vol. 8 of The Centenary Edition [1972], 185, 18, 185, 184, 228, 227); 
(d,vii) "Concord, May 27th, 1844 I Dearest Phoebe, I I cannot let 
the day pass without speaking a little word to thee, to tell thee how 
strange the old Abbey seems without thy presence, and how strange this 
life, when thou art away. And how does our belovedest little Una? 
whom I love more than I ever told thee, though not more than thou 
knowest--for is she not thine and mine, the symbol of the one true 
union in the world, and of our love in Paradise. I Ellery 
[Channing] came to see me this morning, and was gracious and sociable, 
and we went a fishing together. He says his little girl weighed seven 
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ounds at her birth, and is doing very well. I We had a very 
pleasant dinner at Longfellow's; and I liked Mrs. Longlady (as thou 
:aughtily nicknamest her) quite much. The dinner was late, and we sat~ 
long; so that [Horace] Connoly and I did not get here till half-past 
nine o'clock--and truly the old house seemed somewhat dark and desolate • 
.... I I love thee. I love thee~ I THINE OWNEST. I Mrs. Sophia A. 
Hawthorne, Care of Dr. N. Peabody, Boston, Massachusetts." (Hawthorne, 
Letter to Mrs. Hawthorne, in Pt. 2 af Love Letters [1907], pp. 129-31). 
(See also my notes 15[a,bl and 17[c,iii,end]--for Christian-Hebraic 
~ounter-chanting and for striving towards gnosis of ultimate causes and 
statest) 
16
see my Chapter II, End Notes.3, for phonetic and lexical refer-
ences consulted in re-marking the "wlv-song" (also see II.B.l--the 
linguistic source-text adapted from-Paget). Perhaps Hawthorne's oral 
points of style (consonant stresses) are the magic nails by means of 
which he builds a discourse of ascent to God--i.e., out of the heritage-
tormented pit of himself; (a) MAGIC, "white" over "black," has (b,i-v) 
strong eehoes~ven as ~l, wlvlf, rising from the lips--in Hawthorne's 
auxiliary writings on miscellany and travel: (a) "[MAGIC]. The art of 
compulsion of the supernatural; also, the art of controlling nature by 
supernatural means. The word derives from the Magi, Persian priests 
whose practices were labeled magic (mageia) by the Greeks. A definition 
of what is magic and what is not is difficult, for one's own beliefs are 
seldom if ever connected with magical practices, while those of other 
peoples which differ are often magic, superstition, witchcraft, etc. 
The relationship of magic to religion and science, indeed the very 
nature and definition of magic, has been the subject of much debate 
among students of the subject. Such men as Sir J. G. Frazer [The Goldon 
Bough, 1911-15], whose influence is widespread but whose theories have 
been criticized because of his selectivity in choosing facts from among 
a mass of other facts and basing his theories on them, believe magic to 
be a preliminary stage in the development of religion. To Frazer, magic 
is compulsion; religion is propitiation; a combination of the two exist 
side by side since neither method proves fully successful alone. Frazer 
subdivides sympathetic magic into homeopathic magic, which assumes that 
similarity between things indicates their identity, and contagious magic, 
which postulates that things once in contact remain in contact indefi-
nitely. Homeopathic magic is exemplified by envoutement; the image is 
the person and sticking pins in it or the like will cause pain, illness, 
or death to the person the image is named for. Contagious magic uses 
such materials as nail parings, locks of hair, excrement, names, even 
footprints, of the person for similar effects; since these were once 
part of, or in contact with, the person, they retain his essence and 
what is done to them will affect the body. I Aside from theories of 
the nature and origin of magic and its relationship to the growth of 
religion, magic generally is considered to be either positive or negative. 
Positive magic is intended to do something; the talisman performs 
positive magic. Negative magic is meant to prevent something; the 
amulet protects by negative magic against demons, spells, witches, and 
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other workers of positive magic. A tabu that prevents some action by a 
erson is positive, rather than negative magic, for the breaker of the ~abu is punished by having semething done to him. Generally magic works 
by controlling forces or demonic beings; it is the attempted control of 
those forces which students believe underlies primitive science. Magic 
may also be either black or white. Black magic is evil, for it calls 
into play unsanctioned forces and beings, or it aims at illness, death, 
injury, or other uncountenanced effects. White magic performs cures or 
wonders without the invocation of dark powers; astrology, alchemy, 
legerdemain, the doctrine of signatures, and the like, all are classified 
as white magic. In folktale, the man who sells his soul to the Devil 
in return for the Devil's aid (compare FAUST) is a practitioner of black 
magic; the hero whO is given special powers by a grateful animal either 
is not considered a magician ar is a practitioner of white magic. " 
(Leach, ed., Stand. Diet. of Folkl., Mythol., and Leg. [1'949-50]; see my 
notes 17[c,i-iil for "doctrine of signatures" and for "divination"); 
(b,i) "Fire Worshippers I There is a sect in Hindostan, who call 
themselvesdescendants of the ancient Persians, and, like their ancestors, 
pay adoration to the sun, the moon, and stars, but especially to fire, 
esteeming all these objects as visible emblems of the invisible Deity. 
Like the Roman Vestals, they keep a perpetual fire in their temples, 
feeding it with odoriferous woods, of great value. Private individuals, 
when rich enough to sustain the expense, likewise keep these fires in 
their house, and thus transmute their wealth into the perfumed smoke• 
which arises from the costly woods. [Carsten] Niebuhr affirms, that he 
saw, in one of the temples of these people, at Bombay, some fires which 
had been kept perpetually burning for two hundred years, and had probably 
been all that time supplied with odoriferous fuel. Such is their 
veneration for the element of fire, that they will not permit a candle 
to be blown out, lest the breath of man should pollute the purity of the 
flame. It has been remarked, that if there could possibly exist an 
idolatry founded on reason, and which did not degrade the Divine Majesty 
by the symbols of its worship, it would be that of the adorers of fire, 
and of the eternal lustres of the firmament. There is, in truth, nothing 
that can be seen or felt, which combines so many symbolic attributes of 
splendor, terror, and beneficence, as fire."; (b,ii) "Relics of Witchcraft 
I The pins, which the New England witches were said to thrust into the 
bodies of those whom they afflicted, in 1692, are still preserved among 
the records of the court, in Salem."; (b,iii) "Church of Saint Sophia 
I This edifice, of which we have given an engraving in another part of 
our Magazine,[] was built b.y the Emperor Theodosius." (Hawthorne, from 
The American Magazine of Useful and Entertaining Knowledge [Aug.; Jul.; 
Aug. 1836], as rpt. by Arlin Turner, in Hawthorne as Editor: Selections 
from His Writings in The AmerieanMagazine of Useful and Entertaining 
Knowledge [University: Louisiana State U. Press, 1941], pp. 254-55, 
P· 252, p. 210; cf. nominal-marital murmurs of "Theodore de L'Aubepine"-
and "Sophia A. Peabody"--esp. in my note ll[c] and in sect. 3[examples 
iii-iv] of my text); (b,iv) "Florence, July 4th, 1858. Sunday. I 
Yesterday forenoon, my wife and I went to see the church of Santa Maria 
Novella. I I the Sacristan or some such official 
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.•• appeared, and offered to show us the church. We consented; and he 
led us into the transept, on the right of the high altar, and ushered us 
into the Sacristy, where we found two artists, copying some of Fra 
Angelico's pictures. These were painted on the three wooden leaves of 
a triptyche, and, as usual, were glorified with a great deal of gilding, 
50 that they seemed to float in the brightness of a heavenly element. 
Solomon speaks of 'apples of gold in pictures of silver.' The pictures 
of Fra Angelico, and other artists of that age, are really pictures of 
gold; and it is wonderful to see how rich the effect, and how much 
delicate beauty is attained (by Fra Angelico, at least) along with it. 
His miniature heads appear to me much more successful than his larger 
ones. In a monkish point of view-,- however, the chief value of the 
triptyche, of which I am speaking, does not lie in Fra Angelico's 
oictures; for they merely serve as the frame-work of som~ reliques, 
~hich are set all round the edges of the three leaves. They consist 
of little liits and fragments of bones, and of little packages carefully 
tied up in silk, tne contents of which are signified in Gothic letters, 
appended to each parcel. I could not possibly make out what they were. 
The sacred vessels of tne church are likewise kept in the sacristy •••• 
I Re-entering the transept, our guide showed us the Chapel of the 
Strozzi family, which is accessible by a flight of steps from the floor 
of the church. Tne walls of this chapel are covered with frescoes by 
Orgagna, representing, around tne altar, the Last Judgment, and, on one 
of the walls, Heaven and the assembly of the Blessed, and on the other, 
of course, HelL I cannot speak as to the truth of representation; but, 
at all events, it was purgatory to look at this poor, faded rubbish. 
Thank Heaven, there is such a thing as white-wash; and I shall always be 
glad to hear of its application to old frescoes, even at the sacrifice 
of remnants of real excellence. . •.• "; (b,v) "[Rome, February 19th 
(1858). Friday.] ••• we found our way to the portal of San Maria dei 
Angeli. The exterior of this church has no pretensions to beauty or 
majesty, or, indeed, to architectural merit of any kind, or to any 
architecture whatever; for it looks like a confused pile of ruined 
brickwork, with a facade resembling half the inner curve of a large 
oven. No one would imagine that there was a church under that enormous 
heap of ancient rubbish. But the door admits you into a circular 
vestibule, once an apartment of Diocletian's baths, but now a portion of 
the nave of the church, and surrounded with monumental busts; and thence 
you pass into what was the central hall of the baths, now, with little 
change except of detail and ornament, transformed into the body of the 
church. Tnis space is so lofty, broad, and airy, that the soul forthwith 
swells out, and magnifies itself, for the sake of filling it. It was 
Michael Angelo that contrived this miracle; and I feel even more grateful 
to him for rescuing this noble interior from destruction, than if he had 
originally built it himself. In the ceiling above, you see the metal 
fixtures, whence the old Romans hung their lamps; and there are eight 
gigantic pillars of Egyptian granite, standing as they stood of yore. 
There is a grand simplicity about this church, more satisfactory than 
elaborate ornament; but tne present Pope has paved and adorned one of 
the large chapels of the transept, in very beautiful style; and the 
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pavement of the central part is likewise beautifully laid in marbles. 
In the choir, there are several pictures, one of which was veiled, as 
celebrated pictures frequently are, in churches. A person, who seemed 
to be at his devotions, withdrew the veil for us, and we saw the 
martyrdom of Saint Sebastian, by Domenichino, originally, I believe, 
painted in fresco at Sai~t Peter's, but since transferred to canvas, 
and removed hitherto. Its place at St. Peter's is supplied by a mosaic 
copy. I was a good deal impressed by this picture--the dying saint, 
amid the sorrow of those who loved him, and the fury of his eneill.ias, 
looking upward, where a company of angels, and Jesus in the midst, were 
waiting to welcome him and crown him;--and I felt what an influence 
pictures might have upon the devotional part of our nature. The nail-
marks in the hands and feet of Jesus, ineffaceable even after he had 
passed into bliss and glory, touehed my heart with a sens,e of his love 
for us. I think this really a great picture. We walked round the 
church, looking at the other pictures and frescoes •••••.. there is a 
statue of Saint Bruno, by Houdon •••. Houdon wa:s the sculptor of 
the first statue of Washington., and the bust whence, I suppose, all 
subsequent statues have been, and will be, mainly modelled. I After 
emerging from the church, I looked back with wonder at the stack of 
shapeless old brickwork that hid the splendid interior of this church. 
I must go there again, and breathe in that noble space." (Hawthorne, 
The French and Italian Notebooks, Vol. 14 of The Centenary Edition 
[1980], 3-55, 358-59 and 89-90). (See again my notes ll[a,b], for 
vocational-biographical contexts of enmity, and note 5 for Christian-
Hebraic chanting over nature and culture by means of point~relics.) 
17The animate trans-forms of the chanting symbol may be ascertained 
by means of (a,i-iv) selected excerpts from auxiliary and prefatorial 
texts by Hawthorne; the compositional powers of the symbol may be 
summarized by means of (b,i-vii) selected commentary on literary 
terminology; and the life-enhancing--or nature-galvanizing--powers of 
the symbol (Vol. 14 of The C. E., 360) may be suggested by means of 
(c,i-iv) selected discussions from lexicology, anthropology, and 
psychoanalysis. (a,i) "Benvenuto Cellini saw a salamander in the 
household fire. It was shown him by his father, in his childhood."; 
(a,ii) "'Shrieking fish'--a strange idea of Leigh Hunt.'; (a,iii) " ..•• 
One vine had ascended ["N--n- -w-n": Hawthorne's universal ansvara] to 
the tip-top of a large white pine tree, spreading its leaves and hanging 
its purple clusters among all its boughs--still climbing and clambering, 
as it would not be content till it crowned the very summit of the tree 
with a wreath of its own foliage and a cluster of grapes. I mounted 
high into the tree, and ate grapes there, while the vine wreathed still 
higher into the depths of the tree, above my head. The grapes were sour, 
being not yet fully ripe; some of them, however, were sweet and pleasant. 
The vine embraces the trees like a serpent." (a,iv) " ••.• I The antique 
fashion ["N--n- --n"] of Prefaces recognized this genial personage as 
the 'Kind Reader,' the 'Gentle Reader,' the 'Beloved,' the 'Indulgent,' 
or, at coldest, the 'Honoured Reader,' to whom the prim old author was 
wont to make his preliminary explanations and apologies, with the 
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rtainty that they would be favourably received. I never personally 
c:countered, nor corresponded through the Post, with this Representative 
:ssence of all delightful and desirable qualities which a Reader can 
assess. But, fortunately for myself, I never therefore concluded him ~0 be merely a mythic character. I had always a sturdy faith in his 
actual existence, and wrote for him, year after year, during which the 
great Eye of the Public (as well it might) almost utterly overlooked my 
small productions. I Unquestionably, this Gentle, Kind, Benevolent, 
Indulgent, and most Beloved and Honoured Reader, did once exist for me, 
and (in spite of the infinite chances against a letter's reaching its 
destination, without a definite address) duly received the scrolls which 
I flung upon whatever wind was blowing, in the faith that they· would 
find him out. But, is he extant now? In these many years, since he 
last heard from me, may he not have deemed his earthly task accomplished, 
and have withdrawn to the Paradise of Gentle Readers, wherever it may be, 
to the enjoyments of which his kindly charity, on my behalf, must surely 
have entitled him? I have a sad foreboding that this may be the truth. 
The Gentle Reader, in the case of any individual author, is apt to be 
extremely short-lived; he seldom outlasts a literary fashion, and, 
except in very rare instances, closes his weary eyes before the writer 
has half done with him. If I find him at all, it will probably be under 
some mossy grave-stone, inscribed with a half-obliterated name, which I 
shall never recognize. I I Italy, as the site of his Romance, 
was chiefly valuable to him as affording a sort of poetic or fairy 
precinct, where actualities would not be so terribly insisted upon, as 
they are, and must needs be, in America. Romance and poetry, like 
ivy, lichens, and wall-flowers, need Ruin to make them grow. I " 
(Hawthorne, The American Notebooks [1842-44, 1842, 1841], Vol. 8 of The 
Centenary Edition [1972], 242, 227, 198; "Preface," The Marble Faun--
[1860], Vol. 4 of The Centenary Edition [1968], 1-3;--cf., with my notes 
ll[a], 15[c], 18[d]); (b,i) "[RUNE]. (1) A letter of the alphabet of 
the early Scandinavians and Anglo-Saxons; specif. as a magic charm. (2) 
A Finnish poem; esp., one of the songs of the Kalevala (Finn. epic, pub. 
1822). 'Runic poetry' is also applied to ancient Scandinavian poems." 
(Shipley, ed. Diet. of World Lit. [1972]); (b,ii) "[SERPENTINE VERSE] 
(the snake swallows its tail). Pros. A line of poetry beginning and 
ending with the same word, ~· Ambo florentes oetatibus, Are.ades ambo; 
Both at life's spring, Arcadians both." (Shipley, ed., Diet. of World 
Lit. [1972}); (b,iii) "[SYMBOLISM] as a literary device depends on the 
pliability of language, which may be exercised at 4 levels of expression. 
A. Animism: 'the sea rages'--because it is a monster. B. Metaphor: 
the belief lapsed to symbol; but the form retained. C. Simile: the 
symbol analyzed to analogy; the sea is like a monster. D. Concrete 
image: the figure rejected for the fact; not 'the raging sea' but 'the 
stormy sea', Homer: 'the wet sea.' I 'Symbol' (Gr. symballein, to cast 
together) is thus, in 2 quite different senses, a sign of something else. 
I. Scientifically, literally: of a specific object or idea that the 
symbol (word) denotes, a sign ..• of what it means. This symbolic use 
is distinguished from the emotive •.• use of a word, and is tantamount 
to intending the dictionary definition of the word. Thus [George] 
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S tayana says man's 'simian chatter becomes noble as it becomes 
anbolic.' But a symbol may also be a sign. II. by implication, of s~ething beyond the object or idea that it denotes, of another level of 
significance that somehow reaches forth to embrace the spirit, mankind, 
:he mysteries words cannot otherwise capture that underly and determine 
the universe and human destiny. • ••• " (John L. Sweeney, in Diet. of 
World Lit.~ ed. Shipley [1972], pp. 408a-8b); (b,iv) "RHETORIC AND POETIC. 
In the experience of western civilization, the two primary forms of 
discourse. Rhetoric deals primarily with practical effectiveness. poetic 
with beauty. I I The essential distinction between the forms of 
discourse is to be found in the intention of the creator of discourse at 
the moment of composition and delivery; this shapes his product, and is 
reflected in differing types of receptor response. Whereas the creator 
of poetic discourse is concerned primarily with portraying life, the 
creator of rhetorical discourse is concerned primarily with influencing 
it. The end that the creator of poetic discourse seeks to achieve is 
the stimulation of the receptor's spirit and imagination. He endeavors 
to entertain, divert, quicken, enthrall. The end that the creator of 
rhetorical discourse seeks to achieve with his audience is belief or 
action. He endeavors to instruct, impress, persuade, or convince. I 
This difference has profound significance for both the poet and the 
orator. The requirement of action or acquiescence shapes the mold and 
limits the scope of oratory. The liberation from the claims of a single. 
immediate audience together with the lack of urgency involved in his 
message may free the poet from the handicaps of the orator and permit 
him to develop less parochial themes. I .... " (Bower Aly, in Diet. of 
World Lit., ed. Shipley [1972], pp. 342a-2b; cf. Hawthorne [on Raphael] 
in sect. 1 of my text, Hawthorne in my notes lO[c,d]--and the fusion of 
rhetoric and poetic in Hawthorne's orality); (b,v) "FORM. The character 
of an object as experienced, or the structure into which the elements of 
an experience or a thing are organized (G. Gestalt; cf. 'Gestalt 
psychology'). The concept of form, or obvious analogues, is older than 
the earliest documents of critical theory, and occurs in the East as 
generally as in the West, esp. in speculation about the process of 
creation (par excellence, creation of the world by God or gods), in 
which the mental notion or image of a thing-to-be-produced is regarded 
as the form or formal principle of that thing. (W. F. Albright, From 
[S]tone [A]ge to Christianity, 1940, p. 130): 'a precursor of the Indo-
Iranian arta and even of the Platonic idea is found in the Sumerian 
~ish-ghar:-the outline, plan or pattern of things-which-are-to-be, 
designed by the gods at the creation of the world and fixed in heaven in 
order to determine the immutability of their creation.') Plato so 
conceived the forms or ideas of all things, even trivial human art[i]facts, 
to have an eternal and absolute pre-existence apart from the accident of 
their mundane production, which was thus an imitation, more or less 
f~eble, of their being (Rep. X). For Aristotle (Met. 1032bl) the human 
m~d is the immediate source of the forms or characters which we perceive 
in works of human art; but since the mind derived forms from the external 
reality it experiences, the form of a work of art may 'imitate' that of 
some objective reality. Modern use of the word form in analysis or 
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description of works of art is in part a survival of long established 
Platonic and esp. Aristotelian terminology, in part an instance of a 
natural tendency, illustrated by that terminology, to refer to the 
character or structure of a thing or an experience as its shape or form. 
1 •••• I [ •••• But also:] Form and Style. Style is a given way, or 
manner, or fashion, of doing any thing, of going through any process; 
the concept of style cannot in practice be dissociated from that of some 
]!ocess. This is sufficient to distinguish it from the concept of form, 
since as we have seen form is a concept relev~nt only to objects as such, 
to things and not to processes [!].But what is a formal element in an 
object from the point of view of analysis of the constitution of that 
object may be an element of style from the point of view of analysis of 
a process in which the object is involved. Some formal elements in 
things are indeed simply suggestions of process. These may be, like the 
brushwork in a painting, themselves vestiges of the process that produced 
the thing; or they may, like the eccentricities of a pianist, be incidents 
in a process concomitant with and necessary to our apprehension of the 
thing. A Gothic arch has a form, and a Romanesque arch has a different 
form. If we think of both as performing the common function of arching 
a space, the difference between them, without ceasing to be a formal 
difference in the things, becomes the difference between two ways or 
styles of executing.a process. So in all consideration of style there 
is-something variable and individual, the way of doing the thing, the 
style. To find a style in a literary work is impossible unless we 
conceive that som~thing is being done in the work or with it, that it is 
not just an object but an element in or embodiment of a process; and is 
impossible unless we conceive that the thing done might be done or have 
been done otherwise, in some other way or style. But once we do conceive 
a process, and set the work within it, then formal elements become 
'stylistic' elements. In short, what is form in the object conceived 
as such is style in the process in which the object is conceived as 
being involved. Since it is harder to set poetry within process than 
prose, and less relevant to consider (even only theoretically) alternative 
executions of any process we associate with a poem, on the whole we use 
the word style.rather than prose than of poetry. [And also:] I 
The word 'form' applies directly in the visual, the plastic, arts. The 
physical elements of a book, its format, while they should be accordant, 
have the relationship to the work only of an external harmony. [See 
esp. my note 14(c,iii) for Hawthorne's inclusion of the idea of format--
as an aspect of himself as a botany.] 'Form' has been used as equivalent 
to 'genre,' or 'kind'; as the epic, the dramatic, form. Instead of the 
genus, it may refer to a species, as the farce, the sonnet. In still 
further specializa~ion, it may indicate a particular framework or 
patterned structure of a work, such as the 'merry-go-round' form of 
Schnitzler's Reigen, or the 'hour-glass' form (Anatole France, Thais; 
Henry James,The Ambassadors): two lives crossing as one moves towards 
fulfillment and the other towards defeat. [Cf. R. H. Pearce's apprehen-
sion of the structure of Fanshawe--in my note 14(a).] Of such formal 
patterns and devices, several types may be distinguished: (1) syllogistic 
progression; idea or situation A leads to B; (2) qualitative progression, 
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b association or development of moods; (3) repetitive devices: the most 
o~vious, rhyme; the subplot in the drama; the return of one principle 
der other guises; (4) conventional form: any form developed as an 
unercise, or for itself, as when one sets out to write a sonnet; (5) ~cidental forms, embodied in larger works, ~. figures: some of these 
(climax, change of meter) can be adapted to many moods and intentions; 
others (hyperbole; 0. Henry ending) are more limited in their scope." 
(Shipley, ed., Diet. of World Lit. [1972], pp. 167a, pp. 170a-70b, pp. 
71 "''b· -& -v -~ .. e 9 "'Y "'ot-o 1-:t __ ,..." ".,,...,. r;tldl"" on consonance as 1 ~a- 1 ~ , ~~· m 1 uu~ , - u ~- __ _ -~- ___ --, 
form); (b,vi) "[STRUCTURE]. The sum of the elements that make up a 
work. A structure may have such diverging elements that it does not 
satisfy any logical or critical estimate; in which cas·e we call it 
r formless' • • ••• " (Urban T. Holmes, in Diet. of World Lit., ed. Shipley 
[1972]; (b, vii) "HEURISTIC QUALITY [or H. FUNCTION] I We have .•• said 
something [pp. 80-81] about the heuristic value of meter.' Rhyme too can 
be heuristic; it can help directly in the birth and growth of a poem. I 
The poet's decision to follow a set rhyme scheme or even to rhyme in 
some irregular fashion, limits his choice of words. Such a limitation 
may, of course, be maddening and may result in complete frustration or 
in shoddy verse. I On the other hand, aside from the requirements of 
meaning, this limitation frees the mind from the near-infinity of 
vocabulary and allows the poem to proceed. Ideally a rhyme sets the 
imagination (and free association) to work until the poem comes up with 
an image or turn of thought that fits the sense as well as the sound. A 
rhyme may even bring an image or idea that will suggest a new line of 
development. At its best, rhyme leads the poet into discoveries. I 
•••• n (Karl Shapiro and Robert Beum, A Prosody Handbook [New York: 
Harper, 1965), p. 102, incl. pp. 80-81; the 11heuristic" idea itself is 
active in Hawthorne--e.g., "N" as universal gatherer, for assimilation 
to "Haw"-tree, with further, selective burgeonings via memonic "nests-
notes" [see esp. my notes 15(d,i-vii), 17(a,iii) and my ex. (iii) in 
sect. 3 of my text]; (c, i) "[SIG"'NA•TURE) .•• E.· [ ••• fr. L. signare, 
signatum. See SIGN, v.] 1. A distinguishing sign, stamp, or mark; 
as, signatures of God~s goodness. I l· a The name of any person, 
written with his own hand to signify that the writing which precedes 
accords with his wishes or intentions; a sign manual; an autograph. b 
Act of signing one's name. ~Act of signing; as the signature of a 
treaty. I 3. Obs. a Impression of a distinctive mark. b A figure 
forming an image:- c-A birthmark. [Cf. Hawthorne's master-image.--
A.K.V.) I 4. Math~ In a quadratic form with real coefficients, the 
difference between the number of positive and the number of negative 
coefficients when the form is reduced, by a real linear transformation 
of the variables, to a sum of square terms. I 5. Music. Short for KEY 
SIGNATURE, TIME SIGNATURE. I 6. Old Med. A resemblance between the 
external characters of a disease and those of some physical agent (as 
that between the red skin of scarlet fever and a red cloth) supposed to 
indicate this agent in the treatment of the disease. See DOCTRINE OF 
SIGNATURES [=an old belief in the efficacy of signatures (sense 6), or 
of the importance of signatures (sense 7) in divination and magic]. I 
2· Old Physiol. An outward mark by which internal characteristics were 
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pposed to be indicated. I 8. Pharm. That part of a prescription s~ich contains the directions to the patient, usually prefaced by ~ or 
~· (an abbrev. of Latin signa, imperative of signare; to sign or mark). 
I 9. Print. ~ A letter or figure placed at the bottom of the first page 
f ;ach sheet of a book or pamphlet, as a direction to the binder in 
~rranging and folding the sheets;--called also signature mark •. ~A 
printed sheet containing a number of pages, as 4, 8, 12, 16, etc., 
folded as one unit and forming a section of a book or pamphlet. £Hence, 
in bookbinding, such a printed sheet or set of sheets folded into four, 
or some multiple of four, pages;--called also section. 10. R.C.Ch. A 
rescript granting a privilege or indulgence. Obs. 11. Scots Law. A 
writing prepared to be signed or sealed as the ground or warrant for a 
proposed royal grant or charter,--abolished ••• (1847). I [ .... Also: 
SIG~NET] ••• ~· [OF., fr. signer to make a mark, to sign fr, L. signare. 
See SIGN, ~.] !· A seal, esp. one used officially to give authority to 
a document; specif.: ~In England, formerly, the seal used by the 
sovereign in sealing private letters and grants, prior to the affixing 
of the privy seal;--called also privy signet. ~ In Scotland, the seal 
formerly used to authenticate royal warrants connected with administration 
of justice. l· ~ The impression made by or as by a seal or signet. ~ 
A mark or stamp, esp. one impressed as with a seal. [ Cf. oral closure 
and consonantal action, in Hawthorne's custom-house riddle--sect. 2 of 
my text, A. K. V.] 1_. A small seal, as in a ring. ~· Obs. ~ A sign. 
_E. A signal." (Webster's New International Dictionary of the English 
Language. Second Ed. Unabr. [Springfield, Mass.: Merriam, 1934-49]); 
(c, ii) "[SIGNATURE OF CYNEWULF:] The poet Cynewulf has indicated his 
name in runes towards the end of four poems, Elene, Juliana, The 
Ascension (=Crist II), and The Fates of the Apostles, and these-are 
the only works which can with certainty be regarded as his. The purpose 
of the 'signatures' is to obtain the prayers of the readers or hearers 
for his soul; they are fitted into contexts describing the fear of 
approaching death and of the Last Judgement. The runic acrostic in 
~ is preceded by a rhymed passage which shows that Cynewulf composed 
in either a Mercian,or a Northumbrian dialect, and the spelling of his 
name, with the rune for e, not i, as the fourth letter, prevents the 
dating of his work earlier than-the late eighth century, if he was a 
Mercian, or than the ninth, if he was a Northumbrian." (Dorothy Whitelock 
[ed.], Sweet's Anglo-Saxon Reader in Prose and Verse, rev. ed. w. cor. 
[Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1876-1970], p. 177'; cf. Hawthorne's signature-
notes on post-mortem textual-talking--esp. in my notes lO[c,ii], 15[d, 
iv]; cf. Hawthorne's second address to his mother in Lathrop's commentary 
--in sect. 2 of my text); cf. Normand's commentary on book of incantations 
--in my note lO[a]); (c,iii) "[DIVINATION] The act or art of knowing or 
foretelling the unknown, whether future or distant in space: a practice 
of the greatest antiquity, performed everywhere in the world, by peoples 
in every cultural status, and utilizing almost every conceivable 
instrument or phenomenon as an indicator. Divination is a form of 
sympathetic magic; the status or action of the divining medium is 
determined by the future or far-off event, and vice versa; both the 
indicator and the event are in some form of logical harmony; each is the 
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use or the reflection of the other. I As the word itself 
~adicates, divination is the act of determining the will of the gods, ~ in several of its forms approaches animistic belief, e.g. the gods 
8 the spirits of the dead, the soul of the sleeper in the land of the 
:ead etc. Oneiromancy, divination by dreams, presupposes basically 
the ;oul's communion with the knowing spirits. Shamanism or other types 
of possessive divination rely for their effect on the voice of the god 
or spirit speaking through the human medium. In more direct fashion, 
necromancy is the conversing of a person in full possession of his 
conscious faculties (the dreamer is unconscious, the shaman is deliri-
ously or otherwise possessed) with the spirits of the dead. Augury 
depends on the widely held belief that birds and animals are closer to 
the gods than human beings or that they incorporate the departed spirits. 
Ordeals, lot-casting, and other means of divination are based on the 
assumption that the gods interfere with the actions of people or objects 
as indicators of their good or ill will. I The oracle at Delphi, 
traditionally the great classical oracle, must originally have been a 
place of augury, connected with serpent-divination. Even when the method 
changed, and the possessed or intoxicated priestess of Apollo uttered her 
cryptic phrases, the name of Pythoness was kept. There are, thus, 
certain places suitable for divination, potent regardless of the means 
used. High places are such in early Semitic belief, and so are sacred 
groves and springs. The time of day (e.g. midnight, the break of dawn) 
or the season of the year (e.g. the solstices) is often important: 
Halloween and Christmas, times when the spirits have returned- to earth, 
are such days •••• I .... " (George M. Foster, in Stand. Diet. of Folk!., 
Mythol., and Leg., ed. Leach [1949-50], p. 316b-17a; "Why does Nature 
treat us like little children! I think we could bear it·all if we knew 
our fate ..•. "--Hawthorne, two months before his death on May 18-19, 1864, 
as reported by James T. Fields, in Hawthorne [1876], pp. 117-18); (c,iv) 
"[PSYCHOANALYSIS OF 'THE URGE TO SPEAK':] I It is clear that the 
oral process [i.e., oral symbolism 'when depression changes into mania'] 
is struggling against the external danger which originates from the 
aggressive strivings directed against the environment. Since in mania 
the aggression is acted out and this tendency expressed itself also in 
eating, the result is that the eating disturbance disappears. In the 
mental sphere the same development is revealed through 'object-hunger.' 
Frequently this 'object~hunger' is mistakenly conceived of as a sign of 
&enital sexuality, whereas in reality it is the expression of a mixture 
of pregenital and aggressive strivings. I The manic mechanism begins 
in two different places: in the urethra through the ejection, and in 
the mouth through the introjection. The functioning of these two 
processes is combined; on the one hand mania prevents a further decline 
in psychotic states, and on the other hand it strives for restitution. 
Depending on whether the outer or the inner danger situation must be 
warded off, both parts of the manic mechanism alternate in appearing in 
the foreground. I Returning now to the questions previously left 
over regarding the intensity of the pleasure, the assimilation of 
aggression, and the cause of the urge to speak. We can answer these 
questions as follows. The increase of pleasure develops from the 
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displacement of urethral components to the oral zone. The assimilation 
f the aggression occurs in one way through the oleasurable incorporation ~d in another way through the pleasurable ejection. The urge to speak 
occurs because the aforementioned process has been displaced from the 
body to the speech. The word is treated like an object: the taking of 
the word into the mouth has the meaning of introjection; uttering it 
signifies the ejection. The urge to speak can be explained by the 
pressure from two sides: from the oral as well as from the urethral 
sources. The entire process, which presupposes the easy displacement of 
energy, occurs under the dominance of the primary process. I This 
attempt at restitution in mania differs from those attempts at restitution 
which result in delusion formation. The difference lies in the fact that 
mania, through the aid of the pleasure principle, the reality principle 
again becomes dominant; this change is demonstrated best in speech, but 
also in the patient's changed actions. I .... " (Maurits Katan, "The 
Role of the Word in Mania" [1940], in Manic-Depressive Illness: History 
of a Syndrome, ed. Edward A. Wolpert [New York: Internat. Universities 
Press, 1977], pp. 225-26, incl. p. 224; see esp. my notes lO[c,d], 
16[b, iv)--for Hawthorne's oral aggressive subsumption of phallic-seminal 
values; see 17[a,i-iv] once again--for Hawthorne's sense of self-
normalization, by means of his oral-aggressive, self-consonant viny 
name; see 7[c] for Hawthorne's sense of the stereo-oral concreteness of 
wo.rds). 
18For verification of the individual signatures, see my notes ll(a, 
b,c); the text of four has surfaced most frequently in scholarly and 
critical commentary in the course of my research on Hawthorne. A fifth 
recurrent signature, "A Pedestrian," has been collected in connection 
with individual tales in the bibliographical sections of The Centenary 
Edition (Vol. 10--580; Vol. 11--432); as an aspect of Hawthorne's private 
symbol, that motor-identity but serves to give depth to the idea "Oberon" 
--i.e., as 'over-runner' of poetic landscapes. [See notes 12 and 13[d, 
iv].) --On the tradition and function of pseudonyms, Annie R. Marble 
has commented as follows (in Pen Names and Personalities [New York and 
London: Appleton, 1930], p. 221): "Frequently an author, especially 
among the novelists, will first address the public under an assumed 
name, to test his or her ability or quality of response on the part of 
the readers. When recognition has come, the mask is often dropped. 
John Galsworthy is an example of this class. In making a bibliography 
of his writings in fiction, one finds the first three of his books 
appeared by 'John Sinjohn'--Jocelyn (1898), Villa Rubein and A Man of 
Devon (1901). Three years later he revealed his identity in one of the 
first distinctive novels of a social ironist, The Island Pharisees. 
Hawthorne used 'Oberon' and 'Ashley A. Royce' for some of his writings 
in 'The Token.' I D. H. Lawrence transferred the letters of his name 
and called himself 'Lawrence H. Dawson.' The Journal of Arthur Stirling 
gave Upton Sinclair his earlier pen name. More recently Jeffrey Eardley 
Marston has chosen to write 'Jeffrey E. Jeffrey,' as the author of his 
post-war novels, The Breaking Point and The Longest Shadow. " 
CHAPTER II. 
THE TOOL: AN ORAL-GESTURAL SCALE OF HAWTHORNE'S 
CONSONANT-SIGNATURES. 
"Dear maidens," s~id he, whe.."l they paused to take 
breath, "now that you know my name, will you not tell 
me how I am to reach the garden of the Hesperides?" 
1 
.--A Wonder Book, p. 96. 
A. Introduction: The Needed Tool and Its Development. 
The study has indicated (in the conclusion of the preliminary 
development of the thesis, Chapter I) that a mediatory application of 
spec·ific aspects of Richard Paget's theory of consonant sound~ to 
. 2 
Hawthorne's auxiliary text of actual literary signatures, would serve 
to facilitate the construction of an ideal consonant tool. By means of 
that tool, the power, or the petitional qualities, of Hawthorne's 
private discourse on name could be systematically assessed in his 
literary works. 
To be applied, after an introductory quotation in full of an 
adapted linguistic source-text3 (in Section B.l. The Chanting Scale of 
Literary Signatures), are three categorical aspects of Paget's theory of 
consonant sounds. Those three categorical aspects of consonant theory 
may be identified as follows: (a) Paget's mouth-hierarchy of commentary 
on the articulation of consonant sounds, as declared and followed by him 
in "a brief resume of [consonant] symbolism," in Human Speech; (b) 
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Paget's designations of mouth-positions and organs-applied for the 
articulation of consonant sounds, as given by him in the same resume and 
in supplementary commentary; and (c) Paget's formulations of primitive-
universal, gestural meanings for the consonant sounds, also as given by 
him in the same resume and in supplementary commentary. Applied to a 
consonant-process arrangement of Hawthorne's text of signatures, Paget's 
mouth-hierarchy of commentary will serve to reinforce the idea of oral 
hierarchy as a probable quality of Hawthorne's petition--a quality 
assumed by Hawthorne's signature-voice as a mouth-defined projection of 
the living, coordinated self. Applied to a subordinate-fragment 
rearrangement of Hawthorne's text of signatures, Paget's designations 
of mouth-positions and organs-applied will serve to reinforce the idea 
of an oral super-temperance of self as a probable quality of Hawthorne's 
petition--a quality projected by Hawthorne's signature-voice as an 
ideal, hierarchy-respecting series of eggressor-signatures, or interlock-
ing consonant-figures. And, applied to a religious-purposive stance-
paraphrase of Hawthorne's text of signatures, Paget's formulations of 
primitive-universal, gestural meanings for the consonant sounds will 
serve to reinforce the idea of a deep-visceral, or vegetal, economy of . 
elastic self-accommodation to.world as a probable quality of Hawthorne's 
petition--a quality signaled by Hawthorne's signature-voice as an organ-
approximating, figure-correlative sequence of mouth-expressive remarks, 
4 
or oral-extensor tags. (Passages from auxiliary texts by Hawthorne 
will be cited, to reflect upon each of the three stages of scale 
construction. 5) The construct brought forward in the application, a 
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five-step scale of consonant-figures with correlative "oral-gestural" 
oral-tags, will be construed: specifically, as a score for the secret 
hymning of the providential nominal imperative, "Natal Gift, God's Yell: 
Heave to Fruit-full Shape, Tree of Thorns!"; and, generally, as a private, 
implicit, integral princ.iple for evolving literary voice-form, both under 
sub-vocal, oral, constraint and under doom of a creative-compulsive 
mind-set. 
The construct brought forward in the mediatory application of 
Paget's oral-gestural linguistic, the five-step, message-chanting scale 
of consonant-figures with oral-tags--that idiosyncratic oral construct 
will be tried and found to hold, in a preliminary integrative application 
(in Section B.2. A Literary Proofmark of Signature-Life; and in Section 
. 
B.3. A Literary Proofmark of Signature-Life, Continued) to Hawthorne's 
"revolution[ary]" adaptations for children of Classical mythology, world 
biography, and American history (frame story). 6 Included among those 
auxiliary-literary texts of that preliminary integrative application 
will be a pseudonymous informal botanical essay, a piece not as yet 
attributed to Hawthorne, but one showing concordant signature features, 
identifiable by means of the scale. 7 The maturing oral botany which the 
scale will serve to channel in the preliminary application will be 
interpreted both as a suggestive index and aid to reader maturation (or 
as a symbolic hedge-cradle and goad, or normative symbol) and as a 
reflexively everlasting remark of approval given to the reader, for his 
author-encouraging growth (i.e., in the capacity to appreciate the 
implicit-poetic and possible-existential qualities of language, liter-
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ature, and life--perhaps even as a potential, much-bearing heir to the 
tradition of literature-building as world-building). Or, in terms of 
five levels of textual mobility (see again the conclusion of Chapter I), 
that oral botany maturing to scale will serve to demonstrate the power 
of the scale of consonant-figures to orient and to attune the reader: 
(2;3.a-c.i) to the immortal, literary effulgence of Hawthorne's actual 
name (as the author's special remark of victory over his own, oral-based 
self-development through minor literary forms); (2;3.a-c.ii) to the 
vital import of the reader's creative-linguistic presence, at the 
mercurial oral-root of his enigmatic texts (as a living American speaker 
with the "Ha!" wit of many tongues and social tongue-styles); (2;3.a-c. 
iii) to the probability of the reader's herculean triumph, over his 
hazardous and thorny motor-challenges (with age-sufficient appreciation 
of the "lingual" prowess and rich hymeneal suggestivity of those 
challenges); (2;3.a-b.iv) to the possibility of many readers' consounding 
with him, as America's sovereign and "singular" master of gesturing 
gardens (with mutual reinforcement of a sense of shared blessings, 
through befitting praise, criticism, and commercial reward); and 
(2;3.a-c.v) to his hope of all our exalted, concordant salvation in 
time, in Christ as implicit Healing 1-lord (possibly even through the 
literature-bonded author's rebounding petition for an unmerited higher, 
an impossible future recognition, or rebirth). The integral petition or 
message of the scale of consonant-figures, "Literary rites as rights of 
passage!," will be formulated in a summary assessment of the scale 
constructed (Part C. Conclusion); the assessment will lead to the 
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statement of a set of principles, to guide the systematic application of 
the constructed tool to the literary works of Nathaniel Hawthorne. 
B. Development: The Construction of the Tool. 
B.l. Construction: The Chanting Scale of 
Literary Signatures. 
The study has indicated in the introduction to the present chapter 
(above) that a quotation in full of an adapted linguistic source-text 
would precede the application of specific aspects of Paget's theory of 
consonant sounds. That adapted linguistic source-text--basically Paget's 
resume of consonant symbolism (with supplementary commentary in brackets) 
--is presented below, headed by a schematic figure (II.B.l.Figure) also 
adapted from Paget's study. That adapted schematic figure--a figure of 
the mouth in section to indicate both the organs of speech and the 
"approximate positions of the total or partial closure made by the 
tongue and lips" in·the articulation of specific consonant sounds (Paget, 
pp. 35, 136)--may be studied first and referred to later, in the course 
of reading the adapted resume (and thereafter). Paget's resume of 
consonant symbolism (with supplementary commentary) and figure, adapted, 
reads as follows (single quotation marks inside brackets serve to mark 
wording by Paget): 
Hard Palate 
F 
v 
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Vocal Cords (pt. Larynx) 
(w. Glottis) 
II.8.1.Figure. 
Soft Palate 
(Velum) 
• 
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Taking [the consonants] in the order of their positions of 
closure (full or partial) from the front of the mouth backward we 
get the following picture:--
~· b, ~ •••• ['Front. I Full closure and release.'] These 
[consonants] commonly denote closing[,] containing[,] or gripplng 
actions--i.e. the act of closing the [two] lips. I The same 
consonants also necessarily denote the reverse of these actions, 
i.e. bursting, expelling, releasing--viz. when the lip closure is 
released. I [Thej m seems to imply a continued closure--which is 
to be expected, since it is only by allowing the air stream [i.e., 
from the 'lungs,' 'larynx,' and 'pharynx'] to pass through the nose 
that the lips can be kept closed, and this form of closure inevitably 
produces the cons~nant ~· [The usual 'nasal' phonation of~' as 
frontmost gesture in the nasal series '~I~'~ (minion) I~(~); 
Front I Middle I Back,' requires the lowering or 'drawing forward of 
the soft palate' at the back of the upper part of the mouth.] 
u, iw, i, y_. ['Front. I Partial closure.' For 'w. '] Of 
these [w-related sounds], the vowel u corresponds essentially to a 
projecting, pointing, directing, spouting gesture. Thus, [among the 
'Aryan,' or Indo-European, root-words one finds] us, burn (jets of 
flame), tu, thu, or ku, swell, du, duk, tuh, lead:-conduct--as in 
Duke. /-[The] iw, wi, as in diw, tiw, shine, and wid, see, a:t"e 
apparently miniature:lip gestures imitating the human eye, but wi, 
go, drive, is a pointing gestures. The vow~l i ••• corresponds to 
a little mouth and so produces such words as mi[,] diminish. 
[Comparable positionally, gesturally, and chronologically-histori-
cally to 'w I Partial closure I Front,' as consonant formed by 
coordinating the lower lip with the upper lip, are 'v I Partial 
closure I Front' and 'i I Partial closure I Front,' or the consonants 
formed in present-day English speech by bringing the lower lip to 
the edge of the upper front teeth.] 
~[. 'Front. I Partial Closure.'] ['The .•• gesture ••• of an 
initial~ ••• is persistently associated with the idea of an initial 
grip of some kind, usually a grip in front(, just as) the grip of 
the back of the tongue against the soft palate which produces a k, 
£, or ~ (~) is either associated with such actions as swallowing, 
or ..• refers to a grip at the back.'] [T]wo ••• examples may be 
[given], to illustrate [another] point, namely, that the position of 
a consonant in relation to the word may also be significant. Thus 
la means to be low, las means to be low and make a grip forward (s), 
~e. to pick out, or glean (corn). [Thu~also,] ku means to swell, 
sku means to grip and then make a swelling action--in other words to 
cover or shelter. [Also, if for the comparable consonants 's, sh 
(shy), z, (zh) (pleasure) I Partial closure I Front' the 'tip oy-the 
tongue is active and takes part in the actual closures,' '(i)n the 
v v 
case of ..• (sh [or s] and ••• [zh [or z]) the tongue actually makes 
two partial closures~' at the teeth-ridge in the front and at the 
hard palate in the middle of the mouth--to form, in that manner, 'a 
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.•. (sh), such as is used in schools and ••• in theatres for enforc-
ing silence!' (itself, no doubt, a significant prime 'noise[]').] 
th (Q)[,] dh (a). ['Front. I Partial closure.'] In these, 
the tongue-tip s~s-to stroke the palate and back of the upper 
(front) teeth[,] and the consequent meaning is that of smearing, 
kneading, etc • 
~. d, ~· ['Middle. I Full closure and release.'] Initial~. 
d, and ~often appear not to be significant. It is as though they 
;ere used rather to draw attention to the remainder of the word[,] 
like our use of the word "the". I At the middle or end of a word, 
t d often denote a stab or rise or closure in the middle, e.g. sku, 
_,- . --
cover, shelter, skut, spring out; I n often denotes a continued 
closure in the same position [cf. 'm,'-above]. [The] d and~ also 
often relate to eating, tasting, etc., i.e. tongue touching palate, 
e.g. mad, chew. 
£, dr, tr. ['Middle. I Partial closure(, f)ull closure and 
release.' For 1£ (untrilled). '] ['The consonant £ is almost always 
associated with a backward movement of some kind--generally with a 
bending-back, from which it may be inferred that the original Aryan 
[or Indo-European] r was like the [English] Wessex r, made by 
bending the tongue itself backwards. '] As ••• mentioned [,] r 
commonly implies a bending back, enclosing, etc. [The] dr, tr[] 
frequently denote running, flowing, or walking, the direction of the 
tongue movement beings inwards towards the speaker, e.g. ark, 
protect; ~· stru, flow; dra, run. 
l[. 'Middle. I Partial closure.'] [The consonant ll is the 
result ••. of a tongue gesture very similar to that of r--the 
difference being that in l the tongue makes more of a point contact 
with the palate. [The] l can, however, also be made with the tongue 
protruded and touching the front of the upper lip. It seems probable 
that in primitive speech the tongue was in fact protruded at times, 
as it still occasionally is among children. Thus, lubh, love, 
appears to be a phallic tongue gesture of which the-receptive 
counterpart was ka or kam--also meaning love. Generally speaking 1 
denotes ma{ement~flowl:] or rapid change of posture, as in tal, -
lift, ~ be warm, hot, boil. 
k, _g_, nk, E,g_, ~. h. ['Back. I Full closure and release(,) 
(p)artial closure.'] These [consonants] are all made with a grip or 
constriction at the back of the throat. [See again the discussion 
of the front-grip counterpart, s. See the discussion of m, for 
continuant values of E,g_ (as !!> )-:-] Hence kak, kank, hang,-hang, dak, 
tah, tang, take, hold. [Hence also, if] ~ is to think, [then] mak 
--to think and grip back, i.e. to oneself--is to have power, be 
great. [A comparable consonant is 'y (yes) I Back I Partial 
closure.' Cf. 'EY (minion) I Middle,' in the discussion of m, above.] 
(Paget, pp. 154-6 [with pp. 115, 35, 215-19, 160, 136, 190-91, 
172-3, 154(par.2), 99, 110-12, 123]) 
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"The criticism has been made," Paget has admitted in his study, 
"that the analogy which has been assumed to exist between the gestures 
of articulation and the pantomimic gestures natural to man is too fanci-
ful to be real" (Paget, p. 171). But, Paget's "answer" te such criticism 
"would be that tha subconscious mind of man is knc";;.T. to be essentially 
fanciful--as witness the symbolism of dreams." In fact, "[t]he truth 
appears to be tha~ for flights of Fancy we are all born fully fledged; 
but most of us moult early, and our first gay plumage is not removed"--
and "[t]hose who do not moult are plucked before their education is 
completed." Taking strength from Paget's final defensive turn to the 
poetic mind-set--"[t]he few who escape either fate are known as Poets"--
the present study makes application of his theory of consonant gestures 
to the signatures of Hawthorne as follows. 
B.l.a. The Chanting Scale: The Quality of 
Hierarchy. 
Hawthorne's text of actual literary signatures may be arranged to 
reflect the idea of air-, voice-, mind-, speech-flow through oral 
strictures-locations, on the basis of first-occurring consonants within 
surnames. A direct, hierarchy-respecting reversal of Paget's order of 
commentary on the articulation of consonant sounds, the back-to-front 
order or signatures will be the preferred order in the discussions to 
follow--signalling, as it does, the origin of "expression" in actual 
name, the implicit unfolding of (Hawthorne's) narration from that 
expressive origi~ and a petitional purposiveness, or reach, beyond the 
self-here-now. The relationship of the front-to-hack (ingressive, 
• 
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Paget-mirroring*) arrangement of Hawthorne's text of signatures to the 
back-to-front (eggressive, preferred) arrangement may be stated as 
follows (the underscoring serves to mark first-occurring consonants 
within surnames, or within single form): 
* iv) Oberon [=-wb-] 
iii~ M. Theodore de 1 'A~~epine 
ii) Rev. Ashley Allen ~yce 
i) Nathaniel Hawthorne 
i) Nathaniel Hawthorne 
ii) Rev. Ashley Allen ~yce 
iii) M. Theodore de l'A~~epine 
iv) Oberon 
Paget's order of commentary serves (nevertheless) to reinforce the 
idea of oral hierarchy as a probable quality of Hawthorne's ~etition--a 
quality assumed by Hawthorne's signature-voice as a mouth-defined 
projection of the living, coordinated self. The relationship of the 
eggressive (or projective) preferred arrangement of Hawthorne's text of 
signatures to Paget's levels of consonant-signs(*), with their corre-
spending mouth-locations of formation (including organs applied; **), 
may be stated as follows (single quotation marks serve to set off a few 
of the 'cross-locational implications' of the text of signatures): 
i) Nathaniel [=y] *~, ~· nk, ng, gh, ~[,z]. 
Hawthorne 
ii) Rev [ er end] 
Ashley --
Allen 
Roy~e 
L I r .... I ~· ~. n. I 
~ [ , sii] . 
**Back: throat, upper 
and lower (soft palate 
and tongue back [and 
glottis]), and nose 
('to front'). 
Middle ('to Front'): 
tongue length and tip 
and hard palate (to 
teeth ridge). 
iii) M[onsieur] 
Theodore 
de 1' 
A~~e:eine 
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Front: lips. 
iv) Ob- b •••• II r ..•. II [~-+] ng -
'Back over Front': 
'throat over lips.' er-
on 
[;consummate 
form] 
"Under-head hand ••• : Heave bourne!" This, the fundamental and 
most enigmatic motive (or meaning) of Hawthorne's signature-voice, as 
hierarchy-respecting builder of language, literature, and life, may be 
overheard in two passages from auxiliary texts by Hawthorne--passages 
supportive of the first stage of scale construction. An ingressive (and 
recollective) scaling suggests itself, in association with society and 
landscape, in the first passage; an eggressive (and futuristic} scaling 
suggests itself, in association with society and landscape, in the 
second passage. The two passages read as follows (the underscoring of 
literal fragments and words serves to remark upon scale terminals and 
analogues of mouth structure): 
Pass. one--ingressive landscape) 
We S£ent a very £leasant day, turning o~er ~oaks, and ~eri­
odicals, or talking, on the lawn, whence we could behold scenes 
picturesque afar, and rich vineyard glimpses, near at hand. Mr. 
Story is the most variously-accomplished-and brilliant person--the 
fullest of social life and fire--whom I have ever met; and without 
seeming to make any effort, he kept us amused and entertained, the 
whole day long; not wearisomely entertained neither, as we should 
have been if he had not let his fountain play naturally. Still, 
thougQ he bubbled and brimmed over with fun, he left the impression 
on me that he is not a happy man; there must surely be a morbid 
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sensibility; a pain and care, bred it may be, out of the very 
richness of his gifts and abundance of his outward prosperity. 
Rich, in the prime of life, with a wife whom he loves, and children 
budding and blossoming as fairly as his heart could wish; with 
sparkling talents, so many, that if he choose to neglect or fling 
away one, or two, or three, he would still have enough left to shine 
with;--who should be happy, if not he? 
Towards sunset, we all walked out into the Podere, pausing, a 
little while, to look down into a well, that stands on the verge of 
the lawn. Within the spacious circle of its stone curb was an 
abundant growth of maiden-hair, forming a perfect wreath of thickly 
clustering leaves quite round, and trailing its tendrils downward 
to the water which gleamed beneath. It was a very pretty sight. 
Mr. Story bent over the well, and uttered deep, musical tones, which 
were reverberated from the hollow depths with wonderful effect, as 
if a spirit dwelt within there, and (unlike the spirits that-speak 
throu~ mediums) sent him back responses profounder and more 
melodious than the tones that awakened them. Such a responsive well 
as this mi~t have been taken for oracle, in old days. 
(Hawthorne, The French and Italian Notebooks [Siena, Oct. 4, 
1858]; CE, XIV [198~], 447-8) 
Pass. two--eggressive landscape) 
Hotel d'Europe (Avignon) June 6th Monday. I We are still 
here; and our life has offered few or no journalizable incidents; 
ncr, to say the truth, am I much inclined to record the, were they 
ever so interesti~. I have been daily to the Rocher des Doms, and 
~ve been familiar with the old church on its declivity. I think 
I mi~t become attached to it by seei~ it so often; a sombre old 
interior, with its heavy arches, and its roof vaulted like the top 
of a trunk; its stone gallery, with ponderous adornments, runn~ 
round three sides. I observe that it is a daily custom of the old 
women to say their prayers in concert, sometimes making a pilgrimage, 
as it were, from chapel to chapel. The voice of one of them is 
heard running through the series of petitions, and at intervals, the 
voices of the others join and swell into a chorus; so that it is 
like a river, connecting a series of lakes; or, not to use so 
gigantic a simile, the one voice is like a thread, on which the 
beads of a rosary are strung. One day, two priests came and sat 
down beside these prayerful women, and, I think, joined in their 
petitions. I am inclined to hope that there is something genuine in 
the devotion of these old women. 
The view from the to.P. of the Rocher des Doms (Doms [ ital.], a 
contraction of Domines) gro~s u.P.on me, and is truly magnificent; a 
~ast mountain girdled .P.lain, illuminated ~ the far windings and 
reaches of the Rhone. The river is here almost as turbid as the 
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Tiber itself; but, I remember, in the uEEer Eart of its course, the 
waters are beautifully transEarent. I have never seen a more 
£owerful rush than is indicated by the swirls and eddies of its 
broad surface. 
(Hawthorne, The French and Italian Notebooks [Avignon, June 6, 
1859]; CE, XIV [1980], 541) 
B.l.b. The Chanting Scale: The Construct of 
Interlocking Consonant-Figures. 
Hawthorne's eggressive text of signatures may be at· once more 
finely and more economically scaled if attention is given to the 
architectony of the original name--i.e., to subordinative similarities 
and contrasts between initial and terminal, between extreme and medial, 
and between medial and medial oral-consonantal qualities of "Nathaniel 
Hawthorne" ("" marks lexical prime stress--a relevant, oral-motor, 
superordinative feature). On the basis of an architectonically repo-
sitioned, or internally rhymed or retempered, eggressive text (one 
lexically, privately suggestive of the idea of arousal and quelling of 
a priest-like but passional self), Hawthorne's signature-voice may be 
projected as an ideal, hierarchy-respecting series of five contradictory 
but interlocking consonant-figures (contradictory and interlocking in 
terms of oral locations). A summary of the repositioned text (early 
version), the derived consonant-figures, and construct-reinforcing 
notations drawn from Paget's remarks on oral positions and organs 
applied (**} may be presented as follows (* marks figure-initiating 
consonant; ... > indicates figure at position or location; > ••• indicates 
figure moving £~£ of position or location; x'x indicates positional 
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leaping; x:x reminds of "[prime-]grip"; "Author's" is included as a not 
infrequent possessive self-reference of Hawthorne as originator [see 
ahead to my B.3.a.i]): 
i) ~athan[z]el ~a~thor~e ~~~~~ > ~/~'~ 
Rev[erend] ••• All[-] 
en ••• 
*M[-yeu-] ••• i[y]ne 
[w]-on 
ii) -a~[-]~an[-x:lel *Haw ~/x::~/~ > f~l£'~ 
[-]t[-]horn 
= -
-[-d] Ashley •.• Royc-' 
-[-syeur] T[-]he- ••. 
iii) *R-[-rend] Ashley 
Al[-]len Ro-c{s-]e 
-tha-el -thorn-
···Theodore de 1' 
-ber-n 
**Totality of Mouth: 
Front I to Middle I 
to Back--deep Back I 
to Back-Middle I to 
Front (lips I to 
tongue and palate I 
to high throat--
deep throat with 
larynx I to tongue 
length I to lips). 
Continued full clo-
sure--to [continued] 
partial closure. 
Back of Mouth: 
Deep Back I to Back-
Middle : Back I to 
[deep] Back--to 
[deep] Middle and 
[deep] Front I to 
Middle and Front 
(throat [with/without 
larynx]--to tongue 
length). Partial and 
full closure and re.:.-
lease--to full clo-
sure and release and 
partial closure 
[cant inued] . 
Middle Reach of Mouth: 
Low Middle I and high 
Middle, to [deep] 
Middle-Front I and 
Middle-Front, to 
[deep] Front I and 
Front--Front to 
Back : [deep] Back 
to [deep] Front 
(tongue length and 
tip [with/without 
throat-larynx] to 
iv) Rev[-end] A*sh-ey 
••• Ro[-]yce 
-h-[y]- H[']w-horn-
= - = = == 
-[sieur] -he[-]o-ore 
O'er 
[Author':~) 
v) M[onsieur] Theo-
do[o]r- de 1' 
Aub[-]pin[na]-
~-~i- -a!-[ ] 
or[e]n-
- = 
*-v[-end] 
Obe-n 
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palate and to teeth 
--tongue tip near 
teeth to tongue back 
at throat : tongue 
back at throat to 
tongue tip near 
teeth). Partial and 
full closure [con-
tinued and discon- · 
tinued] and release 
--same. 
Front of Mouth: 
Middle-Front·/ and 
Front : [deep] Front 
I and [deep] Middle-
Front--to full Back 
and full Front 
(tongue middle and 
tip to palate and at 
teeth ridge--to 
throat and lips). 
Partial closure 
[continued]--to par-
tial [continued] and 
full closure and 
release. 
Face-Front of Mouth: 
Partial Front I and 
[deep] partial Front, 
to full protruded 
Front, to full _pres-
sed Front I and full 
[deep] pressed Front 
--to total Mouth in 
to Back (lower lip 
to edge of front 
upper teeth, lips 
around, lip to lip 
[with/without throat-
larynx]--to lips I 
to tongue and palate 
to tongue back and 
soft palate). Par-
tial [continued] and 
full closure and 
release--to continued 
full and partial clo-
sure and full closure 
and release. 
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The summary of repositioned text, consonant-figures, and oral-
action notations may be restated in te~s of religious-purposive 
postural changes within Hawthorne's serpent master-symbol, as "mouth-
possessed self-extender," as organ-applier (see again Chapter I: B. 
Conclusion)--or in terms of a standardized series of orally tempered 
"shifts of signature-stance." The symbol-apprehending summary may be 
stated as follows (the "stance-shifts" are at the right): 
i) Nathan[y]el Hawthorne 
Rev[erend] ••• All[-] 
en ••• 
M[-yeu-] ••• i[y]ne 
[w]-on 
[Note: Nethan'el ='Gift 
of God,' Hebr.; 
omega ='great or long 
o'--final letter in 
Gr. Alphabet, Gr. 
script.] 
ii) -at(-]han[-y]el Haw 
(-]t[-]horn 
-[-d] Ashley •.• Royc-
-[-syeur] T[-]he- ••• 
[Note: Ger. Hahn ='cock'; 
Fr. roi ='king.'] 
Signature with omnipresent 
mouth (=cryptic universe 
w. holy end-trail under 
nose). 
~/l:~/~ > ~'il£'g Signature with obliga-
tory, throat-held gift-
shout (=truncated neck). 
iii) R-[-rend] Ashley 
Al[-]len Ro-c[s-]e 
-tha-el -thorn-
••• Theodore de 1' 
-ber-n 
[Note: Ash~-the tree, 
from which. tough, 
pliant spears have 
been made; roc--the 
hawk-like bird of Ar. 
fable, huge enough 
to grasp live ele-
phants in its beak 
and (beak-servicing) 
claws, to feed to 
its progeny; sugges-
tions of expansive 
botanical powers 
of signature-
voice.] 
iv) Rev[-end] Ash-ey 
••• Ro [- ]yce 
-h-[y]- H[']w-horn-
-[sieur] -he[-]o-re 
0-er 
[Author's] 
[Note: soft roe--
roe as word of 
ice-country origin 
(Scand.); implica-
tions of white, 
spermal over-flow.] 
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El!,~l~,~~~ > g'~:~'~ Signature with ris-
ing, skill-tom 
split-tongue (=branch-
engrafter). 
~/~:~/! > ~/~:~'~ Signature with in-quest-
ing space between blades 
(=tongue-tip behind teeth-
ing hedge). 
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v) M[onsieur] Theo-
do[o]r-- de 1' 
Aub[-]pin[na]-
~~!~!~el~ > ~/(~)~'~:~ Signature with 
N-n:i.- -aw- [ ] 
or[e]n-
-v[-end] 
obe-n: 
[Note: pinna ='pinnacle; 
fin~ wing-tip~' Lat.] 
Heaven-bowing, knee-
bending lips (=God's face-
breaker). 
'.'Understood Gift~ God's 'Kneel!' Yell: Heart Haw Higher Burn~ The 
Thorn Adorn~ My Living Ears, Eyes, and Lips Open!" This, the central and 
most empathic motive (or meaning) of Hawthorne's signature-voice, as 
self-tempering builder of language, literature, and life, may be 
overheard in a series of five passages drawn from aux:i.liary texts by 
Hawthorne--passages supportive of the second stage of scale construction. 
The idea of a universally tempering scale occurs in the first passage; 
the idea of an inherent yet damaged voice occurs in the second passage; 
the idea of an-at once reverent and irreverent extension of name occurs 
in the third passage; the idea of a universe with an implicit, constrain-
ing serpent at its center (split-tongue within sweet over-flow) occurs 
in the fourth passage; and the idea of a multilingual flight of words 
to enliven name occurs in the fifth passage. The series of passages 
reads as follows (the underscoring of fragments and words serves to 
remark upon a few features of scale-stepping, with eye- and ear-patterns 
of figures taken into account): 
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Pass. one--tempering scale) 
If cities were built to the sound of music [i], then some edifices 
would appear to be constructed by ~raV: [ii], solemn tones,--others 
to have ~anced for~ to !ight [iii], fantastic [v] airs. [~ (iv)--
generalized, throughout.] 
(Hawthorne, The American Notebooks [July 4, 1839 (=birthday)]; 
CE, VIII [1972], 183) 
Pass. two--damaged voice) 
There is a woman who has several times passed through this !!anover 
Street, in whi£h [ii] we live, stopping occasionally to sing songs 
under the windows; and last evening, between nine and ten o'clock, 
she came and sang Kathleen 0 'Moore richly and sweetly. Rer voice 
rose up out of the dim, chill street, and made our hearts throb in 
unison with it as we sat in our comfortable drawing-room. I never 
heard a voice that touched me more deeply. Somebody told her to go 
away, and she stopped like a nightingale suddenly shot; but, finding 
that S[ophia] wished to know something about her, Fanny and one of 
the maids ran after her, and brought her into the hall. It seems 
she was educated to sing at the opera, and married an Italian opera-
singer, who is now dead; l~dging in a model lodging-house at 
threepence a night, and being a penny short to-night, she tried 
this method, in hope of getting this penny. She takes in plain 
sewing when she can get any, and picks up a trifle about the street 
by means of her voice, which, she says, was once sweet, but has now 
been injured by the poorness of her living. She is a pale woman, 
with black eyes, Fanny says, and may have been pretty once, but is 
not so now. It seems strange, that with such a gift of Heaven, so 
cultivated, too, as her voice is, making even an unsusceptible heart 
vibrate like a harp string, she should not have had an engagement 
among the hundred theatres and singing-rooms of London; that she 
should throw away her melody in the streets for the mere chance of 
a penny, when sounds not a hundredth part so sweet are worth from 
other=lips p~rses-of gold [v]~ - - - -- - = 
- - --(Hawthorne, ••. English Note-Books [London, Oct. 1855], 
RE, VIII, 158-9) 
Pass. three--irreverent name) 
[October 5 (1855).]--It rained almost all day on Wednesday, so 
that I did not go out till late in the afternoon, and then on!_y !:OO~ 
a !troll along Oxford Street and Holborn [iii], and back through 
Fleet Street and=the-Strand: Yesterday, at a little after ten, I 
went to the ambassador's to get my wife's passport for Lisbon. 
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I next went to Westminster Abbey, where I had long promised 
myself another quiet visit; for I think I never could be weary of 
it; and when I finally leave England, it will be this spot which I 
shall feel most unwilling to quit forever. I found a party going 
through the seven chapels (or whatever their number may be), and 
again saw those stately and quaint old tombs,--ladies and knights 
stretched out on marble slabs, or beneath arches and canopies of 
stone, let into the walls of the Abbey, reclining on their elbows, 
in ruff and farthingale or rivet:ed armor, or i.."l robes of state, .. 
once painted in rich colors, or which only a few patches of ~£arlet 
now remain; bearded faces of noble knights, whose noses, in many- -
cases, had been smitten off; and Mary Queen of Scots baa lost two 
fingers of her beautiful hands, which she is clasping in prayer. 
There must formerly have been very free access to these tombs; for 
I observed that all the statues (so far as I examined' them) were 
scratched with the initials of visitors, some of the names being 
dated above a century ago. The old coronation-chair, too, is quite 
covered, over the back and seat, with initials cut into it with 
pocket knives, just as Yankees would do it; only it is not whittled 
away, as would have beenrits fate in our hands. Edward the Confes-
sor's shrine, which is chiefly of wood, likewise abounds in these 
inscriptions, although this was esteemed the holiest shrine in 
England, so that pilgrims still come to kneel and kiss it. Our 
guide, a rubicund verger of cheerful demeanor, said that th!s was 
true in a·few instances. 
(Hawthorne, 
Pass. four--serpent center) 
English Note-Books [London, Oct. 1855], 
RE, VIII, 159-60) 
Last evening, my wife, Una, and I, went over to the Powers' 
and sat with them•on their terrace, at the top of the house, till 
nearly 10 [o']clock. It was a delightful, calm, summer evening, 
and we were elevated high above the adjacent roofs, and had a 
prospect of the greater part of Florence and its towers, and the 
surrounding hills; while right beneath us rose the trees of a garden, 
and hardly sent their tops higher than we sat. At a little distance, 
with only a house or two between, was a theatre in full act; Theatro 
Goldoni, which is an open amphitheatre, in the ancient fashion, 
without any roof or other covering on top. We could see the upper 
part of the proscenium, and, had we been a little nearer, might 
have seen the whole performance, as did several boys and other 
rogues who crept along the roofs of the adjacent houses. As it was 
we heard the music and the applause, and now and then an actor's . 
stentorian tones, when we chose to listen. The female Powers, and : 
my wife and Una, and Master Bob, sat in a group together and 
chatted, in one corner of our aerial drawing-room; while Mr. Powers 
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and myself leaned against the parapet~ and talked of innumerable 
things. ~en tge ~lo~~ ~tru~ tge ~o~r, ~r t~e bell~ rung from t~e 
st~ple~ (a~ tgez are ~ontin~llz dging, r~~on gr none) ~ ~p~e o~ 
the sweetness of the Florence bells, the tones of some of which are 
= -=-- -- = = = - - = = - = - = == --a~ if t~e bell ~!re f~ll o~ li~id ~!!tne~, and ~ed it t~ough 
the air [iv] on being upturned. I had supposed, in my lack of 
~sical ear, that the bells of the Campanile were the sweetest; but 
Mr. Powers says that there is a defect in their tone~ and that the 
bell of the Palazzo Vecchio is the most melodious he ever heard. 
Then he spoke of his havirig been a manufacturer of organs, or, at 
least, of reeds for organs, at one period of his life. I wonder 
what he has not been! He told me of an invention of his, in the 
musical line; a jewsharp with two tongues; and by and by he produced 
it for my inspection. It was carefully kept in a little wooden case, 
and was very neatly and elaborately constructed, with screws to 
tighten it 2 and a silver centre-piece between the two tongues. 
Evidently a great deal of thought had been bestowed on this little 
harp; but the inventor told me that it was an utter failure, because 
the tongues were apt to interfere and jar with one another; although 
the strain of music was very sweet and melodious (as he proved, by 
playing on it a little) when everything went right. It was a 
youthful production; and he said that its failure had been a great 
disappointment to h:im at the time; whereupon I congratulated h:im 
that his faiiures had been in small matters, and his successes in 
great ones. We talked, furthermore, about instinct and reason, and 
whether the brute creation·have souls, and, if they have none, how 
justice is to be d~ne them for their sufferings here; and came 
finally to the conclusion (at least, Mr. Powers did) that brutes 
suffer only in appearance, and that God enjoys for them all that 
they seem to enjoy, and that man is the only intelligent and 
sentient being, except his Creator •. We reasoned high about other 
states of being; and I suggested the possibility that there might 
be beings inhabiting this earth, contemporaneously witfi·us, and 
close beside us, but of whose existence and whereabout we could have 
no perception, nor they of ours, because we are endowed with 
different sets of senses; for certainly it was within God's power 
to create beings who should communicate with nature by innumerable 
other senses than these few which we possess. Mr. Powers gave 
hospitable reception to this idea, and said that it had occurred to 
himself; and he has evidently thought much and earnestly about such 
matters, but is rather too apt, in my opinion, to let his ideas 
crystallize into a theory, before he can have sufficient data for 
it. He is a Swedenborgian in faith. 
The moon had risen behind the trees, while we were talking; 
and Powers intimated his idea that beings analogous to men--men in 
everything except the modifications necessary to adapt them to their 
physical circumstances--inhabited the planets, and peopled them with 
beautiful shapes. Each planet, however, must, have its own standard 
of the beautiful, I suppose; and probably his sculptor's eye would 
not see much to admire in the proportions of an inhabitant of Saturn. 
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The atmosphere of Florence (at least, when we ascend a little 
way into it) seems to suggest planetary speculations. Galilee found 
it so; and Mr. Powers and I pervaded the whole Universe, but finally 
crept down his garret-stairs, and parted, with a friendly pressure 
of the hand. 
(Hawthorne, The French and Italian Notebooks [Florence, July 
28, 1858]; CE, XIV [1980], 377-9) 
Pass. five--multilingual life) 
The little Frenchman ['Monsieur Schaeffer'] impresses me very 
- = = = =- = -strQ~ly, t££--S~ l~gely he is here, stru~~li~ a~a~t the ~~rld, 
~ith ~itt~r ~eel~s ig his ~reast~ agd yet t~l~~ ~ith the ~i~acity 
of his ~tiog [v];--making his home from darkness to daylight, and 
enjoying here what little domestic comfort and confidence there is 
for him; and then going about all the live-long day, teaching French 
to blockheads who sneer at him; and returning at about ten o'clock 
in the evening (for I was wrong in saying he supped here--he eats no 
supper) to his solitary room and bed. Before retiring, he goes to 
Bridge's bedside, and, if he finds him awake, stands talking French, 
expressing his dislike of the Americans--"Je hais--Je hais les 
Yankees!"--thus giving vent to the stifledbitterneSs of the whole 
day. In the morning, I hear him getting up early--at sunrise or 
before--humming to himself, scuffling about his chamber with his 
thick boots, and at last taking his departure for a solitary ramble 
till breakfast. Then he comes in cheerful and vivacious enough, 
eats pretty heartily, and is off again, singing a French chanson as 
he goes down the gravel-walk. The poor fellow has nobody to 
sympathize with him but Bridge; and thus a singular connection is 
established between two utterly dtfferent characters. 
Then here is myself, who am likewise a queer ckaracter in my 
way, and have come here to spend a week or two with my friend of a 
half-a life-ttme;--the longest space, probably, that we are ever 
destined to. spend together; for fate seems to be preparing changes 
for both of us. 
[/ Also:] Returned home, and took a lesson in French of Mr. 
Schaeffer. I like him very much, and have seldom met with so honest, 
simple, and apparently so well-principled a man; which good qualities 
I impute to his being, by the father's side, of German blood. He 
looks more like a German--or, as he says, like a Swiss--than a 
Frenchman, having very light hair, and a fair comp.lexion, and not a 
French expression. He is a vivacious little fellow, and wonderfully 
excitable to mirth; and it is truly a sight to see him laugh, how 
every feature partakes of his merriment, and even his whole body 
shares in it; and he rises and dances about the room. He has great 
variety of conversation, commensurate with his experience in life, 
and sometimes will talk Spanish, ore rotunda; sometimes imitate the 
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Catholic priests, chanting Latin songs for the dead, in deep, gruff, 
awful tones, producing really a very strong impression; then will he 
break out into a light French song, perhaps of love, perhaps of war, 
acting it out, as if on the stage of a theatre. All this intermingled 
with continual fun, excited by the incidents of the passing moment. 
He has frenchified all our names, calling Bridge Monsieur du Pont, 
~ysel~ ~· de l'A~~e2~e, and himself M. le Berger, and all knights 
of the round table; and we live in great harmony and brotherhood--
as crueer a life as any body leads, and as queer a set as may be 
found anywhere. In his more serious intervals, he talks philosophy 
and deism, and preaches obedience to the law of reason and morality; 
which law he says, (and I believe him) that he has so well observed, 
that, notwithstanding his residence in dissolute countries, he has 
never yet sinned with woman. 
[/ Also:] He is a very singular fellow, with an 
originality in all his notions--not that nobody has ever had such 
before, but that he has thought them out for himself. He told me, 
yesterday, that one of his sisters was a waiting maid in the Rocher 
de Cancale. He is about the sincerest fellow I ever knew--never 
pretends to feelings that are not in him; never flatters. His 
feelings do not seem to be warm, though they are kindly. He is so 
single-minded, that he cannot understand badinage, but takes it all 
as if meant in earnest--a German trait. He values himself greatly 
on being a Frenchman, though all his most valuable qualities come 
from Germany. His animal desires are none of the strongest,. but he 
is greatly delighted with any attention from the ladies. a short 
time since, a lady gave him a nosegay of roses and pinks; he capered; 
and danced, and sang, put the boquet in water, carried it to his own 
chamber, but he brought it for us to see and admire, two or three 
times a day; ~esto~in~ o~ it ~11 the ~Qrds o~ ad~!ra.tiog ig the 
French language--"Superbe, magnifigue." When some of the flowers 
- - --- -- - - -= - -began to fade, he made the rest, with others, into a new b~quet, and 
consulted us whether it would be fit to give to another lady. 
Contrast ·this French foppery with his solemn moods, when we sit in 
the twilight, or after Bridge is abed, talking of Christianity and 
Deism, of ways of life, of marriage, of benevolence,--in short all 
deep matters of this world and the next. And evening or two since, 
he began singing all manner of English songs--such as Mrs. Heamans 
"Landing of the Pilgrims"--Auld Lang Syne:-with some of Moore's &c--
the singing pretty fair, but in the queerest tone and accent. 
Occasionally, he breaks out in scraps from French tragedies, which 
he spouts with corresponding action. He generally gets close to me, 
in these displays of musical and histrionic talent. Once he offered 
to magnetize ~e, in the manner of tlonsieur Poyen [= •• :-tl- Poyen 7 tl· 
.•• -(o)'P(y)ne]. - - --- - -- - -- - - -- - -
- - ~Hawthorne, The American Notebooks [July 1837]; CE, VIII 
[1972], 33-4, 45-6, and 57-8)8 --
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B.l.c. The Chanting Scale: The Correlative of 
Oral-Extensor Tags. 
Hawthorne's re-figured text of signatures, or the ideal series of 
eggressive consonant-figures,-may be further restated as a set· of near-
visceral, goal-tagging remarks on world (world =apperceptive complex 
of language, literature, and life):--or as Hawthorne's "oral gestures," 
as Hawthorne's signals of universal command, and of primitive, concrete, 
demand. Supportive of such restatement, Paget's formulations of 
primitive-universal, oral-gestural meanings (or symbolism) for the 
consonant sounds may be drawn upon to construct a mediating and rein-
forcing text. That mediating and reinforcing text, on "signature 
gesturing" ala Paget (*), may be presented as follows (single quotation 
marks indicate wording by Paget): 
i) Signature w. 
omnipresent 
mouth (= 
cryptic uni-
verse w. 
holy end-
trail under 
nose). 
*Gesturing of Animative Embrace 
(with Explicit or Implicit Pride): 
'containing,' 'continu[ing with] 
closure,' 'think[ing] and grip[-
ping] back ••• to oneself,' 'hav[-
ing] power, be[ing] great'--
'hold [ing]' and 'directing' via 
'eye.' 
ii) Signature w. 
obligatory, 
throat-held 
gift-shout 
(=truncated 
neck). 
v ~/z:~/~ > g'~/~'g Gesturing of Residual Power: 
'hold[ing],' 'grip[ping] 
back .•• to oneself'--'spring[ing] 
out' to middle,' 'draw[ing] atten-
tion' to 'initial grip of some 
kind.' 
iii) Signature w. 
rising, 
skill-torn 
split-tongue 
(=branch-
engrafter). 
iv) Signature w. 
in-questing 
space be-
tween blades 
(=tongue-
tip behind 
teething 
hedge). 
v) Signature w. 
Heaven-bow-
ing, knee-
bending lips 
(=God's 
face-
breaker). 
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S/s:z/~ > h/y:k'w 
- - - - = - = = 
Gesturing of Vital-Lingual 
Transformations (with Tem-
pering of 'Pballic'-Reach Implicit): 
'bending back,' ~protrud[ing] and 
touching ••• ,' 'mov[ing], flow[-
ing], ••• rapid[ly] cbang[ing the] 
posture,' 'strok[ing,] ••• 
smearing, kneading, ' 'drawing 
attention'--'grip[ping] forward' 
and 'grip[ping] back.' 
Gesturing of Supersensory New 
Union (with Minutia of Discourse 
as Fecundating, Promising Secret 
'[Seed]-Grip' on Whole Field of 
Meaning): 
'initial grip[ping] of some kind' 
--'hold[ing],' 'grip[ping] back 
• •• to oneself,' and '[re-] 
directing' as 'noise' through 
'eye,' as vision of 'spouting' 
vision. 
Gesturing of Reciproci-
ties of Fulfillment 
(with Coordinated Imbalance, 
Buried Residual Embrace): 
'projecting, pointing, directing 
[via eye], spouting,' and 
'enclosing, containing, gripping,' 
then 'bursting, expelling, 
releasing'--yet 'containing,' 
'think[ing] and grip[ping] back 
to oneself,' 'hav[ing] power,' 
be[ing] great,' 'holding.' 
A probable quality of Hawthorne's petition, the idea of a deeply 
visceral, or vegetal, economy of dynamic self-accommodation to world is 
signaled by Hawthorne's signature-voice as an organ-approximating, 
figure-correlative sequence of mouth-expressive remarks, or oral-
extensor tags--actional-remarks extended to God, to self, and to reader, 
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for the visual, motor, and concrete apprehension, of powers to nurture, 
if nurtured. The set of figure-correlative oral-extensor tags--of 
"oral-mimes" addressed to God, to self, and to reader--may be presented 
as follows (the oral-tags are in CAPITAL TYPE): 
i) Signature w. 
omnipresent 
mouth (= 
cryptic uni-
verse w. 
holy end-
trail under 
nose). 
ii) Signature w. 
obligatory, 
throat-held 
gift-shout 
(=truncated 
neck). 
iii) Signature w. 
rising, 
skill-torn 
split-tongue 
(=branch,-
engrafter). 
iv) Signature w. 
in-questing 
space be-
tween blades 
(=tongue-
tip behind 
teething 
hedge). 
v) Signature w. 
Heaven-bow-
ing, knee-
bending lips 
(=God's 
face-
breaker). 
MUM-YAWN 
RIC-GOUGE 
DART-STICK(S) 
SIP-SQUISH 
LIP/LAP-WINK 
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"Under and OVer Man, One Yell: Hie-Up, Bounty!" This, the 
normative and most critical motive (or meaning) of Hawthorne's signature-
voice, as world-wise builder of language, literature, and life, may be 
overheard in'a sequence of passages collected from auxiliary texts by 
Hawthorne--passages supportive of the third stage of scale construction, 
The idea of an all-bracing, half-expressed manly stance is transacted in 
the first passage; the idea of a urinary character-assassination, by 
blasphemous voice in deep channel, is transacted in the second passage; 
the idea of a conjoint lingual, phallic, and vegetal maturation, in a 
branch of family who grips forward and back, is transacted in the third 
passage; the idea of a secret or poetic seminal overflow, in a patriarchal 
reflex of thanks to Providence, is transacted in the fourth passage; and 
• 
the idea of a lap-process of ghostly rebirth, woman-cycled and Christ-
censored, is transacted in the fifth passage. The sequence of passages 
reads as follows (fragments and words in capital type serve to remark 
upon features of oral-extending, elastic miming of the mouth): 
Pass. one--manly bracing) 
Went with Bridge yesterday to visit several Irish shanties, 
endeavoring to find out who had stolen some rails of a fence. At 
the first door where we knocked (a shantie with AN EARTHEN MOUND 
~EAPED AGAINST TtlE NALL, two or three feet thick)-the ;;mates=were 
not up, though it was past eight o'clock. At last a MIDDLE-~GED 
N~~ S~O~ED ~~RSELF, ~F-DRESSED, and completing her toilet. 
1=MUM-YAWN.] Threats were made of tearing down her house; for she 
is a lady of very indifferent morals, and sells rum and wears frilled 
dresses. Few of these people are connected with the Mill-Dam, or at 
least, many are not so; but have intruded themselves into the vacant 
huts which were occupied by the Mill-Dam people last year. In two 
or three places hereabouts there is quite a village of these 
dwellings, with a clay and board chimney, or oftener an old barrel 
smoked and charred with the fire. Some of their roofs are covered 
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with sods, and appear almost subterranean. One of the little 
hamlets stands on both sides of a deep dell, wooded and bush-grown, 
with a vista as it were into the heart of a wood in one direction 
and to the broad sunny river on the other; a little rivulet crossed 
by a plank, at the bottom of the dell. At two doors we saw very 
pretty and modest-looking young women; one with a child in her arms, 
and· another in her belly. Indeed they all have innumerable little 
children; and they are invariably in good flesh, though always 
filthy of face. They come to the door while their mothers are 
talking with the visitors, standing straight up on their bare legs, 
with their little plump-bellies protruding; IN QNE gAND A SMALL TIN 
SAUCE-PAN, AND IN THE OTHER AN IRON-SPOON, WITICUNwiPED MOuTHS, -
= - - - = == = = - =- = = -== - = = LOOKING AS INDEPENDENT AS ANY CHILD OR GROWN PERSON IN THE LAND. 
= - - - - -= == = =- = - - = -They stare unabashed, but make no answer when spoken to. "I've no 
call to your fence, Misser Bridge." It seems queer that a man should 
have the right, unarmed with any legal instrument, of tearing down 
the dwelling-houses of a score of families, and turning the inmates 
forth without a shelter. Yet Bridge undoubtedly has this right; and 
it is not a little striking to see how quietly these people contem-
plate the probability of his exercising it--resolving indeed, to 
burrow in their holes as long as may be, yet caring about as little 
for an ejectment, as those who could find a tenement anywhere. Yea 
less. Yet the women, amid all the trials of their situation, appear 
to have kept up the distinction between virtue and vice; those who 
can claim the former will not associate with the latter. When the 
women travel with young children, they carry the baby slung at their 
backs, and sleeping quietly. The dresses of the new-comers are old 
fashioned, making them look aged before their time. 
Mr. Schaeffer shaving himself, yesterday morning. He was in 
excellent spirits, and could NOT KEgP giS TONGUE or body still, more 
than long enough to make two or three consecutive strokes of his 
beard. THEN WOULD HE TURN, FLOURISHING his razor and grimacing 
= - = = == = - = = --joyously, enacting strange antics, breaking out into scraps and 
verses of drinking songs--"A boire! A boire!" &c--then laughing 
heartily and crying "Vive la gaiete!"--then resuming his task, 
looking into the glass with grave face, on which, however, a GRIN 
liOgLD SOON BREbK OQT ANE~; and all.his antics would be repeated with 
- - =- - - - -variations. He turned this foolery into philosophy, by observing 
that mirth contributed to goodness of heart, and to make us love our 
fellow creatures. Conversing with him in the evening, he affirmed, 
with evident belief in the truth of what he said, that he would have 
no objection, except that it would be a very foolish thing, to 
expose HIS WHOLE HEART--HIS WHOLE INNER MAN--TO THE VIEW OF THE 
~~RLD. =Not=that there w~uld=~~t much-evil-be dis~ov~~ed ther~; but 
as he was conscious of being in a state of mental and moral improve-
ment, working out his progress onward, he would not shrink from such 
a scrutiny. This talk was introduced by his mentioning the "Minis-
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ter's Black Veil," which he said had been TRANSLATED INTO FRENCH, 
- = - = - :=: as an exercise~ by a Miss Appleton of Bangor. 
(Hawthorne, The American Notebooks [July 1837]; CE, VIII 
[1972], 47-9) 
Pass. two--urinary voice) 
Two travellers, eating bread and cheese of their own, in the 
bar-room at Stockbridge, and drinking water out of a trumbler 
borrowed from the landl~rd. Eating immensely, and when satisfied, 
putting the relics in their trunk, and rubbing down the table. 
Sample ears of various sorts of corn hanging over the looking-
glass, or in the bars, of taverns. Four ears on a stalk (good ears) 
is considered a HEAVY HARVEST. 
- -- == A withered, YELLOW, §.O:Q.QEN, QEAQ-ALIVE looking woman--an 
opium-eater. A deaf man, with a ~RE~I I!~ FOR ~ONVERg~ON; so 
that his interlocutor is CO~ELLED TO HALLOW AND BAWL AMID THE 
- ==- = =~ RUMBLING OF THE COACH--AMID WHICH HE HEARS BEST. THE SHARP TONES 
- === - ==== = - == -- -- = == === ==== = = OF A WOMAN'S VOICE APPEAR TO PIERCE HIS DULL ORGANS, MUCH better 
= -= -= -== = === than a masculine voice. [=RIC-GOUGE.] The impossibilit~ of saying 
anything but common-place matters, to a deaf man--of expressing any 
delicacy of thought in a raised tone--of giving vent to fine 
feelings uncommonly coarse; for after the opium-eater had renewed 
an old acquaintance with him, almost the first question he asked, 
in his RAISED VOICE WAS--"DO YOU EAT OPIUM NOW?" 
At H~rtford7 the=keeper-of th~ Temperance Hotel reading a 
Hebrew bible in the bar, by means of a Lexicon and an English version. 
[=Memo of tetragrammaton, YaHWeH, in: -Yel HaW-, + -Han-/-horn.] 
(Hawthorne, The American Notebooks [Sept. 1838].; CE, VIII 
[1972], 151) 
Pass. three--lingual branching) 
For dinner, I gave him [Julian, five-year-old son] bread and 
water, and a small remnarit of corn-starch pudding; and I myself ate 
a piece of cake and a cucumber. Then we went out and fed the hens; 
after which I LAY DOWN ON THE §LOPE OF THE VALLEY, AND §MO!ED A 
,gigAR, with the sun fallingupoii me outof the-clear blue sky, warm 
and genial, but with. not too heavy a warmth. [=DART-STICKS(S).] 
Julian, meanwhile, played about, not so far off as to lose the 
feeling of companionship, yet so far that he could only speak to me 
in a shout; and whenever he shouted, a chtld' s. clear voice, in the 
distance, shouted more faintly the self-same words. It was the echo. 
And thus. we had arrived at half pas.t TWO. THE OLD BOY Ig NOW RIDINg 
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ON HIS ROCKING-HORSE, AND TALKING TO ME AS FAST AS HIS TONGUE CAN GO. 
MERCY=on :.':, :as e;er man bef~re=so be-peited=with a ~hiJ.d'i's t:lk :s 
-= I am! It is his desire of sympathy that lies at the bottom of the 
great heap of his babblement. He wants to enrich all his enjoyments 
of STEEPING THEM IN THE HEART OF SOME FRIEND. I do not think him in 
=- =- - -- = - -danger of living so solitary a life as much of mine has been. 
During the afternoon, we GATHERED SOME CURRANTS, which I 
= - - - = = -- ....-: crushed, and gAVE HIM A FEW AT §UPPER. When THAT WA§ OVER (AND WE 
GOT THROUGH tiTTH IT BEFORE SIX)-we went out to the barn. -"A very 
::- -- = - - - = = fine morning, isn't it, father?" said he, as we came out of the 
door. I wish I could record all his apothegms; but they do not seem 
worth writing down, till I have so forgotten them that they cannot 
be recalled in their integrity. TO-DAY, AFTER BEATING DOWN A gREAT 
MANY THISTLES, HE OBSERVED,--"ALL-THE WORLD-IS A GREAT PRICKER!". iie 
- =-- = = - - -- - --- = =- - - =-= -has an idea that I do not think him very wise; and this afternoon he 
asked--"Father, do you think I don't know anything?"--"! do," said 
I. "But I knew how TO SHUT THE BOUDOIR-DOOR, WHEN YOU DIDN'T," 
REJOINED he. I am very glad~e has-thit-one instance of practical 
sagacity (though after all it was merely a chance hit) to console 
himself with. Nevertheless, I really think he has the stuff in him 
to make wisdom of, in due season; and Heaven forbid that it should 
come too soon. 
The little-man spoke to me, sometime in the depth of night, 
and said very quietly that he did not have very pleasant dreams. 
Doubtless, the currants, which he ate at supper, had wrought a 
malevolent influence upon him; and, in fact, I could hear them 
rumbling in his belly. He himself heard the rumor of them, but did 
not recognize where the sound came from, and inquired of me what it 
was. After a while, he fell asleep again, and slept somewhat later 
than usual; insomuch that I AROSE AT NOT FAR FROM SEVEN, BATHED, 
-= - - -- = --AND FINALLY ~ T2 ~OUgE HIM. Mrs. Peters returned before his 
bath was-over. He munched a slice of bread, as we went together 
for the milk. It was a clear, calm, and pretty good morning. 
(Hawthorne, The American Notebooks [Aug. 10-11, 1851]; CE, 
VIII [1972], 471-2, 473) 
Pass four--secreting reflex) 
The inn at Pasignano promised little from its outward appearance; a 
tall, dark, old house with a stone staircase leading us up from one 
sombre story to another into a BRICK-P~yED EATING ROOM, ~ITg OgR 
SL~EPING-CHAMBERS ON EACH SIDE. [=SIP:SQUISH.] There was a fire-
- -= -= = - ===- -= place of tremendous depth and height, fit to receive big forest-logs, 
and with a queer, double pair of ancient andirons, capable of 
sustaining them; and, in a handful of ashes, lay a small stick of 
olive-wood, a specimen, I suppose, of the sort of fuel which had 
made the chimney black, in the course of a good many years. There 
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must have been much shivering and misery of cold, around that fire-
place. However, we needed no fire now; and there was promise of 
good cheer in the spectacle of a man cleaning some lake-fish for our 
dinner, while the poor things flounced and wriggled under the knife. 
The dinner made its appearance, after a long while, and was most 
plentiful; a rice-soup; a large dish. of fried fish, some chops, and 
some chickens, besides, I think, a pudding, maccaroons, and fruit; 
so that, having measured our appetites in anticipation of a paucity 
of food, we r~d to make more room for such overflowing abundance. 
When dinner was over, it was already dark; and before going to bed, 
I opened the window and looked OY"T ON L~ ~I~NE, the margin of 
which lies just on the other side of the narrow village-street. The 
MOON WAS A DAY OR TWO PAST THE FULL, JUST A LITTLE CLIPT on the edge; 
= = - = = = - = = - - = but gave light enough to show the lake and its nearer shores, almost 
as distinctly as by day; and there being a RIPPLE ON THE SURFACE OF 
= -= - = THE WATER, IT MADE A SHEEN OF SILVER OVER A WIDE SPACE. 
= = = ·= --== = - == == == - =-(Hawthorne, The French and Italian Notebooks [Florence, June 
1858]; CE, XIV [1980], 265-6) 
Pass. five--winked lap bounty) 
We have heard a good deal about spiritual matters·of late, 
especially of wonderful incidents that attended Mr. HUme's visit to 
Florence, two or three years ago. Mrs. Powers told my wife a 
marvellous thing;--how that, when Mr. Hume was holding a seance in 
her house, and several persons present, a great scratching was heard 
in a neighboring closet. She addressed the spirit, and requested it 
not to disturb the company then, as they were busy with other 
affairs, promising to converse with it on a future occgsion. On a 
subsequent night, accordingly, the scratching was renewed, with the 
utmost violence; and in reply to Mrs. Powers's questions, the spirit 
assured her that it was not ~' but legion, being the ghosts of 
twenty seven monks, who were miserable and without hope! The house, 
now occupied by Powers, was formerly a convent, and I suppose these 
were the spirits of all the wicked monks that had ever inhabited it; 
--at least, I hope that there were not such a number of damnable 
sinners extant at any one time. The ghostly Fathers must have been 
very improper persons in their life-time, judging b.y the indecorous-
ness of their behavior after death, and in such dreadful circumstances 
for they SHOWED A DISPOSITION TO MAKE FREE WITH MRS. POWERS' 
- -· . = = = - - =· - --PETTICOATS, AND ONCE WENT SO FAR AS TO LIFT THEM AS HIGH AS HER 
KNEES~- It wa: not asce~tatned, I believe; that=they d:sired to have 
anything done for their eternal welfare, or that their situation, 
was capable of amendment anyhow; BUT, BEING E~ORTED TO REFRAI~ FRO~ 
FURTHER DISTURBANCES, THEY TOO~ THEIR DEPARTURE, AFTER tlA!SiNG THE -
SIGN OF THE CROSS ON THE BREAST OF EACH PERSON PRESENT.- 1=LIP/LAP-
WINK.]- This=was very singular in-such repro~tes, who, by their own 
confession, had forfeited all claim to be benefitted by that holy 
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symbol; it curiously suggests that the forms of religion may still 
be kept up, in Purgatory and Hell itself. The sign was made in a 
way that conveyed the sense of something devilish and spiteful; the 
perpendicular line of the cross being drawn gently enough, ~UT THE 
TRANSVERSE ONE SHARPLY AND VIOLENTLY, SO AS TO LEAVE A PAINFUL 
= -- -= - = - = . - - - =--IMPRESSION. PERH.A:PS THE MONKS MEANT THUS TO EXPRESS THEIR CONTEMPT 
=- = - - = == = = =- = = =-AND HATRED FOR HERETICS; AND HOW QUEER, THAT THIS ANTIPATHY SHOULD 
= -- = = - -- = - -SURVIVE THEIR OWN DAMNATION! But I cannot help hoping that the case 
--- -= == = of these poor devils may net be so desperate as they think. They 
cannot be wholly lost, because their desire for communication with 
mortals shows that they need sympathy--therefore are not altogether 
hardened--therefore, .with loving treatment, may be restored. 
A great many other wonders took place, within the knowledge 
and experience of Mrs. Powers. She saw, not one pair of hands only, 
but many. THE HEAD OF ONE OF HER DEAD CHILDREN--A LITTLE BOY--WAS 
--= -- = -- -LAID IN HER LAP, not in ghastly fashion, as a head out of the coffin 
and th~ grave,-but just as the living child might have laid it on 
his mother's knees. It was INVISIBLE, BY THE BY; AND SHE RECOGNIZED 
=- - - - = = == IT BY THE FEATURES and the character of the hair, through the SENSE 
- - = OF TOUCH. Little lU\W)S GRASPED hers;--in short, these soberly 
- - = -attested incredibilities are so numerous that I forget nine-tenths 
of them, and judge the others too cheap to be written down. Christ 
SPO~ the truth, surely, in saying that men would not believe, 
"though one rose from the dead." I!f MY OWN CASE, the FA£T makes 
absolutely ~Q I~RESSIO~. - - -- - - -
(Hawthorne, The French and Italian Notebooks [Florence, Sept. 
1858]; CE, XIV (1980], 415-17) 
The construct brought fqrward in this, the first section of 
chapter development may be construed: specifically, as a score for the 
secret, ironic hymning of the providential nominal imperative, "Natal 
Gift, God's Yell: Heave to Fruit-full Shape, Tree of Thorns!"; and, 
generally, as a private, implicit, integral principle for evolving 
literary voice-form--both under sub-vocal, oral constraint and under 
doom of the self-damning gift of a creative-compulsive mind-set. The 
structure of Hawthorne's creative mind-set, inclusive of voice hymning, 
evolving into petition .for rewards of far-reaching language (Truth!), 
literary coherence (Love!), and life-returns (Justice!), may be sunnnarized 
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at this time as follows (bracketed numeration serves to orient within 
the summary; the three inflections of the consonant-figur~ designate 
master-hold [>] branching [<] to consummate degree [+]~ of satiated 
"round of eye"): 
[1.] Powers of the master-symbol. 
[a.] "Nathaniel Hawthorne" creating (magical mind-set) • 
[b.] Man-serpent with. self-articulating mouth (anthropological ••• ); 
Serpent with rhythmically branching mouth (botanical ••• ); 
Signature with consonant-chant (cosmic aspect of master-symbol). 
[c.] 
-1-
Signature-stance 
Stance-shift) 
i) Signature w. 
ii) Signature w. 
iii) Signature w. 
(concrete purposive posturing, to oral scale): 
omnipresent mouth (=cryptic universe witn holy 
end-trail under nose) • • 
obligatory, throat-held gift-shout (=truncated 
neck). 
rising, skill-tom split-tongue (=branch-
engrafter). 
iv) Signature w. in-questing space between blades (=tongue-tip 
behind teething hedge). 
v) Signature w. Heaven-bowing, knee-bending lips (=God's face-
breaker). 
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[2.] Powers of the consonant-chant. 
[a.] Signature-scale (form, of consonant-chant of master symbol): 
+ Scale-step) Oral-tag: 
i) MUM-YAWN: 
ii) HIC-GOUGE: 
iii) DART-STICK(S): 
iv) SIP-SQUISH: 
v) LIP/LAP-WINK: 
Consonant-figure 
(Master-£ igure; 
Breach-figure; 
World-figure.) 
r:~.f~I!J > !}II'~ 
> 
• • • • • < 
• • • • • > ••••• + 
> ••••••• 
• • • • • • • < 
> ••••••• + 
> ••••••• 
< ••••••• 
> :; •••••• + 
s/s:z/t > h/y:k'w 
- - - - = - = = 
• • • • • • • > 
< ••••••• 
> ••••••• + 
> •••••••••• 
< •••••••••• 
> •••••••••• + 
[b.] Signature-motives (chant-messages of master-symbol): 
Enigmatic motive (Master-song [Truth!]): 
"Under-head hand " Heave bourne!" 
Empathic, impactive, motive (Breach-counterchant [Love!]: 
"Understood Gift, God's 'Kneel!' Yell: Heart Haw Higher Burn, 
The Thorn Adorn, My Living Ears, Eyes, And Lips Open!" 
Critical motive (World-hymn [Justice!]): 
"Under and Over Man, One Yell: Hie-Up, Bounty!" 
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[c.] Signature-anthem (poetic norm, literary ethic, heart-motive): 
"Natal Gift, God's Yell: Heave to Fruit-full Shape, Tree of 
Thorns!" ["Nathaniel Hawthorne" under Christ's Sun.] 
The features of the summarized mind-set will be tried below, in the 
second and the third sections of chapter development (feature [2.c] will 
be the especial focus of the third section of development). 
2. Construction: A Literary Proofmark of 
Signature-Life. 
The study has indicated in the introduction to the present chapter 
that the construct brought forward in the mediatory application of 
Richard Paget's oral-gestural linguistic---the five-step, message-chanting 
scale of consonant-figures with oral-tags--that idiosyncratic oral 
construct would be tried and found to hold in a preliminary integrative 
application to auxiliary-literary texts by Hawthorne. Or, the construct 
would be tried and found to hold in a preliminary integrative application 
to Hawthorne's own adaptations for children, of Classical mythology, 
world biography, and American history (frame story), and to a pseudonymous 
botanical essay showing concordant signature features. The maturing oral 
botany which the constructed scale would serve to channel in the 
preliminary application would be interpreted both as a suggestive index 
and aid to reader maturation (or as a symbolic hedge-cradle and goad, or 
normative symbol) and as a reflexively everlasting remark of approval 
given to the reader, for his author-encouraging growth in capacities to 
appreciate literature--perhaps even as a potential, much-bearing heir to 
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the tradition of literature-building as world-building. The oral botany 
maturing to scale would also be interpreted in terms of five levels of 
textual, or reader, mobility. 
In the present section (Section B.2), the study makes trial appli-
cation of the constructed scale to Hawthorne's adaptations for children 
of classical mythology and world biography (to three selections from 
world biography, as "immortal name" stories). Hawthorne's prefaces to 
his two collections of myths and his collection of biographies contain 
remarks which serve to encourage the application; out of thoughts of play 
and name, a space-claiming tree grows, in a chronological arrangement of 
intentional commentary from the prefaces. The chronological arrangement 
of relevant prefatorial commentary reads as follows (the italics are mine): 
"Preface," Biographical Stories, 1842) 
It is here attempted to give our little readers such 
impressions as they might have gained, had they themselves been the 
play-mates of persons, who have long since performed important and 
brilliant _parts upon the stage of life. If this be tolerably well 
accomplished, it is conceived that the effect must be good. Somewhat 
of the sympathy of childish intimacies will attach itself to these 
famous names of history and literature .••. 
The author has allowed himself considerable freedom in 
drawing, from his own ideas, those minor details which impart life 
and reality to a narrative. 
This small volume, and others of a similar character, from the 
same hand, have not been composed without a deep sense of responsi-
bility. The author regards children as sacred, and would not, for 
the world, cast anything into the fountain of a young heart, that 
might embitter and pollute its waters. And, even in point of the 
reputation to be aimed at, juvenile literature is as well worth 
cultivating as any other. The writer, if he suceed in pleasing his 
little readers, may hope to be remembered by them till their own old 
age--a far longer period of literary existence than is generally 
attained, by those who seek immortality from the judgments of full 
grown men. 
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"Preface," A Wonder Book, 1851) 
The Author has ·long been of opinion, that many of the classical 
myths were capable of being rendered into very capital reading for 
children. 
He does not ••• plead guilty to a sacrilege, in having 
sometimes shaped anew, as his fancy dictated, the forms that have 
been hallowed by a~ antiquity of two or three thousand years. No 
epoch of time can claim a copyright in these immortal fables. They 
seem never to have been made; and certainly, so long as man exists, 
they can never perish; but, by their indestructibility itself, they 
are legitimate subjects for every age to clothe with its own 
garniture of manners and sentiment, and to imbue with its own 
morality. In the present version, they may have lost much of their 
classical aspect, (or, at all events, the Author has not been 
careful to preserve ·it,) and have perhaps assumed a Gothic or 
romantic guise. 
In performing this pleasant task--for it has been really a 
task fit for hot weather, and one of the most agreeable, of a 
literary kind, which he ever undertook--the Author has not always 
thought it necessary to write downward, in order to meet the 
comprehension of children. He has generally suffered the theme to 
soa~, whenever such was its tendency, and when he himself was 
buoyant enough to follow without effort. 
"The Wayside: Introductory," Tanglewood Tales, 1853) 
I doubt whether Eustace [Bright, A Wonder Book, narrator, whom 
'I ••• parad(ed) ••• up and down over my half-a-dozen acres'] did 
not internally pronounce the whole thing a bore, until I led him to 
my predecessor's little ruined, rustic summer-house, mid-way on the 
hill-side [at 'The Wayside, Concord, (Mass.)']. It is a mere 
skeleton of slender, decaying, tree-trunks, with neither walls nor 
a roof; nothing but a tracery of branches and twigs, which the next 
wintry blast will be very likely to scatter in fragments along the 
terrace. It looks, and is, as evanescent as a dream; and yet, in 
its rustic net-work of boughs, it has somehow inclosed a hint of 
spiritual beauty, and has become a true emblem of the subtile and 
ethereal mind that planned .it. I made Eustace Bright sit down on a 
snow-bank, which had heaped itself over the mossy seat, and gazing 
through the arched-window, opposite, he acknowledged that the scene 
at once grew picturesque. 
"Simple as it looks," said he, "this little edifice seems to 
be the work of magic. It is full of suggestiveness, and, in its own 
way, is as good as a cathedral. Ah, it would be just the spot for 
one to sit in, of a summer-afternoon, and tell the children some 
more of those wild stories from the classical myths!" 
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"It would, indeed," answered I. "The summer-house itself, so 
airy and so broken, is like one of those old tales, imperfectly 
remembered; and these living branches of the Baldwin apple-tree, 
thrusting themselves so rudely in, are like your unwarrantable 
interpolations. But by-the-by have you added any more legends to 
the series, since the publication of the Wonder Book?" 
Eustace put his bundle of manuscript into my hands; and 
I skimmed it pretty rapidly, trying to find out its merits and 
demerits by the touch of my fingers, as a veteran story-teller ought 
to know how to do. 
[T]he connection with myself [as his 'editor'], he was 
kind enough to say, had been highly agreeable; nor was he by any 
means desirous ••• of kicking away the ladder that had perhaps 
helped him to reach his present elevation. My young friend was 
willing, in short, that the fresh verdure of his growing reputation 
should spread over my straggling, and half-naked boughs; even as I 
have sometimes thought of training a vine, with its broad leafiness 
and purple fruitage, over the worm-eaten posts and rafters of the 
rustic summer-house. I was not insensible to the advantages of his 
proposal, and gladly assured him of my acceptance. 
Merely from the titles of the stories, I saw at once that the 
subjects were not less rich than those of the former volume •••• 
Yet, in spite of my experience of his ['Mr. Bright's'] free way of 
handling them, I did not quite see, I confess, how he could have 
obviated all the difficulties in the way of rendering them presentable 
to children. These old legends, so brimming over with everything 
that is most abhorrent to out Christianized moral-sense--some of them 
so hideous--others so melancholy and miserable, amid which the Greek 
Tragedians sought their themes, and moulded them into the sternest 
forms of grief that ever the world saw;--was such material the stuff 
that children's playthings should be made of! How were they to be 
purified? How was the blessed sunshine to be thrown into them? 
But Eustace told me that these myths were the most singular 
thing in the world', and that he was invariably astonished, whenever 
he began to relate one, by the readiness with which it adapted itself 
to the childish purity of his auditors. [T]he stories (not by 
any strained effort of the narrator's, but in harmony with their 
inherent germ) transform themselves, and re-assume the shapes which 
they might be supposed to possess in the pure childhood of the 
world. 
I let the youthful author talk, as much and as extravagantly 
as he pleased, and was glad to see him commencing life with such 
confidence in himself and his performances. A few years will- do 
all that is necessary towards showing him the truth, in both 
respects. Meanwhile, it is but right to say, he does really appear 
to have overcome the moral objections against these fables; although 
at the expence of such liberties with their structure, as must be 
left to plead their own excuse, without any help from me. Indeed, 
except that there was a necessity for it--and that the inner life of 
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the legends cannot be come at, save by making them entirely one's 
own property--there is no·defence to be made. 
(Hawthorne, The Centenary Edition: VI [1972], 213-14; VII 
[1972], 3-4; VII [1972], 176-77, 178-80) 
taking s~rength from Hawthorne's apologetics of self-renewal, the study 
makes trial application of the constructed scale to all twelve of the 
myths and to three of the biographies as follows. (Figure-inflections 
determine the three subsections below--Subsections a-c; scale-steps with 
oral-tags and consonant figures determine the divisions of each subsec-
tion; notations of signature-stance and signature-motive follow each 
notation of scale-step with tag and figure. One story is proofmarked, 
and "sings" or "counterchants" or "hymns," below each set of notations; 
underscoring in single bar, double bar, and cross reflects consonant-
figure [which is seen-and-heard or heard-but-unseen or seen-and-
suggestively-heard]; capital type remarks upon speech organs and their 
analogues and upon oral-tags and their analogues. Additional notes may 
occur inside brackets within story texts; additional notes do occur 
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inside brackets within the notations of Subsection c [on "eye"-attacking 
consonants]. The integrative interpretations of reader maturation and 
reader mobility, as response-demand qualities of petition, are restated 
in the sectional conclusion.) 
B.2.a. A Literary Proofmark: The Master-Figure. 
i} MUM-YAWN: m/n/~ > h/y'w • 
--- --= 
Stance: Man-serpent w. omnipresent mouth (=cryptic universe w. holy 
end-trail under nose). 
Motive: "Under-head hand • • • : Heave bourne!" 
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['The Pomegranate-seeds':] Mother Ceres was exceedinglx fond 
o! ~~r da~~t~-Pr~s~rpi~a=[=harbtnger=of serpent], ana=seldom let 
her-gQ alone into the fields. I 
= - ==- - = = = 
•••• Never had she met with such exqgisite flowers before--
violets so larg: a~d fr~rant-:~o;es, ;ith so rich ana=deli~ate a 
=== - - ~ - = = = = = -blusg--sucg s~p;rb ~aci~t~s a~d sucg ar~~tic pi~ks--and ~~~ 
others, some of which seemed to be of new shapes and coiors. • ••• 
I = - = == = -=- = = - = == - = 
The nearer she approached the shrub, the more attractive.it 
lo2ked,=~ti.l ;~ ~~~e ~e=cl~s~ t~=it; a~a tfe~, alt~ugR=its beautz was richer than words can tell, she hardly knew whet er to 
1~ it=or not: It=bor: above a hundred=Ilowers: 01 the=most 
= = - = = = - == = = -= brilliant hues •••• But there was a deep glossx lustre on the 
leave; of the shrub, and on the=petals-of the flowers, thit made 
== = = = - - = = = == = -= Pros~rp~ do~bt ~etger tgez might ~ot b; po£so~ous. • •.• 
'~t a sillz cg£1-d ! a~!" t~ught sg;, t~king co!!rage. 
~gld~ up g~r !pro~fgl o! flo~ers :itg g;r left gand, 
Proserpina seized the large shrub witli the other, and pulled, and 
puil:d, but W~S haraly able to loosen=the soil about its roots. 
= : = = - = = - = = = = What a deep-rooted plant it was! Again the girl pulled, with all 
== =- == - = - = = = = == her might, and observed that the earth began to stir and crack, TO 
SOME-DISTANCE AROuNn=THE STEM.~ She g~ve·another ~11,-but relaxea 
- - =- = - == == - == = g~r g~ld, fa~czing tgat tgere ~as a ru~bling sog~d ri~t beneath ~~r 
feet. Did the roots EXTEND DOWN INTO some enchanted cavern~ TEen, 
l~ghing at herseif for so childish a notion: she made another = -
effgrt::up c::e the shrubl--~nd Pr2s~rPtna stagg~r~ bacK, ~QLDING 
THE-STEM TRIUMPHANTLY-IN HER HAND,-AND GAziNG AT-THE DEEP HOLE wR!CH 
ITS ROOTS HAn-LEFT IN THE=soiL.-[Cf.-centrar-hiw-a~tion=in=name~j = 
= = - = = 
Much to her astonishment, THIS HOLE KEPT SPREADING WIDER AND 
WIDER,-AND GROWING DEEPER=-AND DEEPER,=TINTIL IT REALLY SEEMED=To HAVE 
NQ BOTTO~; ~d: !11 tEe= :We, ~ie c!~e a rutEbii~ = ~o£se o~t oi its 
depths, louder and louder, and nearer and nearer, and sounding l~ke 
t!}e tr~p ~,(l}grses' Eogfs a!!d tEe rattiin_j=o~=~l}~Is. To~ ~ucg= 
frighte~ed to ru~ a~az, sg£ stogd STRA!~ING ~ER EXES I~T2 T~IS 
iQ~DERFUL CA¥I'q, AWl SOQ~ SA~ a tga~ o~ fo,l;tr s~ble !?-grses, S!!-~rti~ 
~gke oyr 0~ ~EIR ~OSTRILS a~d teari~ t~e£r ~ax O,l;tt 0~ t!?-e ~artg, 
iit~ a sple~did gglde~ c~riot ~hirling at their heels. They l~ped 
oyT og T~E BOTTO~ESS ~~LE,-c~rlot a~d ~ll;~a~d t~ere t~ei i£re, 
tgss~ tge£r black ~~es, flo,l;trisg~ t~e£r black ta£1s, a~d 
c~~etti~ ~itD exerl g~e o~ t!}e£r !}ogfs gff tDe grog~d at ~~ce, 
clQse by the spot where Proserpina stood. In the chariot sat the 
fiiMre o~ ': ~~ [ =t~~n of :a=;ter:imagel, ricEJ-x = dre';';ea, ~it!?- a= 
cro~ o~ »is !}ead, all fl~~~ ~it~ d£~o~ds. ~~ ~as o! a ~ble 
aspect, a~d rat~~r !}a~dso~e, but logked sulle~ a~d disco!!-te~ted; a!!-d 
~ kept rubbing his exes and shading them with his hand, as if he 
did not live eno~gh in the-sunsliine-to=be veri ~ond=of its light~ 
[Cf.-tongu~ in-n-c~ntinuant post~re under palate-=normally unseen; 
gesturing of n-boundaries of name.] I 
l . . . 
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"Do not be afraid!" said he, with as cheerful a smile as he 
~e~ !}o~{ to put= o~. '"co~e! !!iii ~~ t io~ l£ke =to= rJ;de a -little =ia~ 
with me, in my beautiful chariot?" [=Tongue-in-mouth, as dark 
== :: -= - - ==-= = == :a prime-mover; carrier of death, change.] I 
"I love you a little!" whispered she, looking up in his face. 
= = - = == = == = -- = = 
"Do you indeed, my dear child?" cried Pluto, bending his dark 
= - = - = -- = == = = = - -- = f~ce do~ to kiss !}~r; but ~rgs~rp~ s!lra~k a~a~ fro~ t!}e kiss, 
fgr. t~ugh gis f~at~res ~~re ~gble, tge~ ~!re ~!r~ duski a~d gr~. 
"!tell! ! gaxe ~ot des~rxed it o~ Io~, aft~r k~eping Io~ a priso~r 
fgr sg ~~Y ~~tgs, a~d starxing Io~, b~s£des. Are Io~ ~ot t~rrJ;ble 
!}u~gri? Is tgere ~otgin~ ~~icg ! c~ get Io~ to ~t?" 
I~ askin~ tgis qgestio~, tge King o~ the ~£~es gad a X~r~ 
c~in_a p~rpose; fgr, ~o~ ~ill recollect, if Prgs~rp~ t~sted a 
morsel of food in his dominions, she would never afterwards be at 
-= = == - = - - - == = = - == = = = lib~rt~ to qgit t!}~· 
"No, indeed," said Proserpina. 
-= -= == -
I 
As sgg~ as Prgs~rp~ sa~ tge ['~is~rable drl'] po~egra~ate, 
on the golden salver, she told the servant he had better take it 
- = = - = == = = = - == = = = a~al agai~. I .... 
"It is tge g~ly g~e in tge ~grld!" said t!}e s~qant. I 
"At l~ast,! ~l s~ell it," ~!}ought Prgs~rp~. 
SQ sg~ toQk up the pomegranate, and applied it to h~r NQSE; 
- -- - = - - - === -- --a~d so~eho~ gr otg~r, b~in~ ~ sucg clgse ~~2~02D T2 ~R ~0~, 
the fruit found its way INTO THAT LITTLE RED CAVE. Dear me, what 
= = =- = - - = = == = -= == ~ e~~rlastin~ pit~! Befgre Prgs~rp~a kne~ ~!lat sg~ ~as abo~t, g~r 
t~tg gad act~all~ bitte~ it, o~ tgeir o~ accgrd! Just as t~is 
f2tal d~ed ~as done, the doQr of the APARTMENT QPENED, and in came 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - =-K~ PlytQ, follo~ed by Qyicksily~r, whQ gad been yrging him to 
let the-little prisoner gQ. At the first-noise o!-tgeir entrance, 
Proserpina WITHDREW THE POMEGRANATE FROM HER-MOUTH. -But Quicksilver 
== -== ==-- -==-== = == (whQse eyes ~ere yery keen, and gis ~its tge sgarpest that ey~r 
--- - -= - - ==- - - - - - = --a~ybody gad) p~rceiyed tgat tge child ~as a little conf~sed; AND 
SEEING-THE EMPTY SALVER,-he suspected that she had been-taking-a 
sly nibbie of someth~g o~=other. As f~r ho~~st Pluto; h~ never 
guessed at the secr~t-.- == = = - = = == - = 
= = 
"My little PrQs~rpina," said the King, sitting do~, and [LIP/ 
LAP-WINK:] affectio~ateli dra~i~ g~r bet~~en gis kn~es, "g~re is 
Q~icksily~r, whQ tells m~ tgat a gre~t many misfQrt~nes gaye 
bef~llen-InnQcent p~ople: on acco~nt-o!-my-d~taining-yo~-in my 
dQminions. -:- •• :-" 7 - -- - -- - -- - - - - --
-- -= = 
Lifting ~~r e~es, s~~ ['~ot~~r C~r~s'] ~as s~rprised to s~e1a sudde~ v~rd~re flasging gx~r tge bro~ and b~rre~ fields . 
. . . . 
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~d Prgs~rp~ c~e ru~in_a, a~d flu~ ~~rself upo~ ~r mot~~r's 
bosom. Their mutual transport is not to be described ••••• 7 .... 
= - = -= = - = - = = 
"~ c!},1ld," said s!l~,. "did ~o~ tiste a~~ fogd, ~~,!le ~og ~~re 
~ Ki~ Pl~tg's palace?" 
"Dearest mother, answered Proserpina, "I shall tell you the 
= - = -== == - = = -= = ~gle t~t~. U~tU t~is ~~r~ mgr~in_a, ~ot a ~!grsel o~. fogd ~d 
passed~ LIPS. But, tg-dai, t!}el brog~t m~ a po!egra~ate, (a ~er~ 
drv one it was, and all shrivelled up, till there was little left of 
-- =- . = - ::;; == = == = = it: but s~ds ~d sk~,) a~d ha~i~ s~~ ~ fr~it fgr sg lo~ a t~e, 
agd b~in_a fa!~t ~it~ ~~g~r, 1 ~as t~pted just to b£te it. T~e 
i~sta~t 1 tgsted it, Kin~ Pl~tg ~d Qgicksil~~r c~e I~2 T~ R02~· 
I had not swallowed a morsel; but--dear mother, I hope it was no 
== - = = -= = - == ==== = -= harm--but, six of the pomegranate-seeds, ! am afraid, REMA!NED IN MX 
- = = - - == - - = - -- - --MOUTH!" [=Facts of on-going life--akin to the haw. See ahead to my 
- = = B.3.b.] 
"Ah, unfortunate child, and miserable mel" exclaimed Ceres. 
= - = =- == - - = -= =- = = 
"For ~acb of tgose six pomegranate-seeds, you must spend gne month 
= - - - -= - - ~:::II: - = - - -- - -o~ e~er~ ~~ar ~ Kin_g Pl~tg's palace. !OY ARE BUT ~F REST2RED T2 
!0~ ~o~~R. ~lX six !onths ~it~ !~' a~d six ~it~ t~at gogd-fgr-
~ot~in~ Ki~ o~ Darkness!" 
II H~ certainly did y~ry wrQng to c~rry me Qff; but tgen, 
-- = - - -- - = -- - - -= - - -as ge says, it was but a dismal SQrt of l!fe fQr gim, to liye in that 
-- = -- -- --- - -= gregt, glogsz plgce, gll alg~e ••.. T~~re is SO!e cosfgrt ~ sgki~ 
~~ sg ~appX; a~d sg, UPO~ ~E WH2LE, d~arest sot~;r, let us b; 
thankful that he is NOT TO KEEP ME THE WHOLE YEAR ROUND!" [ =Mouth-w. 
= - = = == - === -= = ==== == =-
-tongue as split, dynamic universe.] 
(Hawthorne, from Tanglewood Tales, in Vol. 7 of The Centenary 
Edition [1972], 296, 298-300, 324-26, 328-29) 
ii) HIC-GOUGE: v h/y:k/g > ~'!/~'s • 
- - - - - - - = 
Stance: Man-serpent w. obligatory, throat-held gift-shout (=truncated 
neck). 
Motive: "Under-head hand •.• Heave bourne!" 
['The Golden Touch':] Once upon a time, there lived a very 
ri~ man:=" an~ a =king b~ides, who§!e name ~a§! Mi~a§!; an~ h~ had a-
li££le ~augh~er,-whom nobo~y bu~ my_§!elf ever heard of,-an~ wh~§!e name 
! e!~er never knew or have-en~irely forgo~~en. ~o, becau§!e-I-love 
og~ names for little girls, I CHOOSE TO CALL HER MARYGOLD.~ r=r chew-
hew each=(precio~~) word.} - == = = - - -- = 
Thi~ !in~ Mfga~ wa~ fonger of ~olg than of ani ~in~ el~e in 
~e worl~. He value~ hi§! royal crown chietly because it was composed 
of ~ha£ presiou§! me~al: -If he love~ a~thing better, or half-so = = 
well, i£ wa~ the one li£~le ma~en who plare~ ~o=~errilr aroun~ ~er 
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Ang ze~, in ~i~ earl!er gaz~, before ~ wa~ ~0 ent!relz 
po~e~ wi~ ~i~ in~~ne ge~!re for ri~e~, !5in~ Mi4a~ ~ SHOWN A 
GREAT TASTE for flowers. He had planted a garden, in which grew the 
- -= =-==== = -- - = = - = - ==== - ==== bi~e~, ang b~~ifulle!5, ang ~w==~e~ ro~e!, £:ha~ anz mor~al ever 
saw or smelt. And though he once was fond of music, (in spite 
= = = ==- --- = = = -=- =-= 
of an igle ~orl abou~ ~i~ ear!, w~i~ were ~aig ~o re!emble ~o~e of 
an ass:> the only music for poor Midas, now, was THE CHINK 'OF ONE COIN 
AGAINST ANOTHER Tcf:=back of tongue=against soft P:lat:].- I --
- == = 
Mi4a~ wa~ enjozin~ ~im~elf in ~i~ ~rea~ure-room, one gaz, a~ 
usual, when he perceive4 a sha4ow fall over the heap§ of gol4; an4 
-=- - -- = - - ===- - - --· - - - -looking up, wha~ should he behold bu~ the figure of a stranger, 
stangin~ in the-b~gh~=an~ narro: ~unb~! l=Hermes, or Mercury, or 
TQuicksilverT:-chemically, Hg.] 
As Midas knew that HE HAD CAREFULLY TURNED THE KEY IN THE LOCK, 
= -= = - === = -- - = - - = = === -- === -ang tha~ no mor~al ~rength coul4 pO§§ibly break into hi§ ~rea§ure-
--- - - -==- - -- - - = --- -room, he of course concluded that his visiter must be something more 
-- - = - - = = = - = = = = - = ==== -than mortal. • • . • I .... 
= = 
The ~ran~er'~ ~m!le ~rew ~o verl broag, tha~ 
the room like an outburst of the sun, gleaming into 
= - = ==== === = - - - = where the yellow autumnal leaves--for so looked the 
- ==== - = - = =- - = === particles of gold--lie strewn in the glow of light. 
= - = - = - === = - ----= 
it seemed 
a=shadowY 
lump~=an~ 
to fill 
dell, 
= 
The GOLDEN TOUCH!" EXCLAIMED HE. "YOU CERTAINLY DESERVE CREDIT, 
=== - = = = -- - - - = = - = = - = = FRIEND MIDAS, FOR STRIKING OUT SO BRILLIANT A CONCEPTION. BUT ARE 
YOU QUITE=SURE that this will=s~tisfy you?n - = = = 
- --= = ======= ===--
"How could it fail?" said Midas. I 
- - = = - = = -= = 
But the GOLDEN TOUCH was too nimble for HIM. HE FOUND 
HI§ MOUTH FULL: NO! OF ['HOI'] MEALY PO!ATOE, BU! OF-§ObiD-ME!AL,= 
~ICH §OBURN! HI§-!ONGUE-THA! HEROARE~-ALOUQ, ~ .JUMPING UP from 
the ~able began-~o ~an£e ang stamp abou~ the room,-both with pain ang 
affrigh~. [;Don:key's-HuM.l - - - - - -
"Father, gear father," crieg li~!:le Marygolg, who wa§ a very 
affec~iona~e chiig, "pray wha~ Is-the-ma~~er?--HAVE YoU BURNT YOuR MOUTH?" - -- - - - - === -- - - = -
= 
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IlJen, wi£1} a !w~ ang !orrowful impul!e IO ~OMFORI !!IM 
SHE STARTED FROM HER CHAIR. and running to Midas, threw her arms 
===- == == = - === = - = -== = ==== - = affectionately about his knees. HE BENT DOWN AND KISSED HER. 
-=-= =- =-=--= == = =====-/ .... 
IlJe momen~ ~LIP~ OF M!RAg IOU~ Marz~ol~'! fore~eag, 
A CHANGE TOOK place. Her sweet, rosy face, so full of affection as 
::::::== = = - = - = -= =- -= = _... = it had been, assumed a GLITTERING YELLOW COLOR, WITH YELLOW TEAR-
- = == - - - - === - =-DROPS CONGEALING ON HER CHEEKS. •••• [=Urinary debasement; to 
.. = - =- - - =-=--= 
reinstitute living values .• ] 
!eg; ~ere~= wag, wi£1} ~e gueg~onin~ loo~ of love, grief, 
an~ pi£z, ~argeneg in£o her f~£e· I£ ~~ been a favorite-
P~~ge of M!Sa!, w~enever ~= fel£ par£i:~rarlz fong of ~e ~!lg, £o 
!az ~£ ~= wag wor~ ~er weigh£ in ~o12. Ang now ~e p~r~!e ~2 
become literally true. And now, at last, when it was too late, he 
- = - = = = == - = = = -= --felt how infinitely a warm and tender HEART, THAT LOVED HIM, EXCEEDED 
= - = - = = - = === = = - -=-= = IN VALUE ALL THE WEALTH THAT COULD BE PILED UP BETWIXT EARTH AND SKY! 
- =- =-- === = - = - - = = -= === = =--1 
"Well, friend Midas,'' said the stranger, "pray HOW DO YOU 
= -== = == ===:-- -- = SUCCEED WITH THE GOLDEN TOUCH?" 
= -=-= :=:::: === - = = === 
Midas SHOOK HIS HEAD. [=Turning at neck, or throat.] I 
-= = == - - = - = 
"Ah! So you have made a di§covery, §in£e yesterQay!" ob_§erved 
the stranger~ "Let-us see: the~!--Which of these C:o things do you= 
== = - - = = =- == - === ===-= = ==== -= = -think is really worth the most--the GIFT OF THE GOLDEN TOUCH, OR ONE 
f'UP T=hic-cup]-of ~i:ar:' ~olf wa£er?" = == - = = == 
"Oh, blessed water!" exCLAIMED MIDAS. 
MY pARCHED THROAT= AGAIN! II I . . . . -= = 
- ===== === = 
It will never MOISTEN 
= -=== 
"~,THEN," gai2 ~e ~r~naer, "AN~ PLUN~E INIO [=in-two] ~e 
river ~a£ ~1!~ past ~e bo££Om of ~e ~ar2en •.••• [I.e., the 
serpentine voice, as compressed flow of air, taking on suggestively 
and losing, the binding qualities of the oral organs--esp. in full-
closure back consonants; or, the voice as implicit Hg, changing to 
H-two-0 =H'W, with Gr. omega implied by eye-W.] I 
[T]hat water, which was to undo all the mischief that 
~ig folly haQ-wTo~gh~7 Wa§ more precfOU§ ~0 MiQa;=than=~ ocean of 
molEen ~ol~ woulg ~ave been •..•• -y :.:. --- == = 
~en ~in~ M!2ag ~2 ~rown gu!£e an ol~ man, an2 ~geg £0 £ro£ 
Marygold's children on his knee, he was fond of telling them this 
-- = = === = - = - - -- = = = - = === = 
marveloug storz, pre££Z much ag ! ~ve now £01~ i£ £o zou. Ang ~en 
wou19: he stroke their glossy ringlets, and tell them that their hair, 
likewise, had=a rich shad:=of gold,=;hich=they ~ inh:rit:rl from-
~eir-:other=['whi~ h:-had never=observed in-it,=before ;h: had 
been ~ransmuted by the eff~ct of his=kissT]. = ==- = 
- =-== -= -= -=-= 
"An9:, ~o tell you the ~ruth, my pr.e£ious li~tle folks," 
guoTH ~ING M!~A~, ~ILI~ENIL!-IROIIIN~ THE-CHIL~REN=ALL THE=~!LE, 
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"ever ~inse ~h.a~ mornin~, ! ~ave ~eg ~e verz ~~1 of all o~er 
GOLD, §ave THI~!" [=Extension of voice-in-story, to draw in reader; 
SIP-SQUISH.J-
(Hawthorne, from A Wonder Book, in Vol. 7 of The Centenary 
Edition [1972], 40-41, 42-44, 51-53, 54-56, 57) 
iii) DART-STICK(S): r/l,d/t,a/9 > 2'k:g'! • 
- - - - - - - = - -
Stance: Man-serpent w. rising, skill-torn split-tongue (=branch-
engrafter). 
Motive: "Under-head hand • • • : Heave bourne!" 
[ '~e ~ee ~o!~en App!e~' : ] ~i~ you eve!: heSE of the ~O~EN 
APP~Eg ~ha~ ~Eew in ~e ~a!:~en of ~e He~peEi~e~? Ah, ~o~e we!:e 
such apples a§ would bring a great pri£e, by the bushel, if any of 
them sou!~=be-foun~-~EOWin~ in-~e OE~ha!:~~ now-a-~ay~: Bu~ THE~ 
IS NOT, I ~UPPO~E, A GRAFT [=critical self-reference, excision-
= - - - =- - ' incision with stealth; counter-gaze] of that wonderful fruit, on A 
SINGLE TREE IN THE WHOLE WORLD [=tongue-in-mouthJ.- Not so much as a 
:eed-of~hose apples EXISTS-ANY LONGER. [=Grip-w.-extent.] -- = 
= - - = - = = =-= - = -
An~ even in ~e o!~· o!~ ha!f-foE~O~~en ~ime!, befoEe the 
~a~en of ~e He~peEi~e~ wa~ oveE-~n wi~ wee~~· a ~Eea~ many peop!e 
doubted whether there £Ould be real tree§, that bore apples of §Olid 
--- ------- -------- -= ---gold upon their branche§. All had heard of them, but nobody remembered 
to have §een any.- CHILDREN, -NEVERTHELE§§, U§ED TO LI§TEN,-OPEN- - -
MOUTHED,-TO STORIES-oF-THE GOLDEN-APPLE:TREE: AND RESOLVED TO DISCOVER 
-- - - =- - = -- = -- - -- - - = - - -~ - == -IT, WHEN THEY SHOULD BE Big ENOUGH. Adventurous young men, who 
- - -- - = - - - = -de§ired to do a braver thing than any of their fellow§, 2et out in 
guest of-thi§ fruit [cf:-idea-of: tour de~orce].--Many of-them 
returned no more; none of them brought back the apples. No-wonder 
- - - - - - - - - ==== - -- = - -that they found it impO§§ible to gather them! It i§ said that there 
wa§-a-aragon beneath the-tree,-with-a hundred terribl~ head§,-fifty 
of-which were alway§ on the watch:-while the-other fifty slept [cf. 
master:Symbol--overdevelopment: bravado].--/ ::.: - - -
And, on£e the adventure wa2 underta~en by a hero [cf. the 
motive],, who hid enjoyed very little pea£e-or-re§t, §in£e he £ame 
in~o the world.- At-the-time of which I am gotng-to §pea~, he-Wa§ 
wan~ering through the-pleasant land-of Italy. :.:.- - -
- - -- - - = - - - -
§o he journeyed on and on, §till making the §ame inguiry; until 
a~ !a~E· he £ame to the briU~ of a-river, where-2ome beautiful young-
women §at twining-wreaths-of-flowers. TNote:-women as twiners, two: 
folders;-cf. LIP7LAP-WINK. Note k:terminal on-land-edge-that drinks.] 
"~an you tell, me, pretty maiden§," a2~ed the §tranger, 
"whether thi§ 1§ the right-way to the garden-of the He§peride§?" 
;Note reaCh of quest(ion)-from k co-s {tongue-base to tongue-tip).] 
.... 
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Then he sat down on the GRAS§ [=tongues for growing and cutting, 
- == - - - =- =-
cutting and growing] and told them the §tory of hi§ life, or as much 
of it as he could remember [cf:-dis:;emberT, from the day when-he wa§ 
- = = -- - - - - -· -first cradled in a warrior's brazen shield [cf. hard palate, as sky]. 
-=- =- -- - -- - = - = --While he lay there, TWO IMMEN§E SERPENT~ gAME GLIDINg OVER THE FLOOR, 
- - - - - - = - -- - ==- - - - - - -AND OPENED THEIR HIDEOUS JAWS TO DEVOUR HIM; AND H~, A BABY OF A FEW 
- - -- - - = - = - - - -MONTHS OLD, HAD GRIPED ONE OF THE FIERCE SNAKES IN EACH OF HIS LITTLE 
-=-- -=- - -==== - =----FISTS, AND §TRANgLED THEM TO DEATH. When he was but a stripling he 
=-= - --- -- - -- - - -- = - =-- -had ~illed a huge lion, almo§t a§ big a§ the one who§e va§t and 
shaggy-hide he now-wore upon-hi§-shoulder§. The ne~t [annexedJ thing 
he ha~ ~one, wa~ ~o £iah~ a ba~~~e with an ua!Y ~oE~-of mon~~eE,- -
called a hydra, which had no less than nine heads, and EXCEEDINGLY 
= -- - -- - - - == - -= - == - ==-SHA.¥ !EETH IN EVE!Y ONE OF THEM. 
"But the dragon of the He§peride§, you !snow," ob§erved one of 
the damseis:-"his a hundred heads!" - - - - - -
- - = -= = -- - -= 
"Neverthele§§," replied [rep-tiled] the stranger, "I would 
rather fight~O SUCH DRAGoNS than A SINGL~HYDRA. -For ~ FAST-A§ I 
- - - - - = - - = = - = =- -- - - =- -CUT OFF A READ, TWO OTHE~ gREW IN ITS PLAgE; and be§ide§, there wa2 
= - - - -- -- -= - - - - - - -ONE OF THE HEADS THAT COULD NOT POSSIBLY BE KILLED, BUT KEPT BITING 
AS FIERCELY AS-EVER,-LONG-AFTER IT=WAS-CUT OFF-Tcf. HaWthorne's- = 
= -= - = - - := - - - = = -riddle of name decapitation, as hawing-terminating]. §o I wa§ forced 
- - -= -to bury it under a stone, where it i§ doubtle§§ alive, to this very 
day [cf. the motivel: But the hydraT§-bodY:·and It§ eight-other -
head§, will never do any further mischief:" [I:e.:-as weaker-
branches.l- I - - =-
THE TRAVELLER PROCEEDED TO TELL HOW HE HAD CHASED A VERY SWIFT 
-- -- -- - = - - - - -- - - = - - = -§TAg, FOR A TWELVEMONTH TOGETHER, WITHOUT EVER STOPPINg TO Ti\!SE BREATH, 
-- - - - - - - = - - - - - =- - - - - - -AND HAD AT ~T gAUGHT IT BY THE ANTLE~, AND gARRIED it home alive. 
- 7 - - -- - - - - -- -- - - -- - - -
. . . . . ... 
Perhap§ you may have heard of me before," §aid he, mo~e~~!Y· 
"My name-is Her~ule§! 11 [Note Hawthorne's central, head- and heart-
capital as head:capital of name; the letter has horns, can branch--and 
beam, grow ripe under terminals, elevated (sun).] 
"We have already gue22ed it," replied the maidens; "for your 
wonderful deeds are knoWn all-over the world:- We do n~t th~k it 
~!range,-any l~nger,=that you shoula-§et out in guest of the golden 
- - - - -- - -- - - - - =- -- - --apple§ of the He§peride§. gome, §i~ters~ let U§ £rown the hero with 
flowers 1" - - - - - - - -- ....... - - - -- - -
-= 
Then they flung beautiful wreath§ over hi§ stately head and 
mi~hty-shoulder§,-§o-that the lion'§ §~in wa§ aim~t-entirely £Overed 
with-roses.--They too~possession of HIS PONDEROUS-CLUB: AND so 
EN!WINED IT ABOUT WITH THE=BRigHTE§T, §OFTE§T,-AND MO§T FRAgRANT 
BLOSSOMS, THAT NOT A~INGER'S BREADTH OF ITS-OAKEN SuBSTANCE-COULD 
BE §EEN~ IT LOOKED LIKE= A -HUGE-BuNCH OF FLOWERS. LASTLY, =THEY --
~OINED HANDS, -AND DANCED AROuND HIM:-CHANTING WORDS-wHICH BECAME 
POETRY oF THEIR owN AccoRD: AND GREW INTo-A CHoRAL=soNG:-rN lioNoR oF 
~E-ILLUSTRIOUS HERCuLEs:- [=Poetic tree, spurred-by n:me.] -
-- =--. = -= - = 
L~ . 
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Bu~~ ~~i!!, he wa§ no~ §a~i~fie~. He ~ould no~ think 
that what he had already done wa§ worthy of so much honor, while 
--- ----- --- =- - -there remained any bold·or difficult adventure to be undertaken. 
- - - -- - - ~ -- - - - - - -- = TCf. dangers of mind-shattering, incoherence, in literary-poetic 
heuristics--esp. under constraint of private formula, or private 
rhyming of forms, thoughts.} 
"Dear maidegs, '' said he, when 
- - - - = . -that you know my name, will you not 
-- = n- -~aE~en of ~e He~peEi~e~?' I .... 
they paused to take breath, "now 
tell me how I am to reachthe 
"Keep fast HOLD OF THE OLD ONE [=tongue] when you catch him!" 
cried she (•on:-of the maidensT1, §miling, and lifting h:r-finger to 
:i~e-~ ~aution mo;;e impEe~~ive. - .. ~ no~ be-ai~onisiie~ a~ anytiiiii~ 
that may happen. Only HOLD HIM FA~T, AND HE WILL TELL YOU what you 
wish. to know." I - - -- - -- -- -
- = 
Have you ever seen A STICK OF TIMBER, THAT HAS BEEN LONG 
-= =-===- --- = -= TOSSED ABOUT BY THE WAVES, AND HAS GOT ALL OVERGROWN WITH BARNACLES 
T=~~erdeveloped taste buds], AND,=AT LA§T-DRIFT-rNg ASHORE, §EEMS-TO 
HAVE BEEN THROWN UP FROM THE VERY DEEPE§T BOTTOM OF THE-~EA? Well; 
the old man--would have pu~you in mind of just such a-wave-tost SPAR! 
- -7 -- - - =- = - - =- = -
. . . . . . ... 
But Hercules held on. • •• Hercules was no whit 
- -=-= -- -=-= = -~i~heaE~ene~, an~ g~UEE~E~ ~E g;EA! gN.Ap gO !I~H~Y :f!!A! HE gOON 
BEgAN TO HI~~ WITH PAIN [=tongue moving into SIP-SQUISH gesture; 
tongue:tip tenser: 
You must understand that THE OLD MAN OF THE SEA, THOUGH HE 
=- - -=- ~ - - - -- - = - = GENERALLY LOOKED SO MUCH LIKE THE WAVE-BEATEN FIGURE-HEAD OF A 
- - -- - = - = - - = - - = - -VESSEL, HAD THE POWER OF ASSUMING ANY SHAPE HE PLEASED. WHEN HE 
FOUNn-HIMSELr-so ROUGHLY SEIZED BY HERCULES, HE HAD=BEEN IN HOPES OF 
- =- =- =- = =- -=-= - = PUTTING HIM INTO §UCH §URPRI§E AND TERROR, BY THE§E MAGI~AL TRAN§-
FORMATION§, THAT TH~HERO WOULD BE gLAD TO LET-aiM go.- IF-HER~uLE§ 
HAD RELAXED HIS-GRASP, THE OLD-ONE WOuLD-CERTAINLY HAVE PLUNGED DoWN 
TO-THE-VERY BOTToM, OF TilE sEX: WHENCE iiE woiiLD NOT sooN HAVE-GIVEN 
iiiM§ELF THE TROUBLE oF~mrrNg UP, IN ORDER TO-AN§WER. ANY IMPERTINENT 
QUE§TION§. Ninety-nine-people out of a-hundred,-I §uppo_§e, would -
Eave-been frightened out of their-wit§ by the very fir§t-of hi§-ugly 
shapes, and-would have taken~o their-heels-at once. -For, one-of-the 
harde~t things In this wo~ld Is,~o see th: diffe~ence between rear-
~an~eE~ an~ ~a~ina~y one~:- 1= .: .. = -- - - = - - -
Nothing was before him [Hercules], ~ave the foamin~, ~ashin~, 
measurele§§ ocea~. But, §Uddenly, a_§ he loo~ed toward§ the hori~on, 
he ~aw something, a great-way off, which he had not §een:-the moment 
before. • • :: : .• Hercules DISCOVERED IT TO BE AN-IMMENSECUP -
[=hiccu~] o~ bow~, ma~: eithe~=~f ~o~~ o~ bu~nishe~ bEa~i· =[=Reca-
pitulat~on of HIC-GOUGE, as poetic accident at throat level, in 
tension with frontal SIP-SQUISH.] 
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!0 ~p~ WI~IN BOUNQ~, i~ wa~ ~en ~ime~ !aE~eE than a 
grea~ mi!!-whee!; an~, a!! of me~a! a! i~ w~s, i~ f!oa~e~ oveE ~e 
fieavin~ ~uE~e! moEe !i~ht!y than an aso~-~UP a-down the bEoo~. 
I~ wa! 1u~~ a~ ~!eaE a~, ~ay!i~ht, ~~ ~i! maEVe!!ou! 
CUP had been set adrift by some un§een power, and guided hitherward, 
- - =- -- = - - -- -- -- -In order to ~arry Hercules a~rO§§ the sea on hi§ way to the garden of 
---- - -- -=- = --·---- = - - -- - --the He!PeEi~e~. A~~ordin~!Y, wi~ou~ a momen~ '~ ~e!ay, he ~!ambe!:e~ 
over the brim, and slid down on the inside, where, §preading out 
- - - . - =- - - - = - - - - - - -his lion'§ s~in, he pro~eeded to ta~ a little repose. 'rHE 
= - - =- - - - - - - - - --- - = --WAVES DASHED, WITH A PLEASANT AND RINGING SOUND, AGAINST THE CIRCUM-
= - - - - = - - = = = - = =- - := -= FERENCE OF THE HOLLOW CUP; IT ROCKED LIGHTLY TO-AND-FRO; AND THE 
- = - -- = --===--=--- -- --MOTION WAS SO SOOTHING, THAT IT SPEEDILY ROCKED HERCULES INTO AN 
== =- = -- -= -- -===- -=-= -AGREEABLE SLUMBER. [=Sensory-motor focusing, with narrative contin-
uity.] -1 =: ... - · 
Meanwhi!e, the bEi~h~ ~UP son~inue~ ~o f!oa~ onwa!:~, an~ 
finally touched the §trand. Ju§t then, a bree;e wafted away the 
clouds from~efore the-glint's visage ['(a)-gtant as-tall as a-
;ount:inT, and HercUle§-beheld it7 with all it§ eno~ou~-fe:ture§;--
- - -=-- --- ------ --EYE§., EACH OF THEM A§ Big A.§. YONDER W\!SE, A NOSE A MILE LONg, AND A 
------ ---- = ----MOUTH OF THE §.AME WIDTH. [Note the oral-based outline: two, one 
long, mouth wide--a phallus, a tree.] •••• 
PooE fe!!ow! He ha~ evi~en~ly ~~oo~ theEe a !on~ whi!e. An 
ancien~ foEe~~ ha~ been.~Eowin~ an~ ~esayin~ aEoun~ hi~ fee!; and 
oa~-tree§, of s~ or §even ~enturie§ old, had §prung from the acorn 
and forced themselves-between his toes:-- I :.:.- - - = -
- -=--=-=- =-= 
"What!" shouted Rer~ule§, very wrathfully. "~o you intend to 
ma~e me bea!: thi~ buE~eii-[Tthe ~~y'] forever?" 
"We will §ee about that, one of the§e day§," an§wered the giant 
['Giant AtlasT]: •••• --- -- - - - --- - -
- - -- = 
"PISH! A FIG FOR ITS TALK!" cried Hercules, with another hitch 
of hi§ shoulders.= "Ju§t-tak.e-the ~EY upon-your=heaa-:-oneiii§tant: 
will you? r-w~t to ma~e-a=c~shion-of my lionT§ §~in, for the weight 
to -re§t upon. It really chafe§ me, and will ~aU§e-unne~e§§ary. - -
in~onvenien£e in-§0 many £enturie§ a§ I am-tO-§tand here!"- T=RIC-
GOUGE w. lying-skin extension (shrewd tongue).J- I -
Ah, the thick-witted old rogue of a giant! HE THREW DOWN THE 
GOLDEN APPLES (TALL HANGING FROM ONE BRANCH'],-AND RECEIVED-BACK-THE 
~~- And Her~ule§ picked-up the three golden-appie§, that were 
a~ big or bigger-thin-pump~in§, and §traightway set out-on~i§ -
1ourney homeward,-without paying the-~Iighte§t h~ed to-the thUndering 
~one§ of the giant, who bellowed after-him-to-~ome-back-. An-other- -
foEe§t §prang-up around hi§-feet, and-grew ancient there; ana-again 
mi~h~-be ~eeii oa~-tree§, of §~-or §even ~enturie§ ora: that-had 
waeed thus aged betwixt his enormous toes: - --
- - -- = - - - =- = = - = 
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An~ ~eE_e ~~an~~ ~e &ianE_, ,;_o ~~ ~ay, OE_, a,;_ any ~a£e, ~eE_e 
stands a mountain as tall as he, and which B~ HIS NAME; and when 
=- -= -. ~ - ~ = - - -- = . -~e ~~eE_ E_umb!e~ abou£ i~ ~ummi£, we may fma~ine iE_ E_o be ~e 
voice of Giant Atla~,. bellowing after Hercules! [Note name as 
= - - -· - -- - - - -= - = definer of boundar'ies-re-calling another name.] 
(Hawthorne,· A Wonder Book; CE, VII [1972], 90, 91, 93-94, 95-
97' 98' 99.-100:-102-3' 104' 108-10} 
iv) SIP-SQUISH.: v v s/s:z/z > h/y:k'w • 
- - - - = - = = 
Stance: Man-serpent w. in-questing space between blades (=tongue-tip 
behind teething hedge). 
Motive: "Under-.head hand • • • : Heave bourne!" 
['Circe's Palace':] Some of zo~ gaye ~~ard, ng do~bt, o£ t~e 
wise King=Ulysses [You listen! Yo~ seize!}, and how he went to the 
==- = = ---=- = = == = = = ~e£~e o£ Trgz, and ~o~, aft;r tgat f~ou~ =itz ~a~ tg~en and bgrnt, 
h~ spent ten lQng years in trzing to get back again tQ his O!U little 
~lngdom Of Itnaca Tr; eye the attack!] ••• ~ [A] MISFQRTgNE NAS 
ENT!REL~ O~ING T=debt of guilt] T2 ~ FO~LI~ ~MR!OSI~ Of EI~ -
SHIPMATES Tthe not-selves], WHO, WHILE ULYSSES LAY ASLEEP, HAD 
UNTIED SOME VERY BULKY LEATHERN BAGS' IN WHICK THEY SuPPOSED A 
VALUABLE TREAsuRE To=BE CONCEALED [cf. the=cheekS· to£ fa~e}, the 
~cr~tum (sub-LIP/LAP-wiNK)]:= But, in each of these stout bags, King 
= -- = ==- - = = A~Qlus, the rul~r Of the ~inds, had t!ed up a tempest, and had giyen 
it-tg-u1z~~;~=to k~p,-in-grd~r t~t li~ m£g!}t h; s!!re o£ a f~y_grabl.e 
passage hQmeword tQ Itha£a [note the restricted purposiveness}; and 
-- -- == - - -!mEN TEE STRINGS WERE LOQSENED, FQRT!! RUSHED TEE E!,!ISTLING BLASTS, · 
LIKE AIR OUT OF-A=BLOWN BLADDER, WHITENING THE-SEA-WITH FOAM, and 
s~~ttering=the=vessels nobody=could=tell whitherT [Note tlie urinary-
oral {c)hasten~g-of seminal-q~alities (as=desire to recall pre-
pubescent idealism). Note the suggestions of H.'w conquering sea-water 
(to celebrate the name's taking on of s-power as a foreign, super-
natural attribute).] 
Aft~r gQing through such troubles 
- - - = - - -- -~ond~r tgat ~ing glyss~s ~as glad to moQr his 
[=wood-name as angry-cai11 In a ~£et ~£~e-of 
! began ~it~ telling xo~ abo~t. 
a~ t~~~e, zo~ £annot 
tempest-b~aten bar~ 
the green-island, ~hich 
- == -- -- -
Their stock o~ prgxi~£on~ [edible possessions] ~a~ g~£te 
exhausted •.. : - == 
-= =-
.... SQ, t~:!~ing a SP~AR IN !!AND, !!E ~LAMB§RED TQ TgE SUMMIT Of 
a ~liff, and-g!zed ro~ndabo~t him: At a=distance, to~ards the centr~ 
Of the island,-he beheld the Stately towers-of What seemed tO be a -
palace,=built O~=sno;-~g!te marble,-and=r!sing i~ t_he midst Of~ 
gr~~e o£ l~ftz tr~~: -Tlie ~I~ BRANCHES-5~ 1]~~E TR~~ ~TRETCHED 
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ACROSS TgE FRONT OF THE EDIFICE, and m2re than half concealed it. 
- -- - = = - - = = = -= [;Reflections on bearded mature sexuality--and all that it may 
invite in realms of poetic action.] I 
. . . . !!! .. ~ ~!~NED !!I~ P~~E, AND !fAD G~NE A GO~D ~! AL~NG 
'J1!E P~ANT ~~D-PA!!f, ~en t~ere met ~ a ;zo~ng man o' ~er;z bri~ 
and intelliaent a~pe~t, and ~lad in a rat~r !in~l!r garb. ~; !£r~ 
a short cloak, and a sort of cap that seemed to.be furnished with 
-= = = -= = = = -=== = = - = ~ing~; and from t~e 1£g~tne~~ o£ ~i~ ~tep, zog ~ogld ~~e ~upp2~ed 
that there might likewise be wings on his feet. To enable him to 
w~lk still b~tter,=tfQ~-he ;~; ~l~ays ~n-2n:=jo~rney 2r anotg~r,) HE CARRIED A WINGED STAFF7 AROuND-wHICH TWO SERPENTS WERE WRIGGLING 
== = = . = - = == - = -= -. == = AND TWISTING. In short, I have said enough to make zou guess that 
it ~a~=§y,!gs~IL~R;:nd ~z;s~! {~2 ~e~ §im o~=gld, ~nd ~d liarned 
a great deal of his wisdom fr~m him [esp. as profitabJ.e verbal 
twist~, q~ick ;it]};=RE~OGN,!~ED ~MIN A M~MENT. 
"IDP-t~~r are zog g2 ing in ~u~ a ~grrz, ~!.e y1;z~~~!?" a~~ed r~~lX~r. "D2 zo~ not ~o~ t~t t~i~ £~land is enchanted? .••• 
WILE HE WAS SPEAKING, QUICKSILVER SEEMED TO BE IN SEARCH. OF 
=== == = - - = -====- == -== = -= -- = SOMETHING; HE WENT STOOPING ALONG THE GROUND, AND SOON LAID HIS HAND 
- = === - = = = = -= = =-= ON A LITTLE PLANT WITH A SNOW-WHITE FLOWER, WHICH. HE PLUCKED AND 
= - = === == == - == === SMELT 0~ [=action of tongue, from root to well-finished poetic 
suggestion at tip]. Ylz~~~! ~d been lo2~ng at t~t ~erz !POt, 2nl;z 
just before; and it appeared to him that the plant had burst into 
-- = = == = = = =-· = f~ll flo~~r, t~ in!tant ~~en g~~!il~;r touched it wit~ ~i! fing;r! 
[=turn of poetic suggestion, into rhetorical radiance, power of 
expression, extended control]. 
"T~_!5.e this flo~~r, !Sing Qlyss~s!" said h~· G~ard it as yo~ d2 
zo~r eze~lg~t; f2r, !-~an-a~~re-~og: it-is ~~dinglz r~re-and­
prec!ous, and yo~ might seek the ~h2le ~arth Qy~r, ~itho~t ever 
f!nding-anot~r I£~e It [~ivate reference to-the hawthorn, :; shrub 
in flower; see ahead, my R.3.b]. ~eep it in youf gand, and smell of 
it fr~~entlz aft;r zo~ ent~r t~e p:ia~e, and-!~~e ;zo~ are t!l~ing= 
~ith tge enchantress [cf. the motive--as border-hedge lifting, for 
total control]. Especially ~hen sh~ off~rs yo!;! food, 2r a draught 
o~ ~£ne O!;!t of h~r-goblet,-b~-£~ref~l to-fill yo~r=nostrils ~ith-the 
flo~~r's fr~grance! Follo~ th~se dire£tions, and you-may defy h~r-
[ '9£r~~ T S' r mag if arts to change yo~ int2 a -fox! 11 - /= .. :. - =-
- - - - - --= - - - - -
ON ENT!;RING TEE ~LL, !JLXSSE;S SAN T!}E MAGI9 FOQNTAIN IN TEE 
2E~ OF IT: THE UP-GUSHING WATER HAD NOW AGAIN TAKEN THE SHAPE OF 
A MAN-rN=A LONG,=WHITE, FLEECY=ROBE,=wao APPEARED To=BE MAKING- = 
GE~!Wlli~ 0~ HEL90ME=:' [=Voice in =hawse ~hals~, neck), ~ss'f:.ilating 
to fleshly-flexions of tongue and to whiteness of teeth; spouting, 
directing, gesturing lip-W.] The ~ing l_!~e~ise h~ard tge n2!se of 
t~ ~uttle in the 1o2m [=controlling heartJ:-and-the s~~t-iiiel2dy 
0 £ t~e beautif~l-~2man's s2ng, and then t~e pleasant y§!ces of- -~:r!elf PCirce']-and the-four maidens talking togetlter:-with-peals 
-= -= = = = - = = = == = = = -
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0~ merrx la~g~t~r int~rm~ed. But Yl~SS~! did not !!!te mu~ time in 
listening to the laughter or the song. HE-LEANED HIS-SPEAR AGAINST 
- = = = = = ::;. -~ ==· = = .... ~ = ...._ ~NE OI TP PILI¥2. OI 1lJE• ~L, AND. TPN, AFT~R LO~~ENING !I~ ~RD 
IN THE SCABBARD, S~PED ROLDLY FORWARD, AND THREW THE FOLDING-DOORS 
= -= = - = = = == = = = = = -WIDE OPEN (note face-like flexibility). --THE MOMENT SHE BEHELD HIS 
STATELY FIGURE, STANDING IN THE DOOR-WAY, THE BEAUTIFUL WOMAN ROSE 
FROM THE LOOM AND RAN TO MEET ... HIM7 WI Tit A GLAD SMILE T =a~~ of s:rpent 1 
= = ====· ·== -= THROWING ITS SUNSHINE OVER HER FACE, AND BOTH HANDS EXTENDED [•split-
t~ng~eJ.. - -= == == =- . = = -- -
"WELCOME, BRAVE STRANGER!" CRIED SHE. ''WE WERE EXPECTING YOU!" 
= = == - = = = = --= == == = = = 
AND THE NYMPH WITH THE SEA-GREEN HAIR MADE A COURTESY DOWN TO 
= = . = = = = -= ===:& = = = = = -= . = = THE GROUND, AND LIKEWISE BADE HIM WELCOME: SO DID HER SISTER, WITH. 
= = == ==- = = = = -= == ~· - = = = THE BODDICE OF OAKEN BARK, AND SHE THAT SPRINKLED DEW'-DROPS FROM HER 
= - === = -==- = = - == FINGERS' ENDS, AND THE FOURTH ONE, WITH SOME ODDITY WHICH I CANNOT 
= - - = = = = = = - = == -- = = REMEMBER. AND CIRCE, AS THE BEAUTIFUL ENCHANTRESS WAS CALLED, (WHO 
= -= -= - = ==-= = - - = - == == HAD DELUDED MANY PERSONS, THAT SHE DID NOT DOUBT OF BEING ABLE TO 
= = = =-- == -= = = = = DELUDE ULYSSES, NOT IMAGINING HOW WISE HE WAS,) AGAIN ADDRESSED HIM. 
= = =--=-· - = :a ==- == = - -- = [Note root-to-tip gestures of nymphs--Circe as face of cosmos.] 
"Xo~r sompan!on.:!," ~aid sh~, "lflxe glreadx been re~e£xed intg 
my palace ••.• See!! and my ma}dens haye been ~~ying their figures 
intg thi,:! Pi:e~e o~tape~trx.n [;MemO of-SIP~SQUISH-as sub-facial= -
gesture--issuing as veiling for deeper brute facts.] I 
Tge ch.}ef-butl~r li~ed nothing bett~r than to see p~ople 
-- - =- - -- -====-turned intg ~~!ne •.• ~g g~ ~de ~~te to bring tge rgxal goblet, 
fflled ~ith a ligyid as br!ght as gQld, and wgich ~ept spar~ing 
upward and-thro~lng a SUNNX SPRAX QYE;R TEE BRIM-. T =SIE:SQuiSH., over 
bo~~ne of lips.} - - - - --- -
"Drin~, ml n~ble gue~t!" ~aid ~£r~~' sm!ling •••• 
f!nd in thi,:! draugg.t a ~ola~e f~r ~11 xo~r troubles.! II I 
"You will 
= = = 
But, such ~as the y,;!.rtue o~ the sno~-~hJ:te flo~~r, INSTEAD Of 
- -- - - - -- -= - - - - --- -- - -WALLOWING DOWN FROM HIS THRONE IN SWINISH SHAPE, OR TAKING ANY OTHER 
= = = .=-== -=--= = == = == BRUTAL FORM, ULYSSES LOOKED EVEN MORE MANLY AND KINGLIKE THAN BEFORE. 
= = = =--=- == == = = == = = g~ g~ye the magic goblet a toss, and sent it clashing over the marble 
fl~or: tQ=the fa~thest end o~-the ['Qyal'] saioQn-[=m~~=of :ar-impact 
of RIC-GOUGE; full-tapping of ovarian-domicile]: TEEN DRANING fiiS 
~WORD, gE; SE!ZED TtlE ENCHANTRESS BX tl!;R BEAUTIFgL RINGLETS: AND-~E 
A GESTuRE AS-lF HE-MEANr-To STRIKE-OFF HER HEAD-AT ONE BLOW. --
--= - == - == = == = = = 
"Wicked Circe," cried he, in a terrible voice, "this sword shall 
= == -= -= = = == = ===- = - -== --p~t an end tQ thy enchantments! Tho~ shalt d!e, y,i.le ~itch, and dQ 
n~ m~re mischief-in the ~orld: by tempting h~man h~ings intQ the -
Y}ces whichimake beasts of them!n [Cf. s-sound itself-as witch--cue 
to-uriQ~l-genital poetic functions, as prime grip upon meaning--to be 
warded off by the oral draconic h-grip, throat-counterstroke (even as 
s-h, or sh/~), in secret union with w-directive.] 
The tone and countenance of glyss~s ~ere SQ a~~l, and his ~word gi~am:d ~g br£gEtlx, and ~~emed-to-gaxe ~g-intoi~rablx ~~nan 
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ed~e, t~t ~r£~ ~a~ !lm£~t ~illed bl t~e m~re fr!g~t, ~it~ogt 
waiting for a blow. THE CHIEF-BUTLER SCRAMBLED OUT OF THE SALOON, 
= = = = -= = -== = ·= = - = PICKING UP THE GOLDEN GOBLET AS HE WENT; AND THE EN-CHANTRESS AND THE 
FOUR MAIDENS=FELL ON THEIR KNEES:=wRINGING THEIR HANDS AND-SCREAMING 
= = - = ==--- == = = - -== FOR MERCY. 
= = -= 
"SPARE ME!" CRIED CIRCE. "SPARE ME, ROYAL AND WISE ULYSSES! 
- = = = = -= -= - = ~ == ==- = =--=-F~R NO~£ ~0~ 'rpT ~oy ART 9 O,I ~~M ~1J1~IL~R F~R~~D ~ 
[=mercurial squish], t~e mg~t p~dent o£ mgrtal~, again~t ~gm ng 
enchanbnents· can prevail. Thou only couldst have conguered Circe! 
-- - = = = = = = - = = - = = = - = -= -= Spjre m~, ~!~e~t o£ men!. £ ~ill sho~ tg~ tr~e gospitalitX, and ~xen 
gixe mxself to b~ thft ~l~e, and t~is magnifi£ent pala£e to b~ 
1Jen£efgrt~ t~~ ~gme t I . . . . . 
So Circe waved her wand again, and repeated a few magic words, 
-= -= -- ==== == = = = - = == -at the sound of which the two-and-twenty hogs [i.e.--two-folded by a 
-= ===- = = = -==-
woman] pricked up their pendulous ears. IT WAS A WONDER TO BEHOLD 
== = = = = - = - = - = = == HOW THEIR SNOUTS GREW SHORTER AND SHORTER, AND THEIR MOUTHS ••• 
SMALLER=AND sMALLER T=S::pe~tures]-xND HOW ONE ANo=ANOTHER-BEGAN TO 
-= = -= = === == STAND UPON HIS HIND-LEGS, AND SCRATCH HIS NOSE WITH HIS FORE-TROTTERS! 
T=Pre-LIP/LAP:wiNK.] .: •• I-: ... --=- =- = = =- = =-
And, when everything was settled according to his ['King 
== = -· = = - - =~= = = - = Ulysses''] pleasure, he sent to summon the remainder of his comrades, 
= ---=- -= == - - = = = = = - -whom he had left at the sea-shore. THOSE BEING ARRIVED, WITH THE 
=== == = = -= -= ==- = == = = = PRUDENT EURYLOCHUS AT THEIR HEAD, THEY ALL MADE THEMSELVES COMFORTABLE 
= = = == - = = = = = = = - = - = = IN f£Rf~'~ ENfHANTED PALA~E, until ~£te re~ted and refreshed from 
the tgils and hardships Of their ygyage. [Cf.: in palace:-under 
palate(s).] - -- - - - = --- -
(Hawthorne, Tanglewood Tales; CE, VII [1972], 265-7, 286-7, 
288-9, 290-2, 293-5) 
v) LIP/LAP-WINK: ~/!•!•2/~ > ~/(~)~'~:~ • 
Stance: Man-serpent w. Heaven-bowing, knee-bending lips (=God's 
face-breaker). 
Motive: "Under-head hand Heave bourne!" 
['The Paradise of Childreg':] Logg, 1~~ a§~· !h~ this ~ld 
~~rld ~as ig-its tegder igfagcy: there-was a child, g~ed Ep~etheus, 
~h~ geyer had either father or !!!Other; agd that .he !!!ight got be logely, 
agother-child, fatherless-and motherless-like himself: was sent from 
a-~ar-£ougtry, to live with=h~, a~d be his=playfellow a~d heip~te~ 
H~r g~e was Pagdora: !Note the co-operative bisexual pair--of-
asexual origiU 1pair of lip-openers for Theodore de l'Aubepine: 
door ope, pine after).] I 
For the first t~e sigce her arrival, Ep~etheus had gone out, 
~itho~t as~igg-~a~d~ra-to a~~o~pa~y h~: He ~egt to §ath~r-~i~s a~d 
~raees ~Y h~sel~, ~r to see~ ~hatever ~~s~e~t he ~o~ld ~~d, i~ 
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oth~r s2ciety thaa his little elay£ello!'s. (=Parting of the two 
lips]. HE !!AS nRED TQ DEATH 0~ HEARimi ~OQT THE !!0~, agd heartily 
wished that Q~ic.iSily!r, 2r !hatey!r !as the wesseng!r's ~e, had 
left it at SOfe Oth!r child's do2r, !here !aad2ra !O~ld gey!r had set 
eyes O!} it. SQ ~RSE:yERI~LY AS SHE DID !!A!!!!LE ~Og! THIS Q!fE THI~! 
THE BOX; THE BOX; AND NOTHING BUT THE BOX! It seemed as if the BOX 
-= -= == = ===- -= = - -= 
were ~e!itched, a!)d as i£ the sottage !!re !}Ot ~i~ e!}OU~ tO h2ld it, 
without PANDORA'S CONTINUALLY STUMBLING OVER IT, AND MAKING EPIMETHEUS 
- - - = = =- =-· == --- = = = == - = sTUMBLE OVER IT LIKEWISE; AND BRUISING ALL FOUR OF THEIR SHINS. [Box 
=- - = - = - - === - - - = 
=well-built, poetic book, functioning conjointly as author's coffin 
and as congregation's petition (for life, or meaning) over the coffin. 
Box or book =prison, within surfaces of wood.] 
!!ell; it !as really hard that 202r E£~etheus sho~ld haye a !!0~ 
~ his ears, £row ~rg~ till gi~ht; eseecially as the little eeoele 
o~ the !arth !!re s2 ugassusto!ed t2 y~atio!}s, ig th2se haEEY days, 
that they knew not how to deal with them. Thus, a small vexation 
===-= - - = =-- -= 
made as !uch dist~rbagce, the!}, as a £ar ~i~i!r 2ge !o~ld, ig o~r O!!} 
times. 
::t 
~t=r Ee~etheus !as ~2ge, ~agd2ra sto2d ~az~ at the !!0~. 
She had S!lled it u~ly, a~ye a hundred t~es; ~ut, ig seite o~ !11 
that she had said agaigst it, it was positively a very ha~dsome 
-- -- - - - = article of furniture, and would have been quite an ornament to any 
= - -- = - = - - - - = - = - = = = - = room in which it should be placed. It was made of a beautiful kind 
-= = - - - - - = - - - -- = = o~ !o2d, !ith dar~ agd rich yeigs sereadi!}i 2Y=r the s~r~ace, !hich 
was so highly polished that little Pa~dora £ould see her face ig it. 
As the child bid no other LOOKING-GLASS-it is-odd that-she did not 
=- - -= === = = yal~e the !!0~, werely og this asso~t. [=Fleshly self-confrontation, 
w. lip and eye-lid action visibly co-present; box striking in.] 
The edges and corners of the BOX were carved with most wonderful 
= - =- - - = -- = - - =- --= - --s~ill. Aro~d the !!!B-rgi~ there were FIQURES OF QRACEFUL ~!i A!iD 
WOMEN, AND THE PRETTIEST-CHILDREN-EVER SEEN, RECLINING-OR-SPORTING 
- = = = - = -- = = = === - -- = ~D A PROFUSIO~ OF FLOWERS A!iD FOLIAGE [w. story, living readers as 
super-tntension-of-same-fecund reality--over the edges, margins, 
boundaries]; and these various obje£ts were so e!guisitely represe~ted, 
~d were wrought together ~ such hi~ogy, tbit flowers, foliige agd 
h~~-bei~s:-se~ed to-co~bi~e ~to a Wreath of-~in:iled beauty. -
But,-here-a~d there, eeeei~ ~2rth ~ro!-~ehigd th~ ~a~ed-~2liage 
T=marks of tooth action, as guilty in-tension of tongue- and throat-
function], PANDORA ONCE OR .TWICE FANCIED THAT SHE SAW A FACE NOT SO 
LOVELY, OR SOMETHING=OR OTHER THAT WAS DISAGREEABLE,-AND=WHICH STOLE 
THE BEAUTY OuT OF ALL -THE REST. NEVERTHELESS' ON LOOKING-MORE -
~~SELY: ~-TOUCHING THE SPOT WITH-HER FI~QER, SHE fOULD DISfOVER 
~OTHING OF-THE KIND=t=pressing face tn, deepening it=-ingress1ng-
orally-suggesti~eiy, w. tooth-and-lip gesture, F]. Some face, that 
!as really ~ea~tiful had ~eeg ~ade to lo2~ u~ly ~y h~r=£atchin~ a 
side!ay ~l~pse at it. 
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL FACE OF ALL WAS DONE, IN WHAT IS CALLED HIGH 
RELIEF, IN=THE CENTRE-OF THE LID.- THERE WAS NOTHING ELSE,=SAVE THE= 
= =-- - = === -
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DARK, SMOOTH RICHNESS OF THE POLISHED WOOD, AND THIS ONE FACE, IN THE 
::a =- = - - -- = -=- = CENTRE WITH A GARLAND OF FLOWERS ABOUT ITS BROW. PANDORA HAD LOOKED 
=-- = = --- --· -- -=- -= AT THIS FACE, A GREAT MANY TIMES, AND IMAGINED THAT THE MOUTH COULD 
- = == = = = = =- =-SMILE IF IT LIKED, OR BE gRAVER, WHEN IT CHOSE, THE SAME AS ANY 
= = - - - -- - - = LIVING MOUTH. THE FEATURES, INDEED, ALL WORE A VERY LIVELY ~D RATHER 
- ::111111 - - - - = - -- - - - -MISCHIEVOUS EXPRESSION, WHICH LOOKED ALMOST AS IF IT NEEDS MUST BURST 
- - =- = - -= - =- - = = --OUT OF THE CARVED LIPS, AND UTTER ITSELF IN WORDS. 
- - = - - = - - = --
Had the ~O~TH S~2KE!, it !o~d Ero~a~ly ha~e ~ee~ so~eth~ 
like this:--
== 
"Do NOT BE AFRAID, Pandora! What harm aan there be IN OPENING 
- = - - = - = - = = = - = -- = == THE ~O~F ~~~r '!igd that Eo~r, s~21e EE~etheus! Yo~ are !is~r tha~ 
he, a~d ha~e te~ t~es as !uch seirit. Q~~ THE ~0!, ~ SEE I!: YO~ 
D2 ~OT !I~ SO!eth~ ~ery eretty!" [Note serpentine aspect of box--
tempter in foliage.] 
THE BOX, I HAD ALMOST FORGOTTEN TO SAY, WAS FASTENED, NOT BY A 
- =- -- = = - - = = -LOCK, NOR BY ANY OTHER SUCH CONTRIVANCE, BUT BY A VERY INTRICATE KNOT 
=== =- - = - = = - = - - - = = == OF GOLD CORD. THERE APPEARED TO BE NO END TO THIS KNOT, AND NO 
- =- =- - - =- = - == = =-BEGINNING. NEVER WAS A KNOT SO CUNNINGLY TWISTED, NOR WITH SO MANY 
- = == ==-= =· -- -·- == - = == === - =- - - = = INS AND OUTS, WHICH ROGUISHLY DEFIED THE SKILFULLEST FINGERS TO 
= = - - -= - -- - ==-DISENTANGLE THEM. AND YET, BY THE VERY DIFFICULTY THAT THERE WAS IN 
= == :I = - - -- = - = IT, PANDORA WAS THE MORE TEMPTED TO EXAMINE THE KNOT, AND JUST SEE 
- = - - =- =- = = = == = HOW IT WAS MADE. TWO OR THREE TIMES SHE HAD STOOPED OVER THE BOX, 
- - = - - = -- --- - = AND TAKEN THE KNOT BETWEEN HER THUMB AND FOREFINGER, BUT WITHOUT 
= = = == - - = - =- -- - ==- - - -~OSITIYELY TRYI~ TO ~D2 IT. [Knot (know!) as implicit tongue-hold 
on poetic cosmos--ultimate serpentine duplicity, for bending the 
reader in.] I 
They £O~ld got ~e ~£re!~r Elayigg at hide-agd-see~ ~o~ 
the flower-shrubs, or at BLIND~~'S BUFF WITH GARLANDS OVER THEIR 
EYES- •• :: - - = = = - --- = = 
A£t~r ~11, I ~ ~OT ~~ITE S2 S~E THAT THE ~0! ~AS ~OT A 
BLESSING TO HER, I~ ITS WAY. It supplied her with such a VARIETY OF 
IDEAS TO THINK OF,-~ TO TAL! ABOuT: whe~ever-she had ~ybody to 
liste~! ..• := - - - - - - - - -- - -
For it was really an ENDLESS EMPLOYMENT TO GUESS WHAT WAS 
-- - = = =- - = = = - -I~SIDE. What fOuld it be, igdeed? Just !magige, ~y little hearers, 
how BUSY YOUR WITS WOULD BE,-if there were-a great-BOX in the house, 
~hich, as yo~ ii~ht-hi!e reaso~ to SUEE~se, £O~tai~ed=soieth~ ge! 
a~d pretty for your Christmas or New Year's gifts! Do you thig~ 
that-you should be less curious than Pandora? - But Pandora 
- - - =- = - = - - - = -~as ~og~i~ced that there !as so'!eth~ ~ery ~ea~ti~~l a~d ~al~a~le 
~ the BOX; and therefore she felt just as anxious to take a PEEP 
- .:.~ [Memo for-continutng purchase--£;~ life in d~ath.1 -
~this earti~~l~r day [=day of part-ing], ho~e!~r, !hich !e 
have so LONG BE~ TAL~ING ABOUT, her furiosity grew so ~uch greater 
thi~ it usually was: t~, at-last: she APPROACHED-THE BO~. -She was 
~~re th~ half dete~iged to opeg it, if she-fould. AH: ~AUGHTY -
P~DORA!- - - - -- - - - - - -= 
-- -
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First, however, she tried to lift it. It was heavy for the 
sl~d~r-streesth o~ a child, li~e ga~d~ra. She. raised Q~E-E!D 0~ THE 
BO~ a !e! i~ches ;rom the !lo~r, a~d let it !!11 asa~, !ith a £retty 
ioud ~· A m£megt a!t~~!rds, she alm~st !agcied that she h~ard 
someth~ st!r, !~SIDE 0~ THE ~0~ [cf. voice box--under Adam's apple]. 
She a£2lied h~r ear as 5l~sely as 2ossible, a~d liste~ed. gositi!ely, 
there did seem to ~e a ~~d of sti!led ~ ~THI£ft 2r !8s it 
~erely the s~~ ~ gagd~ra's ears? 2r ~o~ld it ~e the ~eati~ o! 
her heart? •••• [=Underlying MUM-YAWNt with developments cradled 
(kNot-hand-yell as Haw-fruit-unborn).] I 
ALL THIS TIME, HOWEVER, HER FINGERS WERE HALF UNCONSCIOUSLY 
- = - -- - - ==- -- - == BUSY WITH THE KNOT; AND HAPPENING TO GLANCE AT THE FLOWER-WREATHED 
- == = -- = === = = - -- -FACE, ON THE LID OF THE ENCHANTED BOX, SHE SEEMED TO PERCEIVE IT 
- = - = = -= = -- -SLILY GRINNING AT HER. I . . . . . 
= == ==:a -
But, just then, by the ~erest a£cidegt, she gave the ~OT a 
- =- - - - -- --~igd o! ~IST, !hich er~d~ced a !~gd~r!~ result. The ~~ld ~2RD 
UNTWINED itself, as if by magi£, agd left the BO~ WITHOUT A FASTENING. 
=-- - -- = - - - --- - - =-/ .... 
She made ONE OR TWO attempts to restore the KNOT, but soon 
= -= - - =- - == - -= found it QUITE BEYOND HER SKILL. It had DISENTANGLED ITSELF so 
--= -- - = - = = == --suddenly, that she COULD NOT in the least remember how the STRINGS 
= = - = = = =-- - === HAD BEEN·DOUBLED INTO ONE ANOTHER; and when she tried to recollect 
- - = - -= = - = - =- = the SHAPE AND APPEARANCE OF THE KNOT, ·it seemed to have GONE ENTIRELY 
= -- = - == = - =-= = OUT OF HER MIND. NOTHING WAS TO BE DONE, "THEREFORE, BUT TO LET THE 
- --· . - = = = === - - = -- -BO~ RE!iAI~ AS IT WAS, ~IL EPIMf:THEUS SHOULD CO~ I~ [i.e., as 
woman's proper master--yet mum knee-king].- I=- -
"Oh I am STUNG!" cried he. "I am STUNG! NAUGHTY PANDORA! 
Why have ;ou OPENED===THrs=wiCKED BO~p II TNote hinging= of eve~ts on 
NG--deep stress in mouth.T-- --
~~2RA LET ~~ THE LID, agd startin~ lf£, L02~ED ~0!!! h~r 
[winked], to see what had [lapsed, or] BEFALLE~ EPIMETHEUS. The 
- - -- - - = thunder-cloud had so darkened the room, that she could not very 
=- =- - == -= =- = -£learly discerg what was ig it. But she heard a disagreeable 
~uzziag, as if-a-great ~aY huge flies, or gigagti£ musguitoes, or 
thoseinse£ts-which we ~ail dor-bugs and-pinchiill?; dogs,-were darting 
a~o~t. And as-her eyes-grew more a££UStomed to-ehe-fmperfe£t light: 
she saw A ~ROWD OF ugLY LITTLE-SHAPES, with bats' wings: Ioo~igg­
abominably-spiteful,-and ARMED WITH TERRIBLY-LONG STINGS IN-THEIR 
TAILS=:' -IT WAS ONE OF TIIESE=THAT HAD STUNG EPIMETHEus=:= .. =:'. [ Cf. : 
Haw-thorn- and A~b--pin-.] I == - = 
BUT--AND'YOU MAY SEE BY THIS HOW A WRONG ACT OF ANY MORTAL IS 
A gALAHrTY To THE-wHOLE woRLD--BY PANDORATs LIFTING THE=Lrn-oF THAT 
~SERABLE BOX, AND-BY THE-FAULT-OF-EPIMETHEUS,-TOO, IN NOT PREVENTING 
H~R7 THESE-TROUBLES-HAVE OBTAI~ED-A FoOTHOLD AMONG us=.=:' •. -[r:e=:', , 
as though embryos. See ahead to my B.3.b=-for notion of 'loose 
husbandry' in context of plant reproduction.] 
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Meag!hile, the ga~~hty !agd~ra. agd hardly less ga~~hty 
Ee:i.ietheus, remaiged iB their ~ottage. Both o!_ th~ had ~e~ 
grie~ously STUN~, agd ~re ig a ~o~d deal o! !AI~, !hich se~ed the 
more !~tolerable to them, be£ause it was the very first PAIN that 
=- - - - - = - - - - - -- - -bad ever been felt since the world BEGAN. • ••• 
- =- = -== 
Suddeuly, there !as a gegtle tae, og the igside of the lid. 
I 
"Shall I lift the lid AGAIN?" asked Pandora. 
= = = - = -
"Just as you PLEASE! said Epim.etheus. ''You have done so much 
=- -= - - = -= 
mischief? !lready, that e=rhaes yo~ ~y as !ell d~ a little ~~re. 
" . . . . . ... 
" ".AH, NAUGHTY BOY!" CRIED THE LITTLE VOICE WITHIN THE BOX, IN 
= -= -- = -- - = - = = AN ARCH AND LAUGHING TONE. "HE KNOWS HE IS LONGING TO SEE ME! COME ::: = -=-= -= ==- -====== = == PANDORA, LIFT UP THE LID! I AM IN A GREAT HURRY TO COMFORT YOU. 
- = - - - = = = .... = =-- -ONLY LET ME HAVE S0!1E FRESH AIR, a~d you shall soon see that ~tters 
-= -- -- -- -= --are not quite so dismal as you THINK them!" [Note the continued 
= - - = - === = lingual-phallic pairing of the two lip-children (as keepers of 
length and lid).] I 
So, WITH ONE CONSENT, THE TWO CHILDREN AGAIN LIFTED THE LID. 
- - -= = = = - = = = -OUT FLEW A SUNNY AND SMILING LITTLE PERSONAGE, AND HOVERED ABOUT THE 
- - - == = = == -- = = -- - -ROOM, THROWING A LIGHT WHEREVER SHE WENT. She flew to 
-= - =-= = - --· - = - - -Ep~etheus, agd laid the least touch OF HER FINQER ON THE INFLAMED 
- - - - -- - --- - -- = SPOT WHERE THE TROUBLE HAD STUNG Hitl; agd immediately the agguish of 
- - - === - - - --- -it !as ~~ge. Theg, she ~ISSED !~2RA 0~ THE !OREHEAD, agd h=r h~rt 
was cured likewise. I .... 
- =- = -
"!ray, !h~ are yo~, ~ea~ti~~l ~reat~re?" igg~ired !agd~ra. 
"I a~ ~!lled H~ee!" ags!=red the sugshigy !i~~re. 
"Your WINGS are colored like the RAINBOW!" exclaimed Pandora. 
- - ~ = - = =- - == = - = -
"Ho! ~ery ~EA!;!TI~!" 
"Yes; they are li!s-e the RAINBOW," SAID HOPE, "BECAUSE, gLAD AS 
MY NATURE IS, I AM MADE-OF TEARS AS WELL AS SMILES! "- T =Ambivalent 
= =- == - - = 
news-breaking, from mouth as eye/ear-well.] 
"And will you stay with us," as,!sed Epf.metheus, "forever agd 
ever?" - - - - - - -- -- -
"As lo~ as you need !!!e," said Hope, with her pleasagt S!!!ile--
'' -- - = - -- - - - - -agd that !ill ~e as 1~~ as yo~ li!e ig the !~rld--I ero~ise ge!=r 
to desert you! ...• BUT AgAIN, AND AGAIN, AND AQAIN, wheg perhaps 
yo~ least drea!!! of it,-you shall see the QLI~R OF BY WINGS-oN THE 
CEILING OF YOUR ~OTTAGE. -[G/K/N/NG, as hlgh:kneetng-of-paiate(s).] 
YES, :Y dear children; and I KNOW SOMETHING VERY GOOD AND BEAUTIFUL 
THAT is TO ~E ~I~E~ YO!;!' =HEREA!T~R! n= == - = - = - -
"Oh, tell us," they exclaimed, "tell us what it is!" 
- == = 
"DO liOT AS~ !:!E," REPLIED HOPE, PUTTING.HER FINGER ON HER ROSY 
~O!;!T~. "But d~ not desealr, even-i~ It sh~ld-neve~=haeeen !hile 
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yo~ liye ou this ~th. [Note lips, face as apocalyptic limit; 
finger as twig over flower.] Trust I~ ~ ~RO~SE; ~~r it is tr~e!" 
"WE DO trust YOU!" cried EPIMETHEUS AND PANDORA, BOTH IN ONE 
- - ·- - == = - = - -- = -= BREATH. [W-over-Y, as union of purpose, direction; Tetragrammaton 
suggested.] 
AUd s~ they did. ~2 DO~T--~2 DO~T--the Trou~les are 
still FLYING ABOUT THE WORLD, AND HAVE INCREASED IN MULTITUDE •••• 
- =- - ·- -- = - == = = -But then that lovely and lightso~e LITTLE FigURE OF HOPE! [=Slip 
of tong~e, L, between double-fold multitudes:T Whit I~ the world 
~o~ld !e d~ !itho~t h~r? H~£e S£irit~alizes the-~arth; H2~E-~S 
IT ALWAYS NEW; and, even in the earth's best and brightest aspect, 
-- =- = -= = - - =-- -= HeEe sho!s it to ~e ~u!Y the shado! o~ ~ i~~i~ite ~liss, herea~t~r! 
[Cf. the motive; Heaven as implication, implicit locus or point--hop 
ahead of tongue.] 
(Hawthorne, A Wonder Book; CE, VII [1972], 65, 68-71, 72-73, 
76-77-, 78-81) 
B.2.b. A Literary Proofmark: The Breach-Figure. 
i) MUM-YAWN: ~~~~~ < ~/z'~ • 
Stance: Man-serpent w. omnipresent mouth (=cryptic universe w. holy 
end-trail under nose). 
Motive: "Understood Gift, God's 'Kneel!' Yell: Heart Haw Higher Burn, 
My Living Ears, Eyes, and Lips Open!" 
['The Minotaur':] In the old city of Troezene, at the foot of 
= - -= = . - = = - = = =- = = = 
a lqftz ~o~~ta~, t~ere li¥ed, a xerz lo~ t~e agg, a little bgz 
~~ed T~~s~us [He-You-Us!]. !!is gra~dfat~~r, King Pitt!}~us, ~as tge 
sox~reign of tgat cou~trz, a~d ~as recko~ed a xerx ~£se ~a~; sg t!}at 
~~s~us, b~i~ brought up ~ t!}e rgzal palace, a~d b~ing ~at~rallz 
a bright lad, could !}ardly fa£1 o~ profiting bz tge gld kingTs 
instructions. His motherTs name was Aethra •.••. Theseus was very 
fo~d o~ !}~ring=abo~t TTgis £:tge~'] Klng A~gus, a~d ~ft~~ a~ked=gis 
good mother Aethra why he did not come and live with them, at 
Tr~ezene~= = = ==- == - - - = = = = -
= =-
"AH, MY DEAR SON," answered A~thra, ~ITg A SIGH, "a mon!rcg 
gas his p~opie to t!ke C!re of. Tge men and women~y~r WhQm-g~­
~les, are in place-of cfiildren tQ-g±m;-and h~ can seidom-sp~re-time 
to love his own ~hildren: as other parents do: Your father will --
ney~r=be=able=to ieave his kingd~m, for-the ~ake=of seeing his 
little bQy." [Note :ns~ering=as-cou~ter~hanting ~ver diSt:nces-
between-=throughout story.] I 
!iliEN T!J!;S!;US WAS US!!,gRED INTQ TgE RQXAL APARTMENT, tge Qnly 
object~-tliat-li~-se~ed to-beggld~ ~as-tge-~JTE-B~ED 2LD KING: 
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T,b~re ~~ sat on ~is ~g~ifice~t ~g~, a dazzli~ CRO~ 0~ ~IS ~EAD, 
and a SCEPTRE IN HIS §AND. His aspect ~as stately and majestic, 
- = -= -- - - = ---~lthoush HIS X!ARS ~ !~~~TIES ~EIGHED ~~ILX upo~ ~im [like 
the ' rock 'f Theseus had ' lift ( ed )""--a 'ponderous • • • stone' T; as if 
~c!J. ~ar !;re a l~p o! lead, a!!d ~C!! I~~RMITI A PO~~ROUS ST2~ 
.... 
Adi~cing to t~e fogt o£ t~e t~rg~e, ~~ att~pted to ~ke a 
little speech, which HE HAD BEEN THINKING ABOUT, as HE CAME UP THE 
==== = == = == = - = - - = == =- = STAIRS. B.ut HE WAS ALMOST CHOKED BY A GREAT MANY TENDER FEELINGS 
= === -= == = = --= -= ===-THAT GUSHED OUT OF HIS HEART AND SWELLED IN HIS THROAT, ALL STRUGGLING 
= = = == = - = -= ==== = -TO FIND UTTE~~CE TOGETHER. AND, THEREFORE, UNLESS HE COULD HAVE 
LArD iUs FuLL, -AND ovER:aRrMMING HEART Imo THE KINd's 1IAND, PooR 
= = = - === -- - = - = = - = - = THESEUS KNEW NOT WHAT TO DO OR SAY. [Note heightening of empathic, 
== = - = - == = = = impactive, quality of signature-voice; pre-RIC-GOUGE.] I 
~d !!o! Pr~ce ~s~us !as t~ke!! i!!tg gre~t f~~gr bz ~is rgxal 
fat~~· T~e gld kin_s !as !!e~~r !~arz o£ ~~ING ~I~ SIT BES~DE ~I~ 0~ 
HIS THRONE, (WHICH WAS QUITE WIDE ENOUGH FOR TWO,) and of hearing him 
= = =- == = = == == =- = = = - = == -- = -tell about his dear mother, and his childhood, arid his many boyish 
effgrts to iift the pond~rous-st;ne. =t=Interior-wo~ld,-now b~eached; 
penetrated, self-splitting. 1 =- I 
"Alas, my son," qg.Qth King A~gus, HEAYING A LQNG SIGH, "!!§RE 
-- - -- = - - -===-- - -- = --IS A VERY LAMENTABLE MATTER IN HAND! THIS IS THE WOEFULLEST 
== -- - = -=- = ==== .. ANNIVERSARY IN THE WHOLE YEAR. It is the day when we annually draw 
-- == -· = ==== == = - == - == --= - = lots, to see which of the xouths and maidens of Athens shall go to 
be DEVoUREn=BY=THE HORRIBLE MINOTAUR!" = - = = - = = 
= = = = = == - -= = 
"The Mingta:!;!r!" excla,!med Prince Th~s~us; and l,!ke a 
young prince as he ~as, H§ PQT HIS ~ TQ TgE HILT Of HIS 
" -- - -= - =- - - - - - - - - -ffhat k,!nd of a monst~r may he b~? Is it not possible, at 
of-one's-life, to SLAY HIM?"-=['Hilt' =back of tongue.] I 
= =- = = = -
brave 
SWORn. 
== the risk 
= 
~e!! ggin_s o!! bgard, t~e ~ri!!~rs tri~ed t~e ~ESSEL'S 
BLACK SA!LS tQ the NIND, ~hich ble~ fa,!ntly off the sh.Qre, b~ing 
- - - - - -- - - -- - = - -- - -pretty much ~de up o! the SIGHS that eyerybody kept pouring forth, 
on this-melan-choly occ~sion.==r=Me:o of-cryptic script-~niverse--;f 
- = - - = - - -the black signature on white page, as darkly-inspired vehicle of 
text.] There had been some few dances upon the undulating 
== = - - = - - = -= -deck, 1 suspect, and some HEARTX BgRSTS 0~ LAUGgTER, and oth~r such 
- - -- -- - -=- -- -unseasonable merriment among the victims, before the HIGH BLUE 
-=- - -- --==- == === = MOQNTAINS OF CRETE began to show themselves among the far-off clouds. 
Igat sight,=to b~ S:!;!~e,-~de th~m ~ll ye~y GR!y~ag:in [=~plication 
of signature's gorging].--/ .~.:- - - -- -
.•...•. while the vessel flew faster and faster towards 
Cr~te, Th~s~us w:~=asto~ished to beh2ld a ggMA& FIGQRE, g_!g:ntic in 
s£ze, ~hich-app~ared to-b~-str~ding,-~ITH A-MEAsURED MQYEMENT, ALONG 
~~GIN-Of TEE ISLAND.- It stept from-cliff tQ cliff: and --
---=- - - -so~et£mes FROM QNE f!EADLAND TQ ANOTH§R, ~!LE THE SEA FOAMED AND 
T!!UNDERED ON THE-SHORE BENEATH, AND DASHED-ITS JETSOF SPRAY OVER 
TgE-GIANT'S-FEET. =What wa;=still-more ~emarkable, wh~never=the=sun 
- = - :=:: == = -= - == - == = -
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shone on this hyge figyre, it flickered and glimmered; its vast 
==- - - -- - = - --= = countenance, too, had a metallic lustre, and threw great flashes of 
=- - - ==== - = - = = === = = sple~dgr t~rough tge air. TUE F2LDS 0~ ITS G~~TS, ~ORE2~~R, 
INSTEAD 0! WAVING .IN THE WIND [=memo of tree foliage], FELL HEAVILX 
- -==--=-- ==-OVER ITS LIMBS, AS IF WOVEN OF SOME KIND OF METAL. 
=== - ==== - = -- =- = -
The ~i§h~r tge ~essel cee, t~e !2re T!}~S£US ~O~d£red ~!)at tgis 
j!!e~se g~a~t cogld b~, a~d ~~et~~r it actgallX ~ad life gr ~g. Fgr, 
though it ~alked, a~d ~de otg~r l£fe-l~ke ~tio~s, t~~re xet ~as a 
kind of j~rk tit its gaft, ~Iuch, together with its br~zen·aspect 
=- - - - . - -= = = = = . - - -[=memo of serpent}, ca~sed t~e loung pri~ce to suspect t~at it ~as 
... only a wonderful piece of machinery ••... I .... 
=- = - = = === = - ==-= -
Still, the vessel went bounding onward; and now Theseus could 
hear the braze~ ci~ngor ~f-the giantTs f~~tsteps [TT:lu~ the Ma~ of 
Brass'} •• 7. . ... - Rut, ==ju~t when These~s and his ~ompani~ns- - = 
tgouaht tge blo~ [from 'a~ e~g~us b~:s~ club 0~ its sho~ider' 1 ~as 
co~i3, tge B.~~ LIPS ~CL2SED ~EL¥ES, AND 11!E FIG!!RE SP2KE· 
[Note k-power over eye; world-figure variant(+}.] 
"WHENCE COME YOU strangers?" 
== - - = =' =- = 
And when the RINGING voice ceased, there was just such a 
- == - = - - = === == = = ~¥~RB~~TIO~ as lo~ ~X ~Xe !!~ ~I11!I~ A GRE~T C!!URC!!-BELL, for 
a moment or two after the stroke of the HAMMER. · 
-=- - = = = = -= = --= 
"Fro~ Atge~s!" s~o~ted tge ~st~r i~ repll. 
"ON WHAT ERRAND?" THUNDERED the Man of Brass. 
- =- = - = - = = = 
And yg NEIRLED ALQFT giS CLUB more threateningly than eyer, as 
- -- --- - - -= - - - - - - -= if ~~ ~~re abo~t to ~£te tg~ ~itg a T!!~D~R-STR2KE, right ~idsgips, 
hecayse Athens, SQ little ~hile agQ, had been at ~ar ~ith Cr~te. 
['Club' =substantial memo of-invisible tongue-function.]= -
"We bring the seven youths and the seven maidens " answered the mast~r,"""iito b;-deyo~red by-the=MinQtau~!" = -- = - ' - === = 
- - - -- -- -- = 
"PASS!" CRIED the brazen giant. 
==· = = - = -
That g~ LO~ ~2RD R2LLED ~11 abo~t t~e SKX, ~£le aga~ t~re 
was a BOOMING REVERBERATION WITHIN the figure's breast. The vessel 
= =- - === = = - = = - = = = = gl!ded bet~~n the headlands of the port, and the g!ant r~sumed his 
- ---- - - - - - = - - - - - ~ -
marc:Q.. In a fe~ mQments, this EQND~RF:QL CENTINEL EAS FAR ANA:¥, 
flaslii~ ~ t~e-dista~t su~s~~e:-a~d ~¥OLXING ~I~ I~~SE STR£DES 
AROUND THE ISLAND OF CRETE, AS IT WAS HIS NEVER-CEASING TASK TO DO. 
[=M:mo of n:boundaries ~f name, co~ta~ing-c~~tral w-function, as=a 
life-and-death waving, weaving.] 
NQ SQQn~r had they ent~red the harbQr, than a party Of the 
guards-a£ Ki~ ~~OS C~e do~ tg t~e-~at~r-s£de: a~d to£k C~arge 
the fo~rteen young men and damsels .•••. I .... 
of 
- - ===- - - - - - -
~~~~are no!!," said Ar!adn~ [daughter of 
famous labyrinth-which Daedelus-built, before 
o!-~INGS AND FL~ A~AX fro~ o~r ~sla~d lik~ a 
= 
'King Minos ' ] 11 in the 
,_.,;;;.. -=- ' - = HE MADE HIMSELF A PAIR 
bird: That Daedelus= 
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!!aS a x,;~ CU~i~ ~gr~n 
over inventive flight.] 7 
[Note implication of labial control, 
"Tgat is tlie ~~TA!IR'S ~O,ISE," ~SP~RED AR,IAD~, clgsel~ 
GRASPING THE HAND OF THESEUS, and PRESSING ONE OF HER OWN HANDS TO 
- = = - = == = - - =- = == =- = - = HER HEART, which was all in a TREMBLE .. ·"You must follow that SOUND 
== = == = =' = - = = - = = =-tw=oush tge ~~I~S o£ t~ LAB!R~'I'!f, ~' b~~-b~, ~o~ ~ill F!~ 
HIM. STAY! Take the END of this SILKEN STRING. I WILL HOLD the 
;ther END= •••• = = /- •• ":'. = = = == = 
== -
Theseus could only guess what the creature INTENDED TO SAY, 
== = = = - == = == = - - = and that rather by his gestures than his words, for the MINOTAUR'S 
- = == -= = =-= == = =--=-= HORNS WERE SHARPER THAN HIS WITS, and of A GREAT DEAL MORE SERVICE 
==- == = = =-= = - = === =-= == T~ ~ ~ ~S TONGUE. Rut probabl~ t~is ~as t~e sense o£ ~~t ~,; 
uttered:--
= 
"A!, ~TC~ o£ a ~~~~ b~ing! ;I'll stick~ H2~S ~RO~ !0.!;!, 
and toss YOU FIFTY FEET HIGK, and EAT YOU UP the moment YOU come 
- fi ,= = === ====== - === = = = -=-. - = = -down! .... 
=-
Fete~~ a s~rd-strgke at ~~' ~it~ ~11 ~s fgrce, ~~ 
HIT HIM FAIR UPON THE NECK, and made his bull-head skip six yards 
= = - = - = - - -= = = = -from his RUMAN RODY, which fell down flat upon the ground. 
- = ==- - . == = =- - = =-
So now the battle was ENDED! IMMEDIATELY, THE MOON SHONE OUT 
= - = = = - -- = = = -==- ==- = as brishtll as if ~11 t~e troubles o£ t~e ~grld, a~d ~L ~ 
~ICKEDNESS AND UGLINESS T~T INFEST ggMAN L!FE, ~ere past and gQne 
- - - - - - --- - - -·= - --fQrey~r •..•• [=Recurrence of H.'s moon-seminal poetic--after 
slgnature-decapitation (powers of RIC-GOUGE+ SIP-SQUISH).] I 
In the jQy o~ their success, ••• and amidst the spQrts, 
da~ci~, and ot~ir ~err~e~t,-~it~ ~~ic~ t~e[]-~oun~ fglkS ~gre a~a~ 
tge t~e (T(o)~ tge gg~e~~rd xg~age'), tge~ ~ex~r g~ce tgousht 
~heth~r their sa!ls ~ere black, ~h!te, Qr rainbo~-colQred, and, 
-- -- - - - -= --- - =- - - -ind~d, left it entirely tQ the marin~rs ~heth~r they had any sa!ls 
at ell. Thus, J:!!E yESSEL ~TQRNED, LiKE ARAYEN, flr"T!(TgE S!\ME -
SSBLE EINGS TgAT-gAD EAFTED-g~R-ARAX Tand with power of life-and 
death,-though-a symbol] ••• :- [NJQ-soon~r did he ['King A~gus'] 
BggQLD TEE F!TAL BLACKNESS Of TgE SA!LS:-than hi=[falsely!J conclyded 
--- - - - - - - - - =- - -that his dear son, whom h~ loyed SQ much, and felt SQ proyd of, had 
been eaten=by the MINQTAQR. gg COQLD NOT BE!R TEE THOUGHT o~=liying 
a~~-l£~~r; sg,-F~RST-FLINGING-~IS-CROEN a~d-SCEP~ ~tg tge SEA--
[=SIP-SQUISH], (yseless baybles that they ~ere to him, no~!) King 
A~gus merely stooped fQ~~rd, and-FELL-gEADLQNG QY§R-TgE CLIFF,--
a~d ~as dro~ed:-pogr so~l, i~ t~e ~~~ES T~T~£:~D AT ITS B~SE 
[=MUM-YAWN, as impotent LIP/LAP-WINK; self-decapitation of old 
political egg. ] 
This was melancholy news for Prince Theseus ••.• HOWEVER, HE 
= = - - ~ - - = = - == = = = == == 
sent fgr ¥is d~ar mot~~r tg At~e~s, and b~ tgking ¥~r adx£ce in 
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matt~rs o£ stgte, bec~e a ~~rz excelle~t ~o~grcg a~d ~as gr~tl~ 
beloved by his p~ople. 
= = - = -
(Hawthorne, Tanglewood Tales; CE, VII [1972], 183, 19l[w.l86, 
187], 195-6, 198-202, 205, 208-9, 211-12; --first tale in TT) 
v ii) RIC-GOUGE: ~/z:~/~ < ~'~/~'! . 
Stance: ~~-serpent w. obligatory; throat-held gift-shout (=truncated 
neck). 
Motive: "Understood Gift, God's 'Kneel!' Yell: Heart Haw Higher Burn, 
My Living Ears, Eyes, and Lips Open!" 
['Samuel Johnson; Born 1709--Died 1784':] "Sam~" said Mr. 
= = - = === - =-- = ===- = = = M!chael :!o!!n~on of Li~f!el~, one mornin~, "! am verz f==ble an~ 
a!lin~ ~o-~az. !ou mu~ ~o ~o ~~~o!e~er [You ox!] in mz ~ea~, an~ 
tend the bookstall in the market-place there." 
= = === -=== ===- - = -= === 
Thi~ was spoken, above a hungreg years ago, by an elderly man, 
== - = = - - - - -- = - - = -w~o ~a~ on~e been a tbr!vin~ boo~eller a~ LI~F!EL~, in En~lan~. 
Being now in reduced circumstances, he was forced to go, every 
- - -= === = - == = = -- = === = - -mar~e~-~az, an~ ~ell boo~ a~ a ~all, in the neighborin~ villa~e 
of UTTOXETER. 
-==- = 
Hi~ ~on, ~o whom Mr. John~on ~poke, wa~ a great boy of very 
singular aspect: He had an-INTELLIGENT FACE; BuT IT=WAS-SEAMED AND 
= -- = -= - - = = = = -= = = = =- = = ~!STORIED BY A §CROFULOU~ HUMOR, which affecteg hi~ eye~ ~o bagly, 
- - - = - -- - - - - === -- - - - - - - - -that sometimes he was almost blind. OWING TO THE SAME CAUSE, HIS 
= = = =- = -- = === - = - = :::::=: =- - = - = HEAD WOULD OFTEN SHAKE with a tremulous motion, as if he were 
- = = = ====- === = - = = = --AFFLICTE~ with the pal~y. When §am wa~ an infan~, the famous Queen 
.--=: - - == -- - - - - - - = - -Anne had tried to CURE HIM OF THE DISEASE, BY LAYING HER ROYAL 
- = = - = -- - === = =-= - - - - -HANDS UPON HIS HEAD. BUT THOUGH THE TOUCH OF A KING OR QUEEN was 
- === -=- = =:=== -=== = === -- -- = ~upposed ~o b= a ~er~ain reme~z for ~~rof~la, i~ progu~ no ~oog 
EFFECT UPON SAM JOHNSON. / •••• 
-= = = - = 
When Mr. Michael John~on ~poke, 2am pou:t;:eg, ang MAQE AN 
INDISTINCT GRUMBLING IN-HIS-TIIROAT; THEN HE LOOKED HIS OLD FATHER 
= = -= - - - = = = === -- - = -= = === IN THE FACE, AND ANSWERED HIM LOUDLY AND DELIBERATELY. 
== -= = = = - = - = = = -
"§ir," ~aig he, "I will no~ GO !0 U!!OXE!ER MARKET!" 
- - - -- - - - - --- - - - = 
~~. John~on hag ~een a grea~ geal of the lad's obstina£y, ever 
. - - - - - -- - -- -- - === ==-= --~Ln£e his birth; and while Sam was YOUNGER, THE OLD GENTLEMAN HAD 
PRoBABLY=usEn==THE RoD,-WHENEVER occ~roN §EEME~ ±o=REQurRE. Bu~= 
~=.wa~ now ~oo~~bl~, an~ ~00 much ou~ of ~pirits, ~0 ~on~eng with 
~~2 ~ubborn and violen~ ~empereg boy. He therefore gave up the 
. - - = - - - - - -- - - == po~~ a~ on~e, ang prepare~ ~o ~o ~o U~~o!e~er ~imgelf. 
"Well, Sam," said Mr. Johnson, as he took his hat and staff, 
"if, for the §ake of y~ur fo~lish. prig~,-yo~ can-s~ffe~ YOUR POOR 
§ICK FATHER TO-STAND ALL DAY IN-rHE NOISE-AND-CONFuSION OF THE 
- - = = == = = - = -= = -= === 
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MARKET, when he ought to be in his bed, I have no more to say. But 
zou-will Lhink of ~!7 ~am, w~en =~ S: gea~ ang ~one!" =I = - = 
Bu~ w!!en I!!E 0~ MAN'~ FI~!!RE, a! !!~ wen;5 ~oopin~ alon~ ~e 
street, was no more to be seen, the boy's HEART BEGAN TO SMITE HIM. 
HE HAD A VIVID IMAGINATION;~ iT TORMENTED HIM wiTH THE=IMAGE-OF 
- = =-= :I== ==- =-:=== = HIS FATHER, STANDING IN THE MARKET-PLACE OF UTTOXETER, AND OFFERING 
- === ===:I=- =-== -= -= ==-= = -HIS BOOKS TO THE NOISY CROWD AROUND HIM. SAM SEEMED TO BEHOLD HIM, 
ARRANGING HIS LITERARY ME:RciWmizE=uPoN THE STALL, iN=suciC A WAY AS 
WAS BEST-CALCULATED TO ATTRACT=NOTICE. HEREiWAS ADDISONTS SPECTATOR, 
= == - -- -~ = = -= = = -- = == = = = -=-= A LONG ROW OF LITTLE VOLUMES; HERE WAS POPE'S TRANSLATION OF THE 
- == - = --· = = = = -= === ILIAD AND THE ODYSSEY; HERE WERE DRYDEN'S POEMS, OR THOSE OF PRIOR. 
- == = ==== =-== - -- = -= = = === -HERE, LIKEWISE, WERE GULLIVER'S TRAVELS, AND A VARIETY OF LITTLE 
GILT-COVEREit[guilt!]-CHI!12REN'fs=BOOK§7 sucH A~ IOM THUMB, JACK THE 
=- = ::=::- = ------ == ---GIANT-QUELLER, MOTHER GOOSE'S MELODIES, AND OTHERS WHICH OUR GREAT-
- = - === - = = =- = = === = - ·=== - -= GRANDPARENTS USED TO READ, IN THEIR CHILDHOOD. AND HERE WERE SERMONS 
= === -==== = -= ==== - ===- =- = = -- = = FOR THE PIOUS, AND PAMPHLETS FOR THE POLITICIANS, AND BALLADS, SOME 
=== - = = - === ==- = = = = == = MERRY AND SOME DISMAL ONES, FOR THE COUNTRY-PEOPLE TO SING. [=Sug-
- = = = = = == - = - - = = -gestive unfolding of total tree image from throat--with repeated 
renewal at throat (Here:hear!). Note arising of idea of (harsh) 
song.] 
Sam, 
pam.phl~~, 
not read a 
= -= 
in ima~~~ion, ~aw ~i! 
ang balla~, ••• 5o ~e 
word • • • • I 
= 
father offer these books, 
:::IIIII ==-= -= 
rude yeomen, who perhap~ could 
=- - - -- = 
AND SAM SHUDDERED as he repeated to himself: "Is he dead?" 
= = ==== == = = -- -= = = - = = -- = = 
"Oh, I have been a cruel §on! •t though~ he, within his own 
hearf. "GoiS forgive me! -G0!2 forgiveme!n-- -- == - = 
- - -= - - -- - -
Bu; GOD coulg no~ YEI forgive him; for he wa! no5 ;ruly 
peni;en;: -Hag-he been-~o,-he woulg have hasteneg away, that-very 
- - - - -- - - - - - = - - == = -moment, to Uttoxeter, and HAVE FALLEN AT HIS FATHER'S FEET, even in 
= = -== - = = - = - = -- = --= -the midst of the CROWDED MARKET-PLACE. There HE WOULD HAVE CONFESSED 
=== == ===- == -= -= === - =- - ====== HIS FAULT, AND BESOUGHT MR. JOHNSON TO GO HOME, AND LEAVE THE REST 
-= = = =-= =-= =4-- =- === = OF THE DAY'S WORK TO HIM. BUT SUCH WAS SAM'S PRIDE AND NATURAL 
==-= -=- ===== == = -= = = STUBBORNNE~~, tha~ ~~ ~oulg no5 brin~ ~im~elf ~o ~i! ~~il!a;5ion. 
Yet he ought to have done so, for his own sake, and for his father's 
- = -- ~ = - = = - = =-- = - = === = ~~ke, ang for Gog'§ ~ake. [=Confessional, petitional unfolding of 
total tree image-from-throat--demanded by author in stereo-real 
context--but biographical subject stumps, limits himself.] 
['2amuel John~on; Confinueg':] Well, my chilgren, fifty z~ar~ 
~~ pa~sed awaz: ~in~e zoun~ ~am-~o~n~on ~g ~OWn §im~elf go-
harg-hearted towards his father. It was now market-day in the 
vu1age of uttoxet~.- 7 .~. = = - = =- == 
- -==-= 
There was A CLOCK IN THE GRAY TOWER OF THE ANCIENT CHURCH; and 
~e HANDS ON THE SUN DIAL-PLATE-HAD NOW ALMOSTREACHED THEHOUR OF = 
NOoN: r;split=to~gue=achiev~g union.] Af its bU~t~our of the' 
mar~e5, a ~ran~e olg gen~leman Wa§ ~een maki~ hi~-way among the-
~rowg. He-was tall and bulky, and-wore a brown coat and small:= 
~lothes,-with=biack worsted-stockings and buckled shoes~ =on his 
= - =====- -= = ===== = -= 
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heag wa~ a ~r~-~ornere~ ~a~, ben!:_!~ w~i~ a bu~z ~raz wi~ ~ru~ 
I~2elf ou~, all in ~i~rger. !be ol~ ~en~leman elbowe~ ~e p=ople ai~~e, an~ for~ ~i~ waz ~oua!! ~e mig~ of ~em, wi~ a sin~~lar 
kind of ~a!~' rollin~ ~i! bogz ~i~er an~ ~i~er, ~o ~~ ~= n~e~ 
~!~e a! mu~ room a! anz·o~er per~on ~ere. [=Outwardly misshapen, 
overgrown tree--but under three-cornered outline of Eye of Providence.] 
I .... 
when they looked 
- ===- -= the most thoughtless among 
- ==== ,- == -
in~o tbe venerable ~r~n~er'~ fa£e, no~ 
them dared to offer h~ the least imperti-
=== = == - === -== = 
nence. . . . . . ... 
= 
Yes; the poor boy--the friendless Sam--with whom we began our 
-= === - === = ==== ====- - -story, had become the famous Doctor Samuel Johnson! He was UNIVER-
:== - - = - ==== - = = -= = = - = -- = -SALLY ACKNOWLEDGED as the wisest man and greatest writer in all 
- - -- ====== = === -= === = - -= === -= En~lan~. ~~ ~ ~IVEN ~E ANR PERMANEN~E !0 ~Ig N~IIVE LAN~UAgE, 
BY HIS DICTIONARY. Thousands upon thousands of people had read his 
--= -=== - ==== = ==== :::==: = === - -= =-Idler, hi§ Rambler, ang hi§ Ra§§elas. Noble an~ wealthy men, an~ 
-= - - - - - -- = - -- -beautiful la~ie§, ~eeme~ i~ their highest privilege ~o be hi! 
-= --- - -- - - - - - - ==== - - - - -~ompan!on~. ~ven tbe ~in~ of ~re~~ Bri~ain ~a~ ~ought ~i~ a~gua!n~-
ance, and told h~ what an honor he considered it, that such a man 
= == =- -= - --- == = = =======-had been born in his dominions. He was now at the summit of literary 
- = - = = - = -- = = ==== = = = -renown. [=Level of SIP-SQUISH.] 
But all HIS FAME COULD NOT EXTINGUISH the bitter remembrance, 
= -=- - = = -=- ==== == = w~ich ~a~ ~ormen~e~ ~im all ~i~ l!fe. Never, never, ~g ~= for~o~~en 
his fatherTs sorrowful and upbraiding look. Never--though the old 
-= === == = -=- - === -=== = man'~ ~rouble~ ~ag been over, ~0 manz zears--~g ~= for~iven ~im~elf 
for INFLIC!ING ~UGH A PANG UPON HI~ HEAR! T=serpent recoiling, 
recallingT: An~ ~w, in his own-oig-age: he had come hither ~o ~o 
- - - - -- - = - - === - -penan£e, by stan~ing at noon~ay in the marke~-pla£e of U~~oxe~er, 
- -===--= --- ---- ----
on the verz ~po~ w~ere M!chael ~o~~on ~ag onse ~ep~ ~i~ boo~~all. 
The AGED AND ILLUSTRIOUS MAN HAD DONE WHAT THE POOR BOY REFUSED TO 
:::::::= == = = -== -==== - -====== DO. · BY THUS EXPRESSING HIS DEEP REPENTANCE AND HUMILIATION OF HEART, 
= - == = - == - - = -- = = = -- - = - = HE HOPED TO GAIN PEACE OF CONSCIENCE, AND THE FORGIVENESS OF GOD. 
I=Aim of high contact, espousal--o~er m~e~providence of natur~ and 
culture; LIP/LAP-WINK implicit.] 
(Hawthorne, from Biographical Stories for Children, in Vol. 6 
of The Centenary Edition [1972], 239-40, 241-42, 243, 
[and] 245-6, 248) 
iii) DART-STICK(S): Ef!,~/~,~/2 < ~·~:~'~ • 
Stance: Man-serpent w. rising, skill~torn split-tongue (=branch~ 
engrafter). 
Motive: "Understood Gift, God's 'Kneel!' Yell: Heart.Haw Higher Burn, 
My Living Ears, Eyes, and Lips Open!" 
['The Golden Fleece':] When Ja§on, the ~on of the dethroned 
~in~ of Io!s~~;-wa~ a tittle boy, he wa~ ~en~ away from hi~-paEen~~' 
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and p!a~e~ [to kneel!] un~eE !he gueeEe~~ ~~oo!-ma~!eE ~a~ eveE 
you heaE~ of. • ••• ~e ~oo~ ~hiEon ~au~h~ hi! pupi!g how ~o p!ay 
upon ~e haEP, an~ how ~o ~uEe ~igea~e~, an~ how ~o u~e ~e gword 
and shie!~, ~o~e~eE with v~ioug otheE bEanche~ of e~u~ation •••• 
[Cf. Vocal cords, back of tongue as root, length-and-tip of tongue 
as blade-with-tip against palate, and split-directing of voice; note 
inception of story at HIC-GOVGE (or in act of sep~ration from KII(Y), 
for full-cultivation as J (dz), under Ch (Kieye-ts).} I .... 
Be that as it may, it ha§ alway§ been told for a fa£t, (and 
- - = - - - - - - -·- - --alway~ wi!! be ~o!~· a~ !on~ ag ~e woE!~ !a~!g,) ~ha~ ChiEon, wi~ 
~e hea~ of a §~oo!mag~er, ha~ ~e bo~y an~ !e~g of a hoEge. ~ug! 
ima~ine the ~Eave o!~ ~en~!eman ~!a~~eEin~ an~ g~ampin~ in!o the 
schoolroom on his four hoof§, perhap§ treading on some little 
f~lowT§ toe§, FLOURISHINg HIS SWITcB-TAIL-IN~TEAD=OF A-Ron: and, 
-- - - - - - - =· a - - - -- - - - -now-and-then, TROTTING OUT OF DOORS TO EAT A MOUTHFUL OF GRASS! 
I wonder-what the-bla~ksmith CHARGED-HIM FOR A SET OF IRON-SHOES! 
- - - - - ==== - - -- - - = - - = [Note self-humiliation of centaur--as bending down to eat grass 
(engrave in throat); grass fortifies under-tail as low-gesturing 
flux among limbs under stress.] 
So Jason DWELT !N THE CAVE with this four-footed Chiron, ••• 
UNTIL HE HAD GROWN-TO THE FuLL HEIGHT OF A MAN:- • • • • AT LENGTH, 
- - - =- - - -- = - - - =-BEING NOW A TALL AND ATHLETIC YOUTH, Jason resolved TO SEEK his· 
foE~~ne in ~he-woE!~· Withou~ Ag~N~ ~iEonTg=a~vige; oE ~~!~~ 
him anything about the matter. Thi§ was very unwi§e, to be sure; 
and I hope none of you, my-little-hearer§, will ever follow Jaion'2 
EXAMPLE. [Note use of grip:figure (sTk:g'z) to mark terminals-of-
= -growth--stress-cuts into matter and time.] ..•. I 
And he ['!ing Pelia§,' the dethroner] fLUTCHED MORE fLO§ELY 
THE QREAT ~IFE-IN-HI§-HAND [;soft palate-over back-of tongue1,-as 
If he-were-half of a mind to SLAY Jason, instead of the black bull. 
- - - =- - = =- - -- - == --The people ROUND ABOUT CAUGHT UP THE KING'S WORDS, INDISTINCTLY AS 
- - - - - = = - - = = = --= - =- =-- = mEY WERE UTTERED; AND FIRST THERE WAS A MURMUR AMONG THEM, AND THEN 
ALOUD SHOUT:- - - - -=- - - = - - = - - -
- - -
"THE ONE-SANDALLED MAN HAS COME! THE PROPHECY MUST BE 
FULFILLED!" [=S-space around tip=of tongue; new grip o~-mysterious, 
undeveloped meaning.] 
For you are to !now, that, many year2 before, ~ing Pelia§ had 
been TOLD BY THE SPEAKING OAK OF DODONA, THAT A MAN WITH ONE SANDAL 
SHOULD gA§T HIM DOWN FROM HI§ THRONE. [=struggle between con;erVa: 
tive:-back-grip and purposive,~ront grip; fleshly movements to be 
harmonized, for maximum power in world-reconstruction.] I 
The fir§t thing that Ja§on thought of doing, after he left 
the !INQ'§ preien£e,-wa§ to-go to-nodona, and INQUIRE-of the-Talking 
Oa~ what ~OuR§E it wa§ be§t to pur§ue. Thi§-wonderful TREE §toed in 
the fENTRE of-an ancient wood. Its STATELY-TRUNK ROSE UP A HUNDRED 
FEET-INTO THE AIR, and threw-a bro;d=and dense shado~ over more-than 
an a~~e-of ~~oun~. ~~an~In~ beneath i~; ~a~~n LOO~~ UP AMON§ THE 
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KNOTTED BRANCHES AND gREEN LEAVE~, AND INTO THE MY~TERIOUS HEART OF 
THE-OLD TREEAND SPOKE-ALOuD, as-if he were ADDRESSING SOME PERSON 
Wfio was hidden rn=th: depth§ of the foliage~ -r;z:~s Zn~t namedr--
or GNa:-thorn as gnostic presencE;:] - -
''What shall I do," said he, "in order to win the GOLDEN FLEECE?" 
- -- - = - -- - - -- = -- - = 
At first, there was a deep SII:.ENCE, not only within the shadow 
- -=- - - = - = .... = - - - - -
of ~e :f~ING 0~, bu~ a!! th;:ouih the ~O~I:f~Y WOO~. In a momen~ 
or ~wo, howeve!:, ~e ~EAVE~ OF THE 0~ be~an ~o ~!I~ ~ ~U~~E. a~ 
if a GENTLE BREE~E WERE WANDERING AMONg§T THEM, although the other 
-- - - - - - = -=- - -- - - - -trees of the wood were perfectly §till. THE §OUND gREW LOUDER, AND 
BECAME LIKE THE ROAR-OF A-HIGH-WIND.--BY-AND-BY,-JASON IMAGINED THAT 
- -=--- - - -= - -HE-COULD DISTINgUISH WORD~, BUT VERY CONFU§EDLY, BE~AU§E EACH 
= -- - =- - --- - - - -- - - -
·SEPARATE LEAF OF THE TREE SEEMED TO BE A TONGUE, AND THE WHOLE 
- - - - - -- = - - - = - - -MYRIAD OF TONGUES WERE BABBLING AT ONCE. BUT THE NOISE WAXED 
- - - = = - - - = - -- = = -BROADER AND DEEPER, UNTIL IT RESEMBLED A TORNADO, SWEEPING THROUGH 
- - - - - - - - - - = - - - - - = = --- = THE OAK, AND MAKING ONE GREAT UTTERANCE OUT OF THE THOUSAND AND 
THOUSAND OF-LITTLE=MURMURs' WlUCH EACH LEAFY TONGUE HAD= CAUSED -BY 
- = - - --- - -= - - - - = - = = -ITS RUSTLING. AND NOW, THOUGH IT STILL HAD THE TONE OF A MIGHTY 
-= - =-- = - - = - =- -- - - - = -WIND ROARING AMONG THE BRANCHES, IT WAS ALSO LIKE A DEEP, BASS VOICE, 
- - - = = -- - -- = - = -= - = - == = SPEAKING, AS DISTINCTLY AS A TREE COULD BE EXPECTED TO SPEAK, THE 
FOLLOWINg WORD§=Tnote-the=consolid:tion of m:anfng-out ~f eiemental 
leaf-gestures::and the message is wood-action magnified]:--
• 
"go to ARgU~, the ship-builder, and bid him build A gALLEY WITH 
FIFTY oARs!" -- - - -- - - - -- - -- --
-= 
Then the voi£e melted again into the indi~tin£t murmur of the 
ru~tling leave§, and DIED gRADUALLY AWAY: When-It wa~ guite gone, 
Jason felt inclined-to doubt whether he had ACTUALLY HEARD-THE WORDS, 
Or=whether hi§-fan£y-had not shaped-them OUt ~f the ordinary-§OUnd-= 
made by-a -bree~e, while -PAS.§INg THROUgH THE-THICK FOLIAGE of the -
~!ee [cf. dense book]: I=: .. :--- - ---- - -
And, a§ the Tal~ing Oa~ had already given him ~uch good 
advi£e, Ja§on though~IT-WOULD NOT-BE AMI§S [;a miss] TO ~~~or a-
- - - - - - - - - -= - -- -little more. He vi~ited it again, therefore, and ~tanding beside 
Its-HUGE,-RougH TR~: INQUIRED WHA~HE SHOULD DONE~: T=co~rtship 
stance=-annexing-sought.]- -- ~ --- --
Thi§ time, there was no §UCh univer§al guivering of the 
!eave§~~oughout~he whoie tree~a§ there had been before:- But, 
after-a-;hile, Jason OBSERVED-THAT TH~FOLIAGE OF A GREAT BRANCH 
WHICH §TRETCHED-ABOVE HI§-HEAo~HAD-aEgUN-TO-RU~TLE,=A~ IF THE-wiND 
WE~--STIRRINg THAT ONE B5ugH,-while all the other-boughs of~he oAR 
were AT REST: - - - - -- -- - - - - -
- - - =-
CUT me off! SAID the branch as soon as it COULD SPEAK DISTINCTLY. 
~UT me=off! ~U! m~ o£fr- An~ ~~vE=m~ in~o=a FI~~E=HEA£ foE you!:=--
W~EY!n 
A~~ORDINgLY, Ja§on, TOOK the branch at ITS word, and lopped it 
off the-tree. -x ~~VER in-th: nei~hhoEhoo~-EN§A~~-~o maEe-the -
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FI~~-HEAQ. When ~e woE~ wa~ finishe~, i~ ~uEne~ ou~ ~o be 
the FIGURE OF A BEAUTIFUL WOMAN, WITH A HELMET ON HER HEAD, from 
Geneath which the ±oni ~N~~E!§ fe!! ~own upon HE! SHO~E;g.- On 
the left arm was a shield, and in IT§ gENTRE appeared a lifeli~e 
--- =· --- ----- -----repEe~en~ation of ~e liEAQ OF ~UgA WI!!!_ THE SNA!}Y ~0~§. The 
riih!: ~WAg EF-E~EE, A§ IF poin~ing onwaE~ T=deixis, as FTtooth 
implication]. The FA~E of thi~ won~eEfu! !!:a!:ue, !:Eouih no!: AN~!Y 
or forbidding, was §0 GRAVE that perhap~ you might gALL IT SEVERE; 
- -- - - =- -- - - - - - - -- - = -and AS FOR THE MOUTH, IT SEEMED ju~t ready to UN~LOSE IT§ LIP§, and 
= - - - = - -- - - - -- = - - - -utter WORD§ OF THE DEEPE§T WI§DOM. [=W-reach to woman as co-operative 
life:priUciple-=but-one with wisely tight labial anatomy (main 
orifice seemed:seamed--yet seminal). =Phallic-lingual extension.] 
"Tell me, wondrou~ image," ElffLAIME.D Jason--"(.§in£e you inherit 
- -- -- - - --- - - = - - - -the wiSdom of the §pea~ing Oa~ of Dodona, whose daught;er you are 
r;Ath~a; Mi-nervaJ)--~e!! me: whe!e-sha!! I fin~ fif~y-bo±~ you~, 
who will TA!SE EACH of them an oar of my ~ALLEY? They must have 
-- - - - - - - -- - =-STURDY ARMS to row, and brave hearts to ENCOUNTER PERILS; or we shall 
-- -- - = - - - - --= - = - - - -= - --never win the GOLDEN FLEECE!" [=Serpentine harmonics--extensions, 
compressions, ;ith promis: of effusion.] 
"QO!" replied [cf. rep-tiled] the oa~en image. "GO SUMMON all 
the heroes of GREECE t" I . . . . - - = = 
- - =- = 
"Oh, Daughter of the Tal~ing Oa~," fRIED he, "how shall we gE! 
to WORK to GET-our-VESSEL into-the water?"- - --
- -= - = - - == -
"§EAT YOUR§ELVE§," an~wered the image, (for it had ~own what 
ought to be done: from the very fir~t, and Wa§ only-waiting for the 
gue§tion to be put,)--§EAT YOUR§ELVE~, and ~~E-Yoo; 5~, an~ ~E! 
ORPHEUS PLAY UPON-HIS HARP! " -- - - -
- = - = -
Immediately, the fifty heroe§ ~OT ON BOARD, AND §EI~IN~ THEIR 
0~, HELD-THEM-PERP~NDICuLARLY-IN-THE-AIR, while Orpheu§-(who li~ed 
such a task~ar better-than rowing)-sWEPT-HIS FINGERs ACROSS THE- -
= - - == - -- - -- - - = - = = - =- == --HARP. At the FIRST RINGING NOTE OF THE MUSIC, THEY FELT THE VESSEL 
- - - -=- - = = - - = = - - - == -STIR. ORPHEUS THRUMMED AWAY BRISKLY, AND THE GALLEY SLID AT ONCE 
=- - - = --- - - ==- - -- = -- =- - - = INTO THE §EA, dipping her prow ~o deeply THAT THE FI~URE-HEAD D~ 
[note~-profile] the wave with its-marVelou~-LIP§ [note S-profile]: 
and RISING AGAIN AS BUOYANT AS A-SWAN [=SIP:SQUISH, LIP/LAP-WINK]. 
[Note K-p~offle as=crevice: s=profile as sinuous advance-form.] I 
Then the ARGONAUTS SAILED ONWARD, and met with many marvelous 
IN~IDENT§ [=dentai dent;]: any-one of-which~WOULD ~E A §TORY BY = 
ITS - -- -- - -- --=E~F. • • • • I .... 
"Oh, Daughter of the §pea~ing Oa~," fRIED he, all out of 
breath, "we-need-your wiSdom more than-ever-before! We are in GREAT 
PE~I~ F~OM A FLOCK OF BIRD§, WHO ARE SHOOTIN~ U§"'"WITH THEIR §TEEL- -
POIN!E~ FEATHER§! what fAN WE DO,-to drive them away?n- [;;Voodoo.], 
[Note dentar-F:aggression.] - - - --
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"Ma~e ~!;A.!!E! on youE SHIE!!~g!" ~ai~ ~e ima~e. [=Tongues 
against (soft and) hard palates; cf. Pallas Athena--as epithet 
inVoked gesturally (via charades).] 
On Ee~eivini ~i~ E~~ ~OUN~~, ~a~on huE!ie~ BA~ !0 HI~ 
COMPANION§, (who were far more di~mayed than when they had fought 
~ith the SIX-armed giant§,) and-bade them-§TRIEE with their SWORD§ 
- - = = - - -- - - - -- - - - - = ---upon ~eiE B~EN SHIE~g. FoE~hwi~, ~e fif!Y heEoe~ gE! HEA!!I~Y 
!0 WO~, ban~in~ wi~ miih! an~ main, an~ ~gE!? gU£!! A !E!;IB~E 
CLATTER, that the birds made WHAT HASTE THEY COULD !0 GET AWAY; anu 
==- -- - - - - --= - - =- - ::: -- - = - -t~u~ ~ey liA!? SRO! HA!:F !!!E •FEA!!!~g OU! OF !:!!EIR WINgg, !:!!EY WE;B 
SOON SEEN SKIMMING AMONG THE CLOUDS, A LONG DISTANCE OFF, AND LOOKING 
= = == = = -- =- -= - = - =- = - - = = LIKE A FLOCK OF WILD GEESE. Orpheus CELEBRATED THIS VICTORY by 
- = - == -- = = - = = - - - - -- = =- -p!aying ~ EEiumphan! an~em on Hig ~, an~ gAN~ ~o me!o~iou~!Y !_ha~ 
Jason BEGGED him to DESIST; lest as the STEEL-FEATHERED BIRDS had 
== - - - = =- - =- = -- =- - -- - - --= -been driven away by an UGLY SOUND, they might be ENTICED BACK AQAIN 
-- =- = - - - - = - ==== -BY A SWEET ONE. [=A poetic fulfillment of Hawthorne's signature-
anthe:: Natal Gift, God's Yell~Heave to Fruit-full Shape, Tree of 
Thorns! (with ambiguity, irony of vocal powers explicated).] I 
After thi~, (being now under the gUIDAN~E of [] two prin£e~, 
who were-welr-AcguAINTED with the-way,)-they QUICKLY SAILED-to- -
COLCHIS. .::. =T=SIP:SQUisrr-(with suggeStions o~coai-kiss-=movement 
tow~d; fiery goal, heart of action, crevice of gullet or jaws).] 
. -
_ AfteE ~IND~Y pa~~in~ the BU~g, ~a~on fo!!owe~ .[the king's 
daughterJ MedeaTs GUIDANCE into the GROVE OF MARS, where the GREAT 
- = = - = - - =- -= - - =- -OAK-TREES, that had been GROWING FOR CENTURIES, threw SO THICK A 
= -- = - - - =- = - = - - = -- = - === SHADE that THE MOONBEAMQ §TRUgGLED vainly to find their way through 
- - - - - --- -=- - - - - - - -- -it. Only here and there, a gLIMMER fell upon the 1eaf-§TREWN earth; 
or, now-and then,-a-sREE~E §TIRRED-THE-BOUgHS ASIDE, and-gAVE JA§ON 
- - - - - -- -- - - - = - - - - -A gLIMP§E OF THE §KY, lest in that deep OB§fURITY, he might FORgET 
-- - -- -= - =- -- - - -- - - - - -- -that there WAS ONE OVERHEAD. At LENgTH, when they had goNE farther 
and-farther futo the HEART OF THE-DU§!SINE§~, Medea ~QUEEZED Jaion '§ HAND. -- - - - -- - -- -- - -- - - - -
"!!00~ yon~e!:! SHE WHI~PE¥!?· "!?o you ~EE i~?" 
gLEAMING AMONg the venerable 0~§, there WA§ A RADIANgE, not 
~I~E THE MOONBEAM§,-but rather RE§EMBLINg-rHE goLDEN gLORY OF THE-
gETTINg §UN. It PROfEEDED~ROM-AN OBJE~T~-;hich-appeared to be-
§U§PENDED AT ABOUT-A-MAN'S HEIGHT FROM THE GROUND, a little further 
within-the wood. -(Object~-as fmmortal off-;hoot-shot-up-from man,-
essence-of fame clinging to tree; Hawthorne's moon-seminal poetic.] 
I .... 
Jason went onward a few STEPS farther, and then STOPT TO GAZE. 
Oh, how beautifUl it LOOKED, SHINING WITH A MARVELOUS LIGHT OF ITS 
OWN (=MUM-YAWN fulfilledJ,-that INE~TIMABLE PRI~E-WHICH ~0-MANY -= 
HE~OE§ HAD LONgED TO BEHOLD~BUT HAD-PERISHED-IN THE QUE§T OF IT, 
ei~er by-the PERIL~ of their voyage, or by the FIERY-BREATH OF-THE 
BRAZEN-LUNGED BuLLs: 1 - - - - - - -
- = - = - --= 
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To §AY THE TRUTH, in the joy of BEHOLDINg THE OBJE,9T OF HI~ 
DESIRES' the terrible DRAGON had QUITE SLIPT OUT of Jasoii.T s memory. 
T=siP-SQuiSR.T -~ •• : -- = - =- =- - - - = -
Upon my WO~, ~ !!E H~ ~AME WAVIN~ an~ un~u!a~in~ thEoush 
the air, and reaching almo§t WITHIN ARM'~ LENgTH of Prin£e Ja§on, it 
WAs A VERY HIDEOUS AND UNCOMFORTABLE SIGHT! THE GAPE-OF-HIS ENORMOUS 
= - - = - = -- - = = - - = = - = JAWS WAS NEARLY AS WIDE AS THE GATEWAY OF THE KING'S PALACE.· [Note 
-= =- =- =-=- -=== -= 
strong oral behavior--of under-tree serpent (or, of Under-Yell Jaw-
Torn--with own forked Thorn).] I 
The DRAgON had probably heard the VOI~S; for ~WIFT A§ lightning, 
-- -- - - - - -- -- - = - - - - - - - -HIS BLACK HEAD AND FORKED TONGUE CAME HISSING AMONG THE TREES AGAIN, 
da~ting full forty feet at-a §TRETCH. A§=it=APPROACHED Mede: T0§2ED 
THE-CONTENTS OF-THE GOLD BOX RIGHT DOWN THE-MONSTERTS WIDE-OPEN -- -
TiiRoAT. Immediately 7 With :n -ourRAGEOU§Hiss .ANn TREMENi5ous WRiggLE 
=FLINgiNg HIS TAIL UP TOTHE TIP:TOP OF THE-TALLE§T TREE, AND- ---
SHATTERING ALL ITS-BRANCHEs-AS-IT CRASHEDHEAVILY DOWN-AGAIN-=THE 
-- - = -- -= - - = = - =- - - - = -DRAGON FELL AT FULL LENGTH UPON THE GROUND, AND LAY QUITE MOTIONLESS. 
- = -- - - - =- - =- - - - - - - - == 
"I~g on!y a g~EEPINg-POTION," gAI~ !!!E ENCHAN!~gg ~o PEinlie 
Jason. 
- = 
Jason CAUGHT THE FLEECE FROM THE TREE, AND HURRIED THROUGH THE 
- = = = - - - = - - -- - -- - -- = -QROVE, the deep shadow§ of which were illuminated, a§ he passed, by 
-- - - - - - - -- - - - == -the GOLDEN GLORY OF THE PRECIOUS OBJECT THAT HE BORE ALONG. 
- = -- =- - - = - =- - - - - = 
Ag :!agon ~~ ~' HE ~ THE !~!!Ng ima~e, ~ALLINg him 
with moEe than oE~ina:£1 EAgE!NEgg in i~~ ~~VE gWEE! VOI~E:--
"MAKE HASTE, Prince Jason! For your life MAKE HASTE!" 
= =- - = - = - - - ' = =-
With one bound, he leaped aboard. [=LIP/LAP-WINK.] At the 
§I.QHT OFTHE QLORIOU§ RADIAN~E-OF THE-gOLDEN FLEE~E, the nine-and-
forty heroe§ gAVE A MIQHTY SHOUT; and Orpheu§,-§TRIKING HI§ HARP; 
SANG A SONG-OF TRIUMPH: to the cadence of which-the GALLEY-FLEW over 
the=wat~r,=HOMEward bound. AS IF CAREERING ALONG-wiTH WINGS!" [=Home 
word, as-effective-constraint upo~ Iitera~y craft (winged Haw, as 
hawse with lipped figure-head).] 
(Hawthorne, Tanglewood Tales; CE, VII [1972], 330-31, 338, 
340-44, 346-7, 350-51, 352, 365-8; --final tale in TT) 
iv) SIP-SQUISH: 
Stance: Man-serpent w. in-questing space between blades (=tongue-tip 
behind teeth 
Motive: "Understood Gift, God's 'Kneel!" Yell: Heart Haw Higher Burn, 
My Living Ears, Eyes, and Lips Open!" 
[ ''fhe Dragon's T~th':] gadmus, Pho~n~, and ~il~.' t!;e t!;r~ 
sons o~ ~ing Ag~ngr; and t!;e£r little ~i~t~r E~rgpa, (~g ~a~ a ~er~ 
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beautifgl £!!,i].d,) ~~re at pla:~ TQGE~R, NLAR ~ ~EA-SHQRE, in 
their fat~~r'~ kingdom o~ P~oeni£ia· ~ ~d rambled tg !ome 
distanse from~ PALA2E ~~ere t~~r p~rent! d~lt [c£. both soft 
and hard palates], and ~~reno~ in a x~rdant meado~, on gne !£de 0~ 
which lay t,he sea~ all SP ~ING AND DIMPLING IN TgE SUNSH];NE, AND 
MURMURING GENI'LYAGArNST THE BEACH [making suggestions ofLIP/LAP-
= - - = - = . ===-WINK1- T!le t~r~ box~ ~~re x~rx ~PPX gat!;:;ring flo~r!, and t~~ing 
them into garlands, ~ith which t,hey adorned little E!;!rQpa. Seated 
- = --- --- = -- -=== on the grass, the child was ALMOST HIDDEN under an abundance of buds 
= -- = -= = = =- = = - = -and blossoms, whence her ROSY FACE PEEPED MERRILY OUT, and as Cadmus 
-- - == - == =- =- = = = = said, was t,he prett1:est of. 211 the flo~ers. [C£. rosy tongue-tip, 
salivation-foaming against ridge=of teeth:] 
•••• For a while she listened to the pleasant murmur of the 
sea- which wa~ lik~=~ voic~ saying "HUSH!i'i and bidding =he~ go =to= 
=, = --:-- = - == ===- - - = - == = 
sleep. Rut the pretty chjld, if she slept at ~11, £O!;!ld not have 
-=== = -====- -=- - -- == slept mQre than a mQment, ~hen sh~ h~ard something trample on the 
gra~' not far from -~~r, and P~ING-O;!lT FROM ~E ~ OI FLO~R~' 
BEHELD A SNOW:..WHITE BULL. 
= - = === = 
AND WHENCE COULD THIS BULL HAVE COME? 
== - = = = - = = = -
II HELP! HELP! COME DRIVE AWAY THIS BULL!" [=Full-blown 
= = = == = = = - = tongue.] 
Rut g~r brotg~rs were toQ far Qff to gear; especially as tge 
FRIGHT TOOK~AWAY EUROPATS VOICE, AND-HINDERED HER FROM CALLING vERY 
= = == = = = = - ===- = = == == == = LO!JDL!. SO Tg~ SHE; STOQD, !'!IT!! !!§R PRETTX MO:QTg W];DE QPEN, AS PALE 
-- ---------- ----- -= AS THE WRITE LILIES THAT WERE TWISTED AMONG THE OTHER FLOWERS IN HER 
- = === = - = == ==- = == == - == GARLANDS. 
As fQr gis BREA'f!!, (tge breath of. £attle, yo!:! 5no~ is 
2l~ays sw~t,) it ~as-as fr~grant-as if h~ gad-been grizing on n§ 
oth~r-fooa-tgan rQsebuds, Qr, at least, the-mQst DELifATE fLQY§R: 
BLOSSOMS--[=nail-blossoms, for ambivalent cleaving, together and 
apart].- N§YER BgFQRE did a b!;!ll gaye such br1:ght and tend~r eye§, 
and SUCH SMOOTH HORNS OF IVORY, AS THIS ONE.-.: •• (=Self:fulfilling 
MUM-YAWN \wuh=t~~th-s~li=~nd large)".J =1 
And not only did tge b!;!ll BEND giS NECK [his hawse 
(halse)], h~ absol!:!tely-~ELT DO!'!N-at g~r feet, and m~de such 
INTELLIGENT-NoDs, AND oTg~R INyiTING GESTQRES, that E~rQpa UNDgRSTOQD 
~T gg-MEANT, just as ~ell as-if he fiad put-it In SQ-many ~Qrds: -
T=All=bounding LIP/LAP-WINK; of Zeu~.J -- - -- -
YOU a 
= = 
"Qome, d~ar ch!J.d!"--~as ~hat h~ ~anted tQ say--"Let m~ GIYE 
rlde on mz back!" I -.:. :- -- - - - - -_ -
"I think I WILL do it!" said the child to HERSELF. / 
= = = = = = . - = -= = == -
"SQftly, pretty b!;!ll, sQftly!" sh~ said, 
ID!AT SHE-HAD-DONE. "Do-not gallop TOOFAST!" 
tooth:S~p~r-critical, ~ia F-on-lip.] = -
rather FRIGHTENED AT 
[ =I~plicati~n of 
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And ~;uat dg ~o~ t~in~ t~e ~no~ b~ll did NE!T? ~, !!~ 
SET OFF, AS SWIFT AS THE WIND straight down to the sea-shore, 
= --- --==-. == = ==-.==:-= 
scampered acrQSS t~e sAND, took an airy leap, and plunged right in 
S:0ng"" tge f2amiiig bi1Io:1!! ~ ~f!E ~PRA! R~~E IN A !!!O~R §~R 
g!M AND LITTLE ~~PA, AND FELL ~patt~ring do~ upon t~e ;1at~r. 
T=LIP/LAP-W:INK fulfilled, via SIP-5QUISH·.] 
Then WHAT A SCREAM of terror did the poor child SEND FORTa! 
= == --=== = = = ...... =- == ~e tgr~ brot!}~r~ ~cr~ed manf~ll~, l£~e~£~_e, and ran tg t~e ~re 
as fas't as their legs would carry them, w'!TH: CADMlJS AT THEIR HEAD. ·· 
- - - = - = = - = = = = - = == BUT it WAS TOO LAte! When they reached the margin of the sAND, the 
= - = = == = - ==- = - = = - = treacherous animal WAS already far AWAY in the WIDE blue sea, \UTH 
-= = - = - = = = == = -~ = = ONLY HIS SNOWY HEAD and TAIL emerging, and poor little Europa beTWEEN 
== ==--· -=== = =-- = == == them, stretching out ONE HAND TOWARDS HER DEAR BROTHERS, WHILE SHE 
G~ED l]ER!!LL'~=!V§RX j~RN ~ITI} T~=oT!!~R. [=Spiit:tr'::7 as-
relational gesture~r= AND THERE STOQD CADMUS, PgOgNIX, AND CILIX, 
= --= -.--- --GAZING AT THIS SAD SPECTACLE, THROUGH THEIR TEARS [=reciprocal 
=- =. - - - = = = = = = = = -phallicism]; until t~e~ ~o~ld ng l2ng~r di~ting~i~ t~ B!!LL'~ ~NO~ 
HEAD from the WHITE-CAPT BILLOWS that seemed to ROIL UP OUT OF THE 
= = === = =- = -== == = = = SEA'S DEPTHS, around him. Nothing more was ever seen of the WHITE 
-- - =- = = = = = - == -== = = === BULL; nothing more of the beautiful child! I .... 
= = = == ===== =-= 
On his wa~ tgitg~r [to 'the fgmous oracle o~ Delph!'], h~ 
['~admu~'J ~ILL IN~!RED 0~ m~~t p~ople whg: ~~met, ~E~R-T!!E! 
HAD SEEN EUROPA; for, to say the truth~ Cadmus had GROWN SO ACCUSTOMED 
= -= == = --= === -= =-===-TO ~~ I!!R ~UE~!ON, T!!AT IT ~~ T~ !}I~ LIP~ A~ READIL! A~ A REMAR!S-
ABDUT THE WEATHER. He received various answers. 
= = = == == - == = = - == -
F~ll o~ ••• remembrances, gg g~ NITHIN S:fGET of a lQfty 
mogntain, ~hich the p~ople th~reabo~ts-tQld giM, RAS fhLLED Parnassus. 
- -= - - - -- - - - - - -- -- -- -On the slQpe o~ Mognt Parnassus ~as the fgmous Delphi, ffi!ITH!;R fADMUS 
WAS GoiNG: - - -- - - - - - - -- -- =- - -
= - = 
This Delphi ~as suppQsed to b~ the YERX MIDMQST SPOT OE rgg 
- -= - - - -- - - - - -- - - --WHOLE WORLD. The place of the oraCle was a certain CAVITY in the 
=== == =- = = = = - -= = = = = mountain-side, OVER WHICH, WHEN CADMUS CAME THITHER HE FOUND A RUDE 
= -= === == -- == = - == = == == s = BOWER OF BRANCHES • ' IT REMINDED HIM OF THOSE WHICH HE HAD HELPED TO 
BUILD FOR PHOENix ANti ciLix, AND= AFTERwARDs FOR THAsus=[th':ir 
'faithf~l/f~i~ndT]. IN LATER TIMES,=wHEN MuLTITUDES OF PEOPLE CAME, 
FRoM G~T DISTANcEs, To PQT QQESTjoNs=TQ THE oRXgLE, X sP4Cious= 
TEMPLE Of MARBLE HAs §REfTED QY§R-TgE-SPOT.= [=Tree amplification, 
w. cultural apprehension:] But: in-the days o~ fadmus, AS ! EAYE 
TQLD xou, THERE wAS ONLY THIS RUSTIC BOWER:-wiTH-ITS ABUNDANCE OF 
GREEN-F~L~A~E, ANn=A=TUFT 0!-SHRUBB§RX,=T!!AT=RAN N!LD ~~~R ~ = 
MXST§RIOUS HOLE IN THE HILL-SIDE. TNote narratorTs reiteration of 
the or~l bot~ny.] = = -= 
Nhen gadmus gAD TgRUST a passage tgroggg the tangled bogghs, 
and mgde ~I~ ~A~-intg tlie bo~~r, E~ did not-at f!r~t di~~~rn t~e­
~F-~IDDEN gAyifX. But, s~n, h~ felt a gQLD str~m o! air rushing 
o~t o~ it, ~Itfi s2 much f~rce tgat it sho~E-the-ringlets on gis--
~E~. P~lling a~a~ t~e shrubb~r~, ~~ich-~LU~T~RED ~~~R I!!E-~§LE, 
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he bent fgrward~ and spoKe in a distingt, but reyerential tgne~ AS 
== -== -== -- -= -= - -IF ADDRESSING SOME UNSEEN p~rsonage, INS!DE OE the mountain. 
-- - -=- - - - -- - = = 
"Sacred Oracle of Delphi," said he, ''WHITHER SHALL I GO NEXT, 
-== = = == - ~= == == -- = = -IN QUEST OF MY DEAR SISTER EUROPA?" 
-= - = = = - - = = = 
There was at first a DEEP SILENCE, and then a rushing sound, or 
= =- =- ==== -= - = - -= -a noise ~iKe a LONG SIGH, proceeding out of the interior of the earth. 
==- == = -= = =-== = = = = == = = = = Thi~ ~AXI'q, xo~ mu~t ~o~, ~a~ log!Sed upon a~ a ~grt o& FOytiTAIN og 
TR!r], ~I~ ~OMET,!ME~ GU~D O!!T IN A!!DIBLE ~ORD~; ~ltho~g~, fgr tge 
mgst part~ t~~e ~ord~ ~ere ~u~ a RIDDLE t~t t~ex m£g~t 1u~t ~ 
WELL HAVE STAID IN THE BOTTOM OF THE HOLE. But Cadmus was more 
- = = - = = = = == = - - = fortunate than many others, who went to Delphi in search of tRUTh. 
= -= = - == - === = = == -= -- = = = Bx-and-bX, th~ rushing ng£~e b~gan to ~o~nd l£~e arti~~late lang~a~e. 
It r~p~ted, gx~r and gx~r again, t~e follo~ing ~ENTEN~E, ~I~, 
AFTER ALL, WAS LIKE THE VAGUE WHISTLE OF A BLAST OF AIR, THAT CADMUS 
= = = - == = == == - = - = = = -~LI DID NOT ~,!TE !}NO~ ~E11!~R IT MEANT ANI11!ING, ~R NOT [==sound-
structure in which Cadmus is caught up; gestural-base hiddenl:--
"SEEK her no more! SEEK her no more! SEEK her no more!" 
-=== == = = -=== == = = -=== == = = 
"WHAT then shall I DO?" asked Cadmus. I 
== ' = ' = = -= = -
.•• again, the SIGHING GUST OF AIR GREW INTO SOMETHING LIKE A 
= -== - = = - = == HOARSE VOICE. 
== = ===-
"Follow the COW!" it • said. "Follow the COW! Follow the COW!'' 
= = = == - . = = -= = . = = = = 
And when these words had been repeated until Cadmus was tired 
of h~aring=them, ~esp:~ially as g~ goQLD NOT IMAGINE ~T fO~ IT WAS, 
- =- - - - - - -- - - - -- - - = -OR WHY HE WAS TO FOLLOW HER,) THE GUSTY HOLE GAVE VENT TO ANOTHER 
= === == = - = == = - = == == = = == SENTENCE. 
- -
"~ERE T!!E ~0~ lJ.e~ do~, t~ere i~ IO!!R ~~ME! [=Place of cud.] 
~~~e ~grd~ ~~re prgno~n~ed but a ~INGLE t£me, and dJ.ed a~ax 
into a WHISPER before Cadmus was FULLY SATISFIED THAT HE HAD CAUGHT 
= == - = = = - = - = = - - = = == = = = = TgE MEANING. g~ PgT OTgER QgEST!ONS, but rece!yed ng answer; gnly 
tlie GU~T OE EIND SIGEED-fONTINQALLX-OgT OE TgE-fAYITX, AND BLEE TgE 
~I~~RED LEA~E~ RUSTLING-ALQNG-~E-GRo~: BEF~RE-IT: [=Purposive 
gesturing, to act (to write}.] 
"Did there really COME ANY WORDS OUT OF THE HOLE?" thought 
~admus. "QR=tlAYE 1BEEN=DREAMING:=~L TgiS ~!LE?n= [=Str~ying of 
thoughts Cln ambiguous, literary vicinity of-conjoint mouth/ink-well).) 
~~ t~rned AliA! from the ora~le, and TgOgGgT giMSELF NQ E!~ER 
T~ ~EN !!~ !!A1J ~OME ~I~~R. ~aring little -~T-M£G~T ~PEN T~ 
!!IM, ~~tog~ the fir~t path that\gff~red itself, and EENT ALQNG AT 
A ~LUGGISH PACE; fgr, EAYING NQ OBJECT IN Y!EN. ngr any r~ason tQ 
G2 ~NE ~A! QR-ANOTH~R,-it ~o~ld c~rtainly gXyE BEEN FOOLISH-TO ~E 
~TE [i.e.: hay].--wgENEY§R-g~ met anybody,-the gld QQgST!ON EAS-AT 
!!I~ TONGUE'~ END:-- - -- -- - - - - ------ - -
"gAVE YOU SEEN a beautiful maiden, dressed l!~e a ~ing's da~g~t~r,=and ~~~ed on~~No~-~,!TE B!!LL, tEat gallop~-~ ~EIFTLI 
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AS TgE ~IND?" [=Lingering, nostalgic SIP-SQUISH. Note S-possessive 
at end of word 'tongue.'] I 
I know not how far Cadmus had gone, nor could he himself have 
= = = = = = - = = = = = == = - = = tgld xo~, ~~en, at ng gr~t di~tanse befgre ~im, ~! B~~LD A BRINDLED 
~t!. ~~ ~a~ lx;ing do~ bz t~e ~ax;~J:de, and ~lETLI ~m.!ING !!~R ~UD; 
ngr did ~~ tg~e anx ngtise o£ t~e x;o~ng man, until !!~ !!AD APPR~A~ED 
PRETTY n!sh· Then getting leisurely upon her feet, and GIYING gER 
= = - - --= - -= === - == HEAD A GENTLE TQSS, SH~ BEGAN TO MOVE algng at a moderate p~ce, often 
- - -- -- 2 :::= - ': -- = pa~~ing, 1u~t lgng ~noug~ to CROP A MO~THF~ 0~ GRAS_2. [=Cow 
ruminating--possibly thinking, in depth.] I .... 
The SECRET of it was, you must know, that the COW was an 
= -== = = - _.. = - = = = = = = = -ENCHANTED COW, and that without being CONSCIOUS OF IT, SHE THREW SOME 
- = = = = = = = = - - = -- = = -Of !!~R EN~TMENT 2X!r e~erxbodx tgat tog~ ~g MUCH ~ A ~TEP be~J:nd 
her. [=Memo of association by k-rhymes (ear, eyeY:-bonding, at 
t~ngue root, with glottal home-h.] ~ex ~o~ld not po~~iblX ~elp 
following Her, thouGH, all the time, they fancied themselves doinG 
= = == ==== = = =--= =-=-= it o£ t~eJ:r o~ a~~grd. [=Part of on-going memorandum on process of 
compositi9n.] •••• 
The str2nG~rs Gre~ yery fond o~ Cadmus, and resolyed 
never to leave Him,-but to Help-Htm build a City,-wherever-the Cow 
== = === = = = - - = == = = = miGHt lie down. • •• Cadmus miGHt ••• be tHeir KinG, wHitH a tHrone, 
= = = = = = = . = = = = = = =c = a Cro~ and sCeptr~, a pyrplE rgbE, and eyerytginG else t~t a ~inG 
=- -- - - -- -- -o~G!!t to !!axe; fgr, in ~im, t~ere ~a~ t~e rgzal ~EART AND gEAD t~at 
~e~ ~o~ to r~le. [=Memo of C-circle (broken, bowing).] 7 .... 
They all looKed; and sure enough, the Cow had stopt, and was 
= - = == -= = = = = = = - = -starinG leisurely about Her, as otHer Cows do, wHen on the point of 
- =-= - = == - == = 2- = = = == = lxinG do~. And ~lo~lx;, ~lo~lz, did ~ re~lJ:ned ~!r~elf on t~e 
soft Grass, first bendinG Her fore-leGs, and then CrouCHinG Her Hind 
-= -- = - == = - = = =-- == == gnes. [=Suggestions of humble part of signature: Under kneel, Yell 
Iow-(vertebrate).] Nnen fadmus-and His £ompan!ons £~e up ~itg g~r, 
tHere was tHe brindled Cow taKinG He~ ease, CHewiOG-Her Cud: and--
= = - = = = == == ===- - = == = log~inG tEem ~ietly in the f2Ce; as if tHis ~as just tHe spot sH~ 
-- - --= - = -- - = - - - - = - ---gad been seeKinG for, and as if it were all a matter of Course! 
- -=== s - = = = = = = -
"Tf!is tEen," said £admus, G~zinG aroynd g_im, "tE_is_ i_s to b __ e my_ 
Home!" - - - - - - -- -
== 
It ~as a f~rtile and loyely plain, ~itf! Great trees flinGinG 
tf!e!r sun=speCKled sHadows over It, a~d Hills fen~inG it-in [as 
though-earth-haw] from the ~~~Gg ~eatg~r~ At ng Gre2t distanCe, 
tf!ey beHeld a river GleaminG in-tHe sun-sHine. -A HOME-FEELING STOLE 
INT~ T~E !!EART oi=Po~R ~MU~. [:RIC-GOUGE, or de~p-extreme of- = 
surface SIP-SQUISH (grip at root vs. tip), within landscape of LIP/ 
LAP-WINK. ] • • • . I .... 
But his ne~ friends gad not lgng been ggne ['to fetch 
~ome/water'] ~hen fi~ ~as suddenly startled by cries: shoyts, an~ 
~cr~~. and tfie ne~se o~-a terr~ble struggle, and: IN:TgE-MIDST OF 
IT ~. A M2~T-~FUL-~I~~ING, ~ICH };!ENT R~G~T T!¥t0JlG!! ~I~ ~AR~ L~~ 
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A ROUGH SAR! [=Stage of building-in-wood in accord with draconic 
name-f~rmuias--rending, riving! high-burning of haw! (cf. hawthorn 
emblem, in my B.3.b).] 
Running towards the tuft of trees, he beheld the HEAD AND FIERY 
= - = =-- == ~ = = = = EYES of an immense serpent gr dragon, RITg TgE ElDEST JARS T§AT EVER 
A=DRAGON ~ [=serpe~t jaws-with serpent;-seif-r:cycling-haw:appl:!, 
AND A ~~T MANX R~~ O,E !!.2RR!BL~ ~ T~T!! . [=array of consqunding 
articulations; the consonants as militant points of style]. B~fgre 
Cadmus could reach the spot, this pitiless reptile had killed his 
= -== =- =- =- - == = = =-pogr sompan~on~, and ~a~ bu~il~ de~o~ring t~em, m!~g but A 
MOUTHFUL OF EACH MAN. 
= = = ===-
It appears that the fountain of water was enchanted, and that 
=-= = = ====-- = the dragon had been SET TO GUARD IT, SO THAT NO MORTAL MIGHT EVER 
- = - -= = = = == == QUENCH HIS THIRST THERE. • . • • WHEN HE CAUGHT SIGHT OF CADMUS ••• 
iiE sET liP-ANOTHER ABOMINABLE Hrss: AND=FLuNG=BAcK iirs IMMENSE-JAWS, 
-- - == = -- = = - - - =-UNTIL HIS MOUTH LOOKED LIKE A GREAT RED CAVERN, AT THE FARTHER END 
oF wrC!CWER.E sEEN=nm LEGs oF Hrs LAST vrcTrM, WHoM=HE HAD=iiARDLY 
= == = == -~ = - = = - - = = === == = = = HAD TIME TO SRALLOW. [Note co-operative action between front-grip 
;/z a~d back:grip h.] 
But Cadmus was so enraged at the destruction of his friends, 
= - = - -= =- = - =- = = - -that he cared neither for the size of the dragon's jaws, nor for 
= == ~= = == = = -=- = = - - =- = = his hundreds of sharp teeth. Drawing his sword, he rushed at the 
= - = - = - = = = = - -= == - = monst~r, and flung HIMSELF right do~ intg his gAygRNOUS MOQTE. 
This hold METHOD oF-ATTACKING ilim TooK THE DRAGoN-BY suRPRISE-
= - = = = == = == = = -= =-[=identification of man w. serpent; co-in-ciding]; fgr, in fa£t, 
Cadmus had LEAPED SO FAR DOWN INTO HIS THROAT, that the ROWS OF 
= - = == -= = = = - = = = = =- = TERRIBLE TEETH COULD NOT CLOSE UPON HIM, NOR DO HIM THE LEAST HARM 
IN T~E NQRLD T~~tery ov~r=stylisti~ conc~rda~c~s of=linguistic 
elements: esp. constrictively formed consonants]. Tgus, tgoygh the 
struggle was a tremendous gne [i.e., the struggle for literary- -
mastery], and tboygb the-dragon shatt~red the tuft of trees intg 
s~ll splint~rs-by the-lashing of his-tail Ti.e., of=his==aaw-thorn 
tail--turning to tale], yet, as Cadmus ~as !11 the ~bile slashing 
and stabbing at his y~ry-yitals [i.e.: harmonizing organic functions], 
it wa~ not lgng E~£gre t~e-~c!I~ ~et~ bet~o~g~t ~im~elf o~ ~lipping 
a~ax. !!~ ~ad not g£ne ~i~ lengt~, ~o~e~~r, ~~en t~e br!~e ~admu~ g!~e 
~im a s~ord-thrust that finished the battle 1-Yel Haw-!l; and, 
£reeping out of the gateway of the-creature's jaws, there he beheld 
§~ ~till=~iggltng Ei~=xa~t=bui~,=gitil~~g~-t§~~e ~a;=n£ i~ng~~ l£fe 
~noug~ in ~im to ~rm a little ch£ld [RIG-GOUGE and SIP-SQUISH]. 
But do not YOU SUPPOSE that it made Cadmus sorrowful to think 
0~ t~e mela~choly=f!te ~hich h~d bef!lien thgse-pogr, fri~ndly p~ople, 
~hg ~ad follo~ed-t~e so~-algng ~~t~ §im? [~VIctims of authorTs-
~g~tion; the literary inventions, life acquaintances, and readers 
ultimately not supportive.] I 
"Cadmus!" said a voice [=Athena; Mi-nerva]--but whether it 
£gme fr~m above or belo~=him, or WHETHER IT SPOKE WITHIN HIS OWN 
= = = = = == == - == = = = - = 
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BREAST, the young man could not tell--"_gadmus, PLUCK OUT THE DRAGON'S 
- =- == - === = = -TEETH, AND PLANT THEM IN T!JE _gA.RTg! 
- = - - -
Tgi~ ~a~ a ~tr~n~e t!J:ing to dg; ngr ~a~ it ;a~z, ! ~o~ld 
tma&ine, to DIG OYT ~L ~~E D~P-R02TED FANG~ FROM ~ DEAD 
DRAGON'S JAWS. BUT CADMUS TOILED AND TUGGED, AND AFTER POUNDING THE 
- -· =- - == = = = MONSTROUS HEAD ALMOST TO PIECES WITH A GREAT STONE, HE AT LAST 
- = = =- = = - - = = == - = == -COLLECTED AS MANY TEETH AS MIGHT HAVE FILLED A BUSHEL OR TWO. THE 
- = - = == ::: - = = = = - = = = NExT THING WAS to plant them. 
- ~ & - = 
gadmu~, ~£te o~t o£ breat~, ~togd l~ning on !}is ~~rd •.•• 
.•.• T=Reinception of DART-STICK(S), as sharp-tipped botany of oral 
origin.] 
The sun was shining aslantwise over the field, and showed all 
= - = - -= - ==- == = = - = = the moist, dark soil, just like any other newly planted piece of 
==- = -== - - == - == = - = - = gro~d. ~1 at gn~e, ~admu~ fan~£ed !}~ ~a~ ~omet!}ing gli~ten ~;rz 
br£g!}tl~, f£r~t in gne ~pot, t!}en at anot!}~r, and t!}en at a !}undred 
and a thousand spots together. Soon, he perceived them to be THE 
=::a- - - == -==== = =-== = = = STEEL-HEADS OF SPEARS, SPROUTING UP EVERYWHERE, like so many stalks 
- = = - = - = - - = = === == --- - = =-of gra1n, and sontinually gro~ing t~ll~r and t~ll~r. Next app~ared 
= - - = - - - - - - - -A VAST NUMBER OF BRIGHT SWORD-BLADES, THRUSTING THEMSELVES UP IN THE 
= - = = = = -== = - = - = - = - = SAME WAY. A moment afterwards, THE WHOLE SURFACE OF THE GROUND WAS 
BR2!EN BX A MULTITYDE of POLISHED=B~~ ~ELMET~: ~o~ing up 1£~ ~ -
srop o£ ;ngrmou~ b~n~! ~g rapidl~ did t~ez gro~, t!J:at ~admu~ no~ 
discerned THE FIERCE COUNTENANCE OF A MAN, BENEATH EVERY ONE. In 
--= = = - = = - = === = = = = short, before he had time to think what a wonderful affair it was, 
-= == === = = == = = = = =-he beheld AN ABUNDANT HARVEST OF WHAT LOOKED LIKE HUMAN BEINGS, 
== = ' = = - = == == == == = -ARMED NITH fiELMETS, BREASTP~TES, SWORDS AND SPgARS .••. [=Reach 
for LIP/LAP:WINK,-as terminus of story.J -- -
UP-SPRO.![IED, ~SO, A GREAT MAN! TRUMPET§RS; AND, N! TH TfiE 
- - ----= ==::: - -- - -F,!RST BREATE TgAT TgEX DREN, TfiEY PUT TfiEIR B~EN TRUMPETS TQ TfiE,!R 
LIPS, AND SOUNDED A-TREMENDOUS-AND EAR-SHATTERING BLAST - - - -
- -=. - = - = -
"Cadmus!" said the same voice which he had before heard. 
"THROW A STONE iiito th: midst of=the ~rmed=:e~!" [ 'Ston:=r as N-tone 
ca~r i:r. C 7 .... = = - = = 
Nell; tgis memQrable battle sontinyed to r~ge, until t!}e gro~nd 
liAS STREwN WITH HELMETED HEADS THAT HAD BEEN CUT-OFF. Of all the 
t~o~~and~ tEat=b:gan t!}e f£g!J:t, t!}er: ~ERE ~NLX F~~E LEFT ~TANDING • 
. . . . 
"Cadmus!" said the voice again. "Bid those FIVE WARRIORS 
~~~E=~E!R ~WORD~. =T!J::x=iill gelp xo~ build-t!}e =~itz: II =i -
And no~ tge city ~as built, and tg~re ~as a gQme in it fQr 
~~Of the workmen •. -But-the palace of-Cadmus-WAS-NOT YET ERECTED 
..•. 7 = === = - == -=- = = 
.... 
~T SHOgLD IT B~, BUT TgE MQST MAGNIFICENT PALACE T§AT gAD 
~R BEEN SEEN-IN THE WORLD. IT WAS BUILT OF-MARBLE, AND OTHER 
-= = == = - = == 
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BEAUTIFUL ~!NDS O.f STONE, AND RQSE !UGH INTQ T!'JE AIR 
=== = -- - - - = -- -- = - -of LIP/LAP-WINK--S/Z-sealed, or seized.] I .... 
(=Peduncle 
"Long LIVE KING CADMUS," they cried, "in HIS BEAUTIFUL PALACE!" 
= = =- = - =-== =- ==-== = -
•.•• ~TING at t~e entranse, tgel ~ED ~O~G! A L~NG ¥I~TA 
O.f L~fTX PILLARS, ~T ~ERE ~GED from end to end o£ a GRE~T ~L 
[hawse, halse (neck)]. At tge fartg~r e!tremitl o£ tgi~ ~L, 
apprga~ing ~lo~l~ to~~rd~ !IM ~dmu~ BE!ELD a f~le fig~re 
WOND~RF~L~ B~IFTJL, and adgrned ~I~ A R~!.Al.. R~BE and a ~RO~ Of 
DIAMONDS OVER HER GOLDEN RINGLETS, and the RICHEST NECKLACE THAT 
- -=== == = - - -- ==:a- = EYll!R A ~:!N ~~RE. [=Poetic act of bountiful hawking by 
signature, with suggestion of continued danger.] 
"No, Cadmus!" said the same voice that had spoken to him in 
the field of the-armed men~ "This=i;-not=you~ dear=;iste~ Europa, 
= = = = =-- -= = --= == 
whom you have sought so faithfully ALL OVER THE WIDE WORLD. THIS IS 
=== - = = = - = = -= = = = - = === = == == = - -HARMONIA, A DAUGHTER OF THE SKY, who is given you instead of sister, 
= == === ==-===-==- = -=- =--and brothers, and friend, and mother. You will find all those dear 
ones IN HER-.ALONE!" [ =N ••• L H ••• RN ••• -=b;u~darie; of= name ='iiiton;d. ] 
= == = 
SQ ~ing ~admus d~elt in the palace, ~ith his new friend 
-- - - - - - - - - = - = p.RM~N~, (i.e., mouth harmony], and fo~nd a gre~t d~l o£ comfgrt 
in his magnificent abode, but would doubtless have found as much, if 
= - - = = = = -- = = = - --not ~ore, in the humblest £Ottage by tge ways!de. BefQre MAN! !_gARS 
- - - - - -· = --- - - -- -WENT BY, there WAS A GROUP OF ROSY LITTLE CHILDREN (BUT HOW THEY 
= = = = - = = =- - =· = = = CAME THITHER, HAS ALWAYS BEEN A MYSTERY TO ME) SPORTING in the great 
== = == = - = = =- =- = = = = - = = = ~1, and on tge marble ~tep~ o£ tge pala~e, and running ig~f~ll~ to 
m~t ~g ~admu~, ~gen affa£r~ o~ ~tgte left gim at le£~~re to pla~ 
~ith t!}em. T~el £~lled ~im fath~r, and ~~n !armgn£a, motg~r. T~~ 
f!ye Qld SQldi~rs of the dragonTs teeth gre~ y~ry fond of th~se . 
-- - - --- - - - - == - - -- - - --~11 )irchin~, and ~~re ne~~r ~~ar~ o~ SHO~ING l]EM !~ TO SHO!!LD~R 
STICKS, FLO.QRISH WOQDEN S~'ORDS, AND MARCH IN MILITAR! QRD.!j;R, BLO~ING 
- -- - - - -- - - = - - - -a penn~-trumpet, QR BgATING an abominable rub-adub upon a little 
drum. [Note DART:STICK(S)--as ritual of gesture and sound, collec-
tively maintained.] 
But ~ing ~admus, LEST T!!t;RE SHOyr.D B!; TOQ MUCH O.f THE DRAGON'S 
- - - - -- - - - - - - = -TOQTfi IN HIS CHILDREN'S DISPOSITION, used to find time from his 
~ingly dgt~es-eo t~ach-them their~- ~: c. [Bel Seel];--WHicH EE 
IN¥ENTED-FQR-THElR-BENEFIT, and-fQr ~hich many little pe~ple-, j-am 
afra~d, are not tlALF SQ gr2tefyl tQ Eim-xs TfiEX OYG!!T TO Bg. -
[=Author as aggressive-sovereign, civilizing-the reader literally 
(for subtler sipping of significance, in points of style).] 
(Hawthorne, Tanglewood Tales; CE, VII (1972], 234-8, 249-52, 
252-6, 257-8, 259-61, 262-4) 
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~) LIP/LAP-WINK: ~/!,~•e/~ < ~/(~)~'~:~ • 
Stance: Man-serpent w. Heaven-bowing, knee-bending lips (=God's face-
breaker). 
Moti~e: "Understood Gift, God's 'Kneel!' Yell: Heart Haw Higher Burn, 
My Living Ears, Eyes, and Lips Open!n 
['The ~~ies':] A ~reat ~hile a~2· ~he~ the world ~as full 
of wonders, there lived an earth-BORN GrAN~ NAMED ~~AEUS, Ah1J A 
--= - - = - -- = = = = = = MILLION OR MORE of curious little earth-BORN people, who were £alled 
- = - -- - =- - -- - - - - - -- --pyg~IES. This gia~t a~d these ~Y~!ies, ~EI~ childr~ of the s~e 
mother, (that is to say, our good old G~MOTHER Earth,) were all 
-- ---- =-- -- --BRETHREN, ~ dwelt togETHER in a very friendly AND AFFECTIONATE 
--- -- -- =-MANNER, far, far off, IN THE MIDDLE OF HOT AFRigA [=tropical 
- =~- - - --- = - - -super-gardens; with deep-enfolding of lingual root(s) under hard 
and soft palate; cf. ankh--as life-key and as a back-of-mouth 
straining]. The Pygmies were so s~ll, agd there were so ~y sa~dy 
- -= -- - -- - -- - - - -deserts and such high mountains between them and the rest of mankind, 
- = - = -= = - - = = = - = == = that NOBODY COULD GET A PEEP at them oftener than once in a hundred 
=-- = - = - - = -- = = -= = = years. As ~2r the gia~t, ~EI~ OK A YERY LQ!TI STAT!;!RE, IT ~AS EASY 
ENOUGa TO SEE HIM, but safest to keep out of his sight. 
= -- - - - - - - -
AmoBg the ~y~ies, I su2£2se, ~ 2~e o~ th~ ~re~ t? the 
height of six or eight igches, he was recko~ed a prodigiously tall 
~~: [Note the phallic approximation.] =y - .... · -
The Pyg~es loved to tal~ with Agtaeus; a~d fifty t~es a day, 
oge or a~other of th~ would-turg up his head, a~d-shout through the 
hollow of his fists--"Hilioo, brother Anteaus! How are you, ~y good 
- - - - - -· = - - - - -fellow?"--Agd whe~ the s~ll, dista~t sgueak of their voices reached 
his ear, the g~t ~o~ld-§a~e a~s~r--"~retty ~ell, ~roth.=r ~Y,§~Y, 
I thank you!"--in a thunderous roar that would have shaken down the 
walls=~£ their stro~gest temple,-ogly that It £~e fro~=s~ far=aloft. 
TNote hinds as extension of=mouth-clittle Nat-han-yellTs)=-to reach 
High-Awe-tum); note the ritual of counter-chanting a wide breach, 
to maintain a single world.] I 
IN SHORT, AS I SAID BEFORE, Antaeus loved the Py~ies, a~d the 
~y~ies loved Agtaeus. The giant's=life betng as logg-as his body 
~as large,-while the lifet~e of a Pyg~y was but a SPAN, this-
~rie~dly INTER~OURSE had bee~ goiug-og-for ing~erable-generatio~s 
~d ages. -It was written-about, in the-Pygmy-histories, agd TALgED 
ABOUT, in their ancient traditions-[=oral traditions]. The most-
!e~~rabl~ and white-b~arded Py~y had ~ever heard of a t~e, eve~ 
~his greatest of grandfatherTs days,-when the giaBt was-not their 
e~2rmous friegd. -oBce~ to be sure, (as-was re£orded 0~ AN-OBELIS~ 
three ~eet high, ere£ted on the-place of-the £atastropfie,) ABtaeus 
sat do~ upog-about five thousa~d Py~ies, who were ass~bled at a 
~ilitary review: But this was one-of-those-unluc~ accidents for 
~hich gobody is to-blame; so that the small f~lks==nev~r to~k it-to 
--- - = =- -- = = -- -= -
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heart, agd ~gly re~~ested the giagt to b~ sare!~l, !~re!~r a~t~~~rds, 
to e~ige the A£~ 0! ~RO~ !here he I~TE~ED TO s~gAT h~sel~. 
It is a !ery 21easagt 2i£ture to ~gige Agtaeus STA!DI~ 
AMONG THE PYGMIES, like the spire of the tallest cathedral that ever 
-= -== = - - - = --was built, WHILE THEY RAN ABOUT LIKE PISMIP.ES AT HIS FEET; AND TO 
- - -- =- = - = THINK that IN SPITE of their difference IN SIZE, there was AFFECTION 
= = - - --- = = - -- = = AND SYMPATHY BETWEEN THEM AND HIM! •••• [=Urinarylspermal cross-
- =- - - = = = = poetics (BigiAnt-sig!see-p!piquant!); form-icl-al aggression.] I 
Og ~11 their holidays, the ~y~ies had e~cellegt S£~rt !ith 
Antaeus. He ofteg stretched hfmself out at full leggth og the 
gro~gd, !here-he 1o~~ed li~e the 1~~ ridge o~ a hill ••• : s~ 
fearless were they, that they MADE NOTHING OF CREEPING IN ~ONG THE 
- -- - = --== ===--== FOLDS OF HIS Q~NTS. Wheg his head lay sideways og the earth, 
-- - - - = - - - -they ~o~ld ~rch ~~ldly uE a~d 2eeE I~2 THE ~REAT ~y~~ 0! HIS 
MOUTH, agd ta!-e it all a joke (as, igdeed, it was meagt) wheg 
-- - - - - - - =- --ANTAEUS QAVE A SUDDEN SliAP WITH HIS JAWS, as if he were goi!!g to 
s~allo! ~i~ty o~ them at ~ce. Yo~ !o~ld ha!e lau~ed to-see the 
children dodgigg IN AND OUT AMONG HIS HAIR, OR SWINGING FROM HIS 
= - = = - = === - - === = = ~EARD. It is ~Eossi~le to tell hal~ o~ the Euggy tri~s that they 
Elayed !ith their huge ~o~rade; ~ut I d£ got ~o! that agyth~ !as 
more curious, than when a party of boys were seen RUNNING RACES ON 
==- =- = - = - - -- - = == ==- = HIS FOREHEAD, TO TRY WHICH OF THEM COULD GET FIRST ROUND THE CIRCLE 
- - - ==- = -- -= -= OF HIS OliE, QREAT EYE. It was agother favorite feat with th~, TO 
MARCH ALONG THE BRIDGE OF HIS NOSE, and jump down UPON HIS uPPER LIP! 
T=Memo of=:ignature games, imagined charad~s on-~e-:labially- -
consummated, sealed.] 
If the truth must be told, they were somet~es as troubleso~e 
to the giagt as-a s;a~ of a~ts or ~usguitoes7 especially as-they-
had a fondness for mischief,-and-liked-to PRICK HIS SKIN WITH LITTLE 
SWORDS ARn=~CES, to see how thick=agd tough it was.= Tr.e., with 
Haw-thorns and Aub-pins.] .: .. ,= .:.. -- -
[A] Py~y looked agaig, agd gow perceived that a stragger 
was £O~igg dire£tly-towards the prostrate for~ of Agtaeus. With - -
every step, he looked less like a blue mountain,-and more like an 
. -- - -= = - - = -= = = =- = = ~egsely large ~ag. He !as so~g s~ ~i~h, tr~t there so~ld ~e ~ 
possible mistake about the matter .•.•. I .... 
- - = = -- = -
"HOW will you PREVENT ~e," as~ed H~r~~les, "Ero~ ~igg !hith~r 
I 2lease?- - - - - -
"By HITTING YOU A RAP WITH THIS PINE-TREE HERE!" shouted 
~taeus: S£owlin_g so: that-he ~de h~seif the ugliest ~ogster ig 
Afri~a. "1 am fifty ti.J!es stronger thag you; agd, gow that 1 st~p 
mT-: ~o~t u2og the iro~gd: I a~ ~i!e hugdred t~es str~~~r. A :··· --
-Memo on N ••. n •.. Haw ••. n, as ground of der~ved name Aub-ep~ne. 
Note use of pine-tree as aggressive extension of hand-arm, which 
serves to back up oral message of Hold off!, as though goad to 
assist command of Haw!] I 
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~ut, ~~ce m£re, Her~~les ~arded ~~~ the str~~ ~ith his £lub; 
a~d the gia~t's Ei~e-tree !as shatt~red ~t~ a tho~sa~d sEl~t~rs, 
W£St 0~ !hich fle! amoga. the ~Yimies, a~d did thew m~re wischief tha~ 
I like to thin~ about. Before Agtaeus could get out of the way, 
= ==- -- --- - =- - -H!r£~les let dri~e a~atg a~d sa!e htm a~oth!r ~0~-do~ ~lo!, !hich 
sent him heels over head, but served only to increase his already 
= = --- - - - -= == -enormous and insufferable strength. As for his rage, there is no 
=- = ::1 = --- - . =- -- =-tell~ !hat a !I~RY f~ACE it had ~o! sot to ~e. HIS 2~ EYE ~AS 
NOTHING RUT A CIRCLE OF RED FLAME [=Haw, the ripe fruit J • Havius 
- =-=- -= - -- --~0! g.,£ !eaEo~s ~UT HIS fiSTS, HE DO~LED TH~ ~, (EACH ~Ig~~R T~ 
A HOGSHEAD,) SMOTE ONE AGAINST THE OTHER, AND DANCED UP AND DOWN WITH 
-= =- -= = = - = = - = -= -ABSOLUTE FRENZY, FLOURISHING HIS IMMENSE ARMS ABOUT, AS IF HE MEANT 
--- - = -- === == = -- - = = NOT MERELY TO KILL HERCULES, BUT TO SMASH THE WHOLE WORLD TO PIECES. 
= = = - =- - = - - -- - -
"~ome o~!" r2ared this thu~d~ri~ gia~t. "Let ~e HIT YO!;! ~UT 
ONE BOX ON THE EAR, AND YOU'LL NEVER HAVE THE HEADACHE AGAIN!" 
---== = =-- === == 
~o! H~rs!:les (tho!:~h strong e~ou~, as yo!: ~lready !so!, to 
hold the s~y up) began to be sensible that he should gever wig the 
- - - - - = - - - - -- - -victory, if he kept og knocking Antaeus dowg. For, by-agd-by, if he 
- = - - = - - == = - = -- -- - - - -hit htm such hard blows, the giagt would igevitably, by the help of 
= -- - -- -- - - --~th~r ~rth, ~e~o~e str2gg~r tha~ the ~i~hty H=r~~les h~sel~. S2, 
thro!i~ do~ his ~lu~, !ith !hich he had ~o!:~ht s2 ~~y dreadful 
battles, the hero stood ready to receive his antagonist with naked 
- - - - = -=· - == arms. • 
= 
"Ste2 ~2r~rd!" sried he. "Si~ce I'v~ ~r2~e~ your E~e-tree, 
WE'LL TRY WHICH IS THE BETTER MAN AT A WRESTLING-MATCH!" I 
- - - == - == 
But the most WONDERFUL THING WAS, that as soon as Antaeus was 
- =- --= - -- = - -= ::: -fairly off the earth, he BEg~ TO LOSE THE VIgOR WHICH HE HAD gAINED 
BY TOUCHING IT.- [=Breach-of essential nature;-completion of organic 
- == (incl. orgastic) cycle.] 
WH~ HIS STRE~gTH ~D BREATH WERE QUITE goNE, Her£ules gAVE 
- - -- - - -- - --= - -- - -HIS HUGE BODY A TOSS, AND FLUNG IT ABOUT A MILE OFF, where it fell 
- - - - = - - = --- - -heavily, and lay with no more m,otiog thag a s~-hUl. It was too 
- - -· =- - -- - - - - -late for the giagt's Mother Earth to help hi! gow; agd I should got 
!~~d=r-i~ his 2ogd~rous ~~~es !~re lyigg-i~ the s~e-sEot, to this 
very day, and were mistaken for those of an uncommonly large 
eleE_ha~t. T=Verteb~ate fo~==cf. signatur~ w:=j~inted parts.] 
But, alas ~e! WHAT A WAILI~ did the poor little Pygm,ies set 
UE, wheg they saw their enormous brother treated in this-terrible 
~~~~r ! - I .... - -- - - - = -
"VILLAIN!" shouted all the PYGMIES at once. "YOU HAVE KILLED 
THE GuNr ~TAEUS, OUR gREAT BROTHER: ~D THE= ALLY OF OUR ~ATIO~. 
WE DECLARE BLOODY WAR AGAINST-YOU, -AND WILL SLAY YOU-ON-THE SPOT!" 
- = - - == - =- -= -
Surprised at the shrill pipin_g of so manY little voices, 
H~r~!:les,-after putting out the £onflagratiog-of his hair gAZED ALL 
ROUNDABOUT,-but could-see-nothigg. -At-last LOOKING NARROwLY ON THE 
~Ro~: he esEied the tg~ui=ra~le asses~lage o~=~y~~ies at his=feet. 
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He stO~£ed dowg, agd ta~i~ U£ the gearest ~e ~et~eeg his th~~ 
!i~=r, SET HIM 0~ THE~~ 0~ HIS LE~ ~' a~d held h~ at a 
Ero2~r distagce !~r ~S!i~tio~ [LIP/LAP-WINK]. • ••• 
"WHAT IN THE WORLD, ID' little fellow," ejasulated Hercules, 
- = -- = - - -- - =-
"MAY YOU BE'?" [Note use of 'ejaculated'--expressive tag for male 
(~r dominant) speakers only'? (i.e., in Hawthorne).] 
and 
= 
"I ~ YO!!R E~!" ags~=red the !aliagt ~YP:Y, ig his ~i&htiest 
s~~cak.. • ••• · 
H=r£~les ~as s~ ti~kled ~th the ~YP:Y' s !!i~ ~~rds agd ~~rli~e 
gest~res, that he ~~rst ~t~ a &reat e~£l~sio~ of laught=r, a~d 
~l~~st droEEed the ~OQR LITTLE ~TE o! a £reat~re off the ~A~ 0~ 
HIS ~' thro~~h the e£stasy agd £On!lllsio~ of ~err~egt. 
"~0~ ~ ~2RD," £ried he, "I tho~&ht I had seeg ~2~D~RS £e~~re 
to-day •••• • .•• Your BODY, mY little friegd, is about the size of 
an ORDINARY MAN'S FINGER: PRAY HOW BIG MAY YOUR SOuL RE'?" [=Reli--
gious t~rn.]= = - ==- - - - = = - - -
"AS ~Ig AS YOQR 0~!" said the ~YP:Y· [Note little Pyg-, 
turning Big, via oral confrontation.] 
Hercules was TOUCHED with the little mag's daugtless sourage, 
- =- - - - - -- - -agd sould got help A~OWLEDGING such a brotherhood with him, as one 
- - - - - --- - - - - - - - _;:::: her~ feels ~~r a~oth=r· [Sun-heroes; ingression to RIC-GOUGE.] 
good bye! I shall pick mY steps sarefully, for fear of 
tread~ U£0E so~e fifty of yo~: wrrilo~T ~~O~ING It. HA:-HA: HA! -
HO, HO, HO! For O~CE, Hersules A_9!SNOWLEDGES HIMSELF VANQUISHED!" [P-G-M (as fuii mouth) over-H-K-s:1= - - - --
So!!!e writers say, that Hersules gATHERED UP THE WHOLE RACE OF 
PYQtliES IN HIS LIO~'S S~I~, ~D gARRIED ~ HO~ TO gREECE, for the 
- -- = - - - - - - -- - --childreg of ~~ E~rystheus to Elay ~ith. ~ut this is a ~ista~e. 
He left them, O~E AND ALL, WITH!~ THEIR 0~ TERRITORY, where, for 
aught-! sag-teii, their descegda~ts are ailve, to the presegt day, 
buildiNG-their little houses,-cuitivatiNG their little-fields, 
- === - = - = -spaN!ING their little childreg, wagiNG their little warfare with the 
£rages--, dol~ their little business,-whatever it ~y-be: agd-readiNG 
THEIR LITTL~HISTORIES OF ~CIE~ TI~ES. I~ THOSE HISTORIES, PERHAPS, 
IT ST~S RE~2RDED, that; a-~reat ~aEy cegt~ries a~~· the ~ALIAET -
PYGMIES AVENGED the death of the giant Antaeus, by scarigg AWAY THE 
~~HTY H=rs~les! [=Remark on indepe~den~e of own. loin-skin/book-cloth 
recreations and creations--via lively consonant-joints shared with 
the literary tradition by own name(s).] 
(Hawthorne, Tanglewood Tales; CE, VII [1972], 213, 215, 216, 
217-18, 22~, 224-7, 232-3) 
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B.2.c. A Literary Proofmark: The World-Figure. 
i) MUM-YAWN: f!/I}_/r;} > g/~'~+ [eye-pow fl • 
Stance: Man-serpent w. omnipresent mouth (=cryptic 'universe w. holy 
end-trail under nose). 
Motive: "Under and Over Man:. One Yell: Hie-Up~ Bounty!" 
['S£r 1saa~ ~e~or.:_; Bgrr.:_ !~~--D~d !Z~Z':] Or.:_ ~rist~s-da~, 
if}_ t~e ~~ar !¥i~~ 1saa£ ~e~or.:_ ~as bgrr.:_, at tge s~ll ~illage o£ 
~oglstggrpe, ~r.:. Er.:_glar.:_d. Little did gis f!Otg~r tgin_f, ~ger.:_ sge 
begeld g~r r.:_e~-bgrn b~be:. tgat g; ~as destif}_ed to ~plalf}. ~I}.~ 
~tt~rs, ~gicg gad beer.:_ a ~~ster~ e~;r sif}_ce tge ~r~~tior.:_ o£ tge 
world. [=New newt--serpent.] 
== 
1saa~'s fatg~r b~~ dead, ~s. ~e~tor.:_ ~as ~rried agair.:_ to a 
~l~rg~r.:_, ar.:_d ~er.:_t to r~s£de at ~grt~ ~itgaf!· ~~r sor.:_ ~as left to 
t~e ~re o£ gis gogd gld grar.:_df!otg~r, ~go ~as ~er~ f=~d to g~, ar.:_d 
ser.:_t g~ to s~g,gl. Ir.:_ gis ~arl~ ~~ars~-~~~.f-did r.:_ot app~ar to b~ 
a ~er~ bright s~olar, but ~as cg~£1~ ~LE for gis ir.:_ge~it~ 
if}. ~11 !e~har.:_i~al owp~tior.:_s. ~e gad a set o£ little tools, ar.:_d 
sa~s o£ ~ar£ous s£zes, ~r.:.~fa~t~red b~ g~sel£. ~itg tge a£d o£ 
tg~se, £saa~ ~or.:_tr£~ed to ~ke ~ny ~r£ous arti~les, at ~gicg ge 
~orfed ~itg sg f!UC~ s~ill, tgat g; s~e~ to ga~e beer:. bgrr.:_ ~itg a 
saw and chisel in his hand. [Cf. Hawthorne's boyhood mechanics of 
= - = - = = -name-play--esp. see again my I.B.2.] I 
Ir.:.deed, tgere ~as so!e gro~r.:.d for suppgsi~ tgat Isaa£ ~ould 
de~gte h~self to tge ~I}.~fa£t);re o£ ~LO~S; sif}.ce g~ gad ~iready 
made one, of a kind which nooody had ever heard of before. It was 
-= =- = =- = = -= - = == == = = = 
set AG~ING, ~OT B~ ~~LS ~ ~~TS, L£KE O~!R .£LOggl, BUT B~ ~E 
DROPPING 0~ ~AT!R· ~IS ~AS ~ OBJE~T 0~ G~T ~2~~~T T2 ~L 
~E P~OPLE RO~ABOYT; ar.:.d it must b~ ~or.:_fessed tgat tgere are fe~ 
bo~bs, or !er.:. e£t!J~F' ~go ~o~ld tell ~gat g'~lo~ it is, b~ !ear.:.s o£ 
a owl of water. 
= = = = 
Bes£des tge ~at;r-~loy~, ISAAf ~E A S~-D!AL. Thus gis 
grandmother was NEVER AT A LOSS TO NOW THE HOUR Tgnostic implica-
:ion]; f~~ tEe ~atir-~lo~ ~~~ld te f it ir.:. tg~ shgde, a~d tge d~l 
~ the sunshine. The sun-dial is said to be stili in existence at 
~oglsth2rpe~=on the 9QRN§R Of ~E gogsE ~h~~e !saa~ dwe!t. If s~, 
it ~ust-ga~e ~r~ed tge-passage-o£-e~;r~-su~nl-~ou; t~t ~s -
;lapsed, since !saa~ Ne~ton ~as a bol; IT ~ED ALL ~E F~OUS 
MQMENTS OF HIS LIFE; IT-MARKED THE HOUR OF-HIS DEATH; AND STILL THE 
s~s~!~ ~R!!Ps ~X~R IT,-AS+RE~liLARL~=As ~ £SAA~=F£RST SET IT liP. 
[=Memo of Hawthorne's name-mechanism continuing to have meaning--to 
have immortal speech--after his death. Note deepening o.f ~ to ~·] 
YET WE MUST NOT SAY THAT THE SUN-DIAL HAS LASTED LONGER THAN 
ITs ~~R==FQR 1sAX.£ NEEToN=giLL=E~IsT, LQNG=AF~R ~E D±XL=-xEX,-~ L~~ AFTER ~E s~ ITSELF S!1ALL ~XE ~R~LED T2-DE~A~. T=Haw-
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thorne's submission to realities beyond language~ literature, and 
visible-apprehended world; note the k-destruction of the chief 
sensory base of knowledge--as though crushed at throat-level by a 
deeply inflected h (=memo of k as Christ-sign, of Christ-Apocalyptic 
--even over Hawthorne).] I .... 
Not far from his grandmother's residence there was a wind-mill, 
- -= -- == - == = =--~ic~ op~r~ted O!! a !!e~ pla!!· 1saa~ ~as ~ t~e ~bit o~ g£~ 
t~it~~r fr~~e!!tlx, a!!d ~ogld spe!!d ~gle ~o~rs 1!! ~a~i!!i~ its 
various parts. While the mill was at res~, he pryed into its 
-= = === = - = == - - = ~t~rnal ~$D!!!~r~. W!!e!! its brgad sa£ls ~~re set 1!! mQtio~ b~ t!}e 
~i~d, g~ w~t~ed t~e process b~ ~~i$b tge ~ill-stg~es ~~re ~de to 
re:gol~e, a~d .£RUSf! Tf!E ~~~ t!}a.t ~as 1!! tge ~opp~r. Aft~r ~A!~I~ 
A ~~RO~ ~O~EDQE Of ITS ~O~STRU¥TIO~, ~~ ~as obs~rxed to b~ 
~~s~llX busx ~it~ gis tggls. [May be allegory of sexual self-
education, and of assimilation of private experience to oral 
mechanics of literary name-formulas. Note ~/(hard)~ as silent-
implicit operations.] 
It ~as ~ot lo~ bef£re ~is gra~other, a~d ~11 tge ~eighbgr­
~gd, ~e~ ~gat 1saa~ gad bee~ abo~t. ~~ !}ad $o~stru$ted a ~odel o~ 
a ~i~d-~111. Tgough ~ot sg large, 1 suppgse, as g~e o~ tge bo~-traps 
~gicg boxs set to catcg s~£rrels, xet e:g~rx part 0~ tge ~ill a~d its 
~cg~~rx ~as $o~pl~te. 1ts little sails ~~re ~eatlx ~de o~ li~e~, 
a~d ~g£rled ro~~d ~~rx s~iftlx ~ge~ tge ~ill ~as pl~ced ~ a drauggt 
o~ a£r. E~~ A PUFF Of ~I!D ·FRO~ lSAA~'S ~oy~, ~R FRO~ A PAlR Of 
BELLOES, EAS SUFFICIENT TO SET T!JE SAJ;LS IN MQTION. AND--ffi!AT EAS 
MOST fyRIOUS--IE A HANDFUL OF ~RAINS OF WHEAT-WERE PUT-INTO-THE-
LITTLE~OPP~R, TPI=W§ULD soo~ B~=~oNYjRTEDI~~ S~O~-~lTE FLO!lR· 
[Cf. Hawthorne's moon-seminal poet~c, as Providence in self-
congratulatory reflex, i.e., self-fulfillment of self beyond the 
self. =Memo of signature blooming, unfolding--even as sheaf of 
paper.] 
!saa$'s pla~tes ~~re EN~ED ~ith his ne~ ~ind-mill. They 
thought that NOTHING so PRETTY: AND so WONDERFuL: HAD EVER BEEN SEEN 
= - = - = - = = - = = - = = = == - ====-IN THE WHOLE WORLD. 
-=== == 
"BUT, lSAA¥," said gne o~ tg~, "xo~ ga:ge fgr.&otte~ g~e tging 
tgat belo~s tg a ~ill." TNote 4: in critical, world-counterapproach, 
context.] 
"~at is tgat?" ASifED ~saa$; fgr h~ suppQsed, tgat, from tge 
rogf of tge ~ill tg its fo~~d~tion, ge Eid f£r~otte~ ~otging.-
."Ehy, wh~re is the mill~r?" said his friend. 
--- =-- - - - = -
. "T~t is true!--~ ~ust LO~~ fgr g~e," said ~saac; a~d h~ set ~~self to ~O~SID~R go~ tge deticienc~ ~~ogld b~ suppt~d. 1Sugges-
tion, here, of HIC-GOUGE--d ... s ••. s ••. s ••. d--in response to 
~-critical.] I 
~e~ ~saa$ ~as fo~rt~~ xears gld, gis ~otg~r's se~o~d gusb~d 
~o~ b~ing dead, sg~ ~isged g~r so~ to lea:ge s$hool, a~d assist g~r 
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At Last, ~ !Z~Z, ~ge~ ~~ ~as Foya-s~RE ~ F£;!E !pAS ~LD, 
S~R ~SAA~ ~~TO~ D~D,--~r ratg~r, g~ c~sed to li~e o~ ~art~. ~~ 
~~ b~ p~~itted to b~lie~e, tgat g~ is STILL S~AR~ING 0~ ~ 
I~FI~ITE ~ISDO~ ~ ~O~D~SS 0~ ~E ~~~T~R, as ~ar~estl~, a~d ~it~ 
~~en mQre su££ess, tgan ~hile his sp~rit anim!ted a mQrtal body. 
TSIP-SQUISH.]' E§ gAS LEFT-A F~ BEg1ND gYM:-ggicg WILL B§ AS-
E~~LE AS IF-~IS ~ ~~RE ~TTE~-y~ LETT~RS o! L~T,-F~~D 
BX T~ STARS UPON T!!E MIDNIQ!!T Sll. [Fame as the mag~c of Providence; 
name as universal potency:'VIsibie to world; specific name consonan-
tally reminiscent of : N ••• t. • • • •• wt ••• n. . • . ] 
(Hawthorne, Biographical Stories; CE, VI [1972], 231, 232-4, 
235, 236-7) 
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ii) RIC-GOUGE: ~/l:~/~ > ~'~/~'!+ [eye-pow ~/~T • 
Stance: Man-serpent w. obligatory, throat-held gift-shout (=truncated 
neck). 
Motive: "Under and Over Man, One Yell: Hie-Up, Bounty!" 
['~e §or&on'~ ~eag':] fer~~u! wa~ ~e ~on of ~~~' w~ wa~ 
fhe ~au~~er of a ~in&• Ang w~en ~er~~u~ wa~ a verz li~~le ~0! [Oh, 
bUoy!], ~ome WI~~ ~-OPLE ~UI ~is mo~er ang ~fm!elf in£o a ~est, 
and set them afloat ON THE SEA [=left to God's Providence--God~ 
~ = === = === =-
overseeing from His See]. Iae wing ~lew fre!blz, ang ~rove ~e 
chest awav from the shore [=inspired lung action--lip-bound and 
== === ' === === shaped], ang ~e un~~Z ~Ulow~ to~e~ i£ u~ ang gown [=anxiety over 
death-transit, place of reception]; w~e ~a~~ sla~~e~ ~er ~!1~ 
slo~elz ~o ~er ~o~om, ang grea~eg ~£ ~ome ~IQ W~VE would ga~ i~ 
foamz sre~ OVER ~EM ~0~ [=Lap of nature in salivation ~texture of 
SIP-SQUISH)]. The chest sailed on, however, and neither sank nor 
=======- = - = -=== =-wa~ u~e~; un£il, w~en nigh~ wa~ somin~, i£ floa£eg ~o near an ~lang 
tha~ ~£ ~ot en£an~le~ in a fi!berman'~ ne£! [underlying magic of 
MUM-YAWN], ang wa~ grawn ou£ ~~ ang grz ~ON ~E gang [allowed 
continuity]. ~e !~lang wa~ salleg ger!~u~, ang i£ wa~ REIGNE~ 
OVER B! ~INQ ~OL!DE~J;~, w~o ~p~eneg £o ~ ~e fi!berman '~ ~ro~er 
[=Eye-land--as story-book of many decks or levels of performance, 
for royal reading,· seminal semantic raining-over.] 
The fisherman, I am glag ~o tell you, wa§ an ex£eedingly 
- ==== - - - - = - - ---= - -~~m:!ne an~ u~righ~ man. ~= ~owe~ ~re~~ ~!n~ne~ ~o Da~~ an~ ~er 
li~~le ~oz, ang son~in~eg ~0 ~frieng ~em, un£il fer~~u~ ~g ~rown 
~o ~= a ~ang~ome zou~, veEy stron~ ang as£ive, ang ~~ilful in ~e 
~~e of arm!. Lon~ ~fore ~i! E,!me, ~in~ ~olzdec~e~ ~~ ~==n the 
two strangers--the mother and her child--who had come to his 
= = - = === === = - ===- = - - = - = - = gominion§ in a floa~ing chest. A§ he wa§ no~ goog ang kind, like 
his brother the fisherman, ~UT EXTRE:MELY-WICKED [;Hawthorn~ as--
we~ver of schemes ~th loophoies:=or wicketST,=he re§olveg ~o §eng 
ferg~ug on a ~~n~erou~ en~er~r!~e, in w~i~ ~~ woul~-~ro~a~Il ~e­
Iilled,·and then to do some great mischief to Danae herself. SO 
~i! ~ad ~in~~~e~~ ~ l;n~ while=in ~on~i~e~in~ w~£-wai them;~ 
g~n~eroug thin~ tha~ a zoun~ man ~oulg ~o~iblz un~er£a~e £0 ~erform 
T=a spectacle]. A£ last, havin~ ~i£ U£On an en£er£r!ge tha£ £romised 
~o £urn ou~ a§ fa~ally a§ he gesireg, he sen~ for the youthful 
Jer::~:· T=Hit/kick/guliet-to-grave (th~k,-comma~, get-action.] 
••.. ~e new~ ~ui~kl~ ~~rea~ airoa~, tha£ ter~=u~ ~a~ unger~aken to cut off the head of Medusa wit~the snaky locks 
['~t)he-bridal-gfft, whfch-(Kfng ~olyd~ctes had) s~t-~his) h~rt on 
~r~gen£in~-~o ~e beau~i~l ~p~ogam!a'~ =Eve~z~;gl relo!~e~; for ~st of the in~a9iiants of the ~~lan~ were a~ wicke~ a~ the ~in~ 
~~elf, and wouid have liked NOTHING ~ETTER THAN TO SEE some 
enormou~ miichief=~p~en ~0 ~anae an~ ~e~=~on. The o~lz ~00~ man, 
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in ~i~ unforJ;unaJ;e !!lang of ger!~hu~, a£2_ear! J;o !!ave ieen ~e 
fisherman [=Christ-link; implicit wicket 6£ Heaven, for addressing 
of=:elf-castigation]. A~ ~er~~u~ wal~g alan~, ~erefore, ~e 
~O~LE ~O!NIER A.Fp:R !!IM, AN~ ~E MO~, ~ WIN;ER IO ONE ANO;I!!ER, 
ang rigis~leg ~im a~ louglz a~ ~ez g~reg. [Implicit LIP/LAP-WINK--
as invocation of Providence, call to action, in context of denigra-
tion, criticism..]· 
"Ho, Ho!" cried they. "Medusa's snakes will sting him 
soundly!" TMemo-o£ :a;eer-symboi :s ~a~tor_:lead s~ger-enchanter; 
~ver:multiplication of lingual-phallic values.] 
Now, there we~e three Gorgons alive, at that ieriod, and they 
were ~e mo~ ~r~n~e ~g J;erri~le=moni£er~ ~:£ Eag eve~ ~ee~ i=en, 
gin~e ~e gaz ~e worlg wa~ ~e, or tha£ ~ve ~een ~==n in after 
~al~· or ~haJ; are l!!eli J;o ~= ~~n, in all £!me J;o some. ! ~L! 
KNOW WHAT SORT OF CREATURE oa HO~GO~LIN TO CALL THEM. Thez were 
three si;t:rs7 and-se-e: to have ORNE SOME DISTANT RESEMiLANcE TO 
WoMEN,=~UI wERE ~L! A=VER! FR GHIFuL ~=Mij£I!rEvou~ ~~~!E~=oF 
RRAGON. TOverly developed, fleshly branches of one symboi:l IJ; i~ 
1ng~ giffisulJ; J;o ima~ine w~J; ~ig~ou~ ~in~ ~~!e ~r~ ~i~er! 
were. ~z, in~eag of loc~ of ~afr, if zou san ~elfeve m~, thez 
had each of them a hundred enormous snakes growing an their heads, 
-=-.=::: === - = = ==--= - ====- -·==== 
all al_!.ve, J;Wi~in~, wri~lin~, surlin~, ang THRUSTIN~ OUI I!!EIR 
VENOMOUS TONGUES, WITH FORKED STINGS AT THE END! t=DART-STICK(S).] 
==- = === -==== -=·-=== = The J;~~ of ~e ~r~on' ~ were t~rri~lz lon~ J;u!~; ~e!r ~ WERE 
~E OF ~~~; ang ~eir ~O~!E~ WERE ALL OVER ~~~E~, W!!I~ IF NOI 
!RON, WERE soME;miN~ ~ ~ ~ ~ENEI~LE. ~ez ~ag win~, J;oo, 
ang e~~gin~lz g~lengig one!, ! san assure zou; for everz fea~er 
of ~em wa~ LURE, ~R!Q!!I, ~LIIIERIN~, ~URNI~ ~0~, ANR l!!E! LOO!E~ 
VER! RAZ~LINr,- NO ~OUll, W!!EN THE ~R~ON~ WERE FL!IN~ ~OUI IN !ME 
gUN~lNE. [Armor as labial, ~~ strength--spreading over visible 
surfaces of body (silent retention of force).] I .... 
So disconsolate did these thoughts make him [i.e., thoughts of 
'~iff:n(ing) i~J;O• i£o~e =. ':"':'Tj, ~£ P~!!:u~ ~OULR NOI ~EAR J;O ~ell 
h~s mother what he had undertaken to do. He therefore took his 
shield, girded=on-his=swo~d,=and c~os;ed over~rom the island to 
~e-~~Ian~,=w~ere ~==!a£=~own=in a~iJ;arz ~l~~e, an~~L! 
REFRAINED FROM SHEDDING TEARS. [=Private emot~onal outburst, out 
of s~ht=(raining ~~t of=small orifices).] . 
~u£ w~fle he wa! in ~i~ gorrowful moog, ~ ~earg a vo_!.~e 
slo~e ~e~fge ~im. [=SIP-SQUISH.] 
"~erg~ug," !aig the vof~e, "w~z are zou ~ag?" 
HE LIFTED HIS HEAD FROM HIS HANDS, IN WHICH HE HAD HIDDEN IT; 
ANR ~~~OL~! :li al~ne ai ~er!=u~=~a~ ~U£20~-~imgelf-£~ ~:=ther: 
wa~ a §!ranger in the ~ol~~ary ~la£e T'Quic~ilver' (=quick-
disseminator of thought)].- ,- -- - ---
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"O!! .•• ! " ~~LA:fME~ f.ER~~u~, WI I!! I!!E IE~ A~AIN ~~ING IN 
HIS EYES. "AND, ~ESIDES, WHAT WOULD MY DEAR MOTHER DO, IF HER 
BELOvED=soN WERE turumD=INTo I STONE!.,- i- .... == = -
:r == = = = === 
••• [S]aid the stranger. " ••• [F]irst of all, you must 
= ==== ===-- =- - ==== roLISH YOUR SHIELD TILL YOU CAN SEE YOUR FACE IN IT AS DISTINCTLY AS 
IN AiMIRRoR.n=-[=Ha~d palate-as d::fiector;=next, : c~ook:d to~~e = 
is added.] I · 
"No sword but mine will ANSWER YOUR rURJ?OSE, II O~VED HE. 
"THE !!L~E=~= A MOST-E~~ELLEN:£ IE~ER, AN~ wid: ~U:E == ou~ !"RoN 
AND BRASS AS THROUGH THE SLENDEREST TWIG [T. • . a short and very 
sr~o~g ~wo~g-~n~ins ~!hi~ ;!ge7T ;hich he had 'iir~eg : •• a~ou~ 
~er~~u~, in~eag of ~e one he (Perseus) !!ag :!;>efore worn']. Ali~ now 
we will set out. The next thing is to find the Three Gray Women, 
who will=~:11 ~~ wrere ~o=f~~ fl:e=N~~~·fi f =:=:=. :-- - -
gui~ilver ~la!neg ~o ~er~~u~ ~w ~e ~r~ Graz Women 
mana~e~ wi~ ~e}r one eze [cf. single i in HawthorneTs given name--
which takes on y•functions]. ~ez were in ~e ha~i~, i~ ~~!'of 
~n~in~ i~ from one ~o ano~er, a~ if i~ hag been a ~A!R OF 
grE~:£A~LEg, or whigg woulg ~ve ~ui~eg ~em ~e~~er--a gui!!in~ 
~ra~~· W!!en one of ~e ~r~ ~g ~RS ~e eze a ~er~ain ~ime, sh~ 
~00~ it OUI OF IUE ~O£!EI [cf. out or~the throat], ang ~AS~ER I:£ :£0 
ONE OF HER SISTERS [as though a dis-ease], whose turn it might 
- ==== -== =-= ha22en tU!e, and who immediately C~ IT INTO HER OWN HEAD, AND EN~O!E~=A E~ AI THE VI~riLE=woRL~ ••.• =ang7 moreover,-a~=~e = 
instan~ _ N-~ E!E WAg ~A~~IN§ FROM !!ANQ :£0 ~' NE!THER OF :£!!E 
~OOR OL~ L~!E~ ~0~ gEE A WIN!· •••• TLIPILAP-WINK as voyeurism 
--or fulfillment by indirection.] I .... 
In an instant, while the Three Gray Women ['~i~er ~carecrow,' 
'~ister Nigh~~e,"' an~-'(Siste~ Shake-Ioin~'] were-..• ~colding 
- - -- - - ===-- - - - -- = -each other, ~erseus L~ED FROM ~IND THE CL~ OF ~USHES, AND 
~E !!I~ELF oFF-wii!f1!iE=rRI~E. rnE=MA'RVEEoug E!E, Af!!~ !!EL~ I:£ 
IN HI§ ~, SHONE VERY BRIGH!LY, ANQ §EEMEQ !0 LOOK ur IN!O HI§ 
F~~E WITH A !NOWIN§ A!R, ~ AN-E:lq'RE~ION Ag-IF I:£-WOrJL~ ¥-VE -
WI~D, ~ I:£ BEEN f.ROV!~E~ WITHA ~A!R OF E"!:ELIDS FOR THA:£ 
~~O~E Tor a pair of lips, for peepJ.ng into whispers of own 
members, under bushes or veils of language]. I .... 
":£ell them," w!!i~~ere~ guick~ilver ~o l.er~~u~, "tha£ ~ez 
~ave ~ack the eze, a~ ~oon a~ thez ~ire~£ zou w~ere £0 f!n~ ~e 
Nliil~~' who ~ave the flzin~ ~li~erg, ~e ma~i~ walle~, an~ the 
~elrile~ of darkne22." ( Cf. lips, oral cavity, and nasal cavity--
under-aegis of MUM-YAWN.) I 
shall 
== 
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it safe. This was the MAGIC WALLET [=mouth with RIC-GOUGE--as dear, 
~timate skinJ. ~Nztn~~ -ne!£ i~oguseg a 1'_A!R OF ~OEg, OR 
~UffE~, or iangali, wi~ a nise li£~le ~A!R OF WING~ A~ THE HEEL 
OF !ACH [=lips spurred by throat, or back-of-mouth, action~ 7 .... 
- === 
~e ~oog-~~~reg Nztn~i ~g ~e !!ELMEI, WI~ I~ R~ IUFI OF 
W!VIN~ 1'_LUMEg, all in reag~eii ~o ~UI ON !!Ig !!EAR [=mind over nasal 
cave--with the breath of dark knowledge, or with gnosis] ••••.••• 
[W]hen ~e '!!elme~ '!!ag g~5engeg over '!!ii w'!!_!.£e irow, ~ere wa! no 
lon~er anz ~eri=u! ~o b= !==n! No thin~ bu~ em~z a!r! ~"ii'EN !,gE · 
¥LME:£, THA! ~OVERED !!IM WI~ !!Ig INVIgiiiLII!:, !!A!2 VANI~! 
[=RIC-GOUGE, under super-intension of MUM:-YA.Wrl.] 7 .... 
It was now de~_£ night. ~ERSEUS LOOKED U1'_WARD, AND SAW THE 
ROtJNR, iR~, giLVER! MOON, ang ~O~gES L~£ ~= ~houlg=g~s,!r:= 
nothin~ 2esser ~an £0 ioar up ~i~er, ang ~~en~ !!i~ l,!fe ~=re. 
Then he Iooked downward again, and saw the earth, with its seas, 
=== -- - = = = - == = ==== =-= == === =- = and lakes, and the silver courses of its rivers, and its snowy 
= -- = = === = - = = ==== = = == = -moun~ain-~a~!· an~ ~e :12rea~ of i£! f,!el~, an~ ~e gar~ ~lu!,5er 
of its woods, and its ciiies of white marble; and, with the moonshine 
= === = === = =- = --= = === === ===-sl==pin~ over ~e w~ole !£~e, i£ wa! a~ ~eau~iful a! ~e moon or anz 
star ~oulg ~· •••• [=Harmonies of SIP- QUISH within LIP/LAP-WINK 
z=implicat~ons of man-in-the-moon, at peak-of-round, over paramour 
earth_).] I 
~ez ['the Gorgons'] laz fa~ a;:l==~ [on 'a. ;:mall 
island'], soothed ~y the thunder of the sea; for it required a 
~~ul~ tha~ w~ ~v:=ge:fen~g everiiogr-el!e, to=luii iuch f,!er5e 
cr=a~ure! in~o !lumier. The moonligh~ ~listened on ~e_!.r !,5==lz 
!~~lei, ang on the,!r ~olgen win~i· w~i~ droo_£eg idlz over ~e iang. 
The~r ~~~EN ~LAWg, !!ORRI~LE IO LOO~ A~ WERE ;!!!RUST OUI, ANR ~UI~ER 
~ W~~E-~EAIEN FRA~TS OF ROCK, W!!!LE ~E ~LEE~IN~ ~OR~ON'~ 
DREAMED OF TEARING SOME ~OOR MORTAL ALL TO ~IECES. THE SNAKES, THAT 
~ERVE~(~EM=IN~~=oF !!A!R, gEEMER L!~WI~EIO B~ A~E;; -ALTHOUGH= 
NOW AND THEN, ONE WOULD WRITHE, AND LIFT ITS HEAD, AND RUST OUT 
====- -== = = ===- = ==== ===- = ITS FORKE~ ~ONGUE,, EMI~~ING A ~ROW~Y HI~~. ~ THEN LE~ I!~ELF 
g~!EE-AMON~ Y~ gi~ER gN~~- tNote-the residual holding in 
terms of K--and the carnal bounty in terms of ~/l; note the 'subsid-
(ing)' of excitement in terms of S.] I 
ter!=u~ flew sau£iou~ll gownwarg, still ~EE~IN~ !!I~ E~Eg on 
Medusa s face, as reflected in his shield. The nearer HE CAME, the 
= = = -= = -= = - = =- = === - -- -- == more TERRI~LE DID THE SNAKY VISAGE AND METALLIC ~ODY OF THE MONSTER 
~Row.= A~ Iast7 ;h~ h~ foung HrM~ELF=HoVERING-OVER-HER AI ARM'~ 
LENGTH, ~ERSEUS ~LIFTED THE-SWORD; while at the same instant, EACH 
§E~ARATE sNARE=~oN MEDusA's HEAD sTRETCHED=TH==REATENINGLY ~ARB,== 
ANQ MEDUSA UNCLOSED HER EYES.- B~t she~oke=too iate.- The swo~d 
- = = - = = - - = = ===- - = -= = = = wa~ sharp; the stroke fell like a lightning-flash; AND THE HEAD OF 
~ WI~R MERU~ !~LEJ? FROM !!ER ~OB!! - = = == - = 
. "Agmira12_ll ~one!" ~r~eg guick!ilver. "~E !!ASTE, ANE ~~ 
~HEAD IN THE MAGIC WALLET. [External action (re)internalized.] 
- = = = - = 
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Io Jil1e a~oni~en~ of fer~~u~, Ji,b.e ~mall em~ro~ereg walle,5, 
w~i~ -~~ ~g !!UNQ -90tJ1 !,!I~ Ntf!, ang w!!i~ ~g !!i.5Der~o _Q_een no 
~i~~er Jil1an a ~~E, QREW ALL AI ON~ LAR~E ~OUQH IO ~ONIA!N 
ME~U~A'~ !!~· ~ ~ui~ a~ a ~ought [SIP/SQUISH!, !!= ~na~eg i~ 
u~, wi~ Jil1e ~na~~ still WR!;miNG ~ON II, ang ~u~ i~ in. 
[=Implica·tions of onanism (oral). J 
"Your task is done," said' the calm voice, "Now flz; for the 
other GORGONS WILL=Do THEIR=UTMOST TO TAKE VENGEANCE for Medus~s 
= - ,- = = = - = === = =-- = = = = = death. 1 •••• · - · 
== = 
•••• ~ROSE THE GORGONS, as I tell you, STARING HORRI~LY 
qoUI, IN !_!O~E~ OF fURN!N~(~oME~OD!-IO ~ONE. fa~ ¥-er~eu~ loo~eg . 
~em in :f.!}e f~£e, or ~g fallen in~o :f.!}eir ~lu~e~, !!i~ R_oor mo:f.!}er 
woulg never have ~~~ !!er ~0! a~ain! ~UI ~~ !00~ ~00~ ~~ IO 
TURN HIS EYES ANOTHER WAY • • • • • • • • / • • • • · 
= - =' - = == -
On a tLA!FORM, wi:f.!}in full v!ew of ~e ~AL~ON!, ~a,5 S,l}e 
migh~z !INQ ~OL~E~!~, amig !!i~ =vil ~oun~elior~, ang wi:f.!} !!i~ 
fla~,5erin~ ~.our,£!er~ in a ~emi-~ir~le roung a~out !!im [=crescent of 
smile]. Monarch, ~oun~ellor~, ~our~ier~, an~ ~U~E~, ALL ~~~ 
~~ERL! IO~ ~ER~~u~. -
"Show u~ the ~A!2! ~ow u~ ~e ~EA!2l" ~ou~eg ~e ~O~LE; 
and there was a=tierceness in their CRY, AS IF THEY WOULD TEAR 
~ === = - = === === - - - = === - = =-fER§~U~ !0 ~IEfE~, unle~~ !!= ~oulg ~ati~fz :f.!}em wi~ w!!a~ he !!ag 
to show. " how us the HEAD OF MEDUSA WITH THE SNAKY LOCKS! n-
T=D~and for=hawkinS:-for hiccup ~f=creativ~se~rets cent:red in the 
haw, guarded by consonant-chant.] 
verz 
A f~lin~ of ~orrow ang ~II! ~~ OVER the zou~ful ¥-er~=u~. 
"O~, !5IN~ :f_OLY~E~!~~," ~R!E~ !!=• "ang z= manz ~OPLE, ! am 
loath to shOw you the GORGONTS HEAD!" 
= = === - === - - = - = 
"~, ~e villain-ang ~owargl" zelleg the ~O~LE, more f!er~elz 
~n ~=fore. "~= i~ ~~in~ a ~~ of u~! ~= ~~ no ~OR~ON'~ ~EA!?! 
Show u~ the HEAQ, if you have it, or we will !AKE YOUR OWN HEAJ;! FOR 
=== - ==== - - - - - - --- - - -A FOOI-~L! [=G(lo).~(e)--kicked from throat, to roll via own 
surfaces, incl. lips.} 
..• ang ~e,~r~~ !5IN~ tOL!~ECI~~ [i.e., of many teasing decks 
of meaning] him~elf WAVE~ HI~ HAN~ !=tongue], ang orgereg him, with 
the stern, ~EE:f_-VO!~E-OF-AU!EORi,5r. ON ~I~ fERIL-!0 ~RO~U~E THE ~EAR· 
~Make public confession--reveal male lust {and fear of lusty-
conquered, bound.] 
"§gow m= the ~OR~ON'~ ~EAR; or I will~! OFF YOUR OWN!" 
Ang :f_er~=u~ ~IGHE~ [eyed]. 
"~i~ instan~," RE~AIE~ :f_OL!~E~I~~; "or !OU D!E [eye]! 
A !R~ij:OL~ I!, ~N!" CR!E~ :f_ER~~U~, IN A VO!~E LIKE THE ~LAST OF 
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An~ ~~~enly !!OL~IN~ UP ;mE !!EAR, NOI AN E!ELI~ ~ F-ME IO 
WI~, ~fore ~e wi~e~ !IN£ ~OL!~E9I§&, ~i~ ~vil soun~ellor!, an~ 
all !!i~ f!er~e &U}JEg~,. were no long_er anzS!ling_ ~~ Il!E ~RE IMAgEg 
OF A MONAR~ ~ !!.!& ~O~LE. ~ez. were all fi~e~, forever, in ~e 
loo~ an~ a~~i~u~e of ~a~ momen~. A~ ~e fir~ ~LIMUE OF I!!E 
IERRI~LE !!~ OF MERUgA, I!!E! ~UENE~ INIO ~LE! An~ ~er!!:u! 
~ug£ ~e !!EAR ~A£! INIO !!Ig WALI.:EI, an~ wen~ ~o ~ell !!i~ ~!B-r 
mother ~a~ ~!: n~ no .lon~er b!: afra!d of ~e wi~eg !in~ ~olzgec1;~· 
(Hawthorne, A Wender Bock; CE, VII [1972], 10-11, 12-13, 14-16, 
19-22, 25-7, 28-31-:-35-6; --first story in WB) 
iii) DART-STICK(S): ~/!,~/~,~/2 > ~·~:~'~+ (eye-pow~] . 
Stance: Man-serpent w. rising, skill-torn split-tongue· (=branch-
engrafter). 
Motive: "Under and Over Man, One Yell: Hie-Up, Bounty!" 
('The Mi!as~ou~ Pi~c~' :] ~ne e¥enin~, in ~ime~ !2.ng a~o, 
~~ Phi!emon an~ ni~ ~~ ~ife Ba¥£i~ ~aE aE ~eiE so~~a~e~O£r, 
en1oying the £alm and bea~if~ §Un§et. They had ~ready eaten 
theiE fE¥fa! ~uppeE,-an~ 1N!:EN~E~ NO}i-~o ~pen~ a-~ie~ iio¥.! i! !:~o, 
bef¥-Ee be~~ime. &2. they *P:!? TWE!!!E~ ABO¥f ~e~E ~aE~en, an~ 
the~E ~o~, an~ the±E bee~, an~ ~eiE ~Eape_-+~ne, ~hich. s!amb!Ee~ 
~the so~~a~e-~~ (=a weaving, of life-1U-the-round, witn-woman]. 
BU!-THE RQDE SHO~TS-Of gHI!!!?~N AN!? THE FIE~~E B~IN~ 0~ !?~g, IN 
THE YILLAGE NEAR AT HAND, g~_LO~ER AND LO_@ER; UNTIL, AT LA§T, 
I! ~Ag-~~Y POggiB~E F~-BA~Ig AN~ PHILEMON !o H~-EACH o!H~ 
.§P~ [=a state of excitement, or arousa11. [Note strong suggestions 
of voices merging, stiffening into one overwhelming tree.] 
"Ah, ~IFE," SEie~ Phi!emon [fill-a-man; filament], "I feaE 
~ome po~ !:Ea¥e!!eE i~ ~ee~in~ ho~pi!:a!i~y amon~ o~ nei~hbor§ 
yon~.f!; an~ in~~ea~ o~ ~i+ing him fo~ a~ !o~ging they ha¥e ~e~ 
theiE ~~~ a~ him, a~ ~e~ su~~om i~!" 
"~E!!~-a-~ay!" an~~Ee~ !f!~ Ba¥£i~ [boss-is; bough-ease], "I~~ 
~ish o¥! nei~hb!fE~ fe!~ a !i~~!e ~e ~in~ne~~ f2E theiE fe!!o¥-
SEeat~Ee~ [i.e., as though for adopted children]T An~ !fn!y th~n~ o~ 
bEin~~n~ up ~eiE ~hf!~Een in thi~ na~h~y ~ay, an~ pa~~in~ them on 
the hea~ ~hen they f!in~ ~~ne~ a~ ~~Eang.f!~!" [Philemon-and-Baucis 
=forking of one tree (inter-reflecting branches).] 
. "Th~e children ~I~L NEre ~OME ~o any ~o~," ~ai~ Phf!emon, 
sha~~ng H!~ ~ITE HEAD. "To tell yo~ the tr¥th,~ife, I sho~d not 
~QN~¥!-IF ~OME !E~IB~E ~IN~-11RE !0 HAPPEN !9 ~ THE PEOPfE-IN -~E :j_I~~A~E, UN~Egg THEY ME~ _EI~ MANNE~. Bu _ a~ foE yo¥ an~ me, 
~~ ~n~ a~ PEovi~ense aff~~~ u~ a SEU~~ of ~rea~, !e~ u~ be Eea~y 
~~ ~d~~e 1 ~!f ~o any po~, h~me!e~~ ~~Eang~E' tha~ may some a!~n~ an~ e ~t. 
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"Tha!:'~ ::_igh~, hu~ban~!" ~ai~ Ba~i~. "~!1- ¥J: !ti~~!" [=Marital 
accord; twining of branches, over extent of time--from point of 
reinception, in spoken initial s. Note twin-and-folded appearance 
of w as letter--suggestively weaving itself into the round-values of 
the story (i.e., into rings and nests over and around the controlling 
tongue-staff)--to direct attention inward and outward.] 
~e~e ~ £2_±~~ ~ yo¥. mu~~ ~O!f:, nEe ~i!;e po~, an~ ha~ !;O 
!2!:~ p::_e~y ~ !o::_ a !i~in~. ~~ Phi!emon !OI~E!! ~i!i~ently in 
11:t~ ~a::~en, !f:hi!e Ba$i~ ~a~ a~~ay~ bu~y liTH H~~ ~I~:fAFF, ~ ma~in~ 
a !i!:!:!e hu!:!:~ an~ chee~e ~I~ ~EI~ ~0¥ ~ MI~ [=extracting 
satisfaction !rom their conJoint produce (SIP/SQUISH)], ~~~in~ ~ne 
~in~ ~ ano~~ ABO!l! ~E ~O'!!A<!E [=memo of mouth-cavity in-the-
round] ••..• 
Thei:: ~O!:fAQE ~!0@ ON A ~~ING g!O~, a!; ~ome· sh~E!: ~i~!;an,5e 
£::om a ~I~~~E, ¥RICH ~ IN A HO~O!t ~A!fEY tha!; ~a~ abO~ ha!f a 
mf!e in b::_ea~~· ~i~ ~a!!ey, in pa~!: aaes, ~hen the~!~ ~a~ ne~, 
~ p::obab!y been ~e be~ of a !a~e •••••••• [I~ wa~ no~ a 
f~E~i!e ~po~, an~ ~e n~ ~::ase~ oi the ancien~ !a!e, ~.5ep!: a ye::y 
g~! b::o~, ¥hich mean~~::_e~ T=myself wandered!] thE!Ih !!!e mi~~!: 
oi ~e ~i!!a~e, an~ gupp!ie~ the inhabi!;an!;~ ¥ITH ¥AT!· •••. 
Nere ~a~ the::e a p::e~~i_f! 2! m£!e f~i!:f¥! ya!!ey. _!e ~e::y ~i~h!: 
oi ~e.p!en!y a::olf,n~ ~em snou!~ha~e ma~e !Ee inhabi!an!~ ~in~ ~n~ 
aen;J:e, an~ ::ea~y !O sho~ thei:: ~::a!i!~e !2. P::oyi~en,5e by ~in~ ~0~ 
~ thei:: feJ:J:o!f:~;:ea_;lf.Ee~. [=MUM-YAWN, fultillecl in LIP/LAP-WINK 
--but with cottage on the ascendant, via DART-STICK(S), ¥-powered.] 
I 
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!!!A! ~E PHI~EMON <¥HOgE EYEg' YO:rt !}N~ '. ~. ~ETIIN~ ~!.!!E~ EIM) 
2§!~~H! !_HEM A!:I1E, ANE !!!A! HE ~0~ gEE !!!EM ~I~~~IN~ A.l~ 
~IN~. [=Privileged vision of voice transformations in accord 
w h tongue, under seal of lips.] 
"A CVRIOUS PIECE 0~ iQ~, SQRE ENOUGH!" SAID HE. "A STAFF 
~I!!! JiiN~g! I:(!iO~ BE ~~~~N! !SI~ OF ~!I~ F~ A ~I!TLE B~Y 
TO RIDE A§TRIDE OI. [=Admissions--confession--of pballicism~esp. 
given-the-male privilege); =fecund rod from which literary progeny 
emerge (w. writing pen implicit, as co-function·of tongue). Note 
surprise at engrafted combination that lives, moves.] I 
lihi!• Ba~i! !"~ ~·~in~ the ~upp~. !:!!• ~a:j:e!:~:rh he~an 
!O !~~ Ve~ ~2_Ciab!y wi~ Phi!emon. ~e youn~!' .in~ee~, Ag 
~!;Y !:O~ACIOUg, ~ ~E gU9L S~ ~ ITTY _ -=, !!!A! 
!,!!E _gQ~ Q~ MAN CON!IN!lA!:!;Y B¥!g! OQ.! A-!":AU~HI ~tnote ~;..press to 
face-hreaking, to fulfillment ~n LIP{LAP-WINK--i.e., even sugges-
tively]. I 
But Philemon, !!!imple and ~ind-hearted 2_!d man that he :ta!!!! had 
no! many -gE~~!g !0 ~Ig~~E.- i1E !~~: iio~mR, ~~I!E G~~OUg!:Y, 
abo~ ~e e+en~g of hi~ pa~~ !ife, m the ~2_!e ~o_llrse ot w~ic!h, h. e ha~ ne~ been a SC~ 0~ MI!;:Eg F~OM TRig _y.l!;~y gPo!-=ri.e., this oral-
oracular center or=events]. Hi~ Iife Ba~~~ an~ himge!f ha~ ~~elt 
IN THE ~O!!AGE [i.e., oral cavity), fEom theiE y{Ith up~d, ~a~ing 
thei~ b~ea~ by hone~~ !ab£!, a!:eay~ po_2!, bu! ~~ · 1 ~on,!:eiiEe~. He 
~!,~ !tha! ~~e!!en! BU!:;~!-AN~ CHEEgE l'iA.~Ig MAEEti.e., under 
compression of lips, at tongue's tip], an~ ho:e ni~e !te~e the 
yEGETABLE§ HE RAI§ED IN HI§ QARDEN [i.e., by lifting tongue from the 
~ase: or root]: He -~ai~-, ~o2_, tha!, be~a_llse they !oye~ ~ne ano~t~ 
~2. 1-eEY much, it ¥Ag THE WISH 0~ B~TH. tha~ ~eath mi~l\~ no~ ~epa~a _ e t~em, b.u~ tha~ they sh~ld die, a~ they !_i+e~, ~~eth.f~ [=wish for 
eternal hug:gush (HIC- UGE}--w. divine lips to oind-; countermand 
processes of splitting tongue.] 
A~ the ~~~ang~ [ '~~ick~i!~'] !i~~ene~, a gMI!;E BEAME~ QY!~ 
hi~ ~o¥n!enan~e, an~-ma~e i£~ E~!ESSION Ag g~E! Ag I! ¥Ag G~ [=Prom~se of transverse bracketing--from broken divine face ~full­
faced LIP/LAP-WINK).] i 
~~ick~i!~ '~ ~!aff, you Ee~olle~!_ ['my a~~i£~E~'], ha~ 
~e~ i~~e!f up a~ain~!_ ~e ~11 o~ the £O!_!_a~e [i.e., as a tongue 
should1. ~e!!; !hen it§ ma~!~r en!_~Ee~ the ~o~, !ea+in~ thi~ 
w1on~~rf~! ~~aff 6ehin~, ~ha! sho~~ iE ~~' buE imme~iaEe!y gP~ !g ~!!!:E ¥IN~g [i.e., ~ts co-functions--lips], an~~~ hoppin~ an~ 
f!u~~~in~ up the ~02.!:-~~ep~ [i.e., using a scale of construction]! 
!ap~ ~p, ~en~ the ~!aff, on the ~i~chen-f!o2!; n2! ~i~ i!_ Ee~~' 
un~i! i~ ha~ g!O~~ I!gE~F ON EN~, ¥ITH !!!E ~!EATEg!. g!A~I:;Y ~ 
DE~QRUM [i.e., w~th style], be~i~e~ ~~ick~i!~T~ chair [=tongue-at-~ase]'. 91~ Ph!!emon, ho4!en!, Ag ¥E!:f A~ HiniFE, !ta~ g2. !_a~en up 
m a~Eending their gue§t!!!, that no noti£e wa!!! given to WHAT THE 
STAFF HAD - - - - -y- - - + +- - + - - + -+ + - -
=- _ BEEN ABO¥.!. • ••• 
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\i_HI§P~~ 0 ..f !_HE ~EAYEg ABOY'f Hig H~, ~ ~ND~RE~ HO~ !!!E gO~ SHO¥b~ ~~EMB~E ~g ~I~ THEgE:--
'¥&~£0ME, ~~£0ME, ~£A! !_RA¥E~' !iE~~OME!" 
AND SOME KIND SOQL, THAT RNEW ~T :!fliHAYE PLEASED~ 
BAl},9Ig ANB=QLD PHI~ONBEg:f, -BQILT I ~iR~ - gEA! ~0~~ B~ 
THEIR TR~!i_HERE,. FHA GREAt ~ILE AFT R s, THE ~ARY, AND 
THE iiuN~~y7""~ THE TH ~g!f7-ug~ !2-!EPQ§ -~ELYEg, ~ g~AFF 
m~ AB~~y OUT 0~ !!!& M.LRAC~OOg PI!CH~. TsPiit-tongue as 
source of everlasting bounty--if attended to (within hedging wall[s]).] 
~I ¥ISH, F~ ~ 0~ gApg, !!!A!~~ THE PI!CH~ HE~, 
[I.e. , we do--as an ethical principle. ] 
(Hawthorne, A Wonder Book; CE, VII [1972], 118-20, 121, 123, 
125-6, 127, 129-31, 132-6, 136-7) 
iv) SIP-SQUISH: ~/~:~/! > g/x:~'~+ [eye-pow ~/*] . 
Stance: Man-serpent w. in-questing space between blades (stongue-tip 
behind teething hedge). 
Motive: "Under and OVer Man, One Yell: Hie-Up, Bounty!" 
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S!!~l~ ~IT Of G~! ~~' ~I~ A MAN'~ XE~T 2ni~ IT, AND A B~Ag 
S::~ ~OIJND !!~l NE~, BUT N2 J~~' N2~ 2~~ Of ANI qNiJ. 
!;Implicit signature-beheading--or demonic scarring at throat level 
(RIC-GOUGE)]. I 
When she had WO¥:N THE C~OWN a few y;ea~, she began to conside.r 
it beniit~ ~!I dignitl to=b£=~~i.I.EU A §g~N, becag~e t~e N~ IMP1!ED 
11JAT ~~-BE ONGED TO !JE ~! ~E!· ~! th!.+efgre ~£!~ED !J~ELFTO 
BE p~ _ D KING lKing in capital letters in text]. THUS DEC~ING 
fT~ ~ ~~· ;r. s:~~E~~!¥: ¥1N~~E¥~im ~1JA~FD~~~~~tog:-.-B!ING TlNA ~H Tl~D OF ¥2X~TX,=AND=~sotyED=To BE=NEiTH~i A ~ING ~~N ANx 1QNG~!f[J..e., weed that-she was]. =sH~-T<J2K !!JE ~~ = FlOM !!~l !lEAD, HI~ !!~! 0~ HAND~, AND ~~ED TO B~ !!JE L~l 
OF swgDEN [=self-decapitation, or ~even) self-deflowering]. TQe 
= -=- -p;ople did not g.r~t±Y ~g~et ~!+ abdi~!~ion; fg~ ~! ~d goX!~ned 
t~m £.U., and ~d. t!:fen much o£ t~e£~ p~oP!.¥-tX to ~upplX !;£.¥. ~t.+a~­
agan~e. 
~Xing tgu~ gixen up ~!.¥. g.!.¥-edit!~Y s.ro~, ~~i~t£na left 
~!£den, and t~axe.U.ed gX£+ manx sount~e~ o~ ~g+ope. EX£W=~+e, ~! 
!a~ i:~e£xed ~itg gre~t ce+emonx, besag~e ~~ ~a~ tge dagggt£+ o£ 
'q!E ~NO~D GU~T~~U~, and gad g~~eif been-A PO~!F~ Q~N. • ••• 
Sh£ d£ed in ~~~2· NONE ~O~ED !J~¥ ~!~ SH~-~I~ED, N9¥ UG¥ETTED 
~ DEA~, N2¥ P~ED A ~ING¥E ~0~!¥ UPON!!~¥ G~~E [i.e., except 
Hawthorne--in the immediate text]. !,lc:iPPX are t~e ;itt1e g£~ o£ 
Ame+iSa, ~g a+e b+ogggt up ~£et±y; and tend.~~' at tEe dome~tis 
gea+tg, and tgu~ besome ~entle an~de;isate ~gmen! Max none o£ tgem 
ex!r 1Q~E [SIP-SQUISH] !!JE ¥0~E¥INE~~ o£ tge£r ~~' bl ~~E!~ING ~UCH 
AN ED~~!ION a~ tgat o£ Qgeen ~g+i~t£na! TNoi:e L, extending, and R, 
drawing in--to mark self-extension and self-destruction, in context 
of final sentence (and to remind of Hawthorne as: Christ's -yell 
-thorn--arch tongue moved by God, -[i]el, at level RIC-GOUGE).] 
(Hawthorne, Biographical Stories; CE, VI [1972], 275-7, 279-80, 
281, 282-3; --final story in BS) 
v) LIP/LAP-WINK: ~~~'~'e/~ > ~/(~)~'~:~+ [eye-pow ;J . 
Stance: Man-serpent w. Heaven-bowing, knee-bending lips (=God's face-
breaker). 
Motive: "Under and Over Man, One Yell: Hie-Up, Bounty!" 
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s2ar~i~ ado~ the hi**-side [Nathan-ye!l~ow!], in the ~LDE~ 
sUNSEt, when a handsome you~ man NAMED BE EROPHON, drew near the 
ma~gi!}. -IN=His HAND HE HE1D A=BRrD~E, ST ED-WITH BRI~IAEr GEMS, 
~ ADQR!ED ~TH A=~~DE! !IT (=magic constraint, for serpentine-
encoiling via k:-peg ifl mouth]. See~ a~ ~ PI!• a~d a~oth~ o£ 
~DD~E age, agd a ~ITTLE ~2Y, gear the £o~~ta~, agd ¥I~ISE a 
~ideg, ~h~ ~as dipRi~ ue some !at~r in a eitch~r, he ea~sed, a~d 
be~~ed that he !i~ht re~resh h~SE1E !ith a draught. (Note ~as 
iink of social love to end of time '(in context of cleansing urinary 
poetic).] 
"This is "!_ery DE¥ICIOUS !at~r," he said t~ the ~ideg, as he 
rf2sed agd !I~ h~r £itch~r, a£t~r drig~i~ o~t o~ it. ~I¥¥ yo~ 
~e ~d eeou~ to teu me !heth~r the ~o~tai_g has agy ~E?" 
"Yes; it is ~ED the !ougtai~ o~ ~ire~e," ags!~red the 
~ideg; a~d theg she added, "~y ~rag~oth~r has T~ me that this 
~lear ~o~gtaig !as ~gee a ~ea~t~~* ~~g; agd ~heg h~r so~ ~as 
!!~ED ~y the arro!s o~ the hu~tress Diaga, she ~¥TED ~ a!ay igt~ 
tears. Agd so the water, which you figd so coo¥ agd sweet, is the 
sorro! 0~-that eo~r-moth~rTs heartT"- Tcf.-d; i Aubepine's fragment *' 
turned spine (and made a golden nai*, or bit, ~ Nathanietas gift-
of-God).] -
A midd*e-aged sougtry ~~0~ ••• STARED HARD at you~ ~e**er~phog, 
a-gd at the hci.-gdsome ~rid~e ~hiCh he sarried i~ his hagd [i.e., more 
iron-critically (as R) than lovingly (as ¥)1. 
"The !at=r-so~rses ~st ~e aetti~ ~0~, ~riegd, in yo~r eart 0~ 
the !~r*d," repr~d he, "if yo~ some s~ ~ar 2aY to ~~d the 
!o~-gtaig o~ ~irege. ~ut, eray, ha"!_e yo~ ¥2ST A H2RSE? [=Hobby-haw.] 
I see yo~ sarry the ~rid±e ~ yo~r hagd; a~d a "!_ery eretty ~e it is, 
with that DOUB1E ROW OF BRIGHT STONES UPON IT! [=Tones of split- · 
tongue, teeth:hedge:] -I~ the h~rs; ~as-a~ ~~e as the ~rid*e, yo~ 
are much to ~e £itied ~~r ¥2SI~ h~." 
"I ha!e ~st.g~ h~rse," said ~eUer~~og, !ith a s~~E. "~ut 
I happen to be see!siru!; a very f~us oge • • • . • ••. " [I.e., the 
bridle replaces--for~igher poetic purposes--Hawthorne's horse-haw 
(becoming Aubepine's equine wreath).] 
In the s~er-t~e, agd ig the beautiF~est of weather, 
~:aasus-o~teg ~~~HTED-0~ THE SO~ID ~arth, a~~~~2SING-HIS SI~~RY 
!~s, !o~d aa~oe ~"!.=r hiU agd da*e ~~r ~ast~e, as ~EET~y-as the 
!~d. Ofteger thag ig any other place, he had beeg seeg gear the 
!o~gtai~-o~-~ir~e~ dri~Ein:a the n!~ICIOUS !at=r, ~r R2~ING h1mseif 
upog the soft grass of the margig. So~et~es, too, (but Pegasus was 
"!_ery dai~ty-i~-his ~o~d,) h~ wo~!d ~roe a ~e! o~ the ~12~~R=b+osso~s 
that happeged to be sweetest {i.e., would make gap in Iips and teeth 
(as haw7neage-'margins'); see my B.3.b (second text cited)]. I .... 
Therefore, he ['Be~erophog'] haugted about the Fountaig of 
~irege •.•. --He keet so-gt1g~a**y-og the-~tch, ~02~I~-uf~~-at-the 
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sw·, Q.R E¥SE DOWN if1t~ the !_at~r, HQ!I~ !_QREY!R ~T HE SHOQ1D SEE 
[his bounty, i.e.,] eit~r the retle~ted !mage o!._ the !ifliedfl~rse, 
or the pryell_ous reality. He HE,1D THE !_RID:¥,E, ~ITH ITS !RI~T G~ 
~~~DE! !If, ~AYS I! HIS~· [I.e., the constraining signature: 
i.N-haiid-yell Maw-thorn, for Hawthorne-flower OVer-run.] The rustii 
2eo~e, !h2 d!el.t ~ the f1eiih~2rho2d, afld dro!e their ~attl.e t~ the fo~l}taiu to drill~· !_O~d o!..tel} l.au~ .at £02r !el*er~~fl· aud 
somet~es ta~e h~ Eretty se.~ere~ t~ tas~. They told hfm that au 
~~E-!ODIED YO~ ~ l.i~e h~el!, o~&ht to ha~e ~ett~r ~usiuess 
t~ to ~e !ast~ his t~e ~ such au id~e £~rs~it. They 2!..!..~red to 
se** hii a h2rse, i!.. he !auted ~ue; aud !neu ~e**er~~ou de5lif.!ed the 
~rchase, they tried to dri~e a ~argaiU !ith him ~~r his !I~ ~RID¥E· 
[sExchange of neighs:nays, over suggestion of marital nag.] 
E!efl the 5ouutry ~~ys tho~&ht h~ s~ ~ery ~oo~ish, that they 
~sed to ha!e a ~REAT D~ 0! S~2RT A!O~ HI~, ~ ~RE R~E E~OU~ 
~OT TO fARE A !IG, AJtTHO~GH !~ER2PHO~ S~ ~ H~ IT. 2~E ¥ITTLE 
URCHIN Tcf. chin'J, FOR EXAMP~E, WO~ P1AY PEGASUS, AND CUT THE 
ODDEST IMAGINAB~E ~ERS7 BY WAY-OF ~YING;-wHI~ ONE=OF-HIS SCH001-
FE~O~S ~o~ S~~R-A!~R HI~, Hi= i5I~12RTH A 'I!:!lST 0! ~!!1RUSHES, 
WHICK ~AS I!T~DED TO R.¥RESE~T !!E ER2~0!' S 2R!~ED ~RID¥E. 
!Note the botanical analogizing, re uction of the traditional bridle 
(in context of accommodation to a type of reader).] •••• I 
!ear=r a~d ~ear=r ;a~e the aeria~ !~~d=r, fly~ L~ ~reat 
c!r;;es, as yo~ ~y ha~e see~ a do~e ~E~ ~0!!'! TO A¥I~T. Do~!~rd 
s~e ~eiasus, ~ th~se !ide S!eeE~ c!rs~es, !hich ire! ~arro!=r, 
~ ~ARRO~ st~, as he irad~a~y aEEr~ached the ~arth Ti.e., to, 
use his dainty mouth] • The g.ii~r the !ie! o~ him, the ~~re ~ea~ti~~ 
he !as, ag.d the ~2RE ~-yEllOUS THE S~E~ 0! RIS Sit~E:RY ~I~S . At 
last, WITR SO ~IGRT A PRESSURE AS HARD~Y TO BEND THE GRASS ABOUT the 
fountain, or-IMPRINT A-ROOF:TRAMP IN THE SAND OF THE MARGIN,-he 
- -= = - ·=- = -- =- = = - = = a~iihted, ag.d ST02~I~ his !i~d head, ~e~a~ to dri~~· He dre! I~ the 
!at=r, with 12~ ~d Eteasa~t siihs, ag.d trag~~~ ea~ses o~ e~j~~egt, 
and then another draught, and another, and another. For, NOWHERE IN 
= = = - - ~ = - = = - - =-- = THE ~2~D, 2R ~ ~0~ THE ~~O!!DS, DID ~E~ASUS ~O~E ~ ~AT~R AS HE 
!-OVED TRIS OF PIRENE! AND WREN his thirst was s+aked, he CROPT A 
F~ O! THE R5~EY-~~osso~ o~ THE ~~2~~R:, DEii~ATE~Y TASTING Til~, ~UT 
~OT CARING TO MAKE A HEARTY ~; BECAUSE THE HERBAGE, JUST BENEATH 
!HE ~to~s, o~=!HE ~O!TY SIDES O! Bo~T HE~I~o~, s~ITED RIS £A~TE 
~TT~a ~ THIS ORDI~ARY QRASS. T =Accommodating, of traditional 
Sytllbol of poetic Inspiration, to MUM-YAWN (as mystic infolds of 
tongue-in-mouth, and as mystic infolds of pen-in-book); for evolving 
as full LIP/LAP-WINK (as highly visible high vision under deep, and 
private, somatic control).] 
After thus DRINKING to his heart's CONTENT, and, in his dainty 
~ashiog.~ ~O~ESCE~I~ to ta~e a *ittl.e !..~~d, the !igged=h~rse £eiag 
to sap=r t~-agd-~r~, agd dag.ce, as it !~re, o~t 0~ ~ere id*eg.ess 0~ 
6E~rt. There g.e!=r ~as a ~~re P~Y!~ 5reat~re ~de, thag. this ~ery 
~e~asus. (Cf. Hawthorne's descr~ptions of the behavior of his 
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language teacher--the Mr. Schaeffer who first translated h±m into the 
French Aubepine (in my A.2 and A.3).] • • • • !!eller~Eo!l, !ea!l!hile, 
hold~ the [ 'ge!ltle'] c~d' s ha!ld, £ee£ed ~~rth E_ro! the SHR~~!RY, 
a!!d thou&ht that ~R ~AS ~ SI~ SQ ~EA'QTI!~ AS THIS, !QR E~R A 
HORSE'S-EYES SQ ~~D ~ S!IRITED AS TRQSE 0! !~ASUS. IT SE~D A 
SI~ TO ~ 0! !RID~I~ HI~ ~ RIDI~ 0~ HIS ~A~. [=Aim of 
successful courtship, in self-extension out of hedge (covert phallic 
stratagem).] 
2gce ~r t~ice, !eaasus sto~t, agd s~u~~ed the air, ~ri~ing u~ 
his ears, t~ssi~ his head, a~d ~~ IT 0~ ~ SIDES, as if he 
£art*y sus~e~ted so~e !ischie~ ~r oth~r. See~ ~ot~, HO~E~R 
[haw-over], a~d hear~~~ so~~d, he so~ ~eaag his agti~s aaai~. 
At ~E~~TH--got that he ~s !eary, ~ut ~~Y ID¥E ~ ~~ous-­
Pegasus !2JtDED HIS !L~S, agd ~y DO~ o~ the s~ft areeg tur~. ~ut, 
bel~ T02 !~ 0! AERIAJt Jti!E to r~~ g~iet ~~r ma~Y !~egts 
togeth~r, he so~g RQWD 2~R 0~ HIS ~A~, ~ITR HIS !O!!R SJtE~~R ~E~S 
IN THE AIR [=mock-tree gesture; subsumption of functions of DART-
STICK(S), or of tongue powers.] 
!i~llY, !heg he had had egough o~ r~+li~ ~~r a~d ~~r, 
· !e~asus T~ED HI!15EL! ~0!!1', ~ I~~~f:" ±i~e a:~y oth~r h~rse, 
!UT 0~ H}S !QRE-~EgS, ~ ~rd~r to rise ~r~ the aro~nd; a~d ~eJ.J.er~­
pho~, !~ had auessed that he !o~ld do s~, DARTED SUDDE~Y ·!Ro~~E 
THICKET, ~ ~E~ED ASTRIDE HIS ~A£! T=serpentine split-attack (note 
spear-heading of tongue with deictic-D)]. 
YES; THERE HE SAT, ON THE BACK OF THE WINGED HORSE! 
' = -====- -= -
But WHAT A BO~ did Pegasus ~a~e, when, for the first t~e, he 
~e±_t the !eiaht o~ a-~~rta~-~~ 0!0~ HIS ~I~S!--A ~O~D=I~DEED! 
~e'E~re he had tilJle to D~ A ~REATH, ~eJ.J.er~pho~ ~o~d h~seJJ !I~ 
H~RED !EET AJ;.~T, ~ STI~ SH02TING 0!~~; !hi.le the ~INGED h~rse 
sg~rted agd TR£~D with terr~r agd ~g~R [note the infolding of 
destructive arousal-RT. UPWARD HE WENT, UP, UP, UP, tJ!Tit HE PJ.tJ!GED 
I~Q THE ~9~D, ~ISTY ~QS0~-5! A ~JtoQn7 AT ~ICH, Q~Y A JtiTTLE-~ItE 
~!QRE' !!E~ERQ!!!O~ HAD ~E~ gAZI~' ~ !~CYI~ IT A YERY ~EASA!T 
S!OT. Theg, aaai~, o~t o~ the heart o~ the ~:{.o~d, !eaasus shot DO~ 
1I~ A TH~~Q~T, as i~ he ~ea~t to dash ~~th h~se~ a~d his rid=r 
headJ.oga a~aigst a rock. Theg he !e~t thro~~h a~o~t a tho~sa~d o~ 
the ~~DEST ~RIOtES that had e~~r ~ee~ ~=rf~~ed either ~y a ~!rd 
~r a ~rse [=madeflourishes--elaborate smaller designsT. 
I ~a~~ot te** yo~ ha~ that he did. He s~i~ed straiaht-
~~~~rd, and sideways, agd backward. He reared himself ere£t, WITH 
HIS ;QRE-~EgS o~ A ~ATH o! ~IST [cf. tongue within (virgtnal)-round 
of l~ps], a~d his hind-legs og ~othing at a+±· He F1UNG OUT HIS 
HEE~s ~EHI~D [cf. kicked at throat],-agd PUt'DOWN HIS HEAD-BETWE~ 
HIS ~E~S, ~ITH HIS WI~S !~I~TI~ RI~HT ~~ Tl.e., to extend low· 
values to high. (LIP7LAP-WINK)] . At about two ~iles' height above 
the ~arth, HE TU~D A SO~RSET, SO THAT BE~1EROPHO~'S HEE~S WERE 
~RE HIS HEAD SHO!!LD HAYE-~EE~' ~ HE SEEEED TO~OQ~ DO~~ I~Q THE 
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sKY, I~STEAD 0~ ~ [i.e., demonstrated power to (demonically) invert, 
v;lues J. HE ~?=STED HIS HEAD A!O!!f, AW' Jt.OQF~ !!E~ER~HO~ I~ THE 
FACE WITH. FIRE ~NG FROM HIS EYES, !1IDE A TERR~1E ATTEMPT TO 
arTE' HI~. iiE ~1iff'r!REDHis- !I~IO!S SQ. ~1D1Y THAT ~ O! THE-SI1V!R 
FEATHERS WAS sii'IKEN our, AND F10ATING EARTHWARD, wAs PICKED UP BYTHE 
-~: ~ P!_T rT= AS-~~-ASHE ¥IfED: I!! ~~QRY-O! ~~'As us ~ 
BE RQ~O~ [=memo of youthful poetic longings; gentle encouragement 
to iterary heir (a tempered spume-seminal tagging; Aub-pinion).] 
~ut the ~att=r (~h~, as yo~ ~y judge, ~as as ~o~d a h~~se~~ 
as e!=r ea++oeed) had ~EE~ ~ATCHI~ HIS o~~QRT~ITY, AMD AT ~AST 
~~T THE gQ~E~ ~IT 0~ THE E~~TED ~RID¥E !!ETWEE!! THE ~NGED 
STEED'S JAWS: [i.e., achieved new level of mastery over private oral 
poetics].-~~ so~=r ~s this do2e,-tha~ ~e~asus ~es~e as ~~gea~+e 
as f! he had ta~e2 ~o~d, ~~+his ~iEe, o~t OE ~e~erophog's hagd. To 
spea~ ~hat ; really ~ee~, If !as a~st a sadgess, to see s~ !i~d a 
_sreat~re 9ro~ sudde2lY s~ t~e. ~d ~e9asus se~ed to ~ee+ it s~, 
li~e~ise. HE ~OQpD RO~ TO ~E~ERQ~O!!, :!ITH TEARS I~ HIS BEA!;!TI~~ 
EYES, I~STEAD o~ THE ~IRE THAT s2'RECE~Y ~SHED ~RO~ TH~ T--but 
the fire may also be held by the water1. ~ut !heg !!eJlerophog eatted 
his head, agd S~Q!E A ~~ A!:!THQRITATiyE, YET !I~ ~'SOQTHI~ ~QRDS 
[i.e., as implicit keeper of the master-logos, with its master-wood-
peg(s)], ~0~ ~OQ! ~ I~FQ THE EYES 0~ ~E~ASUS; ~QR HE ~AS ~~ 
AT HEART, ~~R SQ ~ ~~E¥Y CE~TgRIES, TO HA~E ~OUND A CO~~IO~ 
AND A MASTER. 
= = 
Thus it a~ays is ~ith !i~ed ~rses, a~d !ith ~+1 such !~d 
a~d so~itary sreat~res. IE yo~ sag ~atch a2d QY~R~O~~he~, it 1S 
the s~rest ~AY TO ~IN THEIR ~O~E. [I.e., perhaps even in the case 
of reader-over-Hawthorne.] l .... 
Q~eyigg this ge2=rous ~eu;se [to '~ree' ~e9asus, at 'the 
s~it o~ ~o~gt Heli~o~'--'the ~1~ed h~rse's a~~de'], he ['~eller~­
pho~'] S~I~T THE E!~TED ~RID~E Q~! THE HEAD 0~ ~E~ASUS, ~'fOQ~ 
THE BIT FROM HIS MOUTH. 
- - = = -
"~EAYE ~· ~E~ASUS! II SAID HE. "EITH~R ~EAYE ~' QR ~OYE ~!II 
IN AN INST~, THE WINQED HORSE SHOT ~tlOST OUT OF SIQHT, 
SQARING-STRAI~HT ~~~ ~ROE-THE S~IT 0~ ~~~T HE~I~O~. ~EI~ ¥Q~ 
~T~R S~SET, it !as 20! t!ilight o2 the ~o~2taig-top, a2d dus~y 
eve!!i!!B OVER THE fOUNTRY ROuNDABOUT. But Pegasus ~ew so high, that 
he OVERT55K THE DEPARTED DAY: AND-WAS BATHED-IN THE uPPER RADIANCE 
0~ THE s~: Asce~di~ higher a~d higher, he 100~D ~IKE A BRIQHT 
S~E~, AND AT ~T, ~O!;!LD ~~ ~~~~ER ~E-SEE~ I! THE HOLLOW :!AsTE 0~ 
THE S!SY [invis1ble union suggested, in K -as Christ-sign ZsiP/SQUISH)]. 
~ut, ~hi~e he !as J.~e~ti~ his o~ f~l,t.Y• the BRI~HT S~ECK RE-~~EARED, 
agd dre~ gear=r a~d ~ear=r, ugti+ it desce~ded !o~=r tha~ the su~shige; 
~d !!EHQ~D, ~E~ASUS HAD ~0~ BACK! ~t=r this 'fria~, there !as ~~ 
~~re ~ear 0~ the ~in_ged h~rseTs ~~i~ his essaee. He a2d ~e~er~pho~ 
!~re friends, and PUT LOVING FAITH IN ONE ANOTHER (=trust in poetic, 
or litera~y, cailing--~s-cryptic voi~e in n~me]: 
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That ~!iht, they *ay do!i an~ s*e~t t~ieth!r, !ith ~elier~~og's 
a~ a~o~t the ~e~ 0~ !eiasus, got as a sa~tiog, ~ut for ~ig gess. 
Agd they A~Qp AT !EE! 0! DAY, AW> !!ADE Q~E A!OTH!:!R ~02D ~2~~, EACH 
~HIS 0~ ~~£AGE (see ahead to IV.B.2, second cit.--on horse gesture). 
•••• !!Ut he ('!!e*ler~phog'] so~*d got ~~r~et the h=rrib!e 
~~era, ~hich he had ero!ised !~ Io~ates to S~Y. S~, AT ~T, 
when he had beco!!Je WE~ ascustomed to feats of hors6!!!8!!ship 1!! the 
ai~, a~d so~d=~agage~eia:us, !ith the ¥EAST-~QTIO~-o! HIS ~, 
agd had ta~int h~ to Q!!Wl HIS YQICE, he det!~i~ed to att~et the 
PER!Q~CE 0! THIS ~ERI¥0US AD~T£RE [an epic action in the 
oral-round]. 
At DAY!!REA!' there;~re, as so~g as he ~~¥QSED HIS EYES, he 
geet~ ~I~CHED THE ~I~~ED H2RSE'S EAR, ig ~r~er to aro~se h~. 
Pegasus ~ediateV. started ;ro'!! the ~ro~gd, agd !~CED A!!O£T A 
~ARTER OF A MI~E AJ;.OFT, AND MADE A GRAND SWEEP AROUND THE MOUNTAIN-
TO~, ~Y !!AY o~ sao~r~ THAT HE ~AS ~rDE:A~$ A!D READY !QR= ~ K;!ND 
0! ~ E~~£RSIO~. D~I~ THE ~Q~E 0! THIS ¥ITTLE ~I~HT, HE UTT!:!RED 
A :\PUD, BRISK, A:!iD ME~DIOUS NEIQH [Na ••• y ••• ], AND FIN~Y _gA!1E DOWN 
AT !!E11ERQ~O~'S-SIDE, AS ¥I~H'£¥Y AS ~R YO£ SA~=A S~ARRO~ HO~ tJ!O~= 
A TWIG'[ ••• thorn ••• ]. 
- = 
''!!eU doge, dear ~e~asus! ~eU doge, ~y sJ9r-s~~=r!" sried 
~eller~~og, ;ogdlJ str~~~ the h~rse's geck. "Agd go!, ~y ;*eet 
a~d~ea~ti!~t. ~rieg.d, ~ ~ST !!REA!} O£R !AST. T~-day, ~e are to 
!i~ht the terri~'*-e ~I~RA! 11 [=Fiery Maw (Haw) image; demon under 
deep K-sign, in need of pruning.] I 
•.•• Ig the ~~re t.e~e* eart o; the sougtry ['~ycea'], there 
were the ruies of houses that had beeg burgt, aed, here agd there, 
the £arsasses o;-dead satt*e, stre~ a~o~t-the 2ast~res !here they 
had ~eeg ;eedi~. 
11 
"The Cbi~aera ~ust ha~e doge this !ischie~," tho~~ht !!eUer~phog. 
But where can the monster be?" I .... 
- = = = = - -
•••• In ~rogt, as ;ar ~!~as yo~ so~d thro! a st~ge [tone], 
!as the ~Y!:!~' S ~O!!TH, !ith the three [T~la~'] s~~~e-~eaths o~zigg 
o~t o! it. Agd !hat e*se did !!ei*er~phog !EHQ¥D there? 
He had found out the Chimaera's cavern. The SNAKE, the 
~IO~, agd the ~QAT,-as=he-suee£sed th~ to ~:,-~!~e got th~e~ 
seearate sreatures, but oge ~ogster [=a single vertebrate MUM-YAWN]! 
- - - - -- - - -
The !icked, hate~~l thigg! ~~!:!RI~ as t!o-th!rds o! it !!re, 
it st~ he*d, ig its A!!O~I~AB-¥E ~ ~S, the re~ant o! ag ug;~rt~gate 
~--~r eossi~y (~ut I hate to t ink s~) it ~as a dear ¥ITT~E !!2Y--
!h~ch its THREE ~O£THS HAD !!EE~ ~A~ING, ~ef~re t!o o! th~ !E~ 
AS~EE~! _(=Memo on self-destructive heart of Hawthorne's self-
disjointing, self-reshaping signature-poetics.] I .... _ 
The Chfmaera •.. raised itse~ up so as to staed absolutely og 
the TI!-E~-0~ ITS [ 'S~~'] TAI~, ~ITH ITS T.A¥O~S PA~I~ !IERCE~Y I~ 
• 
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THE AIR, ~ ITS THREE HEADS S~UTT!!:RI~ !IRE at ~eiasus agd his 
rid=r· [=Tearing image of tree of thorns (fruit-destroyer).] ..•• 
I .... 
~eag!h~e, ~eiasus had ajaig ea~sed ig the air, agd ~eijhed 
agg;riJ:y, !hi*e S~~ES 0! A ~!:!R£ ~YS~ ~ DARTED O!!T 0! HIS 
EYES Tsuggestions of winter, Christmas--1n apocalyptic cycles of 
nature]. Ho! ~Ip THE ~ID !IRE 0! THE £a!~RA! The aerial. 
steed's Sfirit !as ~ aro~sed, a~d s~ ~s that o~ ~e**er~pho~. 
"Dost thou B~EED, MY IMMORT~ HORSE?" CRIED the youB,g man, 
£ari~ ¥ESS !~R-HIS 0~ h~rt=thag £~r-the ag~ish o; this-al.~rious 
£reat~re, that o~g;ht ge!=r to have tasted 2aig [ ••• epine]. The 
~e~ra~e ~j~aera shall 2ay ~~r this ~ischie~, with his ~ST HEAD 
[=last rites, in accord'with signature-formulas (transacted against 
Hawthorne as family-name)]. 
The~ he sho~ the ~RIDtE, sho~ted tOgD~Y, agd juided ~eg;asus, 
~OT AS~ISE AS ~E!QRE, ~UT STRAI~HT AT THE ~O~ST!!:R'S HIDEOUS 
FRONT. SO RAPID WAS THE O~SET, THAT IT SEE:HED BUT A DAZZ~E ~D A 
fj$H, ~E!QRE-~E~ERQ~O~ ~AS AT ~SE ~RI~ES ~ITH HIS E~Ew.- [Note 
the double powers of labial-facial orality--bursting and gripping.] 
The ~~era, ~y this t~e, a~te~ ~OSI~ its se~ogd head, 
had iot igt~ a RED-HOT ~ASSIO~ ~ ~~ RAGE [ripe haw]. It s~ 
~o~gced a~o~t, hal! ~g earth agd eart*' ig the air, that it !as 
imfossible to say !hich E~T it rested ueog. IT Q~E~ ITS 
S~~-JAWS TO SUCH AN ABO~INAB¥E WIDTH, THAT PEgASUS MigHT ~OST, 
I-!!AS ~QING TO SAY, HA:YE ~0~ RI~HT DO~ ITS-THRQAT, =!!I~S ~TSPREAD, 
RIDER AND ~! AT THEIR APPROACH, IT SHOT OUT A TREMENDOUS B~ST OF 
!IERY ~REATH: ~ E~E~OPED-~E~ERQ~O~ ~D HIS STEED I~ A ~~R!E~T -
ATMOSPHERE OF ~; SINGEING TeE WINGS OF PEGASUS, SCORCHING OFF 
O~E !!HQ~ SIDE-O!=THE YOUN~ ~·s ~QtDE~ RI~g~ETS (th~-yell;:,--­
Nathanyel, side of the name], AND ~ING TH:Etl BOTH FAR HOTTER THAN 
-= ---- - = ~AS ~O~QRT~¥E !RO~ HEAD TQ !OQT. 
But this !as.· goth~ to !hat ~o~t.O!ed. I 
••• [T]he ~i~aera !ass~~ ~D !!I¥D ~ITH ~A!N, that it did 
got iuard itse¥ s~ !eU as ~ig;ht else ha~e ~ee~ the ~ase. ~=rhaes, 
a~t~r ~' the ~est ~ay to ~iiht a Ch~aera is ~y iett~ as ~~QSE 
t~ it as you £ag. Ig its efforts to STICK ITS HORRIB~E IRO~ f~WS 
I~TQ ITS E~E~,-THE 9REATURE-1EFT ITS OW~ BREAST-QUITE E~OSED; ~ 
!~RCEIVING-THIS, BE~EROPHO~ tHRUST HIS-SWORD UP TO THE HI1T !~TO­
ITS CRUErHEART. -IMMEDIATE'tY THE SNAKY TAftUNTIED ITS KNOT. -The ~ogst=r ~et ~ its h£ld o~ !eiasus,=aEd ~e ~~o~ that ~:~t heijht, 
do!g!~rd; ~hile the ~Ire ~ithig its ~~so~, =stead 0~ ~eigg eut o~t, 
~~ED !IERC~R ~ E:Y!!:R, a~d ~ickiy ~ejag to sogs~~e the dead 
sarsasses. Thus it fell out of the s!Y. , A~ A-FL~, and (it bei~ 
NIGHT - H - - - - -+ - - - ]T"" 
= = !'~ ~e~~re it reached the ~arth [N. ~. h ••. n ••• 1 H._ .. th •.. n , 
!as ~ista~eg ~~r a sho~tigg star ~r a fO~T. ~ut, at ~ar~y sunrise, 
so~e ~ottagers were goi~ to their dayTs ~OR, ~d saw, to th~ir 
astogis~egt, that se~=ra* a~r=s o~ iro~gd ~~re ST~-!!ITH ~~£! 
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ASHES. IN THE M!DD¥E OF A FIE1_D, THERE WAS A HEAP OF WHITENED BO~S, 
A gREAT DEAL HI~H~R ~ A HAYSTA~. £IOTIII~ E¥SE ~AS-E~~R=SEEi-O! 
THE DREAD~ ~~RA! [=Hawthorne's signature-poetics as self-
tempering; heuristics of death, rehearsals of transcendence--through 
designs of humiliation within boundaries of name. Fears of the 
Antichrist in self--and in the patterns of language.] 
Agd ~he~ ~e.Uer~e!:<>~ had !og the !iSt~ry, he ~egt E~~~d a~d 
KISSED PEgASUS, wR!~E THE TEARS STOOD IN HIS EYES. [=Minimal 
~onfiguration of-LIP/LAP-WINK: kiss/astride-standing/tears.] 
"Back gow, my BEWVED steed!" said he. 
of Pire~e!" -[Re-:nfolding of vision (k'n).] 
- - -
"Back to the Fountain 
-=== --= = 
~e~asus s~i~ed thro~h the air, ~~i~~r thag e!~r he did 
before, and reached the fountain in a very short time. I .... 
- -- == - -= = = - - = 
·~ere is the GE~E CHI1_D," as~ed ~eUer~phog, "~h~ ~sed to 
~ee~ ~e so~~agy, agd ne!~r ¥QSt Eaith, agd ge!er !as !eary OE ~az~ 
Into the fountaigt" LAnd, the child ••• who (early in the story 
-- --=- = --had) ~az(ed) at him, as ch~dreg are a~t to ~aze at stragg~rs, ~TH 
HIS ROSY MOUTH WIDE OPEN.'] 
- = - - -- = 
"Here ~ I, dear ~eUer~phog!" said the CHI~, SQ!'riFY· 
!~r the ¥ITTLE ~QY had S£e~t day aEt~r day, o~ the ~rg~ oE 
Pirene, waitiQ& for his friegd to £O~e back; BUT WHEN HE PERCEIVED 
- = - . -- -- - - - - - == - - - -- -~E:g._ERQ~O£! DESCE£JDING THRO!!~H THE ~~O!!DS, ~O~TED 0£} THE ~I~ED 
HQRSE, HE HAD SHR~ ~A~ I~!!Q THE sifu~~~RY. HE ~AS A DE~I~TE 
AND TENDER CHI~, AND DREADED ~EST THE 01_1) MAN AND THE COuNTRY FE~OW 
SHO~D=SEE THE TEARS ~USHI~ !Ro~ HIS EYEs.= tNote child a: shrUb -
progeny--sheltered, much bearing.] 
"THOU HAST WO~ THE VIfTORY," SAID HE, JOYFU~Y, RUNNINQ TO THE 
KNEE OF BE~EROPHON: WHO Sti~ SAT ON THE BACK OF'PEGASUs: 11I KNEw 
THO!! ~O~DST! "-L=Gent;_e Knee YeU: Hew Woad:books -w;uldst! Belles 
t.ettres -New!] 
"YES; DEAR CHI1_1)!" REP1_IED BE1.1.EROPHON, ~IGHTING FROM THE 
!!I~ED HQRSE. "BUT IF THY FAITH iiAD'NOTHEtPED ME, ISHOU1_D NEVER 
HAYE ~AI TED FoR PEgASus, ANfi NEVER HAvE goNE" UP :ABovE THE-c1ooos: AND 
~%~R HAYE ~o~~:gERED THE TERRI~E CHI8AERX.T [;;;;Memo-on writing, as = 
child and for children--as Nathaniel's discipline of Hawthorne.] 
THO!;!, ~ ~E¥OYED FRIEND, HAST DONE IT *! AND NOW t.ET US QIVE 
~E~ASUS HIS ¥I~~RTY ... - - - - - - - -
e S~ he S¥I~T 6!E the egchagted ~ridl.e Ero~ the head oE the 
gchagted steed. 7 .... 
~ut ~e~asus rested his head og ~eller~phog's shoul.d~r, agd 
~o~d ~ot ~e E~rs~ded to ta~e !¥I~HT. '7 .... -
THE~ ~E1.1.ERQPHO~ E~RACED THE GE~T¥E CHI1D, AW> ~RO~ISED TO go~ 
TQ HI~ AgAIN,~ DEPARTED [RIC-GOUGE]. BUT, IN AFTER YEARS, THAT- -
CH~~ Too; HIGHER F1IGHTS UPON THE AERI~-STEED: THAN EVER DID . 
~E~ERQPH5~, ~ ACHIEVED ~§RE H0~2RAB~E DEEDS r~ HIS-!RIE~'s 
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VIgTORY Q~R THE ~~RA. ~QR, GE~E ~ TEWJ~R AS HE !!AS, HE g~ 
!o-BE A MIQHTY ~QET! [Literary power out of private literary 
senttment-=R out of L, and Tree of Thorns out of Divine Love respelled. 
Or, transmission of Hawthorne's literary voice--as Gift (Nathan-) of 
God (-iel) inspiring an oral-lingual wood-logos. Initial letter of 
the word 'Poet' capitalized.] 
(Hawthorne, A Wonder Book; CE, VII [1972], 144-5, 146, 149, 
154-9, 160-5, 165-7[w.l48]; --final story in WB)9 
The trial application of the constructed scale to Hawthorne's myths 
and biographies for children (above) does serve to channel a.maturing 
oral botany. That oral botany may be interpreted both as a suggestive 
index and aid to reader maturation (or as a symbolic hedge-cradle and 
goad, or normative symbol) and as a reflexively everlasting remark 
of approval given to the reader, for his author-encouraging growth in 
capacities to appreciate literature--i.e., perhaps even as a potential, 
much-bearing heir to the tradition of literature-building as world-
building, of humanity-tempering through self-tempering. Or, in terms of 
five levels of reader mobility, the constructed scale serves to orient 
and to attune the reader: (2.a-c.i) to the immortal, literary effulgence 
of Hawthorne's actual name (as the author's special remark of victory 
over his own, oral-based self-development through minor literary forms--
'm ••• n ••• seed-t[H]rone-sky'); (2.a-c.ii) to the vital import of the 
reader's creative-linguistic presence, at the mercurial root of his 
enigmatic texts (as a living .American speaker with the "Hug-Hawl" wit of 
many tongues and social tongue-styles--'KeY-sHape/diCtion-beHold'); 
(2.a-c.iii) to the probability of the reader's herculean triumph, over 
.his hazardous and thorny motor-challenges (with age-sufficient apprecia_: 
tion of the lingual prowess and rich hymeneal suggestivity of those 
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cballenges--'singLe/tree-cut-t[W]ine'); (2.a-c.iv) to the possibility of 
manY readers' cons.ounding with him, as America's sovereign and singular 
master of gesturing gardens (with mutual reinforcement of a sense of 
shared blessings, through befitting praise, criticism, and real-commercial 
reward--'[you ••• eaSe]-Harm-crown'); and (2.a-c.v) to his hope of all 
our exalted, concordant salvation in time, in Christ as implicit Healing 
Word (possibly even through the literature-bonded author's rebounding 
serpent-p~tition [a.i], for an unmerited higher, an impossible future 
recognition, or rebirth--'box/Hope-me/pine-Peg/Poet['s:sons':(S)]un[-Log]'). 
B.3. Construction: A Literary Proofmark of 
Signature-Life, Continued. 
The preliminary application of the constructed scale, to auxiliary-
literary texts by Hawthorne, continues. 
In the present section of chapter development (Section B.3), the 
study undertakes a selective trial integration of Hawthorne's frame 
narratives for children--i.e., of his frame narratives for the two 
mythologies (A Wonder Book [1852] and Tanglewood Tales [1853], for the 
volume of world biography (Biographical Stories for Children [1842, 
1851]), and for the three sequels of adaptations from American history 
(Grandfather's Chair [1841], Famous Old People [1841], and Liberty Tree 
[1841]; or, The Whole History of Grandfather's Chair [1851]). But the 
study undertakes that integration of frame texts chiefly to provide a 
conjoined frame for a piece of "natural history"--or for the pseudonymous 
. informal botanical essay which (the study has claimed) shows signature-
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features concordant with Hawthorne's texts for children. Taking strength 
fr011l Hawthorne's own strong awareness of "the same hand" giving cyclical 
shape to "whole[s]" "internally pronounced" (B.2~ introductive; B.l.a}, 
from the "song of triumph" sung in accord with a wooden-lipped lady idol 
(B.2.b.iii; B.l.b}. and from the qualities of self-reproach for ecstatic 
flights of vision within "mortal" rounds of the flesh (B.2.c.v; B.l.c}, 
the study makes application as follows--of the self-constraining, scaled 
jaws of Hawthorne, to sing, counterchant, and hymn, round,about his own 
emblematic tree (B.l, closing--feature [2.c]}. (The technical comments 
which precede application in Section B.2 generally apply below; but 
partial scales determine the division of Subsections B.3.a-b. In 
Subsection B.3.h, notation of signature-anthem occurs below the notations 
of scale-step with oral-tag and consonant-figure, signature-stance, and 
signature-motive. In the same subsection, two texts are proofmarked, 
and "counterchant," below the set of notations. Additional remarks 
inside brackets may also include sequenced oral-tag notations; additional 
remarks inside brackets do also include the single asterisk, to pain~ out 
an echo of diction, and the double asterisk, to point out an echo of 
concept, in the textual location ~ediately succeeding the brackets. 
The integrative interpretations of reader maturation and reader mobility 
--self-evident in the course of the application below--are restated in 
the sectional conclusion, but chiefly in terms of the signature-anthem 
and in terms of five levels of accord between emblem and the integers of 
mythic mobility, Section B.2, closing.) 
r· 
r 
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B.3.a. A Literary Proofmark: The Master's Frame. 
il MUM-YAWN: mln/n, > hly''ff. • 
--- =--
Stance: "Nathaniel Hawthorne" w. omnipresent mouth (=cryptic universe 
w. holy end-trail under nose). 
Motive: "Under-head hand ••• : Heave bourne!" 
['Grandfather's Chair/ PreFACE':] IN WRITING THIS [*J 
- == = = - = = -· = PONDgROUS T~~ [=author ruminating], t~e a~t~gr's d~s£re ~s bee~ to 
describe the eminent c~ractgrs and gyents of oyr annals, in such a 
£2~ :~d stxle7 t~t tlie [*l-IOUNG [author's=capitals] might S!ke acqya~ta~ce ~it~ t~~ o£ t~ei~ 0~ accgrd [=author yawning and 
heaving, to accommodate his book]. Fgr t~s p~rpose, ~,!LE OST~SIBL! 
RELATING TgE ADVENTQRES OE A CH.qR [=set of wood jaws] , gE gAS 
--- =-- - =- --ENDEAVORED TO KEEP A DISTINCT AND UNBROKEN THREAD OF AUTHENTIC 
- == === -- -=-= ===-HISTORY [=a uni-verse of time]. The chair is 1!12de to pass from Qne 
= = = . - - -- - --tg a~ot~gr o£ t~gse p~rso~ges, o£ ~~~ ~~ t~ought it ~st d~s£rable 
fgr t~e [*l xou~ r~d~r to ~xe XiXid a~d fa~ili!r £d~s, ~d ~gse 
lives and actions would best enable him to give 'f**] picturesque 
sk:tc~es o£ t~e-t~e;. 0~ its-;t~rdi T*l ~k:~ legs, it trudges 
dilige~tlX fr~ g~e sc~~e ~g a~ot~~r, a~d s~~ ~~A!S TO ~RUST 
ITSELF IN THE WAY, WITH MOST BENIGN COMPLACENCY, WHENEVER A HISTORICAL 
PERSONAGE HAPPENS TO BE T~l LOOKING AROUND roR=A 'f~]-SEAT [=: universe 
- =- = =- =-- = === 
of space]. I 
The author, it is true, has sometimes assumed the license 
= === === = - - =- = =-of filling UP THE [**] OUTLINE OF HISTORY WITH DETAILS, FOR WHICH HE 
= -- = = =- = = = = = = = = == = = ~ ~0~ BUT I~GI~ATI¥E A~2RIT! [=RIC-GOUGE, as tree-raising], but 
~icg, g~ ~gpes, dg ~ot ~£gl~te ~gr gixe f~lse [*] colgrin~ tg t~e 
truth. He believes that, in this respect, his NARRATIVE WILL NOT BE 
== == =:::== = - = = -= = = - = FOgND TO CONVEX ~D§AS AND IMPRESSIONS [=vehicle signature in self-
extension],-~£-~liic~ t~e r~ad;r ~x-~;reaft;r f£~d it ~ecess~rx to 
p~rge ~is ~~d. 
The author's great doubt is, whether he has succeeded IN 
= = == = = == == == = == -HR!TING A BOOK WHICH WILL BE READABLE BY THE CLASS FOR WHOM HE 
I~TE~S IT r=a~iety,=over ~pe~ but mea~ingless book:-a;p:Ct;=of 
~-YAWN]. To ~ke a 1£~elx a~d e~t~rta~i~ ~arratixe fgr c~ildre~, 
~~tg sucg unmall~ble mat~rial as is presented by tge sombre, st~rn, 
and rigid characteristics-of the Puritans and their-descendants,-is 
~ite as difficult an attempt,=as to MANQFACTyaE DELICATE-PLAX!tliNGS 
O!l! 0~ TtlE [**] GRANITE ROCKS ON '\mic!! N"Ey[ ENGLAND IS FOQNDED-[or= 
generate-a harmony of creative and-moral qualities, so that 'ponderous 
tome' becomes thunderous poem]. I BQSTON, NQYEMBgR, l§~Q [=immediate 
universe of memorial space and time; author's-capitals:1--
(Hawthorne, from The Whole History of Grandfather's Chair, in 
True Stories, Vol. 6 of The Centenary Edition [1972], 5-6) 
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ii) RIC-GOUGE: ~/z:~/~ > ~';/~'! • 
Stance: "Nathaniel Hawthorne" w. obligatory~ throat-held gift-shout 
(=truncated neck). 
Motive: "Under-head band ••• : Heave bourne!" 
['Famous Old People/ PreFACE':] GRANDFATHER AGAIN SHOVES HIS 
- = =- = - = ==== - =-= =-= GRE~I CflA!R b~fore ~e zou£bful publi~~ an~ ~~!!re! ~o ~~e them acgua!n~a~ ;;i~ a [**] new ~zna~z· of [*] o~cupan~. ~e [*J!ron 
ra£e of P!!RIIANg~ W!!OgE RI~I~ FI~2REg gAI [*rBOLI UPR~I A~AIN,U 
ITS [*] OAKEN BACK in the first Epoch of our History~ have now given 
==== - - . ·=== === - - =-: - - -pl~£e ~o ~u~e a differen~ !e~ of men. [I.e.--sat against mouth-
back.] I .. · . 
••. ~ome a !U~£e~~ion of ~overnor~~ ~olgin~ up [i.e., as though 
tongue rolled OUt to dTs] ~e rozal ~ommi~ion a! ~e !OUr£e of 
au~ori~I· I!l~!e gi~ni~arie~ are illumina~eg bz a raz, al~ou~ [*] 
fa_!n~ an~ gi~an~, ze~ ~l~amin~ upon ~em from ~e !Plengor of ~e 
British throne. OUR OLD CHAIR, ITSELF LOSES THE SEVERE SIMPLICITY, 
====-= ====- :=' ===== = = ==--WHICH WAS IN KEEPING WITH THE HABITS OF ITS EARLIER [ *] POSSESSORS , 
- = = -- - === :== - == == - === == :::t AND IS GILDED AND VARNISHED~ AND GORGEOUSLY CUSHIONED [=gorge w. 
= = - = = = ==== = - = = - - == = tongue-base]~ gO Ag IO ~ II A FIIIIN~ S~I FOR V!~E-~~AL POMP. 
IT IS NOW [*] OCCUPIED BY RULERS, WHOSE POSITION COMPELS THEM TO 
= = --- - - = - = = = - = == 2 REGARD THE INTERESTS OF THE PEOPLE AS, IN SOME DEGREE, HOSTILE TO 
riiosE OF THE MONARCH, ANDTHEREFORE ro THEIR owN.- T=sign:'ture-;oice 
=== = - =-==== = ===-projecting author's private sense of ·his own deeply (un)cherished 
privilege of poetic gift.] I~ ~ ~urroungeg bz ambi~ious Poli~i£ian!, 
golg£er~, ans Agven~~rers, ~avin~ no pr~~en!£on ~0 ~ha~ ~igh reli~ious 
ang moral prin£iple, w~i~ ~ave ~o our first Epoch a ~hara~~er of the 
truest and loftiest romance. [=Echo of transcendent tree-standard--
====== = 
now foreshortened, undercut, revealing fleshlier attitudes.] I 
This little book [=hic-cup] presents a [**] slight historic 
== == - = === =- -=== -sketch of the period, when Massachusetts had ceased to be a Republic, 
=- ==== === = - == === = == - = =- = = = - - -an~ wa§ stric~ly [**] a Provin£e of Englan~ [=return to former, 
residuafpower-=as, small LIP /LAP-WINK]: It is therefore sufficiently 
= ==== === = comple~e in itself [=well-shaped], ~o make i~ in~epen~en~ of our 
preceding volume. Should we be ENCOURAGED TO CONCLUDE THE ADVENTURES 
=-= - - == = - - - = = = - - = == = =- = OF OUR OLD CHAIR [=sense of creative self-limitation in the face of 
criticism},=the remaining par~, beginning with the first movemen! 
[or, remonstrative rtimiuitionl of the Revolutio~ will also include 
== == = -= a perio~ of hi!Sory, tha~ may be rea~ in ~i§connec~ion with the pa§!. 
Bu! tiie-Author"'s desire Is, in the tiiree Tor: cloven yet cle~ing]­
numbers that will COMPOSE=THE ENTI~HISTORY OF GRANDFATHER'S CHAIR 
['GRANDFATHER'S CHAIR' in capitais], fo give the-youthfUl re~~er A 
ROUNDED OUTLINE OF THE WHOLE PERIOD, DURING WHICH-THIS PIECE OF 
FURNI~RE WA~ ~0 PROMINENI AN OBJECI TI.e.: his~ry a~ a-w~ll-chewed 
cud, extended to reader from autho~s functional jaws]. I BOSTON,' 
== 
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DECEMBER ~~ ~4Q [=immediate universe of magical, Messianic space 
:nd tilne; author T s capitals]. 
(Hawthorne, from The Whole History of Grandfather's Chair~ in 
True Stories; CE, VI [1972]~ 71-2] 
iii) DART-STICK(S): rll~dlt~diQ > s'k:g'z • 
- - - - - - = = - = 
Stance: "Nathaniel Hawthorne" w. rising~ skill-torn split-tongue 
(=branch-engrafter}. 
Motive: "Under-head hand • • • : Heave bournel" 
['Liberty TREE I PreFACE':] HAS THE YOUTHFUL READER GROWN 
WEA!Y OF-g~FA~E!'g g!O!IEg abou~ hi! chairv- Wi!!,he no~-~OME, 
THIS ONCE more [=gripping in of reader]~ to our fire§ide~ and be 
-= = - - - --- -received as an own grandchild~ and as brother~ §i§ter, or cou§in to 
- = - : -- - -- - = - -- - - -- - - = - ·-Laurence, ~lara~ Charley, and [*] little Alice? ~OME~ DO NOT BE 
- - = -- - - - - --- - = - - -BASHFUL~ nor afraid. You will find GRANDFATHER A ~INDLY OLD MAN, 
- - - - -- - =- - -- - - -- --WITH A CHEERFUL SPIRIT, AND A HEART THAT HAS GROWN MELLOW, INSTEAD OF 
- - - - = - - - -- - - = =- -- =- -BECOMING DRY AND WILTED WITH AGE. 
= = -- -
He will tell you how ~ing George, tru§ting in the might of hi§ 
ARMie~ and NaviE~~[=arms and kne~s]:-§ought-to e§tabrish a-TYRANNY-
OVER our father§: Then you shall HEAR ABOUT-(*]-LIBERTY TREE-
[initiai 'L~and 'Tr-capitalizedJ~ AND WHAT-CROWDS U§ED TO-~~EMBLE 
- - = -= - - - -- -WITHIN THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF ITS SHADOW. Grandfather must SPEAK, 
- - = -= - = -= - - - - - =- = = ALSO~ ABOUT RIOTS AND DISORDERS, AND HOW AN ANGRY MULTITUDE BROKE 
INTO THE MANSION=OF THE LIEUTENANT goVERNOR [=ieft a~ of-storyJ. 
NE!T [cis annexed right arm of story 1, HE WILL SHOW YOU THE PROUD 
ARRAY OF BRITISH §OLDIER§, IN THEIR UNIFORMS-OF [*] ~~ARLET AND-gOLD, 
-- - - - -- -- -- - - = -- -- - - - --LANDING AT LONG WHARF, AND MARCHING [*] TO TAKE POSSESSION OF THE 
--=--=- - --= --= == -~OMMON, ~ FANEUI~ HA!!~' AN~ THE 0~~ g!A!E HOUgE. Then you mu~~ 
listen to the dismal tale of the Boston Massacre ••.•• I 
- =- - -- - = - - - =- == = 
iv) SIP-SQUISH: 
(Hawthorne [continued, and identified in full, 
immediately below]) 
Stance: "Nathaniel Hawthorne" w. in-questing space between blades 
(=tongue-tip behind teething hedge). 
Motive: "Under-head hand ... : Heave bourne!" 
['Libgrty Tr~ I PreFACE [continued]':] Next comes the 
marxellous StQry 0~ tge T~ SHIPS, AND TgAT BAND Of Indjan=figyre~ 
[=teeth-band]-whQ m2de the~r-appearance In the DUS~ [as-though-tusk]. 
0~ ~XENING, ~~ANISHED-B~F~RE ~E DA~ 0~ DAX [;suggestions of 
moon-seminal poetic]. No~ £Ome mgre and mgre RE~IMENT~ 0~ ~~L~~~~· 
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tp!R TEN~ [*] ~lTEN t!le ~ommon 1!~ untimelX :!no!· Tgej,r [**] ~r=horses [muscular vehicles] PRANCE AND T *1 NEIGH, WiniiN mE WALLS 
~! tE: ~ld ~o~t~ ch~r~ [commit high sacrilege (~l:nched)]. ~ -
that faint echQ comes from Lexington [throat-kick, k], where the 
= = ===-== - - ==== -British soldiers HAVE FIRED A VOLLEY THAT BEGINS TilE WAR OF TilE ~orY!ION [~iti:l.letter of 'Revoiution' ~apitalfzed; to~gu: 
aroused; inception of world-figure (+)]. 11!E PtiOP~E AP UP IN~­
GAGE, HOWE, BJ:m:GOYNE, 1Qq:PEl9!, AND MANY ANOTHE~ HAUGHTY [ *] 
ENG!!ISHMAN, ARE BELEAG~ D g T!!IN T!!E [ *; 1 PENINsytA =[:phallic neck] 
O.f [*rB~~TON"!" 11!E[*] =RI~~ [**] BUl~D BAT~"1!E~ ON E¥!Rl !}I~ 
[;landscape made ripe, rife]; AND LO~~~ A[*] ~~E FIG~, ON A 
[*] WHITE HQiSE, ~DES MAJESTI~ FiOM [**1 !JE!GHT TQ !!EIGHT, AND 
DW:~T~ T!!E-PlOG¥E~~ 0}; T!!E-~lE~F. ~IN IT B~ gASHINGTON? =('wASHING-
TON' in capitals; --Washington as ideal vision of the Providentially 
Elect, born to succeed with dignity (=manly, well-sired instance of 
LIP/LAP-WINK [W/eye-rectl]).] 
Then Grandfather will call up the shadow of a devoted loxalist 
ras exa:ple of the hist~ricaiiy damnedl, and :tr'ive t;t*l paint him 
- == = = t~ xo~r exe:! and geart [i.e., his pain], a! g~ t~~e! !l~ f!re!ell 
walk through Boston. We will trace his melancholx steps from FanEUI~ 
~ [:yei Haw:J T~ ~IBiiTx T~~(t -thorn-] • ~T F~U~ T~~ I T!E' 
AXES OF THE BpTISH SO~D!ERS HAVE HEWN IT DOWN, BUT NOT BEFQp ITS 
wrNn-s!~N 1_EAvEs-HA5 sciT!EiEn iHE=sPiiiT oF F~noM F~ ANti winE--
NoT BEF§~ ITS io§T~ !}AD=~P~O~ED,=E¥EN=IN T!}E D ~TANT ~~!~ og T**l ~E~~IA. , [Note use of DART-STICK(S) world-figure (eye-pow [~J) --as 
suggestion of (needed) sympathetic bonds between the North and the 
South; note seizing of heart of action via name(s).] 
Amid all these [**] wonderful matters, we shall [**] not lose 
= ==- == = = = - == - =-s!ght o£ GRANDFATH§R'S CHAIR [author's capitals; --the 'Chair' as 
--- - =- - - = outline, commode, peduncle, or stub, for the (re)inception of 
ripening stories]. On its st~rd~ [*] Qa~en legs, it trudges 
diligentl~ from one scene-to another, and seems-always to-THRUST 
- - = --= = == -== - = = -- = -ITSELF in tge ~a~, with mQst benign gOMEP~CEnc~, ~heney~r a 
histQrical personag: ~ppens to be [*1 looking round for-a [*1 seat. 
---= =- -= - = == = = -= The exCELLent old Chair! Let the reader MAKE MUCH of it [=continuing 
-- = - - = = = == - = suggestions of anal functions, life-fertilizing additions, gold-
refund from the reader], ~h!le h~ ma~; fQr ~ith this little yolgme 
Grandfathe~ goNgLQDES its-histQry, and EIT!JDRAES it-[**] from the 
publi£ eye: -[Note strong return-to perceptual-action of DART-STICK(S) 
in the concluding paragraph--with suggestion of ocular pain having 
been inflicted.] I BQSTON, Feb~ary f7th, !§~! [=immediate universe 
of patriotic space and-time; author's capitais1: 
(Hawthorne, from The Whole History of Grandfather's Chair, ·in 
True Stories; CE, VI [1972], 143-4) 
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B.3.b. A Literary Proofmark: The Breach-Countering Anthem. 
v) LIP/LAP-WINK: f/v,w,p/b < m/(~)n'k:~ • 
- - - - - = - = • -
Stance: "Nathaniel Hawthorne" w. Heaven-bowing, knee-bending lips 
(=God's face-breaker). 
. Motive: 
Anthem: 
"Understood Gift, God's 'K.neelt' Yell: Heart Haw Higher Burn, 
My Living Ears, Eyes, and Lips Open!" 
"Natal Gift, God's Yell: Heave to Fruit-full Shape, Tree of 
Thorns!" [Hawthorn emblem internally marked: (iv) SIP-SQUISH: 
~/~:~/~ ~/x:~'~+ (eye-pow~/~).] 
['Art. XII.--Vegetation about Sal~, (*) Mass.':] [Internal 
- - - -- - = scale ingressive, motive increasingly mystical; (v) LIP/LAP-WINK:] 
The YEGETATIO;J 0! SAL~ IS [*] RE~LY !QREI~. ~0 seecies 
~el~gg~ to T**;*] differe~t ~~ilies, a~d ~QTH o~ e!otiS ~rigig, 
threaten [*J to TAKE COMPLETE POSSESSION of the soil. 
= = = =- - = - -
The FIRST, THE [*] WELL-KNOWN WOOD-WAX (Ginista tinctoria 
-- - == -= - - = ~ = == -[ital.]), IS [**] R~I~ ~IDLY Q~R ¥L THE [*] HILLS ~ DRY [*] 
PASTURES. [Note suggestion of personification--lively bending of 
knee:joints (KN-, --NG)--along with the painterly wet-flow and flow 
of ironic literary ink, lip-charmed.] This el~t se~s to [*] oc~upy 
in this vic~ity the place which the furze-bush [*] O££Upies on T**T 
the heaths agd £Ommons of E~gland; or-it may-res~ble:-r~ its manner 
of [*] possessiBg=the soil,-the-heather of the [**T Highlands ~f---
- - - - -- - =-S£otland. Not, ~deed, in its a2£ear~ce: in that parti£~lar it [*] 
FAINTLY RESEMBLES-THE [*]-YELLOW BROOM: THE SPARtium, so -T*J PRETTILY 
- = =- - - -= - = - -celebrated by Mary Howitt [cf. Haw-wit] in her [**] juvenile s~tches 
of r*l gatural-history [note implications-of-sparring-with, and 
overwhelming, the lady poet, within her own lines]:--
"OH THE BROO~, THE [*] YELLOW BROOM! 
- THE ANCIENT POETS SUNG IT! - --
= = -- == AND DEAR IT IS ON [*] SUMMER-DAY 
= = ==-TO [*] LIE AT REST [*] AMONG IT." 
= === 
The wood-wa~, however, had fougd go favor ig this vicigity. It is 
[**l-agnualiy burned to the ground: in-utter detestation; yet, 
phoenii:like it-SPRINGS FROM-ITS-ASHES; AND, BY THE [*]-HEIGHT OF 
I*l SvMMER=IT [*]-LAUGHS-FROM THE [*] MIDST OF ITS [*] YELLOW -
FLOWERS=AT ALL THE EFFORTS THAT HAVE BEEN MADE TO [**;*] DESTROY IT 
!=serpentine victoryT:- In England: this=piant is useful in the arts; 
It is e~ployed wi~h WOAD,-the-Isatis tigctoria [ital.J7 an~ther 
elagt, to ii~e a §ree~ sol~r t~ ~o~lleg-sloth. The ~o~d-!a~ affords 
the [*] yellow dye, the woad a [*] blue T*T £Oloring ~tter: and-the 
a~~ture produces a very-fair greeg.- - - - - = 
- - - - - - - -
SECOND AMONG THE OBNOXIOUS INTRUDERS STANDS THE [*;*] WHITE-
~EED. Thi~ £l~~t=is a ~r~at ~~isagce-i~ o~r m~!i~ ~rougd as the 
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wood-~ is ~ o~r (*] ~ast~res. sowe [*] !ields are s~ ig£ested as 
to-Eres~t at HAYini-t~e the ~E~CE 0! A ~AYI~ QC~ 0! [*] 
WHITE [*] ~I,.OSSO~. I aw got a!are o£ agy r~edy ~r the EYIL, sa!e 
the a2~li~atiog o! a m£re !ii~rous airi~ult~re [note g/k as echo of 
buried power--vs. the visible f/w-foreigners]. 
These !£reiiR~rs se~ to ha!e ch£seg this !icigity as their 
favorite 2lace o! a~£de. There is a traditiog, that they !~re 
iNTRODUCED AS GARDEN ORNAMENTS, AND THAT THEY HAVE [**] STRAYED AWAY 
FROM-THE [*] FLOWER:BORDER, =AND SOUGHT IN THE [*J FIELDS AND [*] -
PASTuRES THE WILD-[*J-LIBERTY=THEY-SO MUCH LOVE. IT IS HAZARDOUS TO 
IMPEACH A POPULAR TRADITION; BUT IT APPEARS MUCH MORE LIIS.ELY THAT 
rliEY WERE BROUGHT oVER IN soME oF THEFIRST GRAss:sEED THAT cAME 
-- - -= --- = == - - = = = FROM ENGLAND. BOTH PLANTS ARE PERENNIAL, SPREADING RAPIDLY FROM THE 
== = . -- - -- == - =-= - - = ROOT, ~ ERO~A¥ATI~ ~ITH E~!!AL !ACILITY !ROtJ THE SEED. THESE 
ABUNDANT POWERS OF REPRODUCTION MEETING WITH A [ **] GENIAL SOIL AND 
= = -== - -- = == =-- = - = A-LOOSE HUSBANDRY IT IS NO WONDER THAT THEY SHOULD PRODUCE THE 
EFFECTS so OBVIOUS IN OuR-[iJ=NEIGHBORHOOD. - 7 ..•. 
-- = - -- = - = = -- -
In the vicigity of this city, the [*] E~QLISH [*] WHITE-THORN, 
= -- - -- - -= THE HAWTHORN OF THE POETS, of which so much has been written [note 
- -=- - -- -== - =- = 
n-hum], is slo!lY gat~ralizi~ itsel!. It is c~rtaigly a !!SE~ 
SHRUB, FORMING BEAUTIFUL FENCES, and contributi~ much to the 
~ardeg-IIk: ~~earagce-o!-Eg~agd.= T~ the 1*1 Egsiish it waY !ell 
~O~T~R~alagce the ~zrtle o£ i~re gegial cl~es. T£ the 2eo2le o~ 
this section of the United States, it can never become of much 
:Ls2£rta~ce. Here there is ~~~CE o! I**l-STQ~7 ;gd !hUe such 
ag igdestru~ti~le waterial ~ag ~e !o~d, LIYE !E~CES o~ht got to ~e 
ado2ted. A LIYE !E~CE has c~rtaigly a tegdegcy to ~EA!!TI!Y the 
sceg~ry, a~d to ~i!e a ~ardeg-li~e as2est to the~ IT EN~LQSES 
[=alluring lap]; but it £agnot co~pare i~ POINT OF UTILITY WITH A 
FIRM sto~e wall [;urge to b~each]:- WHEN-A-HEDgE BEgOMES [*J gAPPED, 
It T*l reg~Ires years to reEAIR it; §ut, i! a st~e-!~11 !~Ls B~, 
it is very soon replaced. LIVE FENCES, HOWEVER, MAY BE USED TO 
ADVANTAGE WHERE STONE IS NOT TO BE-FOUND. -SOMETIMES THEY MAY BE 
I~RQD!!CED-[(iv) SIP/SQUISH: !1~:~7~-> g/x:~T~+ (eye-pow r/~)J 
~ ~¥NAMENT~, ~I~~~ GO~D EFFE~T Ti.e., as follows]. [Note the 
aggressive eggressive maturing--n-native to £-fruit/two.] 
THEV.: IS A NATIVE [*] S!!lUB, ABUNDANT IN THIS VICINITY, MOST 
AD~~i=y ADAPTED F~~=FEN~E~:::-'q!E ~OMMON ~oc~p~:rE!llN C~jATAEGu~ em G I [ ital. ] ) • IN ~J;. T!!E E~~Elf!IA!-S 0~ A FEN~ING SH},\UB IT 
F-~~ UALS THE [*] ENG~ISH HAWTHO~, TOWHICH, INDEED, IT IS t.~~;4~~~D: H~~E [;~~~!~~~I~!H~~~=~~f P~~¥¥EAN ~0~ INCH t~¥EGNAB1E B~~¥: BIDDING D~F~AN~E-T~ ~ [*tj~IN~~i~.=~E~¥ 
B.PED OJ;t QUAD~QPED. SEVE~ PLANTS OF THiS'[*] S~ HAVE BEEN ~UFF~~D TO S~AND NEAR THE lNTRANCE OF TRE-FOREST- IVER ROAD ['F' 
capita!izea]: TIJ;.~ THEY HAVE ASSuMED THE=SIZE+OF T E~: +rN THE 
~P~NG TgE! ~QOV§~D ~IT~ A-P~QF~SION OE-[*]=~_T -[*] BLO~SOMS; 
ANn, IN mE F : ni'EI~ ~Icti [*1"'5~~~ F~l!IT [1C1-NEVE~ FAIJ;.s-To-
ATT~~T ATTEN! N. =IN rg~~E P~TI~~' fl!I~ SH~UB ~TU~ING~ 
r 
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@SEMB~~ [=strikes] IT~ [*] EN~LISH ~ON~Nm= • IND~D~ T!!E P~,!NT~ . 
or-~£MB~~E ~ ~2 MANX AND !~ T*;**l ~T ~ING TMAT IT oyG~T TO 
BE C:~ED THE [* l .!!II CAN HA~~. ~KE EN~ISH HAW' ITS ~IT [;] ~~Y!¥E~ ~0 I. = Tear:r! TO VE~~TE [:book. as do~bied manifOld, 
of quires and harmon es]. [Hawthorn emblem ends.] . 
The [*] ~ERRY, s2 !ery a~uudaut iU o~r !ic!eity, is sue~~sed 
to be ag 1Utr2d~ced [*] SHR~. It ~QRRES!O~S E!A~TLY !ith the . · 
Berb~ris yuliaris [ital.] o! E~ro2e. It has 2nly a limited 12~ality 
oe the [**] seaE2ard o! ~e! Euilagd, agd is ~ot foUk~d ag}rw~ere else 
og this ~o~tigegt. The YI~QR 0! ITS ~RO~ is es~ecially ~QTE-!~rthy. 
It rises by [*] THE WAY-SIDE; IT ~ROWS IN CHINKS AH0 CREVICES OF THE 
- - - - - -- - = -ROCKS [and suggests both gullet-roots and feminine and masculine 
pub:scence (and their inter~ependencies); IT S!READS QY!R NEQLE~TED 
[*] ~AST!!RE5, A.tp> [*] LOQI}S ARO!!liD ~lip/lap-winks] !ii~ A T*T SAQCY 
CONFIDENCE THAT SEEMS TO SAY, nALL THE WORLD WAS MADE FOR [*] 
WBERRY RUSHES.n [Note strong-suggestions of binding;-bounding 
powers--signalled with facial-wall B.] 
SoietiJ!es ~!RDS ARE ~LQYED AS THE ~~RS o! seeds. 
The 2arasiti~al ~istlet~e, the ~nee sasred E~LEM o! the Dr~ids, 
BEARS A SMALL [*] WHITE [*] BERRY OF AN EXTREMELY VISCID PULP. THE 
- =- - - - = = = - - -BIRDS, WHO ARE FOND OF THIS FRUIT, ARE APT TO ENCUMBER THEIR BILLS 
-- - - - = - - - - == =--- -WITH THE GLUTINOUS SUBSTANCE; AND TO CLEAN THEM, THEY RUB THEM UPON 
- =- = - = = = = - = -= THE BRANCHES OF TREES WHERE THEY HAPPEN TO ALIGHT, THUS DEPOSITING 
- = - - --= - - ==-THE SEEDS IN THE VERY PLACE WHERE NATURE INTENDED THEY SHOULD GROW. 
[Suggestion: of a-mystical-seminal=poetic {SIP-SQUISH).] 7 =-
[(iii) DART-STICK(S):] The [*] oa~, the walgut, the chest~ut, 
agd so~e oth~r TREES, er~d~ce [*] eogd~rous seeds,-TOQ LARGE !QR-
DISTRIRUTION BY THE FEATHERED TRIBES. But a kind and watchful 
Providence has not been unmindful-of their di;p~rsi~n and deposition 
- - = = - = == -- - -- = -- = in spots favorable to their FUTURE GROWTH. These trees are the 
fa!~rite ha~gts o! the s~~irrel; agd to his charge is so~itted the 
PLANTING OF FUTURE FORESTS of these varieties: AMONG WHOSE BRANCHES 
iiis=o~RACE-BAY [*l-BUILD THEIR sorl ABODES, LICK THE MORNING=DEW 
[cf. TThe Miraculous Pitcher'}, AND-PURSUE THEIR:YNNOCENT GAMBOLs: 
A!D FINALLY PROVIDE FOR MAN a rich material for hi;=indust~y=and 
egt~rE~ise. -[Note sugge:tion of ma~ital union in M/N]NG (full=mouth 
with tongue--minimal opening).] 
....•.• [T]he sg~irrel DARTED TQ THE TO~ o! a ~~~le [*] ~a~ 
· • · · In an instant HE WAS DOWN WITH AN [**] ACORN IN HIS MOUTH; and, a~t~r !tgdfn_g=a SOFT SPOT, he-guick.ly dug a SMALL=HOLE, DEPOSITED= 
HIS CHARGE,-rHE GERM of a future y;] oak.: govERED IT up, and then 
DARTED UP THE TREE AGAIN. -yn-a moment he was-down with an~ther : •.• 
- = = = = = = - -= - = -
The instinct of the [*] little animal may be directed to a 
!RQVISION FOR HIS FUTURE WANTS; BUT THE GIVER OF-ALL GOOD HAS-
E!DOWED HIM-WITH SUCH-AN ACTIVE AND UNTIRING INDUSTRY: THAT HE DOES 
~~RE-THAN SuPPLY ALL THESE;' AND THE SURPLUS RISES TO ADORN THE 
~TH, ~ PR~~LAI~ THE WONDROUS ::!~~ 0! HI~ ~Q IS ~~R!E~T I~ 
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KNOWLEDGE. · [=Hymnal heart of Hawthorne's private petition--and 
b:nevolent paraphrase of signature-anthem.] 
The ~~s~es o!, some 21a~ts ~!!R5T !!ITH A S~RI~, a~d t~e seeds 
are scattered BROADCAST by the tm2ulse. The sarden balsam, and all 
the !f£let race,-ar: e~21es o!.=this ~de. [=Ech~ of de~apitation 
riddle.] I . . . . . 
~ut, a!.t~r !11, "!&~ is the sreat age~t i~ pr£!£ti~ !egeta~le 
~isratio~. It is ~y his age~cy that the i~st !RECIOUS SEEDS
1
ARE 
BORNE across the w~de ocaaB ••••• [!.a.--perhaps Hawthorne s 
= = - - - -signature-semantics, by the human agents of his literary works, the 
succession of readers--to God.] I 
There is sowet~ PE~gLI~Y AFFE~TIO~TE ~ ~RATE~ I! 
ASSOCIATING THE REMEMBRANCE OF A GREAT. MAN WITH SOME PARTICULAR 
TREE. [P~e and Shakesp:are mentf<?ned.l =. :-.. = - =-
WE POSSESS ONE TREE, AMONG MANY THAT ARE RICHLY ORNAMENTAL, OF 
-- -= ====== -=== SURPASSING BEAUTY. I ALLUDE TO OUR COMMON ELM (ULMUS AMERICANA 
- - =- - - - - - = == = = = = = [ital.]). The ~race, the ~ea~ty, the ~sni!ice~ce o!. this tree is 
£~Y to be e~ceeded ~y the eri~cely ea~ Tcf. Hawthorne's anagram on 
Franklin Pierce (in my I.B.3)]. !la~ted i~ ro!s al£~ the streets, 
it is the eride o!, o~r to~s, susgest~ t~ the ~i~d a !,ar ~ett~r 
idea o!, ease a~d so~£rt tba~ it £O~ld deri!e !,ro! th~!£St E~~£ISITE 
STATUARY. 
In Danvers, a little on this side of Aborn-street, in the 
= =-- = - -- = = barnyard on the land of the late Benjamin Putman, STANDS AN EQ! OF 
- = = = - - = = = - = = = = - -~REAT ~EA~TY. • • • • D~ri~ a ride o£ s~ £r se!e~ hu~dred !iles 
al£~ the ~Ei~ r£ads o£ E~lagd, the s~=r ~efore last [sugges-
tions of an imaginary journey], I [**] CARRIED THIS TREE [**] IN THE 
= = EYE OF MY MIND AS A STANDARD; AND TRULY in all that lo~ ride I 
-= == = = - =- --so~ld ~ot ~~d £ge that ~!EARED s~ e=r~est. [The above discourse 
on the American elm occurs about midway into the essay--a fact of 
organization which corresponds with the middle position of DART-
STICK(S) (and its phallic-L value) within the signature-scale.] 
The [*] BOSTON ELM IS A LARGER TREE; BUT IT IS BRACED AND [*] 
BOLTED WITH BARS OF=[*]=IRON, AND THE MIND IS PAINED WITH THE= 
S~TOMS OF APPROACHING DECAY. =. • • • = = - = -
-- = === = 
This ~limate does got possess ag evergreeg ivy; but our co~og 
~reeper (Vitas -hederacea -[ital.]) is a most= excellent substitute:- -
I~ ~ny respe~ts it surpasses the ivy of-EuroEe· .7 .. Its proper 
2lace=is to-~OVER UP THE [**] B~-SIDE OF~ OUT-HOUSE [i.e.,-fill 
in an empty visU&l outline] .• :-. -TNote the ivy as weaver (vlw). 
Cf • Grandfather.s' Chair as accommodation to public.] I 
A LOVE of flowers [=L, phallic] has always rag~ed ~ogg the 
re~i~ed ~LfAsgREs o~-a 2olished eeoele. .:-.:- ~£ so£g~r Eaa-the [*l wT!rl~~e Ro~gs cogquered agd I~~ORPORATED the surrougdigg states 
note R-aggressiveJ,-agd ~de ~e-THE MISTRESS-OF ALL ITALY, thag 
the ~illas o~ the R£~~ citizegs-STUDDED the whole ~ou~try, £ro! the 
• 
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[**] STRAITS 0~ l1essip t~ the mo~~taigs that ~2rmed H~ ~QRTH~~ 
BARRI~· It ~as to em£ellish these, that the ~r~its a~d ~lo!~rs· o~ 
the East ~~re iath~red 2Y the ~ma~ s~ldi~rs, 1g their mtrtial 
~Eeditiogs, &2d ~~ I~2 THE [*] ~ OF ITALY [=strong echo of 
LIP /LAP-WINK, as Providence on the upswing J. . ... 
But to returg [(ii) RIC-GOUGE:] to our oWn loved hills, and 
the flowers that -~over them. Amo~ these the T**l BLOOD-ROOT (cf. 
red hawJ-(sagg~igaria ~agadegsi: [ital.]) ~ell des=ryes a 2assi~ 
gotice. It euts UE !rom the ~ro~d !ith [*] r~r!a~le ~a~tiog. A 
s~le lea~ 0~ a [*] ~hite agd [~*] !o~ly t~t~re rises ~rom the 
~ro~gd, a~d eg~~lds a little ~lo!=r-~ud, ~a22i~ it rou~d as ~ith 
a mantle 1--or as in the folds of the mouth] ••••• I .... 
= = 
The Cuscuta, or Dodder, which is found in the moist land of 
= =- - - - -= = =- = -the [*] gei~h2~rho~d, aff~rds a seecfmeg o~ the 2arasitic tri~e o~ 
elagts, !hie~ ~asteg agd ~eed ueog oth=rs. [Note, below, qualities 
of social and poetic guilt--along with the wit on metaphor as 
engrafting.] The ~us~~ta is a [*] ~ri~ht [*] yello! [Yell low!] 
lea£less yige, ~ear~ a er2~~siog 0~ S!!ll (*] !hite ~lO!=rs (i.e., 
deceptively innocent]. It rises ~rom the ~ro~d li~e a~y oth=r 
yegeta~le; agd, a~t=r attaigiga a c=rta~ hei~ht, it [*J lo~~s 
rougd, agd seizes u2og the ~!rst Elagt that ~omes its !ay. LI~E A 
[*J LITTLE VEGETABLE BOA CONSTRICTOR [cf. serpent-signature], IT 
- - -- = = = -TAKES A FEW SPIRAL TURNS ROUND ITS VICTIM; AND, WHEN IT FINDS ITSELF 
- --- -== -= -= = = - = -= -FIRMLY FIXED, IT DISENGAGES ITSELF FROM ITS OWN ROOT, LETS GO ITS 
- = - = === - - = -= - =-HOLD UPON THE EARTH, AND DEPENDS FOR THE FUTURE ON THE PLANT UPON 
wHICH rT=Is [*J SEATED:' IN-THIS WAY IT BLOOMs ANi) PERFECTS ITS SEED, 
WITHOUT ANY DIRECT COMMUNICATION WITH THE EARTH !suggestions of 
- - = = = ==-= = = - -transcendent address in progress--with confessional and apologetic 
coloring]. I~ the seeds o~ this elagt are so~, they !ill ~o~e ue 
agd grow for a season; but they soon die, if they have ~o plant to 
- - - - = - -= - - -- - = which they can attach themselves [intimations of dependence on the 
- == = - . Divine]. [Pope's 'Essay on Man' cited.] ~ ~o!s ~ut ~g ~a~ht 
the idea o~ ~ltiely~ ch~ice ~~its ~Y ~ra!t~, !ro~ o~s=~~ 
~ith !hat !acility 2arasiti~ elagts attach themselyes t~ oth=rs, agd 
D~ ~O!;!RIS~~T !R0!1 ROQTS THAT ARE ~OT THEIR 0~? [Note implicit 
orality, inescapable dependency for nurture. Note suggestion of 
poetic grafting of botanical words onto one's own botanical root-word.] 
[(i) MUM-YAWN:] So~e of our ~ost £0!!0~ plants are [*] 
r~rkable in their choice of-localities: -The hemlock loves to 
l~iate in=the ruin and desolation of cities. Wh~ver-there is a 
[**i*l deserted ma~sio~7 with-its g:rde~ i~ ru~s-[=Hawthorne's 
actual name, rent for purposes of poetic reconstruction and implicitly 
always in ruins, always potentially in contact (lexically) with 
undesirable meanings and with moral death], there is sure to be fou~d 
the !atal h~ock, as if the very grou~d were as;s;ursed: and brought-
!~rth eoiso~ous-pla~ts.- The ghostly iulle~ stai~ over ~or~-oUt a~d 
ge~le~ted pastures,-the ~LEB OF STERILITY7 THE-BLACK [*J ~IQHTSHADE 
~D THE DuBIOUS FORM OF THE [*] THORN-APPLE RISE FROMTIIE NEGLECTED 
HEAPs OF RUBBisH;-i\S IF THE NOXIOUS EXHALATIONS HAD AsSUMED A [~*] 
- -- - == = = -= 
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MATERIAL !2~, TO ~A.R£i ~ 0! THE ~Ot.!SE~~CES 0! HIS ~~~SS. 
T=Deepest confessional infold of the essay as extended LIP/LAP-WINK--
a private poetic act of recollective self-humiliation. --The essay 
now moves to praise the Southern magnolia, with claims of incapacity 
to articulate its transcendent beauty; a renewed abundance of labial 
consonants suggests itself (as does the use of eye-pow *' of the 
step-five world-figure).] I 
The e,e~c:4: sa~ ii!e ~UT A [*] !:Alt.!T .IDEA 0! THE S!~E~R 0! 
THE [**; magniloquent] ~~2~IA ~RA!P>IF~ORA ( 'H' capitalized!; A..."'D 
THE ~~ ~T2~ETHER !AI~S It! TilE E!!2RT 0 DES~RI~E ITS ~. L**l 
THE SO~ ~y [*! ~~ !E ~ROUQ 0! THE [*] ~OSSESSIOt.! 0! A TREE 0! 
[**] SUCH !2!1E ~EAR~. THE ~EAyEs ARE ~~OSSY, ~ 0! A ~OST 
~UXURIANT SOFTNESS. THE [*] YOUNG BRANCHES ARE OF A FINE, 1*1 
PuRP~ISH ~Ro~: PR2D£CI~ ~O~RS=-o~ [;*] THE E~rfy=o! EACH; ~, 
WHEN THE TREE [*J RISES TO-THE (*] HEIGHT OF SIXTY OR SEVENTY FEET, 
:AmtEACH BRANCH ao~ns UP ITS PET~ED vAsE OF rvoRY-(*1 WHITENEss, 
A5 IF [**T PRESENTING INCENSE-To THE (*l sUN: IT-AFFORDS-AN APPEARANCE 
- - ====-==- = --- =-- = OF BEAUTY AND GRANDEUR THAT RIV~S (**] THE PROUDEST PRODUCTIONS OF MiN: Tcf. jaw: of bone (w. teeth), or open book, holdtng :ystical-
voice.] 
Many of the NATIONS OF THE EARTH have chosen a flower for their 
~~~ =The-[*;**J r~s:s o~ E~sla~ are !ell ~o~ in st~ry:- Irel~d 
. has ch~s~ the lo!lY s~ro~, which is fo~g.d ~ e;:~ry ~ield; ag.d its 
adoe,tio~ is said to ~e as old as the I!TR2DU~TIO! 0! ~RISTI~ITY 
into the island. 
= - = 
Dear is the thistle to the heart of the Scotchman; but faded 
for ever are the lilies of France. [See-my B.l.c (p:s:. three), on 
the thistle.] - - -
The Caroligian RALLIES BENEATH the pal~etto; and on the 
earliest COINS of Missachusetts=we find a-PINE-tree T=echo of 
historicai-story: "The Pine-Tree-Shiliings" ZGrandf. Chair, pp. 35-9) 
--and of pen name Au be pine] , Etl8I.EHATI5;;, NO DOUBT, OF THE SOURCE 
~0~ ~ICH SHE D~ H~R ~!EST !!EALTH. -IF E~R THESE ~ITED 
STATES SHO£LD CH02SE A S~O~ FRO~ THE YEGET~~E !!Q~D, ~ET THAT 
S~O~ ~E THE [**] ~~!Q~IA! [Note the memo on wealth cornered--and 
lost or unshared; note the nationally addressed offering of the 
magnolia as poetic bounty--as though an implicit general prayer or 
hymn, uplifted in one united and living round.] 
(An English Resident [=Hawthorne?], from Aesthetic Papers, ed. 
Elizabeth P. Peabody, (1849; 1957], pp. 224-6, 
227-30, 235-7, 238-9, 241-2, 243-5)10 
v) LIP/LAP-WINK--continued: Pastoral echoes of "Vegetation" essay. 
[ 'Ta~le!o~d Tales I (*) The Wayside; Introductory':] 
E~stace [=!ell-sta~din~ ear o£ irai~]-~~~~ed ie that he had told 
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his st2ries t2 the childreil 4} YARIOUS SIT~tioi;!s, --:li the !02ds, Of.l 
the [**] sh2re o! the la~e, iD the dell o! Shado! !roo~, if,} the 
play-ro2i, at Taaale!02_d ~ireside, . a~ :iU a [*] P&i!icegt 2alace o_~ 
seo!, !ith ice-~do!S, !hich he hel~ed his [*] little !riegds to 
BUILD· His a~dit~rs ~e eyef.} ~re del~hted !ith the sogtegts o~ 
the ~RESE~ yoL~, tbaQ !ith the S£ec1eegs !hich haye !lready ~eeg 
iiv~ the ~RLD. The ~lassisally l~arged ~. £rigale [ •annoying 
ttngler], to~, had listeged t~ ~0 QR THREE o! the tales agd 
censured th~ [w. tongue between lips and behind teeth], more 
:II - - =-BITterly thag he did THE THREE QOLDEN [*] APPLES [title capitalized 
In original text]; so that, what-with PRAISE-[at lips], agd what with 
cRITICISM [at throat!, Eustace I*] B·right thinks that there is GOOD 
= :1 = -. - - == = -HOPE of at least as much success with the PUBLIC, as in the CASE OF 
- - = = - -- = = -THE WONDER ROOK. [Note·high surfacing of auditory topics in context 
--= - -· -· of breacn-and-growth-figure--creative monitoring of own literary 
progeny celebrated.] 
I ~de ~11 s~rts o~ [*] tgg~iries a~o~t the childreg [=act of 
reopening-and-breaching, while prying], got do~~ti~ that there 
would ~e ireat eai~rgess to hear o~ their !!EL!ARE, ~o~ so~e so2d 
T*T little fol!s who have writteg to ~e, to as! for ~OTHER VOLUME 
of myths. They are-all: I-am happy-to say, (unless wE EXCEPT fLOVER), 
- = - - -- - - = - - ---i.g ~CELL~T HEALTH. ~ S~IRITS. [*] ~RI~QSE is go! !1!£_St a you~ 
lady [=implication of feminine development observed], agd, Eustace 
tells me, is just as [*] saucy as ever. She pret~ds to £Ogsider 
= - -- - - - - -h=rself g~ite ~eyogd the age to ~e tgt=rested ~y such idle st£ries as 
these; but, for all that, whenever a story is to be told, [*] 
- -- - - = -- - - -Primrose [*] never fails to be one of the listeners, and to MAKE FUN 
- = - = -- - - -= - =- = = = - = OF IT, WHEN FINISHED. PeriWIIDP-e is very ~uch grown, agd is expe£ted 
- ---- - --- - - - -= - =--to shut u2 her ~Y-ho~se agd thro! a!ay h=r doll, if,} a ~ogth £r ~0 
more. [*] SWEET Fern has learned to read and write, and has put on 
=- - -- = - = = - = - = a jacket agd PAIR OF P~TALOONS [=implication of bilobate anatomy 
- - - - - -= observed]--all of which improve~ents I a~ sorry for. SQUASH Blossom, 
[*] BLUE EYE, P~aiN, agd T*;-y:llow] Butter-fUP, have-had the [*J 
S£ariet-FEVER [=rise of body heat], but £ame-easily tht:ough it. [*] 
HuckleBERRY: [*; white] MI~weed, and [*;yellow, lie( It)] DANDELion 
[=mix of seminal qualiti:s]:-were [i*] attacked with the HOOPING-
~OUGH, BUT [**] BORE IT BRAVELY, agd !ept OUT-of:doors, whe~ever the 
su~ SH9~E. ~o!sLI~, d~ri~-the a~T~,-had-eith~r the ~easies-£r 
soEe ERUPTION THAT LOO~ED VERY MUCH li~e it, but was HARDly SICK a 
day. POOR CLOVER HAS-BEEN-A GOOD DEAL-TROUBLED WITH HER SECOND 
TEETH,-wHICH HAVE MADE-HER MEAGRE IN ASPECT-AND RATHER-FRACTIOUS IN 
~ER T~breachy b~vine]; NOR EvEN WHE~-SHE Stl!LES, IS THE=~TTER = 
~CH-MENDED, SINCE IT DISfLOSES_A_(*J QAP, JUST WITHIN HER LIPs: 
~9ST AS WIDE AS THE B~-DOOR [=mild-burlesque-of unappealtng, 
wide-apart-sexual invitation]: BUT ALL THIS WILL PASS OVER; AND IT 
IS ~REDifTED [=spoken] THAT SHE WILL-~ OUT-[=round off-to b~] A 
~Y [*]-PRETTY GIRL. [Note, tmmediately below, the reciprocal 
elongation (academic) of the long-standing narrator.] 
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As ~r ~· [*] ~riiht hi;sel£., he is DO! iD his seni~r year at Will~S ~ollege, aad has a ~ROS~E~T 0! ~RAD~ATI~ !ith I**] soee 
deiree o~ hoa~ra~le distiD,tioa. I! HIS ~RATIO! !2R THE~~ACHELQR'S 
DE!;!REE, HE ~IYES ~ TO ~!RSTA!P>, HE !!ILL TREAT 0! THE ~LASSI~ 
MYTHS [initial 'C' and 'M' capitalized in original text], yr~D I!' 
THE ASPE~T 0! ~Y-ST~RIES [=self-reflexive shaper of literary 
babies!, agd has a ireat !iad to dis5uss the EF-EDI~!CY 0! !!SI~ ~ 
the !~le OE aucieat hist~ry E2.r the ~e E~'rfOSe. I d~ got ~0! 
what he ~S TO DO WITH H~ELF, AFTER LEAVING college, but trust 
-- -- - - _...... -=--· -that, D.y DABBLING EARLY WITH THE DANGEROUS AND [**] SEDU!:,;TIVE 
- --:::===::- - =- = --bus~ess o~ a~th2_rshi£, he !ill !OT !E T~TED to ~e5oee ag a~t~r 
by er~Eessio~ [•responsible warning to any literary heirs]. IE s~, 
I shall be VERY SORRY [*] FOR THE LITTLE tpat I have had to do with 
the matter,~IN ENCOURAGING-THE FIRST BEGINNINGS. !=Thorn-words: to 
= - = == - === -- - = == =-= countercharm the inevitable magic.] 
I wish there were a~y li~elihood of MY SOON SEEING [*] PRI~OSE, 
PERIWINKLE, I*l DANfiEI.roN: r*rsvmET-FERN,-cLovER, PLANTAIN, T*l- -
HuCKLEBERRY, ~~ED, COWSLIP, BUTTER=fUP, = [ *J-RLuE-EYE, ~nd SQUASH 
[*jBLOSSOM, AGAIN. But as I-do-not-know-when I-shall re-visit--
Tansiewood7 and as Eustace [*] BRIQHT-prob.ilHy will ~OT ASK~ TO 
EDiT [;:to wink (ink)J A THIRD WONDER BOOK: the PURLI.C of (lrlittle 
folks MUST NOT EXPECT TO HEAR r=:xpector:te into air:ear] ANY MORE 
-- = = = =- = =-ABOUT those dear little children, FROM ME. HEAVEN BLESS THEM, AND 
EVERYB.ODY ELSE, WHETHER GROWN PEOPLE OR=CHILDREN!- 7 [*] mE WAYSIDE, 
-- -· - - = -= - - - = -CONCORD, ([*] MASS.) I March 13, 1853 [=immediate universe of 
pastoral space=and time; ~uthor~s c~pitals]. 
(Hawthorne, from Tanglewood Tales; CE, VII [1972], 180-2) 
B.3.c. A Literary Proofmark: The World's Last Rites. 
i) MUM-YAWN: ~~~~~ > ~lz'~+ [eye-pow ~] • 
Stance: "Nathaniel Hawthorne" w. omnipresent mouth (=cryptic universe 
w. holy end-trail under nose). 
Motive: "Under and Over, One Yell: Hie-Up, Bounty!" 
['B£ograp~i~al Stgr£es I I (I and End of Frame Story)':] RUE~ 
Ed~~rd [**] Temple ~as aboyt eight Qr n!ne z~ars Qld, h~ ~as [**1 
AFFLI¥TED EITg-A DISQRD~R T**] OE TgE EXES. -It ~as SQ-sev~re, and 
~is S~ght ~as-(**] natyrally SQ deli¥ate, that the syrgeo~-felt some 
appr~gensions lest the-boz should BE OME TOTALLY-BLIND. He therefore 
g~~e-T*T STRIQT DIRE~TIONS TQ ~P g M-IN A nARiENED-c~gR,=;ith=a 
bandage over his eyes. NOT A Y OF THE-BLESSED LIGHT=OF HEAVEN - -
~OQLD B~=SUFF~RED TO ~ISIT T!!E PO~R=LAD. [Cf. striking sh~ub=and ; 
eserted mansion in veg. essay (suggestions of Platonic-Socratic 
hemlock as hem-locked).] I 
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"YES, MY DEAR BOY [=tongue to buoyant word in mouth]," said 
= -= = = MR. TEMPLE [=high cranium]; f2r, thou§h I~ISIBLE t~ Ed-erd, ~ liAS 
STANDI~ £1.2SE BES!DE !!~ [i.e., as though au~hor after death, next 
to reader] • "! ~ill sp~d so~ !IO!;lRS OG; :EX:§RI DAI lilT! xoy. ~d as 
I haXe ~ft~ ~sed :o~ bl r~l~t~ stgr~s ~ adxe~t~res, ~~le 
io~ gad t~e ~se oi 1o~r ezes, ! ~~ Dg t!!E S~, ~0~ T§AT !02 ARE ~LE Tg RE,.Al>· Eill t~is pl~se :o~, ~~rd [=Add-(er-)word]. 
"0~, x;r: ~ucg!n repl,!ed [==rep-tiled] Ed~rd. 
" [ *] Well then [=in the well] , " said his father, "this EVENING 
= =- :1 == = =--WE WILL BEGIN the series of Biographi~al Stories, which I PROMISED 
i;~=so~e t~e agg."= f=:Ret~rnlng echoes, of=the pr;~s':s=of Christ 
Savior to His Apostles, teaching in His Name.] 
[/ And:] •••• ·f It was NOW TIME for Edward to be left to 
a - = =- = =a = = = 
repose. His brother George shook him HEARTILY BY THE HAND, AND 
HOPED, AS=HE HAD HOPED TwENTY TIMES BEFORE, rliAT=To:MoiR6w, oii THE 
~I! DAI, ~ed"'s ei:s ~o~id-b~ strgng' e~ug~ t2 L02~ T!!E [~] s~ -
RIGHT IN THE FACE. [I.e., sun as Son of God.1 
=--= - = = 
"T!'!a!!k zo~, Ge~rge," repl,!ed [rep-tiled] Ed~~rd, ~i;li~: 
"but ! at! ~OT ~F S2 I~~TIE~T AS AT F!RST. If !l bodilz e:esisht 
~re as go~d as zogrs, p~r!!aps ! ~o~ld ~OT S~ t!!INGS sg DISTI~TLI 
~I'll! ~ ~!~D'S qE. But, !!o~ t!!£re is a light ~I~I~, ~~ic~ s~o~s 
me the little Q.gaker artist, Ben West [=('w'-)bend of fame West, to 
A:erica], a!!d ISaa$ ~e~o~ ~itb-~s wi~d-~ill [=(w-)turn of mouth tcr 
sky], and stubbQrn Sam Johnson [•silent(-w) petitioner], and stout Noll 
~ro~~ell [=Prov:fdence(/W)-=arlimated commoner-ape], a~d s~re~a Be~ l?ra~'):­
Ii~ [=penitent masonry-(')w(') izard], ~d little ~~!! ~gristj.~a [=self-
castigating (wom-)dngJ, with the Swedes [weeds] at her feet. It seems 
= = = == == === =--
as if ! r~alll sa~ t~~se perso~ges flee t~ flee. Sg ! ~~ B~ tge 
dar~ess o~tsj.de oi ~£· pretty ~ell." [=Memo of privacy of petition 
--i.e., in relation to publicTs bafflement by literary texts, to 
God's perhaps not yet answering of life-needs (answering 'well').] 
When Edward CEASED SP~ING, Emilz PUT UP HER MOUTH AND ~ISSED 
~IM, a~=her [~J fareWELL for the-[*]-NIGHT~ [=I~~ipi~t harvesting 
- == = = = == -=====-of affective-visceral bounty, via feminine w-extensor(s) of orifice 
of ink-well (or, via Nathaniel as underl(y)ing Night-Yell, in Maw).] 
"~, ! fgrgot!" said Ed~~rd, ~I~ A SIGH. "! ~ANNOT SEE a~l oi 
zogr flees. ~at ~o~ld it SI~~IpX tg s~ 111 tge f!!ous p~ople in 
t~e EQRLD, if I must be blind to the FACES THAT I LOVE? [Note 
transfer oft-power.]= =- = = = = = = 
"XO~ must try tQ s~ us ~I~ XO.QR J!EART, ~dear child," said 
~IS ~O~R T=total-turn-of-mouth, for-redirection of feeiing--sense 
of connnunion] • 
. Ed~~rd ~e!!t tg bed, so~!~ t [**] DISP~RITED, but ~~kll f~ll~~ asleep, ~as Xisited ~it sue~ A PLEAS~T D~~ 0~-~~E 
S~S~~E [cf. the magnolia], _ OE; ~IS D~ST FRIE~S, t~at ~ 
felt t~e ~PP£~r f~r it, 111 t~e ~e;t daz. ~ ~~ ~PE Tg F!~~I~ 
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STIU. ~PI,.~~~ ~T A;AI~. [I.e., Beyond.] I T¥E ~· 
[Author's finif capitals.] 
(Hawthorne, from True Stories; CE, VI [1972], 215, 217-18, 
[and] 284) 
ii) RIC-GOUGE: ~/z:~/~ > ~'~/5'~+ {eye-pow ~/il 
Stance: "Nathaniel' Hawthorne" w. obligatory, throat-held gift-shout 
(=truncated neck). 
Motive: "Under and OVer Man, One Yell: Hie-Up, Bounty!" 
['~ran~fa~er'~ ~!r I I(/and) XI':] ~RAN~FA~ER ~~ ~een 
sittin~ in his old ARMCHAIR, ALL THAT .t,LEASANT AFTERnoon, while the 
~IL!2REN WERE=l.URSg!NG=I!!E!R VAR!Ou~=sl.OR~, far ;ff or n!ar a~ E=ng. 
Sometimes you wouid have §aid, "Grandfather i§ a§lee¥!" ]!UT STILL, 
EvEN=miEN His EYEs=wERE cEosED, His rnouGHTs wERE wi mt 'f*f'YoiJNG 
fE:O~LE-l.LA!IN~ T*l AMON~-I!!El*CFLOWE~~ [*] ~ROUER! OF liE -
GAIIDEN. [=Memo of post-mortem Hawthorne, in America-sustaining 
action. Head assimilates to shrubbery.] 
~ ~earg ~e vo!se of Laurense ['a ~oz of 5welve, a ~righ!; 
!~olar, in w~om an earlz ~ou~~fulne~~ an! ~en~i~ili£z ~e~an ~o 
!bDW ~em~elve~'], w~o ~g ~~~en ~O~~E~~ION OF A H~ OF ~~~A!lN~ 
~RANCHES, WHICH THE GARDENER HAD LOllED OFF from the fruit trees, 
ang =~=[*]-~UiLfrN~(A l*] LIIILE !!UI for ~i~ sougin ~lar: :ng 
himself [i.e., had picked up Hawthorne's device, of all-embracing 
sig~ture, to continue as tradition.] He heard Clara's glad§ome 
vo!£e, ~oo, a~ ~e [*] w~geg aug wa~ere~ ~e T*J FLOWER:J!ER-w~i~ 
hag ~een g!ven ~er for !!ER OWN [=memo of moralized LIP/LAP-WINK]. 
HE COULD HAVE COUNTED EVERY FOOTSTE~ THAT CHARLEY TOOK, AS HE 
p.~LE~ ~I~ ~~LJiliow ALON~ IfE ~RA.VEi: WAL! [=ut~-of basic 
throat-to-tongue motor-labor of composition]. Ang ~ou~ Grandfa~er 
wa~ olg ang ~raz, !EI !!I~ !!EARI L~ER WI:!l,! ;!0!, W!!ENEVER T * 1 LIIILE 
ALI~E CAME FLUTTERING LIKE A J!UTTERFLY INTO THE ROOM [=interior place 
of idea:inceptl;n; mouthT. She=had made :ac~of the children her 
!LA!~IE IN IURN [=memo of pi!ant ;rai=ilnig~tio~, ~g ~ow mage 
~rangfather her ~layma!;e !00, ang though~ him the merrie!f of them 
all T =memo o£ oral-mannequin statu;= ofcentral ~toryteiler 1 • == 
A5 la~ the ~ilgren ~REW W~! OF I,!!E!R ~l.OR!,g, ~esau~e a [*] 
!ummer AFTERnoon is like a LONG LIFETIME to the young. So they CAME 
INIO ~E ROOM TOGETHER: AND CLUSTERED-ROuND Grandfather'~ ch:ir --
[=poetic congr~gat~n, to help arous~ interest i~ t~ (r~)t:liing of 
stories for each new reader (or reading)]. [*] Little Alice who was 
~ll f!ve year~ ol~, !OOK THE fRIVILE~E of the y~~ngest,=an~- = 
~L~ED ON !!I~ ~~.- II WA~A f.LEAgAN:fTHIN~ ;!0 ~E!!OL~==THAI FA!R ' ~ ~L!2EN-!!A!RE~ CH!L~ IN ~E [ *] ~ OF THE OL~ MAN, ang ~o ~in~ . ~· gifferen!; a~ ~ey were [i.e., in age, in sex, etc.], ~e 
- ~ OF ~OTH-~oul~ b~ ~la~~enes wi~ ~e ~~e ~ol~· [=Memo of 
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Hawthorne's generalized eroticism. Note values of LIP/LAP-WINK, 
returning to source in RIC-GOUGE.] 
"~ran~fa~er," ~ai~ liJ;J;le Alise, lazin~ ~er ~ ~A~ ~ON 
HI~ ARM, "! ~ verz ~!t"e~ now. !OU mu~ ~ell m= a !,5orz so 111! e m= 
io J;O ~LEE~. 
"That is not what storz-tellers like," answered Grandfather, 
§M!LIN~::- fliP! ARE !EIIER §AII§F!ED=W!!EN l.HE! 2AN ~E! I!!E!R ...... 
AUDITORS AWAKE." [I.e., perhaps alert to a wake, or perpetual vigil, 
= = = -- . for Hawthorne. 1 I . . . . · 
[/ And:] I Good old Grandfather now [*;**] ROSE AND 
- = = - = === = = gUIF:E!2 ~ee room, w!_!!le ~e ~il~ren REMA!NED ~~IN~ AI ~E ~R. 
taurense, ~o viv~ wa~ ~i~ ~ON~~ION OF ~AU tEn-es, woul~ ~lz 
!_!ave ~~e~ iJ; ~r!nae, if 1~ former [*] o~~~ANI,g, ONE AFIER 
ANOTHER, had resumed the seat which they had each left vacant, such 
a ~i: LEN~~ OF=!~=aio:- TNote=qU:Iities7 her:, of=headle;s ~eck, 
open throat, regenerating--out of wooden, dead (he/haw!-)'would.'] 
Fir~, ~e aen~le an~ lovelz l!~l ~ELLA WOUL2 ~VE lEEN g~N 
in ~e ol~ ~ha!r, alm.o~ ~in~in~ ou~ of i~ arm~, for verz w:a~e!!; 
• • . ; • • • ; • • • . Next WOULD HAVE Afi.E:ARED THE SUCCESSIVE GOVERNORS, 
WINI!!ROt, !2tJRLE!, ~ELLIN~~,-AN!2 E~~OII Lend= cut]:= w~ !a~ in sEe 
~!r, w!!!le iJ; wa~ a ~ir of ~!~e. I!}en i~ AM:fLE g~I WOUL!2 
!!AVE BEEN fREg~E!2 l! ll!E ~OMFORI~LE' ROIUN!2 ~OR!'_O~IION OF l!E 
HONEST MINT-MASTER. •••• •••• • ••• Lastly, ON THE GORGEOUS [**] 
- :::=: = === === - === - = = CRIMSON CUSHION OF GRANDFATHER'S CHAIR [=tongue-back] WOULD HAVE 
SHONE THE T*1 ~~LE ~ ~1n [;]==MA~NIFI~EN~E OF giR WILL!AM ¥-!!IU 
LPips, spots, peeps--and haw (rose) hips, at lips]. 
~UT, ALL THESE, with the other historic £ersonages, IN THE [*] 
MIDST O:F=WHOM [:';-though ==in the :idst-of a gardenJ the ~hair i:d so 
== - ==== ==== - - = = 
ofJ;en stoo~, !!A!2 ~AggE!2, ~OI!,! IN gtJWAN~E AN!2 ~OW, FROM I!,!E 
SCENE OF AGES. Yet here stood the chair [as a literary symbol], 
===- -= = - = -- ==== = === === -with the old Lincoln coat of arms, and the [*] oaken flowers and 
foi:ia;:, an~ the-f!er~e i!on'g ~EA2 AI T**1 I!,!E gVMMII [sun=spot], 
the w!:ole, ~~NIL!, IN Ag ~ERFE~I ~RE§ERV~IION a~ w!_!en i~ !,!a~ 
first been placed in the Earl of LincolnTs HALL {halse, hawse (neck)]. 
= -- == - =-An~ w~J; vast c~nae~ of ~oc!eJ;z ang of n~on~ !!A!2 ~EEN WROUGHJ;, f! 
~U!2!2EN ~ONVULgiON~ OR f! gLOW ~E~REEg, ~in£e ~aJ; =ra. [=Implicit 
act of turning, wringing of phenomena into a rose of adoration (and 
shawl).] 
"This chair has STOOD FIRM when the thrones of kings were 
OVERJ;URNE~ [i.'e:, reshaped poetically by Hawthor~e]!"-tho~gh~ 
Lauren.se.- "Its [*] OAKEN FRAME [literary outline] ha§ l.ROVED 
~RONGER than many frame§ of-governmen~!" - - = 
-- ---- -
More the THOU~UL AN!2 IMA~INAIIVE ~0! MIGHJ; ~VE ~gED; lUI 
now a large~*] yellow ca~, a grea~ favoriie with all the chilgren 
~E!2 IN-AI THE-OfEN WI~OW [=suggestion of ne~poeti~ga::s,­
d~rected by receptive literary heirs--giving Hawthorne more lives]. 
~ER~E!VIN~ THA;! ~RAN!2FATHER' g ~HA!R WAg EMW-' AN!2 !!AVIN~ OFIEN 
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~FORE E~R!EN~ I~ [1IP f:~AP-WINK WOR1J) ( +)] 20MFOR~, ~Ug~ ¥AII2 
g~E¥F §Q!E~ ~WN ~ON I!! 2U~ION [•Cat's got your ye~-tongueTJ. 
~urence, Clara, Char]._ez, and l.istle Alice, ~ [*] ¥AUGH!D AT THE I~EA OF gU~ A gU~Eg§"OR IO ms WORlJ!!Sg .. OF 0~ ~_!me~ [worthi:s-
InClusive of (un)worthy Hawthorne, of course--with Gift (Nathan-) of 
God (-i~)]. 
"~Ugg!/' ~ai~ ,l.itt]._e Ali5e, ~UIIIN~ OUI ~er han~, inSo ti~ich 
the _9AI [as submissive_ ~Ion: Na ••• i ••• ! ] ]._a_!~ a [ ** J VE1 VEl' PAW, "iou 
rooK VERY WISE. DO TE¥¥ US A STORY Al,OUt GIWIDFATHER'S CHAIR!" 
[I.e., a~out.Hawthor~e s j:ws-~nder the=son-a~d-r=ire-:o;:d-~og(os) 
of his lui~J,ooing and haloing name:mane (see again my motto for 
Chapter-IJ; 'GRANDFATHER'S CHAIR' tn capitals. Cf. 'wooly I blood-
root' in vegetation essay--i.e., with 'velvet paw,' as delicate 
implier of lingual rebirth in L.] 
(Hawthorne, True Stories; CE, VI [1972], 9-lO[w.ll], 
[and] 66-7)11 
iii) DART-STICK(S): El!,~l£,~12 > ~·~:§'~+ [eye-pow~] . 
Stance: "Nathaniel Hawthorne" w. rising, skill-torn split-tongue 
(=branch-engrafter). 
Motive: "Under and OVer Man, One Yell: Hie-Up, Bounty!" 
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An~ ~2. he ~i~, a~ YO!l_ MAY BEgiN ~ !EAE ON !£!E NEE: [=pen-
annexed] PA@E [=leaf]. ~O~INg UP Hii ~op~~Eica! er~~ition 
[=sophistics, or wit], Wf!!! A gOQQ ~EA!! 0~ !A~! T=control over 
tongue],. an~ IN~~INg g!EA! OB~~ATION~~PE2_fe~!OE An~on, he, 
tmm!HELESS, DISREGARDE!? 4!:aL CLASSICAL A ~TIES,_ ~NE~ THE ~A~ X#A~I!Y=o_r·Hr~ ~!NATION iMP __ E~ HIM TQ ~ ~· 'TT=Memo 
on-story as a binding up of fears, for symbolic pUblic exposure--
. i.e., of hums and haws beheaded and 'beheld' as one.] 
iv) SIP-SQUISH: 
(Hawthorne [continued, and subsequently identified in 
full , below]) 
Stance: "Nathaniel Hawthorne" w. in-questing space between blades 
(=tongue-tip behind teething hedge). 
Motive: "Under and Over Man, One Yell: Hie-Up, Bounty!" 
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"Tang~e~~D ~O~D ~!N'" ~P~ED [rep-tiled] ~E ~'fYDENT, 
1.02~NG J.u!t a! it doe! no~, but [*l o~5~p£ed h:t; an ent!±.e.tJ [*] 
"diffei_ent fami.J:I. BEN AND Bl!IIN WO~D BE STI~ ~VE, AND WOt MAKE ~EX:VE~ mr~oMF2~TABp F'l'!! T~ B~NEs-·i&m tge .... dinn~-TP E, == 
!fiey>yT E~~-~INKING O:f [turning back toT = G02D Tp!E~ ~I- ~E! 
AND ~! !!A~E !!AD ¥E1¥!~!" -[=Memo of brute-needs, in relation to 
insubstantial signature-creations.] 
''mlAT non!en!e :t;og are t!,USING!" ~~~ed [*] P~~!e· 
[=Prim-lips, with pliant arched-tongue.] · 
~it~ !dfe chat o£ tgi! ~d, t~ pa+tl ~d !±read~ b~gun t~ 
d~scend t~ [ ] gi:, and ~~I.e no~ ~I~IN ~ ~~ O:f TUE ~O~D~. 
I*~~~~E GAf!!E ~oME MO!,!NTAIN-1AEEt, TP k.EAF OI ~IcH, ~oy~ 
OF ~:.,.~~'S G~. , WAS STI~ AS VE Am AND liSTIC AS IF THE Fig~T-AND=~g [SIP-SQUISH]-~NOT ~T!~~TE1X = IED TuE~I F2~CE 
uPON ITS TEXTyp:. OF THESE TWIGS OF~~ SHE NED A ATH, AND 
T02~ 2FF T~~TyDENT'~ ~ [=decapitati~n], IN=2~iJ T2 p= c~ IT ON 
!!I~ :B¥0~ [=coming of age; law/rite (El' s) of (Head-Jpassage]. 
"N~BODY e!!e 1! u~elx t~ ~~- IO!! F2l xo~ ~T2¥£E~," OB~!~D 
[ *] SAUCY [ * J P¥~QS E. "SO TAKE THIS F~OM ME!" [ =Consounding of:. 
-sta(vJelBright an~Prim(-~os;:_vi: S-giue of saucy:s-or(r)ies. 
Cf. sticky transports of mistletoe in veg. essay. Salivation for 
fame as salvation.] 
"D~ not b~ T02 ~~·II an!~~~ed !g!ta~e, *o~~ing .t..eam u~ a 
[*] !O!l~~ p~et, ~ith tge ~A~ [=haw-reel] among gli g o!~ 
c!:!rJs, "t~at ! sha# not ~IN 0~! ~~~ BI [**] ~~E ~ ... ND!¥F~ 
~ADM!~¥E [magn~loquent] ~T2~E~ .•.•• I .... 
(Hawthorne [continued, and identified in full, 
immediately below]) 
v) LIP/LAP-WINK: ~f!'~'Ef~ > ~/(~)g:~'~+ [eye-pow*] . 
Stance: "Nathaniel Hawthorne" w. Heaven-bowing, knee-bending lips 
(=God's face-breaker). 
Motive: "Under and OVer Man, One Yell: Hie-Up Bounty!" 
['A Wonder ~o~~ I ... (/ ... ) ~~*d S~it':] 
"~02R ~2Y!" said [*] ~R~r~se, ~aside. "WHAT a disapPOIEr-
~egt aWAits him!" [=Broken, split face of reality (two lips, w:- -
buried-tongue,=R).] 
Desce~din~ a little ~ower, BRUI~ BE~ TO B~, and WAS 
1\!!SWERED BY-THE GRAVER BOW-WOW OF-THE-RESPE"CTABLE BEN. =They soon 
SA~-rHE ~02D [-i~*]-~D-DQg-[:hedge servant], ~E~I~-~AREF£1 ~ATCH' 
o~~r [*] Dagde*iog, [*] S~eet ~~rg, Co~s:j.iE, agd Sg~ash [*1-!:J.osso~ 
T=author's near-edible rights]. The :j.itt~e peop:j.e, g~ite re~O~~D 
~ro~ their ~ati~ue, had set a~o~t ~ath=ri~ T*l-cHECK~r~erries 
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[=checkerwork financial gleanings; spicy red fruit of wintergreen 
new poetic potencies], and now came ~l8!~!r~ to ieet their P~Y­
F~~WS. Thus re-united, the WR01E PARTY WENT DOWN THROUGH 10taER BU~R'S 2RCH¥ID, Ain tfADE THE-~EST 0~ THEIR=!!AY H~ T2T~W-OQD. 
!=Descent into folds of mouth, folds of book, folds of thought on 
religious escort service--through a crown of thorn-woods, implicit 
and especial constraint, upon Hawthorne's sign-natural ritual& of. 
literature, as rehearsals for dying.] I THE E~D [author's capitals.] 
(Hawt:horne, A Wonder Book and Tanglewood Tales; CE, VII [1972], 
5-6, 7, 8, [and] 169-70, [and] 171) 
The trial application o~ the constructed scale to Hawthorne's frame 
narratives for children and to the pseudonymous nature essay (above) has 
not ·only served up rounds of maturing oral botany, with lively normative 
reflexes and goading inflections--but the chordal tree itself; or the 
hawthorn shrub which stands at the eccentric, the private poetic heart of 
Hawthorne's world of book-building as an oral-vegetal voice-logiscic, at 
the heart of Hawthorne's Christ-conscious petition for life-and-death 
bounty, at the heart of his singular signature-claims to literary self-
tempering, literary humanity-tempering--the iron ironic rod-measure, in 
short, of his individual American anthem (no matter the translation, 
whatever the variation): "Natal Gift, God's Yell: Heave to Fruit-full 
Shape, Tree of Thorns!'" Or, in harmony with Hawthorne's close-contacts 
of form, format, and style--his "[consonant-]spines"--and in terms of 
five levels of reader mobility, the constructed scales serves to orient 
and to attune the reader: (3.a-c.i) to the "ponderous" (s)cryptic 
effulgence of "a native ••• I called ••• hawthorn I American"--"night/I" 
('m ••• n •.• seed-t[H]rone-sky'); (3.a-c.ii) to "the rich /Haw /of /the 
COIIIInon cockspur-thorn (Crataegus Crus Galli)"--"gorge(] crimson" ('KeY-
sHape/diCtion-beHold'); (3.a-c.iii) to the challenge of "axe"-continuing, 
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"gap"-crossing motor-riddles, to "attract attention. In ••• this shrub 
strikingly re[-]sem.bling /-river road ••• trees /scarlet /two"--"sweet-
pretty stor[ies]" ('singLe/tree-cut-t[W]ine'); (3.a-c.iv) to a "re[-] 
quire[d]" consounding "in all the essentials /with /fencing ••• equals 
/suffered ••• at the entrance/-- /covered with a profusion of white 
[]soms"--"Hush! /annihilation" ('[you ••• eaSel-Harm-crown'); and (3 .a-c .v) 
to the conjoint hope-in-"Heaven"-and-fear-"Magnolia" that "The spines 
••• more than an inch long ••• an almost impregnable barrier I spring ••• 
/take[] two [J~ars to vegetate I ... blossom I ... , in the fall ••• fruit 
never fails"--"home to []angle[-]wood" ('box/Hope-melpine-PegiPoet['s: 
sons':(S)]un[-Log]'). Such, then, are the tried and holding powers of 
Life!, of the signature-voice of the children's Hawthorne, in its 
ongoing, oral private petition. 
C. Conclusion: The Scale of Consonant-Figures and 
the Principles of Its Application. 
In the foregoing, developmental part of this, the second chapter 
of the thesis, specific aspects of Richard Paget's theory of consonant 
sounds, as presented in his Human Speech, have been applied to Hawthorne's 
text of actual literary signatures and have served to mediate the 
construction of an oral-ideal tool. By means of that oral-ideal tool, 
a scale of consonant-figures with oral-tags, the name-constrained 
petitional qualities of Hawthorne's writings for children could be, and 
were, systematically assessed. The power of the scale, to orient and 
to attune the reader, to the oral self-fulfillment of Hawthorne's name 
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llithin auxiliary-literary texts with strongly traditional contexts, 
suggests that the constructed tool may be integrally, or universally, 
assessed as Hawthorne's very own self-extending charm-over-words, or as 
his own life-wisdom-alive book-stave, or as his and the reader's "(Key 
to:) Literary rites as rights of passage!" 
As universal key to literary rites of passage, the chant-scale of 
Hallthorne's serpent master-symbol (see again I.C and II.B.l, closing) 
suggests the principles ·by means of which Hawthorne's works may be 
brought into a concordance by the reader, for purposes of assessing the 
higher literary qualifications of Hawthorne's signature-voice, as 
heart-demand for public and evident recognition and praise, for Provi-
dential and real life-and-death blessings. Those key principles, to 
operate at each step of the consonant-scale, may be derived (from the 
chapter proofs--for further development) as follows: (II.B.2;3.a-c.i--
III.B.l-5.a) step-classification of works, chiefly through literal 
rhymes within their titles (or nam~s), as fair tallies (cf. fairy tales) 
of signature-voice effulgence; (II.B.2;3.a-c.ii--III.B.l-5.b) class-
representative exposition of the fabling organ, as deep-oral inflection 
of the master singing; (II.B.2;3.a-c.iii--III.B.l-5.c) class-representa-
tive location of the parabolic breach-point, for dialogue, as high-power 
reflex of agent-branches counterchanting; (II.B.2;3.a-c.iv--III.B.l-5.d) 
class~representative apprehension of the consounding setting, for 
allegorical recollective, as all-round influx of the world hymning; and 
(II.B.2;3.a-c.v--III.B.l-5.e) class-representative revelation of the 
heuristic imperative, as a mythic apotheosis over disjointed signature-
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relics.· The assessment of the higher literary qualities of Hawthorne's 
discourse on his providence of poetic name would proceed out of the 
concordance of representative passages--passages representative at once 
of qualities of scale and of fiction (short, long, and unfinished) by 
12 Hawthorne, intended as reading for adults. 
In short, the mediatory application of Paget's theory of consonant 
sounds to Hawthorne's auxiliary text of actual literary signatures has 
helped to develop a tool, by means of which the presence and the power 
of the name of Nathaniel Hawthorne may now be studied in Hawthorne's 
literary works. 
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My constructive re-voicing of Hawthorne's text of signatures has 
been guided by a philosophy of destructive word-play not out of harmony. 
either with Paget's remarks on poetic fancy (quoted in my text, Part B) 
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Biram Powers', Florence, July 28, 1858, in The French and Italian 
Notebooks, Vol. 14 (1980) of The Centenary Edition, 377~79; Notes on the 
Siances of Mrs. Powers, Florence, Sept. 1858, in The French and Italian 
Notebooks, Vol. 14 (1980) of The Centenary Edition, 415-17; Notes on 
lfilliam W. Story, Siena, Oct. 4, 1858, in The French and Italian 
Notebooks; Vol. 14 (1980) of The Centenary Edition, 447-48; Note on the 
Rocher des Doms, Avignon, June 6, 1859, in The French and Italian 
Notebooks, Vo1.·14 (1980) of The Centenary Edition, 541. Subsequent 
bibliogr. references to the auxiliary texts occur parenthetically within 
the text of my Section II.B.l. (Yet other auxiliary texts by Hawthorne 
are quoted and/or identified in my notes 8-10, below.) 
6 Nathaniel Hawthorne, "revolution[ary]" adaptations for children 
of (a) Classical mythology, (b) world biography, and (c) American 
history (frame story), or: (a) a sampling, respectful of narrative 
long-form, of textual expanses from all twelve ~tellings of selected 
myths in A Wonder Book (1851) and Tanglewood Tales. (1853), in Vol. 2 of 
Writings for Children, or Vol. 7 (1972) of The Centenary Edition; (b) a 
sampling, respectful of narrative long-form, of textual expanses from 
three of the six retellings of world lives, "Sir Isaac Newton," "Samuel 
Johnson," and "Queen Christina," in Biographical Stories for Children 
(1842), True Stories from History and Biography (1851), in Vol. 1 of 
Writings for Children, or Vol. 6 (1972) of The Centenary Edition, 231-37, 
239-44 and 245-48, and 275-83; and (c) a sampling, respectful of 
narrative long-form, of textual expanses from the three frame narratives 
for children, or the frame narrative for the two mythologies, A Wonder 
~ (1851) and Tanglewood Tales (1853), the frame narrative for the 
volume of world biography, Biographical Stories for Children (1842, 
1851), and the frame narrative for the three sequels of adaptations from 
American history, Grandfather's Chair (1841), Famous Old People (1841), 
and Liberty Tree (1841), or for The Whole History of Grandfather's Chair 
(1851), True Stories from History and Biography (1851), all in Vols. 1 
and 2 of Writings for Children, or Vols. 6 and 7 (1972 and 1972) of The 
Centenary Edi~ion. The appeal to revolutionary form is Hawthorne's, in 
connection with (as Roy Harvey Pearce has commented) "[t]he idea of a 
'book for the young' [which] evidently originated in conversations 
between Hawthorne and Longfellow in 1838," and which had its most genuine 
result in Hawthorne's A Wonder Book (1851): " Possibly we may make 
a great hit, and entirely revolutionize the whole system of juvenile 
literature. I wish you would shape out your plan distinctly, and write. 
me about it ..••• " (from Pearce, commenting on and quoting from 
Hawthorne's communications with Horace Mann [1849} and with Longfellow 
[1838], in "Historical Introduction: True Stories, A Wonder Book, 
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·'Inglewood Tales," Vol. 6 [1972] of The Centenary Edition, 297-98, w. 
z§--6) • The special qualities of Hawthorne's "re-working of his source 
material" for the Perseus story, for instance (or for "The Gorgon's 
aead" [_9!, VII:l0-34]--sampled and signature-read in the present study 
in Subsection II.B.2.c as example ii), include: the use of a frame 
"narrator [who] is doing something that he likes[--]telling a story to 
a group of children with whom he is relaxed, and whose demands on the 
speaker are direct and definable [(so that h]is tone ••• is informal, 
eqen colloquial, and ·his imagination embellishes the framework of his 
story freely, but without complication or tediousness[)]"; the further 
"realizing ••• [of] dramatic possibilities," or the giving ••• [of} form 
and vitality" through reliance "upon movement, talk, and incident[, 
e]ven more ••• upon suspense"; and the "el~boration of detail and ••• 
use of humour," with the "elaboration ['occasionally' becoming] : •• 
merely fanciful--a weakness ••• never overc[o]me entirely [by Hawthorne, 
and], perhaps, ••• the price ••• paid for a similar kind of elaboration 
which adds a symbolic dimension to whatever it touches" (from Hugo 
McPherson, discussing Hawthorne's re-use of materials from Charles 
Anthon's A Classical Dictionary, 4th ed. [New York: Harper, 1848]--in 
Hawthorne as Myth-Maker: A Study in Imagination [Canada: Univ. of 
Toronto Press, 1969], pp. 51-54). Subsequent bibliogr. references to 
Hawthorne's texts for children occur parenthetically within the text of 
my Sections II.B.2 and II.B.3; and the identification of passages 
quoted in II.B.2-3 from Hawthorne's prefaces to those texts (in II.B.3 
as "The Master's Frame") occurs parenthetically or in brackets within 
the text of the same two Sections. 
7
"Article[J XII. Vegetation about Salem, Mass.--AN ENGLISH 
RESIDENT," in Aesthetic Papers, ed. Elizabeth P. Peabody (Boston, and 
New York: The Editor, and G. P. Putnam, 1849), in facsimile reproduction, 
with an introduction by Joseph Jones (Gainesville, Fla.: Scholars' 
Facsimiles and Reprints, 1957), p. v and pp. 224-45. Regarding author-
ship, J. Jones (1957) remarks: "The 'English Resident' of Salem is said 
to have been Thomas Spencer of London (b. 1792), who lived in Salem 1815-
1839, returning to England to take possession of an inherited estate" 
("Introduction," p. viii). As article twelve in the collection, the 
essay immediately follows--and as though mocks and elaborates upon--
Elizabeth Peabody's own essay "Article[] XI. Language.--THE EDITOR," 
P· v and pp. 214-24. In her article, Elizabeth takes issue with Horace 
Bushnell's God in Christ (1849), or with his ultimate appeal to convention 
on questions of form and meaning in language; she advocates Charles 
Kraitsir's The Significance of the Alphabet (1837[? 1846?]), or his 
articulatory philology in "the investigation of truth," or the "pre-
established law connecting the mind and outward nature with each other" 
Which in Biblical parable gave Adam the power "to name" the "creatures" 
properly (Peabody, p. 215); and she appeals to J. G. Herder's Vom Geist 
~r Hebraischen Poesie (1782), or to his ideals of comparative lexicology, 
~pistemologically based on audio-phonetic ultimate constituents of 
(;nguage, and "Oriental [ly]" rooted in botanical, or garden, metaphor 
eabody on/from Herder, p. 222). (See my I.End Notes.l2 for an excerpt 
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f 0111 Kraitsir' s Glossology [1852]; see R. H. Robins, A Short History of ~guistics [Bloomington and London: Indiana Univ. Press, 1968], pp. 
Bt-53, for a discussion of Herder's theorizations on language origins 
[".... He assumed that hearing was the sense whose data were first 
iSOlated and named • • • ('by a vocal symbol') , and the lamb was hailed 
as. 'the bleeter' ( 'Ha! Du bist das Blockende!' [1772, 1891]). • ••• "--
Bobi.nS, p. 152]; see John B. Wilson, "Grimm's Law and the Brahmins, 11 
the New England quarterly, Vol. 38, No. 2 [June 1965], 234-39, for 
further discussion of E. Peabo~y's relationship to Herder, to Jakob 
Grimm ["Grimm's law" of Teutonic consonant-shift, 1822 (see my I. End 
NOtes.9[f])], and to Charles Kraitsir.) As a possible pseudonymous 
piece by Hawthorne, the "Vegetation" essay would occur as a second (coy) 
contribution to the collection of "papers"; "N. HAWTHORNE, Esq." is 
already represented by "Article[] VIII. Main-street" (p. v and pp. 145-
74). As coy journalism, it may well function satirically, or as a 
private turn on the floral word turning tour de force, and high-literary 
remark at once on Herder's environmentalist-nationalist theories of the 
development of languages and literatures, on Hawthorne's own keen sense 
of his Anglo-American family history, and on his very love of lexical 
puzzles in the maintenance of (a la Randall Stewart) "sub-rosa" social 
connections. (On the sub-rosa puzzles, see: Randall Stewart, Nathaniel 
Hawthorne: A Biography [New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1948], p. 22-23; 
Elizabeth Manning, "The Boyhood of Hawthorne," in Wide Awake: An 
Illustrated Magazine, November 1891, eds. Charles S. Pratt and Ella F. 
Pratt [Boston: D. Lathrop, 1891], p. 515; and, again, my I.End Notes.ll 
[b], or the testimony of Horatio Bridge. See also "sub rosa" as 
discussed under "[R]ose" by John W. Hazen, in Leach [1949-50]; cf. 
Hawthorne's remarks on England's historical Roses, in Our Old Home 
(1863), Vol. 5 of The Centenary Edition, 184, 254 [-55], and other pages.) 
The especial value of the essay lies in its strong, heraldic characteri-
zation of an "American hawthorn" (p. 228), less passive, more colorful 
than Hawthorne's usual direct reference to the shrub in his auxiliary 
writings (e.g., Our Old Home, CE, V:52,200)--with direct reference as 
though magically tabu .in the literary texts proper. Also, the essay 
links Hawthorne as name-turner with the tradition of English Christ-
confessional literary gardens, addressing themselves to the Neoplatonic 
Christ Sun:Son pun-standard of formal and moral temperance (e.g., Sidney, 
Milton, Tennyson--see my IV.End Notes.l2), (Note also: Donald R. Eidson, 
"The Sun as Symbol and Type of Christ in English Non-Dramatic Poetry 
from The Anglo-Saxon Period Through the Victorian Period," Dissertation 
Abstracts International, Vol. 30, No. 10 [April 1970], 4407A-8A [Univ. 
of Missouri]; Norma W. Hudson, "Shakespeare and Hawthorne: A Comparative 
Study of Imagery," Dissertation Abstracts International, Vol. 39, No. 3 
[Sept. 1978], 1568A-69A [Univ. of Tulsa]; and Robert L. Brant "Hawthorne 
and Marvell" [on "Gules"-ending of The Scarlet Letter], American 
~iterature, Vol. 30 [March 1958-Jan. 1959], 366.) Finally, the essay 
as botanical-lexical habitat of mind reinforces Hawthorne's conn~ction 
with the notion of an oral-germinal verbal art, in which the mouth is 
tr~sforming cause/ criterion/meaning of a complete poetic world--
relnforces the notion of an oral-germinal verbal-minding/scaling as the 
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heart of his technique of adaptation for children and of art beyond. 
And Elizabeth Peabody's possible influence~ here~ cannot be altogether 
discounted (see Roy Harvey Pearce, ''Historical Introduction: ~ 
Stories, A Wonder Book~ Tanglewood Tales~".£!, VI:290-95--noting 
especially [293] Elizabeth's role as first-publisher~ in 1842, of 
Hawthorne's three-sequel American Grandfather stories). Subsequent 
bibliogr. references to "Vegetation about Salem~ Mass." occur parenthet-
iCally within the text of my Section II.B.3. 
8More, from The American Notebooks (April 8~ 1843), on Hawthorne's 
flight into multilingual life: "After journaliz.ing yesterday afternoon~ 
I went out and sawed and split wood, till supper-time; then studied 
German, (translating Lenore [by G. A. BUrger, 1747-1799],) with an 
occasional glance at a beautiful sunset, which I could not enjoy 
sufficiently, by myself~ to induce me to lay aside the book. After 
lamp-light~ finished Lenore, and drowsed over Voltaire's Candide, 
occasionally refreshing myself with a tune from Mr. Thoreau's musical-
box, which he had left in my keeping. The evening was but a dull one. 
How much more essential than lamp-light or fire-light is the presence of 
my brightest little wife! After my encounter with Gaffer [Flint] 
[the afternoon of the next day]~ I returned to our lonely old abbey, 
opened the door with no such heart-spring as if I were to be welcomed 
by my wife's loving smile~ ascended to my study, and began to read a 
tale of Tieck [1773~1853]. Slow work, and dull work too! Anon, Molly 
rang the bell for dinner--a sumptuous banquet of stewed veal and 
macaroni~ to which I sat down in solitary state. My appetite served me 
sufficiently to eat with, but not for enjoyment; nothing has a zest, in 
my present widowed state ••••• " (CE, VIII [1970], 369-71; Claude M. 
Simpson, ed., comments as follows,~ Explanatory Note 369.32, on 647: 
"Early in his friendship with the Peabody sisters NH was encouraged to 
join them in learning German, and he asked Longfellows' help in procuring 
a dictionary (NH to HWL, March 21, 1838, Harvard]. His resolution 
quickly flagged ••• and he never became proficient. His struggles with 
Burger's "Lenore" and a Tieck tale [notebook entries of April 9-11] were 
probably affectionate tributes to S[ophia] H[awthorne] during her 
absence from Concord.") · 
9 For an early horse's-mouth portrait of Hawthorne's craft-mastery, 
see ahead to my IV.B.2, second passage cited (see my IV.End Notes.6 for 
full identification of source). 
10 
For literary echoes of the botanical inmates of the "Vegetation" 
essay, see ahead (to my III.A-C) as follows: "wood-wax" (III.B.3.a[d-
13·]); "yellow" and "scarlet" values (III.B.3.a[l-07],[1-08]--etc.; 
;n.C[Milton]); "elm" as standard (III.B.2.d.fo~r and in other passages), 
vegetable boa constrictor" (cf. III.A['a'--three], III.B.5.d.four [and 
see again my I.End Notes.l7(a,iii)]); "black nightshade" (cf. III.B.3.b•. 
three); "magnolia" with "vase" (III.B.4.c.four-five). An auxiliary echo 
of :he (steps ii/iii) "haunt(ing] ••• squirrel" may here be followed 
up Ln full; the passage, from The American Notebooks (Monday, October 
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lBth, 1841, to Friday, October 22nd, 1841) reads as follows: " I 
In the village grave-yard, which lies contiguous to the street, I saw a 
man digging a grave [cf. Bawl as throat/crypt]; and one inhabitant after 
another turned aside from the street to look into the grave, and talk 
with the digger. I heard him laugh, with the hereditary mirthfulness of 
~en of that occupation. I In a hollow of the woods, yesterday afternoon, 
I lay a long while watching a squirrel, who was capering about among the 
trees (oaks and white-pines, so close together that their branches 
intermingled) over my head. The squirrel seemed not to approve of my 
presence; for he frequently uttered a sharp, quick, angry noise, like 
that of a scissor-grinder's wheel. Sometimes I could see him sitting on 
an impending bough, with his tail over his back, looking down pryingly 
upon me; it seems to be a natural posture with him to sit on his hind 
legs, holding his fore-paws. Anon, with a peculiarly quick start, he 
would scamper along the branch, and be lost to sight in another part of 
the tree, whence his shrill chatter would again be heard. Then I would 
see him rapidly descending the trunk, and running along the ground; and 
a moment afterwards, casting my eyes upward, I beheld him flitting like 
a bird among the high interweaving branches, at the summits of the 
trees, directly over my head. Afterawhile, he apparently became 
accustomed to my presence, and set about some business of his. He 
descend~d the trunk of a tree to the ground, TOOK UP A PIECE OF A 
DECAYED BOUGH OF A TREE, (A GREAT BURTHEN FOR SUCH A SMALL PERSONAGE) 
AND, WITH THIS IN HIS MOUTH, AGAIN CLIMBED THE TREE, AND PASSED FROM THE 
BRANCF~S OF THAT TO THOSE OF ANOTHER, AND THUS ONWARD AND ONWARD, TILL 
HE WAS OUT OF SIGHT [capitals mine]. Shortly afterWards he returned for 
another burthen; and this he repeated several times. I suppose he was 
building a nest--at least, I know not what else could have been his 
object. Never was there such an active, cheerful, choleric, continually-
in-motion fellow, as THIS LITTLE RED SQUIRREL--TALKING TO HIMSELF, 
CHATTERING AT ME, and as sociable in his own person as if he had half a 
dozen companions, instead of being alone in the lonesome wood. Indeed, 
he flitted about so quickly, and showed himself in different places so 
suddenly, that I was in some doubt whether there were not two or three 
of him. I I must mention again the very beautiful effect produced by 
the masses of blueberry (or whortle-berry) lying like SCARLET ISLANDS IN 
THE MIDST OF WITHERED PASTURE-GROUND, OR CROWNING THE TOPS OF BARREN 
HILLS. Their hue, at a distance, is a LUSTROUS SCARLET; although it 
does not look nearly so bright and beautiful, when examined close at 
hand. But, at a proper distance, it is A BEAUTIFUL FRINGE ON AUTUMN'S 
PETTICOAT ['Autumn's'--with initial capital]. I I I A 
continual succession of unpleasant Novembry days; and Autumn has made 
rapid progress in the work of decay. It is now somewhat of a rare good 
fortune to find a verdant grassy spot, on some slope, or in a hollow [cf. 
Haw! as throat/cavity]; and even such seldom seen oases are bestrewn 
with dried brown leaves;--which, however, methinks, make the short fresh 
grass look greener around them. Dry leaves are now plentiful everywhere, 
save where there are none but pine-trees; they rustle beneath the tread--
and there is nothing more autumnal than that sound. • ••• " (CE, VIII 
[1970.],. 219-20; for more mouth-like hollows with organ- and gland-
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functions--see 15-16 ["boring for water, ••• strike ••• salt-spring" I 
''man's head ••• cut off ••• , men's.heads ••• drop off"], 161 ["sunny 
. spots of woodland, boys in sear.ch of nuts • • • • • •• laughter and joyous 
~oices,-- ••• elastic and gladsome •••• Heaps of dry leaves, tossed 
together by the wind, as if f~r a couch and lounging-place for the weary 
tra~eller, while the sun is warming it for him"], 185 ["A ground sparrow's 
nest in the slope of a bank ••• and open wide mouths for food,-- ••• 
broad gape. • •• another egg, ••• a coffin, ••• the quiet, death-like 
.form of the little bird"], 228 ["on his way from the beach to his 
mistress's residence; ••• found dead in a cavity between the rocks"].) 
11Relevant to the super-jaws fantasy of the chair, as oro-tectonic 
rose-calyx with zoo-dynamic interior yell! process (haw as multi-syzygial 
hip), are the following scholarly comments by Grace Farrell Lee, on her 
own study of the grotesque (1973, 1980)--comments followed up, in turn, 
with grotesque-reinforcing additional remarks by Hawthorne, on the chair 
itself (1841, 1851) and on his own chair-hued physiognomy (1862). The 
collllllents by Grace Farrell Lee, from "The Grotesque: A Demonic Tradition," 
Dissertation Abstracts International, Vol. 40, No. 7 (Jan. 1980), 4012A 
(Brown Univ.): "The grotesque in both art and literature has yet to be 
adequately defined. In contemporary usage, the word, divorced from its 
sixteenth century roots, has become a catch-all ranging from the 
terrifyingly comic to the ludicrously depraved. In literary criticism 
it is used in conjunction with caricature, tragi-comedy, and gothic, or 
to describe bizarre or deformed characters. I The word derives from 
grotta, cave. It refers to sixteenth century Roman excavations in which 
first century ornamental paintings were discovered. The ancient murals, 
imitated by early Renaissance painters, reveal fantastic images, half 
human, half bestial, emerging from unfurled leaves atop delicate flower 
stems. Decorative lines are full of an incongruous mix of figures which 
defy the laws of balance and physics and intermingle categories of 
being. I Because the grotesques are not imitative of a classically 
oriented reality, critics have consistently defined them as distorted 
and deformed, as monstrous fantasies without relation to the 'real.' 
But the norms of verisimilitude are inadequate to any analysis of this 
art. Grotesques are not abortive imitations of a rational world view. 
Rather, they subvert the very notion that reality is an objective 
construct, predictable and understandable. The grotesque annihilates 
logic and order, presenting the world as filtered through a dream, a 
sequence of surreal images in which form flows into form as boundaries 
dissolve and hallucinatory creatures come into being. It is a dream-
vision which pierces the facade of order and reason, of normality and 
certitude, questioning the existence of the empirical world, and 
suggesting the possibility that what man has been taught to see as real 
is only an illusion, useful in staying the forces of chaos, but counter-
feit. I [My] Chapter one analyzes two interrelated problems which have 
le~ to contemporary notions of the grotesque: semantic confusions with· 
adJectival synonyms and, more importantly, the identification of the 
grotesque with the Gothic gargoyle. This identification is the root of 
confusion of the grotesque with deformity, ugliness, caricature, and 
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tragi-comedy. The two are distinguished in both art and literature in 
terms of form and philosophy; fundamentally the Gothic is an agent of 
order, while the grotesque is a principle of chaos. I [My]- Chapter two 
further delineates the grotesque by differentiating it from caricature 
and tragi-comedy. It also analyzes the misconceptions involved in 
confusing the grotesque with distortion. I [My] Chapter three discusses 
the grotesque as a d~onic principle of chaos which infiltrates the 
created world, disregarding all forms and distinctions of order, blending 
man and beast, flower and machine, infusing designs with movement and 
life, and defying all laws of reason. In I. B. Singer [late 20th cent.], 
where community has religious significance as a microcosm of Divine 
order, the grotesque, as a potential destroyer of that community, 
embodies evil and corruption. The grotesque manifests itself in Singer's 
devils and dybbuks, ever lurking on the periphery of the ~nseen world, 
tempting man to destruction and in his landscapes, which are suffused 
with the chthonic powers of storm. I [My] Chapter four discussed the 
demonism of the grotesque as a positive, subversive force which exposes 
the created order of society as fraudulent. In The Adventures of 
Huckleberry Finn [M. Twain, 1884] chaos, imaged in the fluidity of the 
river and in the free play of the imagination not restrained by conven-
tion, is a force which destructures a bogus reality. I [My] Chapter 
five discusses the demonism of silence, the final victory of the 
grotesque over the created order. In Beckett's Endgame [1958], the 
process of creation is reversed, incoherence itself is dramatized, and 
every allusion which permeates the language of the play is transformed 
into rubbish thrown into a trashcan abyss, there to mock the human-debris 
in its search for meaning." The additional remarks by Hawthorne on the 
chair itself, from Grandfather's Chair (1841, 1851), in Vol. 6 (1972) of 
The Centenary Edition, 19: "Now the chair, in which Gra~dfather sat, 
was made of oak, which had grown dark with age, but had been rubbed and 
polished till it shone as bright as mahogany [=near-haw reddish]. It 
was very large and heavy, and had a back that rose [as oak/mahogany/ 
hawthorn-rose] high above Grandfather's white head. This back was 
curiously carved in open-work, so as to represent flowers and foliage, 
and other devices, which the children had often gazed at, but could 
never understand what they meant. On the very tiptop of the chair, over 
the head of Grandfather himself, was the likeness of a lion's head, 
which had such a savage grin, that you would [over-the-wood!] almost 
expect to hear it growl and snarl. [Cf. lion extract, my Chapter I, 
motto.] I The children had seen Grandfather sitting in this chair, 
ever since they could remember anything. Perhaps the younger of them 
supposed that he and the chair had come into the world together, and 
that both had always been as·old as they were now. At this time, 
however [haw-over!], it happened to be the fashion for ladies to adorn 
their drawing-rooms with the oldest and oddest chairs that could be 
found. . •.. " The additional remarks by Hawthorne on his own chair-hued 
physiognomy, i.e., as bio-realized cognominy, from Letter to Mrs. 
~wthorne (writ. Continental Hotel, Philadelphia, March 9th, [18]62), in 
- ve Letters: 1841-1863 [Pt. 2] (1907), 27T-78; " ••. I had a pleasant 
time in New York, and went on Friday evening, by invitation, to the 
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century Club, where I met various artists and literary people. The next 
forenoon, Ticknor [publ.]. strolled round among his acquaintances, taking 
111e with him. Nothing remarkable happened, save that my poor ~l!I~~AN'! ~s seized upon and photographed for a stereoscope [cap. mine}; and as 
far as I could judge from the negative, it threatens to be fearfully 
like· I The weather here is very warm and pleasant; there are no traces 
of snow and it seems like the latter end of April. I feel perfectly 
well, and·have a great appetite. The farther we go, the deeper grows 
the rumble and grumble of the coming storm [Civil War]. and I t!link the 
two armies are only waiting our arrival to begin. I We expect to leave 
Philadelphia at 8~ tomorrow morning, and shall reach Washington at 
6 0 'clock P.M. • ••• " (The ailing Hawthorne was on a trip to Washington, 
where he met Lincoln [see James R. Mellow (1980), 550-51]; on the grotto-
esque recesses and secrets of Hawthorne's mahogany writing desk, see 
Julian Hawthorne, Hawthorne and His Circle [New York: Harper, 1902], pp. 
9-12.) 
12That name-with-mouth and mouth-born name-bearing-on children/ 
agents are ideas that ever-haunt the higher province of Hawthorne's art 
111ay be suggested here by a short list of Hawthorne studies (five, a-e): 
' (a) Albert J. Griffith, "Heart Images in Hawthorne's Names," The Emerson 
Society Quarterly, No. 43 (II Quarter 1966), 78a-79a (" ••• and "-moth" 
[as a variant of mouth or~]. In some of these-- •.• the significance 
is not likely to emerge without imaginative ingenuity on the reader's 
part. I Since there is little reason to suppose that Hawthorne was 
systematic in what may have been only a half conscious use of name 
SJDlbolism [!], it is probably wiser to judge each character name 
independently on its connotative merits rather than attempt a universal 
interpretive principle [!] ." [78b-79a]); (b) Eric J. Sundquist, "Home as 
Found: Authority and Genealogy in Cooper, Thoreau, Hawthorne, and 
Melville," Dissertation Abstracts International, Vol. 39, No. 4 (Oct. 
1978), 2279A-80A (Johns Hopkins Univ.) ("Hawthorne's home, built from 
the ruined but familiar memories of the Puritan past, is startingly 
uncanny, unheimlich. The animistic return of the dead and Hawthorne's 
representation of his forefathers control the question of Romance by 
disrupting our usual notions of the functions of mimesis. Living in a 
world of speculation where sexual transgression and entrapment in the 
Thoreauvian web of linguistic referentiality define the loss of an 
American Eden [a loss signified by the Black Man's mark, a scarlet A], 
Hawthorne employs the mirror [speculum] and the double as figures of 
his own shattered narcissism, the home lost and unable to be fully 
recovered. His artistic representation thus moves between revenge and 
reparation, count~ring a violence which is at once psycho-sexual and 
historical with a sacrificial and dramatic recreation that works its 
~gic through the office of writing. • ••. " [2279A]); (c) Judy R. Smith, 
. 'Hawthorne's Women and Weeds: What Really Happens in the Garden," 
~issertation Abstracts International, Vol. 40, No. 7 (Jan. 1980), 
045A-46A (Indiana Univ.) ("Vegetation symbolism is an entirely appro-
~riate medium for representing his characters: .the nineteenth century was 
ond of discussing relations between the sexes in botanical language. 
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1 .••. In Hawthorne's fictional battle of the sexes, men and 
.... 
lJomen inevitably and inexorably engage in internecine warfare."); (d) 
Rosemary E. Bartolameolli, "Sexual Meanings in Hawthorne's Novels," 
Dissertation Abstracts International, Vol. 39, No. 10 (April 1979), 
6i2SA-26A (Wayne State Univ.) ("Most of the study is devoted to 
explicating the innuendoes, euphemisms, and imagery Hawthorne used to 
communicate the basic sexual impulses of his characters ••••• I .... 
The reward for this effort is two-fold--more enjoyment while reading 
the stories and a better understanding of one of the factors that has 
made Nathaniel Hawthorne- a novelist of enduring appeal."); (e) Mary M. 
Elsen, "The Child-Figure in Hawthorne's Fiction," Dissertation Abstracts 
International, Vol. 39, No. 8 (Feb. 1979), 4947A (Univ. of Maryland). 
("Among Hawthorne's important contributions to literary art is his unique 
use of the child. In fact, he inaugurated an American g~nre in which the 
child is a central figure in fiction when he wrote 'The Gentle Boy' 
(1832]. I As the Hawthornesque child emerges from this study, 
he or she is not so much a character per ~ as an image or a figure. In 
the main, these children function poetically: they are not, strictly 
speaking, portraits of 'real' children but symbols to point up truths 
about human behavior. I I to offer us insights 
which, experientially, come [end-trail!] closer to home than do most of 
the volumes of psychologists and sociologists.") 
CHAPTER I II • 
THE APPLICATION: AN ORAL-SIGNATURE ASSAY OF HAWTHORNE'S 
LITERARY WORKS. 
So! I have climbed high, and my reward is small. Here I 
stand, with wearied knees, earth, indeed, at a dizzy depth 
below, but heaven far, far beyond me still. I 
0 that the multitude of chimneys could speak, like those 
of Madrid, and betray, in smoky whispers, the secrets of 
all, who, since their first foundation, have assem~led at 
the hearts within! 0 that the Limping Devil of Le Sage 
would perch beside me here, extend his wand over this 
contiguity of roofs, uncover every chamber, and make me 
familiar with their inhabitants! I I 
On looking again to the long, shady walk, I perceive that 
the two fair girls have encountered the young man • 
•••• [H]e has sanctioned my taste in regard to his com-
panions by placing himself on the inner side of the 
pavement, nearest the Venus to whom !--enacting, on a 
steeple-top, the part of Paris on the top of Ida--adjudged 
the golden apple. I I Ah! ••• they hasten 
onward •••• At the corner where the narrow lane enters 
the street, they come plump against the old merchant, 
who.se tortoise motion has just brought him to that point. 
He likes not the sweet encounter •••• 
--"Sights from a Steeple," Twice-told Tales, pp. 191-71 
A. Introduction: 
A Serpent's Scale of Consonant-Petitions and the Literary 
Romanesques of Their Oral Consummation. 
The study has suggested (in the conclusion of Chapter II) five 
key principles by means of which the literary work~ of Hawthorne may be 
brought into a concordance for purposes of assessing the higher literary 
qualifications of Hawthorne's signature-voice--Hawthorne's signature-
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voice, that is, as his heart-demand for public and evident recognition, 
for providential and real life-and-death blessings. Those key prin-
ciples would operate, the study has indicated, at each .step of a five-
step scale of consonant-figures with oral-tags, which it has developed' 
(in II.B.l) in a mediatory application of Richard Paget's oral-gestural 
theory of consonant sounds to Hawthorne's text of literary signatures, 
and which it has tried (in II.B.2~3) for a message of Christian 
botanical-literary kingship in the context of Hawthorne's'writings 
for children. (Summarized as a power of Hawthorne's serpent master-
symbol, or as the form of its consonant-chant, or as point l2.a] in the 
sectional closing of II.B.l--the scale of consonant-figures with oral-
tags was tried in II.B.2-3 with the support of its variant statements, 
summary points [ l.a-c] and [2.b-c] .) 
The study makes application of the key principles and the scale 
in the present chapter of the thesis. The study undertakes, in the 
chapter development {or Part B), a literary unfolding of five five-fold 
signature-petitions for a privy-symbolic, well-warded, thorn-apple of 
world. Sampling broad,ly of passages from one hundred and three works 
(or drawing two hundred and three scale-keyed passages from ninety-two 
tales, five novels, and s~x unfinished works 2), that unfolding of the 
signature-petitions for the draconic yet undersating all-round haw-in-
3 
mouth in the chapter development constitutes the systematic evidence 
of the higher literary qualification, the burgeoning into significant 
literary existence, of Hawthorne's signature-poetic. Also, as the 
study remarks in the conclusion of the chapter (or Part C), that 
r 
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systematic unfolding of the signature-petitions prepares the way for 
assessing, in the. evaluative fourth chapter of the thesis, the con-
straint of Hawthorne's signature-poetic upon interpretation, criticism, 
and scholarship--or the self-fulfilling astringency of Hawthorne's 
self~ambus_hing, Hawth9rne 's God-romancing, Hawthorne's consonance-
constrained and uniquely Milton4-echoing oral-gestural voice in the 
context of literary recognition, even when that context blesses. 
The five key principles of scale-application which in the 
development o~ the chapter serve to guide the study of Hawthorne's 
literary works may be abbreviated as follows: (B.l-S.a) a step talley 
of figure-rhymed titles; (B.l-S.b) a step sampling of organ-song; 
(B.l-S.c) a step sampling of breach-counterchant; (B.l-S.d) a step 
sampling of world-hymn; and (B.l-S.e) a step sampling of signature-
elegy. Immediately below (in the chapter introduction) follow five 
sets of select miscellaneous passages--five passages per set (usually 
bracket-annotated), drawn from Hawthorne scholarship, 5 Hawthorne's 
auxiliary writings and prefaces, 6 and Hawthorne's literary works 7--
intended to reinforce once more the idea of the serpentine-signatural 
master-form (of my I.C and II.B.l, closing points [l.a-c]) which 
underlies and empowers those principles (i.e., concordance principles 
'a'-'e'). · ( ' ' · The fl.rst set of passages pass. set a --cf. s1gnature 
w. holy end-trail under nose) builds toward the idea of undulating 
ink-script on a high ledge as part of the serpentine function of 
Consummately name-suggestive entitlement; the second set of passages 
(pass. set 'b'--cf. signature w. throat-held gift shout) builds 
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toward the idea of visceral-oral cavities and motor-oral members as 
earth-born, chthonic, structures mimicked by and advancing themselves 
analogically in sacred and blasphemous human articulations--to become 
near-open puhlic prayers, baptismal through funereal, ·imprinted and 
quired and spine-protected, or serpent orocryphs; the third set of 
passages (pass. set 'c'--cf. signature w. engrafting tongue) builds 
toward the idea of dialogic amplification of literary agents as a 
tree-subtended function of demonic lingual-lingal forking--as a 
secretive name-enforced tail-to-mouth serpentine closure audibly 
burgeoning; (pass. set 'd'--cf. signature w. tip behind teething hedge) 
builds toward the idea of an eye-rounding but haw-hemmed and hem-hawed 
communal scenario of demonic consummation, as one of perfect, serpent-
wise, mouth-apperception of an imperfectly realized, even illusory, 
orgastic fruit; and the fifth set of passages (pass. set 'e'--cf. 
signature w. embowing lips) builds toward the idea of decline to 
skeletal chamber of a potent spine-thong, the tongue--of the authorial 
voice left in a mouth-angled reliquary--as an act of humiliating self-
rededication, to repeated viny and thorny, serpentine-sin(:)uous acts of 
consounding self-reinvestment, in a dark, minimally and maximally 
orofacially constrained, signatural scheme of Christian salvation. 
Ora pro Nathaniel Hawthorne; ora pro nobis. Immediately below that 
doubly five-fold introductional battery of select miscellaneous 
passages reconstructive of the oral romanesques (or earthen romancings) 
of Hawthorne's master-symbol--i.e., in the chapter development--follows 
the prime, literary unfolding of the signature-petitions. There, a 
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brief discussion of specific aspects of scale_-application in accord 
with the five key principles, and of outcomes of application not in 
discord with the signature-motives and the signature-anthem (my II.B.l, 
closing points [2.b-c]), serves to head each of the five signature-
petitions, or hawthornesques, unfolded. 
The battery of passages to reinforce the serpentine master-form 
of Nathaniel Hawthorne reads as follows: 
Pass. set 'a'--the serpentine entitlement) 
[ 'a'--serpentine entitlement, one:] As had happened more than once 
before, Hawthorne_found it troublesome to decide on a title for his 
book. None of his diary, journal, or epistolary references to the 
work in progress identify it by theme, locale, character names, or 
any descriptive language; it is simply "the Romance." In August 
[ 1859] he wrote Fields that he had no ideas for a title .IJ Two 
months later he sent Fields a sheaf of possibilities, none of which 
suited him exactly: "'Monte Beni; or the Faun. A Romance.' 'The 
Romance of a Faun.' 'The Faun of Monte Benil.]' 'Monte Beni; a 
Romance.' 'M-iriam; a Romance.' 'Hilda; a Roman~e.' 'Donatello; 
a Romance. I 'The Faun; a Romance. I 'Marble and Life; a Romance."' 
He could see objections "to an Italian name, though perhaps Monte 
Beni might do. Neither do I wish, if I can help it, to make the 
fantastic aspect of the book too prominent by putting the Faun into 
the title page"--this despite the presence of that word in four of 
his proposed titles.[] I At Field's suggestion, Hawthorne settled 
on "The Romance of Monte Beni," but Smith, Elder & Co. demurred and 
he gave them a list of possible alternatives.IJ Reporting these 
developments to Ticknor on December 1, but with no knowledge of 
Smith, Elder's decision, Hawthorne added: " ••• their choice 
need not govern yours, and, if you wish to announce the book, I 
should like to have you call it 'Saint Hilda's Shrine.' We can 
change the title afterwards, should it appear advisable."[] When he 
returned the first proof-sheets on December 6, his accompanying 
letter observed that despite Smith, Elder's disapproval of his 
original suggestion, the printers were using it (i.e., he could 
observe that "Romance of Monte Beni" was the running-title on all 
versos).[] On December 12 he noted in his pocket diary that he had 
proposed "The Marble Faun" as the British title, and on the twenty- , 
second he instructed Ticknor to use it also for the American · 
edition, saying that he had rejected Smith, Elder's proposal, "The 
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Transformation, or the Romance of Monte Beni."IJ As late as January 
26, 1860, no decision on the British title had been reached,lJ but 
the matter was settled soon thereafter when the publishers pointed 
out that "Transformation" was in fact one of Hawthorne's sugges-
tions.[] He continued to rail against it, saying to Fields that 
"Smith & Elder (who seem to be pig-headed individuals) persist in 
calling the book 'Transformation,' which gives me the idea of 
Harlequin in pantomime"; to Ticknor he wrote that the British 
publishers "are determined to take a title out of their own heads, 
though they affirm that it was originally suggested by me ••• 
I beseech you not to be influenced by their bad example." IJ A 
letter of February 10 to Ticknor declared, "I am fully determined 
not to retain their absurd title."[] But on February 3 he had 
capitulated to Smith, Elder "so far as the English edition is 
concerned. In American I shall call the book 'The Marble Faun."' IJ 
And so it turned out. In both countries the subtitle became The 
Romance of Monte Beni.[] 
(Claude M. Simpson, "Introduction to The Marble Faun," CE, 
VII [1968], xxv-xxvii) 
[ 'a'--serpentine entitlement, two:] It will be remembered, that 
Mr. Bright [fictive children's narrator] condescended to avail 
himself of my literary experience by constituting m~ editor of the 
Wonder Book. As he had no reason to complain of the reception of 
that erudite work, by the public., he was now disposed to retain me 
in a similar position, with respect to the present volume, which 
he entitled "TANGLEWOOD TALES." Not, as Eustace hinted, that there 
was any real necessity for my services as introductor, inasmuch as 
his own name had become established, in some good degree of favor, 
with the literary world. But the connection with myself, he was 
kind enough to say, had been highly agreeable; nor was he by any 
means desirous, as most people are, of kicking away the ladder that 
had perhaps helped him to reach his present elevation. I 
Merely from the titles of the stories, I saw at once that the 
subjects were not less rich than those of the former volume; nor 
did I at all doubt that Mr. Bright's audacity (so far as that 
endowment might avail) had enabled him to take full advantage of 
whatever capabilities they offered. 
(Hawthorne, "The Wayside: Introductory," Tanglewood Tales 
1853, CE, VII [1972}, 178; --cit. in my II.B.2) 
['a'--serpentine entitlement, three:] EGOTISM;* OR THE BOSOM-
SERPENT: FROM THE UNPUBLISHED "ALLEGORIES OF THE HEART" ['*The 
physical fact, to which it is here attempted to give a moral sig-
nification, has been known to occur in more than one instance. 'J 
···· I Thus musing, he ['Herkimer'] took his stand at the entrance 
of the gate, and waited until the personage, so singularly announced, 
should make his appearance. After an instant or two, he beheld the 
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figure of a lean man, of unwholesome look, with glittering eyes and 
long [graphically] black hair, who seemed to imitate the motion of 
a snake; for instead of walking straight forward with open front, 
he undulated along the pavement in a curved line. It may be too 
fanciful to say, that something, either in his moral or material 
aspect, suggested the idea that a miracle had been wrought, by 
transforming a serpent into a man; but so imperfectly, that the 
snaky nature was yet hidden, and scarcely hidden, under the mere 
outward guis·e of humanity. Herkimer remarked that his complexion 
had a greenish tinge over its sickly white .••• I I 
Roderick seemed aware how generally he had become the subject of 
curiosity and conjecture, and with a morbid repugnance to such 
notice, or to any notice whatsoever, estranged himself from all 
companionship. Not merely the eye of man was a horror to him; not 
merely the light of a friend's countenance; but even the blessed 
sunshine, likewise, which in its universal beneficence, typifies 
the radiance of the Creator's face, expressing his love for all 
the creatures of his hand. The dusky twilight was now too 
transparent for Roderick Elliston; the blackest midnight was his 
chosen hour to steal abroad; and if ever he were seen, it was when 
the watchman's lantern gleamed upon his figure, gliding along the 
street, with his hands clutched upon his bosom, still muttering:--
"It gnaws me! It gnaws me![ N-Haws me!]" What could it be that 
gnawed him? I I "You are come! I have expected you," 
said Elliston, when he became aware of the sculptor's presence. 
I His manner was very different from that of the preceding day--
quiet, courteous, and, as Herkimer thought, watchful both over 
his guest and himself. This unnatural restraint was almost the 
only trait that betokened anything amiss. He has just thrown a 
book upon the grass, where it lay half-opened, thus disclosing 
itself to be a natural history of the serpent-tribe, illustrated 
by life-like plates. Near it lay that bulky volume, the Ductor 
Dubitantium of Jeremy Taylor, full of cases of conscience, and 
in which most men, possessed of a conscience, may find something 
applicable to their purpose. I "You see," observed Elliston, 
pointing to the book of serpents, while a smile gleamed upon his 
lips, "I am making an effort to become better acquainted with my 
bosom-friend. But I find nothing satisfactory in this volume. 
I£ I mistake not, he will prove to be sui generis, and akin to 
no other reptile in creation." I "Whence came this calamity?" 
inquired the sculptor. I "My sable friend, Scipio ['the old 
black servant'] has a story," replied Roderick, "of a snake that 
had lurked in this fountain ['Roderick was reclining on the margin 
of a fountain']--pure and innocent as it looks--ever since it was 
known to the first settlers. This insinuating personage once 
crept into the vitals of my great-grandfather, and dwelt there 
many years, tormenting the old gentleman beyond mortal endurance. 
In short, it is a family peculiarity. But to tell the truth, I 
have no faith in this idea of the snake's being an heir-loom. He 
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is my own snake, and no man's else." I "But what is his origin?" 
demanded Herkimer. I "Oh! there is poisonous stuff in any man's 
heart, sufficient to generate a brood of serpents," said Elliston, 
with a hollow laugh. "You should have heard my homilies to the 
good towns people. Positively, I deem myself fortunate in having 
bred but a single serpent. You, however, have none in your bosom, 
and therefore, cannot sympathize with the rest of the world. It 
gnaws me! It gnaws me!" I With this exclamation, Roderick lost 
his self-control and threw himself upon the grass, cescifying his 
agony by intricate writhings {visibly viny, wavy writing] in which 
Herkimer could not but fancy a resemblance to the motions of a 
snake. Then, likewise, was heard that frightful hiss, which often 
ran through the sufferer's speech, and crept between the words and 
syllables, without interrupting their succession. I .. "This is 
awful indeed!" exclaimed the sculptor--"an awful infliction, 
whether it be actual or imaginary! Tell me, Roderick Elliston, ~s 
there any remedy for this loathsome evil?" I "Yes, but an 
impossible one," muttered Roderick, as he lay wallowing with his 
face in the grass. "Could I, for one instant, forget myself, the 
serpent might not abide within me. It is my diseased self-
contemplation that has engendered and nourished him!" I 
(Hawthorne, "Egotism; or, The Bosom Serpent" 11843], Mosses 
from an Old Manse [1846, 1854], CE, X 11974], 268-9, 
271-2, 281~3r- . 
['a'--serpentine entitlement, four:] FANSHAWE, A TALE. I "Wilt 
thou go on with me?"--SOUTHEY. ['.... (Is there an echo of 
Hawthorne's own nam.e in "Fanshawe"?) •••• '--Roy Harvey Pearce. 
And:] I "Now would I give the world," he I'Edward Walcott'] 
exclaimed, with great interest, "for a hook and line--a fish spear, 
or any piscatorial instrument of death! Look, Ellen I'Langton'], 
you can see the waving of his tail ['a trout of noble size'] from 
beneath the bank." I [/ And:] I There were many 
who felt an interest in Fanshawe; but the influence of none could 
prevail upon him to lay aside the habits, mental and physical, by 
which he was bringing himself to the [variously literal] grave. 
His passage thither was consequently rapid--terminating just as he 
reached his twentieth year. His fellow students erected to his 
memory a monument of rough-hewn granite, with a white marble slab, 
for the inscription. This was borrowed from the grave of Nathanael 
Mather, whom, in his almost insane eagerness for knowledge and in 
his early death, Fanshawe resembled. I THE ASHES OF A HARD 
STUDENT AND A GOOD SCHOLAR[.] I MANY tears were shed over his 
grave [cf. 'Manning'--maternal family name]; but the thoughtful 
and the wise, though turf never .covered a nobler heart, could not 
lament that it was so soon at rest. He left a world for which he 
was unfit; and we trust, that, among the innumerable stars of 
heaven, there is one where he has found happiness. I I It 
was not till four years after Fanshawe's death, that Edward Walcott 
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was united to Ellen L[o]ngton[gue]. Their future lives were uncom-
monly happy. Ellen's gentle, almost imperceptible, but powerful 
influence, drew her husband away from the passions and pursuits that 
would have interfered with domestic felicity; and he never regretted 
the worldly distinction of which she thus deprived him. Theirs was 
a long life of calm and quiet bliss;--and what matters it; that, 
except in these pages, they have left no [typographic] name behind 
them? 
(Hawthorne, anonymously published first novel, Fanshawe Il828J, 
CE, III [1964], 331, 354, 459-60 [with bracketed comment, 
by Roy Harvey Pearce, from "Introduction to Fanshawe," 
CE, III (1964), 305]) 
[ 'a'--serpentine entitlement, five:] ·MY VISIT TO NIAGARA[.] I 
NEVER [N'w'r] did a pilgrim approach Niagara with deeper enthu-
siasm, than mine. I had lingered away from it, and wandered to 
other scenes, because my treasury of anticipated enjoyments, 
comprising all the wonders of the world, had nothing else so 
magnificent, and I was loth to exchange the pleasures of hope for 
those of memory so soon. At length, the day came. I 
At the toll-house, there were further excuses for delaying the 
inevitable moment. My signature was required in a huge leger, 
containing similar records innumerable, many of which I read. The 
skin of a sturgeon, and other fishes, beasts, and reptiles; a 
collection of minerals, such as lie in heaps near the falls; some 
Indian moccasins, and other trifles, made of deer-skin and 
embroidered with beads; several newspapers from Montreal, New-York, 
and Boston; all attracted me in turn. Out of a number of twisted 
sticks, the manufacture of a Tuscarora Indian, I selected one of 
curled maple, curiously convoluted, and adorned with the carved 
images of a snake and a fish. Using this as my pilgrim's staff, 
I crossed the bridge. I I The last day that I was 
to spend at Niagara, before my departure for the far west, I sat 
upon Table Rock. · Never before had my mind been in such 
perfect unison with the scene. There were intervals, when I was 
conscious of nothing but the great river, rolling calmly into the 
abyss •••• I At length, my time came to depart. 
There is a grassy footpath, through the woods, along the summit of 
the bank, to a point whence a causeway, [Haw:]hewn in the side of 
the precipice, goes winding down to the ferry, about half a mile 
below the Table Rock. The sun was near setting, when I emerged 
from the shadow of the trees, and began the descent. The 
[serpentine] indirectness of my downward road continually changed 
the point of view, and shewed me, in rich and repeated succession--
now, the whitening rapids and the majestic leap of the main river, 
which appeared more deeply massive as the light departed; now, the 
lovelier picture, yet still sublime, of Goat Island, with its rocks 
and grove, and the lesser falls, tumbling over the right bank of 
the St. Lawrence, like a tributary stream; now, the long vista of 
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the river, as it eddied and whirled between the cliffs, to pass 
through Ontario towards the sea, and everywhere to be wondered at 
for this one unrivalled scene. The golden sunshine tinged the 
sheet of the American cascade, and painted on its heaving spray the 
broken semicircle of a rainbow, Heaven's own beauty [(h)edge-]crown-
ing earth's sublimity. My steps were slow, and I paused long at 
every turn of the descent, as one lingers and pauses, who discerns a 
brighter and brightening excellence in what he must soon behold no 
more. The solitude of the old wilderness now reigned over the 
whole vicinity of the falls. My enjoyment became the more 
rapturous, because no poet shared it--nor wretch, devoid of poetry, 
profaned it: but the spot, so famous through the world, was all 
my own! [ -n!: N ••• n ••••• aw ••• n!] 
(Hawthorne, "My Visit to Niagara" [ 1835], •'•. Uncollected 
Tales CE, XI [1974], 281, 282-3, 285-6, 288) 
Pass. set 'b'--the serpentine orocryph) 
[ 'b'--serpentine orocryph, one:] Coming up the Dingley Bay 
{Maine], had a good view of Rattlesnake Mountain, and it seemed to 
me wonderfully beautiful as the almost setting sun threw over its 
western crags streams of fiery light. If the Indians were very 
fond of this part of the country, it is easy to se~ why. Beavers, 
otters, and the finest fish were abundant, and the hills and 
streams furnished constant variety. I should have made a good 
Indian if I had been born in a wigwam. To talk like sailors, we 
"made" the old hemlock stub, at the mouth of the Dingley Brook, 
just before sunset, and sent a boy ashore with a hawser, and were 
soon safely moored to a bunch of alders. I [I And:] 
Mr. March Gay killed a rattlesnake yesterday, not far from his 
house, that was more than six feet long, and had twelve rattles. 
This morning, Mr. Jacob Mitchell killed another near the same 
place, almost as long. It is supposed they were a pair, and that 
the second one was on the track of its mate. If every rattle 
counts a year, the first one was twelve years old. Eliakim Max-
field came down to mill to-day, and told me about the snakes. I 
•••· [I And:] A young man named Henry Jackson, Jr., was drowned 
two days ago, up in Crooked River. He and one of his friends were 
trying which could swim the faster. Jackson was behind but gaining; 
his friend kicked at him in fun, thinking to hit his shoulder and 
push him back, but missed, and hit his chin, which caused him to 
take in water and strangle, and before his friend could help or 
get help, poor Jackson was (Elder Leach (a Freewill Baptist 
minister] says) "beyond the reach of mercy." I read one of the 
Psalms to my mother this morning, and it plainly declares twenty-
six times, that "God's mercy endureth forever." I never saw Henry 
Jackson,--he was a young man just married. Mother is sad; says she 
shall not consent to my swimming any more in the mill-pond, with 
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the boys, fearing that in sport my mouth might get kicked open, and 
then sorrow for a dead son be added to that for my dead father, 
which she says would break her heart. I love to swim, but shall 
not disobey my mother. I 
(The young Hawthorne [ca. 1819], Hawthorne's First Diary, ed. 
Samuel T. Pickard [1897], pp. 52, 58, 61-2 [w. note 
on minister from ed. commentary, p. 62]) 
['b'--serpentine orocryph, two:] I Fishing from the bridge 
to-day [in Maine], I caught an eel two thirds as long as myself. 
Mr. Watkins tried to make me believe that he thought it a water-
moccasin snake. Old Mr. Shane said that it was a "young sea 
sarpint, sure." Mr. Fickett, the blacksmith, begged it to take 
for its skin, as he said for buskin strings and flail' strings. So 
ends my day's fishing. I [I And:] The lumbermen from 
Saccarappa are getting their logs across the Great Pond. Yesterday 
a strong northwest wind blew a great raft of many thousands over 
almost to the mouth of the Dingley Brook. Their anchor dragged 
for more than a mile, but when the boom was within twenty or thirty 
rods of the shore, it brought up and held, as I heard some men say 
who are familiar with such business. All the men and boys went 
from the mill down to the pond to see the great raft, a~d I among 
them.· They have a string of logs fastened end to end and sur-
rounding the great body, which keeps them from scattering; and the 
string is called a boom. A small strong raft, it may be forty feet 
square, with an upright windlass in its centre, called a capstan, 
is fastened to some part of the boom. The small raft is called 
"head works," and from it, in a yawl boat, is carried the anchor, 
to which is attached a strong rope half a mile long. The boat is 
rowed out the whole length of the rope, the anchor thrown over, and 
the men on the "head works" wind up the capstan, a~d so draw along 
the acres of logs. It turned out that ['Reuben'] March only 
rode the single log ashore to show his adroitness I 'This masterly 
kind of navigation he calls "cuffing the rigging." Nobody could 
tell me why he gave it that name'], for the yawl boat soon came 
round from the head works, and brought near a dozen men, in red 
shirts, to where we were. I was interested in listening to their 
conversation, mixed with sharp jokes. Nearly every one had a 
nickname. March, who came after the rum, was called "Captain 
Snarl;" a tall, fierce looking man, who had just filled my idea 
of a Spanish freebooter, was "Doctor Coodle." I think his real 
name was Wood. The rum seemed to make them crazy, for one who was 
called "Rub-a-Dub" pitched Doctor Coodle, head and heels, into the 
water. A gentlemanly man named Thompson, who acted as master of 
ceremonies, or Grand Turk, interfered and put a stop to what was 
becoming something like a fight. Mr. Thompson said that the wind 
would go down with the sun, and that they must get ready to start. 
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This morning I went down to look for them, and the raft was almost 
to Frye's Island. I 
(The young Hawthorne [ca. 1819], Hawthorne's First Diary, ed. 
Pickard [1897], pp. 65-6, 80-3) 
[ 'b'--serpentine orocryph, three:] "Here he comes!" shouted the 
boys along the street.--"Here comes the man with a snake in his 
bosom!" I This outcry, saluting Herkimer's ears, as he ~ras about 
to enter the iron gate of the Elliston mansion, made him pause. It 
was not without a shudder that he found himself on the point of 
meeting his former acquaintance, whom he had known in the glory of 
youth, and whom now, after an interval of five years, he was to 
find the victim either of a diseased fancy, or a horrible physical 
misfortune. I "A snake in his bosom!" repeated the young sculptor 
to himself. "It must be he. No second man on earth has such a 
bosom-friend! I I The wretched being approached the 
gate, but, instead of entering, stopt short, and fixed the glitter 
of his eye full upon the compassionate, yet steady countenance of 
the sculptor. I "It gnaws me! It gnaws me!" he exclaimed. I 
And then there was an audible hiss, but whether it came from the 
apparent lunatic's own lips, or was the real hiss of a serpent, 
might admit of discussion. At all events, it made Herkim~r shudder 
to his heart's core. I "Do you know me, George Herkimer?" asked 
the snake-possessed. I Herkimer did know him. But it demanded 
all the intimate and practical acquaintance with the human face, 
acquired by modelling actual likenesses in clay, to recognize the 
features of Roderick Elliston in the visage that now met the 
sculptor's gaze. Yet it was he. I I "It gnaws me! 
It gnaws me!" muttered Roderick. I With this exclamation, the 
most frequent in his mouth, the unfortunate man clutched both 
hands upon his breast, as if an intolerable sting or torture 
impelled him to rend it open, and let out the living mischief, 
even were it intertwined with his own life. He then freed himself 
from Herkimer's grasp, by a subtle motion, and gliding through the 
gate, took refuge in his antiquated family residence. I 
I ... [ '(I)n a private asylum for the insane'J they 
[ '(t)he physicians'] gave up all attempts at cure or palliation. 
The doomed sufferer submitted to his fate, resumed his former 
loathsome affection for the bosom-fiend, and spent whole miserable 
days before a looking-glass, with his mouth Ijaws-and-soft-foldsJ 
wide open, watching, in hope and horror, to catch Iat least] a 
[uvula-like] glimpse of the snake's head, far down within his 
throat. It is supposed that he succeeded; for the attendants once 
heard a frenzied shout, and rushing into the room, found Roderick 
lifeless upon the floor. I He was kept but little longer under 
restraint. After minute investigation, the medical directors of 
the asylum decided that his mental disease did not amount to 
~nsanity, nor would warrant his confinement; especially as its 
tnfluence upon his spirits was unfavorable, and might produce the 
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evil which it was meant to remedy. His eccentricities were 
doubtless great ••••••• Roderick was released, and had returned 
to his native city, the very day before his encounter with George 
Herkimer. I 
(Hawthorne, "Egotism; or, The Bosom Serpent" [1843], Mosses 
from an Old Manse [1846, 1854], CE, X [1974], 268-70 
278-80) 
[ 'b'--serpentine orocryph, four:] From Roderick's own lips, 
they ['his associates'] could learn nothing. [Note (below) 
ingressive, mouth-reading, sequence--including egregious oral-
egression]. More than once, it is true, he had been heard to say, 
clutching his hands to his breast--"It gnaws me! It gnaws me!--
but, by different auditors, a great diversity of explanation was 
assigned to this ominous expression. What could it be, that gnawed 
the breast of Roderick Elliston? Was it sorrow? Was it merely the 
[superficial if sub-facial] tooth of physical disease? Or, in his 
reckless course, often verging upon profligacy, if not plunging 
into its depths, had he been guilty of some deed, which made his 
bosom a prey to the deadlier [and deeper--twin initial--] fangs of 
remorse? There was plausible ground for each of these conjectures; 
but;. it must not be c-oncealed that more than one elderly gentleman, 
the victim of good cheer and slothful habits, magisterially pro-
nounced the secret of the whole matter [if grabbed by throat (hole)] 
to be Dyspepsia! I I After a time, it became known that 
Elliston was in the habit of resorting to all the noted quacks that 
infested the city, or whom money would tempt to journey thither 
from a distance. By one of these persons, in the exultation of a 
supposed cure, it was proclaimed far and wide, by dint of hand-
bills and little pamphlets on dingy paper, that a distinguished 
gentleman, Roderick Elliston, Esq., had been relieved of a SNAKE 
in his stomach! So here was the monstrous secret, ejected from 
its lurking-place into public view in all its horrible deformity 
[i.e., as though t~ngue--in its visceral and metaphorical (groove-
miming) extensity]. The mystery was out; but not so the bosom-
serpent. He, if it were anything but a delusion, still lay coiled 
in his living den. I I [H]is ['Roderick's'] 
relatives interfered, and placed him in a private asylum for the 
insane. 
(Hawthorne, "Egotism; or, The Bosom Serpent" [1843], Mosses 
from an Old Manse [1846, 1854], CE, X [1974], 271-2) 
[ 'b '--serpentine orocryph, five:] I[ • ] I Here is a volume [ cf. 
grove] of what were once newspapers--each on a small half-sheet, 
[bilious] yellow and time-stained, of a coarse fabric, and 
imprinted with a rude old type. Their aspect conveys a singular 
impression of antiquity, in a species of literature which we are 
accustomed to consider as connected only with the present moment. 
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.... I It is pleasant to take one of these little dingy half-
sheets between the thumb and finger •••• I I 
New England was ••• as yet, only a narrow strip [cf. groove] of 
civilization along the edge of a vast forest •••• I 
The cold was more piercing then, and lingered farther into spring 
•••• The country was saddened, moreover, with grievous 
[i.e., engraving] sickness. The small-pox raged in many-towns, 
and seems, though so familiar a scourge, to have been regarded 
with as much affright as that which drove the throng from Wall-
street and Broadway, at the approach of a new pestilence. There 
were autumnal fevers, too; and a contagious and destructive throat-
distemper--diseases unwritten in medical books. I I 
II .•• [ .] I ..•. I Take my arm, gentle reader, and come with me 
into some street ••••••• [A]nd still more amazing is the presence 
of whole rows of wooden and plastered houses, projecting over the 
sidewalks, and bearing iron figures on their fronts, which prove 
them to have stood on the same sites above a century. Along 
the ghostly street, there are ghostly people too. March on, 
thou shadowy troop! and vanish, ghostly crowd! and change again, 
old street! for those stirring times are gone. I Opportunely for 
the conclusion of our sketch, a fire broke out, on the twentieth 
of March, 1760, at the Brazen-Head in Cornhill, and consumed nearly 
four hundred buildings. I I III ••. [.] I it 
may be the most effective method of going through the present file 
of papers, to follow out this idea, and transform ourself, per-
chance, from a modern Tory into such a sturdy King-man [cf. king 
cobra (Naja Hannah)] as once wore that pliable nickname. I Well 
then, here we sit, ••• sour-visaged, ••. erect enough •••• 
..• loyal, to the back-bone •..•.•. idolizing King George, in 
secresy and silence--one true old heart, amongst a host of enemies. 
We watch, with a weary hope, for the moment when all this turmoil 
shall subside, and the impious novelty, that has distracted our 
latter years, like a wild dream, give place to the blessed quietude 
of royal sway, with the King's name in every ordinance, his prayer 
in the church, his health at the board, and his love in the people's 
heart. I Such an old man among new things are we, who now 
hold, at arm's length, the rebel newspaper of the day. The very 
figure-head, for the thousandth time, elicits a groan of [spit-
filled] spiteful lamentation. Where are the united heart and 
crown, the loyal emblem, that used to hallow the sheet .•• ? In 
its stead, we find a continental officer, with the Declaration of 
Independence in one hand, a drawn sword in the other, and, above 
his head, a scroll, bearing the motto 'WE APPEAL TO HEAVEN.' Then 
say we, with a prospective triumph, let Heaven ju-dge, in its own 
good time! [I.e., the round-peeled fruit of the Revolution.] The 
material of the sheet attracts our scorn. It is a fair specimen 
of rebel manufacture, thick and coarse, like wrapping-paper, all 
overspread with little [ovule-like] knobs, and of such a deep, 
dingy blue color [leaden-haw], that we wipe our spectacles thrice 
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before we can distinguish a letter of that wretched print. Thus, 
in all points, the newspaper is a type of the times, far more fit 
for the rough hands of a democratic mob, than for our own delicate, 
though bony fingers. Nay; we will not handle it without our 
gloves! I I Here, flaunting down a whole column, with 
official seal and sign~ture, here comes a proclamation. By whose 
authority? Ah! the Unitea States--those thirteen little anarchies, 
assembled in that one grand anarchy, their Congress. And what 
the import? A general Fast. By Heaven! for once, the traitorous 
blockheads have legislated wisely! Yea; let a misguided people 
kneel down in sackcloth and ashes, from end to end, from border to 
border of their wasted country [and waste-paper]. Well may they 
fast [hold ink in mouth], where there is no food--and cry aloud 
[yell-oh!], for whatever remnant of God's mercy thei~ sins may not 
have exhausted. [Cf. Rever-end Ash-ley All-en R(v)oyce.] I 
I The present volume [grooved grove] of newspapers contains 
fewer characteristic traits than any which we have looked over • 
••• [S]o it is, that in those elder volumes, we seem to find 
the life of a past age preserved between the leaves, like a dry 
specimen of foliage. 
(Hawthorne, "Old News" [1835], The Snow-Image Il852J, CE, XI 
[1974], 132, 134-6, 151-2, 153-5, 158-9, 160) 
• 
Pass. set 'c'--the serpentine fork-burgeoning) 
['c'--serpentine fork-burgeoning, one:] On Saturday we 
['Herman Melville' and I] went to Chester together. I love to take 
every opportunity of going to Chester; it being the only one place, 
within easy reach of Liverpool, which possesses any old English 
interest. I We went to [the cathedral.] Its gray nave 
impressed me more than at any former visit. Passing into the 
cloisters, an attendant took possession of us, and showed us about. 
I Within the choir there is a profusion of very rich oaken carving, 
both on the screen that separates it from the nave, and on the 
seats and walls; very curious and most elaborate, and lavished (one 
would say) most wastefully, where nobody would think of looking for 
it, --where, indeed, amid the dimness of the cathedral, the exquis-
ite detail of the elaboration could not possibly be seen. Our 
guide lighted some of the gas-burners ..•• There was a row of 
niches, where the monks used to stand for four hours together, in 
the performance of some of their services; and to relieve them a 
little, they were allowed partially to sit on a projection of the 
seats, which were turned up in the niche for that purpose; but if 
they grew drowsy, so as to fail to balance themselves, the seat was 
so contrived as to slip down, thus bringing the monk to the floor. 
These projections on the seats are each and all of them carved with 
curious devices, no two alike. The guide showed us one, represent-
ing, apparently, the first quarrel of a new-married couple, wrought 
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with wonderful expression. Indeed, the artist never failed to 
bring out his idea in the most striking mannei,--as, for instance, 
Satan under the guise of a lion, devouring a sinner bodily; and 
again in the figure of a dragon with a man halfway down his gullet, 
the [two] legs hanging out. The carver may not have seen anything 
grotesque in this, nor intended it at all by way of a joke •••• 
One does not see why such fantasies should be strewn about the holy 
interior of a cathedral, unless it were intended to contain every-
thing that belongs to the heart of man, both upward and downward. I 
(Hawthorne, •.• English Note-Books [Chester, Nov. 1856], RE, 
VIII [1883; 1886], 375-6) 
['c'--serpentine fork-burgeoning, two:] I know not whether 
these [two Puritan] ancestors of mine bethought themselves to repent, 
and ask pardon of Heaven for their cruelties; or whether they are 
now [throat-]groaning under the heavy consequences of them, in 
another state of being. At all events, I, the present writer, as 
their representative, hereby take shame upon myself for their sakes, 
and pray that any curse incurred by them--as I have heard, and as 
the dreary and unprosperous condition of the race, for many a long 
year back, would argue to exist--may be now and henceforth removed. 
I Doubtless, however, either of these [two] stern and black-browed 
Puritans [i.e., with faces shielded under hard palate (by N-contin-
uant 'I[:eYe]')] would have thought it quite a sufficient retribu-
tion for his sins, that, after so long a lapse of years, the old 
trunk [--i.e., unlidded (revealed) truncated neck--] of the family 
tree, with so much venerable moss upon it, should have borne, as 
its topmost bough, an idler [cf. lingual-lingal sporter] like 
myself. No aim that I have cherished, would they recognize as 
laudable; no success of mine--if my life, beyond its domestic scope, 
had ever been brightened by success--would th~y deem otherwise than 
worthless, if not positively disgraceful. "What is he?" murmurs 
one gray shadow of my forefathers to the other. "A writer of 
story-books! What kind of a business in life,--what mode of glo-
rifying God, or being serviceable to mankind in his day and 
generation,--may that be? Why, the degenerate fellow might as 
well have been a fiddler!" Such are the [dialogic] compliments 
bandied between my great-grandsires and myself, across the [my-
mother-and-my-mouth-embraced] gulf of time! And yet, let them 
scorn me as they will [i.e., feed me with my own self-excoriations], 
strong traits of their nature ['Bible and ••. sword'--'good and 
evil' wood-word splitting, ribbing-and-grooving, tongue-and-lip 
jointing--] have [serpent-like] intertwined themselves with mine. 
I .... 
(Hawthorne, "The Custom-House; Introductory to 'The Scarlet 
Letter"' [1850], CE, I [1962], 9-10) 
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['c'--serpentine fork-burgeoning, three:] I The dragon had 
probably heard the voices; for swift as lightning, his black head 
and forked tongue came hissing among the trees again, darting full 
forty feet at a stretch. As it approached, Medea tossed the con-
tents of the gold box right down the monster's wide-open throat. 
Immediately, with an outrageous hiss and a tremendous wriggle--
flinging his tail up to the tip-top of the tallest tree, and 
shattering all its branches as it crashed heavily down again--the 
dragon fell at full length upon the ground, and lay quite motion-
less. I "It is only a sleeping-potion," said the enchantress to 
Prince Jason. "One always finds a use for these mischievous 
creatures, sooner or later; so I did not wish to kill him outright. 
Quick! Snatch the prize, and let us begone! You have won the 
Golden Fleece!" I [ 'G. F. ' =metamorphosed proof-vehicle of 
seminal (male-semantic) powers.] 
(Hawthorne, Tanglewood Tales [1853], CE, VII [1972], 367; 
--cit. in my II.B.2.b) 
['c'--serpentine fork-burgeoning, four:] Italy beats us, I think, 
in musquitoes; they are horribly pungent little particles of Satan. 
I do believe the Devil multiplies [amplifies] himself by the mil-
lions, and infests our nights in this guise. They possess strange 
intelligence, and exquisite acuteness of sight and smell--prodi-
gious audacity, and caution to match it, insomuch that they venture 
on the most hazardous attacks and get safe off. They absolutely 
creep into bed, and bite us in our strong holds. One of them flew 
into my mouth the other night [--i.e., as though a new (gNat-) 
word--], and stung me far down in my throat; but luckily I coughed 
him [Haw-hacked him] up in halves [as two]. They are bigger than 
American musquitoes [Italian words], and if you crush them, after 
one of their feats, it makes a terrific blood-spot. It is a sort 
of suicide--at least a shedding of one's own [etymologic] blood--
to kill them; but it gratifies the old Adam to do it. It shocks 
me to feel how revengeful I am; but it is impossible not to impute 
a certain malice and intellectual venom to these diabolical insects. 
I wonder whether our health, at this season of the year, requires 
that we should be kept in a state of irritation, and so the 
musquitoes [Italian words] are Nature's prophetic remedy for some 
disease; or whether we are made for the musquitoes [Italian words], 
not they for us. It is possible--just possible--that the infini-
tesimal doses of poison [i.e., systemic challenge] which they 
infuse into us are a homeopathic safeguard against pestilence; but 
medicine never was administered in a more disagreeable way. I The 
moist atmosphere about the Arno, I suppose, produces these insects, 
and fills the broad, ten-mile valley with them; and as we are just 
on the brim of the basin, they overflow into our windows [i.e., 
chthonic-draconic eyes]. [I =Breach of tongue-root, with seminal 
(semantic) overflow.] 
(Hawthorne, The French and Italian Notebooks [Florence, Sept. 
1858], CE, XIV [1980], 426-7) 
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['c'--serpentine fork-burgeoning, five:] It may be too 
fanciful to say, that something, either in his moral or material 
aspect, suggested the idea that a miracle had been wrought, by 
transforming a serpent into a man; but so imperfectly, that the 
snaky nature was yet hidden, and scarcely hidden, under the mere 
outward guise of humanity. Herkimer remarked that his complexion 
had a greenish tinge over its sickly white, reminding him of a 
species of marble out of which he had once wrought a head of Envy, 
with her snaky locks. I The wretched being approached the gate, 
but, instead of entering, stopt short, and fixed the glitter of 
his eye full upon the compassionate, yet steady countenance of 
the sculptor. I "It gnaws me! It gnaws me!" he exclaimed. I 
And then there was an audible hiss, but whether i.t came from the 
apparent lunatic's own lips, or was the real hiss of a serpent, 
might admit of discussion. At all events, it made Herkimer 
shudder to his heart's core. I I Shortly after Elliston's 
separation from his wife--now nearly four years ago [c£. four legs, 
limbs, prongs]--his associates had observed a singular gloom 
spreading over his daily life [cf. single prong, phallic member, 
generating lingual over-shadow], like those chill, grey mists that 
sometimes steal away the sunshine from a summer's morning. The 
symptoms caused them endless perplexity. They knew not whether 
ill health were robbing his spirits of elasticity; or whether a 
canker of the mind was gradually eating, as such cankers do, from 
his moral system into the physical frame, which is but a shadow of 
the former. They looked for the root of this trouble in his 
shattered schemes of domestic [cf. patronymic] bliss--wilfully 
shattered by himself [i.e., for poetic re-use, extension, of 
single-rooted dia-log, in intensifying ana-logs]--but could not 
be satisfied of its existence there. Some thought that their once 
brilliant friend was in an incipient stage of insanity, of which 
his passionate [animative] impulses had perhaps been the fore-
runners [cf. Nathaniel as natal-eel(s)]; others prognosticated a 
general blight and'gradual decline [i.e., a going-to-seed, in 
seminal waste]. From Roderick's own lips [his seminal seal], they 
could learn nothing. I I From this time [i.e., 
later], the miserable sufferer ceased to 'shun the world, but rather 
solicited and forced himself upon the notice of acquaintances and 
strangers. It was partly the result of desperation, on finding 
that the cavern of his own bosom had not proved deep and dark 
enough to hide the secret, even while it was so secure a fortress 
for the loathsome fiend that had crept into it. But still more, 
this craving for notoriety was a symptom of the intense morbidness 
which now pervaded his nature. All persons, chronically diseased, 
are egotists, whether the disease be of the mind or body; whether 
it be sin, sorrow, or merely the more tolerable calamity of some 
endless pain, or mischief among the cords of mortal life [cf. vocal 
cords, with germ-infested throat-haw]. Such individuals are made 
acutely conscious of a self, by the torture in which it dwells. 
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Self, therefore, grows to be so prominent an object with them, 
that they cannot but present it to the face of every casual 
passer-by. There is a pleasure--perhaps the greatest of which 
the sufferer is susceptible--in displaying the wasted or ulcerated 
limb [cf. torn thorn-tongue], or the cancer in the breast [cf. lip-
climbing crest-rose]; and the fouler the crime, with so much the 
more difficulty does the perpetrator prevent it from thrusting up 
its snake-like head [cf. larynx with tongue-root--stressed by 
Haw!--], to frighten the world; for it is that cancer! or that 
crime, which constitutes their respective individuality [cf. 
Ameri-can literary-metaphoric identity]. Roderick Elliston, who, 
a little while before, had held himself so scornfully above the 
common lot of men, now paid full allegiance to this humiliating 
law. The snake in his bosom seemed the symbol of a monstrous 
egotism, to which everything was referred, and which he pampered, 
night and day, with a continual and exclusive sacrifice of devil-
worship. He soon exhibited what most people considered indubitable 
tokens of insanity. In some of his moods, strange to say, he 
prided and gloried himself on being marked out from the ordinary 
experience of mankind, by the possession of a double nature, and a 
life within a life [i.e., poetic energy, energeia, as self-
fulfilling crossings of Natal-tail-into-Maw-with-split-tongue]. 
He appeared to i~agine that the snake was a divinity--not celestial, 
it is true, but darkly infernal--and that he thence derived an 
eminence and a sanctity, horrid, indeed, yet more desirable than 
whatever ambition [ambi-valent-ly] aims at. Thus he drew his 
misery around him like a regal mantle [cf. hood of soft palate, 
with (all) contiguous soft folds of mouth], and looked down 
triumphantly upon those whose vitals nourished no deadly monster. 
Oftener, however, his human nature asserted its empire over him, in 
the shape of a yearning [cf. yarning] for fellowship [i.e., lingual 
engrafing as dia-log-ing]. It grew to be his custom to spend the 
whole day in wandering about the streets, aimlessly, unless it 
might be called an aim, to establish a species of brotherhood 
between himself and the world. With cankered ingenuity, he sought 
out his own disease [i.e., corresponding signature-features] in 
every breast. Whether insane or not, he showed so keen a perception 
of frailty, error, and vice, that many persons gave him credit for 
being possessed not merely with a serpent, but with an actual fiend, 
who imparted this evil faculty of recognizing whatever was ugliest 
in man's heart. For instance, he met an individual, who, for thirty 
years, had cherished a hatred against his own brother. Roderick, 
amidst the throng of the street, laid his hand on this man's chest, 
and looking full into his forbidding face, I "How is the snake 
[ache] to-day?"--he inquired, with a mock expression of sympathy. 
I "The snake! [ache!]" exclaimed the brother-hater--"What do you 
mean?" I "The snake! The snake! Does he gnaw you? [Nat(-)han(d)-
iel-Gaud-you?] 11 persisted Roderick. "Did you take counsel [ -el] 
with him this morning, when you should have been saying your 
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prayers? Did he sting [-thorn-] when[-n] you [th-]thought of 
your[-r] brother's health, wealth, and good repute? Did he caper 
for joy, when you remembered the profligacy of his only son? [El's 
natal-one?] And whether he stung, or whether he frolicked, did 
you feel his poison throughout your body and soul, converting 
everything to sourness and bitterness? [Cf. Oberon, as over-run.] 
That is the way of such serpents. I have learned the whole nature 
of them from my own!" I "Where is the police? [pole, long-arm, 
with poultice?]" reared the object of Roderick's persecution, at 
the same time giving an instinctive clutch to his breast. "Why 
is this lunatic allowed to go at large?" I "Ha, hal [Haw, haw!]" 
chuckled Roderick, releasing his grasp of the man.--"His bosom-
serpent has stung him then!" I Often, it pleased the unfortunate 
young man to vex people with a lighter satire, yet still character-
ized by somewhat of snake-like virulence. I ' I 
Two ladies, rivals in fashionable life, who tormented one another 
with a thousand little stings[de l'Au-be-pin(s)] of womanish spite, 
were given to understand, that each of their hearts was a nest of 
diminutive snakes, which did quite as much mischief as one great 
one. I But nothing seemed to please Roderick better, than to lay 
hold of a person infected with jealousy, which he represented as 
an enormous green reptile, with an ice-cold length of body, and 
the sharpest sting of any snake save one. I "And what one is 
that?" asked a bystander, overhearing him. I It was a dark-
brewed man, who put tlie question; he had an evasive eye •••• I 
I "Why need you ask?" replied Roderick, with a look of dark 
intelligence. "Look into your own breast! Hark, my serpent be-
stirs himself! He acknowledges the presence of a master-fiend!" 
[I.e., a super-author.] I And then, as the bystanders afterwards 
affirmed, a hissing sound was heard, apparently in Roderick 
Elliston's breast. It was said, too, that an answering hiss came 
from the vitals of the shipmaster, as if a snake were actually 
[actively] lurking there, and had been aroused by the call of its 
brother-reptile. If there were in fact any such sound, it might 
have been caused by a malicious exercise of ventriloquism, on 
the part of Roderick. I Thus, making his own actual serpent--if 
a serpent there actually was in his bosom--the type of each man's 
fatal error, or hoarded sin, or unquiet conscience, and striking 
his sting so unremorsefully into the sorest spot, we may well 
imagine that Roderick became the pest of the city. Strange 
spectacle in human life, where it is the instinctive effort of one 
and all to hide those sad realities, and leave them undisturbed 
beneath a heap of superficial topics, which constitute the mate-
rials of intercourse between man and man! It was not to be toler-
ated that Roderick Elliston should break through the tacit compact, 
by which the world has done its best to secure repose, without 
relinquishing evil. The victims of his malicious remarks, it is 
true, had brothers [branches] enough to keep them in countenance 
[both uplifted and masked]; for, by Roderick's theory, every 
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mortal bosom harbored either a brood of small serpents, or one 
overgrown monster, that had devoured all the rest. 
(Hawthorne, "Egotism; or, The Bosom Serpent'' [1843], Mosses 
from an Old Manse [1846, 1854], CE, X [1974], 269-71, 
273-8) -
Pass. set 'd'--the serpentine sum-fruit) 
['d'--serpentine sum-fruit, one:] Among the beggars here 
[at 'Viterbo'], the loudest and most vociferous was a crippled 
postillion, wearing his uniform jacket, green faced with red [cf. 
scarlet hue of ripe haw-apple]; and he seemed to consider himself 
entitled still·to get his living from travellers, as having been 
disabled in the way of his profession. Nothing can be more 
earnest than their ['the beggars(')'] entreaties for aid; nothing 
seemingly more genuine than their gratitude when they receive it. 
They return you the value of your alms in prayers (which, I sus-
pect, the Italians have generally a notion of purchasing, when 
they assist the poor) and say, 'God will accompany you.' Many of 
them have a professional whine, and a certain doleful twist of 
the neck and turn of the head [=serpentine throat-gesture], which 
hardens [stones] my heart [haw] against them at once [--'(t)o 
beggars ••• I give very little ••• ']. A painter might find · 
numerous models among them, if canvas had not already been more 
than sufficiently covered with their style of the picturesque. 
There is a certain style of old, brickdust-colored cloak, worn in 
Viterbo, (not exclusively by beggars,) which, when ragged I=thorn-
edged] enough, is exceedingly picturesque. [/Cf. adder[-d-r s-] 
stone, or druidical bead--as charm for [d-r-]dr[-h]aw[-]ing out 
[s-]snake-venom to the aesthetic full.] 
(Hawthorne, The French and Italian Notebooks [Rome, Oct. 
1858], CE, XIV [1980], 486-7) 
['d'--serpentine sum-fruit, two:] I In the vicinity of this 
city ['Salem, Mass.'], the English white-thorn [cf. white horn 
(announcing)], the hawthorn of the poets, of which so much has been 
written, is slowly naturalizing itself. It is certainly a useful 
shrub, forming beautiful fences, and contributing much to the 
garden-like appearance of England. To the English it may well 
counterbalance the myrtle of more genial climes [i.e., lovingly 
reciprocate with]. To the people of this section of the United 
States, it can never become of much importance. Here there is 
[long-ng] abundance of stone[-n]; and, while such an indestructible 
[i.e., responsive if unsympathetic] material can be found, live 
fences ought not to be adopted. A live [wood-serpentine] fence has 
certainly a tendency to beautify the scenery, and to give a garden-
like aspect to the land it encloses [or restricts]; but it cannot 
compare in point of [raised lingual] utility with a firm stone[-n] 
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wall[-1]. When a hedge becomes gapped, it requires years [in 
yarning-weaving] to repair it; but, if a stone wall falls down, it 
is very soon replaced [i.e., as essential~ chthonic g-ground]. 
Live fences, however [deeper haw-over], may be used to advantage 
where stone is not to be found. Sometimes they may be introduced 
as ornaments [ear-wringing names], with very good effect. I 
There is a native shrub, abundant in this vicinity, most admirably 
adapted for fences,--the common cockspur-thorn (Crataegus Crus 
~alli). In all the essentials [and creative essences] of a fencing 
shrub it fully equals [--and may be quired, woven with--] the 
English hawthorn, to which, indeed, it is closely allied. The 
spines [organic points] of this shrub are more than an inch long; 
so that a hedge formed of it would present an almost [i.e., not 
totally] impregnable barrier; bidding [well-pointed] defiance to 
all intruders, whether biped or quadruped. Several plants of this 
shrub have been suffered to stand [perhaps in lingual-phallic 
longing] near the [you-wreath: urethra-like] entrance of the 
Forest-river road, till they have assumed the size of trees. In 
the [buoyant] spring, they are [and were] covered with a profusion 
of white [seminal] blossoms; and, in the [mature, heavy] fall, 
their rich scarlet fruit [a scattering of ovules] never [yet ever] 
fails to attract attention [i.e., in painfully small glimpses]. In 
these particulars [these your-part-ticklers], this shrub strikingly 
resembles [re-assembles] its English congener. Indeed, the points 
of resemblance [the consonants of re-assembly] are so striking that 
it ought to be called the American hawthorn [i.e., adored, adorned--
with the recognition that the shrub privately New England 'Can haw!' 
(cut down)]. Like the English haw, its fruit requires two years 
[two yarning ears] to vegetate. I I We have growing among 
us one of the neatest little garden hedge-plants that the earth 
produces, the little privet (Ligustrum). It is found abundantly 
on the road to Manchester [i.e., man's-chest-]. It is of beautiful 
foliage, and in summer produces spikes [cf. spines] of sweet-
smelling flowers, like miniature bunches of white lilac [cf. plumes 
of breath-vapor].' In the days of Parkinson and Evelyn, this shrub 
used to be clipped [cf. circumcised for El] into the forms of birds, 
beasts, and fishes, and nobody knows what [i.e., perhaps into 
brazenly-all-wise serpents]. Time, however [haw-over], has not 
diminished the estimate in which it is held [i.e., in Nat-han(d)-1]. 
I have often observed it [--around n-n-n-n-n-n-n-n-n-n-served it--] 
forming the [haw-haw!-]hedges within the iron railings [rattler-
call-links] that surround the public gardens in the great squares 
of London. For the formation of the interior [cf. onanistic 
ligule-throat] or garden hedges, there are few shrubs that approach 
it [or its name] in appearance of neatness and beauty. I We have 
plants all around us of singular [i.e., of serpentine marital] 
habits and strange propensities. I The [throat-K-]Cuscuta, or 
Dodder, which is found in the moist land of this neighborhood 
[i.e., boring under Naja Hannah's hood], affords a specimen of the 
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parasitic tribe of plants~ which fasten and feed upon others. The 
Cuscuta is a bright yellow [high-yelling] leafless vine, bearing a 
profusion of small white [seminal] flowers. It rises from the 
ground like any other vegetable [or serpent]; and, after attaining 
a certain height~ it looks around, and seizes· upon the first plant 
that comes in its way [i.e., perhaps a hawthorn]. Like a little 
vegetable boa constrictor, it takes a few spiral.turns.round its 
victim; and, when it finds itself firmly fixed, it disengages 
itself from its own root, lets go its hold upon the earth, and 
depends for the future on the plant upon which it is {suggestively] 
seated [cf. the fleshly-lingual author, suggestively seated within 
his botanical realm of tight-lips--dependent upon the economies of 
shadowy metaphor, book-making, and greening sales]. In this way 
it blooms and perfects its seed, without any direct communication 
with the earth [i.e., but perhaps with Heaven--via its orifice-ear 
to its own unfolding nature, its special providence]. If the seeds 
[cf. sound-elements] of this plant are sown [--C'slkiss], they 
will come up and grow for a season; but they soon die [--D'dlturn], 
if they have no plant [i.e., as though no nurturing woman-organ, 
or full-Maw] to which they can attach themselves. Pope, in his 
"Essay on Man," says:-- I "That thus to man the voice of Nature 
spake:-- I Go, from the creatures thy instruction take; I " I Who knows but man caught the idea of multiplying choice fruits 
[and juicy, round literary haws] from observing with what facility 
parasitic plants attach themselves to others, and draw nourishment 
from roots that are not their own? I The [bell-mouthed] dog's-
bane that is found all around us, the silk-weed that grows by the 
way-side, and the sundew that is found in every old peat meadow, 
are all strongly sensitive, and strangely destructive of insect 
life [i.e., prophylactic and reinforcing of insidious, incestuous 
oral life]. I The dog's-bane opens its nipper-like filaments; and 
when a fly puts in his proboscis in search of honey, they close 
like a steel trap [cf. constrictor's jaws], and the [embryo-like] 
little victim remains a provision [-yel(l) hau(l)-] till he dies. 
I I Some of our most common plants are remarkable in the 
choice of their localities [i.e., in loci of ultimate serpentine 
refuge]. The hemlock [Socratic anal hem-haw--an ironic under-
dog's tail constrictor] loves to luxuriate in the ruin and desola-
tion of cities. Wherever there is a deserted mansion, with its 
garden in ruins [i.e., the magic-literal abode of the patronymic 
hawthorn--in runes], there is sure to be found the fatal hemlock 
[with H'el-key], as if the very ground were accursed [-el cursed], 
and brought forth poisonous plants. The ghostly mullein [mouth-
line] stalks [malignly talks] over worn-out and neglected pastures, 
the emblem of sterility [and phallic-lingual abuse]. The black 
nightshade [dark N-palate] and the dubious [but deeply meaningful 
scrotal-laryngeal] form of the thorn-apple [horn-Haw!-apple] rise 
from neglected heaps of [sh-]rubbish, as if the noxious exhalations 
[of the anal en(d)trail] had assumed a material [serpentine-scroll] 
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form, to warn man of the consequences of uncleanness. I 
(An English Resident [=Hawthorne?], "Vegetation About Salem, 
Mass.," in Aesthetic Papers, ed. Elizabeth P. Peabody 
[1849], 227-8, 241-2, 243-4; --cit. in my II.B.3.b) 
['d'--serpentine sum-fruit, three:] I The wretched being 
approached the [Haw-] gate, but, instead of· entering, stopt short, 
and fixed the glitter of his eye full upon the compassionate, yet 
steady countenance of the sculptor. I "It gnaws me! It gnaws 
me!" he exclaimed. I And then there was an audible hiss •.•• 
[I]t made Herkimer shudder to his heart's core. I "Do you know 
me, George Herkimer? [Hearken-ye-German-immer? Or-glimmer?]" asked 
the snake-possessed. I Herkimer did know him. I I 
"I have crossed the ocean to meet you. Listen!:--let us be 
private--! bring a message •.• !n I "It gnaws me! It gnaws me!" 
muttered Roderick [i.e., in mother-mouth]. I With this [hard-g-
annihilating] exclamation [of his English tongue], the most fre-
quent in his mouth, the unfortunate man clutched both hands upon 
his breast, as if an intolerable sting or torture impelled him to 
rend it open, and let out the living mischief, even were it inter-
twined with his own life. I I ... "It gnaws me! It 
gnaws me!" What could it be that gnawed him? I . . . [A] t his 
bosom, he felt the sickening motion of a thing alive, and the 
gnawing [nauseous heaving] of that restless fang [Angangsbuchstabe 
H-], which seemed to gratify at once a physical appetite and a 
fiendish spite. I I Often, it pleased the unfortunate 
young man to vex [haw-w-hex] people with a light[] satire, •.• 
still characterized by somewhat of snake-like virulence. One day, 
he [k-]encountered [--to assimilate--] an ambitious statesman, and 
gravely inquired after the welfare of his boa constrictor; for of 
that species, Roderick affirmed, this gentleman's serpent must 
needs be, since its appetite was enormous enough to devour the 
[h'~] whole [K'K'] country and constitution. At another time, he 
stopped [--to scratch off--] a close-fisted fellow of great wealth, 
but who skulked about the city, in the guise of a scare-crow, with 
a patched blue surtout, brown hat, and mouldy boots, scraping pence 
together, and picking up rusty nails [cf. thorns, pins]. Pretend-
ing to look earnestly at this respectable person's stomach, Roderick 
assured him that his snake was a [K'H'] copperhead, and had been 
generated by the immense [KW'] quantities of that base metal 
[earth's orofacially expelled womb-menstruum, reddish in hue], 
[W'W'] with which he daily defied his fingers. Again, he assaulted 
[--to sting--] a man of rubicund visage [very red in hue], and told 
him that few bosom-serpents had more devil in them, than those that 
breed in the [W = V'V:A'] vats of a [Bee-havlve! tooth-envenomed] 
distillery. The next whom Roderick honored [--to vine-hop upon--] 
with his attention was a distinguished clergyman, who happened just 
then to be engaged in a theological controversy, where human wrath 
was more perceptible than divine inspiration [i.e., reddish~purple 
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(W:..W,ruNG)-to-throat strangulation]. I "You have swallowed a 
snake, in a cup of sacramental wine," quoth he. I "Profane 
wretch!" exclaimed the divine; but nevertheless, his hand stole 
to his breast [i.e., in low-to-high (and left-to-right) mega-
gestural (mirror) acknowledgement--of the Quo-vadis?-Haw! at the 
heart of the author's binary name.] I .... I ....... [T]he 
city could not bear [i.e., neither conjoin with nor gestate] this 
new apostle. It was demanded by nearly all, and particularly by 
the most respectable [table-talking and tabling] inhabitants, that 
Roderick should no longer be permitted to violate the received 
rules of decorum, by obtruding his own bosom-serpent [his hop-vine 
of wizening hopes] to the public gaze, and dragging those of decent 
people from their lurking places. I Accordingly, his relatives 
interfered, and placed him in a private asylum for the insane. 
.... I In solitude, his melancholy [melic char] grew more 
black and sullen [i.e., he secreted a greater volume of grapheme-
attuned literary manuscript]. He spent whole days--indeed, it was 
his sole occupation--in communing with the serpent. A conversation 
[solo duet-duel] was sustained, in which as it seemed, the hidden 
monster bore [generated] a[-n other] part, though unintelligibly 
to the listeners, and inaudible, except in a hiss [cf. friction 
of writing-tip, in counterchant with writhing tongue-tip]. Singu-
lar as it may appear, the sufferer qad now contracted a sort of 
affection for his tormentor; mingled, however, with the intensest 
loathing and horror. Nor were such discordant emotions incompat-
ible; each, on the contrary, imparted strength and poignancy to 
its opposite. Horrible love--horrible antipathy--embracing one 
another in his bosom, and both concentrating themselves upon a 
being that had crept into his vitals, or been engendered there, 
and which was nourished with his food, and lived upon his life, 
and was as intimate with him as his own heart [i.e., with its 
God-yell-in-egged-Haw-], and yet was the foulest [i.e., cockiest 
hawker] of all created things! [I.e., hymner of a literature of 
adulterated signature-morphology.] But not the less was it the 
true type of a morbid nature. I Sometimes, in his moments of 
rage and bitter hatred against the snake and himself, Roderick 
determined to be the death of him, even at the expense of his own 
life. Once he attempted it by starvation. But, while the 
wretched man was on the point of famishing, the monster seemed 
to feed upon his heart [haw], and to thrive and wax gamesome [i.e., 
play well-polished wood-games], as if it were his sweetest and 
most congenial diet. Then he privily took a dose of active 
poison, imagining that it would not fail to kill either himself, 
or the devil that possessed him, or both together. Another 
mistake; for if Roderick had not yet been destroyed by his own 
poisoned heart [haw], nor the snake gnawing it [gnostically 
knowing it], they had little to fear from arsenic or corrosive 
sublimate [i.e., from further refinements of sense]. Indeed, the 
venomous pest appeared to operate as an antidote against all other 
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poisons [i.e.~ it maintained its formal integrity, poise]. The 
physicians tried to suffocate the fiend with tobacco-smoke. He 
breathed it as freely as if it were his native atmosphere. Again, 
they drugged their patient with opium, and drenched him with 
intoxicating liquors, hoping that the snake might thus be reduced 
to stupor, and perhaps be ejected [hopped] from the stomach. they 
succeeded in rendering [rending] Roderick insensible [i.e., into 
meaninglessness--as mere serpentine-agent]; but, placing their 
hands upon.his breast, they were inexpressibly horror-stricken to 
feel the monster wriggling, twining, and darting to and fro, within 
his narrow [his signatural venous-lingual] limits, evidently 
enlivened by the opium or alcohol, and incited to unusual feats 
of activity [i.e., sporting its· creative-heuristic powers of intact 
verbal contects]. Thenceforth, they gave up all attempts at cure 
or palliation. The doomed sufferer submitted to his fate [i.e., . 
to the author's special providence and province of name], resumed 
his former loathsome affection for the bosom-fiend, and spent 
whole miserable days before a looking glass [quicksilvered 
rhetorical conceptacle], with his mouth [his whole red haw-
chamber] wide open, watching, in hope and horror, to catch a 
glimpse 1 [a glance--of glands of glans--] of the ••• head [of his 
own life], far down within his throat. I 
(Hawthorne, "Egotism; or, The Bosom Serpent' [1843], Mosses 
from an Old Manse [1846, 1854], CE, X [1974], 269-71, 
275-6, 278-80) 
['d'--serpentine sum-fruit, four:] I Perhaps the reader--
whom I cannot help considering as my guest in the old Manse, and 
entitled to all courtesy in the way of sight-showing--perhaps he 
will choose to take a nearer view.... I I Come; we 
have pursued a somewhat devious track.... I I 
Childless men, if they would know something of the bliss of 
paternity, should plant a seed--be it squash, bean, Indian corn, 
or perhaps a mere flower, or worthless weed--should plant it with 
their own hands, and nurse it from infancy to maturity, altogether 
by their own care. If there be not too many of them, each 
individual plant becomes an object of separate interest. My 
garden, that skirted [hem-hawed] the avenue of the Manse, was of 
precisely the right extent [with phallic-lingual reach]. An hour 
or two of morning labor was all that it required. But I used to 
visit and re-visit it, a dozen times a day, and stand in deep 
contemplation over my vegetable progeny, with a love that nobody 
could share or conceive of, who had never taken part in the process 
of creation. It was one of the most bewitching sights in the 
world, to observe a hill of beans thrusting aside the soil, or a 
[signatural-urethral] row of early peas, just peeping forth 
sufficiently to trace a line of delicate green. Later in the 
season, the humming-birds were attracted by the blossoms of a 
peculiar variety of bean; and they were a joy to me, those little 
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spiritual visitants, for deigning to sip airy food out of my 
nectar-cups [pregenital hic-cups--in salivary glands, taste buds, 
and lips]. Multitudes of bees used to bury themselves in the -
yellow [low-(bladder-)yelling] blossoms of the summer-squashes. 
This, too, was a deep satisfaction; although, when they had laden 
themselves with sweets, they flew away to some unknown hive, 
which would give back nothing in requital of what my garden had 
contributed [cf. reader as unrewarding purchaser]. But I was 
glad thus to fling [cf. spit} a benefaction upon the passing 
breeze, with the certainty that somebody must profit by it, and 
that there would be a. little more honey in the world, to allay 
the sourness and bitterness which mankind is always complaining 
of [i.e., perhaps in author's own works]. Yes, indeed; my life 
was the sweeter for that honey [i.e., not for critics' responses]. 
1 Speaking of summer-squashes, I must say a word of their beau-
tiful and varied forms [a well-rounded yet viny word, of 'an 
Oriental character,' on pregnant reciprocators]. They presented 
an endless diversity of urns and vases, shallow or deep, scalloped 
or plain, moulded in patterns which a sculptor would do well to 
copy, since Art has never invented anything more graceful. A 
hundred squashes in the garden were worthy--in my [round] eyes, 
at least--of being rendered indestructible in marble. If ever 
Providence (but I know it never will) should assign me a super-
fluity of gold, part of it shall be expended for a service of 
plate [cf. soft-and-hard palate], or most delicate porcelain [cf. 
dental enamel], to be wrought into the [smiling shapes of summer-
squashes, gathered from vines which I will plant with my own 
hands. As dishes for containing vegetables, they would be 
peculiarly appropriate. I But, not merely the squeamish love of 
the Beautiful was gratified by my toil in the kitchen-garden. 
There was a hearty [throat-plunge-directed] enjoyment, likewise, 
in observing the growth of the crook-necked winter squashes, from 
the first little bulb, with the withered blossom adhering to it, 
until they lay strewn upon the soil, big, round fellows, hiding 
their heads beneath the [labial, vulvar] leaves, but turning up 
their great yellow rotundities to the noontide sun. Gazing at 
them, I felt that, by my agency, something worth living for had 
been done. A new substance was borne into the world. They were 
real and tangible existences, which the mind could seize hold of 
and rejoice in. A cabbage, too--especially the early Dutch cab-
bage, which swells to a monstrous circumference, until its 
ambitious heart [haw] often bursts asunder,--is a matter to be 
proud of, when we can claim a share with the earth and sky [with 
the universal mould] in producing it. But, after all, the hugest 
pleasure [the greatest human universal] is reserved, until these 
vegetable children of ours [i.e., author's and reader's] are 
smoking on the table, and we, like Saturn, make a meal of them. I 
What with the river, the battle-field, the orchard, and the 
garden, the reader begins to despair of finding his way back into 
• 
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the old Manse [cf. the old Maw]. I I But to return 
from this digression. A part of my ['priestly'] predecessor's 
library was stored in the garret; no unfit receptacle, indeed, for 
such dreary trash as comprised the greater number of volumes. 
Autographs of famous names were to be seen, in faded ink, on some 
of their fly-leaves; and there were marginal observations, or 
interpolated pages closely covered with manu'script, in illegible 
short-hand [sh!-hand-yell], perhaps concealing mat.ter of profound 
truth and wisdom. The world will never be the better for it • 
••.• [I =High-grade anal reduetion. Cf. Rev. Ashley Allen 
Royce--the rich ashen voice that rewinds, re-minds.] 
(Hawthorne, "The Old Manse: The Author Makes the Reader 
Acquainted with His Abode," Mosses from an Old 
Manse [1846, 1854], CE, X [1974], 6, 8, 
13-15 [w. 22]-, 18 [w. 4]) 
['d'--serpentine sum-fruit, five:] I could not quite believe that 
I was not to find the Venus de Medici; and still, as I passed from 
one room to another, my breath rose and fell a little, with the 
half-hope, half-fear, that she might stand before me. Really, I 
did not know that I cared so much about Venus, or any possible 
woman of marble. At last ••• I caught a glimpse of her, through 
the door of the next room [annexed haw for rumination]. It is•the 
best room of the whole [serpentine] series, octagonal in shape, and 
hung with red damask; and the light comes down from a row of windows 
passing quite round, beneath the octagonal dome. The Venus stands 
somewhat aside from the centre of the room [=eccentric interest], 
and is surrounded by an iron-railing, a pace or two from her 
pedestal in front, and less behind [=eccentrically hem-hedged, as 
though yolk in ovarian shell]. I think she might safely be left 
to the reverence her womanhood would win, without any other 
protection. She is very beautiful; very satisfactory; and has a 
fresh and new charm about her ••.• The hue of the marble is just 
so much mellowed by time as to do for her all that Gibson tries, 
or ought, to try, to do for his statues by color; softening her, 
warming her almost imperceptibly, making her an inmate of the 
heart as well as a spiritual existence (haw+ (y)el =glans]. I 
felt a kind of tenderness for her; an affection, not as if she were 
one woman, but all womankind in one. Her modest attitude ... is 
partly what unmakes her as the heathen goddess, and softens her 
into a woman. There is a slight degree of alarm, too, in her face 
•··· I may as well stop here. It is of no use to throw heaps of 
words upon her; for they all fall away, and leave (un-leave] her 
standing in chaste and naked grace, as untouched as when I began. 
[i.e., my venerating, able venereal wandering of self-regeneration]. 
I The poor little woman has suffered terribly by the mishaps of 
her long existence in marble [her ecstasy of immortal self-presen-
tation]. Each of her legs has been broken into two or three 
fragments; her arms have been broken off; her body has been broken 
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quite across at the waist; her head has been snapt off at the 
neck[=signature-decapitation]. Furthermore, there have been 
grievous wounds and losses of substance ln various tender parts 
of her body. But, partly by the skill with which the statue has 
been restored, and partly because the idea is perfect and 
indestructible, all these injuri~s [thornings, engravings] do not 
in the least impair the effect, everi when you see [seams] where 
the dissevered fragments have been re-united. She is just as 
[genitally] whole as when she left the hands of the sculptor. I 
am glad to have seen this Venus, and to have found her so tender 
and so chaste. On the wall of the room, and to be taken in at 
the same glance is a painted Venus by Titian, reclining on a couch, 
naked and lustful. I The room of the Venus seems to be the 
treasure place of ·the whole Uffizzi palace, containing more 
pictures by famous masters [--i.e., universal visual symbols (esp. 
as plane-to-sphere, leaf-to-fruit vulviform perceptual-process 
referents)--] than are to be found in all the rest of the gallery. 
There were several by Raphael, and the room was crowded with the 
easels ·of artists. I did not look half enough at anything [hem(i)-
hawed], but merely took a preliminary taste [tip-sip], as a 
prophecy of the enjoyment [enjoining, unjoining] to come. I 
I The Venus de Medici has a dimple [cf. concave pimple] on her 
chin. I .... (/ And:] I paid another visit to bhe Uffizzi 
gallery, this morning •••• I mean no disrespect to Gibson, 
or Powers, or a hundred other men who people the world with 
nudities, all of which are abortive as compared with her •••• I 
observed to day (what my wife [and reproductive partner] has 
already remarked) that the eyes of the statue are slightly hollowed 
out, in a [peck-]peculiar way, so as to give them a look of depth 
and intelligence [=heuristic mirror of empty scrotal balls--
concave hemi-shields of Easter-Ei!] She is a [phallic-resurrective] 
miracle. The sculptor must have [gush-]wrought religiously, and 
have felt that something far beyond his own skill was working 
through his hand. , ••• [T]he contemplation of the statue will 
refine and elevate my taste ••.• If, at any time, I become less 
sensible of it, it will be my deterioration .•.• [I Cf. egg and 
dart (or anchor, or tongue) in ovalo--i.e., as ornamentation in 
hollow relief (architecture, furniture-making).] 
(Hawthorne, The French and Italian Notebooks [Florence, June 
1858], CE, XIV [1980], 297-9, 307-8) 
Pass. set 'e'--the serpentine reliquary) 
['e'--serpentine reliquary, one:] Doctor Dolliver [dull-liver], a 
worthy personage of extreme antiquity, was aroused rather prema-
turely, one summer morning, by the shouts of the child Pansie, in 
an adjoining [serpent-linked] chamber ..•• The old gentleman woke 
With more than his customary alacrity, and, after taking a moment 
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to gather his wits about him, pulled aside the faded moreen curtains 
of his ancient bed, and thrust his head into a beam of sunshine that 
caused him to wink and withdrawn it again. I I The 
object which most helped to bring Dr. Dolliver completely to his 
waking perceptions was one that common observers might suppose to 
have been snatched bodily out of his dreams [cf. literary reveries, 
pensees]. The same sunbeam that had dazzled the doctor between 
the bed-curtains [cf. soft folds of mouth], glimmered on the 
weather-beaten gilding which had once adorned this mysterious 
symbol, and showed it to be an enormous serpent, twining round a 
wooden post, and reaching [as though chthonic tongue] quite from 
the floor of the chamber to its ceiling. I It was evidently a 
thing that [boa-constrictor-like:] could[-]boast[-]of[-]considerable 
antiquity, the dry-rot having eaten out its eyes and gnawed away 
the tip of its tail; and it must have stood long exposed to the 
atmosphere, for a kind of grey [cf. haw-blue] moss had partially 
overspread its tarnished [cf. yel-low] gilt surface, and a [throat-
countering] swallow, or other familiar little [natal] bird, in 
some by-gone summer, seemed to have built its nest [i.e., of wood-
weavings] in the yawning and exaggerated [--i.e., Haw!-gesturing--] 
mouth. Not to make a further mystery about a very simple 
matter, this bedimmed and rotten reptile [and one 'further' sug-
gestive of the human pharynx] was once the medical emblem or 
apothecary's sign of the famous Dr. Swinnerton, who practiced 
physic in the earlier days in New England, when a head of Aescu-
lapius or Hippocrates, would have vexed the souls of the righteous 
as savoring of Heathendom. The ancient dispenser of drugs had 
therefore set up an image of the Brazen Serpent, and followed his 
business for many years, with great credit, under this Scriptural 
[and literary] device; and Dr. Dolliver, being the apprentice, 
pupil, and humble friend of the learned Swinnerton's old age, had 
inherit~d the symbolic snake, and much other valuable [snake-
linked] property [chthonic anatomy] by his bequest. I While the 
patriarch was putting on his small-clothes, he took care to stand 
in the parallelogram [cf.(S-)crypt-telegram] of [Signature-re-
designing] sunshine that fell upon the uncarpeted [chthonic] floor. 
The summer warmth was very genial to his [cold, wood-reptilian] 
system and yet made him shiver; his wintry veins rejoiced at it, 
though the reviving blood tingled through them with a half-painful 
and only half-pleasurable titillation. Yesterday, in the 
chill of his forlorn old age, the doctor expected soon to stretch 
out his weary bones among that quiet community [of the 'burial 
ground on the corner of which he dwelt. There lay many an old 
acquaintance, who had gone to sleep with the flavor of Dr. Dolli-
ver's tinctures and powders upon his tongue .•• '] _ ..• [I]n-
deed, ..• he dreamily mixed up the infirmities of his present 
condition with the repose of the approaching one, being haunted 
by a notion that the damp earth, under the grass and dandelions, 
must needs be pernicious for his cough [in throat] and his 
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rheumatism [in 'rusty joints' of back and limbs]. But, this 
morning, the cheerful sunbeams, or the mere taste of his grandson's 
cordial [cord-yell] that he had taken at bedtime, or the fitful 
vigor [authorial turn-of-haw] that often sports irreverently with 
aged people, had caused an unfrozen drop of youthfulness, somewhere 
\Jithin him, to expand. I "Hem!--aheml" quoth the doctor, hoping 
\Jith-one effort to clear his throat of the dregs of a ten-years' 
cough. [' •.• (H)is last surviving grandson, ()Pansie's father 
('generally believed to have poisoned himself with an infallible 
panacea of his own distillation'), .•. he had instructed in all 
the mysteries of his science •••• '] [/ Note incestuous 
heritage of male-made oral essences--for improving flow of immortal 
patronymic voice.] 
(Hawthorne, The Dolliver Romance [1864; unfinished], The 
Elixir of Life Manuscripts, CE, XIII [1977], 449,---
451-3 [w. 450, 458]) 
['e'--serpentine reliquary, two:] I There is the house 
[huge 'English' haw], with its ['American' -Puritan] hidden tenant 
[Nathan-] in it, who throws a gloom over it, and imbues it with 
horrors. It is the presence there of a frightful circumstance 
that does this. There is the old man [-(y)el] who has the care of 
it. A change has taken place in the characters of the two persons 
who have inherited it; both have been in great pecuniary distress 
The solitary confinement might be softened to the 
sufferer as much as possible, in a kind of mockery. He might go 
through various phases; first of stupefaction; then of violence; 
then of passiveness; then various awakenings of his intellectual 
powers, and subsiding again; religious impressions. I think he 
must, by drugs, have produced a paralyzing effect on some of his 
physical organs;--those of speech, for instance. The modus 
operandi--the particular medicinal agent--must be shown .•.. 
.•. a medicine from the spider's web [cf. sitter's spit] that is 
generally soothing, in small doses .••• This the prisoner is dosed 
with. I (/ And:] But, except in this one fact 
of his self-confinement, there must be no insanity. He may be a 
young man of an exceedingly sensitive nature, who has fallen into 
one fault, sin, crime; yet he might have been the flower [botanical 
acme] of all the race, under happier circumstances; a poetic 
nature; able to console himself with imaginative reveries. Some-
times a dreadful glimpse [--of glans--] of the way in which he is 
spending his life. A lack of animal spirits, of active [i.e., 
vernal serpent] energy. He has books, and writing materials. 
Possibly, there might be two [forking] motives for seclusion; one 
disappointed love, a passion hopeless, wrecked, the other a sense 
of crime. The girl, whom alone his shy nature ever loved, is dead; 
he thinks that he has murdered her brother. So he secludes him-
self, at once afraid and aweary of this world. The devil [dungeon-
dung-turning tongue-root] becomes the turnkey at the prison-gate 
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[Haw!-k), and he is inevitably shut in; except for one brief time 
when he goes forth [horn/thorn+ Oberon/overflow]. Throughout 
life, still a purpose to emerge [as though out of egg-haw/maw]. 
This runs through the Romance like the vertebrae of the back-bone. 
There should be a reference to it in everything, grave and gay • 
. . . . 
(Hawthorne, Etherege [ca. 1858-1864; unfinished], The 
American Claimant Manuscripts, CE, XII {1977], 
291. 330-1) 
[ 'e' --serpentine reliquary, three:] I " If I mistake 
not, he ['my bosom-friend'] will prove to be~ generis, and akin 
[esp. in literary surface, word-skin] to no other reptile in 
creation." I "Whence came this strange calamity? [N-smooth yet 
H-lame (cobra-like) claim?]" inquired the sculptor. / " He 
is my own snake, and no man's else [i.e., my underlying given name, 
Nathan(y)el, ever-Haw-re-born] •11 I "But what was tiis origin?" 
demanded Herkimer [philologically Herder-like: Hearken!-immer.] I 
"Oh! there is poisonous stuff in any man's heart, sufficient to 
generate a brood of serpents," said Elliston, with a hollow laugh 
[i.e., with cradle-haw, oral-Maw, of family name emptied of 
articulative-ballistic consonant-spines]. Positively, I 
deem [judge] myself fortunate (Nathan: He-brew-gifted (Germ.-
poisoned [Hel.-quicksilvered (Rom.-merchant-hugged-and hawked)])] 
in having bred but a single serpent [i.e., one wise (if hermaphro-
ditic-onanistic) literary principle--any-mating, then perfectly 
haw-retraining]. You, however, have none in your bosom [i.e., no 
s-seizural, s-possessive, twisting graphemically within crest-
name], and therefore cannot sympathize with [co-here within] the 
rest of the [poised] world [world of beautiful letters]. It gnaws 
me! It gnaws me!" I "With this exclamation, Roderick lost his 
self-control and threw himself upon the grass, testifying [gesture-
signing] his [s-]agony by intricate writhings [i.e., by viny 
coordinated movements of syllabic parts], in which Herkimer 
[Hearken!-immer genius-herder] could not but fancy a resemblance 
to the motions of a snake. Then, likewise, was heard that fright-
ful hiss [His!], which often ran through the sufferer's speech, and 
crept between the words and syllables, without interrupting their 
succession [i.e., acting as joint-glue, sal(i)vation-sauce--
drawing its power, even, from the 'extremely visc[-s-s-]id' mist[-
s-s-]le(-]toe of the druidical heritage (note again in my II.B.3.v)]. 
I "This [hiss] is awful [Haw-full!] indeed!" exclaimed the sculp-
tor--"an awful infliction [thorny-diction] whether it be actual or 
imaginary! " / "Yes ••• ," muttered Roderick [withinmother-
mouth], as he lay wallowing with his face in the grass [S(elf)-
humbling ruminative Literary hay-haw]. "Could I, for one instant, 
forget myself, the serpent might not abide within me. It is my 
diseased [semantically and seminally dislocated--mis-sown--] 
self-contemplation that has engendered and nourished him! 11 [-Fruit-
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serpent =visceral-botanical cycle, orally gated]. I "Then forget 
yourself, my husband," said a gentle voice above hiln--"forget 
yourself in the idea of another! [another·idea!]" / Rosina had 
emerged from the ['ancestral' thorn-larbor, and was bending over 
him, with the shadow of his [Hiss!-]anguish reflected in her coun-
tenance, yet so mingled with hope and unselfish love, that all 
[hiss-creative] anguish seemed but an. earthly shadow and dream 
[i.e., oral-aesthetic ideal has been achieved--sub labial rosa]. 
She touched Roderick [her-rod-and-writing-prick] with her hand 
[her natal balm-giving part]. A tremor shivered through his 
[hiss-]frame. At that moment, if report be trustworthy, the 
sculptor beheld a waving [S=W] motion through the grass [cf. 0. E. 
swefn (sleep, dream); cf. Balt.-Prus. swints (holy, sacred)], and 
heard a tinkling sound [ink-ling yel-p], as if something had 
[p-]plunged [pow p'w] into the [sur-face of the] fou[w]ntain 
[=signature, stowing itself away--for more potent re-use, more 
fruitful rebirth from (infra-mouth over-and-under) ink-well]. Be 
the truth as it might, it is certain that Roderick Elliston [El's 
(-61tone, as'pUl:ified'.test(-t)ic(k)le] sat up, like a man renew[-
w]ed, restored to his right [full-faced, human-universal] mind, and 
rescued from the fiend [--lingual king of verbal creativity--], 
which had so miserably overcome him in the battle-field of his own 
(bantam:hawk] breast. I "Ros[=~ina!" cried [crowed] he, in 
[expressively] broken and pass[=s]ionate tones, but with nothing 
of the wild wail that had haunted his voic[=s]e so long. "Forgive! 
Forgive!" I Her[=His] happy tears bedewed his [hurt her-] face. 
I I "Oh[=H], y[=Y]es[=S]! said Ros[=Z]ina, with a h[=H]eav-
enly[=Y] s[=S]mi[=Y]le. The serpent[=Signature] was but a dark 
fantasy [=SY], and what it ty[=Y]pifi[eY]ed [self-animating 
literary 'Egotis[=Z]m' with green-forking 'jeaLeus[=S]y[=Y]' of 
immortal food fore-seen skinned] was as sh[=SH=S]adowy as itself. 
The past, dismal as it seems, shall fling no gloom [cf. jalousie 
with salt-tears] upon the future. To give it its due importance 
we must think of it but as an anecdote [=k-neck-cut, =trim 
beheading] in our Eternity!" [I.e., as relinquished, virginal 
salt-relics--yet implicitly Cross-wood intimate (sin-cognitive).] 
(Hawthorne, "Egotism; or, The Bosom-Serpent" [1843], Mosses 
from an Old Manse [1846, 1854], CE, X [1974], 281-3) 
['e'--serpentine reliquary, four:] Something dropt out of 
the envelope and fell rattling upon the floor; he ['Septimius 
Norton'--'with Indian blood in ••. (his) veins' and with a 'little 
collection of books that had come down to ••• (him) from his great-
grandfather, the Puritan divine •••. some in Latin, Greek, even 
Hebrew, and a copy of the Indian bible, and one or two ancient 
volumes of (alchemical) science ••• '--] picked it up, and found it 
to be a small, antique key [cf. clef, for intoning of cleft-
~ignature, in literary groves], curiously wrought, and with intri-
cate wards [i.e., key hole-guards], and seeming to be of silver 
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[cf. water-like quicksilver]. In the handle of the key, there was a 
sort of open-work tracery [self-revealing viny botany], which made 
the cypher H. N~ in old English letters [cf. H(awthor)n(e,) 
N(atha)n(iel), as HiNNdic Naja HaNNaH (or East-Indian [(atha)-
N(asia)N] king cobra), HeaveN-w(ear!)d HeaviNG (+G[w]d) --i.e., 
implying (:Quicunque vult:) from Head-to-taiL, in Tree-Tale (i.e., 
even if HelL-benT)]. Septimius looked at this key, with great 
minuteness, before proceeding further,·wondering where on earth 
could be the key-hole that suited it, and to what sort of a 
treasure it was the passport [=formula for literary heirs]. Then 
laying it carefully away in the drawer, he proceeded to inspect 
the manuscripts [i.e., hand-grooved Signature-crypts--for Haw-
bearing-on!, from (Ha-) Alpha to Omega (-oiW-)borne-on]. 
(Hawthorne, Septimius Norton [ca. 1861-1864; unfinished], 
The Elixir of Life Manuscripts, CE, XIIl [1971], 
287 [w. 203]) 
('e'--serpentine reliquary, five:] I Septimius ['Felton'--
whose 'thoughts .•• can have ••• help ••. only ••• from some wise, 
long-studied and experienced scientific man, who could enlighten ••• 
(him) as to the bases and foundations of things, as to cryptic 
writings, as to chymical elements, as to the mysteries of language; 
as to the principles and system on which we were created •••• not 
to be taught • • • (him) by a girl ••• ' and whose 'Indian f_ierceness 
••• (had) in him arous(ed) itself, and thrust() up its malign head 
like a snake'--], in a dream of horror and pity •••••.• filled a 
pitcher with cold water, and hurried back to the [Haw-] hill-top 
[high bourne], where he found the young ['redcoat'] officer [he 
had 'sho()t() •.. from hind a hedge'] looking paler and more 
deathlike . • • . I "I thank you, my enemy that was, my friend that 
is," said he, faintly smiling. "Methinks, next to the father and 
mother that give us birth, the next most intimate relation must be 
with the man that slays us--that introduces us to the mysterious 
[annexed next] world to which this is but the [leaf-shadowed, 
labial] portal. You and I are [forks] strangely connected, doubt 
it not, in the scenes of the unknown world." I I ... [H]e 
['Septimius Felton'--'a rebel'--] knelt by his fallen foe's side. 
I " ... [T)hough I have lived few years, it has been long enough to 
do a great wrong. But I [--'a king's (cf. Christ's) soldier'--] 
will try to pray in my secret soul. Turn my face toward the trunk 
of this tree [=(Haw-)truncated neck; cf. O.E. leap], for I have 
taken my last look at the world. There; let me be now." I 
There was a murmuring from the officer's lips, ·which seemed to 
Septimius simple, soft, and melancholy, like the voice of a child 
when it has some naughtiness to confess to its mother [its pro-
pelling progenitrix] at bedtime; contrite, pleading, yet trusting 
[cf. plaintive, elegiac]. So it continued for a few minutes; then 
there was a sudden start and struggle [i.e., thorny effort], as if 
he were striving [cf. tooth-ivy-ing] to rise.... [I ·And, 
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cf.: 'The door of the Cambia (cf. wood-originative, soft-flesh, 
cambium) proved to be one that we ('my wife' and first and second 
child) had passed several times •••••••. They (some 'religious 
pictures,' 'frescoed all over ['the walls']' of a second 'chapel') 
seemed to me very striking, .•• (and) one of them provoked an 
unseasonable smile. It was the decapitation of John the Baptist; 
and this holy personage was represented as still on his knees, with 
his hands clasped in prayer· (=a signatural stance), although the 
executioner was already depositing the head in a charger, and the 
blood (cf. voice, semen, ink, tongue-fragments) was spouting from 
the headless trunk (=truncated neck), directly, as it were, into 
the face of the spectator (cf. reader, God). I ... (T)he Cicerone, 
who first offered his services at the Hotel, had come in; so we 
paid our chance-guide, and expected him to take (smiling, chrism-
gracious, teeth-ivy-ing) leave. It is characteristic of this idle 
country, .•• that if you once speak to a person, or connect your-
self with him by the slightest possible tie, you will hardly get 
rid of him by anything (prick-)short of main (haw-over, 'however,' 
H!-thorn) force. He still lingered (i.e., as though a leaf, 
expecting rho-fold alms) in the ('first') room, and was still there 
when I came (serpent-ruminating) away; .•• ('I') ha(d) had as many 
pictures as I could (eye-to-mouth) digest (haw-to-glan[d]s accommo-
date) •••• ' /] 
(Hawthorne, Septimius Felton (ca. 1861-1864 (unfinished); 
1872], The Elixir of Life Manuscripts, CE, 
XIII [1971], 28 [w. 64-5, 26], 30; 
with The French and Italian 
Notebooks [Perugia, May 
1858], XIV [1980], 
256-7) 
The introductional battery of passages reconstructive of Hawthorne's 
serpentine master-form, in its substantive if oft-shadowy romancing 
within orally determined architectonies of mind, ends here. Immediately 
below (in the chapter development, Part B) begins the prime, literary 
unfolding of the signature-petitions--for the ever well-warded and 
singularly self-salvific thorn-apple, pf Nathaniel Hawthorne's ever 
serpent-intoned literary world. 
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B. Development: 
A Literary Unfolding of the Signature-Petitions 
for the Thorn-Apple of World. 
B.l. A Literary Unfolding of the First Petition: 
The Hawthornesque of MUM-YAWN. 
The literary unfolding of the first petition draws from twenty 
works by Hawthorne--eighteen tales, one novel (The Marble Faun), and 
one unfinished work (The Ancestral Footstep). The talley of titles 
(l.a)--a figure-rhymed fifth-stave of the total of one hundred and 
three titles--functions as a proportionate, investigative classifica-
tion of texts which are sufficiently name-ritualized to admit of study 
at step though other classification is possible, serves to foreground 
the consonant-figure as a movement from word-initial alliterative m to 
word-medial singular ~'and provides (parenthetically) step-relevant, 
figure-reinforcing memos on the persistence of the idea of name in the 
works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, on the idea of name chiefly as American 
sociolingual memorial, as night-black graphologic attribute of pro-
fessional identity, and as lexical riddle capable of attaining long-
anecdote, national-yarn dimensions. The four-fold sampling (l.b-e) of 
twenty representative long passages from nine of the twenty works 
tallied (fourteen passages from seven tales, five passages from novel, 
and one passage from unfinished work) serves to give extension to the 
idea of nominal riddle as long-anecdote, as text in which etymologic 
and privi-semantic (speech-serpent) values of name-fragments, extending 
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themselves most recognizably by means of the consonant joints of 
discourse, serve to give pattern to a ground-upJ process of reference 
to the organs of speech in narrative observation (esp. in 1. b--a 
point-mark of organ-song), to a wood-cleav~! process of reference to 
phallic interaction in agent discourse (esp. in l.c--a leaf-fold of 
breach-counterchant), to a box-round! process of reference to a hawf-
glan(d)s!-anchored haw in scenarios of climax and catastrophe (esp. 
in l.d--a skullcap of world-hymn), and to a touch-stone! process of 
reference to relics of tongue-memory in tracts of apologia upon 
implicit in-composition rebirth (esp. in l.e--a spine trail of necro-
elegy). Petitionally sub-tagged as "mumtown" (cf. the enigmatic 
motive of oral-nasal bourne-holding for palate-dark master-tongue), 
• 
as "counteryaw" (cf. the empathic motive of Yahweh-cued organ-breath- · 
space excitement), as "cryptiglance" (cf. the critical motive of eye-
caught super-inferior oro-en[d]-trail content), and as "Americ'nGro'link" 
(cf. the anthem of self-understood long-dark literary-thorning)--the 
four-fold sampling of twenty representative long passages (five pas-
sages per sub-tag) unfolds the self-conscious, mouth-conscious epic 
self-utterance of the name "Nathaniel Hawthorne," as Hebraic-Anglic 
identity forever lost to America, yet forever hemming and hawing in 
literary-referential courtship, round about the fated geographic muse--
round the native land, round America, round the representative American 
lady. The necessary courtship of American contexts specifically 
motivates--and the ironic winning of substantial American echoes 
specifically answers to--the first petition. The hawthornesque of the 
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courtship of America unfolds as follows. (Note that the talley of 
titles [l.a] includes a 00-entry supportive of petition structure.} 
l.a. MUM-YAWN: ~~~~~ > glz'~--a fifth-stave of titles [201103]) 
[~-01] "~z Ki~s~a~, ~j2r ~2li!!e~" ("the youth, one of whose 
names was Robin"; "'But 
come in, I pray, for I 
bid you hearty welcome in 
his name.'"; "'Haw, haw 
••• --hem, hem ••• 1 '"--
XI:208,209,217,229) 
[~-03] "The Marble Faun: Or, the 
Roiance of Monte B~ni" = 
=- - = - - = -= 
["Pre(-)face" 
= = 
"M!rfam, gilda, Ke~xo~, 
Donateilo" (I) 
=- = 
"Sunshfne" I "The Pedigre~ 
of Monte Beni" (XXV I XXVI) 
"Miriam, Hilda, Ke~xo~, 
Do~atella" (L) 
=- = 
"P2sts(~)cr~pt" 
[~-04] "The Man of Adamant: An 
Ap~l2gue" = 
("his name would indicate 
a French descent; in which 
case, ['I'] infinitely 
prefer[] that my blood 
should flow from a bold 
British and pure Puritan 
source"--X:l59,160) 
("There was a pedigree, 
the later portion of which 
••. a genealogist would 
have found delight in 
tracing out, link by link, 
and authenticating by 
records and documentary 
evidences. It would have 
been as difficult, however, 
to follow up the stream 
of Donatello's ancestry to 
its dim source, as travel-
lers have found it, to 
reach the mysterious foun-
tains of the Nile."--IV: 
5,1,5,221,231,455,463,231 
[see A('a'--one)]) 
("Her name was Mary Gaffe 
[ cf. en-cough] • . • • a 
convert to his ['(-)hard 
Digby('s)'] prea[-Y-]ching 
the word in England .... 
.•. her fee[-Y-]t 
wounded by the [O.E. twist-~ 
black-]thorns!"--XI:l61,165) 
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[~-05] "The Minister's Black Veil: 
A Parable*"= = = 
= 
[~-08] "Fragments from the Journal 
o~ a Solitgrz Man° = -
[~-09] "T~e Ambitious Guest" 
("*Another clergyman in 
New England, Mr. Joseph 
Moody, of York, Maine, 
who died about eighty 
years since, made himself 
remarkable by the same 
eccentricity that is here 
related of the Reverend 
[Rev. Ashley] Mr. Hooper"; 
"and a vei[-Y-]led corpse 
they bore him to the 
grave"--IX: 37, 37n., 52) 
("known .by all the town, 
as the 'Old Maid in the 
Wi[-Y-]nd[-]ing Sheet"; 
"Azure, a lion's head 
erased, between three 
flower de luces,' said he 
['An old man possessed of 
the heraldic lore']; then 
whispered the name of the 
family to whom those 
bearings belonged"--IX: 
370,372,377) 
("Oberon--it was a name 
of fancy and friendship 
between him and me"--XI: 
170,171) 
("My poor friend 'Oberon' 
--for let me be allowed 
to distinguish him by so 
quaint a name .••• 
... in the simple phrase-
ology of Scripture 'he 
was not.'"; "I religiously 
obeyed his instructions 
with regard to the papers 
in the escritoire"--XI: 
312,312,312) 
("the singers hesitated 
I 'Father, ••. 
they are calling you by 
name.'"; "Wo, for the 
high-souled youth, with 
his dream of Earthly 
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[~-11] "Night Sketches: Beneath an 
umbrella" - -= = 
["The Notch of the White 
Mou~tains"= = = === 
- =-
"O~r ~~e~i~ Partx ~ong 
the Mountains" 
= - =-
Immortality! [W'H'Y:YHW'H!] 
His name and person utterly 
unknown [N ••• n... • •. n(e)]; 
his history, his way of 
life, his plans, a mystery 
[in M(:mouth/mouNt)] never 
to be solved; his death 
and his existence(:in/~­
tense) equally a doubt! 
Whose was the agony of the 
death-moment? [-yel ga~!­
: 'Sli(:X:)de'?]"-=rx:J24, 
330,333) 
("like th~ stately and 
mournful march with which 
a hero is borne to his 
grave. • •• the sound kept 
onward"; "the ['Indian'] 
omen swept above their 
heads"--XI:235,239,239) 
("hoi[-Y-]sting my umbrel-
la, the silken dome of 
which resounds with the 
heavy drumming of the 
invisible rain-drops"; 
"even as my figure • • . is 
blackened by an interval 
of darkness. Not that 
mine is altogether a 
chameleon [lizard-serpen-
tine] spirit, with no hue 
of its own"--IX:426,427, 
431) 
("Let us forget the other 
names .•. , that have been 
[mouth-]stamped upon these 
hills, but still call the 
[lip/nose-]loftiest--
WASHINGTON."--X:422,422, 
425) 
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["T!}e I~la~d P~rt" 
"Rochester" 
= = 
[~-15] "The I~tellige~ce Office" 
[~-00] "~[-]t!};rege" 
["There dwelt an ancient 
ge~tlema;, in a ho~se-bx a 
gr~~e-iard; - .. -
("poor Sam Patch! • • • he 
has left his [suicidal] 
memory around the falls 
of the Gene[-]see, more 
permanently than if his 
] name had been hewn[~] 
into the forehead of the 
precipice"--XI: 298,298, 
301,304,302) 
("Without aspiring to 
immortality, as he did, I 
could have imitated the 
English traveller, who 
turned back from the point 
where he first heard the 
thunder of Niagara, after 
crossing the ocean to 
behold it."; "At the toll-
house, •••• My signature 
was required in a huge 
leger, containing similar 
records innummerable, many 
of which I read."; "but 
the spot, so famous 
through the world, was 
all my own! [N/n! ]"--XI: 
281,282,282,288 [see 
A('a'--five) ]) 
("A grave figure, with a 
pair of [M.-]mysterious 
spectacles on his nose 
and a pen [cf. pinna 
(-pi[Y]ne)] behind his 
ear, was seated at a 
desk, in the ftlcorner 
. . . . . . . . . . . the 
spirit of a record--the 
soul of his own great 
volume--made visible"--
X:321,321) 
("'You have all the 
natural prerequisites of 
eloquence; a quick sensi-
bility, ready thought, apt 
expression, a good voice--
and not making its way 
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[~-16] "T~e Ancestral F~otstep" 
[~-17] "Little A~~£e's Ramble" 
[~-18] "A Rill from t~e To~-Pu~p" 
into the world through 
your nose, either, as 
they say most of your 
[ 'A.merica(n) '] country-
men's voices do[,]' 
['returned the ('good' 
[English']) Master']"--
XII:90,190 [see B.2.a 
(~-08}]} 
("'We [ 'E.nglishm(e)n' 1 
have such a reluctance 
to part with them, that 
we are content to see 
them continued by any 
fiction, through any 
indirections, rather 
than dispense with old 
names'"; "'It has ••• 
struck[~] me, h[a]w[o]ver, 
that the direct lineage 
might be found in ['our'] 
America, for a family 
which has been compelled 
to prolong itself here 
through the female line, 
and through alien stocks'" 
--XII:3,7,7-8) 
("One walks in black 
attire, with a measured 
step, and a heavy brow, 
••• his thoughtful eyes 
bent down"; "None but my-
self and little [Nath]-
An[~]nie, whose feet 
begin to move in unison 
with the lively tune"--
IX:l21,121,121) 
("The TOWN-PUMP talking 
through its ~·"; "And 
when I shall have decayed, 
.•• then, if you revere 
my memory, let a marble 
fountain, richly sculp-
tured, take my place upon• 
this spot. • .• , and 
[ 'be' ] ·inscribed with the 
[~-19] "~g~tism; 2r, 
Serpent" 
= -
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The Bosom-
= = -
["From the Unpubli.shed 
'Alleg~ri,es-o~ t~e=!!eart'"] 
[~-201 "The Yillage Uncle: An 
I~gi~~rz Retrgspect"-
names of the distinguished 
champions of my cause. 
Now lis ten ••• "--IX: 141, 
141,147) 
("'It gnaws me! ' he ex-
claimed. I I 'Do 
you know me ••• ?'"; "He 
then • . • took refuge in 
his antiquated family 
residence"--X:268,268,269, 
270 [see A('a'--three; 
etc.); see also B.4.a 
(~-00)]) 
("I built a cottage for 
Susan [cf. U. S. A.] and 
myself, and made a gateway 
in the form of a Gothic 
arch, by setting up a 
whale's [mum-'yawning'] 
jaw bones"; "I have become 
the patriarch, ~e Uncle 
[cf. anch(~)or] of the 
village. I love that name; 
it widens [ -~k-y' aw-11-s] 
the circle of my sympa-
thies; it joins all the 
youthful to my household, 
in the kindred of affec-
tion"--IX:310,317[w.311], 
318-19) 
l.b. MUM-YAWN: ~~~~~ > ~/z'~--a point-mark of organ-song 
[3+2/20@five]) 
[l.b. MUM-YAWN: m/n/n, > !}/y'~--mumtown one & two. (m-Ol) "My 
Kinsman, Major Molineux':]- - - The inferior members of the --
['ki~(')sT)=co~rt partz, i~ t~~es ;~~Ish p~liticai excite~ent, 
led scarcely a more desirable life ••.• ,not far from a !}undred 
~~ars agQ. The reader, in order to avoid a long and dry detail of 
colonial-affairs, is requested to dispense with an account of the 
tra~n of circum[-(size)-]stances, that had caused much temporary 
inflamm~ti~n of the=popular m!nd. I It was n~ar n!ne o'clock[:in-
~O~t~-a~~-$ez-£gr~~r:~i~i~=1o![f) a ~og~light ~~e~Ing, ~~e~ a - · 
bgat [~-]cr£ssed the ferry with a single passenger, who had obtained 
his conveyance, at that u~~s~al ~o~r[:~!-o~r], by the promise of an 
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extra fare. While he stood on the landing-plase [cf. hard palate], 
searching in either pocket for the means-of fulfilling his agree-
ment, tge ferr~~ lifted a [li~g~al~]la~t~r~, bX t~e a£d o! ~hich, 
and the ne~l~ rise~ [~-~-]~og~, he took a very accurate sg~e~ [:X-Xl o! t!le str:~g~r' s figgre. !I~ ~as a ~ogt!l o! barely eighteen 
y[-]ears, evidently IAmerican-] country-bred, and now, as it should 
see[--Y-]m, upon his first visit to town. He was clad in a coarse 
[haw-]grey coat, well worn, but in excellent[:cell] repair; his 
under garments were durably constructed of [near-reptilian-] 
leatg;r, a~d sat [serpent-]tight[:'~'] tg a pa£r[:fork] o£ s;r-
viceable and well-shaped limbs; his stockings of [haw-]blue yarn 
[-ing], were the incontrovertible [signature-]handiwork of a mother 
or a sister; and on his head was a three cornered hat [=YHWIHYW!], 
- = = = = = = = = === === which in its better days had perhaps sheltered the braver brow of 
the ladTs father. Under his left[:xel] arm ~as a [gAE:~!-]hea~ 
[~:]cud[-]gel [=to~ueT, fo~ed o! a~ oak[-fro~-.la~s7~r~J -
sapli~[+~], a~d r;ta£~ing a part of the ['sgr~-]garde~ed rgot; 
a~d gis ;qgip~e~t ~as co~pl;ted bX a ~gllet [-s~rotal-~a~l~ap], ~ot 
so abundantly stocked as to incommode the vigorous shoulders on 
which It hung. Brown, curly hair[:H-eir!], well-shaped features, 
~~d bright cheerful eyes, were [signature-]nature's gifts, and worth 
all that art could have done for his adornment. I The youth, one 
=-
of whose names was Robin[:Rholroe-bin] fin[-]ally drew from his 
= === -=- = - == = -poc[-]ket the half of a little province-bill of five shillings, 
with ... a sex[-~'s-]angylar piece of parchment valued at three 
pence[:penislpants]. :.:. I .... I He now became entangl~ in 
a successio~ of-crgoked a~d ~arro~ str~ts,-~gich crgssed [~(~)t!] 
each other, and meandered at no great distance from the water-side. 
= == - -= - = -= = - - = == = = The smell of [graphic-black-]tar was obvious in his nostrils, the 
~sts-0~ xe;sels p£erced tge ~o2~i~ht ~boxe tEe=tops o£ tge = 
buildings, and the num~rous sfgns, ~hich Robin paysed to r~ad, 
inf2rmed him-that he was near-the cT=lentre o£ business[-ess]. 
But-the streets were empty, the shops were closed, and lights were 
visible only in the second stories of a few dwelling-houses. 
I I ~; e~t;red[:e~tra£led] tge tax;r~, a~d ~as gu£ded b~ 
the murmur of voices, and fumes of tobacco, to the public room. It 
= -~ -= = === - =- = = = = =-~as a l2ng and low apartment, ... of no immaculate purity. 
: .. his-eyes-were=attracted ... to a person who stood near the door, 
= - == = = -== = = = = ~glding ~hisp~red cony~rs~tion ~ith a groyp of ill-dressed ass2-
c~ateS: -His f~atyres-~~re separately str!k[-~']ing ~lm~st t~­
grQtesqueness,-and the-whole face left a de[:eYe:]ep Impression in 
t~e mem2ry. The-forege:d=bulg~d oyt int2 a do~ble=prominence,-~ith 
a ~~Ie-bet~e~n; tge n~se c~me boldly fQrth in an irreggl~r-cyrye, -
a~d-its bridge ~~s o!-m~re-than=a fing~r's breadth[:breatg-o~-di~]; 
tge eyebro~s ~~re deep-and shaggy, and-tge eyes [glans-]glQ~ed 
be~~ath them I!ke ff~e in a [lip]prepgce:]caye. I : .". Robin 
deliberated-of-whom-to inquire respecting his kinsman's dwelling 
· · ·. I I ~1 eyes ~~re no~ tyrned on the country lad, 
sta~di~ at the door .. :. 7- .. :.- 1- 1 What-have we here?' said 
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he ['t~e i~ke;p;r, a little~~ i~ a stained white apron'], bre~ki~ ~is spe;ch i~tg little drz fragments.==fLeft the house 
of the subscriber, bounden servant, Hezek!ah [Maw-]Mudge -- •••. 
Better trudge, boy, better trudge!'-/ Robi~ Ead begu~ to dra~ 
his ~a~d to~ards t~e li&ht~r [to~ue-tip-]e~d of the oak cudgel, 
but a strange hostility in every countenance, induced him to 
relinquish his purpose of breaking the courte~us i~ke;p~r's ~ead . 
••. h; t~r~ed to l;a~e[:l;af] •.••••.. I .... 0~, if I ~ad 
one of these grinning rascals in the woods, where I and mv fglans/ 
= = - -- -= - = == == = - -= - -fia~/~r~-]gak gre~ up tggetg;r, ! ~oyld[:~god] t;ac~ ~im tgat ~Z 
ar§ is ~ea~ t~ougt ~y [lips]prep~ce-Jp~rse b; light!' 7 .... I 
[ &:] T~r~ing a ~-Tcgr~;r ['i~ s;arch o! t~e ~gjgr's li~;a~e~ts~, 
.•..••.• ~he moonlight fell upon .•. a half-opened door, and gis 
[gA~:~ez-]ke;~ [.la~(d)s-]gla~ce detected a ~g~~'s ga~e~t ~It~I~. 
1- .... I ... without a corresponding display on her part ...• 
Robin could discern .•• a strip of [sgft-palate-~-]scarlet petti-
coat, and the occ~sional [glan(d)s-]sparkle of an eye[+de~-of-yel], 
a; if the moonbeams ~ire tr~bli~ 0~ so~e [~~~la-l~e] bright-
thi~. I .... I ... She was a da~ntz little figT zl~re, ~it~ a 
~li~te ~eck[-~!], ro~~d a~[], a~d a sle~d;r ~a~st[:~gste], at t~e 
extremity of wgich h~r scarlet petticQat jutted o~t Qy~r a [glans/ 
~r~7~a~-llio~p, as-If _she were standing i~ a bali[-Tog~. ~greg~~r 
[:~a~~e~~r-~~a~e-g~e-Q~~r], g~r f~ce ~as g~al a~d prettz, ~~r ga~r 
dark ben~ath[=knee:ni(+)ne] the little [glan(d)s-]cap, and h~r 
bri,ht eies possessed a slz[:;lipp;rz-lip/lap-~in~] fre;do~,-~~ich 
tr![-X-]umphed Qy~r thQse of Robin. I 'Major MOiineaux dwells 
here,T said this-fair=wo[ve:]man.- I Now her voice was the 
sweetest Robin heard[:e~rlmaw:urned] that ~~ght7=the=airy=[=Y] 
c~~t~rpart of ~=str~a~ of-melted [seminal: s!ly~r7 yet h~ c~yld 
[~+]~ot ~elp do~bting whether that sweet voice spoke-Gospel tr¥th. 
~~ lQoked up and do~ the m~an stre~t ........ I .... I Nay, 
the M2j2r gas been a:bed this-hour 2r m2re,' said the [laden-]lady 
- -- - - - - = - --of the [haw-(M:)paw-]scarlet petticoat .... But h~ is a k!nd-
gearted man, •.• a kinsman of .•• t~rn a~ay from dQor. --
=-But co~e-i~,! pra~: fgr !-bid ~o~ fiearti ~elco~e i~ ~is ~~~e.' 
I .... s~; ~ad dra~ gis ~alf-~illi~ fgotsteps ~;arlz tg tge 
t~res~gld[:o! de-1'-A~b~p~~e-tgresging-fgrtg], ~ge~ tge gpe~i~ o! 
a dgor i~ t~e ~eigh[!-]bgr[:]ggod startled the ~~jgr's ~o~se[-up!-] 
ke~p~r, and ..• she vanished speedily into her own domicile. A 
~ea!Y y~~n [=~ar-~ead thr2atljaw;-gest~re] prec~ded tfie ~pp~arance 
of the-man, .:. who carried a i:ntern,- ...... : turned his-broad, 
dull=[hab:]f~ce on=Robin7 and dispiayed a long staff: sp!~ed 
r-~y~'tl, at-t~e e~d. 7 'Eg~e[-~g+EI~<b)l, ~agabond, ~g§er-~g+~l 
M(b)T' said the watchman, in accents that see[--Y-Tmed[:semen-
dead-ended] to=f2i1 ~sle~p as SOQn-as they ~~~e utt~red. TgQme 
[-~~!], or[:o'er] .•. in the stocks .• :!T -y .... -I The-watchman 
.• : turned the [~:]cQrn~r a~d ~as gQne; yet Robin se~[--X-]med to 
g~ar the soynd oi dro~sy[:bQ(a}yineT-lauggt~r st~ali~ aiQng the 
solitgrz stre~t.- - -~~ Igoked-up, a~d-[§:a~e!~!-]caughc-tge 
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sparkle Of a sa~cy eye ••.. But Robin, b~i~ Of the ho~seh2ld Of a 
Ne~ E~[~!lily:~lJgia!!-a cl;rg~!!-' was a good youth,-as-well-as a.-
shrewd one I@ step 2]; so he resisted tempt~tion, and fled away. 1 
.••. [--XI:208-9,211,212-15,216-19.] - - - - =-
(l.b. MUM-YAWN: mimi~ >h/y'w--mumtown three. (m-02) 'Monsieur 
du Miroir':] MQNSIEUR-DY MIRQIR(7] I Than the gentleman ab~ye: = 
n:med,=th~re is-noT-Tbody,-in-the whQle (M:HYEW-LIP:]cfrcie of-my 
-- -- -= - - - ==- - == = - - --acqua!ntance, Whom ! haye mQre attentiyely Stud!ed, yet Of Whom ! 
(ex~-1Ea~e les;=[re~l=]r~ai-k!!-o~[-]Iedge[:~edgelbo~r~e], be~:th­
t~e [flat-]s~r(-]f~ce w~ic~ it pl~ases ~~ to prese!!-t· B;i~ 
[a~!-]a~ious to disT~-]cox;r ~£ a~d ~at~; really is, a!!-d ~o~ 
[f:]co~ected ~it~~;, and what are to be the results, t£ ~~ a!!-d 
to myself, Of the jQi(-Y-]nt int~rest, which, without any(:kne~] 
= -- - - -= - - - - -- - -choice on my part, se~[--X-]ms to b~ p~rmanently establisged 
b~t;een us-: ••• --Nor Iet the-reader-condemn any-part of thenar-
rativ~-as frivolou;, since a subject of such [signature-]grave 
reflection diffuses its importance through the minutests [style-
point-]particulars, and there is no judging, before(-nat-]hand, 
what odd [lips-over-(tld)tongue-]little c!rcum[-(s!ze)-]stance may dQ tge Qffice Of a blind man's dQg(:~g], among the-perplexit!es-of 
this-dark investigati~n. -.: .. 7 - He bears, i~disputably -
[7at lipslputa:butt~lpudenda], a strong personal re[-]semblance to 
myself, and generally puts on mourning at the funerals of the 
(heuristic-]family[-name]. On the other [natal-]hand, his name 
would indicated a French [YE(L)-]descent; in which [~'ove-]case, 
infinitely preferring that my blood should flow from a bold British 
and pure Puritan source, I beg leave[=l~ayes!] to disclaim all kind 
[-]red with M. du Miroir. Some genealogists trace his origin to 
Spain, and dub him a knight o~ t~e £rd;r o~ t~e CABALLER~S DE L~S 
ESPEJOS, one of whom was over[-]thrown by Don Quixote. But what 
= =- = ===- = === = =- - =- == says M. du Miroir, himself, of his paternity [=patter-knee:between: 
ni(+)ne:teeth] and his father-land [=fodder-in-maul-land]? Not a 
Rord did he ever say about the matter [=mother-mouth-adder];-and 
h~rein, p~~hap;, lies on~ of=his most especi:l re~s~ns f~r ma!n-
ta~~i~ sue~ a ~ex~tious mzst;rz--t~at ~~ lacks t~e [~X~~-~=;ar] 
faculty Of spe~ch to ex[-Jpo~nd[!] it. gis lips [i.e., not his 
tongue] are soietfmes se~n to-mQye; his eyes and co~ntenance are 
al£~e ~it~ s~ifti~ expressio~:-as if cgrrespo~di~-bx iisible 
~£gr2glyphics to his mod~lgted breath; and anon[-ymouslylanima-
tively]: hg ~ill se~m-t2-pa~se, ~itt-as satisf!ed an a!r, as-if 
~~~ad been tglking-ex(:]ceil[-]e~tT=xell$g~e]-se~se. -Good sense 
or bad, M. du Miroir is the sole judge of his own conversational 
powers, ~ey~r ~a~i~ [~'~-]~~isp;red sg ~uc~ as a sxllable[=xel!], 
t~at[:gat!T rgacged the ~ars of any otg~r [ga~!-]a~ditQr. Is he 
really:-dumb?[;;;Stamm1Qrigin-m!:!te?]::2r[!Ohren!T is ~11 the RQrld 
deaf?--or-is it merely a piece of my .. :-~agg~ry, meant-for-
~otging-but[:lipslbutte!] to make fools of us? -If-so: he has the 
jgke[=ja~lxg~e!] ~li tg h~self. I= .••• = I One of this singular 
peron's most remark[-K~-Table pec[K-yw~]uliarities is his fondness 
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for [~1-]~t;r, ~~erei~ ~; excels any temperanceman whatever. His 
pleasure, it must be owned, is not so much to drink it, ... as to 
souse himself over[-ove] head andftars, wherever he may [reflec-
tively] meet it. Perhaps he is a [~;ar-reptilia~] ~;~a~, gr bgr~ 
of a merma~d's marriage ~ith a mortal, and thus [Nat-undine:Man-] 
= -= - - - - a -= - - - - =- - -amp~ib£ous bi ~;redit~~ right, l£ke the c~ildre~ which the gld 
riy~r [:Xel-r~g-~gr~!=be~e;~.:~£(+)~11 de£t£es, gr ~~p~s o£ 
fo~~tai~s, g~xe tg ;art~lX loxe. At ~£agara, tog, ~~ere, 1 
would[:~Qod] haye gladly forgotten both myse~f and him, I could not 
heip ob(:]serVing my companion, in the smoQth ~at~r, on the yery 
[bo~r~e-l~;rge of the [thrgat-HA~7~!=]cataract: just above the-
Table Rock [=tongue; see again and cf. my A('a'--five), or B.l.a 
(n-14)]. Were I to reach the sources of the [N1-yel1-]N!le, ! 
should expect to meet him there •.••. I ... : 7 Or,-out of mere 
~a~~rd fantasx .~.~ Shill=£ ~eight[=T']e~ ~ [t~gr~-]r~:d;rfs-= 
TFre~c~-~a~d;r-]~g~d;r[']? ~~le ~£ti~ t~;se latt;r se~te~ces, 
I hap[']pened['] to [glan(d)s-Tglance to~ards the large ro~nd globe 
~n=one o; th brass andl-T~rons; and 1~[~~11 --a=min~at~re appari: 
tio~-of M. du Miroir: with his face widened[=W-Y:Tied]-and gro-
tesqueix-co~tgrted, as=if=~~ ~;r: ~ki~-[p~aili~-Tfu~ o! ~X = 
[M.-de-1'-A~~p~ne-self-Ja~zement. But he has played so many of 
these jokes- .•. :- Once, .. :-h~-StQle int~ tge heayen of a young 
l~dy's eyes .... !T-l~ars have so changed[+chainedT him since, 
that he need never-hope to enter those[:haws~1] heavenly orbs again. 
I .... -~= .:.~= I=perceive-that the tr:nquil [gla~(d)s~TgloQm.of­
a di[-]sap[-]po£~ted so~l ~as darke~ed t~ro~~ ~is [sig~at~re:- -
grap~i~-]co~~te~a~ce ~~;re t~e black~ess o~ t~e f~t~re se;T--X-l~s 
to ~i~gle ~it~ tge s~ado~s o£ the past, giXi~ hi~ t~e asp[!]ect-
[:~ t!] o£ a fgted ~~· .•.. 7 .... I ....... I could fancy 
that M. du Miroir is himself a [snake-t~iny-twin-tongue-]~and~r~r 
from the spiritual ~Qrld, ~ith nothing fi~an,=except his Illusive 
garment of [literary!] visibility. Methinks I should tremble no~ 
[read~r1], ~~re ~is ~izgrd po~~r, o! [s~e-~la~(d)s-]gl!di~-­
t~ro~~ gll i~pedi~e~ts i~ s;arc~ o£ ~;, to place him suddenly 
bef~re ~X exes. I ~![']~at is xond~r? s~~pe O! ~xst~rx, did 
the tre~gr o~ ~X ~eart[']-stri~s ~£brgte tg t~~~e g~, a~d cgll 
t~e~ fro~ t~X gg~e a~ong t~e da~c~rs o£ t~e [~!J~grtg~r~ Lights 
[:!-EL1] ...•. Still, there he sits, and r~[-]t~rns my [glan(d)s-
Jgize ~it~ as ~uc~ o~ [~!-]a~e a~d [glf-~~£~s£l~ir=]c~riositi, as if 
he, too, had spent a solitary evening Ln fantastic musings, and m~de 
~~~is t~;~e. sg [~~:~!-]i~i~itablX does ~; co~~t~rfeit, that y-
could almost doubt which of us is the visionary form, or whether 
each be not the other's [signature-]mystery, and both twin brethren 
of one fate, in mutually reflected spheres. Oh, friend, canst thou 
~ot h~ar['] and an[']sw~r me? Br~ak do~[-N'] the barrier between 
us: -Grasp ~~-[~gti~e(:~;rican)-T~a~d!--Sp~a~[=xel-~1]! Liste~ 
[=L~-ga!]1 A few words, perhaps, might satisfy the feverish 
~~ar~ing[=yarning] of my soul for some mast~r-tgo~ght, that should 
gu£de ~e tfiro~gh tgis [lip-]labyrinth of l~fe, teaching wherefore 
-- - --- - - - - - - " 
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1 ~as b~r~ [=B!+g~r~-t~~], and ho~ to do my task on earth, and 
;hat is death. Alas! .•.. Thus-do mortals deify, as it were, a 
mere [signature-]shadow of themselves, a spectre of human reason, 
and ask of that to u~xe!l the ~~st;r!es, ¥gic~ DiX!~e I~tellige~ce 
haS revealed so far as needful to our guidance, and hid the rest. 
1 F~re[-J~ell, ~~ns!egr dg ~ir~ir! Of you, perhaps, as of many 
men,-it may be doubted whether you are the wiser, though ~ogr 
[~:gQLE!+LIPS:~-]~~le busi~ess is REFLEC[~]TIO~. [See and cf. 
my A(Tb'--three) for idea of open-point of linguistic-self-
reinception, in 's~~~e's gead--i.e., S+aN~Icob:ra+Y =B.l.a(~-19).] 
[--X:l59,160-1,163-4,165,168,170-l.] 
[l.b. MUM-YAWN: mini~> hly'~--mumtown four. (m-03) 'The 
--- --- - = Marble Fayn: Qr, tge RQmance o~ Monte Ben!':] Four individyals, in 
-- - - -- - - - - = -- - = -whose fortynes we should be [glan(d)s-]glad to int~rest the read~r, 
===== = -- - -- - -gappe~ed to b; sta~di~ i~ ~~e o~ the salo2~s of the sculpture-
gallery, i~ tge Capitol, at R~~ei-R~]. It was that [rgg~-]r~~ 
(the first after asce~di~ the sta!rcase) i~ the [S=]ce~tr; o£ 
~gicg recl~~es tge ~~ble a~d ~2st patgetic figgre o£ tge D~ng[:~] 
[gla~(d)s-glad-]Glad~at~r, just [S=(~)~ot-]si~ki~ i~t~ gis deatg-
swoon. Aroynd the ~~lls ... , •.. yeilo~ [!] ...•. [ljEAR!-]H~re 
===-=- -- -- - - -= =-like~ise, is se~n a symbol (as [g-asp-]apt, at this mgment, as it 
w~s t~o tgoysand-y~ars-agg) Of tfie guman Soyl, ~itg its chgice o![-
= - - - - -- - - - -=- - - - - --- -f£rk-f£reig~] I~ocence £r ~Xil [~-]Cl£se at ga~d, i~ tge prett~ 
fig~re Of a ch!ld, cl[-]asp[-g]asping[!] a doye tQ h~r bgsom, but 
[a~se-]assaglted b~ a s~!ke [=S=~J: 1 Fro~ g~e o~ tge ~i~do~s 
o£ tgis salo£~• ~; ~~ se;[--!1 a fli§ht o£ br~ad steps, desce~di~ 
algngs~de tge a~t~que a~d ~ssi~e [~0gtg-a~c~gr!] fo~~d~tio~ o£ 
t~e [~~:~'t!~ead-]Cap[-]itol, to~ards tge batt;r(-r]ed tr~[-X:X:X­
]umpgal arch o~ Septimfus [y!-]Seyerus, right bela~. Farther on, 
the exe sk~rts[:gedge:bo~r~eslb~r~s-~isses] algng the edge of the 
desolate Forum, (where Roman washerwomen hang out their linen to 
the sun[-NJ,)- ... := I .7:.- y= 77.7 -~- Bu~ .. :; it=must-be = 
descri[-]bed, however[:haw-over-ove-ever] inadequate may be the 
effort to expr~s; its m:gic=p~cuiiarity in words=[:].- I The Fayn 
is the ~rble ~ge a£ a xoung ~a~, l;a~ing=Eis ri§ht a~[=tg£r~eJ 
o~ tge tru~k[=tru~~ted ~e~] gr[:~re~!] st~p o! a tre;; ~~e 
hand hangs carelessly by h~s side; in the [signature-]other, he 
holds-the fragment of a [yel!-]pipe, gr some such sylyan [~god­
g~~!] i~str~e~t o£ ~gsic: His only garment--a l!o~'s ski~-[=S=~~­
~~~=~i~], ~itg tge cla~ [=~-~:~] upon his shoulder--f~lls [!) 
~al~t~l-~ax(~] do~~ gis back, l~a~i~[-u~l;afi~] tge li~bs a~d 
e~t~re fronto; the[=h~!] fig[~y]yre nyde. The form, thus dis[-
]played, is marvellously graceful, but has a fuller and more 
rounded out(-]line, more flesh, and less of (H!-]heroic muscle, 
than the old sculptors [=s-lip-~IP't!] were wont to (anse-]assign 
to their types of masculine beauty. The character of the face 
corresponds with the fig[~y]ure; it is most agreeable in oytline 
agd f;atyre, but roynded, and some~hat ygluptyously deyeloped:-
especialix abogt tge-tgrgat-a~d cgi~ [-:ESPECIALL!-ABOQT T~E T~~AT 
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AND C~I~!!--]; t~e ~~se is ~l~~st stra!~t, but ~er~ slightl~ c~~es 
(7yg!ce-~!) i~~~rd[-~:~~rd], thereby acquiring an indescribable 
charm of geniality and h~mo~r. The mo~th, ~ith its f~ll, ~et deli-
cate lips [--T~ ~OyT~ ~lT~-ITS FQLL-~ET-DELI~ATE LIPS!!--J se~ 
[--Y-]~s s~ ~~arl~ to s~ile [=S~!le) o~t[-]r~t, t~at it c~lls 
forth a responsive smilet=X-LOGOSJ. The whole statue --unlike 
a~ything else-th:t ev~r was wrought in that severe material of 
marble--conveys the idea of an amiable and sensual creature, easy, 
mirthful, apt for jollity, yet not incapable of being touched by 
pathos. It comes very close to some of our pleasantest 
sympathies. I It is possible, too, that the Faun might be 
educated through the medium of his emotions; so that the coarser, 
animal portion of his nature might eventually be thrown into the 
[throat-aN¥H-lback-ground, though never utterly[:udder-ly] expelled. 
I The animal nature, indeed, is a most ess[-ess]ential part of the 
Faun's composition; for the characteristics of the [B-]brute [~­
]creation meet and combine with those of humanity~ in this strange, 
yet true and [signature-]natural conception of antique poetry and 
art. Praxitel~s[-~'s-ta£1-~z] ~as subtl~ diff~sed, throughout his 
work, that [maw!-]mute mystery which so hopelessly perplexes us, 
whenever we attempt to gain an intellectual or sympathetic kno~l­
edge[hedgelbourne] of the lower orders of creation. The [signa-
t~re-]riddle is-i~[-}did[-]~t~d,=~oie~~rT:~IE~~-~~e-ex~r-~~axe­
~~~r], ~~1~ ~y ~~definite s£g~s; t~;se are t~e [~~R!~UREN!] t~o 
~ars o~ t~e Fa~~· ~~ic~ are l~af-sg~ped, t~~i~~ti~ i~ little 
[pinna-tg-y!rgin-lips-prep~ce-yse-S!]p~aks, like those of some 
species of-animAls. Though not to seen in the marble, they are 
probably to be considered as clothed i~ f!~e, do~~[:~e~-bet~e~n: 
n!(+)n~] f~r. Ig the cgars~r represent~tions of this class of 
mythological creatures,-there is another [signature-]token of 
brute kind[-]red--a certain caydal-appendage-=which, if the Fayn 
o~ Praxitel~s[-~'s-ta~~-~z] must be supposed to possess it at all, 
is gid[-]de~ b~ t~e l!o~Ts ski~ [S=a~~-~i~'s-s~i~lpa~:~~] t~at 
f~~s ~is ga~e~t. The [ta£1-tell-tg~r~e-~ne~-wordlward-]po£~ted 
and fyrr~ e~rs, therefore, are the sgle indic~tions of his ~ild, 
fQrest n~t~re. I Onl~ a sculptor of the-finest Imagination: the 
~~st delicate [Xel!li~-]t~ste, t~e s~e~test [~~~'¥-]fe~li~, a~d 
the rarest artistic s[~]kill--in a word, a sculptor and a poet too 
[:two-winked]--could[:~ud-faudally] dreamed of a Faun in this guise, 
and then have suceeded in ~n[-]prisoning the sportive and frisky 
thing, in marble [lingam-in-mawlwarble]. The idea grows 
coarse, as we [anse-ass-]handle it, and hardens in our grasp[:H-
asp!]. But if the spectator broods [lingam-language-]long over the 
statue, he will be conscious of a spell[:S-P-ILL!]. The 
esse~ce ... co~pressed lo~ ago, a~d still exists, withi~ that 
discoloured ~rble of the Fau~ of Praxiteles[:tail-ess-~q~eeze!] 
I . . .. I .. .. I .. .. I . . .. I .. .. I [Also:] What a 
dis[-]covery is here!" thought Ke~~o~ [the Amerifa~ s~ulptor] t~ 
gi~self. 'I se~k[: ~!] fgr ~ilda [the American vugin], a~d f!~d 
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a marble ~£~a~! Is the £~e~ good £r ill? I I~ the [~-]cgr~~r o~ 
the ex[-]ca~[-]!tio~, la~ a ~11, ro~~d block o~ stg~e ..•.. the 
sculptor finally placed it on the slender [ha~se-]neck of the 
- = - = - - - = -stat~e [=tru~f~ted ~e~]. The effect ~!s ~gical .... as p~rfect 
to the mind, ~f not t~ eye[-Y-seam], as when the ne~ marble 
- = -=- - - - = ==- - - -[gla~(d)s-}gl~~ed ~itg s~o~ lustr~; ~gr was the impression marred 
by the earth that still gu~ upo~ tge exq~isitelz gr~cef~l li~bs, 
and ~~e~ filled t~e lo~elz cre~ice o~ tge lips [--~D ~¥EN FILLED 
TgE LOXEL~ ¥RE~ICE 0~ T~E LIPS!!--]. Kenyon cleared it away from 
between them {~-i~-¥(+)X] and almost dee[-~-]med himself rewarded 
with a living s[-]mile. I .... I He could hard[-]ly, we fear, 
be reckoned a [lips-]consummate artist, because there was something 
dearer to him than his a~t;-and, by the strength of a [h/y'~!-] 
- - = -- ---human affection, the divine statue see[--Y-]med to fall asunder 
[:ass-uNd~r--palat::gAH~:XAH-~-LIP7PAHT, and b~co:e a [hay!-] 
heap Of-(breath-]~Qrtgless fragments. .:. tge sculptQr sat-
li;tlesslz [gla~(d)s-Jg~zi~ at-it .... - [--IV:S-6,8-10, 
423-4.] 
[l.b. MUM-YAWN: ~/~Is> g/z'~--mumtown five. (n-18) 'A Rill 
from the Town-Pump':] A RILL FROM THE TOWN-PUMP[.]-/ (SCENE--the 
-= =-- -= =--[~-]corner of two principal streets.* [*Essex and Washington 
Streets, Salem.] T~ TOWN-PUMP talking through its ~[:~osti~­
~o~(:H!=eS!)].) 7 NOQN, by tge nQrth clock! NoQn, by tge ~ast! 
. tE-T~iBh ~og~. to£, bz tE~se-~ot su~[-Jb~a~s, ~~icli-f~1I scgrcelz 
aslQpe, upon my head, and almQst mgke the ~at~r[lip-bogrne-]bubble 
- - -- - - = -- -- - - - - -and smQke, in tge [groQye-]troggh und~r my nQse. Trgly, ~~ public 
characters have-a tough-time o£-rt!-.: .. --The title of-'toWn-
treasurer' is right[-]fully mine, as [iron-dragon-]guardian of the 
best treasure the town has. The over[-]seers of-the poor ought to 
make me the chairman, since I provide bognti[-]fglly fQr tge [pa~­
]pa~p~r, ~itgo~t ex[-]pense[:penn~es-piss] tQ giffi that-pays tge-
taxes[:a~es!].- £a~ tge-gead o£ tge f~re-depart~e~t, a~d-g~e-o£ 
the phys~cians to the board of health ..... To speak[:p~a~!] 
~itgin [~at~r-H-]bognds, .! am the chief person of the mgnic~pality, 
and-ex[-in-]gibit, mQreQy~r[7Qye-Qy~r], an adm~rable patt~rn tQ my 
broth~r Qfficers, by-the-cool:-steady, upright: down[!-]right,-and 
im[-lip-]partial dis[-]charge of my [ess-Bee!-]business, and the-
constancy with which I stand to=my-[phallic=]post. -Summer-or 
winter, nobody seeks me in vain; for, all day [tongue-lingam-]long, 
I am seen at the busiest [~-]corner, just abo~e tge ~ar[-ar~h~]ket, 
stretchi~ o~t ~X [to~gue/Iip-t~i~-]ar~s, to rich and poor alike; 
and at ~ight, £ [zel/ga~!-]g£ld a la~t~r~ ~~~r ~z gead, b£tg to 
sgo~ ~gere £ a~, a~d ke~p p~~ple o~t o~ tge [~~:~=tgrgat:~~~-] 
gutt~rs. I At this sultry ~og~t~de, £ a~ [gi~-]cup-be~r~r tg tge 
parcged pop~lace, for whose benefit an ~ron gob[-]let is cha!ned tQ 
my [W-]waist. Like a dram-seller on the [mouth-]mall, at must~r- -
day,=! ~ry alogd tQ gll and sundry, in my pla!nest ac[~]cents,-and 
at-the very [N7n~(+)n~-ltip-top oi my-yQ!ce. -Here it is, gentleme~! 
~ere is the good-liquor! Walk up: ~alk-up, gentlemen, ~alk up, -
- = = - ---
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walk up! gere is the super!gr stuff! gere is the unadulterated 
== - - -- - =- == 
ale Of fath~r Adam--better than Cognac, Hollands, Jamaica, strong-
beer,-or wine of any price; here it is, by the [HUG!-Jhogshead or 
the si~gle [G-ASS!-]glass, a~d [~+]~ot a ce~t to=paX! -~alk up,= 
ge~tle~e~, ~alk up, a~d gelp xo~rsel~es! I .... !o~, ~X frie~d, 
~ill ~e~d a~oth~r [~-]cup-f~ll, to ~ash tge dust o~t o£ xo~r t~r£at, 
if it b~ as tgick as xo~r [lo~~r-~e~b;r-di~!-l!dx-Jco~[-]g£de 
shoes ••.••... ; nor, to confess the truth, will my nose be 
-= -= -- -= = 
anxious for a closer i~ti~c~, till the f~es 0~ xo~r breatg 
[T~el~o~e, ~2st r~bi$u~d S£r! '] b; a little less pgte~t. ~~rex 
on-voy, man! Ihe ~atgr absgl~tely [s~rpent-]hisses down yo~r 
- = - - - -- - - - - - - - - =- - -red-hot gullet, and is converted quite to steam, in th miniature 
toph~t, which you-mistake-f~r a st~mach.= =-Who n~xt?-= = 
= = =· = - = - - = -What! He limps by, without so much as thanking me .... Well, 
well, sir--no harm done, I hope! Go draw the cork, tip the 
decanter; but, when your great-toe shall set you [HAW!-HOAR!-]a-
roaring, it will be no affair of mine. If gentlemen love the 
pleasing titillation of the g[-GLAN(D)S-]oyt,-it is-(yellha~!-]~ll 
[Nini(+)n~-]one tQ the TO~-PUMP. -This thirsty dgg, ~ith=his red 
to~gue lolli~g o~t, does ~ot s(:]cor~[=gla~sl!££r~] ~~ ~ospitalitx, 
but sta~ds o~ gis gi~d-legs, a~d [li~ga~lip-]laps [ga~:~!-] 
;ag;rlx o~t o~ tg tro~~[:~]. se; go~ lightlx g~ c!p;rs a~ax 
again! [gAW!-JANS-]Jo~l~r, did yoyr ~grship eyer haye the g[-
- - - - - - - - -- - -= = - -glan(d)s-]oyt? I Are you all satisfied then ~!pe yo~r mo~ths, 
~X gogd frie~ds; a~d, ~~£le ~X sp[-]o~t gas a §~~e~t's le~sure, 
I will de[-]light the town with a few historical reminiscences. 
I I I I Ahem! [=HAW:HEM!] Dry work, 
this spe~chifying; especially to an u~practis~d=g~atgr. 1-n~y~r 
con[-]ce!yed,-tiil no~. ~hat toil the-temperance:lecturers undergo 
for my sake. -Do, some ki~d Christian, pump a strgke gr t~o, 
just to ~et my ~histle. And, ~hen I shall have decayed -
[:K:HAY-d], IIke-my predecessors: then,-if you revere my memory, 
let a marble fountain, richly sculptured, take my place upon this 
spot. Such monuments should be [monolith-lingam-]erected every-
where, and inscribed ~ith th n~mes· Of the disting~ished[lable] 
c~a~p[-]~o~s-Of §x [cliaps+~!~~T-]ca~se. ~o~ liste~-···· I 
.... I ~~e gTclock! [=~ ~-l~~e!]. ~[-gax!-]az, then, if the 
dinner-bell begins to [gobl$ob-]sp;ak, ~ ~Z as [~!-]~ell ggld ~Z 
[$o~ld:$ud/pa~-lp;ace. ~ere co~es a prettx zou~ g~rl o~ ~X ac[-~­
]q~aintance, ~ith a large s[-]tgne pitch~r fgr m~ to fill. May sh~ 
d[=Jra~ a ~usba~d, ~g~le dr[-]a~i~ g;r-~at;r r=ra~+xa~£]. as- --
Rac~el[-shell] did Of gld. ggld o~t yo~r [y-]yessel, my d~ar! 
Tgere it is [yener~al-yg!ce-p~ll-]f~li tg the Tlab!al-Tbrim; SQ no~ 
ru~ hgme, pe~ping at yo~r s~e~t image in-the pitcn~r, as yo~ gg;--
[~+]and[:und!neTI fgrget [~+]not,-in the [glan(d)s:]glass-of my Q~ 
liqugr, to-drink--'SUC[k-]CESS TQ TgE TO~-PuMP!' [--IX:l4I-3: ---
14 7-8. ] - ~ - - -- -
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l.c. MUM-YAWN: m/n/~< h/y'w--a leaf-fold of breach-counterchant 
--- =-= 
[1+4/20@five]) 
[l.c. MUM-YAWN: ~/~/~< ~~~~~--counteryaw one. (~-01) ~~~ 
Kinsman, Major Molineux':) .•.• I He now roamed[and-ruminated) 
desp~rateii,=a~a=at-rT-1a~d[-1o~, t~r~~~ t~e=to~, :1mo;t r~ady 
[@ step 3] to be[-)lieve that a spell was on him, like that, by 
==== -~gic~ a ~iz~rd o£ his countr~ [=$o~nt;r-tr~], ~ad g~ce kept t~r~ p~rs[e-~ol~;rs [~-j~and;ring, a ~[:]~gle ~int;r ~ight, ~it~in t~ent~ 
p~ces o£ t~e cottage[:~-~it~-~ilf-udd;ra~ce] ~~ic~ t~e~ so~ght . 
.... Firm in re[-)solve, he was pas[!-hiss-)ing beneath the walls 
of a church, which formed the [~-)corner of two [fork-)streets, 
when as he turned[:urned) into the shade of its [S-)steeple [@step 
4], he en[-)countered[:hedged-into] a [B-]bulky stranger [@ step 5], 
muffled in a cloak. T~e ~~~as prgce;di~ ~it~ t~e [plgsi~e-] 
spe~d of ear[!]nest business, but, Robin planted himself full[: 
(p)Eallicj b;fgre gim, ~2lding t~e [gla~s/~~r~-]gak cud[-jgel[-
tongue] ~ith bQth Tsignature-)hands acrQSS his body, as a bar[: 
- - -- - = =- - = -Haw!-bourne] to further passage. I 'Halt, honest man, and answer 
;~=a q~~stion,T s:id=h~, yery resQl~teiy. 'Tell me; tgis-instant, 
~fi~reaboyts Is tge d~~I[-]li~[+am]-of my kigs~g.=M2jQr MQl[-]In(-
]e~?' 7 'Ke;p-~o~r [Ro!-)to~ue b;t~e~n ~o~r te;tE[:a~d=~:~geT] 
foQl, and let m~ pass[-ess],' said a de~p, gruff YQ!ce, ~gicg Robin 
partly r~[-]memb~r[-r]ed. 'Let m~ pass;! say[:so~T],·Qr-!'Il -
str~ke[-y¥~~~;)-~o~ tg t~e ;artET' I '~g, ~g. ~e!gg[T-]bgr!' 
cr!ed Rob~n, flo~risging [=demonstr2ting-as-yerdant1 gis cud[-]gel 
- - - - - - - - - -= - -[:cud-~itg-gel-seminal), and tgen tgrusting its larg~r egd clgse tQ 
the man's-muffled face .. : .. -/ .: .. /--The stranger,-instead of 
atte§pting-to fgrce= ... passage, stept back i~tg tEe ;og~ltght, = 
unmuffled[:un-mummed] gis o~ [fang-]f2ce and st2red [lip- f~ll 
intQ tgat of-Robin. /- 'liatcg gere an-goyr(:g!-o~r], and Ma]Qr 
M21Ine~ ~ill pass by,' said h~T:g'xl: -,-Robin [glan(d)s:jg~zed 
~Itg-dis[=]may and aT-lstonishment,-on tge unprece[-]dented pfiysio[ 
:]gnomy of the speaker. The Iorehead-with its double prominence 
[=silent-g!-furro~-of-glan1d)s], tge brQad-goQked nQse, tfie-shaggy 
eye-bro~s; a~d f!ery eye[-s-]s, ~~re tggse ~gich h~-gad n§ticed at 
tfie inn; but-the-man's-complexion-[=face-Weave]-had undergone a 
singular, or, more [cleay'ye!] properly, ~ t~o-fQld ch2nge. Qne 
Side of the face blazed of-an intense red [=paunch-hawT=torn];-
~li~le t~e=ot~~r ~as=black=as-~id~ight [=nat-h'm:(~y!):mallet!-yel], 
t~e di~isio~ l~~e b;i~ i~ t~e bridge o~ t~ ~gse[:nasal-haw~'s!­
continuum-of-signature); and a mo~tg[:all-pervasive-maw), ~hicg 
se~med [seamed/semen-ed) to extend from ear to ear, was black or 
red, in contrast=tQ-tge color of-tge ch~~k [=;hfft-of-to~ue-i~­
chee*): The effect was as if t~o de~ils, a f£e~d o£ f£re [=ma~] 
~~d a f~e~d o£ dar~ess [-to~], ~ad ~~~ted t~emsel~es to fgrm t~is 
~~f;r~al yisage. The stranger grinned in Robin's face, muffled his 
parti-colored features, and was out of sight in a moment. I 
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'Strange things we trav[-e]ellers see[-Y]! ejaculated Robin. I 
.... I Then he strove to speed away the time, by liste~i~ to a 
m~~~r, ~gicg S~ept CO~ti~~allz alo~ tge str~t, zet ~as SC~rcelz 
audible, except to an unaccustomed[=novel] ear like his; it was a 
1~w, dull, dreamy sound, co!po~~ded of ~~X ~2£ses .••..•. it ~as 
a sle~p-i~sp1ri~ so~~d, a~d to sh~ke 2ff its dro~sz i~[-]fl~e~ce, 
Robi~ a[-]r2se, a~d cli!bed a ~i~do~-fr~me, tgat g~ !ight ~£e~ tge 
interior of the church ••... I .... 7 He aroused himself; and 
- = -- = = == = == = = -endeavored to fix his attention steadily upon the large edifice 
[:face] ...• But still his !!~d kept ~!br~ti~ bet~~n fancy and 
reality; by turnns[:of ha!l!ood!], the pill2rs of the [M. Th~QI 
£0~Ceptual!) balco(-J~x le~gtge~ed i~t2 tge-t~11: hire stems-0~ 
[de 1' Abbe!-]p!nes, dwindled do~ to h~man figures, settled again 
in their true shape and size, and-then-commenced a new succession-
of [tr~ns-lingu~il cn~nge~ .•. :. 7 - ... := 7 ... a Tp-s:ha!- -
]figure-sitting in the-oblique shade of the (tongue-]steepie: 
tra~~rsed tge-str~t= ..•. = .... =7 '.~ .• = ... Sir, is there really 
such a person in these parts[-of-wood-town], or am I dreaming?' I 
I Then Robin briefly related [his uncle Molineux's] .... 
... generous intentions ['respecting the future establishment of 
.•• (the nephew) in life'] .... I 'For I have the name of being 
a sgre~d ~o~tg,' obs~~ed Robi~ .... 7 T.~.~ ~=b~[:}lieie you-
may trust his [the 'very ill-favored(~faced) fellow~'s)'r-word, and 
... the M~j£r ~ill ~erz sh2rtlz pass[-with-ess] thro~~ tgis str~t. 
In the m~n t!me, as I have a si~g~l~r c~r!ositz Tas o~e i~ ~lcitz] 
to !itness your meeting, I will sit down h~re[:hear-~ar!] upon the 
steps and [Qb~ron-]b~ar you company.' I -He seated himself ac[--
1=~-]cord[-}ingly, a~d sog~ e~g~ged gis co!pa~!o~ i~ a~i!~ted 
(:s~rpent!ning) disco~rse. It !as of br!ef contin~ance, ho!ey~r 
(:ha!-Oye:ey~r-se~!-sa!-yer), fQr a nQ!Se of slio~ting, !hicfi had 
12~-bee~ r~§gtel~ aydible, dre~ sg §ush ~~ar~r,-that Robin-i~[­
]qy1red its ca~se. 7 'What [=haw~t] may be the meaning of this 
up[:hQrn!IBHQ-1r£2r?' asked[:aled] he. [--XI:219-20,221-22, 
zz3-s:z2s-6:1 - --
[Lc. MUM-YAWN: mlnln,< hiY'!--counteryaw two. (m-03) 'The 
Marble Faun: Or, the Romance of-Monte Beni':) Four individual~, in 
whose fortune; we ~houid be [gian(d):s)gl~d to interest the reader, 
happened to be standing in one of the saloons of the s[-!-]culp[-) 
ture -[GULLET-]gallery, in the [S~ULL-]Capitol, at Rome [-ROAM] . 
.... Here[:Hear!] likewise, is see[-Y-N:obscene) a symbol[:sum+ 
ball] (as apt, at this [H!-]moment, as it was two thousand years 
ago) of the Human Soul, with its choice of[-forking-foreign] In-
nocence or Evil close at [signature-]hand, in the pretty fig-
[ ... y)~r[!ne-]e of a child, [glands-)clasping a dove to her bosom, 
but as[s=~a~nt!-and-]sa~lt[ed!-r)ed by a [S+aNfH-~e!-]snake. I 
···· I .... I Of these four friends[:legs] of ours, three were 
artists, or [~-]connected with [HAW!-]Art; and at this moment, they 
had been s1~uit~~~ouslz [S+aN¥H-a~e!=X!-]struck b~[-~] a r~[-]se~­
bla~ce b~t~e~~ o~e o£ tge a~t~q~e stat~es, a [~o~t~:~-]~ell~k~o~ 
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mast~r-p£ece o~ Gr~cia~ s[-s'~~ll:~'ss-]sc~lpt~re [·i~grtal s~ill], 
a~d a [!!-Jxou~ Ital£[-x-Ja~, tge fo~rtb [gla~(d)s-gla~ce-]~e~b~r 
ot tge!r [utter!-s=!IT:Xt-udd~r!-utt~rance-]partx. I "~o!! must 
n~~ds Y=X'~'!j confess, [~-]Keny[-~=]on[:~exl~n~-between:nJ(+)n~]," 
said a dark-ey[-Y:Y-]d young [Nomb7tQmb-]~oman, WhQm h~r friends 
called M!ri,am[:m!r~Qr-am(-yam!)j, "that yo~-neye~cfiisL-]ell[:L]ed 
o~t of LM-Jmarble, nor wro~ht in clay, a more-[W=VTV!-]vivid like-
n~ss tgan tliis, cu~~i~=a [¥'¥-bo~ed-Jbust=;:k~r=[~~f~rl]=as X~~ 
think yogrself. The pQr~raiture is perfect in character, sentiment, 
and-feature. If it were a [flat-]picture, the re[-]semblance might 
be half[-round-haw!]-illusive and imaginary; but here[:hear!], in 
this Pen[!]telic[:tail-yel!] marble, it is a substantial [F:fang-
face:~ut!-]fact, and may be tes[tickle!-]tested bX abs~l~te toucg 
and measyrement [=by lingyisti£-mum-ya~!]. Oyr friend DonatellQ 
[:dg=~ot=teil=:ll!-to~ue=li~{+a~)]-is-tge v~rx [~~/pa~-of-tge: 
]Fa~~ o~ Praxitel~s[-~itg-ta~l-ess]. Is it L~+]~ot tr~e[:~j, [~£~­
g~Ldi~!-]~ilda?" I "[~+]~ot q~£te--~lm~st--[!!-Jxes, l [-!!] 
really tgink SQ, 11 repli:ed !!ilda, a slend~r, ((Pgri)tan-]bro~­
g~~red, ~ei E~(~l~-jgla~d g~rl, whose perceptions of form and ex[-
]pression were wonder[-]fully clear and delicate.--"If tgere is 
a!!X[ :~ee] diff~re~ce bet~e~!! tge ~o f~ces, tge r~ason §ax b~, 1 
suppQse, tgat the Fa!;!n d~elt in ~Qods agd fi:elds [R+~+Z], and 
co!!s§rted ~itg Eis l!ke[:fe(x)7~ee]; ~li~reas, Donatell~ gas kno~ 
cities a little, and such people as ourselves. But the re[-]sem-
blance is very [.l~nds-s~minally-]clo~e, a~d ~~rx str:[-!-]~ge." I 
"[~+]~ot s~ strg~ge," [~'~-l~gisp~red ~~r~a~ miscgie~ouslx; "fgr !!£ 
Fa~!! i!! Arc~d~a[=to!!.ue:~~+aN~+d~-!+X-al] ~as e~~r a gre~t~r 
[ling!;!al-]simpleton than DonatellQ. g~ gas hard[-Jly a man's sg~re 
of [ma~:N'hit-]~it: s~ll as tgat-may-b~L~].- It is a pit[:]y tfi~re 
are UQ-[lingam-1long~r-any Of this-cong~n!al r~ce Of rustic Lint~r-
~f-CO~rseT cr~at~res, f~r o~r frie~d-to-co~sgrt ~itg!" I "~us§, gna~l!:!!-]!!a~~ty ~~e!" r~t~r!!ed !!ilda. "!o~ are ~~rz u!!gr~tef~l, Qr yog [N-]~ell know h~ gas ~it ~nough to [N-]~Qrship [X-]you, at 
~Il §[:y'y-]yents"]=yl(fi)ai,r-yents]." -1 "Tfien-the-great~r-f~Ql 
h~!"-said-M!r!am SQ bitt~rly that gilda's qy!et ey[-y:X~]es ~~re 
some~gat start[:]led. r "fio~ateli~, ~X d~ar[ :de~r-s~I!!-over: 
Ben(t-n)!] friend," said Kenyon, in Ital!an, "pray gratify us ~11 
b{t~king t~e [f!!i~!] exact attit~de oi t~is stat~e." 7 Tge 
young man [--'H1s usual modes of demonstration were by the natyral 
Iang~age o~ gest~re, the i~sti!!cti~e [a!!~h't!] ~gxe~e!!t o~ liis-
ag~le fr~me, and the unconscious play Of gis f~atyres, which, with-
in a limited range-of thought and emotion: could speak [seminal] 
~ol~es in the mQ~ent. I .... h~ expressed=gis jQy ... -by-what 
might be though-an extravagance of-gesticulation, but which doubt-
le:s(=perhaps) was the lang~age o£ t~e [SI¥!-]!!at~ral ~a~, tgo~gh 
la~d asi,de and fQrgotten by otg~r men, no~ that ~Qrds gaye been 
fe~blz substit~ted i!! tEe pl:ce-o£-si~s a!!d-s~£§1s. '=-the yo~ng 
man] laughed, and tgre~ himself intQ the pQsition in ~hich the 
statye has been-[Ben(t:n)i!] standing for two or-three-thousand 
- = - - - = . - -- = = = = = = " -
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y[-]~ars. I~ tr~t~, allo~ing f£r t~e diff;re~ce i~ cost~e, a~d if 
a [li~~al-s~~~e-Y!-]l£onTs ski~ co~ld ~a~e bee~ (Be~(t-~)~!] sub-
stituted for h~s mod~rn [t!ll-t!le!ail-maw] Talma, and a rustic 
= = - - - - - - = - = - -P!Pe f£r ~is stick [~~se-hi~:~i~-rod!], Donatello ~~~t ~a~e 
figured p~rfectly as the Tmaw:warble-lips-paw-s!-jmarbie[-]Faun, 
[mirror-]~rac~lous[-s-]ly [s-snake-limb(-er-)ring-]softened into 
flesh and blood. I "YesT-Y'S-S-S]; the resemblance is (W!-
WOMB:TOMB-]wonder(-]fui," ob[-]served Keny~n, after examining the 
marble and the man with the (action-gesture-]accuracy of a sculp-
tor's exe[=Xl---"There is one [sp~nelthorn-x-knex-lpo£nt, however 
[:haw-ove-wove-ever-over]--, or[:Ohr!], rather, two po£nts--in 
respect to which our friend Donatello's abundant curls will not 
permit us to sax whether the l£keness £s carr£ed !nto m!nute[:Nat-
h:and-plant-£nto-an£mal-tw£st-consonant-t~le-xel-Jde(-]ta£1." I 
And the (S'K-]sculptor d£rected t~e atte~tio~ o£ the partx t£ t~e 
ears of the bea~t!f~l stat~e ~h!ch they ~~re con(-Ttempl!t!ng 
T:tempie-rum!n!t!ngT. I : .. : -r .:.: 7 "Donatello,"-playfully 
cr£ed ~~r£a§: "d~ (~+]~ot l~a[-X-~-]~e us £n t~£s [teit-]p~rplex£tx! 
Shake aside those brown curls, my friend, and let us see whether 
th~s maryel[-~;y'y-]eii[-!ous[-US!] resemblance extends=tQ=th~=y~ry 
t!ps of the ~ars.- ff s~, ~~ shall l!ke yo~ ~11 the bett~r [i.e::-
as Ass=EsT]"- I "No, no, clearest [signature=]signorina!" answered 
Donatellg[:d~-not-t~ll:~ll]=laughing: but=~ith a-c~rtain ~ar[­
]nest~-]n[-]ess [=with-ear-nested-in-essentiai-ess=of-orlaurlair-
w:v'v-voice!].--"I=entr~at you to take the tips of my ~ars=for= 
gr:nted:n I As h~ sp~ke, th~ young Itai;an=m~de=a-sk!p and=jump, 
light enough for a-[v!=]veritabie TFang-FT-TFaun; so as to-place 
himself quite beyond the rea[-Y-]ch of the fair [signature-]hand 
that was outstretched, as if to settle the [tongue-to~-~~ye-in-ma~­
]matter by actual examination." I "I shall be like a twT-]wolf of 
tfie [Qr~/Qr~lh~p-]~pe[-pjenn~nes," h~=cont!n~ed, t!king his ~tand = 
on the otfi~r s;de of the Dying (glan~d)s:]Glad!ator, "if-yo~ touch 
my ~ars eyT-y-T~r s§ s§ftly[-y] [=!yy-y~ice]. -Norte of my-r~ce co~ld 
end~re it: It fias ~l~ays been a tertderi~sense-growing-Jpo!nt ~ith 
my fQre(-H!-]fath~rs and m~." I !!~ ~PQke In Ital~an, ~itfi-the -
Tuscan rusticity-of accent: and an-unsh~ped sQrt o~ utt~rance- .•.. 
I (Wl-]Well, well:" said Miriam: .. :-:-..• Oh[-H:W!],-it-is 
impo~sibie, of:=co!!rse," sh~=c~ntin!!ed in Englf~h :.: ; but you see 
how this peculiarity defines the position of the Faun, .... He is 
not supernatural, but[=b(y)utte:pudenda!] just on the [V!-] verge 
of [Nini(+)ne-]Nature [=Nini(yvlor!)ne], [h+]and yet within it. 
~at is t~e ~~~eless [sig~at~re-P~LLI~:F~LL-li~!-]c~a~ o£ t~is 
[low-hold!] idea, Hilda? You cannot feel it more delicately[-
e~~£~b~d] t~:~=~."= I "It=[;e;:te!tl p~rplexe~ ~~·" said [E£~-~~­
*~Ld-]~ilda, t~o~ghtf~llX, a~d s~ri~ki~ [~i~~ing!] a little; 
neither do I quite like to think about it." I "But, surely," said 
Ke~io~: "z~~=agr~e ~it~ ~£r!a§ a~d ~~: t~at t~~re is so~~t~i~ 
[~~ngl~i~ge!] ~;rz touc~ingT-ta~t£leT a~d impress£~e[-a~tio~al] in 
t~~s statue of the Faun. In some long-past ~ge, h~ must r~ally 
= - - =- - - =-- - -- - - -
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naxe existed. [S~~-]~~t~re ~e~ded, a~d still ~e~ds, tgis 
b~agtif~l cr~at~re, sta~ding [~iss-t~ist!] b~~ixt ~~ a~d animal 
£iitg 'tw2-~ars ..• l~af sh~ped'], s~patg~zi~ ~itg ~acg, co~­
prghendi~ tge (li~g~-lip7lap-~i~~-]spe~cg o~ e~tg~r r~ce, a~d 
int~rpreti~ tge ~2le[-~el!ga~? e~te~t-]existe~ce o~ 2~e t2 tge 
other. Nhat a [~2od-pith-]pity that h~ has forey~r vanished from 
-= -- -- - - - =- - = -- = - = -the gard a~d dustz patgs o~ life--u~less," added tge sc~lptor i~ a 
spgrtiXe [!ag~egi£!] [~'!!'!!-]~g~sp~r, "Do~atellg b~ ac[-~"'lt~all~ 
[a!!~-a~tio~allz-~r-lg~[-y-!!]!" I "Xo~ ca~~ot co~ce~xe ~o~ tgis 
fantasy t2kes hQld of m~,n responded M!r!am, b~twe~n jest and ~ar[­
]nest.- .: .• 7- ... : -7 They had now-emerged-f~om-the [gape!:] 
gateway of the palace; and partly concealed by one of the pillars 
of the portico [cf. oral-labial-portal] stood a fig["'y]ure such as 
may often be en[-]countered[:edgelbournelhedged] in the streets and 
piazzas of Rome, and nowhere else. H~ l2oked as if h~ m!&ht just 
haxe stept o~t o~ a pict~re ... ; b;i~ ~2 oth;r tgan-2~e-o~ tg2se 
living [signature-]models, [EL:~!] dark[-~], bushy[-y] bea[-Y-
]rded, [w-]wild of asp[!-asp]ect, and atti[-Y-]re, whom artists 
convert into Saints or ass[-]ass(-]ins, accord["']ing as their 
pictQr!al p~rpQses dgmand[-gandlma!:!!l I "M![-!-]r![-X]am!" 
[W'HTYT-]whispered Hilda: a-littie-start[-]led,-"it-is-your Model 
[:~~~(!!2AR)delT!" [--IV:5,7-8(w.77-8),12-13(w.l0),19.]- = -
[l.c. MUM-YAWN: mlnln,< hlv'!:!--counteryaw three. (m-03) 'The 
--- ==- - -Marble Faun: Or, the Romance of Monte Beni':] ON THE EDGE OF A PRECIPICE(;B(Y)UTTE-TO:PREPUCE:WIN~.j ,-= .... 7 Hilda, me~nwhile, 
gad separ~ted=girself=fro~ the ;c~Iptgr [~-~~~r-~l~l], a~d-t~r5~d 
back tQ rgjo!n ggr friend [M!r!amT. At a distance, sge still geard 
- - -- -- - -- - - - -= -= tge ~~rtg o~ g;r l~te co~pa~~o~s, ~g2 ~~re g~i~ do~ tge cit~~rd 
[:liQrd] d~scent Of the Capit[-]Q[!-]l!ne gill; they had set up[:uP! 
(@=steps-1-to:S!)], a ne~ [Sth=Model's] St2ye Of-mel~dy, in ~hich 
hgr o~n SQft YQ!Ce, as-~ell as the PO!:!grf~I-s~ee[:y:x-Ttness-Of­
M!c-x=Ir!1-x-Iams, ~as sadly missed. -7 The Ci~r of-the-little 
co~rt~ard [~yei-x'~] gad sic=~~~-]u~ upo~ its-[!!:lgi~ges, a!!d 
part[-]lX [a~-]cl2sed itself. !!ilda (~g2se ~gti~e ge~tle~ess 
p~r~gded gll g~r ~~~e~e!!ts [=~'~'~=!]) ~as q~~etlx gpe~i~ it, ~ge~ 
she ~as start[-]led, m[-h]!d[!]li[-]ay [=und~r-palate:d (@-step-3)], 
bi tEe ~2~se o~ a struggle-~itgi~, b~gi~~i~ a~d e~ding ~11 i~ £~e 
breathless [mum-ya~!] instant. Along ~it!! it, Qr clQsely succe~ding 
it, ~as a lo~d: i;arf~l-[~ro~!-lcrxc-x=ztT, ~gicg [a~~g-Tsa~k q~i~[­
~-x-l~r[-r]ing [D!-]do~~~rd [Tg~Q!-Gift/DoQr-~Qrd] tQ tge ;artg. 
Tge~, a s~le~ce [de 1':::11 Pogr-~ilda [de-1'7~a~dle:g2ld-ag!] gad 
lgoked i~t2 tge co~rtyard, a~d [ha~!-]sa~ tge wn2le [g~l~-]q~ick 
passage of a dee[-Y:YTd, which took bnt little time to grave itself 
i~ the gt~rnal=~da~~t [h;~-r~d/Adam'sldam's-ja~;/ga~llspiit-[s] 
tQne7native:mind].- 7 -- I THE-FAUN'S [GLAN(D)S:]TRANSFORMA-
TIO~[=g-Q~R:FIG!] I Tge doQr o! tge=co~rtyard s~ang [s~rp~nt: 
li~~-]slo~Iz, a~d cl2sed-itself o! its o~ [filz:f!:]acc~rd. g~r~a~ 
a~d Do~atell2 ~~re ~o~ al£~e tg~re. Sg~ [g:asp!+f!]clasped g~r 
ga~ds, a~d l£oked ~~ldlx at tge xou~ ~a~, ~2se f£~ se~[-~!-]~ed 
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to have di[-Y:Y-]lated, and whose ey[-Y:Y-]s blazed with the fierce 
en~rgi t~~t Ead sudde~lz I~[:j;p~red ~i~7 it ~ad [~g:~l-]ki~died 
him into a man; it had developed within him an intelligence which 
- - - = - - = -= = = - = - - - - == = was no native characteristic of the Donatello whom we have hereto-
- -= -= = = = = = - = ===- == = = == = fore known. But that simple and joyous creature was gone forever. 
1= "what =have you Tdo-not-telll-ohiT done!" s~id ~hria:: in= a == 
[M~ARi-l~£rr~r-;tri~ke~ [gis!-~YE'~?-li~£sp;r. 7= Tge [gia~(d)s­
}glo~ o£ rgge ~as still l~rid o~ Do~atell2's [fa~~lfa~-]fgce, a~d 
now flashed c~t again from his eyes. I "1;[-XJ did !!hat o~~t to 
be=done tQ a tra£tQrT" h~-r~pl!ed. "! did-lihat [X:]yoyr ey[-X:X-]s 
bg[-X:lde-~;[-Xl d~ [=hTwly'wlylylylw1, ~~e~-1 askedT=Ea~!=a~edT 
. t~e~ ~it~ ~£~e as ! ~eld t~e [~!-lliretch [y!-1o~er t~e precipice[-
piss]!" I T~;se last [~!-]~ords Ts'~-]struck Miriam like a [Bawdy-
Bull!-]bullet. [~udl$od-pie(-Y:Y-)ce sow?] Could it be so? Had 
her eyes pro[-]voked, or assented·to this deed? She had [~+]not 
known it. But[:b(y)utte!], alas! Looking back into the frenzy and 
turm[-tower-]oil of the scene just acted, she could [~+]not deny--
she was [~+]not sure whether it might be so, or no--that a wild joy 
had flamed up in her heart [=wyld~aw:ylh'dlymiP(=wide-jawy-hood­
imp)!in-her-heart], when she be[-]held her persecutor in his mortal 
peril. ~as it [~2ar!-]~2rr~r?--2r [a~e!-]ecstasz?--2r b2t~ i~ 2~e 
[~:MA~:~!]? B; t~e ;~2tio~ ~~at it ~£ght, it ~ad blgzed up ~2re 
madly, lihen DonatellQ[:dQ-not-tell-Qg!~flung his [y!-]yictim off 
[-l~af!T-tfie cliff[-b(y)gtte!], and-more ana-m2re, ~hile his-shr!ek 
[y-y-~!l ~ent [~alf-~2odT] q~i~;ri~-[Dl-]do~T~l~grd: ~it~ a=dead 
tgump upon tge s[-]tQnes b~loli, gad come an unutt~rable[-udd~r!­
utt~r!] h2rrour. I -nAnd my eyes bgde-yoy-dQ-it!" r~p~ated sh~· I 
- -- == - -- - - - - - - - --They bQth l~aned Qy~r the [pet-model's] pgrapet, and ggzed do~ligrd 
as ~arT-Tnestiy as-if some inestimable treas~re gad fgilen Qy~r:­
a~d-~;re iet r~co~;rable: 0~ t~e-pg~e~e~t, b;lo~, ~as a dark-~ass, 
lying in a heap, with little or nothing human in its appearance, 
except that=the [~ig~ature-]h~nds w~re-stretched out, as=if they 
might have clutched, for a moment at the small square s[-]tones 
[=yell-tones]. [' .... I Miriam's model has so important a con-
nection with our story .... I I M!r!am gad gr~at 
apparent freedom of intercourse; her manners were so-far from 
~yi~cing sgyness .: .. - : ... = [But7T By so:e s~bt!le=qyality, sg~ 
kept p~ople-at a distance [=mum-yali!]; without so much as letting 
them know that they were excluded from g~r inn~r [!rl~r-M!rl~r!] 
c!rcle ..... I .... I .... I .:.:-I-:: .. -1 - .. :: 7 .... 
1- .... I .... I .... In the midst of its madness and riot 
('a~ a~alogy [o£ f2r~-12gs] h;tie~~ t~e s~~lpt~red-sc;~e-o~ t~e 
sarcopgag~s and the li!ld ['sylyanT] dance'), M!r!am (had) fo~nd 
~;rself (S!-)sudde~li-Cz~!-)co~fro~ted-bz a strg~ge fig~re t§at 
shook its fantastic garments in the air, and pranced before her on 
it; tipt2es,-gl~2st ~zing-~it~-t~~ (s~rpe~t-~£~i~) agilitz oi 
Donatello himself. It was the Model. I .... I I 
.. : --sg~ r~[-]s!gned h~rself tQ the tgrgldom in lihich h~ geld g~r. 
T~at £ro~ [sig~at~re-r§£-f2ld-]c~ai~, of-which some of the-massive 
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links were ro~~d ~=r fe!i~i~e [~~£te/~u!!-]~a£st, a~d the others in 
his ruthless [rod-yel!-]hand--or which perhaps bound the pair to-
gether by a bond equally torturing to each--must have been forged 
in some such unhallowed furnace as is only kindled by evil passions 
and [MAW:HAW:PAW-]fed by evil deeds ('~o~ ~ll t~is exti~ct dust, 
t~ere !£~t p~rcha~ce b~ a t~£~-b2~e, ~~ic~ cru!bled at a touc~, 
.•. possibly a skull, grinning at its o~ ~etc~ed pl£~t, as is 
the [gla~(d)s-]ugl~ a~d [~~!-]e!pt~ ~abit o~ t~e t~i~. I .... ').] 
Bu~ there was no motion in them, now. Miriam watched the heap of 
mo;taiity ~hile=sh: could-co~nt a-[~ho!=Thuncir:d, ~hich=sh:=taok= 
= - === == = =- == = - = = = = (spf~e-]pa£~s to d£· ~2 st£r; ~ot a fi~g~r !2Xed. I "Xo~ ~axe 
killed him, Donatello! He is quite dead," said she. "S(-]tone 
- = - = == == == =-dead! ~oyld[:!!god] .! ~~re .§O, too!" I "Did yoy [~+]not m~an that 
he sho!:!ld-die?"-st~rnly-asked Do~tellg, still-in t~e glo~-of-that 
(gla~(d)s-]intellige~ce ~~i~h passio~ liad d;xeloped-i~ ~~· - = 
f I "Xes, Do~atell2, ~o~ sp~ak t~e tr~t~!" said s~;. "~z 
heart consented to what you did. We two slew yonder wretch. The 
- - - = == - = == = = - - = = = = deed [~+]~ots us tggeth~r fgr tfme and ~t~rnify, like the cgil of 
a serpentT" I ... : ,--They thre~ gne oth~r (glanZd)s-]glan~e at 
the=heap of death below .• :'.- .: .. - 7- . .. :-I "I-feel it, Miriam," 
said=no~at:ll£. ="~i d~a~ g~e breat~; ~; lixe 2~e=l£fe!" [=T~~ue­
iN-Murmur /Maw. ] I . . . . 7 "Forevermore, Miriam!" said Dona tello. 
"cem:nt:d ~ith his [signatyre-]blo~d!"= I The=young man started at 
t~e-~~rd ~Eicli E; ~ad ~I!self [gla~(d)s-oa~!=]sp£ke~;-it may be 
that[-hat!] it brought home [an~'T!]--the ever-increasing[-nG] 
loa[-OW!-]thsomeness of a [Y!-]union that consists in [EL!-]guilt. 
[--IV:l6l,l7l,l72-5(w.20,2l,89,93,24).] 
[l.c. MUM-YAWN: m/n/~< h/Y'!!--counteryaw four & five. (m-05) 
'T~e ~i~ist;r's Black Xell7 A-Pirable':] The sex[-see~!-]ton[7~u~ 
stood in the [ear-]porch of Mil[-]ford meeting-house, pulling 
= lustily at the [RHO-enfgld!-]bell-rope. Spruce[=White-pine] 
bachelors looked [Serpent-]sidelong at the pretty maidens, and 
fancied that the [S+H!-]Sab[-]bath sunshine made them prettier than 
on week[:w~~-]days. When the throng had mostly streamed into the 
porch, the sexton[:ngue] began to toll the bell, keeping his eye on 
the Rever[-river-]end Mr. Hoop[-Jump-the-Hoop!-]er's door. Tte 
f£rst [glan(d)s-]glimpse of the cl~rgyman's fig!:!re ~as the signal 
f~r the bell to cease tte (sig!-]s~mmQns: I 'B!:!t ~tat Ig'~AT?!] 
~as ggod Parson g~p~r got upon his-fg[-X-]ce?' crieT-X-]d the 
sexto~[:ngue] r~-ast[=sti~!-tlg~[e-flis§[-]!e~t. ~11-~it~i~ 
~earing imm~dfately [ha~l-!:!rn!-Tt!:!rned aboyt, and b~held the 
se~~la~ce-oi ~r. ~oop~r: pici~ sio~ly ~is-!editgtiie[=r!:!~i~gtixe/ 
~gt~xel [X!-a~~!-~az t~~~rds[:~2rdsl t~e !;;ti~-~o~seT:o~-;gr­
tg-~oyth-in-yg~ce-stream]. ~ith Qne accQrd ttey started, expressing 
~gre TwT-]~Qnd~r than-rt some strgnge minist~r ~~re coming to dust--
t~e cushions-a~ Mr: MQQp~r's [hop:tgro~gh-lip-]p~lpit.- ~ 'Are yog 
s~re it-is-oyr-parson?T inq!:!ired GQodman-Gray[-gay!] of the sexton-
[:ngue]. I -,Of[-y]-a c~rtafnty it is gQod Mr.-goop~r(:ta~:pgrr]:' 
r~pl£ed t~e sexto~I:~ueT. '~;-~as to ~axe exc~a~ea pulpits-with 
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parson Shute[:hut:shoot] of [W-]Westbury; but Parson Shute[:hut: 
shoot] sent to excuse himself yesterday, being to preach a funeral 
sermon.' I I I A rumor of some unaccountable phe-
nomenon had pre[-]ceded Mr. Hooper[:haw:purr] into the meeting-
house, and set all the congregation[:of-tongues!] ast[-H!-]ir. 
Fe~ co~ld r;[-]fra!~ fro~ t~isting t~e!r ~eads tQ~~rds[:~2rds] t~e 
doQr; ~~X st£od up[-]r!~t, a~d t~r~ed [~/z'~!-Tdirectlx abo~t; 
while sey~ral little bQys clamb~red upon the seats, and cgme do~ 
=-- -- -- - - - - == - -- --[~1 agai~ ~itb a terrible racket. Th~re ~as a ge~~ral bustle, a 
[s~rpe~t-l~~es-]rustling o~ t~e [~-T~2~e~'s go~s a~d [s~ea(X)f­
sguffli~ o~ t~e ~e~'s Tfa~-]f~tT=X:X-teet~], gre~tlX at [YAW!-
li~r~a~ce ~it~ t~at ~us~ed r;pgse ~~ic~ s~o~ld atte~d t~e e~tra~ce 
[=e~:tra~ce] o~ .t~e ~i~ist~r. But[:at ~~te](lips)b~tte] ~r. H2£p~r 
appeared ~ot to ~£tice t~e [~X~-~~~-]p~rt~rb~tio~ o! ~is [sig~a­
ture-]p~ople. ge ent~red[:entra~led] ~ith an ~lmQSt nQ~seless 
- - -= - - - - - - - - -- ---
step, be~t ~is ~ead ~~ldlX tg t~e [~ul~!-pa~-]p~~s o~ each s~de, 
and bowed as he passed his oldest parishioner, a white-haired 
- = =-= = = = -= === = = gr~t-gra~ds~re, ~~2 occ~p~ed a~ a~-c~a~r i~ t~e [sig~at~re-] 
cent~r Of tge a~sle[:!'ll-~~l.e!]. It ~as str~nge to ob[-]serve, 
how slowly this-venerable man became consious-of something singular 
in the appearance of his pastor. He see(--Y-]med [k+]not to par-
take of the pre[-]vailing wonder, till Mr. Hooper had ascended the 
stairs, and [SH!-]showed himself in the [lip-]pul[l!-]pit, f~ce tQ 
f~ce ~it~ ~is [i~-te;t~al!] co~greg~tio~, except fgr t~e black -
veil. This mysterious emblem was never once withdrawn. It [S+H-
J~ook with his me~sured-breath as h~=ga~e out the [pS!-]psalm;=it 
th~~~ its ~b~c~rity b~tw~n hi~ and=the hQly=p~g~, as h~ read-the 
Script~res; a~d ~~!le-~i-prayed, t~e TX~!:]~~~l laX lieay[~]il~ o~ 
~is up[:uP!-]lifted [~u~t's-Tco~~te~a~ce. Did~~ see[-X-Tk to ~~de 
it fro~ t~e dread B~i~ ~~2~ ~~~as ad[-]dressing? =tFgr-lea~es­
ess?!] I Such ~as the ~ffect Of this simple piece Of [s~rpentine 
-hood/hat) crape: that more than-one woman of d~icate nerves- -
[;pinnfng-My-~~rva]=~as-fQrced to=[lip~Ieaf-Jl~v~ the m~eting­
ho~se: -rFor (In-sympathetic magic): 'There was but-one~hing 
remark(~)able in his appearance. Swathed about his fore(-g!-)head, 
and hanging over his face, so low as to be shaken by his breath, 
Mr. Hooper(:haw:purr) had on a black(-~~)[X!-aN$R-~(oman)-in­
t~rgat-)ye~l. On a nearer(:ear/air) v~ew, it see[-Y-]med to (~unt­
~antor-)consist of two [vulvi-form-]folds of (cunt-)c(!)rape(!), 
which entirely con(t-)cealed(:ciliated) his (fang-)features, [ass/ 
a~e!- ]except t~e ~o~t~ a~d c~i~ [~a~!~r~!-~!i~!], ·.but probablX 
d~d [~+]~ot i~t;rcept ~is s~~t(-XG~-t), tthroat-Father-)farther 
t~a~ to give a (nG:~~/~gse-breat~-~e~!-)darke~ed asp(-)ect to all 
l~v~ng and in(-)animate things. W~th this (~lan(d)s-)gloomy(­
loomin~) (S+H!-)shade before him, good Mr. Hooper[:haw:purr] walked 
on(-)ward(:word), at a slow and quiet pace, stooping somewhat and 
looking on the ground, as is customary with (haw-derived self-) 
abstracted men, yet nodding kindly to those of his parishioners 
who sill waited on the meeting-house steps. But sg ~gnd~r-struck(~) 
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~ere the~ (=~!A~:~'), t~at ~is greeting ~ard(-)1~ ~et ~it~ a 
r;t~r~(:~r~).'--I.e., ~hen (as ~r~~e-p;rs£~a) ~~ f£rst e~t;red t~e 
m~ti~-~o~se.] ..•. I ~r. ~2£P~r ~ad t~e rep~t~tio~ f£r b~i~ a 
gQod pr~c~er, but (~+]~ot a~ e~~rgetic 2~e: ~~ str£~e to ~i~ ~is 
peQple gea~T'le~~!rd, b~ ~~ld p;r(-p~r-Ts~~si~e [£at(c~)-fe~i~£~e!] 
influences, rather than to drive them thither, by the thunders[t-
HUN'derz] of the Word. The sermon which he now delivered[=gave-
birth-to], ~as marked[=V'] by the same characteristics of style and 
manner, as the general series of his [lip-]pul(l-]pit oratory. But 
there ~as something, either in the sentiment of the discourse it-
self, or in the imagination of the auditors, which made it greatly 
the most powerful effort that they had ever heard from their 
= -= == - = = = - = == == - = = pastgr's lips. It ~as ti~ged, rat~;r ~gre (Ar~!-]darkl~ t~a~ 
usual, with the gentle [glan(d)s-]gloom of Mr. Hooper's[:haw:purse] 
= = = = = - - ==- = =-= = = = = temperament. The subject had reference to secret sin, and those 
sad ~ysteries which we hide from our near~st=and dearest, and would 
[fang-]fain con[-]ceal from our own consciousness, even forgetting 
that the [H:OMmmm-]Omniscient can detect them. A subtle power was 
= =---- =-- - - - == = br~t~ed i~t£ gis ~grds. Each member of the congregation, the most 
innocent girl, and the man of hardened breast, felt as if the 
preacher had crept into them, behind his [YHWH!AWE!-]awful veil, 
and dis(-]covered their [hoar!-]hoarded iniquity of deed and 
thought. Many spread[:unleaved] their [serpent-glan(d)s-]clasped 
hands on their (signature-central-]bosoms. I At the close 
of the services[:servicing], the people hurried out with indecorous 
confusion, [haw:~-glan(d)s-]eager to communicate their pent-up 
amazement, and conscious of lighter spirits, the moment they lost 
sight of the black(-~'] [V-]eil[-YEL!]. So~e gath;red i~ little 
c~rcles [-coagulated-in-ess], ~uddled clgsely tgget~~r, t~e~r 
~o~tgs gll ~~isp;ri~ i~ t~e [S-]ce~tr;; so~e ~e~t (~-]h£~e[']~~rd 
al2ne, ~rapt in s~lent medit~tion .... 7 .... 7 [ &:J 
But-there was one-person in the village, unappalled by the awe with 
which the black veil had impressed all beside herself. As 
his pl~ghted [li=X'Y!-]~~fe, it sgou±d b~ g~r priyilege to kno~ ~gat 
the black [V'YT-Tveil concealed.- At the minister's first visit:-
thgrefQre, ;h~ entgred[:entra~led] upo~ the-subJect, ;ith a direct 
simplicity, which made the task easier-both for him and her. After 
g;-gad seated=gi;seif, s5~ (afel--]fixed ~ir ~~e; steadfa;tl~ upo~ 
the ye~l [=X+X-2ygr-Y!XEL1, but [~ud-in-£unt-]coyld disc~rn notging 
o~ tfie-dreadf~l-[glan(d)s-]gl£gm that haa Tha~lplace(-ent[all(X)])] 
so over[-newlovum-]awed the [cowed-]multitude! it was but a double 
f~ld c[-]r~pe, ganging do~ from gis f2re[-g!-]gead=t2 his moyth 
~:~~:~~tT, a~a sl~&htl~-Tsti~-1stirri~ ~ith-~is breat~.- 7-
[~!-]~£(-hw],' said s~e alo~d, a~d s~~li~, Ttg;re is ~ot~i~ 
t~rrible i~ t~is piece of c[-]r~pe, except tgat it g~des a f~ce 
~~icg ~ a~ ~l~a~s (gla~(d)s-]glad to l£ok upo~. [~u~t-]Co~e, ggod 
s~r, let the sun sn~ne from behind the c[-]loyd. F~rst lay as~de 
~o~r black-ye!l; tfien tell-mg ~gy yog put it on.' 7 Mr. tl£2p~r's 
s~£le [s;rpe~t-gla~(d)s-]glfmm~red-fa~~tl~. 1- 'T~;re-is a~ ~o~r 
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tO come,' said~~' '~~e~ all of US S~all cast as£(-~-]de o~r (X-
]vei[=X-]ls. T~ke it [~+J~ot a[-]miss, b~loxed frie~d, if ! !~ar 
thi; p~ce o£ [~!~hr£st7~up-tongue7rape-lipldrape!=]crape till 
then.' I 'Your words are a mystery too,' re[-]turned the young 
lady[:laden!]. 'T~ke a~ax t~e [~-lxe£1, fro~ t[-]~e~, at l~st.' 
1 '[X!EL's-]Elizabet~,! ~ill,' said~~' 's~ far as ~X xo~ ~X 
suff~r ~~· .•.•. ~~ ~~rtal exe ~ill see it ~it~dra~. T~is dis~l 
s~~de ~ust sep~;a~e ~~.fr~~ ~~e ~~rld~ ~~en X~~ [~:EL!:]Elizabet~, 
can ne~~r co~e o~2£~a ~t! 1 •••• 1 Lge co~£r r~se ~~t£ ~~r 
cheeks, as sg~ int~ted the nat~re of tge r~Qrs tgat were ~lready 
ab~ad in tge-[multiTfQld-Tyiiiage. : .. : ~--: ... -1 == -1 -
... ~ s~~ argse-a~d st£od tre~bli~ b~f~re ~~· I '~d dg xo~ 
feel it tgen at last?' said h~ [~rnl~arn!-]mo~rnf~lly. I Sh~ ~de 
n~repl~,-but cox~red ~~r exes ~ItE E~r-[sig~at~re-Jlia~d, a~d-[~r~-
1t~r~ed to leaxe t~e roo~. ~; rus~ed f~~~rd a~d ca~~t ~~r a~. 
1- I TLift t~e v~il but ~~ce, a~d [aN~!-]l~ok ~~ [~!!] i~ 
the f~ce,' said s~~· 7 '~ex~r! It [~hrism7Sig!~at~rallxl ca~~ot 
be[e]!' replied Mr. goop~r[:ga~lgiye-purl~r]. I 'Tgen f~re[-~rn­
];eil!' s~id=nlizabet~ -1 Sh~ ~ithdr:w fi~r arm from fiis-[g(y)r(d) 
IE<~)r-Jgr[-~t=Jasp, T~tla~d sio~lx-d~[~x=Jparted, £E~e~IPa~T-J 
pa~sing at t~e dogr, to gixe ~~e [li~g~-]long [s~rub-Tshudd~ri~ 
g~ze, t~at see[--X-l~ed ~l~gst to pe~etr~te t~e ~xst~rx o£ t~e 
[ba~k-las~edij black xe~l. [--IX:37-8,39(w.38),39-40,45-6, 
47.] 
l.d. MUM-YAWN: ~~~~~ >~IX'~+ [eye-pow ~]--a skullcap of world-hymn 
[1+4120@five]) 
[l.d. MUM-YAWN: ~~~~~ > ~IX'~ (eye-pow ~)--cryptiglance one. 
(~-01) '~X ~i~s~~' ~~jQr ~gli~e~!T:] .... I ' .... I be[-]lieve 
you may trust his [the Tvery ill-favored(=faced) fellow('s)'] word, 
and ... the Major will very shortly pass[-with-ess] through this 
street .... , as! ~axe a si~g~l~r ~~r~osit~ to ~it~ess ... , a~d 
[~b;ro~!-]bear xo~ ~o~pa~x·' (Ta~s~red t~e stra~g;r (=star-
rg~g~r). '] I ... i~ a~i~ted diST!-]~o~rse .•... ~o~ex~r[:~a~­
gx~r-sea-sa~-~~r], •.. a ~g~se [=oy!-st~r) of shouting, which had 
long[:lingam] been remotely audible, drew so much nearer[:ear-er] 
···· I I "Sit down again, sit down, good Robin,' rep[-
T:]lied t~e ge~tle~a~, la~ing ~is ~and o~ t~e [c£r~~(spe*t)-]s~£rt 
o! tge grez ~gat [~a~-grax-~edge]. T ... ~~~ill pass bX, i~ t~e 
$o~rse o! a ~;rx fe~ ~g~e~ts.' I .... 7 A ~£&htX strea~ o~ 
P;ople ~o~ empt£ed i~tg t~e str~t, a~d £~~e [rgg-fgld-rge-]rglling 
slo~ly tg~~rds t~e c~~rc~. A si~le [~E:~!-s-T~grse~~ [~ax!­
r~l-T~~eeled t~e [~-T£gr~;r i~ t~e ~idst o£ t~e~, a~d $lgse b;~£~d 
~~~ $~~e a b[-]a~d of tearf~l ~i~d[-tgr~]-i~stru~e~ts, se~di~ fgrt~ 
a fres~~r [se~a~ti£-Tdis£grd, ~o~ t~at ~£ i~t~~~~ing buildings ~ept 
it fro~ t~e ;ar. t~e redd;r l£ght dist~rbed t~e ~og~[-)bea~s, a~d 
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a de~se ~ultit~de o~ t~rcges sg~~e al~~ tge str~t, £O~c~aling bz 
tge!r [gla~(d)s-]glgre ~gat[-~~!-]e~~r obje$t t~ez iil~i~gted . 
. :.: A ~ss of p~ople, i~a$ti~e, e;cept as appla~di~ spe$tgt~rs, 
[hedge-bo~r~e-Jgemmed tge pr~cessio~ i~, a~d se~~ral ~g~e~ ra~ alg~ 
the s!de[:s~rpe~t=T~~l~s, p~rcing t~e $o~f~sio~ o~ tge [ha~t­]fiea~T~l~~r so~~ds ~it~ t~e~r [~l~i-de~tgte-sgft-palate-Jsgrill 
voices of mirth and terr2r. I .... I Tge l~ad~r t~rned himself 
=- = -= - - - - - - - - - -in-tge saddle, a~d fi;ed gis [G~(D)S-~-]gla~ce f~ll upo~ tge 
~ountry yo~th, as the stee[-Y:X-]d ~ent slo~ly by. The fattli~-o! ~g~ls £~~r ~g~~s- .••. - A ~g~e~t-~gre, agd tge l~ad~r 
thundered a ~ommand to [WHOlA] halt; the trumpets vomited a [HOARt-
lh2rrid[-ridT]-breath, a~d=g~ld=tge~r [~od-]p;gce;=tlie sgo~ts=~d 
laughter of the people died away, and there remained only a 
univ~r;al humf=N.~.n •.. ~ •. n=(~NIH]M[=HOM(=OM)]JJ, n~ariy allied 
t£ ;!le~ce~ -R~i2t b;fgr~ Robi~'s fbo;lbi~-g~~ri(-)sti£l]-ezes=~as 
a~ u~£o~;red $art [=ga~l~;gi$le]. Tg;re tge tgrcges bl~zed the 
(Red-oo~r~e!] br~~test, tg;re tge ~og~ sg~~e o~t l~e Tgaz!-}daz, 
a~d tg~re, i~ tar-a~d-featg;rz [=i~~-a~d-breatgT dig~itz, s~te 
[:sgt~ate] gis ~i~s~~· ~~jgr ~gli~e~![~ill-o;l~a~l-gg~s!] I ~; 
~as a~ eld~rll ~n, o~ large a~d ~jesti$ p~rso~, a~d stro~, 
~q~are [sa~-z~red} f~t~res, bet~e~i~ a steadz [~~-]so~l; but 
steady as it was, his enemies had found that means to sha~e it; gis 
face was pale as death, and far more ghastly; the broad fore[-H-
JEead=~as ~o~tra$ted f= -~-] i~ Eis ag2~z[:~~=b~~ii~: ~~(+)~;], 
SQ that his eyebro~s fQrmed 2ne [signat~re-]grizzied l!ne; his eyes 
were-red-and [hawt=wood-Twild: and the £oam[:salCi)vation-churnl-
E~~ [flo~rlfl~~~r-ji~£te=~po~ gis+q~i~~~i~ lip. His whole=frame 
was agitated by aEuick, and £Ontinual [thor-]tremor, which his 
pride strove to [Ellyel-]~ueli, even in those cir$um[-(sized!)-] 
stances of over[-]whelming hum[-]iliation. But perhaps the bitter-
est [t£2th/th2rn-]pang Of ~11 ~as ~hen his eyes[-!(li)Z] met th2se 
o£ Robi~;-f~r-g~ e~i[1]de~t[-]ly ~e~-hi~ 0~-tge I~sta~t: as tEe 
zo~tg stgod ~it~essing tge foul (=~o~Ts-(~!)o~l) disgrgce 0~ a 
head that had grown Tlia~-]grey in gon2r. Tgey st~red at ~ach 
otg;r I~ s~le~ce,=a~d-Robi~'s-~~ees[7n~(+)n~-=h'~T] sggo~: a~d gis 
~a~r bristled, ~itg a mi;t~re o~ (tragi~-GreekJ pitz a~d terrgr. 
Soon, however[:haw-ever-weave-over], a bewildering e;citement began 
to [pshaw!-]seize upon his mind .... At that moment a voice of 
sluggish merriment saluted Robin's ear; g; [ga~~-]t~r~ed i~sti~­
ti~elz, agd just b~g~~d tge (~-l$grn;r o~ the cg~rcg stgod tge 
la~t~rn-b~ar~r, rubbing his eye[-s-Ts, agd dro~sily egj2ying tge 
l~d'~ a~~ze[=J~egt. Tge~ g; E~ard a peal 0~ lauggt~r-l!¥e~he­
r~ng~ng of silvery bells; a woman twitched his arm, a [haw!-Tsaucy 
eze-~et gis, a~d E~ sa~[:ga~~dT]-the [lide~=]l~dz-of tg~ ;$arlet-
petti~at. A sgarp, dr1 $aT-Jcgi~f-]~gtio~ ap(ple-Jpealed tg 2is 
~~~grz, a~d, sta~ding o~ tiptoe i~ tge [$o~-£ro~!-]$ro~d, ~itg 
g~s ~g£te gpro~ g~;r gis [ga~!-]gead, g; b;~eid tge fou!t[-J;o~s 
l~ttle inn(-]!~p~r. And lastly, thgre sa!led Qy~r the heads Of 
tge ~ultit~det:-ffiuitiplied] a great,-broad Iaugg:-brg~e~ I~ t~e-
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midst bX tw2 sep~l~~ral[:~oug~] ~e!s; t~us-- I '~a~, ~a~, ~a~-­
. Eem, ~e! (=~e!i-spg;res)--~a~, ~a~, ~a~, ~a~!' I T~e sog~d pr2-
c~ded fro! t~e bai~ogx[-o£-~-~o~ceptsT o£[f] t~e opposite edi-
fice(:face], and th~ther Robin turned his eyes. In front of the 
= - = == - = - = - - - = = G[+~~]Q(-]ti$ ~[=]i~do~ st2od t~e £ld citizen ['long fa!ored 
(:f~ced)T], ~apped i~ a ~£de go~, ~is [~a~!-Jgrex p;ri[-j~ig 
e;[-]c~nged for a [~:]~£~t(-]~ap, w~ic~ ~as t~rust ba~ fro! ~is 
fore[-~-Thead, a~d ~is sil! sto~[-stif!:a~-]ings ~a~~~ do~ 
[N:~~:~-Tabo~t ~is 1[-]eg[g]s. ~; suPf-]p2rt[-Jed ~i~self og gis 
[stxle-]polis~ed ~g~e i~ a fit o£ ~o~~ulsi~e [= -~-] ~;rri~e~t, 
~hicg ~~i(-~~~ing-]fested itself o~ ~is sole~ £ld f~t~res, l!~e 
a-fu~~x i~s~riptio~ 0~ a to~£-st2~e ..•.. T~e [~a~!~a~!-)£O~tg­
gio~ ~as [sa~-dust-]spreading a~o~ t~e ~ultit~de, ~~e~, gl1 at 
once, it seized upon Robin, and he sent forth a shout of laughter 
-- == - - - == - = = = = = = = t~at e~oed t~rogg~ t~e str~t; e~erx ~~ s~2o~ ~is [~a~!~a~!-
]s£des, e~erx ~~ e!ptied ~is Cxel:~a~!-g£r~-]Iu~s, but [~~­
]Robin's s~o~t.~as t~e lo~dest [~RI~~-~~RED-F~LD!] t~ere. 
Tge $Iogd-sp~r~ts p;;ped !ro~ t~eir s~ly~ry £sla~ds, as t~e to~­
greggted(-G~TED!] ~irtg ~e~t r2aring up[-UP!] t~e SfX!(-S=¥X·l 
The Man in the MoQn [=PAE-HAES-MAE!] h~ard the far bell[-]o~; 'QhQ,' 
~~2tE E;,-'tlie £ld-~art~-[=~~-XEL:R~~=T~~~T (bX Rh£-bi~)!] is __ _ 
froli$so~e[:fr~licg-su~:s~y-~£rdi~Qrt~T t2-~£~t!T I ~e~ tg~re 
~as a ~~!e~tgrX $al! [-(~)~e7~:~12seT i~.tgat te~pest~ous s~ o£ 
soynd, the l~ad~r g~ye a s~gn, the prQcession resymed its march. 
o~r=~-~£(+)~~1 t~ex-ie~t, I£~e f~~ds-t~at tEro~T7~i~l~o~T i~ 
-~o~;rx rog~d so!e dead [~o~£lit~-]P£te~tgte, ~£~tx ~2 ~2re, but 
~Jesti$ still i~ ~is [S~so~i~] ag2~X[:~~-b;t~~~=~£(+)~~]. 0~ 
t~ex ~e~t, i~ $og~t~r[-]feited[:~edge-p2eti$] po~p, i~ se~seless 
up[:P!-R~Q!-]r~r, in frenzied m~rriment, trampling ~11 on an 
Qld[:XELT] manTS neart[:gTQrt].--on s~ept the-tum[-m:m-m-(m)]ult, 
and left a silent-[s:tongue-grooved-]street-behind(;NThan(d)-Saw-
ad£r~~d]. 1= .: .. [--XI:225,226-7,227-30(w.2ii).]- =- = 
[l.d. MUM-YAWN: ~~~~~ > ~lx'~ (eye-pow ~)--cryptiglance two. 
(m-03) 'The Marble Faun: Or, the Romance of Monte Beni':] THE 
~RLD'S ~AT~DRAL[=T~~Ex!)~~-X!A~~=LrPs.]= STILL [s~rpe~t-gian(d)s­
] gliding onward, Hilda . . . . . . • . I . . . . I . . . . I . . . . 7 . , . 
gad=glm£St-~~~pl;ted tge c£r~uit o£ t~e tra~sept, ['~e~'] sg~ $g~e 
t£ a ~o~fess£o~al, (tge ce~tral part ~as ~12sed, but a ~xsti~ 
[~ogtg+sti~] rod pr2tr~ded fro~ it, i~d~~gting tge prese~ce o£ a 
[~gleJ] prie~t ~it~i~,) o~ ~gic~ ~as i~s$r~bed, PR~ ~~LI~A LI~~YA 
[=xel-li~£a~!(i~-fe~i~i~e-~gselge~d~r)]. 7 It ~~s tge ~2rd i~ 
s~son! 1f she had heard her mother's voice from within the 
~aberna$1e, $alling her, in her own mother-ton,ue [=father-!in~am-
1n mother-paw], t£ $o~e a~d lax ~;r po2r ~ead 1~ ~~r lap, and sob 
ogt ~11 h~r troubles, Hilda could not have responded with a more 
~nevitabie obedience. She did [~+]not think; she only felt. With-
1n her heart, was a ireat need. flose at [si¥nature-]hand, within 
the [yel:V'V-]veil of the $onfess~onal, was the [via-spYYch-or~ans!­
or~asmi$! ] relief. She [fan;-] flun; herself down in the penitent's 
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place; and, [yel-cell-]tremulously, passionately, with sobs, 
[thorny-knee-]tears, and the turbulent [ove-baw!-]overflow of 
emotion too [lin.am-]loni [lip-paw-]repressed, she poured out the 
[Ar~!-]dar~ story which nad infused its (p-ss!lseminal-]poison 
into her innocent life. I .... I T~us assisted, s~; r~~led 
[:~ul~i-f~~-gest~re-u~1~~ed] t~e [EL:~~~-]~~le o£ ~;r terr~ble 
s~ret! T~e ~~le [e~el~ar-~it~ess], [t~r~at-~!-]e~cept, t~at 
no name es~ped her lips! I I Aft~r ~he had ceased tQ 
sp~i: Hil-a heard the priest be[-sti~-]stir-hi~elf ~th an-old 
man s relu£tant movement. He stept out of the ~onfessional; and 
as the Jirl was still ~neelini in the penitential [~-]~orner, he 
sunnnoned her forth. I "Stand up[ :uP!], my dau.f.hter!" said the 
mild voice of the ~onfessor. "What we have further to say, must 
be spo~en [fan~-]face to [fan.-]face [=fan.f.Z:X+Xl·" I .... I 
11 Fa[-H-]ther,"·answered Hilda, trying to tell the old man the 
simpl; truth, "I am a motherless ,f.irl, and a stranger here in 
Italy. I had only ~od to ta~e ~are of me ..... I .... I .... 
1 " What you have told •.. is already Fown in the ~uarter 
which it most ~oncerns ['the [authorial-]authorities of Rome']." 
I .... I " .... Xo~ ~a~e e~p;r~e~ced so~e little t~ste of the 
relief and comfort, which the Church ~eeps(-udderldu¥s-in-maw!] 
abundantly in store for all its faithful children. ome home, 
d;ar c~~ld--po~r ~a~d;r;r, wh~ ~ast ~a~-'~t a [;la~(d s=]~iimpse 
o£ t~e £ea~enly l~t--£ome C¥a~!-]Q£me, a~d b~ at rest! 7 
"Fa[-!!-lther," saidgilda, much moved"by his k~ndly ear[-]nest[-
]n[-]ess, (in which,-however[haw-ove-ever-over], genuine as it 
was, there mi.ht still be a leaven[:unleavin;l of professional 
£raft,) "I dare [_f;+]not ~ome a step farther than ['New En-'land'] 
Providence shall ~uide me. Do not let it irieve you, therefore, 
if~ ~e~;r r;t~r~(:~] ~~ t~e ~o~fess~o~a1; ~e~;r dip~~ [fa~;­
]fi~-';rs i~ [~'~-~ea~-]~~1~-~~t;r; ~e~;r [S=~~-]s~;~ ~~ b~so~ 
~it~ t~e [~r~o~T~-]£r~ss. ~~a da~[-A~!-].~t;r o£ t~e P[-
Xl!:![E-]ri[-]tans[=BRO~nz] ..•.• I .... I Tge Qld priest snook 
his [(uN)Hooded ('with-hair as white as snow')]-head. But, as-he 
~tretc~ed=~~t ~is [si'~~t¥re-]~~~ds, at tlie=s~~e=~~~e~t, i~ t~e== 
aft o£ be~edi~tion, ~~lda ~elt do~~ a~d rece~~ed t~e blessi~J 
~~t~ as d;~o~t a s~plicit~ as a~~ [~~~~(+)~;!] ~at~~li~ o£ t~em 
~11. I .... I When Hilda _f;nelt down [=~-jointed) to receive 
the priest's ben(t-~e)edi~tion, the act was ~it[!-]nessed b~ .... 
···· I .... I ... [!!-]!enyon ['sh~ ra!sed h~r ey[-X:X-]s and 
:e~o·~~zed ~e~~C-X-lo~']. 7 -"It is iog[-X'~J!"-s~e-e!&la~~ed ~it~ 
J~~f~l [ja~-f~ll) s~rpr~se. "~[ -Xl ~ s~[ -~] [~- )~appy[ -XJ!" 7 
···· I .... I s~; ~eld ogt ~;r [si.~at~re-]~a~d; a~d !e~~o~ 
~as ['la~(d)s-].f.lad t~ t~~e it i~ ~is o~ .... [--IV:354,357-9, 
361-2,363-4] 
[l.d. MUM-YAWN: ~~~~~ > ~~~~~~ (eye-pow ~)--cryptiglance 
three. (~-OS) 'T~e ~i~ist;r's Bla~ ~e~l: A P~rable':] .... As 
years wore on, shedding their snows above his sable veil, he a~uired 
a name throughout the New-England churches, and they [~~:~!-]~~lled 
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him Fa[-tl-]th~r goop~r[:goop-thr£Ygh!-pyrr]. N[-]early all his 
- - - -- -==== - -=== = - - - - == - = parishioners, who were of mature age when he was settled, had been 
borne away by many a funeral: he had one congregation in the church, 
and a more [~ro~!-]~ro~[~!-]ded one in the church-yard; and having 
[~-]wrought so late into the [~Xei~Xe-]evening, and done his work 
so [li!-]well[-EL!], it was now good Father Hooper's [gRN-]turn to 
rest: I Several persons were [V!-]visible by the [S+HT-]shaded 
[~o~-£row!-]~andlelight, in the death-chamber of the old ~lergy­
man. Natural fonne~tions he had none. There was the de[-~-1~2r[!]­
ously grave[-X.], though u~£~[-y-]ed [F/X!fa~~-]p~ysicia~ .... 
.... There was the [N!-]nurse, no hired handmaiden of death, but 
one whose £alm affe~tion h~d end[~¥W~]ured :.:.= [H/Wl-]Who=but 
[Xell!EL-]Elizabet~T ~d=t~~re laz=t~~ [~~~-l~giri ~e~=o£ g2od Fa[-g-]th~r [h~r!-father] [g!-]gooper[-E/P~r] upon tge death-
pillo~[-l~], ~it~ the [ba~T-lasfi:dl bla££-[te~t-~£~ce-]~e£1-still 
swathed about his brow an~reaching down' [uNder-aNd-iN!] over his 
= = = = = - ==== = - =- - = - = === = f~ce, S£[~!] t[-]~at, ~ch ['la~(d)s-]~asp o£ ~is fa£~t breat~ 
~a~sed itt£ [st'~-]st£r T=write itself forever]. All through life 
that piece of ~[-Tr~pe ~ad ~ung b;t~~~ ~i~ a~d t~e [£r~!ted-]~£rld: 
it had separated him from cheerful brotherhood and [WT-Twoman's 
lov:[-V!],=a~d kept-him In that saddest of=~ll priso~s, his own 
== = = =--[ga~-Qrt!-]heart[~]; and still it lay upon his fece, as if t£ dee[-
X:]pe~ t~e T~la~(d)s-liloo~ o£ ~is dar~so~e L~~7bo~~-]c~a~b~r~ 
and sgede him from the sunsgfne of ~t~rnity[=X~:Nny]. I For some 
time previous, his mind had-been T~T-T~onfused-[w7vT-]wavering . 
doubtfully between the past and the present, and goy~ring[:g-QVE-
2Y~r!-ing] [FIY!-fangl~2rd-]f2~erd, as it were, at-Intervais:--
into the-indist[-]in~tT=lness-of-the world to ~ome [=to be Oberon-
born!] ..... I .... I 'And is it fitting,' resumed the Rever[-
river-]end Mr. ¥lar~[:~ler~] .... that a fa[-H-]ther in the church 
should leave a shadow on h~s memory, that may see[--Y-]m to bla~en 
a life so pure[:pyr/pwr]? I pray[:ray] you .... Suffer us to be 
[~lan(d)s-],laddened by your tri[-Y:Y:Y-]umphant asp[-]e~t [+YHW], 
as you go to your re[-]ward[=re-word]. Before the [V!-]eil[-YEL!] 
of eternity[ :Y-turn-~nee] be lifted, let me Cf' s- ]~ast aside this 
bla~ veil from your face!' I And thus sp~~~n~, tge Rey~r[-rfy~r­
]e~d'~r. ¥lar~[:~l~r~] bent forward to reveal the [Ar~IBo~!=~a~7-
~=Xst~r!] ~zst~rz o£ S£ ~a~z z[-]ears. But, e!~rti~~ a sudde~ 
[t~2r~lli~~a~!-]e~~rgz, that made all the beholders stand aghast, 
Fa[-H!-]ther [H!-]Hoop[-]er snatched both his hands from beneath 
tge bed-~12t~es [i.e., ~ot just 2~e b£=~~~Iall7 and pressed-the~ 
strongly on the black veil, resolute to struggle, if the ministry 
of.~est[-]b~rz ~o~ld[:~£od] ~o~te~d ~itg a dzi~' ma~. I '~e~~r!' 
~r~ed tge ~e£led £l~rg~a~. 'O~ ;art~, ~e~~r!' 7 'Dar~ £ld ~a~!' 
e~la~med tge aff[-Jr~ggted ~i~ist~r .... 7 Fa[-~!-]t~~r[-g~r] 
~oop;rTs breath [tlXY!-fh~yed; it Ts~rpent-]rattled in gis tgr2at; 
bu~, ~it~ a ~!~~tz-eff2rt:-~raspi~~ £2r[=]~~rd[:~£rd]-~Itg gis-[s~~at~re-]~a~ds, ~~ ~a~~gt g£ld o£ l£fe, a~d ~eld it ba~ till~~ 
sgo~ld [SI~!LEAF-]spea*. ~~ ~~e~ [~i~~-~£bra!-]raised gi~self i~ 
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bed .... A!!d.zet t2e fa~!!t, sad s~~le, sg gfte!! tl}~re, !!O~ s~[-­
X-]~ed to [s~rpe!!t-ila!!(d)s-]~li~~r fro~ its obs~~ritz, a~d li~r 
on Fath~r ~~p(!-eei]~r's lips. 7 '~X dg zo~ tre~ble at~~ -
alQ!!e?T ~r~ed 1}~, ~~r!!-lt~r!!i!!~ l}is ~e~led f~ce ro~!!d tl}e c~r~l~ o! 
p~ie spe~t!tgrs. Tre~bl~ ~lsg at ~acl} otl1~r! ••..... tl}is-
p~ce o£ ~[-]r~pe so awful •.• When ••• [~r~pe-s~i!!!-]sl}o~s l}is 
inmQst l}eart •.•• lgatgso~elz treas~ri~ up tge s~~ret o£ gis 
[fia~se!-]si!! •.• ~~a !o!!st~r •... ~ lgo~ aro~!!d ~~' a!!d, lg[-
~7~L!]! o!! e~~rz lsgi~sil~~r-¥!-]~isage a Bla~[-~~:~!] [~!-]~e~l 
T=Y!le-xell!l I ~£1e l1is a~ditgrs snrag~ fro~ ~~e a!!ot2~r, i!! 
myt~al(-~r~~ted] affr~~t, Fatg~r ~~pT!-J~r fell rx:a~~!-]ba~ 
upo!! l1is[:X~l [bil(~!-)lo~-]pillo~, a ~e~led ~rpse, ~1t2 a fa~!!t 
[S(O/~!)~:DE!lS-]s~£le (~I(-X-)LES!-]li!!~~ri, o!! tge lips. Still [te~t-]~e£ied f¥-~LED!J, t2ez la~d l1i~T:g~i~] i~·2is [bo~­
]~orfi!!, a~d a ye~led ~grpse tgez [~b;ro~-1bgre l1i~ tg t~e [~gr­
p~sl~gre-p¥ss!-J~rg~e. The lrass [f(-)rass-~(-)rape] of many years 
has sprun~ up [11n.am-~!-S!] and w1ther[-r]ed on that grave, the 
burial-s(-]tone is m[-Joss(-ose!-].rown, and ~ood Mr. Hoop[!purse-
]er's face is dust; but [lipslbgtte!-zellga~!-]a~fgl is still t2e 
tgo~¥ht, t[!]hat it [~~li~a~-]~ogld;r;d[-r~~i~ted] b;~~tg tge 
Bla~f-~! LX¥T¥-l¥e~l! [--1!:49-53.] 
[l.d. MUM-YAWN: ~1!!1~ > glx'~+ (eye-pow f)--cryptiglance four 
& five. (~-12) 'S~etcges fro~ ~e~~rx':] T~ ~OTC~ 0~ T~E ~~TE · 
MO:!JNTAINS [. J I . . . . I .·. . . It is indeed a wondrous path. A 
demon, it might be fancied, or one of the Titans, was travelling 
up the [V-]valley, elbow(-bough-]ing the heights carelessly asi[-
Y-]de as he passed, till at [lingam-]length a great [mouth-]moun-
tain took its sta~d [to~~ue!ere~Tly] dire~tly a~ross his intended 
road. he tarries [~-]not for such an obsta~le, but [r-]rending it 
asunder, a thousand feet from peak [=Y!-~] to fX!-s=] base, dis[-
]~loses its [~ullet[-]treasures of hidden minerals, its sunless 
waters, all the se~rets of the mountain's inmost [¥.N-¥AW!(-J+ne-
£aw*!-)-]~eart, with a m~t~ fra~t¥re of ru~ed [ptepu~e/l~bJ!l­
)prec~p~ces on $ach s~de. This is the ~ot~ o~ t¥e ~te ~lis. 
Sg~e o!! ~~, tgat ~ ga~e atte~pted to des~r~be it bX sg ~~!! a~ 
~ge--feeling[-in-lingam], as I do, that it is Qne Of tgQse sym-
bolis [sum-bells!] scenes, which lead the [maw-]mind to Tseminal!] 
sentiment: though not=tg tge [~ul~i-fg~!(=g~~~ne)] ~o!!cept~o!!, o£ 
~~~i[!-]pgte!!ce. 7 We had now reached a [neck7tongue-]narrow 
passage, which showed almost the appearance of having been cut by 
human strength and artifice[:face] in the solid rock. There was 
a wall of granite on each side, high and precipitous, especially 
on our [rho-thorn-)right, and so smooth that few evergreens could 
hardly find foothold enough to grow there. This is the en[-]trance, 
or, in the direction we were going, the extremity of the romantic 
de[-]file of the Notch .... the [serpent-]rattling of wheels 
approached us . . . . . .. a well-dressed young man, who carried' 
an opera=glass set in [glan(d)s-]gold, ... see[--X-]~ed to b~ ~~~i~; 
a~~ot~tio~ fro~ so~e o£ Bxro!!'s [~b~ro!!!] r~aps~di~s og ~o~gtai~ 
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sc~~;rx· Tg;re ~as ~ls£ ..• a fa~r ~ou~ i£rl, ~it~ a ~;rz fa~~t 
blog~, l~e £~eo£ tg~se p~le a~d [li~!] deli~~te flo~rs, ~~icg 
so~et~~es o~r ~o~· t~e Al[-]p~~e ~IIffs. I Tge~ disapp~red, 
and [si·!~at~rall~] !~ follo!ed tge~, passi~· t~ro~f~ a d~p p~~e 
f£rest ••• f£r so~e ~~les .•• ~otgi~ but its~ d s~al s~~de [in 
Fre~c~l£o~ti~e~tal si~at~re-~gst!] .•.•• I .... I oya ~~ING 
PARTY AMONG TgE MOYNTAINST.] 7 We stood [boJ!] in front of a .Qed 
substa~t~al far~=~o~se,-o£ gld d~te i~ tgat [gat!] ~~ld [~o~~t~r= 
tr11!1 ~ou~trz ••... The broad[-tree-li~e] and wei.hty antlers of 
a deer[-with-dear-s~in], 'a stai of ten,' were fastened at a[~-] 
£Orner of the [~-]ho~se [='the Eh!te Mo~ntain Post-Office']; a 
ro;'s bushy taii was-[n •.. yelt-Tnailed beneath them; and a hugh 
bla~ [si.nature-]paw lay on the .round, ~ewly severed and still 
bleedini--the [Oberon!] trophy of a bear-hunt. Among several per-
sons ~o1le$ted about the door-steps, the most remar~[~]able was a 
sturdy mountaineer [cf. mouth-'n'-air], of [phallic-magi£:si!!-]si~ 
feet two and ~orrespondin. bul~, with a ~ea~[~]~ [=~~:JA~~Xl set 
of f~t~res, sucg as ~~,~t b; ~o~lded o~ ~is ~ bla~s~it~'s a~~il 
[:~'L], but zet i~di$at~~e o~ ~ot~;r-~it a~d roug~ ~~~gr [=~~:~~: 
PA~-S!]. As [ezes!£up!] ~; app~red, ~~ up[-]lifted a ti~ tru~pet, 
fo~r gr f~~e feet [1i~i~-]lo~., a~d ble~ a tre~e~dous blast, 
~t~;r i~ [~!-]~o~£r o£ o~r arr~~al, gr to [A¥E!-A~!-]a~~~e[-~!] 
a~ e$~g[-~~!] fro~ tge opp£S~te [~!XEL!-]~~11. I .: .. ~o~· 
t~e $o~pa~~ ['~uests'T at t~e dogr, ~;re .•. t~g ~ou~· (~~($ap): 
b~t~ee~:~~(+)~~!] ~rr1;d ~o~ples, ~11 t~e ~a~ fro~ ~assac~~setts, 
on tge matr!mQn!al Ttr~!che~-in-ma~z!jQ!ntT j~nt. Besides ... , 
lll half a dozen wood-$utters [of-'the ru~ed ~ounty of ~cos, in 
which we were'], who had s[-]lain a bear ~n the forest and smitten 
off his paw[-in-jaw]. I £~ad just r;j£~~ed [Xi~lya~ed!] tg~ 
partz, a~d ~ad a ~~~e~t's le~s~re to e;~i~e t[g;t-Tg;~ .... 7 
........ I T~e $o~~~rs~tio~ o£ o~r part~ soo~ b~£~~e ~£re 
animated and East-to-West!] sincere, and we re£ounted some tra-
diti~ns of-th:=Indi~n~, who beli~ved that=the=tather and-mother of 
- = = - = - === = === = = == - - == = t~e~r r~ce ~;re sa~ed fro~ a del~ge [~!] bX [(;)ASS(!p)] ascending 
the pea~ of Mount Washin.ton [=orogenesis=orogenitalia=mouthlmount: 
byllin.am]. The children of that pair have been overwhelmed [WP!s], 
and found no such refuge. In the mythology of the savage, these 
mountains were afterwards [in oral kiss!hist!words] $onsider[-r]red 
sa$[-]red and ina~cesible, full of unearthly wonders, illuminated 
at lofty hei.hts by the [.lan(d)s-]blaze of precious s[!]tones, ... 
shrouded in the [spring!hawthorny!] snow-storm .... I There 
was now a general brea~in.-up. I s~rutinized [seminally!] the 
faces of the two bride.rooms, and [haw!-]saw but little probability 
of their leavin. the bosom of earthly bliss, in the first week of 
the honey-moon, and at the frosty hour of three, to $limb above the 
~l~uds ['to see~ the ('gem) '~reat ~arbun$le''] .... ~o~.s~arp 
[~~ss!tarp!] the [brea(d)th!] ~i~d ~as ... b~t~~~ t~e c~~~~s o~ ~X 
u~plast§red [red!-]cgamb§r .... I TtlE £ANAL BQAT[.] I .... I 
···· we overtoo~ a vessel that see[-=Y-)med [seed!se(a)men-]full 
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of mirth and sunshine. It ~ontained a little ~olony[:~nee] of 
Swiss, on their way to Mich1gan, ~lad in [~orge!-]farments of 
strange fashion and .ay ~olors, [¥aw-]s~ar[-]let, ¥hrist-birth-] 
~el[-]low and [~a¥-zra~-t¥rned-]br~t ol~e, sin;in., lau~in., and 
ma¥in. mer~, i~ odd t~~es a~d a babble o! o~tla~dish ~~rdS. ~~e 
prettz da~sel [=d~!zellcell!], with a b~tif~l pa!r o~ ~~ed 
~~~te[-~a~t~2r~!-]a~s, addressed a ~!rt~[-]f~l r~~r~['l.To~ 
dress-p~e!] t~ ~~; s~~ sp~1e i~ ~r ~~tixe to~iue, a~d ~ r~[-dis-] 
tQrted i~ f~od E~·lis~, b~t~ o~ us lau~i~ [~a~!~a~!-]~eartilz at 
~ach ot~~r s [=~~r's!] u~i~telligible ~it[-o~-~idt~!]. ! fa~~ot 
des£r~be ~o~ pleasa~tlz [=broadlx!l t~is [fa~~!-i~d~ce~~T.1~ci[-] 
de~t affe~ted ~~· ...• I .... I .... A~o~, a V~rg1~1a s~o~l­
mast~r, to~ i~te~t 0~ a po~et ~£rgil to ~e~d t~e ~el~s~~'s 
warning--'Bridge! bridge!--~as sal£ted by tge said bridge on his 
T~~(D)SIBO~!] ~o~ledge-bo~. £ liad prostr~ted ~xself, l~e-a 
p~.a~ b~f~re ~is [p~allicl~alse!-reac~lbreac~!-]~dol, but ~~ard 
t~e d~ll [~a~'-]leade~ so~~d o~ t~e ~o~ta~t, a~d fullX e!pe~ted to s~[--!!] t~e treas~res o~ t~e po~r ~a~'s ~r~~~~ [~~!] s~att~r 
(-r]ed abo~t t~e de~. ~o~ex~r[:~a~-~x~r-~~x~r], ... ~2 ~a~ do~e, 
e~cept a large b~p o~ t~e head, a~d probably a ~~rrespo~di~· 
[fa~;!-]de~t i~ t~e bridge Tcf. ~edge-o~-teet~], t~e rest o~ us 
e;c~~nged [.la~(d)s-gu~;!-]glances a~d laug~ed $~£etly. ~~· ~o~ 
p1ti[-]less are £dle p~ople! 7 The liplta~e!-palate7taste!]table 
now oein. len~thened throu.h the ~abin, and the spread for supper 
.......• The rain pattered •... The intolerable dullness of the 
scene en[-]gendered an evil spirit in me .... the En;lishman [in-
wood-si~!nature] was ta~in; notes in his memorandum-boo~, with 
o$$asional [£lan(d)s-l;Iances round the £abin, I presumed that we 
were all to figure in a [bo~!-]future volume of travels .... He 
would[:wood] hold up an imaginary mirror, wherein our refle~ted 
faces would[:wood] appear U£1Y and [read!di~'] ridi~ulous, yet 
still retain an undeniable li~eness to the originals. T~e~, ~it~ 
s~eepi~; ~alice, ~~ ~£uld[:~~od] ~~~e t~~se ~2r~at~res t~e repr~­
se~tatixes o~ ·r~t £lasses o~ ~X ~ou~tr~e~ T=~o~~t~r!tr~-f~r~! 
~e~]. I ~~ E;la~(d)s-].la~ced ......•.... ~e~t, t~e to~r1st 
l~o~ed .......• T~e b~o~o~i~r £aSt ~is exe ........ [~J~re, 
i~ g~e [pa~l~a~!-]~grd, (~g, ~i~ed E~lis~~ to saz it!) ~~re is 
t~e ~~ri~a~! ~e lifted ~is exe-.lass to i~spe~t a ~est~r~ l~dx, 
whg at g~ce b~~~~e a~~re o~ t~e [~la~(d)s-]£la~ce, redde~ed, a~d 
r~t!red deep~r i~tg t~e fe~le [11ps-tg-sgft-palate!] part of t~e. 
~abi~. ~~re ~as t~e p~re, ~odest, se~sitixe, a~d s~ri~~i~· TX!-
~~!] ~£~~ o~ ~er~~a; s~ri~~i~· w~e~ ~g ~Xil is [!l-li~te~ded; a~~~se~sitixe[-i~:~!J l~~e dis~sed fles~, t~at t~rills if xo~ but 
[11~.a~lsp£~e-]pg£~t at 1t; a~d str~~gelx ~odest, ~it~o~t £O~fi[-] 
de~:e i~ t~e [fa~,!~£rgi~-]~odestz o~ [c~rtai~-]ot~~r p~ople; a~d 
ad~~rably p~re, ~1t~ sucg a~~i~ appr~~e~sio~ o~ ~11 i~p~rity. I 
I~ ;~is ~~~~r, £[!] ~e~t 211 t~ro~~ t~e £abi~, ~itti~· [yel7 
haw 1ng] e~erybody as [hawThorn!-]gard a [lingam!yel-]lasg as 1 
[cud!-l~o~Id Tht-Ta~d, laxi~· t~e ~o1e[:yellhaw!l bl~~e on t~e 
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inf~r~al [patr2~~i~-]E~~lisg[-tongue!-to-thorn!]lash-]man. I At 
[li~~~]le~tg, ~ ~ag~t t~e e~es of ~~ ·~ ~ge i~ t~e lgo~i~­
.lass, where a number of the [heuristic-]party were li~ewise 
refle£ted, and amoni them the En£lishman, who, at that moment, was 
intently ob[-scene-]servin£ myself. I The ~r~so~ [s2ft-palate-
]~rtai~ b;i~~ let do~[~/~Q!] b;t~;:~ t~e l~dies a~d t~e ge~tle~e~, 
tge ~abi~ b;~g~e a bed-c~~b;r £2r t~e~t~ p~rso~s, ~2 ~;re la!d o~ 
shelves, Qne aboye the anotg~r •.••• Woyld[:wQod] it ~ere possible 
-=- - = --- =- =- -= to affi~ a :i~ i~str~e~t t2 t~e ?2se, a~d t~us ~te ~el2d~ o£ a 
snQre, sg t~at a sl~pi~~ lo~~r [li~am!-rX-dressed.] ~~~t s~re~de 
gis ~istress, 2r a ~o~re.~tio~ s~2re a psal~-t~~e! [pal~!-t~~e!] 
Other, though fainter sounds than these, ~ontributed to my restless-
ness [i.e., of .la~(d)s], My head was [haw:~!]£lose to the £rimson 
£urtain--the se~ual division of the boat--befiina which I ~ontinually 
neard [pharyngeal!] [w'h'y!-]whispers and [sna~e-]stealthy foot-
steps; the noise of a $omb [£o~'s!-root!] laid on the table, or a 
[lips-]slipper dropt on the tloor; the twang [by yan.!], li~e a 
bro~en [maiden-bo!!-]harp-strin., $aused by loosenin£ a ti£ht 
[under-(g)lobes!-]belt; the [serpent-in-leaves-]rustling o! a 
[vulvi-fold!-]gown in its [recipro~atin~!-]descent; and the [joint!-
]unlacin. of a pair of [bone!-]stays. My [.ristle!-]ea[-Y-]r see[-
Y-]med to have the [prow!-]properties of an ey[-Y-]e; a yisible 
~ge pest;r[-r]ed ~~ fa~c~ i~·t~e [~2~b's-ar~!-]dar~ess; the 
[~ullet-to-cervi!-l~grtai~ ~as ~it~dra~ b;t~~~ ~; a~d t~e ~est;r~ 
lgdX [=to~~uellgdle-o~-tge-lips7~~te!], wh2 xet dis[-]r2bed ~;rself 
~itgoyt a blusg. I Finally, gll ~as gusged[-gQoded] in tgis 
~~art~r. Still, ~ ~as-§2re-br~d T~!-I~-~~-laig~e t~a~ tliro~~g 
tge whgle pr~c~di~, dax, a~d felt a f~x~risg i~p~Ise (to (b~-xa~!] 
to t2ss ~ l~bs ~~les apart, a~d app~se t~e u~~£et~ess o~ ~~~d 
b~ tgat o~ [~~:ga~:pa~!-]~att~r. F2r.etti~~ t~at ~~ b~rth ~as 
gard[-]1~ s2 ~~de as a [$o~.g-T~2ffi~, ! t~r~ed sudde~lX 2~;r, a~d 
fell [~ob!~b;ro~!] li~e a~ a~ala~c~e o~ t~e fl2or. As tg;re ~~re 
~2 bg~es br2~en, £blessed [t~e fa~·!-tgr~ o~] tge a$cide~t[-de~t], 
a~d ~e~t o~ de~. A la~t~r~ ~as b~r~i~; at ~cg [lips!-]e~d o~ t~e 
b2at .... Though the rain had ceased, the s~y was all 2~e [~!­
LOyD-]~lo~d, a~d t~e [A~!-]dar~~ess s2 i~te~se, t~at t~ere s~[-­
X-T~ed to b; [~!~~~!--] ~2 ~2r1d, [~E!-]e~cept t~e little sp~ce o~ 
~~ic~ o~r la~t~r~s [s~rpe~t-.la~(d)s-];li~~r[-r]ed. [X=TIREE:] 
xet it was an impressive scene, I We were traversin~ the 'loni 
level,' .... The forest ... consistin£ chiefly of [sprin.!haw!1in-
fam!-]white cedar, bla~~ ash, ... now de~ayed and death-stru~, by 
he partial draining oi'the swamp into the .reat ditch of the $anal. 
Sometimes indeed, our lights were refle$ted from pools of sta.nant 
water, which stretched far in amon~ the trun~s of the trees, 
[hawses-nitr§ed!] beneath dense masses of dar~ foliage. But gener-
ally, the tall stems and intermin.led branches were na!ed, and 
brou¥ht into stroni relief, amid the surroundin~ [£lan1d)s-]~loom, 
by the whiteness ot their [hawthorne~que-]de$ay. Often, we beheld 
the prostrate form of some old sylvan giant, which had fallen, and 
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[I~-~2RAL!I~:~~!-]~rus~ed do~ s~ll~r tr~s u~d~r its ~e~se 
r~~[~R~E!]. In spots, where destru~tion had been riotous, the 
l~t~r~s [R~2!F2LD-]sgowed p~r~aps a gu~dred tru~s, ~re$t, ~alf 
gy~rt~ro~, e~te~ded alo~· t~e .ro~~d, resti~ t~e!r s~att~red II~bs, £r tgssi~ t~e~ aesp~ratel~ i~t~ t~e IAr~!-Tdar~ess, but 
all Of gne {SIGTNATURE-RICH!REACH-X:X:X-Jashy-wnite, aii na~ed 
·to.ether: i~ des~late ~o~f~sio~. T~us-~r~i~ o~t Of tge ~~~t 
as~~ dre~ ~£.~, a~d ~a~is~i~· as~~ [S~RPE~T-Q~(D)S-Tilided on, 
based on obs$urity, a~d ~~~rgu~~ a~d [gEDGE-BO~S-bo~~ded bX it, 
tge sc~~e ~as ·~~st-l£~e--t~e ~~r~ lan~ o~ i~substa~t£al [~~­
~QRT~!T t~i~is, ~~it~~r dr~s ~£.~t b~tg~e t~e~selyes, ~~e~ t~ez 
~yit the s[!]l~b~r~rTs [=S+a~-~o~~rTs-I~b~r-ingJ bra£~· I 
.: .. 7 .... S~~rtly aft~r, o~r b~at~~ ble~ a ~~r~, se~di~· a 
1~~· a~d ~ela~$~olz ~gte t~ro~~ t~e fgrest-a~e~~e, as a si.nal 
for some watcher in the wilderness to be ready with a change of 
[si.nature-]horses. We had proceeded a mile or two with our fresh 
team, when the tow-rope .ot entan.led[-aN.led] in a fallen branch 
on the [hedgelbourne-]edge of the [hawse-throat-]lon. $anal, and 
~aused a momentary delay [~i$1·a·!], during which I went to [a!e!-
le;amine t~e p~osp~~ri$ l£~t o~ a~ gld tree, a little ~ithi~ t~e 
f~rest. It ~as ~ot t~e f£rst d~l~si~e [.la~(d)s-]rgd£a~ce{-i~­
~~rrespo~de~ce!] tgat ~gad foll~ed. I T~e tree laz alg~& t~e 
.ro~~d, a~d ~as whgllz [XM~!-~gl~] £O~~~rted i~tg a ~ss o~ dis-. 
eased sple~dgr, ~~ic~ [t~ro~~-~(~LE)IT~2!1D~R:Z] tgre~ a ~ast­
l£~ess aro~~d. B~i~f f~ll o£-$o~ceits t~at ~£~t, ~ {B~(E)!STI~¥!­
l$glled it a fr£gid p~alli$-~£ld!=}f£re; a f~n~ral l£i~t, ill~~­
~~ti~· d~$a~ a~d deat~; a~ e~ble~ o~ f~~e, t~at [.la~(d)s-],l~m~[­
li~i~£!] aro~~d t~e dead~~ ~it~o~t ~a~i~· ~i~; gr o~ ge~;us[­
e~ge~d~ri~·!T, ~ge~ it owes its brill£a~cz tg ~gral rotte~~ess; a~d 
~as t~i~~i~· t~at sue~ .~gst-l£~e tgrc~es ~~re just fit to l£.~t up 
t~is dead fgrest, gr to bl~ze ~ldl~ i~ tg~bs[-~~bs-irap~e~i$!], 
~ge~, starti~· fro~~~ [self-obstetri$-]abstra$tio~, ~ lgo~ed up 
t~e $a~al. ~ r~$£llefted ~zself, a~d dis$ox~red t~e la~t~r~s 
[s~rpe~t-.la~(d)s-]&l~~~ri~· far a~a~[-a~~!-a~e£.~!]. 7 [ &:] 
'Bgat agg~!' s~o~ted ~' ~~i~~ a tr~pet oi-~z [si~at~re-~a~(d)­
]~lgsedT-lfists. I T~o~~ t~at [si~at~re-$o~-$ro~-1$rz ~ust 
~a~e ru~· fgr ~£les alg~ t~at ~ollg~ passage 0! t~e ~gods, it 
prgd~ced ~£ ~ffe£t· .... I~deed, t~e £ap[-]tai~ ~ad a~ i~t~rest 
i~ .etting rid o! ~~' fgr ~ ~as ~is fredit~r f~r a [br~~-f~ce!­
sp~~-r~£T-fgld] brea~(!-]fast. I T~ez are ·o~e! ~ea~e~ b~ 
p[!-]r~sed!' eja$~l~ted 1[-X!J; 'f~r ~ $a~~ot possiblz £X~rtg~e 
tl!e~! ~~re a~ ~' o~ q~e 11 1£~¥ le~el," at ~id~£.~t, ~it~ t~e 
~o~fgrtable prospe$t o~ a ~al* tg Szra~se, ~~ere ~~ ba~age ~ill 
b~ left; and no~ to f!nd a [ha~-Jho~se[-to-]gr[=g'~r-]shed, ~h~rein 
to pass t~e ~~§t.' s~[~!] t~i~~I~~ alo~d,! tgo~-a fla~beau-fro~­
t~e gld tr~, [bo~r~e!-]b~r~i~., but $o~s~~i~· [*+]~ot, to l~~t 
~X steps ~it~al, a~d, l£~e a Ja~-g'-la~t~r~ (sti~!ar~!t~r~!­
~egetable-s~~ll!], set o~t o~ ~X m~d~ii~t to~r[-de-fa~·! i~:~'~!­
fgrce]. [--XI:423-4,425-6,428-9,431,433-8.] 
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1.e. MUM-YAWN: ~In/~ >~/~'~--a spine trail of necro-elegy 
[ 4+1/20@five]) 
[l.e. MUM-YAWN: m/n/~ > h/y'w --Americ'nGro'link one & two. 
(m-Ol & ~-07) '~z ~ins~~,-~~j£r-~~i~e~x (&) T~e nexil i~ ~~u­
s~ript':] ..•. I Twell[:W+EL], Robin, are you dreamin~?' in[-
~uired the gentleman, layin~ his [si~nature-han-]hand on the 
vouth's shoulder. I Robin started, and withdrew his arm from 
the s[:]t2~e P2St [=~+d!],-t2 ~~ic~ ~~-gad i~st[:]in~[-]tixeli 
(;s~fn!~at~rall~] ~lu~, ~~£le tge liXi~, stre~[-~r~~tixe­
he~r~stic] [rg£-tg2r~-)r£lled b~ hi~. ~~s cg~~ ~as so~e~gat 
[~b/~£te-]p~le, a~d ~is e~e [~+J~ot~y£te S£ I£xelz as i~ t~e 
[~r!]~arl£~r part o£ t~e ~xe~i~f· I TWill you be ~ind enough 
to show me the way to the ferry? said he, after a moment's [mid-
si~nature-]pause. I 'You have then adopted a ne~ subje£t Of 
i~[-£g££r-]~~£rz?' ob[-ls;rxed ~is ~o~pa~£o~, ~itli a s~£[-~-Tle. 
1 ~~~' ~es, S£r,' r~[-]pl£ed Robi~, ratg;r [~-]drzl~. 'Tga~~s 
to yoy, and my oth~r friends, l haye at last met my [LIP/PAE-
(S:skT~)-]~i~s~~-T=~!] a~d g~-~ili s~~rce d~s£re-to see~~-[~­
fa~iT-]f~ce a~ai~. ! b~g~ to ~row weary of a town life, Sir. 
Will you show me the ~ay tQ the f~rry [=fa!r-X!l' I 'NQ, my 
~od fr£e~d Rob£~, [~+]~ot-t£:~£~fit,-at least:' said the-gentle-
man. ~Some f~w days ~e~ce[:~e~sTT, if you fontinue to [fa£r-
l~!sg £t, I will [s~~e~-]sp;;d ~o~ on ~our JO~rne~[:~nee-b;t~ee~: 
n!1+)n~]. Qr[:Q'~rT, if you prefer to remain with us, perhaps, 
as yo~-are a [PSHAW!-]shrewd mouth, yog may r!se in the [PAE:MAE: 
RgQ!-TQ:MQRE:QEE!-]~Qrld, ~ithoyt the (gELM:DUNG~ON:~-eel-]help­
o£-~o~r ~I~s~~' ~~j~r[-~th£r-Jog~=~ilto~=l~2Ii~e~(-i7a~eT]' 
[=~-~E?-~-~'¥-R!-J~S:2SE.T [/ &:] .... I 'And so I ~~gt,' 
replied Oberon. 'But the devil of the business is this. These 
p~opie [T~e~Ican publisher'] have put me so out of ~o~ceit with 
the tales, that I loathe the very thought of them, and a£tually 
~perience a physi~al si~ness of the stoma~g, whenever 1 
[~lan(d)s-]~lance at them on the table. I tell you there is a 
demon in them! I anticipate a wild enjoyment in seein~ them in 
the blaze; such as I should feel in takin~ vengeance on an enemy, 
or destroyinf somethin~ no~ious.' I .... We swallowed each a 
tumberfull [ of (cgapsT~~pe-]c~a~p~;~e'], i~ spar~li~~ ~o~2tio~; 
it ~e~t bubbli~£ do~ o~r t~r£ats, a~d br£~~te~ed ~~ e~(-~:~-]es 
at 2~ce, but lett ~Z frie~d sad a~d [~~/Q~~A!-]~ea~ as b~f2re. 
~e dre~ tge t~les t£~~rds gi~, ~it~ a ~i~t~re o~ [TA!L/~EL(LO~)!] 
~at~ral affe£tio~ a~d ~at~ral dis~ust, l~~e a fat~;r t~i~~ a 
d~f2~ed [T(E!)Q~~-]i~fa~t i~t2 gis [si;~at~re-]arms. I 'Poog! 
~~sg! Psga~!' e~la£~ed g;, [~E~-lg2ldi~~ t~e~ at a~'s le~~t~. 
It was [near-ga~-bl~e-]Qray's [=S:TQ~E'ST] £d;a o~ ~eaxe~, to 
lognge on a sofa and read new novels. Now, what more appropriate 
-- = = - s= - =- = - = == ·-= = = t2rt~re ~o~ld[:~£od] [~ard-de~tal-]Da~te ~i~self ~a~e ~o~tr£xed, 
f2r t~e si~~;r wh£ p;rpetr~tes a bad b2o~, t~a~ to b; [E~O~RI~~!=] 
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~onti~~allX tgr~i~¥ g~~r t~e ~~~s*ript? I I I 
7 - •••••••• -- Ps~a!!- I •••• ~£ ~£ard g~e e~g~~e [~a~d-) 
tnund£ri~· rog~d [=~+d) a ~r~£r, a~d a~ot~£r [r~gpe~t-rattli~ 
from a dista~ce g~~r t~e p~~eme~ts. T~e bells o£ t~r~ stee[=!:X: 
X-]ples ~la~Jed at g~ce, .•••.. i~ t~e~r [ap-)p~l[-tg:) t~e 
burthen of tfie ~niyersal ~ry--'Fire! F!re! Fire!' [=YR!XR!XR!) 
( '~.: sg ei~~e~t= as t~e~r ~ro~ to~Jues! [ =xr~! t!lt•z! 1' : .. : 
'···· A~d t~e oth£r sog~d, tog-- ... t!!e roar a~d t~u~d~r o£ t~e 
multitude[-m~lti]mo~th] on the p~yement b~low! and b§ [±!] 
a bubbi~ o~ t~e top-o£ t~e [liplfa~~-]f~r§e~t!' I - 1- '~X 
t~les!' c~£ed ~b~ron. 'T~e c~i~[-]~ex!T-'~gse'!) T~e [palate-] 
rgof! T~e [xel-~g~ce:X!-]F~nd ~as ·o~e fgrt~ bX ~~~t, a~d 
startled thousands in fear and wonder from their beds. Here I 
stand--a t~!(-X:]umphant=[AwE!-J~~thQr! [g!~]~~zza! My=bra![-X-]n 
nas-set t~e-to~[:ro~·ue-g~i~!l o~ £1re! T~t-IE~zzar+ETl!' -[-=xi7 
230-1. And, XI:l73-4,177-8.] 
[l.e. MUM-YAWN: ~1~1!1 > ~lx'~--Americ'nGro'link three. (~-
04) 'The Man of Adamant: An ApolQgue':] In the old times of 
[~(=.!)] religious ~loom and intolerance, lived Ri~~ard Di.by, the 
[.flan(d)s-j.loomiest and most intolerant of a stern brotherhood. 
h~s plan of salvation was so [to~·ue-]~~rro~, t~aE, l~~e a [~~r£st~ 
pla~~ i~ a te~pestgous s~, iE £Ogl~ a~a£1 ~g si~~£r but ~i~self, 
whg b£strgde it tr£[-X-lu~p~a~t1~, a~d ~grled a~at~e~as a~ai~st the 
wretches whom he saw stru~lin~ with the billows of eternal death . 
.... I .... I ... he JOurneyed [fneed-)onward three days and 
two ni~hts, and £~~e, o~ t~e t~£rd ~~e~i~J· tg t~e ~o~t~ o~ ~ f~~e 
........ I 'T~e fi~~r o~ Pro~ide~ce gat~ pg~~ted ~y [fa~· s!-
]~ax!' ~ried he, aloud, while the tg~b-l~fe de~ r£t~r~ed a str~~ge 
[to~·ue-ba~!-)e~¥2• as if so~e g~e ~it~i~ ~£re ~o~i~· ~i~. "Here 
my soul wiii be at peace; for the wicked will not Iind me . 
... !" I In regard to this cave, it was observable that the roof, 
so far as the imperfect light permitted it to be seen, was hu~· 
~it~ substa~ces rese~bli~· gp~ue £ci~les; fgr t~e da~ps o£ u~­
~o~ ce~tgries, drippi~· do~ ~o~ti~gallX, ~ad b£~o~e as ~ard as 
adamant; and wherever that [HTY:ZIS] moisture fell, it seemed to 
pgssess t~e p~iir ~! ~o~~£rti~i ~~at It=b~t~ed tg s[-)tg~: T~e 
f~lle~ lea~es a~d spr~.s o£ £g1iage, ~~ic~ t~£ ~i~d [cf. breat~l 
~g£ce) ~ad s~ept i~tg t~e ~~~e, a~d t~e little feat~£rX s~rubs, 
rgoted n~ar the threshQld, ~~re not ~et ~ith nat~ral de~, but had 
been embalmed-by this-TE-l~ondrogs process.- And-h~re 1-[=ti:X!T 
~put-in mfnd,-that Ricnard-Diiby, b~fQre h~ ;!ttdre~-himself from 
the world,-was supposed by sfilrui physicians to have-~ontra~ted a 
disease, for which ~o re~ed~ ~as ~ritte~ i~ t~e£r ~edi~al bgo!s. 
It ~as a d£pgsitio~ o£ ~al~ulous parti~les ~it~i~ ~is ~eart[~], 
~~~sed b~ a~ obstru~ted c£r~~l~tio~ o£ t~e blood, a~d u~less a 
~~ra~le s~o~ld b£ ~ro~·~t fgr ~i~, t~£re ~as d~~ger that the malady. 
m~.ht a~t on the e~t~re substa~ce o£ t~e gr~a~, a~d c~a~ge ~is 
fleshly heart tQ stQne ..... I Be that as it might, Richard 
Di.by was well ~o~te~ted with his sepul~~ral ~~ve. So dearly did 
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he love this $o~ge~ial spot, that, i~stead of .oi~· a few paces to 
the bubbli~· spri~ for water, he allayed his thirst with ~ow a~d 
then a drop of moisture from th~ roof, which, had it falle~ a~y 
where but o~ his to~·ue [~~/~],would [lips/lobes!] have bee~ co~­
gealed i~t2 a pebble •.••. At the close of the third day, g; sat 
in the p2rtal o£ gis ~~sio~, r2!di~· t~e B!ble alo~d .... Sudden-
ly, however[:haw-over-weaver], a faint .leam of liiht was [.la~(d)s!­
]thro~ 2~~r the ~ol~e, a~d ra!s!~ ~is e~es, Ric~ard Di~b~ sa~ 
that Ta ~l~i-£2~!=1 a ~ou~i ~2~~ st~od b;f2re t~e ~o~t~ o~ t~e 
£i~e, a~d t~at t~e su~b~~s o~thed ~~r 1 ~g£te ·a~e~t ...• I .... 1 ••.• ~~r ~~~e ~as ~rx [o~tii~-~u •. ] ~ffe ....•... What else 
but faith and love united $ould have sustained so deli£ate a $rea-
ture, wandering thus far into the forest, with h~r ~lden ha!r 
disge~elled b~ tbe bo~·~s, a~d g~r f~t ~o~ded-[dy=~ (rt7e)!] b~ 
the tb2r~s! ...• But the re$luse, frownin. sternly upon her; a~d 
~~pi~· ~is [fa~·-]fi~;r b~t~~~ t~e l~~es o~ ~is ~alf flgsed 
Bible, [F!-in-lap!-]motioned h~r a~ay ~ith his hand. I Qff!' 
£~ied ~~- [=~-A~!]=,! a~ sa~~tif~d,-a~d t~o~-art si~f~l: A~az!' 
1 .... I 'A~a~!' replied [Ar~ed!] Richard Di~by, still with a 
dar~ fro~. '~X ~eart is i~ bett;r $o~ditio~ t~a~ t~1~e o~. L~v~ 
~~' ~art~l~ g~e; fgr t~e su~ is ~1~2st set; a~d ~ge~ ~2 l!~t r~ches 
t~e dogr o~ t~e ~~e, t~e~ is~ praz~r t£~e!' 7 .... 7 .... 7 
.... But t~e ~gre gea~e~lz s~e ~as, tbe ~gre g~tef~l did s~e s~~ 
tg Ricgard Di.by[-!!], ~gg at le~it~ ra£sed gis [si~at~re-]ga~d, 
a~d s~gte t~e [~a~:~!-]$up o~ ~al1o~ed ~~t~r upo~ t~e t~resbgld o£ 
t~e £~~e, t~us r~je$ti~· t~e g~lz ~edici~e t~at $o~ld["$ud!] ~a~e 
~~red ~is g;art. A s~eet p~rf~e li~·~red i~ tge a!r fgr a ~g~e~t, 
a~d tge~ ~as ~~e. I .... I .... 7 Above a century afterwards, 
.... Their father [i.e., of a 'little b2y and i£rl'], unable 
to £Omprehend what had SO startled them, tOO~ liis a;e'(ga~~), and 
by relli~i o~e or two trees, a~d teari~ away the creepi~i pla~ts, 
[li~.a~-]1a!d tge [a~~g'~~~l ~yst;ry 2Pe~ tg tge daz. E; gad 
d!s[-]$o~~red tge e~tra~ce o£ a ~~~e, flgselz r;se~bli~£ tge ~o~tg 
o£ a sep~l$hre, ~;tgi~ ~gicg sat tge f~.~re o£ a~~ [cr. to~·ue­
in-mo~th], ~h2se gest~re and attit~de [=th2rn-orn~ry!] ~2rned the 
fatE~r a~d cEildre~ to sta~d ba~ T=~a~!l:-~E£ie-liis ~isage -
[~b~ro~!-]~gre a ~gst fgrbiddi~~ frg~. Tgis r~p~lsi~e p;rso~age 
seemed to have bee~ £ar~ed i~ t~e s~~e [gaz-].ray stg~e tgat fgr~ed 
tge ~~lls a~d [~;ar-1~b£al] pgrt~l o£ tge $~~e [=historical tomb/ 
womb(=apple/lo.-with-RE[A]D/WORM)]. On minuter inspe$tion, indeed, 
such blemished were observed, as made it doubtful whether the 
fi.ure were really a statue, chiselled by human art, and somewhat 
worn and de[-]faced by the [lin.am/lips-]lapse of ages, or a frea~ 
of Nature, who mi~ht have chosen to imitate, in s[-]tone, her usual 
handiwor~ of flesh. Perhaps it was the least unreasonable idea, 
su.gested by this strange spe$ta$le, that the [sii!natural-mouth/ 
oyster!-]moisture of the £ave [to save!] possessed a petrifyin. 
~uality, which had thus [H!-]awfully [HOAR!-]embalmed a human $orpse. 
I There was somethin. sg fr!.~tf~l in tge asp[-]e$t o~ tgis Man o£ 
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Adama~t, t~at t~e fa~~r, t~e ~~~e~t that ~~ r~~ox~red fro~ t~e [serpe~t!~e-]fasci~~tio~ o~ ~is f!rst [~la~~d)s-li!ze, b~~a~ to 
heap st~~es i~t~ t~e ~o~t~ o~ t~e £ax~r~. ~is ~!£e •.. assisted 77: The children [=immature-flesh!thon~s] .•. ~ast ... on the 
pile ['pebbles']. Earth was then thrown into the [V=$-]~rexices, 
and the wh~le [~-~~le] fabri~ overlaid with sods. Thus all traces 
of the dis~overy were obliterated, leaxi~~ o~l~ a ~rxellous 
[EN:D!] lege~d, ~~ic~ 1re~ ~!ld~r fro~ o~e ge~~rgtio~ t~ a~ot~~r 
.• :. [--XI:l61,162,163-5,167,168-9.] 
[l.e. MUM-YAWN: ~~~~~ > ~~~~~+--Americ'nGro'link four. 
(m-03) 'T~e ~arble Fa~~: ~r, t~e R~~~ce o~ ~o~t~ Be~~':] .... 
'[M!rr~r/~a~:]~~r!a~ lifted t~e leat~~rn ~~rtai~ t~at ha~~s b~f~re 
aii churcg-dogrs, in Italy. I .... 7 Tgey ent~red tge n2ve. 7 ... =7 As o~r friends entered(:entrailed] the-ch~rch ['app~r-
- - - = - = = =- - -ta~~(ing) t~ a $o~xe~t o£ £ap(-)~(-)c~i~ ~o~s'], t~e~r ezes 
rested at ~~ce o~ a r~~r~[']able obje¥t i~ t~e ce~tr~ OE t~e ~gXe· 
It was either the a£tual body-or, as m~~ht rather have been 
supposed, at first [~land(d)s-]&lance, the $unnin~ly wrou~ht w~en 
face, and [mo~ol$e~!-]suitably draped fi~ure--of a dead mo~~· .... 
There was mus~~' too, in harmony with so funereal a spe£ta~Ie. 
From beneath the pavement of the church £ame the deep, 1u~ubrious 
strai~ of a 'De Profu~dis,' which sou~ded li$e the [udder-]utteranc~ 
of the tomb itself; so dismally did it rumble throu~h the burial-
vaults and ooze up amon' the flat ~rave-s[!]tones and sad epitaphs, 
fillin~ the church as w~th a ~loomy mist [cf. *lan(d)s-of-throat-
phle~m]. I "I must loo$ more .£losely at that dead monk, before we 
leave the church,' remar~ed["'] the s$ulp["']tor. "in the study of 
my art, I have gained many a hint from the dead, which the livin~ 
£_Ould never have £i ven me." I . . . . I . . . . I T~E DEAD ~AP [-
Jy[-]C~I~[.] I the dead mon~ was $lad, as when alive, in the brown 
woollen fro~ of the ~ap~[-]c~i~s, ~it~ t~e ~~od dra~ ~xer ~is 
head, but so as to leave the features and a portion of the beard 
~~$ox~red. = .... I .':' •• =1 "!!a!" e~Ia!~ed=h~['~e~io~i']. f 
... ~e~zo~, as befitted t~e [$a~zo~l~a~o~~zed!T prgfessgr o£ a~ 
~gi~atixe art, ~as e~do~ed ~ith a~ e~~di~l~ [s!lx~r-]~~i~ 
~e~~ibi~ity [i.e., ~~-.f!Mi~silx~red], ~~ic~ ~as apt to ~ixe ~~~ 
~~t~~t~ons of the trye stgte of [mo~th-]matt~rs that lay b~yond 
~is a~t~ai Xisio~. T§~re ~as a-[~edgeT-]~~isp~r i~ ~is ear;-it 
said, '~us~!' .... I A~d ~o~ £~~rred a c~r~~m[-]sta~ce t~at 
~o~ld[:wood] see[--X-1~ to£ fa~tasti$ to b~ t£ld, if it ~ad ~ot 
a~t~ally ~appe~ed, pr~c~selz as [a~d ~~e~!] ~~set it do~. As t~e 
t~r~ friends stgod by tge b!er, tgey sa~ tgat a little str~m Of 
blood ~ad b~~u~ to ggze fro~-t~e dead ~o~f's [si~!~gt~re!~g:¥e- -
]~o~trils; it ~rept slo~lz [s~rpe~t-~!li~~] t£~grds t~e [~edge­
]t~~ffet Of his b~rd, ~here, in the ~oyrse Of a mgment gr t~o, it 
~id 1tse1t':- -; ['~a~ r~~ge"'! ']-"~o~ strg~ge!" eja$~l~ted ~e~zo~. 
T~e ~o~~ d~ed o~ ap£ple;x, ~ supp£se, gr bz so~e sudde~ a~cide~t, 
a~d t~e blood ~as ~ot zet ~o~gealed." 7 .... I "Of £CUrse, you 
~ow the old superstition about this phenomenon of blood flowing 
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from a dead body [ cf. literary-voice]," she [maw /murmur- 'Miriam'] 
rejoined. " ..• the murderer of this mon~ [=Miriam--of monk/model] 
.•. may have just e~t;red t~e c~~rc~ •.•. " I .... I .... I 
.... I "Is it tgo~, i~d~d?" s~e ~!!~~red, ~d;r ~;r (is:.grtal-
ngme!-e;te~di~~-Jbreat~. I 7 .... I The cemetery is 
beneath the church •.•. I I In the side-walls of the vaults 
are ~i:c~es, where s~eleton monks sit or stand •.. , and labelled 
with their ngmes and tge d~tes of tg~ir dec~se. Their s~ulls 
(some~uite-bare, and others still ~overed with yel[-]low[!] s~in, 
and hair that has known the earth-damps) lgo~ o~t fro~ b;~;!th t~ei:r 
~gods, ~ri~~i~ ~id~ouslz r;p~lsixe. ~~e rex;re~d[:rix;r-e~d] 
Fa[-~-]t~er ~ad gis ~o~t~ [~~~-]~de gpen, as if g~ di:ed i~ t~e 
midst of a ho~l of terro!!r and r~morse, ~hich p~rhaps is eyen no~ 
- - - - - - --= -- - - - =- - - -s$reechi~~ tgro~~ ;t;r~itz [=aspect of immortal signature-voice] . 
.... 7 .... I ..•• I .... /
11 
S~S!!,!~E[.] I 'Jo~e, 11 sa~d 
tge ~o~~t .•...•.. I .... I Tg~sg [cf. tg-~g.-tg], br~~J 
so~e Su~sgi:~e!" said~;. I .... I The lustre should q~+]~ot be 
for.otten, a~o~ the other amirable endowments of the Monte Beni 
[=Donatello's] wine; for, as it [N/ni(+)n~-]stgod in !enyon's 
[~la~(d)s-]~lass, a little c£r~le-ol-l£~Et [•la~(d)s-].lo~ed o~ t~e 
t~ble ro~~dabo~t it [Munch/Ben{t-~n)eed], as if it were really so 
~uc~ -'glde~ su~sh£~e. I .... I .... "The wine, Siz~or, is so 
fond of its n~tiye ggme, that a trans[-]pgrt[-]~tion ot even a few 
~~Ies t~r~s It~uite-sour. And yet-it is-a wine that ~eeps ~ell i~ 
tge [zel!cell-]cell~r, u~d~r~eatg tgis flgor, a~d .at~~rs [ha~­
t~grnz!] fr~~rance, fl~~o~r, a~d br~~t~ess, ~~its dar~ du~geo~ . 
.... / .... 7 THE PEDIQREE OF MONTE BENI[-~nee.] / .... It 
would[:wood] have been as diffi$~lt,-h~wever[=EAWl-OVER], to follow 
up the stream OE Donatellg's[:dg-not-tell-~ll's] ances[-]try tQ its 
dim [n~tal-yel!:]soyrce, as trayell~rs naye fo!!nd It, to reach-the 
~yster1ous foyntains of the [N.:.nXeL :.:ne!-]N!le[+n~] [i.e:, Tof 
t~e ~£le']. :: .• -~o~. t~gse a~t!$ue patEs, ~o~ .gx;r~ro~ ~itg -
ta~~led a~d r~otous veget~tio~, t~e ~and;r;r[=read;rl ~ust ~~ds 
folio~ ~is o~ J~~a~ce, a~d arr£xe ~g~git~;r at last. I Tge r~ce 
of Monte Beni, beyond [=yet with!] a doubt, was one of the oldest 
in Italy, where families appear to survive, at least, if not 
flo~ris~ o~ tgeir ~alf-d;$~ed rgots .•.. I -/ ~T~S[-
o~-~o~t~-s~itgs.] I .... I Sg t~e zou~i [To~·ue!-Ba~-]~o~~t 
[~ar~~r-o~-t£~e] ~arrated a ~zt~ o£ .g~e o£ ~is prgge~it.grs, (he 
~£.~t have lived a century a-'o, or a thousand years, or before the 
~~ristian epo$~• for anythin-' that Donatello ~new to the $ontrary,) 
who had made a~uaintance with a fair $reature, belon~in~ to this 
[X~£ce-]founta~n ..... I She taught him ~o~ to ~11 ~;r fro~ ~~r 
[l~p-]pebblz so~rce ........ Thus, ~ind maiden that she was, 
t~e ~ot at~gsp~~re b~$g~e d~liciouslz $ool a~d fr~ra~t for this 
favoured ~i.gt; and, furthermore, when he ~~elt do~ to dri~~ out 
of.the spri~·· ~ot~i~· ~as ~.gre $o~o~ t~a~ fgr a pa£r o~ rgsz lips 
to $o~e up o~t o£ its little dept~s, a~d [prep~ce!-]touc~ ~is 
~o~t~ ~it~ tge t~rill o£ a s~eet, $ool, de~ ~iss [=s~rpe~t£~e 
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lin~allp~alli~ narcissis~]! I I But, one day--one fatal 
noontide--. • • • 7 . . . . I "He never beheld her blessed 
face, but once again; a~d t~e~ t~ere ~as a bloodsta!~ o~ t~e pgor 
n~P~'s bro~; it ~as t~e sta!~ ~is [s~~ret] ~uilt ~ad left i~ t~e 
fountain where he tried to wash it off ..... " I .... I I 
==- - === == = = = = = ~lled ~~r gfte~, when I was a silly child," answered Donatello; 
and he ad~ed, i~ ~ in~grd ~g!ce,--"T~a~ [!:pa~~- ]!iea~e~, s~; did 
not ~o~e! I .... 7 .... How it was first tauJht me, I ~annat 
tell; but th!re ~as a c~a~--a ~2~ce, a ~~~~r, a $!?d o~ c~a~?t-­
bX ~~ic~ ! ~glled t~e ~godla~d i~~abita~ts, t~e f~rrz pegple a~d 
the f;at~;red p;ople, i~ a la~~~age t~at t~ez s~[--~-]~ed to 
understand." I "I have heard of such a _iift," responded the 
s~iptgr-[si~!£ullet:]~ra~elz ··7· P~az trz t~e c~ar§; and=lest 
I should fri_ihten your friends [~a~!~a~!] a~az, ! ~ill ~ithdr!w 
intg t~is t~i~et, a~d ~;rely peep at t~em." I . . . . 7 . . . . I 
A~o~, ...• The sou~d ~as o~ a ~~~~rous Tsi~!~gt~re-]£~gra~t;r, 
sgft, attra~ti~e, p;rs~asi~e, frie~dly. The s~lptgr !a~c!ed t~at 
sue~ ~!~t ~a~e b~e~ t~e grigi~al ~g!ce a~d utt~ra~ce o~ ~at~ral 
~~' betore the sophisti~ation of the human intelle~t formed ~~at 
~; ~o~ ~~11 la~age ..... I .... I .... But, all at once, 
... the s~lptgr ~~ard a ~!ld, sorro~f~l ~rz, a~d t~ro~~ t~e 
~rev~ces o~ t~e t~i~et, b;~eld Do~atellg fli~~ ~i~self o~ t~e 
~ro~~d. I Emergi~; from his hidi~~-place, he saw no livi~& 
thin_i, save a brown liz2rd (it ~as o~ the tarantgla sp~cies) 
rust1i~· a~az t~ro~.~ t§e su~s~!~e. -... -. t~is-~e~o~ous rept!le 
~as t~e g~lz ~r~at~re t~at ~ad respo~ded tg t~e xou~ ~o~~t's 
effgrts tg r~~e~ his i~t;r~o~rse ~it~ t~e lo~~r grd~rs o~ [sii-
~at~re-]~~t~re. 7 .... 7 "T~ey ~~o~ it!" repeated Donatelio 
trembli~·· " .... All ~ature shri~~s fro~ ~e, a~d [udd~r!-]s~ud­
d~rs at~~! I live in the midst of a ~~rse, that [~a~!-]~e~s ~~ 
ro~~d ~i~h a c~r~l~ o~ f!re! .... " I . . . . . 7 . . . (R] ~j g_!~ed 
1[a~e!-]_5;e~zo~, " .... It is t~e pr!ce ~~paz fgr ev~r!e~ce. 11 I 
'A ~ea~("]X pr!ce, t~e~!" said Donatellg r!si~-' [--as tho~~ 
~ulturally--] fro~ t~e jrg~nd. [T"Here comes my perple;ity," 
£Ontinued ~enyon. "Si~(-u~der-si£~ature-si.~s) has edu~ated 
Donatello, and elevated him. Is Sin, then--which we deem such 
a dreadful bla~~ess of the U~iverse--is It, like Sorrow: ~erely 
a~ ele~e~t of hu~a~ edu~atio~, throu'h which we stru~le to a 
hi~her a~d purer state tha~ we ~auld otherwise have attai~ed. 
Dio Ad~ fall, that we ~!i~t ulti~ately rise to a far loftier 
Paradise tga~ gis?" I "9~, ~usg!" ~ried [~-~gre!] Hilda, 
s~ri~~i~~ fro~ hi~ Yith an e;pressio~ of (ggar-~g!te!-)ggrro~r 
which wou~ded the poor, spe~ulative s~ulptor to the soul. "This 
is terrible; and I ~auld weep for you, if you i~deed believe it. 
Do (~+)~ot you perceive what a ~09~ery your ~reed ~~es, ~ot o~ly 
of ail religious sentiment, but oi'moral law, and how it annuls 
a~d obliterates whatever-precepts of Heaven are-writte~ deepest 
~ithi~ us? ~o~ ~a~e s~o~ed q~az-fT!) ~~ -b~xo~d ~grds!" I 
···· ~~re xo~ ~X ~uide, ~X ~o~~sellgr, ~X i~gst (si.~at~re-
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pro~ide~t!-)frie~d, ~it~ t~at ~~~te ~isdo~ ~~ic~ £l~t~es xo~ as 
~it~ a celest~al ia~e~t, gll ~o*ld(:~~od) ~ (~Et-)~ell. ~~, 
iilda, f~de ~; (~a~-~g~e-) ~~~e ! ' ] . . . • 1 .. . . 7 . . . . I 
.... I .... I .... I I [Chapter L;] Tgey 
suff;red ~;r ['~~r~a~'] to [~la~(d)s-of-s;rpe~t-lil~de o~t o£ t~e 
p£rtal [o~ t~e 'Pa~t~;o~'] ..• ~it~o~t ~r~ti~i; r~r t~£Se e~te~ded 
hands, ~ven ~h!le tgey blessed, seemed t2 r~pe1, as if M!r!am stood 
~~-t~e ot~er-s~de[:§edgelbo~r~e] 0~-a fat~o§less abxss,-a~d ~ar~~d 
them [~a~!J from its [ja~-]y~rge. I .... I Before they quitted 
R~me[:Serpentine-Roam!],-a br~dal [br~dli~£!] iift ~as la~d o~ 
~ilda's tgble. It ~as a brgcelet, e~ide~tix o£ ~r;at $2st[;], 
b;i~i ~o~p~sed o~ se~e~ a~c~e~t ~trus$a~ ge~s, du. o~t o~ se~e~ 
sepu1$~res, a~d ;ac~ o~ t~e~ t~e si~et o~ so~e pri~cel~ [si~at~re 
-]p~rso~age, ~2 ~ad li~ed a~ i~e~~r~al t~me a~. ~ilda re~e~b;red 
this precious ornament. It had been Miriam7 s; •.. she had amused 
= = - - - = - -= = - == = -= ~~rself ~i~h telli~· a ~~t~i$al a~d ~gi$ lege~d [=e~d] f£r ;ac~ 
ge~, $o~pr~si~~ t~e i~gi~gr~ ad~e~t~res a~d $atastr2p~; o~ its 
f£r~;r wearer. T~us t~e ~trus$a~ brgcelet b~;g~e t~e $O~~e$ti~ 
[fgll-s~rpent-]bond •... I And, no~, gappy as ~ilda ~as, tge 
br~celet bro~~~t t;ars t2 ~;r e~es~ as b;i~,, i~-its e~t~re c!r$le, 
tte s~b~l o~ a sad ~xst;r~ as a~~ tgat ~~r~a~ ~ad attacted t~ t~e 
sep~rate gems. F2r, ~gat ~as M!r!amTs l!fe to b~? And ~here ~as 
Donatell2? -But ~ilda-fiad a gopef~l-sogl~ agd sa~ sunli~ht=on tge 
[tedge o£:] ~o~~ta~~-tops. 7= P~STS£RIPT[.J I -T~=re-$o~es-tte 
Agth2r [=~rypt-RQar] .... I .... l .... Where, at this moment 
is i5onateilo[:do:not-tell-all]?" I "In [lin~ual-dipllap-win~-1 
prison," said ~enyon[:,fnow-the-$anyonl*anon], sadly. I "And why 
... is Miriam[:mouth-m~rror] at large? I [a~e-]as~ed. I 
" ... her $rime lay merely in a [.lan(d)s-].lance ... " I "Only one 
juestion more," said I, with in[-]tense ear[!]nest[-i]n[-]ess. 
Did Donatello's ears resemble those of the Faun of Pra~iteles 
[:PriH-o~-tail's]?" I "I ~now [~nat-pra;is], but may not tell," 
replied ~enyon, smilin~ [S!-milin~-alon~-mouth-sti~] mysteriously 
[ -mis-st~rrin~]. uon that point [=V'V], at all events, there shall 
b~ [~~]not[=.nat!l one [WILD-PAWN-]word of [a!elpalate-le!plana~ 
t~on. I .... I THE END. [--IV:l81,182,187,188,189,191,192, 
193,221,222-3,231,242,244:6,247-SO(w.460),461,462,463,467.] 
[l.e. MUM-YAWN: mini~ >hly'~ --Americ'nGro'link five. (n-16) 'T~e A~cestral F~otstep'!]- .:.: -ae had now been searchi~, long in 
t~ose rich portions of E~·la~d, where he would most have w~shed to 
f~nd the object of his pursuit; and many had been the scenes which 
he would willingly have identified with that mentioned in the 
ancient, time-yellow record which he bore about with him. It is to 
be observed that, undertaken at first half as the amusement, the 
unreal object, of a grown man's play-day, it had become more and 
more real to him with every step of the way that he followed it up; 
alg~& t~~se ~r~e~ E~~list lg~es, it s~e~ed as if exerx t~r~i~~ 
~o~ld bri~~ ~i~ $1£se ~o tte ~a~sio~ ttat t; so~~tt; every morning, 
he went on with renewed hopes; nor did the evening, though it 
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brought with it no success, bring with it the gloom and heaviness 
of a real disappointment. In all his life, including its earliest 
and happiest days, he had ~e~~r ~o~ sue~ a spri~· a~d zest as ~o~ 
filled ~is ~e~~s, a~d ·!~e l~~tso~~ess tg ~is li~bs •..• I .... 
The plasti$ $bara$t~r o£ ~iddieto~ (~iddle-~o~t~=to~~ue] ~as 
pir~aps a ~ar~etx o£ ~is ~~ri$a~ [si.!-l~!ture, g~x prese~ti~~ 
itself under an individual form •...•••. i .... I .... The 
impression:ble-and sjmp:thetic-character of Middleton answered to 
the kindness of his host; and by the time the meal was concluded, 
the two were conversing with almost as much zest and friendliness, 
as if they were similar in age, were fellow-countrymen, and had 
known one another all their life-time. ~iddleto~'s s~ret, as ~~ 
b~ suppgsed, £!~e gfte~ tg t~e tip o~ ~is to~·ue; but still ~~ ~ept 
it [grallX] ~it~i~, fro~ a ~at~ral r~pu~a~ce to bri~ o~t t~e g~e 
romance in his life. The talk, however[:haw-weave-over-ever], 
n~cessarily=ran :uch upon topics among which this one would(:wood] 
have come in I "This d~ax o~ gld fa~il~es [cf. t~gr~-i~-
t~t~]," said the Master, "is much greater than would[:wood] appear 
on the s~r[-]f!ce o£ t~i~·s [=~i~ges]. We have such a reluctance 
to part with them, that we are content to see them £Ontinged by any 
fi.f_tiog, t~ro~ib a~y i~dire$tiogs, rat~;r t~a~ to dispe~se ~itE gid 
n2mes. . . . . T • • • • I • • • • I [From 'the shrubbery, ' M. heard] 
::: another step, a light, woman's step .f[o]~e ~it~ ge~tle ~aste 
alg~· t~e ['~god-pat~' or] patg-~ax; a~d [~EL's-]Alice app~ared, 
~axi~· o~ g~~ ~s~al ~g~te ~~tle, stra~i~~ alg~e ~itg tgat f~ar­
less~ess ~gicg .f_gara$t~r~zed g~r sg strg~~l~, a~d ~de g;r s;e~ 
l~*e g~e o~ tge de~ize~s o~ ~!t~re. Sge ~as si~&i~· i~ a lo~ tg~e 
so~e g~e o£ tggse a~rs ~~icg gaxe b~$o~e sg pop~i!r i~ E~~la~d as 
~~·rg ~elgdies [cf .• rap~~~i¥ si~at~re-c~ar, flo~i~·]; when sud-
denly, loo~~· before her, she saw the blood-stained body on the 
grass [acc1dentally, but 'heav(~)ily shot by Middleton, 'down(~)­
words(-words) through the heart(~), after the ·u~ had been 'aimed 
at his head(~),' because 'the butt of the ·u~' had struck o~ Mid-
dleton's 'shoulder,' with 'the jar .faus(ing) the ham(~)mer to $ome 
down; the ·u~ ... (to .o) (to~,ue-ba~lto-fa~·-)off sendi~· the 
(full-blown-lip-)bullet (mid-s1.naturally-)downwards(:words)'--and 
now], the face looki~· ~astly up[-]ward[:word]. Alice pressed her 
[si~nature-]hand upon her heart[~]; it was not her habit to S£ream, 
not the habit of that stro~, wild, self-dependent nature; ana the 
eftlamation which bro~e forth from hers was not for help, but the 
vo1ce of her heart .frying out to herself ..... I .... I .... 
I .... I He £Omes to the midland ¥ounties of E~·land, where he 
.f.Onceives his fiaims to lie, and see$s for his ~ncestral ~o~e; but 
there are diff1.fulties in the way of fi~di~· it, the estates havi~· 
passed into the [maritally-name-changed] female line[-ne-n-n] ..... 
I -1 -1 .... 7 - .... -Duri~£ the process-of-dressi~·· 
he still ~ept his eyes t~r~i~~ i~xolut!riix tg~!rds[:~grds] tge 
.fabi~et [ a ·r~at, (.rap~i.fs-)bla~ .fabi~et o~ ebg~X a~d (tus~l 
togt~-)~~grx, sue~ as ~X gften b~ s~e~ i~ gld E~·lis~ ~o~ses, and 
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p~r~aps £fte~ i~ tge palaces o~ Ital~, i~ ~gicg ~ou~t~ t~e~ p;rh~ps 
origineted •••.. I . I There ... (had been) such an emphasis 
in the-old man's ~ay o~ sp~a~i~i (of it), t~at ~iddleto~ (earli~r in 
the ~n~script, had) t~r~ed sudde~l~ ro~~d fro~ gll t~at g; gad bee~ 
lQO!i~~ at, a~d (had a!e-)fifed gis atte~tio~ o~ tge ~abi~et; a~d 
strg~gel~ ~~ou~, it (had) s~(--X-)!ed to b~ tge represe~t~tio~,­
i~ s~ll, o~ so!etgi~~ tgat g~ ~ad s~(--X-)~ i~ a dr~a!· •.• (as) 
if so!e ~u~i~i (~£od-ja~s-)~£r~~ ~ad bee~ e!plg~ed to ~op~ ~is 
id~a o£ t~e gld f~il~ ~~sio~, o~ a s~gle o£ galf ~n i~c~ tQ a 
yard, a~d i~ ebg~~(=bla~~~~tal-~n~lto~ue-t~r~ed-tg palate7~god) 
a~d (tus~ltogtg-)£X£~ ~~stead o~s(-)tg~e .... Exer~tgi~ ~as 
t~ere. l "Tgis is ~£ra~lous!" (he had) e_!£la£!ed ..•• ~ dg ~ot 
u~d~rsta~d it()"]; a~d at last g; apprgacged~ a~d lgo~ed ~itgi~ t~e 
!i!i£ pgrtal, still e~deaxgri~ to re~lle~t ~gat it ~as g; gad 
heard (i.e., as though from an ar~), or dreamt about ·it--what half 
~blit~r~ted r~!~bra~ce fro! c~£ldggod, ~gat-fra~~~tgr~ ~£~tTs 
dream, it was that thus haunted him. It must have been some asso-
ci:tion of=one ~r th: othe~-natu~e-that led hi~ to press his finier 
o~ g~e-pa~ti$gl~r s~are=~! tEe=!gsg~ [cf. 8gs~££] PgXe!:~t; a~d= 
as h~ did SQ, tge tfiin plete of polished marble siipt aside. It 
-- -- --- - =- -dis[-]~lQsed, i~d~ed, ~g gollo~ recepta~le, but g~l~ a~otg;r 
[~i~~ral7bgta~i~al-]l;af o~ ~rble, i~ tge !idst o~ ~gicg app~ared 
to b~ a [~ullet-]~e~-ggle; ~o tgis ~iddleto~ appl£ed t~e little 
a~t£~ue ~e~ tg ~g~cg ~; gaxe sex;ral t£!eS all~ded (cf., also, the 
key ~n my A('e'--four)], agd foynd it to fit precisely. Tge in-
sta~t it ~as t~r~ed, tge wh£le (pa~tg-)!i~i~ fl£or[=flo~;r1 ar~se 
[:R~SE], b~ tge a~tio~ o£ tge s;~ret spri~ [cf. elasti~ ~iddle­
to~~ue], a~d dis£o~;red a shallo~ recess[=g~o~rypt] be~;atg. ~id­
dleto~ [!£rrgr-]1go~ed [ga~-~la~(d)s-];a~;rly i~, a~d sa~ tgat it 
~o~ta!~ed se~;ral do~~e~ts[=s£ript-e;pressio~s], ~it~ a~t~ue 
s;alsT-o£-S+EELS] o~ ~a; appe~ded; g; t£0~ but g~e [~la~(d)s-] 
~la~ce at tge!, a~d £lgsed tge r;ceptaQle as it ~as b;£ore. I 
....... tgere ~ogld b; a !;a~~ess a~d ~ro~~ i~ i~spe~ti~ tg~se 
f~il~ p~p;rs, ~o!i~~ tg tge ~o~ledge [ge~;rati~e-edgeltgresggld] 
o£ tge~ •.. [ge!!-]t~ro~~ tge opp£rtg~it£es affgrded by tge gos-
pitalit~ o£ tge o~;r o! tge est~te ••.. ['"Xog spg~e," (had) 
r;pl£ed gis ggst, "o£ tge Bloodx F£otstep r~app;ari~; o~ tge 
tgresh2ld of tge Qld (palate-)palace of Sgnnnnn (cf. heuristic 
slii~,-here): ~o~-~g~re, let!~ as~, did io~-~x~r g~ar tgis stra~ge 
~~!e ~~ich ~og tge~ sp~e, a~d ~gicg ~ ga~e si~ce spg~e~?" I 
Fro!!~ fatg~r's(-tg-!otg~r's) lips, ~ge~ a cg£ld, i~ ~~ri~a," 
(had) responded Middleton. I "It is y~ry strenge," said Mr. Eld(-) 
redge(=edge/palate-bourne=the host), in-a-tasty: dissatisfied t2ne. 
"~ dg (~+)~ot see(-X) ~~~ax [~] tgro~;E tgis."'l Tge i~se ~as 
g~e d~~~di~i $o~sid~rgtio~ .....•.. As g; ['~iddleto~'(=!iddle­
t~~~ue-i~-!;d£eti~~-a£rl;ar)] passed tge little cgap[-]el [=cgaps-
~~t~-EL-li~~am]li~alllg~sl$rgss-lg;], g; ~;ard ~itgi~ [!] tge 
~~£ce o! tge pr£est p;rfgr!i~~ ~ss, a~d felt go~ strg~ge ~as tgis 
f~~gre o! !;di;~al r~ligio~ a~d fgrei;~ ~~~;rs [cf. himself] i~ 
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[his own] S£~ely E~[.:].la~d. I I I I As to 
[yEL's-]Alice [Twith free spirit and fearlessness'], ..•• 
Middleton shall be ~ontinually puzzled at meetinj such a phenomenon 
in E~[.:].la~d. By and by the i~t~r~al [!] i~[-t!-]fl~e~ce o! s~r 
se~ti~e~ts (though there shall be nothi~~ to co~[-]fir~ it in her 
[un-wooden-hawthorn] manner) shall lead him to challenge her with 
bei~· a~ ~~ri~a~ [--and one to whom 'he was ~reatly attra~ted'. 
'Alice •oes si~.i~ a~d da~ci~ throu•s the ~gle, i~ a ~ax tsat 
m§~es ~~r see(--Y-)m l~a a bea~tif~l de~il, t~o~i~ f~n~ll~ it ~ill 
b~ re£o.~£zed t~at s~e 1s a~ a~gel o~ l£ist. ~iddleto~ ~alf 
b~~ild~red, ~a~ s~~rcely tell so~ ~uc~ o£ t~is is d~e to ~is 0~ 
agency; how much 1s independent of him, and would(:wood) have . 
~appe~ed=had E~=sta£d-o~ ~Is o~ ;£de=o£ t~e=~it~r'::a~d ~~ot-)~ot 
tr£ed to T~n£te() a~rgss t~e s~a, l~e tse w£~es o£ a~ ele~tri~ 
tele.rapg' TtgQse t~o parts' of 'the reli£S o! family gistQry, .•. 
a myst~ry fQr-fiundreds of y~ars'--and r~ad~r-~ars]. [=-xr1:3,4,7, 
2l:Z(w:l9),S2,S3:78-9(w.76):87(w.69:57,6).] -
(Please observe, that the literary unfolding of the first petition, 
the hawthornesque of Mill1-YAWN, ends here.) 
• 
B.2. A Literary Unfolding of the Second Petition: 
The Hawthornesque of RIC-GOUGE. 
The literary unfolding of the second petition draws from twenty-
one works by Hawthorne--nineteen tales, one novel (The House of the 
Seven Gables), and one unfinished work (Etherege). The talley of titles 
(2.a)--a figure-rhymed fifth-stave of the total of one hundred and three 
titles--functions as a proportionate, investigative classification of 
texts which are sufficiently name-ritualized to admit of study at step 
though other classification is possible, serves to foreground the 
consonant-figure as a movement from word-initial alliterative h to 
word-initial alliterative ~· and provides (parenthetically) step-
relevant, figure-reinforcing memos on the persistence of the idea of 
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name in the works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, on the idea of name chiefly 
as American sociolingual memorial, as grave-dark graphologic attribute 
of professional identity, and as lexical riddle capable of attaining 
long-anecdote national-yam dimensions. The four-fold sampling (2.b-e) 
of twenty representative long passages from eight of the twenty-one 
works tallied (nine passages from six tales, nine passages from novel, 
and two passages from unfinished work) serves to give extension to the 
idea of nominal riddle as long-anecdote, as text in which etymologic 
and privi-semantic (speech-serpent) values of name-fragments, extend-
ing themselves most recognizably by means of the consonant joints of 
discourse, serve to give pattern to a ground-up! process of reference 
to the organs of speech in narrative observation (esp. in 2.b--a 
point-mark of organ-song), to a wood-cleave! process of reference to 
phallic interaction in agent discourse (esp. in 2.c--a leaf-fold of 
breach-counterchant), to a iox(up)-round! process of reference to a 
hawk-glan(d)s!-anchored haw in scenarios of climax and catastrophe 
(esp. in 2.d--a skullcap of world-hymn), and to a touch-stone! process 
of reference to relics of tongue-memory in tracts of apologia upon 
implicit in-composition rebirth (esp. in 2.e--a spine trail of necro-
elegy). Petitionally sub-tagged as "truncgush" (cf. the enigmatic 
motive of voice-and-tongue-root cracking of throat bournes), as 
" counterhedge" (cf. the empathic motive of high-ridge reaching 
excitement of organ-space), as "hob(p)glance" (cf. the critical 
motive of eye-caught super-ordinary han[d]-[t]horn-held content), 
and as "priv'burs'link" (cf. the anthem of self-understood rebanding 
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of all essence-precious self-crow spines)--the four-fold sampling of 
rwenty representative long passages (five passages per sub-tag) unfolds 
the self-conscious, mouth-conscious epic self-utterance of the name 
"Nathaniel hawthorne," as Hebraic-Anglic ident.ity forever lost to 
fortune, yet forever gold-gagging upon and retching-yellow over in the 
literary-referential gouging of a mysterious hereditary capital--a 
centrally-accented stock of family fortune, connected with powers of 
curse, and which magically handled, returns as the American's fortune 
(inclusive of lady) privately possessed. The necessary reinvestment 
of accursed-gold specifically motivates--and the ironic winning of 
substantial coffer-echoes specifically answers to--the second petition. 
The hawthornesque of the magical boxing of the private treasure unfolds 
as follows. 
2.a. RIC-GOUGE: ~ll:~/~ > ~'~/~'g--a fifth-stave of titles 
[21/103]) 
[~-01] "The Hollow of the Three 
Hills" == == -
- = 
("mingling with the ac[ -k~ 
-]cents of a prayer. At 
first the words were faint 
and indistinct, not 
rendered so by distance, 
but resembling the dim 
pages of a book[~], which 
we strive to read by an 
imperfect light. In such 
a manner as the prayer 
proceeded, did those 
voices strengthen upon 
the ear; till at length 
the petition ended, and 
the conversation of an 
aged man, and of a woman 
broken and decayed like 
himself, became dis-
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[~-02] "The Haunted Quack: A Tale 
of a Canai Boat"- =-
- = 
[~-03] "The House of the Seven 
~~blei [ :=A Ro:U~e ]" 
["(~)Pr~(-)f~~e" 
"The 01~ P"lnch~on Famill'' 
(I) 
tinct[~]ly audible to the 
lady as she knelt. 
They spoke of a daughter, 
a wanderer they knew not 
where, bearing dishonor 
along with her, and leav-
ing shame and a£flic[~]­
tion to bring their 
gray[~] heads[~] to the 
grave[~]. . •• and 
when the lady lifted her 
eyes, there was she[~] 
kneeling in the [Haw~­
etched] hollow between the 
three hills."--IX:l99,-201 
-2) 
("I took up Glan[d]ville's 
marvellous book, entitled 
the History of Witches, 
or the Wonders of the In-
visible World Displayed"; 
"'My name is Hip[-]poc[~]­
ra[-]te[y]s Jenkins. I 
was born .•• [, '] ['he 
proceeded(.)'] I ' 
Perhaps it was the odd-
ness of my [hocus-pocus] 
Christian cognomen, which 
surely was given me by my 
parents in a prophetic 
hour. Be this as it may, 
the [Shake-spea(y)r-ing 
'rose(~) •.• name'] sum-
mit of my earthly hap[~]­
pin[-]es[s]s was to [~­
]be[-Y] a doctor ['of 
medicine']. Conceive 
then .... [']"--XI:251, 
252,254-5[w.260]) 
("Pyncheon-street formerly 
bore the humbler appela-
tion of Maule's [Ger. 
Muzzle-Mouth's] Lane, from 
the name of the original 
occupant of the soil, be-
fore whose cottage-door 
"The 
"The 
=-
"The 
=-(X I 
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Pyncheon Garden" I 
-===- - = Arched Window" I 
=-= = = Dao-uer(-)reotypist" 
::!iil - === XI I XII) 
"The Flower of Eden" d&> -= 
[~-04] "Le~en~ of the Provin~e­
House I" 
- = 
["Howe's Masquerade" 
- = =- -= 
it was a cow-path"; '"But,' 
said Phoeb [~) e [ ' ('V Pyn-
cheon'], ap[~]art to Hal-
grave, 'how came you to 
know the secret?' I 'My 
dearest Phoebe,' said 
Holgrave, 'how will it 
please you to assume the 
name of Maule? As for the 
secret, ••. ['A recess in 
the wall ••• brought to 
light, ••. a folded sheet 
of parchment •.•• opened, 
••• display(ing) an 
ancient deed, signed with 
the hieroglyphics of 
several Indian sagamores 
... I]. "'--II:5,1,5,145, 
159,300,309,6,316) 
("These letters and 
figures--16 P.S. 79--are 
wrought into the iron-
] work of the balcony, and 
probably ex[-k-S-~]press[­
S] the date of the edi-
fice[-face], with the · 
initials of the founder's 
name. A wide door with 
double leaves admitted 
me into the hall or entry, 
on the right of which is 
the en[-]trance to the 
bar-room."; "On the [w-
]window-seat lay a [~­
]bundle, neatly done up 
in brown paper, the 
direction of which I had 
the idle curiosity to 
read. 'Miss SUSAN HUG-
GINS, at the PROVINCE-
HOUSE.' A pretty chamber-
maid, no doubt. In truth, 
it is desperately [H-]hard 
[w-]work when we attempt 
to throw the spell •.. 
over •..• Yet, ... I 
glanced [g-glans-ed] ..• , 
and as I emerged through 
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[~-051 "Le~en~ of the Provin~e­
House II" 
- = 
["Edward Randolph's 
Po~traft" = - = 
= = 
[~-06] "Le§en~ of ~e Provin~e­
House III" 
- = 
["L~~l Eleanore'g Man~le" 
[~-07] "Legends of the Province-
HouSe IV" = 
- = 
the venerab[i]le [~portal, 
whence their figures ['of · 
the old governors'] had 
preceded me, it gladdened 
me to be conscious of a 
thrill of [H! :]awe. "--IX: 
239,239,240,255) 
("Mr. Bela Tiffany; I 
rejoiced at the oddity of 
the name, because it gave 
his image and char[~]ac­
ter[~char] a sort of 
individuality in my 
[~lly(-Y) theoph(-h)an(-
)ic] conception [of 'the 
old tradition-moriger']"--
IX:256,256,257-8) 
("a pale young man, with 
his black hair all in 
disorder, rushed from the 
] throng, and [worm-like] 
prostrated himself beside 
the coach, thus offering 
his person as a footstool 
for Lady[-y]El[~]eanore 
[c-]Ro[t]chcliffe to tread 
upon"; "'Who is this 
insolent young fellow?' 
inquired Cap[-]tain Lang-
ford ••.. I 'His name 
is Jervase Helwyse [germ-
wise~ hell~-voice],' 
answered the Doctor 
['Clarke']--'a youth of 
no birth or fortune, save 
the mind[-]and[-]soul(-
writ] that nature gave 
him; ... secretary to our 
colonial agent in London" 
--lX:271,271,275,276) 
C'She was the daughter of 
an ancient and once emi-
nent family •... An office 
in the household, with 
merely nominal duties, had 
been assigned to her as a 
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pretext for the payment 
of a small pension, the 
greater part of which 
she expended in adorning 
herself with an antique 
magnificence of attire"; 
"perchance she only 
dreamed, that a Royal 
Governor was ••• to 
receive the heavy key 
(yel-hawk~ key!] which 
Sir ••• Howe had committed 
to her charge"; " •.• 
['Alas,'] Governor Han[d-
]cock [-her Hen(-s/ce)-
cook]"--IX:290,290,292, 
299' 301) 
("all have some artifi-
cial badge, which the 
world, and themselves 
among the first, learn to 
consider as a genuine 
characteristic"; "I 
direct a trumpeter to 
send forth a (~:]blast 
loud enough to be heard 
from hence to China; and 
a herald [h/y:k/c'r!], 
with world:pervading 
voice [Huge/Yel!] to 
make proclamation for a 
certain class of mortals 
to take their [~:]places. 
What shall be their 
principle of (forky: Y-
]union?"; " .••. Each 
sect surrounds its own 
righteousness with a 
hedge of thorns [cf. 
teeth]"--X:207,208,208, 
217) 
("Not a great while ago, 
passing through the gate 
of dreams, I visited that 
region of the earth in 
which lies the famous 
city of Destruc(~]tion. 
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[z-10] "~[-]~ere~e" 
["There dwelt an ancient 
~en~le~n, in a §o~ie bz a 
~r~ve-zarg; " ] 
It was my good 
fortune to enjoy the 
company of a gentleman--
one Mr. Smooth-it-away[-
Y]--who, though he had 
never actually visited 
the Celestial City 
·[@ step 2], of which he 
was a native townsman"; 
"On its ['the engine's'] 
top ••• smoke and flame 
gush[ed] from his own 
mouth and stomach, as 
well as from the ••• 
brazen abdomen"; "--his 
name was Stick[=thorn]-
to-the-right--perceived 
in my face [and 're-
joined • . • my words, • • • a 
(~)bubble (=ha.w/ trifle)']" 
--X:l86,186,190,191) 
("he had inherited from 
his ancestors a larger 
amount of literary-
treasures than were 
usually found in the 
possession of private 
persons ... ;old editions 
of the classics, both 
Greek and Latin, bound 
in parchment, and with 
the names of famous 
printers in the title-
pages; and the auto-
graphs of scholars of 
his own race in the fly-
leaves, from the boyish 
handwriting of ... to the 
crabbed characters of 
Here the 
Doctor used to sit, with 
a clay[-Y-] pipe of in-
terminab-le stem [Stamm-
stem-origin] .••. I 
••• ; • • • of all 
bachelor's [sic] [~aw: 
haw:maw-]houses, this 
one was the most overrun 
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[~-11] "~e An~_!gue Rin~" 
[w. "The Legend" 
= - = 
with spi[-Y-]ders; ••• a 
very atmosphere of 
spiders' [ho£ co:!?.-]webs" 
--XII:90,90,92-3 [see 
also B.l.a(~-00)]) 
("He was one of that mul-
titude of young gentlemen 
--limbs, or rather twigs, 
of the [Mosaic] law--
whose names appear in 
gilt [=guilty, yel-low] 
letters on the front of 
Tudor's Buildings, and 
other places in the 
vicinity of the Court-
House, which seem to be 
the haunt of the gentler, 
as well as the severer 
muses. Edward ['Caryl'], 
in the dearth of clients, 
was accustomed to employ 
his much leisure in 
assisting the growtn of 
American literature; to 
which good cause he had 
contributed not a few 
quires [w. choirs] of 
the finest letter paper, 
containing some thought, 
some fancy, some depth of 
feeling, together with a 
young writer's abundance 
of conceits. Sonnets, 
stanzas of Tennysonian 
[-knee's sun] sweetness, 
tales imbued with German 
mysticism [t-yel germs], 
... and essays smacking 
of Dialistic [throat-
distending] philosophy, 
were among his multi-
farious productions. 
The editors of the 
fashionable periodicals 
[mensurations/menstrua-
tions] were familiar with 
his autobiography, and 
inscribed his name in 
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those [wom~ltom~-]bril­
liant [head-~-]bead-rolls 
of ink-stained celebrity, ~ 
which illustrate the 
first pages of their 
covers. Nor did fame 
withhold her laurei. 
I Meanwhile [at 
signatural midway], we 
sum up our sketch of 
Edward Caryl, by pro-
nouncing him, •.. some-
what of a carpet knight 
of literature, .•• rising 
I I 
Drawing his chair beneath 
the blaze of a solar 
lamp, Edward[-edit/add-
word] Caryl[-sing] untied 
a roll of glossy [cock's-
tongue-well-glossed] 
paper, and began [to 
'read,' to his 'kind and 
generous auditors,'] as 
follows: I .... "; 
"After the death-warrant 
had been read to the Earl 
of Essex [de 1'-sex!] and 
on the evening before his 
appointed execution [by 
(Y:)El(-)izabeth'], the 
Countess of Shrewsbury 
.•. found him, as it 
appeared, toying child-
ishly with a ring. The 
di(-Y!-)amond, that en-
riched it, glittered like 
a star, but with a singu-
lar tinge of red [Haw!-
glan(d)s: scar(~)let!]. 
"She kept the ring ...• 
The next day, the earl's 
noble head rolled upon 
the scaffold. . .•. "; 
"The legend now [t'h-
edge-]crosses the 
Atlantic[-k], and comes 
down to our own immediate 
time [--n/m]. 
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Charity became audible--
chink, chink, chink,--as 
it fell, drop by drop, 
into the common recepta-
cle. There was a hum [H-
home-hum]--a [stick-y-
]stir,-- .•• of people 
putting their [guilty] 
hands into their pockets; 
while, ever and amon, a 
vagrant coin fell upon 
the floor, and rolled 
away, with long [ -n,] 
reverberation, into some 
inscrutable [architec-
tonic k-toned cough-
] corner . I .... " ; 
"Under the copper moun-
tain, which it had cost 
them ['Deacon Tilton' and 
'his brother ('Deacon') 
Trott'] so much toil [t(-
-)oyl] to remove, lay an 
antique[-yk~-1 ring! It 
was enriched[-~~-ink~t] 
with a diamond, which, so 
soon as it caught the 
light, began to [eye-
face-]twinkle and [glans-
gloss-]glimmer, emitting 
the [white-(t)horn] 
whitest and purest [lust-
lustig]lustre that could 
possibly be [~-li~s] con-
ceived. It was as bril-
liant as if some [dark] 
magician had condensed 
the brightest star in 
heaven into a [foreskin-
headed] compass fit to be 
set in a ring, for a 
lady's delicate finger."; 
"'And believe me[,'] 
['said Clara P(-~-[alm­
m])ember(-)ton' to 'her 
(~-)be(-)trot(-)hed lover' 
(add/edit-word 'Caryl')'], 
'whatever the world may 
say of the story, I prize 
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[~-12] "Ear~'~ _!!olocau~" 
it far above the diamond 
which enkindled [and ankh-
en-gendered] your 
imagination. '"--IX:338, 
338[w.352],338-40,341,347, 
348-9,351,352[w.338]) 
("As he spoke, some rough-
looking men advanced to 
the verge of the bonfire, 
and threw in, as it 
appeared, ••• the blazonry 
of coat-armor; the fc-
}crests and devices of 
illustrious families; 
pedigrees that extended 
back[-c-k] like lines of 
light,-into the mist of 
the dark[-k] ages"; 
"[Back to:] The [H:] 
Heart:--the Heart=- ..• 
the little, yet [~:] 
boundless sphere, wherein 
existed the original 
[haw'!] wrong[-ng'], of 
which the crime and 
misery of this outward 
world were merely types. 
Purify that inner sphere 
•.. "--X:381,382,403-4) 
("The man, whose name was 
Adam Colburn [red-earth 
Coal'-burn a-sheep-dam], 
had a face sunburnt with 
labor in the fields, .•• 
he had barely reached 
middle age"; "The woman, 
Martha Pierson [miss-
stress Pierce'-on], was 
somewhat-above thirty, 
thin and pale, as a 
Shaker sister almost 
invariably is"; the 
father ['Father Ephraim' 
(-her-fruit-door dee-Y-~­
H'-ram-in)] feebly raised 
himself to a more erect 
position, but continued 
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[~-14] "Ol~ llson~eroga: A Pis~~re 
of the Past" 
== == 
sitting in his great 
chair"; " .•• a sense of 
s~tis;.ied am[-]b(:~-]i­
t~on. --IX:419,420,420, 
425,425) 
("Those celebrated 
heights, Mount Defiance 
and Mount Independence 
•.• stand too [~-]promi­
nent not to be recognized, 
••• (and] neither of them 
precisely correspond to 
the [oro-genital] images 
excited by their names • 
••• Mount [cf. mouth] 
Defiance .•• bore at some 
former period, the gentle 
name of Sugar Hill"; "I 
merely glanced [glans-
lanced] at the ensuing 
twenty years, which 
glided peacefully over 
the frontier fortress, 
till Ethan Allen's shout 
was heart, summoning it 
to surrender 'in the name 
of the great Johovah and 
of the Continental Con-
gress. "'--XI: 186,186, 190) 
("The chirography [of 
'Washington'] is charac-
terized by a plain and 
easy grace, which, in the 
signature, is somewhat 
elaborated •.•. 
The lines are as straight 
and equi-distant as if 
ruled; and from beginning 
to end, there is no 
physical symptom--as how 
[haw!] should there be?--
of varying mood, of jets 
of emotion, or any of 
those fluctuating feelings 
that pass from the hearts 
into the fingers of common 
men."; "Another letter, 
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[~-16) "The ~even Va~abon~" 
from the •.• famous hand 
[of 'Franklin'], is 
addressed to General 
Palm[-]er, and dated 
'Passy, October 27, 1779.' 
Franklin was now 
••• caressed by the French 
ladies • • • • Still, ••• he 
writes with the homeliness 
and simplicity that cause 
a human face to look forth 
from the old, yellow 
[-yell oH! kiss-Heat' sh!] 
sheet of-paper, and in-
words that make our ears 
re-echo, as with the sound 
of his long extinct utt[-
dd-]erance. Yet this 
brief epis[-s-]tle ••• has 
no li.ttle of tangible 
matter that we are ashamed 
to copy it [haw-cuE: milk 
it]."--XI:359,363,3'65-6) 
("'Halloo! Who stands 
guard here? Is the door 
keeper asleep?' cried I, 
approaching a ladder of 
two or three steps which 
was [linga-lingually] let 
down from the wagon."; 
"'Hy friends!' cried I, 
[scale-]stepping forth 
into the center of the 
[Qod-¥ent maw-]wagon, 'I 
am go1ng with you to the 
camp[~) meeting at Stam[-) 
ford [Stamm-stem-origin]. "'; 
"My design, in short, was 
to imitate the story tel-
lers of whom Oriental 
travellers have told us, 
and become an itinerant 
novelist [wag), reciting 
my own extempora[Y]n 
[-rain-)eous fic[X:)tions 
to such audiences [U. S. 
A.-yous) as I could col-
lect."--IX:350,351,365,366) 
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[~-17] "~e ~oll-~a~erer'g ~ax-: 
A Sketch of Transitory Life" 
=- === = = = -
[~-18] "Peter Goldthwaite's 
Tre~sure" == -= = 
= = 
("Sitting on the afore[-
]said bench [of self-judg-
mental long-haw!], I amuse 
myself with a conception, 
illustrated by numerous 
pencil-sketches in the air, 
of the toll-gatherer's 
day."; "Over the door [of 
'the toll-gatherer's 
little hermitage'] is a 
weather-beaten board 
inscribed with the rates 
of toll, in letters so 
nearly ef[-]faced that 
the gliding [glans-
glossing] of the sunshine 
can hardly make them 
legible. I 
['yet'] The toll-
gatherer's practiced ear 
can distinguish the wei[-
Y-K/G/H~-]ght of every 
vehicle, the number of 
its wheels, and how many 
horses [Haw!-Man-member-
muscularly] beat[-hy~t] 
the resounding timbers [i.e., 
of 'a lo(N-)n(-+)g. bridge(-
ing)'] with their i[-y-
]ron tramp[~turning-fire~ 
stamJqJ·"--IX:205,206,207) 
("'You positively refuse 
to let me have this crazy 
old house[~;=haw~], and 
the land under and adjoin-
ing, at the price named?' 
['said Mr. John Brown, 
buttoning his surtout over 
the [world-]snug rotundity 
of his person, and drawing 
on his gloves.']"; "Gor-
geous, that night, were 
the dreams of Peter Gold 
(-]thwaite! At one time, 
he was turning a ponderous 
[ruminative] key in an 
iron door, not unlike the 
door of a sepulch[.-K-] re 
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But the house, 
without losing its former 
aspect had been changed 
into a palace of precious 
metals. The floors, walls, 
and ceilings, were of 
burnished [quick!-Ag/Hg-
AH!] silver; the doors, 
the window-frames, the 
cornices, the balustrades, 
and the [eYe-scaled] steps 
of the staircase, of pure 
[Au-AWE!] gold; and silver, 
. with gold bottoms, were the 
chairs, and gold, standing 
on silver legs, the high 
chest of drawers [lung-/dX 
receptacles], and sil-
ver the bed[-]steads, 
with blankets of (veiling] 
woven gold, and sheets of 
silver[-leaf] tissue. The 
house had evidently been 
transmuted by a single 
[one man's] touch; for it 
retained all the marks[~] 
that Peter [memory-rock/ 
stone/ball(s)] re[-]mem-
bered, but in gold or 
silver, instead of wood; 
and the [initiative] 
initials of his [mic~~ur­
(-~ur)ated] name, which, 
when a [~-]boy[!], he had 
cut in the [w-w-]wooden 
door-post [P.(h/y) G.], 
remained dee[-Yf]p in the 
[~]pillar of [Glgold. A 
happy man would have been 
Peter Gold[-]thwaite, ex-
cept for a certain ocular 
deception, which, whenever 
he glanced [i.e., glans-
ate] backward [of this 
apple-of-his-eye], caused 
the house to darken from 
its glittering magnifi-
cence into the sordid 
[aureo-oro-or~asmic 
"The Great 
=== - -= Mystery of 
Mountains" 
= = 
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Carbuncle*: A 
the White 
== --= 
gelding end-]gloom of 
yesterday."--IX:383,383, 
389-90) 
("*The Indian tradition, 
on which this somewhat 
extravagant tale is 
founded, is [£]both too 
wild and too [~-Y- . 
]beautiful to r~=]be 
adequately [HAW:ZYGOTE!-
]wrought up£:~!]7-inT~~e­
J;>-]p[-]rosi-~-Je"; "The 
Iifth aaventurer likewise 
lacked a name, which was 
a great pity, as he ap-
peared to be a poet. He 
was a bright-eyed man, 
but wofully pined away"; 
" ' • • • thou sordid man! ' 
exclaimed the poet. 
'Dost thou desire nothing 
brighter than gold, that 
thou wouldst transmute 
all this ethereal lustre 
into such dross, as thou 
wallowest in already? 
For myself, hiding the 
jewell [of 'the red 
brilliancy'] under my 
cloak, I shall hie me 
back to my attic chamber, 
in one of the darksome 
alleys of London. There, 
night and day, will I gaze 
upon it--my soul shall 
drink its radiance--it 
shall be diffused through-
out my intellectual powers, 
and gleam brightly in 
every line of poesy that 
I indite [knight-dightly 
die-]. Thus, long ages 
after I am gone, the 
spendor of the Great 
Carbuncle will blaze 
around my name!' I 'Well 
said Master Poet!' cried 
he of the spectacles. 
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'Hide it under thy cloak, 
say'st thou? Why, it 
will gleam through the 
holes, and make thee look 
like a [loco-hie~] Jack 
[~] o'lanthern!' I 'To 
think!"--ejac[""]ulated 
the Lord de Vere, rather 
to himself than his com-
panions, ••. [--]held 
utterly unworthy of his 
intercourse,--'to think 
that a fellow in tattered 
cloak should talk of con-
veying the Great Carbuncle 
to a garret in Grub 
street! Have not I 
resolved wit[-]hin myself 
that the whole earth con-
tains no fitter ornament 
for the great hall [Haw-
(se)] of my ancestral 
castle? .••• '"; "And be 
it owned, that, many a 
mile from the [zenith of 
the] Crystal Hills[-z], 
I saw a wondrous light 
around their summits, and 
was lured, by the faith of 
[~-]poesy[-seeds:Z!-in: 
de l'Au~ep+ine's haw-
bournesl to be the latest 
pilgrim of the GREAT 
CARBUNCLE [--at high-
constrictive, deep-
consonantal ugH! /G-rim]." 
--IX:l49,149,151,155-6 
[w.l62],165) 
("The Great Stone Face ... 
was a work of Nature in 
her mood of majestic play-
fulness, formed on the 
perpen[-]dic[-]ular side 
of a mountain by some 
immense rocks, which had 
been [chance-]thrown 
together in such position, 
as when viewed at a proper 
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distance, precisely to 
re[-aslz-]semble the 
[ur-foetal] features 
of the human counte-
nance."; "As[-z] we [maw-
wag!] began with saying~ 
a mother and her little · 
boy sat at their cottage 
door, gazing at the Great 
Stone Face, and talking 
about it. The child's 
name was Ernest [cf. 
earnest ea[y]r-nest 
(thorns-urn)]."; "'Lo, 
here I am, Ernest!' the 
[~-]benign lip[-~]s see[-
ea-y-]med to say. ••o• 
I The years hurried on-
ward [on word .. ] 0 •• 0"; 
"'Behold! Behold! 
Ernest is himself the 
likeness of the Great 
Stone Face!" I Then 
all the people [in 'his 
audience ('in the open 
air')'] looked [glanced 
glandes], and saw that 
what the dee[-y~]p­
sighted poet [wlfo hlg-
'listened' to his 
'(P)Pearls, (tVpure and 
rith'--'a life of 
(g)good dee(y)ds and 
(h)holy(y) love ooo 
melted into them'--
that what the poet] 
said was true. The 
prophecy [talk-see!] was 
[~row-face] fulfilled 
[: 'At a distance, but 
distinc( .. )t( .. )ly to be 
seen, high up in the 
golden light of the 
setting sun, appeared 
the Great St( .. )o( .. )ne 
Face, with hoary mists 
around it, like the 
white hairs around the 
(head ho~-)brow of 
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[~-21] "Graves ang ~obling" 
(aero-auro-oro-arrHa-
W[']reathing glw[-]chis[ 
't]) Ernest 1 ]. "--IX: 26, 
27,27,42,47-8) 
("Who has not been con-
scious of mysteries 
within his mind, mysteries 
of truth and reality, 
which will not wear the 
chains of lang['g]uage? 
Mortal, then the dead 
are with you! I 
I My fancy 
ripened prematurely, and 
taught me secrets, •••. 
I ... the reader 
... bring no other 
dead man to dispute my 
title."; " ... and would 
we speak['] with a friend, 
we do but knock('] against 
his tomb-stone, and pro-
-nounce the name en[-
]gra['-y-y-]ved on it; in 
an instant, there the 
shadow stands!"; " ... 
and [kin] repeat some 
hymns of mine, which they 
have often heard from my 
own lip[-~]s, ere the 
trem[ 'm-m-y]ulous vo[ + 'y-
y-y]c[-c]e [-1] left them 
for ever. Little do they 
think, those dear ones, 
that the dead ['in pen-
ance'] stands listening 
in the glimmer of the 
firelight, and is almost 
gifted with a ... shape"; 
"Soon, soon be that hour 
['high in ('immortal') 
bliss']! I am weary of 
the earth-damps! they 
[~-]burthen me; they 
choke['] me!"--XI:289, 
290-1,291,295,296) 
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2. b. v RIC-GOUGE: ~ly:~l~ > ~'~l~'g--a point-mark of organ-song 
[ 4+ll2l@five]) 
v [2.b. RIC-GOUGE: ~ly:~l~ > ~'~l~'g--truncgush one. (~-03) 
'The Rou~e of the Seven Gable~: A Roman£e':] I Another 
=-- ==== --- -business~ which~ ~owever[:~aw-ove-ever]~ ~~ pu~g no ~re~~ weighsvon 
(it is well, you know, to be heedful, but not over anxious[:aNk+s's] 
- - - - -= = = - = - = 
as respeCtS one'§ per§Onal health)--another business, then~ was to 
= = -== - - - -songul~ ~i~ family-p~y~i~ian. Abou~ w~a~, for ~eaven'g g~~e? Why, 
it is rather diffisult to dessr!be ~e gz,mp~om~. A m~re ~imne~ of 
gigh~ an~ ~i~iness of ~e bra!n~ was it?--or a ~iga~re~able ~o~in~, 
or st!fling~ or ~ur~lin~~ or bubbling~ in the r~~ion of ~e ~~ora~~ 
ag the ana~omi~g gay?--or was it a pretty severe t~robbin~ and 
~i~in~ of t~e [~aw!~aw!-~o~tsu~t-]~ear~, ra~er sre~i~able ~0 him 
than otherwise, as showin~ that the organ had [k+]not been left out 
~ the 1u~e T g P~ig~al sontt!;a~e? No matter-what= it was. The = 
Do~~or, probably~ woul~[:woo~] ~m!le a~ the statement of gu~ trifles 
in his professional ear; the Judge would[:wood] smile, in his [~aw! 
~awT+T~urn; ~d me~~ing o~ a~other'g eieg~ £Eey woul~[:woo~T enioy 
a ~earty[:yell7~aw!] laug~, to~e~ert But, a fi~ for medisal adv!£e! 
The ~u£ge will never need it.· I Pray, pray, ~u~e Pzn~~on, loo~ 
at your wa~, nowt ~a£, no~ a [~lan(~)g-]~lan~e? I£ ig within 
fen minuse2 of the dinner-hourt If ~urely cannof have ~lip~ your 
- - - s= = - - - - - - - - - -memory, that the ·dinner of to-day is to be the most important, in 
its songeguen~eg, of all the dinners you ever ate. !eg; pre~!gely 
the mo~ impor~an~; although, in the sourge of your gomew~a~ eminen£ 
career, you have been pla£eQ high ~awards the heag of the table, af 
- - - - -- - --- - ::::::::: = - - - =- -2plengig banquets, and have poureg ous your festive eloquen£e ~o 
- -- - :==:: - -- - - --~ar2 yet echoing with Webster'§ migh~y organ-fone§. No public 
- - - - - === === - ---- - - -dinner this~ however[:haw-ove-ever]. It is merely a gathering of 
- -:== -§ome go~en or §O of friends from several districts of State; men of 
distinguished character and influence •....... I .... I 
I ... : ~ M~anw~!I~ ~e ~w!ligh£ !~ [~!~lan(~)g-]~loomin~ upwar~ 
out of the corners of the room. The shadows of the tall furniture 
= =- ==::: === === = = grow ~e~per, an~ a~ first besome more ~efini£e; ~en, ~prea~ing 
w!~er, they loge ~e!r distin~~ness of ou~l!ne in £be ~ar~, ~ray 
~!de of oblivion, as it were, that creep§ §lowly [ove!-]over the 
variou~ obiects, and the one human figure sitting in the mids~of 
- - - -= -- -- - ::=::=::: them. The gloom ha~ nof enfereg from without; it ha§ [R'W:egg-
]broo~e~ ~ere all-~ay, an~ now ~~~in~ i£2 own inevi~able ~!me, will 
po~e~ i!§elf of every~hing. The Jugg~s face, indeeg, rigig, ang 
gin~~l~rly-white, refu~e§ so melf info-shi§ u~iver§;l-§olvenf: -
Fai~t~r an~ Ti-yt-eye7E!l]-fa!n£er ~rowi-~e-ligh£: I~ i~ ai if 
another double-handfull of darkness [hooded-hie!] had been scattered 
== = - = = - == - = = - - - = =- == = ~~rough ~e a!r. Now it is no lon~er [~ulle£-]gray, bu~ [te~~~-
r~gge-]~~ble. There is still a faint appearance at the [w:liE/~(s)~ 
]win~ow; ne!£~er £~e ~low, nor a ~l~am, nor a ~limmer--any p~r~se 
of ligh~ woulg express ~omething far brigh~er than thi~ doubtful 
-- --=--- ------
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perception, or sense, rather, that there is a window there. Ha~ i~ 
vanished? No!--yes!--not quite! And there is still the swarthy -
whit~ne~s--we shali vent~re t~ [SAW:H:Y+Y(TO-W)7HOAR!:1marry these 
-= === - ====- = = = - - - = - - =--== ill-a~re~in~ wor~--s~e ~war~y w~~sene~ of ~u~e Pxns~~on'~ f~se. 
!~e f~a~ure~ are all ~one; ~~ere i~ onlx £2e [AUB-!EL-]p~lene~ of 
them lef~. And how[-HAW!(low)] looks it now? [=Truncate neck!!] 
==- - = - - -= = --= -There is no window! There is no face! An infinite, inscrutable 
--- = = =- = -= = =- = bla~ess ~a~ ann!~il~~e~ ~e ~igh£! ~ere i~ our ~niver~e? All 
crumbled away from us; and we, adrift in chaos, may hearken to the 
= - = = - = = - = - - - = === iu~~ of ~omele~ win~, ~a~ ~o ~~ghin~ an~ murmurin~ abou!, in 
gue~ of w~a~ wa~ on~e a worl~! Is there no other sound? One 
other, and a fearful one. It is the tickin~ of £be ~u~e'~ wa~ 
.... Be the ~ause what it may, this little, quiet, never-ceasing 
throb of Time's pulse, repeating its small[~onsue-back-an~-~ip­
]stro~e~ wi~ ~u~ bu~X res~lari~z, in ~u~e Pznsb~on!~ mo~ionle~ 
[signa~ure-]hand[-with-±:Horn] ha~ an effec~ of ~error, which we 
= - - - = -- - - - - -- -do not find in any other accompaniment of ~he scene. I But listen! 
-- - -- ===-That puff of the breeze was louder; it had a tone unlike the dreary 
and sullen one, which has bemoaned itself, and afflicted all mankind 
with miserable sympathy, for five days past. The wind has veered = 
= - - ====- - = - = about! It now comes boisterously from the north-west, and, taking 
= = - = -== . = - = === === = =-- -~ol~ of the a~e~ fr~me-wor~ of the ~even ~~ble~, ~!ve~ i~ a ~~~~e, 
l!~e a wre~ler £ba~ woul~T:woo~ srx stren~s~ wi~~ ~i~ ansagoni~. 
Another, and another sturdy tustle with the blast! The old house 
creaks again, and'makes a vo~iferou§, but §Omewha~ unin~elligible 
bellowin~ in its ~oo~z £~roa~--(~~e-bi~ flue, w~ m~an, of i~ w!de 
~himney)--partly in complaint at the rude wind, but rather, as 
befits-their century=and-a=half of hostile in~ima£y, in tough 
def!anse. A rumblin~ ~!n~ of a [li~-~ST!-]bluster roari be§in~ 
the fire-board. A door has slammed above-stairs. A window, per-
Eap~,-~a~ bee~ lef~=open~ ~r=else is driven in by an unr~ll ~ust. 
It is [k+]not to be conceived, beforehand, what wonderful wind-
instruments are these old timber-mansions, and how haunted with the 
- - == ==== ~r~n~e~ no!~e~, ~Rich imme~!a~elz b~sin ~o ~ins, an~ ~ish, an~ 
~ob, an~ ~~rie~--an~ ~m!£e with ~le~e-~ammer~, a!rz, but pon~erou~, 
in ~ome ~i§!an~ £hamber--an~ ~o ~reag along the entries as with 
stately footsteps~ and rustle-up-and-down the staircase, as with 
silks miraculously stiff-whenever the gale catche§ the hou~e with 
a win~ow open, an~ ~ets fa!rlz in~o i~:- Woul~[:woo~] ~a~-we were 
[k+]no~ an a~~en~an~ §piri~, here! I~ i§ ~oo [HAWE!-]awful! This 
clamor-of the-wind through-the-lonely-house; the Judge's quietude, 
as he sits invisible; and that pertinacious ticking of hi§ watch! 
I As regards Judge Pyncheon's invisibility, however[:haw=ove=:;er], 
that matter will soon be remedied. The north-west wind has swept 
the ~~l ~l~ar. The win~ow i~ ~i~in~~[~]lz ~e~n. ~~rou~ i~ 
P~ne~, [maw:]moreover, w~ ~imlz ~atch the ~we~p[-~!~] of the gar~, 
~lustering foliage, outsi~e, flu~~ering with a constan~ irregulari~y 
of ~vemen~, an~-le£~in~ in a pe~p[-~tl ot=starligh~,-now ~ere, --
now £~ere. . . . . I . . . . [--II:272-3,276-8.] 
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[2.b. HIC-GOUGE: ~ll:~l~ > g'~l~'~--truncgush two & three & 
four & five. (h-05 & h-06 & h-06 & h-07) 'Legends of the Province 
- - - - -== === = House II (&) III (&) III (&) IV':] But those who, in that 
bri~f interval, had beheld the [H+]awful visage of Edward Randolph, 
desired no second [glan(d)s-]glance, and ever afterwards[:words] 
trembled at the re[-]collection of the [0~-]scene, as if an evil 
spirit had appeared visibly among them. And as for ~u~~in~on, 
w~en, far over[:~aw-ove-over] ~e o~ean, ~ig gyin~ ~our grew on, 
~~ ~agpe~· for brea~, ang ~ompla~neg ~a~ ~~ wag ~~o~ing wi~ ~e 
blood of the Boston Massacre; and Francis Lincoln, the former 
= === === ===- = == - =-£ap~[-]ain of fa~el William, w~o wag ~an~in~ a~ ~ig be~g!ge, 
per~eiveg a l~~ene~ in ~ig fren~eg lao~ ~o ~a~ of Egwar~ 
Rangolp~[:QUL~-~!]. Did his broken spirit feel, at that dread 
hour, the tremendous [~URR-]burSben of a [~E~-LE~!~]P~ople'g 
[H:ANGIANKH:UR-]cur~e? I At the conclusion of this miraculous 
legend ! In[-]gu~re~ of m!ne ~o~ w~e~er the pi~~ure ~ill re-
ma~neg in ~~e £~~mber over our ~ea~, bu~ Mr. ['~ela'] !iffanz 
informed me that it had long since been removed, and was supposed 
to be hfdden=In=so~e-o~t-of:the-;ay [K:]corner=of the New Eng[: 
--== -- -G]lan£! M[-Y-]u§[-]e[-Y-y]um. During the progress of the story 
a storm ha~ been gathering abroa~, an~ raging an~ [§erpen~-]ra~- -
- - - - ==== - - - -- - - - - -~lin~ go lougly in ~e upper re~iong of the Provinse-~ouge, ~~a~ 
i~ se~[--!-]meg ag if all ~e olg Qovernorg ang ~re~~ men were 
runnin~ rio~ above ~a!rg [=above ~~roa~], w~!le Mr. Bela[:~ellz­
with-li~!+)~on~ue-wi~-fang!-]!iffanz[:~~~op~anzl babbled of 
~~em b~low. In ~e [in~er:J~ourge of ~ener~~iong, when many 
people have lived and died in an ansien~ ~ouge, the w~i~lin~ of 
~e wing ~~rou~ i~ ~rannieg, ang ~e ~r~~in~ of i:S,g b~mg ang 
rafter~ [=folds, bends, and slopes], become strangely like the 
= - -- =-= - - -- === !one§ of the human voise ........ [I &:] Mine excellent 
friend, the landlord of the Province-House, was pleased, the other 
evening to invi~e Mr. !iffanz ang mzgelf ~o an oz~er gupper. !Qig 
gligh~ mar~['] of regpe~~ ang ~ra~i~~~e, ag ~~ ~an~gomely ob[-
]served, was far less than the ingenious tale-teller, and I, the 
= = = ). === = = -- - = =- = = - ==== 
· ~umble no~e-~~~er of ~ig narra~iveg, ~a~ fa!rly earneg, by the 
publi~ no~i~e w~i~ our jp!n~ lu~ubr~~iong ~ag a~~ra~~eg to ~ig 
establishmen~ ..... I .... I Our host, in due ~ea~on, uncorke~ 
a-r~-]bo~~le-of Mage!ra[-yra], of guch-e~guigi~e perf~me and- --
adm1rable flavor, that he surely must have dis[-]cove[-]re~ i~ in 
an ansien~ [~-]bin,-gown-ge~[-!-]p[-~]-ben~a~~ ~~e de~pest-seilar, 
w~ere game jollX olg bu~ler storeg away ~~e Qovernor'g ~o!se~ 
w!ne, and for~ot to rev~al t~e g~~ret on ~i~ [li~g-g!] deat~-bed. 
Pease ~o the re~-no~e~ gho~, an~ a li[p,-liJba~ion ~o hi~ memory! ~hi~ presiou~ liquor wa§-imbibed-by Mr. ~iffany with peculiar [lia-
-- - - - - - - - - - = -- - I to-~~roa~'g-~i~~~a~e!] ~est; ang af~er ~ippin~ ~e ~irg ~la~, 
i~ wa~ his pleasure to [gulle!-]give u~ one of the o~£!e~! legeng~ 
which-he had yet [!o;gue:]rakeg from the [!hroa~haw=]store-hou§e, 
w§e~ he ke~p§ ~uch ma!!er§:- : ... 1-- ... :- I-.: .. y- - -
There remained noroom-for-doubt, that the ~on~~~ion ~ag lur~eg in 
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~Ea~ ~or~eou~ man~le, w~i~ ~~rew ~o ~ranie a ~r~se aroun~ ~er 
['La~z<z-!)Eleanore'] a~ ~e fe~ival. I~ fan~a~i~[-~i~] 
2plensor ~as been ~onse!ves in ~e gel!riou~ bra!n of a woman on 
her geath-bed, ang wa§ the last ~[:Toil of her stiffening finger§, 
which had inter[-Jwoven~ate ~d-misery with it;=~ol~en ibrea~.­
This dar~ t~le[-zel], w~i~peres[-~'w] a~ fir~,_was now [O~eron: 
~UR-]brui~es far an~ w!~e •... ~er pr!~e an~ ~[:az-]~orn has 
evoked a fiend, and that, between them both, this monstrous evil 
had-b~en born7 I. • • • • I [ &: ] ••• [C]ried 
Jerva§e[:germ-voise-vi§e] Helwy§e, agvansing ~hree step§-i~~o the 
~hamber. -" •... -:- ... -There"--:-:-. he-shuddered[:shuttered]-="there 
=- =- -- === == = === == = =-hang§ her man~le ••.• But where is the Lagy Eleanore!" I Some-
thing stir[-]red within the silken curtains-of a canopied bed; and 
a low ~an was ~tte~[-r]ed, which, listening in[-Jtent[-'fly,= 
Jervase[:germ-voice-vise] Helwyse began to distinguisb as a woman's 
= -= - -= -= - -= - = - === = = 
voise, complaining golefully of ~hirst. He fansieg, even ~ha~ he 
recogni;eg its ~one§. I "My ~hroa~f:-my-~hroa~-i§ 2corche~,n --
murmured the =;oice.- "A drop-of-water!" - r- ... :- 7 -:- .. :=and as 
== -= = = = = i~ ~po~e, ~e fi~~re ~on~or~e~ itself, ~ru~~lin~ ~o ~!~e i~ ·[~-
]blasteg fase--" •....... ±wrap~ my§elf in PRI~E a§ in a MAN!LE, 
and ~orneCi[s-scorch-acornedT the sympathies of nature; and there-
= =- = = =- == -- = == =- =-- = -= = =-fore n~~ure ~~e ~~ig [~on~ue-]wre~£be~ bogl the m~g!um of a greag-
ful ~zmpathz. !ou are avenged--~~el are all ~venge~--N~~ure i~ 
avenged--for! am Eleanore [~:]Ro[Il~[-]~liffe!:' ••.. ~~ 
§hook hi§ finger, ... an~ the chamber echoeg, the [HAW/RIC!-] 
-- - - - - - - ===- - - = - ---~ur~ain~ of ~e beg were sh~ken, with ~ig ou~burst[-a~-LI~g:~!] of 
in2ane merrimen~. I .... 7 .... That night, a procession 
passed, bz ~orch ligh~, ~~rough ~e [lin~am-~roove~] stre~~' 
[Oieron-]be~rin~ in ~e mi~st, the fi~~re of a woman, envelopeg 
with a richly embroigereg man~le; while in agvanse stal~eg Jerva§e 
Helwy§e, waving the-reg (~ongue-]flag of the-pestilense:- -Arriving 
---- ::=:: --- - =--
opposite the Province-~ou~e, the [li~]mob[-with-~0~!] burne~ the 
effigy, ang a strong wing came ang §Wep~ away the ashe§ [=Rev(wing!)-
Ash(hay!) (V)oyce].- It was-said,-that,-from-that very-hour[=H!:our], 
the pestilence -~ba'ted, as if its [~oira-l!~e-]~wal had some myste-
rious connec~ion, from the first[=near/uvular] plague-stroke ~o the 
[~on~ue-~i~Tlast, with L~Sl Eleanor'~ [MAW:gOW!-Tman~le. -[Mar~!--] 
A remarkable uncertainty broods over that unhappy lady's fate .... 
in a certain chamber of this mansion, a female [glan(g)2-]form may 
sometimes be duskily discerned, 2hrinking-in~o the garkest corner: 
and muffling her-fa£e wi~hin an embroigereg T2of~-pala~e:Wi~h-full­mou£~-fol~=JmanEle:- .. :-:- I [/ &:1- Our ~o~-~avini r~~~med 
~he shair, he, as well as Mr. Tiffany and myself, expressed much 
[glan(d)s-hawk-]eagerness to be made acquainted with the [last] 
- = = - - - - = = -= -- - = = === == = story to which the loyal[-l]ist had alluded. That venerable man 
first of all [HAWSE!-]saw fit to moisten his throat with another 
~lass of w!ne,-an~ ~~e~, ~urnin~ ~i~ f~se-~~w~rds ~ur ~oal-f!re, 
looked steadfastly for a few moments into the depths of its cheerful 
[£~ro~£-~la~ds:)~low. Finally he poured f~rth=a ir~~~ fl~n~z of 
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§Pe~sb· Then [--to ~omplement t~at ~0~~--] would[:wood] ~~ 
sa~~e fort~ a fe~ble lau~~' and e~[-]press ~re~~ goub~ ~e~~er ~i~ 
[~~/~en-]wi~--for bz ~ha~ phr~~e i~ pl~a~ our an£ien~ frieng 
~o ~i~nifz hi~ men~al power~--were [~+]no~ ~e~~in~ a li~~le ~he 
wor§e for w[-J~ar. I Under these disadvantages, the old loy(-]a[-
]list's story re[-]quired· more revision to rend[-]er it fi~ for ~he 
publi~ eze, ••• ; nor shoulg i~ b~ £on£~aleg .•• ,more than sligh~ 
(Ei!] me~amorpho§is, in its tran~[-e]mission ~o ~he reager ...• 
- - - - = ===: = - - :::=; - -- - -The ~~le[:I~le-zel(=~awge:~ez!)] .•. , wi~!! no involu~ion of plo~ 
.... I The hour had come--the hour of defeat and humiliation--
when ~ir Will!am ~owe wa~ ~o pass over[:~aw-ove-ever=~o-Iia-~/~!] 
the ~hre~holg of ~he Provin£e-Hou~e ..•.••.. [--IX:269-70,271, 
273,284,286-8,29o:I.J - - -
2.c. v HIC-GOUGE: ~lz:~/~ < g'~/~'~--a leaf-fold of breach-counter-
chant [1+4/2l@five]) 
v [2.c. RIC-GOUGE: ~!z:~/~ < g'~/~'~--counterhedge one & two. 
(h-01) 'The Hollow of the Three Hill§T:] In tho~e strange olg time~, 
- ===- - ===·--- ----- -=--
when fan~a~i~ gr~am~ ang magmen'~ reverie~ were r~al!~ amon~ ~e 
ac1ual £ircuml-1stan£e~ [=roung phallic stan£e~] of life, ~wo 
--- - - ~ - - - - === - - - -per~on~ [cf. ~r~e~ wi~ gu~£g-~~minal] me~ ~o~e~er a~ an appo!n~eg 
hour ang pl~£e· One wa~ a zoun~ lagz[-l~gen], ~ra£eful in form ang 
fa!r of f~~~re, ~ou~~ [~~!]p~le ang ~roubleg, ang ~mi~~en wi~ 
an un1imely bligh~ in wha! shoulg have been the fullest bloom of 
her z[=]~r~; the-other was-an ~ns!en~ ang m~nlz[-~~ro~allz] gre~ 
woman, of ill-favored a~p[-]ec~, ang ~o withereg·, shrunken ang ge-
crepi~, tha! even the spa£e §in£e she-began-~o ~ecay must have-
- - - - - = -- - - - -- - --- - ==::I -ee£eegeg the orginary ~erm of human existen£e [=chthonic form]. In 
the-spot where they en[-]countered, no mortal [k/k!]could ob[-scene-
]serve them. Three little hills stood near each other, and down in 
=== - - = = = - -=== == the midst of them [ankh-]sunk a hol[e-]low basin, almost mathemat-
= ' -- = - - = === === = ically circular, two or three hundred feet in breadth[:breath], and 
- - = -- = = - - = = -= =-= == = 
of ~uch [harg-~ala~e-]gepth that a sta~ely £e~ar migh~ bu~ iu~~ be 
vi§fble abou~ Bhe §i~e§. ==~arf [fang=J~pine§T:pining:from-peni~-­
ess] were numerou~-upon ~e hill~, ang par~ly fringed ~e ou~er­
verge of the [step-3] in~ermedia!e hollow[:MAW-with-HAW(LOG)]; 
within whi~ there wa~ nothini-but the brown ~ra~ of O~tober(:~urr), 
an~ here an~ there a ~ree-~runk [=~ongue/!ingam-~runca!ion] that 
had fallen long ago, and lay mouldering with-no THAW7K=~ex-]~UC£e22or 
from its roots. One of these masses of decaying woo~: formerly_a __ 
maiesti£ oa~Y:from acorn/glans], rested £lo~e be§i~e-a pool of-green 
and sluggish water at the-bottom of-che basin. such scenes as this 
= = -- 'F = = = = = = = == == = = === = (~o [hoar-j~raz ~ra~i~ion ~ell~) were on£e the re~or~ of a [f-]Power 
of ~vil ang hi~ pl!~hteg ~ubje~ts [~~-~'ts--~e~~se ~uts/oft­
shoots]; ang here, a~ [~igna!ure-]midnigh~ or on the gim [~ime­~er~e of r§av'v-]evening: ~ey were ~ai~-~0 ~an~roung the [maw-
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]man~lin~ pool, di~urbing i~ p~fri~ [vo!se-]waterg in ~e perfo~ 
anse of an impioug [gal(i)v~~ion-Tbap~igmal [li~lr!~e. ~e ~ill 
beautz: of an au~umnal[=ab~ominal] gunge~ wag now [glan(g)g-]gil~ing 
the three [oro-tips:]hill-tops, whence a paler tint stole down their 
(iroove-]gi~eg in~; the [~Ero;~-]Eoliow. 7 "!!~re=i!'our plea~~~ mee~in~ ~ome ~o pa2T'7Pi~]," ~ai~ ~e a~e~ ~rone, "a~~ording a~ 
thou hast desired. Say quickly what thou wouldst[:wood-ST'k] have 
= - === =-=- = = - - - - - = = ~ = =-= - -
of me, for ~ere i~ bu~ a shor~ ~our ~as we may ~arrz:[:pai~-parrz:] 
here." I A~ ~e olg wi~ereg woman ~[:f-]po~e, a ~m!le [~lan(g)g­
J~limmer[-r]eg on ~er ~oun~enan~e, li~e Iamplig~t on ~e wall of a 
§epul~re. The lagz: ~rembleg, ang ~ast ~er ez:e~ up[:~-]war~[:wor~] 
!o ~e [~oo~li~Jver~e of the [~o~/~o~-]b~~in [=b~~e-~in], a~ ~f 
me~i~~~ing ~o re[-]~urn wi~ her pur[~e-]po~e una~~ompli~. Bu~ 
if wag [~+]no~ go or~a!neg. 7 "! am ~ran~er in ~i~ lang~ a~ 
you know," ~aig ~e as [lin~am-]length. "~en~e! ~ome i~ ma~~er~ 
[~+]no~;--bu~ ! ~ave lef~ ~o~e be~!n~ m~ wi~ w~om mz: f~Se wa~ 
intimately [~-]bound, and from whom I am cut off forever. There 
i~=a W~!~§t In ml ri-]boiom ~a~! ~anno~-away wi~ [W=V'V ~ig~in~­
gu~~)], an~! ~ave ~ome ~i~er JEO inguire of ~e!r welfare." I 
"An~ who ig ~~ere bz: t~ig gr~n pool, £~aJE ~an [!!!] b[-w]ring t~~ 
new~ from t~e end~ of the Eart~?" ~rie~ t~e ol~ woman, p~[-!-]rine! 
info the lady's fa£e. "No~ from my lip§ mayst thou hear the2e 
- - - = -- - - - -== - - ---~igingg; ye~, b~ ~ou bol~, an~ ~e gaz:l!~~t ~all no~ pass[:piss] 
awaz: from z:on~~r ~ill_-£op, before t~z: wi~ b~ gran~eg." / "! will 
go[!!] z:our bi~~ing ~aug~! ~ie[-!l." replie~ the l~~l gegperaEelz:. 7 The old woman seated herself on the trunk of the fallen tree, 
=-= = - = === = -
threw a§!ge the [~aw~:palaEe-]~oo~ tha~ ~rou~e~ h~r [gor~e-]graz: 
[glan(~)g-]lock~, an~ beckone~ ~er ~ompan!on £0 ~raw n~r. I 
~~~~1 ~own," she ~ai~, "an~ laz: zour fore[-!!-]hea~ on mz: ~n~g 
[=n!:!0-W' :n~] ." I ~~ ~e~i~~JEe~ a moment, but the a~!e£;:. that 
had long been ~in~lin~, burne~ fierselz: wit~in ~er. A~ ~e ~nelJE 
gown, the borger of her garmenf wa§ gippeg [counfer-ankheg] into 
the pool; she-laid her forehead on-the old WOmanTs knees,-and the 
latter drew a (HAW:K!-]cloak about the lady'§ fase, §O that she 
wa2 in garkne~[:k.nee-ess].- Then she hear~ the-mu~.!:;ereg words of a 
prayer,-in-the-midst of~hich she started,-and would[:wood] have 
risen. I "Let m~lee[:fl~c~:--lef=m~ fle~[:fle~fe] a~g hige 
my§elf, that they-may(k+]not=look upon me!"she cried. Buf:-with 
re~urning re(-)collestion, she hushed her§elf, an~ Wa§ Still a§ -
geath. 7 .... -In §uch a manner~the prayer proceeded, gig-
~o~e vo!~e~ stren~then-upon the ~r; till at [lingam-]length-the 
pefifion engeg, ang the conver§afion of an ageg man, ang of a 
woman broken and dec;yed-like himself, became distinctly audible 
to the l~~l a~ ~~ ~nel~. -But-th;se strangers appear~d-[k+]not to 
stand in the hollow depth between the three hills. Their voices 
- = =- = =-- = 
were- en~ompasse~[:~edged in] an~ r~-echoe~ by the wal~s of a 
chamber, the windows of which were [xerpent-]rattling in the 
breeze; the regular vibration of a clock, the crackling[:cackling] 
of fire, and the tinkling=of the ember§ a§ they fell among the -
- -=- --
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[§eminal-]a~e~, ren~er[-r]e~ tbe g£~ne almo~ a~ [fang:v'v-]vivi~ 
a~ if pa!n~eg [inl!n!] ~o ~e eze. Bz a melan~olz (~aw-~'Ort­
]sat these two old people, the man calmly despondent, the woman 
querulous and tear[-]ful, and their words were all of sorrow. They 
spo~e of a dau~~ter, a wanderer t~ez ~ew not w~ere, bearin~ ~i~­
honor ..•••.•• I .... I [ &:] And again the withered 
iiag["Hage-~orn] poureg forth the mono~onou§ words of a ~ayer tha~ 
-- --- - ======= - - ==== - :::::.=-was not meant to be acceptable to Heaven; and soon, in the pauses 
of=~er=brea~,=~ran~:-murnurtni~ be~an ~o ~i~ken!(-int':;-~i~J,= 
~ra~~allz insr~~in~ ~o a~ £0 grown an~ overpower ~e ~arm bz whi~ 
~ez ~rew. •••• ~e ~oul~ ~i~in~ui~ everz gOf£ an~ greamz a~sen£ 
of the love songs, that died causelessly into funeral hymns. She 
==== = -= ==== = =-= - = ==== - = - -- = ==== shuddered .•.••••. He went to-and-fro continually, and his feet 
-= == = -- = = = - = - - = = --goungeg upon ~e floor. In~~ member of ~a£ fren~ie~ companz, 
who~e own burning ~ous~~ ~ag be~ome ~eir e~Elugive worl~, ~~ 
§OU~~£ an au~i~or for ~e ~ory of ~ig ingivig~al wrong •.•. 
7 ...• I !be gol~en [glan(~)'g ~~roa~!-l~~ir~ of gaz were ze£ 
lin~erin~ upon £lle ~illg A~ain ~e ~vil woman besan £0 w~[-
!-]ve ~er gpell ..•. Stron~er i~ srew an~ ~a~ger, an~ d:=[-
!-]peneg in~o ~e ~one of a gea~-[~:]bell, [prep~se7l~bia-]~nollins 
gole[-]fullz from ~ome ivz-man£leg £ower, an~ bearin~ £~ging~ of 
mortality and woe to the cottage, the hall, and the solitary [fork-
==-= ====-==- =- ==-== - -]wayf~rer, ~a£ all m~g~£ weep for ~e goom [~o!n~-]appo!n£e~ for 
them. ~en E~e a meag~reg £reag, pa~ing glowlz, ~lowlz on, ag 
of mourner~ wi~ a [~ough-]~offin, ~e!r ~arments ~railing .•.. 
Before them went the [~:]priest, reading the [~:]burial service, 
while the l~ve~ of ~i~ boo~ were [gerpen~-]rug£lin~ in ~e br:=~e . 
... --the mother ; .. had sinned against natural affection, and left 
her [chilleg-glan§-]chiig=~o gie.- Th~=§we:ping §OUn~=of the funer~l 
~rain~ageg-away Iik:=a thin va[-Y-TPour, an~ the win~, th:~ iust 
- -- - - - = - - - - - - - - = before g==[--!-]meg ~o ~a~e the ~offin-pall[=li~-~over], moane~ 
ga~lz roung ~e [fan~-~o-li~~er~e[:eggel~eggelbourne] of the 
~ollow betw==n ~r== ~ill~[ ... ~ ..• £ H ... ~ •.. ]. Bu~ w~en ~e olg 
woman stirred the kneeling lady[:laden]ladle], she lifted [k+]not 
her heag. 1= "Here ha§ been-a-§wee; hour'§ [our-~-§y~ygy-]~portT: 
~purtl!" §aig the withereg crone, chuckling ;o her[=T~ei£. -[--IX: 
I99-202,253-4.r- -- -- ---- -- - - . 
v [2.c. RIC-GOUGE: hly:klg < ~'~1!'§--counterhedge three. 
(h-03) 'The House of the Seven Gables! A Romance':] .... A gold-
- = - = = - -- = = - = ~eageg ~~ne of r~re, orien£al woo~, aggeg ma£eriallz £0 ~e ~i~~ 
regpe~~abili£z of ~ig a~p[-]e~~; as did also a white neckElo~ 
[=fan~7ne~-£run~~~ion] of the u~most ~nowz p~ri~z. ang the ~on­
~ien~iou~ polish of ~i~ boo~ [=lower member(~)T. His dark, square 
~ountenance, with its almo~ sha~~l gep~ of ezebrow~, wa~ na~~rally 
~m[-]pre~ive .... Owing, however[:haw-over-weaver], ~o a §Omewhat 
massive a~E~m~l~~ion of animal ~ub~anse abou~ ~e lower resion of-
!;i§ fas;e [cf. lagen prepus;e, over glan§], the look was perhap§ 
unctuous rather-than spiritual, and had, so to speak, a kind of 
fle~hly=~fful~en~, n~£ altogether go ~a~i~faE£orz as he-doubtless 
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intended it to be. And if the observer chanced to be ill-
natured, as well-as acute and susceptible, he would probably 
suspect that the smile on the gentleman's face was a goog geal 
akin to the shine on his boots, and that each must have cost him 
= == =-=- - = === 
and his boot-black, respectively~ a ~ood d~l of !!ars l~bor ~0 
brin~ ou~ [i.e., a~ glan(~)§-~!ne] an~ pr~~erve ~em. I A~ ~e 
stranger entered [entrailedJ the little shop--where the second 
~-- = = =-=== == =-== - =====-= story [cf. harg pala~e] ang the thick [~ongue-]foliage of the 
fEJelm-£r~: a! well~a~ the ~cmm~i~~~-a~-~e wingow, ~r~~e~ a 
~or~ of ~raz m~d!um--!!i~ ~m!le ~rew a~ in~en~e a~ if !!~ !!ad ~e~ 
hi§ !!ear~ on ~oun~er[-]a~~in~ ~e w!!ole gloom of ~e a~mo~p!!ere 
(besides any moral ~loom perta!nin~ to [!!u~-d~~] ~e~i~ah and 
her i~tes) bz ~e una~i~e~ l!~!!t of !!ig ~oun~enanse. On 
[li~gl~ur~e~~~e-]perseiving a zoung ro~ebu~ of a ~irl, in~ea~ 
of ~e [!!awlan~!!-]gaun~ pre~en£e of the ol~ ma!~· a loo~ of ~ur­
prise was manifest. He at first knit his brows; then smiled with 
mor~ unc~uou§ berlgnity than e;:r: J -"Ah, I ;eehow f~ i§l11 =-
--- - - - == - - =-- - - -said he, in a deep voice--a voice which, had it come from the 
= = -- =- -= -= - = - = = - == [hawlroag-]~hroa~ of an uncul~iva~eg man, woulg[:woog] have been 
gruff, bu~,-by [~en~-]gin~-of-careful ~raining: wa§ UOW-§Uffi-
cien~ly agreeable--"I Wa§-[k+]not aware tha~ Miss Hep~ibah Pyn£heon 
=- - - - - - - - :::::::: - ==== - - - - ---!!as ~Ommen~ bu~ine~ unser §UCh favorable (~!-a~~_]au~pis~~· !ou 
are h=r assistan~, I §Uppo§e?" 7 !'I [=Y] £er~ainly am," an§wereg 
P!!~b~, a~ :dde~, wi~ a li~~le a!r-of Ia~xl!Ee a~ump~ion-=(for: 
£ivil a§ the gen~leman wa§, he evigen~ly [y:Y-gents!] ~ook her ~o 
- - -- - - - -- - - - - - - == - - - -b~ a zoun~ per~on ~ervin~ for wa~e§)--"! am a ~ou~in of Mi~ 
Hep~ibah, on a vi§i~ ~o her." 7 "Her cou§in?--ang from the 
coun~ry-[=coun~er=~ree]?- Pray pargon me, then," §aig thegen~le­
man,-[(an£e§)~ry-]bowing ang i[-]miling: a§ Phoebe nev~ hag been 
bowed to nor smiled on before:--"In that [haw]hive-]case,-we must 
be b~~~er acq~ain~~g; for, unle§§ I am ;agly mistaken:=you are my 
- -- -- - - - - - = - ::::::=:: - - -own little kinswoman likewise! Let me see--Mary?--Dolly?--
Phoebe?~-yes, Phoebe is-the=name! =Is it-possible that you are 
-- - - = -- - = === - = = == === = -P!!~b~ Pzns!!=on [ -~ee l?rinch-!!~-chin-in], onlz ch!l~ of mz ~=ar 
cou~in ang classma~e, Arthur? Ah, I §ee your father now, abou~ 
your mouth!- Yes;·-yes; w~must be better acquainted! I am your 
kin~man:=my gea~. -~~rely yo~have h~~rg of-4u~e Pyncheon [pinch: 
- - - -- - - - - - - - -- - ==-eon]? I A§ Phoebe cour~e§ieg in reply, the Jugge bent forwarg, 
- - -- - - - --- - == - - - -with the pargonable ang even p(-]rai§eworthy purpo§e--considering 
the-nearness-of blood and the difference of-age--of bestowing 
·[~owin~] on !!ig zoung relative a ~i~ ~£ a~~nowledged ~n~re~[+ 
e~e!] and [eon§!+]na~ural affec~ion. Unfor~una~ely, (withou~ 
~~~!~n, or onlz-with iu~ instin~~ive g~~!~n-ag iive~ no a~Eoun~ 
of i~§elf ~o the in~ellec~,) Phoebe, iust a~ the cri~ical moment, 
~rew-back;-so=that her highly respectable kinsman: with his bo~y 
ben~ over the ~oun~er [cf. ~==~-!!e4ze], an~ !!i~ [~e~se-]lip~ 
pro~rugeg, wa§ be~rayeg in~o ~he rather ab§urg pregicamen~ of 
[thin-dick!] kissing-the empty-air.--It was a-modern-parallel to 
the [!!u~-]~~s~ of I~(-]!on embr~£in~ a ~lou~, and was so much the 
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more rigi~~lou~, a~ ~e ~u~e pr!geg ~im~elf on e~[!-]~ewins all 
a!rl ma~~er, and never mist~~ing a T~ou~~!-loug] ~agow for a[n 
ezeg! li~-]~ub~an~e. The truth was--and it is Phoebe's only 
excuse--that, although Judge Pyncheon's [glan(d)s-]glowing benig-
nity might not be ab~olutely unpleasant to the feminine be[-]holder, 
with the width of a street or even an ordinary sized room inter[-
]po~ b~~w~, zet ~ b~~~me gu!te in[-J~en~e,=when Sbi~ ga~~. 
full-feg p~z~iognomr (~o rou~~lz [~~<==~!)on-]b~r~eg, ~oo, ~a~ 
no r~~or ~oulg ever ~~e it ~mooth) ~ou~~~ ~o brin~ i~~elf in~o 
a~~~al ~on~a~~ wi~ the [~:~-]oble~~ of i~ re[-]gargg. ~e man, 
the §ex, §Ome[-HEX!-]how or o!;her, was entirely too prominen! in 
~e ~u~eT~ ~emon~r~£ion~ of-~a~ [~~urn~i!-~ro~] ~or~. Phoebe's 
[-z] eyes[-z] [ankh-]sank, and without knowing why, she felt herself 
blu~ing ~==Pll un~er hii loo~. Yet she had been ki~sed before, and 
without any particular squeamishness, by perhaps half-a-dozen dif-
-- - - = ===== ferent cou~ins, younger, as well as older, than this dark-browed, 
grisly bearded, white-neckclothed, and unctuously benevolent Judge! 
Then why [k+]not by him? I On ra!~ing ~er ez~s, p~~b~ wa~ 
star~leg bl ~e ~an~e in ~u~e Pzn~eon'~ f~~e. I~ wa~ gui~e 
~ri~ins, allowing for ~e differen~e of ~~~le, a~ tha~ be~wi~~ a 
landscape under broad sunshine, and iust before a thunder-storm; 
==-- = = = =-=- = - = ==== = == 
not that it had the passionate intensity_of the latter aspect, but 
= === = = - = :=:: === = = = =- ::=a; == = -= = wa~ ~olg, ~ar~, immi~igable, l!~e a ~az-long brooging ~loug. I 
.... I Bu~, ag i~ [~o~-u~!] happeneg ~~~r~elz ~ag P~~b~'~ eze~ 
re~eg a~ain on ~he ~ugze'g ~oun~enan~e, than all i~ uslz ~ernne~ 
vanisheg; ang she foung her~elf quite over-powereg by the §Ul!ry 
==== - - - - - - - -= - - - - - -[zel!-~r==], gog-gaz h~~· ag i~ were, of benevolen~e, which this 
[urine-yel!-cell-Jex£ellen! man giffu~eg ou! of hi§ grea! hear! into 
the ~urrounging a!mo§phere;--very much like-a §erpenf, which, a~ a-
- - - - - - - - === -- - - - === -pr~limi~arz ~o fa~£in~~ion, i~ ~aig ~o fill the a~r wi~ hi~ [~I~!] 
peculiar ogor. I "I[=Y] like tha!;, Cou~in Phoebe!" crieg he, with 
an-emphatic nod of [round-a~out]approbation-=rrr like-that very much, 
my little cousin! You are a good child, and know how to take care 
of yourself. A young girl--especially if she be[e] a very pretty 
one--can never be- too chary of her lip~." I "Indeed, Sir," said 
Phoebe, trying to laugh the [insubstantial] matter[-material] off 
I [--II:ll6-20.] 
[2.c. RIC-GOUGE: ~lz:~ls< g'~l~'g--counterhedge four & five. 
(h-03) 'The House of the Seven Gables: A Romance':] ... ['Hol-
- = - = = = -- = = -~r~ve'(,)] ~~e ~asuer[-]reo~zpist ... , ... forthwi~ prog~~eg ~i~ 
roll of [mouth-]manuscrip!, ang, while the la!;e §Un[-]beam§ 
[slan(g)~-]gilgeg th~-~even [s~E!-~I~-~~blei, b~san to-rea~. I 
.... 7 ["]Ali£e Py~_£heon[."] I .... I There was a [!ree-] 
ver~i~le ~un-~!al [=~~ai!-a-losl on the front g~ble; and as~he 
~arpen~er ['the wizard's srang~on, the zoung Matt~ew Maule'] passeg 
beneath it, he looked up and noted the hour. I "Three o'clock!" 
gaig he!~ hlm~elt":- ="My father=!;~l~-me: that gial wa~ pu!;-uponly 
an ho~r before-~e olg golonel'g-gea~: ~ow-~r~lz[:!=s=!=lingam]­
i~ ~ag ~ep~ ~~me, ~~~e geven-ang-thir~z z~rg pa~! The shasow 
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[gerpen~-lsr==pg ang sr~pg, ang ig alwazg loo~in~ over the 
~oulger[:!!e2iel of ~e ~ungb_!.ne!" I It might have befitted a 
craftsman, •.. on being sent for to a gentleman's house, to go to 
the back-door, where servants and work-people were usually 
admitted; or at least to the §ide-en~ranse, where the better 
---- - == --= - -class of tradesmen made application. But the carpen~er had a 
gr~~ g~l of pr!ge ang [gick-]~iffness in ~i~ n~~~re; and at 
this moment, [maul+maw-]moreover, ~ig ~ra~on-T~ear~ wag bitter 
with the ~en~e of !!eregi~~rr wron~-···· •... I A~ Ali~e s~me 
into the room, her eye§ fell upon the carpen~er, who wa§ stanging 
=- - -- -- - - -===--near the sen~re, cla~ in a [~ree-]green, woollen iacke~, a pair of 
loose~reeches, open-at the knee[-Y-1§, and with a long pocket [cf. 
£ogpie~er-~r=~i~ rule7 ~e [~on~uellin~am:]en~of w!!ich pro~rugeg; 
it wa§ a2 proper a mark[~] of the arti~an'§ [yellhew!-~alling, a§ 
M~. P1ncheon's full-dress sword: of that gentleman's aristocratic-
pr~[-!-~engi~n~. A=[~i:n(g)~=]~low~f=ar~i[-l~~i£=appr~ai = -
brighteneg over Alise Pynsheon'§ face; she wa§ 2~ruck[~] with 
---= - - - --- - -- ====- - -- - -admiration--which she made no attempt to conceal--of the remark[~]-
= -= - =--= :==:- -= == = = - =- == - -
able someline~, ~ren~~· ang [~e~-!!e~e!-for~e-]ener~r of Maule'g 
fi~[~-z]~re. But that admiring [glan(d)s-]glance (which most other 
men, perhaps, would[:wood] !!ave [!!arg-]cheri[-]~eg ag a ~w~t 
resolle£~ion, all ~rou~!! l!fe) the sarpenter never for~~ve. It 
must have been the devil himself that made Maule so subtile in his 
per[-la~ialwin~l'isr~~all-erurg~-in!-so~]~ep~ion. 1= "Roei-~e ~irl= 
loo~ a~ m~ a§ if! were a bru~e b~st![~+~+~'~!]" ~!!ou~~~ !!~· 
~e~~in~ !!i~ [g(-g~[![~~-)~-]~~~· ~~~~~all ~now w!!e~er! !!ave 
a human §piri~; ang the wor§e for her, if i~ prove stronger than 
her-own!" -1 -[ &7]=="My father, you 2en~ for me,"~aig-[§-YEL!­
]Al!~e, in !!er ~w~~ ang !!arp-l!~e vo!£e.- "But,-if lou-!!ave-
bu~iness wi~!! ~!!i~ zoun~ man, praz le~ m~ go a~ain. You know I do 
not love ~hi2 room, in §pi~e of ~ha~ Clauge, with which you try to 
brin~ back-[lln~l~!] ~unnx-resolies~ion~." I "~!:az a moment,-
young lady, if you plea§e!" 2aig Ma!;~[-mouth-]hew Maule[-malle~]. 
"My business with your-father is over. With zour~elf, i~ i~ now 
~o be~in!" [I.e., a~ 'the £l~r, srz~al m~d!um of a p~re and 
virgin in~elligense' ~o ~rase 'thi§ lost gocumen~' regarding lands.] 
;-Alice looked towards[7ward-words] h~ father,-in surprise and--
inquiry. I "Ye§, Ali£e," ~ig Mr":' Pyncheon, with §~me gi~turban£e 
an~ £onf~~ion.-- -x~! shall [e~e-Tr~ma!n in-tfie room:-zou -
n~g [~~e~-]appr~!!eng no ruge nor unb~£omin~ g~por~men~, on the 
zoun~ man'~ par~; ang, a~ zour gl!~!!~est wi~, of sour~e, the 
[Ha(h)nds-stick!] investigation, or whatever we may call it, shall 
~e~ia~ely=be-broken ~ockl-§ure] off." I "Mi§!ress Ali£e == 
Pyncheon,"-remarked Mat[-Tihew [=maw-muscle] Maule, ~th utmost 
deference, but yet a h~lf-higgen 2arca§m [=cha§m] in hi§ look ang 
~one, "will no doubt feel herself-quite safe-in !_:er father'~-[~!~~-
1!~!] pregen~e, ang unger !!i~ all-guffi~ien~ [pin~-~on~ue-in!] 
pro!;ec~ion." I 7 "Then, Mi§[§!-]§~re22 Ali£e," §aid Matthew 
Maule:-!_:angin~ a cha!r--gracefully enough:-for-a craftsman-="will 
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it please you only to sit down, and do me the favor (though 
altogether beyond a poor carpenter's [apple-]des(s]erts) to fix 
your e:le~ on m!ne!" I Al!;e £Ompl!e~. ~= wa~ prou~ ...•. She 
instinctively knew, it may be, that some sinister or evil potency 
was now striving to pass her barriers[:hedge-bournes]; nor would 
[:woo~] !b= ~e£l!ne ~e £On£e~. ~o Al!;e pu£ woman'~ m!~~£ -
a~ain~£ a man'~ m!~~£; a ma~ no~ of£en =sual, on ~e pars of 
woman. I Her father, meanwhile, had turned away, and seeT--Y-
]med absorbed in the [claw-in-cloud's-edge] contemplation of a 
landscape by Claude, where a shadowy and sun-streaked vista 
penetrated so remotely into an ancient wood, that it would[:wood] 
have been no wonder if his fancy had lost itself in the picture's 
bewildering depths. But, in truth, the picture was no more to 
= = === ==== -=- = = ~im, a£ ~a~ momen£, ~an the blan~ wall a~ain~ whisb i£ ~un~. 
[Within them:] ~is m!nd was ~aunted wit~ t~e man:l and ~r~n~e 
(low-r~n~e-]£~le~ whi~ ~=~ad ~eard, a~~rib~£in~ m:l~r!ou~, if 
no£ ~uperna~~ral en~owmen~ £o ~=~e [maleE!-~££e~] Maule~, a~ 
[g~~!-]well ~e ~ran~gon, ~=re pre~en~, a~ h~s two immediate 
ancestors. [--II:l86,187,191-2(w.l89),201-3(w.200).] 
2.d. v RIC-GOUGE: ~ll:~l~ > ~~~~~~~ [eye-pow EV~l--a skullcap of 
world-hymn [1+2l2l@five]) 
v [2.d. RIC-GOUGE: ~l:l:~l~ >~'~I£'~ (eye-pow l?/~)--hob(p)glance 
one & two. (~-02) 'The ~aun£e~ guack: A ~~le of a ~anal ~oa£':] 
'My [jerk-hi~!-in ~ocket] name is ~ip~o£ra~=~ ~en~in~. I 
.... ~erhaps it was the oddness of my Christian cognomen, which 
surely was given me ~y my [round-~earing] ~arents in a ~ro~~etic 
hour. ~e this as it may, the ~ummi£ of m:l earthl:l ha!?r[-]~iness 
[:~ni~-e~] was to be a doctor. Conceive then my delight and 
surprise, one Saturday evening ... £0 ~=ar ~im ['D~££or ~~ra!m 
Rams(-)horn'] .•• ask me, how I should like to be a doctor ..... 
... ~-a very A~ollo in the healing ars: :: .. =I- ... : -7 'I canno~ 
- ~ == -- - - - - -ge~£r!be ~ =l~£ion of m!n~, w~en! foun~ mz~elf fa!rl:l in(-]~alleg 
[~o~e~T] in the ~O££Or'~ offi£e· golgen vi~ion~ floa~eg ~=fore m:l 
eye~. ! fan£ie~ ~ for~~ne already ~~e, ang ile~ m:l ~ap~ star 
.... I .... I was ordered by Mrs. Ram~[-]horne to §~li~ §Ome 
woog, ang ~ingle a f!re in the ~arlour .:. ;-after=whi~ Miss 
Euphemia Ram~[-]~orne, a ~en£imen£al youn~ l~dy, ..• £roo~eg in 
~er~on ang £rabbe~ in Eem~er, ... geg~atched m=, £0 the villa~e 
£ir£~l~~in~ l!ir~ry, in [a!ry] gue~ of the My~erieg of ~dol~o. 
! ~oon foun~ ou£ my ~l~£e wa~ no [neck-~e£~re] ~ine£~re. The 
greater part of my time was O££~~ied in £Ompoundin~ [=at-neck, 
truncating, to gush!] certain quack medicines of Rams[-]horne ~ 
. -- - - - -, ~nven£ion . . . . . •. wi~ ... ~!~~-~oungin~ £!~le~ . . . . . . . I .... 
! ~ag ~=£ome ~re£~l well[!-~~roa~] ~nown ... , 2?r~[-~]i£[-y]~[v~]­
larlz amon~ £~= ol~ l~gie~ . . . . ! ... r=golve~ ~o [£u~-UP+!=] 
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commen~e gua~in~--I m~an +ra~icing [=~rack-~in~ing]--on mz own 
ac[-]count. • ••• 7 For a time, Fortune see[--Y-Jmed to smi[--Y-]le 
- = upon me, and everything went on well. All ~e ol~ women were loug in 
~un~in~ mz ~ra!!e~, [~r-lfar an~ n~r. • • • . A~ len~~' ••• ! wa! 
o~l~e~ J;O E!!erJ; mz wiJ; • • • • • • • • A~ len~~' in an ~vil !!our, ! 
tnvenJ;eg a ~~riou~ mix~~re, ~om~osed of for~z-n!ne gifferen£ ar£i~le!· 
IJ;i~ ! ~u~eg in !!!~~ flow[ -1] in~[aml serm~, "The AnJ;i~oJ;e J;o ~ea~, 
or ~e ~sernal ~l~ir of [lin~am-]Lonievi£z[-!TI, !?towina [!!aw!-]full 
well tha!: thou~!! I "A [glan(~!) ~-]ro!e mf~~ §lllell a~ ~w~J; iz anl 
other=tN7ni(+)ne] name," I yet would[:woodJ [k+]not my dru~s find 
a~good a Tyel!:]saie under a-m~re humble[=low-udderlutter] tft[T]ie. 
~ii ~~r~eg-~om[-Jpoun~ iroveg ibe anJ;i~oJ;e J;o aii ml ~~~e~ ~f= 
§U~~e~. B~!fde! for~in~ m~ J;o guiJ; ~e villase in a ~onfoungeg 
hurrz, iJ; !!a~ em~iJ;J;ere~ mz lffe ever ~in~e, and regu£eg m~ to ~e 
raa~e~ ang mi~era~le ilia~£ in w!!i~ zou ~~~ m~. 7 T &:] T •••• 
One of the most noted characters in the village was an old li!_el[-]dame 
of this description. ~rannz ~rgon, ~o ~~ wa~ familfarlz [~land~~)~­
~R~E!-of-n~(+)nf] g~nomi~£eg, wa~ ibe ri~ of ~e villase Vul~an, 
an~ ~e ~in of !!er [~o~I~Ol!] ~J;ernal J;onaue, wa~ only ~gualleg bz 
the rin~in~ of !!er !!u~.!?.an~ ~ [!!UJ!IuJ¥] anvil. Thin and withered away 
in person and regolenJ; with !nuff, ~~~ore no ~mall re~emblan~e £0 
a newlz E!!!!~eg mummz [=!!awlmaw!-~lang]; an~ to all ap~earan~e 
iromi~eg J;o la~ a~ lona a~ one of ~~~e an~fen£ [vefleg-¥!!alli~l 
§al~e-!lick!] ~~e~ of ~iZ~· Not a death, a burial, a f~t of 
sickness, a casualty, nor any of the common calamities of life ever 
occurred in the [voice-]vicinity but Granny Gordon made it her 
-- = == -= -= =- = - - - = -= = -e~~e~fal ~~ine~ £o ~ [full-~W:!!-f~~e] ~re!enJ;. Wrap~e~ in an 
ol~ ~sarle£ sloa~~-£:ba£ !!i~~ou~ [~of~-~ala~e-~o-li~ azne~aw~!-]~loa!'­
the thou~!!J; of iJ; ma~e~ m~ ~u~~er[:~uJ;J;er]-- ..• ~overin~ a~ouJ; ~e 
~wellina of ~e ~[J;Jick. I .... I ' .... With a vague fore~oding 
of evil, ~ ~eizeg mz !Ea~I-!!orne-l!!a£, ang [alan~lsa~!-]~~ene~ £o ~e ~lackgmi~'i' ~. • • • • 7 'Aroun~ ~e ~e~ were sol1esJ;eg ~ome !!alf 
go~en wi~ere~ ~el[-]g~e~, w~o ~~owleg upon m~, a~ I enJ;ere~ 
TenJ;rafleg], wi~ ill omene~ vi~aie~ ••••• I 'Mz L£os-lson~fen~e 
smote me. I felt stu2efied and bewildered, and knew [k+]not which 
;az=£o T~~arleJ;-ha:l-]J;urn~ A~ thi~ :ome~J;, £Ee-~a;ienJ; +er~eivin~ 
me, with a [glan(d)s-]higeous con;or_!:ion of coun;enan£e, the 
e~~re~ion of w~ich ! ~hill To~eron!=lsarrz ~o mi ~zin~ ~our, an~ a 
VO~~e ~~tween a ~sr~ an~ a ~roan, ~el~ ue the em~z iO~~le, an~ 
exclaimeg,-nThi§ i§ your going, you villainou§ [_!:hroa_!:-CRACKIKING!] 
guack-zou" (~ere siie-wa~ i~f~e~ with a [mi~-~i~n~~~re=]~issu~);-=zou 
!!ave [~inliof~e-]~oi~one~ m~, you ~ave" (!!ere f~rful ~+a~m~ shoo~ 
~er w~ole[:zell!!aw!T fr~e);--"iu~ !'11 ~ r~venieg; gaz an~ nf~~~ 
~~ [!+!-eze~] ~~o~ !.,.hall [J;runck-;I- l!!aunJ;"--!!ere ~er vof~e i~~~me 
~ar;[-h]icula;e, anQ shaking her wither[-r]ed arm at me, she fell 
~ack: and tom~ ~~r~~ [~oar-T~orror ~ave u+ J;~e ~~0!~· This was 
too much for my nerves. I rushed from the house, and ran home with 
the dying curse ringing in my ears, fancying that I saw her hideous 
physiognomy ['cold sweat on her forehead, her eye§ ... ~im an~ 
~l~~e~ [+'~==me~'), her no~e, ••. ~~~allz of a ru~z ~~e: •.• ~ur~le 
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and ~eake~, an~ ~er w~ole ap~~ranse evi~en~ll ~e£o~en(in~) ap~roa~ina 
(~lan[~J~-)~i~olu~ion'], [~o~-] ~rinnin~ from everl ~u~ an~ ~r~ 
[==hed~+Il £-ha£ ! ~assed. Knowing that .•• the village would [:wood] 
be-~oo ~o~ ~o ~ol~ m!, ! re~olve~ £o ~e~am~ First throwing all 
my recently manufactured anodyne into the ~anal [='~lan(~)ville'§ ••• 
Invi~i~le Worl~ Ri~lale~'], ~ha~ i£ ~oul~ no£ [!!AW!=?t!l r~e in 
iu~en£ a~ain~ m!, ! ~~e u~ a li£~le iun~le of ~lo~ •••• • ••• ' 
7 . . . . I A.Q_out the grey of the morning, .• • • • My +prot~g~ having 
un~urthened his mind, see[--Y-]med more at his ease, and taking a 
mint iula~[=iewel-la~], 2re~ared to accompany me on shore. I 
Here a ~rawny fellow witn a [glan(d)s-]smutty face, who I found was 
Gordon the ~lacksmith, came u~ ••.• Come, man, you must forgive the 
hard words I gave ••••• ' I .... I .... A ~lain looking man in a 
farmer's dress, ••• confirmed what theJlacksmith had said •••• 'She 
was only in a swoond,' . • • . • • • . I ter ~i~~u~ina a ~oo~ 
[~r~~/f~selfa~-lirea~ast, • • • • • . • • H! ~oo~ ~n~ wi~ m=, 
and, ~ailz 1um£ing into the [£awlho£1maw-Twaaon, roge off with hi§ 
friends: [--x1:2S4,2SS,236,257-8:2S9-61,261-2(w.25Z),263-5.r=--
[2.d. RIC-GOUGE: ~ll:~la > ~'il£'g+ (eye-pow ~/i)--hob(p)glance 
three. (~-03) '~e ~ouge of ~e ~even ~~leg: A Romanse':] •••• I 
Her father, meanwhile, ~a~ £urne~ awal, an~ g~[--!-]me~ a~or~e~ in 
the ~on£em~l~~ion of a lan~~~~e iZ 91au~e, where a shadowy and sun-
streaked [g!f!] vi~a ~ene£r~£e~ ~o remo£elz in£o an an£ient woog 
..•• • ••• 7 ;Iurnina half[:leli~O~!T aroun~, ~!~au~~£ a [alan~~)~­
lalim~e of Maule'g fiaT""'zl~re in £!1e loo~ina-ala~. A~ ~ome· ~se~ 
from AI!se, with ~i~ arm~ u~lif~e~ in ~e a!r, ~e ~ar~en£er ~~e a 
gesture, a§ if girecting gown[""'Jwarg[:Na~han(""')-word] a §low, 
£on~erou~,-an~ Invi~i~le Ta~~en~-]we!a~~-upon ~e m:!~enT=ma!gen­
neagl. 7 "Staz, Maule!" e~~lafme~ Mr. tyn£~!on, step~ina forwarg 
[=!!aw!]. "! forii~[:~egge] zour ~ros~~ma farther!" I "fraz, mz 
g~r fa~er, ~o no£ in£er[-]ru~ the young man!rr-said [zel:EL:g!-
lA1i£e, without chan~ing her [chain- ]~o§i~ion. "Hi§ efforts, I 
ass~re zou, will ~rove veq ~am[":~ormoiie:~ammer-lless." T . :. . I 
After a further ititerval, Maule ~~o~e. I "le[-l~olg zour gaug~er"' 
~aig ~=· I Mr. f.Yns~=on ~~e ~stilz forwarg. The ~ar~en~erT=~AW:­
~AW-YER] wa§ stari~ng erec~ in front of Ali£e~§ chair, an~ 1§~ine­
e~-l~o!n£ina ~i~-ftnaer £awards the ma!geii.T=mi!~n:~eagl-witn-an 
e~-~-]~ression of tr![-]um~an£[=thr~=!] ~ower, the limits of 
w~icn ~oulg [~+]no£ ~ [sircle-~!!r=~=f!ne~; an~, ing==g, i~ g~o~e 
stretche~ Tvoise/vagmally-Jvaguely ~owards the [§eminal-]un§een an~ 
infini£e: Alise ~a£ in an a£~I£~ge of ~rofoun~ r~.\!o~e, with -~e -
[~u!i?_li~/~~i~T1 len~, ~rown lashe~ groo~in~ over ~er [~awl~owed­
£oa7v!ne~] eze~. I . . . . I . . . . I A~ ••• (a further) ·1un~.£~re, 
Maule .£urneg .£o Mr • f1ns~=on . I . . . . 7 Mr • nu£~=on £r !.=g .£o 
~~~~' iu£--w~a£ wi~f~r ang .\!assion--[~ug-]~oulg ma~e onlz a 
gur~ling murmur in ~i~ £~rca£· ~e ~ar~en£er ~m!leg T=LI~/~!-M!LE~]. 
7 AhaT=HA""']!, wor§hi~ful §ir! §o, you have ol~ Maule'§ blood to 
[~I~-ldriiik!" ~ai~ ~~ J, eertnglz. -I "Fiend in man I~ sha~e .•. " cried 
Mr. wch=on, W~en ~i~ ~ug-lcho~eg U£~eran~e ~oulg make Wal·--"~ive 
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me ias! mz ~ua~ter! ~en ao thz [W:]waz~[:!~]; ang maz w~ never m~~[-in-I(r-y/y7y)] a~ain!" f "!our ~aua~ter!" said Matthew Maule. 
'~y, she is fa!rlz mfne! Nevertheless, not to be too [Eaw:'~orn­
]~ard with fair Mistress Alice, ! will [l!=fll~f-]leave ~er in zour 
k~pin~; but ••• sh~ ~hall ••• !!ave o~~!jion to r~[-Jinember Maule 
the ~arienter." f "He waved his [signature-]!!azlds[+~ubl~arii/ 
wrists] with an up[-~-]ward[:lii-word] motion •••• I 
Thu:=:ll th: [~IFRUIT!-£roud HEDGE-]diinitz of life was lost 
[iei! I~! ::1;-~ee~] • ~~ :tel~ =!;er;lf ~co mu~ a~ased, a~g [lln~am-
]longe~ ~o ~ha~e ~~~re~ wi~ ~ome [wri~(~)in~-]worm! I ...... . 
wi~~in; for Ma£[-]~~ew Maule ••• we~ ~e la~orer'~ gau~~~er, ang 
gummone~ ~rou~ Ali,se +zn,s~~on ;1;0 wai~ u~on ~i~ _2r_!.ge. Ang so ~~ 
gig; ang when ~e ;1;wa~ were [a lii7Iai-(w)in~-1one, Al_!.,5e l~w!­
]awo~e ou£ of ~er· en[-]~han~e~ ~lee~. !e£ no lon~er ~rou~--~um~lz, 
and with a smile, all stee2ed in sa ness--she kissed Maule's 
r~~~~w~~- l:!Ie, ang w~~ §e~ waz: =r£ =:a~ =:n In~~en£ ni~E£ •••• 
The n~J;[:anne~eg] gaz, a ~olg; soon, a settled ~oua~; anon, a ~e~ti~ 
cheek, a wasted form, that sat ~eside the [~OX-]har~ichord [=YHWH, 
lung:~arll~~-emioweredl7 an~ £Ii1e~~e ~ouge w~~-r;!;~~oa£:-­
]mu§ic! Mu§ic, in which a §Srain of the heavenly chorister [@ cock] 
-- - -- - - - - - === - - - :::::.:==: - -wa~ e£!!oeg! 0~, joz! For Al!se ~g ~orne ~er la~ ~~il_!!;!;ion! 
o~, ~r~;1;er joz! For Al_!.se wa~ ¥eni£en£ of ~er one ear~lz ~in, an~_ 
.2roug no more! I Il}e _fyn~~on~[ :_2in~-E_:ON~!] ln!~e a ~r~ f~neral 
for Al!,se. The ~~ ang~in were ~ere, ang ~e w~ole re~ie~a~ili;!;z 
of ~e ~own ~e~i~. ~ut [¥u££l~££e!-]last in ~e ~rose~ion, ~~e 
Ma;!;~ew Maule, (~ew-]~na~~~ ~ = ~~th, a~ if h~ woulg[ :woog!] ~ve ~i;!;J;en ~is own ~ear£ in £wa:f:n 1!!AWTI:!-V'V!J; ~e gar~est ang 
wofuliest man ~;!; ever wal~e~ i;~in~ a ~or~e. H~ mean£ ;1;0 ~um~le 
Al:f:se, no£ ;1;0 kill ~er~--~u£ ~~~~£~~en a woman~~ geli~~;!;e ~oui 
in~o ~i~ ru~e LV!~E:~AW-]~r_!._2e, ;1;0 ilaz with;--an~ ~~ wa~ geag! I 
.... I ~olgr~ve, ¥lungin~ in£o ~i~ [oralr=£~le with the [lung/ 
throat] energy and [lip1 absorption natural to a young man, had given 
a ~oog g~~l of a~£ion to the [~i~/ri~£~re] ~ar~ • . • • . . . . It was 
evident, that, with but one w~ve of ~i~ ~ng ang a ~orre~~on~in~ 
effor~ of his will, he could complete his [horn!-H to fang(s)!-
flvlw7¥19] mastery over ~~~e·~ ze£ fr== ang virjin ~~I~ [=£==~1 
li~s-r~~~;!; ;1;on~ue]. Let us allow him integrity ••• ; since he 
forbade himself to twine that one [aNkH-]link more, which might have 
rendered ~i~ ~~ell over Phoebe ingi~~ol~le.- I [--II:203-5, 
207-8,209-10,211-12.] 
[2.d. RIC-GOUGE: ~lz:~l~ > g'il£'~+ (eye-pow ~1~)--hob(p)glance 
four & five. (~-03) 'The ~ou~e of the geven ~~~le~: A Romanse':] 
ALICE'S POSIES [=YEL'S FACE-POSES.] I Uncle Venner[:venereal-yel-
low!-vendor], trundling a wheel[-]ba[re-]row, was the earliest person 
[stick-]stirring in the neighbor[-]hood, the day after the storm. 
I Vegetable productions, of whatever kind, see[--Y-]med more 
than negatively happy, in the juicy warmth and abundance of their 
life. The ~yn~~on[-~on~-¥inch-~~-]e1m, throu~~ou~ its ~r~~ 
[gAW-~W-lsirsumferense, wa~ f!M~!-]all al!ve, ang [WALL-]full of 
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the mornin~ [EL'g-]gun ang a gw~~l~ ~em~ereg li~~le br~~e[-!!], 
:hi~ lin~ere~ wi~~in ~~ig ver~an~ g~ere, an~ ge~ a £-haugan~ l~fl 
ton~ueg a-w~ig~erin~ all a~ on~e. ~i~ !ieg ~r~ ap~eare~ ~o ~ve 
§uffereg no~ing from ~~e &!le [the night of Judge Pyncheon's sudden 
death]. I~ ~g !e~ i~ ~ou~hs un~~~~ereg[=~~-~ereg], ang i~ full com£lemen~ of T~on&ue-~o-~~!;E]li~-]l~ve~, ang ~e w~ole in R_erfe~ 
ver~~re, e!~e~ a ~in6,le( :n~LVl] .Q.ran~, £..ha~, ~ the earlier c~nge 
with which the [H]elm-tree sometimes prophesies the [abdominal-
]autumn, had been transmuted to [lip-bright-glan(d)s-]gold. It was 
li~e ~e [~:!!-~~-j&olgen ~ransb, tha~ [knee/sip-bill!] ~a!neg A~~ag an~ ~e gi~l a~i~~anse in£o (HA .. I'g-l!!~e~. I This one 
[MAW+STICK-]mystic branch hung[:Ng] down[:ne] before the main-
entrance of the seven (gabbinglgaping-]gables, so (nose-]nigh the 
ground, that any passer-b~might have stood on ~iptoe and plucked it 
off. Presented at the (THEO-]door, it would[:WOOD] have[:N'H'V'V] 
been a symbol[:sum+ball] of his right to enter, and be made acquainted 
with all the secrets of the (HAWSE-]house .••• there was really an 
inviting aspect over the venerable edi[-]fice[:face] •••. I 
[ &:] One object, above all others, would take root in the imagina-
tive observers[=ob(scene)server's] memory. It was the gr~~ ~uf£ of 
flower~ (=flow-lower~]--W~~' lOU woulg(:woog] ~ave salleg £~em, 
onll a wee~ ago--~e ~uf~ of srim~on-g~O~£eg flower~, in the [gof£-an~-]an~le ~e£w~n ~e ~wo fron~ ~aQleg[:~!~e-lo~ei!. The 
old people used to give them the name of Aiice's fosies, in re[-
]membrance of fair Ali£e ~yn£~eon, who was ie(-ll!=~ed-to have 
irought their seeds from ItalyT:Eat-a-lee]. They were flaun~ing 
J.n rich iea~J;:l anffull [menstruum=J.!i~loOm., ~o~ar, an~ ~==[-=!-1me~, 
~ iJ; were, a m:l~J;i~ [MAW+STICK:~l~T-l£re~1-~u~+shunl~ig~-J;en]~ion 
that something within the house was [ankh:1consummated. 7 .... I 
... ~ =1 Peeping through-the ~ame ~revice of the cu~t~in where, only 
a little while before, the (child-]urchin of the ele~antine 
ap~e~!~e ~a~ ~ee£ed, the iuJ;~er=ie~e~ ~e ~er [~O+l~oor, noJ; clo~e~, as the cniid ~d seen it, but Two~-]a~ar, an~ alma~ 
T~ROA_I- ]wi~e o~en. • • • . I I "So," thought he, "there sits 
Old Maid fyncheon's ~loody irother, while I've been giving myself 
all this trou~le! why, if a hog hadn't more manners, I'd stick him! 
I I I On£e-more, however[:haw-over-wo~rT: the 
ltal£an ran over ~i~ roun~ of-melo~ie~: ~e ca~e, ..• the ~~i= 
an~ the ~unsh~e on the ~ither ~!~e of the ~oor • . . . Will a ~rou~ 
[-~!r=of ~oyou~ ~il~ren, tEe loun~ one~ of ~e ~ou~e, =ome ~an£in~, 
shou~in~, lau~~in~ in the open a!r, an~ ~lu~er roun~ ~e show-io~ T=~o~!], loo~in~ wi~ T:haw:~!-~lan(~)~-]~~er merrimenJ; a~ the 
£Up~ets, and tossing each a cop~er for [gesturellingam!] long-tailed 
Hammon, the monkey [=MOUTH:KEY(with aNkH)] to £ick u~? [=For fAW:-
THORN?] I .... I ....... fhoe~e saw little Ned ~i~(:~U~:O~~:]-. 
~~n~, a ~oo~ wal ~own the ~r==I· stam~ina, sh~kin~ hi~ ~ea~ v~olenJ;ly, ~?n~ ~e~re~aJ;orl ~e~ure~ with s:;tfi h~nos, an~ shou~in~ 
;o ~er a,E mouth-w!~e ~~reech. I "No, no, ~o~eT ~= ~=r~me~. 
=Don'~ you go in! ThereTS something wicked there! ~on~~--~on~~--
~on'~-go in!" I I The girl knew that her two relatives-were 
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capable of far greater oddities •••• I Without hesitation ••• 
~e 2Se~ a£ross ~e ~hre~hol~, and had no sooner entered[:entrailed], 
thin the door ~f the wamb]tomb] closed behind her. I .... I .... 
1 The ar~is~ ~e~i~~e~. • •• ~o ~rin~ the [H!AWE!-]full secret of 
yesterday to her knowledge. • ••• I .... I He put into her 
[signature-]hand a ~a~uerreo~z~e [=ma~ of dagger-type/tongue-of-
light] •.•• I '~y have not you thrown o~en the doors, and called 
in witnesses?" in[-]quired she, with a iaiilful shudder[-under-shutter] . 
.•.. The image of awful Death, which filled the house, ~el~ ~em 
un~e~ ~l ~i~ ~iffene~ ~ra~~· I These influences hastened the 
develo~ment of emotions, that might not otherwise have flowered so 
soon. ~ossi~ly, indeed, it had ~een Hol[-]grave's 2ur2ose to let 
them die [a~ortively] in their uri.develoied germs. l "why do we 
[§erm~-~1_2'-]~~laz ~o?" asked ~hoe~e. This secret takes away my 
~reath! Let us throw o~en the doors!" I "In all, our lives, there 
can never come another moment like this!" said Hol[-]grave. "~hoe~e, 
is it all terror?--nothing ~ut terror? Are zou con~!ou~ of no joz, 
a§! am, that has made this the only [thorn-li~-1~oint of life, 
worth living for? [ =~eing ~orn?" 1 I . . . . I "Can it ~e!" whispered 
Hol [-]grave. I "It is they!" answered ~hoef{_e. "~n~ G~d '--~han~ 
§a~!" I An~ then, as. if in ~zm~a~z with ~floe~'~ w~i~~ereg 
~a£~l~~ion, ~ez [~z!-]~ear~ He~ift.ag's vo!Se, more ~i~in~lz. I '~Than~ ~~. mr ~ro~~er' w~ are T!,!AW:OM!-J~ome!" I ''Well! "--,!e~!-­
than~[~=]~~·" re~~on~e~ 9!iffor~. • • • . I "! ~ou~~Jii of zou 
~th, a~ w~ £~e ~own ~e ~r~!· an~ ~e~el~ Al!,se '~ ~o~ie~ in full 
~loom. An~ go the flower of ~~en[:AQ~-ER-ON] ~ag ~loome~, likew!~e, 
~this olg, gark§ome hou§e, to-day.n [=H'W§-~o-QE(U§):Y!] -r--ri: 
284-;284-s,2s6:291-2.,294,298,299,3o2,3os-6:3o8.1 -- - -
2.e. RIC-GOUGE: ~lz:~l~ ·>~~~~~·~+--a spine trail of necro-elegy 
[2+3/2l@five]) 
[2.e. RIC-GOUGE: h/y:k/g > g'~l~'§ --priv'burs'link one & two. 
(h-03) 'The House of the Seven Ga~lesT:=t Romance':] .••. Hard[']ly 
a-week after-gi~ ['~h~Ho~ora2le~u~e laffrez !ynch~on('s)'1 = 
~e~~~e, one of the T;-19unard steamers [i-lirought igtelli~en~e 
of ~he ~eath, [b-]by cholera, of Judge Pyncheon's son, just at the 
[spine-1point of embarkation for his native [signature-]land. ~ 
~~ig migfor~~ne~ 2liffor~ ~=~e rich; go ~i~ ~e~i~ag; so did our 
l~ttle villa§e-ma!~en ['~oe~e'], and ~~rou~~ ~er, that sworn foe of 
wealth and all manner of conservatism--the wild re[-]former--
~l[']grave! I I The shock of Judge-PYucheon's death [cf. 
shock of-hay!] had a perma~ently Invigora~ing and ultimately 
beneficial[:face] effect on Cliff[-]ord.-- •. :. Subsiding from ... 
['the first e~fect of f~eedom'], he did [k+]not sink[:ankh] into 
his former intellectual apathy. He, never, it is true, attained to 
nearly the full measure of what might have been his faculties 
···· I ~an~i=l~r [=throat-~eld ~ift-shou~!] an~ ~i~ familz 
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[l:~~-haw-ove-ever-weaver] had already been t~ans~orted thither 
['remove(d) for the dismal old House of the Seven Gables, ••. (to) 
take u~ their a~de, for the ~resent, at the elegant country-~~ 
of the late Judge (t~i~l~enn~-)~~~=on!]; where the two ~en~ had 
forthwith iegun an 1ndefatiga~le ~rocess of ~~a-lazina, wi~ an 
evident [cals;ified] gesian • • • • I "The country-house is 
certainly-a very-£ine-;ne, so far as the plan goes," Tob-s~ene-ly:­
Job[-Jserved !!ol~r!ve •••• I ''Why," ~r~ ~oe~~' [~lan(~!)~­
l~!~in~ in~o ~e a:r~i~ '~ f!~e wi~ infini~e atll!~e [:]men~, "~ow 
won~erfullz zour id=a~ are ~~n~ed (=(neck)s_ha!n]~angeg]! A ~ou~e 
of ,g[:]j;one, ingeel-!-]~! I~ i~ ~u~ ~wo or ~r~ weeH a~o, ~ha~ 
lou ,gee[--!-]me~ ~o wis~ ~o~le ~o· live in ~ome~~ina a~ fragfle an~ 
~em[-']por[-l~rz a~ a ifrd ~ ne~!" I "~, ~~oe~e, .. . • O!ou 
ffn~ m= a ~ongerva~fve alrea~z! ••. ~o mu~ ~ere~i~!rz mi![-]for~~ne 
.... " I . . . [S ]aid Clifford, • • • • ' • . • • . • • a rich secret ••.• 
.... I .... 7 r:l-~~~re~=~~rin~!" •••• I .... I =nMy dearest 
Phoebe," said Hol[d!-]grave."how will it please you to assume the 
name of Maule?- [=Ruzzie=with-Mallet?l . • • • You should have known 
sooner, (only that I=was afraid of f~ightening you away,) that, in 
this long drama of wrong[-holes] and Tfiuttes-Of-]retribution, I 
re[-l~resent the old wizara, and am pr6baEly a~ mucfi ot-a: wizar~ a~ 
ever ~~-wag~ Ibe ,gon of ~e e~e~~~e~ Ma~~[-Mou~~-JEew Maul~[- - -
~le-gi~~or], while ~uilding this ~ouse, took the [o£enf¥ort-
]op~ortunity to construct that re~e§§ ['in the wall(+et) --now 'in 
§0 (lingam-)long a (moon's-)perio~ of conce~ent, the=machinery bad 
- - - = - - =- =-- =- - - = been ~~en ~roug!!- with (reg-)ru~'--], an~ ~fge awaz ~e Ingfan 
g~[-!:!-lg on w~i~ ~~[-]~engeg ~e immen~e lang-~la!m of ~e 
~ch~ong. IUu~, ~ez iar~ereg ~efr [E!~!-]=ag~ern ~erri~ory for 
Maule'g [mU~!!~!-]garden groun~." I .... I "Uncle Venner[:venerable 
defunct venerealist]," cried Phoebe, taking the patched philosopher's 
[signature-]hand •••• And you shall do nothing but .•. keep 
Cousin Cliff[-]ord in spirits with the ['lellowi~~~rown'] wisdom and 
pleasantness, which is always dropping from [~uri(!:EL)tan-]lf~s!" 
I I ... [S]aid Cliff[-]ord, •.•• " You are the oilly 
philosopher I ever·knew of, whose wisdom has not a dro~ of ~i~er . 
e,gg[-]en~e a~ the bo~~om!" I .... I [ &:] A[n ap~1e-]~Iain ~ut 
~ang,gome, ~ar~-gr~n [!!AW:~UR~E-].2_a'rouche ~~ now ~rawn u~ in front 
of the ruinous [face:]~ortal of the old mansion-house[-HAW:MAW]. 
The [~ART!-]~arty came forth, and (with the exce¥tion of good Uncle 
Venner[:venereal], who was to follow[:low-yellow1ng] in a few days) 
~roceeded to take their ~laces. They were chatting and laughing 
very ~leasantly together; and--as ~roves to ~e often the [HAW:~!­
~Qg:]~~ge, at moments when we ought to 2al~itate with sensi~ility-­
Clifford and He~zi[-]~ah[:~!] ~ade a fare[-]well to the a ode of 
their fore[-)fathers, with hard[-]ly more emotion than if t ey had 
made it their arrangement to return thither[:utter-udder] at 
tea [ --IEETH:--] -time. Several children were grawn to the [HAw-·!-
gEE ... !-] spot:" .Qy so unusual a s~ectacle as the-[];!-]~arouche and 
[t:~-]~air of [u~g!-]gray ~orses[-in ~~l~zllo~elzolk]. Recognizing 
l1ttle N[+]ed Higg[-)ins[:z] among them, Hezibah put her [signature-
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]hand into her [hawlhip-]pocket~ and presented the ~r[-]~in~ ~er 
ear[-]l!e~ and [~ug-~on~!-]~aun~e~ ~u~omer. wi~ [gui~!-]~ilver 
enou~~ to ~eo~le ~e Romgan!el £aVern of ~i~ interior wi~ a~ var!ou~ 
a ~ro [-] ~e~ion of gua5!ru~e~, a§ ~a~esl in~o £De LMAW•£r!gle-] ar~. 
I ... the barouche drove off. 7 .... I Maule's [YEL:HAW:EL!-== T === = ]Well. all this time, though left in [heuristic] solitude, was 
throwing u~ [=hawking U£] a ~u~~e~~ion of ~le~O!£O~ic ~i~~re! •••. 
The ~~~~on-elm[ :!!ELM:E~-with-liniUal-fang/li~-leave!l moreover-
[:ove-wover-over], with what foliage the Seotemoer gale had s~ared 
to it. whis~ered unintelligi~le[:shadowy-y-Y-Y]T[sealsee] ~ro~hec!eg. 
•••• [--11:313-19.] 
[2.e. HI?-GOUGE: ~!z:~/~ > g'~l~'~+--priv'burs'link three & . 
four. Cz-10) ~ere~e : 1 • • • • I Old Doctor Etherege • • • • . ••• 
used to ~i~, wi~ a ~r~ fol!o [of l~ve~] ~fore ~im, in an old 
~~l cha!r. wi~ a ~laz -i!~e of in~erminaile ~em[ -~amm-r!~e-ori~~ ie~w~n ~ig fin~er~. I .... I .... I I .... I 
.... I .... I .... I .... I .... I .... I I 
[Young] Etherege ~ip~esl ~i~ ~e£ong ~la~ ['of a ~ar~(-)i£(~)~larlz 
~gui~i~e Italfan wine'], endeavoring to find out what was this 
subtile and pec[kywJliar flavor that hid itself so, and yet see[--Y-
]med on the [spinelthorn-]paint of revealing itself. It had, he 
thought, a singular [sic] ~ffe~~ upon ~i~ fa~ul~~. guickenin~ ang 
~~n~ ~em ac~ive, an5! ~au~in~ ~im ~o f~l a~ if !!~ were on ~e 
[f-]~o_!n~ of ~ene~r!£ing r!re mz~erie!, ~u~ a! men'~ ~ou~~ are 
aiwaz~ [~-]!!overing [!!u~-]roung, an~ alwaz~ r~~urning from. game 
Stl:'~nie, vast, ~ombre, mz~er!OU~ ~ru~, W~i~ ~~ !~me~ ~0 !!ave 
~earched for [lin~aml~ongue-]lon~, ap~~re~ ~o ~ on the ~o!n~ of 
~in~ [li~- 1Eev~leg ~o !!im; a !en~e of !omething !;o £Ome; !ome~in~ 
~o !!aP2en; an O£ening of [!!arg ~~o-1~~~~-~ala~e-T~oor§, a grawing 
awaz or [~of~-~§roa~l!-a~-]ve!l~~ a lif~ing of ~eav[~Jl magnifi~en~ 
[~:~!-]~ur~ain~, w!!o~e gar~ folds ~ung iefore a !Pe~a£le of awe;--
i~ wa~ l!!e ~e verae of a gra!e[~] ••••• [T]he Ameri£an fel~ a 
stl:'!nae, influen~e uion him, as if he were passing through the gates 
of eternity [turn-n'klknee], and finding on the other side the 
revelation of some secret that had greatly perplexed him on the 
other side. He thought that ~r!~wa!~e'g [the ~ost'!] fa~e a!!~ed 
a ~r!nie, gu~!le gm!le--no~ mali~ioug, le~ £rafEl• ~r!T:lum¥!!al, 
and at the same time terriily sad, and with that ~erce~tion h~s 
senses, his life welled away; and left him in the ~ee¥ an~estral 
cha!r a~ the ~oarg of ~r~wa!~e !!ouge. I . . . (E:~ereie lieg in a 
greamy state, thinking fantastically, as if he were one of the Seven 
§lee~er~)= .••. I .... I Again that noise; a little low, quiet 
~oun~, ~~ Of one ir~in~, ~omew~ere n~r-~im; ang £Omin~ more-f~llr 
to ~im~elf, ~~ere~e ~a~ u~[:~!], [~-liu~ tmme~!a!;elr hi~ [!!'R-]~ea~ 
i:~an ~o ~wim ~o a=~!velr thaE ~e w~ole worlg ~==T--r-Tme~ ~o i= ~o~n~ T~W!-]roung •.•.• =, Again the no!ge; a li~!;le stir, a !or~ 
of quiet moan, or something that he could not quite define .•••.... 
I TCT He must be stilr-at-tabl~ T;up~er=mouthT -= =- - I Ah, 
the no!~e! ~ ~u~ no~ TO!ERON!-]iear i~ ~.. at a 
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li~~le Si~an~e }?.efore ~im, ~a£ a fi~~re . . • • I "I£ i~ ~e 
ols(famp.z ~er!onif~S' 1 £Jlou~~~ ~!:· I I . . . . I ~u~, }?.z 
deir~!' a §en!e of wonger ~g i~ }?.ir~ an~ ~rew, !lowlz a~ fir!£, 
iii E~ereie T ~ m:!;ng; ang almo~ ;!;win-}?,orn wi£!} i£, ang ~rowin~ ~e~e 
hv niece, there was a sense of awful fear, as his waking senses were 
* 1-:- = =-= = = = I - I I II !lowlz ~omina }?.a£! ~o ~im. • • • • • • • • 1 Axe zou a livina man? 
a§keg ~~ereie fa!n~lz & .gouQtfullz. I ~!: mumQleg--~e olg f!~~re 
gi~-=!ome fa:!;n~ moanin~ !oun~, ~ha~ if i£ were Ianauaie a,5 all, ~g 
all ~e ed~e~.ang an~le§ worn off i£ }?.l g!:~az--unin~elli~i~le, 
~e~ tha~ i~ g==[--!-1meg ,5o ~ianHz a fain£ mournfulne!! ang [elegia~ ~omila:!;ninane!! of moog; ang ~en ~elg ~ig iea~e, ~on£inuina 
~0 ~~~e ag ~tore. • ••• I .... I ~e olg fi&~re g~emeg ,5o ~ve 
~~u~eg i~elf--i£,! eneri~, what there were of them--in the 
effor~ of ~!in~ ~e unin~elliii¥le ~ommuni~~~ion alreagz vou~g~feg • 
.••• ~ut Etherege was now resum~g his Thaw!-]firmness and daylight 
consciOusness even in that dimness. •••• • •• [a] strange surmise 
•.• ; ~u~ ~ an irr!:~isti~le im~ul~e, ~!: a~~eg on ir." - r "~ir -= 
Eg[-]warg[:worg] ~r~th~]wa!£e! ~!: ~~la~g. I ~~~[~] w~o 
~ka~ ,5o m=?" e~~la!Jneg ~e olg man, in a !5ar,51eg voi~e, l!~e one 
w hears himself called at an une~ected moment. I "Sir Edward 
lr~s,liw!~e:" ~~~~eg ~~e~e~e, "! ~rrn~=zou ne;~ of Nomn ~n~T~l­
~ou~~~" I . . . . !,!}e effe~,5-~e ia~ion, wag ,500 mu~--the terror 
with which it ~oo~, the r~~e that a=~omianieg, .!?.l~eg u~ for a 
moment with a fierce flame, then flickered and went out. He stood 
~o~~erin~; ~ere~~ ~u~-ou,5 ~i~ ~ng~] t~ support=him; 2u!-~~ = 
sank[:ankh] down in a hea2 on the floor, as if a thing of dry 9ones 
~~-ieen-~u~~enll.ioo~ene~ a~ the [ar~i~~la~e] jo~~~: ang=feli in= 
a T~er~en~-lra~~l~~ ~ea~. 7 .... 7 .... I .... I [ &:] 
"You are come!" said Etherege, solemnly. "But too late!" I 
I All--[however]--£ressed forward ,50 loo~ u2on [=~a~l~u£] 
what was aiou~ ~o ~ gi~~lo~eg. Wha~ were the wongrou~ ~onEen~? 
The en;ire mysteriOU§ coffer[=hands+cougher~wa§ full of goi~en 
-- -- -=== - - - - === - -- - - -rin~lets, aiungan~, curlin~ ~rou~~ the w~ole[:~w!] ~offer, ang 
ri§ing with [lingal-]elastisi;y, §O a§ imme~ia~e£y, a§ it were, Eo 
flow over ~e s!~e~ of ~e ~offer: an~ r!~e-In-lar~e i.!?.u~[-]gance 
f~om the lon~ Tmou~lmoun,5-.!?.o~] ~om~re~ion. In,5o thi~--~ a 
m~ra~le of na,5~ral ~rogu~tion which has been known likewise in other 
[=~~-]~~~e~--in~o tni~ ~~ b=en r=[-]~olveg the w~ole iogil~ 
§Ubstanse of tha~ fair an~ unfor~una~e 9eing, known §O [lingam-~o-~!~/~re~~er=lon~ In ~e le~ends of the famiil a~ the iea~~l of the go:~en loc~. • ••• --the lustre of the ~re~iou~ ana=mira~~Ious 
Ea~r[-for~neir!] [glan(d)s-]gleaming and glistening, and seeming 
to-add light to the-[glan(d)s=lgloomy[:loomingl room. I -
I .... 7- Try iack a~ain;--Raise the [H-AN!H-~:J~urtain, as before, 
and discover the Doctor's study in the old house at the [K:]corner 
of the Charter-street Burial ground; the Doctor is there,-with two 
[(non)testicularl children. He himself is a mystery •.•. I .... 
I I -Again, .•• Etherege has arrived in En[g!]gland. 
· ·.. I - I ... Etherege must meet the man in ~ri~on, a~ 
already seen. He may be a young man of an exceedingly 
=- =- -=- -
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sensitive nature, who has fallen into one fault~ ~in, crime ••.• 
• he thinks he has murdered .••• So he secludes htms~f •••• Ib~ gevil ~e£ome~ tbe ~urn[-l~!l[:!E!l a~-~e-~ri~~n=~~e~ and~= is 
inevita~ly ~u~ in; e~e~ for one ~r.!=f £ime w~en ~e ~oe~ for~. 
~rou~~ou~ l!fe, ~ill a ~ur~o~e £o [~u~-Temerae. 7 IDi~ run~ 
~ou~~ ~e roman,se l!~e ~e ver£e~r~ of ~e ~ack-llone. There 
should be a reference to it in everythin~, ~r!ve and ~ax. • ••• 
[--XII:92-3,307(w.306)-314,322-3,330-l.] 
[2.e. RIC-GOUGE: ~lx:~/~ > ~~~~~·~+--priv'burs'link five. 
(g-21) 'gr!ve~ ang go~lin~':] .••• Who has not been conscious of 
mysteries within his mind, mysteries of truth and reality, which 
will not wear the ~in~ of [ANgL-]lan~ua~e? I I 
... [W]ould[:wood] we speak with any friend, we do but [K+]knock 
a~ainst ~i~ [!£umml~on~ue-]£om~-~one ang [m~telli~-]~ronoun~e ~e 
~e en~r!ved on i~; in an in~an~ ~ere ~e ~ha~ow ~an~! I .... 
There is an old man, ~erea£out; ~e never ~d a tom~-stone, and is 
often ~uzzled to [t~roat-]distin~uish ~is own ~rave; ~ut ~erea~outs 
~e ~aunts, and lons is doomed to ~aunt. ~e was a [(p}lun~(e)!] m!ser 
in ~is l!fe-t!me, and ~uried a g£rons-~o~ of ill-go~en ~olg, almost fre~ from the min~, in the £O!na~e of Will!am and Marx [=W(Y)MIM(AYW]. 
Scarcely was it safe, when the sexton buried the old man and his 
secret with him. I could [~-l2oint out the ~lace where the treasure 
lie[-Y-]~[-~]; it was at the [nu~-]~ottom of the miser's [tzz-
]~arden;-~ut a [li£s'l~aws-]~aved thoroug~fare now ~asses es!de the 
s[:]~ot, and the [!:]£orner-s[:]tone of a mar~et-~ouse[:~:·_ :W ••• ] 
¥resses r!~~t down u~on it. Had the workmen dug [a phalli£] s~ 
~nches dee[--Y-]per, they would have found the [HAW:]hoard. Now 
thither must this poor old miser go, whether in starlight~ moonshine, 
or ~itch[-~ine]-darkness, and ~rood[:~reed] a~ove his worthless 
treasure, re£alling all the ~etty £rime~ [of ton~uellin~am-]lan·~ua~e 
by w~ich ~= ga!ned it. Not a [f0!-]£0!n mu!£ ~= fa!l £o reckon in 
~ig memorz, nor forget a ~ennz-worth of ~e ~in tha~ ~~e u~ ~e ~um, 
~~oug~ ~i~ agonz[:~==] ig ~u~ ag if the ~ie~e~ of solg, reg-~o£, 
were stam2eg in~o ~ig n~~eg ~oul. Often, while ~= i~ in [~e~ri~i£] 
~ormen~ ~ere, ~= ~=ar~ the ste~ of livin~ men, w~o love the gross 
of earth a~ well a~ ~ ~i~. Max thez never groan over the!r mi~era~le 
wealth, l!~e ~im! Nig~~ af~er n!g~~' for a~ove a ~un~reg z=ar~, ~~~ 
~~ gone ~i~ ~enan~e, ang still must go i~, ~ill the !ron[-~==-]~o~ 
~ ~roug~~ ~o l!g~~' ang ~ch ~e~ara~e £O!n ~ £leansed ~X the 
~r~~eful ~~r~ [ri~] of a wigow or an or~an. MX ~¥!ri~ ~!~~~ for 
~i§ long vigil a~ the [Y:aNkH:key-]corner of the [mer£ylmerx-HAW:K-
]marke~:house! 7 == - [-=xi:290,291-2.] -- -- -- -
- - - = 
(Please observe, that the literary unfolding of the second 
petition, the hawthornesque of RIC-GOUGE, ends here.) 
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B.3. A Literary Unfolding of the Third Petition: 
The Hawthornesque of DART-STICK(S). 
The literary unfolding of the third petition draws from twenty-one. 
works by Hawthorne--nineteen tales, one novel (The Scarlet Letter), and 
· one unfinished work (The Dolliver Romance). The talley of titles (3.a) 
-a figure-rhymed fifth-stave of the total of one hundred and three 
titles--functions as a proportionate, investigative classification of 
texts which are sufficiently name-ritualized to admit of study at step 
though other classification is possible, serves to foreground the 
consonant-figure as a movement from word-initial and word-medially/ 
terminally repeated E to word-initial singular ~. and provides (parenthet-
ically) step-relevant, figure-reinforcing memos on ~he persistence of 
the idea of name in the works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, on the idea of 
name chiefly as American sociolingual memorial, as grave-dark graphologic 
attribute of professional identity, and as lexical riddle capable of 
attaining long-anecdote, national-yam dimensions. The four-fold 
sampling (3. b-e) of twenty representative long passages from six of the 
twenty-one works tallied (seven passages from four tales, seven passages 
from novel, and two passages from unfinished work) serves to give 
extension to the idea of nominal riddle as long-anecdote, as text in 
which etymologic and privi-semantic (speech-serpent) values of name-
fragments, extending themselves most recognizably by means of.the 
consonant joints of discourse, serve to give pattern to a ground-up! 
process of reference to the organs of speech in narrative observation 
(esp. in 3. b--a point-mark of organ-song), to a wood-cleave! process of 
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reference to phallic interaction in agent discourse (esp. in 3.c--a 
leaf-fold of breach-counterchant), to a box-ro[~]nd! process of reference 
to a hawk-glan(d)s!-anch[w]red haw in scenarios of climax and catastrophe 
(eSP• in 3.d--a skullcap of world-hymn), and to a touch-stone! process of 
reference to relics of tongue memory in tracts of apologia upon implicit 
in-composition rebirth (esp. in 3.e--a spine trail of necro-elegy). 
Petitionally sub-tagged as "tonguerove" (cf. the enigmatic motive of 
self-grooving, woad-fork-extending tongue bournes), as "counterstichs" 
(cf. the empathic motive of tooth-sharply straining heart's-core-impulses), 
as "woveglance" (cf. the critical motive of eyecaught face-enfanging 
woe-germinal content) , and as ''H 'ps 'rheumlink" (cf. the anthem of 
self-understood restocking of the raving-red r[:]ho-joint)--the four-fold 
• 
sampling of twenty representative long passages (five passages per 
sub-tag) unfolds the self-conscious, mouth-conscious epic self-utterance 
of the name "Nathaniel Hawthorne," as Hebraic-Anglic identity forever 
face-lost to public witness, yet forever snake-rend'ing and reweaving, 
a botanical map-and-mask of self-referential genital seduction--forever 
groin-skills-to-lips extending, and soft-curtain and wood-hood enfolding, 
a glan(d)s-magical public child. The necessary mastery of the contexts 
of the sexual fork specifically motivates--and the ironic bearing of 
draconic literary progeny specifically answers to--the third petition. 
The hawthornesque of the draconic mastery of the human sexual fork 
unfolds as follows. 
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3.a. DART-STICK(S): El!,~/!,~12 >~·~:~'~--a fifth-stave of titles 
[21/103]) 
[E-02] "Edward Fane'~ ~~ebu~" 
("the defence of the 
frontiers, in the year 
1725, which resulted in 
the well-re[-]member[-r]ed 
'Lovell's Fight.'"; "' •••• 
And for a monument, here 
is this grey rock, on which 
my dy[e] ing hand shall 
carve the name of Roger 
Malvin; and the traveller 
in days to come will know 
here sleeps a hunter and 
a warrior. Tarry not, 
then, for a folly like 
this, but [Haw!] hasten 
away, if not for your sake, 
for hers, who will else be 
desolate.'"--X:337,337, 
338) 
(''Wrinkles and furrows, 
the hand-writing of Time, 
may thus be deciphered, 
and found to contain deep 
lessons of thought and 
feeling."; "And Nurse 
Toothaker holds a tea-
spoon in her right hand, 
with which to stir up [-
t'o(=u)rn-] the contents 
of a tumbler in her 
[-yh!-el] left •.•• Now 
she sips--now stirs--now 
sips again. 
congress-water! Sip it 
again, good nurse •••• 
... !"; "Yet there was a 
time when Rose Graft[:]on 
--such was the pretty 
maiden-name of Nurse 
Toothaker--possessed beauty 
that would have gladdened 
this dim and dismal chamber 
[of imbibing], as with 
sunshine. It won.her the 
heart of Edward Fane, who 
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has since made so great a 
figure in the world .... "; 
'~e have beheld her as the 
maid, the wife, the widow; 
now we see her in a 
separate and insulated 
character: she was, in 
all her attributes, Nurse 
Toothaker. And Nurse 
Toothaker alone, with her 
own shriv[-]elled lips, 
could make known her 
experience in that 
capacity. What a history 
might she record of the 
great [signatural] 
sicknesses, in which she 
has gone hand in hand with 
the [throat-deep] extermi-
nating angel! She 
re[-]members[-z) when the 
small-pox hoi[-Y-]sted a 
red-banner •••• "--IX:463, 
463-4,464,465,469) 
[r-03] "Endicott and the Red Cross" ("'Treas[-]on, treas[-]on!'" 
- = -- =- == roared the royalist in the 
[wood:]stocks. 'He hath 
de[-]faced the King's 
banner! ' I ' Beat a 
flourish, drummer!-- .•• 
in honor of the ensign of 
New England •••. !' I 
With a cry of triumph, the 
people gave their sanction 
to one of the boldest 
ex[X]ploi[-Y-]ts which our 
history re[-]cords. And 
for ever honor[-r]ed be 
the name of En[~]dic[-h]ott 
[-T:T]! We look back 
through the mist of ages, 
and recognize, in the 
rending of the Red Cross 
from New En[-]gland's 
['(T)ongue'-cross] 
ban[-]ner, the first omen 
of that deliverance which 
our fathers consummated, 
after the bones of the 
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[w. "London, February 29, 
184s: 7 My Eea~ F~ien~: 
w. "Your true F~ien~, P. 
I P. s:n--
= 
stern ['full(-)of(-)his(-
)own(-)spirit'] Puritan 
had lain more than a 
century in the dust."--
IX:433,440-l[w.435]) 
("'Pshaw! ' replies the 
critic: 'I want no other 
light and shade. I already 
told you,.that it is my 
business to see things as 
they are.' I I 
Having nothing to allege 
against ••• [a] genealogical 
objection, the showman 
[thorn-]points again to the 
scene. I During this 
little [haw] interruption, 
you perceive that the 
Anglo-Saxon energy--as the 
phrase goes--has been at 
work in the spectacle 
before·us."; "' •••• Well! 
- ... go on, sirl' I 'Sir, 
you break the illusion of 
the scene,' mildly 
remonstrates the showman. 
I 'Illusion! What 
illusion?' re[-]joins the 
critic, with a contemptuous 
snort. ' The only 
il[-]lusion [=bent ye-~] 
permit me to say, is in the 
puppet-showman's tongue,--
and that but a wretched 
[wrenched and critic/ 
'crank'/~~+~'! (~ip­
upt¥!ne~)] one in the 
[t~~n] bar[-bo¥;ne/b~!!­
]ga~n! "'--XI:49,57 ,63[w.49]) 
("long intervals of 
partially disordered 
reason. The past and 
present are jumbled 
together in his mind, in a 
manner[ism] often produc-
tive • • . • • .• all 
this is not so much a 
delusion, as a partly 
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[r-06] "A Good Man's Miracle" 
= - = - =-
wilful and partly involun-
tary sport of the imagina-
tion • • • • Many of his 
letters are in my possession 
The whole form a 
series of cor(:]respond[-
da!]ence .•.• ";"Old 
associations cling to the 
mind with astonishing 
tenacity. Daily custom 
grows up about us like a 
stone-[¥lwall [=to[-¥-lne-
hedge] and consolidates 
itself •••• • •• ; so 
••• I must reconcile myself 
to be more and more the 
prisoner of Memory, who 
merely lets me hop about 
a little, with her chain 
ar[-r-]ou[-w-]nd my leg 
[in 'the little (~)white­
(~)washed iron-grated 
roo(~)m']. I My letters 
of introduction have been 
of utmost [self-extensive 
teeth-to-lip-]service, 
enabling me to make the 
acquaintance of[-£/~] ••• 
characters .•• as remote 
from the sphere of my 
personal intercourse as 
the [~/~-]wits of Queen 
Anne's time, or Ben 
Jonson's compotators at 
the Mermaid. • ••• "--X: 
361,361,362-3) 
("It is seldom possible, 
indeed, for human eyes to 
trace out the chain of 
blessed consequences, that 
extends from a benevolent 
man's simple and conscien-
tious act, here on earth, 
and connects it with those 
labors of love which the 
angels make it their joy 
to perform, in Heaven 
above."; "Perhaps the good 
[~]woman with whom Mr. 
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Raikes [=ra(y)~e§] had 
spoken in-the street, was 
one of his new school-
mistresses. • •• the plan 
succeeded, and, attracting 
the notice of benevolent 
people, was soo.n adopted 
. in many other dismal 
streets of London. And 
this was the origin of 
Sunday[y] Schoo[l]ls. In 
course of time, similar 
schools were established 
a[~]ll o[~]ve[!]r that 
grea[y.]t c1.ty[y], and 
thence extended to the 
remo[~]test parts of 
England, and acro[~]ss the 
o [¥] cean to America, and 
contrie[y]s at a [l]wo[¥]-
rld-[¥]wi[y]de distance, 
where the humble [hay:ha~!­
making] name of Robe[!]ri: 
Rai[y]kes had nev[~]e[¥]r 
been pronou[¥]nced~ I 
• • • • Is [: z] [k]not this a 
proo[~]f, that when the 
humblest pe[~]rson acts in 
the simplicity of a 
p[y]u[l]re heart, with no 
design but to do good, God 
[=Y~] may be expected to 
take the [ra(-Y-)ke] 
matte[l]r into [H-]His 
a[¥lll-pow[~]e[¥lrfu[~]l 
[H-]hands, and adopt the 
ac[:K]tion as[:z] His own?" 
--xi7353,353,357-a,3sa) 
("Daffydowndilly was so 
called, because in his 
nature he resembled a 
[yel-lo~] flower, and 
loved to do only what was 
beautiful and agreeable, 
and took [N-]no de[-]light 
in labor of any kind. But, 
while daffydowndilly was a 
little boy[-y], his mother 
sent him away from his 
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[1-08] "The Scarlet Letter [ :] 
A-ao~ce" - - -- -
= 
["The ~u~Eom-Hou(-~-)~e-. 
InE::o~usEo::y" 
"The Prison-Door" (I) 
- = - -
"The Interior of a Heart" 
1-nThe Mi0i2ter'2 Vigil" I 
"Another View of-Hester" 
(XI y-XII I XIII) =- -
"The Revelation of the 
scarlet Letter" (XXIII) 
== -- - - -- -
"~ons!u[-~-]sion" (XXIV) 
pleasant home, and put him 
under the care of a very 
[point-]strict schoolmaster, 
who went by the name of Mr. 
Toil."; "'I can't bear it 
any [1-]longer,' said 
Daffydowndilly to himself, 
when he had been at school 
for about a week. 'I'll 
[r-]run away •••• '"; "'Oh, 
take me back!--take me 
back!' cried poor little 
Daffydowndilly, bursting 
into [thorny-]tears.. 'If 
there is nothing but Toil 
all the world over, I may 
just as [ink:~-]well go 
back to the [yel-Ha~!] 
schoolhouse. "'--XI:ZOO, 
200,201, 207) 
("Under the appel[-]lation 
of Roger Chillingworth, the 
reader will re[-]member, 
was hidden another name, 
which its former wearer 
had resolved should never 
more be spoken [=p(-)R(-
)ynn(-) e]. He 
resolved not· to be [tree-
]pilloried beside her on 
her pedestal[-peduncle] of 
shame. Unknown to all but 
[H-]Hester Prynne[-ne] and 
] possessing the lock and 
key of her [Easter-at-
throat: voice-stream-to-
teeth-hedge: h-asp-at-lips: 
dark-palatal] silence, he 
chose to withdraw his name 
from the roll[-rho-fold] 
of mankind, and, as 
regarded his former ties 
and interests, to vanish 
out of life as completely 
as if he in[:similaic:]deed 
lay at the [H-ub-]bottom 
of the o[~y-]c[-~ISHICi:]ean 
[=Gr. w(-)ke(-)anos--
Home(-e)ric river that 
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encircles the earth--}, 
whither rumor (ruminating] 
had [1-'beard'-cell-l long 
ago consigned him. This 
purpose once effected, new 
[N-haW] interests would 
[wood-] spr[-]ing up, and 
likewise a new [chest-hair-
challenging heuristic] 
purpose; dark, it is true, 
if not [gilt-]guilty, but 
of force enough to engage 
the full strength of his 
[occult-]faculties[-
teas'd]."; "As his studies, 
at a previous period of his 
life, had made him 
exten[-n-]sively[-Y] 
acquainted with the medical 
science of the day, it was 
as a physician [L-'leech'] 
that he presented himself, 
and as such was [core-
]cordially received. 
S[-]kil[-]ful men, of the 
medical and chirurgical 
profession, were of rare 
occurrence in the colony[-
L 'knee] "He was now known 
to be a man of s[-]kill; 
it was observed that he 
g[-]a[(n)]ther[-r]ed 
[h-]herbs and the blossoms 
of [w-]wi[-y-]ld flow[-~­
]e(-~-]rs, and dug[-g] up 
(wora-worthy] roo[¥lts and 
plucked [-c't] off 
tw(-I:]igs[-~~] from the 
fo[A~K-]rest-tree[-Y:Y­
]s[-;,chill-lingam: 
le~-~(~)E:~a(-Y-)~ed], 
like one [ask:axe:?] 
ac[~:~]qu[-i:laT~-Y-]n[-n­
]t[:t-add:]ed with 
[forking] [H: ]hidden 
virtues in what was 
valueless to common 
[a: ] ey [ -Y-] es [ : ~] • "; 
"Thus, after 1[7LAWn]ong[-
g:k:y] search into the 
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minister's[-z:zygote] d~ 
['Dimmes(-z-)d:(-yL-)e-
(:tail)' t~rra-]interior~ 
and turning [t'o(ve)r'ing] 
over many precious 
materials~ in the [SH!-
]shape of [H-]hi[-Y-]gh 
['anthem(al)'J aspirations 
for the welfare of the 
race[-S] ••• --all ••• 
[crown:]go[~]ld ••• ,--he 
would [!2od-]tu[~]rn 
back[-~]; dis[-~s-lcouraged, 
and begin his [cms-)quest 
= = towards another horn-
]point. He groped along 
as stealthily, with as 
cautious a t[-R:]read, and 
as wary an outlook, as a 
thief entering the chamber 
where a man [tief-deep-
p]lies half[-Ha~!] asleep, 
--or, it may be, broad 
a[A¥Elwake,--with purpose 
to steal the very treasure 
which this ['throat'-
'clog(ged)'] man guards as 
the ['(A:)avo(-)w(e/)al(:L)' 
or: : : H-~: ] apple of his 
[tri-une] eye[:Y]. In 
[spit-] spite of his 
premeditated [~-]careful­
ness[-§-§], the wood-
'rheumatl(~)'] floor would 
now and then c[-R:]rea[-
Y-]k ••.• "; "' ••• I[-Y] 
know not what to say[-y]--
the dis[-]ea[~-y-z:]se 
is[:z] what I[-Y] see[-ea-
y-.]m to know, (y-]yet know 
it [X:k]not.' I 'You 
speak in riddles, learned 
Sir,' said the ['Pea(¥)rl'-
]pale minister, glanc1ng 
(~!an(~~-g'~iN-~l~~ing] 
out of the [H-edge-~:]win-
dow[ =:tl. I 'Then, to 
speak more plainly, 
contin[-y-]u[-w-]ed the 
physician .••. I 'How-
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[:haw!] can you question 
it?' asked the [conceit-
and-conception-serving] 
minister. 'Surely, it 
were child's play to call 
in a[n 'Old(~ )Engl(-
fissure)' Ro... • •• ling(-
)worth wizard-]physician, 
and then hide the s [ eminal: 
haw!]ore!"; " ••• Hester 
Prynne ••• [glans-]glanced 
her sad eyes downward at 
the scarlet letter ['upon 
her bosom']. And, after 
many, many [yarn-Manning] 
years, a new grave was 
delved, [ear-]near an old 
sunken one, in that 
burial-ground beside which 
King's Chap [-] el has since 
been built. It was 
[yearn-]near that old and 
[Sun:]sunken grave, yet 
wi~ a [Haw!-cloven] space 
between, as if the dust of 
the two sleepers had no 
right to mingle. Yet one 
tombstone served for 
both [, King-~th¥r 
Dimmesdale and Wktch-Sister 
!!est!i:r Prynne (~:~-thorn 
in} ]. All around, there 
were monuments carved with 
armorial [P~arl-like, 
Oberon-]bearkngs; and on 
this simple slab[--Hard-
Palate Cut--]of slate 
[SL'T]--as the curious 
investigator may still 
discern, and perplex 
himself with the purport--
there [HAW!-]appeared the 
semblance of an engraved 
escutcheon. It bore a 
device, a [YEL!-]herald's 
wordi~g of which might 
serve for a motto and 
brief description of our 
now concluded [HAWTHORNE!-
]legend; so sombre is it, 
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[!-09] "The ~en~!_e Roy" 
[!-10] "The We~~in~ Knell" 
and relieved only by an 
ever-[glan(d)s-]glowing 
point of light gloomier 
than the shadow:-- I 
'ON[:N-N-N] A FIE[-Y-]LD, 
SA[-Y-]RLE, THE LETTER 
[H:]A[:Y!], G[-YLE-Y]U[W-
EL]LES.' [=Gullet-Darkly 
Blesses America, With a 
RED REAR BEAD. ]"--I:213, 
3,47,139,147,159,248,258, 
118-19[w.47],119,121, 
130[w.l23,144],135-6[w.58], 
264 [w.54]) 
("'Friend,' replied the 
little boy, in a sweet 
though faultering voice, 
'they call me Ilbrahim, 
and my home is here.' I 
The pale, spiritual face, 
the eyes that s~e[-e-ea­
Y-]m[en-]ed to mingle with 
the moonlight, the sweet, 
airy voice, and the 
outlandish name, almost 
made the Puritan believe 
that the boy .•• had sprung 
up out of the grave on 
which he sat."; "'God [El] 
forbid that I should 
[ill-]lea[-Y-]ve this 
chi[-Y-]ld to perish, 
though he comes of the 
ac[-]cur[~-r-r-]sed 
['Quaker'] sect[:c't!]' 
said he to himself. Do we 
not all spring from an 
evil root? Are we not all 
in darkness till the light 
doth shine upon us? 
-IX:68,72,73) 
("At sixty-five, Mr. 
Ellenwood was a shy, but 
not quite a secluded man; 
selfish, like all men who 
[s!~e ~:!ip!] brood over 
the~r own hearts; .•• a 
scholar •..• "; "It would 
'" 
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[d-11] "Drowne'g Wooden Ima~e" 
have been singular, if any 
uncommon delicacy of feeling 
had survived through such a 
life as [arachnidan] Mrs. 
Dabney's [=N:dab:N (=knees-
eaz)]; it could not but b: 
= 
crushed and killed by her 
early disappointment, the 
cold duty of her first 
marriage, the dislocation 
[at ~ee-y-g] of the 
heart's [k's:x-dab] 
= = = -principles consequent on 
a second [Y~!-]union, and 
the unkindness of her 
Southern husband, which 
had inevitably driven her 
to connect the idea of his 
death with that of her 
comfort."; the approaching 
marriage of this [~]woman 
of the world, with such an 
'unworldly man as Mr. 
Ellen[y]wood, was announced 
soon after Mrs. Dabney's 
return to her [signatural] 
native city."--IX:27,28, 
28,29) 
("a young carver in wood, 
well-known by the name of 
Drowne, stood contemplating 
a large oaken log, which 
it was his purpose to 
convert into the figure-
head of a vessel. 
[for] the good brig called 
the Cynosure"; "Cap(-]tain 
Hunnewell [honey-well] 
then took Drowne by the 
[glans/acorn] button, and 
communicated his [deep-sig] 
wishes in so low a tone, 
that it would be unmannerly 
to repeat what was 
evidently intended for the 
carver's private ear."--
X:306,306,307) 
• 
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[~-12] "The Dolliver ~oman~e" 
[w. "Fragment§ of a 
Romance: Chapter I: 
- = - --The Brazen Serpent" 
- = = - -
C'Dr. Dolliver showed ••• 
a ••• duskily yellow 
visage~ which was crossed 
and criss-crossed with a 
"] record of his long life 
in wrinkles, faithfully 
written, [by El) no doubt~ 
but with such cramped 
[thorn-]chirography of 
Father Time that the 
purport [cat's-cradle 
'purr'-pointl was illegible. 
It seemed hardly worth 
while for the patriarch to 
get out of bed any more, 
and bring his forlorn 
shadow into the summer day 
that was made for younger 
folks."; "Pansie had 
finished her bread, 
hasty-pudding, and milk 
with an excellent appetite, 
and afterwards nibbled a 
crust, greatly enjoying 
its resistance to her 
little white tee[-ie-y-]th. 
How this child came by the 
odd name of Pansie, and 
whether it was really her 
baptismal name, I have not 
ascertained. More 
probably, it was one of 
those pet apellations that 
grow out of a child's 
character, or out of some 
keener thrill of affection 
in the parents, an unsought-
for and unconscious 
felicity, a kind of 
revelation teaching th~, 
as it would see[-ea-Y-]m, 
in some instances, the true 
name by which the child's 
guardian angel would know 
it--a name with playfulness 
and love in it--that we 
often observe to supersede, 
in the use of thos·e who 
love the child best, the 
name that they carefully 
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[d-13] "A!i~e ~oane'g Appea!" 
selected and caused the 
clergyman to plaister 
indelibly on the poor 
little forehead [far-HJ at 
the font--the love name~ 
whereby, if the child 
lives, the parents know it 
in their hearts, or by 
which, if it die, God 
see[-ea-Y-]ms to have 
called it away[-y], 
[EL-]leaving the sound 
echoing faintly & sweetly 
through the [HAW-]house. 
If it signified anything 
in Pansie's case, it must 
have been a certain 
[Nathanie-y- ] pensiveness, 
which was often seen under 
her childish frolick, and 
so translated itself into 
[de l'Aubepi(y)ne-]French, 
her mother having been of 
Acadian kin; or quite as 
probably, it alluded 
merely to the color of her 
eyes, which in some lights, 
were very like the dark 
petals of a tuft of 
['kitten'-faced] pansies 
in the Doctor's garden. 
It might [ink-]well be; 
for the child's gaiety 
had no example to sustain 
it, no sympathy of other 
children, or grown people, 
and her melancholy, had it 
been so dark a feeling, 
was but the shadow of the 
house and the old man 
[Haw + El = Pan See : 
di-Y-al, sex-lexis-of-
serpent]."--XIII:449,449, 
449[w.456],466-7[w.456]) 
("This deceitful verdure 
was oc~asioned by a 
plentiful crop of 'wood-
wax,' which wears the same 
dark and glossy green 
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throughout the summer~ 
except at one short period, 
when it puts forth a 
profusion of yellow 
[yel-low!] blossoms. At 
that season to a distant 
spectator, the hill appears 
absolutely over-laid with 
gold, or covered with a . 
glory of sunshine, even 
beneath a clouded sky. 
But the curious wanderer 
on the hill will perceive 
that all the grass~ and 
every thing that should 
nourish man or beast, has 
been destroyed by this 
vile and ineradicable 
[crown-¥:lweed: its 
tufted[=forking] roots 
make the soil their own, 
and permit nothing else 
to vegetate among them; so 
that a physical curse may 
be said to have [Haw!-
]blasted the spot, where 
guilt and phrenzy consum~ 
mated the most execrable 
scene, that our history 
[haw-]blushes to [thorn-
]record. For this is the 
field where superstition 
won her darkest tri[-Y-
]umph; the high place 
where our fathers set up 
their shame, to the 
mournful gaze of genera-
tions far remote. The 
dust of martyrs was 
beneath our fee[-Y-]t. We 
['two young ladies (laden)' 
and 'I' stud-]stood 
[transfixed] on the 
[cal vary-al : cavalry-al, · 
Golgothal] Gallows Hill." 
--XI: 266, 266-7) 
("The lover of the moral 
picturesque may sometimes 
find what he seeks in a 
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[~-15] "The Wive~ of the Dead" 
character, which is, never-
theless, of too negative a 
description to be seized 
upon, and represented to 
the imaginative vision by 
word-painting [ ~' d-weaving] • 
• • • • • • • I have stud [-] ied 
the old apple-dealer, until 
he has become a naturalized 
citizen of my inner world. 
Many a noble form--
many a beautiful face--has 
flitted before me, and 
vanished like a shadow. 
It is strange ['eye'] 
witchcraft, whereby this 
faded and featureless 
[old-balls-and-faggot] old 
apple-dealer has gained a 
[serviceable] settlement 
in my [ma!e-rhe~-add! 
sig-naturing T] memory!"--
=- -- -X:439,439) 
("It was a lattice, turning 
upon [H:]hinges; and having 
thrown it back, she 
['irritable' 'Margaret'] 
stretched her head a little 
way into the moist 
atmosphere. A lantern was 
reddening in front of the 
house, and melting its 
light in the neighboring 
puddles, while a deluge of 
darkness overwhelmed every 
other object."; " ••• the 
window •••• • •• had been 
left unhasped •••• I 
'Who's there?' asked 
['mild'] Mary [now], 
trembling as she looked 
[glan(d)s-glanced] forth. 
I The storm was over, and 
the moon was up; it shone 
upon broken clouds above, 
and below upon houses black 
with moisture, and upon 
little lakes of the fallen 
rain, curling into silver 
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[~-16] "Old News" 
= 
[d-17] "Wakefield" 
= 
beneath the quick enchant-
ment of the bree[-Y-]ze. 
Mary recognized him 
I ' ... Stephen?' 
[(M:)Step-hens You?? 
Steep-chronaxy-crow(\f)n?]" 
--XI:l92,195[w.l93],I97[w. 
193]) 
("It is pleasant to take 
one of these little dingy 
half-sheets between the 
thumb and finger, and 
picture forth the personage, 
who, above ninety years 
ago, held it, wet from the 
press, and steaming, before 
the fire. Many of the 
numbers bear the name of 
an old colonial dignitary. 
There he sits, ••• a member 
••• , •••• ,and displaying 
••• , ••• a huge pair of 
silver shoe-buckles, 
c [ -Y-]uriously carved." 
--XI:l32,132-3 [see 
A( 'b '--five)]) 
("In some old magazine or 
newspaper, I re[-]collect 
a story, told as truth, of 
a man--let us call him 
Wa[-Y-]ke[-k'-]fie[-Y-]ld--
who absented himself for a 
[1-]long time, from his 
[W-]wi[-Y-]fe. 
and without the shadow of 
a reason for such self-
banishment, dwelt upwards 
[=up words'] of twenty 
years [=ears]. During 
that period, he beheld his 
[H-]home every day and 
frequently the forlorn 
[M-]Mrs. Wakefield. And 
after so great a gap in 
his matrimonial felicity 
[:city]--when death was 
reckoned certain, his 
estate settled, his name 
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[~-18] "The New Adam and Eve" 
dismissed from memory, and 
his wife, long, long ago, 
re[-]signed to her autumnal 
widow[-]hood--he entered 
[=en-trailed] the door one 
evening, quietly, as from 
a day's absence, and became 
a loving spouse till death."; 
'~t sort of man was 
Wakefield? We are free to 
[~o~-!in~am] shape out our 
own idea, and call it by 
his name . .... "; "Amid the 
seeming confusion of our 
mysterious world, individ-
uals are no nicely adjusted 
to a [signature] system, 
and [eye] systems to one 
another, and to a [haw:maw!] 
whole, that, by stepping 
aside for a moment, a man 
exposes himself to a 
fearful risk o.f losing his 
place forever. Like 
Wake[-Yk~-]fiel[:]d[-yk!], 
he may become, as it were, 
the [de-nuded] 0]-W-]t[-
~!-]cast of the [N ••• ye ••• 
• • • w(-) thorn(' z)] Universe." 
--IX:l30,130,131,140) 
("We, who are born into the 
world's artificial system, 
can never adequately know 
how little our present state 
and circum[-]stance is, 
natural, and how much is 
merely the interpolation 
of the perverted mind and 
heart of man. Art has 
become a second and 
stronger Nature • 
••• to inherit and repeople 
this waste and deserted 
earth, we will suppose a 
new Adam and a new Eve 
[ =~im-en~-eave :~] •••• 
Their instincts [=stick-
'together(.s) '] and 
intuitions [=two-tunes] 
[t-19] 
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"Time's Portraiture" 
- = 
["Being the ~arrier'~ 
Address~o the-Patrons 
of-th~=~alem-ga~ette,=for 
the~i!~~-of ~anua!y, !8~~1 
would immediately recognize 
the wisdom and simplicity 
[=ply-city] of the latter 
['nature']; while the 
former ['art'], with its 
elaborate perversities 
[=tum-lines], would offer 
them a continual succession 
of puzzles."; "Adam looks 
at a few of the articles, 
but throws them carelessly 
aside, with whatever 
exclamation may correspond 
to 'Pish!' or 'Pshaw!' in 
the new vocabulary of 
nature. Eve, however 
[=ha!w-woe/wove-weaver], ••• 
examines these treasures 
of her sex [--'silks of 
every shade, and whatever 
is most delicate or 
splendid for the decoration 
of the human form, (that) 
lie scattered around, 
profusely as bright 
autumnal leaves in a 
forest!--] with somewhat 
livelier interest. 
Then she handles a 
fashionable silk with dim 
yearnings--thoughts that 
wander hither and thither-
instincts [ink't-Y'H'W'H 
D-]groping in the dark."--
X:247,247-8[w.267],251) 
("I, your present petition-
er, have been altogether 
forgotten by the Muse. 
Instead of being able (as 
I naturally expected) to 
measure my ideas into 
six-foot lines [=hex-a-
long-phallus] and tack a 
rhyme at each of their 
tails, I find myself, this 
blessed morning, the simple 
proser that I was yesterday, 
and shall probably be 
[T-]to-morrow."; "Some 
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[a-20] "The Threefold ~e~~iny: A 
FaeEy ~e~en~"-
people, perhaps, would 
expect to find him 
['Ti(-Y-)me'] at the 
burial-ground in Broad-
street, po[-W-]ring over 
the half-illegible 
inscriptions on the tombs 
of ••• , the Ha[']thornes,* 
[*Not '~thorne, '--as one 
of the present representa-
tives of the family, has 
seen fit to ·transmogrify a 
good old name. However, 
Time seldom has occasion 
to mention the gentleman's 
name, so that it is no 
great matter how he spells 
it.] •••• Some would 
[~oo~-¥aE:!o~~-]look for 
him on the ridge of 
Gallows-Hill, where, in 
one of his darkest moods, 
he and Cotton Mather 
[ha:t-]hung the witches 
But they need not see[-Y-]k 
him there. Time is 
invariably the first to 
forget his own dee[-Y-]ds, 
his own tH~]history, and 
his own former as[-S-
]sociates. His pla~e is 
in the busiest bustle of 
the [signatural] world 
[of names: In Hoc Signo 
Vinces (IHS)]. "--xr7329, 
329,329-30~33l[w.note]) 
("'See Ralph!"' exclaimed 
she, with maternal pride, 
'here is Squire Hawkwood 
and the two other [fork-
]selectment, coming on 
purpose to see you! Now 
do tell them a good long 
story about what you have 
seen in foreign [word-
]parts.' I The foremost 
of the three visiters, 
Squire Hawkwood, was ••• 
the head and prime mover 
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[~-21] "John Inglefield'§ Thanks-
~ivin~" -- -- - == 
in all the affairs of the 
village, and universally 
acknowledged to be one of 
the sagest men on earth. 
He wore ••• a three-cornered 
hat, and carried a silver-
headed cane, the use of 
which seemed to be rather 
for [wood-deictic] 
flourishing [of Theodore 
de 1 'Aubepine] in the air 
•••• "; "' ••• we are of 
o[-]pin[-]ion that 
Providence hath sent you 
['Ralph Cran(-b~rry­
)field'] hither, at this 
[Q/4-]juncture, for our 
very purpose [=at 'the 
door(-step)' of the 
'mother']'"; "The round 
little figure of a [future 
'school'-]child [Oberon-
]rolled from a door-way, 
and lay laughing, almost 
beneath Cranfield's feet." 
--IX:472,477-8,478-9[wo 
476] ,480[wo479]) 
("Being the central figure 
of the domestic circle, 
the fire threw its strongest 
light on his massive and 
sturdy frame, reddening his 
rough visage, so that it 
looked like the head of an 
iron statue, all a-glow 
from his own forge, and 
with its features rudely 
fashioned on his own 
[Haw!-]anvilo At John 
Inglefield's right hand 
[-t'orn-] was an empty 
chair o "; "o o o [h-] and 
often did his [Y-]eye 
[glans-]glance thitherward 
[to ¥1, as if he deemed it 
poss~ble that the cold 
grave might send back its 
tenant[-'wife'] to the 
cheerful fireside, at 
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least for that one 
evening."; "While John 
Inglefield and his family 
['members' l were sitting 
round the hearth, ••• the 
shadows danc[ed] behind 
them on the [~:]wall, 
[and} the outer door[-~] 
was opened ••• "; "' Daugh-
ter[-lht'~J, ••• stay and 
be your father's blessing 
--or take his [IHS:Ha~!: 
]curse [l: ]w~th[ :~'h~!~l 
[y:]you[:J]! I .... 
When the ... amily rushed to 
the door, they could see 
nothing, but heard the 
sound of wheels [=~:hea!~!] 
[~~.-~y~e-]rattl~ng over 
the frozen ground."--XI: 
179,179,180[w.l79],180[w. 
179],184) 
3.b. DART-STICK(S): ~/!,~/~,~12 >~·~=~·~--a point-mark of organ-song 
[3+2/2l@five]) 
[3.b. DART-STICK(S): r/l,d/t,d/9 > ~·~:g'~--tonguerove one. 
(r-03) 'Endicott and the Red Cross':]- At-noon of an autumnal day, 
more than tw~ £enturie~ ago; tfie=English-solor~ were displayed-by the 
---------- ---- --=--- ~ ~tandard-bearer of the §alem trainband, which had mu~tered for . 
martial-exercise under the orders of John Endicott. -yt-was a-period, 
- - = -= = - - -- -- -= - - = --when the religiou~ e;ile~ were assu~tomed often to bus~le on their 
armour, and-prasti~e-the-handling-of-their weapons of-war. -- -The 
[EL!YEL-gOD-]bigoted and [HAWT-}haughty primate, Laud, Archbishop of 
_gaiiterbury; sontrolled Ti.e., as buried ~=santorJ-the religiou~ 
affair~ of the realm,-and was consequently-investea-with-powers which 
might-have wrought-the utter ruin of the two Puritan [natal-N/ni(+ 
)~e!-~iss!] ~o!onie~, P!ymouth an~ Ma~~achu~e~~~[=chel-~e~~~=~eeth/ 
l~ps)]. There is evi.[ -Jdence on record, that our forefathers 
per~eived-eheir aanger, but=were re~olved that their infant country 
could not fall without a struggle, even beneath the giant ~trength 
of the ~ing'~ right arm [=THORNE!-at-~ignature-rightT. Such-was~he 
a~pTTJe£t of-the-time~, when the fold~ of the English banner, with 
~e [for~!] Red ~ro~~-in it~ field,-were flung out over a sompany-of 
Pu!i~ani:. Their-leader, the famous Endicott,-was-a man of-stern and 
resolute countenance, the effect of which was heightened by a 
grizzled beard that swept the upper portion of his breastplate. This 
piece of armour wa~ ~o hi~hly [e~o:!EE~:he~ge!] po!ishe~, that the 
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~hole surrounding scene had its image in the [i!an(~)~-a~-~ee~!] 
g!i~~eEini ~~eel· The sen~a! ob1es~~ in the mi!Eo!e~ pis~u!e, wa~ 
an e~i[-]fise[:fa£erof humb!e ar£l}ites~u!e, wi~ nei~e! ~~eep!e 
no! bel_! [=~oniue(!iniam)-son~ain~~T ~o PEos!aim i!,--~hat neverthe-
less it was,--the house of prayer. A to~en of the peril§ of the 
~i!~eEile~ w~ ~een in !!!e i!im hea~ of a wo!f, Which -hB:~ 1u~~ been 
slain within the presinct§ of the town, and, according to the 
=- -- -- - =--regular mode of claiming the bounty [i.e., in-lieu-of-ear/heart], 
wa~ nai!e~ on !!!e [!ip !-]poE~· of the [haw!-j_aw-]mee~in~ Tg/H]hou~e. 
The blood wa§ §till plashing on the [tonaue's!-]door-step. . ••• I 
rn clo2e-vicinity~o the sac£-lrea edi[ilfic~[:faceT :ppeared that imp~rtant engine of Puritanic authority, the whipping-post •.•. At 
one-soEneE of ~e mee~ini-hou~e wa~ ~e pi!!o!y, an~ a~ the o!!!eE 
the stocks; an, by a singular good fortune for our sketch, the head 
of an-EPiscopalian and suspected Catholic was iro~ei~uely en[-Jsa~e~ 
in the former machine; while a fellow-criminal, who had boi§terou§ly 
=- - - -- - -~uaffe~ a hea!th ~0 ~e ~ini [=enf!amini !igui~], wa~ sonfine~ by 
the !ei~ [!owe! foE~l in the latter. Side by side, on the meeting-
house steps, stood a ma!e an~ a fema!e fiiu!e [~e~-!in~!~i~ paiEl· 
The man was a tall, lean, haggard personification of fanaticism, 
bearing on his breast thi§ label,--A WANTON go~PELLER,--which 
be~o~ene~ that he had dired-to give interpretations of Holy-writ, 
unsactioned by the infallible judgment of the civil and religious 
rulers. Hi~ a~p[!]e~~ showe~ no !a~ of ~ea! ~o main~ain hi~ 
he~er~~o~ie~, [~o~:]even a~ the ~~a~e. The woman woEe a ~!ef~ 
~!i~ on he! ~oniue [cf. ~!ef~ ~Eaf~ an~ s!ef! (haE~) pa!a!e], in 
app!OPEia!e Ee[:l!Ei[=Y:]bution foE havini wai~eg tha! un!u!y 
member again§t the elder~ of the church; and her sountenance and 
~e~!uEe~-iave-much sa~~e-t~ [~na~e:wi~e!y-hSn~-JappEefien~,=tha!-the 
moment the stick should be removed, a repetition of the same offence 
would[:~oo~J-d~nd new ingenuity-in chastising it. ~ The above-= 
mentioned individuals had been sentenced to undergo their various 
modes of ignominy, for the space of one hour at noonday. But among 
the crowd were several, whose punishment would be life-long; some, 
who~e ea!~ hag been S!OP!, !i~e !!!o~e of puppy-~oi~; others, whose 
cheeks had been branded with the initials of their misdemeanors; 
one,=~ith-his no~tril~-~li~and §eared;-:nd another, with a halter 
= --- -- -- - - - - - - -- - -- -- -about hi~ [step-2!-trun£ate-]neck, which he wa§ forbidden ever to 
ta~e-off: or to songeal-beneath~i§ garment§. -Methinks he must-have 
been grievously tempted to affi~ the-other-end of the rope [cf. 
§erpent] to §ome £Onvenient beam or bough. There was likewise a 
young woman,-with-no mean share of beauty, whose doom it was to 
[~=~AY!-]wea! the !e~~eE A on ~e b!ea~! of he! iown, in the eye~ of 
ail the world and her own children. And even her own children knew 
what~he inftial-~ignified:- Sporting with her infamy, the lost and 
desperate sreatu~e bad embroidered[:edged] the fatal to~en in 
[Ehroat:l§£ar[T-1let glotn: with golden thread, and~the-nise§t art 
of 1Jsnee:]nee[-Y-]die=work; §O~hSt-the Thead:]£ap1-ITtal A might-
have-been thought to mean-Admirable,-or [ani7hAw!] any-thing rather 
than ~u!Ee!ess. I 7 'E~~ep~ die malefactors wham we have -
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described, and diseased or inform persons, the whole [(throat: 
)g!an(~)~-cha!~e~] ma!e popu!ation of the ~own, be!ween-(~~(:~ee~)­
k.een] s~teen years and sixty, were §een in the ranks of the 
- = -- -= - = =- - - -- - == --trainban~. A few stately savages, in all the pomp and dignity of 
the primeval Indian, ~~oo~ iaiini a~ the ~pe~~a~!e. Their flint-
headed arrows were but childish weapons, compared with the match[-
= -- -- -]!o~ of the Puritans, and would have [~eEpen~-1Ea~~!e~ ha~ess!y 
again~~ ~e §~ee! ~ap~ an~ hammeEe~ 1!:on bEea~~p!a~e~, whi~ 
[ha~:hu~~!-Jen~!o~e~ ea~ ~o~ieE in an in~ivi~ua! foE~Ee~. The 
valiant John Endiso~~ [~!an(~)~-ls!an~e~ wi~ an eye of PEi~e_a~ hi~ 
sturdy follower§, and prepared to renew the martial toils of the day. 7- "~ome,-my ~~out heaE~~!" ~uoth he ~Eawin~(:!:on~ue:ann':~~(:)~ing] 
his s[:]word. "Let us show these poor heathen that we can hand[-Jle 
= = --our weapons like men of might. Well for them, if they put us not to 
prove it in eaE[-]ne~~!" I :f!!e iEon-bEea~~e~ [~Ea~oni~] sompany 
straightened their line, and each man drew the heavy butt of his 
~~chT-l!o~ ~!o~e to hi~ !eft fOo~, ~u~ awai~in~ ~e OE~e~ of 
the [dra£oni£-head:J£ap[-]tain. • ••• I .... I .... . .. [When] 
a [!f:=2Ty!-] w!athfu! chan~e-~ame oveE hi~ man!y ~oun~enan~e. ~e 
b!ood ~!owe~ ~ou~h iE • • • • • • • • I . . . . I . . . [An~: ] En~i~o~~ [] 
setrl hi§ teeth grimly. • • . • I . . . . "I said, liberty to worship 
God, not-license-to profane[=fang!] and ridicule him. Brea~ not in 
upon my §peech; or I will lay thee neck and heel§ till this-time 
to-morrow! Hear~n to m:e,-friend§, n~ heed tbit acf:]£tir§ed 
rhapsodi§t. • • ::" 7 -I n:. . [A] lso: ::.-wh':n r.au;r shall 
~ss=the-Pope'§ [tail:]toe, a§ £ardinal of Rome, he may deliver-
-= ---- ------ ---New En~land boun~ han~ an~ foo~, inEo ~e [2!a!:bo~-]poweE of hi~ 
ma§ter!n 7 .... I "Officer, lower your banner! §aid he ['now 
fuii of hi§ own §pirit'J. I- .. :; and, brandishing hi§-§[:]word, 
End[:]di£[:]hot[:]t-[thorn:]thru§t it-through the sloth,-and, with 
hi§ [yel:]left-hand, rent the-fross £ompletely-out-of-ehe banner:-
He-then-[¥;;;;~A:~p-lwave~ the Eat,EeET=r1e~ en~ijn above hi~ [~!an(~)g­
]head. I Trea§[:]on; trea§T:lon!n roared the royali§t in the 
[~p!fEI~oo~: 1i!:oc~. "He-hath de[: ]faced the-p.n~ 'g- f£Eo~IEon~ue: 
]bannerT" I ..... [A]nswered Endicott. "Beat a flourish, drummer! 
--shou~, ~o~ieE~ an~ peop!e!--in honoE of ~e-engijn of[:~J-- -
New[:~ing!) En[~:]~!an~. 
11
NeitheE Pope noE TyEan~ hath [~r§~: 
graft-T!1 part in ~t now! I .... [--IX:433-5,436:437,4 ,439, 
43~-40:440-1:1 -
[3.b. DART-STICK(S): r/l,dlt,dl9 > 2'~:g'~--tonguerove two. 
(1-07) 'Little DaffydowndillyT:J -.:.: /- Neverthele~, ['§tri£t'] 
Mr. Toil-had-a ~evere and ugly £0Untenan£e, especiallyfor such--
little boys-or big men as were In[-Tclined to be idle; hi§ VOi£e, 
=- - - -- - -Eoo, Wa§ (ha~!-thorn-ling-]harsh; and all hi§ way~ and £U§tom~ 
seemed very Clisagreeable-to ou~[:'!t!+~!rfrien~ ~affy~ow~I!!Y· ~e 
whole day long, thi§ terrible old ~chool[-TWL!-]ma§ter §at at hi~ 
~e~~ overloo~ing-che ~cholars, or ~f:]tal~e~about-th': §chooiroom, 
with a certain awful l>~ch r;d in his iiand.- .•.. - T "!his WI11 
never d; for me." thoughtDaffydowndilly.- I .... I "I £an't bear 
iE any[=Eon~ue:beE~een:ni(+)ne!=!in~am-]~on~eE," said Daffydowndllly 
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to himself, when he had been at school about a week. "I'll run away 
••• !" I I "Good morning, my fine lad," said the stranger; 
and his voice seemed hard and severe, but yet had a sort of kindness 
in it •••• I I " ... I, likewise, have had a good deal 
to do with Mr. Toil, and should be glad to find some place where he 
was never heard of." I I ~ey ha~ no~ §One faE, when -~e 
road passed by a field where §ome [ha~!-]haymakers were at work, 
mowing d;wn the tall-grass-and §preading it OUt~ the §Unto-dry. 
- - - - - -- ==== - -· - - - - - - - - --Daffydowndilly was d!~iahEe~ with ~e ~wee~ ~me~ of the new-mown 
iEass •••••••• I ~ui~, guick! SEie~ he. Le~ u~ Eun away, o~ 
he will £:atch U§! II I . . . . 7 nnon t t be afraid'" said the stranger. 
"Thisis-not Mr: Toil the schoolmaster, but a brother of his, who was 
bred a farmer •••• I The two travellers [forks] had 
-- - -- -- -= -== -gone but a little farther, when they £ame to a §pot where some 
saEpen~eE~ we!e-eEes~Ini-a [ha~!=lhouie. Daffydowndilly b:gged his 
companion to stop a moment; for it was a ve~y pretty sight to see how 
neatly the £arpenter§ did their wor~, with the~ broad-a~e§, and 
saw.§: aiid plane§,-and haiiimer§,-shaping out the doors,-an-putting in 
the-window-iashe§, and nailing on the-£lap[=Jboards=[cf. lips] •••• 
--- -- --- --= -= I I "Oh, no! this is not Mr. Toil, the schoolmaster," 
said the stranger. "It is another brother of his, who follows the 
trade of carpenter!" I I I I §o the child and 
the stranger re§uined their journey; and, by-and-by, theycame to a -
nou§:-by the road-§ide: where a number-of people were-making merry. 
Young men-;nd-rosy:cheeked girls, with smiles on their faces •••• 
I "Oh, let us stop here," cried he to his companion; "for 
Mr. Toil will never dare to show hi§ fa~e where there i§ a fiddler, 
an~ wheEe peop!e aEe-~an~fn§ ang maiin~-meE!y: We shall be giii~e­
.§afe here!" I But these la§t word§ died away upon Daffydowndilly'.§ 
- - - -- = - -- --- -~ - - - - -- -tongue; for, happening to £a.§t hi§ eye§ on the fiddler, whom should 
he he[-]hold again, but-the Ii~ene.§§ of Mr.-roil,-holding a fiddle:bow 
in.§tead of-a birch rod: and flourishing it with-a§ much ea§e and-
~ei~eEiEY a~ if-he iia~ heen a-fi~~!eE ag -hig !ife! He ha~ gomewhaE 
the air of a Frenchman, but still looked exactly like the old 
schoolmaster; and-naffydowndilly even fancied that he nodded and 
winked at him, and made signs for him Eo [1oinE:]1oin in the ~an~e. 
I . . . . I "Oh, take me back! --take me back!" cried poor little 
Daffydowndilly, bur_2ting into tear.§. "If there is nothing but Toil 
all the world over:-y may ju.§t-a2-well go back to the [yel:ha!i!-lgchoo![:]houge[-~Jt" I -"Yon~eE iE ii--th~e-ig the gchoo!houge!" 
gai~ the gE,::angeE; for though he and little Daffydowndilly had taken 
a great many steps, they ha~ E.::av[-]e!!e~ in a [toniue-!it:hin-!ipgl 
~eeth!-a.::~/h!] ~i[!]E£!e, ingEea~ of a gE_::aighE L!ingua!-J!ine. 
Come; we will go "back to school together." I There was .§omething 
in hi§ £ompanion'.§ voi£e •••• Loo~ing up into hi§ fa£e, behold! -
there-again was the likeness of-old Mr. Toil; so that-the poor-
child had been=~the ~ompany with-Toil all-day, even while he was 
doing his best to run away from him. Some people to whom I have 
told little Daffydowndilly's story, are of opinion that old _Mr. Toil 
was a magician, and possessed the power of mulEi[-]p!y[-]ini himge!f 
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in£0 a~ many shape~ a~ he [ha~!-] ~aw fi~. I I the 
old schoolmaster's smile of approbation made hi~ fa£e almo~t as 
p!ea~an~ a~ even of=~affy~own~i.f!y'~ mo~e! (=mB:~!mo~J. -1--XI: 
200-1,201-3,203-4,205-6,207.] 
[3.b. DART-STICK(S): rll,dlt,a/Q > ~'~:g'z--tonguerove three. 
(1-08) '~e ~aE!e~ ~e~EeE:-A-!OminseT:] -[H-JAT-¥:-thoEne'~:he~e: 
]~ana of beaE~e~ men, in ~a~-~o!o!e~ aa~en£~ an~ ~y:la!ay, 
g£ee[-Y-~~!e-~!owne~ ~£g, in£eE[-!m~e~ with [¥oMb-]women, game 
wea!in8 LH-]hoo~~. an~ other§ ba!eL-Jnea~e~, wa~ [a~~:]aggemb~eg in 
front of a wooden ed[:]i(-]fi~e(:fa~e], the (Theo+]door of which was 
(hayV!-]heavi!Y ~imbe!e~[:£empe!e~]-wi~-oa~[:~!an~7a~~En-~!eeT: an~ 
~~u~(:]~e~ wi~ i!on [~IEee~/~:pin-] ~pi[-Y-]~e~. I ...... . 
somewhere in the vicinity of [~!oa£:Ha~'g!-]~o!n[-]hill, ••• 
I[-Y:Y-]~aa~(+~J ~ohn~on'~ !a£, .•• !oun~ abou£ hig ~!ave, ••• ~e 
[an~h!-]nu~!eu~ of all the ~on~re[:]~aEe~ ~epu~!e~ in the o!~ ••• 
King'~ [chap~:chop:EL-]Chapel. ~ertain it i§, that, some fifteen or 
twenty y[-]ears-after the settlement of the town, the woo~en jail 
was already marked(~] with [¥:]weather stai[-Y-]ns[:Z] and other[:R] 
in[-D:]dic[-]ations of [~izar~'s-]age, which ~ave yeE ~a!~eE 
agp[!]e~E £0 i£~ beeE!e-6!owe~ an~ (~!an(~)~-l~!oomy[:!o~min~] f!on~. 
The [Ee~:]!u~E on the pon~eE[-]ou~ [~'!-n£E-y-~ee:]i!on-woE~ of i~~ 
oa~en ~oo! !oo~e~ mo!e anEigue than any tning else in the new woE!~· 
Like all that pertains to [£rim§on] crime, it see[--H:]med never to 
-- - =- - = - - -have ~own a youth[-]fu! e!a[:ae!2/~ation]. Before this ug!y 
edi[-]fi£e(:fe£e~-fa£e], (h+]and 6etween it [h+]and the w[-Jh[eel-
]ee!-E!ack of the gE!eeE, wag a-i!aig-p!oE: much ove!i!own with-
[~pine/ball-]bu!~o~, pii-wee~, app!e-pe!u, an~ ~u~ un~i~hE!Y 
vege£ation, which evidently found something congenial in the soil 
that has so early borne the (calli-graphic-]black flow(-]er of 
= -- -- = - == - -[ga~e-]~ivf!i~e~ ~o~ieEy, a [!ip~-with-~Eing-Eip:]pEig[-~-]on-
[:N ••• n .••••• n-]. Kut, on one side of the [in-delible e~i~!ia!] 
po!Ea!, an~ [gna~e-!in~-a!~:]!oo~e~ alma~~ aE the thEesho!~· wa~ a 
[¥:]wi!~ !o~e-bush, ~oveEe~, in thi~ Tma¥:]month of ~une, with i~~ 
~e!i~aEe ~~s, which might be imagined to offer their fragrance and 
fragile beauty to the prisoner as he went in, and to the [tongue!-
soft-to-herd-palate-]sond·emned[:in-dented/dicted] sriminal-a~-he 
same forth-to hl§-[D:Jdoom, ~ to~en that the-deep-heart of l~igna­
E¥£e-]NaEu!e £Ould l~plne-~ot:i-!ip:JPiE[=ly an~ be[:e1 [human=]~in~ 
Eo him. [=Create thorn:anther-son~onant anthropomorphe~.] I This 
rose-bush, by a-strange [sign:consound-1chance, has-been kept alive 
in hi[z:lstory; but whether it had merely survived out of the stern 
old wildern[-]ess[:ens], so [lingam-]long after the fall of the 
gigantic [Au!-]pines and [Awe!-]oaks that originally overshadowed 
it,--o!_ whetheE, a~ there i~ faiE[-~eatheE] autho!('~:£-liEY foE 
be[-]lieving, it had §pt:]rung [lingam=lup under the foot-~tep~ of 
the (~/painted-]§ainted Anii lfiitcii[ .. 1in(!-]~on1:§un!], a~-she -
enterl-r]edl:en-trailed] the prison-door,-=we shall [k+lnot take 
upen-U§- to-de[ -]terml-1 ine[=Nat~Ann-:: -r:a-Y-cne! :Maw:pudend.aT-turn-
He(brew):knee]. -Finding it so directly on the thres(H:]hold of our 
narrative, which is now Iround:]a6out to [tissue:]issue from that 
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in[:maw:]auspicious(-suspicious] [hard-palate-]portal~ we could 
hard[-]ly do otherwise than [lip: ]pluck one of its [vulvate-]flow[-
]ers an~ (fase-]p!e~en~ i~ ~o ~e !ea~e![:~e-ea~e!l· I~ may ~e!Ve, 
le~ u~ [hip-lhope, ~o [sum-b~!!=l~ymbo!i~e ~ome ~wee~ (~iEai-]mo!a! blossom~ that may be[:el found along the [toniUe:]track, or re[-]lieve-
[!l;:~e] the ~r~enin~ [~!an(~)§=ls!o~e of-a [YE~:l~a~ of-human -
f!ai[-Y-]!~Y ~ (g!-gO~-!H~P:l~oE!ow [--I:47-8.] 
(3.b. DART:-SnCK(S): rll~dlt~"dl9 > §'~:g'z--tonguerove four & 
five. (1-08) 'The Scarlet Letter! A Romance':]= •••• I· While thus 
- - =· -- - - -- - - = - - = suffering [toNgue-]under[-palate] bodily disease~ and gnawed and 
- - - - - - - - - - - - = = - - - -to!~uEe~ by ~ome b!ack ~!ouble of ~e ~ou!, an~ iiven ove! ~o ~e 
TDevil-Chil(-)lingam:Jmachination§ of hi§ deadliest enemy, the 
- - - - - - - - - -- =- -Reverend Mr. Dimme§dale had achieved a brilliant popularity in hi§ 
sacred office: He-won it~-tndeed, in grea~part, by his sorrows.-
= =- - = There were scholars among them ['his fellow-clergymen'], who 
had spent more years in acquiring abstru§e lore~ connested with the 
=-- - - - = -- - - -divine profession .••• There were men~ too~ of a sturdier te~ture 
- - =- -- - - -- -of min~ than hi~ •••• There were others~ again, ~!ue ~ain~!Y 
father§, whose fagulties had been elaborated by weary toil among 
-- -- = - -- = - - - - - - - - -~eiE boo~~ an~ by patien~ ~ouih~, an~ e~e!ea!i~e~, moEeoveE •••• 
Al_! !_ha~ they !acke~ wa~ ~e iif~ that ~e~£en~e~ upon ~e cho~en 
di§ciple§~ at Pentecost, in tonilles of flame; [§um-b~r;-]§ymboli~ing~ r~-~ouidT:!2o~1 ~eeT-=Y-lm~ no~ th~ powe! of [f~r~e~- ~peech tn- -
foEeign an~·un~own !an~ua&e~~ but tha~ of a~~!e~~in~ the TPA¥:~: 
MA!f!-]human[-]b!o~eEhoo~ in ~e LHA¥:1heaE~'~ [~~:Tna~ive 
language. These fathers~ otherwise so apostolic~ acked Heaven'§ 
la§t and rare§t atte§tation of their [FA9E-]offise~ the Tongue of 
F!ame[=£ '~y'm7'f.'~'~T:~' A;!!-!(9~! I. Tiley wouid [ :!2o~]-have 
[sock-]vainly §ought--had they ever dreamed of §ee~ing--to e~[-]pre~ 
the~ighest-truths through~he [hedge:]humb!e~~-[moth~Eiya~y:]me~ium 
[fath$!:/!iniam: ]fami!ia! [p!einan~: ]woE~~ an~ [chi!~: ima~e~. Their 
voices came down~ afar and indistinctly, from the upper height§ where 
they habi~[-]ua!!Y (=ha~lh~o~e~] ~we!~· I No~ improbably, It was-
to this latter class of men that Mr. Dimmesdale, by many of his 
traits of character, naturally belonged. To their high mountain-
pea~ of faith and §anstity-he would[:i£odl have £limbed, had not 
the-~en~ensy~een-thwa!Ee~ by the LPha11i£lb¥EE-]bu!~en: wha~eve! it 
miih~ be, of [~saE!e~-l£Eime o! [g!an(~~-h:]ani[!-!f:¥-~g:]uish, 
beneath which it wa§ hi§ doom to Tteeth-er:]tott[-]er. It ~ept him 
down,-on a level with the-lowe§t; him~he-man of ether[:rleal-
a~[-]~ri[:]bu~ei, who§e-voi£e[:~i~inir-~e an~e!~lmiih!-e!ge have 
li§t[-Jened to and anT-l§wered! But this very burden it was, tha·t 
gave him s1mpathies so ~t~te with the sinful brother[-]hood of 
IDan(-)~ind; §O~hat hi§ h~art=vibrate~in=(§erpent~Y:]uni§On(:_§ong) 
with their2 ,-an~reseived their pain Into it2elf,-and 2ent it§-own 
throb-of pain through a Tspine:lin~eg-lthou§and other fieart2:-in ~ushe§ of §ad,-per§ua§ive=eloguence.- [2nake:]Often[!n]e§t-per§ua§ive, 
but §omet±me~ [dragon!]terribie! =The people !new [~+]not-the-power 
thit-moved them-thus. They dee[--Y:]med the young £lerg1man a -
m~a~!e of ho!iness~ They fan~ie~ him the-mouth[:]pie~e of Heaven'~ 
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me22age~ of wi~~om, an~ Eebu~e, an~ !ove. The vfEgin~ of hi~ chuE~ 
irew [fa~e-]pa!e a!oun~ him, vi~~im~ of a passion so imbued with 
r~igiou~ ~en~imen~ ~~ ~ey imagine~ i~ ~o be all ~e!~ion, a~ 
brouih~ i~ open!y, in thei~ [A~b/Ha~-]whi~e bo~o~, a~ thefE mo~~ 
a~~ep~ab!e ~a~~ifi~e befo~e ~e a!ta~. The aged members of his 
flock, be[-]holding Mr. DimmesdaleTs [signature-]frame so feeble, 
while they themselves so rugged in their infirmity, be[-]lieved that 
he wou~[:!2o~] io [Ha~!-]heaven[-]wa!~[:~~] befo~e them, an~ -- -
en[:]1oine~'i~ upon ~efE chi!~!en, ~ha~ ~eir [~pine-TO!~ bone~ 
shou~ be bu~ie~ ~!o~e ~o thei~ pag~o~'g ho!y[:holl$r!j i~ave. And, 
all this time, perchance, when poor Mr. Dimmesdale was thinking of 
his grave, he questioned with himself whether the grass would ever 
g~ow on i~, be[:]~au~e a[- mo¥~:]a~[:)£ur~e~ [!in~¥ai7!iniam:]~Ins 
mug~ ~e~e be[:e) [b¥!!-]burie~[+~ee]! ] •••• He [lingam-]longed 
to speak out, from h1s own T!ipg:Jp~!Pi~, a~ ~e fu!! [haY!-]he1ih~ 
of his voige, and tell the people what he was. " ••••••. --I[-Y:Y], 
you~ [:~n]y~a!nl pa~~o~, whom you ~eve~en~e=an~ ~~ug~, am u~~e!!Y[: 
u~~~-!Yl a po!!ution a~ a [ye!-!o¥!-]!ie!" I More than once, 
Mr. Dimmesdale had ione up ~e pu!p1~ [ :pull+!iniam+!ip/fi!:~l, with 
the pur[r-]po2e never to gome down the step§, until he snould have 
gpo~en wo~~~ !i~e ~e above. More than=once he had [~heum-JS!ea::e~ 
hi~ th~oa~, an~ ~~awn in ~e !oni, ~eep, and ~::em[m-~:]u!ou~ 
breath, which, when §ent forth again, wouldT:~od] £ome back 
[b~!-jbu!~ene~ wi~-the [hii]app!e-lb!ack ~e;!e~ of hi~ s~!- More 
than onse--nay, more than a nund[+]red time~--he ~ad [axel-]astualiy 
§po~en!- ~[:]po~[:JnT!!nee]! But how?- He-had told hi~ hearers--
that he was altogether vile, a viler companion of the vilest, the 
worst of the sinners, an abomination, a thing of unimaginable 
iniquity; and that the [AWE!-]wonder was, that they did not see his 
wretched body shriv[-]elled up before their eyes, by the [hedge/ = 
boine-Tbu::nin~ T~!-]WEath-of the A!mi~h~yT £o~ld the!e be i>!aine! 
~pee~ than thi~? • • • • ~e mini~~e:: well ~ew-=r~~pen~:] ~ub~_!e, 
but remor§e[:Jful hypo£rife that he wa~!--the light in which hi§ 
[ya~Inally-]va~ue ~onfessionwould[:~o~] be [~:M-Jviewed.--He ha~ 
§£riven to put a cheat[:£og] upon him§elf by ma~ing the Tlip/y-] 
avowal[:~-!hiE!r-of-a 1~!an~/a;~::n-T~ui!~Y ~onscien;e, b~~ na~ 
[name-]ga1nea only one other ~in, and a ~elf-a£!nowledged shame, 
without-the momentary relief of being 2eif:de[:1seive~. - .••. I 
[ &:] -Hi§ in[:]ward trouble drove him-to prasti£e~, more in 
[reptile-1ac[:]corCiance with the old, cor[:R:1rupted faith of 
[R:]Rome, than ~ith the better-[L:Jiight-of-the church ~which 
he had been-born and~[:]red.- Iii Mr.-DimmesdaleTS secret [gullet-
deep-Jsloset, under-[palate:llock aiid Ttong~e:J~ey th~re was a- -
Tthroat:]bloody ~courge: -Oftentime~: thi§-Prote~tant and Puritan 
~ivine -ha~-[!In~am- lp!ied i~-on -hi~-ow (~oniue-i~ove- ]shou!~e~~, 
laughing bitterly at him§elf the while, and §miting ~o much the more 
l!ip:]pi~[-Ji[:!e~T-l!Y-be;au~e of tha~ [HOP(B~L)g!] bi~~e:: !au~h. 
It wa~ hi§ £U§tom, too, •.. to fa§t[:fa~ten],-- •.. -- •.• rigorou§ly, 
and until-hf§-Enee§-trembled-beneath h~: a§ an ast of pen[:]an£e. 
He-kept vigils: likewise,-night after night: sometimes in utterT: 
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ud~.f!l ~at~ness; ~ome~ime~ wi~ a [a!an~-l~!imme=:ina !amp; an~ 
~ome~ime~, viewina h~ own fa~e in a !oo~ina-a!a~~' by ~e mo~! 
powe=:fu! !iah~ whi£h he ~ou!d throw upon i~. • •• hi~ bEain of~en 
[ha~!-l=:ee!~, an~ vision~ seeY:-Y:]me~ ~o f!i~ befo!e him; •••• 
•••• And now, through the lhaw:]chamber ••• so [glan(d)s-]ghastly 
gli~ed [Hioy§~e:::]He~~e~ PEYlllle[:~ee], !ea~~a a!ona !i!!!e =-
1!ip~7~¥-rye-1Pea!! in her s~a=:[!-~ea=:!-]!e! [~/wh~e-Jaa::b, an~ poin~ina~he:: [fana-lfo::el-Jfinae::, fir~t a~ the ~~a::!e~ !e~[-H:]e:: 
on heE bo~om, an~ ~en a~ ~e ~!eEiymanT~ own [HeayeniBo~ne-~::o~!­
]brea~t. I None of the~e vision~ eve:: gui!e ~e!u~e~ him •.••• i 
•••• t--1:141-5.] 
3.c. DART-STICK(S): !1!,~1~,~~~ < ~'~:a'~--a leaf-fold of breach-
counterchant [l+4/2l@five]) 
[3.c. DART-STICK(S): rll,dlt,ttl9 < §'~:g'~--counterstichs one. 
(r-01) 'Roger Malvin's BuriilT:J -The-eariy-sunT-lbeams hovered 
cfieerfully-upon the t~ee-tops, beneath which=two weary=and wounded 
men had stretched their limbs the night before. Their bed .•• --
[--]withered-tilanSlacorn!-]~a~leaves- •••• -, Tne severe wound of 
~e ~~e::-man ha~ P!Obah!Y [~:M!1 ~ep~ive~ him or~!~ep;-fo~, ~0 ~oon 
a~ the f~~~ ~ay of ~unshine ~e~~e~ on the _Eop of the hi~he~E _E~ee[=Y], 
he "[Vertebrae- ]reared him§elf painfull,y !rom hi§ r,ecumbent posture, 
and sat [king-cobra-lerect T=ready-to=cutTJ. Tfie-d~ep lines ot his 
countenance, ••• marked him.: •• - .: •• =He nextT-annexed] t~rned his 
~ye~-to the £Ompanio~,-who reclined by hi§ side. The=youth,-for he= 
- - - - - =- - = -had scarcely attained the years of man[:]hood, lay with his head upon 
hi~ ~rm,=in the em[:]bra£e of ~n unguiet §leep,-which a. thrill of 
pain trom his wounds see1--Y-]med each moment on the [spine•]point 
of breaking. His right hand grasped a musket •••• A shout,--deep 
and loud to his dreaming fancy,--found its way in an imperfect murmur 
to his [leaf:]lips, and, starting even at the slight sound of his own 
voice, he suddenly' [H:AWE!-]awoke. The first act of reviving 
re[-]collection, was to make an~iou§ in(:]guirie§ re§pe£ting the 
condition of his wounded [fork-1fe1Iow traveller: The latter 
~hoo~ hi§ head.= I 'Reuben, ~y boy,' §aid he, 'thi§ rock, beneath 
which we-§it, will §erve for an old hunter'§ grave-~tone. There-rs 
many-and many a Tiingam/lap=Jlong-mile of-howT=llinz-wildern[-le§§ 
before us yet •.•• The Indian bul[-]let was deadlier than I thought.' 
I 'You are weary with our three day§' trav[-]el,' replied the youth, 
I - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - -and a little longer re§t will re£ruit you. ~it you here, while I 
search the-woods for the-herbs and-roots, that must be our sustenance; 
~d-having eate~, you shall-l~an on-me:=ana-we will turn our =- = 
[for~-]fa£e§ home[-]word. I doubt [k+]not, that with my help, you 
can-atta~ to some one-of the frontier [gullet-]garri§ons.' I 
'There i§ not two day§' life in my, Reuben,' said the-other, £almly, 
'and-I will no-longer-(burr-]burthen-you with-my U§e(-]less body,-
when you can ~~a~~e!y ~upT=Jpo~E-you~ own. -your woun~~-are dee[--Y-lp, 
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an~ youE ~~Een&th ig faf!in& fagt[=unfag~en!]; yet, if you [c~ste­
]hasten on[-]ward alone, you may be preserved. For me there is no 
hope; and I will awai~ death heEe·' I 'I£ i~ mugt be ~o, I wf!! 
remain a~d [ha~!-]watch by you,' ~ai~ ~euben Eego!u~e!Y· I 'No, 
iy ~on, no.' Ee£-lioin~ hi~ ~ompanion. '~e~ ~e wish of a ~yin& 
man-have weiiht wi~ you; &ive me one [fag~-l&Eaip of youE han~, and 
aet you [ha~!-]hen~e ••••• ' I 'And be~au~e you have been a fa~~ 
to me, shou~ I ~eEefore [~od:]!eave you ~o peEish, and ~a !ie 
iinbuEie~ in the w!!~eEnT: ]e~'?ii ~~!aimed the you~. • • • • I 'In 
the ~itie§, and wherever men dwell,' replied the other, 'they bury 
their dead in the earth; they-hide them from the §i&ht of-the living; 
bUt here,-where-no ~tep may pail, perhapg for a hundred[:rho-fold] -
year~ ••• ? •••• Tarry, [k+]not, then, for a folly like this, but 
[chaste-]hasten away, if [k+]not for your own ga~e, for herg who w~l 
else be desolate.' I .... I 'And your dau~hter! How shall I dare 
= = 5! to meet her eye'?' [~e!-]~£laimed Reuben. ' Were it [k+]not 
better to lie down and die by your side, than to re[-]turn safe, and 
say [of] this to ~oE~ag'?' I 'Tell my daughter,' said Roger 
[Mal-w-vine- ]vin, ' • • • • • • • that you will be something dearer 
than a father, and that my bleggin& ig with you both, and that my 
dying ey[-Y:Y-]e§[:Z] _£an §ee[-Y] a long and plea§ant path[-o-log-Y: 
Y=§W(H! )WP-§ent]:·· in which-you will journey to [-]get her.' I A§-
Malvin g[-]po~e, he almost raiged himgelf from the &round •••• -1 
.... I Reuben [end:lip/iap-]Bourne, but half ~onvin~ed that he wag 
a~ting rightly, at length rai§ed him§elf from the ground, and 
pre(-apple-]pared himself for-hi§ departure. - ••• [~]limbing 
~o the gum[+)mi~ of the Eock, whi~ on one ~ide wag Eoush-and bEoEen, 
he ben~ the oa~-~ap[!J!inar-amJ gown[-]waE~, an~ boun~ hig han~[­
]1er[b-]chief to the top[-]mo§tT:moi~t] branch. Thi§ precaution was 
[k+Jnot unne£e§§ary, to dire~t-any[:ne/~ee]-who might so:e In ~ear~h 
of [MAW:]Ma!T-~~-]vin; foE-eveEy paE~ of ~e (~oa~:1Eo~, wag - -
~onsea!e~, a~ a !i~tle ~i~~an~e, by the ~enge [ye!!-]un~eE[-liEowth 
of the fore§t. The hand[-]ker[b-]chief had been the band[-]age of 
a wound of T~ubyl~bbi-]~euben'g [thOEU-la;m; and a2 he (fore-giin-
]boun~ i~ ~o ~e ~Eee, ~e [ha~!-]vowed, by the b!ood tha~ ~~aine~ i~, 
that he would re[-]turn, either to §ave hi§ companion's life, or to 
lay-hi~ body-in the-grave. He then-descended, and sto~d: with-
down[-J£a§t eyes:-to-re£eive Roger Mal[-L']vin's part[~l-]ling words. 
I 'garry-my ble§~ing§ to Dor~a§, and §ay that my la§t prayer shall 
be for her and you. -: .•• ['But his firmness was shaken before he 
concluded':] And, Reuben,' he added, as the weakness of mortality 
made its way at last, 're[-]turn, when your wounds are healed and 
your weariness refreshed, Ee[-]~uEU ~o thi2 [ha~!-)wi!~f-]Eo~, and 
lay my bone§ in the grave, and §ay a prayer (ovo-]over them.' I 
.... I 'It is enough,' said Roger Malvin, having list[-]ened to 
Reuben's promise. 'go, and [yel:log:]Qod §peed you!' I The youth 
PEe§§ed hi§ hand in §ilen£e, and wa§ de[=-Y-]parting. Hi§ §low and 
faulterin&-[guck/gi&l-]gtepg, however[:haw-ovaryJ, had borne[:rebore] 
him but a little way, before Malvin'§ voi£e [HA~:RaQ:BIN-]re_£alled 
him. I '~euben, ~euben,' gaid he, fain~!y; an~-~eu&en re[f¥=]turned 
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and [~+]~e!!: ~own by ~e ~yin~ man. I ~~~e me, an~ !e!: me !ean 
aiain~t ~e [ha~!-]£o~,' wa~ hi~ ~a~!: Eegue~!:· 'My fa~e wi!! be 
to[-]wa£~~ home, and I shall ~ee you [s~unl~on-~eiie!+yYnlho!~-yo*!] 
a momen!: !onae£, a~ you pa~~ amona the !:Eee~.' I Reuben, having 
made the desired alter[-]ation in his ~ompanion'~ po~t[-]ure, a~ain 
beian his ~olitary pilartmage. He walked more ha§tily at first, 
than was ~on~i~tent with h~ s~ren~th; for a §Ort of ~uilty feelin~, 
which ~ometime~ torment~ men in their mo~t justifiable a~t~, ~au~ed 
him to ~ee~ ~on~ealment from Malvin'~ eye~. But, after he had 
trod[-]den far upon the ru~!:!in~ foEe~t-!eave~, he ~EeP!: back, 
imp[-]pelled by a wild and painful £Uriosity, and shelter[-R]ed by 
!:~e eaEthy[7ea£-thy!]-Eoot~ of an-up[ll!:T:H:]o£n: Ia!an(~)i:]~aie~ 
ear[!]nest[-]ly at the de[-]sol[!]ate man. The morning sun was 
unT-an~hi'=l~_!ou~e~, an~-Lhe ~Eee§ an~ shEub§-im[-(¥0MB)r]bibe~(the 
~w[ -¥-] ee[ -Y- ]E aiE of EEe [MAf:lmonEE- of May[ :HAY.]; yeE the:;:e 
see[-Y-]med a [glan(d)~-]gloom on Nature'§ [=§ignature-nature'§] 
(FIH:ans-]fa£e,-a§ if she-sympathi~ed with mortal pain and §or1-]row. 
~geE Ma~vin,.~ han~§ we!e ~p[!]!if~e~ inafe!veii!::[feEn!:~en~] -
P!ayeE, ~ome of the woE~~ of whi£h [~eEpenE-l~!:o!e Lh!ouih EEe 
still[:LETHE-N:]n[-]es§[:§] of the wood§, and entered[:entrailed] 
=- -- - -- =- - -- -- - - - - -- - -[EEee-an~-sb£ub-ambushe~! !uhyl~bbi-]!euben'~ heaE!:' !:OE!:uEini i!: 
wi~ an unu!:!:eEab!e[:un-u~~eE-all!e] pani· !!!ey were the b!o~en 
aggent§ of a petition for hi§ own happines§ and that of Dor~as; and 
-- - - - - - =- - -- - - -- = -a~ the youEE- !·i~t[-]ene~, ~onscience, OE §Ome!:Eini in i.~§ §imf.!i._;u~e, 
p!ea~e~ ~EEoni.!Y w!~ him !:O Ee[-]!:u!n, an~ !ie ~own a~ain~E the 
[ha~!-]Eo~. He fe!t how li_!an(~)§-]haE~ wa§ the doom of the ~nd 
and generou~ beina whom he had de§erted in hi~ ~tremity. Death 
would[:wood] come, like the slow approach of a ~orp§e, [§erpent-
]§tealing gradually to[-]ward§ him th;ough the fore~t, and-showing 
it§ gha§tly-and motionle§§ feature§~rom-hehind a-nearer, and yet-a 
nea!e! ~Eee. Rut such must have been !euben'~ own [~ianaEuEa!] fa_;e, 
had he tar[-]ried another §Un[-]§et; and who shall im[-]pute blame to 
him, if lie snrank. from so use[-]less a ~a~Eifi~e [ -fa~e]? A~ he iave 
a [li.plwink-]parting loo~ a breeze waved the little [li.p-]banner 
upon the ~ap!ini- Ii!an§-] oak., an~ Ee [ --]min~e~ !euoen of hi~ [~'~in-
] wow. I .... Many circum[:]stances contributed to retard the 
woun~e~ EEav[-]e!!eE,~{n=hi~ £¥y¥-1w~y=_;o-the T!ap7!ip-iiti.Eifa~e­
]frontier§ •...• His §£anty §U§tenanc~ was §Upplied by the 
herrie§,-and other §pontaneou§-prod[-d]u£t§=of the fore§t. Herd§ of 
deer, it i§ true,-§Ometime§ bounded pa§t-hlm .. :; but-hi~ ammunition 
had-been eipended : ... - .• :. I -.: .. -7 . . . . The tale 1 :yel! 1 of 
Re~ben'§[:il g;;urage and [rabid-]fidelity lo§t nothing: when-she 
('Dorcas'=doorlcase] communicated it to-her 1dear:Ski.n!-]fri.ends; 
and the= poor yo~th, t~ttering from hi§ §i.ck chambe~= to breathe -the 
§Unny ( :Ylee) ai.r, ~perien£ed from every tongue the mi§erable and 
humiliating torture-of-unmerited prai§e[ :rai~e! ]-. • •. : - .• : and: 
as my tale[:ye11]-is not of-l;;ve, It shall suffice[:facel to say, 
that, in th.e space of a few [maw: ]months, Reuben became the hu§band 
of QoE[-]~a§' Ma![-¥-~i.ne-.]vin. QuEini the ~eEemony[:~ee], the -
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bri~e wag [~b~on-]~ov[~e-]Ee~ with b!ushes, bu~ !Ee bri~e~Eoom'~ [an~-]fa~e wag [~b-~i~e-]pa!e· I .... T--X:337-48.J 
[3.c. DART-STICK\S): El!,~l~,~~~ < ~'!=~'z--counterstichs two 
& three. (1-08} 'The S£arlet Letter: A Romance":] •••• I "What 
- - =- -- - - - - - = -do we [ha¥:~1 ~e!:!-l~a!~ of ma~~ an~ bEan~~' whe~eE on the bo~i~e 
of heE iown, OE the f!esh of heE foEehea~?" ~Eied ano!EeE fema!e, the 
uiliest as well as the most pitiless of these self-constituted 
1u~ge~: "This-wo:an-has brought-sh:me upon=us·a!!,-and-ou~ht-to 
die. Is there no law for it? •••• Then let the magistrates, who 
= - - - -have made it of no effect, than!s, them..§elve§ if their own wive§ and 
=------- -- --dauihteE~ io a~~ [ :] Eay [ -Y] ! 11 I ''Me~y on ug, ioo~wif e," e~!aime~ 
a man in ~e [~E~-¥-~-l£EOW~, "ig theEe no virtue in woman, save what 
springs from a [~-]wholesome fear of the &allows? That is the 
TA.§~:lhiE~eg~ woE~ [Y-]y';~! Hush, noW, io~jip!'; foEthe Tan~h-l!o~ 
i! ~uEnin~ in the PEi~on-~ooE, an~ heEe c2me~ Mi~~Ee~~ PEynne[:pEim-
pYne] heE~e!f.rr- I The door of the [jaws-]jail being flung open from 
within, there appeared, in the first place, like a black shadow 
emerging into the sunshine, the grim and gri§ly [pre-ess-]presen£e 
. -- -- -- - -- - = -of the town-beadle, with a sword by hi§ §ide ang hi§ §taff of offi£e 
in hig iiang. Tiiis personag: PEe[-]fiiuEed-and T~i~~uEa!!Yl -
represented in his asp[-]ect the whole dismal severity of the 
= -- -Puritanic [tan!-wood] £Ode of [EL-]law, which it was his business 
-- = -- --to'administer in its final and clo§e§t [formal] appli£ation to the 
=- - -- - - - - - - -offender. §tretching forth the official .§taff in hi§ left [tongue: 
gNAT-Jhind,-he laid hi§ righ~upon the shoulder of a-young woman, 
whom he thu§ [heuri-,§tlck-ally!] drew forward; until, on the 
threshold of the pri~on:door: she-Tela§tl.sally] re[-]pelled him, by 
an a~tion [baW'T-lmiE~d[7 ] with [siit-Jna~uEa! ~iini~y an~rfoE£e of 
chara.ster, and §tepped into the open air, a§ if by her own [living] 
fEee-wi!!· siie-T~b~on-]hoEe-in heE a~g a-~i!~, a baby of-~ome­
three months old, wno [future-]winked and turned aside its little 
fa£e from~he too vivid light of d:y; be£au§e its Tlipllap-wiOkJ 
- - -- ---- - -- -= e~igten~e, heretofore, had brought it a~guain~e~ on!y with ~e 
[haw]hoar-]gray twi[:]light of a dungeon, or oth~r darksome apartment 
of the pri_§on. 7 ... : -1 .... -1 - .... 7 r-&71- nw~man, -- -
tran~gre~~-not beyond the limit~ [Y'~] of Heaven's mer.sy!" .sried the 
Revereiid-Mr. Wilson,-more harshly than before. "That Little-babe-
hath-been gifted=with a-voi.se [Ta half pleased, half plaintive 
murmur'], to ~e£ond-and .sonfirm the .soun§el [yel!] which thou ha§t 
heard. ~pea~-the name! -That, and thy repentan.se, may avail to ta~e 
the ~.sarlet letter off thy brea§t." I "Never!-[N'w'r!]" replied-
He~ter Prynne,-Iooking ..• into-the dee[-Y-]p-and troubled-eyT-Y:Y-]e§ 
of-the youn~er ~lergyian ['the ~(i)~E(-)en~ Ma~~Cisat)$E ~imme(- -
~y~ygy-)dale']. "It i§ too deeply 'branded. Ye .sannot ta~e it off. 
And would[:~ood] that I might endure hi§ agony[:~ee], a§-[W:all-
]well as mine! 11 I . . . . 7 • . . . The Infant [who 'At old lager 
Chillingworth'~ de.sea§e (which too~ pla.se within the [¥:]ear 
['became the richest heir(:Jess .. : in the New World (with Ta very 
~On§fderable amount-of property both h[!Jere and in-En[:]gland')T])'], 
~u~in§ the-~a~~eE po:tioii of-heE [eaE-~h:en-Jo:~ea~ [spine?thorn-
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]pieEsed ~e ai[-Y-]E wi~ i~~ [~'Y-]wai!in~~ an~ ~5Eeam~; she ~~Eove 
to [H-]hush i~, me5ahanisa!!Y, but ~ee[--Y-]me~ ~saESe!y ~o ~ympathi~e 
with its trouble. With the §ame hard demeanor, she Wa§ led back to 
- -=-- - --- -- - --- =-=-pri§on, an~ vanishe~ fEom ~e pub!iS [~!an(d)~-]~a~e wi~in i~~ 
{[on[-knee-]clamped portal. It was whi§perT-rea]d, by those who 
peeE£-!ed af~eE heE, thi~-~~e isaE!e~ !e~~eE T--'5n the~r:ast of 
her gown, in fine Ee~ s!oth, ~UEEOun~e~ wi~ an e!aboEa~e embEoi~eEy 
an~ fanEa~EiS f!ouEishe~ of ao!~ ~Iea~ •••• • •• ~o aE~i~~iS&!!Y 
done, and.wi~ ~o mu~ feE~i!i~y an~ ~oE~eou~ !u~Eianse of fansy 
showing T"She hath good §~ill at her needle, ••• this bra~en hU§§Y 
••• "';-who 'had fortified-her§elf to en£ounter the-stings-and --
venomous stabs-of public-contumely-[as well-as Tthe=Ieaa:n tnfliction 
which it :as her doom-t~ :ndure')'--that the :carT-)Iet-letterT threw 
a !u!i~-i!e:m a!on~ the ~aEi pa~§age-way of th: Tsignature-dragoUTs 
egg-throat] interior-r--one not T(un)like a shapeless piece of 
driftwood tost ashore, with the initials of a name upon it(, 
'find[ing] it~ way asEo~s the ~ea')']. [--I:51-2,68,69(w.261),53, 
54,57,261).] 
[3.c. DART STICK(S): r/l,d/t,u/9 < §'~:g'z--counterstichs four. 
(1-08) 'The Scarlet Letter:-A-RomanceT:] -.:.: =1 He was small in 
~~a~uEe,~th=a-Tthfrn=TfuEEowe~ [HA(~)¥'¥-~!']vi~a~e, whi~h,-a~ ye~, 
could hard[=Jly be ermed aged. There was re[-]mar~['] able . 
fntelligence in his-features,-as of a person who has §0 £Ultivated 
- -- - - = - - = - - -- - -his mental part that it could not fail to [haw!maw!-]mould the 
phy~i£al to it§elf, and become manifest by un[-]mi§[-]ta~e[!]able 
[ha~T-oa~/asorn7glan~!-]~o~en~. Although, by a see[-:Y7]mingly 
careless arrangement of his heterogeneous garb, he had endeavoured 
to £On£eal or abate the pec[:k-Y]uliarity, it was sufficiently 
evident to Hester Prynne, that one of this man'§ [for~-]shoulders 
• - - == Eo~e hi~her than the other. Again, at the first instant of perceiving 
that thin [v/y-]visage, and the §light deformity of the figure, she 
pre~ed her infant to her bo~om,-with ~o [haw/~lan(d)~-lsonvul§ive a 
for£e that the poor babe uttered another £ry of [thorn-§pine!-Jpain. 
But-the mother did,not see[--Y:]m to h[:]ear it. I At-his arrival 
in the market-place, and some time before she saw him, the stra[-
A:Y!-]nger had bent his ey[-Y:Y-]es on Hester Pry[-y-]rme[:knee(twin:w]. 
It was carelessly, at first, like a man chiefly accustomed to look 
in[-]ward[:word], and to whom external matters[:mothers] are of 
little value and import, unless they [haw:Oberon-]bear relation to 
something within his [maw:]mind. Very [§:]~oon, however [:haw-~-over], 
hi~ loo~ oesame ~ee[-Y-]n and penetEa[-Y=]~Ive. A [~:]W!i[-Y-]thin~ 
[hawT-]lio!EOE [thoEnlg-]~wig[-~=g-T~e~ i~e!f a[:]~EO§§ hi§ feaEuEeg, 
!i~ a ~na~e[:g'n'~!] [g:a!an(~)g:~-li!i2ini [~lo~~/~on~ue-]~wif~!Y 
[~vo-]over them, and ma~in~ one !i~~!e [u~!aE-Tpau~e, with a!! i~~ 
wreathed Tguttural-Tintervolution§ in open §ight. Hi§ fa£e [ar~!­
]dar~ened with some power[-]ful e[!]motion,-which, neverthele§§: he 
~o in~~an~aneT:~ee-]ou~!Y son~Eo!!e~ oy an effo!~ of hi~ [¥:Twi!![:~] T=HA~:¥~~], tba~, ~ave a~ a ~in~!e momen~, i~~ e~pression mi~h~ have 
pa~~ed foE ~a!mne~~· AfteE a bEief [articulative] ~pase [=haw/~/t'orn], 
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the convulsion [of voice] grew almost tmper£eptible, and finally 
=- - -= --- --
subsided into the depths of his [signature-]natu:;:e. When he found 
= - - - - - - . -= . =. . - -the-eyes of Hester Pry[-y-]nne[:knee] fastened on his own[:ne/knee], 
and saw that she appeared to [hus(-)band-]recognize him, he slowly 
and calmly [member-]raised his [thorn/fang-]finger, and made a 
gesture with it in the air, and !ai~ i~ on hi~ [fi~-!eaf!/!U!!ifo~­
J!iP~· I Then, ~ouchin~ ~ shou!~e!: of a ~own~n who §~Oo~ ne!~ 
to him, he ad[:]dresif:]ed him in a formal and courteous Tmouth-
Jmanne::. I -"I p~·ay.you,-aoo~ [,g:]SiE:" iai~-h':, "who i~ thi~ 
[MA~:~OMB-]woman?--an~ wheEe[~FA~E:lfoEe i~ she heEe ~e~ up ~o 
pub!J:S shame?" I " .... She hath E_ai~e~ a ~rea~ ~[:Jsan~a!, I 
promise you, in ao~[: Jly.~ :!i~h~l ·Ma~te::_"~immeT- 1~ r-J~a!_e '~ r =!) . 
[taU/yel-]church[.h~J·. I . . . . 7 . . . • Marry, good §ir, m 
some-two-y[=Jea-r9 or less, that the woman ['Hester PrYnne :.:her 
name rightly • • • (on) yonder ~~af [:]fold'] has been a d [:]well [-] er 
here in Boston, no tidin~~ have come of this learned gentleman, 
Master Prynne; and his young wife, loo~[:glan~-lock!] you, being 
[unlos~'t!-]left to her own mi§[ :glin(d)§!]auidan~---" I "Ah!-
[:HB:wT1-=[Ave:]Aha!--I-~on~eive yeu," ~ai~ ~e-~~Ean~e::, with a 
bit[:]t[-turn-H:]er smile. So[:sow!] learned a man as you speak of 
- - -- -=- :a --- = = = should have [lore: ]learned this too in his oooM. And who, by your 
[fase:]favor, ~ir, may 6e[:e] the [fang:]father-of yonder [lip:]babe 
--it i§ ~:ome three or four [maw: ]months old, I should[ :uneven-Joseph-
fork-SchUld] judge--which Mi~tre~~ Prynne i§ hQlding in her arm.§!?" 
I "o£ a tru[:l:]th, friend,-the-TPAW:WOMB:MAW-]matter re[-]matn[-
]eth a [P=REE.:yL-D'ART!-]riddle; and the [Lion:Den-]Daniel who shall 
8![-]pound it is yet a-wanting," answered the townsman. "Madam 
Hester alisolutely refuseth to ~pea!$[ :haw!$!], and the magi_2trate§ 
have [egg:]laid their [seminal:]head§ toT-lgether in [weather-sock!-
-- - - -- - -- - - - - - - - ==== ]vain. Peradventure the guilty one stands loo!$[:lock:!$~]ing on thi~ 
- ===- - -~ad ~pes[:]ta£le, unknown of man, and for[:]getting that Qod 
see[=-Y=Js.[7seaz:salts] him." I "The learned man/' ob[:]served the 
= = = = = - = 
stranger with another [arc:arched-]smile, "should £Ome him~elf to 
loo~ inEo the [maw:]mY!!Ee::y." I "It be[:]hoove~[=~] him Ts!oyen: 
lwei!, if ne be ~ti!! Tye!!-Roger-Chi!!in~(-)~o::~!1 in [HVVV-!HO!-
maniy-sperm-faceCI:]life," reT-lsT:JPond[+d]ed the [tongue-in-hedge/ 
(near:~wn=lt~th-in:fa~e-]town~~n •• : .• - ,- :: •• -, - •••• 7 - .... 
I - I - I - -, - I I I I 
I I I ... (I]t was as a physician that 
he presented himself, and as such was [HAWK!:]c~rdially received. 
I I I . . . . I . . . . The THAWK: FACET -}Physician 
advan~ed dire~tly in front of hi~ patient, laid hi~ [N~t!-]hana upon 
his [cock's/box-]bosom, and thrust aside the [cuneiform-¥-VE!-
]vestment, that, hitherto, had al[:W:]ways cov[-~-]ered it [~!­
]even[:ne/knee] from the pro(:]fesst-lional e[-Y-]e. I Then, 
indee[-Y-]a, ['the Reverend(:Riv~r-end/mouth)'] Mr. Dimmes[-z-]dale 
[S+H:]shuddered, and slightly [S+Tongue-]stirred[+red]. I After a 
brief [hip/lip/chin-]pause, the physician turned away. I But with 
what a wild look of wonder, joy, and [hoar!-]horror! With what 
[glan(d)s-]ghastly [RIP!-]rapture, as it were, too [PAW:RIVER-]mighty 
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to be ex[-]pressed only by the eye and features, and therefore 
[body-]bursting forth through the whole ua!ine~~ of hi~ [FI~!Ifaiio~!­
]fiiUre, and making itself even riotously manifest by the ~~Eavaian~ 
'e~~uEe~ with which he threw up his [fork/member-]arms towards the S:eel!-]ceiling, and [Stamm:stem-]stamped his [fang-]foot upon the - - = -[palate:low-lingual-]floor! Had a man see[--Y:]n old Roger Chill[-l]ing[am'z/gums-]worth, at that moment of his ec[:]§tasy, he would = -- == have had no need to ask how Satan com[:]ports himself, when a 
== = = = = [lip:]precious human soul is lost to heaven, and won into hi~ 
[u~h/mui!-]~inidom. I Rut what di~~iniuishe~ [~guish'~!] the 
phygician'~ es~ta~y from ~atan'~ wa~ the trait of [meta-phy~i~~­
~~u!lT:~ee(Y:Y)peE:iEoN:(~)nee-¥o~!-]won~eE in i~! [--I:60-2,119, 
138. 
[3.c. DART-5TICK(S): El!,~l~,~/9 < ~'~:i';--counterstichs five. 
(1-08) 'The i~a:;!e~ ~e~~eE: A ~oman~e T:] We have as yet ha:;~ [ -]!y 
~f-]po~e[-]en of the in[-]fant[:fani]; that little ~reature, who~e 
inno~ent !ife ha~ ~p:;uni, by ~e in~~Eu~ab!e de~Eee of PEovi~en~e[: 
den~gl~!~i~a~e], a lovely and immortal flower, out of the ran~ 
!~Eian~e of a iuf!~y passion. How ~~Ean~e it ~ee[--Y-]med to the 
sad [WOM:MAW-]woman, as she watched the [glan(d)s-]growth, and the 
beauty that be~ame every day more [liplface-]briiliant,-and the--
[ye!f!iniam-]tnte!!igen~e-tha~ T!eeth-]thEew i~-guiveEini-~unshine 
[o~e-]oveE the I!ie~?!?tee~-l!inY [fase-Tfea!uEe~ of thi~ ~f.!~! HeE 
Pea!:! [P~:H~]!-Fo:; ~o ha~ He~~e!: tHiz-HYi/~:fi~!-~EI~O~!-HEN] 
~a!!ed heE; [~+]not a~ a name ~[-]pEe~ive of he:; a~p[-]e~~' which 
had.nothing of the ~alm, [springlhawthorn-]white, unimpassioned 
lustrethat would b~ in[ ... ]di~[t]ated by the compari~on. But she 
nam~d the infant"PeaE!•' ;~-b~ini of iEe;~ PEi~e:-:puE[~e-]cha~e~ 
wit~ a!! she ha~,--her mo!he!:'~ on!y [P=~I¥1 EEeaSU!;e! •••• I .... 
.•• [L]ittle Pearl was [k+]not clad in rustic weeds. Her mother, 
with morbid purpose ••. , had bought the [~Eo¥-]Eicheg! ['go~'-hea~­
]tissue§[:material-issues] that could be procured, and allowed her 
~ginative faculty its full play in the arrangement and decoration 
of the dresses which the child wore, before the public eye. So 
magnificent was the small [fang-in-lip-]figure, when thus arrayed, 
and such was the splendor of Pearl's own proper beauty, shining 
through the [gorge-]gorgeous[-arched-]robes which might have 
extinguished a [face-]paler loveliness, that there was an absolute 
[oro-]circle of radiance around her, on the [signature-]darksome 
[haw!-]cottage-floor [=shadow of N-palate]. I I 
I One pe£[~-]uliarity of the child'§ deportment remain§ yet to be 
Eo!~· The very-first thing-which-she bad noticed: in her life, 
was--what?--not the mother's smile, responding to it, as other babies 
do, by that faint, embryo §mile of the little mouth, re[-]member[-r]ed 
~0 doubtfully after[-];ards[:words]--, and with suc~fond discussion- -
whether it were in[-]deed a smile. By no means! But that fir§t 
[HU~E:w:PEN!-]objes! of which Pea!! see[--Y-]me~ !o besome [H!A¥E!-
]aware was--shall we say it?--the scar[-]let letter on Hester's 
[BO~HE~-Jbo~omT- One=~ay,-a~ heE ~~eE ~~oope~-oveE the=~Ea~!e, 
the infan~'~ eye~ ha~ been [HAW:~!-]~au~h~ by ~e [~eEpen~ine-an~: 
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~lan(~)~-l~!immeE of ~e ~o!~ em[:MAP:]bEoi~eEy abou~ ~e'!e~[­
uddeE:(~:Hi~:W~:~A=Y~~:slYt~):~~eE!-!e~]~eE; an~, pu~~ing up heE 
liE~!e [~i~na~uEe-]ha~d, she ~Ea~pe~ a~ i~, ~mi!in~, no~ ~oub~fu!!Y, 
but with a decided gleam that gave her fa£e the look of a much older 
child.-- ••• : a,-:.:: I -:.:.- I .. :. 7 :: .. - ,=Now Pearl knew-
well-enough who made her; for Hester Prynne, the daughter of a pious 
home, very soon after her talk with the child about her Heavenly 
Father, had begun to inform her of those truths which the human 
spirit, _at whatever stage of maturity, [lips: to: stem-] imbibes with 
such [HAW:K!-GLANS-]eager interest. But that perversity, 
which all children have more or less of, and of which little Pearl 
had a tenfold[:RHO-fold] por[e-]tion, now, at the most inopportune 
moment [of cathetical examination], took possession of her, and 
[closet-roundly] closed her lips, or impelled her to speak words 
amiss. After putting heE [fan~-]finieE in heE mouth, with many 
ungracious refusals to answer good Mr. ['old'-~:~]Wilson's question, 
the child finally announced that she had [k+]not been made[:maid] 
at all, but had been p!u~ke~ by heE ['En(:)~!an~'] mo~eE off the 
bush of wild rose~, that grew by the pri~on-door. I This [renas-
-- - = - - - -- - - - - -cence-]fantasy was pro.bably[ :babble] suggested by the near [oro-
] proximity of the Governor's ['Bel(-)ling(am:)ham(mer)'s'] red 
[rh£]rose~, a~ Pearl[-in-'crim~on'] ~tood [ledge-]out~ide of the 
window;=together with her ~e[~J£ol[-Jle£tion of the pri§on ro~e-bush 
which she fiaa-passea-in ~oming hither:-, •..• -y -- !- : ... I 
... :-I .•. : 1==.: .. 7 .. :. r- : ... I .... I And the next 
morning [of the oral-'epoch'], the [fang-]first in[-]di£L~Tition=the 
child gave o~betng-[glani?haw!=Tawa~e Wa~ by=popping-up her head--
from-the pil[-]low: and ma~ing that other-in[-]guiry: which-she had 
20 una££Ountably £Onne£ted-with~er inve§tigation~-about the S£arlet 
letter:=- 7 "Mother!::MOther!--Why doe§-the mini~ter ~eep hi§ -- -
!~Iye:~QLD!-]han~-ro2E-ei!r-12Y!E hig-[HX~(:Y'vh~e)!-1heaE~?" -, 
'Ho!~ ~y [!-l~on~ue, [~ :HA¥1.:.. ]nau~h~y chi!~T" an~weEe~ heE motheE, _ 
with an asp[-]erity that she had never permitted to her2elf before. 
II - = -· - -. - - - - -- - - - - -Do [k+]not tea[-TEETH:WZ-]se me; else I shall shut thee into a 
[¥=H~D:HA¥:~!l~!o~e~!" [~1~89-90, 1Ii-12 [w.lo2, 261T,l81.] -
3.d. DART-STICK(S): ~l!,~l~,~~~ >~~~:~'~+[eye-pow ~]--a skullcap 
of world-hymn [0+5/2l@five]) 
[3.d. DART-STICK(S): ~/!,~/~,~/9 > ~·~:~'~ (eye-pow~)-­
woveglance one. (~-08) ~~~~~ Ma!~inT~ Bu~ia!':t ••.• I There 
was now in the breast of Reuben Bourne an inconnnunicable thought; 
something which he was to conceal most heedfully from her whom he 
most loved and trusted. He regretted, deeply and bitterly, the 
m~a! ~o~ar~[-]i£e tha~ ha~ Ee~~Eaine~ hig ~~~' ~hen he ~a~ abo~~ 
~o [mo~:T~i~[-J~!~e the ~Eyth ~o ~~~£a~[~io~E/~a~e]; but pride, 
the fear of !~in~ her affect~on, the drea~ ot uni[-]~r~a! ~[:]~~~n, 
f~ba~e him ~o [~!an~-]Ee~~ify thi~ f;!~eh~o~. His presence, the 
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gratuitous sacrifice[:face] of his o~ !_ife, ~uld[:!£o~] hale a~~e~ 
nly anoth$E' and a n-ed[-]less agony[:knee] to the iast moments of 
Ihe dying man. But concealment had im[- ]parted to a justifiable act, 
much of the secret effect of guilt; an~ ~¥ben, whi!e Eea~on tTl~ 
him ~a! he ha~ ~one Eiih~, e~peEien~e~, in no~!! ~e~Eee[:Y , the 
menEa! [h~aE!-]hiDo~, which punish ~e peEpe~Ea~oE of un[-]~~IT­
]o~eE[-Ele~ [~~_! ~:~i!!-1£Eime. By a certain association of ideas, 
he at times [of rimelrhyme!T almost imagined himself a m¥!~eEeE· FoE 
y[-Jea~~' al§~, a ~o~h~ lo~~[:~o~] O££asiona!!Y Ee£ur, which, 
tho¥ih he peE£ei~ed ~1I i~~ [front-fang-Jfo!_!_y an~ e~~EaT-~-~-]lai[­
Jan~e, he ha~ no~ T~T=Jpo~ ~o banish fEom hi~ min~; i~ ~a~ a 
ha¥nEin~ an~ t~EuE~i fan~y, ~! hi~ fatheE-in-[ye!_lhalT~T!al la~ 
y.eE ~i~~ini a~ the foo~ of the rock, on the ~eE~ f~Ee~!-!eale~, 
a!i~e, an~ alai!ini hi~ p!e~ge~T:~-he~ge~l a~~i~!an~e. These 
mental deceptions, ho~~eE[:hal-~-e~] ~ame an~ len!, n£! ~i~ 
he e~E mi~~a~e them foE Eea!_i~ie~; but ~ the sa!me~~ an~ ~!eare~~ 
moo~~ of hi~ min~, he la~ cgnsciou~ tha! he ha~ a ~eep lol un[-JEe~[­
~]eeme~, ~a! an unbuE~e~ ~~p~e la~ tHA$!-]~*!in~ him, ou! of ~e 
¥i!df!ne~~· Yet, such was the £On~e~en~e o~ the PEe[-]laEi~ation, 
that he could [~+]no~ ~bey the T~at~ona!-ls~l!_. It was now too 
late to Ee~4;e the a~~i~~anse o+_ !-<'~!f! Ma~in T~ friends, in 
performing-nis long-deferred sepulture; and ~¥P~E[-]~!i~[:Ech-]iou~ 
fear, of which none were more susceptible than the people of t~e 
out[-]ward settlements, (faceloourne-]forbade Reu[-]ben(:bin] to go 
a!~ne. NeitheE ~i~ he ~o~ lheEe, in the path!e~~ an~ i!!imi!ab!e 
fre~!, ~o ~ee~ tha! ~o~ an~ !e~~ered [head-lEo~, a~ the ba~e 
o. l!hich. the [~pine-]bo~y !ay; hi~ EeT-JmembET-lan~e of eyeEy P~Etion 
o [i~ !Ealel then£e ~~ in~ig~[-Jins~' an~ the [~-l!a!!~E paEE 
had !ef~ n~ Tana!~-]~pEession upon hi~ mind. There was, ho¥elfE(: 
ha~-~ea~-e~], a sontin¥a! im[-]p¥!~e, a T!iplpumpiB-]Y£i~e, 
a¥di(-]b!e ~n!y ~0 hfmge!f, somman~iri~ him !O ~0 (¥1fa~e-)f~~ an~ 
Ee[-]~eem h~g lo~; and he had a strange im[-]press~on, th~t, were he 
to make the tr~ai, he would[:wood] be led [spine-]straight to 
Malvin's bones. But y[-]ear after y[-]ear, that sum[+]mons, 
unheard but [facelglan(d)s-]felt, was [~pine-bo~y- ]~i~~.£:2- ]beye~. 
Hi~ ~ne ~esEe~ tho~g~~' became !i~e a [~Ea~oni~-]chain, bin~ini ~own 
hi~ ~PiEi~, an~, !~~e a ~~pen~, ~nalin~ in~o hig heaEE; an~ he ¥a~ 
~Ean~f~e~ in!~ a ~a~ an~-[fase-]~o~sa~!' ye! [~aan-]irEi~ab!e[: 
~elf-irritating] man. I .... The ~rritability, by which he had 
- - -- - - - - -- - - - + - -;e;en!!Y besome dig~in~~ishe~, was another ~a~e of h~s de[-]clining 
prosperity, as it occas~oned frequent quarrels, in his un[-]avoid[-
]able inter[-]course with the [N •.• n ••••.. n--]neighboring settlers. 
The results of these were innumerable [yellhaw!-]law-suits •... To 
be brief, the [re-J~rl~ did not ~~ [Eo£n~-].!e!!_ !ith ~e¥[-]ben[:bin] 
Bo¥Ene, and though not till many years after nis £¥(RJM-in-¥:MB-
]ma~riage, he was finally a [W:ALL-]r~ined man, with but one ~[-Jpe~ien~ again~~ the eli!_+fa~e that ha~ P¥Eg[e-]ue~ him. He was 
to th~oy ~un[-J!i~h! in!~ ~ome dee[-Y-Jp Ee£e~g of the forest, and 
seeT=Y-]k subsistence from the T~:~-l!ir~inT-~u§~=B-]b~om of the 
[~+~~ l:ti!~~ne~~ [ -ess] . I The ~n!_y child of Reuben and Dorcas 
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was a ~on[ :~un], no~ a!!i~~ at the age of fifteen years, bea~tif~ 
in youth, and giving pronu.se of ~!2I!_ou~ [manning- ]manh~o~. He was 
pec[k-]uliarly qualified for ••• tne ~i!~ a££omp!ishmen~[-]~ ot 
[fa£e-]f!on~[:~ee~:~]ieE !ife ••••• ~Y!UiT:~y~e-!U~~!e-a~­
lip:]Bo¥!,ne [--] a f~~e !ea~eE in the [MAW:GNAW:PAW:ARCH:EL-]land. 
: ... I It was ear[~]iy in the [ma.w:]month of [Hay!-]May, that the 
little family snap[:]ped asunder whatever ten[-]drils of affection 
bad clung[:ng] to inanimate objects, and [lip:]bade [face:]fare[-]well 
to the few{ :!tJ, who, in the blight of for [-]tune, called themselv [-
~~~-]es[:z] their [fang-]friends. ~e ~adne~~ oi the pa!~[-]in~ 
1D.£ment ha~, ·:rea~ oi ~e pi![-]~!~[ :~l, i~~ peSf~-]~iaE 
a![-]!e~[-yY' -]iation~. • • • • And the b~ dashe~ 2.ne ~ea::.-~::.op 
fEom hig [~In=-y-]eye, an~ tho~h~ of ~e a~T-~-]en~2!oug p!easuEe~­
[:~] oi the un[-l~Eo~(-]~en-ryi~in-fa~ed-]f~e~~· QnT ••• in •••• 
•.•• calmer manhood ••• , in tne ~ale oi gome ~Eang[+]paren~ ~~Eeam; 
and when [hoar!-]hoary age, after Tlingam-]long, long yT-lears of 
that pure life, [reptile-]stole on and found him[:hymn/hymeneal] 
there, it would find him the fath.fr of a Ea~e, ~e pa~Ei[-laE~ oi 
a [Eock-aff~e~!] peop!e, ~e foun~~r-oi a m~hty nation ye~ ~o 
be[:eT: •••• En~e!ope~ by tradition in [maw:]mysterious attributes, 
the men of future generations !O~(:~o~] S~l him ~O~!i~e, and 
remote poster[ior-(g)]i~y !O~[:~o~]'gee[--YT htm g~an~ing, dfm!y[-
!in~am-]~l~ioug, far up ~e·[ya~~!-l~a~!ey oi a ~un~::.ed Tg:Tsen~[­
y]uE[:(~)ee-]ies[-~l ['centuries']! I The ~an~!e~ an~ T~!an(~)g­
l~!o~myT:!o~mingJ f~Eeg~, ~Eo~h which the person(-]ages of my 
tale[:tail-yel!] were wandering, differed [haw!-]widely from the 
dreamer's. Land of Fantasie; ••• and the gnawing cares, which went 
with them from the world, •.. obstructed their hap[-]piness[-ss]. 
One stout and shaggy ~_£ee[-Y-]~, the [ma.le-]beaE~ of all their 
~ea!th, did not shrink from the ad~e~ [ma.::.e-]:r:ei~h~ of ~E£ag; 
although her hard[-]y [door/case-Tbreeding sustained fier, during the 
latter part of each day's journey[:knee], by A~ hug[-]ban~'~[:~] 
[y~ke/gy~y~y-]gi~e. I ~YEU~ Bo~ne :r:a~ ~ufficien~!Y ['~e'-]g~lle~ 
in the travel of the woods, to ob[-]serve that his father did not 
ad[-]here to the course they had ['kne[es and] ••• lips'] purs[e-]ued, 
in their ex[-]pedition of the pre[-]ceding autumn. They ~Ee no~ 
~~eping [fath~- ]fa::E2~!' ~o E2e n_2Eth, [N:HA¥:~!-]~~Ei~in~ o!F! m~::e 
a~re~tiy from the §ettiement§, and-into a region, of which §ayage 
bea;;:~~-an~-;;:ava~e men-were as yet the ~2_le p~~e~~~;;:[:~]. -Tne-boy 
sometimes [s-thinted his opinions upon the sUbject •.••• Cyrus, 
pf::~eivin§ that his fati~er ~::a~u~~~Y [~/~-conser~atively!] ~e~me~ 
tne ~~ ~i::e~tion, fo::[-]b~~e ~o i~~~::_fe::_e; n~r, though somethin~ 
oe§an ~o £::ock-]~ei~h hea¥I!Y upon hi~ hea::~• ttid his adventurous 
nature permit him to regret the [§-n'k!-]in~rea§ed length and the 
[ma~- ]my;;:¥y o~ thei::_ ~ay. I oi:i th~ afternoon of-thetiftii Ciay 
they halte and ma-ae their simple encampment, nearly an hour before 
s~n[-]set ••..• The boy, promising noE ~o ~~i~ the [~-¥'+!] 
vt~~ini~y o~ the en[-]~amp[-]men;, boun~e~ 2_ff with a ~tep a~ l~~am-]l~~st and ela~ti~ a~ that of the deert-~in] ne hoped to 
~Iay; whiie-his father:-feeling-a-trinSienf happiness as he [arch-
-- -- = - == = -=== 
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~lan(~)~-]~a~e~ aE him, la~ abo~ Eo P¥E~~e an opp2!ite ~iEe~tion. 
~irsa~, in the mean[-~-]while (=in-step-cosmos middleT ha~ !ea!e~ 
he~~e!f ~ea~ theiE fiEe of fa!!en bEan£he~, upon ~e m~~-~Eo~ an~ 
mo~~$Eing !Euni of a tree, uprooted years before. Her employment, 
••• an o~sa~iona! i!an~e aE ~e poE, now beginning to ~imm~ 
[in-the-Eo~n~!] ~ ~e b!a~e, • • • [and] the p~a! of ~e S!lEEen! 
11ea! '~ ••• ~nas • • • • I The twelfth of May!~!~ should re [-]member it well,' [maw:]muttered he.... I 'It was near this time 
of the month, eighteen years ago •••• He ['my father'] had a kind 
arm to hold his head, and a kind voice to cheer him, [R:]Reuben[:bend], 
in his last moments ••••••• !' I 'Pray Heaven, Dorcas[=doorlcase],' 
said Reuben[:rib-bend], in a broken voice, 'pray Heaven, that neither 
ot u~ t~ee ~ie ~o!i!aEY, an~ !ie unbuEie~, in ~i~ [~~!!:]hol!in~ 
!Ild;!nesg!' And he [chas't-]hastened away, [un-]leaving her to 
[~:Twatch-the fire, beneath the [glan(d)z-]gloomy[:looming] pines[:z]. 
I .... His steps were imperceptibly !e~ ~lm~! in a sl!£!e, ••• on 
~e UE~e of a EEa~! of !an~ heayi!Y !imb~e~[ :!emp~e~]~'bu! [i+]no! 
!ith'[step-5-]pine-!Eee~. ~e p!a~e of tne !aEtjr ~a~ heEe ~upp!ie~ 
oyLHA$:glansla£~n-l~aq[-sL and or-~r:ud~Tr o£ the hard£E ~odg; and-ar~~nd t~eir ~oot; clu~ter -r ed a groin(tO)chin=]dense 
and-bushy-under[:l~Eo~, leavtng:-howeverT:haw:wover:ever] [fang~to 
)lip4barren spaces between the trees, thick-stre~ ~i~ !iE_heEe~ 
[!in~aml!ip-~in!;l!eale~. Whenever the rustling of the oranches, 
or the creaking of•the trunks made a sound~ as if the forest were 
[H:AWE!-]waking from s[-]lumber, Reuben inst[~]inct[-]ively raised 
the musket that rested on his arm, and cast a quick, [thorn-]sharp 
[glan(d)s-]glance on every side; but convinced that no animal was 
n[-]ear, he ~o~ld[:~o~] a~ain ~ile him~e!f [!ip~-]up[!] Eo hi~ 
th~u~h!~· He was musing on the strange influence •••. Unable to 
penetrate to the secret place of his soul, where his motives lay 
hidden, he be[-]lieved that supernatural voice had called him 
on[-]ward, and that a supernatural power had obstructed his retreat. 
Perceiving the motion of some object behind a thick [muglfa£e-
lyeil o~ und~:~Eo~~' he fired, with the in~tinst of a hunt~r-and­
tne Tton~ue-~prin~- aim of a pra;ti~ed mar~~n. A lo~ m~an •.•• 
~hat ~re the re[-];~lle;tions no! brea~in~ upon him? I The thicket 
..• was ;lu~~f~[-~]ed aEo~n~ the [fa;e-1ba~e o~ a rock ••.• a mi~r~r 
•.. in ~e¥ben ~ mem~y. He even ~e;o~ni~ed the [¥TYTN'~-]~ein~ which 
~ee[--Y:]med to f~rm an in~;~iption in foE~o~~en chara£t~~; 
everything remained the same, ee£ept that a thick £OL-1~rt of bushe2 
[=steps-2(to)4-h'sh!] s~o~~ed the !o~ paE~ o~~e [~7E!-]Eo~, -
an~ ~otld[:~o~] haye hidden T~e-]~dg~ Ma![-~'Iin-]~in, ha~ he 
~t~ll een s~tting fhere. • •• -ReubenTs eye was [hawk!-]caught by 
another change- •• : where he was now standing again, behind the 
earthy roots of the up[-]torn tree. The ~ap{-]!in~[am], ~o ~hich he 
ha~ ~oun~ ~e b!oo~-~~aineg [foreskin-plus-throat(to)lips!-]~ymb~! 
~~ h~~ [~'~in-]lo~, had increased and strengthened into an oak, tar 
~deed from its [maw:]maturity, but with no [paw:]mean spread of 
s~dowy branches. There was ~ne ~in~¥!aEi~y, ob[-]~~Eye[-]ab!e in 
th~~ ~=:ee, which ma~e ~e¥ben ~~emb!e· The mi~~!e an~ ~o~E bEanche~ 
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in the mo~~·~ ~o¥! Ee[-]~iEe~ ~em !:O !:.em~e [ha~!] such a 
stumb!ini b!o~ from h~ pa~. If the child, on the other [natal-
Jfiand, were really capable of moral and religious i!:o~~' and 
possessed the elements of ultimate ~a![i]lation, the, surely, it 
would enjoy all the fairer prospect of these advantages by being 
transferred to wiser and better guardianship than Hester Prynne's • 
.... I ... Hester Prynne ~e!: f~~ fEom h$! ~o!i!:a!:y [HA¥:~t­
]£O!:!:a~e. ~i!:!:!e P~!:!• of so~r~e ~a~ h~ sompanion. She was now 
of an age !:O Eun !iih!:!Y a~ni by h~E mo~r[:~/2.!-] '~ ~ide, and, 
constantly in ~tion fE~m m~En !:i!! sun!e!:, could have accomplished 
a much !2.ni$! [poetic] J.o.¥Eney[:~eeJ !_han tha!: bef~Ee h~. Often, 
nevertheless, more from caprice than necessity, she demanded to be 
taken up in arms, but was soon as imperious to be §et do~ again, 
an~ fEi~~~ on[=]~~[:~~] bef~e He~!:$!=on ~e T~!an(~)~-J~Ea~~y 
[!iniua!-lpa~Iay, li~ many a hil.~e~~ !:EiP a~ !:utnb!e. ¥e hale 
gP~en of P!j:aE_ '~ E~ch an~ !~Eian£ bea¥!;y; a beauty that shone 
with deeT-Y-]p and luxuriant tints; a br~ght complexion, eyes 
possessing intesity both of depth and [glan(d)s-] glow[:crow!], and 
hair already of a deep, glossy brown, and which, in after yf-Jears, 
would[:wood] be[:(e)Y(e)) nearly akin to [signature-graphic-]black. 
There was [throat-]fire in her and throughout her; she see[--Y-]med 
the unpremeditated offshoot of a passionate moment. Her mother, in 
contriving her [~oft-palate-]garb, had allowed the [i~~e-li~~eou~ 
[ankh-]tendencies of her imagination their full play; arraying her 
in a crimson velvet tunic, of a peculiar [hedge-]cut, abundantly 
embroidered with fantasies and flourishes of [yel!-]gold thread. 
So much strength of coloring, which must have given a wan and pallid 
aspect to cheeks of a fainter bloom, was admirably adapted to Pearl's 
beauty, and made her the very brightest [yellhaw!-scarlet-]jet of 
flame that ever [palate-]danced upon the earth. I But it was a 
remark[']able attribute of this garb, and, indeed of the child's 
whole[:haw]_ appearance, that it irresistibly and inevitably reminded 
the beholder of the token which Hester Prynne was ~me~ £o ~eaE 
upon h;; [~ui~-~A~-]b~om. It was the ~Sa!:!e!: !e!:~r in ano~fE 
f£~; the scarlet letter en~o~e~ ~i~ [~-HA¥:H~ -!~:FA~E:~ P-
l!ife! The mo!:~!FE ~~ge!f--as if the Ee~ i~n~iny ~e ~~ ~eep!y 
gS~~e~ in££ h~ [£on~ue-Eh£e~-lbEain, that ~! h~ sonseption~ 
ag~~e~ i!:~ !~--had carefully wrought out tne similitude; lavishing 
many hours of morbid ingenuity, to create an analogy between the 
object of her affection, and the emblem of her guilt and torture. 
But, in £~¥th~ P~aE! [=P¥-~=~~=P] ~ag the ~ne, a~ [~L:]~e!! ag 
the o£~~; and only in consequence of that ~~en£i£Y ~Hester 
contrived so perfectly to represent the scarlet letter in her 
appearance. I I ... Pearl, who was a [fang-]~a¥n£!e~g . 
child, after frowning, stamping her [liNgual-]footT:root] and shaking 
her little [signatural-] hand with a variety of threatening gestures, 
suddenly [would] make a rush at the [~+]kno£ o~ h~ enemie~, an~ pu£ 
them ~11 t~ f!i~h£. She ~e~emb!e~, in h~~ fie~se P¥E~[e-]~i~ o{ 
~em, an infan~ pe~£i!ense,--the gSa~!e~ fe~, ~~ gome gu~ ha!f-
f!e~ge~ [ye!le~~e~?ha~-]an~e! o~ 1u~gmen~, -- wh~e mission ~ag to 
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pun:i..sh ~e ~in~ o,i ~e [iuge~-]Ei~ini gene!ation. She [yel/haw!-
l2S!eame~ an~ sho¥;e~, to~, ~i~ a !eE!ifiS ~o~e of [(!)H~(n)!] 
go~n~, which doubtless sa¥!ed ~e hea!~ of the fugitives to quake 
within them. The yist~JY assomp!ished, P!a!! Eet~~e~ ~ie!!Y ~ 
her mother, and [i!an~- !o~e~ up[-P:lgmi!ini[-]int~[-]h~[-E+P-]fase. 
1 •••• I They approached-the [palate-articulate]. door; which was 
of an arched form I I Hester looked, by way of 
humoring the child; and she saw that, owing to the peculiar effect 
of this convex mirror [of a 'breastplate!], the scarlet letter was 
represented in exaggerated and gigantic proportions, so as to be 
greatly the most prominent feature of her [dugs-with-¥A¥-vale] 
appearance. • • • • I . . . • I . . . . I ''Well said, agam!" cried 
good Mr. Wilson. "I feared the woman had no better thought than to 
make a mounte[-]bank of her child!" I I "Oh, [k+]not so!--
[k+]not so!" continued Mr. Dimmesdale. " Herein is the sinful 
mother [hop-]happier than the sinful ['plunge'] father. For Hester 
Prynne's[-Z/SUCK-]sake, then, and no less for the poor child's sake, 
let us leav[-Y¥-le them as Prov[-VA¥-li[-Y:Y-]dance ['Proyidence'] 
hath see[--Y-]n fit to place themT" I "You speak, my friend, with 
a g!!an~e[:an~/~i.m/nln,] eaE[:]neg![-]n[-e~L" gai~ £!~ ~UE 
Chi!!_in~[-n,:an~-lyg~• pi!_in~[:n~] a! him. I "And-there is 
1:ei~hty imp~! in w t my youn~ brother hath gp~en," added the 
~e~eET-lend Mr. ¥i!gon [=n~/n]. • ••• I ... [A]nswered the 
magistrateT:J " •••• gare must be had, nevertheless, to put the 
-- =-
child to due and stated ~amination in the sate~i~m at thy hands or 
Master Dimmesdale's. MQre~r, at a prop~r 2ea2on, the tithing-men 
must take heed[:head] tbit'sne i~-b~th-~ THX~:!!-lg~o~ an~ t~ 
[~ee:MA¥:~ee-]mee!ini." I The youn~ minig~, on ceasini to 
spea~, had withdrawn a few steps from the group, and stood with his 
[HA¥7~!-]fase [ne~-h!-trunsate! or:] partially soncealed in the 
heayy f~lds of the [soft-palate-to-lips!] yin~oy s~~ain; while the 
sha~o2 ot hig fii¥!e, yhich the gun!iih! sagt upon the floor, was 
tremulous with the vehemence of his [YE~/HA¥7!H~=Pynne!] appeal. 
P$a!!• that ¥i!~ an~ f!i~h~y !i~!!e e!_f, !!~e g~f~!_y ~dg him, 
an~ !a~ng h~g han~ in the iragp o,i b~th h~ ~· !ai~-niE-This­
chick's!-Jc~ee~ aiain~~ i!; a £aEegg g~ [fath~/pay-l!en~~E· a~ 
yithq![:ha~e] g£ [!ipg-b~!!e!}unob!r~ile, ~a! h~ motht~' wh2 
yag-!o~in~[:~INg!] on, ag~d h!E!e!f,-- Ig tha! my P!aE!· Yet 
she knew that there was [liniam!throa!-]loye in the ~ni!~'g [~iml 
hi!!!-]heaE! .••. T--I:l00-2,103-4,114-15.] 
[3.d. DART-STICK(S): !1!,~/!,~/~ > g'~:i'~ (eye-pow y)--
woveglance three. <!-08) 'The gsaE!e! !:_e~r: A ~manse':] ••.. I 
On one of those [glan(d)s-]ugly nights, which we have faintly hinted 
at, but for[:]borne to picture forth, the minister started from his 
chair. A new [thick/dick:]thought had struck him. There might be 
a moment's peace in it. Attiring himself with as much [glan(d)s-
carry-]care as if it had been for public worship, and [prick-
]precisely in the same man[:man]ner[ism], he [serpent-]stole softly 
down the stair[-]case, undid the [Theo-adorn-]door, and [hip/ischium-
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1 :Su![:bu!;!;/b~!;e!] i!; ~a~ no!; ~[:!o!l· The shriek had perhaps 
sounded with a far greater power, to his own startled ears, than it 
[ha~!-las;!;uaH;y ~!eue~. The town did not a~aie • • • • • • • • I 
.... I .... I .... I We impute it, therefore, solely to the 
disease in his own eye and heart, that the minister, ~o~kini u~ 
t~ ~e ieni~, behe!!! ~ere the [pea!-lappea!an~e ot an immen!e . 
le!;t$r, -~e ~e~e! A, --ma!P~ o~ in ~ine! of ~ull r~ ~i.ah!:. Not 
but the meteor may have shown. itself at that steep!]deepl-hedgel 
!9-~!n-~!-]p~in!, b~in~ ~u!l5~Y ~ouh a y_ei! o.{ Ii!-lo~;]~!o~; 
but with no such sna]?e as his guilty [self-identifying'! gination 
gave it; or, at least, with so little definiteness, that an~~·~ 
iui~!: miih!: ha~e !een [--in !YiYV o'*- 'P!YCh~i5a~ !!:a!:e'-J · 
another [privv-consummate!] symbol iii it. f . . .. [--I:l46,147-9, 
15571-t- - ..... = ...... - - -t- -
[3.d. DART-STICK(S): Ef!,~l!:_,~l~ > !'~:i'i (eye-pow !t)--
woveglance four & five. (!-08) '~e ~£arle:_ ~!:t.fr: A ~man~,e':] 
I The excitement of Mr. Dimmesdale' s feelings, as he returned 
from his [husband-wise! /sea-escape!] interview with Hester [in the 
forest], lent him unaccustomed physical energy, and hurried him 
town[-]ward at a rapid pace. The pathway among the woods see[--Y-]med 
Il-]wilder, more uncouth with its rude natural obstacles, and less 
trodden by the foot of man, than he re[-]member[-r]ed it on his 
out[-]ward journey. I I Before· the minister had time 
to celebrate his [y-]victory over this last ['third'] temptation, 
he was conscious oi another impulse,. more ludicrous, and almost as 
[h~ar!-]horrihle. It was,-we blush to tell it,--it was to stop 
short in the road, and teach some very wicked words to a [k+]not of 
little Puritan children who were playing there, and had just begun 
to talk. Denying himself this [F/fang-]freak, as unworthy of his 
cloth, he met a drunken sea[-eeiY-]man, one of the ship's crew from 
the Spanish Main. And, here, since he had so valiantly for[-]borne 
all other wickedness, poor Mr. Dimmesdale [lingam-]longed, at least, 
to shake [under-palate-]hands with. the tar[-]ry blackguard, and 
E_e~E_ea!e him!e!f !f:ith a fe! impE_op~ [;!e!;:....];!e!!!' !u~ as ~if!!~e 
!ai!~! !~ abo~n~ ~i~, an~ a ~o~!ey o'*- i~o~, EO~n!!, ;o!i!!, ,;a!:_i!-
fa~!~Y, an~ hea~en-!!efyini ~a;E§! It was not so much a better 
principle, as partly hi§ natJra! io~ !:_a!!:_e, and still more his 
bucJ.<::ame~ habi!; o£_,~!eri~a! _e£~um, ~!: saEE.ie~ him ,;afe!y ~o¥ih 
thi~ !a!!:~ £¥!-~~,gtl~E.i!i!· I 'lM!: i! i!:_ ~!:. [HA~lf-]ha~n!:! 
an~ !;emP!:! me thu!. SE_ie~ ~e min if!~! t~ him; elf, a!_ [YE~-] !eni!:!!:' 
pa~ini in ~e-rsignatural-]§!;E_ee!:_, an~ [a££en!:_-1!tri~ini hi! han~ 
a~ain!! hi! foE_e[ :H: ]hea~. 11Am I mad'l ~ am I ii~en L~ag-l~ 
t~ the fiend'? Did I make·a contract with him in the forest, and~ 
sign-it with my [~b~on/§yn~~pe-]blood? And does he now sum[+]mon 
me to its ful[-]flliment, by suggesting the performance of every 
wickedness which his most [cocklcrow-]foul imagination can con[-· 
]ceive?" I At the moment when the Reverend Mr. Dimmesdale thus 
communed with himself, and struck his forehead with his [stress-]hand, 
ol~ Mi~!;re!~ [in-hip-]Hibbin~, the ~ep~e~ !fi!ch-!a~y, is said to 
fiave been passing by. She made a very grand appearance; having on a 
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[H!-]high head-dress, a rich gown of [!'~-]velvet, and a [~-f.2!d­
]EUff ~one up ¥ith ~e famou! [yego!-In:YE~-!!0¥!-~a~!T 'Ye!!o~ 
starch, o~ !hichL(Nath's)-]Ann ~n[-1!!., h~ especial friend, had 
~¥ih~ h~ ~e~e[-l~:et[ion], b~2Ee ~i~ !a!~ i~o~ !a~y-ha~-been­
haliJe~ [-neck-truncated] lengthened! ] f~r ~!;: !hotDaJ ~r [- ]bu:y '1 
m~dfs. I "§~, :en;:en~ §fi• you have made a visit 'fcr-the forest," 
oo[- served the witcn=lady, nodding her high head-dress at him. 
. . . . I . . • . I "Ha, ha, hat" [softlhen-to-hardlapple-]~a .. k!e~ :E!!e 
~~ !i~ch-!~Y, ~~ill nod~in~ hE hi;h hea~~:eu a~ the minijt~r. 
·~~e!!, ~e!!• ¥e must neeT-Y-]ds[:knees] talk thus in the daytime! 
You carry it off like an old hand! But at midnight, and in the 
[blackllog-]forest,. we shall have other talk t2,Sethfr!" I .... I 
He had by this time reached his dwelling, on tne edge of the burial 
ground, and, hastening up the stairs, took refuge in his study. 
I I '¥~ome home, :e~en~ 2.!;'!" said the phy!ician. • ••• 
I I [ & :] Left alone, the mliiister jUlllllloned a ~an~ of 
~e ho~e, and :e~e!~~ fo~, which, being set before him, he a~e 
~i~ :ayenou! appe~i~e. Then, flinging the already written pages 
of the Election ~frmon in~ the fire, he £~t;J:l¥ith besan anothir, 
which he-i~e wi h such an iiip~~i~e f!o¥ ors_hO'~h~ an~ em~t on, 
!_ha~ he fansie~ him!e!f in!Pl:e~; an~ ~n!y !ondfre~ !_ha~ Hea~en 
sho~ld lee fi~ ~0 ~:an!mi~ ~e a:an~ ~ !o!emn m~is 0~ i~ ~aslej 
~:o~h a fo¥!. an ~~an-pipe a! he·. !lo~e~ [: ha¥-2Ye-¥ea~e-en! T, 
!ea~:lii~ ~e my~t;r ~0 !O!le itje!f, ~ g£ UU!O~~·f~ en!t ne-
drove his task on -lward[:wordl, with ear[-]nest haste and'ec[-]stasy. 
Thus the night fled away, as if it were a winged stee[-Y-]d, and he 
careering on it; morning came, and peeped blushini thro~h the 
S~~ain!; an~ a~ !a!~ !un!i!e ~h:e~ a [step:2! 1 S£!~n tleam-in~2_ ~e 
!Eu~y, an~ [i!an!-l!ai~ i~ Eiih~ as:!!! the minij~r'! beda~z!e~ 
eyes. There he was, with the pen st 1 between his fingers !=voice-
= graft/sticks!], and a vast, immeasurable ~:as~ of [~e:s£!0-]!pase 
behind .him! I .... I .... I .... I Laughing so shrilly that 
all the market-place could hear her, the weird old gentlewoman 
['Mis(-s)tress Hib(~)bins'] took her de[-Y-]parture. I By this 
time the preliminary prayer had been offered in the meeting-house·, 
and the assen~~ 0~ ~e ~~en~ ~- ~imme!da!e !!!e hra:~ sommensins 
hi! ~i!£-1so~!e· An i::e!i!~ib!e fee!insT-of-!iiisam.] ~ep~ He!tfr 
[ea:-1n£a: tne !Po~. ~ the ~as:e~ e~ifise[ :fase1 ~a~ to~ mu~ 
~E2nse~ ~o a~i~ anoth;r a~i~£!, she ~o~ up h;: P2,!ition S!~e 
be~i~e ~e !£af[-]f~~ ot ~e pi!!£-l~Y· ••• in !ufficien~ 
[spill-over!J proximity to ••• the ••• varied, murmur and flow of 
the minister's 1-eEY pes[~-l¥!iaE Y2,iSe· I ~i~ ~a! ~ian was in 
itself a rich[:oro/aero-reach] endowment •••• • ••• But even when 
the minister's voice grew high and [pharynx-Jcommanding,--when it 
gushed (struncated neck] irrepressibly upward,--when it assumed its 
utmost breadth and power, so over[-]filling the church as to burst 
its way through the solid [YE!!:~Z0~~-]~11§, and diffuse itself in 
the open air,--still, •.. the same cry o pain. What was it? .•.• 
I I I The eloquent voice, on which the souls.of the 
listening audience had been borne aloft, a! on the !~ellin§[-~i~-
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liniam! 1 !aye~ o~ ~e ~ea, a~ !eni~ ~ame ~o a pa~e. • • • • I 7 • . • • Anci now, • • • he had come opposite the we1I-remembered and 
weather-darkened scaffold • • • • I . . . . I Be ~ed tmEd the 
~f~~ and [pal'slpa~! 1 stretched o~t his arms. 7 - ..•• - T The 
crold !as in a t~t. • • • • I ~ith a connlsile m!t?-tion he t!t?-re 
alay tne ministerial band from bef!t?-re his [oantam-]breast. It las 
r~ealed! But it were irreJ.erent to describe that r~elation. For 
an instant the gaze of the ~rr2r-stricken multitude was concentrated 
on the ghastly .miracle; while tne minister stood in a flush of 
tri~ph in his face, as !t?-ne wh!t?-, in the crisis of ac~test pain, had 
~on a yict!t?-ry. Then do~ he [ankh-]sank upon the [b¥-ok-f2_!dish!] 
scaff!i-!d! Hester partly raised him,.and supported h1s=[g1an(d)s-
jhead against her [Y.-dug-]bosom. Old Roger Chillingworth knelt down 
beside him, with a blank, [ice-]dull countenance, out of which the 
life see[-Y-lmed to have departed. I I P~a~! -~i~e~ hi! 
£¥!-le~ge~] !iP!• A !Pe!! la! br~ien ••••• I ···~ I .... By 
!en~l.ni yon~$~ ~a~ an~ ~e~!ib!e !t?-!~ man, ~ _!?!ep ~e t~rt!re !!!aY! 
a~ Ee~~hea~! By bEiniini me hi~~!> ~o ~ie ~i! ~ea~ o~ ~,!umpnan~ 
[name!-] ~iny bef~e ~e peop!e! Ba~ eith'r 0~ ~e!e aa2nie! [ : 
~ee!l been p.n~inj, I ha~ been lrt f~ en!:. PEai!~ be ni! name! 
Hi! ~i!! be ~one! Fa[-y1~[:~:]l -le!!T" · l · Tha~ fin&!~~ ~ame 
f2,E~ li~ ~ miniJtf!'! ~p~itij b~eath [=~li"!:Y]. !!!e m~~it¥de, 
silent till then, [§: ip:~:C~-]brJake o~ in a stranae deep ~I~eL(~ei!>ro~ [HT-la!e and'T~~?f-l!i-nd$r, lhich-~?~ T~+]no~ a! 
yet find Tlet:1utllft[-u~-lance s,e in this [~:~~~:~­]m¥,_rm~ -~hi~ -[man _ Q-lE~~e~ ~[ :S ] [!!E~:BL'f.!E-]heay[ ... l"I!Y-af~£! 
the de[Yp ... 1parted spirit. [--1:21~, 20-3,225,242-3,248,251,252,253, 
255-7.1 -- - ,. - -
3.e. DART-STICK(S): El!,~l~,~~~ > !'~:a'~+--a spine trail of 
necro-elegy [2+3/2l@five]) 
[3.e. DART-STICKS: r/l,dlt,aiQ > s'k:§'~+--h'ps'rheumlink one. 
(!-09) 'The ~en:!e B~y':1- :.:.- 7 -The=~terior aspect of the 
[pawlbawT7maw] meetinghouse was rude. The low ceiling, the unplastered 
walls, the naked wood-work, an~ the un~:ap~ie~ p~pi~[:p~ll-lingam­
lip/~rd] ~ff~e~ nothin§ :o ~;i:e ~e ~eY2_tion, ~hich, litho~ !uch 
~~~rna! a1~!' ~f~en !emain! !a~en~ in ~e"hear~. The floor or-the 
building was occupied by rows of long, cushioniess benches, supplying 
7he place of pews, an~ ~e b~a~-ai!!e f~rme~ ~ !~a! ~ilision, 
Lmpa!!ab!e ~~ep: by chi!~!en benea~ a ~~~ain age. I .... I 
When the preliminary prayer and hymn were over, the minister arose, 
and having turned the hour-glass which stood by the great Bible, 
commenced his discourse. He was now well stricken in years, a man of 
pale, thin countenance, and his grey hairs were closely covered by a 
black velvet scull-cap. I The sands of the second hour were 
principally in ~e !o~ half ot ~e ~!a!!' ~hen ~e !$!111on _;on;l!f.~e~. 
An app!~in§ m~~ followed, and the clergyman~ having given out a 
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hymn, took his seat with much self-congratulation, and endeavored to 
read the effect of his eloquence in the visages of the people. But 
while voices from all parts of the house were tuning themselves to 
sing, a- scene occurred • • • • I !!!e muff!~ fema!e, wh!j?. ha~ hith-tr~ 
;:a~ ~tion!ee in ~e f:£on~ ~an~ o.f_ ~e a~iense, no!f: ar~ae, a~ !i~ 
a!o!f:, !~a~e!;y, an~ un!f:&~in~ i!ep, a~en~e~ ~e ~pi~ ~~a~. ~e 
~imina! o.f_ in~ipien~ 'na!D12.ny !f:f!e hushe~, an~ tne divine sat in 
speechless and almost terrified astonishment, while she undid the 
[The!j?_-l~o~, an~-~~oo~ up in ~e !a~Ee~ ~e!~ from which his maledic-
tions had just been thundered. She then ~i~eg:!:;e~ h~rae!f of ~e 
c!!z_a~ and h2,od, and appeared in a ~t sina~lar array. A shapeless 
~obe-of sackcloth was [~-]U!~e~ ab0i[:O~]-h$E-[!i:]!f:ai!:!: !fi~ 
a [!+N: ]Jsno:!:;:!:;e~ ~~r~; h-t; ~ayen ha~ fe!! ~O!fl upon tier shoulders, 
and its blackness was defiled by pale streakS of [wood/organic-to-
~ti~e/ao!f:Ul ashea, which she -had !~~e!F upon h~ hea~- [•Rev.-Ashley-
Al en-Royce-damnation!]. Her eyebrows, dark and strongly defined, 
added to the deathly whiteness of a countenance which, emaciated with 
want, and wild with enthusiasm and strange sorrows, retained no trace 
of earlier beauty. !!!i! fi&~e :~~o~ CH.A¥=!-a!alls-laa~in~ ea~[-]ne:~:!:!Y 
on ~e a~ienge, an~ ~e~e fl! D.!j?. !o~~' ni!: any ~emen:!:;, ~~ep~ a 
fain!: shu~d,rina ~hi~ eY!Ey man ob~e~ in hij ne1ahb£!, bu:!:; ;a! 
!sa~ge!Y ,sonsciOUj o.f_ in. nlmte!f. A~ -!ens~, when her PQuaker l 
fit of inspiration came, she spoke, for the first few moments, in a 
low voice, and not invariably distinct utterance. Her discourse 
gave evidence of an imagination hopelessly entangled with her reason; 
it was a vague and incomprehensible rhapsody, which, however[:haw-
wover-ever], seemed to spread its own atmosphere round the hearer's 
soul, an~ :!:O m~e hij fee!in~ by !Ome inf~ense unsonne~~e~ ~i~ ~e 
~~!. As she proceeded, beautiful but shadowy images would sometimes 
oe-seen, like bright thin~s ~in~ in a ~¥Ebid rin:r:; _2r a [s~ne­
]s~~ng an~ ~in~~ar!y shape~ 1~ea !eap~ ~tn,-ana-seiZed at once on 
tfie un~~~~an~in~ ot the heart. But the course of her unearthly 
eloquen e soon led her to the persecutions of her sect[s-c't], and 
from thence the step was short to her own peculiar sorrows. She was 
a woman of mighty passions, and hatred and revenge now wrapped 
themselves in the garb of piety; the character of her speech was 
changed, her images became distinct though wild, and her denunciations 
had an almost hellish bitterness. I '···· .... ~e, ~e, ~e, at 
~e iu~gmen~, when all the persecuted and all the slain 1n thiS bloody 
land, an~ ~e [t(h)Eee-in-mo¥th!] fa~$!' the moth~, a~ the £Ei!~, 
sha!! a¥ai~ them in a ~ay Lha~ E!!ey ~anno~ e!sape! gee~ o.f_ :!:Ee 
fai!h, seed of the faith, ye whose hearts are moving with a power 
that ye know not, arise, wash your hands of this innocent blood! 
~if~ yo¥! !2i~e;, chosen ones, cry aloud, and call down a woe and a 
judgment with mel' I Having thus given vent to a flood of malignity 
which she mistook for inspiration, the speaker was silent. Her voice 
was suceeded by the hysteric shrieks of several women, but the 
feelings of the [Puritan] audience generally bad not been drawn 
on[-]ward[:word] in the current of her own. They Eemaine~ [~onaue­
~~unneg, g/~ne-]g~¥pefie~, g~~an~e~ ag i~ ~e, in the mi~g~ of a 
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~!en~~ ~hie~ ~eafene~ them by its ~a!~, bu~ mi~h~ no~ ~e ~em 
by i~j ~io!en~e ••••• r- .... r= .... Scarcely did her feet P!ei!' 
~e f!o~, ho!e~[:hal-~-e~], ~hen an une~e~~e~ ~~ene o~~::e~. 
In ~_; ~mene oi h!:: petl!;-~hen e~e:,y eye f::o~~ ~ith ~ea~, a 
!i~~!e _;imi~ T~oy!.:..]b~ P!e.11e~ f~~, ~ ~::e! hi! a~ !O!l_~ hi! 
mo~~!· I 'I am he::e, mo~lr, i~ i! I, an~ I !i!! i!l- with tliee to 
prison,' he exclaimed. I S e ia!e~ at him witli a doubtful and almost 
frightened expression, for she knew that the boy had been ~a~~ o~ ~o 
pe::ish, and she had [~+]no~ ~pe~ ~o 1ee hiJ fa~e aaain. She feared, 
perhaps, that it was but one of the happy visions, with which her 
excited fancy had often deceived her, in the solitude of the desert, 
or in prison. But when she felt his [signature-]hand warm within her 
own, and heard hij !i~!!e e!~ence of chi!~ish !o~e, she began to 
know that she was yet a mother. 7 'Blessed art [Art! are] thou, my 
son,' she sobbed. • • • • I She [K+N: ]knelt down, and embraced him 
again and again [gN+n+gN(•gynegnome)], while the joy that could find 
no words, e!p!e!!e~ i~!e!f in br~ena~~en~, like the bubbles 
~shin~ u~ ~o ~anish.a~ ~e ~face[:fa~e] of a dee[-Y-]p fo~n~ain. 
. . . . I . . . . S'on, son, I have b~e thee in my arms when my limbs 
were tottering, and I have fe~ ~ee lith ~e fo~ ~ha!; I !a! fain!;in& 
f~; ye~ I haye i!! p~f~rme~ a mo~~r~ part by thee in 1ife, and 
now I. leave tliee no itiheEi!;an~e bu~ ~oe an~ shame. • • • • I She hi~ 
h~ face on Ilbrahim's [§lan(d)s-]head, and h.f!. [signature:lingam-
1!£ns THA¥:~!:J!ayen haiE: ~ii~~~e~-~ith-~e ashe! of h~ mo~rnins, 
fe!! ~o~ abo~ him !i~e a yet!. A !o~ an~ inJ~r::Up!;e~ ~an !a! the 
[ma~:ha!""]~i~e of h,;.:: hea::~·~ [a~!l~sap!- ansuish, ~~ i~ ~i~ 
n~~ fat! ~o m2:Y.e ~e !ympa~ie! o~ many wh2 mi!t!l-o~ ~ei! in~o!un~a!y 
~1!~ue f~ a ~in ••... [--IX:78,79,80-2,S3-5.J 
[3.e. DART-STICK(S): rll,dlt,~IQ > s'k:§'z+--h'ps'rheumlink 
two. (!-09} '~e ~n~!e ~T:J -.:.: -[Ilbr~him'sl tales [told to: 
the 'inlalid' boy with 'an almost impfrceptible t~ist o~ eyery 
j~int ••• 'l n!:e ot ~o~~e mon.1;.rou!, ~iJ~inte~, an~ !l!i~o~ aim 
[--'with the air of his barbaric~irthplace.--J; but they were 
£~riouJ on a5~o¥n~.,o~ a[n il.Y-inS-]lein of h~n ~en~Lrne!!' !hi~ 
ran ~o$.h them ~!' an~ ~a~ !i!e a ~~ee"E, fami!ia! fa~e, en[-
Jso~nt~re~ in the midst of wild an~ unea!th!Y scenery. The auditor 
paid much attention to these romances, and sometimes interrupted 
them [editorially] by brief [re-landscaping] re[-]markst~]-upon-the 
inci[-]dents, displaying shrewdness about his-y[-]ear;7 mingled with 
a moral-obilquity which grated very [haw!-]harshly against Ilbrahim's 
· instinct[~]ive [gullet-to-horn!] rectitude. Nothing, however[-haw-
wover-ever], could arrest the progress of the latter's affection, 
and there were many proofs that it met with a response from the dark 
and stub[-]born nature on which it was lavished. The boy's parents 
at [tongue-]length removed him, to complete his cure under their own 
roof. I Ilbrahim did not visit his new [graft-]friend after his 
de[-Y-]parture; but he made anxious and continual inquiries •••• 
On a pleasant summer afternoon, the children of the neighbor[-]hood 
had assembled in the little forest-crowned amphitheatre behind the 
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meetinghouse, and ~e Eeso~in§ inl,a!14 la~ ~eEe, !eanina on hi! 
staff. • • • .. :Sut it happened that an unexpected addition was made 
to heavenly little [teeth.,oshO¥-lband. It was Ilbrahim, w~ came 
!;o[-]!!!:~[:~~1 ~e Chi!~Een, ~i~ a ~o~ oi-uee~ 5onfl~en5e on 
hiJ fa!! an~ !Pi!:i~! Tfil-dentsll face •••• • •• ; but, all at 
once, the d~U of_ ~e!E fath;r! ent~re~ [fanglF/¥-entrailed] in!;_!f 
the unbreeched fanatics, and, sending up a fierce, shrill cry, they 
- - -- --rushed upon the po~ ~~ child. In an instant, he was the [~! ] 
5en!;Ee of_ a. bEo~ of baby-fien~, wh£ [ha!!-]lifte~ !!i~kj agaiJlst 
h~, pelted him Tith s[:]tones, and dis[-]played an instinct of 
~- ":""'t-. = = = [5Ea~!l destru5 ~Jtion, far more loathsome than the b!oo~-~~E~!;ine!! 
of manhood. The invalid, [maw/maul-lmeanwhile, !~og apaE! £:om the 
~ult, cryin§ o~ !ith a lo~ !£ice, 'Fear not, I1brahim, come 
hJ.th,i! ~d take my [Nathan7Gi£t..:.l~nd; I and his unhappy friend . 
en~ea~e~ ~0-.!flieY htm. Aft;J ~~china ~e l,i£~im I! S~EUiz!tns app;:~a~, ~i~ a s;a;m p:i[-Y- !e an~ unabash~ ey[-Y-Je, tlie fo~­
hea;:!e~ [5o~y] !i~~!e If!!ain !ifted hi! !~aff, an~ !~ru~[~] 
I!b;:ahim on !_he mo~th[~], s2 f.!f!Sibly !_haE b!oo~ [~is;e7!~~i~­
]is~ed in a stream. The poor child's arms had heen raised to 
£iitn~=laua::~·h~ heag £;:om the !t!::m oi-b!o~; ou~ no¥ he-~Eoppe~ 
~a~ 2n5e. Hi! P$!!e~~:! hea_ him do!U, trampled upon him, 
d::aaae~ nim by hij !_!fni, fa~ !o~~' an~ I!b;:ahim ~! on the . 
L!pine-]p£in~ of_ bes;omin§ a! l,eEi~ab!e a ma:EYE a! e!!! [mo~~/b~~e!-
1 en~$Ee~ D!ee~in§ in~ heayen. ~e UpE.!fa:, ho~en! (:na!~-en::] , 
a~!:a5Ee~ the ~i5e of_ a fe! neighbors, who put'cliemsefves:!O tne 
trouble of rescuing the little heretic, and of conveying[ :ivy-ing] 
him to Pearson's door. I Ilbrahim's bodily harm was severe ••• ; 
the injury done to his sensitive spirit was more serious •••• His 
[1_!fin~-laai~ !a! then5ef£E~!!o~, eyen, and unvaried by the sudden 
bursts of sprightlier motion, whJ.ch nad once corresponded to his 
overflowing [glan(d)s-]gladness; his 5o¥nEenan5e !a! heayi~, an~ 
i!;! f.!f_rm$: p!ay oi ~:ession, ~e dan5e o! !unshine ;:ef1e~~e~ £:om 
ln2lin§ nt;:, ~a! ~e!EE.!fyed by ~e Ts:a£E-!t~7!-t -~~ t J s!oud over 
his existence •••••••• T--IX:91-3(w.90).J 
t 
[3.e. DART-STICK(S): r/l,d/t,a/9 > s'k:s'z --h'ps'rheumlink 
three. (1-09) 'The Gentle B£y'!]- 7.:. But aft~r a little time, he 
:e~in~~isne~ wha~lTr ~e~:e~[-he~!] h~pe ha~ a§i~a~ed him, and with 
one low, comp!aining wfiisper, t~rne~ ni~ chee~ upon Tdown!on] the 
[buoy/billow!-:-]pillow. He then addressed""15orothy [his foster parent] 
with his usual sweetness, and besought him to draw n[-]ear him; she 
did so, an~ IlbEahim ~0~ h~E han~ in b~th 0~ hi!, sEa~pin§ i!; ~ith a 
[~~ae/f~rm-Jgen~!e p~e~s¥re, a~ if ~o ass¥!e him§e!f ~ha~ he 
retained J.t. At intervals, and without retaining the re[-]pose of 
his countenance, a very faint trembling passed over him from 
[tree-]head[-]to[-new:fang-]foot, as is a m:ild but somewhat cool 
wind had breathe upon him, and made him shiver. As the boy thus 
led her by the hand, in his quiet progress over the [oro/somatic-
]borders of eternity, Dorothy almost imagined that she could discern 
the near, though dim delightfulne~~, o~ ~e h~e he ~a! abo~~ !;O 
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Eea£h; she !f:O~ld[ =!!2.0~1 no!; ha~e [ele-sha~o~leale-!ipiE:f_e-~san-
1 en!;ise~ [ -mi!!!file~ t 1 the !i!:!;!e ~nifr~r ba~, though she bemoaned 
herself that sne must leave him and to-her-self-]return. But just 
when Ilbrahim.'s feet were pressing on the soil of Par[-]a[-]dise[: 
pare-a-dY:Ysong], he heard a voice behind him, and it recalled him a 
few, few paces of the weary path which he had trav[,-]elled. As 
Dorothy looked upon his features, she perceived that their plasid 
E!!P~ession ~a~ asain ~i!t¥rbe~; h~ o!F ~o¥ih~ ha~ been -~T :!ell 
~ap!; in him, ~!: ~! !o~~~ o~ ~e ~!:2-EDL, an~ o~ h~ !fpeech, 
~e la!!: !;o h!£; bu!; ~hen ~a~ine'~ £sa~e~~-in-Z!] sh~iei 
pie!se_ !_h!o¥111-~e ~o~m, ~e b~ !!:~e !;O £s!an(~)~-]~ai!e 
[Y-~e!] himself. I Friend, she is come! Qpen un~ h~!' cried 
he. I In a·moment, his mother was [k+]kneeling by the 6ed-slde;-
she drew [-¥'Yl him to her [dugs-]bosom, an he nestled there, with 
no yiolence of j~, but [ma!flr~inati~ely-]contentedly as if he !!re 
hustling himself to sleep. Re looked into h$r face, and reading its 
ag2,ny[:knee], said, with feeble $ar[-]nest[:i]n[-]ess, I 'Mo¥rn 
[k+]not, dear[-]est moth$r. I am happy [~ttelpine-essed] no~.' 
And Iith these ~rds, the gentle b2Y [=b¥oyllip-~rdl!£rd-floa(~)t] 
!as dead. I . . . . I As if Ilbranim' s ~~ee~ne~ ye~ · [ !insam-
l!in~[-Ele~ [iN:~-lEo~n~ hi! a!he!; a! if hi! ~en~!e !PiEi~ 
same -~o~ fEom hea~en ~o ~ea~ his paEen~ a ~~e Eeli~ion, h~ fie~se an~ lin[-~hine-line:]~is£:1tiye [~I~!na~e-Tnatlre was 
!2ftened by the same griefs which ha~ 2nse [~~-l!EEi_a~e~ i~. 
Wllen the so¥E!e o~ y[-]ea~! ha~ ma~e ~e [fase- feat~re! of the 
unobtrusive mourner familiar in the settlement, she ecame a !ub1es~ 
of no~ ~eep, bu~ aen!!a! intfre!~; a [!in~l~il~~is-Jbeini on whom 
the otherwise !up~f~ou! sympathies of all might be be[e-]~to!e~. 
Everyone ![-]p~ of her with that degree of [muml!ip-~:]pi~L-lY 
which it is pleasant to experience; every one was ready to do her 
the [!iPl!in~-]!i~~!e ~n~ne!!e!![-!!1, which are not costly, yet 
mani[-fang:]fest good will; and when at [palate-edge-of-mouth-]last 
she died[=eYe-D], a !on~[-~oniUe-]~ain of h~ ~nse [~ee~l!ip­
]bitt$; P~!es~t~~![:~] fo!!o~e~ hf!, ~i~ ~esen~ !adne!! an~ [EhVEip-]~ea~! !_ha~ nEe no~ [!phle-]painf¥!' ~o h~ [ma~l!ap­
]place by Ilbrahim.'s [=ill Brahmin's (=s'mi-harb[~]-lilsmile's)] 
[~fa~(~)s-liEeen[-~n~(e~)l an~ [s~£~-a~-ha~:i!-!1 T~dN-l!unien ~Eale. T--IX:l03-5.] 
[3.e. DART-STICK(S): ~1!,~1~,~12 > !'~:~'~+--h'ps'rheumlink 
four & five. (~-12) 'The ~!!i~ ~manse':] •••• The object which 
most helped to bring Dr. Dolliver completely to his waking perceptions 
was ••••••• an en~rmou! !~pen~, ~~inin~ ~o¥n~ a !2o~en po!~' an~ 
[~on~ue-!in§am!] Eea~in§ ~!li~e fEom the f!o~ ot ~e s_hamb~ ~ the 
geilin§· I ... a ~ind of [ha~-]grey m£!s had partially ~pread 
i~!-~aEnishe~ [stonelmetailicl §i!E !¥Er=1fa£e, an~ a-i!a~ i: -
othir familiar little b}!d, in §Ome by-g2ne Tnatal-yel!] summ!E, 
~ee --Y-lme~ ~o-hiie bul!~ i~ ne!~ in tne ya!U~~ an~ [~Eale!HA¥!-Te~a~g~Ea~e~ molth. I ..... I .... ! Mercy on my po~E 
~~ b2ne!!" men ally e~~!aime~ the doctor, fancying himself fEast~e~ 
~ firty places [@post-quint-essential-step-S]. " ••• and methin_ 
- -== --
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my hea~~ haj !eape~ o~ o.f_ my mo~thl ••• ¥e!!t !ie!l; bu~ P!oli~ense 
ij !-indfr t£ me than tu:~ej~e, p~angizlS d~ E!Ij 1~ca!e-l.t!eep !~ai~aje !ip a lfid o.t. ~ree months ~~! " I . . . . 7 He bent 
stiffly to gather up h1s jT:l!i~[-]p~~ an~ fa!!en 1!aff [--himself 
(~/~i!~e) '~ap~ in ~i~ ~~OUj an~ ma.ny-~ol~r~ ~bel] • • • •. I 
.... I In this merry humor, they sat down to tne table, 
great-grandpapa and Pansie side by side, and the ~i~~en, as soon 
appeared, making a third in the party. on the gentleman's 
shoul~er, p~~inS !i~ a [y~:~ey!-j$;pen~ine] jpinnini lhee!, 
~~Yinj h$! s!a¥! in ~e !a~~inj o{_ hil dre!!ins-so!ftl, a~ ~~i!! m~e 
impressively reminding him of. her presence by putting out a [ha!!-
]pa! ~o in~~5ep~ a ~rme~-~ ~E!e! o~ yeitfr~ay'! [ye!!-]~i5-ken 
on i~~ !ay ~ ~e ~ogt~r '! mo~th. After skilfully achieving this 
feat, sne scrambled down upon the break[-]fast[:face] table and 
began to. wash h_f! fa=e .an~ hand_!. • • • • I . . . . I • . . . I 
Posie [•Pansie] noticed it, and sometimes, in her playful, roguish 
way, g!imbe~ in~ h~ !aP an~ p~ ~ h~ !i~~!e Pa!mi [~u~i!--]~ 
~em; ~e!!ins ~~an~fa~.!E tha~ ne ha~ ~~~en !omebo~y'! eye!, an~ 
tha~ she !iie~ hij 2!~ [f~rm!!-!ife] one! be!~· The poor old Doctor 
did his best to smile through-his eyes, and so reconcile Posie to 
their brightness; but still ••• he was fain always to put on a pair 
o~ sreen !Pes~a;!es ~hen he ~a~ §£inS ~o ha~e a ~omp ~i~ P2!ie, 2i to~ h~ upon hij !nee. • •• as if he held a light that was'Is!an{~)~­
Ts!eamins on h~ eye-bl!:!! • • • • I . . . . I . . . . U &: l .... ~ the 
~one!'! eye !a! 1ee~ins ~e bo~~!e f~ ano~~r draught [of the 
T{Y!) ;~(e-)~ia! ••• by !ons inheEi~an;e in ••. (~) fami!y'--in 
'a s~~ain a~cien~-~o~inS bo~~!e, !fhi~ !a! SS!e~ mE !fi~ a ne~~ 
ot j!llat see[--Y-)med to be Y!l:ien sil~, imitatinS tbi.-j!ic~-men bo~~!ei ~~ 0~ ~Y! T -= "'F~ 1 Rea~~' i aa~' ni' n ;::ie~ ~e =- d man. 
"!!!-e d!?!e ij a jins!e ~::op!-~ne ~Eop, Colonel, ~ne ~~op!" • The 
apothecary thought that he intended a ~e~en~ef~ onslaught on himself. 
Then, finally, he gave a loud, unearthly screech, in the midst of 
which hij !2i;e br~~e a1 if 1ome u~een [signature- ]hang ~e 
throttling'nim, ••• and fell forward with a dead thump on the floor. 
r-. ::: 7 • • • • I There was no answer; not even a groan. The 
feeble old man with difficulty t~rne~ ~ ~e heal! f::ame •.•• • •. ; 
••• he fancied, ••• it was a young mans face that he saw, a face 
will all the passionate [Haw~] energy of early manhood, the £apa£ity 
f~E Ea~e ••• ; Eamme~ !~ ~e bEim ~ith yis~, ~i!! i~ became- - -
as~ny(:kneeJ. Rut the next moment, If It were so (which it could not 
~ve been) the fa;e s::e~ ashen, ~i~eEe~, sh::un~n, m~e a~e~ than in 
!1fe, though ~!i!! ~e ~~erous fie::~ene~~ ::emaine~, and aeem~ ~0 
be pe!Eifie~ f~e~ upon i!7 7 After a moment's bewilderment 
Dorsey [=Dolliver, as D-or-See] ran to the window looking to the 
street, threw it open and called loudly for assistance •.•• I Yet 
it is to be ob[-]served, that he had accounted for the death ~i~ 
a ~ing~aE ~ext~i!Y oJ e!P::ession, when he attributed it to a [he/~~ de lTJ d~e o distilled spirits. What kind o* distilled 
~Pi!1!~ ~fe-thQse [=~/~7;~;?)J,-D~ctor:·and will=you venture to take 
any more o th~ [--xiii:451,455(w.454),456,484,495-6(w.4&0,482, 
494),497.] 
' 
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(Please observe, that the literary unfolding of the third petition, 
the hawthornesque of DART-STICK[S], ·ends here.} 
B.4. A Literary Unfolding of the Fourth Petition: 
The Hawthornes4ue of SIP-SQUISH. 
The literary unfolding of the fourth petition draws from twenty-one 
works by Hawthorne--eighteen tales, one novel (Fanshawe}, and two 
unfinished works (Septtmius Norton and Septimius Felton}., The talley of 
titles (4.a}--a figure-rhymed fifth-stave of the total of one hundred and 
three titles--functions as proportionate, investigative classification of 
texts which are sufficiently name-ritualized to admit of study at step 
though other class:tfication is possible, serves to foreground the 
consonant-figure as a movement from word-initial alliterative (t}~ to 
v 
word-medial singular (d}z, and provides (parenthetically) step-relevant, 
figure-reinforcing memos on the persistence of the idea of name in the 
works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, on the idea of name chiefly as American 
sociolingual memorial, as grave-dark graphologic attribute of profes-
sional identity, and as lexical riddle capable of attaining long-anecdote, 
national-yam dimensions. The four-fold sampling (4.b-e) of twenty 
representative long passages from nine of the twenty-one works tallied 
(thirteen passages from six tales, four p~ssages from novel, and three 
passages from unfinished works) serves to give extension to the idea of 
nominal riddle as long-anecdote, as text in which etymologic and 
privi-symbolic (speech-serpent} values of name fragments, extending 
themselves most recognizably by means of the consonant joints of 
~. 
' 
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discourse, serve to give pattern to a ground-up! process of reference to 
. . . 
the organs of speech (esp. in 4.b--a point-mark of organ-song), to a 
wood-cleave! process of reference to phallic interaction in agent 
dialogue (esp. in 4.c--a leaf-fold· of breach-counterchant), to a 
(sow)box-~ound! process of reference to a hawk-g!an(d)s!-;ong-ancho~ed 
haw in scenarios of climax and catastrophe (esp. in 4.d--a skullcap of 
world-hymn), and to a touch-stone! process of reference to relics of 
tongue-memory in tracts of apologia upon implicit in-composition rebirth 
(esp. in 4.e--a spine trail of necro-elegy). Petitionally sub-tagged as 
"ivorsigh" (cf. the enigmatic motive of recessed-tongue-tip-address, over 
breath-excited space, to teeth-rayed bourne), as "countersqueeze" (cf. 
r the empathic motive of lip-submissive upsurge of sub-rosa heart-w:enching 
r breath) , aS 11ChriSmW I rl I edgeglance It (cf o the Critical motiVe Of eye-caught 
(,_ 
King-Incarnative sun/sauce-content), and as "surlilink" (cf. the anthem 
of self-understood submission to points-real of [t]horny existence)--the 
f f~ur-fold sampling of twenty representative long passages (five passages 
~ per sub-tag) unfolds the self-conscious, mouth-conscious epic self-
( utterance of the name uNathaniel Hawthorne," as Hebraic-Anglic identity 
i 
~-
{ 
rr 
~ 
f 
f. 
[ 
r 
I 
forever superficially pshaw! lost to society, yet hush-centrally forever 
in self-possessed communion-(Y)union with its higher cultural memory--
and perhaps most characteristically so self-possessed in literary 
referential retreat to the sea-shore, to the life of the ivory tower, 
at sal(i)vational water's edge. The necessity of high retreat to the 
(tusk) ivory tower specifically motivates--and the winning of singular 
social attention that royally stint-nurtures specifically answers to--
• 
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the fourth petition. The bawthornesque of the Christo-singular winning 
of the ironic cultural desert (--~) unfolds as follows. (Note that the 
ealley of titles [4.a] includes a 00-entry supportive of petition 
structure.) 
4.a. SIP-SQUISH: !1~:~1! > g/~:~'~--a fifth-stave of titles [21/103]) 
[~-01] "~ipping~ lit~ a Chisel" ("On some there were merely 
the initials of a name; 
some were inscribed with 
misspelt prose or rhyme~ 
in deep letters, which the 
moss and wintry rain of 
many years had not been 
able to obliterate."; ''My 
acquaintance, the sculptor 
--he may share the title 
••• --he found a ready 
market for all his blank 
slabs of marble, and full 
occupation in lettering and 
ornamenting them."; 
"Providence had sent this 
old [yell man into the 
world, ••• with a chisel 
in his band[,] ••• to label 
the dead bodies, lest their 
names should be forgotten 
at the resurrection. Yet 
he had not failed, within 
a narrow scope [cf. name 
syncope], to gather a few 
springs of earthly, and 
more than earthly, wisdom, 
--the harvest of many a 
grave."; "he ••• used to 
set to work upon one 
sorrowful inscription or 
another with that sort of 
spirit which impels a man 
to sing at his labor. 
an invariable attraction 
for 'man that is born of 
[maw- ]woman' • • • • The 
quaintness of his remarks, 
and their not infrequent 
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[~-02] "FaU£;L'~ Sho~ Bo~: A 
Moralitz" . 
v [~-03] "Fgot-print~ on t~e 
Sea-shore" 
-= -= 
truth--a truth [s:H-
]condensed and [thorn-
]pointed by the limited 
sphere of his [-my?] view-
.gave a raciness to our talk. 
which mere worldliness and 
general cultivation would 
at once have destroyed."--
IX:407,408,408,409,409) 
("A stain upon the soul. 
And it is a point of vast 
interest ••• "; " ••• it is 
a record merely of sinful 
thought, which never was 
embodied in an act; but 
while Memory is reading, 
Conscience unvei[-Y-]ls her 
face, and strikes a dagger 
to the [s:h'w-]heart of 
Mr. Smith. Though not a 
death-blow, the torture was 
[tongue-]ex[-S-]tre[-Y-]me."; 
"no semblance of an 
unspotted life can entitle 
him to entrance there ['at 
the gate of (S-near) 
Heaven']"--IX:220,220,223, 
226) 
("But, after all, the most 
fascinating employment is 
simply to write your name 
in the sand. Draw the 
letters gigantic, so that 
two strides may barely 
measure them, and three for 
the long strokes! Cut deep, 
that the record may be 
permanent! Statesmen, and 
warriors, and poets, have 
spent their strength in no 
better cause than this. 
Is it accomplished? 
Return, then, in an hour 
or two, and .seek for this 
m~hty record of a name. 
The sea will have swept 
over it, even as time rolls 
its ef[-]facing waves over 
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[~-04] "Fanshawe [: ] A Tale: 
- = = 
["'Wilt thou go on with me?' 
--~[-1otff['!]HEY." 'CTitle= 
- ' =r = = Page, 
"Our court shall be a 
little academ~. I= 
S [- ]HAK['!. ]SP [-]EAR[-]E" 
~[I]J = - • 
"A naughtx night to swim 
in. 1 ""sti[-lAR[E- ]SPEAR[ 
-1 [ ] II ; -"About her neck 
a pas~et-mail 1 Fra~g~t== 
with ad[! lvl-1 ice •• :, -I Of 
men""that w~kea when they= 
were aead7= 1 HUD[-]ITV-lBRAS" (V ; VI)== = = 
"At length, ~e £r_!es, 
behold the fatea spring! I 
!~n.=rugged s!iff ~onc;a~ 
t~e to~ntain b~e~t, 7 Da~ 
~o~~ It'~ ~~tai so~~e 
o'~~dowing. I PS[-]Y[ 
:. ] (World-figure-mar~­
inSs= added; IX) 
the names of statesmen, and 
warriors, and poets. Hark, 
the surf-wave laughs at 
you!"; "I scramble hastily 
over the roc~ and take 
refuge in a nook which many 
a secret hour has given me 
a right to call my own. I 
would do [wood-]battle for 
it even if the churl [ :~+l_ 
='any meditative st(-)roiler 
like myself'] should produce 
the title-deeds. Have not 
my musings melted into its 
rocky walls and s[-]and[-]y 
floor, and made it a[n 
oral-regenerative] portion 
of myself?"--IX:451,455,458) 
("in a retired [hie!] corner 
of one of the New England 
States, arise the walls 
of a seminary of learning, 
which, for the convenience 
of a name, shall be entitled 
'Harley College.' [=Harlequin 
Coal-ledge-reach-hedge 
(•immortal-name-tagging 
system of chapter mottoes 
[ =voice-ivying]) 1"; "THE 
ASHES OF A HARD [-JOWLS] 
STUDENT AND A GOOD SCHOLAR[.] 
I MANY tears [t(h)orn-'lips' 
with family-patches] were 
shed over his grave [the 
grave of 'Fanshawe']"--3301 
331,3301331,333,381,399,443, 
455,333,460[w.440] [see 
A(' a' --four)]) 
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[~-05] "Tge [~+l!!a2nted M~nd" (''While yet in [ s-] suspense 
[@ step 4], another clock 
flings its heavy [H'Wl 
clang[-~] over the slumbering 
town, with so full and 
dis[-]tinct[-~~kt] a sound, 
and such a long [ -~-~] murmur 
in the neigh[-y(/g/h)-]boring 
air, that you are certain it 
must procee[-y-]d from the 
stee[-Y-]ple at the nearest 
[h'k] corner [@step 1]. 
[Y-]You [c-]count the 
stro[~w-w]ks--[w-]one-­
two[-w]--and there they 
cea[-y-]se, with a 
boo[-W-lming sou[-W-]nd, 
like the gathe[-WR-]ring[-~1 
of a third st[-R]o[WK~-]ke 
[W-]within[-hiN -N-N] the 
bell[-EL-L-L]."; "Hitherto 
you have lain perfectly 
still, because the slightest 
motion would dissipate the 
fragments of your s[-]lumber 
[~-lumb!~--~-gnomon-sound­
lumber, constructed in 
oro-nook of name]. Now, 
being irrevocably awake, 
you peep through the half 
drawn window curtain, and 
observe that the glass is 
ornamente~ with fanciful 
devices in front work, and 
that each pane presents 
something like a frozen 
dream."--IX:304,304,305. 
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v [~-06] "T!le [~+]~11 o£ Fanta~~" 
[~-07] "~undaz at !Jgme" 
["'A few sips [of 'this 
water' 1, now and then.' 
answered he. 'But there 
are men here who make it 
their constant beverage--
or, at least, have the 
credit of d~ing so. In 
some instances, it is 
known to have intoxicating 
qualities.' I 'Pray let 
us look at these water-
drinkers,' said I. I 
I . . .. . As I [lingaml 
lang'-llingered near them 
[the 'few' who 'held 
higher converse, which 
caused their calm and 
melancholy souls to beam 
moonlight from their eyes'] 
--for I felt an inward 
[in word] attraction -
towards these men, as if 
the [s-lsympathy of feeling, 
if not of genius, had united 
me to their order--my friend 
mentioned several of their 
names. The world has 
likewise heard those names; 
with some it has been 
familiar for years; and 
others are daily making 
their way deeper into the 
universal [shall haw! on] 
heart [e.g. ;-sVelb "\?) ]" 
--X:l72,174-5) 
("For my own part, whether 
I see it scatter[-r]ed down 
among tangled woods, or 
beaming·broad across the 
fields, or hemmed in between 
brick buildings, or tracing 
out the figure of the 
casement on my chamber 
floor, still I recognize 
the Sabbath_sunshine. 
[Shalom alekhem!l--And ever 
let me recognize it! Some 
illusions, and this among 
them, are the shadows of 
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great truths."; "The 
bustle of the rising 
congregation reaches my 
ears. They are standing up 
to pray. Could,I bring my 
heart into [Y :] uni [:]son •••• 
'Lord, look down upon me in 
mercy 1' I Hark! the hymn. 
At_this distance, it 
thrills through my [tree-
]frame . . . . • . • • I ... a 
few hours have passed, and 
behold me still behind my 
curtain •••• • •• my 
[S-dial] chamber is [H-ark] 
darkened as with a cloud 
[i.e., by 'the (tongue-
)steeple ••• its shadow 
straight across the 
street' ; in which 'the 
bell turns overhead' but 
now 'holds its iron tongue,' 
so that 'the murmur of the 
(signatural-)congregation 
dies away']"--IX:l9,20-l, 
23-4[w.22]) 
("So! I have climbed high, 
and my reward [=+'s] is 
small. Here I stand, with 
wearied knees [ • ••• ni. •• 
••• w ••• n(-)e], earth indeed, 
at a dizzy depth below, but 
heaven, far, far beyond me 
still. 0 that I could soar 
up to the very [thorn-
] zenith, where man never 
breathed, nor [haw(k)!-
]eagle ever flew, and where 
the ethereal azure melts 
away from the eye, and 
appears only a deepened 
shade of [haw-blue/gray] 
nothingness!"; "with the 
blue lightning wrinkling 
on my brow, and the thunder 
muttering its first awful , 
syllables [DA-DA-DA (?) 
=Theo-dore de l'Au ••• ] in 
my ear [ ••• pin(na) ••• ]. I 
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will descend. [•@ step 3.] 
Yet let me give another 
[glan(d}s-]glance to the 
sea[:S-Y-], where the 
foam[:M-] [Oberon-]breaks 
out in[:N] long white lines 
[of teeth-hedge-white] upon 
a broad expanse of 
(signatorial graphemicl 
blackness, or boils up in 
far distant [oro-genetic 
spine-]points, like snowy 
mountain tops in the eddies 
. of a flood; and let me look 
once more at the green 
plains ••• "--IX:l91,191, 
198} 
["Septimius had gone, as 
was his custom when he 
wished to meditate, not 
po[-W-]r over books, 
towards sunset, to the 
summit of that long ridge 
[cf. teeth-hedge], which 
rose abruptly behind his 
dwelling, and stretched 
East and West [cf. arc of 
s-mile] along the roadside, 
affording wide and far 
views of some of that level 
meadowland [cf. nasal-
continuant as signatural 
ground-process (@step 1}] 
which was a great feature 
of his native neighborhood 
below; a town intersected 
by a sluggish river [cf. 
voice as virile-force] 
•••• "; " ••• Septim.ius, and 
all his race--though he 
counted excellent persons 
among them, were liable to 
strange vagaries of the 
intellect and character; 
principally owing, no 
doubt, to a wild genealogy, 
that had infused different 
strains of powerful blood 
[incl. native-American 
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[~-10] "~eptim£u~ Felton 
serpent] into their race 
•••• "--XIII:l9S,l9.S,l96 
[see A('e'--four)]) 
("'Do you find fault with 
Providence, Septimius?' 
asked Rose, a feeling of 
solemnity coming over her 
cheerful and.buoyant 
[boy-signature-genetic] 
nature; then she burst out 
[t(h)or(n)e open] laughing 
--'How grave he looks, 
Robert [Rho/Roe-birth]; 
--as if he had lived two 
or three [signature-step] 
lives already, and so knew 
all about the worth of it. 
But I think it was worth 
while to be born, if only 
for the sake of one such 
pleasant (step-S-felt) 
spring morning as this; 
and God give us many, and 
better things when these 
are past.' I 'We hope 
so,' said Septimius, who 
was again looking on the 
ground. 'But who knows? 
I I 'Rose and you 
have just as good means of 
ascertaining these points 
as I,' said Septimius. 
' •••• If life were [spine-
]long enough to enable us 
to thoroughly sift these 
matters, then indeed!--But 
it is so [prick-]short!' 
I 'Always the same 
complaint,' said R(ho/oe 
]b[ir]t[h]. 'S[i]p[-]timi(d-
i]us, how long do you 
want to live?' I 'For-
ever,' said Septimius. "--
XIII:3,7-8,[see A('e'--
five)]) 
("My hour of inspiration 
--if that hour ever comes 
--is when the green log 
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[~-12] "D~Xid ~~n: A Fanta~z" 
[cf. signature-logo] 
hisses upon the hearth 
[haw-fire!], and the 
bright flame, brighter for 
the gloom of the [(s)cryp-
tal] chamber, [leaf-
]rustles high up the 
[nose-like] chimney, and 
the coals drop tinkl~g 
down among the growing 
[harvest-]heaps of ashes. 
When the casement [serpent-
]rattles in the gust, and 
the snow-flakes or the 
sleety rain-drops pelt hard 
against the window-panes, 
then I spread out my sheet 
of [white] paper, with the 
certainty that thoughts and 
fancies will gleam forth 
upon it, like stars at 
twilight [+Ill, or like 
violets· in May--perhaps to 
fcrde as soon. 
Blessed ••• , and reverently 
[~ev.-~ez-~en-~se­
]weicomed by me, her 
true-born son, be New-
England's winter, which 
makes us, one and all, the 
nurselings of the storm 
[=the Revolutionary, 
American heritage], and 
sings a familiar lullaby 
even in the wildest shriek 
of the December blast. I 
Now look we forth again, 
and see how much of his 
task the storm-spirit has 
done. I The leafless 
rose bushes stand shivering 
••• , looking ••• as 
disconsolate as if they 
possessed a human conscious-
ness of the dreary scene." 
-IX:343,344-5) 
["... they had no [t even] 
once imagined that the 
recording angel had 
r 
' ~. 
f 
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[s-13] "The Sister Years" 
= --= ====-
[s.,-14] "A ~ele;t Partz" 
written down the crime of 
murder against their souls, 
in letters as durable as 
eternity. As for David 
Swan, •••• I Now, 
he stirred-now, moved his 
lips without a sound--now, 
talked, an inward tone, to 
the noon-day spectres of 
his dream [•s!w'n'z]. But 
a noise of wheels came 
rattling louder and louder 
along the road, until it 
dashed through the 
dispersing mist of David's 
s [-1 lumber-and there was 
the stage coach [•full haw]. 
He started up, with all his 
ideas aoout him. I 
'Halloo, driver! [-**-d'+-
~-~! •iel. d; l 'iQY~e, 
crown-maker.] --take-a. 
passenger?' shouted he. I 
'Room on top!' answered the 
driver [de-ri[-Y-]ver]. I 
Up mounted [mouthed] Da~:2':x 
]vid, and I lip-J bowled away 
merrily towards Boston, 
without so much as a 
[lipleye-]parting glance 
at the fountain of 
dreamlike [voice-]vicissi-
tude. "--IX:l83,189) 
("'···· But the Loco 
Focos--' I 'I do not 
[l-]like these party 
nicknames,' inter[-T-]rupted 
her sister, who see -ea-X-
]med remark[-~-]ably -
]thorn-]touchy about some 
points(-s-s]. 'Perhaps we 
shall [lip-]part in better 
humor, if we avoid any 
pol[e-*]it[!-]ical 
discussion."--IX:334,336-7) 
("Several other guests now 
made their appearance, and 
among them, chattering with 
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immense volubility, a 
brisk little gentleman of 
universal tongue in private 
society, and not unlamwn in 
the public journals, under 
the title of Monsieur On-Dit 
[N' Au de Teeth] • The name 
would [wood-]see[-ea-Y-]m 
- -to indicate a Frenchman; 
but, whatever be his 
country, he is thoroughly 
versed in all the [de-
l'(~)i~iou!l languag:S of 
the day, and can express 
himself quite so much to 
the purpose in English as 
in any other £¥1 tongue. 
No sooner were the cere-
monies of salutation over, 
than this talkative little 
person put his mouth to the 
host's ear, and whispered 
three secrets of state, 
. • . , ... , ..•. "; "But now 
appeared a stranger, whom 
the host had no sooner 
recognized, than, with an 
abundance of courtesy 
unlavished on any other, 
he hastened down the whole 
[H-to-S] length of the 
:::0 -
saloon, in order to pay 
him emphatic honor. Yet 
he was a young man in poor 
attire, with no insignia of 
[~-]rank or acknowledged 
eminence, nor anything to 
distinguish him among the 
crowd except a high, white 
[H/Y'W] forehead, beneath 
::1 = = 
which a pair of dee[-Y-]p-
set ey[-Y-]es were glowing 
with a warm light as never 
[¥']illuminates the earth, 
save when a great [~~-AJT] 
heart burns as the housenold 
fire of a grand intellect •. 
And who was he? Who, but 
the Master Genius, for whom 
our country is looking 
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• 
[~-00] "~gQti~; gr, tge Bg~om 
~rT-¥-lpent" 
["From the Unpublished 
= -
'AllegQries o' the 
!!ear[-¥-ltTJ:2~(ne)]'" 
anxiously into the mist of 
ti[-Y-]me, as destined to 
fulfil the great mission of 
creating an American 
literature, hewing it, as 
it were, out of the 
unwrought granite of our 
intellectual quarries 
[•!S ••• ~~~ hlz'! ... 
k'w'!'z]."· "By this time 
=== - ' , Mons eur On-Dit [indict-
dight] had caught up the 
stranger's name and destiny, 
and was busily whispering 
the intelligence among the 
other guests. I 'Pshaw!' 
said one, 'there can never 
be an American Genius.' I 
'Pish!' cried another, 'we 
have already as good poets 
as any in the world. For 
my part, I desire to see 
no better.' I And the 
Oldest Inhabitant[=(~}Al(~­
)cott(:c't}(?}] ••• begged 
:a. II 57 to be excused •••• --X: , 
61,65-6,66} 
("R[¥ho]oderick lost his 
self-control and threw 
himself upon the grass, 
testifying his agony by 
intricate writhings 
1 [fil 'h' z] • • • • Then 
littew'ise [~~~] , was 
heard that frightful hiss 
[h-slz!], which often ran 
through the sufferer's 
speech, and crept between 
the words and syllables 
[i.e., even as 'Pshaw!' 
and 'Pish!' (s-14}], 
without interrupting their 
succession."--X:268,268,282 
[see B.l.a(~-19)]) 
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["Fr[-i-]om the · 
Unpubl[-~-]i;hed 
'All[-~-Tegort-~-]ies 
of the HearL-R-]t'" -
• = = T 
('"l_l)] o not conceive so ill., 
either of our caution or 
judgment, as to imagine 
that we have admitted this 
young stranger--Gervayse 
] Hastings [G~-voice 
Hay(haw!)-stingsr=by name 
--without a full investi-
gation and thoughtful 
balance of his claims. 
Trust me, not a guest at 
the table ['for ten of 
the most miserable people 
that could be found'] is 
better entitled to his 
seat [--and sign-press 
('cypress') 'wreatn']"; 
"' •••• [H]ow can you claim 
to be the sole unfortunate 
of the human race?' I 
'You will not understand 
it,' replied Gervayse 
Hastings, feebly, and with 
a singular inefficiency of 
pronunciation, and 
sometimes pu~ting one word 
for another. 'None have 
understood it--not even 
those who experience the· 
like. It is a chillness--
a want of earnestness 
[g~n-ne~t-e~]--a feeling 
as if what should be my 
heart were a thing of 
[throat-]vapor--a haunting 
perception of unreality 
[~/~]! .•.. Neither have 
I myself any real existence, 
but am a shadow [='the 
riddle of his ('the 
testator [ 'S] ')life' 
'solve[D] by 'Death [of 
his name]' under '(dental-
palatal) grin of skeleton-· 
jaws' and under pneumatic 
directive 'cy(-)press,' 
held in 'skel[-~-]etal.- . 
arm(-hand) protruding from 
within the black mantle'] 
•••• "; "'I cannot ·conceive 
, 
[!-16] "Dr. !e£degg;r'~ 
Experiment" 
- = 
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[a 'view( ) of a future 
life'] earnestly [~t-ne~t­
ing] enough... T t 
Ah! •••• ! I ..• the dusty 
wreath of cypress ••• 
drop[ped] upon the table. 
The attention of the 
company being thus diverted, 
for a single instant [i.e., 
by the ~e~-~* reward], 
•••• Hiss dow had 
ceased to flicker on the 
wall."--X:284,290[w.285], 
304-5[w.287]) 
("That very sing[ -Y-
]ul[+u}r[e] man, old Dr. 
Heidegger [Hey!-dagger], 
once invited four venerable 
friends to meet with him 
in his study. There were 
three [Y'H'W] white-
beardeg gentlemen, ••• ,-
and a withered gentlewoman, 
whose[-Z] name was Widow 
Wycherly [W-z-he~-]."; 
"Now Dr. Heidegger was a 
very strange old gentleman, 
whose [h+]ec[s-]centricity 
had become the nucleus for 
a thousand fantastic 
stories. Some of fables, 
to my shame be it spoken, 
might be traced back[-s-k't] 
- "" to mine own veracious self 
••• the stigma [nominal 
oro-gynoecium] of a 
fiction-monger."; "'Ahem! 
said Colonel Killigrew 
[kilo-lengthening], 'and 
what may be the effect of 
this fl[-*w]u[-]id 
['(I-Y) see(-SY) in 
the(:he/y) vace(d ['ro(: 
~g-) ... cut-glass(!)'-
]VOICE)] on the human 
==-=-frame?' ['On the summer 
afternoon of our ta(-Y-)le, 
a small round (-yel Haw!-) 
table, as black as ebony, 
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stood in the centre of the 
room, sustaining a cut-glass 
vase, of beautiful(:£~ 
f~:) form and elaborate 
workmanship.']"--IX:227, 
227,229-30,23l[w.229]) 
. 
("So, one breezy and 
cloudless afternoon, Adam 
Forr[-~'+-]ester and Lilias 
Faye set out upon a ramble 
over the wide estate which 
they were to [S-]possess 
t~gether, seeking a proper 
site for their Temple of 
Happiness. They were 
themselves a fair and 
happy [masque-]spectacle, 
fit priest and priestess 
for such a shrine; 
although, making poetry of 
the pretty name of Lilias[-
s], Adam For[-g'+-lrester 
was wont to call her[:!+l 
LILY [='~ ••• £ne w/o 
S-power], because her form 
was so fragile and her 
cheek almost as pale."; 
"The old [YEL] man stood 
just behind them, so as 
to form the chief figure 
in the group, with his 
s[-s]a[y-a]ble cloak 
muffling the lower part 
of his visage, and his 
sombre [Y'H'W] hat 
overshadowing his brows."; 
"'And so, ' said he to Adam 
Forrester, with the 
strange s[:S-]mile in 
which his insanity was 
wont to [glan(d)s-]gleam 
forth, 'you have found no 
better foundation for your 
happiness, than on a 
G[-HAW:SAW-]rave! [@ step 
2. 1 I I "Joy! 
Joy!' he ['Adam()'] cried, 
throwing his[:z fork-
]arms[:z] towards{:z] 
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Heaven. I W.ith those 
words[:z]~ a ray[:y] of 
sunshine broke through the 
dis[:z:]mal sky~ and 
glimmered down into the 
[voi(y)ce-]sepulchre ; ••• 
the darkest riddle of . 
[be:Y,es lett;,es] humanity[: 
ty:teeth] was read[=h'r'd]. 
"-IX:442,442,447,449-So) . 
("The night was not very 
dark, but sundry [sundering] 
flakes of snow, that came 
[serpent-]wavering to the 
ground~ served to renderthe 
vision in[:]dist['-]inct . 
••• I felt her bony 
hand en[S:]circling my 
arm as if it had been in 
the [(t-)hotnl grasp of a 
[spill:]ske1[:E~:l]et[-]on. 
I 'Unhand me, madam[ :maw], 
or by Heaven--' I 'You 
have taken his name in 
vain, ' said she, in a 
hoarse whisper, 'often 
enough, [h-]and it is 
... 
evident that you believe[-
t~!el not in his[:~] 
existence. Come with me. 
Nay [N~~!], do [~]not 
hesitate, or I will weigh 
your man[-]hood [=foreskin] 
against the courage 
[=~-+-ench] of an old 
[lip-!U~-~te ~2+d:~mb] 
woman.' I 'OnT-ne:knee], 
= fool!' exclaimed I[-y]. 
I Away scampered the old 
woman, and I followed--
[pneumatically] drawn by 
an impulse which I could 
not resist."; "' •••• 
[a] Jack[-]Frost •••• 
••• substitute for a 
lap-dog.'"--XI:306,306-7, 
310[see also B.S.a(v-00)]} 
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[z-19] "A Virtuoso's Collection" 
·= ---- - - =-
("'My name has not been 
without dist[ant-]inc[-
tion] in the [haw-]world~ 
for a longer period than 
any other man[nerism] 
alive.' answered he. 'Yet 
many doubt of my existence~ 
--perhaps you will do so~ 
to-morrow ••••• I 
I 'You are the Wandering 
Jew!' [YEL-]exclaimed I. 
I The Virtuoso bowed~ 
without emotion of any 
kind; for by centuries of 
custom, he had almost lost 
the sense of strangeness 
in his [literary] fate~ 
and was but imperfectly 
conscious of the astonish-
ment and awe [H:AVE!] with 
which it affected such as 
are capable of ['real()'] 
death [in.the 'shadows of 
a future state']."; "I 
extended my hand, to 
which the Virtuoso gave 
his own •••• The touch 
see[-ea-Y~]med [to split-
wood] like ice • • • • As 
I[:Y] de[e-yp]parted [in 
(T)!!~-!(~)~], he made me 
observe that the inner 
[oro-dentate] door of the 
[HAW:]hall was constructed 
with the ivory leave~ 
[~ ~~] of the 
gateway through which 
Aeneas and the Sybil had 
been dismissed from Hades 
[=H'Z]."--X:476,495[w. 
49~]:496) 
r!-20] "~e Xi~ion 0~ tge Fo~ntain" ("As people are always 
taciturn in the dark, not 
a word was said for some 
time after my entrance. 
Nothing broke the stillness 
but the regular click of 
the matron' s[ :Z] [maw:l 
knitting-needles[:Z] ••••• 
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Would it not be so among 
the [wood-word-]dead? I 
The silence was interrupted 
by the [k] consumptive 
daughter·[~~] addressing 
a re [-]mark to some one in 
the circle ••• Ra[-]chel 
[ewe( ray-shall!)]. 
I (S!)Suddenly, the dry 
pine [-do(o)t- de±'··· 
pi(Y)nel c[k HAW]ght; 
the.fi[:~7J~e=bla[:YZ:]zed 
up [along~the hard paiate 
to lips]; and where the 
darkness had been~ there 
v 
was she--the Vis[:Z:]ion 
of the Fou[ :WN: ]ntain! 
= She knew me! 
••• our glance[-g~an(d)!] 
mingled ••• --and darkness 
snatched away that Daughter 
of the [~:]Light ••• ! I 
••••••• I [had] trans-
formed her to an an[:N:]gel, 
• • • what every youthful 
lover does for his 
mistress [--or 'a great 
(haw!-) frog' with '(ink-
) speckled snout •••• 
an en(-)chant(-)er, who 
kept the mysterious beauty 
(name-)imprisoned in the 
(~/~-voice-)fountain' ]"-
IX:213,215[w.218]) 
("'Do you know, Edward 
[add-word] Hamilton,--
since so you choose to be 
named,--do you know,' said 
the lady beside him, 'that 
I have almost a mind to 
break the spell at once? 
What if the lesson should 
prove too severe! 
And besides, are you [k]not 
[rune-Jruining your own 
chance, by putting forth 
such.a rival?' I 'But 
will he not [v-]vanish 
into thin air7 at my 
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v 
bidding?' re[-]j[-D'Z'W-
]oined Ed[-W-]ward -
-[J!-]Hamilton[ -n]. 'Let 
the charm. [V'HAWt-]workt '"· 
. -- , 
"Vaughan was already 
attentively observing his 
mistress, who sat in a 
shadowy and moonlighted 
[oro-]recess of the 
[nominal] room, ·with her 
dreamy eyes fixed stead-
fastly on his own. The 
bough of a tree was waving 
before the window [W-Z-W-
=--YV-~-W-R-W-N-W], and 
==· =T• • 
sometimes enveloped her in 
the gloom [g-~:M] of its 
shadow, into which she 
seemed to [fang-V-]vanish."; 
II • 
••• cried ~e, with a 
strang[-ND'Z] smile of 
mockery and-anguish. 'Can 
our sweet Sylph[-lip-F: 
'Syl!ia'] be going to 
[step-S H-]Heaven[-V-N], to 
- = see[yK-]k the [Jesus-
]orig!nal [~dzg!T of the 
[spell] miniature?'"--XI: 
111,111,118-19,119) 
4.b. SIP-SQUISH: ~/~:~/! > g/~:~·~--a point-mark of organ-song 
[1+4/2l@fivel) 
[4.b. SIP-SQUISH: ~/!:~/! > g/~:~·~--ivorsigh one. (~-03) 
'Foot-p~ints on the Sea-shore':] It must be a spirit much unlike my 
= - = -= -= - = -= -own, which can keep itself in health and vigor without somet!mes 
~t;aling from tge ~ultrx ~un~£ne o~ tge ~grld, to plunie intg tge 
cool bath of solitude •••••.•.• Along the whole of this extensive 
= = = = - = - - = beach gambols the surf-wave; now it makes a feint of dashing onward 
= -- - = -= === = == - = = -- == in a f~r~, it d£e~ a~a~ ~itg a me;~ m~rm~r, and doe! but ~i~ tge 
~trand; no~, aft;r manx abgrtixe effgrt~, it r~r~ its~lf up in an 
unbroken line [cf. hedge of teeth (upper)], heightening as it 
= = === -advances, without a speck of foam on its green crest. With how 
fierce a r~ar=it flings=tor~ard [cf. h-to-h'~/~=voice-i~-m~uthJ, and 
ru~e! far=up tge b~ch! =,==A~~ tgre~ mx=e~e~ algng tge ed~e o~ 
the surf, I remember that I was startled, as Robinson Crusoe might 
have-Eeen,=by the sense that=ht~n life ~as within the magic circle 
0~ mx ~olit~de [cf: sense-of s~unding ~~~ at-curved fron~al=ridges 
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of own mouth}. Afar off in the remote di!tan£e oi tee bp~, 
appearing like ,!!a-np.pg!, gr !ome a,1-r1-er tging!, !~ a! might tread 
upon the feat~rx !praz, was a gro~p oi girl! [cf. teeth-aggregate 
(turning g! -hard) ] • !Jard T -ll;t gad 1 be!.leid tgem, !Den taex pa!!ed 
intg tge shadOJ o! tge ro .. k! and xani!eed• To comfort ayself--for 
truly I would have fain [glan{d)!-lgt!ed a while longer-1: made my 
acquaintance with a flock of beach-birds. These little citizens of 
the sea and air preceeded me [:t~ro:t]-b: about a stonets~tbrow "" 
aigni=\ee !tr:Ud, !e;iing, I !UPP£!e, fgr fogd-upon-it! mariin Lcf. 
aspect of nutrition, cf. aspect ·of meaning-gathering]. The !P !a! 
each little bird's great playmate [cf. each tooth, and ear-monitored 
press-of-voice]. They chased it downward as it swept back, and again 
-=- --- - -- -ran !JiftlX before the :fmpending ~~e, !lli~ !ometJ.mes 21!rtog~ t!}em 
and bore them off their feet. But they floated as lightly as one of 
... ... -their own feathers on the breaking cie!t· _Their tmages,--long-legged 
little figures, with grez ba~k! and !ng~ bg!o~,--l!re !!en a! 
distinctl;t as the realities in the mirror of the glistening strand. 
As-I advanced, they.flew""a-score ... or two""of ;ards, and, again-
- = - - = --- • - = * -alighting, recommenced their dalliance with the surf-waxe; and thus 
they bore me company along the beach: the [tooth=!typ:s of pleasant 
fantasies, till at it! e!tremit:, t!}e: tgo~ ~ing gx!r t!}e g£ean, and 
were [w-lip!] gone. After forming a friendship with these small 
...... = 
surf-spirits, it is really ~rt!} a !ii!l' to find no memorial of them 
save their multitudinous little tracks [dents] in the sand. I .... 
-== = == =· - =-- -
. Our, tracks., being all discernible, will guide us with an ob!!!qing 
son!SiOU!ne!! t!}rogg!} ex!rx unson!£iOU! ~angering 0' t!}ogg!lt and 
fan£z· Here we followed the !grf in it! refl~, to pick up a shell 
~!}i£E. tge !!& !e![--]med lgtg to relinmtish. Here we found a 
sea-weed, with an tmmense brown leaf [cf. lip], and trailed it 
-=== == - = = = behind us bX its.long snake-like stalk [cf. tongue]. Here we seized 
a ilxe ll2r!e-~e bx t~e""ta£1-Tcf: ja;l, and 5ognted tge manx 51:i! 
of that gg!er m.on!t!r. Here[ :hear] we wet our feet while examining 
a 1e11x-fi~, Jlli~ the ~e!, ll&Iing lu!t tg!!ed it up, no~ !ogggt 
to snatch away again Lcf. voice as thickened rheum from throat, as 
!al£xa-sggi~1. Here we trod along the brin~ o' a fre~-~at!r 
brooklet, which flows across the beach, becoming shallower and more. 
= = - =- = =- = = - - == = shallow, till at last it sinks intQ the sand, and perishes in the 
- = - -=- --- --effort to bear its little tribute to the main. Here some vagary 
= - = = = = appear to have bewildered us; for our tras_k! gg rognd and rognd, 
and are £Onfysedly intermingled, as if we had found a labyrinth 
upon the-level beach [~f. labia]. Thus, by tracking our [s/$-]foot-
prints in the sand, we track our own nature in its wa~ard-[extra-
- - - -=--· signature] course, and st~al a [glan(d}s]-glance upon it, when it 
=- -- - - == never dreams of being so observed. Such glances alwazs make us 
wi::r. 1 : .. ~ T --Ix7451,452:4 .] - - - - = - === -
==-= 
[4.b. SIP-SQUISH: ~/s:z/~ > h/y:k'w--ivorsigh two. (~-03) 
'Foot-p~ints on the Sea-shoreT:J -- =1= Many interesting dis[-
=.- =-=-= -]coveries may be made among these broken cliffs [cf. jaws with 
t~eth/~idges1. =an~e, fQr exa:pie, I=foynd a dead s~al, which a 
- - - = - --
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r£!:ent tempest !lad tg!!ed intg a ngo~ o' tge ro~, ~~ere JP.! shabbX 
~ar~a!! la1 tx~=gai! :hg.;_n! 1-rslled up in a !l,.eap of. e!l-sra!! Fa la · 
As __ ~e~ All:en ~=~!:el, a! if tge !ta-mon!t~r !oggDt to ~£de 
him!elf ffom m1 [natal: ]~e. Another time, a !!!ar~ !~emed on tie Tthorn:]point of leaping from the surf to swallow me; nor did I, 
= •• --- -- ••• -~glll lit~~t dread, apprga£h ~~r enougg to a~rtap. that the 
man-eater had already met his own death from some fisherman in the 
bav [cf. lip-embowed locusT.- I~ the same ramble, I enT-Jcountered[= 
* = - • • hedaed]--a larse grey bird--but ~et~!r a logn, gr a ~d gog!e _ 
(flights of haw!haw!], or the identical albatross of the Ancient 
-= == - -Marin£r [@ £gal+ridaeJ, was b!lond mz grnithology to de~de. It 
reposed so naturally on a bed of [page:]dry ~a-~esd, with its 
head[:H] beside its [W:]wing[:n], that I almost fancied it alive, 
:II :a-- --- - - ---and trod !gftl: le!t it !_ho~ld !uddenlz !pread it! ~ing! !~trd[-
SKY:Wmd]. But the sea-bird would soar among the clouds no more, 
===- --- .. , l- -=== ngr r. e upon it! ~t.ve l!le! LN/i ; !2 ! dre~ nsar, and pglled 
out one of its mottled [yel:]tail-feathers for a remembrance. 
= = = - = -- - = - -Another day I di![-]£Ole[-]red an fmmen!e bgne, ~edaed intg a £-ha!m 
of the rocks [cf. throat]; it was at least ten feet long [cf. 
= =-- - == - = = mvtho-lingam], curved like a sci.m.etar, be-fewelled with barnacles 
'J T =• • == - 11. • • = = -[cf. taste-buds of tongue] and ~11 ~ell-fi!h, and partlz ~o~red 
with a growth of sea[ :see--]-weed. Some leviathan of former aaes 
= = - = -- -= =- - =· = = = = 2 -had used this ponderous mass as a J.aw-bone. Curiosities of a 
:inuter order may be obserVed In a d:ep.reser;~ir !MAW:WE~], which 
·is replenished with water :t every tide, but b:~ames: iaie am~;g--. 
the crags,-save when the sea(--1 is at its [H:]he!ght. At the 
(tgr;at:lbott~m ;f tgi~ ro~~ b!!iU gro~ iarine=piant!, !Ome 0~ 
which tower high beneath the water, and cast a shadow in the 
==- ===== ==·== =-- = = sunshine. [Cf. posited master-symbol: serpent-w.-rhythmically-
- -= branching mouth.] Small fishes dart to and fro, and hide themselves 
- -·- = - == =-=-among the sea-weed; there is a solitary £rab, who appears to lead 
- -- == - - - -- -the life of a hermit, communing with none of the other denizens of 
== = = - -the place; and likewise several five-fingers [cf. han(d)+yel:tongue+ 
teeth:tt)thorns]--for-I know no other [N+H/knuckle-head:]name than 
that whi~ £hildren give them. If your i.m.aaina~ion be at all 
a~£U!tamed tO !U£h frsa~, ~0~ max log~ do~ intg t~e (skull:)dept~~ 
a£ t~i! pogl, and fan~ it the ml!tsr£au! deptg a£ g£ean. But 
where are the hulks and scattered timbers [incl. hawses] of sunken 
= =- -= = = - = ships?--where the treasures that old Ocean hoards (r-tongue-ark-~o-
£;*dT?--where the carroded-cannon?--where th: corpses and skeleton: 
of sear-=lmen, ;ho-went-down in stori=and b:tti: [orgiasticlargasmic]? 
I ~the day ar=:y=last rimble,-(it was a September day, yet as warm 
as summer,) what should I be[-]hold but three girls sitting on its 
-= == == === =-- -mar~in, and--:e!, it i! ~eritabli sa--l~~ing t~e£r ~no~ f;et in tge 
!unnz ~at;rt T~;~e, tg;~e are tge-r~g£te-g~i!t*e-]~arm r;alit£e~ a£ 
those visionarz shapes that flitted before me on the beach. Hark 
t~:!r :err: ig££e!7 a~ t~ey tg!;! up tge=[near=!eminal_/~a*i~anl = 
water with their feet! They have not see[--]n me. I must tlingua/ 
iingaliy]=shr~k[~~k] behind this [ankh-throat-Track, and stea[--]1 
- = = == =- === === -= a1az again. I In honest truth, vowed to solitude as I am; there is 
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something in the en[-]counter that makes the heart flutter with a 
strangely pleasant [valve-vulvi-]sensation. I know these girls to 
be realities of flesh and blood~ yet [glans-]glancing at them so 
briefly~ they mingle like kindred creatures with the ideal beings 
of my miiJ.d. It is pleasant~ likewise~ to [glan!-lgt!e dolfl from 
some [s/s-]high crag~ and watch a group of [re-created] children~ 
gat~Ing r!em!n:l relic!~·grr-pebble! and p!=rix-[g:sarTl shell!~ 
and plaling with the [froth:]surf~ as with old [HAW!-]QceanTS 
[blo_2om-1~:r1=bprd. Nor d0:! it r~:di~:Tinfri.nie upon mi-sesl~!ion, to ~e :ond!r Tb~xant-lbgat at an~gr gff tbe ~re~ 
Llingam-lingually:serpentinely-l!~inging dr~I to and frg~ and 
rising and sinking[-ink:KING!] with the alternate sT-lwell; while 
the [CANINE:lc;ew--four aentlem~ ln TLIP/LAP-]round-about ~~kets--
• - = = Sl - • a.- -
are bu!l ~ith t!leif' [!em.ina~-m~ing-]fi~ing-l£ne!· But[+:And/end] 
with an in[-Jward antipathy and a headlong flight~ do I eschew the 
-- -pre!ense o£ anx meditttixe !trgll~r l~e mi!elf~ known by ~i! pilgrim 
!taff ••••••• !sramble ~!tilx ~r tbe [near-testicular-]ro~! 
and take refuge in a [maw:]nook which manv a secret hour has given 
== :aSil = - ·- - .• --- - = = - • me the right to call mx own. •••• • •• mx musings melted into its 
r~74ki wail; and :T-s-h:]a~dv floor, ••• a po;tion-of mvself[.T [:-
IX: 56:8.]- - - * = =- = -=-
[4.b. SIP-SQUISH: ~/s:z/~ > h/;:k'w--ivorsigh three & four. 
(~-03) 'Foot-prints on the-sea:shore.:T. = •••• I It is a recess in 
- - - =-= -= --the line of cliffs [cf. oral ridges]~ walled round bi a rough high 
precipice Tc£. lip-ward track of tongu~=(moving=out-and-up)], ;h~h 
almost encircles and shuts in a little space of [s!-formed] s[Tjand[-
= =- -= = - - - - -- = - -words]. In front~ the sea[:see] appears as between the pillars of 
a portal. In the rear Tto-ward thro:t]: the pr~~ipic~ is br;ken = 
= = = = = - - - == and intermixed with earth, which gives nourishment not only to 
clinging and t~in~g-[voice:;ubStanti8te!J shrubs, but t2 Tl~gual/ 
= -= ===- - - - -phallic] trees~ that gripe the [HAW:K!-]rock with their naked roots~ 
= - = = = = = = =- - = = - == = -and seem to struggle hard [i.e.~ against hard-palate} for footing 
-= - = = 
and for soil enough to live upon. These are fir trees; but oaks 
hang their=heayy b;anches=from above:=:nd thro; do~ Tglans:Ja~orns 
= = = = =- . - - = = = = - == -
on t~e b~ach, and ~ed t~e~ [~e-f~!ted-]w!t~!ring fgl£aie upon 
the waves. At this autumnal season~ the precipice [cf. lingual-
prep~~~ t=lips)] is decked with varieg:ted splendor; trailing 
wreaths [rings] of-sca:iet fla~nt from-the summit-down[-Jward[:word]; 
= = =- - = -= = = - = == == tuft! o£ [~~ina-l:I~!-]~ello~-flo~;ring ~rub! and r2!e bushe~, ~it~ t~e£r reddened I;a~e! and [glan(d}~-]glg~~ ~e;d-berr£es Tcf. 
~a~et ga~!l, !pro~t from ;a~ ~rexi=e; at e~;~ [glan{d)~-]glan=e, 
I detect some new light or shade of beauty, all contrasting with the 
~t~rn,=gre~ [Nathaniei-H~-bre;ing(+)aa=::biue-matri/patriarchill=ro~. 
A rill of water trickles down the cliff and fills a little cistern 
near the base [cf. urinB:l]. I drain it at a draught, and find it 
fresh and pure. This recess [at y:throat] shall be my dining-hall. 
And-what th~ feast? -A few-rnear-scrotal] biscuits, made [tongu~­
tip-to-palate-]savory by soaking them in sea-water, a [near-hirsute] 
tuft of samphire=g:thered-£r~m the=beach, ~nd=an=apple [cf._haw-berry, 
- == == =-
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thorn-apple~ tree-glans]~ fgr tge de~rt. By thi! time~ the little 
rill ha! filled it! [bladder-like] re!J~g!r aga!n; and~ a! 1 ~ff 
it~ I t!)anf [lEL: 1 God more [!Ia I= 1 beartil:; t1!an fgr a ~i~i~ bansget [ = lip!-at-tlb*e-(~/*}edaeT~ tbat !e gixe! me a gealtD£~1 appet!te to 
mtke a feast of bread and water Tand of ordinary experience~ via 
ex7impl~it gl:ndular-corr:s~ndential reconstitution of language 
(as thought and speech}]. /[ &:] Dinntr b~ing gx~r, 1 tSro! m~!elf 
at [~rpent- ]length upon the !and~ and [liz_!rd-]ba!~ing in tge 
[divine] sunshine,. let m: mind disport itself at will. The walls 
of this m; [or:l-conceptualj hermit:ae ha;e no to;_gue to teli mv-
= - • -+ T = - = T == ~ a a = a follies, though I sometimes fan£: that th~ have ears to hear 
[echg-te!tl t~:m: and a= !0~ [fgrma! e!_!:n~el to !xmiiati£~:. tg.ere 
is-ypoeticlmaaic in this spot. Dreams haunt its precincts, and 
['sugaestivel~] flit a~ound me in b~oad :u;,light: nor-re~Ire that · 
!Ie!p !_hail bl£nd£gld ms [and mo~th:ie~i-unioid msl to rs=l oble~t!, 
ere these be visible. Here can I Twood-jaw-lframe a story of two 
= =- --- -- = - -lovers, and make their shadows live[ :leavel before me~ and be 
mirrored in the tran,wir[w:lwater, as-they tre:d al~ng the= 
sT:~d-s:and-::]and, leaving no foot-prints. Here[:hear!] should I 
will it, I can !ummon up a !ingle s~de, and b! m:!elf h;r [fg,U-
]lover. Yes, d~eamer~--but your lonely [haw:]heart will be the 
--colder for such fancies. Sometimes~ too, the Past comes back, and 
finds me [tooted] here, and.in her train come faces which were 
[glan{d)s-]gladsome~ when I knew them~ yet seem not gladsome now. 
[Wood:]Would that my hiding place were lonelier[=~-*ongei], so that 
the Past [with p-s-s lips] might not find me! Get ye al gone, old 
friends, and let me listen to the [mot1J.~i=ma!-lm~~r o' tge 
[~~ifg~-fru.ed-1!~[--] ,--a melan~hol~ [~ga*-bla~] xg£~e, but 
less sad than ~ours. Of what mysteries is it teliing? Of sunken 
!!!iP~I:~ip!], and ih~re[-]abo~t!-tEei l£ei-to-1J.edael? 0£ [!7lisland! 
afar and un[-]di![-J~ox~red, ~g!e ta~[-]n~ ~ildren are unson~iou! 
of other islands and of continents[=forms of continence], and 
d:~r-=lm tge !tar! of Ee:xen tge£r n~re!t ;_e£ggbo~r!I=D!(~)-~e~]? 
Nothing of all this. What then? Has it talked for so many ages, 
v 
and meant nothing all the while? [Cf. s/s as meaningless noise--
in~eptive of atten~ion.] No; for tho!e-aae! find utteran~e tn the 
!sa'! uns_bfnaing xg£~e, and ~arn the li!t[-]en~r to !it~rai 1J.i! 
interest from mortal vicissitudes, and let the infinite idea of 
et;~ni'tz[ :z-~-!7~2!!1 Pi~!de=,gi~ [~:~e£ze!-T ~o~l [and ~:n~e o! 
signature-selfT. This is Tserpentine:w:Twisdom; and, the~efore, 
- -= - - -= = = = -- == = will I spend the next half-hour in shaping little boats of drift-
:ood[7waY!ard-;ordsT, ~nd l~unching~hem on vo~ages=acros~ the cove 
TEa~:gpen:g~e17=~itg the featg;r of a sea-guii f2r-a ~a~[f£r === 
seminal:semantic face:direction-takrng~ If the voice of ages 
Tyel:]teil me true7-this is as wise an oc[-]cup[-vo:ov]ation as to 
build ships of five hundred tons, and launch them forth upon the 
main [i.e., in praise of God], bound to 'far Cathay.' Yet, how 
[wood:]would the merchant [=practical poetic-Hg-self] [dragon:]sneer 
at mel I And, after all, can such philosophy be true? Methinks I 
could find a thousand arguments against it. Well, then, let ~ond;r 
• 
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~gy ro~~ [lfg-]mid-dsep in t!le ~f-!je! DS i! !ome~.ahat ~at!lfgl, 
--g! rlie! and rgar! and fgam!--let that ttll ro~ bs mz antagoni!t, 
and let ms ex_sr~}!e m1 [hom.e:maw-]gratgry like him of Atgen! 
[Demosthenes-with-stones-in-mouthl, who bandied words with an angrz 
sea and·g~t-the Tv:v{o)Y:s-ice:i;v:i~rtal::ameT·vict~rv7 Mv maiden 
_. • • • • • - •- -.. •+ T --=- :a :p .-. ·.~ 
speech is a triumphant one; for the ~entleman in seat:see]-weed has 
- -- - - - - - - 5E -- -- .. - -not~ing to gff~r in replz, !l~e an immitigable rgaring. !!i! vo£~e, indeed~ will be [!Jaw! :]heard a long [h'w-]while after mine[-nris 
hushed[ :;'hut:;hut]7 ~~e more I sho~tT :s"b:ow-t!l7 and the -
=- - = -cliffs[:teeth-ridges] reverberate the !o~nd. Og, ~hat 1gl fgr a 
[~: ]~~[ :z] man to fe~ !l:lm!elf ~ !Olit~r~, tllat !i! max lift }:i! 
~£~e -in-maw] tg it! ~gge!t[:g'~~:!a~:~!J pit~ ~itgo~t !,!a~rd 
of a list[-]ener! But hush!--be silent, m1 good friendt--whence 
s~me! t~t [ha;d:haw:MAWt:Y!t1fied-[E~-tongue7]1auggt~r? It ~a! 
musical~--but how should there be sucn music in mz solitude? ~~ins [glan(d)!-glan~e-git~ingl uperd;; 1 sat~ a gl:iip!e 0~ 
three faces, peeping from the summit of the cliff, like an~els 
[ni(+)n:!]betwe:n me and th:ir-native ;k:7 Ah, fair.girls[:vtrgin-
g~i!t~e], zog·m:x miie zou~!~ve! m:rri·at mz.elgggen£:,-=but It ~a! 
mx turn to smile when I [wood:Jsaw[!] :our whiteT:W(-Y:R:Y-)iDe] 
feet'f-apartJ in th: po~l! .. Let us=[~~ss71k:ep each oth:r"s = 
.. = = - ..,. = - l!f ~ - -~~ret![ :v~in-!e.5~!:ion!l. I . . . . L-IX:45ts-o0. J 
[4.b. SIP-SQUISH: s/s:z/z > h/y:k'w--ivorsigh five. (~-04) 
'Fanshawe: A Tale!:] .•• :.- 7 -The=gue;t; at the [death-watch] 
-- = -- = cottage did not attempt to oppose Fanshawe's progress, when thel 
inaw!:]sa~ him take the path t~i§rds the-forest, tma:iin~g, p~obably, 
- = - - - == = = -- - = = - - -tllat ge ~a! ret!ring fgr tge p~rpg!e of !~~ret praz~r. But the 
[dyingl old woman [with 'his purse in(Y ••• (her) hag's hand'--
'Widow Butle~"--]la~gh:d behind the handkerchief with which she 
[ye~:l~e1!ed g~r fl£e7 I "!t~e Lha::lg~id t~ zo~r ~t:P!;-b2i7' 
she [mother:maw-Jmuttered; 'for they are leading you whence you will 
not retu~. o:ath, t~o, for the ~laz~r. B~. it ~·' ., Fan!_ha~e, 
in the meanwhile, contrived to dis[-]cover, and for awhile, to 
retain, the=tn:tho~-tongue-]narrow and .. iw:hip-lip-]winding path 
that led to the £¥':Jriv~r !!de. But it was originally no more than 
a track, by which the Tvertebrate/mouth-ruminative, k'rattle-]cattle 
belonging to the cottage went down to their [W:]~at~ring place; and 
= - - =-by these four-footed passengers it had long been deserted. The fern 
bushes, therefore, had grown over it, and in !ex~ral [~p:]p~=e~, 
tree[--]s of considerable size had shot up in the midst ••••• He 
= - = = - = -=- - = -nevertheless continued to wander on--pa~~ing often to [~:]l~ten for 
the [~:]rush o! t~e [¥:lri~r, and then ~tarting f~r~!rd, ~itg fresh 
rapidity, to rid himself of his own thoughts, wgich be£~e painf~lyY 
inten~e, ~gen undi~tgrbed bX bodilz mg~ion Tdi7memEer7utter-uader -
exercise]. His way was now frequently inter[-~-]rupted by rock~, 
tgat t~~t t~e,F J:~ge graz ~ead~ from t~e gro~nd, .sompelling, gim 
to turn aside •••• 7 Thus fie went on--his head turned .back, and 
taki~g little heed to hi~ ro~tsteps--whei;,,-perceivfng thathe trod 
upon a ~ogtg,=r~:lle~el-[~7lro~ T~Ag:~~r!,-~~=12o~a fgr~~rd, 
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and found himself almost on the utmost verae of a precipice [cf. 
lipslp~epu~e]7 I •After the throbbtng ~ the heart that followed this 
[haw:overiJ ntrr2w e51pe !lad !"b!ided, ~ !to2d [gla~(d) !-Jg!~ing = -
do~ J}lere tae ~[-]bp! !lept ~ plea!antly at the [lingual-]rogt! · 
of the tall old trees, with whose h~iest tops he was upon a [fish-
like] level. Sudd~I:, ·he .. s::t=-Yl:ed to· hear ;~i~es--one well -
r£T-]membsr [ -rl ed [-add] i2,a.~e:-a!~ending f~~m b;:eat~; :nd :pproaching 
to the [HAW:OVER!-]edae o1 t~e [Dlgi-te~tB-liliff, B! [~w:wood-]!al 
at its [throat-]base the two whom he sought. I He saw and [gestur-
- - . ·- = = :==.= == - = - ... - -ally] interpreted Ellen's look and attitude of entreatf, though the 
- - =- = = = - -= words, with which she sought to [s:tongue-]soften the deep-]ruthless 
== - =· • =r:a - - - • • - _. • a • = -heart of her guide, became inaudible, ere thez reached the height 
;here Fan:hawe Lni(H):::]stood7 Ha feit th:t [YHw+fi-]He:v~ had 
!~t ~fm ~it~r •••• ..7. •1 At length, .. when.Eil:n L'~g(:)ton(g)'] 
fell upon her ~e!! [an~aed-in-soft-palate], he lifted a ~ll 
fragment o£ [~i!t=!2id-F: ]ro~, and t!}relf it doJll tge iliff. It [£'~] 
struck so near-fhe pait, that it immediatelz drew the attention of 
both:- r= when the betraz!i--at the !n:tant in which he had-almost 
d:tied the .. power=of the Omnipotent to bring help=to-[EL:!Ellen---
= = == =T .,. = -=F became aware of Fansh ow:H!]awe's presence, his hardihOod failed him 
£~-a t~:, and lli! !nei!=[=ni<+Yn~1 a£~T-l~liz .. tot£7lt!rr-i-led= 
beneath him. But ••• , he prepared to revenfe the intrusion bv 
= == == • = = =- • 
which Fanshawe had a second time interrupted his opportunistic 
==- -- = -= = - --sexual and. financial] de!!gn!· I 'Bz !Jealen, 1 Jill £&!t ]!im do~ 
at b!r fest!' ~! muttsred t~o~g~ ~1! slg!ed ('Anglsrt-lte~t~. 
'There shall be no form nor likeness of man left in him. Then let 
=== ........ == = ==- = = him rise up, if he is able, and defend her.' I .... I Fanshawe, 
=- == - = == - = as he watched his upward [heaven-contradicting] progress, deemed that 
-===- =- = == = = - = = ex~ry s~ep JOgld b~ 1li! la!t •••• !Ji! [o~J !P£rit! r2se bggtantly, 
his limbs seemed to grow firm and strong, and he stood T--man y--1 
=- --= = = - = ==- = 
on the [teeth-]edge of the precipice[:prepuce-of-full-face:jaw-
= = = - = = - - =- = = -- - -confrontation], prepared for the death-struggle which would follow 
t~e !u~==!! o' tge e~·~·att:mpt. l -But that-:ttempt=wa~ not = 
successful. When within a few feet of the summit, the adventurer 
grasped at a Ttongue-slim:]twig, tOQ Ls!:]sienderly Tseedling:]~ooted 
to sustain his weight7 It g:ve wa~-in-his-hand: and he-fell backL-
J:SrdT:w~rdl]-d~~ the [near-~rai:.Jprecipice. His head struck=-
against-the less perpen[-ldicT-lular part of the ro~k r=chth~ic 
ball]: whence the bodz r2lled ·[~~:J~eaiilz=doin t2=the deta~ed 
[t(g)gtn-]fragment [of rock], o' w1li~ men~ion ga~ g;ret2fgr~ been 
~de. ~it!} !ll t~e pa~ions Of [fia!!-l!}ell ali~e in !}is heart, h~ 
had [face:lmet the fate that he intended for FL:]an[klitlsL:]haweTTJ 7 ... :-I .... He-['T~ st~dent'I'Fanshawe'] lifted the ~tionless 
form of [Ye~: ]Ellen in his [hand: ]arms, and resting her head against 
his shoulder, gazed on her cheek of lily paleness, with a joy--a -
= - - - =- == - == = - = - = = :::o..::-triumph--that rose almost to madness. It contained no mixture of 
= = =- = =- = -- = = = --= = hope, it had no reference to the future--it was the perfect [de 
i 9 Aubepin:] bliss of the ~ent--a~ insulated Ts!:]point ~£ happiness. 
=:a -== = -= - == = -He bent over her and pressed a ~iss--the first, and he knew it would 
be the la~t--on her [death' ~-tootii:]pgle lip~; then [fruit:.]bearing 
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4.c. v v SIP-SQUISH: ~/~:~/~ < ~/z:~'~--a leaf-fold of breach-counter-
chant [2+3/2l@five]) 
[4.c. SIP-SQUISH: ~/s:z/~ < h/~:k'~--countersqueeze one. (~-04) 
'Fanshawe: A Tale!:] •• :.- 7 -Ellen a~-her two lovers (for both, 
-... -though perhaps not equally, deserved that epithet) had met, ~~al, 
at the ~lgse o~ a ~~t ~umm~r daz, and ~~re ~tanding bz t~e 
[P!sY/ankh!] side of the stream [cf. stream of speech], just where 
-=· =-== -= = -- - =-= --== -- === it ~ept intg a d~p P221 tcf. oral/conceptual ssu**-savity, under 
lip-pound]. The ~~rrent, [¥Dg!-]undsrmining the baniT=(h)edge/lip-
bournel, had formed a re~-]cess, which according to Ed[-]ward[:woid] 
wai[-*:]cot[:]t[•tonguel, afforded=a~t~t-moment a hiding plac:=to 
~ tr[:I-Jo~t[!] o~ ngble[:(~)~] ~!~e[:~~]. =1 'Now=[~od:]~~~ld l 
give the world,' he exclaimed, with great interest L•self-investment], 
'f~r a r~::lhgo!tandTie*7ll,!ne:-a fish sp~rT:xiJ, gr anz [p-Jpi:!r-:!-1~atgrT:~:i£al[:~l in:!trument o~ [D:]death! too~, [!E~:JEllen, zo~ ~an ~i[--!1 the rx·~·x:J~ving 0~ ~i:! ta![-z'*:xgise-sell[+~] 
from ben~th tge [~ip: ]ban~.' 7 'If zo~ ~d the mean:! o~ t!!ing 
~im, ! ~o~ld ~!ye ~im from xo~r £r~elty, t~u:!,' :!aid Ellen, 
dropping a [lip: Jpebble intg the [~: ]~at~r, just oyer the fish. 
'There! he has darted down the=stream7 How many p!easant [oro-leaves 
and=rece~~e~ there must be, under these ba~ks, where fie may be = ... 
[haw!-lhaPpy! =May there ~ot be=happtness ~-the life of a fish[: 
~+~<a~et)lt' she added, [~ip/f~se-Jturning ~it~ a sm£[-Y'~-lle-t~ 
Fan~~~e. I ~T~~re max, ~~ replied[:rep-t!;ed], ·~o I~ng a~~~ 
lives ~ietly in the caves and recesses of wh~ch ~ou Tmouth-]speak. 
Xe~,-tfi~re may b~ happ~ess, tho~sh-such ~s=Ie! £W2~d:l!~uid enyy; 
=-but tfien the [fia~:pen-]hook and Ttmmortai:signature-]Ii~e--' -7 
'Which, there is reason to apprehend[:hand:append], will shortly 
destroy the happiness of our friend the tr[-]out,' inter(:~:]rupted 
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Ed[-]ward[:word], pointing down the [signature:voice-]stream. There 
is an [Engli~:ma~-]angl~r on gi:! ~a~ tg~!rds u!, ~ 1Ul int;r~ept 
~· I 'B! !!.em! tg care little f2r tee !P2rt, tg 1udse bX tee 
PIS.e at ~i~-'~ Jal~!:=" !aid Ellen. I 'But he see[--Y]s, now that 
we are observing him, and is willing to prove that he knows something 
of the art,' replied Edward Walcott. 'I ~ild tD!ni[:ink] aim 
[~:]Jell a$1Si&J.nted[ :~on5nant] Jiti tl}e !trum; for, [a: l!Ja!tily as 
he walks, he has tried every pool and ripple, where a fish T-meaning-
ful word/symbol] usually hides. But that [thor(-)ny-]point will be 
decided when he reaches ~ond~r gld [g~an:!/!~g~-]bare ·~~-tr~.' i 
'And go! i! the gld tr~ to decide the sge:!~ion?' insg£red Fansha1e. 
'It is a species of evidence of which I have never before heard:' I 
'The stream=bU-worn : [RHO-Y!f!-HAW: ]hollow under its roots,' 
-Tii• - = == answered Ed[-]ward--'a most d icate [throat-]retreat for a trout. 
Now, a stranger [wood:]would not discover the spot. I 
I ... in American streams • • • • I 'There, Ellen, he has 
cap[-]tivated your prot~g~, the trout--or at least one very like him 
in size,' observed Ed[-]ward. 'It is sing[-]ular[:uvular/ovular],' 
he added, [glan(d)s-]gazing ear[-]nest[-]ly at the man. I 'Why is 
it sing[-]ular?' in[:]quired Ellen Langton[:1ong-tongue]. 'This 
person perhaps resides in the nei[-]bor[+e:Hiood, and ma:¥ have fished 
often in the [voice:]stream.' 1= 'Do-but lo~k at him, Ell:n: ••• ~ 
he replied[:rep:ttledT. -,The [glan(d)s-]glo;=of m:nv a hotter 
*• + iiT = T - == * = = sun[:son] than ours has darkened his [haw:k(S)!-]brow; and"his step 
- - = a - = - = - = • = - • = - -and air have something foreign in them. • ••• ' I They waLked 
= ==- = ;a = •. = 
tg!!rd! the angler, a~ r: 1 sgrd r-1 tngly • • • • , A! the party drew ~.!ID, 
he raised his head •••• • ••• I .... I You have an anglers 
-- =- = - - == = = = = e~e, ~r,' re[-]lglned Ed[-]~rd ••••• ' I 'Ie!, I ga~e l!&rnt the 
art, and! lo~e tg prastl!e it,' repl~[:tep-t~edJ the man. 'But 
will not the ~o~ng lad~ tr~ g!r ![:]kill?! g~ cgntin~ed, sa:!ting a 
L:!ting!-]bgld [g,!~D:Je~e on Ellen. Trge [.l:ingam:ta~-]fish ~ill 
lo~e tg bi [J:imh-]drawn o~t b~ :!uch [ga~:~e-:!emina~:]~ite ~nd! 
as those. 7 .... l .... I .... The young men could at first 
- =-hear the words that the angler addressed to Ellen. They related to 
the mode of managing the rod; and she made one or two casts under 
his direction. At length, how[:haw-]over, as if to offer his 
assistance, the man advanced close to her side, and seeT--Y]med to 
- - - = = - = =- = == -= -=-= = = speak; but in so low a tone, that the sense of what he uttered[: 
ud~~+_red] ~:! -ig:!t7 befgre it r~~ed-tge [g!d:g:tan;=]~~=:' But 
its effect upon Ellen was immediate, and very obvious. Her e~e 
£lashed,=and an in[:JdiiT-lnant=blush rose=hl&h ~n her clieek, giving 
to her beaut~ a haught~ brightness,-of :hicli=tlie gentlenes;=of h~r 
dlsp~sition in g~neral deprived It. The next[ :annexed] moment, 
how[:haw-]over, she seemed to re[:]collect herself, and re[:]st2ring[= 
~e-±!den-ing] the angling rod to it~ o~;r, ~e t~rned away, - -
~alT:~-]mly, and app[-~:]r~ach[-]ed ~~r ~ompan£ri~. I TTlie ~!ening 
breeze gr2~s chill, and mine is a dress !or a summer day,' she 
oh~ryed.--TLet us wal~ _hgme[-J~rd[:'{C~ist-)9g.£d].' 7 .::. I 
Edward Walcott, eluaing Tface-surface-~allow!T Fanshawe's observation 
= with little difficulty, hastened back to the old oak-tree. The 
= ==- === = = ::::==:= =-= 
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obj,e't o' lli! ~r£h m~!}t indeed have found 15onsu1ment among the 
[hirsute-]tufts of alders, or in the forest that was near at hand; 
but thither it was in ~ain tg Pir! [e-ll;le him. The angler had 
apparently !_et little !tgre bl t!}e f~it! o' his assymed o~iillP!~ion; 
for the last fish that he had taken lay yet alive on the [lip/hedge: 
]bank, ga!ping.fOr the [!-d~psrl element to which Ed[-jward wa! 
!uffiSientl% 15ompassionate to r,t[-]!tgre gim. After ptching[:~: 
lo.,king] him as he Lglan(d)!-lgl£ded dop the ,!trjp, mt~ing fs.sble 
efforts to r;!i!t it! [~:]~gr[:~:]rent, the xoith tgrned a~ax, and [~: isa~nt!r[+Ied][!tr,um-fg.£!:~l!lo~ly [I: ]t~!rd! the ~lle~e[ :~ga~+ 
edae Co~ G:g-d}]. I .... · [--III:354-8.] 
[4.c. SIP-SQUISH: ~/s:z(! < h/v:k'w--countersqueeze two. 
( v ) ' T J - - =,= = "" . ' s-04 Fanshawe: A Tale. : • • • • • • • said Edward ••• - Who is 
- -- - - = =-=-this angel, mine host, that has taken up her abode in the Rand and 
B~te1:1T I igaa""~a!t.a""agi~k-[gl:n(d)!-jglan£; from g~e tg 
another, before he answered,-,! keep no an~els here, gentlemen. 
= = ==--- ===--==SiC.-== -
.... ! I 'And zet Glox;r !la! seen a Ii!ion in tge pa~aae !4x--a 
ladx with a small white hand. 'f . . . . I . . . . I Heavens! what 
dg 1 :!S?' ~a~gl!t:d Do~tgr MeLmetg [the 'Pre!ident' ;~ ~~rlei"" 
(~t~MOgt~Y-~olleael], lifting !}1! ~nd!, and !tarting ba~ from 
tge entran£e o' t!}e rogm.. The tgr~ !tgdent! pre!!ed fgrurd;-Mrs. 
Crombie and the servant girl had been drawn to the spot, by the 
!Ol;lnd 0' !!ii!J.'! x~ce; and !11 tge,!r ~ndjring exe! ~;re f=4ied on 
poor Ellen Langtoa T=LnnG(aNKH!)-ToNgue!]. I The apartment, in the 
- ~-- == 
mid!t o~ ~i~ ~e !togd, !4! dimly l£il!ted bl a !olit!ry ~andle, at 
the fartg;r 8!tremitx; but Ellen ~a! ~Pg!ed tg tge [glan(d)!-]gl!re 
o' tge tgr~ lamp!, geld bl !!gil}, !.}i! ~,!fe, and the !irxant g,!rl. 
Their combined rays seemed to form a focus exactly at the point[: 
= = = = -- -== = = == - = = - == ggo~!-aN~e!] ~gjre thez r!!~ed !}jr; and tge beggld;rs, gad anz 
been !uffl.£ientlz salm, miS~t ~X~ ~at~ed g;r f~~ure!, in tgeir 
aait!ted ~gr~g!, and fr;sgent ~nie 0' ~re!!ion, a! p;rfe~tlx 
a! bz tge brgad light o' daz. Terror had at first blanched her as 
white as a lily, or as a marble statue, which for a moment she 
=== - -resembled, as she ~tood motionless in the centre of the room. Shame 
next bore sway; and gsr blu~ing ~ogntenan£e, ~ox;red bz g;r !lend;r 
white fingers, might fantastically be compared to a variegated rose, 
=== = - = = - = - = = = = == = = =-~itg it! alt;rnate !tr£pe! o' ·~g.J.te and [~~-.;_od!] red. The next 
instant, a sense of her pgre and inng£ent inten~ion! ggXe g;r 
!trengtg and ~ograge; and her attitude and look had now something of 
pride and dignity. These, however[:haw-over], in turn gave way; for 
Ed[-]ward Wal[-]cott pressed forward, and attempted to address her. 
= = = - === -== I 'Ellen~ Ellen,' !l~ ~aid in an aait!ted and ggixjring ~!li!psr;--
but what was to follow cannot be known, for his emotion checked his 
== =- == == = = =-== -=== =-
utterance. His tone~ and look~ however, again overcame Ellen 
Langton; and=she Ttho~-]bu~st i~t~ t:ars. Fan~haw~""advanced 
[s/shalJow! but h/d;;p!] a~d-took Ed~dTs arm;-.She ha: been 
d~ceived,~ he wh!sp~ed--'she is""inn~~ent7 You a~u~worthy of her 
i~~~ do~bt""it7'- J 'Egz-ag zog int~rf~re,=~£r?' d~~ded-Edi!~d, 
~~g~e pa~ion~, t~gro~glil~ e~=£ted, ~o~ld ~illingl~ ga!e ~~~ed 
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th~elle! on ani gne. I I I ... the ~e 
s!5,S[--]med to !et !li! blood in a flp.e; and for the time being, he 
was a perfect madman. I A p!}renolo&i!t [~od-]JOuld probably have· 
found the organ of destructiveness in strong development, just then, 
upon Ed5rd '! ~r~n~~; for he ~Ftainli manifested an impulse to 
break and destroy whatever chanced to be within his reach. He 
commenced his operations by up!etting t!}e ttble [cf. ligs-over-hard-
palate!] and breaking the bottles and glasses. • •••••• ; ••• a 
ma!!iXe and,a.ron, with ro~nd brt!en gead ~ ~l}iz_:ed pa!t • • • [ '~gg' 1 , 
within a hair's breadth of his ear. I .... I 'Let us return his 
fire, Hgah, "f - = 7 ·rlie= sound of this man's voiCe =pr~duced-
= - - = - = - . - =-==-- - =-a mg!t !inggl!r s£fe~t upon Ed~~d. The moment before, his actions 
had been those of a raving maniac; but wheri the words struck his 
ear, he paused, put his hand to his forehead,.seeT--Tm~ t~re[: 
J~oll~t riTJ iim!elf, -~d f!U:liz -adxan£ed ~itr a firm and !teadx 
step. His countenance was dark and angrz, but no longer wild. I 
TI have-fou~d-[via-h+YHV'V!] v~u, villain,' he S:id-to .. the.angler. 
=== - =· ·=-==· •=- ·= j 
'It 1!. xog ~].}axe done tgi!·' [-III:384,392-3(w.389),395-6. 
[4.c. SIP-SQUISH: $/s:z/~ < h/y:k'w~-countersqueeze three. 
- - - - - - = = (!-12) 'D!Xid ~an: A Fanta!X': 1 We can be but par!iallz ac,sgainted 
even with events which actually influence·o~r coyrse through~Iife, :a-----and our final destiny. Could we know all the vicissitudes of 
our fortunes, life would be too full of hope and fear, exultation or 
· disappointment, to afford a single hour of true serenity. This idea 
may be illustrated by a P!ae from tge !esret !li!tgrx o£ DtXid ~~an. 
I We have nothing to do with David, until we find him, at the age 
of twenty, on the high road from his native place to the £iti o! 
Boston, where his uncle; a small dealer in the grocery line, was 
=- === = - = - = == = =-= = to take him beJl.ind the so~nt!r. After journeying on foot, 
from sunrise till nearly noon of a summer's day, his weariness and 
the increasing heat determined him to sit down in the first convenient 
- = - = = -shade, and await [@step 4!] the coming up of the stage coach. As if 
-= == == ==--==- = planted on purpose for him, there soon appeared a little tuft of 
= =- = = = - = = = maples, with a delightful recess in the midst, and such a fresh 
b~bbling=spring [cf.=voicel7-thit it seemed-never to have spar~ed 
fgr anz ~azf!r!r but oiiid S~an. ~irg~ [fangiJ gr not7 !l! ~i~sed 
it ~ith §is th!rsty lips, ana then flung himself along the brin~, 
- --=-- - - =- = pillo~ing his head upon some shirts and a pa!r Of pantaloons 
[anatomical-bottoms], tied up-r~ a striped cotton [cock-~ow!] 
hand[-)kerchief. The s~nbeams could not reich him;-the aust did not 
= == - - ==== - = ==-=- = -yet ri~e from the r2ad, aft;r the !lea~ ra£n o! ze~t;~da~; and his Tg~an~d)~-ra!~el-]gra~~ lair s~!ted the young man better than a bed 
of down. The spring murmured drowsily beside him; the branches 
~~ed dr~ilz asrg~ t!le bl~e ~~z, ~;r!lead; and a deep sleep; 
perchance hiding dreams within its depths, fell upon David Swan. 
But we are to relate events which he did not dream of. I WhUe 
he lay sound asleep in the shade, other people were wide [hi~i-]awake, 
a~d passea to ana=from~ a-foot, on horseback, a~a in:all sorts of=== 
~;gi;l~~ al~ng the ~unn~ r2ad b~ !li~ bed-~b;r. • ':'.. /. == 
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While the coachman and a servant were replacing the wheel, the lady 
and gentleman sheltered themselves beneath the maple trees, and there 
espied the bubbling fountain, and David Swan asleep beside it. 
Impres...!ed Jith t}!e [!l: la!e ~~ich the }p.unblf!!t !l,UP;r ~~all;:; ~ed! 
aro~d J!im, the mers_hant trod a! l£gbtli a! t~e go~t [~od:]~o~d 
allow; and his spouse took good heed not to rustle her silk gown, 
lest.David :hOuld :eart.up, :11 ~fa sudden. 7 '~sound!;:; he 
sleeps!' whiSp:red-the old a:ntle:an.- 'From what: depth he dr:ws 
- - • =- - = • • a =- • =- •-that !I!Z breat!l! ~u~ !l~p a! that, bro~ggt on ~tho~t an 2P~ate, 
~uld b! ~2rt!J. U12re t2 ms t~n half m;:; in~ome; fgr it !OUld !uppg!e ~ealth, and an untroubled miDd.T I And ;:;o~th, bes!de!,' !aid t~e 
l!dl. '~ealth;:; an~ ~~et a&e doe! not !leep tgu!· 0~ ![-]lumb,;r 
1! ng m2re li~ gi!, than ogr 5~efglne!!!=:-" I The lg118£r the;:; 
lgo~ed, the mgre'did thi! eld!rl;:; ~ouple f~l int;re!ted in the 
~kno~ zogth, t2 w~ the ~I !£de and the ID!Ple !!_l!de ~,;re a 
secret chamber, with the rich gloom of damask curtains brood[-]ing 
on[:~-Jr"g:fi. P;r~.Uing t'iia.t a=!tra;:;[:+ail !~[-lbi!m 'Lslan!-
18l±mm,;red do~ upon his ft£e, the l!dl contr£xed to t~i!t a bra~ 
aside, so as to interT-lcept it. • ••• 7 'Providence seems to have 
-· -=- = - . = - -:a:a- --laid him here[:he~!],' whispered she to her husband, 'and to have 
br~ught us.[haw!-jfiither·to-ftnd htm, aft:r o~r-disappointment·~ 
• - • = = = = = - - T =p our cousin's son. • ••• Shall we waken him?' I To wnat purpose?' 
said .. the mercii.a.nt, hesitating. ="w="'"know""nothing of th;·:outh's-
character." 7 'Thit-open counte;~et" replied hl.s wife:in the 
;pe Eu!_hed ~2££e, zet= ear[=]~e!tlz.- 'Tgi! i~ng£ent !i~p!' I 
7 '~hall ~~ not ~~~en !}fm?' r;p!!ted the ltd;:;, p.;r!~!i~ell· I 
'The ~oach i! read:, ~£r,' !aid tge !!~ant b;gjnd. I The 21d 
~ouple !tarted, [~:]reddened, and g~rried a~ai, ~g~gal[:~:]ly 
~nd,;rtng, that they ~ould ex;r ha:e dr!!med ot dging an:thing !2 
very ridiculous. • ••• I ... [Aj pretty young girl came along, 
== == - == :1 w!th a tripping pace • . • • I I The g:Lrl was hardly out o! 
- ==- = - :a -s!ght, when two men turned aside beneath the maple shade. Both had 
-== == = • -- ·=== = -= = dark faces, set off by cloth caps, which were drawn down aslant over 
= = - === their brows. I .... I The man with the dagger, thrust back 
= =- = = - ==-= the weapon into his bosom, and drew forth a pocket pistol, but not 
= = = =a - =- = = =-
of that kind.which ~ill! bz a !ingle di,!charie. It ~a! a fla!~ o£ 
[~,;!bre~!] li~gr, ~ith a bla~ tin tumb!ir !~re~ed upon the mogth. 
Each drank a comforta~le dram, and left the !Pot, ~ith ••• man;:; 
jests, and .;. laught~r at their una££Omplished wickedness •••• As 
--- =- -- -- - =:::::== -for David Swan, he still slept quietly, neither conscious of the 
shadow of death when it hung over him, nor o£ the glo~ o' rene~ed 
life, when that shadow was withdrawn. I He slept, but no longer so 
= == = -- = = - = = == - = = = -= ~£etlz a! at f!r!t· An gogr'~ rep2!e had ~nat~ed, from hi~ ;la~ti~ 
frpe, the ~,;arine!!! ~it~ ~.ei~ manx go~r! o£ t2£1 had bgrthened it. 
Now, he stirred--now, moved his lips without a sound--now talked, in 
= == - = = == = - - = = = - = = = 
an in~~rd tgne, to the n~n-dal ~pe;tre~ o£ !}i~ dr~. But a ng!~e 
of wheels came rattling louder and louder along the road, until it 
==-= - == = = = = = = ' dashed thro~gh the disp~rsing mist of Dayid's s(-]lumber--and there 
-- - - - - - - = - - - = was the stage £2ach. He started up with all his ideas about him. 
I '!!allgg, -dr~~~rT==Tg~e -a pa!!en~r?' ~o~ted !!!· I '[~:W~!-
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]Rgam on top! ' an!ured t~e dr1-~ar. I . . . . . . . a !l!Per [-1 intending Pro~iden~e [Pr(:l:>g:(e-}i(-}de(la)n~e(!)], ••• reg~ler[] enoug~, in 
m2rtal life, to rend[-l!r fgre[-l!!S~t ~en par~[-]iallX aia!lable? 
[=ie~. As_~e;~ All.fl ~y£e--diabolical 'o~ne-ridd~r, vo~e-.f,!(!)v~, 
with PO!!i-i£e-~ at tongue tip, at !ub-IebJ.a1 x~:ta,UJt~e:top .. l 
T--IX:l83-4,185-6,186,188,189.] 
[4.c. SIP-SQUISH: ~/s:zlt < hlx:k'w--countersqueeze four & 
five. (z-16) 'Dr. HeideggerTs-Exp:r~:nt':] That very singular 
man, old! -lingam!] Dr 7 Heideg!.!er; once invited four venerabl: = 
== T ·= OS friends to meet him in his study. There were three white-bearded 
gentlemen, Mr. Medbourne, Colonel Killigrew, and Mr. Gascoigne, and 
a ~ith~t:ed a_entle!gman, whose [liP!-~ens!!!- ]name was the ljido! 
~cfl!rlz. They were all melancholy old creatures, who had been 
unfortunate in life, and whose greatest misfortune it was, that they 
were not lgng agg in the!r gr~e!· I I The 
greatest ~~r!o!itl o! tge !tudl remains to be mentioned: it was a 
ponderous folio volume, bound in black leather, with massive [jaw!] 
- = - - = ==- ==- = - =-!il~!r ~la!P!· There were no letters on the back, and nobody could 
tell the title of the book. But ~t was [ink-]well known to be a 
book of magic; and once, when a chambermaid had lifted it, ••• the 
- == -== =• = brazen head of Hippocrates. fro~ed, and said--'Forbear!' I .... I 
... 7: U;doing=the siiver=clasps, he [Dr.-Heidegg:r•l opened the 
= = - ·= - - - -- . = - = = = volgme, and t2o~ from among it! bla~-lete;r P!~e! a rg!e, gr ~~t 
thay!] was once a rose, ••• [which] now ••• had assumed one brownish 
hue, and :.7 see[--YJmed ready to crumble to dust~ the-doctor's--
== -:IIIII . - =- = - = = == -hands. I .... I 'See!' answered Dr. Heidegger. I He un[-
Jcover[~]ed the ['cut:Stass'-;;ice:]vas: T'in the centr: of the 
r~oi""], and t~ew the faded ro::=Into=the water Twitch: ];hi~h it 
=- = = = =- = = == = =· ; - =· --
sonta£ned ••••• tge sru~ed and dr!ed petal! !t!r[:¥:lred and, 
assumed a deepening tin~e of cr~son,. as if the flower were reviving 
fro: a deatE=l!!e ![-~:]lumh;r; the !lend;r !t~l~ a;d tii.g! o!=== 
fgl!&~~ b~c~e gr~n; and t~ere !a! t~e rg!e o& half a ~ent~rz, [g*an(d)s-Jlgo~ing a! fresh a! ~~en ~lx!a ljerd [!I~:~iPENTED-lj~OD­
~-~¥D C!e*f-mi![!l-d2!edJ] had f~r!t gixen it tg ~r Iox;r. It 
was scarcely full-blown [sub-labial]; for some of its delicate red 
f~;lii!xe! T*ip-ls~rl:d mode!tiz=aro~nd it! r~-1mg£~t bo!om, ~it~in 
wlrlch two or three dew-drops were sparkling. I . . . . 7 . . . . Its 
:~urce T'the "Fo~tai; of Youth"'-='situated in the southern -
(g!an!-lo~;r) pa~t of th; Fl~ri.dian peni;(-)!~la'--]-is o~ershadowed 
by several gigantic magnolias, which, though numberless centuries 
old, have been kept as fresh as violets, by the virtues of this [~!] 
~onderful ~ater. An a~g~intan~e of m!ne, knowing my s~r!o~ity in 
such [~~P;;_-~!~!-!p;mTI matters, has sent me what you see in 
the [voice:]vase.' I 'Ah~! [Hem-haw!]' said Colonel Killi[-]grew 
••• : 'and what may be the effect of this fl~id on the ~~man fr~e?' 
I .... I With palsied hands, they raised the glasses to their 
lips ••••• I .. ~.-=1 T &:] ~.:. The ~ido~ W~cnerley aajusted 
her-cap, for she felt almost like a woman again: =7--TGive us-more 
~! tEt~ !O;drou! ~t;ri'' ~ried=t~e~,=T~a~~-glan!-]~g;rly. ~.,.:!~=are 
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xounqr--but 11 are !till tgs gld! ~}~! [~il.x.!lli-~! ] --gile u! 
mgre!' I 'Pi~ien=_e, Pl!ien=_e!' ~ot!l Dr. !Jej;degg!r, who !at 
watching the ~~rim.ent, lfit!} P!lilo!OP!li~ [~P~!ti~] ~o2lne2. 
'You have been a long time growing old. Surelv, vou mi""ht be content 
= • • • • a a • -= * .-. a& • = to grow voung in half an hour! But the water is at vour [stud+Y: 
- • - = - • - - .-. • = ] service. ' I . . . . While the bubbles were yet sparkling [ : lingam-
l!ieT]-on tge [I,ip/*ip!-]brim, the doct9r's four-gue:ts snatched 
their [glans-]g1asses from the table, and swallowed the contents 
at a sing [ -~~ ]le · gulp. Was it delusion! Even while the draught was 
passing down thei.J; throats, it seemed to have wrought a change on 
their whole systems. Their eyes grew clear and bright; a dark shade 
=-deepened [graphically] among their silverz locks; they sat around the 
[":bonf' pa.late-]table, three .. llentlem~-of middle alle, and a ·~man, ~ • =-2 i 2 -hard[- lv bevand her [lip:]buxom prime. • ••• I 'Doctor, vou 
= • ~- - = - -~ ·-dear old soul,' cried she, 'get up and dance with me!' Ana then 
:a·• -· --- -==· the four young people laughed louder than ever, to think what a queer 
figure the poor old doctor would [!Je:-dagg!r: ~! ., ]~ut I 'Prax 
~~~!e mt,' [!/~rd:]a~red the do~t2r, sg£etl:, '1 am gld and 
r~~t~, and m: dan~ing days ~!re g~r lgng agg. Rut either of 
these gay young gentlemen wiii be glad of so pretty a partner.' I 
'Dance with. me, Clara!' cried Colonel Killi[-]grew. I 'No, no, I 
~ill-[h~e!-]b; h;r=partn!r!' s~~ted ~- Gas£g,!gn;. I 'She prom~ed 
me her bnd, fiftv vears ago I",..-exclaimed Mr. Medb.ourne. T Thev all 
• === =•=-- = =·= = •== gather(+f]ed [bou~e!-]round her. One caught both her hands in his 
passionafe.grasp:-another.thre~ his·arm=abo~t h~r waist:_the third= 
-- - = = = = - = = = - = ·= bgr£~d !P-s gand among tge glg~y ,;~rl! that ;lu!t;r£+;:1ed h~~th 
t~e ~ido~T! [~I!ISgte-],;ap. Blushing, panting, struggling, chiding, 
laughing, h;r ~rm breat~ fanning ~~ o~ tg.e£r f~~e! bl t);rn!, !_he 
strove to [straw!-ove-]disengage herself, yet still remained in their 
- == - = == - - = - - - = = = = tr!ple embrace. Never was there a livelier picture of youthful 
rivalship, ;Ith b!wi.tching beautz for the pr!ze[ :x+z]. Yet, by a 
strange dec;ption:-owing to the duskine;s of-the chimber, and the 
antique dresses which they still wore, the t!ll [ma~: ]mirrgr i! 
[gesture:]said to have reflected the figures of the three old, 
[~:l-]graj, ~ithered gr:nd-~re!, ri[-]di~T-l~lo~!li=~~t:nding 
fgr t~e sp[-lnil:!n~~-~it~-g~e-gu.U:~et-lugline!! of a [lip-· 
]shriX[-Jel[:~-~~-}led grand-dam. I [--IX:227,~29,230,232, 
233' 236-7.] 
4.d. v v SIP-SQUISH: ~/!:~/~ > ~/1:~'~+ [eye-pow ~/~]--a skullcap of 
world-hymn [3+2/2l@five]) 
v v [4.d. SIP-SQUISH: s/~:!1! > g/1:~'~+ (eye-pow ~/~)--chrismw'rl'-
edgeglance one. (~-01) TChippings with a Chisel':] Passing a summer, 
several years since, at Edgartown; ;n the island of Martha ~s Vineyard 
[=wine/ivying/ink-word], I became [~-axe: ]acquainted with a certain 
carver of tomb-stones, who travelled and voyaged thither from the 
[maw:]interior of Massachusetts, in search of professional.employment. 
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The speculation had turned out so successful tiat my friend expected 
to transmute [cf. expectorate] slate and marble into silver and gold 
to the amount of at least a thousand dollars, during the few months 
of his sojourn at Nantucket and the Vineyard [•Niy:k'VV]. • • • • His 
o~ monpent, [!!Ai=ll-¥0~!] ie~ding gi! de=a!e ~ ~~~~!:ion, • -
would probably be an p~ !Pe£:lmen o' !li! [babb.f_e t] !.n;.t.. Grave-
stones, therefore, have generally been an article of imported 
merchandise. I I But my chi.ef and most instructive 
amusement was to [eye-]witness his [mouth-]interviews with his 
customers • • • • .falli, mx m~d KcliJ.xed manx fre~ idp!, Jgi~, p~~haP!, max ~ema~ 1ii it gen [ NGYA~] ~ngsi [ : 2.¥!! J t!}an ~. 
~igg.f.e!wgith' s !!&Ide!t ma.;.b.f.e Ji _I!taJP tge d~pe!t !trgp! o' gi! ~i!el T-c~1~)~t]. I An elder y 1ady came to be[-]speak a 
monument for her first-love,. wlto had been killed by a whale in the 
Pacific Ocean. It was singular that so strong an impression of 
early feeling would have survived through the changes of her subse-
quent life, in the course of which she had been a wife and a mother. 
Her sighs had been the breath of Heaven to her soul.. The good 
lady ear[-]nest[-]ly[:LY] desired that the proposed monument should 
be or [-]name[-de]nted with a carved border· of marine plants, 
intertwined with twisted sea-shells, such as were probably over her 
lover's skeleton, or strewn around it in the far depths of the 
Pacific. But Mr. Wigglesworth's chisel being [ tho:t,n-app.f_e•] inadequate 
to the task, she was forced to content herself with a [neck-¥ho:]rose, 
hanging its head from a broken stem [cf. Stamm-oiigin]. After ner 
de[--]parture I re[-]marked"that the [!um-b!.f.*,: ]~bol was none of 
the most apt. ' I . . . . I . . . . While you were discussing the 
subject [of 'suitable epitaph(s)'], I was !tiuck blat t~!t a 
do~en !impl.e and na~+al ~re~ion! from t~e l'butt;+- l:l] liP! 
o~ bgtg mot~;r and da~ggt;r. One of these !ould ~a~e fQ~ed an 
in!S¥iP!:ion ••• gti~inal and app~p£iate." f "Ng, ng, n .;.epfl.;d t~e 
scul_pt2£, shaking his head, "there is a good deal of comfort to be 
S:tg~+ed fFt~~!: ~ittle ~d ~+aps o' pgetiY [l-'ling!,;.(ing) ••• 
~~~!]; and so£ !±!ax! tf-lesg[:Jm[-o~t~-]mend them in preference 
to any new-fangf7]1ed'T=tooth:ffown] ones. And somehow, they seem 
= ~ ==-= = to stretch to suit a great grie , and to shrink to fit a small one." 
I It was not seldom that ludicrous images were excited by what 
took place between Mr. Wigglesworth and his customers. A shrewd 
gentlewoman, who kept a tavern in the town, was [aNkH-]anxious to 
== =- -
obtain tJO g.;, t~~ g~~e-!tgne! .£2¥ t~e d~~£!!ed memb~~ o1 h~,;. 
fami~, and to pay for these solemn commodities bX t!~ing t~e !Sulptg.;. 
tQ bga~d. ~~reupon a fanta~ a[-~2: 1I2!e in mx [~:P~TE-]m£nd, 
oi ggot! M±_. ~igg.f.e!~.;.tg !itting do~ t2 dinn~ at a b~ad, [tongue-
] flat tgmb-!tgne, sa~ing gne o! gi! OJU plump little ma~b*e 
che;_ub! [gum~-]gna~ing on a pa!+ o' [~-tggrn:!und~.;,edl!-tgg~~s!a+ed­TS~!!-bgne!, and d;_in~ng o~t o! a [!E~:~~!-]go~o~ deatg s ~ead, 
gr p~~hap! a [l'ey-x~ed-]J:as~tg~ ~!!e, g+ !epui£D~a+ T~Tgg,;.-l~;n; ~~l.e gis gg!tess T! dead ~it~en ~ited on gllU at ge gEa!tly chamb~-l. Tcf. S!~i~eabl.e t~fg--fangl!P;~ in~ep~ion!l· On commun-
icating t4is nonsensical picture to the old man, he laughed·heartily, 
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and pronounced my humor to be of the right sort. I • . • • 1 "Hard 
fare!" re[-]joined I, smiling [•-IX:407,41Q-11,414-1S(w.418).] 
[4.d. SIP-sQ;n:sa: !1!:~/~ > !;l/x:~'!+ (eye-paw ~!.p--chrtsmw'rl '-
edgeglance two. (!~02) 'FancyT! ~o~ Bo!: A Mg~a*it%':1 ~at 1! 
Guflt'Z A !ta,P upon t!le [l!=l!og±_. And it is a pg_int o=' la!_t 
mt~e!t lcf. tongue-tip-and-length q~-arked) I eet!l!~ tee !o~ ma~ 
~ontia~t !u~ !ta!Jt!, in !ll tae£~ depte and f~g~an~, from d~d! 
~i~ m.ax gaxe been p_;otted' and ~~~ed upon, but which, P!l:!icallY, nel!~ gad ex!!ten~e. Must the f es hand, and Xi!ib~e fi.,.ame Tcr. 
countenance! of man, set its sea to the evil designs of tne soul, 
- ---in 2~d~ to give them their entire validity against the sinner? 
•••• In the solitude of a midnight chamber, or in a desert, afar 
from men, or in a church, while the body is kneeling, the soul may 
pollute itself even with those crimes, which we are accustomed to 
deem a*t2get~ ~a~na_;. If this be true, it is a fearful truth. I 
Let us illustrate the subject by an imaginary example. A venerable 
gentleman, one Mr. Smith, who had long been regarded as a pattern of 
moral excellence, was warming his aged blood with a glass or two of 
generous wine. His children being gone forth about their worldly 
business, and his grandchildren at school, he sat alone, in a deep, 
luxurious armchair' with hi! f,ut b,p~th a +i~ sa~ed ma~ogan~ 
t~b~e. Some old people have a dread of solitude, and when better 
company. may not be had, rejoice even to hear the quiet breathing 
of a babe, asleep upon the carpet. But M£. ~mit!}, ISQ!e !~~ 
hair [ =~o~] was the b~ggt !ZDlbo* of a fife un!ta,1-ned, except by 
such spots as are inseparable from human nature, he had no need to 
protect him by its purity, nor of a grown person, to stand between 
him and his soul. Nevertheless, ••• his thoughts will stray into 
the misty region of the past, and the old man be chill and sad. 
Wine will not always cheer him. Such might have been the case with 
Mr. Smith, when, [guUet-an!s!l!] t~o~g!} the b~i-UJ;ant m~d£um o£ l!i! 
g*a!! of 2~d Made£~a, ~~ be!}£}d [1 ... 1t!!r~ figures entering the room. 
I . . . . How kind of Fancl, Memoq, and ~on!~en£e, to visit the old 
gentleman, just as he was beginning to imagine that the wine had 
neither so bright a sparkle, nor so excellent a flavor, as when 
himself and the li~o~ were less aged! Through the dim ien~t~ of 
the apartment [cf. g!an(d)!/mo~th], where ~r~on ~~~tain! mutf*ed 
the gl!re o~ !unshine, and created a rich obscurity, the three 
guests drew nearthe silver-haired old man. Memory, with a finger 
between the leaves of her huge volume [cf. tongue-and-mouth-folds/ 
lips], placed herself at his right hand. ~on!~£en~e, ~itg g;~ fg~e 
!ti~ ~idden in tge du!~ [zei/~ei!l mantie, took her station on 
the elt, so as to be next to the heart [cf. throat]; while Fan~ 
set own her pictu~e-box upon the table, with the magnifzing giass 
convenient= to his-eve [ cf. white-teedi: s7 s-'lorming: arches/ curves 1 • 
= == 7 = = - • 
. . . . . . . . I . . . . I ... one truly penitential tear [slit w. 
expression of voice] would have washed away each hateful [wood-
]picture, and left. the canvass white as snow. But, Mr. Smith, at 
a [(!)gorn-]pr£~ of ~on!s£en~e tog ~~n to be end~~ed, bei*o~ed 
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a±o~d, ~it~ fmpt~ient agonx~ and suddenly dis[-]covered that his 
three guests were gone. There he sat alone, a silver-haired and 
highly venerated man, in the :;.ich glo2m o1 t~e c:;.im!on~£_tained 
£_ogm, ~itg ng bo! o' pi~~~:;.e! on tDe table, but gnl! a[n in~auttt~'!l d!iant~i o' tng_!t 6!=eUent [unsg~-xe~};eU! 1 Madel£a. Yet his heart 
still seemed to fester with the 1enom o1 the [!_:mxtD-l=~!ped-tongue: 
]dagge:;.. I [--IX:220-2,225.] 
[4.d. SIP-SQUISH: !ts;~n > ~lx=~·~+ (eye-pow ;/!>--chrismw'rl'-
edgeglance three & four. {!-0~) 'Fgot-p;_1.nt! on t~e ~~a-~e': l . 
I The sunshine has now passed from my hermitage, except a 
gleam upon the sand jus,t where it meets the sea. A crowd of 
[glan(d)s-]gloomy fantasies will come and haunt me, if I tar[-]ry 
longer here~ in the darkening twi[-]light of these grey rocks. 
This is a dismal place in some. moods of mind. Clfmb we, therefore; 
the precipice[:prepuce], and [lip:]pause a moment on the btink, 
g~~ing do!fll intg that !lollol [HAW:MAWT-~pb~ bi tge dee[ :1: Jp, 
whe;_e we have been • • • sUfficient to [s~f-contained inJ our own 
p:stim:i=-r= e;, sav the wOe oiitri"hti-s . f-;uffi~ient to o~r 0~-
- - = = a T aa = +=-&• - - T - - -[haw: hip- happiness :in- t-pin:penis-ess]. Row :haw!] JQnesome 
l~oks =the recess now, and [hoar: ]drearv too,-=l!ke= ail= ofher-spots 
T!ii =- - - - = - === + 1'= '"'f'C: = Tii• = •+ - -~~e gapp ne!_! ga! been! Th;:te ues mx !_hadol in t=e d;[--]pa+ting 
!unshixie F-tg it! !lead[:gi,an(dJ!-;apT upon tge ~· ! !1±.1 pelt it. 
!ithLlip: ]pebble!· !lit! a !lit! ! ;+ap mz ~nd! in t;:Jl-lumpg 
Tt~-=tiP! ~e+ 2ne-tongue-lingam], and ~ mx shadow ~pping it! 
un ea !land!, and ~lai;ming t~e t~umpg fg4 it,!~f. Wba.t a simpleton 
must have been ali day, since my own shadow makes a mock[ :haw:maw!] 
of my [knuck.le+head-]fooleries! I Homeward! Rome[-]ward[ :word]! 
=t =•+ == ==+ ==+ It is time to [~'~:a:!ti~:a-]~!_ten A!t!-~a~-Y!-]g~e. It i! 
ti;Jne; it i! ti;me; fg:;_ tge !un s!Jl~! gx;~ tge 1es~~ 11ve, the sea 
grows melancholy[:coal-y], and the surf has a saddened Ts:]tone. 
The distant sails appear ast[:]ray [=branch/stick-rays], and not of 
earth, in their remoteness amid the desolate waste. My spirit 
wanders fqrth afar, but finds no resting place, and comes shiver[: 
plank: ]ing back. It is time that I were hence. But grudge me 
[k+]not the day that has been s[-]pent in seclusion, which yet was 
not solitude, since the great sea has been my companion, and the 
little sea-birds my friends, and the wind has told me his secrets, 
and airy hapes have flitted around me in my [chthonic-mouth-
]hermitage. Such companionship works an effect upon a man's 
character[=signature], as if he had been admitted to the ,!g£}etx o' 
sr;aE~;.e~ t~t a;.e not mg;,tat,. And ~!}en, at ng,gn[-lt£de, ! t;,ead 
the sro~ed !~t! [of apoca-l-yptic ~un:~on-sp~ch], the inf~en=e 
o~ thi~ daz ~ ~ti++ b; fe.:J.t; !g t~t ! sha.tl: ~a+~ among men 
!ind~ and a~ a brot~f' ~it~ affe;£ion and ~pat~, but xet !_hal!_ 
T~+]not mel,t int~ the mdi~ting~i!_hab!e ma!! o~ g~unan ~£nd. ! !_ha* 
t~ mz 0~ tgo~ggts, and f~l mz 0~ ~gtion~' and po~!e~~ [~!l<!>P~=e:!~=e!T mz indi~Id~ai,itz Tby large(~)~tJ un~,!gi,ated 
[--in ~2£=e-m£nd !t;_en§thened to d~e+l at t~e ga~:e~~e! o~ e!~enEia!­
b~ing--s:haw:t:urn:s]. 7 [ &:] B~ it is good, at the eye of 
- - = - = -
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such a day, to feel and know that there are [re-generating] men and 
women in the world. That feeling and that know[-]l[:l-ledge are 
mine, at this moment; for, on the shore, far be[-]low me, the 
[apocalyptic] fishing-party have landed from their skiff, and are 
52ok~ng tee~ 5!!IJ :~e*! 1 piel b~ a f~e o~ ~ift-~od, ~ndled 
in the [ t~~t-!f=langle oi tjO [J-]~e ¥-Oi.k!. !he tllr~ ,~i!Iont~ 
giill aie_ ~ewise [Ie~ectiv~] th!£e· In the deepening t~,l.l-=llJ.sat, ~e tie !~¥-f .. i!• da!!!ins rsa+t-ln~ tij*- l}ea.;.t!l, 
tl.le (llS~!-)I-udd~ g~ 0' t!le f~e t!KO!,! a !t~anae a~ 0' 50~g.;.t 
~ei the !£*d 5[-]2~e. [cf. do~e-~~T, be!ti~ a! it i! witg 
peb6le! and ~-!~,'and ~g!ed tg tl}e 'me.:fan~o~ ma£n."' Moreover, 
as the smoke climbs up the precipice[:prepuce], it brings with it a 
savory smell from a pan of fried fish, and a black kettle of chowder, 
and reminds me that my dinner was nothing but [penitent"ial] bread 
and water, and a tuft of !ainP!!£¥-e, and an apple [t~-applel. 
Methinks[-inks] the party might find room for another guest, at 
that [tonguelflat rock which serves them for a table; and if spoons 
---be scat5e, I cou*d pick up a [maw: ]clam-shel* on. the beach. Thez 
!i! -;! · [~~!t2ent! ij.o~-emment TT no!; and--t!}': b!e':Sing o! a 
!lung~ man upon l.lim!--gne o£ tgem !end! up a !}o!pitab~e sho~t-­
~ll2Q, ~4: ~o!it~! [~£I:~gi:lY!] £01D.e do~ and [teeth-lip- l!up 
~ithu!! -the ~adie! ~~e-t!le-* fjand[-1~~-[:s.;.o!-l~ef!. ~n! 
de(-lsf!ne? No; and b£ it owned, aft!,;. !~ mz !olit~ ~!' t!lat . 
t!li! ~ t!le !!T :~~: 1!,![-X:Jt;e!t [mum:ma!-1mgmenf o! a Daz bz tge 
[g.;.g:t£ed-]~-~g.;.e. [--IX:460-2.] 
[4.d. SIP-SQU~SH: ~l!:~lt > !llz:!;'!+ (eye-pow :r/l.)--chrismw'rl'-
edgeglance five. (!-05) '~e T~+l!a~nted M£nd':l ~af a !ing[-]~*a.;. 
m~ent i! tge f i.;.!t [~-en!: bgin-] gne !!}en zgg l!a~e l!a,;.d~ b;gun to 
~[-lsg**est zogi!elf afte.;. !ta,;.ting f+om midn~!lt ![-] umb;,;.· •.•• 
!og 50~nt t!le (insepti~e-l!t£2~!-~ne--~Wo--and th~,;.e l.lez Cfi!!e, 
!it!! a bggming !ognd, _u~e tge gatll!iing o£ a tg~dT-P;~on-T!tf.2~ 
!itl}in tl}e bell. I . . . . The moment of ¥-i!ing be-*ong! to anot11er 
period of [Chr'IstiSun-]time and appears so distant, that the plunge 
out of a warm bed into the frosty air cannot yet be anticipated with 
dis[-]may. Yesterday had already vanished among the shadows of the 
past; to-morrow has net yet emerged from the future. You have found 
an intermediate space. Oh, that he ['Father Time'] would fall 
asleep, and let mortals live on without growing older! I Hitherto 
you have lain perfectly still, because the slightest motion would 
dissipate the fragments of your s[-llwnber. Now, being irrevocably 
awake, you peep through the half drawn [lip:]window curtain, and 
ob[:]serve that the [g*an(d)!-lgla!! i! grnamented !ith fansif~l 
dex£=e! in £,;.ost !g~,. and that each pane[ :pain] presents something 
,U~e a f:£2~en d[: 1lj:!.am· There will be time enough to tnce o~t t!le 
ana[-]*og{:]y[:Yl, '!h!+e waiting t,!}e swn[:]mons[-of-mo~t!!-1 t2 
brea~a!t· ~~T--xJ~=throush the clear portion of=the-siass: where 
tile silvery mountain peaks of. the frost scenery do not ascend 
[=knot:WM], the most conspicuous object is the ~t~[--!]p*e [=£:h,;.i~to­
!tippl£,;.1; the ~ll£te !P!,;.e o£ ~lli~ directs you to the wintry lustre 
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of the firmament. You may distinguish the figures • • • • Yet 
look at that gne gl2uou! !tail Its beams are distinguishable from 
all the rest. and act[! ]ually cast the shadow of the casement on the 
bed, with a [J:lradian~e of deeper hue than moonlight, though not so 
accurate an [~-]outline. [•.fila*!] I Iog !in§ do!U and muffl-e xo~ 
!1ead • • • • • • • • You speculate on the luxury of wearing out a whole 
existence in bed, like and [!e!t!.i!-1g:!t~ in it! !!!eU~ content 
With the sluggish es(:]!ta!lT!!] 0' ina5~ion, and d~o~!~ COn!£iOU! 
of nothing but deli~ou! ~~tb, such as you now feel again! Ah! 
that idea has brought a hideous one in its train. You think how the 
dead are lying in th~ir 5o*d ~hrogd! and [tongue-]narro! sgffin! •••• 
.... I In the depths of every [gawlt~oat-]beart, tgere i! a tomb 
and dungeon, though the lights, the music, and revelry above may 
cause us to forget their existence, and the buried ones, or prisoners 
whom they hide. But sometimes, and oftenest at midnight [ :midnam.e] , 
those dark receptacles are flung[Lung:HAWEt-]wide open. In an hour T T •• •• = like this, when the mind has a passive sensibility, but no active 
strength; when the :f.ma~!nt~ion i! a [MAW-l~.r, im[-]pa+ting 
Xi~idne!! tg ~~ £d~a!, without the power of se1ecting or controlling 
them; then pray that your griefs may s[-]lumber, and the brother[-
]hood of re[-]morse[:re-code] not break their chain. It is too late! 
A funeral tra~ comes [glan(d)s-]gliding by your bed, in which 
Passion and Feeling ass [ : exh: ]um.e bodily shape • • • • I 
I ... you start upright •••• At the same moment, the s[-]lumbering 
embers on the hearth send forth a [glan(d)s-]gleam •••• Your eye 
s[-]ear[-]ches for whatever may re[-]mind you of the living world. 
!jitb [glan(d)!:ha!!-l!!g~i m!ngtene!!' log t!~ ••• tge tab;e n~+ 
the f~e-p.l~ce, the book with an iv2£Y knife between its fvuj.yi-
]t~~:!, t&e-un[-Jf2lded !ett~+ r:~1; tEe·r·g~~:=!gat and=t~ f!~en 
g :gand-l*Ie:]g~. ~~n •••••••••• the ~!e and f!** o! a 
~ft~+ b~tging tgan xog+ g~, tge s~iggt pie!!ure o! a tend;~~ 
bg!om, t=e ~£et t~ob o~ a pgi~ bea~t, im[-]par£ing its P!!~ef~­
ne!! tg, lo~ tioub*ed gne [i.e., with1n the haw:ove], as if the fond 
sleeper were tn[-]volving you in her [ovarianlab:ave!-}dream. I 
Her [midwiving-wing-}influ[-]ence is over you, though she have no 
existence but in that momentary image. You sink down in a f:[.oww 
!POt, on tge bgf.d~~ o! !t~P and [~~ifgi,m=I~i!-ef~lne!!, whlle 
your thoughts r~se·before you in pictures, all disconnected, yet~** 
a!!im~ted bl a P;JX!ding [g;and!-lg;ad!Omene!! and b~tX· tge 
~h~fing o! [g*an(d}~-in-tgroat:]g£+~eou! !S:uadion! •••• •••• • •• ; 
and • • • tge tgnefg* f~t o! :rg~ gJ.U!, a! tgel t!£ne tge,!r *a!t and 
me~·e!t dan£e, in a !P;endid-b£!** lg,gm; and ••• ~g,e~f in the 
bi iant £!~*eo! a 5io~ded tg~atie, a! tbe 5gitaiO[:soft-palate-
in:= ~] f£!U! ~!~I a Uggt and a£~ !~~ne. I ~~tb an iUXolunt!.+Y 
sta+t, log ~~e ~*d on son~iou!ne!!t and pro~e yogi!e*f but 
Thaw: ]half awake • • • • Now .comes the p [:JealT -eel] of a 
distant clock, with [F-yn-wr, or] fainter and fainter strokes as 
you plunge farther into the [W: ]wilderness of sleep. It is the 
[EL:]knell of a temporary death. Your spirit has de[-y-y-]parted, 
and strays like a free citizen, among the people of a shadowy world, 
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beholding strange sights, yet without wonder or dis[-]may. So calm, 
perhaps, will be the final change; so undisturbed, as if among 
familiar things, t!Je ent+an=e oi t~e !O~ tg it! ~t~,! !Jgme! 
[•the en(-)tra~e o' t!Je ~=!-~(Oi) tg it! EIE-g~!!:t-~-x:~ 
!A\!:OHM:OM:ON! (•'an instant In your mind's eye, when darkness has 
swallowed the reality. •••• • •• in a whisper be it spoken' 
[•s-t! heyf @ HM:M(i)W:WM. (='as your head falls back upon the 
[yel!]pillow, ••• [in] [--]ink' [•!_ignatut~ i g12!!ed in !~ft-fo!ds 
o£ mo~t~, b~s;om;ing gUde-~pentkne-x. J)j'> 1 £--fi:Jo4,3os-6,3o7=9. T 
4.e. SIP-SQUISH: _8/_s:z_/z_v > h/y:k'w --a spine trail of necro-elegy 
= - = =+ 
[3+2/2l@five]) 
[4.e. SIP-SQUISH: !1!:!/~ > ~/;x:~'~+--surlilink one. <!-04) 
'Fans_!!ale: A T~e' : ] • • • • ~e deu s;og*ness o£ t lJ.e [~-!ezed: ¥-
l;:ock kept the aH, ~~a;xs f;:,esh, and the suribeams never thrust 
tfiemseives s~ as =co issipace the mellow twilight thr·ough the green 
trees with which the chamber was curtained. [YEL: ]Ellen's sleepless-
ness and agitation, for many preceding hours, had perhaps deadened 
her feelings; for she now felt a sort of indifference creeping [cf. 
ivy-ing] upon her, an inability to realize the evils of the situation, 
at the same time that she was perfectly [haw:]aware of them all. 
This torpor of mind increased, till her eyelids began to grow heavy, 
and the [maw:]cave and trees to swim before her sight. In a few 
moments more, she [wood:]would probably have been in dreamless 
s[:]lumber; but, rousing herself by [+ho-thorn-]strong effort, she 
looked round the narrow limits of the cave, in search of objects to 
excite her worn-out mind. I She now perceived, wherever the smooth 
- =-£0~ affg+ded p~~e for them, the [front-tooth-]initia~, gr the 
!u!l lenstg ~e!, o£ fg~~~ Xi!itant~ o£ tge [g~-Ts~xe. What 
wa-nderer on mountain-tops, or in deep solitudes, had not felt the 
influence of these records of humanity, telling him, when such a 
conviction is soothing to his heart, that he is not alone in the 
world? It wa~ ~ing[-]~a~, that, !~en ~~r o:n mx~teriou~ ~it~a~ion 
had a;mg~t l£~t it~ po:~~ to enga~e her t~~g~t~, Erien p~rused t~~~e b~~en mem~ia±s :1th a c~rtain~egree o~ [heuristict=Intere~t. 
Sfie went on [~o- re~ating them [zel-]al6Ua, and [s!-]starting=it 
tne sound of nero~ voice, till at tEl-tongue-]length,-as+one name 
pa~ed=tbrqHg5a~~+=rmogt5=~axe±tlip~, she pag~ed: and=then,=~ning[: 
adding] ~~+ fo+e[:~:]head again~t t~e lett~!!• bgl!t intg [t_g~: 
]t~~· It~~ t~e name o' Ed(-]~a+d ~al[-]~ot[:]t; and i~ [~ut: 
]~ttu~ upon ~e~ ~eart, a~o~~ing ~~~ 7~ a f~ll sen~e o~ ~!r pre~ent 
m1s!ortunes ana dangtrs, ana, more pa1nfu1 stili, of her pAst+ 
happ~~-- Her t~~~d, lJ.oleX!£, a=~t~Ing;-+"and at the ~~e 
t£me a !t+enstgening effes;t upon g~I m£nd; fg~, when the gu~[: 
fountain] wa~ 2X~· sh~ ~a£~ed lJ.2I gead and began to meditate on 
the mean~ of e!~~pe. ~e ~nd~+ed at the [!~fPentlnel] !P~s£e! of 
fa~~ina~ion that had ~ept her, as if s_ha!ned to the +o~, ~o ~ng, 
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when there was, in ~*itx, nothing to bar her path-way. She 
determined, late as it was, to attempt her own deliverance; and for 
that purpose began [!1-nax-*:]slowly and [~!:!!-]cautiously to 
emerge from the cave. I Peeping out from among the trees, she 
looked and listened with most painful anxiety, to dis[-]cover if 
any living thing were in that seeming solitude, or if any sound 
disturbed the [jaw:]heaVy stillness. But she saw only [chthonic] 
Nature, in her wildest forms, and heard only the plash and murmur 
(almost inaudible, because continual [cf. :voice,-stream-hypnotic]) of 
the little waterfall, and the quick short throbbing of her own heart, 
against which she pressed her hand, as if to hush it [=sis + hly:k!w 
(hush! :high-quest!)]. Gatg~;,.ing sou;.a~e ••• ' ~e began to de~end; 
••• !ta+ting ~ften at the loo!e !l:ltgne! that ~eng~+ t!g~t 
fgot!tep d~p~. =ed and !enf L!:~pent-~p£naU;l +attling do~. . • · 
at ~eniti • • • • • • • • !I! apprgached ••• , an ~onisa ~,!Je rut~ing 
[!!n:~-Igotigi-it'e*f-in] g,!! f~~~e! [--1 i.Iito a mo!t-di![.:.]agr~­
ab~e ex(:]p;,.ess[-s]un[!]. while in is e~es thefe was something that 
see[-YJmed a"lW:]wild[-LDJ .. 'lie[-YR:}ce[:SJ j£i :DZw!Y]jaw Y]. .. 
T=III7439-41. 1= =~ ~- =- '*T - - - = - = = 
[4.e. SIP-SQUISH: ~ls:~l! > ~~~:~'~+--surlilink two. (~-06) 
'T~e [~+]~~ o! Fanta!~T:T It has happened to me, on various 
occasions, to find myself in a =~;,.tain edi[:]fi=e[-fisel, which 
would[:wood] appear to have some of the characteristics of a publiS 
Ex[-]chanie ••••• I .... I ''Yes," ••• I,ep~ied ['a friend, wlio 
chan=ed to be n~a;,. at (tongue-)ha~dT]. In its upper stories are 
said to be apart[-]ment[-]s, where the inhabitants of earth may hold 
con[-]verse with those of the moon. And beneath oui. feet are 
[glan(d)!-lg~om~ [I,got-]=ew, which somm~n~ite ~lththe in[:]f!~[­
?¥QJ ~~ion!, and ~g~fimon!t2;.! and ~.!m~+a! are ~ept in son[:]f£ne[-
]ment, and fed with a un[-]wlioJ.e[-]someness." I In niches and on 
pede!tal~, a;,.o~~ t~ ==~' !~~d [as-thoug~~eeth] the :Eatues or 
busts o~men, who, in every age, have been rulers and demi-gods in 
the realms of imagination, and its kindred regions. The gi,and old 
[fise:lso~ntenanse'o! ~gm~+; the [worm-like] shrunken and decrepit 
form, but vivid face of Aesop; the dark pre[:]sence of [dental:]Dante; 
the [W:]wild Ariosto; Rabelais' smile of deep-wrought mirth; the 
profound, pathetic ~~g+ o! ~~~nte!; the g~-g~Q+iou! Sha~e!P~re; 
~pen!;I, meet guest for an a++egg+iS !;;uS~~e; the !e~;+e di~init~ 
o~ Mi+fon; and Bun~an, mo~id~ o~ ~gme*~e!t S*a~, but in!tinSt ~ith 
c~e~t£ai f£+e--were those that chiefly attracted my eye. • ••• I 
"Besides these indestructible memorials of real genius," remarked 
my companion, "each century has erected statues of its own ep~em~ral 
fgyo+ite!, in ~god. II I 11! ob!;~e a fe~ s~mb*ing .re;i£!_ 0~ !u~, 
!all !· "But ever and anon [=thorn-over-anonymously], 2b*ivion 
comes with·her huge ~m, and sweeps them all f~om the ma~ble floo~. 
':' ••• " =I =. ':'':'"!" =7- 11 e poor olaEarth!" • ':':-!" •••• =I • • • • 1+-=. 
" • • • I never will forget her! Neither will it satisfy me to 
have her exist merely in idea ••••• Nevertheless, ••• I shall 
endeavor so to live, that the world may come to an end at any moment, 
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••• j!!"Xing me ••• to find foothgld somewh~e e~e." I "It is an 
4!![: seU,[-]e~t [tongue-a~¥,0!!!-:rr-sa!e!]-¥,e[:]!!o.l:Ye," !aid my-
companion, ~oking at his w[ :h]atch. "But come; It is the dinn~ 
iou¥.· ·will yo~ [a:]p~tT-tlaie or-my veget:ble d£[:]et?fl I 
••• nothing more sub[:]stantial than vegetables and fruit, 
we pa!!!ed ogt o' t~e p~ta*, ••• mst[e-ing] the !P~it! o& !ema* 
p;!!On!, who had been sent thither in magnetic sf£~P• • • • • r::.:.x: 
1 ,173-4,183,184-5.] 
[4.e. SIP-SQUISH: sls:zl~ > h/::k'w --surlilink three. 
(!-09) '~eptim£u! N~ton':]- :.:. 7 •io~d you be content to begin 
zo!li !~P now?" asked Septimius. I "Not quite yet," said the old 
man, s king his white head. ''Well, well, my boy; 'tis getting late, 
and the mists on the meadows here are bad for my Ibeumatism; and as 
for ~d aae,~if you wish to-hear any more about it~ come and see me 
any day; t~o~&D' for that matter, you might as well wait for your 
own old age. It will seem on~ l!ke the [PSBAW!-]space between 
[n!-lno! and [ze-1zs!tijda:.m.g¥,niiig." =1 "~ns.e¥, tbii that:Pfs!!e [ze*:~~~et! God," !aid ~eptim~! tg ~:ilil!elf. ".... N!tg¥,e 
tf~! to !~P u! ~omfg¥,ta~e bz a !u~.£e!!ion oi d~!ion!· •••• 
I ne!!¥, w;!il b! g*d--1 ! f£g~t ~!¥, !it~ !l!¥, o~ !eapon!· ["] I 
"My ears stuffed with cot on, ••• ; my fingers muffled ••• ; my eyes 
with a fog before them, my palate obtuse; my sense of smell--! 
don't know • • • • Things ~ip !tf!n~e~ o~t o' m~~--e!pe£ia~· 
!~d!! and npe!-C1ll. ot a !!udden, !!len 1 ~em to ~~e f£~ ~gld . 
upon t11em. I am. illed of old things, and don't like new ones. When 
I was younger I should have told you these things in !ome ~it o! 
2+d~ and ~*a!!ifi~~~ion, but now, as you see, I turn them out like 
emptying the contents of a iag-bag (--I have a great many D.!llle*e!! 
aches all over me, that come and go, and no questions asked; for I 
have found out that they mean nothing, except that my machine is 
-= -p.£ettz n9¥, !~n o~t). Tg teu zo~ tge t~th, 1 ha!e gn~ tg gpen 
tge f*ood g!te 0' mz mo~th [ga!~!], and o~t flo!! a !tr~m ot ta~, 
Iust as now, and sometimes I have half a suspicion that p~p*e wiSh 
it-!!¥,e ~g¥,t!¥,· =~I ~ve-a=~t£!n~e de!£¥,e to bu~d a ne!-[~!-j~~!e 
.... . ... I ..•. I ~ept~!M! ±Qo~d intg t!le [ze*:ha!t-]~up, 
and !a! a ~lf-gp!gue zeuo! *i~id, bz ng m~n! deJ.jg~tf~ tg the 
eze; in tr!lt~, it ::a! the p~£1-!e J1!le o! Agnt Na~gba '! o:n [ze!7 
Ia!!tl Iagndi£ed ~omp*e~ion, and the zogng man had a fantasy t~t 
the ggod *adz ~d !2 ~on!tant~ +ep*eni~ed 11£+ xe!n! !itg t11i! 
~on~o~~ion tgat it no~ ~ed 11!+ in!tead o! na~gia! blood, and 
therein ;ontribgting Tat ~ip-bgtte!] to the gro~n o£ g£¥, ti!sue!, 
she was now but an in~aiO!~ion o£ !l!¥, O!O f!X2.£ite [botanicalr= 
d~in~. He smelt delicately and at a respectful distance, of the 
cup, sniffing daintily at the unde!ightful fragrance, in which he 
~ancied there was a !i~ening gdg~ o£ a £!~tain xe~etab;e, probabl: 
unkno!O in the ga~den o£ P!~ad£!e, S!++ed s~n~-;abba~e; !J:thogg!} 
t!le ~e++ !~[--]med +at!ls~ ~ sompo!iti affai+, mirasg;ou!l: . 
prgdgse~bx an ungapp~ sont;!~ed gn!on o£ d1!s2raant e;ement!, 
tnan any ot which Nature was separately guilty. -Nevertheless, 
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wind that was then blowing past the [haw-]house. • • • • I I 
= - = - = ~ - - - • • - -~ The g;l,li_ did not SPS!f to him, but as she sat by the grave [of the 
Engli:h'officer Septimius had shot], she kept weeding out the *itt*e 
white b~de! o£ fj~ded agtumn gia!! and xeuo1 [Aub-] Pine-!p~e! 
f:;'iovel fang-tongues!], peejing into the soU, as if to see what it 
- ----..... - --was ill made of, and ev~ ing that was g+owing thef.e• • • • • She !£i £::!!: ]:ed t~ b! in ige!t • of !O:et!1bg; and- !~ia4: tj;n~ pl.uc:led 
a t~f and e!8Dlined it, carefully, then laid it down again, and 
shgo! h!I. !lead. At last, shj lifted up h!+ p~e f!!:e, and fixing 
her e;x£-!:Y-1![..;:~] sglet~ on ~eptim!g!, !P2P· I "It is[-Z] not 
here[ :hear1t" I A very ~eet ~:e it was, p*a!nti~e, *o1; and 
she spoke to Septimius as ir-she were [Nathaniel-]familiar with him, 
and had something to do with him. What, of all things, could 
be her reason for coming and sitting down by this grave, and 
apparently [signature-serpentinely-]botan!~ing upon it in ~~ o' 
!ome p~ti~~I. P2Jnt. I . . . . I "The soil is fit," said the 
maiden, "but the flower has not sprung up." I ''What flower do 
you [mouth-]speak of?" asked Septimius. I "One that is not here," 
said the pale girl; "no [mother: ]matter; I will look for it again, 
next spring." [I.e.: 'a beautiful ~+iJn!on flOlf!.p the mo!t (gu,Uet: 
)gar&eoll! and (*ip:}bea~tif~~ ~e~ tDat ex!£ g+e!; so +i£h it 
t£0Kad, so full of potent ~ce. ] I .... l .... -, ... But 
one: he S:id .. to ~bil Di!:X-- All how SWJat- it would[:.wood] be--sweet 
for me, at t.e!t--if thi! int!~og+!·e m!ght la!t foi.eX!4!" I "That 
is an [haw- awful idea that you present!" saJ..d Sybil, WJ..th a 
hard[-]ly perceptible involuntary [shrub-]shudder; "always on this 
hill-top, always passing and repassing this little hil[-]lock, 
always smelling this f*O!!.!il I maxs .l2oking at that deep [HA!t:K!-]cha!Dl[:~:ogml in-xog~ b~o~; x~~-a~ai!r:~j [ZE;!l~=~~~!'~!~T-= = !~>:ling mz b*ood*e!!l=!l £gg~e:r-~ee~£:x~!T!--dging t~i!, ti**-t~!e ty~! [~:2:hm-]~~umb*e a~ax, ti~P!f_haP! a ne1 fg~e!t g~e~ up 
w~e~eX!~ t~e 1!!£te ~!:e !!4s planted, and a ~!:e ot !axa~e! again 
P2!!e!! t~e !2.~· •••• " 7 You do not rightly estimate the way 
in which the long time might be spent;" said Septimius. ''We would 
find out a thousand uses of this [haw: ]world, uses and enjoyments, 
which now men never dream of, because the 12Ild i! ju!t ~eld to t~el~ mo~t~ and tgen !natched a1ax again, before they have time ~fdl-]~ 
tg t!!te it, instead of becoming a:~~a£nted Jit~ !ll t~e d;*J..:iou!ne!! 
of thi! great ~£id-frgit. But you speak of a misSion •..• . ••• 
[--XIII:52-3,60-I{w.99),151-2.] 
[4.e. SIP-SQUISH: ~ls:zll > hly:k'w+--surlilink five. (s-10) 
'~eptim!u! Fe*ton':] •. ~.- 7 -And-th~ he toiled away again at his 
chymical pursuits; trying to mingle things ha~gn!ou~, that 
apparently were not bg~n to be mingled; di!L-]~oX~Iing a ~!en:e fg~ 
him!~f, and mixing it up with absurdities that otner [poetico-
JchemJ..sts had long ago flung aside; but !till t~£.;:e !!O~d[:~od] b~ 
tgat t~~bid [cf. t~ynxl a!pest, ~ti~ t~t-~a~ o£ Thawthoynyl 
f~g~an!:e, !till that ~ant o~ tge pes~Ua~ temp;~a~~re t~t ~a! 
annogn:ed a! tge te!t o~ t~e [~on:epti~e] matt;~· T~*a~~~:~-
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]~~I(-]and[-1~!~ again, g~ !et tDe 5U!ta.l:. X!!e in tge !un, and 
±_et it !taz tge;_e tDe ap[:pg.l:.e-]pg_inted.-t1me, ~ping that it would 
digest in such a manner as to bring about the desired [all-round] 
result. I I · And so, at last, at the end of the 
[menses-]month, it settled into a ln2!t dUP and b~i.UJ;ant 5iim!on,. 
as if it we_£e the essence of the blood of the xoung man whoril he had ~-ain; th:•flow:Z. betng-now .. triumpfiant, it had given its~~ h~e-to • • T ••+ = = ~ • = • - • =- • t .. e ~s.l:.e ma!!t and ;bad g+op btlggte~ exe}'l da:; !2 that it .~£--I:lmed tg !}axe an iil[-le_et£:,¥-1ent £¥_:1,Uggt, a! if it Lete a 
planet bv itsl'!lf; a heart of crimson fire, burning within it. -, 
:r * -~ = + = =-+ - ~ -+' - = 
. • • • • •• ; but ~*ta,in,U tge ~~e b~e fa~t!i, no: a ~!e-~ot£~' 
UO!f faint~, fajrl !i' !till, tiU[ :~j tgs+e !a! gn~ left the p~~e!t 
whiteness of the moon it!e.l:.f; a chanie that somewhat [tho~1glans-
jd!!&p[:Jpo!nt:d and glle~ed ~eptimJ.!!!' t}lo~gh !ti.U it"!!aemed fit 
t!!at t~e et~ o! we . sho~· d b; o! ng gne +i~e!!' b;~ag!e it 
m.u!t [seminaWl iombine • • •• in tge ~!tal. !P!l!ie o! tge [!e.l:.f-TI!!e[-!ing:!'~~g~de xg£~el •••••••• I There was one 
change that surprised him, although he accepted it without a doubt, 
as indeed, it did imply a wonderful efficacy, at least singularity, 
in the newly concocted liquid. It g.;,e!f !t~ni~ 5oo* in temperature, 
in the latter part of his [semen-bastening:chaste-r:Z-)strain(-)tive] 
watching it. It appeared tg imbJ.be its coldness from the cold 
chaste moon, until it ~[--!:·]med to ~eptim!~! that it wa! ~.l:.ds~ 
than J.~e it!e.l:.f; the ml!~ gatD;.;,ed upon tge 5~!ta.l:. X!!e, a! upon a 
tumbili. of iced wate.r in a wa?. ;ggm; some say it actua~ gathered 
a tgr;i f~!t [di~::l.n ~glfg.;.d-1:2e! 1, 5~!tau.£:ed,.Intg a t~ogsand 
fanta!tis and b~tifg.l:. ~pe!; but this I do not know so [haw:Twell. 
Only it was very cold. Septimius pondere'd upon it, and thought he 
[haw:]saw that life itself was cold, indi~idya* in it! e~en~e, 
chastened from all heats, cold, therefore, and therefore invigorating. 
r :. . inquiring deeply and with paJ.nfg* ~!.ea~~ into the li~ug+ 
which Septimius concocted, ••. I suppose • • • • • .• he paused, as it 
== - - =·-- = = were, at the point where his pathway separated itself from that of 
--other men, and meditated whether it were worth while to give up 
everything that P.;,o~iden~e had Pl£XJ.ded; and take instead only this 
lonely gift of :iJmilortal life. • • • . I . . . . Might he not seek one 
sompanJ.on--gne !ing*e hea.;,t--before he took the .. finai-step.-=tEere 
~a! ~zb~ D![-!:15[-!!T! Oh what a bliss, if that Pile g£.£1 might 
set out with him on his journey; go~ ~t, go~ S!!eet, to ~~i: 
llip!-]~and;_;. ~it!t !;;;_ tgrog,sg tge p~~e! e~e sg desQl:,ate ••.•• 
;--.... I .... . .. a m~!t P~Ie ~~do! [g~an{d)~-Ti.l:.ass, ~itg a 
~ng [g-1-s:;ing~-l!ta~ ~itg:l.n ~gi~ T@ steps 1-5] a fE:ls~ou~ 
e.l:.ab[-12~~ion o£ fan~z ~~ [~:t~£~-l~~t~ed and [!!ipent-
]t~i~ted. ~i! g;d s;a!! ~a~ an he£r[:]t~m ~it~ tge Fe t[:]on~, 
a ~e!i~ ••• ; ••• t~e [~~:~A~!-~Tv+~~ in!t~ent b£ ~ o~ t~e de~i;'~ ~a~~ament ••• and o£ t~e Chii~~n. • •• eng~a~ed ~it~ a;m~, a;_ti~ti;a++i done. I .... I s~ put !!~I !~end;£, pallid fing~~ 
on the si~of the gob;et, and shuddered, just as Sept~us did !!~en 
:2-~ t~u:§';d :2-~i o;n. [="'Nay; I-:- •• _{'K+)not,-un[I-J~[:]es;~because 
endless life goes round the (glans-)circle and meets death, and is 
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(jet-)just the same wi(:d:)th (as) it(:her own). 2~, 2z(:p-)~(+l) 
.••• "' 1 I . . . . I ~~ iifted t!}e b~tifYl_ gobl_et from tge g+o~nd, 
put it t2 b~+ liP!, and dianf[ :an!l}-!&n!il a deep diaft f£0111 it; t~en ~liing, ~ mo~ing~ !}e;_d it tgl{aid! l,}im. i "Su; I nave made 
myself immortal before you! Will you drink?" I He [hawk!-}eagerlv 
--- --~ b~d o~t ~i! gand tg ~&£e£ve the gob[-]*et; but Sybil, holding it 
beyond his reach a moment T•Haw!], looked[ :glan(d)s-locked] mockingly 
in his eyes, and then d~iib!I.ate~ let it f!U upon tge [tgg~:!J"'a+t­
]!lea~tg, where it [!pjne-]shii~ed Intg f+agment!t- and the bright, 
cold water of immortality was ail spilt, shedding its strange 
[hermaphro-seminal, oro-ossature-osse!singl f~gian£e !!-~ aro~nd. I 
"Sybil, what have you done?" cried Septimius, in rage and [noar-
]horror. I I "Septimius," said Sybil, who looked strangely 
beautiful " Its essence lay in a certain rare flower, 
which mingled properly with other ingredients--of great potency in 
themselves, though still lacking the crowning virtue till the flower 
was supplied--produced the drink of immortality." I "Yes; and I 
had the flower!" said Septimius; "and distilled the drink, which 
you have spilt." I ''You had a flower, or what you called a flo!ei 
which I sowed on the gi!ve!" said the gi~. ". • • • • •• rfu a • 
;:nS"Uai gr~wth of the gl:;ve; and this conv.erted the drin itto a 
- -= T + • ~ = = = poison, famous in old t e; a poison which the Borgias used, and 
~1i de Medi£i • • • • • ••• " I "~od God, ~bil ••• ! " I I 
• • • • Oh, how I surrounded thee with dreams [ •I knew how the 
[hic:]case stood'] and instead of giving thee tmmortai ii£:, so 
[kn:e-lkneaded up the littfe life allotted thee with dreams and 
= === == == ~ TCi vapoury stuff, that thou d dst not really live even that. Ah, ••• ! 
••• now the end of i~. Ki~ m~, tho~ P?,g~ [~:tgned/tongue-'~tuntedt] 
~eptim~~, gne !P-~· I . . . . I . . . Ng; th~+e shaU b~ ng ~i~! 
There may be a little poison on my lips. [F:JFareY:]well! •••• 
==- -
••• ~, ~~ It was a good jest. We will laugh at it, when we meet 
in the other world." I And here[:hear] Sybil Dacy's laugh grew 
fa!nt~+; and diing a!al, she !eemed to die with it •••• • •• among 
his broken hopes, all shattered, as completely as the goblet which, 
held his draught, and a! inS!pabie o£ b~£ng fg~ed again. [--XIII: 
153,166-7,168-9,186,189-91.1 
(Please observe, that the literary unfolding of the fourth petition, 
the hawthornesque of SIP-SQUISH, ends here.) 
B.S. A Literary Unfolding of the Fifth Petition: 
The Hawthornesque of LIP/LAP-WINK. 
The literary unfolding of the fifth petition draws from twenty 
works by ·Hawthorne--eighteen tales, one novel (The Blithedale Romance), 
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and one unfinished work (Grimshawe). The talley of titles (S.a)--a 
figure-rhymed fifth-stave of the total of one hundred and three titles-
functions as a proportionate, investigative classification of texts which 
are sufficiently name-ritualized to admit of study at step though other 
classification is possibl~, serves to foreground the consonant-figure as 
a movement from word-initial singular ~ to word-medial singular ~' and 
provides (parenthetically) step-relevant, figur_e-reinforcing memos on 
the persistence of the idea of name in the works of Nathaniel Hawthorne, 
on the idea of name chiefly as American sociolingual memorial, as 
grave-dark graphologic attribute of professional identity, and as lexical 
riddle capable of attaining long-anecdote, national-yarn dtmensions. The 
four-fold sampling (S .•. b-e} of twenty representative long passages from 
fourteen of the twenty works tallied (fourteen passsages from twelve 
tales, two passages from novel, and four passages from unfinished work) 
serves to give extension to the idea of nominal riddle as long-anecdote, 
as text in whic~ etymologic and privi-semantic (speech-serpent) values 
of name-fragments, extending themselves most recognizably by means of 
the consonant joints of discourse, serve to give pattern to a ground-up! 
process of reference to the organs of speech in narrative observation 
(esp. in S.b--a point-mark of organ-song), to a wood-cleave! process of 
reference to phallic interaction in agent discourse (esp. in S.c--a 
leaf-fold of breach-counterchant}, to a box(9ver)-round! process of 
reference to a hawk-g;an(d)s!-anchored haw in scenarios of climax and 
catastrophe (esp. in S.d--a skull-cap of world-hymn), and to a touch~ 
stone! process of reference to relics of tongue-memory in tracts of 
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apologia upon implicit in-composition rebirth (esp. in 5.e--a spine trail 
of necro-elegy). Petitionally sub-tagged as ''vulvibr:im" (cf. the 
enigmatic motive of labial portal precariously all-embowing), as 
"counterknee" (cf. the empathic motive of subliminal king-pin action in 
excited life-organ interplay), as "liefglance" (cf. the critical motive 
of eye-caught vulvar/face-skin slipping), and as 'l' stablink" (cf. the 
anthem of self-understood Divine-~g[os] recycling)--the four-fold 
sampling of twenty representative long passages (five passages per 
sub-tag} unfolds the self-conscious, mouth-conscious epic self-utterance 
of the name "Nathaniel Hawthorne," as Hebraic-Anglic identity forever 
lost in translation, yet forever signalling ivy-long, all-choking re-
birth, within the language-reference tissues of exotic literary gardens 
• 
--within gynecoid-ave botanical· habitats indexed immediately or remotely 
by: White-thorn/ Aubepine Is French-grammatically feminine particle r 
(=le), feminine particle conforming to the masculine (la), in (H![aw: 
- - -
~]~r!)-~/-~ vowel-contraction. The necessary linguistic dissolution of 
Nathaniel/Theodore's tongue-tip in vulvi-dentate hedge specifically 
motivates--and the irouic, Providential winning of the preciously 
pois~d *'-thorn-repursing *ips specifically answers to--the fifth 
petition. The consummate hawthornesque of the Divinely Oro-Wink-Ordained, 
the Perpetually Self-Tormenting hermaphroditic verba-gestural poetic 
cosmos unfolds as follows. (~ote that the talley of titles [5.a] 
includes a QQ-entry supportive of petition structure.) 
• 
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S.a. LIP/LAF-WINK: !/!,!,~1~ > ~/(~)~'~:i--a fifth stave of titles 
[20/103]) 
("I miss the bright [F:]face 
of my ancient friend,-who 
was wont to dance upon the 
hearth, and play the part 
of a more familiar sunshine. 
It is sad to turn from the 
clouded sky and sombre 
landscape--from yonder 
[haW-)hUl, with its crown 
of rusty, black pines, the 
foliage of which is so 
dismal in the absence of 
the sun; ••• ; the swollen 
and sluggish river, with 
ice-encrusted borders 
[bourne-(h)edges], dragging 
its [haw-]blueish grey 
stream along the verge of 
our orchard, like a 
[signature-]snake half 
torpid with the cold--it 
is sad to turn from an 
outward scene of so little 
comfort, and find the same 
sullen influences brooding 
within the precincts of my 
study. Without a 
metaphor, we now make our 
fire in an air-tight stove, 
and supply it with some 
half-a-dozen sticks of wood 
between dawn and nightfall. 
I I never shall be 
reconciled to this 
('revolution(ary)' (Rev. 
Ashley)] enormity. Truly, 
••• the world looks darker 
for it •••• blotting the 
picturesque, the poetic, 
and the beautiful out of 
human life. • •• might and 
majesty, and wild Nature, 
and a spiritual.essence, 
in(] our inmost home •••• " 
--X:l38,138-9) 
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[~ ... 02] "~eath!rtoe: A ~ralized 
Legend" 
= 
("In obedience to Mother 
Rigby's word:t and extending 
its arm as if to reach her 
outstretched hand, the 
figure made a step forward 
I But the 
fierce old hag began to 
get angry and show a 
[glan(d)s-]glfmpse of her 
diabolical nature, (like 
a snake's head peeping 
with a hiss out of her 
bosom,") at the pusillanimous 
behavior of the thing, 
which she had taken the 
trouble to put together. I 
'Puff away, wretch! ' cried 
she wrathfully. 'Puff, 
puff, puff, thou thing of 
straw and emptiness! ••• 
-thou nothing!--where shall 
I find a name vUe enough 
to call thee by! Puff, I 
say, and suck in thy 
fantastic.life along with 
the smoke; else I snatch 
the pipe from my mouth, 
and hurl thee where that 
red coal [cf. scarlet haw] 
came from! '"; "The more 
earnestly it applied its 
lips to the [stem-Stamm-
origin-]pipe, the more 
distinctly was its human 
likeness stamped among 
visible realities; the 
more segacious grew its 
['pumpkin'] expression; 
the more lifelike its 
gestures and movements, 
and the more intelligibly 
audible its voice. "--X: 
223,229-30,234) 
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[~-03] "!_assages £r<>! a 
Reli.gs~ished ~r!f" 
["At Home" 
--
"A !li&ht fU the !~" 
"A Fellow-Traveller" 
- - - -
"The !illage Theatr~" 
[~-04] "Raeeaccigi's Da~ht~r: 
!ro~ the ~ritin~s o~ 
Aub6pine" 
-- - = 
("My guardian had a name 
of considerable eminence, 
••• he was called 
Parson Thum.pcushion, from 
the very forcible gestures 
with which he illustrated 
his doctrines. [Cf. de~' 
] Aube-pin-cushion.J · 
Certainly, if his powers 
as a preacher were to be 
estimated by the damage 
done to his pulpit [@ lip-
pit] furniture, none of 
his living brethren, and 
few dead ones, would have 
been worthy even to 
pronounce a benediction 
after him. Such pounding 
and expounding, the moment 
he began to grow warm, 
such slapping with his 
open palm [cf. han-yel-haw! 
:s-lap/s*ab}, thumping with 
his closed fist, and 
banging with the whole 
weight of the great Bible . 
•••• "; "I was·a youth of 
gay and happy temperament, 
with an incorrigible 
levity of spirit, of no 
vicious propensities 
[lingal-lingual extensions], 
sensible enough, but 
wayward and fanciful. 
I had a quick sensitiveness 
to public opinion [of my 
'idle(:yl:eel-)ness'], and 
felt as I£ it ranked me 
••• --with the drunken 
poet, who hawked his own 
fourth of July odes"--X: 
405,405,409,411,417,405-6, 
406) 
("We do not remember to 
have seen any translated 
specimens of[-f/v] the 
productions of[-f/v] M. de 
l'Aub~pine; a [f-]fact the 
less to be wondered at, as 
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[!_-00] "A Visit to the Clerk of 
the -weather" = - -
- -
his [v-]very name 1a 
unknown to many of h1s 
own countrymen, as weJ.l as 
to the student of[-f/v] 
[£-]foreign literature. 
As a writer, he seems to 
occupy an un[-f-]fortunate 
position between the 
Transcen[-Jdentalists (who, 
under one name or another 
(cf. Th(-)oreau], have 
their share in all the 
current literature of the 
world) , and the great 
[fully lobed] body of 
pen[-ine]-and[-black-]ink 
men who address the 
intellect and sympathies 
of the [Oberon] multitude''; 
''We will only add to this 
very cursory notice, that 
M. de l'Aub~pine's 
produc[-ltions, if the 
reader chance to take them 
in precisely the [face-
]proper point of view; may 
amuse a leisure hour as 
well as those of a brighter 
man; if otherwise, they 
can hard[-]ly fail to look 
excessively like nonsense. 
I OUr author is voluminous 
[lip-brim-full]; he 
continues to write and 
publish with as much 
praiseworthy and indefati-
gable prolixity [of tongue], 
as if his efforts were 
crowned with ••• brilliant 
success •••• "; "The ensuing 
tale is a translation of 
his 'Beatrice; ou la Belle 
Empoisonneuse,'-r=thrice 
male-refined poison-:±_-bell] 
•••• "--X:91,91,92,93) 
("'I don't know--I have 
not yet spoken to the 
Clerk of the weather,'--
said I, in common parlance 
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to my friend and kinsman, 
who had asked me the wise 
question,--'Do you 
th [-]ink we shall have an 
early spring?' We stood 
on the steps of the M---
hotel [ cf. M. de 1 'Aub~pine 
.(£-04); cf. Maw (mouth), 
of gender-feminine 
poetic-articulation-
system)."; "But the 
[Au:Haw-]opening [of a 
magic 'pile of rocks'] was 
large enough to admit a 
dozen horsemen abreast •••• 
As I drew near him, I was 
struck [tongue-dumb] by 
the size of his massive 
frame and the fierce 
expression of his [-yel 
Haw!-] eyes. He had 
struck his pen behind his 
ear [cf. -(t)horn-pine/ 
pinnal--which pen was 
neither more nor less than 
the top of a pop[u]lar 
tree, which some storm had 
rudely disengaged from its 
trunk, and the butt of 
which he had hewed down 
to proper size for dipping 
into his ink(-)horn(e)."; 
"Here wewere interrupted 
by a loud hissing noise, 
which caused me·to turn 
around [translate]. I 
'You must have care. You 
have scorched your 
garments, I fear,' cried 
my [Divine] host to a 
[shrub-]squat figure, who 
came trudging towards us, 
wrapped in sheets of ice 
and wearing a huge wig of 
powdered snow. I 'It is 
nothing, your Honor,' 
answered the other, in a 
hollow. [haw.-well] voice 
whicn chilled my blood--
'! only trod upon that 
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[w-05] "An Old Woman's Tale" 
[~-06] "The Sio!-~ge: A 
Childish Miracle" 
= = 
cursed coll of q-Jchain 
lightning which your 
servant has placed so near 
the door to be my bane as 
often as I visit you [i.e., 
as gift-of-god(:Z) 
Theo-dore Hage-dorn]."--
XI:306,306,307-8,309 [see 
B.a(z-18)]) 
(''But I am humble enough 
to own, that I do not 
deserve a listener 
half[-sawl so [haw-]well 
as that old toothless 
woman, whose narratives 
possessed an excellence 
attributable neither to 
herself, nor to any single 
individual. These 
tales generally referred 
to her birth-place, a 
[voice:v+v] village in the 
[vulvate]-Valley of the 
Connect[!]i[:]cut, •••• 
••• that tract of country, 
long a wild and dangerous 
[face-to-'lap'] frontier, 
••• rendered defensible 
by a [signature-]strength 
of ['house'] architecture" 
--XI:240,240-l[w.240]) 
("The elder child was a 
little girl, whom, because 
she was of a tender and 
modest disposition, and 
was thought to be very 
beautiful, her parents, 
and other people that were 
familiar with her, used to 
call her Violet[:let]. 
But her brother was known 
by the style[:epi-st~e] 
of Peony[:knee/y], on 
account of the ruddiness 
of his broad and round 
little phiz, which made 
everybody think of sunshine 
and great scarlet· flowers."; 
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"She [glan(d)s-]gazed at 
the children, a moment 
longer, delighting to 
watch in their little 
figures-- •••• Then the 
mother resumed her work; 
••• [Nat-hand-]trtmm~"~ a 
- - ~ silken bonnet for Violet, 
••• [h-agd Yel-]darning a 
pair of stockings for 
little Peony's short legs. 
Again, ho[:w:awe:][-
]we[a]ver, and again, and 
yet [yel:art] other agains, 
she could [kn:]not help 
turning her head to the 
window [=to liE/lap-!in_fl, 
to see how the chiidren 
got on with their [ sttU-
pure-vo:yced] snow-image." 
::xr:7;7,9-lO) 
("Early in this present 
century, in a town with 
which I was acquainted, 
there dwelt an elderly 
person of grim aspect, 
known by the name and 
title of Doctor Ormskirk 
['Doctor Grimshawe' (p. 
351)], whose [G:HAW]house-
= -hold consisted of a 
re[-]mark[-m/k'-]a[-b]b[-
]ly[-*:Y] £2-Jpretty-little 
girl[-!1"*1 and [!-]vivacious 
[b-]boy, a perfect rosebud 
or a [~-]blonde girl two 
or three years younger than 
he, and an old [~-]maid of 
all work [~ ~~1, crusty 
in temper and [w-wr: ]wonder-
[~!**:]fully [si-lsluttish 
in atti[ -y-]re. • • • • . • •• 
with a [p/b'ml hop, skip, 
and jump: fram the [h:maw 
]threshold across a 
[tongue]flat tombstone, 
the two children were in 
the daily habit of using 
the dismal cemetery as 
I 
l 
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[e-OS] "The ~r~phetig ~igtgres" 
their playground. In their 
graver moods, they spelled 
out the names and learned 
by [haw]heart doleful 
verses-on the headstones; 
and in their merrier ones 
••• they chased butterflies, 
and gathered dandelions, 
played hide and seek 
[lip/lap-wink] behind the 
slate and marble •••• "; 
"'Be that as it might, in 
the r;.~aJJli!!,iua;, i: 
]grave-yard had been hidden 
from sight many a broad, 
bluff [~!d ~ '!,] [y:lvisage 
of husbandmen who had been 
taught to [-ni:HaW!:ne-lip 
= - = ]plough among the hereditary 
[~!1~8!e:!ea!/~~eg~id] 
furrows •••• Here, too, 
the sods had [k'Vw:red:] 
covered the [F7]faces of 
men [(k)N:]known to 
[ t ""]fl " H twr-: nistory •••• --
XII:343[w.351],343,345) 
("'But this [p-]painter!' 
cried Walter Ludlow, with 
[n/m] animation. 'He not 
= = only excels in his peculiar 
art, but possesses vast 
acquirements in all other 
learning and science. He 
talks Hebrew [Y'! H'~] to 
Doctor Mather [he-brew 
mother-matter], and gives 
lecture~ [orations] in 
- ... 
anatomy to Doctor Boylston 
[~~i~-s:to~e]. In a word, 
he will meet •••• "; "Some 
deemed it an offence [F!] 
against the Mosaic [¥-Tlaw 
[M(h)AW] and even a 
= -presumptuous mockery of 
the [K-]creator to bring 
into :Xistence such lively 
images of his creatures. 
Others, frightened at the 
art which could raise 
[2-09] "The ~y-~~le of 
Merry Mount" 
- =-
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phantoms at wUl, and keep 
the form of the dead among 
the living, were inclined 
to consider the painter as 
a magician, ••• perhaps the 
famous Black Man [Bl'k M'n] 
:;To=•= 
of old [W:]witch-ttmes, 
[~:]plotting[:~] [~: ]mis-
chief in [N: ]new [G: ]guise."; 
- = '~e stood like a magician 
[@ all steps] [h/y:k/c-
= = ]controlling the phantoms 
which he had e[(y-Y:)V: 
J vo [ : W : ] ked [ ( c ' t) J • "_:IX: 
166,166,169,1S2) 
("This venerated emblem 
was a pine tree, which had 
preserved the slender 
grace of youth, whUe it 
equalled the loftiest 
height of the old wood 
monarchs. • • • the pole 
was dressed with ••• 
ribbons that fluttered in 
fantastic knots of twenty 
different colors, but no 
sad ones. Garden flowers, 
and blossoms of the 
wilderness, laughed 
[s±ag(d)s-]gladly forth 
amid the verdure, so fresh 
and dewy, that they must 
have grown by magic on that 
happy [~.-de-!'A~~e~igel 
pine tree."; The Lord and 
Lady of the May, though 
their titles must be laid 
down at sunset, were really 
and truly to be partners 
for the dance of life 
['(t)his wedlock'], 
beginning the measure 
['their flowery union'] 
that same bright eve."; 
"'Begin you the stave[:YV], 
reverend Sir,' cried they 
all ['(~)hen the priest 
had spoken'] •••• "--IX:54, 
55,57,57) 
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[£-11) "The ~ray C~:eiog" 
("The same person who had 
hitherto been the chief 
spokesman, now stood up, 
[w/v-]waving his hat in 
bind [han + Ha 't + w], and 
- -suffered the moonlight 
[l'n/m] to fall full upon 
his.[F:]frontw I 'In me,' 
said he, with a certain 
[Oberon] [M:]majesty of 
uttera~ce,='in me, you 
[B:]be[-]hold[:O~d] a 
[~~:]poet. "'--XI :120,123) 
('"Stand firm for the old 
charter Governor!' shouted 
the crowd, seizing upon 
the idea. I 
I 'My children, ' concluded 
••• ['the figure of 
Governor Brad(-the-)street'], 
'do nothing [thorn-]rashly. 
Cry not aloud, but [p-]pray 
for the welfare of New-
England, and expect 
patiently what the Lord 
will do in this [m- ]matter!"; 
"'Oh! Lord of Hosts,' 
cried a voice among the 
crowd, 'provide a Champion 
for thy people!' I This 
ejaculation was loudly 
uttered, and served as a 
[h/y:~/~'r!] herald's cry, 
to introduce a re[-]mark[~ 
]able [P:]personage. The 
[~1~-r:Tcrowd had [*iel*ae-
wink-)rolled back •••• I 
- =- Suddenly, there was 
seen the [F:]fig[~]ure of 
an ancient-[~:]man, who 
seemed to have emerged 
from among the people, and 
was walking by [H:]himself 
along the centre of the 
street •••• • ••• I 
He made a ges[~]ture at 
once of encouragement and 
warning [reach:Haw~], then 
[~rg-~d] turned igain •••• 
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[~-121 "Buds a~d Bird-Voices" 
I 'Who is this [i-]gray 
patriarch?' asked the young 
men of their sires. 1· · 
'Who is this [v-]venerable 
[b-]brother?' asked the 
old men among themselves. 
I But none could make 
reply."; And who [W:]wa~ 
the Gray Champion?-
Perhaps his name might be 
found in the records of 
that stern Court of Justice, 
which passed a sentence, 
too mighty for the age, 
but glorious in all after 
times, for its [shrub-
]humbl:ing lesson to the 
monarch and its high[-el!l 
example to the subject 
[=signatural chiasmus, 
cross-signing of nominal 
self (orally: ~ip-edge 
horizontal, over tongue-
axis ~ongitudinal)]. 
His hour is one of 
darkness, and adversity, 
and peril. • •• ; for he is 
the type [ ~gra~] of 
New-EnglandTs hereditary 
spirit; and his shadowy 
march, on the eve of 
danger, must ever be the 
pledge, that New England's 
[Na~t-ive] sons will 
[i'ia.w-v~ T v [ -1 in [ .. ] dica te 
their-[thorn-tree] 
- = an[~]ces[-]try [=i'V(e) 
Y (!)Ny tr-Y-d!--i.e., in 
warding, cuneiform~canine 
relics, as ~ryph-e~tegsiogs, 
of ~~otta~ ~ro~~' Y~rowgT." 
--IX:9 12 13-14 17-18) 
' ' ' 
("Human flower-shrubs [ -bz], 
if they will grow old on 
earth, should, beside their 
lovely blossoms [B-]bear 
some kind of fruit that 
will satisfy earthly 
appetites; else neither 
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[~-13] "A Bell's ~ioara~y" 
[~-14] "Etha~ ~ra~d: A Cha:et=r 
from an Abortive Romance" 
- = = - -= = 
man, nor the decorum of 
nature, will deem it fit 
that the moss should 
gather on them."--X:l48, 
152) 
( ''Hea~ken to our neighbor 
with the iron tongue! 
••• a gentle hint to 
myself, that I may 
[b-]begin his [b-]biography 
- ••• -the more I 
study his deep-toned 
lang[-B~'i!-]uage, the 
more sense, ,and sentiment, 
and soul do I ['foolscap'-
]dis[-]cover in it."; "So 
the bell, our self-same 
[yei-lbell [with 'the 
symool of the ('Romish') 
cross' and 'Baptized and 
blessed' by a 'bishop~] 
••• --this very bell sent 
forth its first-born 
ac[-k'-]cents from the 
= tower of a [l-llog-built 
chap[-]el, westward of 
Lake Champlain, and near 
the mighty stream of the 
Saint Lawrence. It was 
[~/~-]cal[-1-]led Our 
Lady's ChapTp-]el of the 
Forest. The-peal [cf. 
:e-eell went forth as if to 
redeem and consecrate the 
[H'W] heathen wilderness • 
••• : The In[-n-]dians 
[{~)~-Jknelt[:!'t] beneath 
the lowly roof [cf. n-
= palatel"--XI:l03,103-4, 
104) 
("Faster and faster, 
roundabout went the cur; 
and still faster fled the 
unapproachable brevity of 
his tail; and louder and 
fiercer grew his [d~1:1od: 
d~~] yells[-lzl of rage 
and animosity; until 
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utterly exhausted, and as 
far.from the goal as ever, 
the foolish old dog ceased 
his performance as suddenly 
as he had [b-]begun[-a'n] 
it."; "[i1-]Meanwhil[-l-le, 
Ethan [B-]Brand ••• [,] 
his seat upon the [l•]log[-
!§l; and [~-]moved, it 
might be, by a perception 
of some remote analogy ••• , 
••• [b-]broke into the 
[haw! haw!- ]awful [ -wll 
[~-Tlaugh, which more than 
any other token, ex[-ks-
• elpressed the condition of 
his in [ -nw- ]ward [in 
Ha! .. _!~rd:~g] [~-]being. 11 
--XI:83,96,97) 
("The same morning that 
Mrs. Bullfrog and I came 
together as a [name-
androgyne; ink-well-frog] 
unit, we took two seats in 
the [haw!] stage-coach, 
and began our journey 
towards my place of 
business. I 
suffered my fingers, white 
and delicate as her own, 
to stray among those dark 
and glossy curls, which 
realized my day-dreams 
•••• "; " ••• I thrust my 
hand under the newspaper 
I 'What's this, 
my dear?' cried I[:eye]; 
for the [b*-]black 
neck[-n'kJ of a bottle 
had popp~d out of the 
basket. I I There 
was no re-lpossibility of 
doubting my wife's 
[w-]word; [b-]but ••• 
cherry-[b-]brand[-nd-]y 
( cf. S£ar (-) l_et ha! lhie) 11 . 
--X:l29,130-I,l32) 
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[~-16] "The Blithedale ~pgce" 
[''!re(-)~ace" 
"Qld(-!ld) ~~die" (I) 
"!lithedale" (II) 
"A !Sllot o~ Dr~~rs" (III) 
"Eliot's !Uleit" I "A 
Crisis" I "Leave-Ta~s" (xrv I XV I XVI) = 
~iriiYia a!!d ~!~rdale" 
"Midniaht" (XXVII) 
.. ,.-g 
"Blithedale-Pasture" 
(Xxviii) - -
"~es(-,l:z> 
Coverdale's(-y~z) 
Coii~-)fession" CxXIX)- = 
[~-17] "The !!irth"?lr~" 
("The illustrious Society 
of Blithedale, though it 
toiled in downright 
ear[-]nest for the good 
of mankind, yet not 
unfrequently il[-l-
]luminated its laborious 
life with an afternoon or 
everiing of pastime~ 
fragmentary bits of 
theatrical performance, 
such as single acts of 
tragedy or comedy, or 
dramatic proverbs and 
charades. • ••• Tableaux 
vivants [T'b'~ vyv'n] 
(cf. Theodore de-~T = 
Aubeprn->1 •••• "; "THE 
-- = SILVERY VEIL [The -l 'vw-
V'y.lJ [.] I .... 7 :: .. 
7 It is essential to the 
] purposes of my ['Zenobia's'] 
legend to distinguish one 
••• gentleman ••• ; so, for 
the sake of a soft and 
pretty name, ••• I deem it 
fit to call him 'Theodore.' 
I "Pshaw! " exclaimed 
Theodore. • ••• "--III: 5, 
1,5,9,14,117,128,137,106, 
109) 
("Its shape bore not a 
little similarity to the 
human hand [Nat-h-an(d)-], 
= though of the smallest 
pig(-)my[ :my] size. 
= [My:JAW:derivation: 
]Georgiana's lovers were 
wont to say, that some 
fairy, at her birth-hour, 
had laid her tiny hand 
upon the infant's cheek, 
and left this impress 
there, in token of the 
magic endowments that were 
to give her such [deep-
step-2 conjunctive] sway 
over all hearts [and 
'(m)any a desperate 
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[b-18 1 ''You5 ~o~~ ~ro~" 
[~-19] "The Artist of the 
Beautiful" 
swain(' s) • • • li.£!' 1 • 
•••• Some fastidious 
persons--but they were 
exclusively of her own 
sex, affirmed that the 
[B:]Bloody [H:]Hand, as 
they chose to call it, 
quite destroyed the effect 
of Georgiana's [cosmo-
plastic-step-S £!~r-~a2!­
f!2s!] [B:]beauty, and 
rendered her countenance 
even hideous [cf. hand-
yef:haw!-t'orn (scar~~let: 
) - r ) 1 fi • n"" T be a r-on. • , ••• a 
- = f1aw [=~ace-~a! (=ha~d-
soae loss-o~-~ace [==toS!Ue 
(-HAwr-GEE UP!-)in-cheek 
maskl> 1. "--X"i"36, 3S) = 
= = 
("' • • • and sin is but a 
name[-nlm]. Come[-k'm], 
- • = == dev~l[-!ll! for to 
thee[-yJ~is this [HAW!] 
world given[-vn].' 7 
-== I 'Ha! hal ha!' 
roared Goodman Brown [-wn], 
when the wind laughed at= 
him. I 
On[-~] he flew[-w], 
among[-!'ga] the-[~-]black 
[E-]pines[-Dz], his staff 
with frenzied gestures· •••• 
I Each 
pendent[-2'gd'gt] twig[-§] 
and leafy festoon was in 
a [bl-]blaze. As the red 
q-Jiight a[- ]ro [ =:!= 1 se 
and fell[-!], a numerous 
congregation alternately 
shone forth, ••• and again. 
grew[-w], as it were, out 
of the-darkness, peopling[-
~Ypl~] the heart of the 
soii'tary woods at once."--
X:74,83-84) 
("'Ah!' said Owen [h!-Ow'n]. 
I That little monosyllable 
was all he uttered; its 
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[~-20] "Mr. Higgigbotha.m's 
~:tastro~e" -
tone seemed cold and 
unconcerned, to an ear 
like Peter Ravenden's; and 
yet there was in it the 
stifled outcry[-ow'k'y] of 
• = 
the poor artist's heart, 
which com[-~Elpressed 
within him like a man[ -m/ul 
ho[:!l:]ld[-]ing[:~l down 
an e-V[:y:]i[:,4J spi[:Y:]rit."; 
·~e [E~lproduced as he 
spo [ :!i: ]ke, [h '!-]what 
see[-y-;-lmed a jew[:j'~:]el­
[B'K:]box. It was carved 
- = 
richly out of ebony, by 
his own hand, and inlaid 
with a fanciful tracery of 
[2-lpearl, representing a 
[~-]boy in [2-]purs[e-]uit 
of a [y~!] [B:]butte[:W: 
]rfly[:¥'1, which, elsewhere, 
had become a [~: ]wing [ -ws ~­
]ed spirit, and was flying 
[Y'H'W'H] heav[~]enward [as 
heayei:ha!(:!~*'~:)~2rd] 
[=better-fly 1 ] • • • • • This 
case of ebony the artist 
opened, and bade Annie[:~at­
a~i(YE~!)] place her 
fing[-Da~-]er on its 
[liE:h,-]edge • •••• I 
'Beautiful! Beautiful! 
exclaimed Annie. 'Is it 
alive[:,¥YV]? Is it 
alive[ :,¥yYl? [=Lip/leaf-
wink/lap(w.El-tongue]"--X: 
447,463,469-/0) 
("He ['the tobacco-pedler, 
whose name was Dominicus 
Pike'] had a neat little 
cart, painted green, with 
a [b-]box of cigars 
de[:y-p]pict[~-c't-]ed on 
- = each side-panel, and an 
In[-n-]dian[-n] Chie[-Y-]f 
- . - , 
holding a [p-Jpi[-y-]p[-p-]e 
and a [~-]gol[-w!-]den[-~] 
tobacco-s[-]talkl~~], on 
the rear [ -wr] • • • • • • •• 
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the country lasses of New 
Engl[-~#i*-]and are 
generally grea[-y-]t 
[glan(d)s-]perfor[#-wr-]mers 
on pi[-y-]pes. Moreover 
[Maw:haw-over], ••• the 
= - - ---peddler was inquis[-z-]tive, 
and something of a tattler 
[-~], alway[-y-]s[-z] 
itching to h[-]ear the 
news[-g!z], and an[-ai#-
]xious to tell[-*] it 
again[-s#ul [i.e., with 
thorg-2i~e ~ ~:~o~, 
WUds-dee:e]. "--IX:l06,106) 
S.b. LIP/LAP-WINK: ~/!,!,2/~ > !/(~)g'~:~--a point-mark of organ-
song [5+0/20@five]) 
[S.b. LIP/LAP-WINK: ~/!,!,2/~ > !/(~)g'~:~--vulvibrim one. 
(w-05) 'An Old Woman's Tale':] In the house where I was born, there 
- =- --::::a= • - - - - - = 
used to ~e ag ~ld !~mai sro~ch~ !11 day logg ~!~r .the ~itcheg fire, 
with her elbows on her knees and her feet in the ashes. Once in a 
!nile she t~o~ a t~rn at=the s£it !=1I2t2it:!ith-to~ue1,-:nd she 
i~~r la~ed a s~arse iray sto~i~ ~ h~r la£, the ~~ot a~o~t hal~ 
~~ished; it ta2~red a!ay !ith h~r 0~ !agi~ l~e agd she eit the 
toe-stitch on the day of her death. She made it her serious 
- = - - = -business and sole amusement to tell me stories at any time from 
- = = - =- = = = = = = = !~rg~ till giiht, ~ a ~~liii, to~thless !~ice, as I sat ou a 
l~i o~ !~od, iras2in~ h~r che~-a2rog 1g ~~th !Y hagds. Her 
iro~d-2lots, seldo! !ithig the !idest ss~2e OE 2ro~a~ility, !~re 
~illed u:e !ith ho!ely agd gatural igcidegts, the iradual assretiogs 
of a logg £ourse of years, and fi£tion hid its grotesque extravagance 
- ---- - =--in this garb of truth, like the devil (an appropriate simile, for 
the old woman supplied it) disguising himself, £loven-foot and all, 
- -- - = = -in mortal attire. These tales generally referred to her birth-place, 
a=viilage in the Valley of the Connecticut, the aspect of-which-she 
- - - ===== -= --~pressed with great vividness o~ ~y fancy. To speak emphat-
ically' there was a soporif.ic influe~ce =throughout the village:-
stronger than if every-!other's so~ a~d daughter-were reading a dull 
story;- ••• which, the old woman professed to hold-the substance of 
.. :. I One moonlight-summer ~ventng [:] ••• : I .... -I =This-
gentlewoman ['an elderly (de~') lady !ith so!ethiii in her hagd'], 
whose infirmity had kept her so far in the rear of the crowd, now 
- =- = - - - = - = -£~e hobbliQg o~, glided u~observed by the polemic group, and 
paused on the left-brink of the fountai~, withi~ a lew-feet of the 
two spectators [TDavidT=and 'Esther']. -She was-a mi~ificent-old 
d~e,-a; ever !~rtal eye ~eheld. -H=r S£aQgled sh~~s agd i~id-~lo~ed 
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sto5-kiBis shoue il£riously !ithig the seacious c!rsle 0~ a red 
ho£~-~etti~~at~ !hich S!elled·t~ the yery ~~iet o~ ~~l~siog, agd 
!aS 2ede~ed !11 £!~r !ith ew2r£id~ry a little targished. A2oye the 
~etti~~at, and ~artiDi in ~rogt s~ as to diselay it t£ the ~est 
adyagtage, !&S a ~iaured 2l~e damaslf 10~. A !ide agd sti£! 
[trug~ating] ruff eac,!r~led h~r ge~, a ~~ o! the !:Lgest muslU.h 
tho~h rath~r diggy, ~oy~red h~r head, agd h~r g~se !as ~estriddea 
2Y a ~air o! ~~ld-2o!ed see~ta~les, !ith e~rmous slasses. ~ut the 
2ld lady's [yel-thorn!) !ace !aS 2inched» share, agd.sallo!, !earie~ 
a gissardly agd ayaricious e!eressio~, a~d !~~in=' ag odd ~ogtrast 
t~ the selegd~r o! h~r attire, as did lik~ise the im~lement !hich 
she held in her hand. It was a sort of iron shovel (by housewives 
- - - = - ---t~ed a "slice"), such as is used ig ~learte~ the oyee, agd !ith 
this, selecting a spot between a walnut tree and the fountain, the 
- = = - -= = ~~od dame pde an eargest attemet to dii· The tend~r sods!> ho!ey~rl> 
p~ssessed a stragge i!eegetra~ility. I . . . . I The 
~ld ~maa ... !as started ~y a hagd suddenly laid ueon h~r s~uld~r; 
she t~rged ro~gd ig areat treeidatiog, agd ~eheld the d~itary ig 
the blue coat; then followed an embrace, of such closeness as would 
- - -- - - = =- - - = - -indicate no remoter connexion than [ni(+)ne!l matrimony between 
= - : ·= =- - == == = = = = = --= - - -these t!o des~rous e=rsogs. The gegtleeag g~t [E~-!!rd-}f~~ted t~ 
the shoyel, aeeear~ to egg~ire the e~reose 0~ hiS lady's os~~eatiog; 
!hile she as ~idently ~arried his.interroaat~ries, ma!gtaig~ a 
demure and sanctified visage •••• Howbeit, she could [k+lnot 
= = ==- - -- =- = = f~r~ear l~o~i~ as~e!, ~ehigd h=r seestasles, to!ards the seat of 
Tstub+born!-lstubbor~ turf. All the while, their figures had a 
- -- = -- - - - - - - -strangeness in them, and it seemed as if some cunnigi jeweller 
[=Je;-E~l-ove;-in-~w!j had mad~ their orna:ents~f the yellowest 
o! the setti~ s~g ~e~s, agd=that the TH:th£~:Ha!:!£rg~]~lue-o~ 
their aa~egts !as bro~ght !ro~ the dar~ s~y gear the ~O£R T=~!-ear­
to EgyptiCow-hornstJ, and that the gentleman's silk waistcoat was 
=--= = = == =- ---the bright side of a [y~-~!-loud!] fiery cloud, and the lady's 
s~riet eettis~at-a r~gt oi the ~Iush[-;!-HA~:~!-s~!-*e~is] o! 
[re-~~rne!] morg~,--agd that they !=re ~~th ugrealities o~ 
coloredT-redTJ air. But now there was a sudden movement throughout 
= - - = - - = =-- = = - -the multitude. The S~uire drew forth a watch as large as the dial 
og the !amous steeelei:steee-*Iei~-4oa!J ['ag eg2~ously diser£e£r-
tioged stee~le sti~~ ue straight ~t£ [to2th-ig-*i~ty!-eg!agaed­
]Heayeg, as high as the To!~r o! ~a~el!], lo~lfed at the !arg~ hagds 
and [QYNE~O(W)!-]gat him go~e, ~or [CUD!-]could his [YEL!-]lady 
= - = - - - = --- --[=palate-ladle-unladen-tar!] tarry •••• Li~e ~lo~y !a~tasies that 
h~rry ~y a yi~less ~~ulse !ro~ the slfy, they !11 !~re !led, agd 
the !igd r~se u~ agd !ollo!ed th~ !ith a stragge fwa!!-]~~agiUi 
do~ the l~gely street. ~o! !hith=r these ~eo~le !egt, is ~~re thag 
!&Y ~e t~ld; ~nly Dayid agd Esth~ [~Dayid had got a ~eeDy(:~eeis­
~t) to pay the marriage fee, if Esther should consent to wed'] 
-- - = - - - - =-- -see[--]~ed to see the shado!Y s~legd~r o! the agciegt d~e, as she 
l!Qiered in the moonshine at the grave-ya~d gate, [life-glan(d)s-]~az~ ~a~[-l!~ra=t~ the ~o~~tai~.- I "oh: Esth~t!- I-~!e had 
such a dr~!" ~ried Da~id, starting uE [uP!] a~d ru~~i~ his eyes. 
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I "Agd I such agoth!r!" ausw!red Esth!r; [WO~!J~!~S-laaeiga 
till h!r eretty red lies ~~~ed a c!r~le. 7 • • . • 1 They eo! 
stared in each other's eyes, !ith areat astogisJ:Jm.eut agd soie little 
fear. I I ..... He used it ['an iron shovel' (cf. 
- - - -ha!-teartga-togsue)] !ith bett!r SU£Cess t~ the ~ld ~' the 
s~il ii!i.Ui ~Y s~ !reely t~ his ef!~rts, that he had so~ S£02fed 
a h~le as large as the ~aste of a T~resh-semeg!-lserfBi. Suddegly 
he eoked his head down to the very bottom of the [haw:k!-ovum!-over-
]cavUy. I "Oho!--What-have we here!" ~ried David[!the-be*~ved=t:o-
ster(n)].--XI:240-2,247-8,249-SO(w.243,242).J - - - -
- - . 
[S.b. LIP/LAP-WINK: f/v,w,e/b > m/(k)n'k:~--vulvibrim two. 
(e-08) 'The ~it!r(-)~ury !ifa~:ipT:] =Th; S~er moon, which sh:l:nes 
in so many a tale, ,s ~6aiiBI ~!r a ~r~ad 6!tegt o~ uge!en 
~ougtry[:o~-tree!] So~ of its ~riahtest rays !!re ~lu~ tgt~ a 
s2r~ o! ~t!r, !here g~ Tye!!-t~ !ace/yu~a-ltrayell!r, t~iliSi 
ue the hilly r~ad ~eside !hich it aushes, e!er !ailed to [wregch/ 
!egch-]~uench his thirst. The !~rk o~ geat Tsiasat~re-]hagds agd 
considerT-lable [haw]bard!-]art, was visible about this blessed 
·= - - - - - -- -!o~gtaig. Ag ~eeg cist!rg, [t~rn:t~ge!-]he~ agd ho.llo!ed o~t o! 
solid St~e, !aS elaced a~!e the !at!rs, !hich (laellie!] !illed 
it t~ the ~rim, ~ut, ~Y so!e igyisi~le o~tlet, !!re ~og!eyed a!ay 
!itho~t drieei.U do!i its sides. Tho~gh the ~asin had got ro~[-in­
ma~!] !~r agoth!r droe, agd the ~ogtigual £aullet-laush o! [dou~le­
V'VOICE!-]water made a tremo~ on the sur[-]face, there was a secret 
- -- - - . = .. ·- - - - - = charm that forbade it to overflow [as sa*ivary-sauce-in-lies]. • ••• 
I ~ue the-m0~i !as ha~~-~li~st e!ree~[-]di~T-l~l:riy ~!!r this 
seot, two figures appeared on the summit of the hill, and came with 
noiseless footsteps down towards the spring. They were then in 
the freshness of youth; nor is there a wrinkle now on either of 
their brows, and yet they wore a strange old fashioned garb. One, 
a young man with ruddy cheeks, walked beneath the canopy of a broad 
~ri~ed [hard-palate-like] ~ray hat; he see[--]med=t~ have-inherited 
his great-grand-sire's square skirted coat, and a waistcoat that 
extended its immense flaps to his knees, his brown locks, also, 
== == ). - - - =-= - -= =-= - -hu~ do~ ~ehind, in a mode unknown to our times. By his side was 
a sweet young dam[--]sel, her fair features sheltered by a prim 
little bonnet, within which appeared the vestal muslin of a- = 
[gla~(d}s=l~a~;-her cl~se[+d]7-l~~ ~aisted io~~ a~d=i~deed h=r 
wfi2le attire, mignt fiave been worn by some rust~c beauty who had 
faded half a century before. But that there was something to~ !arm 
aid li~e-l~e 1i them, I would here have compared this couple to 
the ghosts of two young lovers, who had died long since ~ the 
[i!a!!(d)s-]&lo! o~ 2assiou, a!id io! !!re stray~ o~t o~ their 
&rayes, to reue! the ~ld YO!S, aud shado! ~~rth the uu~~r&otten 
~ss o; their ~arthly li2s, ~eside the mo~ulit [ma~l~a-lser~. 
I 'Thee and I will rest here a moment, Miriam,' said the young 
man, as they drew near the s(-]tone cistern, 'for there is no fear 
that the elders know what we have done; and this may be the last 
time we shall ever taste this water.' I I The same .person 
WhO had hitherto been the chie~ S2~~esmag, iO! StO~d ue, !a!~ his 
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hat in his haQd, a;d su!~!red the ;o2Qlight to f!ll !~11 ueoe his 
front. I 'In me,' said he, with a certain majesty[ -of-oberon!] of 
- • t • • - T • - --T • -
utt!rauce, iB me, yo~ ~ehold a e~et. I .... I .... Qh, ay, 
Mirip, he meaes a [trags-ly[:]arse P!!r, thee jUSt SO!·' I .... 
i . . . [T]he ~et t~rned a~y, llid aaye hijsel! ue t~ a s~rt o! yaaue 
re!!rie, !hich he S!lled tho~ght. Soiet~es he !atched the [~!+ 
&lais!·-l.o~ted-lto~, eo~ri!ll a slivery lia~id ou the slo~ds, thro~gh 
!hich it slo!lY [E¥-ce!l! setiiS~-y melted till they ~es~e all 
~riaht; theg he Sa!(+d}'the same S!eet [ha!/h~rg!-!ith-~ees-lradi­
agce dagctea og the.lea!Y trees !hich rustled as if to shaie it 
[s!r:eegt-!isely!} ~ff, ~r sleeeigi og the hiah toes o! hills, ~r 
ho!!riei dos ig [!agtgally!] distagt !allies, li§e the material o! 
unshaned dreams; lastly, he looked at the snrin2, and there the 
- ~ = ~ • ~ = lisht !as ii&iliDa !ith the !at!r· Ig its srystal ~OSOj, to~, 
~eh~ld~ !11 hea!ee re!le5ted there, he [ue-~rsast!l !o~d the 
~_21~ o! a eure agd trags~U ~reast. He listeeed t~ that ~~st 
ethereal o! !11 so~ds, the sosa o! s[:]ris_kets, so!~ ig !~11 
~ir ueog the !ind, agd !agcied, that, 1! !O~ltaht 5ould[ :l~am/ 
sud] ~e h~rd it T~od: 1!~uld so~d just li§e that. !:i~lly he to~ 
a draught at the Sha!![-h!]r seriga, agd as i! it !!re the t~e 
gastalia, was forthwith moved to com~se a lyric, a Farewell to his 
Hare, !hich he-s!~re [~~d:H!E¥!-]!;uld be the ~l~s~ stratg,-the 
last !!rse that ag ugarate!~l !~rldT·~(T)~] sho~ld ha!e !roi him· This ef!~siog ••• he to~! the !irst oee~rtugity to segd ~y ~e 
of the ShakeT-he]r brethren to Concord, where they [in-HAW:K!-to- · 
- -- - - - = = --- - - - - = LI~/LEAYE5-a5s~rd!] !!re eu~lished ig the !e! Haeeshire ~atriot. 
[--XI:l20-1,123,125-6.] 
[S.b. LIP/LAP-WINK: !/!,!,e1~ > i/(~)g'~:~--vulvibrim three 
& four. (b-15 & b-17) 'Mrs. Bullfroa (&)The Birth-mark':] It makes 
me melancholy to see how-like-fools-some very se~sibie people act, 
- = - - = - - - - - = ig the ~tt!r o~ cho~s~ !i!es. They E!rele! their judSiegts ~y a 
most undue attention to little niceties of personal appearance, 
habits, dispositions, and other trifles, which concern nobody but 
the lady herself •. An unhappy gentleman, resol!~ to !ed gothi2a 
sh~rt o~ [at-lie-1e!r~e~tiog, [HA~:!!-]~eees his Tsi~gat~re-]heart[­
]agd[-lhagd till ~~th aet s~ [*tga~-]~ld[-]agd[-eree~ce-]!ith=red, 
that no tolerable woman will accept them. --Now this is the very[:in-
!!rsel-[togjue:e~rsel-lhei~ht ~~ a~s~dity. =A-~igd ~ro!idegce has·= 
s~ [dagce:s~s!s~l*-1s~il~~lly adaeted se! t~ s~, agd the ~ss o~ 
individuals to each other, that with certain obvious exceptions, any 
~le-and female ~y be ~oderately [~i(+)~e-hopT:]happy=in-the= = 
T~w-J!arried state.- .: •• -I .... -It Is not assuming too much 
[of-a name], to affirm, that the ladies themselves were [aphro/hermal-
fro!-]hardly so lady-like as Tho!8S Bullfrog. So painfully acute 
was ~Y segse o~ E~le ~e=rfe~tlog,-agd-such !aried T~~!-ceii­
Texcellence did I re[!]guireT:choir] in the woman whom I coul~love, 
t~t the~e was a~ awful-Thaw~t=i'ris~ o1 !!!.Y [gy~e!'-lgettf.!!g iio wife , 
at all~ or of betga-drive~ to perpetrate-matr~o~y[!leadl~=to: -
~ogey/~ey-a~T] !ith ~y owg ~age i~ the·l~o~-glass[:~~tD)S!]. 
~esides the~ug[-ge*t-1d~Te!-~Jegtal erigciEie~ ~Ir:ady higted at, 
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I dema~ded the !resh ~lo~! o! yo~th [o~ ~-edi~e !~di~es], 
e_early teeth, ••• , ••• , ••• , and a~oye !11, a yftgi~ heart [•!resh 
ove!]. In a word [--1 ••• I should have taken it. • ••• I The 
-- - -- - - :II same morning that Mrs. Bullfrog and I came together as a unit, we 
took two seats in the [steps•uni/pent!] stage-coach, and began our 
journey towards my place of business. My bride looked 
charmingly, in a sreee ~alash, ••• aed !heeey~r h~r [do~r de .t'] red 
lips earted !ith a S!ile, each to~th ae£eared li!e an inest~~le 
£,!8-rl. Such !as my eass.iogate !a~th, tbat--!e bad [s~r£eet- ]rattled 
out of the village, gentle reader, and were lonely as Adam and Eve 
-- - = - =--- ·=--[!1-~£en-y!] ig !aradise--I elead auilty t~ ~ less !reedo!. ;bae a 
kiss! Tat throat-aNkH!] •••• I .... I .... The blows [at the 
- - =· - -driy~r'~···• ear'] ~re iiyen ~y a f!rsog o! arisly aS£est, !ith a 
head a~st ~!ld, agd [a~!-]sug!en chee!s, aeeareetly o! the . 
!8!~iee gegd!r, tho~gh hardly to ~e ~1[-ase:]assed in the gestler 
sex. There beius no teeth to modulate the voice, it·TH-Y-W!=V'Fl 
had a mU!~led fier~egess, got eassiogate, ~ut st~rg[=auard]d~!], 
!hich T~d/Y~!-]a~s~l~tely ~de !e a~iy!r li!e a salyes !o~t jelly. 
Who could the phantom be? The most [m:haw-]awful circumstance of 
the affair is yet to be told; for this ogre, or whatever it was, had 
a riding-habit like Mrs. [botanical!] Bullfrog's, and also a green 
silk calash [aNkH-]dangling down her back by the strings. In my 
terror and turmoil of mind, I could imagine nothing less, than that 
the Qld !i~, at the !~e~t o! o~r [~ye-~raiasti~-l~y~rt~rg, had 
[yehi~*e-siagat~e!-]angihilated il !ife aed jumeed igt~ h~r eettis~ats. I 'come, sir, bestir yourself! Help this rascal. 
to set up the coach,' said the ho~[-lao~lig t~ ie; then with a 
terrific screech to three countrymen, at a distance--'Here, you 
fellows, an't [=ankh] you as~ed to stand [fork-]off, when a eoor 
Tmaw: Twoma~ is in -di[Y]stress?T I .... = u--&7] "My noble wife;" 
= - --= = = = =-- - -said Aylmer, deeply moved, "I _!new not the heiaht and depth of your 
[womb:ma;J nature, u~til now. =;oth~ shall be conCealed. KDow,-
the~: that this [togiue-~~=]~r~sog Hagd, s~E~[-J!icial as it 
seeis, has slutched its arase int~ yo~r ~eigs, !ith a stregath 0~ 
!hich I had g~ [ag~!] ereyious sogceetioe• I have already adminis-
tered agegts £0!~r~~l egou~ to d~ a~ht e!ceet to chagge yo~r estire 
physi£al syst~. Only one thing remains to be tried. • ••• " I 
":' •• T~rge: ]Ge~rgiana," said [saili.Bg:E~!-]Ayl;!~r ig a lo! y~ice, 
"there is dagger!" 7 "Dagger? rliere is but one danger--that this 
-- -- - -= =-horri~le [tru~/c=ry~:]stiS!!la shall ~e le~t ueon !Y chee~!" 5ried 
TGorge:]Georgiana. "Remove it! Remove itt--whatever the cost--or 
we-shall both g; mad!" =7- "Heaveg ~ows, your words are t;o true," 
- -- -- - - - =- - - -- - -said Ayl!!_ler, sadly. "~ gow, dearest, returg to your boudoir. Ig 
a little-T*ie/lae-~~-l!hlle, !11 !ill ~e tested. 7 He-soedustea 
her back, and foo! leave •••• After his de(--]parture, Georgiaga 
~esa~e~aet ~ T~ute/!ies-t~-thr~at/ae~l-]!usigss: •••• - [--i: 
129,130-1,133. And, X:51-52.] 
[5.b. LIP/LAP-WINK: f/v,w,p/b > ~/(!)g'k:~--vulvibrim five. 
(~-16) 'The ~lithedale ~~gcer:l -The-eyegin~ ~e~~re iY de{--leart~re 
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~~r ~lithedale, I !as ret~r~iei t~ iY ~chel~r-aeart[-Jeeets, a~t~r 
atte~d~ the ~nd:r!~l 6!hi~itiog 0~ the yeiled Lady, !heg as 
elderly-man of rather shabby aeeearance met me in an [aNkH-]obscure 
[ye_I-*i2:1eart!l 2art o~ tiie rsJ.&I~t~r~:lst~eet': 1 '~· eo~t-1 daie," said he, so~ tly, "~ag I seea~ !ith yo~ a mo_megt? n 1 .... 
I "I wonder, sir," said he, "whether you know a lady whom they 
call ZeeT:T~r-T~ia?" I "Not personally," I answered, "although I 
expect that pleasure tomorrow, as she has got a head start of the 
rest of us, and is already a resi[-]dent at Blithe[-]dale. But have 
you a literary turn, Mr. Moodie?--or have you taken up the ad[-]vocacy 
of women's rights?--or what else can have interested you in this lady? 
Zeg~~ia, ~y-the-by, as I su22~se yo~ igo~, is 1erely h:r eu~li~ g~e; 
a so!t o! [!ace:Ii8s~ ig ~hich she ~oees ~e~2re the ~rld, retaigiga 
!11 the e~iyileges 0~ eriyacy--a coetriyagce, ig sh~rt, liie the 
!hite drae:ry o~ the yeiled Lady T'a (y~ice;sogtr~:ladeg) ~egoeegog 
in the mesmeric line; • • • the revival of an old hum(=ha-) bug'] , only 
a=little m~re tran:narent(:linlnarent-open)'T. But it is Iate. -= 
=- = L • .:r £. ., = -n == -Will you tell me what I can do for you? I "Please excuse me 
to-night, !1r· ~oy:r(-]dale," said [~d:~!-~ye-]~~die. ''You are 
very kind; but I am afraid I have troubled you, when, after all, 
there may be no need. • ••• '' I Agd so he [ye~:/eegt!-s~rgegtl*ies­
]slieeed a~ay[--'the ~ld pg' w~ had Tigt~rrueted me' !hag 'I !as t~rg~ ~y~r this riddle in !Y i!ed, agd tryiai to (aiDsHI~o!:rt­
)~tch its sli££:ry 2~r2~rt ~y the tail,'--'the aeearegLiira~le 
••••.••• of the Veiled Lady, ••• the interest of the seectator ••• 
wro~aht <y-!aBi!-)ue ~Y the egiama o~ h;r-idegtity, ••• ~shrouded 
~ithig the !isty drae:ry o~ the yeil. It ~as (~ite-(T)h~rg!-)!hite, 
~ith soie!hat o~ a su~d~ed sily:r sheeg (o~ he!~re!-Y!-~~i~-dew), 
li~ the suegy side o~ a ~lo~d; agd ~!lliai ~y:r the !eaEer ••• T] 
•••• • ••• Arriving at my room, I threw a lump of ~&ggel ~~al ueog 
the rs*ag(d)slareat!-larate, liahted a cisar, agd sgegt ag ho~r ig 
~siggs o~ e!~ry h~e, ~ro~ the ~r~htest t~ the ~~st s~~re •••• 
It was gothins short of ~idgi§ht !hen I !egt to ~ed, a~ter [an~­
]drig~iei a Tstagtd)s-lslass o£ 2artT-li;[!-ylular[:lerdTlly !i2e 
Sherry, on which I'used to pride myself, in those days. It was the 
very last=bottle; a~d I fi~ished it, with: friend, the ~extT:ni(+ 
)ge(+)~lgose-a~6!ed!] a~t~rgoo~, ~e~~re setti~=ou~ ~~r-!lithedale. 
I .... 7 .... I Paradise, i~deed! ~obody else in the world, 
- - --- = --I am bold to affir~--~obody, at least, in our bleak little world of 
New-England--hid dreamed of Paradise, that day, except as the pole 
suggests the tropic. Nor, with such materials as were at hand, 
could the most skilful architect have constructed any better 
imitation of Eve's bower, than might be seen in the snow-hut of an 
Esquimaux [with own maw 1 . But we made a swmner of it, in spite of 
the wild drifts. I It was an April day, as already hi~ted, a~d 
well towards the middle of the manth [menses of conception]. When 
- -~ = - = = = = - = = - = - = ~r~!Bg dawged upo~ me, i~ towg, its temperature was ~ild e~ough to 
-- - -~ -- - - = - - =-- - - - - -be pro~ounced even ba~y, by a lodger--like myself--~ o~e of the 
Tha~!T-~I~~st ho~ses o~ a ~ri~-~lo~; each ho~se ~artaBi~-o~ the 
warmth of all the rest, besides the sultriness of its individual 
--= - = - =--
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~~rgace-heat. ~ut, t~!ards go~g, there had ~o!e a sgo! •••• I 
I "Ho! 2leasaut it is!" repr~ed I, !hile the sao!.;~la~s 
flew into mY [seminaJJ mouth, the moment it was o2ened. "How very juCi aid ~l;y t: this T~agt2r-~o5i,-;t::ls;ou~try-airl" I "Aii,-
Cover(-)dale, don't laugh at what little enthusiasm you have left," 
:ara one of my companiOns • • • • I I I Zenobia 
~ade us !el~o;e, ia a ~tee, ~rag~, !ello! yoice, aad iaye each-o~ us 
h_!r hagd, !hi-ch !liS yery_ S2~t aad [aat-to!}iue: l~rt· . . . . I .... 
I . . . . I ''He knocks as if he had a right to come in," said 
Zenobia, laughing,' rAnd what are we th~:tui--o~? It must be Mr. 
Holl~s[-1!2_rth!" I Hereupon, I went to the [Theo+]door, unbolted, 
and [He!awe!] ~lu2i it !ide ~2en. There, sure enough, stood . 
Hollingsworth, his shaggy great-coat all covered with snow; so he 
looked quite as much like a polar bear as a modern philanthropist. 
I "Slugish hos2itality, this!" said he, in those [H/g:Y!-]deee 
t~es 0~ his, !hich seeeed to ~o!e [heart-le~e/~i2~~!] o~t 0~ a 
chest as s;a2acious as a ~arrel. • • • • I . . . . . . . Hollingsworth 
received into his arms, and deposited on the door-step, a ~iaure 
eW-elo2ed in a ~12.a~. It !as eyidently a !omau; ••• --a sl~ agd 
[~-to~e-]insu~stagtial iirl. • •• she showed some hesitation about 
entering [ : egtra~: in,..i] the door • • • • I ''Who is this?" whispered I 
I I ''What does the girl meag?" cried she ['Zenobia']' 
in rather a sharp [lip+(Z)tooth+tongue!] tones. "Is she ~razy? 
;Has she go to~ue?" I And here Hollingsworth stept forward. I 
"!2. !2.nd~r i~ the 2o2.r child's to~ue is fr~ZeJ.l in h!r mo~th," 
said he--agd I thi~ he 2ositiyely ~ro!!!ed at Zeg2.~ia--nThe yery 
heart will be frozen in her bosom, unless you women can warm it, 
~~yo~, !ith the=!!~th that ~~iht to ~e Ig-y~~~ ~~!n 7 
Hollingsworth's appearance was very [a~!-~-!omag-]striki1}i, at 
this moment. He was about thirty years old ••••.•••• 7 I 
~riscilla! ~riscilla! [~-iUt ~iss-riJl! ~-ye~!]. I re2eated the 
~e· t~ !ysel~, three ~r ~o~r t~es; ag~ in that [lie-initial-
Tlittle seace, this g~aigt agd er~ ~o~g~!eg had s~ ~l~~ted[: 
ma~/g~/gameted!] itself with ~y idea of the girl, that it seemed as 
i~ g~ oth=r ~e ~o~d have [gree~-erY!Y!a+!-~od/~ud-]adhered t~ h=r 
for a ~omegt. Heretofore, the poor thing had not shed any tears; 
-- --= -but now that she found herself received, and at least temporarily 
established, the ~i~ droes ~e~ag to o~ze o~t ~ro! ~egeath her [li£/ 
~ae-!inkt:eo~r/b!rth!:Y=i!] eyelids, as i~ she !=re ~~11 o~ th~ • 
.... y= .... 7 ...• I She go! erod~ced, o~t o~ a !~r~-~a~ that 
she had with her, so~e little woodeg Tthorg-]~strumegts, (what they 
are called, I never knew,) and-proceeded-to knit, or net, an article 
!hich-ult~teiy-to~E=the s~ee-[~etY-elace~ta/a~t=r=~irthJ o~ a= 
sil~ [~ie-1e~rse. • ••• Their ['such pursesT'] peculiar excellence 
••• lay in the almost impossibility that any uninitiated person 
should discover the aperture; although, to a practised touch, they 
would opeg as wide as-charity or prodigality might [h-Y-V'V!-z-
~:ases=J!Ish. - •••• I .... I The rest of us ['Holligis!~rth 
hardly said a [Haw!] word •••• . .• from the thick shrubbery of his 
~editatiogs'] ~~rjed T;;;;o~t/ltged] o~rsei!es igt~~ ~o~itT-ltee[+th] 
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!~r er~yidin~ o~r [!aea!-lia!aet ¥o~~ity !ith ag aeer~eriate aaee; 
a matt~ O! areatly ~re di!!isulty thag the (~r~-~od-~~t- ]ugf.ei-
tia.ted read!r !O~d SU22~se. !lithe[-]dale !aS geith_!r i~od[:~ra;­
da;et] nor bad. We should have resumed the old Indian name of the 
2r~ises; hid it e~ssessed the ~11-aed-hogey-!lo!T:betw:e~:ni(+~+>nel 
!hich the a~~rigi9es ~!re s~ ~!ten ha22Y in iOif!niiat1ii t~ their 
l~al aeeellatioes; .~ut it chagced to ~e a harsh, ill~oeae~ted, 8id 
l.!it!ra~~le !~rd, !hich [iU-YEL!] se~ed to !ill the !O~th !ith , 
a Wiit~re o! ·yery st~£! 5lay aed yery [~us-eric_.ked!-liruw~ly 
ee~~les. Zeg~~ia [Zihge-~-e8i-a] suggesterrtsuaey ~l~ese,' 
[sun'-~ead-a!ae{d)s,] as e12ressi!e o! a yista tet~ a ~ett!r syst~ 
o! Tn:ase-ls~ciety. This !e t~rned ~!!r agd ~y~, for a!hile, 
a~o!l[-]edging [~ourse-de!tetsall its erettiaess •••••••• s~, 
at last, finding it ~practicable to hammer out anything better, we 
resolved that the spot should still be Blithe[-]dale, as being of 
good aug[-]ury [Augen-urine] enough. I The evening wore on, and 
the outer solitude looked in upon us through the !iad~!s, alo~mY' 
!ild, agd yaaue, l~e agoth,!r state o! 8!istegce, close beside the 
littler sphere of warmth and light in which we were e[:]rattl,!rs 
agd ~ust[:!oa-ll,!rs o! a !!lomegt. I I I · 
I .... I .... I .... -, .... So unexpectedly had the stranger 
made me sensible of his presence, that he had almost the effect of 
an apparition, and certainly a less appropriate ~e (ta~lli igt~ 
view the dim woodland solitude about us) than if the salvage 
Tsa!age-~iaaai=l~g P! aatis~ity: htrs~te agd cte£t~red !ith a lea!y 
girdle, had started out of a thicket. He was still young, see[--
Tmingly a little under thirty •• ':'":' The style of his beauty, however, 
thosah a mas~~liae [de !'-]style, did got at !11 £O~egd-itsel!-t~­
~y [ugd,!r-ea;atel-]taste ••••• I .... I Here the stranger 
see[--]med to be so much amused with his sketch of Holl~s!~rth's 
~hara~t=r and [~~d-diai=r] E~rEoses, that he ~urst int~ a ~it o~ ~err~e~t o! the s~e ~at~re as the ~rie!, ~etaili~[:H(u)g-~~i~­
si+ver!-]laugh already alluded to, but immensely proloagea and 
£+r-~ua+-;~~=lenlarged.- The ~cess o!=his de[:]Iijnt, he=~Ee~ed 
his ~~th !Ide, ~a disclosed a [merx:cha~t:ye+/ha~!-li~ld ~agd 
ar~ugd the u~E=r £art o! his teeth; there~y ~!i~ it ap£aregt that 
every one of his brilliant grinders and incisors was a Twood-]sham. 
This dis[-]covery-affect~d me ~ery oddly.= I felt-as if the whole= 
man were a moral and physical h~[~-]~u~; his !~~d=r~~l ~ea~ty o~ 
face ••• might be removeable like a mask; and, tall and comely as 
his ~ia~r~ Io~~ed, h~-ias-2=rha£s but a-[zyi~te-T!izeged=little 
[!a~!-s=rfegt-ye*:]el!, ~ray agd de~re2it, !ith ~othi~ geg~ine 
[fresh/nove;!] about him, save the wicked [all-wickett~] expression 
o~ his irig. The fanta;y of-his spectral gfiarast~ s~ wro~alit ufo~ = 
~e, together with the contagion of his strange mirth on my sympathies, 
that I-soon began to laugh as loudly as himself. I .... I He 
~~=red ~e=a-~ara, !ith ~r~!ess~r ~e[:]st~r[:~-]!elt! e~ara!ed og 
it. • ••• I .... I .... My own part, in these [oralT transac-
tions, was singularly subordinate. It resembled that of the 
[phallic-glossal] Chorus in a classic play, which see[--]ms~to be 
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set aloof from the possibility of personal concernment, and bestows 
[haw:sawl-sows!] the whole measure of its hope and fear, its 
exultation or sorrow, on the fortunes of others, between whom and 
itself this syt2athy is the ~gly ~oed. I I I 
.... I "Ea~se, ~e little !estagt," sa.id the s~!t, lo! !~ice, 
" ••• thou canst lift this mysterious veil, beneath which I am 
--= - • - -- - -a sad a.ud !~ely erisou:r, ~ a ~ogdage ~ich is !~rse t~ !e tha.g 
death. But, before raisiai it, I entreat thee, in all maiden 
modesty,-to bend-forward, and tmere:s a kiss, whe~e-my b~eath stirs 
the veil; and ;y viriin lie: sh:ll come Tfore-skin:ltoreward to meet 
thy lies; a~d ~row that igstaet, Th:ot-l~ore, tho~ sbalt-~e ~~: 
agd I thige, !ith ge!!r were a !eil ~et!eeg us! Aed !11 the !elicity 
o! earth agd o! the !ut~re !2~ld shall ~e thi_ge agd !iDe t~eth!r· 
s2 ~uch maY a ~ideg say ~eh~d the !eil! [O! SiSDat~re-yAy~_:r!(s 
>ef.ge:Head! 1 • • • • 7 • • . • I . . . . I . . . . I .... , I . . . . I 
.... / .... / I I I I I 
I I I I It remains only to say a few words 
about myself. I But what, after all, have I to tell? 
Nothing, nothing, nothing! I left Blithe[-]dale within the week 
after Zenobia's death [by suicidal drowning], and went back thither 
no more. The whole soil of our farm ••• see(--]med but the sodded[+ 
sodden] earth over her [tooth-initialed] grave. I could not toil 
there, nor live upon its products. I I I exaggerate 
my own defects. The Eeader must not take my own word for it •••• 
!r~sti!r heads thag miDe ha!e iaiged hog~r ig the !~rld; !r~stier 
hearts have imbibed new warmth, and been newly haffY. • . • • There 
is ~ge ses~et::I-ha!: sogce:led it !Il Ly~T-mi*es] alogs, ~d ee!!r 
meagt to let the least !hisp!r o! it [saeogt-1essa2e--£De !o21ish 
little se5ret, !hich eossi~ly taY ha!e had sameth~ to d2 !ith ••• 
!Y listless [ilaes-lilagce t2!!rds the !ut~re. Shall I re!eal it? 
•.•• ~ut it rises ig !Y [Ho!*i~s!2rth-lthr2at; s~ let it 5o!e· I 
•••• As I ~ite it, he [~the read~r'] !ill charitably su222se !e to 
blush, and turn away my [book:aNkH!cover-]face:-- 7 I--I myself~ 
- = - = - = -- = == - -- - = -!as ig lo!e--!ith--ERISCILLA! [~ith the 'yeiled Lady!--lie-l~uaJly: 
hedge-degtaUJ:!l.gi~-erecise ig game agd El-agegcy: 'She thre! ~ 
the (!hite) !e~, agd •••• • ••• She uttered a shrie~ agd f~ed t2 
Ho~~s!2rth(=t~r~at-o!-r~-seiged-~o~), ~i~e one es5aei~ !roe h~r deadtiest egemy (her eg~ra!i~ !egtrilo~~ist-TPr~!ess2r, 
~est=~e t), agd !as sa!e ~ig the ~-shru~~ry) !2re!=r!'; 'let 
z~2~ia the da~iht~r o! qld ~o2die's 'eride') ta~e heed! ~risci~a 
('the ~a~~ht~r o! ••• [hiST lo~ 5al~ity ['s~eT]) shall ha!e U2 
wr2Ui! ] [--III:5,8(w.6),9-IO,ll-12,14,26,28,29,36-7,91;94-S,97, 
112-13,24S,247(w.203,193).] · 
S.c. LIP/LAP-WINK: f/v,w,p/b < m/(~)n'k:~--a leaf-fold of breach-
- - - - - - - = = -
counterchant [4+1/20@five]) 
[S.c. LIP/LAP-WINK: f/v,w,p/b < m/(k)g'~:~--counterknee one. 
(w-06) 'The Snow-Image: A Childish -Miracl: •:]- :. • • The children 
- = - - = = 
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dwelt in a city, and bad no wider play-place than a little [~/~:liar­
den before the house, divided by a white fence from the street, and 
.. 
wi.th a pear-tree and two or three plum-trees overshadowing it,. and 
some rose-bushes just in front of the parlor-windows. The trees &Jld 
shru~s, ho!e!!r, !!re !lO! lea~less, &Jld their t!iis !!re eg!elofed 
i!.l the li.iht suo!, ~ich thus pde a !i!.ld 0~ !~try ~~liage, !ith 
here-aud-there a ~egdaut ici£le ~~r the ~~it. I ''Yes, Yiolet--
yes, iY little ~eo[-]gy," said their kigd iOth!r, "yo'!:! py ~~ O'!;!t 
aud ~lay tu the U6! suO!." f. . • . • I At last' when they bad 
frosted one another all over with handfulls of snow, Violet, after 
laughing heart[ :l-]ily .at little ~eo[-]gy's ~iaure, !as stru~ !ith 
a ae! tho'!:!iht o l ''YO~ la~! ep£ tly li!e a ~0!-~ge t !eouy t II 
said she, if yo~r chee~s !!re got s~ red. ~ that }!~ts 1e fe 
'~! Let us p~e au- ,ipse O'!:!t 0~ suO!--ag fmage 0~ a little &irl--
and it shall be our sister, and shall run about and }!lay with us all, 
winter 1~~- -WonTt it be n[-lice?" I 11oh; yes! 11 cried Peony, as 
plai.Dly as he co~ld s'2eak, .. for he was butT+tl a little boy. """That 
will =be n[-]ic:!- And [GyNe:Jmamma-shall see[--] it!" ]- "Yes," 
- - - - - = = == aasw=red Yiolet, ":am:a shall see the ae! little iirl. ~ut she 
!USt uot \P!e h!r some igt~ the !&rm '2arl~r; for, yo~ ~0!, O'!:!r 
little snow-sister will not love the warmth." I And, forthwith, 
=- - = - - = = -- -the childreg ~eaaa this ireat ~usiness 0~ wa!tei a seo!-tmage that 
should rug about; while their mother, who was sitting at the window 
and-overheard some of their talk, could not help smUing at the 
gravity with which they set about it. She [glan(d)s-]gazed 
at the children, a moment longer, delighting to watch their little 
figures--the girl, tall for her age, graceful and agile, and so 
delicately colored that she looked like a cheerful Thought, more 
than a physical reality--while Peo[-]ny expanded in breadth rather 
than height, and rolled along on his short and sturdy legs, as 
substantial as an el[:l-]ephant, though not quite so big. Then the 
mother resumed her work; what it was I forget; but she was either 
tr~in~ a silk~ ~ouuet !~r ~iolet, ~r dargi~ a ~air o! stos_ki~s !~r little ~eof-J~~'s sh~rt le~s. A&a~, ho!ev-=r, a~d a~ai~, a~a­
yet oth=r a~aigs, she gould ~ot hel~ ~~~ h=r head to the !~do!, 
to see ho! the childre~ §Ot og !ith their s~o!-~ge. 7 It 
se~ed, ~ ~ast, ~ot s~ iuch to ~e ~de ~y the childre~ as to §ro! 
up ugder their [si§~t~re-]hagds !hile they !!re ~[-]layig§ a~d 
~T-lrattli~ a~o~t it. I But still, as the needle 
travelled hither and thither through the seams of the dress, the 
mother made her toil light and happy by listening to the airy yoices 
of Violet[:~et] and Peo[+k-]ny. They ~e~t tal~ig§ t~ ~ge a~oth!r 
~11 the t~e, their toU§ues ~e~ ~~ite as agti!e as their ~eet a~d 
ha~ds. Except at intervals, she could not distinct[-]ly hear what 
was said, but had merely a sweet impression that they were in the 
= ~st lo~~ ~~d, agd !!re e~j~y~ th~sel!es hi~hly, and that the 
business 01 making the snow-image went prosperously on. Now and 
then, however, when Violet and Peony happened to raise their voices, 
the words were as audible as if they had been spoken in the parlor. 
- = = = ·- -
. . . . I I "!eogy, !eogy!" ~ried ~iolet t~ h!r ~roth!r, wh~ 
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had i~!!e t~ a~th~r e,art o~ the iardes. "~rifJI 1e so~ o~ that 
~resh seo!, !eow, ~rom the yery ~~thest ~~q~r, !here !e [analh! 1 
haye got beeg tr81eltei· I !agt it to shae_e o~r little sgo!-sist!r's 
[,t.-'millf'] ~som !ith. Yo~ 5<>! that e_art JUSt ~e ~~ite e~e, just 
as it somes o~t 0~ the 8!1! II I "Here it is' yiolet!" ausw~red 
Peony, in his bluff tone--but a very sweet tone too--as he came 
--. _....,. __ 
floundering through the half-trodden drifts. "Here is the snow for 
I • - --her 'ittle bosom. Oh, Violet, how beau-ti-ful she begins to look!" 
- -- . I ''Yes," said Violet, thoughtfully and quietly, "Our snow-sister 
does look very lovely. I did not quite know, Peo[-]ny, that we could 
make such a sweet little girl as this. •t I Violet still seemed 
to be the guiding spirit; while peony acted rather as a laborer, and 
brought her the snow from far and near. And yet the little ur[-]chin 
= - "" e!ideg~ly bad a ero2!r ugd!r[:]st~d[:]~ o~ the !4tt!r, to~! I 
"~eogy, ~eogy!" ~ried !iolet; ~~r h!r ~roth!r !as aiatg at the oth!r 
side 0~ the iardeg. "!r~ me th~se liiht !X'eaths 0~ sgo! that ha!e 
rested og the lo!!r bragches o! the eear-tree. Yo~ san £l~~!r og 
the snow-drift, Peo[-]ny, and -reach them easily. I must have them 
to ~Ee-some-rt!!i[:l.-liets !or o~r sgo!:sist~'s heaa!" I -·~ere= 
they are, Violet!" answered the little boy. "Take care you. do not 
break them: Well do~e!- Well done! How-pretty!;; 7 .... - 1- 7 ••• 
= = - • - = I There !as a mi!!ute ~r ~o of ~ilegce; for ~eogy, wh~se s~rt leis 
!ere geyer !eary, ~d ioge og eilg~~ge aiaig t~ the oth=r side 0~ 
the iardeg. All of a sudden, Violet cried out, loudly and joyfully: 
-- I "L~o~ here, ~eo[-]gy! ~ome g_~i~kly! A light bas been shining 
on her cheek out of that rose-colored cloud!--and the color does not 
i~ a!ay! Is got that ~ea~t~~i?"- I ;;Yes; it is ~ea~:ti:!~l," "" 
agsw!red ~eogy, er~o~gci~ the three sylla~les !ith deli~=rate 
as~uracy. "Oh Violet, only look at her hair! It is !ll li~e i~ld!" 
I "oh, certaigly," said Violet, with tranguility, as if it were 
very much-a matter of course. "That color:-you know, comes from the 
golden clouds, that we see up there in the sky. She is almost 
finished now. ~ut h~r lies must ~e made yery red--redd!r thag h~r 
chee~s. ~erhaes, ~eo(-]gy, it !ill ma~e th~ red, ~ !e [!:l~~th 
[!S:]~issed them!" 'I A~~~rdig,aly, the moth~r heard tw~ smart little 
sma~, as ~ ~~th h~r childreg !~re ~issiDi the sgo!-tmage og its 
~rozeg mo~th. But, as this did not seem to make the lips quite 
red enough, Violet next proposed that the snow-child should be 
invited to ~iss ~eogy's [ha!!~!-]ssarlet chee~. I "~ome, 'ittle 
snow-sister, ~iss me!" cried Peony. I "There! She has ~issed you,"' 
-- - - - = - - -added yiolet, "agd go! h~r lies are yery red. And she ~lushed a 
little, too!" I "oh, what a s~ld ~iss!" sr±ed ~eogy. I Just then, 
there £ame a breeze of the pure [W:lwest-wind sweep~ through the 
§ardeg-agd [sereegt-]rattli~ the-earl~r-!~do!s. -It sounded so 
wintry cold, that the mother was about to tap on the window-pane 
~ith h!r th~~led ~i~!r, to s•~og the childreg ~; wheg they both 
sried out to her with ~ge y~ice. The toge was got a toge of 
surprise, although they were evidently a good deal excited; it 
appeared rather as if they were very much rejoiced at some event 
that had go! haeeeged, but which they had been loo~i~ ~~r, ·and had 
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reckoned ueon all alows. I "Mammal Mammal We have finished our 
littl: snow-:ister, and she is.[N7NG:]~n~inQ about-the TG/N:]Qarden 
- - '' - - • =-- ·= iiit - " - = !i Cl [~: l!ith us! I . . . . {--XI: 8,8-10,10-11,12(w.l.l) ,14-15.] 
[S.c. LIP/LAP-WINK: ~/!,w,p/~ < !1(~)~'~:~--counterknee two. 
<a-OS) 'The !r2~ti~ !i~t~esT:T '!ut this aatater!' ~ried 
[~/!: ]~alt!r[-y~!-]Ludlo! !ith [Bit: laeiptio!.}· THe g.ot ~ly 
&!Cels ~ his ae~[+~-]~li!r art, 2ut eossesses yast a~a~iremegts 
i.e !11 oth~ learui.Jli aed scieece. He talp He2re'! !ith Do~t2:r 
~th~r, aid i1.!es ·lest~res is aeatoey t2 Do~t2r ~ylstoi· Ii a !2rd, 
he will meet the best instructed man amon~ us, on his own Qround. 
= = = :ilil == -= §! --Moreover, he is a aolished gentleman--a citizen of the world--yes, a 
t~e 5oswo~lite [ =e~e-o!:-so:e2si 5~sweti5s] ' for -he wiii s [ ! ] aea~ 
liie a pti!e o~ each ~li.ie ag.d ~ougtry og. the &l~~e, E!!ceet o~r o~ 
(£O~t~r!-try] ~2rests, !hither be is !.}OW i2~· !£r,is !11 this 
what I most admire in him.' 7 'Indeed! T said Elinor, who had 
- . =- = = • = -- -listened with a woman's interest to the descriation of such a man. 
'Yet this-is admir:bie en~ugh.' I 'Surely= it is," repeated h:r = 
lover, 'but far less so tha!.} his eat~ral ai!:t 0~ adaeti2i hf!sel~ 
to every variety of character, insomuch that all men--and all women 
too,-[E~:1Elie2r--s~l f~d a tirr£r o~ th~selyes ig this !oed~r~~l 
painter. But the greatest wonder is yet to be told.' I 'Nay, if 
- ==- -=- == he have more wonderful attributes[~*ips] than these,' said Elinor, 
laughing7-'~o8t,;g._l8_a eerilT~~-lous abode for the poor gentleman. 
Are you telling me of a painter, or a wizard?' I 'In truth,' 
answered he, 'that question might be asked much more seriously than 
you suppose. They say that he aaigts got !erely a ~g's ~eat~res, 
~this !igd agd heart. He catches the [!O~i~!] sesret segt~egts 
agd passions, agd throws th~ upog the sagvass, li~e sugshige--or 
perhaps, ig the portraits of dar~-souled !&g, li~e a [s*ag(d)s-lsle~ 
of eterpl fire. It is an awful sift,' added Walter, lowerigs his 
voice from its tone of enthusiasm. 'I shall be afraid to sit to 
= = = ~-' I 'Walter, are you is ear[-]gest?' e!sla~ed Eligor. I 
I .... I He ['the paigter'] dirested her gotice to the 
s~etch. A thrill rag through Eligor's fr~e; a shriek was upog her 
- - - -~· = --lias; ~ut she stifled it, !ith the sel!:-so!!agd that ~e5o!e ha~itual 
to all, who [lip-Jhide thoughts of fear and agguish within their 
-- - -- = boso~s. Tur~~[:to~§ue!] from the [toe!-]ta~le, she perceived that 
Walter had advanced near enough to have seen the sketch, though she 
could not determine whether it had caught his eye. I 'We will not 
have the pictures altered,' said she, hastily. If ~ige is sad, I 
shall ~ut lo£~ the §ay~r ~or the 5o~trast. I '~e It-s~,' a~sw=red 
the eaigt~r, ~o!ig§. • ••• I After the marriage of Walter and 
Elinor, the pictures formed the two most splendid ornaments of 
their abode. They hung side by side, separated by a [tongue-]narrow 
panel, appearing to eye each other constantly, yet always returning 
the [glan(d)s-]gaze of the spectator. I It was whispered 
among friends, that, day by day, Elinor's face was assuming a deeper' 
shade of pensiveness, which threatened soon to rend(-]er her too 
true a counter[-]part of her melancholy picture. I~ [§ullet!-
]~o~rse o~ t~e, Elig~r hug,§ a §~rgeous ~~rtai.g o~ f~rfle sil~, 
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wrou&ht !ith !lo!!rs, ~d !r~ged !ith hea!Y i~ldeg tassels, ~e!ore 
the ~i~t~res •••• Her !isit!rs !elt, that the massive [~*yate-T!~lds 
o! the sil~ wust ee!!r ~e !!thdra!a,~e~r the ~rtraits [li2-lmestioged 
iU h!r 2resegce. I Ttme ~re og •••• I .•.. I Stili, ~alt!r 
remained silent before the picture, comm.uninll with it • • • • r.radually 
= = - ::a:a iilil - =a; his eyes q-l~dled; while as Elieor !atched the ~reas!U !ilc~jess 
of his face, her own assumea a look of terror; and when at last, he 
- - -= = ---- - --turaed to her, the resemblance of both to their ~ortraits was 
~o~~lete: - 7 '~r !ate =rs ~Eoi.l us T' ho!led ~al t!r. 'Die! T I 
Dra!~ a [~+e:l!g,}i!e, he susta~ed h~, as she ~s ru/~/!!i:lsig.kin.,.i 
t~ the [&II.l:laro~, agd atmed it at h!r ~osom. ru the a~tiou, agd 
~ the loo~ ang attitude of each, the painter beheld the figures of 
his sketch. The picture, with all its treeendous sol~riei, !as 
finished. I 0 'Hold, madman! ' cried he sternly. I He had [ v In: 
Tadvanced from the do~r,=a~d tnter~sed htm:elf between the Wr:tched 
~eiii:, !ith the s~e-sees: o!=2o!!r to rea~late-their=destif-luy, as 
to !lt!r a scege u2og the ~ai.}yass. He sto~d li~e a magiciag, [~'gl~:]~ontroll~ the [*+han(d):]e_hagtoms he had T~:th~rg:~tiy­
vocationt-v7k:Tevoked. • ••• T--IX:l66-7,176-7,181-2.] 
--- - - = --= 
[S.c. LIP/LAP-WINK: !ly,!,el~ < ~~(~)g'~:~--counterknee three. 
(p-09} 'The May-Pole of Merry Mount':] • • • • But what was the 
- - -- -= =-= [!-1-g,§l wild throng that stood hand in hand about the [de fl~y-
p~*e? It ~o~*d[-~-tlgot be, that the Fauns and•Nymphs, when driven 
from their classic groves and homes of ancient fable, had sought 0 
refuge, as all the persecuted did, in the fresh woods of the West. 
These were [G:HAW:]Gothic monsters, thougn perhaps of Grecian 
= - =- = = = -ances[-]try. • ••• Other faces wore the similitude of man or woman, 
but distorted or extravagant, with red [phallic!] e~ses eegd~lous 
before their mouths, which seemed of awful [vaginal!} depth, and 
str:tched from ear to ear in an eternal fit of [~:}laughter. Here 
might be seen the Salvage Man, well known in heraldry, hairy as a 
baboon, and [a*aus:]girdled with green leaves ••••• Such were the 
colonists of Merry[:MQuth ]MOunt, as they stood in the broad smile 
of sunset, round their-venerat:d May-Pole. I .... I-.: •• 7 
- = -= - = = --No fantastic foolery could look him in the face. So stern was 
the energy of his aspect, that the whole man, visage, frame, and 
- - - = soul, se~ed wrought of iron, gifted with life aBd thought, yet all 
- - -- =- - -- - -of OBe substaBce with his head-piece aBd breast-plate. It was the 
Puritan of Puritans; it was End!-]i[-]cott[-T:T]-himself! 7 'Stand 
~ff, eriest-o! ~a:l! [cf: ~~~i!l' said=he, !ith a §r~ ~ro~, agd = 
lay~ g~ re~regt hagd ueog~he s~relice. ' •••• ~ut go! shall 
it be seen that the Lord hath sanctified this wilderness for his 
ee~t+~-]~liar eeoele.- ~~e ugt~ thei-that !~uld[:!ood] de~ile it! 
And first for this flower-decked abomination, the !HAW:]altar of 
= - -- - -- ==== - = = = - - - -thy !~rshie!' I Agd !ith his ~ee~ s[-]!~rd, Egdi~ott assa~lted 
the hallo!ed ~Y-!~le. ~~r 1~~ did it resist his a~. It ar~a~ed 
with a dismal sound; it showered leaves aBd rose-buds upoB the 
- - -= -- - - - - - -r~orseless enthusiast; and fiBally, with all its green boughs, aBd 
-- = - = - - - - = - -- -ri~Eogs, agd !lo!=rs, SY!~oli~ o! de[--]E[+elearted eleas~res, doWB 
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~ell the ~auu!r-sta£! o!: tserry tso5lt. As it [a~!-] sa~, traclitiou 
says, the eyeui.Bi s!-Y are! [si~t~re-]dar~:_r, aud the wOods threw 
~~rth a m£re soa~re (signature ... tree!-graphic] shado!• r 'There, T 
~ried Eedi~ott, lo2.kin.1 triu;~ntly og his !2ri, '... ~, 
saith JobD Egcli~ott!' I 'AvJee!' e~~ed his !:ollow!rs. 1 !ut the 
y~taries 0~ the May-~~le aa!e ~e ar28B !~r their idol [ •El.-id*e-
*iBi~l.. At the SOSld,. the ~itau lead~ £ilau(d) s-Jalauced at the 
;re! 0~ ~omus, each. a !18~· o! ~r2ad mirth, yet, at this JIO..tent, 
strangely LMllton! -Qde! ~ 12Xnressive of sorrow and dis [-]may. 7 
• = T = - --,~;. - - - • = 
'_yali4Bt ~ae[-lta~,' i~oth !•t!r !!l!:rey, the ~ciegt o!: the ~agd 
[of Puritans] •••• I .... I 'Ho! m&BY stri2es ~2r the 2riest?' 
I '!oue as yet,' ausw!red Egcii~ott, ~egdig& his irog !:ro5 
ueog the ;ulerit. 'It must ~e ~2r the great agd Geueral ~o~rt to 
determiue, whether stripes aud lo~ [hedge:1te2risogeeut, a~ other 
'
rievous. nenalty, may atone for his trans2ressions. • ••• ' I 
- £.. = • -= -- = s = 
'Here be a ;ouele o~ shin~ ~es,' soutig~ed !et!r Palfrey, [th~ru-lpotgtiga his [ha!!.;.j!eaeog at the ~rd aud Lady 0~ the May. 
'They seem to ~e of h~jh. statiog ~~these ~is-d~=rs. • ••• 7 
.... I Tcrop it ['the youth's hairrr forthwith, and that in the 
=- - --- = • tr~e e~e~-shell fashiog,' auswered the £e~e-~iB!l sae[t-re-ltain. 
'Then br~ t~ alogg !ith us, ~ut ~~re gegtly thag their Eello!s· 
There be qualities in the youth, which ~y ~~e h~ !ali!nt to ~1iht, 
a!_!.d sober to toU, and pious to pray; and i!,!. the 111!-iden, that may 
~It h~r-to ~e;o~e a iat~r in o~r [~7IHS1 Israel, ~r~~ ~e 
babes in better nurture than her own hath been. I And 
-- -- -=-- =---= -= = Endicott, the severest Puritan of all who laid the rock-foundation 
= = of New England, lifted the wreath of roses from the ruin of the 
May-Pole, and threw it, with his own [signature:]gauntleted hand, 
over the h.eads of the Lord and Lady of the May. It was a deed of 
ero2!!ecy. . •• as their [~a~!-]~lo!!ry aarlagd !as ~eathed 
0~ the £riihtest r~ses that had aro~ there [in 'their hose 0~ 
(~:)!i*d ~!rth!], s~, ig the [!oi~-t~~Y '(~:ri~ral(:~)Tl tie that 
ugited th~, !=re iut=rt!iged a!l the e~rest agd ~est 0~ their 
early j~ys. They wegt [Y'E* R'~] hea!ei!~rd, suee~rti~ each oth!r 
[~:]alo~ the [!e~-!arded] d~~i;ult eath !hich it !as their lot to 
tread, agd ge!!r ~sted ~ge [s~i!,!.&l-]regretE~l thought og the 
vanities of Merry Mount. [--IX:53-6,63-7.] 
-= -= =-= 
[S.c. LIP/LAP-WINK: f/v,w,p/b < m/(~)!!'~:~--counterknee four. 
- - - - - = - - - -(~-18) 'Youga ~od~!! ~ro!B •:] Youga ~oo~g ~ro!B ~aie E~rth, at 
sunset, into the street of Sales village, but put his head back[:k], 
aEt!r [!~~dtY):se!:a~-]~r~ssi~-the thresh~ld, to 8![:~•s:]cha~e 
a [eree~ce-leartiBi ~iss[-s-s] !ith his you~ !1Ee· ~d ~aith, as 
the !iEe !as aftly ~~ed, [~a~!-]thrust h!r ~~ pretty head tgt~ the 
street, lettiBi the wind play with the [Fores~i!_!.-Tpink ribbons of her 
caf, !hile she ~~lle<I t~ ~od~ag ~ro~. -7 'Dearest'l~a~s-t~rg= -
}Heart,' whispered she, softly a!_!.d rather sadly, whe!_!. her lips were 
[lap-]slose to-his ear, 'pr'y thee, put-off your ]our!_!.ey until --
su~rise,-a!_!.d Tni(pry!)~e!-Tsleep i!_!. your own bed to~~ight. =A lone 
woman is troubied-with such dreams and such thoughts,-that she~ 
--= = - = = --
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[~eardl]a~eard 0~ h!rsel~, sowet~es. !ray, tarry !ith we this 
Di;ht, dear hus~a.ed, o! !11 Di;hts 1g the [Y+ear: ]year!' I '~y 
loye aed !Y Eaith,' ree[-e:]lied YOUii ~0~ !rO!i, 1 0~ ~1 
a!ihts iB the year, this ~e U!aht !'1St I tarry [tar!- la!ay ~roi 
thee. ~y jo~r(-Jaey, as tho~ ~!llest it, ~~rth aect ~a~ aaaig, tuSt 
[!+]eeeds ~e doie 't!fit go! aid sue[-]rise. ~t, !Y S!eet, eretty 
wife, dost thou doubt me already, and we but three months married!' 
7 ~'TheB, [~:ye*r:]~d ~less yo~!T said-!aith, !ith.the eink 
ribbons, 'and may you find all [w:]well, when you come back.,- I 
-- = = = - - = - - - - • - a = - .. . 
t ~eg! ' _s;ried ~0~!! !rO!U· 'Say thy eray!rs, dear !aith, 8.!!d ~~ 
to bed at dusk, and no harm will [hormone-]come to thee.' I So 
- - - =- - - =-· - = - -they [*ie:learted; aed the you~ saD ~rs[e-]~ed his [!:l!ay, uatil, 
~e~ abo~t to t~rg the ~~reer ~y the weetf9i-ho~se [=ha!:~t-wa!!l he 
loo~ed T~:l~a~, aed sa1 the head a! !aith still eeeetea a!ter hit, 
!ith a sela!!;ioly air, 1n s:eite a! h!r qi:e:l:ei~[:!~l ri~T:l~u[+ 
d]s. I '~o~r little !aith!' tho~jht he, !~r his heart Sf~te hi!. 
'!!hat a [!:]~etch 8! I, t~ [yu~i: ]lea!e h!r og such ~ erraudt 
She tal!s o! dreams, t~~[:!l· ~etho~ht, as she s:e~~, there !as 
trouble in her face, as if a dream had warned her what work is to 
~e doee t~-uiaht. !ut[:t1, g~, g~! 't!o~id ~Il h!r to-th~[:~] 
it. Well; she's a blessed [seed-Y-ankh-]aggel an earth; and after 
- - == :a =- - --this ~ge [*ig&~-*~theg~-leiiit, I'll ~liga t~ h!r s~!rts a~ 
!ollo! h!r t~ [Sa!!:]Hea!en·' I ~ith this [ye*!-ce~-16!celle!!t 
resol!e !~r the !~t~re, ~odmag !ro!B !elt h~el! just!!ied 1g 
~~~ ~re haste ag, his :eresegt e!il :e~r:e~se. He had ta~i a 
dreary r~ad, dar~eged ~Y !11 the [j*ag(d)s-]jl~osiest trees o! the 
[Sij!-~at~re-l!orest, ~ich ~arely st~od aside to let the [~,o~e­
]~rro! 24th [Y!~r!Ue!-];ree:e thro~jh, agd 5l~sed i!!ediately ~ehigd. 
It was all as lonely as could be; and there is this peculiarity in 
such a [s:]solitude, that the traveller knows not who may be 
concealed by the innumerable [ges!!-o!-Y-]t~~ agd the this! 
~O~jhs ~!!rhead; so that with lonely footsteps, he may be passing 
through an unsee[--]n multitude. I 'There may be a devilish 
Indian behind every tree,' said Goodman Brown to himself; and he 
[glan(d)s-]glanced'fearfully behind him, as he added, 'What if the 
deyil[ :y-iJJ h:i.Ssel! sho~ld ~e at !Y [y:l!ery[ :y + el: ]el~o![ :o!!]!' 
I His head ~ei9i t~rged ~a~, he :eassed a sr~o~ OE the r~ad, agd . 
l~o~~ !£~rd ajaig, ~eheld the Eij~re o! a man, 1g [sijgat~re: 
]grave and decent attire, seated at the foot of an old tree. He 
- - = = -- - = -[haw:]arose, at Goodman Brown's approach, and walked on[-]ward, side 
by side with him~- 1= TYou-are late,-Goodma~ Bra~,' s~id he. 'The 
- - = - =-==--= ~lo~~ o~ the [he~ris: ti~] Old S [ :M-1 o~th !as strJ.!?.n::::i as I ~awe 
through B[:Haw-]os[-s-]tonTel; and that is full fifteen minutes 
a~o~e: T(!ace:J!aith ~ept se ba~k a!hile,'-re~lied th~ yo~~ ~g, 
with a tremor in his [v:lvoiceT-~, caused by the sudden appearance 
of his campania~, though not [haw:lwhoily unexpected. ~ •• :-I But 
the only th~ :bout fiim, =that couldf:cud! ]=b~-fixed upon as -
re[-Jiark[-]able: was his staff: which-bore the-llkeness=of a great 
~la~=s~~e, s£ £~riously [s~rpe~ti~e~yl-wro~§ht, th:t it might 
almost be see[--ln to tw[:w+s:lst and [w:lwriggle itself, like a 
=- - = - - = - - -- - = 
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liy~ s=reegt. This, o! £ourse, must have been an ocular dece2tion, 
assisted ~Y the ugc=rtaig Iiiht. 1 'Eowe, ~~odmai ~~o~!' ~ried =-
his fellow-traveller •••• I I ... he o~ the s~2egt, s!ili~ 
aeart. - T--x:74-6.1 
[S.c. LIP/LAP-WINK: ~/y,!,£1~ < !l(~)g'~:~--counterknee five. 
(~-18) 'You~ ~o~g ~ro!e':] •••• But the only thing about him, 
that could be fixed ~pon as [musi£ally:]re[-]markable, was his staff, 
=- - = = - - -
which bore the likeness of a areat black snake, ••• curiously 
r d, I I - ,..... ,. .. wrought t=PJ •••• •••• •••• Another !!rse o! the h~ 
a[:]rose, a slow and mournful strain, such as the pious love, but 
[glan(d)s-]joined to :ord:-which ~xPressed all that our gat~re ~ag 
~ogceiye o! sig[ :gi(+)ge], and darkly hinted at far more. Unfathom-
able to mere mortals is the lore of fiends[ :fi!+ends]. Verse after 
y=rse !as [!ly+lsUUi[:ga(+)9&], and stili the chorus of the desert 
swelled between, like the deepest t2ge o! a [H!Y-Y'Y-Q~t-lsiahty 
2raag. Agd, !ith the !igal 2eal[:2-ee*] o! that dread!~l agth~, 
there came a sound, as if the roariei wind, the rushi9i streams, 
the ho:1in:a beasts, and every other rv:l~oice of the un£-lconT-
ly=rted !ild~rg.ess, !;re !iggliga-agd-a£L:]c~rdiga[:~J !ith=the 
[y:]y~ice o! i~ilty[:y] ~g17gl [~!-yTy•~]!hige], ig ho~ge t2 
the erigce of [ha!l-erigts!-]!11. The four ~lazi~ eiges thre! ue 
a loftier flame, and obscurely dis[-]covered shapes and visages of 
-- - = = horror on the smoke-wreaths, above the impious assembly. At the 
same moment, the fire on the [haw:k!-]rock shot [glans:]redly 
[!ly:l!£rth, agd ~2~ed=a alo!~ ~rch[-~gaue!] a~o!e its ~ase, 
!here go! a22eared a !ii~re. With reverence be it S££~eg, the 
figure bore no slight similitude, both in garb and manner, to some 
grave divine of the New-En[i]gland churches [=Rev. Ashley Allen 
Royce!] I '~r~ !2rth the ~on[-]y=rts!' ~ried a !£ice, that e~ed 
through the field and [R:voice-Jrolled into the forest. I At'the 
-- - = -- - = - --word, Goodman Browg stept forth fro~ the shadow of the trees, and 
a2e~oa~hed-the-~oi1-lareaatiog, ~ith !hos he felt-a l£ath!~l 
~roth=rho£d, ~Y the sYieathy o! !11 that !as T!=l!i~ed[+y-!i~ket­
~r~ed] ig his [~ro~-si~at~re-]heart ••••• I ·~el[-]~ose, ~Y 
childreg,' said the dar~ !ia~re[-ig-~o~th-ar~], 'to the [Yt-]~o~ugiog 
o! your [sia~t~re-]race! Ye haye !o~d, thus [ye*:]yougg, your 
[~t:J~ture agd your desti[-]gy. My c~ildreg, loo~ behigd yo~!' I 
They t~rged; agd [ye*:ha!t-]~lashiga ~2rth, as it were, in a sheet 
of fl~e, the fiegd-worshippers were seeg; the ~ile of [reprodu£tive-
]~ei~o~e [s~~e:a*ag(d)s-liie~ed-dar~y-o~ eyery yisage. 7 -'There,' 
res~ed the sable fo~, 'are all who~ ye have rever~ced from youth. 
- - -- - - -- - -- - - = -Ye de~ed th~ holier thag yourselves, ~d shrank fro~ your owg 
[auU,.et-a~~!=)sig~ ~ogtrastin_g it witli their li;es of righteousness, 
and prayerful [Y!1 aspT-liratiogs heaveg[-]ward. Yet, here are they 
all,-in my-worshipping assembly! This night-it shall be granted you 
to know their secret deeds; how hoary-bearded elders of the church 
have whispered wagtog words to-the you~ ~aids of-thetr households; 
how ~agy a-wo~~~.-eager-for widow's weeds: has given her husbagd a 
drink at ~ed=t~e, agd let h~ sieee-his last sieee i~-h=r ~oso~; 
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ho~ ~eardless yo~ths ha!e wade haste to iaherit their fath!rs' 
~ealth; and ho~ ~air d~sels--~lush got, s~eet ~es!--ha!e dui little 
irayes ~ the aardeg, agd ~iddeu me, the s~le ~Uest, t~ ae ~~ant's 
!Sl!ral. ~y the sYm:eathy o~ yo~r h!!mag hearts E2r s~, ye shall ••• 
~lt to ~eh~ld the wh2le !arth ~e sta~ 0~ suilt, 2De !ishty 
~lood-s:eot.· Far more than this! It shall be yours to :eegetrate, ig 
e!ery ~osom, the dee:e ~st!ry oE sig[:g], the [~1-]Eo~ta~ o~ !11 
~i~ed arts, and which inexhaustibly supplies more evil impulses 
than human power--than my power, at its utmost!-p':Can make manifest 
in deeds. Agd go!, !Y childreg, lo~ ueog each oth!r·' I ...• I 
• • • • E[ :Y: ]vil is the nature of mankind; E[ :Y: ]vil must be 
- ==- -==== - = yo~r ~gly [fork!-Y-!'!-!Or~!-]ha£figess. ~el~ome, aaain, !Y 
children, to the communion of·your race!' I 'Welcome!,. repeated 
=- =====-- -== -
the ~iend-!~rshi£:e~s, ·1g ~e ~ry o~ [eaYr!-]deseair agd tr!um~· I 
And there they stood, the only pair, as it see[--]med;. who were yet 
h:sitatin.s og the Thedge:]~rge-o£ !i~edgess, 1g this dar~-Tha!!­
K!-]world. A basig was hollowed, ~turally, in the rock. Did it 
-- - - - - - - = =-contain water, reddened by the lurid light? or was it blood? or, 
perchance, a liquid flame? Herein did the Sha:ee of E!il diE his 
hagd, agel :ere:eare to lay the mark of baptism upon their foreheads, 
that they might be [signature-]partakers of the mystery of sin, more 
conscious of the secret [name-heart~-]guilt of others, both in deed 
and thought, than they could now be of their own. The husband cast 
one look at.his pale wife, and Faith at him. What polluted wretched 
would the next glance shew them to each other, shudder~ alike at 
what they dis[-]slosed agd what they [wood-leaf!-]saw! I 'F:ith! 
!aith!' ~ried the hus~aga. -,~0~ [*ea~T-Jue t~ Heaveg, aed resist 
the Wicked Oge!' I Whether Faith obeyed, he ~ew T~+]not. Hardly 
had he =:eo~T+~: ]eg, !heg he £ouBd hfisel£ amid=a sali nisht aed 
solit~de, listegi~ t~ a r~ar o~ the !igd, !hich died Tyel/haw: 
]heavily away through the forest. He staggered against the rock[+k] 
and felt it chill and damp, while a hagsi~[:~] t![:!:lis[:sl, that 
had beeg all on fire, besprig~[+k:]led his chee~[:~] with the 
- - - - - - - -- = - - -[~:]~~ldes~ de!. I .... I .... Agd !heg he had liyed 1~~[:~], 
agd !as [h~ar!-]~2rge t~ his sraye, a h2ary ~2rese, £ollo!ed ~y 
Faith, an aged womag, and children and grandchildren, a goodly 
- = --= -procession, besides neighbors, got a few, they sarved go hopeful 
!!rse ueog his tomE-sto~e;-£~r ilis dyin:i ho~r !as ~lo2iT:glag{d)s­
u~d!r-ea*ate-*o2medtJ. [--X:76,85-8,90.] 
S.d. LIP/LAP-WINK: £/!•!•£/~ > !/(~)~'g:~ [eye-pow *]--a skullcap 
of world-hymn [3+2/20@five]) 
[S.d. LIP/LAP-WINK: ~/!•!•£/~ > ~/(~)g'~:~ (eye-pow *)--
liefglance one. (£-01) '!ire-~2rshi:e':] Og such a !2rging as go! 
*O!!rs aro~gd o~r 2*d srey earso~ge, I !iss the ~right £ace o£ !Y 
agciegt £riegd, wh2 !as !ogt to dagce ueog the hearth, agd ~ay the 
eart o£ a !2re ~a!i*iar sugshige ••••• 7 ••.. It !as he wh2! the 
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ghe~!r !~rshiEeed, !ith g~ u~tural. idol.atry; and it ~s he w~ 
devoured ~ondon and Moscow [•V:f~-over:E1-in(k)-Maw], and many a~di!r city, =~d-w~ *;yes to riot thro~gh o~r = 0~ dar~ for~sts, 
aQd S!ee2 a~r2ss o~r erairies, aid t~ wh2se rayeuous ~!' it is 
said, the !!!liy~rse shaU ~e day ~e &iyen as a !i~l. !east. tJeag-
!hile he is the ireat artizag aud *a~~r!r ~y wh2se aid meg are 
euaW..ed to ~uil.d a !2rl.d !ithifl a !~r_ld, 2r, at least, to SS0_2the 
do~ the roue ~reatioa which !ature n_uga us. He !2rges the !iihty 
[yaNkHl-M/Nile-ii/nitet-lanchor •••• • ••• I .... I Nor did it 
les::U the .. cbarm of his soft7-familiar courtesy and helPfulness, 
that the mighty spirit, were opportunity offered him, would run riot 
through the peaceful house, ~ae its igmates i.e his terri~e em~race, 
agd l.eaye aothtei oi them saye their !hiteaed 22ues. This possibility 
of mad destruction onv made his domestic kindness the mo:z:e beautiful. 
and touching. It was sweet of him, being endowed with such power, to 
dwell, day after day, and one l.o!li, logeso!e giaht a~t~r agoth!r, on 
the dusky hearth, only now and then ~etray~ his !ild gature, ~y 
thrustigi his red [r!-]tog,aue o~t o~ the c~ey-toeT T~e, he had 
done much mischief in the !2rl.d, and was pretty c~rtain to do more; 
~ut his~~ heart atoged ~2r ~· •••• I .... I .... There is 
his iron cage. • • • • Much of h~s time is spent in sights, burthened 
= = --!ith unutt~ab*e arie!, agd ~-dra!U thro~gh the !ugge*. He 
amuses himself, too, with repeating all the whispers, the moans, and 
the l.ouder utterances or tempestuous hOwl.s of the wind; so that the 
st~~e ~.=so!es a !isro£09! o! the·aeria~ ~rl.d. Occasio~y, there 
are strange combinations of sounds--y2~ces, ta~~ ~~2st artisu-
l.atelY !ithig the hollo~ chest o~ irog--igs2!uch that !agcy ~eiuil.es 
!e !Ith the idea, that !Y !ire !2od !ust haye aro!U ig that ig!.=rgal. 
!~rest o!.~~egta~le trees, !hich ~reathe their SO!~aigts t~ Dagte. 
When the l.~stener is hal.f-as*eep, he may readily take these voices 
for the conversation of spir~ts, and assign them an intelligible 
meaning. Anon, there is a eatt!rigi U2ise--drie, drie, drie--as·i! 
a su~!r sho!.=r !~re !~iUi !ithig the garro! c!r~~~regce o! the 
st2ye. I These ~arreg agd tedious eccentricities are a!! that the 
air-tight st2~e s~ 2esto!, in exchange for the inva*uab*e mora* 
infl.uences which we have l.ost by our desertiog o~ the ~een !ire-elace. 
~as! is this !2rl.d S2 yery ~right, that !e san a!~2rd to ch2~e U£ 
such a do!estis !o~gtatg o! i*adso!egess, agd sit dowg ~Y its dar~eged 
so~rce, !itho~t ~e~ sogscious of a g~oo!? I It is my belief, that 
social intercourse [via signatureT cannot long £Ogtigue what it has 
been, now that we have subtracted [culturally] from It s2 ~E2rtagt 
agd yivJi!yigg ag e*~egt as !ire-l.iiht. [--X:l38,139,141, 
144-5. 
[S.d. LIP/LAP-WINK: !/y,!,E/~ > !/(~)g'~:~ (eye-pow*)--
liefglance two. (f-04) 'Rappaccini's Daughter: ~ro~ the Wrktiggs of 
~~~eige':] A young man, named Giovanni-GuaT-lsconti [=guava(l!thorn-
apple)-esconce-canteen] came, very long[:ng] a[-]go, from the more 
southern region of Italy, to purs[e:]ue his studies at the University 
of Padua. Giovan[-]ni[:knee/y], who had but a scanty supply of 
[y~:]gold ducats in his pocket, took lodgings in a high and 
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[glan(d)s-]gloomy[:my] [I:EYE:]chamber of an old edi[-]fice[:face], 
which looked not unworthy to have been the palace of a Paduan noble, 
and which, in fact exhibited over its en[:]trance the armorial 
[haw?:]bearings of a family long since~ext[:]inct. I .... I 
Gi2!ae[-]gi still !o~d U2 ~ett~r o~[-]~u~[-]atioe thag to £aiag(d)s-
lloo~ do~ tgto~he aardeg ~egeath his !tudo!· •••• • •• there !as 
the ruin of a [maw:]mar~e fountain in the centre, sculptured with 
rare ·art, §ut s~ !of~i~ shitt;red=th:t it !a; ~~oss~e-to trace 
the orig~(:ora+p eSiie !rom the S..,haOS O! rewaigiUi !raeegts. 
The I!=l~t~r, ho!ey~r, ~ogt~~ed to ~ush agd sear~e igt~ the 
sug~~s as cheer!$1 as eyer. A [* ]*itt*e ~~rgl~ so~gd 
asceucied t~ the youga man's I!: l!igdo!, agd made him !e~ as i! the 
!o~taig !~re ae igr.e~rta* s~irit, that suga its soea unceasil}j*Y' 
agd !itho~t heed~ the yicissit~des aro~d it; while one century 
embodied it in marble, and another scatt-ered the perishab*e[-semina*] 
garniture on the so~. ~ a~o~t the eo~l[:ll into which the water 
subsided, grew various plants, that seemed to require a plentiful 
supply of moisture for the go~ris~egt o! the giaagti~ £¥=1leayes, 
and, in some instances, ~o!ers [Q: la~rgeous*y ~~i!icent. There 
was ~ge [stu~:lsbru~ ig eartT-li~T-l~ar, set in a r!a!:1mar~e 
yase ~ the !idst o! the e~o*, that ~~re a [ taste-~uds! 1 ero¥usiog 
o! £~rf!e ~OSS0!9, each 0~ !hich had the !ustr~ agd ric~ess 0~ a 
.sew; agd the [ha!: ]wh~e t~eth~r ~de a sho! s2 res~egdeut that 
it se~ed enou~ to [*:]~!gate the aardeg, eyen ~ there ~eeg 
g~ [ocular!T sugshtge. Eyery e~rtion 0~ the sq~!as eeo~ed !ith 
~agts agd her~s, !hich, i! less ~ea~ti!~' st ~~re t~~egs o~ 
assid~ous ~~re; as i! ~ had their ~iy1d~* y_ t~es, !go~ t~ 
the scientific mind that [signature-]fostered them. Some were 
= -=-= -- = = --~aced ig ~rgs, rich !ith o+d sary~, agd oth~rs ig so!!og aardeg-
eots; SO!e sreet S=reegt-*~e a*O~ the aro~d, ~r 5-*~~ed og hi~h, 
~s~ !hatey=r 'eags o~ ascegt !as ~ff!:red th~. Qge E.±agt had 
~eathed itsel! ro~gd a stat~e OE V~rt~us, !hich !as-rstamm-H!-
under-~el~!] thus g~ite ye~ed[:!7y++1 agd shr~uded ig a drap=ry o~ 
ha~~ r~iage, s~ haf£ii.Y arragged that it iilht haye s=ryed a 
S£Ulptor for a study. I While Giovan[-]ni stood at the window, 
he ~eard a-rustling behind a screen of leaves, and became aware that 
a person was at work in the garden. His figure soon emerged into 
view, and showed itself to be that of no common laborer, but a tall, 
emaciated, sallow, and, [yel:]sickly-looking man, dressed in a 
scholar's garb of black. ae was beyond the middle term of life •••• 
I I The distrustful gardener, while plucking away the dead 
leaves or pruning the too lUxuriant growth of the shrubs, defended 
his hands with a pair of thick gloves. Nor were these his only 
armor. When, in his walk through the garden, he came to the 
magnificent plant that [ha!: ]hu~ its e~r~e g~ ~eside the [~!: 
]~r~*e ~o~gta~, he e*aced a ~gd 0~ ~s~ £!!:r his ~o~th agd 
~ostr1*s, as i! ~~ th1S ~ea~ty did ~Ut sogceal a dead!i=r ia*ice. 
~ut ~igdigg his tas~ st~[:*] to£ dagg=rous, he dre! ~a~, r~£yed 
the 'as~, agd 5~i*ed +o~~~y, ~ut ig the ig!i~ y~ice o~ a p=rsog 
affected with inward dis[-]ease: 7 "Beatrice!--Beatrice!"· I 
-- = - =- - -
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"Here am I, my- [Bee!tree!-]father! What [wood: ]would you?" cried a 
rich agd yo~th!~[:yel] !~ice ~ro~ the [!:l!igdo!-o£ the-o~e~site 
house; a voice as rich as a [He~-meta-]troeic~ sunset, and which 
made Gi~!aQ[-]gi, tho~h he !ge! fi+lgot !hy,=[~ie:lthig![7!i~] o! 
deee h~es o~ ~r~e or srfmsog, agd of 2~rfumes hea!ilJ de*e£ta~e. 
--"Are you in the [G]N: liarden?" I "yes, LB: ]Beatrice," answered 
the £ayge'i"]prdeg~r7 "B.!!d I g:ed yo~r h~."- ,- So~ there=~!rged 
~ro~ ugd:r a s~ulpt~red [ja!:l~~rt~ the ~ii~e 0~ a you~ air*[:y'-
ga'*l, arrayed !Ith as !Uch richgess.o! [fa*ate:]taste as the ~ost 
selegdid o~ the !*o!~rs, ~ea~t~~ as the day, agd with a ~o~m s~ 
dee~ and vivid that one shade more wou*d have beeB Twood-word! l too 
much. =she Tg*an(d)s:~looked r:dundant with-*ife,-he~th,-and -
Trh~-t~rgt-lee~~gy; ~~ o~ !hich :tt~i~~tes were~~ do~·agd 
[gi~e:]~o~~ressed, as it !~re, agd i!rdled T~:]tegsely, ig their 
l~riagce, ~Y h=r [!U~i-ie!-degtate-]virgin z~ge. Yet Gi~!ag[-Jgi's 
fancy must have grown morbid, while he Tglan(d)s-]looked down into 
the [G]N:]garden; f~ the-tm[-]pression which the fair stranger 
[maw:]made upon him was as if here were another flower, the human 
sister of those vegetable ones, as beautiful as they:-more bea~tiful 
- - - - - -= than the richest of them--but still[:!] to be touched [ove!-]only 
with a i!O!e, nor to be approached without a mas!· As Beatrice 
[ove!-]came down the garden path, it was observable that she handled 
and i.D.haled the odor of several of the plants, which her father had 
most sedulously avoided. I "Here, Beatrice," said the latter,--
"see how many needful offices require to be done to our chief 
[haw:glands:]treasure. Yet [y~:]shattered as I am, my life might 
pay the penalty of approaching ~t so closely as circumstances demand. 
Henceforth, I fear, this plant must be £ogsiaged t~ yo~r s~e[:2~=rog] 
charge." I "And ra*ag(d)s-la*ad*y !ill I ugd:rta!-e it," ~ried the 
rich toBes o~ the you~ lady[:y'~!*:Yl: as she ~~t t~!!rds the 
~~f.!icegt el.agt, agd ~peged_h=r a~s as f.! to ~~race it. "[Y:]Yes, 
~y sist=r, ~y [g~eeg-~eeTs!-]s~egd~r, it shaii ~e ~eatrice's tas! 
to e~rse agd s=rve thee; and tho~ sha*t re!!rd'h~ !ith thy !isses 
agd_E=r!~ed ~reath, !hich t~ h=r is as the [eol*~!-]breath o~ 
[*!]ii~e!" I ... ~ Night was already closing ~; o[-lpressive 
exhaiations see[--]med to proceed from the plants, and steal 
up[-]ward past the open [w:]window; and Giovan[-]ni, closing[:ng] 
the lattice, went to his couch, and dreamed of a rich flower and 
beautiful girl. Flower and maiden were different and yet the same, 
and ~ra~aht [cf. ja!-~r~thy] with some strag[:g:]ge E=ri*[:*] in 
either shape. I .... [--X:93,94-5,96-8.] 
[S.d. LIP/LAP-WINK: f/!,!,E1~ > ~/(~)g'~:~+ (eye-pow l)--
liefglance three. (~-04) TRa~~accigi's Da~sht=r: !roi the ~riti~s 
0~ A~~~Eige':] •••• I He ea~sed--hesitated--t~rged ha~ a~o~t-­
~ut aiaig !egt og. His !ith=red iuide *ed h~ a~o~ se!=ra* 
o~s~~re TThe~-*ocked!] Eassages, a~d !iga+±Y ugd~d the do~r, thro~ih 
!hich, as it !as ~Eeged, there ~ame the siiht and souBd o! rus~l~ 
±ea!es, with the ~r~~eg sugshige tde *'-li*~=ri~ ~o~ th~. 
Gi~!ag[+Jgi ste22ed !~rth, agd !~rei~ h~sel! thro~h the egta~*e-
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!egt o£ a shru~ that ~eathed its tegdri.l:.s £!~ the hiddeg eg[-]tragce, 
he sto~d ~egeathl his O!U !i.Ud~, ig the ££en area o£ Do~t£r Ra.£Eacci[-
] ni' s garden. • • • • I . . . . I "Al: e there sue h idle rumors?" 
= - = asked Beatrice, with the music of a pleasant laugh. ''Do people say 
that I am s [: liill.ed in !Y £ath=r' s sciegce o£ ~ts? ~t a jest 
is there 1 • • • • '!ut, eray, Si~~r, [ =!Y, J d£ not ~e [ -]lieye these 
stories about my science. Be[-]Jieve !!Oth~ Treal!} of me save 
!hit yo~ see !!th YO'!_~ £!U eyes. 7 "~d !USt I be£-lii:ye a!! 
that I haye s~en !it~ mY o~ eyes?" as~ed Gi£ya.g.[+Tgi [SJ!i.Uelt _-q: 
leo!Uted[+]b • • • • "!i'~' Sii!}~ra, yo'!_ demand to!?_littl,e o£ !e. ~id 
me [£ria~-]~e[-]l,ieye gothigi, saye !hat ~o!es £r0! yol!_r o!U Tr l.l:.ies." I It would appear that Beatrice ugd=rsto£d hilJl. There 
came a dee[--]p flush to her cheek; but she looked full into 
Gi~van£+1ni's eyes, and-responded=to his gaze of uneasy suspicion 
!ith a ~eeg-~i~e ha~Shtigess. I "I [Y-ess!l d£ S£ ~id yo'!_, 
Si~r!" she replied. "Forget whatever you may have fancied in 
regard to me. If true to out[-]ward senses, still it may be false 
in es[-s-]sence. ~ut the !£rds o£ ~eatrice Raeeacigi's .l:.ies[-
shoot~-off!-from-hies!] are true from the depths of the heart. 
o~tT -]w~rCi:- Tii~se yo~ !ay ~e[- liie!et" I .. :. I -.... I "giye 
it !et" said ~~atrice, e~te!!d~ her hand to receive the [l~llitt.l:.e 
si*!r ~ial, !hich Gi£y~[+Jgi to~ £ro! his ~so!. She added, 
!i h a ee~[:~-]~~r ~~sis: "I !ill dr~--~ut d~ tho~.a~it 
the resul,t·" I She eut ~ail,i£[-]gi's agtid£te t£ h=r ,l:.ies; agd at 
the s~e !£~egt, the fi~~re o£ Raeeacci[-]gi ~=rged £ro! the e~rtal 
.... . .•. I .... 7 T£ ~eatrice--s~ [R-th£rg-ro£t:]radi~a~ had 
h:r :arthly eart ~eeg ~o~~ht ueog ~y Ra~eacci!!i's s[:]~ill--as 
££isog bad ~eeg l,i£e, S£ the £0W!r£ul, [~. ]agtf[-]d~te !as death. 
~d thus the £O£r yi~t~ o£ ~Ts iggeg~ity agd o£ th!arted ~t~re, 
agd o£ the £atality that attegds al~ such e£££rts o£ e:ry:rted 
!isdo!, eerished[=e:ear:s't], at the !eet o! h:r !ath:r agd 
Gi£V~[+]gi. Just at that !ome~t, !ro!ess~r ~ietr£ ~~i;i£[-]gi [--Ts~ go!, Si~~r Gi~yaggi, ~y~!-)drink o!£ yo~r <i ag[d]s-)i~ass o!_~~r~!--] [l'l,l:.o~~ed ~!?.rth !r~ the f:g!a~!-~/~!- !igdo!, agd 
£a~7d [ye,l:.:ll,o~d*y, ig a toge of [th!?.rg:]tri~ph !~ed !ith 
Tsem'white:]horror, to the THAw:Tthunder-stricken man of science: 
I "R.S:epaccini! -RappacciQi1 ~d is=this the '1ch~-RAPpi~ shRUB-
lueshot-o! y~~r[:~rigal,!l-~eer~egt?n--r--x:l09,lll=ri;l26,127=8.] 
[5.d. LIP/LAP-WINK: !/!,!•2/~ > i/(~)g'~:~ (eye-pow ,l:.)--
liefglance four. (~-16) 'The ~lithedale R£magceT:] L~BS[:~] 
siQce, i!! this part of our[:w] circum~]jacent wood, I [~iles Cover-
dale!] had found out for-myself a little h!~itage. It !as a ~d 
Ot a tea~y (!?.r~+]~aye, high U£W~rd igt!?. the air, a!O!!,g the !i~~St 
~ragches o~ a !hite-e~e Tde-,l:.T-2igga/ear:]tree. A !~d ~raee-y~e, 
o~ ug~sual size agd *u~riagce, had [!1~-s:reegt:]t!iged[-]agd[­
lt!isted Itse.l:.! ue ~t£ the tree, agd, a£t~r ~eath~ the enta~le­
~egt o~ its tegdrils arou~d a~~st eyery ~o~~h, had ~a~~ht h~d o~ , 
three !?.r ~o~r gei~h~~ri!!g trees, an~ ~rried the wh!?.,l:e £~U~£ !ith a 
e:r~e~t~y ig~tri;a~le TS=reegtige-ag~:]~ot 0~ [e~e-1eo~y~~Y· 
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•••• A [ha!:]ho~o! c~~r, o! rare se~~siog, had ~eeg E~~ed ~y 
the de~ay 0~ SO!e 0~ the £ige-~ra!!ches, !liich the yige had },oy~.;_y 
[throat:]stran.it.ed !ith its ~~race, ~ury~ th~ ~rom the ~iiht o~ 
day ig ag aeria~ seeut~e o~ its o~ [!igd-~yea~e-J~eayes. It 
cost me but little ingenuity to enlarge the interiOr, and ~:eeg 
t,o~e-h~t,es thro~~h the !!rdagt ~lis. • • • • I It was an admirable 
place to make verses, tuning the rhythm to the breezy symphony that 
so often stirred among the vine-leaves; or to meditate an essay for 
the Dial, .in .which .the ~2-Y to~ues o~ ~at~re !hise!::red g]Y.St!::ries. 
and seemed as ask only a little stronger eu!f o£ !igd. to seea~ o~t 
the so~tio~ o! its ridd,;.e. Being so pervious to air-currents, it 
was just the nook, too for the enjoyment of a cigar .. This hermitage 
was-my exclusive possession, while I counted myself a brother of the 
socialists. It SY!~ot,ized my igdiyid~f.ity, and aided me in keeping 
it inviolate. • •• It [glan~d)s-]gladdened me to anticipate the 
surprise of the Community, when, like an a~e~~ri~~ !ii~re o! rich 
O£tober, I should make my appearance, with shoulders bent beneath 
- --- - - = the ~~rtheg o! riee sraees, a2-d SOg]e 0~ the ~rushed O~es ~r~SO~~ 
g]Y ~ro~ as with a ~ood-sta~. I Ascending into this natural 
turret, I peeped, in turn [and with turn of joint(s)], out of 
several of its small windows. Through ~e ~o~:e-hole, I sa! [~i:el*a:e­
!ig~ed] the riy!::r *aes~ ~a~ og!~rd • • • • og the ~teri~r 
~art-r~ad o! o~r f~~, I discerged Holl~s!~rt~, !ith a y~~e o! 
o~eg hitched t~ a draa o! st~es, that'!!::re to ~e e~ed igt~ a 
[hedge:]~egce •••• The harsh toges o! his y~ice, shO~ti~ t~ the 
s*ussish steers, ~de ie [sisgat~re-]segsible, eyeg at such a 
d1sta2-ce, that he !as i*f. at ease, agd that the bau~ed phila~thr~:eist 
had the ~attle-seirit ig his heart. I "Haw ~u~ Tn [HA~=~Q<>~~U~S! ] 
g~oth he. "~og]e a*o~ there, ye t,azy ages! ~t are ye a~o~t go!? 
T~:gRAND!-]Gee! I '~nkind, in [my-branch:] HollingsworthTs 
- - - = opinion," thought I, "is but another yoke of oxen, as stub[: ]born, 
stupid, and sluggish, as our old Brown an4_Bright. He vituperates 
us aloud, and curses us in his heart, and !~ ~e~i~ to [th~~­
leri~ us !ith the[ye±l~d:ls~ad sti~, ~y-agd-~y. • . • • At my 
[Miles:]height above the earth, the whole matter looks ri[-]dic[-
]ulous!" I [Oro-cave:]Turning towards the farm-house, I saw 
Priscilla (for, though a great way off, the [Y=i+ilf.+f.:]eye o! _ 
!aith assured.'g]e that it !as she) sittig,s at Zeg~~ia's [Za~e!­
o~scege!-l!igdo!, agd ~~ig& [t,+f:]littf.e [li:e:Je~rses, I sue:e~se, 
~r £!::rhaes g]e~di~ the ~o~~gity s f¥+¥:Jo~d[-lligeg. A ~ird f:j.e! 
:east iY tree, a~d as it [~+f.~Y:]~~ye[-]itsT-J!ay o~!~rd igt~ 
the [ye~:]sug~y [gi(+)~e!J at!osphere, I ~u~ it a iessage !£r 
[ye*-s~siti!e: ]~risci~a. I "Tell her, said I, "that h.=r !rag~e 
thread of [l:]*ife has 1~~tri~a~f.Y ~otted itsei! !ith oth!::r a~d 
tougher Thedge:]threads, and most likely will be broken. Tell her 
tha~Zenobia will got ~e t,o~ h.=r !riegd[-¥Y-!a~!] Say that 
Hollingsworth's heart is on fire with his own purpose, but icy for 
all human affection, and that, if-she has given-him her love, it is 
like casting a ~o!.=r into a sepulchre. • ••• I .... I ~hile 
thus musing, I heard, with perfect [branch-member-]distinctiness, 
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somewhere in the wood beneath, the peculiar laugh, which I have 
described as one of the disagreeable characteri[-]atics of Professor 
~est~e~t. • ••• I Voices were ·now approaching, through the-region 
of the wood which lay in the ~icinity of my [serpentfne:]tree. Soon 
I caught [glan(d)s-]glimpses of two [fork:]figures--a man and a 
woman--Zenobia and the stranger--ear[-]nestly talking as they 
.advanced. I Zenobia had a rich, though varying color. It was, 
most of the while, a flame, and anon a sudden paleness. Her eyes 
(glan(d)s-]glowed~ so that their light sometimes flashed upward to 
me, as the [yel:]sun throws a dazzle from some bright object on the 
ground. Her gestures were free, and [limb:]strik[-]ingly im[:]pres-
sive. The whole woman was alive with a passionate intensity, which 
I now perceived to be the phase in which her beauty culminated. Any 
passion would have become her well, and passionate love, perhaps, 
the best of all. This was not love, but [Ra/!:langer; largely 
intermixed with scorn. Yet the idea strangely forced itself upon 
me, that there was a sort of familiarity between the two companions, 
necessarily the result of ~tfeate ~oye •••• • ••• As they eassed 
~ogs the trees, re~k!ess as h!r ~ey~eet !9S, she t~o~ s~od heed 
[o~ head] that eyen the ~ o! h!r ia~e~t should ~ot ~rush aia~st 
the stra~g!r's f!rso~. I !O~dered !heth!r there had a~ays ~eee a 
~hasm, ~arded s~ re~igiousv T: ¥Y], ~et!i.;t [: f' st] these tw~. I 
As E~r ~est!rye~t, he !as ~ot a !hit ~~re !~ed ~y Ze~~bia's 
eassio~, tha~ a [reeti~e:]satama~d=r ~y t~e heat OE its T~:]~tiye 
!~rsace. • ••• I .... I ·~y ~ot ~i~ the iir~ [~risc~a] 
off'" said ~est!rye~t, "~d ~et h=r s~." I . . . . I I ~0! 
TEJ~ot !hat ree~Y ~est~e~t !his~=red; ••• ~ceet that it eyid~t~y 
i~seired h!r !ith h~rr~r and dissust. I '~ith !hat fi~d OE ~e~ 
-~ I l~fed!" ~ried she. "I! ~Y £reater ~ares a~sht E~r ~Y sout, 
let ~ re~ease ~e !ro~ this ~is!ra~e ~o~d!" I . . . . I ~dthe~ 
I heard h!r utt!r a hel£~ess s~rt oE ~~a~; a sound !hich, struii*~ 
o~t OE the heart of a e!rso~ OE h=r eride a~d str~sth, affe~ted ~e 
~re tha~ f! she had made the !~Od dg~rousl_y !~~a! !ith a tho~Sa~d 
shrie~ a~d !ai*s. I Oth=r ~ysterious !2rds, ~esides !hat are 
above-written, they spo~ together; but I understood no more, and 
.:.: ~y [s=reegt-]*o~-r:U~]-~ro~digs ey=r ~~r re~olle~~io~s, !~ 
su~tilize th~ ~t~ so~eth~ a~i~ to i~agisary stu~, a~d hard~y 
~aea~*e OE ~eing disti~~ished fro~ it. I~ a ~e! ~e~egts, they !ere 
£O~£lete±y ~eyo~d ear-shot. A breeze stirred after them, and 
TH:A~!-Ia!o~e the lea!y to~sues o! the s~rro~digs trees, which 
£~rth!ith ~esa~ to ~a~~e, as i£ i!!~~=ra~~e sossies had a** at 
ogce sot !i~d o£ Ze~~~ia's se~ret Tcf. 'h=r soul, ~u~~~ o~t 
thro~sh h=r 4i~s, it ~y ~e, ••• siy(ing) its~ up to the !ath=r 
••• (in the se a!E~ ~ysterious ••• dar~ strea~T)'J. But, as 
the breeze sre! stro~i=r, its yeice ~o~s the bragches !as as if it 
said--'Hush! Hush!' •••• [III:98-100,101-2,104-5(w.235,233).] 
[S.d. LIP/LAP-WINK: £1y,!,£l~ > ~/(~)~'~:~+ (eye-pow*)--
liefglance five. (~-20) '~· Hiii~betha~'s £atastro~e':] ..•• I 
The st~ry r~ thro~sh the to~ *i~e Eire amo~ sirdled trees, a~d 
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~esa.me S~ iUCh the Sli'Y!rsaJ_ ta~, that eo~ody· ~out.d tell !hence it 
bad ~rigieated. ~· Hiiii¥~otham !as as !eU 5o!!} at fa:"r!~ri's 
fa~s, as any citizen of the place, being ~art o!D~r o~ the s*itt~~­
mi , and a considerable stockholder in the cotton-factories. The in bitants felt their own prosperity interested in his fate. Such 
was the excitement, that .the Parker's Falls Gazette anticipated its 
regular day of publication, and came out with hal! a ~~~ o~ ~aB! 
E8~!r, and a column of double pica, esE-hasized !Ith ~a£it~s aed 
headed HQRRID ~~R Of~· Riggi~OTHAM! Amoss othe! dread!~.t. 
deta~s, the P!ieted a~~ouet des£ri~ed the ~r~ o~ the ~2rd aro~ed 
the dead was's ee~~ • • • • • • • • 7 • • . . I Mr. Higginbotham! 
Mr. Higginbotham! Tell us the ~arti~ufars a~o~t ~d ~. Hi&&ie-
~othaw!" [ha!: ]~a~ed the iO~· '~hat s the ~~roe!r's !~rdi~t? Are 
the murderers apprehended? Is Mr. Higginbotham's niece come out of 
her fainting fits? Mr. Higginbotham! Mr. Higginbotham.!!" I The 
~~ac~g said got a ~rd, e~ceet to ~ear a~~Y at the ostler ~~r 
not br»!~ him a fresh team of horses. The ~awyer inside bad 
gegera y his !its a~~t h~7 e!en-!hen as.t.ee£; the ~!~st th~~ he 
did, a_ ~r ~eareig& the ~a~se o~ the ~cit~egt, !as to £r2duce a 
,t.arge red eocket-£2o~. Meantime, Dominicus Pike, being an ~tr~e,t.y 
eu~te yougi pg, and also suspecting that a E~t.e to~ille !Ould 
t~U the st2ry as &.t.ibl_y as a .t.a!Y~r 's, .had ~ded the .t.ady o~ o~ 
the coach.. She was a fine smart girl, now wide awake and bright as 
a button, and had such a's!eet pretty iO~th, that DOiigi~us !o~d 
a±m~st as [l.ea!es:l.t.ie!es ha!e h~ard a .t.o!e-tal_e ~r~ it, as a ta.t.e 
O~i~rd~r. I .... I The yougi l_ady so~tesled at the ~~se of 
her speech, ••• so sensible and wail-worded, and delivered with such 
grace and propriety •••• The selectmen, by advice of the 
lawyer, spoke of prosecuting him ['Dominicus'] for a mi~demeanor, in 
= c!rs~ati~i u~!o~ded reE£rts, to the great disturbance of the 
commonwealth. Nothing saved Dominicus, either from mob-law or a 
court of justice, but an eloquent [eye:apple-peel-]appeal made by 
the young lady in his behalf. Addressing a few words of [haw:]heart-
felt gratitude to his ~e~e!a~tress, he io~gted the sree~ ['to~as~2-
eeddtir('s)'] sart agd r2de o~t o! to!D, ued~r a discharge o! 
arti ery !r~ the sgbo2l.-£2ys, w~o !o~gd ~e~ty o! a~u~itio~ i~ 
the ~eiih£2ri~ s.t.ay-eits agd iud-h2!~s. As he tu~ed his [ligi~: 
!'ink:Jhead, to e~chaege a !are[-l!eU [8s ae<d>s-Ts.t.a~ce !ith ~· 
iii1-Jie[:.1£ot[~h-]~~·s ~i~-]ece, a_~a : o! the so~siste~ce o! 
hasty-pudd~gg, h~t h~ slap~ the [W-HO -]mouth .•.•.••• I .... 
I "~y I geha~ied iyse.t.!7" ~~~.t.a~ed Bo~igi~us ~i~e [hag(d) :ha!: 
]al_o~d, o~ reachigi the toe o~ a~~oge.t.y hill, "i~ ITU beT-l.t.ie!e 
~d Hi&iig~oth~ is u~ha~~ed, tiU I see h~ !ith ~y o~ eyes, agd 
hear it [grow:toba£co-greeg] from his owg mo~th! Agd as he's a 
- - - -=- - - --- - - -
rea* sha!!r, I'*i ha!e the ~~ist:r, 2r so~e oth:r reseo~si~e ~ag, 
for ag egd2rs=r· I .... [--IX:ll2,113-14,115,116~] 
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5.e. LIP/LAP-WINK: ~/!,!,e1~ > !/(~)g'~:~+--a spine trail of 
necro-elegy [2+3/20@five]) 
[5.e. LIP/LAP~INK: ~/!,!,£1~ > m/(~)g'~:~--*'stablink one. 
<!-02) '~eath!rtoe: A ~ralized ~egegdT:] •••• Perhaps it may be 
as well to enumerate the chief of the articles that went to the 
composition of this figure. I The most important item of all, 
probably, although it made so little show, was a certain broomstick, 
on which Mother Rigby had taken many an airy gallop at midnight, and 
which served the scarecrow ~Y !ay o~ a seisa.l:. ~oiumu, ~r, as the 
u~earged £!!rase it, a ~a~~~ge. • • • • Thus, we have made out the 
s~*etog ~d egtire ~~re~rosity o~ the s~are;ro!, with the exception 
of the head; and this was admirably supplied by a somewhat withered 
and shrivelled pumpkin in which Mother Rigby cut two holes for eyes 
and a slit for the !O~th, .l:.ea!iai a [haw-]bluish-colored knob, in 
the middle,-to pass for a nose. It was really quite a respectable 
face. I I .... I .... The ~ge s~~eaa stru~~ied 'ist~ 
throu~h. • ••• But ••• which each successive whiff [from 'the 
pipeT], the figure lost more and more of its dizzy agd f!r£l~i~ 
teg~ity • • • • Agd, half-revealed among the smoke, a yello! !isage 
~egt its lustreless eyes on MOther Rigby. I .... I ~e not 
afraid, I tell thee! When thou comest into the world, ••• thou 
shalt not lack the wherewithal to talk. Talk! Why, thou shall 
babble like a mill-stream, if ·thou wilt. I I All this 
while, the new creature had been sucking in and exhaling the vapory 
fragrance of his pipe, and seemed now to continue this occupation as 
much for the enjoyment which it afforded, as because it was an 
essential condition of his existence. It was wonderful to see how 
exceedingly like a human being it behaved. Its eyes ••• were bent 
on MOther Rigby, and at suitable junctures, it nodded or shook its 
head. Neither did it lack words proper for the occasion .•••• The 
very pipe, in which burned the spell of all this [tongue-in-mouth!] 
wonderwork, ceased to appear as a sm~~e-bla~eged !artheg st~2' ~d 
~e;~e a ~eerscha~ [~ere-sea-~~~!1, !ith eai~ted ~~~ a~d [!~od/ 
sto~e=]~ber ~outh-piece. I .... I And, issuing from the cottage, 
Feathertop strode manfully towards town. I It was a remark-
= = abJ.e poi~t i~ the a£coutr~e~t of this brilliant personage, t·hat he 
heid In his Ie~t ha~d a [tongue!-stub!-l~~tasti; ~igd o~ fife, !ith 
a~ e~g~isiteiy fa~ted ~~~' a~d ag ~~=r ~o~th-fiece. This he 
aff*ied t~ his *ies, as ~!teg as e!ery ~i!e ~r s~ faces, and inhaled 
a deep whiff of smoke, which, after being retained a moment in his 
lungs, might be seen to eddy gracefully from his mouth and nostrils. 
I I "I rather take him to be a Dutchman, or one of your High 
Germans," said • • • [a] citizen. "The men of those countries have 
always the pipe in their mouths." I I . . . [B] eing a man of 
wonderfully acute observation, ••• ['the merchant!] noticed that 
the painted figures, on the bowl of Feathertop's pipe, were in motion. 
Looking more closely, he became convinced, that these figures were a 
earty 0~ *itt*e de!ogs, each du*y fr~!ided !ith h~rgs agd-a "tal!, agd 
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dagc=4la hagd .~ bafld, !ith gest~res 0~ dia~o*isa! werri.megt, roS!d 
the c!:r:~~~eregce o~ the [hawthaw!haw!-]EiEe-~£~· As ~ to ~o~irw 
his susEicions, ••• the star [Bethlehemaic eS:Sun-tar] on Feathertop's 
breast scigti.U.ated a~t~.l. names, and thre! a Ui~erif.!i ileamT-
i~sstJ ueog the !all, the cei*i~, agd the ~or. 7 ... TT]he 
merchant ••• felt that he was committing his aughter to a very 
questionable acquaintance. He cursed, in his secret soul, the 
insinuating elegance of Feathertop's manners. [-•X:224-5, 
230-1,232,234,236,237,241.) 
[S.e. LIP/LAP-WINK: !/!,!,2/~ > m/(~)g'~:~--*'stablink two & 
three. (w-07) 'Grfmshawe':] •••• I But something was evidently 
- = - -amiss with him, this evening. It was impossible to feel easy and 
comfortable in contact with him; if you looked in his face, there 
was the red, lurid glare of his eY.es, meeting you fiercely and 
craftily as ever; sometimes he bit his lip; he frowned in an awful 
manner. Once he burst out into an awful fit of cursing, for no good 
reason Then, again--but this was only once--he heaved a deep, 
ponderous sigh, that seemed to come up in spite of him out his 
[haw-]depths, an exhalation of deep suffering, as if some convulsion 
had given it a passage to upper air, instead of its being hidden, as 
it generally was, by accumulated rubbish of later time heaped above 
it. I I "Some stfr ~d writhe o~ somethi~ ig the 2ast that 
tr~u~es yo~; as i! yo~ ~e?t a sga~e ~£r magy years ig yo~r ~£SO!, 
agd st~ee!ied it !ith ~ragdy, agd DO! it a!a~es aia±e agd trou~es 
yo~ !ith ~ites agd st~s." [ 'Said the ssboo~st=r. ' ] I . . . . I 
"I d£ got ~ogceiye o~ the !£rce o! [~an::i-!g-.l.l.E] !:LU' shaeiU~ o~t 
W !ays," said the s~o~ster. "I walk ge!!t4:! a*o~, agd ta~e the 
eath that £~egs ~e!2.re we." 7 "Ha! ha! ba!n shouted the grim 
Doctor, with one of his portentous laughs. 'So do we all, in spite 
of ourselves; and sometimes the path comes to a suddeg egdi~," and 
he resumed his drinking. I That night--that midnight--it was 
rumored through the town, that one of the inhabitants going home, 
late, along the street that led by the grave yard, saw the grim 
Doctor standing by the open window of the study behind the elm-tree, 
chill as was the night, iti his dressing-gown, and flinging his arms 
abroad wildly into the night, and muttering like the growling of a 
tempest, with occasional vociferations that grew shrill with passion. 
If the anathemas took no other effect, they seemed to have 
produced a very rewar~~,l_e e!!e~t og the U~2_rt~ate e~ tree, 
through the naked branches of which the Doctor discharged this 
[male-]fiendish shot; for, the ge~t ser~, wheg Aeri,l. ~awe og, g2, 
tend=r *ea!es ~udded !2.rth, nQ ,l_i!e a~~eged there; agd ge!=r aia~, 
og that 2_*d e~, rich*y as its ro2.ts !=re ~~added ~~ the dead o! 
maUY years, !as there rust,l_i~ ~ough in the summer time or the e~'s 
ear~y ~~deg ~O~ihs ig Seet~~=r; and, after Waiting till another 
sprJ.ng to give it a fair chance of reviving, it was cut doW!! a!!d 
~de igt2. ~~!£igs, agd ~~rgt og the Se~to~'s[=to~~ueTs-st~~e-iu**et!] 
hearth. The gegera~ opinion was, that the ~r~ Do~t~r 's a!!~~ 
er2.!agity had ~asted that tree, !2.st=red, as it had ~eeg, ~ eious 
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~o~d o~ ~~ritans. •••• [I &:] •.• (There should be symbols and 
tokens~ [thorn-lpointing at the schoolmaster's disappearance~ from 
the first opening of the scene)" I At the breakfast-table. the 
next morning~ however~ appeared Doctor Grimshawe~ wearing very much 
the same aspect of an uncombed~ unshorn~ unbrushed odd sort of a 
Pagan as at other times •••• There were also the two children, 
fresher than the morning itself~ rosy creatures, with newly scrubbed 
cheeks, creatures made over again for the new day, though the old 
one had left no dust upon them~ laughing with qne another, Ui!!&i!!i 
their little jokes about the table •••• But there was one empty 
chair at table; ~~e SU£, ~ge little jua 0~ ~i~, and another 0~ eure 
!at~r, with no guest to partake of them. I . . . . I "~st, a thig 
Yag~ee ss!lo~~st~r' II ~~oth he, ue*i!tiga his voice after the manner 
of the town crier; "supposed to ·have been blown out of Doctor Grim's 
window~ or perhaps to have ridden [lap-]astride of a ~~~l,e-~ee." 
I "It is not pretty to laugh in that way, Doctor Grim," said l,ittl,e 
El,sie, ~o~~ igt~ his ~ace, !ith a ara!e sha~ o~ h~r head. I 
.... I Perhaps in imitation of the custom in that old English 
house, of· which the Doctor had told them~ little Elsie insisted 
that his place should be kept at the table; ••• and, sometimes, so 
like a shadow had he been, this ea*e, s*egd~r sreat~re~ it almost 
might have been thought that he was sitting with them. But £rusty 
Hagga sho~ h~r head, and ari~ed. "The spider know where he is. 
We never see him more!" [--XII:400-7.] 
[S.e. LIP/LAP-WINK: flv,w,plb > m/(k)g'~:~--l'stablink four 
& five. (!-07) 'Grimshawe'!]- :.: "DonTt ~ry,-yo~ l,Ittl,e ~etch! 
~o~e agd ,!p.ss ~e once more." So Elsie, restraining her grief with 
a great effort, ran to him, and gave him a l.ast ~iss. I .... I 
So that eart~ !as ~!~r; 2ut sti~ the 2~or littl,e des~ate child 
ho!~red 2Y the study-do~r, all day l.o~, a~raid to egt~r, a~raid to 
dis~~ey, 2ut uga2ie to i~· :SOme times~ she heard the Doctor 
~tt~rin:a, as !as his w~gt; ogce she ~agcied he !as eray~, and 
dro22~ o~ h~~ ~ees T =~+~1, she als~ erayed ~~~ently, agd e~rhaes a~~eeta2lY; theg, !ll at ~~ce, the-nost~r s~lled o~t In a lo~d 
!~ice. J .... I 'Agd then there !as~ utt!r sil.e~ce, ug~r~~eg, 
~~re!~~re, ~Y the lies that had utt~red s~ ~gy o~je5tioga~l.e 
th~s. I .... I Notes. A great deal must be made out of the 
spiders, and their gloomy, dusky, flaunting tapestry. A web a£ross 
the orifice of his inkstagd, every morning; everywhere, indeed: -
- - - == -~ceet a£r~ss the s~o~t o~ his ~ragdy ~ottle· I .... [/ &:] A 
traveller, with a knaps~ck on his shoulders, comes out of the duski-
ness of vague [near-bearing] unchronicled time, throwing his ~raphic] 
shadow before him in the morning sunshine, along a !el* troddeg, 
tho~ah sol.itary eath. I .... I ... it was a well trodden foot-
path, ru~i~ just here a*o~ the edge 0~ a ~iel,d 0~ arass, and 
~~rd~red og ~ge side ~y a hedge ••• ; s~ thic~y l~riagt was it 
with its diverse vegetable life, such a green intricacy did it form, 
so impenetrable, and so beautiful, and such a Paradise it was for the 
birds that built their nests there, in a la~yrtgth o~ l.ittl.e ~o~ahs 
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a~d tw!is, unseen and inaccessible, while close beside the human 
race to which they attach themselves, that they must have felt as 
~afe as when they first sang for Eve. On one venerable oak 
there was a plant of mystic leaf which the traveller knew by 
"instinct, and plucked a bough of it with a certain reverance for 
the sake of the D~ids a~d ~ristmas ~isses a~d o~ the 22etry in 
which [as trY!] it was rooted from of old. I .... I A pleasant 
feature of the foot-path was the ['st~e stees'] stile ~et~en t~ 
[corresponding] ~ields; • • • here had been lo-y:e~p..,.is, • • • cha~ce 
chats, so~s ••• ~t~ral • • .. I ... " I . . . . I . . . . I ''Yo~ 
ha!e a~~st ~aue~ a sasri~ice," said the ~!rde~,. ".... You have 
come u~~te~tio~y into a rich preserve much hunted by poachers, 
and exposed yourself [meta*lic!} to the deadly ~zzle o~ a s~r~­
gun, which had ~ot the wit to disti~ish betwee~ a harmless 
tra!eFer agd a-22ach!:r: •••• I A iug has-s~-little~ihssretiog," 
said ed~*'~~e, sm~igi •••• I .... I At the end of this large 
room, there was one embowed window, the space near which was 
-= - =- =--- - = - - = - -~~rtaiged ~ff ~rom the rest o~ the li~rary; agd the [s/toge!} !igdo! 
~ei~ ~~ed !ith sta~ed ~ass ••• there !as a rich medi~ [ilag(d 
)s!]liiht, ~r yo~ Wiiht ~a** it a rich ilO!, a~s£rd~ to yo~r wo~d 
o~ m~d. RedclYffe soon perceived that this s~rtained recess was 
the especial Tsoft-palate!] study of his friend, the Warden · •••• 
I It must not be ommi.tted, that there was a fragrance in the 
room ••• ; for here was the same smell of tobacco [as in 'poor old 
Doctor gri!' s sg~id clla.m~!:r !·], and on the mantel piece of a 
chimney lay a ~rwa~ eiee, a~d a~ ~ld [g~i~~!-}sil!=r to~a~~~-~o~, 
into which was wrought the tigerTs head and an inscription in 
- - - - -- -- = = = = - = = bt.ack-+etter. • . • • I "I shall take it greatly amiss," said he 
T the Warden'], "if you do not pick up fast under my [rho-arched, 
incense-cradling] £00~, and gather a little Egilish ruddigess •••• 
Your countrymen as I saw them are a sal!o! set; but I think you must 
have Egilish £lood egough in your !eigs to eke out a ruddy [ha!fa:e,£!e!J 
ti~t, ~ith the helP. o£ good English beef and ale, and daily draughts 
o!-~h~esowe English air.'' I "My chee~ !o~d got ha!e ~eeg s~ !ery 
eale," said Eth!:rege[=Red-slea!=r-go!-!ith-ge!-re~~rg's-~reath} 
4:-au~i~, "i~ an E~ilish shot had ~ot deeri!ed me o~ a i~od dea4: o~ 
mY Amerisag ~ood. n [--XII :436-7 ,440,441-3,463-4,469-·71.] 
(Please observe, that the literary unfolding of the fifth petition, 
the hawthornesque of LIP/LAP-WINK, ends here.) 
(End of B. Development: 
A Literary Unfolding of the Signature-Petitions 
for the Thorn-Apple of World.) 
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C. Conclusion: 
The Way to a Further Evaluation of Hawthorne's Oral-Gestural 
Scale of Ambush. 
In the foregoing, developmental part of this, the third chapter of 
the thesis, a successful application has aeen made to the literary works 
of Nathaniel Hawthorne of a five-step scale of consonant figures with 
oral-tags developed (in Chapter II) from Hawthorne's text of literary 
signatures in accord with Richard Paget's oral-gestural theory of 
consonant sounds. Guided by five key principles which reassert the 
self-investment of an ingrained serpentine master-form in hawthornian 
habitats and constructs of mind (a form first posited in Chapter I), 
that application has unfolded five five-fold signature petitions for a 
privy-symbolic, well-warded thorn-apple of world. Sampling broadly of 
scale-keyed passages from one hundred and three literary works by 
Hawthorne, that concordant unfolding of the signature-petitions for the 
draconic yet undersating all-round haw-in-mouth constitutes the systematic 
evidence of the higher,literary qualification of Hawthorne's signature-
poetic, or of the anthemal burgeoning into significant literary existence 
or. enigmatic Yahweh's ever mother-jaw-angled English Haw!-bearing-on 
(In nomine Patris ••• ), ear-hegemonically ever crux-anchored in the 
prosperity of the United States of America, its historic gifts of (1) 
land, (2) capital, (3) population, (4) culture, and (5) language( ••• 
et Spiritus Sancti), and sense-mystically ever heart-tempered by the 
magic, Renaissance Sun of Christ of the Epiphany--i.e., by "That 
glorious Form ••• ,"of "The Star-led Wizards haste[ning] with odors 
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sweet! [,]" and " ••• join[t] • • • [-]voice ••• Choir[' d]," I From out his 
secret Altar toucht with hallow'd fire[,]" with "Th'old Dragon under 
ground I In straiter limits bound," and "So [th]en ••• in bed, I 
Curtain'd with cloudy red, I Pillow[ing] his chin upon an orient wave 
"--i.e., to show Incarnate self~reinvestment, to dis-spell midwiving 
forms, to see heuristically ever a-Head, and to consclch-hear, embow, 
and self-reflectively succor and defend the Embryo of Hope to its 
End-of-World Perfection( ••• ~ Filii ••• ). Or, directly: 
So when the Sun in bed, 
Curtain'd with cloudy red, 
Pillows his chin upon an Orient wave, 
The flocking shadows pale 
Troop to th'infernal jail~ 
Each fetter'd Ghost slips to his several grave, 
And the yellow-skirted Fays 
Fly after the Night-steeds, leaving their Moon-lov'd maze. 
But see! the Virgin blest 
Hath laid her Babe to rest. 
Time is our tedious Song should here have ending; 
Heav'n's youngest-t~emed star 
Hath fixt her polisht Car. 
Her sleeping Lord with Handmaid Lamp attending: 
And all about the Courtly Stable, 
Bright-harness'd Angels sit in order serviceable. 
[I =The 'hymn(ing)' 'Oracle(')s' own helio-equine 
teeth (11. 17, 173)--sun-and-star invoking (11. 1-131), 
(g)nosto-Heaven-and-throat-'Hell' charioting while a 
near-uvular (impassive) Christ baring (11. 132-228), 
and lip-conjointly--flesh-virginally--ever 'Godhead' 
protective while sub-palatally en-space-ive, for 
immortal-and-immortalizing lingual tasting, of 
primordial necro-Sal(i)vation Dew (' ••• s- ••• 
-£-~ ~-~[:~]-~-~~~-·' [=SIP-SQUISH, world-figure]; --
11. 227, 229-44). <I And--11. 8, 23, 27-8, 168-9. /) /] 
--John Milton, On the Morning of Christ's Nativity (1629). 
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(Note, in the above summary of literary burgeoning-i.e., in my "enigmatic 
Yahweh's" through "self-reflectively succor and defend"--hierarchies of 
qualities suggestive of the reader-mobility scales, of my II.B.2-3, 
closings. Note--especially in my A['b'--five;'d'--four;'e'--one], in my 
B.2.e.one-three, B.3.a[~~20l, B.3.e.one-five, B.4.e.three, five, and in 
my B.5.a[E-02],[~-12], b.one, c.one,three, e.one-five--Bethlehemaic 
elements of infantilism and feeding, or of oral-nutritive communion with 
th~ young for purposes of moral self-toning and de-limiting of self-
regeneration; cf. II.B.l.c[pass.three], cf. II.B.2.a.i, cf. II.B.3.v[(v)-
(iv)]. And note--in my B.3.a[!-04], B.3.b.three-five, c.two-five, and 
d.two-five--the powerful fulfillment of Miltonic oro-magical [mouth-
"Altar"] obstetrics in Hawthorne's all round literary masterpiece, 
The Scarlet Letter, fruit of the signatural ''Haw," but ever "Pearl"-
linked, to serpent Ei!:Eye! [Ai!:Oi!(Glan[d]s)Ah!:Weh!], self-chrism-
crossed, at dim mid-step [3] DART-STICK[S]; cf. A['d'--five], or the 
red-ruminative Venus with skillfully imperceptible seam--but hemi-
sph(ear!)s-emptying, ear-flushing, ;ho-thorn [;=P; ;ip] "~e~i~iou$" 
and medi£inally en~g**[et]ing; cf. B.l.b.three.) 
The systematic unfolding of the signature-petitions prepares the 
way for the further assessment of Hawthorne's signature-poetic--or the 
assessment of the self-immortalization of "Nathaniel Hawthorne" the name 
as perpetually self-articulating creative master-word in the public 
contexts of interpretation, criticism, and scholarship. The assessment 
of the constraint of Hawthorne's signature-poetic upon interpretation, 
criticism, and scholarship--or the self-fulfilling astringency of 
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Hawthorne's self-ambushing, Hawthorne's Godhead-romancing~ Hawthorne's 
~a-and-consonance-hierarchy-keyed oral-gestural voice in the context 
of literary recognition~ even when that context evidently blesses (e.g.~ 
Melville, as contemporary)--will be undertaken in the next, the evaluative 
fourth and final chapter of the thesis. The evaluation developed in that 
final fourth chapter should not exclude implications for general studies 
in literature, language, and aesthetic perception--three directions 
re-asserting themselves, at this point (cf. I.A), in consequence of 
the appropriation made (i.e., above in the conclusion) of John Milton. 
Undoubtedly a major figure of the English and the Renaissance-Latin 
literary traditions, and a pen-wielder strongly self-addressed to and 
redressive of the arts of oratory, and a classic visualizer as well of 
• 
the "pleasing" motor-plastic '!redundan[cel" of Eden's Master-Serpent, 
romancing "erect I Amidst his circling Spires, on the grass" in 
Paradise Lost, i.e., to begin "with Serpent Tongue I Organic, or impulse 
of vocal Air" the temptation of Eve (IX.SOl-3,529-30)--the Puritan Milton 
not only belongs to the linguistic-articulatory heritage of Paget, but 
may have contributed directly to the signatural motor-orality of 
Hawthorne: to emerge at the very least as a highly probable Romanic 
verbal-genetic aspect, of the "white"-"fo~"-!_!!illing, Christ-in-self 
de-flour-escent English "F-~~ ... ~ol~ea~" (=Mum-YAWN, ;_-defunct 
world figure), in a ~ight-mare scene in public British-American street, 
lunatically self-purifying, and dream-vocationally "lip"-oracular-i.e., 
for a thriftily robbing ~eri~a~-prov~cial "Robi~," with an innate sense 
of optical-and-auricular turn and with "oa~"-"~ud[-]gel"-"root," a 
, 
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substantial device near-etymo-symbolic, of the Old World epic literary 
culture, Insular and Continental (see again my B.l.a[~-01] and b.one-two, 
c-e.one--and cf. II.B.2.c.i--for the rites-initial white milling; and 
see again my II.R.2.b.iii, by II.B.3.a.i-iv, my II.B.3.v[(iii)], and my 
II.B.3.c.ii, for the American-Classic oak tempering). The fmportant, 
universalizing link with private oral-motor name-riddling by Milton, in 
an at once recognizably private yet traditionally wider context (i.e., 
of [male] "impotence" fore-spoken, but orgiastically-organismically 
"self"-overcome, with "God ••• , I ... favoring and assisting to the end," 
in the "ashy womb" of time) , may have been in Samson Agonistes--"As~ for 
this great Deliverer ~o~, and find him. I E~eless i~ ~za [it.] at the 
Mill with slaves" (11. 40-41, w. 11. 52, 1699, 1719-20, 1703). That 
eye-less mill-work may have been (sU!~e-)linked, in turn, to churn with 
Milton's shallow-river~outh insights (i.e., into rhetorically barren 
English clergy) in Lycidas--"Blj.~d ~~t~s! that s~arce th~sel~es ~o~ 
~o~ to ~gld I A S~e~p-~og~ [cf. turn-of-to~~ue, over -to~]; ••• I ... I 
~d ~~e~ they list, their 1~~ a~d flas~~ sg~s I ~rgte o~ their s~ra~el 
Pi:pes o£ ~etc~ed stra~( (11. 119-24; see again S.a[~-02] for snake/ 
straw links, as well as 3.a[r-04]). But the full oro-morphological 
ripening of the name-play, i.e., to consummate private perfection (and 
inclusive perhaps of the steps-2;3 notion of lingual jack-in-the-pulpit 
as John-in-a-DunG[:d~]eon--cf. Do[-]no[t-]tell[-all], in my B.l.e.four, 
may have been apperceived by Hawthorne in the Nativity Ode--already 
cited above in the chapter conclusion, and ending with the two lines at 
once tongue-pacific and multivalently vulvi-dentate (i.e., with the 
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stephanian, near-S, SIP-SQUISH world-figure), and well-hedged at once to 
guard craft-secrets and to. feed-reinforce the reader with salvific 
hermaphroditic, Christo-centric Anglo-poetic verbal nectars: "And !U 
abogt t~e ~o~tll ~t!b*e, I B~ig~t-~~e!!'d Ang[:1o~:~e~-E]~ ~it in 
2~d~~ ~~~is~bt.e" (cf. B.4.d.five, or the self-sealing ~~~t~f_ in ~eU; 
cf. II.B.2.a.iv, or the ~i=~an but~~; cf. A['e'--four], with B.l.e.five, 
or the mysterious, script-linked ot.d Engt.is~ ~i:l:X~f. ~e~; cf. A['a'--five], 
or the privy American authorization, at el~+ fish-~ti~-~n~ed f.O~ 
t!ht.e; and see again the nasal-blood-stream-and-1e~et.-b~dt.ed, birthright-
yaw counter-squelching B .1. c. three, as well as the "Be*a Tiff an [ ic l" 
"-~"-voiced R.2.b.two-five and the ;¥£f,go-corolla ~-!!~-blowing B.S.d.two-
three; finally note the sobriety of Milton in the ?all of immortal 
v 
waters, 4.a[~-06], e.two). In the oral staves of name-universalizing 
consonance, Milton and Hawthorne are perhaps kin--and yet to be recognized 
as uniquely, singularly such, in studies Hawthornesque and studies 
9 general. 
The study moves on to its evaluative fourth chapter with an at-lip 
implicit, consummate near-exit accommodated from the prefatorial "Old 
Manse" by Hawthorne, a near-exit "in fine" undone by Hawthorne's own 
privy-public nominal hand of the dark Hebraic palate--his tongue in 
(essentially) "N"-signatural, signatural-end ("-ne") denying (monolithic) 
position. Fundamentally ever cut in twain, or cloven, that end-goad--or 
Edenic Haw!--to assess the wider, ever more universal, significance of 
Hawthorne's oral-gestural scale of ambush reads at the joint as follows:, 
Glancing back at what I had [glans-]written, it seems but the 
scat[-]ter[-]red [roundly red-literal] reminiscences of a single 
1 [ 
I 
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[--consummate--holiday] summer. Now came hints [rain-like 
dints of sound-pins], growing more and more distinct [inked], that 
the owner of the old house was pining for his native air [de l'Haw!-
Au!-thor-pining]. In fine [finely end-attuned detail], we 
gathered up our household goods, drank [ankh-sank] a fare[-]well 
[hic-]cup of tea in our pleasant little break[-]fast room ['face'-
breaking lips-to-rim.-room]--delicately fragrant [fraying, haw-thorny, 
gnostic-nose-teasing, lower-the-velum, turn-knee-and(-throat-)key] 
tea: an unpurchaseable [yet pearl-in-lips-purse-able] luxury, one 
of the many [Manning-invoked, methinks] angel-gifts that had 
[seminally] fallen like [sal(i)vation-]dew upon us--and passed 
forth [issued as though in re-berthing re-birth] between the tall 
stone gate-posts [chthonic, sum-toning Gape!-gates of life], as 
uncertain [and as certified] as the wandering Arabs [in our own 
whining-snaky signatural arabesques] where our tent might next 
[annexed] be [black-place-end/t-a-]pitched. Providence took me by 
the hand, and--
--NAT[- ]HAN[-]IEL HAW[- ]THORN[-]E, "THE OLD [Long-Thorn- ]MAN[' ]S ( h 
••• ,"MOSSES FROM AN [Equally Your, Ur-Ancient] OLD MA[w--] [--
' ••• as Thoreau tells me, ••••••• a sight not to be hoped 
for, unless when a poet adjusts his inward eye to its 
proper focus with the outward organ •••• '--and a 'sight' 
which signaturally-draconically consumes to consummate ('in 
succession') even his (Thor-hawe'-'s rune-tran[--ce(-end)-
d]ental[-]ly) 'beheld beds of ••• ('pond-lil[ies]') un-
folding (their 'virgin bosom[s] to the first sunlight 
[of 'sunrise'], ••• [to] perfect[] ••• [their 'delicious' 
immortally edible] being [Thor-awl-y] through the magic 
of that genial [ -zell_-~~ni~' ~ ~~u~-~-en~end~.+ingl kiss 
[i.;.--w. ~~~t-£=~~-~on~onant son~onant-t~~(-~/~)]) 
•••. --], pp. 33, 3, and title page, w. p. 23 .I 
CHAPTER III: END NOTES. 
1Nathaniel Hawthorne, "Sights from a Steeple" (1831), Twice-told 
Tales (1837, 1842, 1851-53), in Vol. 9 (1974) of The Centenary Edition, 
ed. William Charvat et al., 191, 192, l94, 197. 
2Nathaniel Hawthorne: the ninety-two tales and sketches (1830-
1852) collected ~~ Vols. 9-11 of The Centenary Edition (or: Twice-told 
Tales [1837, 1842, 1851-53], CE, IX [1974]; Mosses from an Old Manse 
[1846, 1854], CE, X [1974]; The Snow Image ••• [1851, 1852], CE, XI 
[1974]; and ••• Uncollected Tales [1830-1844], CE, XI [1974]); the five 
novels (1828-1860) collected in Vols. 1-4 of The-centenary Edition (or: 
Fanshawe [1828], CE, III [1964; rpt. 1971}; The Scarlet Letter [1850], 
CE, I [1962; rpt.:f978]; The House of the Seven Gables {1851], CE, II 
[I965; rpt. 1971]; The Blithedale Romance [1852], CE, III [1964-;rpt. 
1971]; and The Marble Faun: Or, the Romance of the ""Monte Beni [1860], 
CE, IV [1968; rpt. 1971]); and the six unfinished works with ancillary 
dOcuments (1858-1864; 1864-1890) collected in Vols. 12-13 of The 
Centenary Edition (or: The Ancestral Footstep [1858-1864; 1882-1883], 
Etherege [1858-1864; 1882], and Grtmshawe [1858-1864; 1882], with 
"Ancillary Documents" [1858-1864 ], in The American· Claimant Manuscripts, 
CE, XII [1977]; end Septtmius Felton [1861-1864; 1872], Septimius Norton 
[1861-1864; 1890], and The Dolliver Romance [1861-1864; 1864], with 
"Ancillary Documents" [1861-1864], in The Elixir of Life Manuscripts, 
CE, XIII [1977]). Subsequent bibliogr. references to Hawthorne's 
literary works as sampled occur parenthetically or between brackets 
within the text of my Part B. 
3
see again my I. End Notes.10,13(a-b) ,15,17, and my II'.End Notes.3 
(extra-textual ref.),4,7,11, for the biographical, linguistic, and 
cultural miscellany and the resources of miscellany which have continued 
to guide me in that unfolding; see also note 8, below (no further 
acknowledgment of that information or those sources will be made in the 
chapter development).' 
4John Milton's On the Morning of Christ's Nativity (1629), Lycidas 
(1637), Samson Agonistes (1647?, 1671), and Paradise Lost, Bk. IX (1667, 
1674), in John Milton: Complete Poems and Major Prose, ed. Merritt Y. 
Hughes (Indianapolis and New York: Odyssey, 1957), pp. 43-50, pp. 120-25, 
pp. 549-93, and pp. 378-405 (further discussion in my Part C and my note 
9) • 
5
scholars of Hawthorne (two), select introductional passages from 
commentary, as follows: Roy Harvey Pearce, "Is there an echo of 
Hawthorne's own name in 'Fanshawe'?," from "Introduction to Fanshawe 
[1828]," in Vol. 3 (1964) of The Centenary Edition; 305, lines 28-29 
(for fuller quotation of commentary, see my I.End Notes.14[a]); and 
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Claude M. Simpson, "[T]roublesome to decide a title," from "Introduction 
to The Marble Faun [1860]," in Vol. 4 (1968) of The Cente~ary Edition, 
xxv-xxvii. Subsequent bibliogr. citations of the scholarly sources 
occur parenthetically within the text of my Part A. 
6Nathaniel Hawthorne, select introductional passages from auxiliary 
writings (five works) and prefaces (three works), as follows: "(A] good 
view of Rattlesnake Mountain," "[K]illed a rattlesnake," "[D]rowned ••• 
in Crooked River," " [ C]aught .an eel two thirds as long as myself," 
"The lumbermen ••• getting their logs across •••• The small raft 
is called "head works" [ca. 1819], from Hawthorne's First Diary, ed. 
Samuel T. Pickard (BostGm: Houghton-Riverside, 1897) , pp. 52, 58, 61-62 
[w. inform. note, from ed. Cormnentary, p. 62], 65-65, 80•83; "[T]he 
English white-thorn," "[T]he American hawthorn," "[T]he little privet," 
"The Cuscuta, or Dodder," "The dog' s-bane ••• , " "The hemlock ••• 
The black nightshade," from '~egetation about Salem, Mass.," by "An 
English Resident," in Aesthetic Papers (1849), ed. Elizabeth P. Peabody, 
in facsim., with introd. Joseph Jones (Gainesville, Fla.: Scholars' 
Facsimiles and Reprints, 1957), pp. 227-28, 228, 241, 241-42, 242, 243-
44; "The dragon ••• , his black head and forked tongue," from "The Golden 
Fleece," Tanglewood Tales (1853), in Vol. 7 (1972) of The Centenary 
Edition, 367; On Visit with Melville to Chester Cathedral, Chester, 
Nov. -1856, from the • :. English Note-Books, II, in Vol. 8 (1883; 1886) 
of the Riverside Edition, ed. George P. Lathrop, 375-76; On Visit with 
Family to Church of San Luigi, near the Cambio (Exchange) (Perugia, May 
1858), On the Venus de Medici (Florence, June 1858), On Italian 
Mosquitoes (Florence, Sept. 1858), On the Beggars of Viterbo (Rome, 
Oct. 1858), from The French and Italian Notebooks, in Vol. 14 (1980) of 
The Centenary Edition, 256-57, 297-99 & 307-8, 426-27, 486-87; "[A]ll 
courtesy in the way of sight-showing," "[A] somewhat devious track," 
"[T]he bliss of paternity [of 'an Oriental character']," "A part of my 
['priestly'] predecessor's library ••• stored," from "The Old Manse: 
The Author Makes the Reader Acquainted with /His Abode," Mosses from an 
Old Manse (1846, 1854), in Vol. 10 (1974) of The Centenary Edition, 6, 
8, 13-15 (w. 22), 18 (w. 4); "I know not whether these ancestors of 
mine bethought themselves to repent," from "The Custom House: Introductory 
to 'The Scarlet Letter,' The Scarlet Letter (1850), in Vol. 1 (1962) of 
The Centenary Edition, 9-10; "Mr. Bright • • • • • •• Eustace ••• , •.• his 
own name ••••••• kicking away the ladder ••• to ••• his present 
elev:atic:in," from "The Wayside: Introductory," Tanglewood Tales (1853), 
in Vol. 7 {1972) of The Centenary Edition, 178. Subsequent bibliogr. 
citations of the auxiliary writings and prefaces occur parenthetically 
within the text of my Part A. 
7Nathaniel Hawthorne, select introductional passages from literary 
works (eight works), as follows: Passages from orig. title page and 
from text, on tail-waving fish and on name memorials, from Fanshawe 
(1828), in Vol. 3 (1964) of The Centenary Edition; 331, 354, 459-60 (see 
again, also, my I.B.3[ii]); Passages on signing of leger and choosing 
of walking stick, with fish and snake carvings, and on private-pilgrimage, 
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from "My Visit to Niagara" (1835), ••• Uncollected Tales, in Vol. 11 
(1974) of The Centenary Edition, 281-83 and 285-88; Passages on 
±mprinted newspaper between fingers and New England as narrow strip, 
on mazy streets with a brazen head, and on pliant nickname as erect 
Loyalist, from "Old News" [1835], The Snow Image ••• , in Vol. 11 (1974) 
of The Centenary Edition, 132-36, 151-55, 158-60; Passages, from 
"Egotism: or, The Bosom Serpent" (1843), Mosses from an Old Manse, in 
Vol. 10 (1974) of The Centenary Edition, 268-83; Passages on Dr. 
Dolliver's morning resurrection under giant apothecary emblem of 
serpent, .from The Dolliver Romance (1864; unfinished), The Elixir of 
Life Manuscripts, in Vol. 13 (1977) of The Centenary Edition, 449-59; 
Passages on hidden tenant with physical organs of speech and on romance 
in need of vertebrate back-bone, from Etherege (1858-1864; 1882; 
unfinished), The American Claimant Manuscripts, in Vol. 12 (1977) of 
The Centenary Edition, 291 and 330-31; Passages on mysteries of language 
and shot redcoat's thirst and prayer, from Septimius Felton (1861-64; 
1872; unfinished), The Elixir of Life Manuscripts, in Vol. 13 (1977) of 
The Centenary Edition, 287 with 203. (For biographical commentary {1828-
1850] esp. reflective of Hawthorne's concerns with his own organs of 
speech and with mastery of snakes in "Egotism; or, The Bosom Serpent," 
see Mark Van Doren, Nathaniel Hawthorne [New York: Viking, 1949, 1957], 
pp. 37-38, .also pp. 55-56, 57-58.) Subsequent bi,bliogr. citations of 
the introductively sampled works of literature occur parenthetically 
within the text of my Part A. 
80n my identification of petition with the notion Hawthornesque (as 
serpent/botanical preternatural voice) and with the activity of anecdote-
fabrication (as name-with-mouth/mouth-with-name privy to half-disclosed 
stories of more-than-verbal omnipotence), see background studies such as 
the following (two groups): Neal Frank, "The Hawthornesque before 
Hawthorne: Scott and William Austin," in Hawthorne's Early Tales: A 
Critical Study (Durham, N. C.: Duke Univ. Press, 1972), pp. 42-52 (but 
with: Edward G. Cosgrove, "Coincidence, Symbols and Archetypes in 
Selected Short Fiction,of Nathaniel Hawthorne" ["In 'Egotism ••• ,' the 
snake ••• symbolizes the archetype of wisdom which Roderick (Elliston) 
lacks and must come to terms with"], Dissertation Abstracts International, 
Vol. 40, No. 2 [August, 1979], 849A-50A {Fordham Univ.]); and Samuel I. 
Bellman, '"The Joke's on You!': Sudden Revelation in Hawthorne" ("a 
hauntingly private smile"--"essentially a deadpan joker"), in The 
Nathaniel Hawthorne Journal 1975, 129-99 (but with: Robert E. Spiller 
et al., "The Orators" ["the fifty years before the Civil War"--"the 
golden age of oratory"], in Literary History of the United States: 
History, 4th ed. [New York: Macmillan, 1974], Chapter 33, or pp. 541-62; 
Barnet Baskerville, "19th Century Burlesque of Oratory," American 
Quarterly, Vol. 20, No.4 [Winter 1968], 726-43; John C. Kitch, "Dark 
Laughter: A Study of the Pess±mistic Tradition in American Humor," · 
DissertationAbstracts International, Vol. 25, No. 11 [May 1965], 659SA· 
[Northwestern Univ.]); Richard M. Dorson "Oral Styles of American Folk 
Narrators" [incl. descrip. telling of Aesopic "The Farmer and the Snake" 
and discus~ of "Lincoln as Folk Narrator"], in Style and Language, ed. 
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Thomas A. Sebeok [Cambridge, Mass.: M. I. T. Press, 1960; rpt. 1971], 
pp. 27-'51; and Lea B. V. Newman, "XV[.] Egotism; or, The Bosom-Serpent 
[:] Circumstances of Composition, Sources, and Influences" [incl. oral-
folkloric source review], in A Reader 1 s Guide to the Short Stories of 
Nathaniel Hawthorne [Boston: Hall, 1979], pp. 83-85). See also "yarn," 
both (orig.) as intestine and (colloq.) as fancifully told adventure, and 
"yearn;" both as to desire, to long, and (if hunting dog [obs.]) as to 
give tongue, in Webster's Second Edition Unabridged (1934-49); note James 
R. Mellow's reference to Lincoln as a "spin[ner] ••• of famous backwoods 
yarns," in his conunentary on Hawthorne's Washington meeting with Lincoln 
in spring of 1962 (N. H. in His Times [1980], p. 551); and observe esp. 
Hawthorne's remarks, in "Chiefly About War Matters, by a Peaceable Man" 
(Atlantic Monthly, July, 1862), on Lincoln's round-about-the-mouth 
serpentine gesturing: " ••• and the lines about his mouth are very 
strongly defined. I I ... although, without his 'gesticulation 
of eye and mouth,--and especially the flourish of the whip ['gift' of 
the Massachusetts delegation], ••• --I doubt whether his words would be 
worth recording, even if I could remember them. • ••• " (RE, XII [1883; 
1886], 310, 312; cf. H. on Raphael, in my I.B.l [also in End Notes.5]). 
And finally, note in publisher James T. Fields's commentary, first an 
anecdotal-comparative assessment, of the reserves of aggression in 
Hawthorne's mild-conversational verbal manner, during a London visit 
with his friend and client in spring of 1860 (Hawthorne [1876], p. 80): 
"In London we strolled along the Strand, day after day, now diving into 
Bolt Court, in pursuit of Johnson's whereabouts, and now stumbling 
around the Temple, where Goldsmith at one time had his quarters. 
Hawthorne was never weary of standing on London Bridge, and watching the 
steamers plying up and down the Thames. I was much amused by his manner 
towards tmpudent beggars, scores of whom would attack us even in the 
shortest walk. He had a mild way of making a severe and cutting remark, 
which used to remind me of a little incident which Charlotte Cushman 
once related to me. She said a man in the gallery of a-theatre (I think 
she was on the stage at the time) made such a disturbance that the play 
could not proceed. Cries of 'Throw him over' arose from all parts of 
the house, and the noise became furious. All was tumultuous chaos until 
a sweet and gentle female voice was heard in the pit, exclaiming, 'No! 
I pray you don't throw him over! I beg of you, dear friends, don't 
throw him over, but--kill him where he is.' [Charlotte Cushman--
American actress, 1816-1876.]" Then note, in Fields's memories of the 
declining physical strength of Hawthorne (1860-1864), signature-anthemal 
features of self-address by Hawthorne to God and (implicit) identification 
with a Providentially-productively failing, even self-destructive, 
English vine (Hawthorne [1876], pp. 105, 107 and pp. 117-18, 125): 
"Those were troublous days, full of war gloom and general despondency. 
I "Our Old Home" was published in the autumn of 1863 •.•• 
I Meantime, the "Dolliver Romance," which had been laid aside on account 
of the exciting scenes through which we were then passing, and which 
unfitted him for the composition of a work of the imagination, made 
little progress. In a note written to me at this time he [Hawthorne] 
says: I 'I can't tell you when to expect an instalment of the 
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Romance, if ever. There is something preternatural in my reluctance to 
begin. I linger at the threshold, and have a perception of very. 
disagreeable phantasms to be encountered if I enter. I wish God had 
given me the faculty of writing a sunshiny book.' I [/ And:] 
On MOnday, the 28th of Karch [1864; --or two months before his death, 
May 18th/19th, 1864], Hawthorne came to town [Boston] and made my house 
his first station on a journey to the South for health. I was greatly 
shocked at his invalid appearance, and he seemed quite deaf[!]. The 
light in his eye was.beautiful as ever, but his limbs seemed shrunken 
and his usual stalwart vigor utterly gone. He said to me with a pathetic 
voice, 'Why does Nature treat us like little children! I think we could 
bear it all if we knew our fate; at least it would not make much 
difference to me now what became of me.' Toward night he brightened up 
a little, and his delicious wit flashed out, at intervals, as of old; 
but he was evidently broken and dispirited about his health. Looking 
out on the bay that was sparkling in the moonlight, he said he thought 
the moon rather lost something of its charm for him as he grew older. 
He spoke with great delight of a little story, called 'Pet Marjorie,'' 
and said he had read it carefully through twice, every word of it. He 
had much to say about England, and observed, among other things, that 
'the extent over which her dominions are spread leads her to fancy 
herself stronger than she really is; but she is not to-day a powerful 
empire; she is much like a squash-vine, w~ich runs over a whole garden, 
but, if you cut it at the root, it is at once destroyed.' At breakfast, 
next morning, he spoke of his kind neighbors in Concord, and said Alcott 
was one of the most excellent men he had ever known. 'It is impossible 
to quarrel with him, for he would take all your harsh words like a 
saint.' I He [Hawthorne] left us shortly after this for a journey to 
Washington, with his friend Mr. Ticknor. • • • [O]n [a] Sunday 
morning the news came that Mr. Ticknor was dead. Hawthorne re_turned at 
once to Boston, and stayed here over night. He was in a very excited 
and nervous state, and talked incess~ntly of the sad scenes he had just 
been passing through. We sat late together, conversing of the friend we 
had lost, and I am sure he hardly closed his eyes that night. In the 
morning he went back to his own home in Concord. I His health, from 
that time, seemed to give way rapidly • • • • " (See again my I.End 
Notes.l7[c,iii-iv]. Cf. F. 0. Matthiessen's assessments of Hawthorne's 
"language," "concern with collective existence," "psychology," and other 
authorial qualities, in American Renaissance: Art and Expression in the 
Age of Emerson and Whitman [London, Toronto, New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 
1941; rpt. 1946], pp. 203-7 and 210-15, pp. 238-40, pp. 305-12 and 337-51, 
and other pages, as indexed.) 
9The kinship of Hawthorne and Milton in the articulatory idea--and 
its implications of mobility and hierarchy and substantial world 
consonantally demarked--is a subject, of course, that requires further 
study; Milton's individual relationship to oral-originative, oral-
coordinative thinking requires re-study. For purposes of further study 
and re-study, see relevant commentary in: 0. F. Matthiessen, "Hawthorne 
and Milton," in American Renaissance (1941; 1946), pp. 305-12; Maureen 
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Quilligan, On word-play (or sound-play) in Hawthorne and in Milton, The 
Language of Allegory: Defining a Genre (Ithaca and London: Cornell Univ. 
Press, 1979'), pp. 50-58 (and other pages) and pp. 179-82 (and other 
pages) (" ••• Commenting on Milton's peculiar kind of wordplay, Christopher 
Ricks argues that Milton's etymologizing arises from his attempt to 
'recreate something of the prelapsarian state of language.' 
[Christopher Ricks, Milton's Grand Style (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963), 
p. 110.]":..-p. 179); Merritt Y. Hughes, "Milton's Cosmos," "Milton's 
Ontology," "Milton's Muse," in "Paradise Lost: Introduction," and "On 
the Morning of Christ's Nativity[: Introduction]," with Note to Line 28 
of "On the Morning ••• , " in John Milton: Complete Poems and Major Prose, 
ed. M. 1. Hughes (1957), pp. 179:..92, 197-97, 198-203, and pp. 42, 43; 
Albert Cook, "Milton's Abstract Music," Univ. of Toronto Quarterly, 
Vol. 29 (1959-60), 370-85·, rpt. in Milton: Modern Essays in Criticism, 
ed. Arthur E. Barker (London: Oxford Univ •. Press, 1965; rpt. 1970), 
pp. 398-415; D. C. Allen, "Milton and the Descent to Light" (M. as 
Christ-Orpheus), from "Milton Studies in Honor of Harris Francis 
Fletcher," in Journal of English and Germanic Philology, Vol. 60 (1961), 
614-30, rpt. in Milton: Modern Essays in Criticism, ed. A. E. Barker 
(1965; rpt. 1970), pp. 177-95; Donald R. Pearce, "The Style of Milton's 
Epic," The Yale Review, Vol. 52 (1963), 427-44, rpt. in Milton: Modern 
Essays in Criticism, ed. A. E. Barker (1965; rpt. 1970), pp. 368-85; 
Walter L. Schindler, "Voice and Crisis: The Pattern of Invocation in 
Milton's Poetry" (incl. Milton as translator of Old Testament Psalms 
[w. strong orient. to consonantal writing system implied?--A. K. V.]), 
Dissertation Abstracts International, Vol. 39, No. 3 (Sept. 1978), 1600A 
(Yale Univ.); Robert J. Randall, "The Classical Tradition" (Ch. 3), in 
"The Conspiracy·of Our Spatious Song": Sound as·Structural, Conceptual, 
and Incantatory Device in the Poetry of Richard Crashaw, Diss. Brown 
Univ. 1979· (Ann Arbor, Mich.: Univ. Microfilms International, 1981), 
pp. 52-81; John Dryden, "A Song for St. Cecilia's Day, 1687," in John 
Dryden: Selected Works, 2nd ed., ed. William Frost (San Francisco_: __ _ 
Rinehart, 1953; rpt. 1971), pp. 73-75 (w. pp. 66-67, ed. comment.); 
D. C. Allen, ''Some Theories of the Growth and Origin of Language in 
Milton's Age,n Philological Quarterly, Vol. 28 (1949), 5-16 (see also 
Hugh Blair [1762] on John Wallis [1653], in my IV.B.2, w. IV.End Notes.7, 
and Roman Jakobson and Linda Waugh [1979.] on Wallis, in my IV.End Notes. 
17); and Gordon W. Hewes, comp., Entry on John Milton, Paradise Lost, 
Bk. VIII, 11. 267-[73], and Bk. XII, 11. 1-62, in Language Origins:!:. 
Bibliography (1975; see my I.End Notes~3 for full cit.--and for link 
with R. Paget [1930; 1963]). (Rose Hawthorne Lathrop's memoir remarks, 
on Sophia Hawthorne's regular Christmas oral readings of Milton's 
Nativity Ode, specif. [as well as further quotation of the Ode itself]--
ahead, in my IV.B.3, with bibliogr. identif. in IV.End Notes.lO [and 12].) 
10 Nathaniel Hawthorne, "The Old Manse: The Author Makes the Reader 
Acquainted with His Abode," Mosses·from an Old Manse (1846, 1854), in 
Vol. 10 (1974) of The Centenary Edition, 33, 3, and title page, w. p. 23. 
(Further discussion of the kinship of Hawthorne and Thoreau in the 
vegetal-articulatory idea--in my Chapter IV.) 
CHAPTER IV. 
THE EVALUATION: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF HAWTHORNE'S CONSONANT-GESTURAL 
SCALE OF AMBUSH. 
Milton, indeed, had a true English taste for the pleasures of the 
table, though refined by the lofty and poetic discipline to which 
he had subjected himself. It is delicately implied in the refection 
in Paradise, and more substantially, though still elegantly betrayed 
in the sonnet proposing to 11Lawrence, of virtuous father virtuous 
son," a series of nice little dinners in mid-winter; and it blazes 
fully out in that untasted banquet which, elaborate as it was, 
Satan tossed up in a trice from the kitchen-ranges of Tartarus. 
1 
--"Civic Banquets," Our Old Home, p. 311. 
A. Introduction: 
Resume of the Application, and Turn to the Contexts of Evaluation. 
Summarized as point [2.a] in the closing outline of section 
II.B.l (Construction) of the thesis, a scale of consonant-figures with 
oral/vegetal-tags has served to guide in Chapter III (Application) an 
extensive rereading of Hawthorne's prose texts as a five-fold discourse 
on his immortal name--as an apocalyptic hunger-art, a perpetually 
encoded request for existential feeding of signature, for its signif-
icant sign-magnificent presence beyond historical process, via oral-
contactive anchoring of motor-organismic signs. Of what value is the 
perception? Or, is this private and primitive organismic message 
significant? --To the understanding of Hawthorne? To the understanding 
of authors other than Hawthorne? To the understanding of language and 
mind? 
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Philip F. Gura, 1n The Wisdom of Words: Language, Theology, and 
Literature in the New England Renaissance (1981), 2 has remarked that, 
during the period 1800-1860, "the study of language (especially of its 
origins) was.a vital topic with humanistic implications increasingly 
difficult for our generation to comprehend," and that today 11 iw]hen the 
study of language is mentioned, students whose sole exposure to its 
modern theory consists of a hazy incantation of 'psycholinguistics' or 
'transformational g·rammar' find it difficult to conceive how in the 
nineteenth century the study of language mattered in any practical way 
or how the budding science of philology had repercussions in such 
disparate areas as education, theology, and art" (p. 5). Citing Hans 
Aarsleff, "whose Study of Language in England, 1760-1860 [1967] serves 
as a useful reference point for parts of ••• [his, Gura's] book," 
P. Gura comments that Aarsleff "touches the heart of the matter when 
he explains that language study, even when called philology, was not 
merely 'a matter of knowing the forms, syntax, phonology, historical 
relationships, and other aspects of particular languages,"' but that 
"[t]he questions involved were of larger significance." Continuing 
to cite Aarsleff, Gura asks, "'What, for instance, was the or1g1n of 
thought? Did the mind have a material basis? Did mankind have a 
single origin? Was the first language given by revelation or had man 
invented it in the process of time?"' (Gura, p. 5; Aarsleff, p. 4). 
"If we can understand why the men involved in investigations of 
language and its symbolic potential considered their work an attempt 
to answer such questions," Gura points out, "their dedication to what 
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in retrospect seems like inane or, at best, antiquarian wordplay 
comes into meaningful focus." Also, "when we consider how our 
modern notion of the heuristic value of symbolism can be traced to a 
concern with"the possibility of an intrinsic ambiguity to all speech, 
the philosophical debates over language between 1800 and 1860 become 
more significant" (Gura, p. 5). With regard to Hawthorne (and Mel-
ville), Philip Gura remarks that "Hawthorne and Melville themselves 
never were concerned with specific philosophies of language, a topic 
that held unending fascination for ••• Thoreau" (p. 7). (Note, how-
ever, Hawthorne'sdramatic incorporation of Rousseau-proximate gesture-
theory in his living resurrection of the marble faun, with social 
psyche deepened through action over sign-natural gorge/throat--see 
again my I.End Notes.8 and my III.B.l.bfour, c.two,three). "But they, 
too," Gura continues, "were heirs to an age characterized by an 
increasing skepticism regarding man's ability to decipher, let alone 
justify [~ la John Milton, Paradise Lost, I.26], the ways of God to 
men" _(Gura, p. 7). Gura explains that it was "the developments in 
biblical criticism on the Continent, as well as the increasingly 
acrimonious bickering among Protestant sects in the years prior to 
1850," over "literal[]" and "symbolical[]" interpretations of scriptural 
language that "left profoundly religious men like Hawthorne and Melville 
unable to investigate theological problems through the sentimental or 
moralistic modes they might have used twenty-five years earlier," and 
to work toward "a prose style commensurate to the complexity of the 
1850s" (p. 7). Gura comments that "[i]n 1800, for example, it -would 
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have been blasphemous for any Trinitarian to assert that a triune God 
was not so much a real as a symbolic concept; but, from 1849 on, Horace 
Bushnell made precisely such assertions from his Congregational pulpit 
fn Hartford[, Conn.], and by the 1860s they became the foundation for 
the new liberal movement in Protestant theology.[]" And, Gura continues 
that "[t]he imaginative distance between these ideas <?f an essentially 
'poetic' theology and the philosophical romances of Hawthorne and 
' Melville, in which the elusive ever-ambiguous nature of transcendent 
experience was to be suggested through new literary devices, is not as 
great as one might assume" (p. 8). (Note the texts-transcendent, 
heuristic re-use of Triune idea in the present study, to advance the 
idea of Hawthorne's all-embracing use of name as demiurgic address to 
God, 1n terms of God's literal and lexical [phonetic and graphic and 
semantic] shadows, providentially-accidentally left-to-gesture/point, 
within author's first socio-verbal contrac~ his Hebraic-Anglic baptismal 
sign--see esp. my II.B.l.c[Pass.two], II.B.2.b.ii, III.B.3.a[!-08], 
III.B.3.a[~-12], III.B.4.d.five, III.B.S.a[£-11], and III.C, where the 
graphic three-fork of the x-glide might be particulary noted, as voice-
tongue extensor, trans-modal function of the serpent-tree master-symbol, 
the mouth-splitting, mind-embracing signature-eidolon "poetically" 
posited by this study [see I.C. and III.A('c'--five)]). In Chapter 8 
of his study, titled "Ambiguity and Its Fruits: Toward Hawthorne and 
Melville," Philip Gura (perhaps sum-serpent appropriately) indicates 
that "[a] question of faith ••• animates the structure of Hawthorne's 
major romance, The Scarlet Letter," as it does the "almost traneparently 
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allegorical[] stories like ••• 'Young Goodman Brown' and 'The Minister's 
Black Veil'--and that all three ultimately "point the reader to the 
larger que_stions of language and meaning that vexed their author" (Gura, 
PP• 154 and 153). 
The present study has attempted,·then (and not in discord with 
historical context), to become engaged in Hawthorne's challenge to 
reader as individual, to move toward the "larger questions of language 
and meaning" (Gura) signalled by his auxiliary, prefatorial, and 
literary texts. And the larger humanistic value of the private and 
primitive organismic messa~e--the oral-transactional, hermaphro-
symbolic, circum-tree-posturing-in-chant-petition-for-Divine-Suste-
nanc~--which the study has reiterated as the meaning of Hawthorne's 
claim to "consonance" (see esp. my I.B.3, I.C, II.B.l,2,3[closings], 
II.C, III.A[ 'a'-'e'], III.C), may lie in its power to give an individ-
ualistic, yet oral-articulatory placement of the author within the 
larger philological concerns of the period, within the English literary 
tradition of speech on speech which would enhance such period placement, 
and within that historically continuing activity--humanity's linguistic-
study-of-itself-as mind-builder--which would advance methodological 
placement of consonant/vegetal-gesturing within present-day study of 
literary form. To suggest the power of the construct-Hawthornesque to 
place Hawthorne, the study here (i.e., now, in the chapter introduction) 
points to Philip Gura's own (pp. 129-37) rich appreciation within the 
oral-vegetal idea (consonance not stressed), of a relationship of -period: 
influence between articulatory-origins philologist and (re)educ~tor 
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Charles Kraitsir (Glossology, 1852) and innovative American Romantic 
prose artist Henry David Thoreau (Walden, 1854); it mentions John Rees's 
(1967) minimizing treatment of the oral-linguistic idea within the 
milieu-and-family-proximities of Charles Kraitsir (The Significance of 
the Alphabet, 1846), Elizabeth Peabody ("Language, !t Aesthetic Papers, 
1849; The House of the Seven Gables, 1851); 3 and it offers itself as 
independent index, to the idiosyncratic, formal harmony of Hawthorne 
with the oral-philological, the oral-literary, the mouth-matter and mind 
retuning Peabody-Kraitsir-Thoreau milieu, which perhaps served to rein-
force the development of the particular, signatural genius that we as 
readers intuit as Hawthorne's own complexity to this very day (see esp. 
my I.End Notes.l2, II.A, II.End Notes.7, III.C; also IV.B.2 [incl. Gura, 
pp. 134-37]). But to suggest the broader power of the scale-Hawthorn-
esque to place Hawth?rne--within language-contexts of trans-Historical 
mouth-critical glossing, of trans-National stint-anthemal feeding, and of 
trans-Christian oral-immortal confraternity--the study in the chapter 
development below (Part B) offers three Hawthorne-correlative gatherings 
l 
of texts (of prose and verse commentary from critical, scholarly, and 
popular sources, of prose and verse citations from Period sources, and 
of prose and verse excerpts from the English tradition of literature) 
specifically to demonstrate: (1) grades of oral-reflexing of Haw-
thorne's signature-poetic in twentieth-century criticism; (2) grades 
of arch haw-rolling of Hawthorne's signature within Period literary-
craft friendships; and (3) grades of mouth-cradled petition for orphic 
signature-life, in Hawthorne-backing, Christian centuries of sp~ech-
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conscious English poetic memory. Finally, recognizing the value of 
the scale-Hawthornesque, as perceptual stratagem for examining aspects 
of oral continuity in critical and literary texts, the study in the 
chapter conclusion (Part C) discusses within the context of linguistic 
science--within the context of the linguistic study of human mind-
building--the methodological placement of consonant/vegetal gesturing, 
among the present-day viables, for the futur~ study of sound-grown 
poetic form. 
B. Development: 
The Scale-Hawthornesque in Three Trans-Contexts of Hawthorne 
Response. 
1. Trans-Contexts: Grades of Oral-Reflexing of Hawthorne 
in Twentieth-Century Criticism. 
The gathering below of prose and verse texts from twentieth-
century criticism (eleven authors4 ) constitutes a select trans-histor-
ical portrait of the signatural Hawthorne as oral self-encoder, oral 
' 
self-constrictor (perhaps oral-formal hunger-striker, and suggestive 
self-killer?), at varying and possibly even successive step-depths 
of the oral-mental cave, of his flesh-regenerative, private-botanical 
Godhead. Texts are placed at split-step--i.e., first according to a 
guiding construct of criticism or metaphor of response (one suggestive 
of oral stance--see esp. II.B.l, closing point [I.e]), then according 
to Hawthorne text(s) critically or metaphorically responded to (or, 
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according to Hawthorne step-value in II.B or III.B of the present 
study). The-select, or (better)--the privi-orally tendentious--
twentieth-century critical mirror reads with frame remarks as follows. 
(The'scale is STEPS 5-1--reader ingressive, recollective direction. 
Criticonceptacle head tags serve to recapitulate the frame remarks and 
to specify the name-biased, mouth-angled, form-regenerating feeder-
reflector critics sampled.) 
The commentary sampled immediately below, from a discussion by 
a Marxist critic of a rhetoric of privilege in The House of the Seven 
Gables, represents a twentieth-century near-thematic, or potential, 
response to Hawthorne's signature-Godhead--to Hawthorne's signatural 
mouth-woodworks--at the fifth step of the scale of oral consonance, 
• 
as the stance, or level, of face and face-mimicking surfaces, trans-
parent through opaque. The selected commentary reads as follows: 
CRITICONCEPTACLE 5/2--B. Thomas [19821, "not natural law / faced") 
The status given a deed of property confirms the idea that an 
owner's authority to possess land is embodied in a text. A deed 
allows the person whose name is affixed to it to claim ownership 
of a piece of land. In a sense the document and the piece of 
property merge. The owner of the deed is the owner of the land. 
The owner's name coincides with the land. The House of the Seven 
Gables is located on Pyncheon Street, and the tree beside the house 
is called the Pyncheon elm. But Hawthorne is acutely aware that 
sign and signifier do not coincide. Texts--including legal docu-
ments--have human authors and therefore derive their authority from 
human actions, not natural law. Furthermore, a document may as 
easily come from the irrational area of imagination as from the 
rational authority of a democracy's most sacred texts--its legal 
documents. 
Perhaps, like Hawthorne, the authors of legal documents 
should acknowledge their subjective points of view. To do so, 
however, would undercut the authority of the documents--creating 
the same diiemma that Hawthorne faced in acknowledging himself as 
.. 
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the author of his tale--because to be effective a legal document 
must convince its readers that it is based on reality, not rhetoric. 
The writers of laws must carefully hide their authorship (often 
even from themselves) and make it appear as if the laws had no point 
of view. In fact, the Pyncheons' manipulation of public opinion to 
acquire and maintain their lands is a masterful use of the narrative 
technique that creates documents that seem to have written them-
selves. Colonel Pyncheon originally asserts "plausible claims to 
proprietorship" of Matthew Maule's land "on the strength of a grant 
from the legislature" ([Cent. Ed.,] ••• 7), the Pyncheons maintain 
their right to property on the basis of another document--a will. 
They then can protect this right of inheritance as a natural right 
by still other documents--laws passed by a legislature whose point 
of view reflects the will of the powerful, not the will of the 
people. While the point of view of these documents is never 
acknowledged, Hawthorne's tale makes us see that all documents 
extend someone's will onto a printed text and that many attempt to 
shape a world to conform to that will. I [--Pp. 199b-200a.] 
The discussion by a Marxist critic sampled immediately above has served 
to illustra~e a twentieth-century near-thematic, or potential, response 
to Hawthorne's signature-Godhead, at the fifth step of the scale of 
oral consonance, as the level of face and face-mimicking surfaces, 
transparent through opaque. 
The discussion offered immediately below, commentary by a 
historically and linguistically informed explicator of The Scarlet 
Letter and "Monsieur du Miroir," represents a twentieth-century 
thematic, or active, response to Hawthorne's signature-Godhead, at the 
fifth-step of the scale of oral consonance, as the level of face and 
face-mimicking surfaces, transparent through opaque. The selected 
discussion, presented in two parts, reads as follows: 
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CRITICONCEPTACLE 5/3,1--J. Irwin [1980], "not natural law faced," 
extension) 
When Dimmesdale returns to his "accustomed room" with "its 
books, its windows, its fireplace, and the tapestried comfort of 
the walls," he is affected by "the same perception of strangeness 
that had haunted him throughout his walk from the forest-dell into 
town" ([CE,] 1:222), though now this uncanny sense of the unfamil-
iarity o~familiar objects is explicitly related to a division in 
the self manifested by a written text. Dimmesdale sees on the 
table "an unfinished sermon, with a sentence [ ••• yel Haw! •• -.] 
broken in the midst" and thinks that "it was himself, the thin 
and white-cheeked minister" who had "written thus far, into the 
Election Sermon! But he seemed to stand apart, and eye this former 
self with scornful, pitying, but half-envious curiosity. That self 
was gone! Another man had returned out of the forest; a wiser one; 
with a knowledge of hidden mysteries which the simplicity of the 
former never could have reached" (1:223). As Dimmesdale looks at 
the "tapestried comfort of the walls" and then at his unfinished 
manuscript, Hawthorne encourages the reader to equate the picto-
graph embroidered on the veil and its revelation of Dimmesdale's 
• double role with the phonetic script of Dimmesdale's text and its 
manifestation of his divided self. The internally split I exter-
nally doubled terms of this equation are Hawthorne's means of 
questioning the symbolist effort to make opaque phonetic script 
achieve a force of expression equivalent to the necessary trans-
parency of a pictograph. For Hawthorne implies that a pictograph's 
transparency is simply the uncertain, illusory transparency of a 
mirror image. 
Hawthorne's most concentrated examination of the mystery of 
a mirror image is found in the sketch "Monsieur du Miroir" (1837). 
Treating his reflection as if it were another person, Hawthorne 
communicates some of its pictographic doubleness to the phonetic 
script of his text in the form of endlessly proliferating double 
meanings •••• Besides evoking the opaque arbitrariness of 
phonetic script--its concealment of the sameness of meaning (the 
mirror image) beneath a difference in translation (Monsieur du 
Miroir, Caballero de los Espejoz)--the passage also suggests, 
through its location of Miroir's genealogical origin in a fictive 
character, that the reflected image Hawthorne has in mind is less 
the visual twin in his mirror than the hieroglyphic double con-
stituted by his own writings. He observes that the principal 
cause of the phonetic difference between himself and his picto-
graphic double is that Miroir, like Narcissus's image in the pool, 
"lacks the faculty of speech": "His lips are sometimes seen to 
move; his eyes and countenance are alive with shifting expression, 
as if corresponding by visible hieroglyphics to his modulated 
breath; and anon, he will seem to pause, with as satisfied an air, 
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as if he had been talking excellent sense" (10:160). I Beginning 
with the reference to his image's shifting expressions as "visible 
hieroglyphics," Hawthorne brings together, within the space of a 
few pages, virtually all the structural elements and imagery 
associated with hieroglyphic doubling by the writers of the 
American Renaissance. [--Pp. 258-59 (yellhaw-note--A. K. V.).] 
And, J. Irwin [1980], "not natural law faced," ext:., continued) 
I But there is another, indirect sense in which Miroir 
illustrates ['Latin illustrare, "to light up, illuminate'"] the 
spiritual world, and it is upon this sense that Hawthorne falls 
back in remarking that "when the subject of which I write has grown 
strong within me, and surrounded itself with those solemn and awful 
associations which might have seemed most alien to it, I could 
fancy that M. du Miroir himself is a wanderer from the spiritual 
world, with nothing human, except his delusive garment of visibil-
ity." There is, one would suspect, a double meaning in the phrase 
"the subject of which I write," for in the mirror-sketch "Monsieur 
du Miroir," Hawthorne's own subjectivity is the subject of his 
writing--his temporal, ceaselessly mobile writing self imaged 
and observed (that is, held in an illusory enduring mental exis-
tence) as written self, Hawthorne as "Miroir" as Hawthorne. • 
[--P. 263, w. p. 262.] 
The commentary by a historically and linguistically informed critic 
offered immediately above has served to illustrate a present-century 
thematic, or active, response to Hawthorne's signature-Godhead, at the 
fifth step of the scale of oral consonance, as the level of face and 
face-mimicking surfaces, transparent through opaque. 
The commentary sampled directly below, from a discussion by a 
biographically informed textual scholar, of revisions made by Hawthorne 
in "Passages from a Relinquished Work" and "The Gentle Boy," represents 
a twentieth-century genitalia-implicating (and mouth-erasing!) poten-
tial response to Hawthorne's signature-Godhead, at the fifth step of 
the scale of oral consonance, as the level of face and face-mimicking 
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surfaces, transparent through opaque. The selected commentary reads as 
follows: 
CRITICONCEPTACLE 5/5,3--J. ·crowley [1974], "in ••• face ••• not 
groin") 
I Given the opportunity at last to publish a volume under his 
own name [i.e., Twice-told Tales, 1837], Hawthorne not only took 
great care in selecting "such articles as seemed best worth offering 
to the public a second time," [letter to Longfellow, 1837,] but 
also made many thoughtful revisions in preparing printer's copy. 
Writing at a time when "criticks and reviewers • • • [were] exer-
cising jurisdiction not only upon the literary but moral blemishes 
of the authors," [citation from T. Martin, The Instructed Vision, 
1961,] Hawthorne made numerous changes which reveal his sensitivity 
to current, often prudish, standards of taste. His substitution of 
"sectarian" for "sectual" and "woman" for "female" are examples of 
his painstaking avoidance of any words that hinted, however innoc-
uously, at indelicacy. So also are two larger_deletions. In uThe 
Gentle Boy" he dropped the fiul subordinate clause in this 
sentence describing the attack of the Puritan children on the 
Quaker boy Ilbrahim: "The poor child's arms had been raised to 
guard his head from the storm of blows; but now he dropped them at 
once, for he was stricken in a tender part." Although the context 
makes clear that the boy had been hit in the face and not in the 
groin, the construction must have involved for Hawthorne a sexual 
as well as a linguistic awkwardness. [Note! The boy had been 
'struck ••• on the mouth, so forcibly that the blood issued in a 
stream.'--CE, IX:92; see my III.B.3.e.two.] The desire to avoid 
any matter~is audience might consider prurient is evident in 
Hawthorne's deletion of the framework surrounding "Mr. Higgin-
botham's Catastrophe" [i.e., "Passages from a Relinquished Work"--
see my III.B.5.a(f-03)], part of which involves a conversation 
between Hawthorne's persona and "a young person of doubtful sex." 
In his anonymous magazine version Hawthorne had allowed his nar-
rator to find the person so "bewitching" that "at the proper 
moment, I stepped forward, with a gay heart and a bold one" to ask 
for a dance. Signing his name to the collection, however, Haw-
thorne removed this episode. [--CE, IX, 503-4, w. nn. 44-45, 
adapt., and w. two bracketed notes, A.~ V.] 
The discussion by a biographically informed textual scholar offered 
directly above has served to illustrate a present-century genitalia-
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implicating (yet mouth-erasing) potential response to Hawthorne's 
signature-Godhead, at the fifth step of the scale of oral consonance, 
as the level of face and face-mimicking surfacea, transparent through 
opaque. 
Further commentary by the biographically informed textual scholar, 
chiefly on "The Minister's Black Veil," represents a twentieth-century 
genital-overflow suggesting potential response to Hawthorne's signature-
Godhead--at the fifth step of the scale of oral consonance, as the level 
of face and face-mimicking surfaces, transparent through opaque, to the 
fourth step of the scale of oral consonance, as the level of sub-facial 
voice-stream and self-enriching somatic fluids. The further commentary 
reads as follows: 
CRITICONCEPTACLE 5-4/1--J. Crowley [1974], continued, "cleanse/ 
garret[,] wash/attic) 
Even so, he failed to discover every instance of "offensive" 
diction; in 1852 an over-zealous printer, setting type for a later 
edition of the tales, substituted "busily" for "lustily" in the 
opening sentence of "The Minister's Black Veil": "The sexton 
stood in the porch of Milford meeting-house, pulling lustily at 
the bell-rope." [See my III.B.l.c.four.] Others of Hawthorne's 
single-word revisions in 1837 were made in the interest of greater 
elegance and refinement as well as accuracy. His changes of "wash" 
to "cleanse" and "attic" to "garret" are examples which, like his 
occasional substitutions of one grammatical construction for 
another equally correct, anticipate the kinds of changes Sophia 
Hawthorne [his wife] later made when editing his American Notebooks. 
Hawthorne's own revisions in 1837 demonstrate that, even before 
Sophia had any influence on him, his acute sense of the limitations 
of his readers made him unwilling to risk printing in acknowledged 
tales some words and attitudes he had felt free to publish anony-
mously. [--CE, IX, 504.] 
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The discussion by the biographically informed textual scholar continued 
above has served to illustrate a present-century genital-overflow 
suggesting potential response to Hawthorne's signature-Godhead, at the 
fifth to the fourth steps of the scale of oral consonance, as the level 
of face and face-mimicking surfaces, transparent through opaque, to the 
level of sub-facial voice-stream and self-enriching somatic fluids. 
The remarks sampled immediately below have been drawn from a 
discussion by a critic researching Classical source& and comparing 
compositional techniques in the writings for children and for adults. 
Those comparison-spurred remarks constitute a twentieth-century near-
to-cursive-script high-animative, potential response to Hawthorne's 
signature-Godhead, at the fourth step of the scale of oral consonance, 
as the level of sub-facial voice-stream and self-enriching somatic 
fluids. The selected remarks, presented in two parts (with critic's 
sequence reversed), read as follows: 
CRITICONCEPTACLE 415-1--H. McPherson [1969], "cryptic preoccupation") 
I The analysis of Hawthorne's character types which this 
essay presents is schematic, indeed diagrammatic, but it attempts 
to be faithful to Hawthorne rather than to Freud, Frazier, or 
Christian apologists; and it is offered not as a doctrinaire inter-
pretation of Hawthorne's mythology but as a set of signposts which 
may bring us closer to the heart of his 'cryptic preoccupation.' 
Like any schema, it cannot compass the resonance and richness of 
the work itself; it will not even attempt to account for every 
character whom Hawthorne created. But it may reveal in a new way 
the currents of energy that shaped his deepest vision. I 
[ --P. 214.] 
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And, H. McPherson [1969], "cryptic preoccupation," continued) 
The Cadmus myth, in terms poetic or symbolic meaning, is the 
most revealing of the tales which explore the nature [or "psychol-
og(y)"] of the self. The atmosphere of the story is dreamlike, 
almost from the beginning, and the highly.stylized use of repeti-
tion gives it a ritual quality which makes the step from the 
actual to the symbolic very easy. I . . .. . I 
His labyrinthine wan~erings in pursuit of the oracular cow 
lead him, finally, to a fountain in a grove guarded by a serpent. 
In an astonishing scene which is Hawthorne's own invention, Cadmus 
leaps down the throat of his monster and destroys it; he then 
transforms its destructive teeth into a virile company who end his 
exile by creating a new community. His exploit, moreover, is so 
acceptable to the gods that, although they do not (as in Anthon) 
attend his wedding, they give a 'daughter of the sk.y' called 
Harmonia, as a reward. Harmonia, Hawthorne suggests, not only 
resembles Europa [=European culture/experience! linguistically/ 
glandularly harmonized with author (A. K. V.)], but also compre-
hends for Cadmus the affection of mother, sister, friend, and 
brother. 
Although stopping short of the fully explicit, Hawthorne 
makes it clear that Cadmus' ordeal is a spiritual rebirth. His 
symbolic death in the serpent's jaws [=self-translation (A. K. V.)] 
results not in a rediscovery of the lost innocence of Europa, but 
in an ability to organize the destructive, warring forces of the 
self, and use them creatively in the community of human beings. 
But this, in variant form, is the experience of Midas[,] whose 
symbolic death by water [of throat-quicksilver!] saved him from the 
isolation and loneliness of his obsession and restored to him the 
human values of love and sympathy. It is also the [orifice-
serpentine!] experience of Prosperina[,] whose descent into the 
underworld transformed her irresponsible life of play into a 
mature life of qualified pleasures. Jason, too, experienced a 
symbolic death when the fiery bulls enveloped him in flame ["(t)he 
fiery bulls of 'The Golden Fleece' can scarcely eat because they 
destroy their natural food by fire"]; and Bellerophon and Pegasus 
[with gold/yel! log in mouth], flew, at least figuratively, into 
the snaky jaws of the Chim[a]era. ["Knowing, perhaps, that this 
('The Chimaera') was his best story, Hawthorne placed it at the end 
of A Wonder[]Book.. Although he treats his source material with 
great independence, it is clear that he used Anthon rather than 
any classical source ••• "; as "Hawthorne's 'ideal' myth ••• opti-
mistic in tone(--i.e., celebrating the idea that) each new genera-
tion of heroes brings back. to the world of things an imaginative 
power which enables him to become a king (or 'city-builder' or 
'artist')--a benefactor of his race," the story "expresses the 
ideals of ••• the artist."] In Hawthorne's ideal myth, the hero or 
heroine undergoes an ordeal which enables him or her to become a 
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complete or integrated person. I [--Pp. 118-20, w. pp. 121, 
77, 13, 18 (serpentine-name-with-generative-mouth-structure =basis 
of "cryptic preoccupation," ala A;- K. V., present study).] 
The remarks offered directly above, from a study by a critic researching 
Classical sources and comparing compositional techniques, have served to 
illustrate a present-century near-to-cursive-script high-animative, 
potential response to Hawthorne's signature-Godhead, at the fourth step 
of the scale of·oral consonance, as the level of sub-facial voice-stream 
and self-enriching somatic fluids. 
The commentary offered directly below comes from a discussion of 
Fanshawe and The Marble Faun, by a critic assessing qualities of English 
literary heritage (Renaissance, Neo-Classical, Gothic-Romantic Revival) 
in Hawthorne's style of composition. That influence-conscious commen-
tary on form and effect amounts to a twentieth-century erotica-rechan-
neling potential response to Hawthorne's signature-Godhead, at the 
fourth step of the scale of oral consonance, as the level of sub-facial 
voice-stream and self-enriching somatic fluids. The selected commentary 
reads as follows: 
CRITICONCEPTACLE 4/4,1--R. Gross [1963], "gasping fish ••. 
insinuative") 
Balance and qualification in syntax and thought; lucid, 
abstract, elevated diction; and emphasis on ontology; philosophized 
description; the precedence of the conceptual and the general over 
the concrete and the specific: these are some of the stylistic 
characteristics of Hawthorne's first novel, and they set the pat-
tern for his mature writing. Throughout his career, however, he 
tried to make his fiction not only profound, but also lurid. His 
future manner of greatness is discernible in his blending of a 
conceptual style with Gothic horror in behalf of a serious theme. 
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Fanshawe, who has to choose between a nubile girl for whom he longs 
and the destructive studies to which he is already wed, is the 
prototype of Hawthorne'~ large cast of divided and doomed intellec-
tuals. He is victim, hero, thematic configuration, and also Gothic 
personage. As an intellectual, his destiny lies in depletion and 
alienation. Hawthorne's favorite subject continued to be a crisis 
of commitment and conscience in which someone [fish-like!] like 
Fanshawe has to face the contrary urgings of head and heart; and 
his technique of psychological analysis continued to rely on the 
nightmarish terrors of the Gothic landscape, where symbolic threats 
lurk behind every bend(--see: William Bysshe Stein, Hawthorne's 
Faust: A Study of the Devil Archetrpe (Gainesville, Fla., 1953); 
Carl Bode, "Hawthorne's Fanshawe: The Promising of Greatness,"~ 
~ngland Quarterly, XXIII (June 1950), 235-242; and A~ostino 
Lombardo, "Il primo romanzo di Hawthorne," Studi Americani, I 
(1955), 73-95]. Already under the combined influence of Milton 
and Bunyan, on one hand, and Scott and the writers of the roman 
nair, on the other, he makes his attempt in Fanshawe to give a 
study of a moral and psychological dilemma the impact of the 
horrible. He also exhibits his familiarity with the colonial 
evangelists, who had tried, as someone has observed, to terrorize 
their audiences into a state of grace. The Gothic elements produce 
a superficial narrative interest ~hrough the excited anticipation 
of strange outcomes; but unifying his moral ends and.Gothic means, 
Hawthorne primarily tries to show things from the standpoint of 
their significance, which, by his method, becomes their frightening 
significance. His mise-en-scene reverberates with portent: event,. 
dialogue, and imagery have an insinuative quality; they seem to 
contain mysterious promises, sinister hints, and also moral fore-
casts. Almost everything quivers with a double entendre. In 
short, he attempts to make of the provincial American scene which 
provides the background of Fanshawe a poetic precinct--an intense 
stage--where his characters may act out in a shocking light their 
thematic tragedies and symbolic woes. I I 
Th(e] burial marker for Butler and the monument erected 
to Fanshawe after his death presage the many grave-stones and 
allusions to interment in Hawthorne's prefaces, stories, and 
novels. He finally succeeded, in The Marble Faun, in an immense 
symbolic magnification of this Gothic motif by treating Rome as a 
vast, mysterious, shattered sepulchre of European culture. I 
Even in Fanshawe he skillfully manages to tie the images 
together in significant pairs: the labyrinthine garden with the 
intricate forest path; the pool with the sparkling fountain; the 
view over-looking the fish with the high point on the precipice; 
the recess beneath the bank with the cave in the rock; Ellen's 
pebble with Fanshawe's stone; the gasping fish with Ellen and also 
with Butler in his plunge to a violent death; the ascetic scholar 
with the rapist adventurer. Most of the images are non-
sensory; their function is figurative and insinuative, not .mimetic 
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or naturalistic, even though they are part of the natural scenery. 
[' •••• The interconnecting of imagery· and phraseology is sustained 
throughout the novel ••••• '] It must be acknowledged, how-
ever, that the images are attached to narrative material which is 
immature and trivial. [--Pp. 63a-64a (w. n. 5, adapt.), p. 66a 
(w. p. 65a-b). Fanshawe/fish-remark--A. K. V.] 
The discussion offered immediately above~ from a critic assessing 
techniques and influences, has served to illustrate a present-century 
erotica-rechanneling potential response to Hawthorne's signature-
Godhead, at the fourth step of the scale of oral consonance, as the 
level of sub-facial voice-stream and self-enriching somatic fluids. 
The discussion sampled immediately below is offered by a critic 
who has compared texts and techniques (those of the major novels and 
the unfinished works) to diagnose the characteristics of Hawthorne's 
ultimate failure of creativity. That sampled instance of author-
diagnosis constitutes a twentieth-century script-animative, near-
imitative, potency-challenging potential response to Hawthorne's 
signature-Godhead, at the fourth step of the scale of oral consonance, 
as the level of sub-facial voice-stream and self-enriching somatic 
fluids. The selected discussion reads as follows: 
CRITICONCEPTACLE 4/5-1--E. Davidson (1949], "gasping fish · ••. 
insinuative," extension) 
Hawthorne so often called himself a romancer that the name 
[=roe-thorn!] has become almost synonymous with the man. 
It is perhaps sufficient to say that Hawthorne had inherited 
a Puritan's and an allegorist's preoccupation with sin; he may have 
found that interest coursing in his blood stream when he was born, 
the heritage of a witch judge and the generations of Hathornes in 
Salem, or he may have obtained it from his reading. Whatever its 
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origins, we know that Hawthorne had this Puritan bias and a strong 
preoccupation with the effects of sin on men and women, both dead 
and living. Therefore, when he made studies of those people, he 
wrote allegories--the representation of abstract vices and virtues 
in recognizable terms which all men understand. 
A definition of Hawthorne the romancer is more difficult than 
that of the allegorist. In general, we may say that he was "roman-
tic" in his interest in the past, in his use of timeless subjects 
rather than those of contemporary interest, and in his concern with 
the damaged souls of men rather than with their faces and clothes. 
What were the proper circumstances which Hawthorne, the 
romancer, had to discover before he could compose a npvel? Why 
did he fail in the last years? The second question I shall with-
hold but the first I shall try to answer. 
In the germination of a romance, Hawthorne's mind seized two 
things: the first was a moral law and the second a romantic image 
or episode. The moral need not have been of great human value 
['Hawthorne, as an allegorical romancer, was not personally inter-
ested in the operation of moral laws'--but 'he was passionately 
concerned with ••• ('the moral world') as an artist']; it was 
generally a provisional truth with which h1s mind began to play: 
a woman taken in adultery, a family wronged through several 
generations, a man who goes back to England in search of his 
ancestry, or a youth defying the rules of mortal life by concocting 
a brew of immortality. The second--the image or episode--is 
"romantic" because Hawthorne was concerned not with the realistic 
study of life, such as he found in Dickens or Trollope, but with 
men's souls; and for an investigation of secret hearts he must 
have a focus, a visual representation of the abstract moral he was 
seeking to demonstrate. The images may be best illustrated by his 
use of a letter A,, a faun with furry ears, a bloody footstep, or a 
magic elixir shimmering in the sunlight. Then there were the 
romantic episodes which struck his imagination: a man lying dead 
1n a parlor with the blood oozing from his mouth, ••• , •••• 
What came next [after 'These "germs"] was a symbol, which I 
should define as the fusing of the image and the moral so that one 
became the visual representation of the other. The symbol was the 
fixing of the moral idea in concrete terms. Afterward, as the 
studies in this book are witness, Hawthorne projected characters 
and scene. 
When this magical event or moment took place, some hidden 
reservoir was tapped. One might well employ [Henry] James's figure 
in the Preface to The American [1877] which [J. L.] Lowes used so 
effectively in The Road Back to Xanadu [1927]: a "deep well of 
unconscious cerebration"[] was stirred and there poured forth the 
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complete pattern of plot, characters, and scene which Hawthorne 
made into his four great romances. What is significant for Haw-
thorne is that the process worked superbly from 1849 to 1860 and 
then failed him in the last phase. Perhaps even more significant 
than the strange magic of the process is the speed with which, once 
Hawthorne had planned his novels, he could write them. The Scarlet 
Letter was composed in about six months,[] The House of the Seven 
Gables in five.[] The most arduously written of the four romances 
was The Marble Faun·, [] but when· we reach 1858 or 1859 we are 
approaching the crack-up. I [--Pp. 142, 144-5, w. p. 143.] 
The commentary presented directly above, by a critic who has compared 
texts and techniques to diagnose the characteristics of Hawthorne's 
creative failure, has served to illustrate a present-century script-
animative, near-imitative, potency-challenging potential response to 
Hawthorne's signature-Godhead, at the fourth step of the scale of oral 
con~onance, as the level of sub-facial voice-stream and self-enriching 
somatic fluids. 
Further commentary by the critic who has compared major novels 
and unfinished texts to diagnose the characteristics of Hawthorne's 
creative failure constitutes a twentieth-century potency-challenging 
and hunger-constraint re-investing potential response to Hawthorne's 
signature-Godhead, at the fourth step of the scale of oral consonance, 
as the level of sub-facial voice-stream and self-enriching somatic 
fluids. The further commentary reads as follows: 
CRITICONCEPTACLE 4/S-1, E. Davidson [1949], continued, "nor sank 
into ••• 'deep well"') 
I shall now undertake to answer a question often raised in 
this book: why did Hawthorne fail in the last years? ••••. 
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We can postulate a fifth reason for Hawthorne's failure in 
the last phase. It was that Hawthorne was unable to fuse image 
and moral in a symbol. The bloody footprint never became a work-
able symbol, as had the letter A or the Faun of Praxiteles, because 
neither the moral idea nor the image sank into the "deep well"; 
they remained always on the surface of conjecture and planning. 
They were not usable, not because they were fantastic--nothing 
was too fantastic for Hawthorne's peculiar nature--but the circum-
stances of the times in which-he lived [e.g., C:i.vil War]· and his 
fundamental inability to take either the bloody footprint or the 
elixir of life as serious and important images forced Hawthorne 
into the hasty improvisations which he substituted .for the tough 
mental labor of years gone by. Thus the answer to the problem of 
Hawthorne's failure lies somewhere in the misty regions of fancy 
and imagination, as Coleridge differentiated them. 
In the studies for the posthumous romances, as well as in the 
long unfinished drafts, we find Hawthorne so often striving to set 
down a forceful statement of the "central thought." What he implies 
is that he did not have clearly in mind the meaning of his tale. 
In Grimshawe he did not know at the beginning nor at the end whether 
his main character, Etherege or Redclyffe, should be a hero or a 
d~pe [=the suggestively red-faced Miltonic Sun:Son]; in Septimius 
Felton he began with an attractive young man and contrived a fool 
~t the ~onclusion of both drafts. Thus when neither focalizing 
moral nor the central image was fused in his imagination, he could 
expend his effort only in artless contrivings. 
Whether he planned the romances in his mind while 
roaming through Salem or over the hills of Lenox, or fashioned 
them on paper in the Wayside tower, the process was the same: 
characters were first puppets in a pageant of allegory; afterward 
they could become individuals, living and breathing. 
But the "afterward" in the last phase was a long time away. 
As late as the middle of Draft "G" [of Grimshawe] Hawthorne had no 
idea what shape the pensioner, Lord Braithwaite, or the English 
girl would take. Then, perhaps when the time was growing short 
and many pages had been wasted, he attempted to particularize. 
Of the pensioner he wrote in an aside, "I must hit still upon 
some picturesque peculiarity to distinguish this man, and embody 
and symbolize his creed; that done, I think I should have hold of 
the right clew."[] Two-thirds of the way through the narrative he 
had no conception of the villain, "Shall he be preternatural? ••• 
A monkey? A Frankenstein? A man of straw? A man without a heart, 
made by machinery • • • A worshipper of the sun? A cannibal? a 
ghoul? a vampire? a man who lives by sucking the blood of the 
young and beautiful?"[] ••• [H]e moved from the abstract to the 
real in creating his characters; and when he could not fictionally 
demonstrate his moral, his characters forever remained wraithlike 
[=underfed ro+mantics (Egy. mouth+ comic-masked-antics!)--A. K. V.] 
I [--Pp. 150, 152-53, 154.] . 
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The discussion by the diagnostic critic of Hawthorne's ultimate failure 
continued immediately above has served to illustrate a present-century 
potency-challenging and hunger-constraint re-investing potential 
response to Hawthorne's signature-Godhead, at the fourth step of the 
scale of oral consonance, as the level of sub-facial voice-stream and 
self-enriching somatic fluids. 
The piece of poetry quoted directly below, a verse paragraph by 
a Proserpinal-traditions sharing English literary artist, one who has 
responded as critic to Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter, offers a twen-
tieth-century paradigm of the oral-vegetal regenerative oracular 
receptacle. That paradigm suggests potential for strong reconstructive 
response to Hawthorne's signature-Godhead, at steps five, four, and 
three. of the scale of oral consonance, as levels of oral descent--from 
face and face-mimicking surfaces (transparent through opaque), through 
sub-facial voice-stream and self-enriching somatic fluids, to tongue 
and split-sexes in phonic grave engrafted. The selected piece of 
verse art reads as follows: 
CRITICONCEPTACLE [5-]3/[1-]0--D. H. Lawrence [1932], "nor sank into 
deep well," extension) 
Reach me a gentian, give me a torch! 
let me guide myself with the blue, forked torch of this flower 
down the darker and darker stairs, where blue is darkened on 
blueness 
even where Persephone goes, just now, from the frosted September 
to the sightless realm where darkness is awake upon the dark 
and Perse[-]phone herself is but a voice [phone] 
or a darkness invisible enfolded in the deeper dark 
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of the arms Plutonic, and pierced with the passion of dense 
gloom, 
among the splendour of torches of darkness, shedding darkness 
on the lost bride and her groom. [g-room: throat-garret/ 
mouth-covert.] 
[--"Bavarian Gentians," The Compl. Poems (1971), p. 697.] 
The verse paragraph by a literary artist offered directly above has 
served to bring forward a present-century oro-vegetal paradigm, one 
signalling the artist's potential for strong reconstructive response to 
Hawthorne's signature-Godhead, at steps five to three of the scale.of 
oral consonance, as descent into mouth--to the level of tongue and 
split sexes in phonic grave engrafted. 
The commentary sampled immediately below, from the discussion of 
The Scarlet Letter by the oral-paradigms sharing English literary 
artist--English literary artist now turned critic of America and 
American beautiful letters--constitutes the strongest twentieth-century 
active response to Hawthorne's signature-Godhead--that of nominal, well-
consonated interlock and creative mock-recons·truction--at steps five, 
four, and three of the scale of oral consonance,' as descent into mouth, 
to the level of tongue and split-sexes in phonic grave engrafted. The 
selected commentary, presented in two parts, reads as follows: 
CRITICONCEPTACLE [5-]3/3--D. H. Lawrence, continued [1924], "nor 
sank into deep well," ext., continued) 
NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE writes romance. 
And what's romance? Usually, a nice little tale where you 
have everything As You Like It, where rain never wets your jacket 
and gants never bite your nose and it's always daisy-time. As 
You Like It and Forest Lovers, etc. Morte D'Arthur. 
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Hawthorne obviously isn't this kind of romanticist: though 
nobody has muddy boots in The Scarlet Letter, either. 
But there is more to it. The Scarlet Letter isn't a pleasant, 
pretty romance. It is a sort of parable, an earthly story with a 
hellish meaning. 
All the time there is this split in the American art and art-
consciousness. On the [lips/sip!] top it is.as nice as pie, goody-
goody a~d lovey-dovey. Like Hawthorne being such a blue-eyed 
darling, in life, and Longfellow and the rest such sucking-doves. 
Hawthorne's wife said she "never saw him in time", which doesn't 
mean she saw him too late. But always in the "frail effulgence 
of eternity". 
Serpents they were. Look at the inner meaning of their art 
and see what demons they were. [=phallic-split/tongues.] 
You ~ look through the surface of American art, and see 
the inner diabolism of the symbolic meaning. Otherwise it is all 
mere childishness. I [--"Nathaniel Hawthorne and The 
Scarlet Letter" (Studies in Classic American Literature, 1924), 
in Sel. Lit. Crit. (1971), p. 347.] 
And, D. H. Lawrence, cont'd [1924], "['hind Law]thorn[']s I teeth") 
Hester Prynne is-the great nemesis of woman. She is the 
[H/G!-]KNOWING Ligeia risen diabolic from the grave. Having her 
own back. UNDERSTANDING. 
This time it is Mr. Dimmesdale who dies. She lives on and 
is Abel. I I 
Mr. Dimmesdale also wasn't at the end of his resources. 
Previously, he had lived by governing his body, ruling it, in the 
interests of his spirit. Now he has a good time all by himself 
[tonguellingam! lowrench!] torturing his body, whipping it, piercing 
it with thorns, macerating himself. It's a form of masturbation. 
He wants to get a mental grip on his body. And since he can't 
quite manage it with the mind, witness his fall--he will give it 
what for, with whips. His will shall lash [=X-1 1-X1 his body. 
And he enjoys his pains. Wallows in them. T? the pure all things 
are pure. 
It is the old self-mutilation process, gone rotten. The mind 
wants to get its teeth in the blood and flesh. I, the ego, I will 
triumph over my own flesh. Lash! Lash! I am a grand free spirit. 
Lash! I am the master of my soul! Lash! Lash! I am the captain 
of my soul. Lash! Hurray! "In the fell clutch of circumstance," 
etc., etc. [=flesh-lash I in clutch of circum[-H/y-]stance (=tongue-
in-mouth, intensing glide-voice).] 
Good-bye Arthur. He depended on women for his Spiritual 
Devotees, spiritual brides. So, the woman just touched him.in his 
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weak spot, his kchilles Heel of the flesh. Look out for the 
spiritual bride. She's after the weak spot. [=h/k/H of the 
f/1/sh.} 
It is the battle of wills. 
"For the will therein lieth, which dieth not---" 
The Scarlet Woman becomes a Sister of Mercy. Didn't she just, 
in the late war. Oh, Prophet Nathaniel! I [--Pp. 353-54. 
See my I.End Notes.l8, for one of Lawrence's simpler, nom-de-plume, 
self-rhymes.] 
The critical discussion by the oral-paradigms sharing English literary 
artist sampled immediately above has served to illustrate a present-
century creatively active response to Hawthorne's signature-Godhead--
that of nominal (laurels) interlock mock-reconstruction--at steps five, 
four, and three of the oral scale of consonance, as descent into mouth, 
to the level of tongue and split-sexes in phonic grave engrafted. 
The commentary pre~ented directly below, from the correspondence of 
a self-interpreting American literary artist of the feminine sex, one 
who avows Hawthorne's influence, represents a twentieth-century 
organisms-compatible, resistive potential reconstructive response to 
Hawthorne's signature-Godhead, at steps five, four, and. three of the 
scale of oral consonance, as the levels of face and face-mimicking 
surfaces, transparent through opaque, of sub-facial voice-stream and 
self-enriching somatic fluids, and of tongue and split-sexes in phonic 
grave engrafted. The selected commentary, presented in two parts (with 
writer's sequence reversed), reads as follows: 
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CRITICONCEPTACLE [5-]3/0--F. O'Connor [1962], "hind Lawthorn's 
teeth," extension) 
What would you call The Violent Bear It Away if you couldn't 
call it that? Apparently that doesn't mean anything in German and 
they have written me for a new title. All they have come up with 
is The Bursting Sun, which they are not happy with·, nor me neither. 
I am thinking of Food for the Violent or The Prophet's Country. I 
don't like either. 
The Florida Hoods visited us this week. They got up early in 
the morning, made their coffee and took it to the pond with them in 
two mugs, which they set on the bank while they fished. Dean heard 
slurping. Ernest (the jackass] was drinking her coffee. (--Letter 
to "A". (23 June 62), The Habit of Being (1979), p. 481.] 
And, F. O'Connor, continued (1960], "fork I Cat[c]h[-] I descend-
and[]") 
I'm sorry the book [The Violent Bear It Away] didn't come off 
for you but I think it is no wonder it didn't since you see every-
thing in terms of sex symbols, and in a way that would not enter my 
head--the lifted bough, the fork of the tree, the corkscrew. It 
doesn't seem to be conceivable to you that such things merely have 
a natural place in the story, a natural use. Your criticism sounds 
to me as if you have read too many critical books and are too smart 
in an artificial, destructive, and very limited way. . 
The lack of realism would be crucial if this were a realistic 
novel or if the novel demanded the kind of realism you demand. I 
don't believe it does. The old man is very obviously not a Southern 
Baptist, but an independent, a prophet in the true sense. The true 
prophet is inspired by the Holy Ghost, not necessarily by the 
dominant religion of his region. Further, the traditional Protes-
tant bodies of the South are evaporating into secularism and 
respectability and are being replaced on the grass roots level by 
all sorts of strange sects that bear not much resemblance to 
traditional Protestantism--Jehovah's Witnesses, snake-handlers, 
Free Thinking Christians, Independent Prophets, the swindlers, the 
mad, and sometimes the genuinely inspired. A character has to be 
true to his own nature and I think the old man is that. He was a 
prophet, not a church-member. As a prophet, he has to be a natural 
Catholic. Hawthorne said he didn't write novels, he wrote romances; 
I am one of his descendants. 
In any case, your critique is too far from the spirit of the 
book to make me want to go into it with you in detail. I do hope, 
however, that you will get over the kind of thinking that sees in 
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every door handle a phallic symbol and that ascribes such intentions 
to those who have other fish to fry. The Freudian technique can be 
applied to anything at all with equally ridiculous results. The 
fork of the tree! My Lord, Billy, recover your simplicity. You 
ain't in Manhattan. Don't inflict that stuff on the poor students 
there; they deserve better. 
We'll look for you for Thanksgiving day [--Letter to 
William Sessions (13 September 60), The Habit of Being (1979), 
p. 407.] 
The commentary by an American literary artist of the feminine sex 
presented directly above has served to illustrate a present-century 
organisms-compatible, resistive potential reconstructive response to 
Hawthorne's signature-Godhead, at steps five, four, and three of the 
scale of oral consonance, as the levels of face and face-mimicking 
surfaces, transparent through opaque, of sub-facial voice-stream and 
self-enriching somatic fluids, and of tongue and split-sexes in phonic 
grave engrafted. 
The commentary offered directly below comes from what is in 
general a condemnatory evaluation of the major novels (and of a tale 
and the unfinished works), given by a critic examining the historical 
foundations of American literary form. That near-condemnatory commen-
tary represents a twentieth-century potential reconstructive or near-
imitative or (specifically)--the Gables' hanged Maule's "Maule's 
curse"-extending--response to Hawthorne's signature-Godhead, at the 
second step of the scale of oral consonance, as the level of deep 
throat back in chamber, with gut-and-God-given voice, in face-rounding 
yet neck-truncating action (or, the level of paradoxically self-
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indicting, formally precarious, Haw-formula-hungry form). The selected 
remarks, presented in two parts (with critic's sequence reversed), read 
as follows: 
CRITICONCEPTACLE 2/[5-]3-1--Y. Winters [1938], "works by lip[:] / 
blood to drink") 
The English Puritans who settled Massachusetts were socially 
the product of centuries of the type of ethical discipline fostered 
by the Catholic and Anglo-Catholic Churches. They may have denied 
the freedom of the will and the efficaciousness of good works by 
lip, but by habit, and without really grasping the fact, they 
believed in them and acted upon them. Edwards exhorts sinners to 
repent while preaching the doctrine of the inability to repent 
I I 
Foster writes ••• : "The first Puritans, sure in their 
own hearts that they were the elect of God, found the doctrine 
[='the Manicheistic struggle between Absolute Good and Absolute Evil 
••• as a kind of preordained or mechanical, ye't also holy combat'] 
necessary to sustain them in the tremendous struggle through which 
they passed. • Hence the doctrine nerved to greater activity 
.... "[] 
It is interesting to observe in ••• [historical] pas-
sage[s] [e.g., Andrews' 'characterization' of the flag-'mutilating' 
John Endicott, who '"ha(d) chosen for his seal a skull and cross-
bones"'] ••• , that the Puritans cannot be discussed, nor can they 
discuss each other, without the language employed exceeding the 
limits proper to predestinarians and invoking the traditional 
morality of the older churches •••• The imperceptive, unwavering 
brutality of many-of the actions committed in the name of piety in 
the Massachusetts colonies more than justified the curse and proph-
ecy uttered by Matthew Maule, that God would give these Puritans 
blood to drink; in the name of God, they had violently cut them-
selves off from human nature; in the end, that is in Hawthorne's 
generation and in the generation following, more than one of them 
drank his own heart's blood, as Hawthorne himself must have done in 
his ultimate and frustrated solitude, and more than one of them shed 
it. I [--Maule's Curse: Seven Studies in the History of 
American Obscurantism; Hawthorne, •••• , pp. 8-9, 14-15. Note: 
Winters' own use of speech-metonymies at once reveals Hawthorne's 
guttural/velar high-colors and veils/obscures their individual 
(Sign-)Nature--A. K. V.] 
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And, Y. Winters [1938], continued, "compact[-] ••• complex[-] ••• 
~all[-] gory") 
Of Hawthorne's three most important long works--The Scarlet 
Letter, The House of the Seven Gables, and The Marble Faun--the 
first is pure allegory, and the other two are impure novels, or 
novels with unassimilated allegorical elements. The first is 
faultless, in scheme and in detail; it is one of the chief master-
pieces of English prose. The second and third are interesting, 
the third in particular, but both are failures, and neither would 
suffice to give the author a very high place in the history of 
prose fiction. I I 
Hawthorne, by nature an allegorist, and a man with a strong 
moral instinct, regardless of the condition of his ideas, found in 
the early history of his own people and region the perfect material 
for a masterpiece. By selecting sexual sin as the type of all sin, 
he was true alike to the exigencies of drama and of history. In 
the setting ·which he chose, allegory was realism, the idea was life 
itself; and his prose, always remarkable for its polish and flexi-
bility, and stripped, for once, of all superfluity, was reduced to 
the living idea, it intensified pure exposition to a quality 
comparable in•its way to that of great poetry. 
The compactness and -complexity of the allegory will escape 
all save the most watchful readers. •••• [--Pp. 3, 11-12.] 
The remarks offered directly above, from a critic examining the histori-
cal foundations of American literary form, have served to illustrate a 
present-century potential reconstructive or near-imitative or "curse"-
around-extending response to Hawthorne's signature-Godhead, at the 
second step of the scale of oral consonance, as the level of d~ep 
throat back in chamber, with gut-and-God-given voice, in face-rounding 
yet neck-truncating action (or, the level of paradoxically self-
indicting, formally precarious, Haw-formula-hungry form). 
The commentary presented immediately below, from a critic applying 
psychoanalytic constructs to the "Legends of the Province House" (to 
examine and/or to structure Hawthorne's psycho-history as developing 
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American writer), represents a twentieth-century highly mouth-shaped, 
highly wit-conscious, near-active response to Hawthorne's signature-
Godhead, at the second step of the scale of oral consonance, as the 
level of deep throat back in chamber, with gut-and-God-given voice, in 
face-rounding yet neck-truncating action (or, the .level of paradoxically 
self-indicting, formally precarious, HB.w-formula-hungry form). The 
selected commentary, presented in two parts (as a conception of 
structure dynamically deepening within actual and virtuaL folds of 
mouth), reads as follows: 
CRITICONCEPTACLE 2/2--K. Dauber [1977], "compact complex all gory," 
extension) 
••• [I]n Norman 0. Brown's remarkable phrase [from Life 
Against Death: The Pszchoanalytic Meaning of History (1959; rpt. 
New York: Vintage, n.d.)], the "constipating past" inflicting 
itself upon the future, returns to assert Hutchinson's connection 
with an earlier era of even greater dependence. "Excrement ••• 
is also aliment" [Brown, p. 293:] the blood on which Hutchinson, 
in his last hours, gasps he is choking returns us to dependence at 
the breast and the orality of "Lady Eleanore's Mantle." 
Hawthorne's return to the Province-House this time, according~ 
ly, is by invitation to "an oyster supper." He has come to eat, and 
what he eats has acquired, by a typically narcissistic piece of 
self-projection, the shape of his own voracious mouth. Interest-
ingly, however, the dinner is a reward for the added custom he has 
brought with him. It is "far less than the ingenious tale-teller, 
and I ••• had fairly earned," he says. And, indeed, the pair are 
"welcomed as benefactors" ••• (IX, 271). Hawthorne must excuse his 
pleasure. He must justify his narcissism in economic terms. 
Pleasure as business, orality as sensual ("the oyster supper") 
differentiated from orality as self-preserving ("the paying diners") 
locates the Province-House at the second oral, or "oral-sadistic," 
phase of child development. In technical terms, object-libido 
(sexuality) and ego-libido (self-preservation) are already at war. 
[ 'See Freud, "On Narcissism ••• ," in Col[.] Papers, IV (1953), 
30-59, •••• '] The fusion of primal narcissism--the baby at the 
breast, subject and object at one--has already broken down: "It 
may be unadvisable, however, to speak too loudly of the increased 
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custom of the house, lest Mr. Waite should find it difficult to 
renew the lease on so favorable terms as heretofore" (IX, 271-72). 
The mouth at war with economics is infected by it. Defending its 
sexuality, as we have seen, in economic terms, the mouth threatens 
to deny sexuality. Business makes the terms of pleasure unfavorable, 
and orality is business' mouthpiece. Ego-libido threatens object-
libido; the sucking baby begins to bite. I [--Rediscovering 
Hawthorne, pp. 75-76, w. nn. 18-19, adapt., and w. p. 73, n. 16, 
adapt.] 
And, K. Dauber [1977], "compact complex all gory," ext., continued) 
The oral-aggressive nature of "Lady Eleanore's Mantle," then, 
is especially significant. Hawthorne describes the plague the 
Lady Eleanore has brought upon the nation: "On the occasion of 
which I speak, it was distinguished by a peculiar virulence, inso~ 
much that it has left its traces--its pitmarks, to use an appro-
priate figure--on the history of the country •••• " Psychoanalysis 
holds that sarcasm (Gr. sarkazein, to tear flesh) represents an oral 
attack on an object that withholds narcissistic pleasure,[ 'Jim Swan, 
"History, Pastoral and Desire: A Psychoanalytic Study of English 
Literature and Society," Diss. Stanford, 1974, p. 251, cites M. D. • 
Faber, "On Jaques: Psychological Remarks," University Review, 36 
(1969-70), 89-96, 179-82. My discussion of orality throughout is 
heavily indebted to Swan.'] [A]nd the focus on perhaps mouth-shaped 
"pitmarks" further points up the orality of Hawthorne's aggression. 
Similarly, the people, "in bitter mockery," proclaim "a new triumph 
for the Lady Eleanore" as the pox claims another victim, and Jervase 
Helwyse extends the "triumph" to Lady Eleanore's own destruction. 
Verbal wit, as opposed to phallic hostilities of "Howe's Masquerade" 
or the excremental wars of "Edward Randolph's Portrait," is directed 
against a lady, a .."queenly maiden," the Virgin Mother, described as 
harsh, distant, literally "unyielding." She cannot even weep. The 
lady is dry, and the child, denied nurture, his own brain parched 
by madness, turns the instrument of oral satisfaction against the 
breast that will not feed him. 
Of course sarcasm is no solution. The "pitmarks," so called 
in an act of aggression, cannot be controlled. It is a "dismal 
pit," in turn, into which the dead draw the living. The oral child 
projects his own mode of hostility onto a hostile mother. Seeking 
. to swallow her, he is afraid of being swallowed. His own desires, 
his subjectivity, denied, he becomes pure object, ready to be eaten 
up. I And, indeed a subject-object conflict ••. runs throughout 
Wild swings between introjection and projection, becoming all 
subject and all object, define Jervase's existence. We see him 
first as the lady's footstool .••. At the end of the story, 
on her dying bed, it is to Jervase the lady calls for water. I 
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Significantly, it is a parching disease that Eleanore ultimately 
develops. Burned in effigy, literally dried up by her own inability 
to give and take succor, she makes possible, in her death, a world 
where subject and object may unite. "King Death" destroys the 
"living queen." The "diseased mortality" of the self-sufficient 
lady denies her all-encompassing·subjectivity, and Jervase, his 
madness dissipated, unites with the townsfolk in celebrating a new 
era. The way is prepared for Eros to inherit the Province-House. 
A new narrator who still reveres the queen, then, tells the 
tale of "Old Esther Dudley." The tale, freed of conflict, 
"is a mere sketch, with no involution of plot." Celebration of a 
completed development replaces what earlier had been progress 
toward an end. I In this connection, it is significant, too, 
that the journey into the past should end in the most modern period 
of time. The end is the beginning. Past and present unite. 
The point of furthest psychic regress is the point of nearest 
historic progress. The Province-House becomes the place of a 
coherent [mouth-cave!] phenomenology •••• The community of the 
frame is solidified, its collective memory reformed. It may now 
accommodate even an "old loyalist" as "no rival" in its midst. I 
And yet Hawthorne leaves the house, declaring he will never return. 
He violently and precipitately escapes. It is difficult to account 
for this precisely. I Genital organization returns in 
Hancock--"the ancient woman sank down beside one of the pillars of 
the portal. The [velar-hawk!] key of the Province-House fell from 
her grasp, and clanked against the stone"--and with it the adult 
aggressiveness that the Legends of the Province-House had seemed to 
expel. ['Her love is narcissistic in Freud's neurotic sense, 
directed exclusively to projections of herself. (In t)he 
mirror itself •••• '] I I The old conflict, public 
against private, returns. [--Pp. 76-81, w. n. 20, adapt.] 
The commentary presented immediately above, by a critic applying psycho-
analytic constructs, has served to illustrate a present-century highly 
mouth-shaped, highly wit-conscious, near-active response to Hawthorne's 
signature-Godhead, at the second step of the scale of oral consonance, 
as the level of deep throat back in chamber, with gut-and-God-given 
voice, in face-rounding yet neck-truncating action (or, the level of 
paradoxically self-indicting, formally precarious, Haw-formula-hungry 
form). 
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More commentary by the critic applying psychoanalytic constructs 
to the "Legends of a Province House" has been drawn from a further 
section of the critic's study, a section in which he applies philo-
sophical spatial abstractions chiefly to The Blithedale Romance (to 
examine and/or to formulate the purposive limits of Hawthorne's psycho-
history as developing American writer). That psycho-structuralist 
commentary represents a twentieth-century highly near-to-book-format 
(or -book-jaws), highly articulatory-mechanisms conscious, near-active 
response to Hawthorne's signature-Godhead, at the second step of the 
scale of oral consonance, as the level of deep throat back in chamber, 
with gut-and-God-given voice, in face-rounding yet neck-truncating 
action (or, the level of paradoxically self-indicting, formally pre-
carious, Hiw-formula-hungry form). The selected further commentary, 
presented in two parts (as a conception of terminals, developing into 
a near-to-articulatory scaling of whole works), reads as follows: 
CRITICONCEPTACLE 2/5,2--K. Dauber [1977], "compact complex[--i]ll 
g[l]ory," ext., cont'd, extension) 
Perhaps we should systematically re-define the three 
major types of American fiction in the light of the turn they 
take in Hawthorne's Blithedale. Consider the diagram ••• [=450-
angle diagram, plotted on Cartesian co-ordinates--Dauber, p.l75]. 
The co-ordinates ••• should be seen as dynamically related. 
Strictly speaking, neither ~· genre, nor X• purpose, exists 
except as it acts together. They call each other into being, are 
meaningless except as interanimating forces, so that, for example, 
the approach of either to zero is not its disappearance, but its 
submission to the other, which it overpowers. With this proviso 
we may proceed. 
Romance, as we have said, is the interplay of purpose and 
genre, a mutual coercion. The work inflicts itself on the writer, 
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provides the only language in which he may write. The writer~ in 
turn, imposes himself on his material, attempts to reform an 
audience reflected in the work. 
Accordingly, our diagram allows for a full range of histor-
ical relativity [romance/naturalism/realism]. It maps a relation 
only, a ratio. As the diagram shows, realism is but a 
line. It is liable at any moment to become one or the other of 
the modes that bound it. And, in fact, where Blithedale is not 
the line itself, it is constantly playing off one against the 
other to establish a middle voice in effect. We have seen already 
the "wizard" as "Professor" of physiology. Westervelt the devil 
is also Westervelt the scientist and perhaps, finally, a simple 
mountebank, negating the claims of both. His false teeth are the 
mask of the demon, concealing the "wizened little elf" behind the 
mask, or there is no Westervelt at all, "nothing genuine about 
him," save soulless parts pieced together. His body is "a necro-
mantic, or perhaps a mechanical contrivance" (p. 188 [or, CE, III, 
188]): the two are the same. In much the same way Holling;worth 
"is a man after all ••• ! (p. 71). Here overtly, the demonic and 
the mechanical are again equivalent: the devil-created philan-
thropist is a steel engine. Moreover, as the noun "philanthropy" 
becomes an adjective in "philanthropic man," demonism-mechanism 
becomes a simple qualifier of a general mankind, is familiarized 
into a neutral humanity [=anthropomorphe]. [--Pp. 174-75, 178-79.] 
And, K. Dauber [1977], continued, "Blithedale ••• [over ••• 
Gables") 
I Indeed, enaction is the only kind of action that there 
is in Blithedale. Throughout the book, as Coverdale ["I"/e'Y'e-
narrator!] notes, the characters are performing a vast charade. 
Tableaus vivants, playlets, Arcadian masquerades are their enter-
tainment: " ••• 'the presence of Zenobia caused our heroic 
enterprise to show like an illusion, a masquerade, a pastoral, a 
counterfeit Arcadia, in which we grown-up men and women were 
making a play-day of the years that were given us to live in" 
(p. 21). This is not to say, though, as is often said, that the 
characters are hypocritical, insincere in their attempts at Utopia. 
It is rather that performance, in Blithedale, is always to no 
purpose. As Coverdale continues, "I tried to analyze this impres-
sion, but not with much success." Quite simply, there is nothing 
to say about what the characters do, because what they do has no 
significance beyond itself. Action is what Angus Fletcher calls 
"mimetic self-projection." ['"The Liminal Riddle," a lecture 
presented on January 29, 1973(,) at the State University of New 
York at Buffalo.'] It is a kind of reflexive method-acting in 
which the character the actor enters is the character of an actor 
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entering a character which, however, does not exist. It is the 
imitation of a non-existent model, the opposite of celebration, 
as we have said, celebration of an absence rather than a presence. 
['Note that in the masquerade, Zenobia plays the part of the 
Princess Zenobia, who seems not to exist, in Blithedale, simply 
to give Zenobia her name.'] I Consider Zenobia once again. She 
is, of course, a consummate actress. But her acting is no mere 
pretense. Zenobia does what she does, is what she is, and 
there is nothing more ·to be said about it. ·She is like God, in a 
way, the God "I am that what I am," except--and here is the crucial 
difference between value and valuelessness, the speech that is 
prophecy and the speech that is realism--where God is the author 
of the world, [Zahne-oben! Zaun-der-Lippe-beobachten!] Zenobia's 
only world is herself. I Here, most important of all, Blithedale 
[as Maul!] inverts The House of the Seven Gables. There everything 
is [hug! jugular!] present in anything; here nothing relates to 
nothing [=lip/lap-winks!]. Fullness of action becomes emptiness of 
enaction. In other terms, as we have noted, The House of the Seven 
Gables would continue indefinitely. [--Pp. 189-91, w. nn. 28-
29, adapt., and w. Dauber-supportive, scale-relevant intrusions, 
A. K. V.] 
The further commentary from the critic applying psychoanalytic constructs, 
the psycho-structuralist commentary (a discussion ultimately, or termi-
nally, turning into an axiological study [or a study of values]), has served 
to illustrate a present-century highly near-to-book-format, highly artie-
ulatory-mechanisms conscious,-near-active response to Hawthorne's sig-
nature-Godhead, at the1 second step of the scale of oral consonance, as 
the level of deep throat back in chamber, with gut-and-God-given voice, 
in face-rounding yet neck-truncating action (or, the level of paradoxi-
cally self-indicting, formally precarious, Haw-formula-hungry form). 
(Because K. Dauber's study addresses itself so directly to the ideas of 
mouth, name-play, and identity-development--its appropriately extensive 
citation will be resumed further ahead in the present chapter. Although 
K. Dauber posits no signature-cursive, serpentine form as a systematic 
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controlling eidolon [one bringing into high relief Hawthorne's name as 
an all-works animating--and all-critics challenging--form], the critic 
does offer interpretations which keenly mirror components [or aspects] 
of that psycho-linear, psycho-oral, psycho-botanical, self-reinseminat-
ing, and works-masked reification, as posited and etched .out consonan-
tally in the present study.) 
The final critic in the gathering of exclusively present-century, 
time-crossing oral-reflectors upon the signatural Hawthorne comments in 
the two successions of citations offered below. That critic's commen-
tary, drawn from his recent dissertation exploring aspects of Hawthorne's 
compositional process (through selected tales and The Scarlet Letter), 
re~resents a twentieth-century translation-sensitive, probably mouth-
. . 
divisions attuned, Romantic-ambiance (or inspiration) addressing, and 
serpent near-implicating highly active response to Hawthorne's oral-
vegetal signature-Godhead; and it represents a response at the first 
step of the scale of oral consonance, as the level of universal mouth 
with tongue and of writer's eternal soma.tic end-trails nosed into and 
out. The selected first succession of commentary is presented immedi-
ately below in three parts, to sample qualities of ingression, or 
descent (chiefly through "Rappaccini's Daughter," or from step-value 
five), into a creatively important "middle ground" or "neutral terri-
tory"--locus reminiscent of tongue as (to/from-lips) extensional tensor 
and (multi)potential lingam, rooted at throat. The selected first 
succession of commentary reads as follows: 
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CRITICONCEPTACLE 115-3,1--R. Freed [1979], "voice ••• 'embalmed' I 
confront[ed]") 
Th[e Shelleyan-Keatsian] idea of [inspirational, visionary] 
forgetting and the consequent discrepancy between conception and 
execution are suggested by Hawthorne in the lighthearted and self-
mocking introduction to his tale[, "Rappaccini's Daughter"]~ "We 
do not remember," he remarks in the very first sentence, "to have 
seen any translated specimens of the productions of M. de l'Aub[e]-
pine ••• "([X,] 91, [F.'s] italics). Aub[e]pine. (French for 
"hawthorn") can be viewed as that aspect of the Romancer whose 
province is the garden of inspiration and who sees and gathers 
there the specimens which eventually are used in the writing of 
the work. Aub(e]pine is not so much Hawthorne as he is Hawthorn, 
a man familiar with the foliage of mind. The difference between 
what Aub[e]pine-Hawthorn sees in the garden and what Hawthorne 
writes on the page is considerable. L'Artiste du Beau; ou le 
Papillon M[ec]anique, to take just one example,is---a-"work"-;f 
Aub[e]pine's comprising five volumes, whereas "The Artist of the 
Beautiful" is only some twenty pages long. This discrepancy exists 
because, in the process of translating the vision in the garden 
and incorpora-ting it in the finished work, "we do not remember." 
[Or--we sound-suggestively, lexically condense it! (A. K. V.)] 
The vision in the garden is embodied in Beatrice Rappaccini, 
an enchanting and beautiful girl, redolent of life, health and 
energy. Her voice is as rich as a tropical sunset.... I 
As a figure of inspiration, Beatrice has two striking qualities. 
Rich and delectable, her voice expresses itself "like a gush of 
music" (104), and causes one to "think of [the same] deep hues of 
purple or crimson" (96) that are contained in the sister-flower. 
Moreover, Beatrice's voice is "embalmed" in her breath (112), the 
fragrance of which. is "identical to the flower's" (113). The 
breath of inspiration and the voice which makes its meaning known 
bear "upon [one's] consciousness like the light of truth itself." 
(112). I Thus "Rappaccini's Daughter," the story of a young man 
and a young girl, is an allegory, as we shall see, of an artist--
or at least the surrogate of the artist Hawthorne--confronting his 
source of inspiration. As a trope for inspiration, Beatrice is an 
"unintelligible power" (109) who lacks "familiarity with modes and 
forms" (112). The artist's task will be to articulate that power 
and to formulate it in art. To that end, his "quick fancy" (105) 
will serve him well. But the young man has a heart whose depths 
are not yet sounded (105). We have only to trace his journey to 
see just how far he will plumb and how little he will remember.[] 
I [--Pp. 35-36.] 
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And, R. Freed [1979], continued, "Serpent I intermix[ive]") 
Now he [the young man, Giovanni] "must obey the law that 
whirl[s] him onward, in ever lessening circles" (109) as he attempts 
to solve "the riddle of his own existence" (110). I These ever-
lessening circles lead Giovanni to the garden itself where he con-
verses with Beatrice. No longer an onlooker from the window above, 
he is now a "brother" in her own domain.... I I 
Rappaccini's garden, like Robin's midnight Boston and Hawthorne's 
haunted chamber in "The Custom-House," is an image of the neutral 
territory.[] Each quest for inspiration brings dif-
ferent aspects of self because the middle ground for Hawthorne 
is a mirror reflecting the full range of emotions he is capable of 
expressing. I . . . [T]he work of ar.t is born of the original 
"commixture," the "intercourse" between the actual and the imagi-
nary which imparts "substance and reality to the wild vagaries [of] 
imagination" ([110 and] 105). And the completed work of art not 
only results-- ••• like Pearl [of The Scarlet Letter]--from 
"adultery," it retains, like Rappaccini's flowers, a taint of 
"artificialness" because it is a fictive and transgressive "pro-
duction ••• no longer of God's making" (110). The successful 
artwork for Hawthorne contains the same baneful essence, the same 
disconcerting ambiguity, which resides in the middle ground and in 
the human heart. This ambiguous mixture of inspiration and evil 
••• occurs frequently in Hawthorne's art. The seat of inspiration 
and the locus of sin are contiguous elements in his fiction[] •••• 
['Failure to recognize this contiguity accounts for Richard P. 
Adams' puzzlement concerning "Egotism: or, the Bosom Serpent." 
Adams writes in "Hawthorne and the Old Manse Period," Tulane 
Studies in English, 8 (1958), 115-51: "It seems a perversion of 
Hawthorne's scheme for the snake to enter the cavern of Elliston's 
bosom or heart from the fountain, and to return to the fountain 
when it leaves him. The fountain is usually treated as a way by 
which the inspiration of the unconscious depths of the heart emerge 
into consciousness; in which terms the snake, by going out of 
Elliston's bosom or heart and into the fountain, would not be 
changing its place at all" (143). That the snake does re-enter 
the fountain is precisely the point, for the locus of inspiration, 
often imaged by a fountain which is in turn an image of the well-
springs of the heart, is an intermixture. Only in "The Hall of 
Fantasy," which is Hawthorne's realm of ideality, is the fountain 
"pure." There the fountain exists, but the cavern of the heart 
does not.' (--But there is a dungeon with chimerical, visceral 
roots! And under an architecture that smacks of mouth-mechanics--
offers literary-salvific, trans-historical, inter-conceptive 
vegetal fruits, near close of fantasy. See my III.B.4.a(¥-06) and 
e.two. A. K. V.)] [--Pp. 42, 43-44, 44-45, w. n. 10, adapt.] 
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And, R. Freed [1979], continued, "translations ••• 'unspeakable"') 
Giovanni Guasconti is never called an artist. And despite 
Hawthorne's numerous use of such words as "imaginative" and his many 
descriptions of pottery and sculpture in the garden, no mention is 
explicitly made of the compositional process. Much of the language 
might suggest "psychological" readings of the tale.[] Baglioni 
and Rappaccini can oe viewed as father figures; and the student and 
the girl have an "intimate and peculiar relationship" (115). The 
language of religion is even more pervasive.[ '"Religious" readings 
include Roy R. Male, "The Dual Aspect of Evil in 'Rappaccini's 
Daughter,"' PMLA, 69 (1954), 99-109; Waggoner, (Hawthorne: ! Critical 
Study [Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1955]), pp. 111-25; and 
Richard Harter Fogle, Hawthorne's Fiction (Norman: University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1964), pp. 91-103).'] Beatrice is worthy to be 
worshipped; "redeemed," she will cross "the borders of Time" and 
bathe "in some fount of Paradise" (126). But these vocabularies, 
we must remember, are translations of that which is "unspeakable" 
and "indefinable" in the garden. We may say of Hawthorne's works 
what [B.] Pasternak [1890-1960] writes about art in general: "the 
clearest, most memorable and important fact about art is its con-
ception, and the world's best creations, those which tell of the 
most diverse things, in reality describe their own birth[--Safe 
Conduct (1931 [?]; --New York: New Directions, 1958), II, 7o:r-
Many of Hawthorne's best creations appear to be about a diver-
sity of things, but they also describe stages in his compositional 
process. They are about their own birth, their own creation and the 
process that made them Hawthorne's imaginatiye progeny. Giovanni 
is not depicted as an artist, but his experiences parallel Haw-
thorne's as an artist [i.e., in the 'Neutral Territory' (cf. tongue-
level!), where the 'Actual' ('world/earthly/temporal' [cf. lip-
level!]) and where the 'Imaginary' ('hall of fantasy/spiritual/ 
timeless' [ cf. tht:oat-level!]) "may meet and each imbue itself with 
the nature of the other" (ala Hawthorne); the 'Neutral Territory' 
is 'the middle ground,' where 'a successful translation' must take 
place]. Robin Molineux is not a writer, but, as we have seen, his 
journey is another translation of Hawthorne's journey to the neutral 
territory. [--Pp. 45-46; w. nn. 12-13, adapt.; and w. schema, 
p. 49, adapt., in carrel. w. oral-structure--a full relationship 
partly suggested by Freed himself.] 
The commentary by a critic exploring Hawthorne's compositional process, 
sampled in three parts directly above, has served to illustrate a 
present-century translation-sensitive, probably mouth-divisions attuned, 
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Romantic-ambiance (or inspiration} addressing~ and serpent near-impli-
cating highly active response to Hawthorne's signature-Godhead--at the 
first step of the scale of oral. consonance, as the level o~ universal 
mouth with tongue and of writer's eternal somatic and end-trails nosed 
into and out. 
The second sequence of citations by the final critic in the 
section, one whose exploration o~ Hawthorne's process o~ composition 
places him {in terms of the present study} at the first s·tep of the 
scale of oral consonance, occurs immediately below. Drawn from earlier 
parts of the critic's study, that second succession of commentary again 
represents a present-century active response to Hawthorne's signature-
Godhead, at the first step of the scale of oral consonance, as the 
level of universal mouth with tongue and of writer's eternal somatic 
end-trails nosed into and out. It also represents an active response 
which (short of the systematic implication of a signatural serpent, and 
the discourse-remarking of its consonantally jointed cosmi-c chant--a 
multi-contactive structure supportive of an ever-ripening, ever-
devolving, throat-to-lips rounded Haw as cosmic American laugh) comes 
the closest to the present study, in sensing out the articulatory or 
mouth-mimetic or oral-gestural (concept extended) ground which underlies 
Nathaniel Hawthorne's creative process--and in interpreting or con-
ceptualizing or symbolicizing that process as one of self-immortalizing 
name-singing, for purposes of privi-public possession (through verbal 
intrigue), of human territories, mind-memorial through mind-futuristic. 
The selected second succession of early commentary, presented in three 
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parts (again to sample qualities of critical ingression to the neutral 
but potentially potent middle division of articulatory topology, and 
now chiefly through "My Kinsman, Major Molineux"), reads as follows: 
CRITICONCEPTACLE 11[5,3,]2-1--R. Freed [1979], ,continued, "neutral 
territory") 
Hawthorne often spoke of his compositional process meta-
phorically, as a journey to a region which he called the "neutral 
territory." Where, we might ask, is that place to which Hawthorne 
mentally journeys to imagine his characters? What does this place 
look like? What happens when he is there? What is left behind 
when he leaves? What is the relationship between vision and 
revision? In attempting to answer these questions, this study 
explores Hawthorne's metaphor of the compositional process as it 
is revealed in his tales and The Scarlet Letter. By compositional 
process is meant not only the act of writing, but also the entire 
range of activities extending from the author's discovery of his 
idea for the work to the development of that idea into a mature 
work of art. Many of Hawthorne's fictions, this study argues, can 
be viewed as prophetic pictures or, to use another of Hawthorne's · 
images, as mirrors upon which he projected his various artistic 
selves and thereby explored the workings of his imagination. 
Precisely how much it was Hawthorne's intention to compose 
allegories of composition will never be known[--'Authorial in-
tention is, of course, always difficult to assess, but especially 
so with Hawthorne, in light of his numerous comments that he him-
self was not often sure of the meaning of some of his fictions. 
Speaking of Michelangelo's painting of The Three Fates, Hawthorne 
wrote: "Each man interprets the hieroglyp(h)ic in his own way; 
and the painter, put forth a riddle without himself knowing the 
solution. • • • You can never be sure how much of the picture you 
yourself have made." ' (Riv. Ed., X, 331-32)]; nevertheless, 
a reading of his works as compositional allegories might illuminate 
our understanding of the creative process in general and of Haw-
thorne's artistic method in particular. I I 
"There are said to be temperaments endowed with sympathies so 
exquisite," Hawthorne remarks in "A Book of Autographs," "that, by 
merely handling an autograph, they can detect the writer's character 
with unerring accuracy, and read his inmost heart as easily as a 
less gifted eye would peruse the written page ([Cent. Ed., XI,] ••• 
376). A sympathetic temperament to which Hawthorne refers and the 
writer's character which that temperament explores could be one and 
the same. They could be Hawthorne's, for through his writing 
Hawthorne often studied his signatures, behind which lay "the riddle 
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of his own existence" ([CE,] X, 110). We shall consider much of 
Hawthorne's work as a book of autographs and "gaze at this pro-
duction of his pen as into his own inscrutable eyes" ([XI,] 372-73). 
In reflecting upon and recoding his thoughts in his art, 
Hawthorne made of his works a mirror through which he could sustain 
an internal dialogue. Speaking of Monsieur du Miroir in the sketch 
of that name, the narrator remarks •••• • •• Hawthorne ex-
tracts du Miroir from the chaos of mind by arresting him within the 
confines of Language and making him "the picture or visible type of 
what [he] [muses] upon" ([X,] 169).[] I [--Pp. 1-3, w. nn. 
1-2, adapt.] 
And, R. Freed [1979], continued, "dance •.• not know[--] I stone 
post") 
I Arriving at the neutral territory is but one of Hawthorne's 
goals; successfully confronting what he sees there is another. The 
diversity of experience, the haunting array of phenomena, can be so 
disconcerting that it paralyzes all efforts to comprehend it. 
[' •••• Thus Robin (of "My Kinsman, Major Molineux") carries with 
him to the city a brash confidence, a sense, as he believes, of his 
own shrewdness, and even perhaps an• "eager ••• eye" ([XI,] 210) 
with a capacity for vision. But in the city Rooin is uprooted and 
displaced. Like his sapling-staff he is cut off from something 
larger than himself which, he believes, provides him with power. 
In the city power belongs to others, and not unexpectedly the two 
staves Robin confronts there are wielded by men of authority. In 
the city, moreover, Robin encounters another forest, the bright and 
dancing wooden torches, which are also uprooted like Robin's cudgel 
but which dance in concert to a rhythm inexplicable and conduct a 
procession whose meaning he cannot know. Now, "his eye not quite 
so lively" (230), Robin grasps, as his sister did also, for some-
thing rooted and sUbstantial. But he finds only a stone post, a 
funereal memorial to the death and dearth of his vision. I The 
stone post [=tongue! (A. K. V.)] stands across the street from 
what is perhaps, as Robin says, "the very house I have been seeking" 
(221). The occupant of the house is the man with the sepulchral 
"hems" and the polished cane, and he has (as the Major once had) 
authority. When Robin first sees the sepulchral man, his curious 
gutt(u]ral interjections are "like the thought of a cold grave 
obtruding among wrathful passions" (211). Last seen, his convulsive 
merriment manifests "itself on his solemn old features, like a funny 
inscription on a tomb-stone" (229-30). As this man, imaged by 
sepulchres, graves and tombstones, watches Robin, who stands by the 
church cemetery and clutches the stone post, the imagery of death 
suggests Robin's irrevocable loss. I What Robin loses, however, 
Hawthorne gains. The palimpsest of "My Kinsman, Major Molineux" 
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suggests a portrait of Hawthorne undertaking the interior journey 
to the neutral territory, there to imagine those fantastic pre-
sences, his literary creations ••••• '] [--P. 16, w. pp. 29-30.] 
And, R. Freed [1979], continued, "sepulchral 'hem[ming]' I angle") 
I Much has been made of the search for authority in '~y 
Kinsman" but authority is pertinent to this discussion in terms of 
the author who seeks to command the authority only of his own 
visions and who attempts to contain the elusive nature of thought 
in a managable and, as much as is possible, in an unreductive 
manner. Of all the important characters in "My Kinsman," only the 
man with the sepulchral "hems" attains the higher gro,und from which 
he can perceive, in the single flash of vision which is the recog-
nition scene, "a mass of people ••• who hemmed the procession in" 
(223; my italics). This higher ground exists from the window of the 
Gothic mansion which is not only, as Robin conjectures, the house he 
has been seeking but is also, presumably, the very house the Major 
has lost. That Robin's last name is never given may suggest that he 
and Hawthorne search not so much for Molineux himself, but for what 
Molineux was and for what the man of authority is: the "visage 
•.• which [Robin] seemed to remember ••• looking toward him from 
the Gothic [house's] window" (223). A search for authority, "My 
Kinsman" is also a search for a home. Not only for a homeland, 
as some critics maintain,[] but also for the house of fiction whose 
window opens upon the world of the mind and provides the proper 
angle of vision from which the author is able to hem and stitch the 
mind's various textures into the tightly woven fabric of his text. 
['Those critics who see the story as an allegory of awakening 
national consciousness include Q. D. Leavis, "Hawthorne as Poet, 
1 "Sewanee Review, 59 (1951), 179-205; Roy Harvey Pearce, "Hawthorne 
and the Sense of the Past, or the Immortality of Major Molineux," 
Journal of English Literary History, 25 (1954), 327-49; and Daniel 
G. Hoffman, Form and Fable .in American Literature (New York: Oxford 
Univ. Press, 196l~pp. 113-25. '] [--P. 32, w. n. 5, adapt.] 
The commentary presented in three successive parts immediately above, or 
the sampled remarks of a critic drawn from early portions of his explora-
tion of Hawthorne's compositional process, have served to illustrate 
further a highly thematic or active, and orally strong, fundamental, 
response to Hawthorne's signature-Godhead--to Nathaniel Hawthorne's oral 
down-to-the-engraved ground, up to his wood-staff authoritative, up to 
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his labial-hem maieutic, back to his (high-nosed) semi-physical head-
works of devoted book-building or composition, coming to rest in a 
silently raised (N/n-)stone tongue; a twentieth-century response, at 
fundamental step one of the scale of oral consonance, as the level (or 
stance) of universal mouth with tongue and of writer's eternal somatic 
end-trails nosed into and out. 
As sampled response most compatible with the approach taken 
to Hawthorne's literary art in the present study, the commentary by 
Richard Freed (1979) has appropriately served both to consummate and to 
terminate the select, possibly tendentious presentation made above 
(i.e., in this, the first section of chapter development), of a study-
gradient reinforcing, study-vantages enhancing, critically living 
portrait of the signatural Hawthorne--voice hovering within an oral 
paradigm, both for pleasures of substantial meaning and for privilege 
of trans-substantial pathways to infinite life. The citation of four 
of the twentieth-century reflectors of the speech-chained Hawthorne will 
be resumed at points of advantage below (i.e., in the second and third 
sections of chapter development); the citation of Kenneth Dauber (1977), 
for reasons given, and of John Irwin (1980), J. Donald Crowley (pre-
1974), and Hugo McPherson (1969), for similar reasons--for reasons of 
heritage-conscious contextualization ~f Hawthorne's thematic and 
reputational concerns with name and compositional process. 
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2. Trans-Contexts: Grades of Arch-Rolling of Hawthorne 
in Period Literary-Craft Friendships. 
The gathering below of prose and verse texts consists of ex-
5 
cerpts from twentieth-century criticism (seven authors ), Period sources 
(five authors6), Period critical heritage (three authors7), and present-
day American general reference (two authors8). It constitutes a choice 
trans-national portrait of the signatural Hawthorne as oral self-
encoder--as arch-Hawl to-ripeness-roller, over select paper-graphic 
landscapes of the Period, for voluptuous, then stinting feed-back from: 
the Godhead-breaking--lips-lexical burlesquing--Herman Melville. The 
reconstructed Period mechanique, of Hawthorne's archegonium sense-
stress-bearing-on, reads as follows. (The scale is STEPS 1-5--author 
split-faced/art-aggressive: in draconic-appetitive, conflict-squeeze, 
contrary directions: or, in counter-the-lingam, seize-the-glans/acorn, 
and speaking-head-over-balls-build, into book-as-wood-chamber regenera-
tive diction. Hawmechanique head tags initially-recapitulate frame 
remarks and specify the Period Godhead-re-envaulting author sampled, 
then stand in lieu of further frame remarks, while continuing to specify 
the succession of authors sampled. Those authors are a historically and 
nationally and functionally variegated lot, serving presently as a 
humanistic universe, to reinforce the idea of American Godhead in deep-
back Haw-vault, ripening round in the nineteenth-century human world, 
to lip-bursting formal-ambivalent closure.) 
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The initial commentary sampled immediately below is an excerpt 
from a prefatorial text by Hawthorne himself, or a text in which the 
literary artist functions as his own self-penetrating, works re-facing, 
and type-line veiled editor. The excerpted commentary represents a 
prime Period, or American nineteenth-century, response, to Hawthorne's 
self-incarnative conceptual habit(at) of being within-and-without his 
signature-Haw--to Hawthorne's idiosyncratic oral-vegetal Godhead, as 
immortal works-maieutic instrumentality and immediate cause-way of 
meanings belonging to public-through-private mind-space and to modern-
through-ancient mind-time. That response (mock-near name-active, mock-
near name-thematic) virtually places itself, at the first step of the 
scale of oral consonance, as the level of universal mouth with tongue 
and of writer's·eternal somatic end~trails nosed into and out (and now 
eyed motor-roundly back [i.e., at once into mouth cave and toward spine 
of book, mum manifold open to worldly reader]). The selected commentary 
reads as follows: 
HAWMECHANIQUE 110-;-N. Hawthorne [1846], "pen I green ••• within I 
Glan[ds] back") 
And now, I begin to feel--and perhaps should have sooner felt--
that we have talked enough of the old Manse. Mine honored reader, it 
may be, will vilify the poor author as an egotist, for babbling 
through so many pages about a moss-grown country parsonage, and his 
life within its walls, and on the river, and in the woods,--and the 
influences that wrought upon him, from all these sources. My con-
science, however, does not reproach me with betraying anything too 
sacredly individual to be revealed by a human spirit, to its brother 
or sister spirit. How narrow--how shallow and scanty too--is the 
stream of thought that has been flowing from my pen, compared with ' 
the broad tide of dim emotions, ideas, and associations, which swell 
around me from that portion of my existence! How little haye I 
r 
!. 
~ 
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told!--and, of that little, how almost nothing is even tinctured 
with any quality that makes it exclusively my own! Has the reader 
gone wandering, hand in hand with me, through the inner passages of 
my being, and have we groped together into all its chambers, and 
examined their treasures or their rubbish? Not so. We have been 
standing on the green sward, but just within the cavern's mouth, 
where the common sunshine is free to penetrate, and where every 
footstep is therefore free to come [italics--A. K. V.]. I have 
appealed ~o no sentiment or sensibilities, save such as are diffused 
among us all. So far as I am a man of really individual attributes, 
I veil my face; nor am I, nor have ever been, one of those supremely 
hospitable people, who serve up their hearts delicately fried, with 
brain-sauce, as a tidbit for their beloved public. 
Glancing back over what I have written • • • • [--"The 
Old Manse: The Author Makes the Reader Acquainted with His Abode," 
CE, X (1974), 32-33.] 
The excerpt by the editorially self-penetrating Hawthorne presented 
directly above (as the initial text of the section) has served to illu-
strate a prime, Period response, to Hawthorne's self-incarnative co.n-
ceptual habit(at) of being within-and-without his signature-Haw, to 
Hawthorne's idiosyncratic oral-vegetal Godhead, as immortal works-
maieutic instrumentality and immediate cause-way of meanings belonging 
to public-through-private mind-space and to modern-through-ancient 
mind-time; and a response at the first step of the scale of oral 
consonance, as the level of universal mouth with tongue and of writer's 
eternal somatic end-trails nosed into and out (and now eyed motor-roundly 
back [i.e., at once into mouth cave and toward spine of book, mum mani-
fold open to worldly reader]). 
The commentary which appears next and in successive citations 
below in the section has been drawn (as indicated previously in the 
sectional introduction) from texts diverse in historical, national, and: 
functional origins. That variegated chain of commentary, terminating in 
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Herman Melville's (1891) necro-elegy to Hawthorne, represents potential, 
active, and creatively reconstructive influences toward and responses to 
Hawthorne's self-incarnative conceptual habit(at) of being within-and-
without his oral'dynamic signature-haw. Those influences and responses 
place themselves (i.e., here, in the present study) at the second, third, 
fourth and fifth (and strongly self-reasserting first) steps of the 
scale of oral consonance, steps potentially restatable as levels of oral 
'· 
value (i.e., in the formulary manner of the frame remarks in the earlier 
critics' section, but now strongly eyed into consummable motor rounds, 
and potentially open to fulfilled world-figure correlations). In lieu 
of frame remarks stand the specification tags (properly developed from 
those head tags [and from the cont~xtual information in End Notes.S-8], 
frame remarks would immediately precede and follow each excerpt or set 
of excerpts, in the manner of the earlier,. critics' section and of the 
initial presentation in the immediate section). Marked by the economi-
cal and heedworthy HAWMECHANIQUE specification tags, the second and 
successive selections of commentary read as follows: 
HAWMECHANIQUE 2/0--N. Hawthorne, continued [ca. 1819], "back I 
[-]poke horse language") 
This morning I saw at the grist-mill a solemn-faced old horse, 
hitched to the trough. He had brought for his owner some bags of 
corn to be ground, who, after carrying them into the mil~ walked up 
to uncle Richard's store, leaving his half-starved animal in the 
cold wind, with nothing to eat, while the corn was being turned to 
meal. I felt sorry, and nobody being near, thought it best to have 
a talk with the old nag, and said; "Good-morning, Mr. Horse, how are 
you to-day?" "Good-morning, youngster," said he, just as plain as a 
horse can speak, and then said, "I am almost dead, and I wish I was 
quite. I am hungry, have had no breakfast, and must stand here tied 
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by the head while they are grinding the corn, and until master 
drinks two or three glasses of rum at the store •••• • •• ,"and 
the old creature cried--! almost cried myself • 
••• not thinking much what I was doing, ran into the 
mill, and taking the four quart toll-dish nearly full of corn out 
of the hopper, carried it out and poured it into the trough before 
the horse, and placed the dish back before the miller came up from 
below. When I got out, the horse was laughing, but he had to eat 
slowly, because the bits were in his mouth. "Thank you," 
said he, "a luncheon of corn with the bits in is much better than 
none. The worst of it is, I have to munch so slowly, that my 
master may come before I finish it, and thrash me for eating his 
corn, and you for your kindness." I sat down on a stone out of 
the wind, and waited in trouble, for fear that the miller or the 
-owner of the corn would come and find out what I had 'done. At last 
the horse winked and stuck out his upper lip ever so far [note 
explicit face-and-mouth gestures (cf. step 5)--associated with deep 
in-stress of swallowing, at back of mouth (esp. as step 2)], and 
then said, "The last kernel is gone;" then he laughed a little, 
then shook one ear, then the other, then shut his eyes as if to 
take a nap. • •• and then blew his nose exceedingly loud, but 
he did not wipe it; perhaps he had no wiper. I then asked if his 
master whipped him. • •• now he has a white oak goad stick with an 
iron brad in its end, with which he jabs my hind [cf. back, haw] 
quarters, and hurts me [h+]awfully." I asked why he didnot-kick 
up, and knock his tormentor out of the wagon. "I ••• could only 
get my heels high enough to break the wiffletree, and besides lost 
my balance and fell down flat. Master then jumped down, and, 
getting a cudgel, struck me over the head, and I thought my troubles 
were over. 
The goad with the iron brad was in the wagon, and, snatching 
it out, I struck the end against a stone, and the stabber flew into 
the mill-pond. "There," says I, "old colt," as I threw the goad 
back in the wagon, "he won't harpoon you aga~n with that iron." 
The poor old brute knew what I said well enough, for I looked him 
in the eye and spoke horse language. So he turned his long upper 
lip away back and laughed again, I thought a little exultingly. 
Very soon however, a tear came into his eye ...• " I 
have been hoping that I should die before snow fell; •.. ,"and 
the tears began to run again. 
At that moment the brute that owned the horse came out of 
the store and down the hill towards us. The meal was put in 
the wagon, the horse unhitched, the wagon mounted, the goad picked 
up, and a thrust made •••• Looking at the end of his stick, the 
man bawled, "What little devil has had my gourd?" and then began 
striking with all his strength; but his steed only walked, shaking 
his head as he went across the bridge, and I thought I heard the 
ancient Equus say as he went, "Thrash as much as you please; for 
once you cannot stab." I went home a little uneasy, not feeling 
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sure that the feeding the man's corn to his own horse was not 
stealing, and thinking that if the miller found it out he would 
/ have me taken down before Squire Longley. 
[Mr. Lathrop copies part of the above extract in a sketch 
of his father-in-law, and says of it that "it is the first instance 
on record of a mild approach of Hawthorne to writing fiction." 
Robinson Cook informs me that he recognizes the portraits of the 
hard master and the ill-used horse. (--Ed •. S. Pickard, 
1897.)] [--Hawthorne's First Diary (1897), pp. 68-73, w. ed. 
commentary, partial, at close.] 
HAWMECHANIQUE 2/0--K. Dauber [1977], resumed, "back poke horse 
language,n extension) 
At the very least, in Legends of the Province-House, ••• an 
overarching psychic development that we shall follow, a movement 
from story to story in a sort of deep structure--perhaps genuinely 
hidden, perhaps, due to our present ignorance, but seemingly obscure--
recasts each of the American events presented as an element of a 
psychic regression thereby established at a national level. What 
appears,· taken in itself, as stric~ly historical, becomes, in con-
text, recreated as psychological as well. The phylogeny of the nation 
as a whole emerges, as it is retold at the inn, as the ontogeny of 
any one of the people in particular, and the ontogeny, so far from 
being strictly personal, is informed with nationality. 
"Howe's Masquerade," then, locates us at the threshold of a 
double crisis. The staircase, appropriated by a rebellious new 
generation from the governors who once walked it, is lined with 
columns of the phallic order, "quaintly twisted and intertwined 
pillars, from top to bottom," as Hawthorne says. It is problematical 
how oevertly Oedipal this language is. But the staircase revolution, 
at however deep a 1evel, is thus cast in a psychological light. 
George Washington is both a political figure and a son rebelling 
against a castrating father. He possesses a "sword of immense lon-
gitude," but the British masquers, in defense of their own power, 
represent it in their pageant as "rusty." His army flourishes in 
full potency outside the walls of the Province-House, but is con-
ceived inside as "rent and tattered by sword, ball, or bayonet." 
In retaliation, and in psycho[-]military terms, Washington asserts 
himself. He announces his approach with "the roar of artillery," 
smites the governor with "the deep boom of the cannon." An histor-
ical-genital conflict at the doors of the Province-House ushers us 
to the Oed~pal edge of childhood. I [--Pp. 70-71.] 
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And, K. Dauber [1977], "back poke horse language," ext., continued) 
Once, again our psychological interpretation is bound 
to its relation to the historical, is defined by its place in the 
movement of the tales as a whole. The phases of human growth, as 
ego psychologists like Erik Erikson, for example, have emphasized, 
are not simply the result of the stages that preceded them, but 
must be.understood as they contribute to the child's end in a 
mature individual, his integration into the adult world.[ 'See, 
e.g., "Identity and the Life Cycle," Psychological Issues, I, No. 1 
(1959). Also, Childhood and Society, 2nd ed. (New York: Norton, 
1963).'] In Legends, however, the end is reconceived. 
The Oedipal conflict of "Howe's Masquerade," indeed, is the 
opposite of a preparation for manhood. So far from coming to terms 
with genitality, it rejects the genital in favor of an earlier 
sexual state. The coprological symbolism of corpses and 
lopped limbs, indeed--the wastes of the body, its rotted cast-offs--
is especially important. Genitally organized discourse is succeeded 
by the auto-intercourse of the anal stage. 
Central here is the dirty picture that hangs on the wall 
[i.e., in "Edward Randolph's Portrait"]--both dirty and fantastical, 
an ob]ectification outside the body of the magical power of excre-
mental manipulation.[ 'See Norman 0. Brown, Life Against Death: 
The Psychoanalytic Meaning of History (1959; rpt. New York: Vintage, 
n.d.), p. 279. I rely heavily .•• on Brown's excellent "Studies 
in Anality," pp. 177-304. '] I I Strictly speaking, 
in psychoanalytic terms, self-mothering should be at issue. Oppo-
sition to the father awaits ••• in the future. The child's asser-
tion of self-creativity is a reaction, instead, to the pre-Oedipal 
or primal mother. We have maintained throughout, however, the 
power of the work precisely to reconstruct the psyche. Indeed, 
psychoanalysis itself assumes--though it has only begun to investi-
gate the theoretical implications of its assumption--such a recon-
struction in the psychoanalytic situation.[ 'Especially notable 
is the pioneering work of Jacques Lacan, which is becoming in-
creasingly influential in literary analysis. A valuable bibliog-
raphy may be found in Anthony Wilden, trans., The Language of the 
Self: The Function of Language in Psychoanalysis (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins Univ. Press, 1968).'] The order of the stories in Legends 
of the Province-House, based on, but reversing, the natural order 
of human development, creates us, out of our own associations, 
anew. [--Pp. 71-74, w. nn. 15-17, adapt.] 
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HAWMECHANIQUE 2/0--H. Blair [1762;1850], "back poke horse language," 
extension) 
Many learned men ••• have been of the opinion ••• that 
throughout the radical words of all languages, there may be traced 
some degree of correspondence with the object signified. With 
regard to moral and intellectual ideas, they remar~, that in every 
language, the terms significant of them, are derived from names of. 
sensible objects to which they are conceived to be analogous; and 
with regard to sensible objects pertaining merely to sight, they 
remark, that their most distinguishing qualities have certain 
radical sounds appropriated to the expression of them, in a great 
variety of languages. Stability, for instance, fluidity, hollow-
ness, smoothness, gentleness, violence, &c. they imagine to be 
painted by the sound of certain letters or syllables, which have 
some relation to those different states of visible objects, on 
account of an obscure resemblance which the organs of speech are 
capable of assuming to such external qualities. By this natural 
mechanism, they imagine all languages to have been at first con-
structed, and the roots of their capital words formed.* [*The 
author who has carried his speculations on this subject the far-
thest, is President Des Brosses, in·his "Traite de la Formation 
. Me~h]anique des Langues." Some of the radical letters or syllables 
which he supposes to carry this expressive power in. most known 
languages are, St, to signify stability or rest; Fl, to denote 
fluency; Cl, a gentle descent; R, what relates to rapid motion; C, 
to cavity or hollowness, &c. A century before his time, Dr. (John] 
Wallis in his Grammar of the English Language [Oxford, 1653 
(italics--A. K. V.)] had taken notice of these significant roots, 
and represented it as a peculiar excellency of our tongue, that 
beyond all others, it expressed the nature of the objects which it 
named, by employing sounds sharper [cf. thornier (A. K. V.)], 
softer, weaker, stronger, more obscure, or more stridulous, 
according as the idea which is to be suggested requires. He gives 
various examples. Thus, words, formed upon St, always denote 
firmness and strength, analogous to the Latin sto; as stand, stay, 
staff, stop, stout, steady, stake, stamp, stallion, stately, &c. 
Words beginning with Str, intimate violent force and energy, 
analogous to the Greek ..• [stronnumi]; as, strive, strength, 
strike, stripe, stress, struggle, stride, stretch, strip, &~. Thr, 
implies forcible motion; as throw, throb, thrust, through, threaten, 
thraldom[.] Wr obliquity or distortion; as wry, wrest·, wreath, 
wrestle, wring, wrong, wrangle [w]rath, wrack, &c. Sw, silent 
agitation, or lateral motion [cf. hypnotic ego-serpent of N. H. 
(--A. K. V.)]; as, sway, swing, swerve, sweep swim. Sl, a gentle 
fall or less observable motion; as in slide, slip, sly, slit, slow, 
slack, sling. Sp, dissipation or expansion; as spread, sprout, 
sprinkle, split, spill, spring. Terminations in ash indica~e 
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something acting nimbly and sharply; as crash, gash, rash, rash, 
flash, lash,·slash. Terminations in ush, something acting more 
obtusely and dul~y; as crush, brush, hush, gush, blush. The 
learned author produces a great many more examples of the same 
kind, which seem to leave no doubt, that the analogies of sound 
have had some influence on the formation of words. At the same 
time, in all speculations of this kind, there is so much room for 
fancy to operate, that they ought to be adopted with much caution 
in forming any general theory. [·' []Vid. Plat •. in Cratylo. 
I A. Gellius, Noct. Atticae, lib. x ( ••• ?--A. K. V.)'] [--Pp. 
61-62, w. notes (two).] 
And, H. Blair [1762;1850], "back poke horse language," ext., 
continued) 
The advantages of writing above speech are, that writing is 
both the more extensive, and a more permanent method of communi-
cation. More extensive, as it is not confined within the narrow 
circle of those who hear out words, but, by means of written 
characters, we can send our thoughts abroad, and propagate them 
through the world; we can lift our voice, so as to speak to the 
most distant regions of th~ earth. More pe~nent also; as it 
prolongs this voice to the most distant. ages; it gives us the 
means of recording our sentiments to futurity, and of perpetrating 
the instructive memory of past transactions. It likewise affords 
this advantage to such as read, above such as hear, that, having 
the written characters before their eyes, they can arrest the 
sense of the writer. They can pause, and revolve, compare, at 
their leisure, one passage with another: whereas, the voice is 
fugitive and passing; you must catch the words the moment they 
are uttered, or you lose them for ever. 
But, although these be so great advantages of written 
language, that speech, without writing, would have been very 
inadequate for the instruction of mankind; yet we must not forget 
to observe, that spoken language has a great superiority over 
written language, in point of energy or force. The voice of the 
living speaker, makes an impression on the mind, much stronger 
than can be made by the perusal of any writing. The tones of 
voice, the looks and gestures, which accompany discourse, and 
which no writing can convey, render discourse, when it is well 
managed, infinitely more clear, and more expressive, than the 
most accurate writing. For tones, looks, and gestures, are 
natural interpreters of the sentiments of the mind. They remove 
ambiguities; they enforce impressions; they operate on us by 
means of sympathy, which is one of the most powerful instruments 
of persuasion. Our sympathy is always awakened more, by hearing 
the speaker, than by reading his works in our closet. Hence, 
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though writing may answer the purposes of mere instruction, yet all 
the great and high efforts of eloquence must be made by means of 
spoken, not written language. [--Pp. 77-78.] 
HAWMECHANIQUE 2/0--D. Brewster [1832;1836], "back poke horse 
language," extension) 
Towards the end of the seventeenth century a bold and almost 
successful attempt was made to construct a talking automaton. In 
the year 1779, the Imperial Academy of Sciences at St. Petersburg 
proposed as the subject of one of their annual prizes an inquiry 
into the nature of the vowel sounds, A, E, I, 0, U, and the con-
struction of an instrument for artificially imitating them. This 
prize was gained by M. Kratzenstein, who showed that all the vowels 
could be distinctly pronounced by blowing through a reed into the 
lower ends of the pipes of the annexed figures, [i.e.,] as shown 
in Fig. 47 [ ••• ],where the corresponding vowels are marked on the 
different pipes. The vowel I is pronounced by merely blowing into 
the pipe ab of the pipe marked I, without the use of a reed. 
About the same time that Kratzenstein was engaged in these 
researches, M. Kempelen of Vienna, a celebrated mechanician, was 
occupied with the same subject. In his first attempt he produced 
the vowel sounds, by adapting a reed R, Fig. 48, to the bottom of 
a funnel-shaped cavity AB, and placing his hand in various positions 
within the funnel. This contrivance, however, was not fitted for 
his purpose; but after long study, and a diligent examination of 
the organs of speech, he contrived a hollow oval box, divided into 
portions attached by a hinge so as to resemble jaws. This box 
received the sound which issued from the tube connected with the 
reed, and by opening and closing the jaws, he produced the sounds 
A, 0, OU, and an imperfect E, but no indications of an I. After 
two years' labour,, he succeeded in obtaining from different jaws 
the sounds of the consonants P, M, L, and by means of these vowels 
and consonants he could compose syllables and words, such as 
mamma, papa, aula, lama, mula. The sounds of two adjacent letters, 
however, ran into each other, and an aspiration followed some of 
the consonants, so that instead of ~ the word sounded phaa-E£-a; 
these difficulties he contrived with much labour to surmount, and 
he found it necessary to imitate the human organs of speech by 
having only one mouth and one glottis. The mouth consisted of a 
funnel or bell-shaped piece of elastic gum, which approximated, by 
its physical properties, to the softness and flexibility of the 
human organs.* [*Had M. Kempelen known the modern discovery of 
giving caout-chouc any degree of softness, by mixing it with 
moisture from the atmosphere, he might have obtained a still more 
perfect imitation of the human organs.] To the mouth-piece was 
added a nose made of two tin tubes, which communicated with.the 
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mouth. When both these tubes were open, and the mouth-piece closed, 
a perfect M was produced, and when one was closed and the other 
open, an N was sounded. M~ Kempelen could have succeeded in obtain-
ing the four letters D, G, K, T, but by using a P instead of them, 
and modifying the sound in a particular manner, he contrived to 
deceive the ear by a tolerable resemblance to these letters [i.e., 
sounds]. 
There seems to be no doubt that he at last was able to produce 
entire words and sentences, such as, opera, astronomy, Constanti- . 
nopolis, vous etes mon ami, je vous aime de tou mon coeur, venez 
avec moi a Paris, Leopoldus secundus, Romanorum imperator semper 
Augustus, &c.; but he never fitted up a speaking figure, and 
probably being dissatisfied with the general result of his labours, 
he exhibited only to his private friends the effects of the appara-
tus, which was fitted up in the form of a box. 
The box was rectangular, and about three feet long, and was 
placed upon a table and covered with a cloth. When a particular 
word was mentioned by the company, M. Kempelen caused the machine 
to pronounce it, by introducing his hands beneath the cloth, and 
apparently giving motion to some parts of the apparatus. Mr. 
Thomas Collinston, who had seen this machine in London, mentions 
in a letter to Dr. Hutton, that he afterward saw it atM. Kempelen's 
own house in Vienna, and that he then gave it the same word.to be 
pronounced which he gave in London, viz., the word Exploitation, 
which, he assures us, it again distinctly pronounced, with the 
French accent. I [--Letters on Natural Magic[,] Addressed 
to Sir Walter Scott, pp. 191-93, w. note. Brewster's discussion, 
referred to by R. Paget (1930; 1963), "Some Landmarks in Vocal 
Acoustics," pp. 11-14.] 
HAWMECHANIQUE 2/3,4-5--E. Peabody [1849], "back poke horse 
language," extension) 
ART. VIII.--MAIN-STREET.['--N.HAWTHORNE, ESQ.'] 
ART. XI.--LANGUAGE.['--THE EDITOR.'] 
But Dr. Bushnell does not see this. He says: "Yet, in the 
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languages radically distinct, we shall find that the sounds or names 
which stand for the same objects have generally no similarity what-
ever; whence it follows irresistibly, that nothing in the laws of 
voice or sound has determined the names adopted." 
This conclusion is drawn so irresistibly by means of the 
mistake that Dr. Bushnell, with many famous etymologists, has made, 
of conceiving "no similarity whatever" in words, except in their 
sound, ~· their similarity of effect on the ear. It is very true, 
as he says, "No theory of sound, as connected with sense, in the 
names of things, will be found to hold extensively enough to give 
it any moment;" although, "when sounds are the objects named, they 
will very naturally be imitated, as in hoarse and hiss." 
But words should be considered not merely as sounds, but as 
articulations of sound. 
The discovery and first principle of [C. Kraitsir,] the 
author of the "Significance of the Alphabet[,]" is, that words are 
to be considered, not merely or chiefly by their effect on the ear, 
but in the process of their formation by the organs of speech. 
Looked at in this point of view, words may be identified at once, 
although they may sound differently from each other, as garden 
and hortus and wirta and ogrod and zahrada. And this is the great 
idea in which lies a revolution not only for the treatment of 
philology itself, but for the method of intercommunicating the 
knowledge of all particular languages, and of ~lucidating all 
sciences communicable by words. I I 
Indeed, from him might be expected the realization of 
that idea of a lexicon which Herder has sketched in his "Conversa-
tions on the Spirit of Hebrew Poetry." One of the interlocutors 
of the conversation asks,--after having granted, with respect to 
the Hebrew, "the symbolism of the radical sounds, or the utterance 
of the feeling that was prompted, while the object itself was 
present to the senses; the sound of the feelings in the very 
intuition of their causes:--But how is it with the derivations 
from these radical terms? What are they but an overgrown jungle 
of thorns, where no human foot has ever trod? 
"EUTYPHRON. 
"In bad lexicons this is indeed the cas~, and many of the 
most learned philologists of Holland have rendered the way still 
more difficult by their labors. But the time is coming when this 
jungle will become a pleasant grove of palms. 
"ALCIPHRON. 
"Your metaphor is Oriental. 
"EUTYPHRON • 
"So is the object of it. The root of the mother-word will 
stand in the centre, and around her the grove of her children. By 
influence of taste, diligence, sound sense, and the judicious 
comparison of different dialects, lexicons will be brought to 
distinguish what is essential from what is accidental to the sig-
nification of words, and to trace the gradual process of transition; 
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while in the derivation of words, and the application of metaphors, 
we shall behold the invention of the human mind in its act, and 
more fully understand the logic of ancient figurative language. I 
anticipate with joy the time, and the first lexicon, in which this 
shall be we~l accomplished. For the present I use the best we 
have. 
"ALCIPHRON. 
"It will be long yet before we shall repose ourselves in your 
· ·palm-grove of ·Oriental· lexicography. Pray, in the meantime, illus-
trate your idea of derivation by an example.["] 
ART. XII.--VEGETATION ABOUT SALEM, MASS.['--AN ENGLISH RESIDENT.'] 
There is a native shrub •••• [--Aesthetic Papers, ed. E. Pea-
body, pp. v, 145, 214, 219-20, 221-22, 224, 228. (See my II.B.3.b.v 
and I.A[ 'd '--two] for shrub as ~'hawthorn"--with "yellow" creeper 
nigh, in consounding/engrafting metaphoric den.)] 
HAWMECHANIQUE 2/0--W. Drummond of Hawthornden [ca. 1649], "back poke 
horse language," extension) 
[William Drummond, of Hawthorn(-)den] 
Character of a perfect ANAGRAM [Edinburgh, 1711] 
ANAGRAMS are Names turned, because they are Inversions of Letters so 
transposed, that without any Adjunction, Repetition or Diminution of 
others than these which are in the Name and Sirname of a Person, 
there is a Devise or Period perfectly made up in Sense; and the 
Orthography must be strictly observed, if it be not for Excellency, 
that this Rule is dispensed with. The oldest Example that we have, 
is in Lycophron, ••• of the Name of Ptolemy, King of Egypt, ••• 
and of the Queen Arsinoe's Name •••• 
But as the Spirit of Man is more prone to Evil than Good, 
ordinarily Men use to make Anagrams rather on Vice than Virtue. 
The Beginning of Anagrams is very old: It is likely, they 
have their Original from' the Hebrews, who not only had Names in 
great Veneration and Respect, but the Letters of Names, and the 
Mysteries of the Cabalists are vailed up in Letters, from whom the 
Grecians had them. 
1. In an Anagram there must not be fewer nor more other 
Letters, but the same, and as many as in the Name. I · 
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2. • •• the Omission of one or more is pardonable; 
especially for some excellent sense that agreeth to the Person, as 
in that of Auratus PIERRE DE RONSARD. ROSE DE PINDARE, of four 
R's, two are omitted. 
3. A Letter may easily be omitted, without whose Help, the 
Name by it self may stand; as H, which placed behind, after Con-
sonants, seemeth not much to alter the Power of the Name; which 
Letter some of the Latins have abolished, thinking it rather an 
Aspiration .. than_ a Letter. 
4. [I]f there be any great Reason, a Letter may be 
added as relligio, repperit; or rather a Letter may be doubled, as 
when two letters occur in the Name, one may be abolished, so one of 
Necessity may be doubled. 
5. All Diphthongs may be separated per Diaresin, and even 
so, two Vowels per Synaresin, may be conjoined, which Auratus 
practiced in the Name Jesus, IHSOUS SU' H' ors' S. [? 1 
[ 6.] .. So some think, the Diphthong being forgot, we may use 
and take only the last and founding Letter: But, for the most 
part, we must keep Orthography, as it is vulgarly and by approved 
authors used; and if we adjoin a Letter, let us add one of these 
which make up the Name, that we seem not so much to have adjoined 
one, as doubled it. So a Jesuit doubled the Letter S, in the 
Anagram of Ignatius de Loyola; Q ignis Deo illatus; and another 
turn'd it, Lita ei anguis doli. 
7. If it be asked, Whether adjecting or omitting be more to 
be tolerated? I answer, Adjecting; for so by Nature we are pre-
pared rather to take, than have any Loss. 
8. It is sometime lawful to change one Letter into another, 
That is, for one Letter to put another, which is the admitting of 
one, and omitting of another: Yet, I would think, these Letters 
must be such as may change into others, as D. into T. which the 
Spaniards use in the Latine ~ for Cato. - -
9. A double Letter, not unhappily, may be changed into a 
simple, as z. into S. I would say, divided as Z into S D. 
10. But the Conclusion is, The Anagrammatism is so-much the 
more perfect, the farther it be from Licence. 
11. The Definition says, Alicujus nominis, which is to be 
understood of proper Names, yet not only in Persons, but in Names 
of other Things, may an Anagrammatism be made. By Name, here is 
to be understood generally the Sirname, Fore-name, affixed Name, 
as Publius Cornelius Scipio Africanus; or the Name of any Dignity. 
12. Ye may use one Name, as Valesius, Laus Jesu; for many 
Nations have but one Name, but oftener the Name and Sirname are 
turned. 
13. It is to be observed, That not only Names of Men, but 
the Names of any other Thing, as Trees,-Floods, Towns, may be 
turned, as Roma, ~. I [--The Works ••• , p. 230. ] 
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HAWMECHANIQUE 2-5/0-J. Irwin [1980], "Champ[ ]on ••• bilingual ••• 
Rose[]") 
The name Champollion appears in some of the most important 
literary works of the American Renaissance--Emerson's "History," 
Poe's Eureka, Thoreau's Walden, and Melville's Mardi and Moby-Dick, 
to name a few. Yet for most modern readers, it is a name that 
requires an identifying footnote. Jean-Fran;ois Champollion was 
the Frenchman who, in the 1820s, deciphered Egyptian hieroglyphic 
writing with the aid of the bilingual text of the Rosetta stone--
a discovery that marked the beginning of modern Egyptology. Yet 
surely that piece of information provokes another question. Why 
would Champollion be mentioned in works as seemingly remote from 
his achievements as Thoreau's account of a stay at Walden Pond or 
Melville's story of the hunt for a white whale? That Europe and 
America, during the period 1800-50, were swept by a wave of interest 
in the antiquities of Egypt is nowadays one of the less well remem-
bered facets of nineteenth-century history.[] When Napoleon invaded 
Egypt in 1798, he was accompanied by a group of 150 scientists and 
artists (mostly from the Academie des Inscriptions) whose task was 
the investigation of the conquered territory. With the surrender 
of the French army in Egypt (1801), the British claimed as spoils 
of war all the antiquities gathered by the French scientists. Among 
these antiquities was the Rosetta stone, which arrived in England 
in February 1802. 
By 1806 a soldier of fortune named Mohammed Ali had forced 
the Turks to recognize him as pasha of Egypt, and during his long 
reign he encouraged the competition between the French and English 
agents d'art operating in his country, a competition that resulted 
in the flooding of Europe and then America with every shape and 
form of Egyptian artifact. In a tone at once Olympian and Yankee, 
Edward Everett remarked in The North American Review (1823), "Since 
the days of the Romans, who plundered Egypt of obelisks and trans-
ported whole colonnades of marble pillars from Italy to Constanti-
nople, this magnificent kind of robbery never flourished more than 
at the present moment["--"The Zodiac of Denderah," North American 
Review 17 (1823), 233.] 
At the time Everett wrote, the Egyptian revival in America 
was just beginning. [--P. 3, w. n. 3, adapt.] 
HAWMECHANIQUE 2-5/3--M. Quilligan [1979], "Champ on bilingual Rose," 
extension) 
In Dark Conceit, Edwin Honig points to an "allegorical" device· 
which he calls variously the "threshold image," "emblem," or "sym-
bol["--Dark Conceit: The Making of Allegory (New York: Oxford Univ. 
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Press, 1966), p. 72.] For, instance, in the opening scene of The 
Scarlet Letter, which presents Hester standing next to a wild 
rosebush at the prison door, wearing a scarlet letter, and holding 
Pearl in her arms, is one such threshold emblem. As Honig explains, 
the red rose, a traditional symbol for sexual passion, ustates" the 
erotic relationship between Hester and Dimmesdale; the scarlet 
letter merely "completes" .the meaning of the rose. "It is as if 
the emblem of the rosebush introduced a fearful indeterminacy which 
the emblem of th~.scarlet letter subsequently clarifies and gives 
full meaning to." 
The word "threshold" Honig took from the text. At the opening 
of the narrative, Hawthorne asks the reader to view the scene care-
fully: Finding that rosebush, he writes, "so directly on the 
threshold of our narrative, which is now about to issue from that 
inauspicious portal" of the prison, "we could hardly -do otherwise 
than pluck one of its flowers and present it to the reader. It may 
serve, let us hope, to symbolize some sweet moral blossom, that 
may be found along the track, or relieve the darkening close of a 
tale of human frailty and sorrow["--The Scarlet Letter, ed. Harry 
Levin (Boston: Houghton, 1960), p. 50.] More than an emblem for 
sexuality, the rosebush becomes a signal for the reader to begin 
looking for a moral, and to begin reading allegorically. Having 
specifically asked the reader to remember the blossom, Hawthorne 
later uses it to focus the reader's respdnse to Pearl. I 
When Pearl suggests she has been plucked off the rosebush, 
her remark refers not to something which [had] happened in the 
narrative but to something [which] the author had said [as author 
directly] to the reader. Her remark connects, then, not with an 
event in the imagined narrative (no character equates rosebush with 
moral) but with the text and specifically with the self-consciously 
metaphorical and allegorical nature of that text. Hawthorne treats 
the initial episode less as a threshold scene, or image, or symbol 
(none of which terms sufficiently emphasizes the verbal nature of 
the connections)[,] than as a threshold text, just as Spenser's 
wordplay constant1y focuses on the verbal details of the opening 
text, "Of Court[,] it seems[,] men courtesy do call["--The Faerie 
Queene, Book VI.] I 
Forgetting for a moment the letter ['the most immediately 
signifying detail in the opening scene'] as a physical object we 
should ask, is the word "letter" a pun? To answer this question 
we must look at Hawthorne's methods a little more closely. The 
women collected outside the prison awaiting Hester's appearance 
argue about this letter. One charitable woman offers the comment, 
"Let her cover the mark as she will, the pang of it will be always 
in her heart," while another (whom Hawthorne tells us is the 
"ugliest") exclaims".... This woman has brought shame 
upon us all, and ought to die. Is there not law for it? Truly 
there is, both in the Scripture and the statute-book" (p. 53). I 
Lest the reader miss this pivotal reference to the law, to legal-
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ity, to scripture, and to statute books, Hawthorne delays the 
introduction of Hester; it is not, in fact, Hester who first issues 
forth from the portal, but the town beadle •••• I I 
The letter is, in fact, mute as to its meaning. The 
ultimate ambiguity of the letter's meaning is Hawthorne's final 
gift to the reader. The letter "A" belies interpretation, if only 
for [the] many different meanings [which] are offered. 
[--Pp. 51-53, 54-55, 56, 57, w. nn. 26-27, adapt.] 
HAWMECHA.NIQUE 2-513--J. Irwin [1980], "Champ[]on ••• bilingual 
Rose[]," resumed) 
For ·Hawthorne and Melville, the ambiguous character of the 
hieroglyphics was their prime significance. The hieroglyphics were 
the linguistic analogue of an enigmatic external world whose shape 
was various enough to sustain almost any interpretation that man 
projected on it in the act of knowing. Both writers understood 
that questions of meaning were finally questions of value and that 
Champollion's scientific reading of the hieroglyphics had not 
rendered the nearly four centuries of metaphysical interpretations 
either worthless or meaningless. Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics, 
seventeenth-century metaphysical interpretations, and nineteenth-
century scientific readings are in a sense all of equal value, in 
that each is a representative product of the ordering power of the 
human imagination in a different historical period. The sense that 
value and meaning are a function of historical process and that at 
any given moment in history man finds the truth he needs to find 
are insights that, in the works of Hawthorne and Melville, frequently 
center upon the image of the hieroglyphs. 
Certainly, it would be difficult to overestimate the impor-
tance of the symbol of the hieroglyphics to the structure of a novel 
like The Scarlet Letter (1850). Hester's insignia is a hieroglyphic 
emblem, and the manuscript that accompanies it is its apparent 
explication--"apparent" because the very point of the novel is to 
present us not with the one true meaning of the hieroglyph but 
rather with a host of possible meanings from which to choose. In 
his first description of the scarlet letter, Hawthorne notes that 
the insignia is the product of a lost skill in embroidery, thereby 
emphasizing its mysterious, hieroglyphic nature: "The stitch (as 
I am assured by ladies conversant with such mysteries) gives evi-
dence of a now forgotten art, not to be recovered even by the 
process of picking out the threads" ([Cent. Ed.,] 1:31). Gazing 
at the letter, he adds, "Certainly, there was some deep meaning in 
it, most worthy of interpretation, and which, as it were, streamed 
forth from the mystic symbol, subtly communicating itself to my 
sensibilities, but evading the analysis of my mind" (1:31). That 
"deep meaning" remains ambiguous to the last. 
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The scenario of multiple perspectives, in which an enigmatic 
object is variously interpreted by one individual whose point of 
view changes or by a series of individuals who each have a different 
point of view, is a major structural element in The Scarlet Letter. 
At the start a dual viewpoint is introduced into the very fabric 
of the narrative when Hawthorne presents himself not as the author 
of the story but rather as its revisor and elaborator. 
[ -Pp. 239-40. ] 
HAWt1ECHANIQUE 2_.5/0--Webster 's 2nd [1934-49], "Champ on bilingual 
Rose," extension) 
Ro·set~ta stone •••• A piece of black basalt found in 1799 near 
the Rosetta mouth of the Nile, bearing a bilingual inscription (in 
hieroglyphics, demotic characters, and Greek), and famous as having 
given M. Champollion the first clew toward deciphering the Egyptian 
hieroglyphics. 
HAWMECHANIQUE 2-5/0--J. Irwin [1980], "Champ[]on •.• bilingual 
Rose[]," resumed) 
A cartouche is an oval ring in hieroglyphic writing to set 
off the characters of a royal or divine name. The earliest exam-
iners of the Rosetta stone had noticed that a group of characters 
enclosed in an oval appeared at a point in the hieroglyphic in-
scription corresponding to the place where the name of the pharaoh 
Ptolemy Epiphanes occurred in the Greek inscription. The general 
surmise had been that these characters comprised the pharaoh's name 
and that the oval ring was an unvarying marker of royal names. 
Since the name Ptolemy was Greek in origin, the investigators 
reasoned that it must have been written phonetically in Egyptian, 
and they proceeded to isolate the name's phonetic elements in the 
demotic text of the Rosetta stone. Champollion, following the 
lead of earlier researchers like de Sacy, Akerblad, and Young, 
concentrated his efforts at decipherment on proper names and on 
establishing the relationship between demotic writing and the 
hieroglyphics. Having at first rejectea Young's contention that 
demotic writing was a cursive script ultimately derived from the 
hieroglyphics, Champollion finally accepted it; and in September 
1822, working with copies of inscriptions from the temple at Abu 
Simbel, he deciphered the names.of the pharaohs Rameses and 
Thothmes. Champollion suddenly realized that phonetic signs were 
used for writing not only foreign names but Egyptian names as 
well, indeed that they were "original and integral elements of the 
hieroglyphical system as such["--Erik Iversen, The Myth of Egypt 
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and Its Hieroglyphics in European Tradition (Copenhagen: Gee Gad, 
1961), pp. 142-43.] It was this discovery that he announced 
[--Pp. 20-21, w. n. 32, adapt.] 
HAWMECHANIQUE 2-[4]/0--F. Lieber [1829-33], "eagle [over] / ro 
garden [ (SH!)] ") 
Letter. Hieroglyphic. Egyptian Name. 
A, an eagle, ahom. 
_, a piece of meat, af or ab. 
K, a knee, keli. 
K, a cup, klaft. 
.... 
[M]' A water, moou. 
N, inundation, neph. 
-' 
vulture, noure. 
R, mouth, ro. 
_, tear, rime. 
_, pomegranate, roman. 
s, star, sion. 
_, child, si. 
_, egg, soouhi. 
T, hand, tot. 
_, wing, ten-h. 
SH, garden, shne. 
What a scope for wit would such a choice of signs afford 
[e.g., 'phonetic' vs. 'figurative'J, in the correspondence of modern 
fashionable society! [--"Hieroglyphics," Encyclopaedia 
Americana (1st ed.), ed. Lieber, VI, 312a, 312b.] 
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HAWMECHANIQUE [1]-[4]10--H. Blair [1762;1850], resumed, "eagle over 
ro garden (SH!)," extension) 
Having finished my account of the progress of speech, I pro-
ceed to give an account of the progress of writing •••• •••• [•Pre-
Champollion philology.] I Next to speech, writing is beyond doubt, 
the most useful art which men possess. It is plainly an improve-
ment upon speech, and therefore must have been posterior to it in 
order of time [note in Blair (as cited throughout this chapter) 
vacillating valuations of written over living speech]. At first, 
men thought of nothing more than communicating their thoughts to 
one another, when present, by means of words, or sounds, which they 
uttered. Afterwards, they devised this further method, of mutual 
communication with one another, when absent, by means of marks or 
characters presented to the eye, which we call writing. 
Written characters are of two sorts. They are either signs 
for things, or signs for words. Of the former sort, signs of 
things, are the pictures, hieroglyph[ic]s, and symbols, employed by 
ancient nations; of the latter sort, signs for words, are the 
alphabetical characters now employed by all Europeans. These two 
kinds of writing are generically and essentially distinct [vs. 
Champollion, 1822]. I I 
Among the Mexicans, were found some traces of hieroglyphical 
characters, intermixed with their historical pictures. But Egypt 
was the country where this sort of writing was most studied, and 
brought into a regular art. In hieroglyphics was conveyed all the 
boasted wisdom of their priests. According to the properties which 
they ascribed to animals, or qualities which they supposed natural 
objects to be endowed, they pitched upon them to be the emblems, 
or hieroglyphics, or moral objects; and employed them in their 
writing for that end. Thus, ingratitude was denominated by a 
viper; imprudence, by a fly; wisdom, by an ant; victory, by a hawk; 
a dutiful child, by a stork, a man universally shunned, by an eel, 
which they supposed to be found in company with no other fish. 
Sometimes they joined together two or more of these hieroglyphical 
characters; as a serpent with a hawk's head, to denote nature, with 
God presiding over it. [Italics--A. K. V.; cf. the rhythmically 
hawking master-signature posited in my I.B.3, I.e, and developed 
as pedunclelconceptacle in II.B.2-3, III.A('d'-three), III.B.3.a 
(a-20), a(e-21), and throughout, esp. as truncate-neck (@step 2).] 
c=-Pp. n-74.] 
HAWMECHANIQUE [4]-510--K. Laughlin [1956], "toothing of the calyx-
lobes") 
Hawthorn is the name given to the plant of the genus Crataegus 
of the Rosaceae, or Rose family. All Hawthorns are woody and more 
or less thorny. 
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"Haw" is a specific name for the fruit • • • • I I 
All Hawthorn flowers are perfect, i.e., they have both stamens 
and pistils, as is the case with other species of the Rosaceae. The 
calyx is a continuation of the structure of the receptacle and is 
split into 5 acute lobes, or sepals. The toothing of the calyx-
lobes is an important diagnostic character. Inside the c~lyx is 
the corolla, consisting of 5 white petals. The size and shape of 
the petals are not regarded as a diagnostic chal'acter in this 
genus, but the width of the flower, measured between the extremi-
ties of the petals, is an important character. Just inside the 
petals are the bases of the stamens, numbering 5 to 20 or more, 
depending on the species. In the center of the flower are 1 to 5 
pistils. 
All the white corymbose tree flowers that you see in the woods 
in May and June belong to the Hawthorns. Also white are the race-
mose flowers of the Downy Serviceberry (Amelanchier arborea), Black 
Cherry (Prunus serotina) and Chokeberry (P. virginiana) and the 
umbellate flowers of the Inch Plum (Prunus lanata). The flowers 
of the very abundant Prairie Crab Apple (Malus ioenesis) are light 
pink. 
When the stigmas are fertilized by pollen from the anthers, 
the ovules start to.develop and become bony nutlets when the haws 
are ripe. The number of the nutlets is therefore about the same as 
the number of the pistils, but it averages slightly less because 
of the failure of some stigmas to be fertilized and the destruction 
of some pistils by insects. As flesh grows around the ovules or 
nutlets the remnants of the flower parts, viz, calyx, bases of 
filaments and styles, are pushed upward and become the apex of the 
haw. It is often possible as late as midsummer to get a good idea 
of the number of stamens on the flower by counting the bases of 
the filaments or noting their position with relation to the calyx-
lobes. In some species most of the calyx-lobes are still persistent 
on the ripe haws, but in other species they have fallen. 
Crataegus is confined to the Northern Hemisphere and ranges 
through North America, Europe and Asia. It is most common in the 
eastern half of the United States. More than eleven hundred 
species have been published in the United States and about ninety 
in the Eastern Hemisphere. Nearly all the United States plants 
were described by c. S. Sargent, W. W. Ashe and C. D. Beadle. The 
period from 1899 to 1903 was a particularly busy one for the species 
makers. [--Manual of the Hawthorns ••• , pp. 1-2, 3.] 
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HAWMECHANIQUE [1]-5/Q--J. Irwin [1980], resumed, "toothing of the 
calyx-lobes," extension) 
The tradition of the veil and phallus as related images 
includes among its most notable eighteenth-century examples 
Schiller's poem "The Veiled Image at Sais (1795), where the ref-
erence to the statue of Isis in the Egyptian temple at Sais points 
to-the literal veiling of the phallic mysteries. Plutarch in his 
treatise De Iside et Osiride says that the Egyptians' "philosophy 
••• is veiled in myths and in words containing dim reflexions and 
adumbrations of the truth •••• In Sais the statue of Athena, whom 
they believe to be Isis, bore the inscription: 'I am all that has 
beeri, and is, and shall be, and my robe no mortal has yet uncov-
ered."'[ 'Plutarch, Moralia, trans. Frank Cole Babbitt, 15 vols., 
Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 
1963), 5:23-25 ••••• '] Of Isis's brother/spouse Osiris, whom 
the Egyptians called "the living phallus" and the "phallus of Ra 
wherewith he was united to himself["--The Book of the Dead, trans. 
E. A. Wallis Budge, 2nd ed., (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
1951), p. 95--]Plutarch adds: 
Not only the Nile, but every form of moisture they call 
simply the effusion of Osiris •• :. And by the picture of a 
rush they represent a king and the southern region of the world, 
and the rush is interpreted to mean the watering and fructifying 
of all things, and in its nature it seems to bear some resem-
blance to the generative member. Moreover, when they celebrate 
the festival of the Pamylia which, as has been said, is of a 
phallic nature, they expose and carry about a statue of which 
the male member is triple; for the god is the Source, and every 
source, by its fecundity, multiplies what proceeds from it •••• 
In fact, the tale that is annexed to the legend to the effect 
that Typhon cast the male member of Osiris into the river, and 
Isis could not find it, but constructed and shaped a replica 
of it, and ordained that it should be honoured and borne in 
processions, plainly comes round to this doctrine, that the 
creative and germinal power of the god, at the very first, 
acquired moisture as its substance •... (5:88-89) 
In the worship of Osiris, the phallus stood as a symbol of 
the god, part for whole, so that through the equation of phallus 
and body the rebirth of Osiris was ritually represented either by 
the ceremonial erection of the phallus or the erection of djed (a 
tree trunk with the stumps of branches projecting on either side 
at the top), a symbol of the god's backbone--vitality thus being 
indicated, in either phallic or bodily form, by the ability to 
stand upright, to rise from the dead. There are numerous instances 
in antiquity of the phallus as a mortuary monument symbolizing 
rebirth[--C. Kerenyi, Dionysos, trans. Ralph Manheim, Archetypal 
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Images in Greek Religion, vol. 2, Bollingen Series 65 (Princeton, 
N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1976), p. 311.] Whitman, in an 
uncollected poetic fragment, describes the Egyptian pharaoh Sesostris 
as a builder of "phallic memorials" ({Leaves of Grass, The Collected 
Writings, ed. G. W. Allen, S. Bradley et al., 13 vols. to date ( ••• 
1961),] 7:687). [--Pp. 280-81, w. nn. 1-3 and parenth. notes, 
adapt., to identify sources of discussion.] 
And, J. Irwin (1980], "toothing of the calyx-lobes," ext., continued) 
John Gardner Wilkinson's A second Series of the Manners 
and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians (1841), which Whitman had 
apparently read, devotes some ninety pages to the cult of Isis and 
Osiris, with lengthy quotations from Plutarch, Herodotus, and 
Diadorus Siculus. Wilkinson discusses "the phallic ceremonies, 
said to have been performed in honour of Osiris[" ( ••• I:342),] 
and after citing Plutarch's account of the statue of Osiris "with 
the triple phallus," he quotes from Herodotus's description of the 
same ceremonies: "!The Egyptians ••• celebrate the rest of this 
festival nearly in the same manner as the Greeks ••• ; but in lieu 
of phalli, they make little puppets about a cubit high, which women 
carry about the towns and villages, and set in motion by a string 
' The historian then describes the appearance of these phallic 
figures, which he ascribes to a sacred reason; and it is a curious 
fact that similar puppets are made by the Egyptians on the occasion 
of public rejoicing at the present day" (I:343-44). 
Wilkinson notes that the custom of applying "the name of 
Osiris to both men and women, who were supposed to partake suffi-
ciently of the qualities of the good being to be worthy of that 
honour, appears to have some connection with the Greek notion of 
Dionysus or Bacchus (who was thought to answer to Osiris) being 
both male and female" (I:322). One of the mysteries that the 
cult of Isis and Osiris seems to have veiled from the uninitiated 
was the paradoxical reversibility of the divine nature whereby 
the god Osiris is the father without a phallus and the goddess Isis 
the mother with a phallus, a blurring of the male/female distinction 
not uncommon among deities of the vegetative cycle and consistent 
with a notion of divinity as undifferentiated. In Godfrey Higgins's 
Anacalypsis, An Attempt to Draw Aside the Veil of the Saitic Isis; 
~' An Inquiry into the Origin of Languages, Nations, and Religions 
(1836), the imagery of the veil, the phallic cult of Isis and 
Osiris, and the concealed origin of language are woven into a 
single network. (The word "anacalypsis," from the Greek ana, "back 
or up," plus kalyptra, "veil, covering for the head,"·may be meant 
to suggest the botanical use of the word "calyptra," meaning "the 
remains of the female sex organ, or archegonium, of a moss or fern, 
forming the caplike covering of the spore case.") Concerning the 
Egyptian worship of Osiris, Higgins notes: "In their caves or the 
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adyta of their temples they annually, during the mysteries of Isis, 
celebrated the mysteries and tragical death of Osiris, in a species 
of drama, in which all the particulars were exhibited; accompanied 
with loud lamentations and every mark of sorrow. At his time his 
images were carried in procession covered, as were those in the 
temples, with black veils. On the 25th of March, exactly three 
months from his birth, his resurrection from the dead was cele• 
brated ••• with great festivities and rejoicings[" ( ••• 2:102).] 
I .... [--Pp. 281-83, w. nn. 4-5 and parenth. notes, adapt., to 
identify sources of discussion.] 
RAWMECHANIQUE [1]-510--P. Gura [1981], resumed, "toothing of the 
calyx-lobes," extension)_ 
The most obvious metaphoric construct in Thoreau's philo-
logical image of spring's resurrection is the equation of the 
thawing sand, the raw earth itself, with an organic vegetative 
force. The sand--here the reader must be alert to the dental, 
fricative sounds of which the word is made--represents what 
Kraitsir would have called "dormant" effect; it begins to flow 
like 1!!!· Streams interlace until the reader does not know if 
he is looking at a living ~ystem or a live plant. Sappy leaves 
and vines appear as the thaw progresses; lichens are evoked, with 
their laciniated, lobed, imbricated thalluses. The dominant sounds 
become the liquid labials, the one sees a living organism that 
before was dead: Leopards' paws, birds' feet, lungs and bowels 
emerge as the earth stirs to life. 
But to Thoreau the sand foliage conjures yet another image, 
of the innards or bowels of the earth. He feels as though he 
stands in a cave flooded with light and later comments on the 
cast size of the "sandy rupture." He thinks himself in the work-
shop of God, as he overflowed himself, "strewing his fresh designs 
about" through an excess of energy. Here the reader witnesses 
nothing less than Thoreau's visionary metaphor for Creation: 
individual life struggling to put itself forth and, inevitably, 
fading again into the thin dentals and fricatives that denote 
death. The earth Thoreau sees is filled with living, flowing, 
running, moving energy and so labors with the idea of its streaming 
forms of life that it must everywhere project itself through the 
imagery of living things, in this case, leaves. The overhanging 
boughs become archetypal and are "pregnant" with the laws that all 
atoms contain within themselves. I [--Pp. 134-35; discus-
sion, in accord with C. Kraitsir's Glossology (1852), of pp. 305-7 
of Thoreau's Walden (1854), ed. J. L. Shanley, in The Works ... 
(1971).] 
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And, P. Gura [1981], "toothing of the calyx-lobes, 11 ext., continued) 
Here Thoreau read his "leaf" with every philological lens 
Kraitsir bequeathed him. All begins internally (with the gutt[u]r-
als) as a lobe, thick and moist in its womblike position in the 
earth (and in man's vocal organs), which then slips and slides 
outward, delivered finally to the liquid labials, and concludes in 
a leaflike sound, ·.!!!I. and thln when finally externalized. The 
liquids press it forward, as they do over the entire globe, but 
all ends in those dental sounds--"the symbols of death" as Kraitsir 
called them: 1-e-a-f, g-1-o-b-e, 1-i-f-e. 
The wordplay continues complex as Thoreau moves from a 
lumpish grub in the earth to the airy and fluttering butterfly. 
Cause--gutt[u]ral; effect--labial; death--dental: all metaphors in 
the passage follow this pattern; and, before the reader is aware 
of it, the philological sleight-of-hand has brought him from an 
insect to the entire globe. The world is but a "leaf" and subject 
to the same laws. Towns and cities are but the "ova of insects" 
in the axils of this organism--an image calling to mind both Walden's 
last page, when the dormant grub emerges triumphant from the table 
after lying entombed for decades, and Kraitsir's injunction to the 
religious man, who must make it his ambition to "trace the papillon 
of language, from the egg, through all the metamorphoses," until he 
reaches knowledge of the spirit[--Glossol., p. 197]. The railroad 
cut becomes nothing less than a parable of man's enti~e existence, 
and Thoreau makes the lesson explicit: "this one hillside illus-
trated the principle of all the operations of nature." The Creator 
of the world 11but patented a leaf" (WP, p. 308). 
"What Champollion will decipherthis hieroglyphic for us, 
that we may turn over a new leaf at last?" What Champollion, in-
deed, if not the curious Hungarian Charles Kraitsir and a handful 
of his New England disciples? ••• [C]ould Thoreau hold .•. 
[Emerson's] tenet [of 'soul'-progress] •••• I The hieroglyph 
repeated throughout nature and language not only displays the fact 
that (as Emerson and Reed had noted) words are coextensive with 
natural facts but, more importantly, that these natural facts are 
themselves the reality men have been chasing. The world of birth, 
change, and death is the ultimate secret to be read in organic 
nature, as well as in the highest mental activity of man, his 
language. Thoreau's insight was that life goes on and on in an 
unending cycle of constant change and that, while the individual 
organisms die, throughout nature the totality of existence is ever 
in the finest health. "We are surrounded by a rich and fertile 
mystery," Thoreau elsewhere proclaimed. "May we not probe it, pry 
into it, employ ourselves about it a little? (Wr, 8:471). By the 
· time he wrote Walden, Thoreau had done just that and discovered 
the true Logos God had contained in the very nature of things. 
[--Pp. 135-37, w. parenth. identif. Walden (WP) and Works 
n. 37, adapt.] 
I 
(Wr); 
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HAWMECHANIQUE [l]-5/ •• ;-H. Melville [1850], "A papered chamber[:] 
I the mouth[] of the dark character[]") 
A papered chamber in a fine old farm-house, a mile from any other 
dwelling, and dipped to the eaves in foliage--surrounded by moun-
tains, old woods, and Indian ponds,--this, surely, is the place to 
write of Hawthorne. Some charm is in this northern air, for love 
and duty seem both impelling to the task. A man of a.deep and 
noble nature has seized me in this seclusion. His wild, witch-
voice rings through me; or, in softer cadences, I seem to hear it 
in the songs of the hill-side birds that sing in the larch trees 
at my window. 
Now, it is that blackness in Hawthorne, of which I have 
spoken, that so fixes and fascinates me. It may be, nevertheless, 
that it is too largely developed in him. But however this 
may be, this blackness it is that furnishes the infinite obscure 
of his back-ground,--that background against which Shakespeare 
plays his grandest conceits •••••••• --'Off with his head; so 
much for Buckinghaml' This sort of rant, interlined by another 
hand, brings down the house,--those mistaken souls, who dream of 
Shakespeare as a mere man of Richard-the-Third humps and Macbeth 
daggers. But it is those deep far-away things in him; those 
occasional flashings-forth of the intuitive Truth in him; those 
short, quick probings at the very axis of reality;--these are 
the things that make Shakespeare, Shakespeare. Through the mouths 
of the dark characters of Hamlet, Timon, Lear, and Iago, he 
craftily says, or sometimes insinuates the things which we feel 
to be so terrifically true, that it were all but madness for any 
good man, in his own proper character, to utter, or even hint of 
them. Tormented into desperation, Lear, the frantic king, tears 
at the mask, and speaks the same madness of vital truth • 
••• Truth is forced to fly like a sacred white doe in the wood-
lands; and only by cunning glimpses will she reveal herself, as 
in Shakespeare and other masters of the great Art of Telling the 
Truth,--even though it be covertly and by snatches. 
Nor need you fix upon that blackness in him, if it suits you 
not ['this great power of blackness in him (which) derives its 
force from its appeals to that Calvinistic sense of Innate Deprav-
ity and Original Sin, from whose visitations, in some shape or 
other, no deeply thinking mind is always and wholly free']; for 
it is, mostly, insinuated to those who best understand it, and 
account for it; it is not obtruded upon every one alike. 
Let America, then, prize and cherish her writers; yea, let 
her glorify them. [--H.: The Critical Heritage, ed. J. 
Crowley (1970), pp. 111, 116:17, 119. (For the nominal rose of 
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Shakespeare in Hawthorne, see my III.B.2.a[h-02], d.one-two; Romeo 
and Juliet, II.ii.43-44. Note Hawthorne's "black flower of 
civilized society," with "wild rose-bush" at its narrative-
portal. I chamber-threshold, in my III.B.iii.b.three.)] 
HAWMECHANIQUE [1]-51 ••• --J. Crowley, resumed [1970], "written ••• 
me[a]t[--1 I 'plump sphericity"') 
Scholarship has not yet determined whether or not Melville had 
written this essay [above] before me~ting Hawthorne on 5 August 
1850. The two men saw each much of each other during the following 
year, and Melville celebrated their friendship by dedicating ¥oby 
Dick [1851] to Hawthorne. As enthusiastic as Melville's praise 
of Mosses is~ he came to prefer the Twice-told Tales. In 1851 he 
wrote to Duyckinck that the Twice-told 
Far exceed the 'Mosses'--they are, I fancy, and earlier vintage 
from his vine. Some of those sketches are wonderfully subtle. 
Their deeper meanings are worthy of a Brahmin. Still there is 
something lacking--a good deal lacking--to the plump sphericity of 
the man. What is that?--He doesn't patronise the butcher--he needs 
roast-beef, done rare.--Nevertheless, for one, I regard Hawthorne 
(in his books) as evincing a quality of genius, immensely loftier, 
& more profound, too, than any other American has shown hitherto 
in printed form. (The Letters of Herman Melville, ed. Merrell 
R. Davis and William H. Gilman [1960], p. 121.) 
' [--H: The Critical Heritage, ed. Crowley (1970), p. 111; H. Melville, 
on depth, height, and need-for-meat, of Hawthorne, cit. as noted.] 
HAWMECHANIQUE [1]-511-3,5--P. Gura [1981], resumed, "emblems['] I 
point of ••• ~nchorage ••• of retreat[:] I 'the ... HI") 
In his symbolic romances ••• Hawthorne began to utilize the 
concept of rhetorical ambiguity demanded by the moral complexity of· 
his age, but his plots are resolved in ways that at times seem 
evasive. Like Emerson and Thoreau, he had developed an interest in 
questions of perce-tion and meaning that led him to investigate the 
bewildering variety of possible readings of such "natural" emblems 
as the scarlet A, the Pyncheon home, Hilda's dovecote, and Zenobia's 
flower. But, again like Emerson and Thoreau, Hawthorne always 
offered some point of secure anchorage (one might even say, of 
retreat) in a morally ambiguous world. This was not the case with 
his friend Herman Melville, who of all his contemporaries best 
understood the effects of the revolution in language and meaning 
that occurred when the centrifugal forces of romanticism were 
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unleashed in theology and philosophy both. As I already have sug-
gested, Melville was more directly affected than Hawthorne by the 
crisis in religious and moral rhetoric that palsied his environment, 
and he overtly examined the problem of language and meaning in The 
Confidence Man [1852}. But we also must recognize that his master-
piece, Moby Dick [1851}, offers readers an intense examination of 
what men might do once "meaning" had become, for all intents and 
purposes, a privately mediated affair between an individual and 
his conscience. 
The most self-consciously symbolic of Melville's major works, 
Moby Dick opens with nothing less than an "Etymology" of the word 
whale, "supplied by a late consumptive usher to a grammar school" 
who was "ever dusting his old lexicons and grammars," a task he 
enjoyed because "it somehow mildly reminded him of his mortality." 
From the outset, then, Melville intends to display how the word 
and the thing, and (to complete the Emersonian equation) the 
spiritual "fact" the whale represents, lend themselves to whole 
ranges of phonetic and symbolic interpretation. Indeed, as the 
first quotation <from "Hackluyt") in the "Etymology" suggests: 
"While you take in hand to school others, and to teach them by 
what name a whale-fish is to be called in our tongue, leaving out, 
through ignorance, the letter H, which almost alone maketh up the 
signification of the word, you deliver that which is not true["--
Herman Melville, Moby Dick; or, The Whale, ed. Charles Feidelson 
(Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1964), pp. 3-5.} Moby Dick, 
Then, is an investigation of the countless verbal and symbolic 
representations of the great white whale, and the different philo-
sophical "grammars" the members of the Pequod's crew use to compre-
hend the creature provide many varied readings of the "text" of 
the whale. I [--Pp. 158-60, w. n. 15, adapt. With regard 
to "leaving out ••• H" ala Herman M. (with "our tongue" rooted at 
mouth-vault back), note Hawthornden's essay point 3 (following 
Peabody's praise of organ-logic, above). Note my crypt-use of 
"ll" in "aNkH" privi-memo, throughout my readings of Hawthorne, 
II.B.2.b.v, III.B . .'l-5, III.C.] 
HAWMECHANIQUE [1]-510--H. Melville, resumed [1851], "In I 
HAWTHORNE[' s] I vault [] ") 
In Token 
of my admiration for his genius, 
This book is inscribed 
-----
to 
NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE. 
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.... 
II H ••• almost alone maketh up the signification of 
the word •••• " 
Hackluyt. 
"WHALE. * * * Sw. and Dan. hval. This animal is named 
from roundness or rolling; for in Dan~alt is arched or vaulted." 
Webster's Dictionary. 
[--Moby Dick, or The Whale (1851;1952), pp. xxxv, xxxviii. 
Cf. Hawthornden's "turn[ings]" (above), as part of the possibly 
shared craft-grammar of Hawthorne and Melville, based in joint 
pride of English literary heritage, past, present, and American-
tongue future.] 
And, H. Melville [1851], "In I HAWTHORNE[' s] I vault[]," continued) 
. . . ' 
.... ' 
. . . . . ' 
..... ' 
..... ' 
... ' 
.... , 
..... ' 
..... ' 
BALEINE, 
BALLENA, 
PEKEE-NUEE-NUEE, 
PEKEE-NUEE-NUEE, 
. 
Hebrew • 
..... 
French. 
Spanish. 
Fegee. 
Erromangoan • 
. [ •He Brew. ] 
[ = ] 
[=Balls-.] 
[= ] 
[=Peak/Peck-anew.] 
[--('mouth-BY THICK[LIPPed],') or The Whale (1851;1952), 
p. xxxviii. ] 
HAWMECHANIQUE [1]-5/1--J. Normand [1964;1970], "In HAWTHORNE's 
vault[: 'Melville's I " lips"']," extension) 
For Sophia, Melville was always to remain a [S]outh [S]eas 
savage disguised as a civilized man, "Mr. Omoo,"[] brandishing an 
imaginary club, as well as being the man with the "veiled," fasci-
nating eyes that seemed to take in everything,[] which proves that 
he and Hawthorne were of the same race, that of the seers and 
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inquirers. Hawthorne was enchanted by his new guest, but this 
enfant terrible was to prove somewhat of a Rimbaud to his Verlaine. 
I And Sophia, of course, was on the side of conformism and 
conventions. She would have had difficulty in understanding the 
exigencies of a contradictory sensibility in need of nourishment 
and sensations. It was this element of sensation that Melville was 
now providing: his enthusiasm, his rejection of conformism--
forcing the older man to "swim for his life"[]--his talent, even 
his affection: "Whence come you Hawthorne? By what right do you 
drink from my flagon of life? And when I put it to my lips--lo, 
they are yours and not mine. I feel that the Godhead is broken up 
like the bread at the Supper, and that we are the pieces."[] From 
this paradisaic idea of brotherhood, Melville then goes on to 
declare his adoration of the "archangel." [] Nathaniel is fot him 
what Sophia had been for Nathaniel: "The divine magnet is on you, 
and my magnet responds. Which is the biggest? A foolish question--
they are One."[] This identification with his friend, his mystical 
sensuality, and the passionate tone of his protestations all seem 
to indicate a homosexual element in Melville's feelings, and the 
"flagon" is as much the symbol of some dark, Lethean draught as it 
is of eternal life. Did Hawthorne feel it his duty, as the Consul 
did later on when the drunken minister was brought to him,[] to 
deliver a sermon? Did he reply to the appeal of a "damned soul" 
with mere coldness?[] His nature, as we know, was such that he 
tended to stiffen and withdraw when his emotions were stirred. But 
it is a fair wager that he was afraid of yielding to pity, or to 
some even more fearful demon. It is certainly true that 
Oberon was always open to the temptation of an esthetically pleas-
ing fate •••• Hawthorne had long since imagined Oberon's return.[] 
It was in the peace of a settled home, in the somewhat tedious 
atmosphere of set habits and a circle of secure affections, that 
he was able tapursue his troubled dreams. [Melville's 
remarks from: 'Melville to Hawthorne, Pittsfield, Nov. 1851, 
Portable Melville, Viking Press, 452.'] [--N.H.: An Approach to 
an Analysis of Artistic Creation (tr. Derek Coltman), pp. 64-66, 
w. nn. 39-4], contracted.] 
HAWMECHANIQUE (1]-511--K. Dauber [1977], resumed, "In HAWTHORNE's 
vault[: 'Oberon's I "Pshaw11 ']," extension) 
In "The Devil in Manuscript" [1835, 1851], ••• , he [Haw-
thorne] opens [his first literary] conversation with himself. The 
audience, prohibited from providing the matter of the tale, is 
invited to overhear it ..•. The two characters, whose conversa-
tion is the tale, may be compared to any of several similar pairs 
in Hawthorne's work •••• Oberon, Hawthorne's nickname in Bowdoin, 
which he used, as well, to sign several early, otherwise anonymous 
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stories,[j is a projection of his artistic side. The narrator, a 
man of society, and ••• an imposition of the audience on a story 
that else would exclude it, is ••• at first presented as arising 
but in reference to the asocial Oberon whom he inverts. The two 
produce each other. "Oberon" is "a name of a fancy and friendship 
between him and me"; it does not exist prior to their friendship. 
Similarly, the narrator's narrative propensities, "a desire to 
turn novelist," as he puts it, develop only when he reads Oberon's 
manuscripts ([Cent. Ed.,] XI, 171). Hawthorne, before writing 
"The Devil," has incorporated the audience into his own psyche. 
"The Devil in Manuscript," then is a psychomachia, Hawthorne's 
ego in motion. It is the translation of a divided self into narra-
tive. Its dialogue is bifurcated monologue. A s~ngle comment is 
given opposite meanings. The integrative faculty of 'the ego fails, 
as what it asserts is split into conflicting assertions. "Would 
they were out of my sight!" says Oberon of the manuscripts, think-
ing how their reality haunts him. "And of mine too" (XI, 171), 
thinks the narrator; but because, he tells us later, he judges them 
very poor things. The structural basis of the story is a pun: "[I 
was] privately of opinion," says the narrator, "in spite of my 
partiality for the author, that his tales would make a more bril-
liant appearance in the fire than anywhere else" (XI, 173); at the 
climax of the tale, when the cause of the city's fire has been 
revealed, "Here I stand--a triumphant author!" says Oberon, "Huzza! 
Huzza! My brain has set the town on fire! Huzza!" (XI, 178). The 
narrator sets himself on the side of actuality. The metaphoric 
brilliance of Oberon's stories is denied by the literal brilliance 
they would produce in burning. But Oberon exalts the metaphor. For 
him metaphor replaces reality; the artistic creation envelops the 
city. I I 
Oberon, interrupting himself with the deprecating "Pshaw," 
absorbs the narrator's' part as antithesis in the would-be dialectic 
and goes on to assert a synthesis in his punning resolution. The 
narrator, on the other hand, becomes pure spectator, asserting one 
meaning of the pun against the other, asserting the reality princi-
ple against the claim of art as second reality.[ 'He tells a 
peculiar kind of joke. Simon 0. Lesser, Fiction and the Unconscious. 
(1957; rpt. New York: Vintage Press, 1962), p. 282, quotes Freud, 
Collected Papers, ed. Joan Riviere, V (London: Hogarth, 1950), 
p. 217: "(Humor) signifies the triumph not only of the ego, but 
also of the pleasure principle, which is strong enough to assert 
itself here in the face of the adverse real circumstances." The 
narrator's pun, then, is anti-humor, asserting reality in the face 
of an adverse pleasure.'] He [the narrator] remains apart, watching 
the artist in what now seems an ecstasy, quite literally standing 
outside reality [in phallic/lingual over-run (A. K. V.)], performing 
extra-human feats, as "with a wild gesture of exultation, he leaped 
almost to the ceiling of the chamber." The narrator moves .away 
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from the action, becomes one with the uninspired audience, and 
safely, sanely observes Oberon in the grip of a demonic "frenzy" 
(XI, 178). I [--Pp. 56-58, 59, w. n. 11 (Is Dauber aware 
of Haw/Pshaw? How far? --For more "pshaws" see my III.B.l.e.one-
two, 3.a[!-03], 5.a[!-14].)] 
And, K. Dauber [1977], continued, "In HAWTHORNE's vault[: 
'consummation I compounded']," ext.) 
I A mechanism of protection can be seen in the strategy of 
this tale ["Devil 't] . Hawthorne, though he seeks intimacy, resists 
exposure. He presents himself divide~ against himself, mocking 
one half with another. As "The Devil" progresses, however, the 
division becomes so great it breaks down. Elements originally 
interacting, the one opposing the other, become simply unrelated. 
Hawthorne's art, ventured as an instrument of unification, yet 
excludes the very culture with which he would unite. The story, 
as a result, never evolves, but remains at the end what it was at 
the beginning, a simple projection. Not until "Wakefield" is 
there evidence of poetic faith in abundance. There, manifestly, 
art as an instrument of unification is at work. There[,] Hawthorne 
sets in motion a genuine conversation, not with himself, but with 
a reader he seeks to define, through art, in relation to himself. 
['From a personal standpoint, unification with the city, with 
society, is a consummation that Hawthorne devoutly wished. For-
mally speaking, it is a synthesis whose dialectic would articulate 
itself in the form of a story, like his best, compounded of self 
and other. But he has not yet that confidence in his art as an 
instrument effective for constructing intimacy ••••• '] [--Pp. 59-
60' w. p. 58.] 
HAWMECHANIQUE [1]-5/2--N. Foerster [1957], "In HAWTHORNE's vault[: 
'consummation I compounded']," ext., extended) 
In 1847, the year of ••• [Omoo], he [Melville] married Elizabeth 
Shaw [ShAW!] the daughter of the chief justice of Massachusetts. 
For nearly three years he lived and wrote in New York (visiting 
London and Paris in winter 1849-50). Then he settled with his 
wife and first child--he was soon to be the father to two sons 
and two daughters--at Pittsfield, Massachusetts. While Hawthorne, 
a few miles away at Lenox, was writing The House of the Seven 
Gables, Melville was deep in Moby Dick, or The Whale, a book 
"broiled," he told Hawthorne, "in hell-fire." In this book Melville 
did for the South Seas and the whalers what Cooper had done for the 
frontier and Mark Twain was to do for the great age of the Missis-
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sippi steamboats. More important, he created a fine story, an 
unforgettable character [Ahab], an impressive wrestling with the 
problem of evil, and a rich, symphonic style. [--Pp. 682-
83.] 
HAWMECHANIQUE [1]-5/5--K. Dauber [1977], resumed, "In HAWTHORNE's 
vault[: 'a self-conscious fiction, not ••• sterile']," 
extension) 
The American novel is from the beginning an experimental 
novel. It is literature taat, as writer after writer tells us, 
is unsure of its own usefulness, afraid to trouble the reader with 
reading it, ashamed to present itself as something significant. 
It is fiction that knows it is only fiction. But because it knows 
this as a birthright, as it were, as a condition of writing in a 
country that doubts the validity of writing, it goes far beyond 
the need of the·. contemporary novel to debunk itself. It is a 
novel debunked from the start, concerned not so much with its 
inability to be real, as with the uses to which its acknowledged 
unreality may be put. It is a self-conscious fiction, not a 
sterile one. It is only in self-conscious reading that we can 
avoid sterility ourselves. [--P. 229.] 
And, K. Dauber [1977], continued, "In HAWTHORNE's vault[: 'the very 
circularity I swallows ••• its beginnings']," ext.) 
[T]he very circularity of our argument, here, is 
in keeping with the circularity of the Blithedale as a whole, 
Blithedale's redefinition of itself as a new kind of literature. 
Ideally, we should read every incident of Blithedale as a transfor-
mation of every other. We may perform, that is. a formal analysis 
on it precisely because of that equality of all its elements which 
we have discussed. Here alone no purpose external to the work, 
struggling to impose itself on it, invests some incidents with 
special significance, contests others, fails to consider more. 
Here alone, in Hawthorne, the book exists independently ~ a form. 
We have called such a work realistic. It is a work that 
subsumes the forces that might otherwise impinge on it from the 
outside into its own neutrality. In Hawthorne it swallows even 
its beginnings, incorporates within itself the very influences 
that give .rise to it, transforms, in other words, its history into 
an ontology. Within its own compass[,] Blithedale, therefore, just 
stakes out afresh ground already broken in England and elsewhere. 
Indeed, it plays out in itself--because it absorbs its tradition 
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into itself--the development of English realism from English real-
ism's own beginnings. 
Blithedale's characters, for example, emerge from the eight-
eenth-century "Character": "The self-concentrated Philanthropist; 
the high-spirited Woman, bruising herself against the narrow limi-
tations of her sex; the weakly Maiden, whose tremulous nerves endow 
her with Sibylline attributes; the Minor Poet, beginning life with 
strenuous aspirations, which die out with his youthful fervor" 
([Cent. Ed.,] pp. 2-3). It is filled with the sort of justifying 
quasi-biographical material Defoe used: "Doctor Griswold--as the 
reader, of course, knows--has placed me at a fair elevation among 
our minor minstrelsy" (p. 246). Here is an absorption of a poten-
tial external cause--the writer: why he wrote the book or, in this 
case, his ability to write--within the fiction. Hawthorne must 
invent the mode all over again. I [--Pp. 165-66.] 
And, K. Dauber [1977], cont'd, "In HAWTHORNE's vault[: 'a name yet 
withdraw(n) purpose']," ext.) 
I There is a manifest concern with names. Hawthorne ration-
alizes anew the realistic use common in eighteenth-century novel-
ists, of names' symbolic meanings, as Ian Watt has demonstrated[ The 
Rise of the Novel: Studies in Defoe, Richardson and Fielding (1957; 
rpt. Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1967), p. 19]. We note 
Hawthorne's own difficulty in finding a title for his book[ (see) 
Pearce, Centenary Edition, p. xix]. How may he give it a name yet 
withdraw purpose, maintain disinterest in the face of valuating 
the book with a name? The problem is projected onto the work. The 
community considers "Sunny Glimpse," "Utopia," and "The Oasis," 
manifestly allegorical designations, so that when it settles on 
the equally allegorical "Blithedale," it seems in contrast, as 
Coverdale says, "neither good nor bad" (p. 37). Or, alternatively, 
a natural name is 'forced to project mystic significance: "Priscilla! 
Priscilla!" says Coverdale, "I repeated the name to myself, three 
or four times; and, in that little space, this quaint and prim 
cognomen had so amalgamated itself with my idea of the girl, that 
it seemed as if no other name could have adhered to her for a 
moment" (p. 29). The symbolic name, the name that seems to suit 
the character of its bearer, while present and in no need of justi-
fication in novelists writing after the early 1700's, must be brought 
in, here, by the back door. · 
What has been taken as Hawthorne's occasional clumsiness, then, 
so far from exemplifying the comparative inability of a romancer in 
the territory of Richardson, Austen, and Eliot, is precisely a 
measure of his originality[. 'This has been a common criticism. See, 
e.g., the representative view of Robert C. Elliott, •.• , in Hawthorne 
Centenary Essays, p. 117 •••• '] [Henry] James was right about the 
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alienation of the American artist, the absence in America of 
artistic community. It is his contribution to the founding 
of a new line, of which James himself was the illustrious successor, 
to have "realized" in Blithedale the pragmatical possibilities of 
American romance. [--Pp. 166-67, w. nn. 10-12, adapt.] 
And, K. Dauber [1977], cont'd, "In HAwrHORNE's vault[: 'valueless[] 
I speech I kosmoi ••• in a cosmos']," ext.) 
I It is not, however, the difficulty of maintaining neutral-
ity that is Blithedale's problem. By and large it establishes a 
balance, and it is its very success in achieving it that is its 
largest failure. The negative side of neutrality is 'emptiness. 
There is a valuelessness about Blithedale, a deadness that replaces 
significance and that threatens every word written. Valuelessness 
is more than the theme of the book. It is a quality of the way in 
which the themes are perceived. Significance is a function 
of the use of the work, of the relation of author to the audience 
the work embodies. It is what generates meaning, as we have been 
using that term. Signification is a function of the message the 
work encodes. It is the relation, in linguistic terms, ·between 
Saussure's signifier and signified. Of course, code and use act on 
each other as a means delimiting an end, an end informing a means. 
But they may, and in realism do, come close to dissociation. Value-
lessness, in effect, results when the message has no use. [See my 
LEnd Notes.l3(a), on "illusory" haw.] 
There is a remarkable'sign' that appears two or, perhaps, three 
times in the book and to no immediately evident end. As Coverdale 
looks across from his hotel room to the neighboring boarding-house 
in which Zenobia and Priscilla will shortly take up residence, he 
notices a dreary and forlorn dove in one of its dormer windows: I 
" ••• I wondered why she chose to sit there, in the chilly rain, 
while her kindred were doubtless nestling in a warm and comfortable 
dove-cote. All at once, this dove spread her wings, and launching 
herself in the air, came flying so straight across the int.ervening 
space, that I fully expected her to alight directly on my window-
sill. In the latter part of her course, however, she swerved aside, 
flew upward, and vanished, as did like-wise the slight, fantastic 
pathos with which I had invested her" (p. 152). [=Signature V'VI 
graph-memo 1 ] 
I I The chief action of the dove, indeed, would 
seem to serve as a connective. It links two chapters. 
[T]he dove is a particular kind of musical end [='note()'], a close 
on the dominant rather than on the tonic. I The situation is not 
unlike what we find in later works of American literature, called 
naturalistic[,] but that we would call realistic[, in] the stories 
of Crane and certain parts of the early novels of Norris. For 
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Crane and Norris the progress of history neutralizes the work in 
much the same way that the progress. of Hawthorne's art .neutralizes 
it for him. With theology discredited and Darwinism not yet com-
pletely found, they adopt, for purely formal reasons, an imagery 
that only secondarily may develop thematic resonance. I 
.... I They bespeak the speech of the book itself, the 
existence of the stories, but as stories that exist in the book. 
They are kosmoi, as Angus Fletcher calls them,[] symbols locating 
character in a cosmos, but whose cosmos they themselves constitute. 
['Fletcher, p. 109, defines "kosmos": "It signifies (1) a universe, 
and (2) a symbol that implies a rank in a hierarchy. As the latter 
it will be attached to, or associated with, or even substituted 
for, any object which the writer wants to place in hierarchical 
position."' (Angus Fletcher, Allegory: The Theory of a Symbolic 
Mode [Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell Univ. Press, 1964])] I 
(--Pp. 179-80, 181, 182, 184-5, 187, w. n. 27, adapt.] 
HAWMECHANIQUE [1]-510--H. Melville, resumed [1891], "valueless 
speech kosmoi • • • in a ['grape']," extension) 
To have.known him, to have loved him 
• After loneness long; 
And then to be estranged in life, 
And neither in the wrong; 
And now for death to set his seal--
Ease me, a little ease, my song! 
By wintry hills his hermit-mound 
The sheeted snow-drifts drape, 
And houseless there the snow-bird flits 
Beneath the fir-trees' crape: 
Glazed now with ice the cloistral vine 
That hid ,the shyest grape. 
[ =Gl-yzd •.• c- .•• v-yN ] 
[= ••• H ••• SH-st Gr-yP.] 
[=Gyneco-stick-HoP.] 
[--"Monody." Cf. Hawthorne's blackberry-vine with gaping ground-
sparrows, amid eggs in various stages of development and devolution--
I.End Notes.l5(d,i); a grapho-universe with haw-cosmoi, or a compact 
instance of Hawthorne's own signet(organismic)nature.] 
Quoted in full and with bracketed annotation immediately above, 
formally lip-to-gut potable yet stinting of gut-to-lip response, and a 
literary counter-event not out of consonance with the naturally and 
culturally and sign-natively shy nineteenth-century New England.Haw-
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Bearing-On--the necro-elegy by Herman Melville to Nathaniel Hawthorne 
has served to end a historically, nationally, and functionally.varie-
gated gathering of excerpted texts. Within that historically, nation-
ally, and functionally variegated gathering of excerpted texts, the 
sociative cause-ways of a.counter-elective game of heritage verbal 
craft implicitly forever continue to celebrate the signatural Hawthorne: 
re-evolving into co(s)mic roundness (often structurally abstract) out 
of his mouth-vegetal consonance-demarked serpentine den or chamber, his 
signatural (formally ever splitting) Godhead, into Si(g)nful America-
Possessing Self-Transmission. Also, within that historically, nation-
ally, and .functionally variegated gathering of excerpted texts, the 
sociative cause-ways of the counter-elective game of heritage verbal 
craft (whether witting or half-wetting or non-weeding) implicitly 
forever continue to celebrate the sober American nineteenth-century 
facts of linguistics and literature: an ARTiculatory linguistics and 
a literature with an EAR to its pwn living paper GROUND, a philological 
and national and personal survival-and-transcendence complex, embracing 
(here) especially Hawthorne, Thoreau, and Melville--and (whether a 
. large figure or a small one) the maieutic humanitarian presence of 
Elizabeth Peabody. 
3 .. Trans-Contexts: Grades of Mouth-Cradling of Hawthorne 
in Five Centuries of English Orphic-Petition. 
The gathering below of prose and verse texts consists of excerpts . 
9 from late-nineteenth- and twentieth-century criticism (six authors}, 
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Period American sources (two authors, one multiple10), Period English 
11 
critical heritage (one author ), English literary tradition 1500-
1950 12 (eight authors ), and present-day American popular reference 
(one 13 author ). It constitutes a select Christ-anthemal portrait of 
the signaturaL Hawthorne. as oral self~e.ncoder, as mouth-cradler of 
petition for trans-cultural, mystico-literal, communal life, through 
an extra-somatic/wood-consonant vigilance, over his own potentially 
disobedient, his own self-rending/self-rendering, meaningful, flesh-
lier parts. The select England's glands-and-thorns accommodating 
Christorphesque--with a French-critical anthropo-gestural prime cosmic 
embracing (ala Jean Norman [1964], trans. Derek Coltman [1970]1 and 
with a mouth-botanical terminus in English Ireland (or in cinel of 
William Butler Yeats [1921, and other dates])--reads as follows. (The 
scale is STEPS 1-5--author eggressive, future-memorial and Divine-
reunion direction. Christorphesque head tags stand in lieu of frame 
remarks [which would re-stress Hawthorne's signature-anthem as elegyj; 
and they specify the highly diverse authors sampled [i.e., as a lyric 
humanistic universe, to reinforce the idea of Hawthorne's self-
reinseminating yet carnal-word warding, Anglo-Christian signature-
portrait].) 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 1/3--J. Normand [1970], resumed, "inward I 
harrow[ ing] '') 
The creative faculty in r~wthorne, as in any artist worthy 
of the name, is nothing else but the poetic faculty directed 
toward the imaginative depiction of reality, psychology, and the 
profound images or musical translation of the inward universe--
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directions that may all converge to create a work of genius when a 
psychic spark has been flung into an intense and vibrating one~ric­
realistic complex of sufficient potency to make the atom of human 
thought unleash its power--as with the sudden inward blaze of the 
Letter, from which there emerged the book that so profoundly dis-
turbed its author's own consciousness. It is to this book that so 
harrowed his soul, and to a number of "profound"(] stories, that 
Hawthorne owes his continuing position as the poet of New England, · 
the poet whose Dionysiac and ancestral fe~ling for the land of his 
birth was so strong that it becomes substantial shadow, light, and 
the voice of the earth itself in the pages of his work. Though 
his writing may have been an attempt to fill an agonizing void, 
there is no ·doubt that he did fill a sp~ce in the world, a space 
where there had previously been nothing, with a reality, with a 
music[, Bergson, !'Evolution creatrice, P.U.F., pp. l4-15], with 
images that are all irreplaceable. His work, a lived and expressed 
world-image, is one of the great poems of the New World and the 
human consciousness--one of those great upwellings of the being 
that true creation must always be. [--P. 354.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 110--King James [1611], "inward I harrowing," 
extension). 
Repent; or else I will come unto thee quickly, and will fight 
against them with the sworq of my mouth. 
He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto 
the churches: To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the 
hidden manna, and will give him a white stone, and in the stone a 
new name written, which no man knoweth saving he that receiveth 
it. I 
I know thy works, and charity, and service, and faith, and 
thy patience, and,thy works; and the last to be more than the 
first. I I But that which ye have already hold fast till 
I come. I I And I will give him the morning star. I 
I· am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end. 
[--Rev. 2.16-17,19,25,28, Rev. 21.6.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE lll-5--J. Normand [1970], resumed, "androgynous I 
[inter-]womb") 
I In order to construct for himself a universe whose dimen-
sions would assure him of the freedom essential to the creative act, 
Hawthorne therefore began by repossessing that childhood sphere, 
the sphere containing the origins of his thought, of his being, and 
of his art. He enclosed himself within it and then, within. its 
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walls, sought to perpetuate the movements of the inward life, the 
cyclical movements whose recurrences had the character of a private 
fatality, and of which Hawthorne's individual psychology and even 
his ethics bore the stamp. For Hawthorne, creation in utero was 
more than an artistic necessity: it was a psychological, almost 
a physical need. To recreate the conditions of creation also meant, 
for him, to make his way back to the original maternal refuge, to 
the womb--which made him a child-creator, sheltered by the womb 
within which he deployed all his adult powers and resources. This 
was why he persistently sought to identify himself with the mother, 
to lose himself inside her: an attempt that would have doomed his 
talent to failure if the memory of the father had not also been 
present to disturb his Lethean quietude--for the "haunted" mind, 
androgynous in its complex texture[: Duyckinck, 1845--"'H. combines 
qualities masculine and feminine"'; Longfellow, 1842•-H. has 'both 
depth and tenderness'; --cf. 'V. Woolf's androgynous Orlando'], 
transformed itself into a womb in order to perpetuate its creative 
principle, which was not exclusively male, as the descendant of 
the great Puritans would have wished, so that the artist was always 
prone to blame himself tor his lack of participation in the divine 
work,[] for his failure to continue it[--cf. G. Poulet's notion of 
'continuous creation'--]as his forefathers had attempted to do. 
But for Hawthorne, deprived of his father so early, God was a 
distant being and as if absent from his creation, aloof in an 
eternity whose threshold there could be no daring to cross[: "The 
Procession of Life"--"!... And whither! We know not; and Death ••• 
our leader, deserts us by the wayside • • . "; also, (there is) Dimmes-
dale' s reticence on his deathbed ( [Riv. Ed. , ] V, 303-4 ). '] As the 
artist in his inward sphere awaited the arrival of his characters, 
so God in his infinity awaited the souls of men. But at no point 
did the two spheres overlap. Communication could take place only 
through intercessors, though angels--through women. But did the 
female Christ, whether Hester or Hilda, fulfil her mission? Haw-
thorne returned to his solitude, to his fertile doubts. The 
artist's work is i work apart, one that must be sufficient unto 
itself, that must redeem itself and redeem its author. [--Pp. 158-
59, w. nn. 52-55, adapt.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 1/0--E. Spenser [1595], "androgynous inter-womb," 
extension) 
XIX 
........................................ 
And knitting all his force, got one hand free, 
Wherewith he grypt her gorge with so great 
paine, 
That soone to loose her wicked bands did 
her constraine. 
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XX 
Therewith she spewd out of her filthie maw 
A floud of poyson horrible and blacke, 
Full of great lumps of flesh and gobbets 
raw, 
Which stunck so vildly, that it forst him 
slacke 
His grasping hold, and from her turne him 
backe: 
Her vomit full of bookes and papers was, 
With loathly frogs and toades, which eyes 
did lacke, 
And creeping sought way in the weedy gras: 
Her filthie parbreake all the place defiled 
has. 
XXI 
As when old father Nilus gins to swell 
With timely pride above the Aegyptian vale, 
His fattie waves doe fertile slime outwell, 
And overflow each plaine and lowly dale: 
But when his later spring gins to avale, 
Huge heapes of mudd he leaves, wherin 
there breed 
Ten thousand kindes of creatures, partly 
male 
And partly femall, of his fruitfull seed; 
Such ugly monstrous shapes elsewhere may 
no man reed. 
XXII 
The same so sore annoyed has the knight, 
That, welnigh choked with the deadly stinke, 
His forces faile, ne can no leger fight. 
Whose corage when the feend perceivd to 
shrinke, 
She poured forth out of her hellish sinke 
Her fruitfull cursed spawne of serpents 
small. 
Deformed monsters, fowle, and blacke as 
inke, 
Which swarming all about his legs did crall, 
And him encombred sore, but could not 
hurt at all. [--~.I.i.l9-22.] 
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CHRISTORPHESQUE 1/4--J. Normand [1970], resumed, "particular I 
muscle") 
[It] may be said that the artist exists as an artist thanks 
t~ a particular organ that has come into being within him without 
his Knowledge, of whose existence he is more aware than other men 
but which he is perpetually afraid of losing because of its capri-
ciousness, and which must seemingly be indefinitely and continuously 
recreated--an organ that functions only intermittently, that in 
which the poetic faculty resides[,] and that reveals strange vistas 
to the mind--vistas which he will increasingly desire to explore 
to their depths. This being so, the dimensions of the external 
world, considered as a system of references, become inadequate and, 
in the form of utilitarian space and time, unacceptable. The 
writer is first of all obliged to create an inner space and time 
that will serve him in the office of a relative, flexible infinity 
and eternity that is renewable at will, an environment in which 
the total self can flower as if within himself. This is why the 
poetic organ must be exercised as a muscle is exercised, for it 
alone is capable of creating those conditions. Hawthorne began 
cultivating the faculty of concentration in himself from his early 
childhood. Illness~ in certain privileged cases, is a happy acci-
dent, as with Montaigne and Pascal, for- it teaches the senses how 
to direct themselves inwards, and it is within himself that the 
·poet sees and hears: otherwise how could we explain the blind 
Milton's visions, or the deaf Beethoven's music? 
There are rituals that aid the mind in rendering itself 
sensitive to these inner dimensions. Gide sat down at his piano 
or selected an appropriate book to read. Steinbeck listened to 
records. Hawthorne, sometimes with the aid of physical exercise, 
sometimes by mental concentration, also used the take his distance 
from external time and space in order to penetrate into the imagi-
nary room of the haunted mind •••• His vision was very prone 
to assume an intimate, restricted, archaic character; whereas in 
bright daylight, surrounded by boundless space and teeming reality, 
he was seized with vertigo. For him, light had always to be mingled 
with shadow, immensity bounded, the present remembered. 
[--Pp. 152-53.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 1/0--E. Spenser [1595], resumed, "particular 
muscle," extension) 
IX 
The greatest Earth his uncouth mother was, 
And blustring Aeolus his boasted syre; 
Who with his breath, which through the 
world doth pas, 
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Her hollow womb did secretly inspyre, 
And fild her hidden caves with stormie yre, 
That she conceiv'd; and trebling the dew 
time, 
In which the wombes of wemen doe, expyre, 
Brought forth this monstrous masse of 
earthly slyme, 
Puft up with emptie wynd, and fild with 
sinfull cryme. 
X 
So growen great, through arrogant delight 
Of th' high descent whereof he way yborne, 
And through presumption of his matchlesse 
might, 
All other powres and knighthood he did 
scorne. 
Such now he marcheth to this man forlorne, 
And left to losse; his stalking steps are 
stayde 
Upon a snaggy oke, which he had torne 
Out of his mothers bowelles, and it made 
His mortall mace, wherewith his foemen 
he dismayde. [--~.I.vii.9-10.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 111-3--J. Normand [1970], "particular I muscle," 
resumed) 
I All alchemy takes place in the imagination, and it is also 
in the imagination that style is born: it is not simply a polishing 
process after the work is finished, but the struggle of an artist's 
personal images into their definitive form. The existence of a 
style presupposes the existence of a whole world behind it, nour-
ishing it and supporting it. The dimensions of style are those of 
the imagination, which is why any purely technical approach can 
never do more than imitate its surfaces, thereby merely creating 
a confusion between the genuine writer and the sham one. Racine's 
worst line of all, so outrageous in its alliteration, has become 
his most famous! Yet what would Racine be if he were not first and 
foremost a cruel, insistent, compassionate consciousness[,] fasci-
nated by all our human passions? What would Hawthorne be if he 
were not, beyond the words and the sentences, that gradual and 
implacable invasion of the consciousness, that inward growth of 
the plant unfurling symmetrically with the world-tree in which the 
whole moral, psychic, and esthetic cycle is contained? This ex-
plains the twin growth of the pillory, the prison, the rose, the 
Letter, and the elf. Love, terror, the cruel law, all have a common 
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trunk, while sensuality, repression, pleasure, guilt, punishment, 
redemption, like branches and roots, all intermingle and exchange 
their essences. Hawthorne's whole forest is but a single tree. 
Light and darkness are the most powerful agents of its growth, and 
we are the spectators, as in the vegetable kingdom of the external 
world, of veritable esthetic and psychological phototropisms and 
geotropisms. The spellbound plants sprout up •••• Indeed, 
Hawthorne does better: ·he makes it into an organ, a thing of flesh 
whose substance may be tenuous but which can also become extremely 
dense and weigh down with a great weight in the physical world • 
••• the shadowy consciousness and the inward eye then combine 
to form a whole that is humid light[, "Wives of the Dead,"] 
The seeking mind must be a net stretched across the threshold upon 
which images slight, like the foliage of the pear tree in The House 
of the Seven Gables catching the fleeting voices as they pass[, 
Riv. (Ed.), III, 168, 190,] or.the branches of the summerhouse 
filtering the moonlight and the breeze [, III, 254]--the drops of 
water from the depths, the sounds, the muffled class, the flicker-
ing reflections must all be soaked in by osmosis at the orifice of 
the spring, of the artesian well[, III, 210]. The spheres, images 
of the heart and head, exchange their fluids, their blood, and 
fuse together like those two drops symbolizing the passionate loves 
and hates of the faun and his nymph[, The Marble Faun, Riv., VI, 
112]. Such a fusion does not exclude individuality. The mixing 
of the elements in Hawthorne is always followed by a process of 
settling and sedimentation, and the Hawthorne hero always returns 
into himself "pure," like good and evil lying unmixed in the peace-
ful conscience, both as solitary as the first being on earth. The 
work, created in the image of its author, is apart. It belongs to 
the individual time of its creator, that of an age chosen and 
created by him, not accepted and submitted to[: The House of the 
Seven Gables, Riv., III, 127--'writers of society' (J. N.)]. In-
stead of conforming to the changing caprices of fashion, it follows 
an austere curve, it clothes itself in that narrow sheath that Gide 
held to be so necessary. The Hawthorne arabesque, though it loses 
its tension in the later works and becomes a thing of fluttering 
tatters, nevertheless created in The Scarlet Letter a harmoniously 
and powerfully coiled Laocoon [cf. Lessing's essay (A. K. V.)]. 
This "convulsive" beauty later insisted upon by Lautreamont has 
always been characteristic of works charged with human significance. 
[--Pp. 349-51, w. notes, adapt.] 
And, J. Normand [1970], continued, "hammered I explosions") 
Moreover, and this is the danger, though true poetry has very 
little time for regularly hammered syllables, the same cannot be 
said of oratory. The same is true of music: the metronome is all 
very well for giving the beat in a ballet, but not for conducting 
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a symphony. And Hawthorne's true music, like that of Beethoven or 
Brahms, must be looked for in his profound, complex, sinuous move-
ments, with their imperceptible crescendoes and their interminable 
decrescendoes. In Beethoven, the wave form predominates: in 
Brahms[,] the spiral. Though there may-not exist any equivalences 
from one art to another, there are 11correspondences 11 [-or'"cor-
respondances," ••• (which) have been examined ••• by S(idney) 
Lanier in an essay ••• '--]that enable us to discern·Brahmsian 
echoes in Hawthorne in the same way that· it is possible to hear 
echoes of Verlaine in Debussy. The accents with which Hawthorne 
endowed English prose, like those that Brahms bestowed on music, 
are accents characterized by sinuous modulations, by siren songs 
interrupted with brief D~onysiac dances and sudden dazzling explo-
sions. The poetic breath that runs through the work symphonizes 
the themes. Hester's resurrection is not without its "forest 
murmurs," and the tragedy based upon a primitive oneirism vibrates 
with the music of the passions. That music and those movements, 
to use [Gaston] Bachelard's term, "deposit" forms, images of the 
consciousness they haunt and that first gave them birth. [--P. 347, 
w. n. 33, adapt.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 2/2--L. Schubert [1944], "hammered explosions, 11 
extension) 
I On the first page of this novel (The House ~f the Seven 
Gables] appears a passage which is almost poetry, so strong is the 
rhythm of its words and its repeated devices: "The street is 
Pyncheon Street; the house is the old Pyncheon House; and an elm-
·tree, of wide circumference, rooted before the door, is familiar 
to every town-born child by the title of Pyncheon Elm." [(Riv. 
Ed.,) VII, 1] The same devices are used in the second chapter 
when Hawthorne is speaking of Hepzibah: "born, too, in Pyncheon 
Street, under the Pyncheon Elm, and in the Pyncheon House " 
Again, in the third chapter, we find a repetition of this motif, 
although it is somewhat broken-up: 
"See here!" cried he; "what do you think of this 
Trade seems to be looking up in Pyncheon Street!" 
"Well, well, this is a sight, to be sure!" 
exclaimed the other. "In the old Pyncheon House, and 
underneath the Pyncheon Elm!" [VII, 64] 
The three terms do not appear so close together again in the course 
of the story, but whenever Hawthorne uses one of them, the reader 
cannot help seeing and hearing the other two. The tree is mentioned 
often in the book, and, as we would expect of Hawthorne, in the last 
paragraph. Another brief poetic passage is found in the chapter in 
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which Hawthorne, the all-seeing and all-knowing author, talks to 
the body of Jaffrey Pyncheon: 
Up, therefore, Judge Pyncheon, upl You have lost a day. 
But to-morrow will be here anon. Will you rise, betimes, 
and make the most of it! To-morrow! To-morrow! To-morrow! 
We, that are alive, may rise betimes to-morrow. As for him 
that has died to-day, his morrow will be the resurrection 
morn. [VII, 402] I [--Pp·. 68-69.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 210--E. Spenser [1595], resumed, "hammered 
explosions," extension) 
XXIV 
.................................. 
He raft her hatefull heade without remorse: 
A streame of cole black blood forth gushed 
from her corse. [I.e., because of 'gnattes.'] 
XXV 
Her scattred b"rood 
............. •· ................. . 
Gathred themselves about her body round, 
Weening their wonted entrance to have 
found 
At her wide mouth: but being there with-
stood, 
They flocked all about her bleeding wound, 
And sucked up their dying mothers bloud, 
Making her death their life, and eke her 
hurt their good. [--~.I.i.24-25.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 2-3/0--E. Spenser [1595], resumed, "threshold[s] I 
lilled I torment") 
XXXIII 
The house of endlesse paine is built thereby, 
In which ten thousand sorts of punishment 
The cursed creatures doe eternally torment. 
XXXIV 
Before the threshold dreadfull Cerberus 
His three deformed heads did lay along, 
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Curled with thousand adders venemous, 
And lilled forth his bloody flaming tong: 
At them he gan to reare his bristles strong, 
And felly gnarre, until Dayes enemy 
Did him appease; then downe his taile he 
hong, 
And suffered them to passen quietly: 
For she in hell and heaven had power 
equally. 
XXXV 
There was Ixion turned on a wheele, 
For daring tempt the queene of heaven to 
sin ••.• [--~.I.v.33-35.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 2-3/0--Phili[-] Sidney [1580], ·"thresholds lilled 
torment," extension) 
31 
Philisides 
---vv---vv-vv--
FAIRE Rocks, goodly rivers, sweet woods, when 
shall I see peace? 
Peace? what barrs me my tongue? who is it that 
comes me so ny? 
Oh! I do know what guest I have mett; it is Echo. 
Well mett Echo, aproche: then tell me thy will too. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
But when I first did fal, what brought most fall to 
Echo 
Peace. 
I. 
'T is Echo. 
I will too . 
my hart? Arte. 
Arte? what can be ·that art which thou dost meane 
by thy speche? Speche. 
What be the fruites of speaking arte? what growes 
by the words? Words. 
0 much more then words: those words serv'd more 
to me blesse. Lesse. 
Oh when shall I be knowne, wher most to be 
knowne I do longe? Long . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
What great name may I give to so heav'nly a woman? A woe-man. 
Woe, but seems to me joy, that agrees to my thought 
so. I thought so. 
Think so, for of my desired blisse it is only the course. 
Curs'd be thy self for cursing that which leads me Curse. 
to joies. Toies. 
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What be the sweet creatures wher lowly demaunds 
be not heard? Hard. 
Harde to be gott, but got constant, to be helde like 
steeles. Eeles • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Tell yet againe me the names of these faire form'd 
to do ev'lls. Dev'lls. 
Dev'lls? if in hell such dev'lls do abide, to the hells 
I do go. Go. 
[--Pp. 62-65: Arcadia Sec.Ecl.#31, 11.1-4,28-32,37-42,49-50.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 2-3/2-3--J. Normand [1970], resumed, "thresholds 
lilled torment," extension) 
I Hawthorne's sentence, like his work as a whole, is a move-
ment of the consciousness. If the mind goes directly to its goal, 
then the sentence is a dart, an arrow: command, insult, attack, 
violent start of the whole being[: 'Endicott's harangue, Goodman 
Brown's imprecations, the Judge's fulminations, and Dimmesdale's 
defensive reaction: ~(carlet) L(etter, Riv. Ed.,) V, 167: "No--
not to thee •••• But who art thou that thou meddlest in this 
matter?--that darest thrust himself between the sufferer and his 
God?"().'] More- often, the ·thought progresses by way of circumvo-
lution or in a circle, and the discourse evolves in accordance 
with a circular or sinuous plan. The slow, spiralling movement of 
Dimmesdale's voice during the sermon unwinds into a long musical 
period, not an oratorical one[: Riv.,'V, 288-89 (enveloping, 
insinuating voice). Cf. Miriam's voice: M(arble) F(aun, Riv.), 
VI, 310. '] Hawthorne's sentence is a labyrinth-sent~e, an 
anticipation of Faulkner's. Delays, folds, detours, and dou~ 
blings back are the rule. There is the way that we find the words 
circling, for example, around the figures conjured up by Hester's 
memory in the pil!ory: the old father, the anxious mother, the 
young girl, the pale scholar--then the stream begins to ,follow the 
labyrinth of the city streets as seen in her dream, at which an 
abrupt reversal brings us back into the market place[, V, 78-80.] 
Hezibah, searching for Clifford, leads us through a maze of 
sentences that is homologous with the labyrinth of the House 
itself, and packed, like it, with memories[: The House of the 
Seven Gables, Riv., 'III, Ch. 16 (Clifford's chamber). The 
conc~ntric circles formed by the current of life around the house 
are conjured up by an image, p. 344 ( ••• current ••• eddy •.• ) 
while the sentence also curls around upon itself.'] The torment 
of the heart agitated by inward convulsions expresses itself in a 
series of serpentine sentences, slow reptiles that writhe in a 
melancholy and melodious hissing progress: "punishment"--"salva-
tion"--"sin"--"suffering"; "silence"--"tenderness"--"shame"--
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"sin"; "secret"--"silence"--"hypocrisy"--"sin"; words that recur 
again and again, litany, disguised confession, obsession, contra-
diction--a prayer crying out for both punishment and secrecy, the 
drizzling downfall of a crushed and conquered soul[,] already 
beginning to inflict its secret punishment upon itself[,~., 
Riv., V, 89]. The serpent[-]sentence delicately modulates the 
melancholy of the labyrinthine soul, the tendril-sentence probes 
and spirals down into the sick consciousness. The torture in-
flicted upon his victim by Chillingworth thus takes on the cruelty 
of a "turn of the screw": by means of a series of interrogations 
he stirs up unease, then pain, and each of his remarks renews the 
grip of dread around the minister's heart [: V, 'Ch. 10 ("The Leech 
and his Patient"); 160, "some hideous secrets"; "the powers of 
nature call ••• for the confession of sin"; 161: "why not reveal 
them here?"; 162: "Yet some men bury their secrets • ."."; "These 
men deceive themselves"; 165-66 (Ch[illingworth] asks for details 
about his patient's illness, in reality in order to distress him, 
so that he can deliver the final blow); 167: "first lay open to 
him the wound ••• in your soul."'] [--P. 345, w. nn. 18-23, 
adapt.] 
And, J. Normand [1970], "thresholds lilled torment," ext., 
continued) 
Or else it is the slow descent into the darkness in search 
of the secret: the sentence follows all the movements of the man 
of hate as he gropes his way nearer, almost reaches his goal, and 
at the least alert retires[, V, 159.] The direction of the Haw-
thorne sentence tends to be a downward one: the weight of the 
words causes it to descend: "gold"--"tomb"--"evil"--"rotting 
flesh." Emotionally and morally speaking[,] evil and flesh are 
heavier than gold: the sentence has a weightier and weightier 
burden to bear as it progresses, and the rhythm slows down as the 
descent continues [ : V, '158: "He now dug into the • • • clergyman's 
heart •••. "'] Dimmesdale, in the course of his ascetic practices, 
makes a descent into his inner self. During the vigil, the pro-
gressive intensification of the light indicates his progress 
inward: the sentence rises, but the minister's soul is too heavy 
to climb up after it[: V, '176: "He kept vigils ••• glimmering 
lamp ••• most powerful light •••• "'] Then the maelstrom begins 
again, the mill wheel, the hell-sent dance of visions--angels, 
demons, the mother, the mistress--sometimes vague, sometimes 
intense[--V, '177: " ••• or more vividly ••• within the looking-
glass"']: the sentence follows the movement of the return to the 
surface, which ends with a slow drifting followed by a silent 
sedimentation. Pearl's [?] raised finger works like a spell; 
words heavy with penitential symbolism fall to the bottom of the 
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consciousness, cemented together by muffled, cavernous sonori-
ties[: V, '177: "pointing her forefinger, first at the scarlet 
letter on her bosom and then at the clergyman's own breast.'"] 
The movement may also be emphasized by caesuras comparable to 
those in verse. I And although Hawthorne does not 
insist overmuch on these obvious methods, the rhythm of his 
sentences, once it escapes from the underground labyrinth, does 
depend more or less upon their conscious or unconscious use. His 
descriptive sentences[,] in particular{] the bounding, dancing 
sentences that are used to evoke Pearl's games or the faun's 
caperings,[] need to be sustained by metrical artifices[: S. L., 
Riv., 'V, 126: " ••• and frisked onward I before Hester I onthe 
gras I sy path, I with many I a harm I less trip I and tumble."' 
'Ibid., 163: "She now skipped I irreverently I from one grave I 
to another •••• " H(awthorne) did not consider it worthwhile to 
point the rhythm of this dance on the graves any further!' M. F., 
Riv., 'VI, 107: 
Donatello I snapped his fingers I above his head, 
As fauns I and satyrs I taught us I first to do. 
And seemed I to radiate I jollity 
Out of I his whole I nimble I person.'] I [ --Pp. 345-
46, w. nn. 24-32, adapt.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 3-510-.;..Anonymous Ali.terican [1840], "wild beast[']s 
harbor") 
What are tne leaves by Autumn blasts whirled down? 
Or what the brooks by summer suns drank up? 
What are the tearless eyes, when grief has flown? 
Or what the toper with his empty cup? 
The /answer is my first, and now I ask, 
What find you in the forest[']s dreary waste, 
Where wild beasts harbor, safe from human foes? 
Or where the hunted felon flies in haste, 
Or weary pilgrim seeks secure repose? 
This is my next, and now complete the task; 
You have a name immortalized in verse: 
His own--grave, lively, musical and terse. [(Answ.) Dryden] 
[--Original Charades, Bunker Hill, 1840, p. 88.] 
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CHRISTORPHESQUE 3-510--S. Mallarme (1893], "wild beast's harbor," 
extension) 
That is why the careful prose of discriminating writers--
ornamental prose--can always be thought of as broken verse; it 
plays with its own tones and hidden rhymes, like a thyrsus of 
infinite complexity. [--"Music and Literature" (tr.), p.44.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 3-510--S. Richardson [1748], "wild beast's harbor," 
extension) 
MISS CLARISSA HARLOWE TO MISS HOWE 
Wednesday Morning, Nine o'clock. 
I AM just returned from my morning walk, and already have 
received a letter from Mr. Lovelace in answer to mine deposited 
last night. He must have had pen, ink, and paper with him; for it 
was written in the coppice; with this circumstance; on one knee, 
kneeling with the other. Not.from the reverence to the written 
to, however, as you'll fln~ 
I so much suffer through him; yet, to be treated as if I 
were obliged to bear insults from him! 
But here you will be pleased to read his letter; which I 
shall enclose. 
To Miss Clarissa Harlowe 
Good God! 
What is now to become of me! How shall I support this 
disappointment! No new cause! On one knee, kneeling with the 
other, I write! my feet benumbed with midnight wanderings through 
the heaviest dews that ever fell: my wig and my linen dripping 
with the hoar frost dissolving on them! Day but just breaking--
sun not risen to exhale. 
And are things drawing towards a crisis between your friends 
and you? Is not this a reason for me to expect, the rather to 
expect, the promised interview? [L ll 
Oh, the wavering, the changeable sex! But can Miss Clarissa 
Harlowe--- [I ll 
[ ••••••• ]what are these but words! Whose words? [ ••• ]--
what? Promise-breaker must I call you? 
Forgive me, dearest creature, forgive me! [ •••. I ... ] 
restor[e] to [God] Himself, and to hope, I Your ever-adoring, I 
Yet almost desponding I LOVELACE. 
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Ivy-Cavern in the Coppice--Day but just breaking. [--Pp. 86-88. 
Note in Lovelace, an expressive antecedent for my lingam-cryph 
(and ivy-source), knee:between:ui(+)ne--used throughout in reading 
Hawthorne, III.B.l-5.] 
And, S. Richardson [174-B],.''wild beast's harbor," ext., continued) 
TRANSLATION OF A LETTER FROM F. J. DE LA TOUR TO 
JOHN BELFORD, ESQ. , NEAR SOHO SQUARE, LONDON 
Trent, Dec. 18. N.S. 
SIR,--I have melancholy news to inform you of, py order of 
the Chevalier Lovelace. [ •••• I I] 
TP,ey parried with equal judgment several passes. My Chev-
alier drew the first blood, making a desperate push[ •••• 
I 11 . 
We gave the signal agreed upon to the footmen; and they to 
the surgeons; who instantly came up. 
Colonel Morden, I found, was too well used to the bloody 
work; for he was cool as if nothing so extraordinary had happened, 
assisting the surgeons, though his own wo~ld bled much. But my 
dear chevalier fainted away two or three times running, and ¥omited 
blood besides. [I I] 
He was delirious at times in the two last hours; and then 
several times cried out [ ••• !] but named nobody. And sometimes 
praised some lady (that Clarissa, I suppose, whom he had invoked 
when he received his death's wound), calling her, [ ••• ]! And once 
he said, Look down, Blessed Spirit, look down!---And there stopped; 
his lips, however, moving. [I I] 
[ •••• ] A strong convulsion prevented him for a few moments 
saying more, but recovering, he again, with great fervour (lifting 
up his eyes and his spread hands), pronounced the word blessed. 
Then, in a seeming ejaculation, he spoke inwardly, so as not to be 
understood: at last, he distinctly pronounced these three words, 
LET THIS EXPIATE! 
And then his head sinking on his pillow, he expired, at about half 
an hour after ten. [I] He little thought, poor gentleman! his 
end so near: so had given no direction about his body. I have 
caused it to be disembowelled, and deposited in a vault, till I 
have orders from England. 
This is a favour that was procured with difficulty; and would 
have been refused, had he not been an Englishman of rank: a nation 
with reason respected in every Austrian Government. For he had 
refused ghostly attendance, and the Sacraments in the Catholic way. 
May his sould be happy, I pray God! 
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I have had some trouble also, on account of the manner of his 
death, from the magistry here: [ •••• ] And it has cost me some 
money. [ •••• ] And so, waiting at this place your commands, I am, 
sir I Your most faithful and obedient servant, I F. J. DE LA TOUR. 
[--Pp. 514-16.] 
CHRI.STORPHESQUE 3-510-H. Blair [1762;1850], resumed, "wild 
beast's harbor," extension) 
Taste may be defined "The power of receiving pleasure from 
the beauties of nature and of art." ••• [T]he faculty by 
which we relish such beauties, seems more nearly allied to a feeling 
of sense, than to a process of the understanding; and accordingly 
from an external sense it has borrowed its name; that sense by 
which we receive and distinguish the pleasures of food, having, in 
several languages, given rise to the word taste, in the metaphorical 
meaning under which we now consider it. However, as in all subjects 
which regard the operations of the mind, the inaccurate use of words 
is to be carefully avoided, it must not be inferred from what I 
have said, that reason is entire,ly excluded from the exertions of 
taste. Though taste, beyond doubt, be ultimately founded on a 
certain natural and instinctive sensibility to beauty, yet reason 
assists taste in many of its operations, and serves to enlarge 
its power. [] 
Taste, in. the sense in which I have explained it, is a faculty 
common in some degrees to all men. Even in the deserts of 
America, where human nature shows itself in its most uncultivated 
state, the savages have their ornaments of dress, their war and 
death songs, their harangues and orators. We must therefore 
conclude the principles of taste to be deeply founded in the human 
mind. It is no less essential to man to have some discernment of 
beauty, than it is to possess the attributes of reason and speech.[] 
I 
Th[e] inequality of taste among men is owing, without doubt, 
in part, to the different frame of their natures; to nicer organs, 
and finer internal powers, with which some are endowed beyond 
others. But, if it be owing in part to nature, it is owing to 
education and culture still more. 
I 
Taste and genius are two words frequently joined together; and 
therefore by inaccurate thinkers, confounded. They signify, however, 
two quite different things. Taste consists in the power of 
judging; genius in the power of executing. One may have a consider-
able degree of taste in poetry, eloquence, or any of the fine arts, 
who has little or hardly any genius for composition or execution in· 
any of these arts: but genius cannot be found without including 
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taste also. Refined taste forms a good critic; but genius 
is farther necessary to form the poet, or the orator. (--Pp. 16-
17, 18, 29.] 
And, H. Blair [1762;1850], "wild beast's harbor," ext., continued) 
A species of beauty, distinct from any I have yet mentioned, 
arises from design or art; or in other words, from the perception 
of means being adapted to an end; or the parts of any thing being 
well fitted to answer the design of the whole. When in consider-
ing the structure of a tree or a plant, we observe how all the 
parts, the roots, the stem, the bark, and the leaves, are suited 
to the growth and nutriment of the whole; much more wben we survey 
all the parts and members of a living animal, or when we examine 
any one of the curious works of art; such as a clock, a ship, or 
any nice machine; the pleasure which we have had in the survey, 
is wholly founded on this sense of beauty. It is altogether 
different from the perception of beauty produced by colour, figure, 
variety, or any of the causes formerly mentioned. When I look 
at a watch, for instance, the case of it, if finely engraved, and 
of curious worksmanship, strikes me as beautiful in the former 
sense; bright colour, exquisite polish, figures finely raised and 
turned. But when I examine the spring and the wheels, and praise 
the beauty of the internal machinery, my pleasure then arises 
wholly from the view of that admirable art, with which so many 
various and complicated parts are made to unite for one purpose. 
This sense of beauty, in fitness and design, has an exten-
sive influence over many of our ideas. It is the foundation of 
the beauty which we discover in the proportion of doors, windows, 
arches, pillars, and all orders of architecture. [--Pp. 53-
54.] 
And, H. Blair (1762;1850], continued, "red axe I choaked") 
Wherever strong exclamations, tones, and gestures, 
enter much into conversation, the imagination is always more 
exercised; a greater effort of fancy and passion is excited.--
Consequently, the fancy kept awake, and"rendered more sprightly 
by this mode of utterance, operates upon style, and enlivens it 
more. 
These reasonings are confirmed by undoubted facts. The 
style of all the most early languages, among nations who are in 
the first and rude periods of society, is found, without exception, 
to be full of figures; hyperbolical and picturesque in a high 
degree. We have a striking instance of this in the American lan-
guages, which are known by the most authentic accounts, to pe 
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figurative to excess. The Iroquois and Illinois carry on their 
treaties and public transactions with bolder metaphors, and 
greater pomp and style, than we use in our poetical productions.* 
[*Thus, to give an instance of the singular style of these nations, 
the Five Nations of Canada, when entering on a treaty of peace 
with us, expressed themselves by their chiefs, in the following 
language: "We are happy in having buried under ()ground the red 
axe, that has so often been dyed with the blood of our brethren. 
()Now, in this .sort., we_ inter the axe, and plant the tree of 
peace. We plant a tree ()whose top wil(l) reach the sun, and 
its branches spread abroad, so that it shall be ()seen afar off. 
May its growth never be stifled and choaked, but may it shade 
both ()your country and ours with its leaves! Let us make fast 
its roots and extend them ()to the utmost of your colonies. If 
the French should come to shake this tree, we ()would know it by 
the motion of its roots reaching into our country. May the Great 
()Spirit allow us to rest in tranquillity upon our mats, and 
never again dig up the ax ()to cut down the tree of peace! Let 
the earth be trod hard over it, where it lies ()buried. Let a 
strong stream run under the pit, to wash the evil away out of 
our ()sight and remembrance. The fire that had long burned in 
Albany is extinguished. ()The bloody bed is washed clean, and 
the tears wiped from our eyes. ()We now renew the covenant 
chain of friendship. Let it be kept bright and clean as silver 
()and not suffer to contract any rust. Let not any one pull away 
his arm from it." These passages are extracted from Cadwallader 
Colden's History o-f the Five Indian Nations: where it appears, 
from the authentic documents he produces, that such is their 
genuine style(.)] [--Pp. 66-67, w. note.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE [1]-5/0[,1]--W. Scott [1808], "red axe choaked," 
extension) 
November's sky is chill and drear, 
November's leaf is red and sear: 
Late, gazing down the steepy linn, 
That hems our little garden in, 
Low in its dark and narrow glen, 
You scarce the rivulet might ken, 
So thick the tangled greenwood grew, 
So feeble trill'd the streamlet through: 
Now, murmuring hoarse, and frequent seen 
Through bush and brier, no longer green, 
An angry brook, it sweeps the glade, 
Brawls over rock and wild cascade, 
And, foaming brown with double speed, 
Hurries its waters to the Tweed. 
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--Will spring return, 
And birds and lambs again be gay, 
And blossoms clothe the hawthorn spray? 
Yes, prattlers, yes • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Again the hawthorn shall supply 
The garlands you delight to tie; 
The lambs upon the lea shall bound, 
The wild birds carol to the round •••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Yon Thorn--perchance whose prickly spears 
Have fenced him for three hundred years, 
While fell around his green compeers--
Yon lonely Thorn, would he could tell 
The changes of his parent dell, 
Since he, so grey and stubborn now, 
Waved in each breeze a sapling bough; 
Would he could tell how deep the shade 
A thousand mingled branches made; 
How broad the shadows of the oak, 
How clung the rowan to the rock, 
And through the foliage show'd his head, 
with narrow leaves and berries red; 
What pines on every mountain sprung, 
O'er every dell what birches hung •••• 
Nor hill, nor brook, we paced along, 
But had its legend or its song. 
All silent now--for now are still 
Thy bowers, untenanted Bowhill! 
No longer, from thy mountains dun, 
The yeoman hears the well-known gun, 
And while his honest heart glows warm, 
At thought of his paternal farm, 
Round to his mates a brimmer frils, 
And drinks, 'The Chieftain of the Hills!' 
No fairy forms, in Yarrow's bowers, 
trip o'er the walks, or tend the flowers, 
Fair as the elves whom Janet saw 
By moonlight dance on Carterhaugh; 
No youthful! Baron's left to grace 
The Forest-Sheriff's lonely chase, 
And ape, in manly step and tone, 
The majesty of Oberon ••.. 
[--Marmion, Intro.i.l-14,42-50, and 
Intro.ii.5-19,70-87.] 
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CHRISTORPHESQUE [l]-5/0--Rose Hawthorne Lathrop [1856;1897], "red 
axe choaked," extension) 
In England the outdoor life had many enchantments of 
velvet sward upon broad hills and flowers innumerable and fragrant. 
A little letter of Una's not long after we arrived in Rockferry 
alludes to this element in our happiness: --
"We went to take a walk to-day, and I do not think I ever had 
such a beautiful walk before in all my life. Julian and I got some 
very pretty flowers, such as do not grow wild in America. I found 
some exquisite harebells by the roadside, and some very delicate 
little pink flowers. And I got some wild holly, which is very 
pretty indeed; it has very glossy and prickery leaves. I have seen 
a great many hedges made of it since I have been here'; for nothing 
can get over it or through it, for it is almost as prickery as the 
Hawthorne [the bush and the family name were always the same thing 
to us children], of which almost all the hedges in Liverpool, and 
everywhere I have been, are made; and there it grows up into high 
trees, so that nothing in the world can look through it, or climb 
over it, or crawl through it; and I am afraid our poor hedge in 
Concord will never look so well because the earth round it is so 
sandy and dry, and here it is so very moist and rich. It ought to 
be moist, and any rate, for it rains enough." But later she writes 
on "the eighteenth day of perfect weather," and where can the 
weather seem so perfect as in England? 
After breakfast on Christmas we always went to the places, in 
that parlor where Christmas found us (nomads that we were), where 
our mother had set out our gifts. " •••• Julian found[, writes 
Sophia,] a splendid flag from the Nurse. This flag was a wonder •• 
The stripes were made of rich red and white striped satin, 
which must have been manufactured for the express purpose of 
composing the American flag. The stars were embroidered in silver 
on a dark blue satin sky. On the reverse, a rich white satin 
lining bore Julian's cipher, surrounded with silver embroidery .••. 
The children amused themselves with their presents all day. But 
first I took my new Milton and read aloud to them the Hymn of the 
Nativity, which I do every Christmas." [--Pp. 302-3 (=Rose 
Hawthorne, cit. Una and Sophia Hawthorne).] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE [3]-5/0--J. Milton, resumed 11629], "red axe choaked," 
extension) 
VII 
And though the shady gloom 
Had given day her room, 
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The Sun himself withheld his wonted speed, 
And hid his head for shame, 
As his inferior flame, 
The new-enlight'n'd world no more should need; 
He saw a greater Sun appear 
Than his bright Throne, or burning Axletree could bear. 
xu 
The Oracles are dumb, 
No voice or hideous hum 
Runs through the arched roof in words deceiving. 
Apollo from his shrine 
Can no more divine, 
With hollow shriek the steep of Delphos leaving. 
No nightly trance, or breathed spell, 
Inspires the pale-ey'd Priest from the prophetic cell. 
XX 
..................... 
The parting Genius is with signing sent; 
With flow'r-inwov'n tresses torn 
The Nymphs in twilight shade of tangled thickets mourn. 
XXIV 
Nor is Osiris seen 
In Memphian Grove or Green, 
Trampling the unshow'r'd Grass with !owings loud: 
Nor can he be at rest 
Within his hollow chest, 
Naught but profoundest Hell can be his shroud: 
In vain with Timbrel'd Anthems dark 
The sable-stoled Sorcerers bear his worshipt Ark. 
XXV 
He feels from Judah's Land 
The dreaded Infant's hand, 
The rays of Bethlehem blind his dusky eyn; 
Nor all the gods beside, 
Longer dare abide, 
Nor Typhon huge ending in snaky twine: 
Our Babe, to show his Godhead true, 
Can in his swaddling bands control the damned crew. 
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XXVI 
So when the Sun in bed, 
Curtain'd with cloudy red, 
Pillows his chin upon an Orient wave, 
....... -.................. . 
XXVII 
••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••• Ill: ••••• 
And all about the Courtly Sta~le, 
Bright-harness'd Angels sit in order serviceable. 
[--N.O., st. 7,19-20,24-27.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 4-5/0--R. Rodale [1976], "extract of/ small ••• 
apple") 
Seeing those hawthorns in the hedges [in Duleek, Ireland] was 
like a visit to an old friend. My father, for the last few years 
of his life, had been extremely interested in the use of extract of 
hawthorn fruit as a mild tonic for.people suffering from congestive 
heart troubles. Digitalis, the original plant medication for the 
failing heart, can cause serious side effects. Hawthorn extract, 
although not as potent, is much safer and was a popular medication 
around the turn of the century. 
The so-called miracle drugs, he said, were grossly 
overrated, and dangerous. 
The hawthorn['s] ••••.•• reputation for healing powers stems 
from Biblical times. The Crown of Thorns was thought to be made of 
hawthorn, a legend that created its reputation for miraculous 
healing powers. Also, the staff of Joseph of Arimathea, which 
amazingly sprouted when tossed on the earth, was made of hawthorn. 
No wonder hawthorn was tested and used so often by herbalists. 
And although modern medical science has passed by this 
pleasant tree and its colorful fruit in its passion for synthetic 
medicines, objective scientific tests have shown hawthorn to be of 
benefit to the heart. The source of the medicinal power is in the 
small, apple-like fruit, which can easily be used by people lucky 
enough to have access to the trees, and who are interested in trying 
the [recommended] method. Crataegus is the Greek name for plants of 
the hawthorn genus, and Crataegus oxycantha is the specific variety 
most used for making medicine. That also is the most popular Euro-
pean hedge hawthorn. 
Homeopathic physicians make an extract, which they call a 
tincture, of the fresh berries only. It is said to keep its potency 
for several years if stoppered well. In Germany, the full-strength: 
juice of the berries is sold in health food stores. Sometimes a 
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juice is made of berries and leaves together. [--"Hawthorn: Tree 
with a Heart," Organic Gardening, Vol. 23, No. 1 (Jan. 1976), 
52-53.] 
And; R. Rodale [1976], "extract of I small ••• apple," continued) 
Several types of hawthorns produce fruit that is vitamin-rich 
and edible. Alfred Rehder, writing in [L. H.] Bailey's Cyclopedia 
of Herticulture [Standard Cyclop. of H., rev. ed. (N.Y.: Macmillan, 
1929-42)], says that "The fruit of Crataegus aestivalis and C. 
mexicana is made into preserves and jellies; also the fruits of the 
Molles group [of hawthorns] are suited for jelly-making, and in 
South Carolina an excellent jelly similar in quality and taste to 
Guava jelly is made from the fruits of some species of the Flavae 
group." The Molles include Crataegus mollis, arkansa, Arnoldiana, 
submollis, Ellwangeriana and Robesoniana. The Flavae include 
C. flava and aprica. Don't let those Latin names throw you. 
They're essential for dealing effectively with useful shrubs like 
the hawthorn, which exists in roughly 1,000 different species, each 
of which has its own characteristics of size, flowering and fruiting 
habit. Some have been brought here from Europe, and others are 
native-American plants. I .... [--"Hawthorn: Tree with a Heart," 
p. 53 (cit. Bailey's as noted).] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 4-510--Rose Hawthorne Lathrop [1860;1897], resumed, 
"extract of small apple," extension) 
My father also tasted the piquant flavors of merriment and 
luxury in this exquisite domicile of Heart's-Ease and Mrs. Meadows 
[=Mr. and Mrs. Fields]. 
And at The wayside, too, we had delightful pleasures, in the 
teeth and front of simplicity and seclusion, sandy flower-borders, 
rioting weeds, and intense heats. Concord itself could gleam 
occasionally, even outside of its perfect Junes and Octobers, as 
we can see here in the merry geniality of Louisa Alcott, who no 
more failed to make people laugh than she failed to live one of 
the bravest and best of lives. In return for a package of birthday 
gifts she sent us a poem, from which I take these verses: --
"The.Hawthorne is a gracious tree 
From latest twig to parent root, 
For when all others leafless stand 
It gayly blossoms and bears fruit. 
On certain days a friendly wind 
Wafts from its spreading boughs a store 
of canny gifts that flutter in 
Like snowflakes at a neighbor's door. 
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"',!:he spinster who has just been blessed 
Finds solemn thirty much improved, 
By proofs that such a crabbed soul 
Is still remembered and beloved. 
Kind wishes 'ancient Lu' has stored 
In the 'best chamber' of her heart, 
And every gift on Fancy's stage 
Already plays its little part. 
"Long may it stand, the friendly tree, 
That :blooms in autumn and in spring, 
Beneath whose shade the humblest bird 
May safely sit, may gratefully sing. 
Time will give it an evergreen name. 
Axe cannot harm it, frost cannot kill; 
·With Emerson's pine and Thoreau's oak ' 
Will the Hawthorne be loved and honored still!" 
My mother's records, moreover, in letters to her husband, 
refer to the humble labors that almost filled up her devoted year 
••• ,and these references indicate the difference we felt between 
Europe and home:--
Rose raised [writes Sophia] all the echoes of the county by 
screaming with joy over her blooming crocuses, which she found in 
her garden. The spring intoxicates her with "remembering wine." 
She hugs and kisses me almost to a mummy, with her raptures. Little 
spots of green grass choke her with unutterable ecstasy. 
September 1, 1860. Julian illuminated till tea-time; and 
after tea I read both him and Rose a chapter from Matthew, and told 
them about Paul. -- Rosebud has been drawing wonderfully on the 
blackboard recognizable portraits [--Pp. 424-26 (Rose 
Hawthorne, cit. Louisa Alcott and Sophia Hawthorne).] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 4..;5/0--E. Curtius [1953], "extract of small apple," 
extension) 
For Christians the interpretation of names was authorized by 
Matthew 16:18 as well as by the innumerable explanations of names 
in the Old Testament. Jerome had devoted his Liber de nominibus 
hebraicis to these. Another authority for medieval interpretation 
of names was Augustive.[] He plays with the names Vincentius, 
Felicitas, Perpetua, Primus. Why is the Apostle of the Gentiles 
names Paulus? Because he is minimus apostolorum. The same sort of 
thing is frequent later in the acts of the martyrs.[] 
All that I have presented so far can be taken as more or less. 
insipid trifling. But it acquires fundamental significance for the 
Middle Ages by the performance of the great Isidore of Seville, who 
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in his compilation of all human knowledge chose the road from 
designation to essence, from verba to res, and accordingly named 
his work Etymologiarum libri( (a)lso entitled Origines ••••• ] 
••• [Ilt may be called the basic book of the entire Middle Ages. 
It not only established the canonical stock of knowledge for 
eight centuries but also molded their thought categories. It led 
to the origo ("origin") and vis ("force") of things. In Book I, 
29, etymology is dealt with as a part of grammar. • •• [N]ot 
all words can be etymologized.· The chief classes are: "ex causa" 
(reges.!_ regendo et recte agendo); "ex origine" (man is name homo 
because he is made of humus); "ex contrariis"--and here we find 
the still familiar lucus, with the explanation "quia umbra opacus 
parum luceat." In a later passage (VII, 6) Isidore gives the 
interpretation of most important Old Testament names[] after 
Jerome. [This theme was also handled "poetically" (Poetae, IV, 
630).] Quantities of other etymologies are scattered through the 
800-odd pages of the book. 
Since composition of poetry was a part of rhetoric, and 
since etymology was among the fundamentals of grammar and rhetoric, 
it was and remained an obligatory "ornament" of poetry. This is 
the practice in the West as early as the Merovingian period. I 
give some examples from the Carolingian period. 
In the early Middle Ages such etymologies were often treated in 
accordance with the prescription "Rhyme me or I eat thee." 
[--"XIV. Etymology as a Category of Thought," pp. 496-97, w. nn. 
8-9, adapt.] 
And, E. Curtius [1953], continued, "last catch-basin [tr.]") 
The etymological evaluation of proper names passed from the 
eulogies of pagan late Antiquity to Christian poetry, including 
hymns •••• In the twelfth century the procedure was taken into 
the arts of poetry as "argumentum sive locus a nomine" ••• and 
illustrated from Ovid •••• Marbod maintains the epistemological 
import of etymology • • • . He finds mors an "asper sonus" because 
death itself is harsh. Vita, on the other hand, is pleasant-
sounding. We find etymological jesting in 
Goliardic satire too •••• 
Thus from the dignified Isidore and the poets of edifying 
passions and lives of saints we have drifted on to carefree verse. 
But etymology has yet another surprise in store for us: Dante 
takes up the game and transforms it in the mysterious mysticism 
of the Vita nuova, purifies it in the high art of the Commedia. 
The young Dante's "glorious lady" is called Beatrice by many 
"li quali non sapeano che si chiamare." According to Zingarelli, 
this means: They did not know what name they should give her, and 
called her Beatrice because they had an inkling of the truth. In 
§ 13 of the treatise Dante cites the dictum: "Nomine sunt conse-
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quentia rerum." Italian Dante scholarship claims to have found this 
principle almost verbatim in Justinian's Institutiones. 
[Dante] used ••• [this principle] frequently elsewhere: ••• above 
all in the lives of St. Francis and St. Dominic in the Paradiso. 
Of St. Francis' birthplace Dante says (XI, 52): Pero chid' esso 
12£2. fa parole I Non dica Ascesi, che direbbe cor'"'tO;"/ Ma Oriente, 
~ proprio dir vuole. This means: Let him who would interpret 
the etymology of A~sisi not regard A&sisi as derived from ascendere 
(i.e., as "ascent")--that were too little: It was the rising of a 
sun. In ••• [a] canto Dominic and his parents make up a sacred 
trio of names •••• This detail shows yet again that Dante's poetic 
style came into the inheritance of the Latin Middle Ages and puri-
fied it by genius. 
The thing was 
and Baroque. [For] 
as usual, Calderon. 
later taken over by Humanism[], the Renaissance, 
Speaking names •••• The last catch-basin, is, 
In his Commedias •••• [--Pp. 498-500.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 4-5/0--H. Blair (1762;1850], resumed, "last catch-
basin," extension) 
Another remarkable instance [of early 'figurative' language, 
incl. (gustatory) 'gestures'] is the style of the Old Testament, 
which is carried on by constant allusions to sensible objects. 
Iniquity, or guilt, is expressed by "a spotted garment;" misery, by 
"drinking the cup of astonishment;" vain pursuits, by "feeding on 
ashes;" a sinful life, by "a crooked path;" prosperity, by "the 
candle of the Lord shining on our head;" and the like, in innumer-
able instances. Hence we have been accustomed to call this sort 
of style the oriental style; as fancying it to be peculiar to the 
nations of the east; whereas, from the American style, and from 
many other instances, it plainly appears not to have been peculiar 
to any one region or climate; but to have been common to all nations 
in certain period~of society and language. 
Hence we may receive some light concerning that seeming 
paradox, that poetry is more ancient than prose. [--P. 67.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 4-5/0--Rose Hawthorne Lathrop [1856;1897], resumed, 
"last catch-basin," extension) 
Here are letters written to me [from England] while I was in 
Portugal with my mother, in 1856: 
MY DEAR LITTLE ROSEBUD,--! have put a kiss for you on this 
nice, clean piece of paper. I shall fold it carefully, and hope it 
will not drop out before it gets to Lisbon. If you cannot find it, 
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you must ask Mamma to look for it. Perhaps you will find it on 
her lips. Give my best regards to ••• ,not forgetting your Nurse. 
Your affectionate father, 
N. H. 
MY DEAR LITTLE ROSEBUD,--It is a great while since I wrote 
to you; and I am afraid this letter will be a great while in 
reaching you. I hope you are a very good little girl; and I am 
sure you never get ;into a passion, and never scream, and never 
scratch and strike your dear Nurse or your dear sister Una. Oh 
no! my little Rosebud would never do such naughty things as those. 
When you come back to England, ••• Mamma (I hope) will say: 
'Yes; our little Rosebud has been the best and sweetest little 
girl I ever knew in my life. She has never screamed nor uttered 
any but the softest and sweetest sounds. She has never struck 
Nurse nor Unor nor dear Mamma with her little fist, nor scratched 
them with her sharp little nails; and if ever there was a little 
angel on earth, it is our dear little Rosebud!['] And when Papa 
hears this, he will be very glad, and will take Rosebud up in his 
arms and kiss her over and over again. But if he were to hear 
that she had been naughty, Papa would feel it his duty to eat 
little Rosebud up! Would not that be very terrible? 
Julian is quite well, and sends you his love. I have put a 
kiss for you in this letter; and if you do not find it, you may 
be sure that some naughty person has got it. Tell Nurse I want 
to see her very much. Kiss Una for me. 
Your loving PAPA. 
[--Pp. 294-95 (Rose Hawthorne, cit. Nathaniel Hawthorne).] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 4-5/1,3--P. Gura [1981], resumed, "last catch-
basin," extension) 
[In The Marble Faun] ••• ,Hilda, who has witnessed the crime 
[of Miriam and Donatello, 'reenacting the Fall from Eden,'] and 
feels as guilty as her two friends, finds peace through, of all 
institutions, the Roman Catholic church and its sacrament of 
penance. Although she does not confess to the Catholic clergyman 
all that she knows--she is too much a loyal child of the Puritans 
to succumb that completely to papal authority--Hawthorne makes it 
clear that the symbol of the Church's forgiveness, the confessional, 
goes far toward assuaging her conscience. In a morally troubling 
world, then, Hawthorne leads his readers back to the bosom of the 
mother church in Rome and through his sympathetic treatment of 
Hilda's predicament implicitly counsels, if only briefly, the 
necessary ecumenicalism that [Horace] Bushnell sanctioned and that 
would mark Protestantism's development in the latter part of the 
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century. If men inhabit a world of private symbols, Hawthorne 
implies, a world in which guilt no longer can be resolved through 
the conventional forms of Protestant atonement, one of the more 
viable solutions to the painful introspection brought on by such 
newly imposed moral responsibility might be spiritual membership 
in the most complex symbol system of all, the Catholic church. 
It may be coincidental [cf. correspondential, flesh/soul-consonant 
(A. K. V.)] that Hawthorne's daughter Rose herself became a con-
vert to. the Roman Catholic faith [a sister of mercy], but one 
cannot help but think that she was led to that commitment by her 
father's recognition that the moral agony that accompanied the 
[rhetoro-orphic!] centrifugal social developments of the 1850s 
demanded a peace only available in the world's most elaborate 
symbolic construction. [See again my I.End Notes.l6(b,v)--for a 
Roman Catholic moment of Christ-intimacy.] 
For all Hawthorne's genuinely sympathetic interest in his 
countrymen's unsettling struggle with the moral complexities 
engendered by religious skepticism, however, the conclusions of 
his novels offer resolutions that, while personally acceptable to 
him, could not always have been so appealing to his readers, 
particularly those who doubted'the ethical accommodations made by 
characters like Hilda ['soothed by the blessing of the pope's 
emissary'] and Hester ['living out her life in resigned expiation 
while still paying implicit allegiance to the Puritan community 
that chastised her']. [--Fp. 157-58.] · 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 4-5/1-5--H. McPherson [1969], resumed, "last catch-
basin," extension) 
The second [circle-diagrammed] quartet of empirical charac-
ter types is passive or benign. As we have seen in the mythological 
tales, the tyrannical father is frequently linked with an ineffec-
tual but pleasant old man, a benign father (1) who relinquishes his 
authority and supports the younger generation. Tired old Aegus, 
Theseus' father, is such a man; he is full of love for his son but 
totally incompetent to better the young man's fortunes or to triumph 
over Minos. [ Cf. James Joyce's "anagramatic () transform(ing of) 
Minos into the false father, 'Simon' Daedelus, in A Portrait of the 
Artist As a Young Man"--1916.] The young man must champion his 
father and his country. It is clear, however, that Hawthorne 
felt sympathy for thes~ losers in life's power struggle. 'The Old 
Apple Dealer,' a basic study of this type, is a sympathetic figure; 
and Uncle Venner, the 'patchwork philosopher' of Seven Gables, 
knows that the avuncular role is to advise the young rather than 
command. The great virtue of such sunny characters is their power 
of sympathy and affection. (Or--of yell-haw!-low extract-seminal 
transmission (A. K. V.).] 
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The counterpart of the benign father is a female figure whom 
we may call the benign mother (2). So rare is this type in Haw-
thorne's fiction that one is tempted to account for her obscurity 
in biographical terms: was she the kind of woman whom Hawthorne 
was likely to have known in his own family? In the mythological 
tales she appears as Aethra, Theseus' 'widowed' mother to whom he 
finally returns; as Queen Telephassa [=El-passing! code (A. K. V.)}, 
the loyal companion of Cadmus' [cow-directed!] quest; and as 
Philemon's ·spouse; [but-ter-making!] Baucis. In the New England 
context, dominated by the callous goodwives of Boston, and the 
younger Resters and Priscillas, she appears as Mrs. Lindsey of 
'The Snow Image,' a [milk-bosomed!] woman who 'all through her 
life ••• had kept her heart full of child-like simplicity and 
faith' ([Riv. Ed.,] III, 406); and in a more sombre context she 
is the quietistic [heaven-heuristic!] Dorothy Pearson·, [pierce-on!-
through-me] foster mother of the [Il(l)!] Gentle Boy ["Imaginative 
Realm: Passive Types"--"frail moon boy"]. [--Pp. 226-27, w. n. 3, 
adapt., and w. pp. 236, 239.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 4-5/0--A. Tennyson [1885], "last catch-basin," 
extension) 
A thousand·summers ere"the time of Christ, 
From out his ancient city came a Seer 
••• -- ••. that old man before 
A cavern whence an affluent "fountain pour'd 
From darkness into daylight, turn'd and spoke: 
........................................ 
"And more, my son! for more than once 
when I 
Sat all alone, revolving in myself, 
The word that is the symbol of myself, 
The mortal limit of the Self was loosed, 
And past into the Nameless, as a cloud 
Melts into heaven. I touch'd my limbs, the 
limbs 
Were strange, not mine--and yet no shade of 
doubt, 
But utter clearness, and thro' loss of self 
The gain of such large life as match'd with ours 
Were sun to spark--unshadowable in words. 
Themselves but shadows of a shadow-world. 
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The clouds themselves are children of the Sun • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
And Day and Night are children of the Sun, 
And idle gleams to thee are light to me. 
[•Ten-(k)n(ee)-s(u)n. --"The Ancient Sage," 11. 
1-8' 229-46. l 
And, A. Tennyson [1885], "last catch-basin," ext., continued) 
......... •· ............................ . 
And Day and Night are children of the Sun, 
And idle gleams to thee are light to me. 
Some say, the Light was father of the Night, 
And some, the Night was father of the Light, 
No night, no day!--I touch thy world again--
1-io ill, no good! such counter-terms, my son, 
Are border-races, holding each its own 
By endless war. But night enough is there 
In yon dark city. Get thee back; and since 
The key to that weird casket, which for thee 
But holds a skull, is neither thine nor mine, 
But in the hand of what is more than man, 
Or in man's hand when man is more than man, 
Let be thy wail, and help thy fellow-men, 
And make thy gold thy vassal, not thy king, 
Nor care--for Hunger hath the evil eye--
To vex the noon with fiery gems, or fold 
Thy presence in the silk of sumptuous looms; 
Nor roll thy viands on a luscious tongue, 
Nor drown thyself with flies in honeyed wine; 
Nor thou be ragefull, like a handled bee, 
And lose thy life by usage of thy sting; 
Nor harm an adder thro' the lust for harm, 
Nor make a snail's horn shrink for wantonness. 
[--"The Ancient Sage," 11. 245-72.] 
And, A. Tennyson [1885], continued, "think well! I Look higher") 
And more--think well! Do-well will follow 
thought, 
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And in the fatal sequence of this world 
An evil thought may soil thy children's blood; 
But curb the beast would cast thee in the mire, 
And leave the hot swamp of voluptuousness, 
A cloud between the Nameless and thyself, 
And lay thine uphill shoulder to the wheel, 
And climb the Mount of Blessing, whence, if 
thou, 
Look higher, then--perchance--thou mayest 
--beyond 
A hundred ever-rising mountain lines, 
And past the range of Night and Shadow 
--see 
The high-heaven a dawn of more than mortal day 
Strike on the Mount of Vision! 
So, farewell." 
[--"The Ancient Sage," 11. 273-85.] 
CHRISTORPHESQUE 4-5/0--W[ill.] B. Yeats [1924], "think well! Look 
higher," extension) 
A sudden blow: the great wings beating still 
Above the staggering girl, her thighs caressed 
By the dark webs, her nape caught in his bill, 
( ••••••••••• W-Bs, ••••• - Y- •••••• - t ••.•. -s ••••• : 
:caught in W(ill)-BY! orocryph] 
He holds her helpless breast upon his breast.[] 
How can those terri£;ied vague fingers push 
The feathered glory from her loosening thighs? 
And how can body, laid in that white rush, 
But feel the strange heart beating where it lies? 
A shudder in the loins engenders there 
The broken wall, the burning roof and tower 
And Agamemnon dead.[] 
Being so caught up, 
So mastered by the brute blood of the air, 
Did she put on his knowledge with his power[] 
Before the indifferent beak could let her drop? 
[=Y, graph.] 
[--"Leda and the Swan."] 
And, W. B. Yeats, continued [1921], "think well! Look higher," ext.) 
•••••••••.•••• ! Hardly are those words out 
When a vast image out of Spiritus Mundi6 
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Troubles my sight: somewhere in sands of the desert 
A shape with lion body and the head of a man,7 
a gaze as blank and pitiless as the sun, B. , t 
Is moving its slow thighs, • • • [='li ~s.- , etc.] 
........................................ 
twenty centuries[] of stony sleep 
••• vexed to nightmare by a rocking cradle, 
And •••••••••••••••• , its hour come round at last, 
Slouches towards Bethlehem[] to be born? 
[6. A Yeats term for a kind of divine inspiration, or 
a storehouse of images which the poet does not invent 
but receives. (Or, Macht-dein-Mund Loins-Sprint! with 
Lill--A. K. V.) I 7. The Egyptian sphinx (unlike 
the Greek) is male. (--Ed. R. Ellmami and R. O'Clair, 
1973.)] . 
[--"The Second Coming," 11. 11-22.] 
And, W. B[utler] Yeats, cont'd [1927], "think well! Look higher," 
ext.) 
II 
8 I pace upon the battlements and stare 
On the foundations of a house, or where 
Tree, like a sooty finger, starts from the earth; 
And send imagination forth 
Under the day's declining beam, and call 
Images and memories 
From ruin or from ancient trees, 
For I would ask a question of them all. 
Beyond 'that ridge lived Mrs. French, and once 
When every silver candlestick or sconce 
Lit up the dark mahogany and the wine, 
[=Y, graph] 
A serving-man, that could divine [='Butler Yea-!'] 
That most respected lady's every wish, 
Ran and with the garden shears [=Y, graph, y-clept] 
Clipped an insolent farmer's ears 
And brought them in a little covered dish. 9 
[=phoned '-eats!'] 
[8. Of his tower, Thoor Ballylee. I 9. 
"Mrs. French lived at Peterswell in the 
eighteenth century and was related to Sir 
Jonah Barrington who described the incident of the 
ears and the trouble that came of it. " (Yeats ' s· 
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note) The incident is in Barrington's Personal 
Sketches of His Own Time, pp. 26-27. (--Ed. R. 
Ellmann and R. O'Clair, 1973.)] 
[--"The Tower," ll. 17-23 .] 
And, W[ill.] B. Yeats, cont'd [1921], "think well! Look higher," 
ext.) 
Once more the storm is howling, and half hid 
Under. this cradle-hood and coverlid 
My child sleeps on. There is no obstacle 
But Gregory's wood[] and one bare hill 
Whereby the haystack- and roof-levelling wind, 
Bred on the Atlantic, can be stayed; 
And for an hour I have walked and prayed 
Because of the great gloom that is in my mind • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Have I not seen the loveliest woman[] born 
Out of the mouth of Plenty's horn, 
Because of her opinionated mind 
Barter that horn and every good 
By quiet natures understood 
For an old bellows full of angry wind? 
........................................... 
And may her bridegroom bring her to a house 
Where all's accustomed, ceremonious; 
For arrogance and hatred are the wares 
Peddled in the thoroughfares. 
How but in custom and in ceremony 
Are innocence and beauty born? 
Ceremony's a name for the rich horn, 
And custom for the spreading laurel tree. 
[=Y, tri-law & living will.] 
[--"A Prayer for My Daughter," ll. l-8, 59-64, 74-80.] 
Sampled immediately above, the mouth-ushered family will of Wil~ 
liam Butler Yeats has served to complete a select and varied gathering 
of prose and verse texts. Within that select and varied gathering of 
prose and verse texts, the prose artist Nathaniel Hawthorne may be said 
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to pray in superstitious confraternal context forever, or: in mystico-
literal ritual form, for sense and soul, for movement and grace, for 
wise coherence within Divinely apportioned life, wherever its bournes 
unknown, wherever its Christ-signed responsive readers past, present, 
and future (bringing round, at the verf least, their reader's-eye dew 
of fresh consounding torment), wherever, finally, the Dark Sun of the 
Reincarnative Mysteries, the Power behind All Resurrections and That 
~ One, Historically Prime and Singular, in the Judging ~ of the 
Resolving Word, Historically Prime and Singular. 
C. Conclusion: 
The Scale-Hawthornesque in the Context of Linguistic Science 
as Poetic Study. 
In the foregoing, developmental part of this, the fourth and 
final chapter of the thesis, the oral-consonantal scale of signature-
gestures specifically developed for the study of the literary works of 
Nathaniel Hawthorne has served as a perceptual stratagem for examining 
the continuity of oral-aspects in critical and literary texts. Would 
it be improper, at this point, to accommodate an observation made by 
P. Gura, in The Wisdom of Words: Language, Theology, and Literature 
in the New England Renaissance ([1981], p. 5), to say that perhaps the 
idea of mouth is "an [extricable-]inextricable part of the cultural 
matrix from which our classic American writers emerged," and from which 
authors continue to emerge, as living, appealing, if often enigmatic 
booked voices for us today? The primitive organismic message of 
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Hawthorne's discourse on name, in other words, may have organizing 
value in the study of authors other than Hawthorne; and the applica-
bility to other authors would suggest a convention of oracles, of 
14 hunger-artists (cf. Franz Kafka, ca. 1924 ), as open as the format-
jaws of a book to the universal revaluation of the cultural yet 
anthropomorphic quiring of their forms. But the present study 
acknowledges the unextricated idiosyncrasies of its own close-
readings, and admits it would h~sitate at the threshold of any 
future study of textual orality, consonance, and word-proliferation, 
which (text-factually) may constitute the structure of an insidious 
attack--with private over-kill--of all systems of language--the 
Ambush of Mind through Language, as in Na~haniel Hawthorne. 
It would hesitate, however (" ••• and [the onlookers] did not 
want ever to move away."--Kafka), with the hope of selecting scale-
correlative restricted instruments for the study of shorter expanses 
of literary text--and, still, from a field of study remarkable for 
its internal, intellectual disharmony, with regard to the importance 
of articulatory perception in the emergence of significant phonetic 
~ 7 ) 15 form (I. Fonagy et al., 1971; R. Jakobson and L. Waugh, 19 9 • 
Yet in linguistic science speculative, pedagogical, and empirical--
the bonding of significant form to articulatory position-differences 
(esp. of consonant-form) has remained a viable concern (phoneticians 
of India, ca. 200 B.C. to ca. 450 A.D. [W. Allen, 1953]; J. Grimm, 
1~22; C. Kraitsir, 1852; R. Paget, 1930, 1963; J. Fourquet, 1948; 
J. Ladefoged, 1967; D. B. Fry et al., 1976). 16 The bonding of 
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significant form to articulatory change-movement, especially to 
consonant-cluster frames as experimental, manipulable counters in 
the assessment of "psychomorphs," or speech-community universals not 
necessarily identical with historically corrected etymologies, has 
remained a viable concern (Socrates-Plato, ca. 400 B.C.; J. Wallace, 
1653; H. Blair, 1762-1800, 1850; D. Bolinger, 1950, 1965; R. Jakobson 
17 
and L. Waugh, 1979). The bonding of correlative perceptions of 
consonant- and vowel~systems and color- and size-associations with 
the perception of auditory and articulatory events has remained a 
viable concern (J. Locke, 1694 [on blindman's "scarlet"]; J. Herder, 
1772; E. Sapir, 1915; H. Vetter and J. Tennant, 1967; N. Ketchiff, 
18 1977 [on C. Burchfield, 1912-1919]; R. Jakobsen and L. Waugh, 1979). 
The bonding of word as "creative stress" with anatomical-alphabetic 
mnemonic systems, serpentine-botanical-solar eidolons, articulatory-
elastic imagery, and neurological and endocrine-feed process in 
phonetico-mystical states has remained a viable concern (Sepher 
Yetzirah [Cabala]; Dante, ca. 1311 [E. Curtius, 1948, 1977]; H. Blair, 
1762-1800, 1850; G. Lessing, 1766; N. Karamzin, 1799-1803 [G. Hammar-
berg, 1981]; S. Coleridge, 1815-1816; D. Brewster, 1836; W. Whitman, 
1855; A. Schleicher, 1861; F. de Saussure, 1906-1909, 1979; T. S. 
Eliot, 1933, 1952; 0. Numbiar, 1971; A. Greimas, 1974; W. Howard, 
1979). 19 The bonding of significant form and social-individual 
emergence to the maturity and health of oral anatomy--especially to 
the maturation of the velar-stop mechanism--has remained a viable 
concern (Quintilianus, 35?-100? A.D.; J. Komensky-Comenius, ca. 1650; 
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N. Hawthorne as children's "Quicksilver," "Grandfather," 1841-1853; 
Sh. Aleichem, 1900; J. Bosma et al.; 1970; P. Menyuk, 1971; G. Miller, 
1981). 20 And the bonding of significant form to the (reconstructed) 
physical facts of human postural evolution--which allowed for inter-
dependent changes in hand-feeding, frontalization of sexual behavior-, 
and development of brain, speech-apparatus, and of the speech-interactive 
community--has remained a viable concern (J. Rousseau, 1755; H. Clarke, 
1852-1887, and A. R. Wallace, 1881-1896; R. Paget, 1930, 1963; G. Revesz, 
1939-1942, 1956; E. Froeschels, 1943; E. DeBruel, 1958; C. Hockett et 
21 
al., 1964; P. Lieberman, 1975; J. Sheets, 1977), possibly relevant 
to continuing rituals of (diverse-level) verbo-poetic aggression and 
recession in writers and readers, culinary designs and theatrical 
consummations celebrating Provident oro-genital truncations, and lasting 
if pliant self-reassertion of male-individuative contest-rhetoric (St. 
Augustine, 354-430 A.D.; Ch. Dickens, 1837; B. Croce, 1902, 1922, 1956; 
D. MacDougald, 1949-1950; E. Voegelin, 1949-1950; E. Neumann [w. C. 
Jung], 19 , 1954 [esp. discus. fetal symbol "oruboros" (=tail-eater)]; 
~ ' C. Levi-Strauss, 1964, 1969; K. Burke, 1966 [esp. interpr. Th. Roethke, 
ca. 1950]; T. Todorov, 1967, 1977; J. Kinneavy, 1971; J. Swan, 1974 
[K. Dauber, 1977]; B. Bettelheim, 1967; F. Collins, 1977 [esp. interpr. 
Sylvia Plath, ca. 1963]; M. Quilligan, 1979; W. Ong, 1971 and 1981; 
22 A. Hustad, 1981). These viable, articulation-linked concerns of 
studies in phonetic symbolism constitute the province of exchange, for 
the choosing of scale-correlative, retemperable devices, in the study-
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extending, future reading of literary texts that would hunger after 
near/self-determined, intimately ever-present, immortal design. 
To help close the present reading of texts, the study cites the 
oral prose-excitement of Roman Jakobson (with Linda Waugh)--or the 
printed self-assertion which closes the four-th and final essay, "The 
Spell of Speech Sounds," in The Sound Shape of Language (1979). The 
study cites that closing statement as a self-evident demonstration 
of the (mix of) oral-motor values which must perhaps inform the idea 
of "immediate (phonetic] signification"--even in the text of a language 
scientist devoted to the defense of the auditory ground in the struc-
tural investigation of phonetic systems. The oral immediacy of 
Jakobson (1979), forecasting the ultimate, sperm-transcendental union 
of poetic and linguistic disciplines in phonetic signs (the signs of 
Miltonic Virginal Stable), reads as follows: 
The passion of the linguist and poet Edward Sapir for the 
work of the poet and linguisLGerard Manley Hopkins, and partic-
ularly for his "almost terrible immediacy of utterance," a power 
spontaneously bound with a "wild joy in the sheer sound of words" 
((Selected Writings, ed. D. Mandelbaum (Berkeley, Calif., 1949), 
p.] 500), reflects both Hopkins' and Sapir's magic insight into 
the "inscape" of poetic creation. One recalls the nickname 
"medicine man" assigned to Sapir by Leonard Bloomfield (see 
[C. F. Hockett[, ed., A Leonard Bloomfield Anthology (Blooming-
ton, Ind., 1970), p.] 540). 
That spell of the "sheer sound of words" which bursts out 
in the expressive, sorcerous, and mythopoeic tasks of language, 
and to the utmost extent in poetry, supplements and counter-
balances the specific linguistic device of 'double articulation' 
['sound matter ••. into words,' then 'words to generate sentences'] 
and supersedes this disunity by endowing the distinctive features 
themselves with the power of immediate signification. Their 
mediate way of signification totally disappears in the poetic 
experiments of the early twentieth century, which are parallel 
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to the abstract trend in painting and akin to the magic ingredient 
in oral tradition (cf. R[.] J[akobson, Selected Writings, V (The 
Hague, 1979),] 353f.; [A.] Liede[, Dichtung als Spiel, Studien 
zur Unsinnpoesie an den Grenzen der Sprache, Il (Berlin, 1963),] 
22lff.). Thus, in rereading the poem "Das grosse Lalula of 
Christian Morgenstern (1871-1914) in his book of Galgenlieder 
introduced by Zarathustra's saying--"a true man conceals in him-
self a child who wants to play"-One is struck by lines such as 
Seiokronto - prafriplo and Hontrarurumiromente, with their 
glossolalic ~, as well as the subsequent line Entepente, leio-
lente, which is quite close to counting-out rhymes: the ~ 
pente of Abzahlsreime. And in fact it was precisely the counters 
of children's games (such as eni beni, ani bani) which inspired 
the versicle "Vanja-banja" of the famous Nebesnye verbljuiata 
'The Heavenly Baby Camels' by the Russian avant-grade poet Elena 
Guro (1877-1913[; publ. St. Petersburg, 1914]). 
The ubiquity and mutual implication of Verb and Verbal Art 
impart a seminal unity to the forthcoming science of the two 
inseparable universals, Language and Poetry. 23 (Jakobson and Waugh, p. 231--cit. sources as noted) 
And to the above, the wood-prose mask of Nathaniel Hawthorne (see motto, 
Chapter I), the lion's head of the ~-intoning Grandfather's Chair, in 
its private self-address to "the larger questions of language and 
meaning" (P. Gura, p. 153), may be fancied synchronically to remark: 
and the lion's head at the summit, seamed almost to split its hawse 
and shake its name--
Thou gavest me their necks, on them Thou mad'est me passe. 
Behold they cry, but who to them his help applys? 
Thus freed from mutin men, thou makest me to raign, 
Yea Thou dost make me serv'd by folks I never knew; 
My name their eares, their eares their hearts to me enchaine; 
......................................................... 
Among the Gentiles then I, Lord, yeild thanks to Thee, 
I to Thy Name will sing, and this my song shall bee: 
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He nobly saves his King, and kindness keeps in store, 
For David his Anoynt, and his seed ever more. 
(The Psalms of David, Ps. XVIII, metaphrase by Sidney [1585]) 24 
In the psychomorphic linguistic cradle of mouth, the present study, in 
other wor!3,s, folds its leaves, to investigate oral-gestural instruments, 
which may contribute to the forthcoming harmonies of linguistic science 
and verbal art. "He was beginning to grow cold about the groin, when 
he uncovered·his face, •••• I I ... and Crito closed his eyes 
and mouth." 25 (The death of Socrates, Phaedo.) 
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Publications of the Modern Language Association of America, Vol. 97, 
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No. 2 (March 1982), 195-211. Subsequent bibliogr. references to the 
studies occur parenthetically or between brackets within the text of my 
Section IV .B.l. 
5
seven authors, twentieth-century criticism of Hawthorne, of other 
nineteenth-century American writers, of nineteenth-century intellectual 
milieu (chronologically,- by critical study): Norman Foerster, Introduc-
tory. Commentary, "Herman Melville (1819-1891)," in American Poetry and 
Prose, 4th ed., ed. N. Foerster (Baston: Houghton, 1957), pp. 682-83; 
Jean Normand, Nathaniel Hawthorne: An Approach to an Analysis of 
Artistic Creation (1964), tr. Derek Coltman (Cleveland: Case Western 
Univ. Press, 1970); J. Donald Crowley, Introductory Commentary, "[Herman 
Melville], 'Hawthorne and His Mosses,"' in Hawthorne: The Critical 
Heritage, ed. J. D. Crowley (NewYork: Barnes and Noble, 1970), p. 111; 
Kenneth Dauber, . Rediscovering Hawthorne (Princeton, N. J. : Princeton 
Univ. Press, 1977); Maureen Quilligan, "Hawthorne['s] ••• threshold text," 
in The Language of Allegory: Defining the Genre (Ithaca and London: 
Cornell Univ. Press, 1979), pp. 51-55, with other pages; John T. Irwin, 
American Hieroglyphics: The Symbol of the Egyptian Hieroglyphics in the 
American Renaissance (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1980); Philip F. Gura, 
The· Wisdom of Words_: Language, Theology, and Literature in the New 
England Renaissance (Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan Univ. Press, 1981). 
Subsequent bibliogr. references to the studies occur parenthetically or 
between brackets within the text of my Section IV.B.2. 
6Five authors, Period (or nineteenth-century) American sources 
(chronologically): National Hawthorne, Hawthorne's First Diary (ca. 
1819), ed. Samuel T. Pickard (Boston: Houghton-Riverside, 1897), "The 
Old Manse: The Author Makes the Reader Acquaintedwith His Abode," 
Preface to Mosses from an Old Manse (1846), in Vol. 10 (1974) of The 
Centenary Edition, 3-35, and "Main-street," in Aesthetic Papers, ed. 
Elizabeth P. Peabody (Boston: The Editor-G. P. Putnam, 1849), repr. with 
introduct. Joseph Jones (Gainesville, Fla.: Scholars' Facsimiles and 
Reprints, 1957), p. v and pp. 145-74; Francis Lieber, ed., "Hieroglyph-
ics," in. Vol. 6 of the Encyclopaedia Americana[, 1st ed.] Q?hiladelphia: 
Carey and Lea, 1829/1830-1833) (Vol. 6 listed by Marion L. Kesselring, 
in "Hawthorne's Reading, 1828-1850, 11 Bulletin of The New York Public 
Library, Vol. 53, No. 2 [February 1949], 132, 134, also 179--as 1834, 
1836 borrowing from Salem Athenaeum, under Hawthorne's name, possibly 
by sister Elizabeth); Elizabeth P. Peabody, ed., Aesthetic Papers 
(Boston: The Editor-G. P. Putnam; 1849), repr. with introduct. Joseph 
Jones (Gainesville, Fla.: Scholars' Facsimiles and Reprints, 1957), esp. 
"Art. XI. Language," by Elizabeth P. Peabody, p. v and pp. 214-24; An 
English Resident [=Thomas Spencer? Nathaniel Hawthorne?; see my II.End 
Notes.7], "Art. XII. Vegetation about Salem, Mass.," Aesthetic Papers, 
ed. ElizabethP. Peabody (1849), repr. with introduct. Joseph Jones 
(1957), p. v and pp. 224-45; Herman Melville, "Hawthorne and His Mosses. 
By a Virginian Spending His Summer in Vermont," from the Literary World, 
vii (17 and 24 August 1850), 125-7, 145-7, as cit. by J. Donald Crowley, 
ed., Hawthorne: The Critical Heritage (New York: Barnes and Noble, 
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1970), pp. 111-26, Inscription to Hawthorne and "Etymology," Moby Dick; 
Or, The Whale (1851), ed. Luther S. Mansfield and Howard P. Vincent 
(New York: Hend:t:icks, 1952), pp. xxxv-xxxviii, ''Monody" (1891), in 
American Poetry, ed. Gay Wilson Allen, Walter B. Rideout, and James K. 
Robinson (New York: Harper, 1965), p. 501, w. crit~ notes, p. 1166, and 
other Melville texts, as cited by J. Donald Crowley and by Jean Normand 
(see my note·5, above). Subsequent bibliogr. references to the Period 
sources appear parenthetically or between brackets within the text of 
my Section IV.B.2. 
7 . ( Three authors, Period (Scots-)English critical heritage chronol-
ogically): William Drummond of Hawthornden [1585-1649], "Character of 
a perfect Anagram," in The Works of William Drummond, of Hawthornden 
(Edinburgh: James Watson, 1711), pp. 230-31 (Hawthorne's literary 
acquaintance with poets of Ben Jonson's time and acquaintance hinted in 
"P. 's Correspondence" [1845]-see my III.B.3.a[r-05]; see also my I.Etid 
Notes.9[d], "Anagrammatic Poem, American Puritan," commentary by Roy 
Harvey Pearce [1961], and my II.End Notes.7); Hugh Blair [lect. Univ. 
Edinburgh, 1762-1800], "[T]he radical words," "[H]ieroglyphics," and 
"[S]poken language ••• over written language," in Lectures on Rhetoric 
and Belles Lettres, Univ., Col. and Schl. Ed., [Ed.] Abraham Mills 
(Philadelphia: Porter and Coates, 1850), pp. 61-62, 72-73., and 77~78 
(Blair listed in Hawthorne's Bowdoin curriculum, . 1822--a la Randall 
Stewart, Nathaniel Hawthorne: A Biography [New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 
1948], p. 16); David Brewster, "Kempelen's [1734-1804] Talking Machine," 
in Letters on Natural Magic[,] Addressed to Sir Walter Scott (New York: 
Harper, [1832 and] 1836), pp. 191-93 (Brewster [1832] listed by M. 
Kesselring, pp. 136, 175--as libr. borrowing, 1837). Subsequent 
bibliogr. references to the heritage sources occur parenthetically or 
between brackets within the text of my Section IV.B.2. 
8 Two authors, present-day American lexical and botanical reference 
(chronologically): The editors, "Rosetta stone," Webster's New Interna-
tional Dictionary of the English Language, Second Edition Unabridged 
(Springfield, Mass.: G. and C. Merriam, 1934-1945) (note: "ro·set•ta 
stone ••• : something that furnishes the first clue to the decipherment 
of a previously incomprehensible system of ideas or state of affairs[;'] 
the book can be its own Rosetta stone and it is an interesting game to 
try to ferret out meanings by comparing passages till the puzzle is 
solved[,'--Ellsworth Ferris (ca. 1930?)]"--in Webster's Third ••• 
Unabridged [1961-1971]); Kendall Laughlin, Manual of the Hawthorns of 
Cook and Du Page Counties of Illinois, Standard Ed. ([Chicago, Ill.]: 
Print under Arrangements Made by the Author, 1956) (standard descriptions, 
with discussion of nineteenth-century American botanical classification 
activity; University of Chicago collection [Hawthorn~'s own use of 
lexical and botanical references should be further researched, via 
Kesselring (see my note 6, above), F. Bowers et ali (CE, II, Textual 
Note 55.3), and J. R. Mellow (see my note 9, immediately below--p. 15 
in Mellow, on R. Manning's Book of Fruits [1838]). Subsequent bibliogr. 
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references to the two.present-day references appear parenthetically or 
between brackets in the text of my Section IV.B.2. 
9six authors, late-nineteenth- and twentieth-century criticism of 
world literature and/or criticism of Hawthorne (chronologically, by 
subject of study): Hugo McPherson, Hawthorne as Myth-Maker: A Study in 
Imagination (Canada: Univ. of Toronto Press, 1969) (H.'s re~use studied, 
of Classical myths a la Charles Anthon, A Classical Dictionary, Containing 
an Account of the Principal Proper· Names Mentioned L"l Ancient Authors ••• , . 
4th ed. [New York: Harper, 1848]); Ernst R. Curtius, "XIV. Etymology as 
a Category of Thought," in European Literature and the Latin Middle Ages 
(1948)·, tr. Willard R. Trask (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton Univ. Press, 
1953), pp. 495-500 ("Beatrice" of H.'s "Rappaccini's Daughter" [1844] 
recognized as Dantesque name, in discussion of Italian origins of names 
in that tale, by Burton R. Pollin, in Names, Vol. 14 [1966], 30-35)--
both Curtius and Pollin listed by Elizabeth M. Rajec, in The Study of 
Names in Literature: A Bibliography [New York: Saur, 1978]); Jean 
Normand, Nathaniel Hawthorne: An Approach to an Analysis of Artistic 
Creation (Hawthorne 1804-1864; 1964), tr. Derek Coltman (Cleveland: 
Case Western Univ. Press, 1970) (Normand's perception of a single, 
unifying voice-structure grown in Hawthorne's significant works may be 
positively correlated with exper±mental-linguistic conclusions offered 
by Dolores M. Burton [appl. K. Pike (1945) and others], on Dimmesdale's 
pre-death address from Hester's scaffold [SL--CE, I:254-5], in "Intonation 
Patterns of Sermon's in Seven Novels," Langtlageand Style, Vol. 3, No. 3 
[Summer 1970], 205-20, esp. 212-13, and it is reinforced by the perception 
of sound-±magery as a "most pervasive pattern," advanced by Edward C. 
Sampson, in "Sound-Imagery in The House of The Seven Gables," The English 
Record, Vol. 22, No. 2 [Winter, 1971], 26-29); Leland Schubert, "Rhythm," 
in Hawthorne, the Artist: Fine-Art Devices in Fiction (Hawthorne ca. 
1830-1860) (Chapel Hill: The Univ. of North Carolina Press, 1944), pp. 
66-92; Philip F. Gura, "Ambiguity and Its Fruits: Toward Hawthorne and 
Melville" (Hawthorne, ca. 1835-1860, and Rose Hawthorne Lathrop, ca. 
[1899]), in The Wisdom of Words: Language, Theology, and Literature in 
the New England Renaissance (Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan Univ. Press, 
1981), pp. 147-89 (Rose H. Lathrop's conversion in 1899 to Roman 
Catholicism--as Mother Alphonsa, of the Third Order of St. Dominic, in 
New York--discussed further by James R. Mellow, in Nathaniel Hawthorne 
in His Times [Boston: Houghton, 1980], pp. 587,588); Stephana Mallarme 
[1842.-1898], "Music and Literature" [ca. 1893], in Mallarme: Selected 
Prose, Poems, Essays and Letters (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1956), 
pp. 43-56 (appreciates prose-craft as subliminal rhyme--phallic/vegetal 
play). Subsequent bibliogr. references to the six studies occur 
parenthetically or between brackets within the text of my Section IV.B.3. 
10 Two authors (one multiple), Period American sources (chronologi-
cally): Anonymous American author, "[Dryden]," Original Charades, 
Prepared for the Fair of the Bunker Hill Monument, Held in Boston, 
September,~ (Boston: SamuelN. Dickinson, 1840), p. 88; Ro~e 
Hawthorne Lathrop, citing N. Hawthorne (1856), Una Hawthorne (ca. 1856), 
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and Sophia Hawthorne (ca. 1856), in "X[.] English Days ••• ,"and citing 
Louisa Alcott (1860) and Sophia Hawthorne (1860), in. ''XIV[.] The 
Wayside," in Memories of Hawthorne (Boston: Houghton-Riverside, 1897), 
·PP· 294-95, 302-3 and pp. 424-6. Subsequent bibliogr. references to 
the Period sources occur parenthetically or between brackets within the 
text of my Section IV.B~3. 
11
ane author, Period (Scots-)English critical heritage (in source 
order): Hugh Blair [lect. Univ. Edinburgh, ·1762:..1800], "Taste [and] 
Taste and genius," "A speciesof beauty[:] the structure of a tree ••• 
the parts ••• suited to the growth and nutriment of the whole," "[T]he 
American languages[:] tree of peace," and "[T]he style of the Old 
Testament," in Lectures ori Rhetoric and Belles Lettres, Univ. Col. and 
Schl. Ed., [Ed.] Abraham Mills (Philadelphia: Porter and Coates, 1850), 
pp. 16-18 and 29, pp. 53-54, pp. 66-67 with note, and p. 67 (Blair in 
Hawthorne's Bowdoin curriculum--see again my note 7, · above) • Subsequent 
bibliogr. citations of the crit. heritage source occur parenthetically 
or between brackets within the text of my. Section IV.B.3. 
12Eight authors, English literary tradition 1500-1950 (chronologi-
cally): St. John of Patmos [ca. 33 A.D.], Revelation 2.16-17,19,25,28, 
and Revelation 21.6, King James Authorized Version [1611], marginal text 
in The Interlinear Greek-English New Testament, The Nestle Greek Text w. 
Lit. Engl. Tr. by Rev. Alfred Marshall (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan, 
1975-and 1976), pp. 962-63 and p. 102l;·Sir Philip Sidney, Poems from 
The Countess of Pembroke's Arcadia (ca. 1580), The Second Eclogues, Poem 
31, in The Poems of Sir Philip Sidney, ed. William A. Ringl·er (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1962, repr. 1971), pp. 62-65; Edmund Spenser, The Faerie 
Queene (ca. ·1595); !.1.19-22,24-25, I.v.33-35, and I.vii.9-10, in~ 
Complete Poetical Works of Spenser, ed. R. E. Neil Dodge (Boston: 
Houghton-Cambridge, 1908 and 1936), pp. 147b-148a, p. 176a, and p. 186a-b; 
John Milton, On the Morning of Christ's Nativity (1629), Stanzas 7, 19-20, 
24-27, in Complete Poems and Major Prose. ed. Merritt Y. Hughes (Indian-
apolis and New York: Bobbs-Merrill Co.-Odyssey, 1957), pp. 45, 48, 49-50; 
Samuel Richardson, Clarissa, or The History of a·Young Lady (1747-1748), 
abr. and ed. George Sherburn (Boston: Houghton, 1962), pp. 86-88, pp. 
514-16; Sir Walter Scott, Marmion: A Tale of Flodden Field (1808), 
Intro.i.l-14,42-50, and Intro.ii.S-19,70-87, in J. Howard B. Masterman's 
edition (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1894, rpt. 1912), pp. 57 and 
pp. 36, 38-39; Alfred Lord Tennyson, "The Ancient Sage" (1885), 11. 1-8, 
229-85, in Victorian Poetry and Poetics, 2nd ed., ed. Walter E. Houghton 
and G. Robert Stange (New York: Houghton, 1968), pp. 157a, 159b-60a; 
W. B. Yeats, 11The Second Coming" (1921), "A Prayer for My Daughter" 
(1921), "Leda and the Swan" (1924), and "The Tower" (1927), 11. 17-32, 
in The Norton Anthology of Modern Poetry, ed. Richard Ellman and Robert 
O'Clair (New York: Norton, 1973), pp. 131, 132-33, 134, 136, with ed. 
notes. (Commentary on Hawthorne's relationship to the English tradition 
may be found in: Julian Hawthorne, remarks on a privately marked, 
family heirloom copy of Sidney's Arcadia; in Nathaniel Hawthorne and 
His Wife: A Biography, 2 vols., 4th ed. [Boston: Osgood, 1885·], I, 34-35; 
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Buford Jones, "Hawthorne and Spenser: From Allusion to Allegory," in 
The Nathaniel Hawthorne Journal, 1975, pp. 71-90; Robert.E. Gross, 
remarks on H.'s stylistic relationship to Samuel Johnson and Sir Walter 
Scott, in "Hawthorne's First Novel: The Future of a Style," PMLA, 
Vol. 78,.No. 1 [March 1963], 60b-6la, 63a [see IV.B.l and n.T,""above]; 
Nathaniel Hawthorne, allusion to "Sonnets, stanzas of Tenilysonian 
sweetness," in "The Antique Ring" [1843], Uncollected Tales, in Vol. 11 
[1974.] of The CentenaryEdition; 339; and other sources and studies, 
reviewed recently by Lea B. V. Newman, . in A Reader's Guide to. the Short._ 
Stories of Nathaniel Hawthorne [Boston: Hall, 1979]. See again my 
Section I.B.l [cit. Julian Hawthorne], my III.B.2.a[k-ll], my III.B.l.a 
[n-16]e.five, my III.B.3.c.three. See also my II.End Notes.7, my III. 
End Notes.8,9, my bracketed notes end Melville [1850] quot., in IV.B.2.) 
Subsequent bibliogr. references to the texts of the eight English 
authors occur parenthetically or between brackets within the text of my 
Section IV .B.3. 
13 One author, present-day American popular reference (in source 
order): Robert Rodale, "The hawthorn[' s ••• ] reputation for healing 
powers . • • Biblical" and "Several types • • • produce fruit • • • vitamin-
rich and edible," in "Hawthorn: Tree with- a Heart," Organic Gardening 
and Farming, Vol. 23, No. 1 (Jan. 1976), 52-53, 53 (remarks on tum-of-
century use of hawthorn tincture may especially reflect upon the private. 
regenerative significance of elixir-blood motifs in Hawthorne's unfin-
ished works--as sampled in my III.A['e'], B.l-5.e, and as discussed by 
E. H. Davidson [1949] and other critics, in my IV.B.l and thereafter; 
remarks on j elly-m.aking may high-symbolically apply to "Rappaccini' s 
Daughter"--as read in my III.B.S~d.two-three, and esp. in combination 
with D. Brewster's gum-organs [see again my Section IV.B.2 and note 7, 
above]). Subsequent bibliogr. citations of the present-day reference on 
gardening occur parenthetically or between brackets within the text of 
my Section IV.B.3. 
14
"Ein HungerkUnstler [is] one of ... [Kafka's] last [works] before 
his death at the age of forty ••• [, and]'display[s] ••• the work ••• of 
the artist in extremis •••• (T]he consensus of critical opinion 
holds that although Kafka is a writer easy enough to read, he is difficult 
indeed to understand. The problem confronting the reader is not so much 
the necessity of 'deciphering' each or any story or novel, but rather the 
possibility of finding an approach that will allow the works themselves 
to deliver their own inscrutable content and enigmatic significance." 
(Bluma Goldstein, "Commentary," in A Reader in German Literature, ed. 
Robert Spaethling and Eugene Weber [New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1969], 
pp. 160-61). Appearing parenthetically within the text of my conclusion 
is the extreme terminus of Kafka's circum-throat-hold anagrammatic 
panther-tale (translated by Willa and Edwin Muir, as "A Hunger Artist," 
in The Penal Colony: Stories and Short Pieces [New York: Schocken Bks.,, 
1948, rpt. 1971], pp. 243-56). 
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15 For some of the controversy, see: Ivan F6nagy [et al.], "The 
Functions of Vocal Style" and "Discussion of F6nagy's Paper," in 
Literary Style: A Symposium, ed. and (in part) trans. by Seymour 
Chatman (London and New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1971), pp. 159-75 
and pp. 175~78~-esp. p. 172 note 4 and the "Discussion," pp. 175-78; and 
Roman Jakobsen and Linda Waugh, The Sound Shape of Language (Bloomington 
and London: Indiana Univ. Press; 1979), p. 185 and systematically 
throughout (i.e., watchful .of "bias ·toward determinant 'mechanical 
factors'"--a bias, perhaps, in F6nagy, Die Metaphern in der Phonetik 
[The Hague, 1963], esp. in commentary pp. 60 ff. [also see Jakobsen and 
/Waugh (1979) in my I.End Notes.l2]). 
16 On the ancient Indian phoneticians--see W. B. Allen, Phonetics in 
Ancient India (London, 1965), esp. p. 81, and Jakobsen and Waugh (1979), 
p. 11; on Jakob Grimm--see R. H. Robins, A Short History of Lin~istics 
(Bloomington and London: Indiana Univ. Press, 1968), pp. 133, 170-72, 
181-84, 223; on Charles Kraitsir--see again my Section I.B.3, my I.End 
Notes.l2, my I.End Notes.3, and see Paget, pp. 165-66, "Mouth Gesture in 
Chinese" ("The Canton dialect has lost far fewer consonants than the 
Pekin dialect, and its symbolism is .therefore much more evident"); on 
J. Fourquet (Les mutations consonantiques in germanique [Paris, 1948])--
see R. H. Robins (1968), p. 223; on J. Ladefoged--see J. Peter Ladefoged, 
Three Areas of Experimental Phonetics (London: Oxford U. Press, 1967), 
esp. pp. 165-67 (" ••• vowel qualities are assessed mainly by reference 
to an ordering of the acoustic properties of the syllable. I In the 
case of consonant qualities, however, the articulatory equivalents of 
the auditory qualities are of great importance ••••• "); on D. B. Fry 
[et al.]--see D. B. Fry, ed., Acoustic Phonetics: A Course of Basic 
Readings (Cambridge, London, New York, Melbourne: Cambridge Univ. Press, 
1976), esp. remarks on mouth-positional stratagem in a study of consonant-
cue non-differentiation (note, also, the inclusion in the basic course, 
1976, of a 1922 vowel study by Richard Paget--as an index to the continued 
linguistic valuation of the author who has served as the main linguistic 
resource in the present study of Hawthorne). 
' 
17
on Socrates in Plato--see B[enjamin] Jowett [1817-1893], tr. and 
ed., Cratylus, in Vol. 3 of The Dialogues of Plato, 4 vols., 4th ed. cor. 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1953-1968), 1-106; on John Wallis (and Plato) 
--see Hugh Blair, pp. 61-62 note(s) (quoted in my Section IV.B.2, ident. 
in full in note 7, above), and see Jakobsen and Waugh (1979), p. 197, 
reviewing, as Wallis-continuative, the work of Dwight L. Bolinger (U.S .A., 
1946-1977), on "verbal affinities"; on Dwight Bolinger--see Jakobsen and 
Waugh (1979), pp. 197-99 and bibliogr., and esp. see Bolinger, on "Rime, 
Assonance, and Morpheme Analysis," in ·Word,· 6 (1950), 117-36 (also 
"summed up," ala Jakobson and Waugh, in Bolinger's Forms of English 
[Cambridge, Mass., 1965]); on Jakobsen and Waugh (1979)--see esp. 
Jakobsen and Waugh (1979) reviewing Bolinger as indicated, and praising. 
the work as a major contribution to the study of speech sounds as 
immediate signifiers (forms not always subordinate to verbal convention 
or syntactic rules in the structuration of language). (The term·"psycho-
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morphs" I take from Jakobsen and Waugh's review [p. 198] of Markell and 
Ramp [1960]--equated in the review with Bolinger's "submorphemic 
differentials" and with Householder's [1946] "phonestheme." Not only 
"continuous and discontinuous clusters" of consonants, butalso "in 
certain positions single pnonemes" [a vowel is cited], may take on 
e psychomorphic status--A la Jakobsen and Waugh, discussing Bolinger 
[pp. 198~99].) 
18 . 
On John Locke (Essay Concerning Human Understanding, Part III 
[London, 1694], p. 4)--see Jakobsen and Waugh (1979), pp. 193-94; on 
J. G. Herder--seeR. H. Robins (1968), esp. p. 152 (see also my II.End 
Notes.7); on E. Sapir-..-see esp. Jakobsen and Waugh (1979), pp. 204-8, 
or "Speech Sounds in Mythopoeic Usage" (on human-physique signals, 
consonant-shifts in divine address and song, etc., in American Indian 
languages); on Harold J. Vetter and John A. Tennant--see Harold J. 
Vetter and John A. Tennant, as ident. in my I.End Notes.3; on Nancy B. 
Ketchiff (on Burchfield)--seeNancy B. Ketchiff, The Invisible Made 
Visible: Sound Imagery in the Early Watercolors of Charles Burchfield, 
Diss. Univ. of North Carolina 1977 (Ann Arbor, Mich.: Univ. Microfilms 
Intern., 1981); on Jakobsen and Waugh--see Jakobsen and Waugh (1979), 
reviewing, throughout, sound symbolism studies in terms of systematic 
"distinctive feature" constructs, hypothesized as near-universal 
perceptual categories based on binary logic native to human nervous 
system (but see esp. pp. 188-94, "Synesthesia"). (On Nathaniel Haw-
thorne's sense of binary oral-move, -mass, and -organ oppositions--
possibly Ala Kraitsiran butterfly-logic [P. Gura (1981), pp. 128-29]--
see my I .. End Notes.lO[d,ii], my III.B.5.a[b-19]. The mute A [a laM. 
Quilligan (1979)] may have a direct heritage-readings link ;ith John 
Locke's record, on the blindman's scarlet-compared, to the "sound of 
a trumpet"--but as a speechless man's "HAW!"-compared, to a valley amid 
ever-doubling, rho-fold glands/organs [see again my III.B.3.d, III.C, 
IV.B.2].) 
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on the Sepher Yetzirah (or the Jewish Book of Creation)--see 0. 
K. Numbiar, "Spirit--Psyche--Symbol--Song," in Yearbook of Comparative 
Criticism, IV: Anagogic Qualities of Literature, ed. Joseph P. Strelka 
(Univ. Park and London: The Pennsylvania State Univ. Press, 1971), p. 75, 
n. 8; on Dante--see Ernst R. Curtius (1953), esp. pp. 499-500 (quoted in 
my Section IV.B.3, ident. in full in note 9, above); on Hugh Blair--see 
Hugh Blair, as quoted in my Section IV.B.3 and ident. in note 11, above; 
on G. E. Lessing (Laokoon[,] oder Uber die Grenzen der Malerei und Poesie, 
1766)--see Ren~ Wellek and Austin Warren, "[XI.] Literature and the 
Other Arts," in Theory of Literature; 3rd ed. (New York: Harcourt, 1956), 
p. 126; on Nikolay M. Karamzin (Rycar' nasego vremeni, 1799-1803)--see 
Gitta Hammarberg, "Metafiction in Russian 18th Century Prose: Karamzin's 
Rycar' nasego vremeni or Novyj Akteon, vnuk Kadma i Garmonii," Scando-
Slavica, Tom. 27 {Copenhagen: Munksgaard, 1981), 27-46, esp. 36-39, on 
"the 'botany of the text'"; on Samuel T. Coleridge (Biographia Literaria 
[1815-1816], and other works)--see M. H. Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp: 
Romantic Theory and the Critical Tradition (New York: Norton, 1953; rpt. 
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1958)·, esp. pp. 68-69, on the idea of "the mind ••• as a living plant, 
growing into its perception," held by Coleridge, and see Northrop Frye, 
Anatomy. of Criticism: Four Essays (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton Univ. 
Press, 1957,. rpt. 1971), esp~ PP• 125-27, on Coleridge and the use of 
the universal ~'lord ("The discussion of the universal Word. at the opening 
of the Chhandogya Upanishad [where it is symbolized by the sacred word 
"Aum"] is exactly as relevant and as irrelevant to literary criticism 
as the discussion at the opening of the Fourth Gospel. Coleridge was 
right in thinking that the "Logos" was the goal-of his work as a critic, 
but not right in thinking that his poetic Logos would so inevitably be 
absorbed into Christ as to make literary criticism a kind of natural 
theology" [p. 126; cf. my Coleridge-right/Frye-wrong reading of Hawthorne, 
III.B.4.b.two, d.three-four--and one in accord with Hawthorne's youthful 
verses, cited in my I.B.3(v--w/v/f)]); on Sir David Brewster--see Sir 
David Brewster (1836), esp. pp.-175"-85, remarks on "Kaleidophone," 
"Acoustic Figures," "Silence from Two Sounds," "Darkness from Two 
-Lights" (work ident. in full in my note 7, above): on Walt Whitman 
(Song of Myself, 1855)--see 0. K. Numbiar (1971), 69-73, but within the 
full tantric context of the study; on August Schleicher (linguistic 
genealogical tree model, 1861)--see R. H. Robins (1968), pp. 178;..82; on 
Ferdinand de Saussure--see Jean Starobinski, Words upon Words: The 
Anagrams of Ferdinand de Saussure [1906-1909]. (1971), tr. Olivia Emmet 
(NewHaven and London: Yale Univ. Press, 1979), and see Jakobson and 
Waugh (1979), esp. pp. 220-21; on T. S. Eliot--see T. S. Eliot, on 
Matthew Arnold, in The Use of Poetry and the Use of Criticism: Studies 
in the Relation of Criticism to Poetry.in England (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard Univ. Press, 1933), p. 111, or "the 'auditory imagination"' 
which Arnold should have (and which ·'Tom S. Alley-cat' privi-anagrammat-
ically [?] rehearses, in Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats [1930?], 
The Complete Poems and Plays [New York: Harcourt, 1952], pp. 147-71); on 
0. K. Numbiar--see 0. K. Numbiar (1971), esp. interpreting, throughout, 
the neural-serpentine Kundalini and the organs-extend, over-flow-feed 
language of Eastern and Western mystics experiencing "creative stress" 
(p. 52); on A. J. Greim.as--see A. J. Greim.as, "Kaukai ir aitvarai 
(antroji dalis: aitvaras)," Metmenys: kiiryba ir analize, 28 (1974), 22-
67, esp. 55-56, or discussion of demonic "~tymological semantis~'' in a 
hypothesized Baltic-Lithuanian mythological model embracing change; on 
William L. Howard--see William L. Howard, The Modification of Self-
Concept, Anxiety and Neuro-Muscular Performance through Rational Stage 
Directed Hypnotherapy: A Cognitive Experiential Perspective Using 
Cognitive Restructuring and Hypnosis, Diss. The Ohio State Univ. 1979 
(Ann Arbor, Mich.: Univ. Microfilms Intern., 1981), esp. pp. 59-60, on 
self-verbalization during snake-handling, as significant component of a 
behavior modification strategy for achieving a symbolic mastery model 
(cf. Hawthorne's "thin and brittle elaborations of puns and 'sight gags' 
like 'The Bosom Serpent' or 'The Man of Adamant"'--i.e., ala Taylor 
Stoehr, in "Mesmerism," Hawthorne's Mad Scientists: Pseudoscience and 
Social Science in Nineteenth-Century Life and Letters [Archon Bks., 
1978], p. 52; see again my II.End Notes.ll). 
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on Quintilianus ( ••• Institutionis Oratoriae ••• )--see Jakobson 
and Waugh (1979), p. 162; on Comenius (remembered for first picture-book, 
ca. 1650)--see Jakobson and Waugh (1979), p. 162; on Nathaniel Hawthorne 
in nominal self-rhyming with the tradition of language education (perhaps 
even as "Quicksilver"IQuintUian, "Grandfather"/Gr:bnm)--see my II.B.2-3, 
my III.B.S.a(w-01), e.two-three,fou~-five, my IV.B.2, also my I.End Notes. 
9(f) and I.B .3, closing (" 'Ah!' cried the chair, drawing back •••• " [CE, 
VI:209]); on Shalom Aleichem--see Jakobson and Waugh (1979), pp. 162-63, 
commenting on "The Flag" (1900), as ar.chetypal tale of "inaccess.ible velars 
in ••• names," velars finally overachieved (cf. McPherson • s commentary 
on the Cadmus myth, in my IV.B.l; and note, via Jakobson and Waugh (p. 
109), J. Grimm's estimation of "compact lkln as fullest and firmest of 
[adults'] consonants): on James F. Bosma [et al.]--see Robert I. Henkin, 
Richard L. Christiansen, and James F. Bosma, "Facial Hypoplasia, Growth 
Retardation, Impairment of Oral Sensation and Perception and Hyposmia~ A 
New Syndrome," in Second Symposium on Oral Sensation and Perception, ed. 
James F. Bosma, M.D. (Springfield, Ill.: Thomas, [1967, or] 1970), pp. 
468-89; on Paul Menyuk--see David S. Palermo, "Acquisition of the 
Phonological System," in Psychology of Language (Glenview, Ill.: Scott, 
Foresman, 1978), esp. pp. 93-95; on George A. Miller--see George A. 
Miller, "The Acquisition of Language," in Language and Speech (San 
Francisco: Freeman, 1981), pp. 109-20,.esp. pp. 113-14 ("Children's 
first words are tied to gestures. Perhaps the first gesture children 
understand is direction of gaze: they look in the direction their mother 
is looking. I I The shape of the infant's vocal 
tract is changing; as the throat cavity grows in size, the variety of 
vowels increases and so does the variety of consonants. I 
During the second year • ; • ('communication and vocalization') come 
together as the child learns to coordinate vocalization in the service 
of communication, and true language begins to develop. I .... ") 
21
on Jean Jacques Rousseau--seeR. H. Robins (1968), pp. 150-151 
(partly quoted in my I.End Notes.8), and see I. F6nagy [et al.], "Discus. 
of F6nagy's Paper," 176, on Rousseau's notion of consonant values, or 
"articulation," as evolutionary development in the language of action 
(the musical, i.e. vowel, voice being closer to the original, primitive 
state of man and language); on Hyde Clarke and Alfred R. Wallace (first 
modern statements of mouth-gesture origins of speech)--see Gordon W. 
Hewes, Language Origins: A Bibliography (1975), fully identified in my 
I.End Notes.3; on Sir Richard Paget--see esp. my I.B.l and see the primary 
work, identified in full in my I.End Notes.3; on G. Revesz (contact 
theory)--see G. Revesz, The Origins and Prehistory of Language (1939-
1942), tr. J. Butler (New York: Philosophical Library, 1956); on Emil 
Froeschels--see Emil Froeschels, "Hygiene of the Voice," Archives of 
Otolaryngology; 38 (1943), 122-30, on(~ laG. W. Hewes) "chewing while 
vocalizing as a theory of language origin"; on E. Lloyd DeBrul, Evolution 
of the Speech Apparatus (Springfield, Ill.: Thomas, 1958), pp. 89-90 and 
throughout; on Charles F. Hockett [et al.]--see Charles F. Hockett [et 
al.], ident. in my I.End Notes.3, and esp. on sexual frontaliz~tion, 
discussed throughout; on Philip Liebe~n (efforts to reconstruct early 
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vocal tract)--see Philip Lieberman, On the Or~ins of Language: ~ 
Introduction to the Evolution of Raman Speech New York: Macmillan, 
1975), and see George A. Miller (1981), pp. 37 ff.; on J. Sheets--see 
J. Sheets, "Hominid Dental Evolution and the Origins of Language," Man, 
12 (1977), 518-26, and seeJakobson and Waugh (1979), p. 29, reviewing 
Sheets ("in particular the hominid dental evolution turned the oral 
cavity into the best resonating chamber ·for linguistic use"), in the 
context of a refutal of·non-semiotic physical study of speech sounds, 
i.e., as "'gross, raw' phonic ·matter, 1 amorphous substance 1 " (cf. 
D. R. Lawrence's strong use of idea of teeth-of-mind--to appreciate, in 
private chamber/-s, Rawthorne-Dimmesdale's organ-physical-arts of super-
human self-constraint [IV.B.l]). 
22 On St. Augustine (observations on sex/food analogies)--see 
Duncan MacDougald, "(P]hallic foods," in Standard Dictionary of Folklore, 
Mythology, and Legend, ed. Maria Leach (1949-1950), and fully ident. in 
my I.End Notes.l3(b); on Charles Dickens--see Charles Dickens, Posthumous 
Papers of the Pickwick Club (1837), in Vol. 15 of The Complete Works 
of ... , 16 vols. (Philadelphia: Gebbie, 1893), 357-71 (or Chapt. 33), 
esp. p. 360, on Sam Weller's use of mouth-gesture while writing (a 
literary linguistic list.ed by G. W. Hewes [1975]); on Benedetto Croce--
see Benedetto Croce, Aesthetic, As Science of Expression and General 
Linguistic ·(1902-1911), tr. Douglas Ainslie (New York: Noonday, 1922; 
rpt. 1956); on Duncan MacDougald--see Duncan MacDo~gald, in Leach (1949-
1950), esp. II:863a, cit. Paul Lacroix (1806-1884) on prostitution in 
Roman bakeries (History of Prostitution I:234-35), but also II:862b, 
dis. "ichthyphallic design, ••• its origin in the extraordinary aphrodi-
siac powers for centuries attributed to fish in many civilizations," and 
manifest "among the Semites, including ••• ancient Hebrews"; on Erminie 
W. Voegelin--see Erminie W. Voegelin, "Trickster" and "[B]uttocks 
watcher," in Leach (1949-1950); on Erich Neumann-see esp. Walter J. Ong, 
"Rhetoric and Consciousness," in Rhetoric, Romance,·and Technology: 
Studies in the Interaction of Expression and Culture (Ithaca and London: 
Cornell Univ. Press, 1971), pp. 10-12, or eight-stage outline summarizing 
Neumann, and supporting Ong's thesis ("The history of rhetoric simply 
mirrors.the evolution of society" [p. 9]); on Claude Levi-Strauss--see 
Claude Levi-Strauss, The Raw and the Cooked: Introduction to a- Science of 
Mythology:! (1964), tr. John and Doreen Weightman (New York: Harper, 
1969); on Kenneth Burke--see Kenneth Burke, Language as Symbolic Action: 
Essays Qn Life, Literature, and Method (Berkeley and Los Angeles: Univ. 
of California Press, 1966, rpt. 1968), esp. pp. 254-81, "The Vegetal 
Radicalism of Theodore Roethke"; on Tzvetan Todorov--see Tzvetan Todorov, 
The Poetics of Prose (1971), tr •. Richard Howard, Forw. Jonathan Culler 
(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell Univ. Press, 1977), with discus. of Futurist 
Khlebnikov's meditations on aggressive consonants (ca. 1912) noteworthy 
(in "Number, Letter, Word," pp. 190-204); on James Kinneavy--see James 
Kinneavy, A Theory of Discourse: The Aims of Discourse (Englewood · 
Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1971), esp. Ch. 6, "Expressive Discourse"; 
on J:im Swan ("History, Pastoral and Desire: A Psychoanalytic Study of 
English Literature and Society," Diss. Stanford, 1974)--see Kenneth 
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Dauber (1977), ident. in my note 4, above; on Bruno Bettelheim--see 
Bruno Bettelhetm, The Uses of Enehantment: The Meaning and Importance 
of FairyTales (New York: Knopf, 1976), esp. on "Rapunzel~" in "Intro-
duction" (".... And even more important to the [five-year-old] boy 
[-auditor] was another central motif of the story: that Rapunzel found 
the means of escaping her predicament in her own body--the tresses on 
which the prince climbed up to her room in the tower. That one's body 
can provide a lifeline reassured him that, if necessary, he would 
similarly-find in-his-own body the source of his security. This shows 
that a fairy tale--because it addresses itself in the most imaginative 
form to essential human problems, and does so in an indirect way--can 
have much to offer to a little boy even if the story's heroine is an 
adolescent girl." [p. 17; cf. tree/Minerva-extensionals in Hawthorne's 
Jason myth, my II.B.2.b.iii, and Hawthorne's Blithedale Romance, esp. 
my III.B.S.d.four]); on Fletcher Collins--see Fletcher Collins, The 
Functions of Sound in Modern Poetry, Diss. The Univ. of Wiscons~at] 
Milwaukee 1977 (Ann Arbor, Mich.: Univ. Microfilms.Internat., 1981), 
esp. applic., pp. 67-68, of evolutionary-physical communication-value 
(constit. one of "four basic symbolic [functions] of sound," pp. 58, 62), 
to Sylvia Plath's "Daddy" (from Ariel [New York: Harper, 1966], pp. 49-
,50); on Maureen Quilligan--see Maureen Quilligan (1979), ident. in full 
in my note 5, above,. esp. end-of-book discussion of allegory's "invit [a-
tion of] ••• readership to communion'~ (p. 290); -on Walter J. Ong--see 
Walter J. Ong (1971) and Walter J. Ong, Fighting for Life: Contest, 
Sexuality, and Consciousness (Ithaca and London: Cornell Univ. Press, 
1981); on Anne-Margrethe Hustad--see Anne-Margrethe Hustad, "The North 
Russian Lament in the Light of the Religious Songs of the Old Believers," 
Scando-Slavica, Tom. 27 (1981), 47-67, for comparative-historical discus. 
of elegy, esp. its link with ritual, community appeasement of the motor-
ghosts of the dead, inclusive of food offerings upon the graves (Haw-
thorne's link with the Russian pre-Christian rites possibly through Czar 
Peter I ["the Great"], who banned them in 1715--i.e., via allusion to 
"Peter the second" [last male Romanov] in "Peter Goldthwaite's Treasure" 
(CE, IX:406; see also my III.B.2.a[_a-18]; and see my reading of "The 
Minister's Black Veil," III.La[m-05], c.four-five, d.three--as ritual 
literary return of dead-and-life-prey-praying Hawthorne, dependent on 
the reader's reservoirs of life-offering meaning). 
23 Roman Jakobsen and Lin.da Waugh, "The Spell of Speech Sounds," in 
The Sound Shape of Language (ident. in full in my note 15, above), p. 231. 
24
sir Philip Sidney, in Ringler (ident. in full in my note 12, 
above), pp. 265-337, esp. pp. 292-93: The Psalms of David (1585), Psalm 
XVIII, 11. 73-74, 78-80, 88-91. 
25Plato, Phaedo, tr. B. Jowett, in [Five Great Dialogues:] Apology, 
Crito, Phaedo, Symposium, Republic, tr. B. Jowett and ed. Louise R. 
Loomis (New York: Black-Classics Club, 1942), pp. 85-153, esp. p. 153. 
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